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The Deflation of Labor 

I S IT the true atandard of civilization to llee 
how many persons of all sorts, useful and 

useless, can be supported by a given band of 
workers? How many idiots? How. many in- 
sane? How many helpless children? How many 
frivolous women? How many crooked finan- 
ciers ? How many echeming politicians ? How 
many shyster lawyerst How many fake news- 
paper men? How many quack doctors? How 
many dishonest merchants ? How many pur- 
chased professorsf How many snide scientists? 
How many beggars? How many preachers? 
How many priests? How many nuns? How 
many criminals? How many loafers of dl 
aorts 7 

Even if this is true (as some seem to think) 
it yet &maips to be proven that i t  is to the 
interest of all these non-producers to see to it 
that the producers work as long hours as  pos- 
sible and for as little remuneration as possible. 

As to the hours of work, the British Home 
OfEce issued a report in the year 1916, showing 
as  a result of their investigations that a work- 
er employed for eight hours a day may, be- 
cause of his better physical and mental con- 
dition, produce a greater output than another 
of equal capacity working h e l v e  hours a day; 
that a sample group of workers showed an ab- 
solute increase of over five percent in output 
as  a result of a diminution of sixteen and one- 
half percent in the length of the working day 
and that another sample group increased their 
average output from 152 to 276 as a result of 
shortening the day from twelve hours to ten, 
and to 316 on a further shortening of two 
hours. ' 

What has been found to be true in England 
with respect to reductions in hours of labor 
having a different effect upon output from 
what one would imagine, has been found to be 
true in the United States with respect to com- 
pensation. Dr. Julius Klein, director of the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 

told a subcommittee of the House committee on 
appropriations that a t  the time when the coal- 
miners here were paid the highest wages, much 
higher than were then paid in England to the 
same class of workers, coal could be landed on 
board ship at Sorfoll; cheaper than it could be 
landed on board ship at Cardiff. TlJs was part- 
ly due to better pumping and hoisting appa- 
ratus, better shipping and delivery methods, 
but it was also largely due to the far  greater 
productivitv of the higher paid worker. Large 
wages are a spur to large output, and the larg- 
est producers are generally best paid. The 
well-paid nian fears to lose his job, thinking 
that he may never get another one as good. 
He strives to please. The poorly-paid man, de- 
prived of adequate comforts for himself and 
family, renders relatively poor service. 

There is the tragic side to low wages, too. 
Whenever a large employer of low-priced labor 
makes a cut in the wages of his workers, he ' 

can know to a certainty that some precious 
lives w-ill be lost as a result of his act. The , 
Children's Bureau of the Department of Labor 
has published statistics showing the close re- 
lation between income and infant mortality; 
the tower the eaniings the less chance the 
worker has of saving his babies. Can a man 
whose babies are dying because he cannot 
properly care for them put the same heart into 
his work as one who is adequately paid? 

And then there is the business side to high 
and low wages. 'Wages are too high; we pro- 
pose to see to it  that the wages of all workers 
in the country are reduced a t  least a dollar a 
day." Let us suppose the business men of the 
country coming together and making such a 
statement. I t  might sound reasonable, but is i t? 

There are 40,000,000 workers i~ tlie count.~~p. 
If they get a dollar less a day they will spend 
a dollar less a day. Is it  good business to tu rn  
away from the possible profits on $40,000,000 
worth of merchandise every day? Can the 



buP;ness interests of the countr:- get along 1~1th 
tlie annual total of, say, $12,000,000.000 less 
purchases of commodities than at present? 
Nany business men are like sheep, and show 
about as  much sense. If the workers in a com- 
ninnity apend their earnings in that community 
why should ally of the business men in that 
wnin~unity want them paid a minimum %-age1 
Is it not to the inrt.rests of everybody in that 
community that they ~honld be well paid! Will 
the workers not be more contented, and will 
not the industries be busier and the dividends 
larger than could possibly be the case if the 
workers were paid on a subsistence basis! 

Mr. Gtompers has pointtdly called the stten- 
tion of American bnsil~ess men to the iact that 
tiley have much to be thankful for becallso 
wages have been high; that i t  is thcsc high 
wages thnt have made America what it is; and 
that if long hours and low wages make for cdm- 
mercial prosperity then China should be the 
kadclr mnong the family of nations instend of 
being a tail-ender, so to speak. 

Yet with all these good reasons for holding 
wages a t  a high level, the leading financier of 
Wall Street, when asked in 1914 if he thought 
ten dollars a week was a high enough wage 
for a longshoreman, is alleged to have made the 
nonsensical reply, 'Tes; it is enough if he ac- 
cepts it." Our comment on such a remark must 
necessarily be that one who would make such 
a reillark shows plainly that he does not love 
his own children. He is thinking only of the 
present and not of the future. Or if he is  think- 
ing of the future he is thinking of it in terms 
of machine gnns, without a doubt. 

Senator La Follette, in some respects the 
ablest statesman in American public life, boldly 
cla.ims a great co~ispiracp by the masters of 
American finance io bring the workers of this 
country to actual serfdon1 through a systematic 
campaign of wage cutting. Some of his ex- 
pressions on the subject are as falloffs: 
"I 8et myself the task of proving to the Senate and 

the country thnt the wages of labor today are less than 
they were at the be@nning of this centurg-; that the 
purchasing power of labor at this moment of time will 
not command, by a considerable amount, as much of 
the neceqsaries of life as was the case ten years before 
thr beginning of this century. I undertake to say that 
I!O rnIs\i-cr can be made to the facts and arguments 
1~11irh it will he possible to put before t+ Senate of 
the Unit4 States." 

''Today there are five or six millions of toilera in 

the United S t a b  rho ue out of work md their f d -  
lies ore hungry, to the end that theh spirit may k 
crushed and a new generation of seafs may be b d .  
T b s  evil combination agaimt the workers is made 
more formidable a d  terrifying because it has enl is td  
the active support and cooperation of the national rd- 
ministration and cowk. The United States Supreme 
Court and the lower courts are depriving the workerr 
of their weapons of defense one by one and seeking to 
bind them with chainr, so that their mwkrs m a y  with 
impunity scourge them into submission. No such com- 
bination has ever been arrayed together for an evil 
pnrpoee in the hie tor^. of this count.ry. Beride it., the 
slave power pales int6 insignificance by the record that 
is being made by the federal courts at this tima" 

TIre Ootrrhadowing Issue 

T HE &WEX AGE gires considerable atten- 
tion to econon~ic questions Ixcause the em- 

nolnic issues created b!- the IYorld War over- 
shadow all others. They are greater than all 
the other issues combined. If the great finan- 
ciers are blundering along in the dark so that 
they can actually view with equaniiuity the poe- 
s~hility of a longshoreman working for ten 
dollars a week, it is not to be wondered a t  that 
the common people' need to discuss sudi m a t  
ten .  If they do not discuss these i s ~ u e s  and 
keep the desire for justice always before their 
minds, they but hasten the day when ten dol- 
lars a week for longshoremen and for all other 
workers will be considered the outside limit in 
wages, and "efficiency experts" will be prepar- . \ 

ing elaborate tables shoning just how- illany - 
ounces of oatmeal and chopped straw are ne- 
cessary to sustain life, while the financiers 
meanwhile are devising wags and means to get 
more profits out of oats and straw. 

The brightest minds in the world are study- 
ing economics, in the hope of unearthing 5onle 
plan by m-hich the present systelil of drivlag 
the workem furiously for sis inontlis a p a r ,  
and then locking t l le l~~ out of the far.:orips for 
the next six montlis while the esces. products 
are being consumed, can be a\-oided. Jnst re- 
cently some new itellis hare been preeented by 
the Sational Bnrean of E;co.nornic Research. 

The Burean finds that in 1009 tlie national 
income was $28,80C1,000,000; that in 1915: it \\-as 
$61,000,000,000; but that when the cost-of-liv- 
ing yardstick is applied, on the basis of the 
1913 esperience. the actual incori~e had increas- 
ed in the nine years from $30,100,000,000 to 
but $38,800,000,000; and that thls increase d m  
not allow for the increase of population. 



Basing its calculations on data obtained from 
mines, factories and land transportation the 
Bureau furnishes figures to show that the pro- 
portion of total income paid out in wages and 
salaries increased from 68.7 percent in 1909 to 
77.3 percent in 1918. Of the amount paid out 
in wages and salaries 8 percent went to offi- 
cials and the balance to other workers. 

The Bureau also shows that of all of those 
who received income, one percent obtained 
fourteen percent of the income, ten percent re- 
ceived thirty-five percent of the income, and 
twenty percent received a little less than one- 
half of the total income. Stating the same facts 
in another way: If there were 100 persons in- 
terested in each $100 of income, one person out 
of the 100 received fourteen dollars of the 
amount, nine other persons received t r o  dol- 
lars and thirty-three cents, ten other persons 
received about one dollar and fifty cents each, 
and the remaining eighty persons received 
about sixty-three cents each. In the pear 1918, 
on the basis of the 1913 cost of living, the av- 
erage worker received $(is2 a >-ear. The work- 
ing class, however, purcliased seventy percent 
of the total product. 

The Bureau takes up the average net annual 
incolne of 172 large corporations in sixteen ba- 
sic industries during the period 1916-1920, and 
finds that it \+-as $1,09G,000,000 as compared 
with $414,000,080 during the period 1912-1914. 
I t  takes up the matter of reserves; and finds 
that out of a total net profit to corporations of, 
$40,000,000,000 in the gears 1913-1920, $17,000,- 
000,000 were added to corporate surplus, some 
of which was invested in buildings and some 
held as  cash in the bank from which to pay 
future dividends. 

As a matter of fact the Kew Pork Journal 
of Commerce shows that with all the deflation 
of farmers and the assassination of industry 
by the Federal Reserve Bank system in 1921 
the dividend and interest payments in that 
year were the largest in history and were dou- 
ble those in 1913. These facts move one to ask: 
TT'Iint great service did these corporate inter- 
ests render to society that justified their being 
doubly ren-arded in the year of the farmer's 
greatest disappointment, and in the year when 
the factory doors were closed to union labor? 

That those who doubly rewarded themsel~es 
in the same year in which they punished the 
farmer and the worker h e w  in advance what 

they were about is plain from a thouglltful 
reading of the following extract from the 
"Business and Financial Outlook of the First 
Kational Bank of Philadelphia," pub1i::llcd 
April 1.5, 1921, just as the liquidation of labor 
policy was getting nicely under way: (The ital- 
ics are ours.) 

"Liquidation of labor has become the chief factor 
in the most extraordinary fillancia1 and industrial situ- 
ation that ha. developed within the memory of those 
now living. Wages are being reduced just aa the p r i m  
of staple commodities have been lowered, and the move 
ment is by no means. ended. It is the most important 
task that the American people have e n ~ a p d  in sin- 
hostilitias w a s & ;  for it is a life and death question, 
not only for the workers whose wages are 11ei11g re 
duced, but also for the infinitely g ~ e a t e r  mul!itude of 
citizens who are struggling hard to make both en& 
meet, owing to the continued high cost of living which 
enters into everything that they eat, wear or consume." 

I n  other words, here is "an ixhnitely great 
lllultitude of people" who are of little or no use 
to society, except to the makers of automobiles, 
golf sticks, fine clothing, and tableware. They 
do not want to work themselves. It is expen- 
sive to live, and the only way they know by 
which to live nicely is to cut a chunk out of 
the farmers and workers and live on that until 
some new war or labor-saving device or  other 
scheme creates another opportunity to pile u p  
a bank roll for those who "toil not, neither do 
they spill'' 

The same effort which we see going on in 
America to make the workers pay for the war 
and support in luxury the "infinitely great mul- 
titude of people" who came into the leisure 
class as  s result of the war, is going on else- 
where. The London Daily Herald calls atten- 
tion to the fact that the internal national debt 
is about ~7,000,000,000, and the interest on it 
about f350,000,000 ; that as the money increases 
in value in proportion to goods, the real bur- 
den of the interest charges increases and the 
holders of the war loan get higher and higher 
returns on their money in goods which can be 
produced by none others than the workers; 
that if only one percent were taken off that 
interest there would be nearly £'i0,000,000 a 
year saved - enough to prevent the cutting 
then under way of the wages of miners and 
agricultural laborers. 

I t  strikes observers in these matters as  very 
unfair that when readjustments are to be made 
the ones that are "readjusted" are usually the . 
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ones that do the producing, and the legal da ing'r addresr to Congrear on August 38th w88 
cisions tend that way. The Supreme C o d  de- par excellent. 
cides thst "no legirktion can oompel oorpora- The President, b o w  that the mining 
tions to work for the public a t  a loss." But agreements would expire on April let, 1- 
what court has ever attempted to decide that tried to obtain a bonferena between operatma 
a worker's remuneration ie unfair and must be and miners five months before titat time, but 
rectified upwardt Is a man of less importance failed; dnd @e rtriLe occurred on that data 
in the eyes of the law than a corporation? The publio has been .robbed shamelessly bl 

But during war times even ouch a thing the ooal profiteers, and with their wages leu- 
might happen; for when the world ie being ened are demanding oheaper fuel. 
made safe for democl.lray everybody is anrioas In Jnip the Preuident got the m n b d b g  in- 
that the workers have a fair deal. So it was terests together, but with no result. Then ho - 
that the National War Labor Board made a pleaded with both aides to renew work on the 
decision in 1919 that 38,000 workers in the eui- basis of the wages in effeot prior to April Irf, 
ploy of the Bethlehem Steel Company were to while a mal commission rhould make a armfd 
have an incmmw in wages for the period from inquiry into all the faate bearing npon the mrrbc 
Angnst 1,1918, to February 28, 1919. But the ter and then make reaommendatione. Bat 
Bethlehem Steel Company refused to abide by powerful minority of the operatom and dl d* 
the award; BO what good did the decision do the mine-workers d d e d  the p r o p o d  Them 
the workers? Corporations have a habit of re- the President announced proteotion to any mine- R 

fuoing to abide by the decisions of anybody, that would operate. the ~ n l t .  wwa 
but woe betide the worker that tries it. No The President calls attention to the fa& tbd 
aoqwation lawyer will rush to his rescue, and there are 200,000 more mine-workerr ia W' ' . 
no aorporatiody-inalined mart will lend a country than are needed, and that it in i m w  . 

listening ear to his specious pleas. tive that something be done toward Iltabihing 
their earnings and the distribution of the 4- 

Ramme- Doron the Wager they prodnoe. He urges an impartial invcnti- 

T HE peak in wage rates was reached in 1920, gation bnd concludes with the argument: 
when the average rate per hour for males 'The rlmort tow eshanrtion d rtoclu of d th . 

was fife-eight cents and the average rate for crippled condition of railaa~s, the ~~ dB- 
women forty-three cents. The gregt drim ation tbt - might F ' w  worn in - @ 
against wages was made during the first nine due to the rho* ~ 1 ~ ~ 9  the sub-' 

which might uise in the Northwed though fail- months of 1921. During that time five million to -ter by & hBprtrtion: J1 - American workers sustained an average cat in dded to the oll-na priw hb 
wages of sixteen percent. Believing a review i, 3ita of the most dous v ~ U P ~  adOh 
of this great movement will be of idterest We ~ ; o v - ~ ~ t  d z a i n  them, de it neceseu~. to & 
give some of the detaile. you to consider at once some form of temporary ma+ 

I n  the lines of food production and prepam- trol of distribution and priceam 
tion we find that wages of farm-hands dropped It is a matter of -on knowledge that 
dnring that period from an average of $46.89 labor c-st in a tan of coal is around $3.00, while 
to $29.48 or about thirty-swen percent, and in the sell ag-price to the consumer sticks around 
Brooklyn there has been a large reduction in $11.00, and has done so ever Since the war. All 
the wages paid to bakere and bakers' helper8 the talk by the operators about wanting to m- 
-about $!9 per week lese for each, we under- duw the wages of the coal miners ao that t h q  
stand. can reduce the price of coal is pure moonshine, 

I n  the mining business during that time 128,- made for public consumption. The publie nill 
500 mine-workers had their wages cut nineteen not get a lower price for coal; they will get a 
percent, but the real fight to reduce minework- higher price. One anthracite ooal mmpany im 
ers wages was resel7ied to 1922, as aIl readers alleged to have boasted that it will clean L 
of THE  OLDE EX AGE are aware. The papers not less than $30,000,000 ss a mnlt of thim 
have been full of it and hence we have not at- strike, due to the fact that it will eel1 off ita 
tempted to keep pace with it. For a fine, states- surplus wal at fancy prices. 
manlike revim of the situation President Hard- As to the suffering magnates in the b i M  



nous industry, the viw-president of the Pitts- 
burgh Coal Company, producing annually 13,- 
000,000 to 18,000,000 tons, stated to the Senate 
conunittee on manufactures in January, 1921, 
that the net profits made by his company were 
eqwl to four-Mths of the wages paid to its 
mine workers. This is one of the companies 
which is leading in the fight against the miners' 
union, on the ground that miners' wages are too 
high and mnst come down. How would it do if 
these distressed plutocrats would accept say 
three-fifths as much in profit as the combined 
wages of all their workers . instead of four- 
tifthsl Indeed, one who is well out of reach 
of the courts that mnst pass upon such revo- 
lutionary remarks might even suggest two- 
fifths, or possibly one-fifth. 

The coal industry L as badly demoralized 
in Nova Scotia and in Australia, or nearly so, 
as it  is in the United States. The struggle to 
reduce the miners' wages is on in both places, 
thus indicating sympathy of action among th 
mine owners, and probably collusion. 

Oil production is a specie8 of mining. In 
Bakersfield, the center of the Califofnia oil 
field, there is an industrial association, con- 
sisting of the bankers, merchants, real estate 
men, lawyers and doctors, which is undertaking 
to set the wages to be paid in that city for all 
classes of labor. This is an odd undertaking. 
We wonder how effective would be an organi- 
zation of workers that should attempt to stipu- 
late the fees which might be charged by the 
legal or medical profession, or what might be 
the profits of the merchmts and real estate men 
and bankers. . 
In the House of Commons, in England, the 

Scottish Oils, Limited, has been up before Par- 
lialnent for paying men so poorly that the 
wages were insufticient for the support of their 
Ea~nilics and the poor board had to be called 
ul)ou to furnish relief. The British Gorern- 
rnent. which has large interests in the corpora- 
tion, declared it  illegal to authorize relief for 
men working full time; but it did nothing to 
raiec~ t l~c  wages of the underpaid workers. 

I n  the An~erican iron and steel business 412,- 
800 cmploybs had their wages cut in 1921 to 
the average amount of 19.2 percent. The re- 
duc.t;t,iiu follo\ved one another in rapid succes- 
sict~t. Tl~c re 11 ere three cuts between Vay 1st 
and Sc.l>tt.lnl)er lst, one of which mas the abo- 
lition of time and a half for overtime. The 

wages for day laborers in the iron and rteel 
industry are now in the neighborhood of thirty 
cents an hour, and are not enough to live on. 

Daring the first sir months of 1922 the sales 
of iron and steel bonds were enormous, based 
upon the happy information that "wages in the 
iron and steel industry are coming down" The 
bonds increase as the wages decrease. This is a 
grim joke, and a grimy one. Investors in bonds 
in the New York Stock Exchange in the first 
half of 1922 bought over two billion dollars 
worth, or more than twice the amount pur- 
chased during the first six months of 1921. 
When the cuts in wages of steel employbs were 
made, no charge was made in the ten- and 
twelve-hour workdays or in the 24-hour day, 
when the employ6s change shifts. The cut cost 
the steel workers over $100,000,000 a year in 
wages. 

At the same time that cnts were made in the 
iron and steel industries there was a general 
reduction in wages in the plants of the Gen- - 
era1 Electric Company at Lynn, Schenectady, 
and -elsewhere, and among other electrical 
workers, affecting 75,500 employ6s and reduct- 
ing their wages an average of 18.2 percent. 
There was also an average cut of 14.8 percent 
in the wages of 109,300 shipbuilders and 19.6 
percent in the wages of 15,600 car builders and 
repairers. 

/ 

In the ~exiik Groyp 
CCORDIKG to the table of wage reductions A compiled by the J. L. Jacobs Co., Chi- 

cago, the group of workers that sustained the 
worst cuts were the textile workers and, among 
all the textiles, the cotton workers. I t  thus 
transpires that 213,000 cotton workers had their 
wages reduced by 25.7 percent, and the kindred 
lines of hosiery and underwear workers to the 
number of 7,000 employ6s had their wages cut 
2cL3 percent. The woolen workers did not fare 
quite so badly, but they fared badly enough; 
100,200 of them sustained a .  average reduction 
in wages of twenty percent. 

At the invitation of some labor leaders the 
Hew York Times made investigation of the 
conditions in the cotton-mill districts of h'ew 
England. It found unsanitary and deplorable 
living conditions; it found villages -here the 
owners control everything, including the church 
and ball park; at Crompton it found an old 
ramshade block intended for six f d e r  00- 



cupied by forty-three persons, aged women 
working for less than seven dollars a week, 
pien working for less than twelve dollars a 
week and the highest-paid workers receiving 
only twice that amount, while they all worked 
fifty-four hours per week. The increase from 
forty-eight hours per week to fifty-four houra 
per week was contested bitterly by the work- 
ers, and it should have been contested; for it 
is inhuman. 

I n e n  the cuts were made in the cotton-mill 
districts of the South the workers, who bad 
been lifted from a mere existence up to a meas- 
ure of something like comfort, s e r e  thrust back 
toward the edge of barbarism. Thomas U c b -  
hon, president of the United Textile I170rkerd 
llnion. cites instances where women who were 
receiving t\i-enty-seven dollars for a week of 
fifty-Avc. hours had their wages reduced to 
eleven dollars and fifty cents and their horn- 
increased to sixty per week. All these reduo- 
tiona took place in one year's time. 

Reports reach us that more than thirty fa* 
tories in the textile region of Northern Franm 
were idle because of s strike of the workmen, 
who rcfused to accept a wage reduction became 
the application of a coefficient indicates a de- 
crease in the cost of living. 

Silk-makers in general were not hit eo hard 
as other textile workers, although 30,500 of 
thein received cuts in wages averaging 17.5 per- 
cent. 100,000 men's garment workers received 
cuts averaging 16.7 percent. In the paper-mak- 
ing industries 24,000 workers received cnte 
averaging 16.6 percent. Leather workers, boot 
and shoemakers, wood-heel makers, ribbon 
wearers, bag menders and box makers, govern- 
m ~ n t  workers, and clerical workers all came in 
for their share of similar attention here and 
abroad. 
9 n  odd exception to this general wage slash- 

ing \\-as that of the Nasb Clothing Company of 
Cincinnati, which reduced the hours of Labor 
of its employ4s from forty-four to forty and 
increased their wages ten percent. Mr. Nash, 
the head of the company, declared that he waa 
abolishing Saturday work purely because he 
is trying to live and do business by the Golden 
Rule; that he is trying to treat the women in 
his employ as he would wish his own mother, 
sister? or daughter, treated under similar con- 
ditions, and that h~ must enlnrge his plant jnst 
a t  the time \\-hen others are retrenching. 

R u i l d  Wage 

N O, READER-we r e  not speaking of rail- 
road rate entting. That was done in the 

olden days, when the railroads were bid- 
against one another for the public support, and 
before they had the public at their mercy. We 
are speaking of railroad wage cntting. And it 
haa been an uphill job; for the railroad men 
know that the aountry must have railroad ser- 
vice, and they are not d i s p o d  to be aheared 
without protesting in such a way that the mum 
try will know about it. 

The Railroad Labor Board, authorized by 
the Esch-Cnmmins Act, h b  no power to en- 
force its decisions; hence it is merely an d- 
visory bureau. I t  advise& the carriem not to 
undertake to farm out their shop work on 8 
contract basis to relatives and friends who 
would agree, for a large consideration, to use 
the d e r ' s  ahops and appliances and employ 
only non-union men. But the carriem, for the 
&oat part, ignored the advice and did ar they 
pleased. 

Then the Railroad Labor Board advired the 
shopme; to take another generow atlt in their 
wages, and the shopmen, w i n g  what m e  of 
the carriers had done, declined to &perate 
and the fat m e  in the fire. The President of 
the United States tried desperately to get the 
.carriers and their workem to agree to a review 
of the whole matter by the Labor Board and 
to agree to abide by its dedniom while they 
meanwhile return to work. 

The queetion of seniority was involved. Old 
ernploy6s who stayed on at work had been pro- 
moted. The strikers were not willing to return 
to work unless they oould have their old job8 
back. The President, believing there would be 
a sum total of less suffering by that means, 
nrged that the strikers be given their old jobs; 
but the camers refused to do as he asked. 
Th the President nrged the men to rbtnrn 

to wor 'P anyway, and let the Labor Board ad- 
jnst the seniority disputes individually. A ma- 
jority of the camers agreed to this, but a mi- 
nority refused even that solution, and the men 
stayed out. !L'he President reported lawleesne~ 
and violence in a hundred places, where publio 
sentiment had been unable to restrain the 
strikers from molesting those who had taken 
their places. 

In 1920 the total payroll of 1111 carriers in the 
United States was $3,733,816,186, which includ- 
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ed the salaries of all officials; in 1921 the total rages of the workers, a d  the mad m d c  50 
payroll was $2,800,896,614, a reduction for the much money that Henry said he would be glad 
year of $932,919,572, with no record of the sal- to cut the rates in two if the 00verment \vould 
ary of even one official being reduced. I t  will let hin~. But the Government would not Ict him. 
thus be seen that in the matter of bringlng What a squeezing of watered stock and a stir- 
down wages the Railroad Labor Board has ring up of old dry bones it would make anilllong 
been very energetic. I t  reduced the express the gentlemen that have been persuading the 
company workers also. Labor Board to a t  wages if fhey had to show 

But the Board has not acquired the same rep- the results that Henry says have come to him 
atation for fairness that it has for energy. It just mtunrlly! 
based its case for the shopmen's cut on the As the railroad operators have come to the 
statcllle~it that the purchasing power of the Labor Boerd and asked and received what they 
reduced wages would still be above the 1917 wanted in the way of wage reductions of work- 
level. t11e worst year that railroad workers had ers, so the American Steamship Owners' Asso- 
bad for fifty years. At that time the costs of ciation has come to the United States Shipping 
livia~: were rising rapidly, and the wages had Board and obtained drastic reductions in the 
ri5vti not at all. wages of shipworkers. The total reduction in 

Tlic lloarcl made a cut of 13.2 percent in the wages of seamen in one year was IXty percent 
~vnpc~s of nlni~ltenance of way ernployc!~, the and for the officers forty percent. \ 
]o\\-ert-paid wol.iiers 011 the railroads, after E. President Furuseth of the International Sea- 
L. Hardy, a section foreman of Cambridge, men's Union, before the joint committee of sen- 
hlass., had told them that the children of the ate and House, declares the cost of semen  on 
men under him were underfed, that their moth- a British ship of like tonnage is now fifty-four 
ers had to work to help out the family finances, percent higher than on American ships, due to 
and that many of the families had to be helped the limited n a b e r  of men in the stalldard 
out by charity. American crew and to the great reduetioil in 

The Esch-Cummins Act laid down seven the wages. He says further that while the 
principles which were to guide the Labor Board American seamen have been submitting to c u b  
in rendering its decisions: The scales paid in ranging from thirty-seven to fifty-three per- 
other industries; the relation between vages cent the wages of Japanese Beamen have been * 

and cost of liring; the hazards of employment; increased forty-five percent, the wages of Bus- 
the training and skill required; the degree of tralian seamen nine percent, m d  the wwes of 
respoitsibility ; the character of the employment Chinese seamen by a substantial but unreport- 
and the inequalities of wages resulting from ed mount. 
previous decisions. In ordering the cut in rages In the b d d i n g  trades in America 477.500 
of shopmen, which precipitated the strike, the persons had their wages cut an average of 17.3 
Board cited only the first two of these items percent in the first nine months of 1921, and 
afi having entered into their calculations, and 6,800 makers of building materials sustained 
they made the fatal mistake of referring again an a v e w e  cut of 18.3 percent. Timber ~ o r k -  
to the costs of living in 1917. ers sustained cuts of forty to fifty percent in 

If it be asked what benefit the people have wages, and had their working day lengthened - received from the savings of millions of dol- by an hour. There was a slight temporary re- - lars in operating the railroads, the ansxer is dwtion in the price of lumber a s  a result, 
that they have received nothing. Rates contin- though the price has remained practically sta- 
a e  a t  about double what they were before the tionary. 
war, and the service is incomparably inferior 
to what it was when the rates were low. Minimum Wage Legulation 

Just because he has more sense than a thou- N TVTLVE of the states'of the United I sand ordinary captains of industry, and because States, in Porto Rico, and in the District of 
he has a vast fortune, too, Henry Ford is buy- Columbia, laws are in effect which forbid the 
ing all kinds of things; and among the lot he emplopent of women and children at lebs than 
bought a 400-mile railroad running south from certain stipulated wages. Massachusetts was 
Detroit to the O b o  river. First he raised the the leader in this t ~ p e  of legislation, which in 
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some European countries in applied to men an 
ukll as to women. The constitutionality of these 
laws has been oontested in several states, bat 
in each oase the laws have been upheld. 

Employem of women have been casting long- 
ing eyes at these minimum wage lams, hoping 
for some way to get around them. In  Mass* 
chusetts a suspender manufacturer came before 
the wagc mmmission and submitted a budget 
settiag forth that $11.40 per week would main- 
tain a self-snpporting woman. I n  his budget 
he provided 13 cents for each me J; he was 
anxious that women workers should not over- 
eat. Miss Weinstock, president of the Women's 
Traclv TTniol~ TJeagu~, was present and shat- 
teretl the effolets of the suspender maker to 
curh the app~t i te  of his help by demonstrating 
that $16.ra is the n~ininlum living cost of a' 
workcr in the industry. - 

In California the married woman who is a t  
the head of the minilnurn wage com~llission in 
that state reduced tlie n~inimnm wage from 
fiftrc.11 dollars to ten dollars per week; and the 
editor of the Sacra~ileiito Tribune was not 
pleased. He said : 

"IVho tllc hatler a~ithorizccl this lady to obtain figures 
of thr l~\rcpt point of csiski~ce for u-orkinp women? 
Coul(1 this work not just as well haye been left to 
intenbsted employers? Is it part of her ~ecrctarial 
duties. to conlpilr data to be used as propqanda for 
employers? If so, the11 the welfare commission is not 
a body beneficial t,o working women, m d  its abolish- 
mait callnot be brought about too quickly." 

President Harding is not in favor of the pay- 
ment of wages that will just sustain life. He 
sees that a suitable wage should not only pro- 
vide nori~ial food, clothing, shelter, education 
and recreation, but that it  should offset unfore- 
seen contingencies and give time for develop 
ment and social expression, without which life 
is but a monotonoulr grind. In a speech deliver- 
ed in New York, May 24, 1921, he said: 
I n  our dot t  at establishing industrial justice we 

must see th.t the wage earner is p M  in m mom- 
- m y  wund position. His lowest wage must be enough 

for comfort, enough to make hia house ahome, enough 
to insure that thc struggle for existence shall not 
m w d  out the thinp tmly worth living for. Them 
must be pmision for education,.for recreation, and a 
=gin for srl-ings. There must be such freedom of 

u wi l l  insuro f d  play to the individual's abili- 
ties" 

It will be a shock to the narrow-minded who 
believe everything they read against Socialism, 
and who never get the chance to read anything 

on the other side of the question, to note how 
strangely like the President's utterance is the 
following from the Socialist New York CaU: 

Y f  any more drsatic indictments of our upitdirt 
civilization have been drawn than the atkmpt~ of V& 
OW ~~mmkione to urive at r minimum rm~wi t  tht 
workers, both d e  and female, can 2nd on, we ham 
m e r  read them. If m y  one .elred for a c o m m h h  
to establish r wage that would inmue a nrl liring to 
every worker, a wage that would buy the best of evwy- 
thing for the workers, m d  allow them to put away 
w n g h  to give them all the'comforta in time of sick- 
ness, he would be lodced upon M may. Thb is tha 
only kind of cornmiasion that would be d-ed if the 
world Tere really m e .  That mch a commimion hu 
nwer ev~ated proves t h t  what m nune civilization L 
merely a condtion of society in which a few get a 4 
living and the many a bare existence." 

The Family Income 
l.L are familiar with the fact that the wages A of our daddies are not the wages of to 

day; but perhaps not all h o w  that while their 
wages were less their income was more, due to 
the difference in the purchasing power of ths 
dollar. The follo\ving table illustrates th av- 
erage An~ericsn wage in dollars for the year 
stated and the ::mount of food such wages 
purchased in tl,,~ year before the \170rld War: 

- Food Yalw 
Year Wages in 1913 

..... .............. ........ 1889 .; 844s $G33 
.............. .............. 1899 426 62'1 
............. .............. 1904 .1 477 628 
.............. .............. 1909 518 58% 
.............. .............. 1914 580 668 
............. .............. 1919 1,lIiB 635 

A concrete example of what has happened 
to the dollar may be seen in the case of piek- 
miners. In 1900 they received fifty-two cents a 
ton. In 1913 they received sixty-five cents per 
ton; but the purchasing power of the sixty-five 
cents,in comparison with fifty-ho cents in 1900, 
was only fol-ty-tbight and one-half cents. A p  
parently they had received an increase of pay 
of thirteen cents per ton; actually they had re- 
ceived a reduction of three and one-half cent$ 
per ton. In 1921 the situation was still worse. 
The miners were then receiving $1.116 per ton; 
but the purchasing power of the $1.116, in oom- 
parison with fifty-two cents in 1900, was o@ 
$0.4279. Apparently their wages had eonsider- 
ably more than doubled in the twenfpone 
years; actually they had received a ent in in- 
come of about twenty percent. 



JZucll 11ns 11c.c.n said alo'ut I'umily budgets for 
the typical falr~ily of husband, wife. and three 
children under fourteen years of age. There are 
snch families, of course; but there are great 
varieties of modes of living. Some have homes 
of their own, some have not; some have sick- 
ness, some have not; some have more children, 
~ o m e  have fewer ; some have dependent parents ; 
some have no children at all; some have other 
wage-workers helping out the income; some 
hace no resources other than the wages of 
the one person; some have investments that 
help out the income; some live from hand to 
mouth; some families double, up and live in 
most cramped quarters; some hare more roo111 
than they can use; some live in climates where 
there is no fuel bill; some have to purchase and 
use fuel during nine months of the ?-ear. The 
nrcLrages of all these conditions are interesting 
but not overly conclusive. 

In June, 1920, the Bureau of Lelbor Statistics 
computed how much of all the different com- 
modities of life snch a typical family ~vould 
consume in a year. There were 400 commodities 
or  services. In different cities in the same pear 
the items enumerated could be purcl~ased for 
from $2,067 to $2,533; in Sew 1-ork city for 
$2,368. But three-fourths of the wage earners 
of the United States rewire less than $1,700 
per year; so it  is apparent that the typical 
falllily does not get its full share of the 400 
con~modities, or else the typical family has ad- 
d i t iu~~al  scmrces of income. 

Tllr ~ u i i ~ c .  Bureau, from studies \ ~ l ~ i c h  it has 
made in nineteen cities, calculates that of each 
dollar of falllily income expended 38.2 percent 
gocas for food, 16.6 percent for clothing. 13.5 
percent for housing, 5.3 percent for fuel, 5.1 
percent for furniture, and the balance of 21.3 
percent for recreation and incidental expendi- 
ture. 

The re  the fathers are paid insufficiently to 
provide for family needs, tEe mother comes to 
the rescue; and the employment of women up  
to almost the very hour that they give birth 
to their children is a feature of 9nierican civi- 
lization of which none can be overly proud. 

The Qovernment Children's Bureau made a 
study of 843 families in Chicago in which the 
mothers work. In these families were 2,066 
children under fourteen years of ape : as a mat- 
ter of course these children received inadequate 
care or no care during the day, and their moth- 

ers were usnallp over-fatigued and in ill-health. 
The report pays a deserved tribute to these no- 
Inen, many of whom do all their o n  washing 
and cooking. Some of these poor souls sacrifice 
themselves in every way in order to save their 
children from tasks too heavy for their years, 
and they work under such strain that they 
sonlethes fall asleep over their machines from 
sheer exhaustion. 

Wage f ib  in Bn'tain 

T HE same campaign of wage reduction which 
spread over the United States during the first 

nine montlis of 1921 spread over England at 
the same time, showing a determination on the 
part of the great financiers of both countries 
to make labor retreat from its advanced posi- 
tion. The wage reductions in Britain in this 
period affected 7,000,000 persons, and wiped 
out virtually all the increases in wages gra~rted- 
during 1919 and 1920. 

The New York Times published early in 1922 
the follow5ng table showing the net waqe rr- 

.duction per employ4 in various Br i t j~h  indus- 
tries for the first eleven nlonths of 1921. It 
wj!l be seen that all lines were affected, the 
same as  in the United States: 

Bet reduc- . ' 

No. of S e t  reduc- tion per 
ernploy6s tion in employ€ . 
affected \\-\-:My w'gs per reek . 

E B d. 
Iron and steel. . 239,500 f431,690 1 16 1 
Mining and quar- 

rying . . . . . . .1,291,200 2,460,000 1 18 1 
Binding and allied 

trades ...... . 447,400 302,200 0 13 6 
Textile . . . . . . . .1,006,700 594,720 0 11 10 
Eng'g md ahip 

building . . . . .1,362,100 661,250 0 9 7 
Transport . . . . . 912,000 381,300 0 8 4 
Public utility . . 316,700 124,400 0 7 10 

I n  the early part of 1920 the workers in Brit- 
ish iron and steel industries were receiving av- 
erage weekly wages of $5-8s-Od, a year later 
£4-18s-8d, and two pears later £3-8s-2d, and in 
the fall of 1921 there were less than half of the 
number at work that were employed fifteen 
months before. 

The London Herald, conlrnenting upon the 
aage cuts whae they were at their height. said: 

"Millions of workers are bearing the br:u~r of 8 

ruthless attack upon their ~tandard of life. MbCs, 
engineering, whipbuilding. steel, agriculture. building, 
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l m i l ~ p , a d ~ ~ l ~ t b r c l t r f l ~ b . v s t & a r m s  ~ ~ i n ~ E n g l a D d t k i c l * ~ l r  
r t o r P f o u  W 4 W ~ ~ ~ t b e a b j ~ ~ ~  hordertomakeuathinkthattbetimarw 
r t t rc l .d - - -  - daLiry dri- b ~ l l ) ~ s s k e w ~ ~ h u ~ t t h o f a n ~  
~ k f ! m h c L t a t b r , a o m ~ t b A t d r t r i n d ~ ~  * f L O B ~ , , ' d i * r e e u d i n g * ~ ~  
'Gmt War.' - ~ I J o n Q s h :  

The moneyr of Qermany and A- have 
JTmBo 019 BTBIlD m depreoiated that no information can be @I- ,, oom , -  - 

p~rted regarding wa@a tbt deq-y & - r~pinrt - d dm- 
represent the fa&. h' Austria carpenters used & - - - - - (J 
to get 34 orowns per week; now they get 2,400 th, h'b 
crowma per week, but the purdmhg value of l!h tmtdd~ - th. 
their wages has fallen from $7 per week to be dqb& ritboot runfry OD fb qpplOfgS rithdm 
tweeneandQ3.50,dependingllpan thersteof i t r k b a , d m m d t o ~ q m m r i d a O D t b 6 b n o  
axchange. This is a fair sample of what hse * ai ~W~NL 
bappenedio$lineso<hd*.ThendA.- Hhbrprr*wh.hTOD*@4 
trian wager m h e r i o a n  money range from.@ n o t i d  change - woodm Q dapr 

. ~ O f r n a M t i n g t ~ t b b a r d . h b r d ~ b b -  t o U p r w &  I . O e r m u n M e d m a =  Bishufa~,Id-tLrridr 
receive forty-five cents per day up to ninety me tb - - tobSl Lg ... 
cents. - - 

Y r a p ~ t b s d d r c J e d ~ ~  
Tbe U. S. Qovernment just published B~~ t .  am my 

estimates of the weeklp wag= -ed in ten do mt donbt that at rll, t h  e: 
leading indnstries, oomputed on the h i s  of , ,, diBCern for tb lowly m* w - ~  
current e d a n g e  rates, but not taking into m bearing and be almm borne the b t  
m a t  the all-important $sotor of the differenoe burden of &*tiOII the dB* in 
in ooat of living in the eo1111tries named. The M~ wm the h* (I- 

figures are as follows : .the line and righteoun- to the 3nmkat."- 
per weak h i a h  28 : 17. United States ........................ $30.38 

England 16.68 "And I will Qome near to you to judgment; .............................. 
Belgium ............ ; ................ 9.43 and I will be a swift witnees againat : . . thorn- 

............................... France 8.69 that o ~ m s  the hi* in we the ~* 
Japm ............................... 6.68 o w a n d t h e f a t h e r l e % a n d W h d * '  
-J ............................. 6-17 rtrsngerfromhiaright,andfeatnotmn,Ui* ................................ Italy 4.86 the Lord of ho~t~."-Md&i 3 : 5. 

- 
The Four Councils of Nations By Thornrrs R 8 d  

I N ALL business it is a safe and wise ph- their greatest midake-h leaving the d 
d a r e  on- a  year to take stoclr, and note heaven out of their aoanails. How could they 

the ~uooesll or faihrp of the year. In this very aak W s  blessing upon the eeMah, m y ,  
important businem of bringing peaoe to this grabbing echemes of their councils? Then again, 
' d i s t r d  and war-torn world, stock a u l d  be there are fonr other factors or partim that 
UBIL In this asre of stodt-taking, the qaeb made up all their aoumih: Big buahm, by 
tion that Grst oonfronta you is, Why four m a -  a h u d b i @  (not trne Christianity), big poli- 
ails where one, if rightly conducted, ought to ticians and big labor. Now dl thew are in= - 
do? The next question is,'Why are the whole tensely s e W  elements, snd are wid by the 
four aaunails failurest Let rrs answer the80 god of this present evil, vorld- Satan-rta 
important questions in the light of God's Word run thia world along the 8atanio line of .nar 
and oommon sense. and bloodshed. 

There are fonr parties or h d b n  elements ' When this world-wide war began in h4, . 
that have made up these aodncile, and every there were fonr popes, and all were Divine 
one of them has been and is inteneely a e W  Bightere: First, the Czar of 811 the Bumhu18; 
and self-eeeking. Bight here b where they made mood, the Emperor of Oermany; third, thr 



Jiing of I.:11~'1.\1lil; and fourth, the Pope of 
Ro111c. Tlus Pope of Rome is the original and 
Eounili-t t ion of all D i ~ i n e  Righters. 

Please notice that all these popes were heads 
of their several churches, as well as kings. 
Also notice that three of these pope4 have dis- 
appeared and gone out of the pope business. 
The great pope of Russia and nearly all of his 
faniilg disappeared into the grave. The Ger- 
man pope covertly deserted his popedpm, ran 
into Holland, and has gotten a job at  sawing 
wood. The English pope is no longer a real 
pope; democracy has eaten the heart out of his 
popedom; and his kingship will soon go nith 
bis popedom, also. 

The only pope left is the first Divine Righter, 
the Pope of Rome; and he is desperately hold- 
ing on to his doorposts in a death grip like a 
drowning man. This world-wide war has played 
havoc with all Divine Righters and with Rome 
especially. The greatest and only Romish Em- 
pire in the. whole world-Austria-is smashed 
into many pieces. Over 2,000 Catholic cathe- 
drals and churches were destroyed in Belgium 
and northern France. Italy suffered also in the 
same way at  the time the Romish Pope double- 
crossed the Italian army, when the Austrian 
forces smashed through the Italian lines so sud- 
denly, almost giving the final victory to the 
Germans. 

Xrllerica went over there under the pretense 
of enforcing the theory of "Self-determination 
of the Kations." Where was that fine theory 
eniorcedl In  the Mesopotamian grab by Eng- 
land? In the Asia Minor grab by kanoeT Or _ 
in the Shantung grab by Japan! Or in the grab 
of Fiume-by Italy? 

Thc only nation that did not grab, and much 
to her credit, was the United States. Let us 
sum up the gain, or Ips.  As measured by a 
w01.ldly standard, we have lost. Why? Because 
there is no real peace yet. We are a t  war now. 
The Turks and the Greeks are fighting yet. Be- 
sidils, we have laid a good foundation for fu- 
ture wars in every new frontier we have made. 
There is no nation nor any person that seems 
to  be satisfied with the present situation. Did 
you ever know selfishness of any kind to per- 
manent1:- settle any kind of row? 

When the apostate church sold out to Con- 
stantine for state recognition in 325 A. D., she 
lost the non-resistant, sacrificial spirit of Christ 
that had througll suffering conquered the great 

Roman Enipire. She s i w d  the &lank spirit 
of conquest and war, and has ruled the world 
by war m d  blood, massacre and martyrdom, 
ever since. I t  was a sectarian row between two 
paganized churches as to xhich should rule 
Servia that brought on this world-wide war- 

The true reason why these four councils have 
been such great failures is that there was no 
justice practised a t  any of them. Rome, during 
the centuries of her mle, has waded through 
blood; and the machinery of her inquisition 
attests the cruelty of that mle. Fifty millions 
of people have gone b death, and the Bible 
says in the Book of Revelation that 'the blood 
of all the martyrs was found in her.' 

Rome is nearing her end. She is the mother 
of anarchists, and makes &ern by her despotio 
rule in all of the countries which she rules. She 
is also the dother of the boycott. It was born 
in her confessional. I t  is the dreaded nightmare 
of the Protestant merchants. She is the orig- 
inator of double-crossing. There is hardly a 
country in the world that ehe has not double- 
crossed. To my knowledge, historical and per- 
sonal, Rome has many times d o n b l e e  the 
Irish people in their efforts to throw off ,the 
English yoke. The Jesuit priests know that 
creed hate of Protestant government is the 
greatest incentive to keep the Irish true to 
Rome. Rome double-crossed the U. S. Qovern- 
ment and the Protestant clergy in the late Es- 
pionage Law enforcement. She started the 
propaganda that the Bible Students were sedi- 
tionists and German sympathizers; and the 
Protestant ministers, honndlike, took up the 
cry and began their persecuting work. 

A minister, or perhaps two; with a crowd of 
Knights of Columbus as  heelers would arrest 
a man Bible Student, take him out into the 
woods, lecture him, beat him, and abuse him, 
or perhaps t a r  and feather him, just a s  the 
fancy moved them. Some men and women were 
arrested and sentenced to imprisonment. But 
one noticeable fact is: Not one priest was ever 
seen at any of these unlawful outrages. Jesuit 
craft. Why should they be seen when they 
could double-croes the foolish Protestant min- 
isters and make them pull the espionage npts 
out of the fire for them? Yet the priests were 
the originators of the whole Satanic scheme. 

We are nearing the end. The last industrial 
features or  struggle of the Battle of Arma- 
geddon wi l l  occur here in the United States 
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loon. The shootin# donn of nearly seventy of 
what they call ''scab strike-breakers" in the 
State of Illinois is only a prelude to the mi- 
versa1 anarchy that is coming. Big business 
and the clergy, Catholic and Protestant, are 
combined. Labor and the farmers are combin- 
ing, and evidently will coine together. The 
churches are entering politics, and it will be 
their destruction. Rome will secretly try to 
double-cross the Lahorites; and it will split the 
United Catholic Societies, Knights of Colum- 
bur. and otlier orKallizations right in two. In 
ewry country Rome has always gotten the 
haladrst k~~ocks.from her own children and she 
certainly will get the hard knocks here when 
tbcy discover he] treachery. WON- I do not claim 
this to be a prophetic statement of the coming 

event; but I do claim it to be common-senas 
placement of the very forces that are already 
formed and in motion toward the goal. 

Like the disciples on the Sea of W e e ,  the 
world is in a boat on the sea of ~ Z L I U ~ ~ Y ,  and 
rowing very hard to get to the a h o m  of pence. 
The world for six thousand years has been - 
rowing hard to get.pe&oe in its own way. If 
Lloyd George, Woodrow Wileon, and others at' 
the Leapic of Nations had stopped their rowing 
and grabbing, and turned to the waiting Christ, 
He u-ould have arisen and said: "Peace, be 
still"; and there would have been a great calm. 
God help the world to learn this leaaon, stop 
rowing, and "cry unto the Lord in their trouble" 
that He may bring them %to their desired 
havenm-Psalm 107 : 2&30. 

. 
A KU K ~ U X  Kick By John Baker 

w 1.: HATW in this great state, and ae 
cording to reports in many others states, 

what is known as the "I<u Klux Klan," an or- 
ganization whicli is causing much dissension, 
hatl.cd and turmoil among families and friends. 
And cts one of many thousands, I would a p  
preciate a careful discussion of this organiz+ 

. tioil ie your editorial columns, setting out your 
idtbas as to the ultimate results and as to what 
tllr immediate and future purposes are;  or  yon 
may use this article, if you think it will serve 
any 1 l111-pose. 

Sut  being a luclllber, I am compelled to look 
to current news items and local events and the 
Klan's conduct as my guide. I understand that 
the lilans claim to combat the political power 
of the Catliolic Church. If so, very well; I have 
no objection to that. They also claim to nphold 
d ~ i t r  supremacy and enforce the law8 of the 
land grnrl*ally. Tiicy srrear obedience to their 
"1111l)el.icrl TYixnl-d," to obey all of his a m -  
mmi(1s. 1-diets, e t ~ .  

Tn the Face of  311 tllis, I see threatening let- 
ters written and sent'to individuals, command- 

' ing them to leave, stay, or do thus and so, 
simnc*d 'K, K. K." The Klans claim that they 
'did not send snch letters, though such were not 
received nntil they appeared as guardians of 
la\\; order, and morals. Many people, male and 
fea:alv, have b r i l  kidnnpped, assaulted and 
rnidreatvd in ~ruu~e~*ons ways by mobs garbed 
in their (Blux) regalia. The Klans deny snch 

acts; but such treatment was not accorded en? 
one until they appeared upon the law and moral 
arena as gnardians of law, modesty, and mor- 
als. 

The Klans swear to nphold and enforce the 
law, and in the same oath and at  the same time 
swear to protect each other in every infraction 
of the law, except in tresaon, willful murder, 
and rape. They have been brought before courts 
of wmpetent jurisdiction, and have defied the 
court and the law which they have just sworn 
to nphold, by refusing to answer or give testi- 
mony before such court. They violate the con'- 
.etitntional rights of citizens by depriving them 

1' 
of liberty and freedom without due process of 
law. The Klans swear and declare that they are 
not guilty of offenses against the laws of the 
land in the face of the fact (so claimed by them) 
that their '%nperial Wizard" has revoked , 
a few of their charters for snch law viola- 
tions. They break into and violate the sanctity 
of ,411iericnn homes with impunity, an act which 
in all nations, now, and in their darkest days, 
and in our own land, is and was and always has 
been denounced as one of the greatest viola- 
tions of a citizens' rights. They strip females I 
bare and expose their nude bodies to the gaze 
of a crowd of hooded "guardians7' of morals, 
modesty and law. They deny participation I - 
therein, though those who did it had on the 
regalia of thr Klux ; possibly the garments 
were borrowed. They break into the homes of 
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Californians (under indictment now), and corn- tary branch"? What did the New Pork State 
pel two young ladie6 to arise and dress under government do to the six Xocialists elected and 
the gaze of some thirty of their Wooded Guard- sent to represent the people, and they withoat 
iane" of morals, modesty and law. They write a "military branch"? W h t  have the Govern- 
lettcrs to officers of the law, advising them: ment forces done to the st& strikers of Gary, 
"(fa ~lo\v in inve~tigatiug the doingo of ~ C ~ U L "  aud they without a "military branch"7 What 

The f C h s  openly solicit of Proteg- did and a r e  the state and national governments 
tant churc.hes and preachers by sinall donations doing with the coal and they without 
of filtliy lucre, and get sai J support. But a s  a ''mditar3- branch"? What did our Government 
for me, I wonld just as so011 be under tile ~ ~ I I - W  fo Debs, Rutherford, and hundreds of others, 
of one religious bigot as  another ; for any of and &Y githout a "military bramh" ~ ~ ' ~ t  
the111 will devour you it' power is givrn them. haye all gwernments done all the suffering, 
The\- do sorne cllaritj- among the unfortunate, toiling, skrving,  r ~ e d ,  illiterate (enforced) 
and al\vay~ manage to get i t  spread broadcast and  they without a "militarq. branch3'f 
in all the newspapers. They go heavily armed From the day of the dark heginning of civi- 
in tileir expeditions to protect modestj-, morals, lization, the ~lloneyed, aristocratic, overbearing, 
and law. They march up and down the streets imperial, bigoted owning class have murdered 
of our cities with banners threatening foll;: millions of people, and they murdered Christ, 
"Idlers, go to work": "Radicals, beware," etc., all of them without a "nlilitary blanc.li7'; and 
regardless of whether people are idle on ac- that same class H-110 have the people of this na- 
wun t  of lockouts, business depression, panics, tion by the throat, brutally extracting tljc last 
or what not; or  whether or not one could ren- ounce of strength, vitality and blood froiu the 
sonably go to ~ o r k  for a dime or two dollars ' people, are permitting the Three K organiza- 
a day. But this soulids like music to big busi- tion to exist, browbeat, and intimidate people, ' 

ne&, does i t  not? The? do not say to the 06- and still maintain their "military brancli." 
cials of the corporation and government, "Give It is well lino~\a alllong people who read a d  
tllesr people \vul.k and go to worlr yourselves who have quietly and tlloughtfully trod back- 
and liglitr~n t I i ( 3  burden." So, indeed! They ward doxn the corridor of time as  best history . 
wonld sor tlic~ir finis11 in that comn~and. will guide them, and who have tried to keep 

Tl~cir  Big I.;lrgal lilurk makes the statement pee with events during the past few years, 
for publication ill Dallas, Texas, that i t  is a that all military nations (and that is all of 
military organization, that twenty percent of-them) have come to be very doubtful as to 
their iiiembrrship will be their regular "mili- whether or not they can depend upon their reg- 
tary force," that they do not care x7ho knows ular armies to defend their vested interests 
they are  Ku I<luz, that they are brave men and and their positions upon the people's backs. 
will be feared, that in case of necessity they can Hence, T a l l  Street, big business, has al- 
and will call eighty percent of their entire mem- ready gone to the fountain-head of the Three 
bersliip ro do iliilitary service, and that they K's and tested the pulse of the "Big Wizard" 
are  not fig2iti11g the Catliolic Church, etc. and found his child, the K h n ,  to be a robust, 

T11en what and who are  they fighting? Labor, strong, well-organized gentleman with a reli- 
nltiniat ely. able "military branch"; aAich child sill be just 

S o n  suppose the ganuent, mill, mine, rail- the thing for excellent use in their defense 
road. aiid all labor unions .were to announce as  against the people in their last hour of need 
8 fact that they maintained a "lililitary branch" and trouble. 
with eighty percent of their entire me~nbership Does any one imagine that big business does 
rohject to call a t  any time to do "nlilitary ser- not know just \~-llnt they can expect of and do 
ricc" and that they would be feared (and they with this organization? If they did not think 
would be by big business), what n-ould be the that they kiie\v and if they did not expect great 
attitude of our well-know-n rnc le  and his best benefits from it, there would not be much t h e  
friend, "Big Business"? I wonder whether any lost in prnning it of its "military branch" and 
one could pees .  all other branches offensive to big busiiiess. 

TVhat did our Gorermnent and big busine~s My friends of the Three K affiliation : If yon 
do to the I. IV. W., and they w i t h u t  a "mili- really want to do a service for  whicl~ you will 
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be long remembered and go down in future 
pages of history, quit taking edvantage of help 
less men and women and violating the law by 
violating the fleshly bodies of those who have, 
no doubt, been guilty of no greater offense than 
you yourseves have been some time in life, or  
possibly within a few hours or days prior to 
your attack upon them. 

Quit trying to scare peoplewith gom,  sheets, 
and hoods; but, on the contrary, make a vigor- 
ous attack upon the power amsing all the evil 
in our land and other landa; that ie to say- 
big business, the controllers of the destinies of 
men and women generally, who exercise control 
and power in the most dastardly manner, the 
class that has brought about the verg things 
whicll you profess to rectify. 

Tlit*!: have driven myriads of our sweetest 
woilmnhood to loathsome prostitution through 
the clla~~nels of poverty. They have corrupted 
officials, from the highest to the lowest. They 
hare murdered millions of the bravest, noblest 
youth of d l  lands, only to gratify their lust for 
gold. 

They have, relentlessly, without pity or mer- 
cy, driven the brawn of all generations to the 
most degrading and loatlisome poverty lines; 
they have prostituted pulpit and preacher in 
every land; they will sell the life of the last 

one of yon for more filthy lucre; they will sac- 
rifice you upon battle fields, fighting you 
against your own brothers, in order that they 
be held in power. 

Yes, dear friends, defy that element, and see 
how soon you will draw their wrath, and be- 
come acquainted with sleuths, bloodhounds, and 
jails. 

Beware, my good friends, that your "military 
branch" is not 'used against you and societp 
generally, to weld tighter the chains of slavery 
round your o m  and the public's arms. Again, 
beware that you do not oust one church and 
enthrone another, and thus procure unto rour- 
selves and all mankind an ecclesiastia intol- 
erant, overbearing group of fanatics that wi l l  
make the days of the, ecdesiastical governments 
of Europe, and the days of the iniquisition of 
yore, look as innocent as a newly established 
icecream parlor. 

History teaches that church and religiom 
fanatics make the most tyrannical, dangerous, 
and damnable rulers of state and aation knm 
to man and civiliition. Beware that this is not 
a movement at the behest of big bumnesb and, 
crooked politicians to draw attention from 
them and their crooked work and to keep you 
truckling to the polls to vote in the old party 
primaries and elections gdnerally. 

Adjuncts of Civilization By Bettjantln Ili~tis . 

T RE follo\\-ing is from the Rockford Republic 
under date of Septeulber 13, 1922: 

"40,000,000 G.<LLOSS op BOYDED LIQCOB STORED 
"Tash~ngton, Sc~pt. G.-Selections of fourteen ware- 

houses under the treasury's progiarn for concentrating 
the liquor now stored in h~icled wnrehouses has bee11 
announced. Prelimi~inry plans call for the concentra- 
tion of approximately 40,000,000 gallons of liquor." 

Tet  the Volstead law says: "Alcoholic liquor 
must not be made, sold, or transported." In  
the city of Rocliford, Ill., a distillery was o p  
erated for several inontl~s under Government. 
supervision night and day, a d  thousands of 
barrels of alcohol were made rrnd transported. 
I s  the Volstead law a law, or ie it an insult to 
kw? 

The Treasury Department is evidently not a 
part of the United States, or it would be fined 
or  imprisoned. I n e n  a citizen or an alien is 
cauyl~t making. selling, or transporting liquor 
cclltni~~ing marc U~ao half of one percent al- 

cohol, he is fined and landcd in the county jail. 
Is  the Gorernn~ent aboreits laws? W a t  con- 
stitutes government T Representatives. From 
whom do the representatives get their powerst 
From the people. 

Since the Volstead Art took effect, this na- 
tion has been deluged with "moonshine whia- 
key." "The Soldier's Bonus" was appropriated 
to pay spies and informers, political henchmen; 
and a spy system has been established like that 
which ruined Russia. The Treasury Depart- 
ment will do some "high steppinf if it "trans- 
ports and sells" 40,000,000 gallone of boozk 
But see the revenue it will bring! Distillera 
hare been putting out their "hell broth" under 
Oovernment-snpervision, and the men employed 
did the work. That experience gave those work- 
ers what they wanted to how-how to make I, 
still and operate it; and today the moonshiner 
is equipped with the latest equipment, and 
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many of them turn out over fifty gallons per erend Mr. Pierce took issue with IIr. Bryan 
day, which sells for eight dollars per gallon. and said that Jlr. Bryan took the Genesis rec- 
I aui not a spy, an informer; neither did I ge? ord "too literally." Was the deluge literal? 
these facts from an  informer. The truth of the JITas the siege of Jerusalem literal? Was the 
matter is, the TTolstead.Law is responsible for overthrow of Babylon, MedoPersia, Greece and 
thousands of deaths. W e  are advised that in Rome literal? Yes; the rains are witnesses. 
this vicinity a t  least one prohibition enforce- Did Christ sell oil o r  mining stock1 No; He 
ment officer makes regular weekly calls a t  the sold nothing. He gave His life--all He pos- 
illicit stills on his beat, I' sessed, all God gzre 
collecting heavy toll Rim, all that was pos- 
from the operators of sible for Him to give. 
the stills as his price He freely gave the 
for keeping his mouth world 1 o v e , justice, 
shut .-Ed.] and wisdom. And now, 

I have more respect knowing the facts, T 
for an intoxicated man instinctively abhor a 
than for a preacher man that will sell the 

- that sells "worthless tears of Jesus. A more 
stocl;,'' or that is con- sublime p o e m  mas 
nected with any "pop- never written than the 
ular gambling device." 53rd chapter of Isa- 
Our 60-called Chris- iah. It brings tears to 
tian civilization is a my eyes every time I 
delusion; in reality it read it. No poet liv- 
is a gilded barbarity, ing, no artis€, can de- 
built on mountains of ecribe or paint a more 
hypocrisy. Look at it pathetic scene. 
Narriage has degen- Now let us ramble 
erated into licensed through a few ages of 
crime, divorce is a history. Christ rode an 

wmmercial cornmod- The March of CivllFzation as Mewed by the mrtoonw tmbr~ken ass. The ass 
ity, and our laws are of the Easton, Pa.. Ezpresr. knew his Master, man 
decrees of pagan em- does not. This is the 
perors with the date changed. Our statesmen history of man from Adam to the present time. 
pocket their salaries, and we pocket their President Wilson in his Thanksgiving Procla- 
mistakes, unpardonable blunders, persecutioll, mation, in 1917, requested all people to assem- 
prosecution, and legalized robbery, and be- ble in their respective places of worship and 
queath them to generations yet unborn. give tha111is to God, the "Ruler of Ejations!' 

Looking backward through the past history Did President R'ilson imagine that he was an 
written with blood in quagmires of quirerinq "~ttrihnte of God" when he usurped the power 
flesh, we see Christianity ( 1 )  as  it is. All re- of Col>yress and declared war, and whipped 
ligious ( 7 )  sects or creeds radiate from King Congress till it declared war? Did President 
Renry the Eighth, except the Roman Catholic Tvilson imagine that "imperia]i&ic -bition, 
and the Lutheran. Ring Henw was a libertine dynastic pride, and greedy mmmercialism" 
and murderer, and he was created the "head ,,,, attributes of ~ ~ d ?  ~f he did, and his 
of church and state." Politics and religion wm- statements inlply that he did, we mnst get don 
bined make a monstrosity more hideous than to the absolute truth. 
the imagination of Dante pictured ~ ~ i t h  the help 
of ~ ~ ~ 4 .  No two men ever described modern Satan is the prince of this world. From the 
Cllristianity more perf&ly than did Dante and events that have transpired during the  st 
Gustavus Dor6. few years the people should soon awaken to 

W i b  Jennings Bryan does not beliere in the fact that the rulers of the old order have 
&e Da-nian theory of evolntion. The Rev- nnn-ittingly acted a t  the behest of the evil ona 



Improved Engine Oil 

T HF: Go- Aex readera are familiar with era1 high-grade mineral oils are secretlp aom- P 
the Miracle Oil m e 8  Company, which here- pounded in such a llianner as  to mix perfectly ' 

tofore has been adwertised in this journal. We with the gaeolille or any fuel and survix-P the 
ca r r id  the Sracle' Oil advertisements because 'heat of the gas-explosion under eompreseion 
the sales company was managed hy Mr. G. S. inside tbe cylinder head- long enough to lubri- 
lliller. whom we have 1m1g known, and also cate the upper n-nus, piston rings, va l r~s ,  and 
because the oil had been tested by an expert. valve stews, where friction due to b a t  espan- ' 

Mr. Uiller and hie assooiate, Mr. T. H. Dore- sion, carbon, and lack of oil, is the greatest. 
mus, atlviscl us that they now have an improved t This oil 1ubric.a tes the fuel md spmys the 
metl~a~cl of manufacturing the upper cylinder frictional sui-faces with every explosion. It 
lubricating oil, which is equally as good, if not clon~pletes the oiling system af the motor, never 
better, than the Niracle Oil, and which they can yet sccoiuplieh~l, and results in a elvoother, 
mnliufacture and sell a t  about one-half the quieter running engine, fifty percent less vib* 
price that Niracle OiJ hm sold for. Their tion and heat, qnicker pickup and maintainem 
conlpany is known as the Firezone Lubrication of power on npgracle in high gear, which is 8 
Compa~iy. boon to the.autolliobile, and in a more comfort- 

\\'c jiathcred this information for the bene- able riding and driving cnr. 
fit of THE GOLDEN AGE suhscrib~rs who have I t  is used, two ounces with every five gall&. 
heretoforr purchased oil of Mr. hliller's corn- of gasoline or any other fuel, poured into t b .  
pany. At our reqnest Mr. Miller has given us fuel-tank, which readily luia-es with the fuel. 
the folio\\-ing description of this o i l  n-hi& in The E'irezone Lubrication Company will a& 
named "Fiwzone-Oil." tivate a reputation for fair and honest boni 

nesa dealings and for conducting buaineso in a 
Oil That Stan& the Heat of Combwtion prompt and efficient manner. It prodwc 

F Zi<].:ZOSI1:-OIL is u new prduct  for upper an honest product of quality trnthfdly 
cylinder lubrication in the internal corn- eented It has a reasonable and substantirrl. 

bustion engine, automobilee, eta, in which sev- financial standing. 

' The Richardson Retort BY Henry Foz 

T HE most nyastefnl industry is the ma1 in-  contain^. In 1918 Mr. Richardson rret ouO b, 
dustry. I f  cod were the only substance got- discover some method to extra& the heat nnib . 

tell out of the mine, the miner, the operator and From 1918 to 1922 he rpent every epere mrt 
tllc public would be the gainer. But there is ment of hie time in solving this question. 
also bone coal, a substance resembling coal, While the coke industry today is getting val- 
that clntters the empty rooms of the mine ae uable product8 from coal, it could not &ow the 
well as  the snrronnding territory about the way in the reclaiming of mine waste. 
mine. Slate, M e ,  and bloom at  present find The Richardson Retort is the result of t b  
no useful place in humanity's list; on the con- less effort and dauntless courage in epite of 
trary, the handling and the h a 1  disposition many failures. The retort is an inverted am, 
thereof is charged against the coaI. The miner the small opening being a t  the top. Into tbis 
handles it, the operator disposes of it, the pub- crashed bone coal i s  put, through vrllich i t  ia 
qc pays for it a t  n loss. It forms an ever-threat- oarried by its own weight. A vacumn entering 
ening danger in and around a coal mine. In a a t  the top draws off the gases and hydrocar. 
mine esplosion or fire it ignites and burns for bons, after a flame ie introduced at the bottom 
months. Piled up it  is fired by spontaneous of the retort. After the retort is snfficiently 
combustion. Today many hundred piles, mom- lighted, the opening through which the fire io 
tains in some instances, are burning. applied is closed; and thereafter the mushed 

J. F. Richardson of Pittsburgh, Pa., has in- bone coal forms its own fuel. A water-seal ba 
vented a machine, or rather a procec;s, whereby lo\\. allows just sdc ien t  air to keep the fire lit. 
all the former waste finds a use. The mere fact At the same time it acts a8 a thermostat, am- 
that such waste burns betrays the heat units it trolling the temperatart within ten degresr 
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The falling material enters an area heated to 
200" Fahrenheit, where i t  gives up some of its 
gases. As it falls it expands, the widening of 
the retort taking care of the expansion and 
prevents caking or freezing to the sides, as it 
iB sometimes called. The change of tempera- 
ture from the top to the fire ranges from 200" 
to 500° F. When i t  reaches the bottom, all the 
gases have been extracted; and then it ignites 
and furnishes the heat for the oncoming ma- 
terial. Those gases pass through a pump and 
through condensation coils, where they wn- 
dense into oil and tar ;  the non-condensable 
gases pass on, are purified, and form the power 
by \I-liich the machinery is run. 

Tlie wastes of various mines differ greatly 
in their oil content. Some run as high as  100 
gallons to the ton and some as low as twenty- 
five gallons to the ton. Various rans on differ- 
ent saniples submitted prove conclusivelf that 
henceforth every coal mine can convert its 
waste into tar, oil and gas. Sixty gallons of 
oil. tar. and 5,000 cubic feet of gas have been 
gotten from one ton of waste. The residue can 
be used in the making of cement, brick, or ferti- 

lizer. The oil is a refinery product, the same 
as crude oil; and the tar  furnishes the basis of 
coal tars, dyes, drugs, fire-proohg, paint, am- 
monia, and road-making binder. The gaa con- 
tains benzol in sdlicient quantities to make the 
extraction profitable. 

Besides the coal industry, the Richardson 
Retort can be used in the salvaging of other 
waste, such as  sawdust, garbage, and oil shales. 
Aa all the labor connected with the process is 
done by automatic machinery, it is possible for 
one man to handle fifty tons per day; and since 
the material in every instance furnishes its own 
fuel and power, and the first cost of construe- 
tion of the plant is very small, the next few 
years should witness the erection of such plantr 
wherever accumulated waste is found. 

I n  the coal industry alone it will mean a won- 
derful change as well as  a great saving for the 
nation. Evelltually coal itself will be conrerted 
into oil, and the heat units piped away in pipe 
lines. The day is not far distant when we shall 
no longer carry coal into and ashes out of our 
cellars. Our coal will come in a tank and be 
burned in an  oil-burner. 

The Vaccination Fraud By Mrs. Andrew J .  Holmes 

I S RECENT years, there has been a great 
deal said of the merit and demerit of vao- 

cinat ion. There never was complete acceptance 
or unmiimity of opinion among the medical and 
surk~cal professions. There have been dissent- 
ers since the time of Jenner; and the number 
has qreatlp increased since the anti-vaccination 
societies have published the vast amount of 
evidence against the practice, thus opening peo- 
ple's eyes to the tragedies of this abominable 
practice. 

Tlie very principle of vaccination is enough 
to co~idemn it. The idea of injecting rotten 
matter, pus, into the circulation of the blood, 
is di~gusting, repulsive, to say the least. If 
vaccination is anything, it is a loathsame, vile 
dierase caused by injecting infectious matter 
into healthy people as  well as  into sickly ones. 

Tliere are many honest doctors whose state- 
me~its  attest that they feel greater uneasiness 
abf:i~t vaccinia than about actual cases of small- 
pox : that there are less suffering and fewer crib 
ical cases from the latter than from the form- 
er; that they are even convinced that an active 

and deliberately induced vaccinia was the ex- . 
isting cause from which developed disease that 
eventuated in untimely ending of lives full of 
promise; a d  that there is too much evidence 
against thiP/vicious practice to fear a satisfacr 
tory denial of the foregoing statements. 

Public resentment against compulsory vac- 
cination is spreading; for the whole Jennerian 
theory of vaccination has been shown to be 
built on falsehood. 

The following from the Denver Nezcs, Feb- 
ruary 2, 1921, shows what Justice Robinson 
had to say on the subject of vaccination: 

'Taccination prevail8 and becomee epidemic only in 
countries a-here the population is den% and where the 
sanitaq conditions are bait' It waa in such countries 
m d  days when amitation waa &own, thst the doc- 
trine of vaccination was promulgated and adoptecl M 
ra Ieligiom d 

''Graddy it spread b other countries where con- 
ditiom are tw different that vaccination k justly m 
garded M a menace and a curse; and where, as it ap- 
pears, the primary purpose of vaccination i s  to give 
a living to the vaccinators. 

rere vaccination to become geneml, il 



would be arbin Do aan tba sickness or death UI a 
thouand cMMnn ama child sickens and dies 
from  POL 

''Of-. -tm u told by the class that 
m p  8 goldan hurat from vaccination and the diwms 

by it. Ye4 becaue of eelf-inted, their doc- 
trine murt be mxived with the greatast care md m- 
tiny. Every paraon of common senae and observation 
mud know that it is not the welfare of the children 
that a m  the v m c h t o n  to preach their doctrinm 
m d  to incur tbe expense uf lobbying far &tion 
itrtutea 

"England with itr dcnre population m d  insanitary 
,conditions ru the M country to adopt compuleory 
vuxhutien, but t k e  it baa been denounced and a h -  
do* la tb a ty  of Iriccstu vaccination hu long 
since been bbood, md then because of specirl regard 
for .cleanlinem md gaed unitation the people feu no 
amallpox. 

"In Dr. Peebled book on vaccination there are rtr- 
tietics to the dlted that 25,000 children u e  rnnudIJ 
slaughtered by diaeaaea inomhtad into the system by 
compulsory vamhtion. 

"It ir shown beyond doubt &at vaccination is not 
infrequently the aue oi death, syphilis, cancer, con- 
aumption, eczema, leproey, m d  other diseases. It t 
sholvn that if vaccination b m y  hdency  to prevent 
an attack of &pox, the remedy in worse than the 
diwase. 

''Finally, the proper &gaud is by tanitation. !l'he 
chances are that within a generation vsccination will 
cease to exist. It wi l l  go the way of bleedq, purging 
m d  salivation. The-vrceinrtora must learn to live with- 
out soming the eeeda of death and dieease.'' 

Anti-vaccination societiee have mllected the 
statements of many honest men who are greatly 
esteemed for their work in their chosen field 
of science, medicine, and literature, and who are 
opposed to vaccination. 

One of these publications which are doing a 
great deal in exposing the medical fraternity 
in their fraud and deception, and which a .  
disclose the Vivieeotionist in the cruel and 
devilish torture of poor defenseless animals, is 
"The Open Door," published in d. Y. I do not 
know of a publication more worthy of the sup 
port of all kind-hearted people than this one. 

Among the names of famous men who are 
opposed to vaccination is that of Alfred Russell 
Wallace, who after exhaustive study prepared 
an essay on the subject "Vaccination a Delu- 
sion; I ts  Enforcement a Crime." Prof. Wal- 
lace says: 'While utterly powerless for good, 
vaccination is a certain cause of disease, and is 
the probable cause of about 10,000 deatlls; and 
annnally of .~.000 inorulahle diseases of the 

lllost terrible and moat disgasting character." 
- Dr. Malton Boss, .a scholarly student, phy- 

sician and scientist, has this to m y  on the mb 
ject : 4 

"I ahodd fail in my duty and prove Wse to the bat 
interests of humanity did I not record my con* 
bared on irrefutable fcdr tht vaccination is an un- 
mitigated curse, and the moat ddxuctive meclical de- 
lusion which baa ever rdlicted the h u m  race. I b 
full well that the raccixutor r o v s  broadcast the rsdr 
of many filth diwsw, of the &inI the bair end gq 
which are hasnutted from p m a t i o n  to generatim, 
m ever-abiding curse to hnmmit@/' 

Dr. Charles Crighton, a recognized authori- 
ty on epidemiology, and a pronounced rac-ei* - 
kt ,  was selected by the publiehers of the "En- 
ayclopdia BritanniaD to write an article oa 
vaccination. To his own mrpriae and that of 
the editors, the fifteen-column axtiah resulting 
from his exhaustive invedigatioa was pack& 
full with irrefutable proofs of the falls= of - 
vaccination. 

Dr. Carlo Ruatr. Professor d Materia Medie 
a, University of ~erugia ,  Italy, nos inctictsd 
and arraigned in the Pretom Court in Pemgia. 
m e n  making his own defense, he stated, after 
reciting the disastrous resulta of the practice 
in Italy: 

"N7ere i t  not for thir damitow p d c e ,  Gallpox 
would have been damped out yeus mgo, and would bar, 
dipappcared. Beliwe not in vmiumth; it ir r world- 
wide dddon, m uneciantSo - . fatal - 
rtition whose conmquencea M meunmd by thouup& 
of dead end wounded, by tan md 10- without end." 

F. h¶. Luh,  M. D, han tbb to aay about v m  
cinntion : 

Whea sowing dimwe we can only nrp a harvest of 
disease m d  death, and th ie i the d t  d vaccinatitm. 
I have treated a very krgs nmnber of children for 
granular eyelids, d i e m  of the heut, lungs, bronchi, 
and indigestion, undoubtedly due to vaccination, f a  
they hrd become ill immediately .ttU vaccination. 
Children who had been inWactaully bright becaror 
dull and ntnpid sobn after vaccination, and were rr 
atored to health with dif6cnlty. 

dedmdion of -d l  refuse and waste, p&perly venbil.tad 
dwellings, pure food-these alone can placmt d p a a  
or my other disease." - 

Some Court Decirionr 

I T MAT be of interest to the readers of THI 
GOWEN AGE to know what the decisions of 

some of the courts of the United States are on 
the su8ject of vaccination. 
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The Supreme Court of North Dakota has d+ 

aided that children cannot be excluded from 
school on the ground of not being vaccinated. 

Extracts from Decisions of Court of Appeals, 
State of New York, declare : 
"1 h d  no warrant for the rather estraordinay de- 

claration of the Commissioner that where any person 
&all refuse to be vaccinated such person shall be im- 
mediately quarautined and continue in quarantine un- 
til he consents to ~ u c h  vaccination. . . . It is dScult  
to suppose that the Legislature would invest local offi? 
cia13 with such arbitrary authority over their fellow 
citizens and the language of an act would have to be 
veq  plain before the Court aould be warranted in giv- 
ing it such a construction. But the Legislature has 
done nothing of the kind. . . . It is very clear that an 
cisolation of all persons and things' is only permitted 
when they are 'infected with or exposed W wntqpoue 
and infectim diseases. . : . the authority is not given 
to direct, or to carry out, a quarantine of a l l  persons 
who refuse to permit themselves to be vaccinated and 
it cannot be implied." 

The Bridgeport Times, January 17, 1922, 
has the following: 

"It was Esop, who had been a slave and who be- 
came a wise man, who wrote the fable of the Bes in the 
Lion's skin. The Board of Health a-ould do better to 
vacciuate where the rite ie acceptable, and keep far 
away from such language as, 'The Board of Health 
does not request; it orders.' 

'The Board of Health may order until it is black 
in the face, nntil i t  bursts under the pressure of ite con- 
viction that it is very wise and competent; but it  hae 
no power whatever to force vaccination upon the body 
of the humblest beggar who refuses to recei~-e it. And 
if by any chance vaccination is forced upon any person 
against his will, gay upon a child against the will of 
its guardians, it is likely that the person and the prop 
erty of the offending official would be held to answer, 
if those whose rights were so violated should choose to 
take action. 

'The Btatute under which the Board carries on 
amounts merely to the statement that the individual 
who refuses vaccination may be fined five dollars. Those 
few opinions from the courts of the land ought to make 
Boards of Health a little modest, and a little timid 
about ordering." 

Judge Bartlett in the New York Supreme 
Court, in the case of Walters in 1894, decided: 
"To vaccinate a person against his will, with- 
out legal authority to do so, would be an as- 
eault." 
. Judge Woodward of the New York ~ ~ ~ e l l k . e  
Court in the Viemeister case in 1903, declared: 
"It may be conceded that the legislature has no 

constitutional right to compel any person to 
submit to vaccination." . 

The Supreme Court of the State of hlnsm- 
chnsetts, in the case of Jacobson in 1904, said: 

''If any person should deem it  important that vac- 
cination should not be performed in his case aud tlie 
authorities should thiubr otherwise., it is not in their 
power to vaccinate him by force; and the worst that 
could happen to him under the statute would be the 
pa-ment of a penalty of five dollam" 

Judge Le Boeuf, of the Supreme Court in 
Columbia County, New York, chqged the jury: 

"Now I have charged yon that mult which 
im claimed to have existed here, due to forcible vaccina- 
tion, if it  was a forcible vaccination, thst ie, it WM , 
against this man's will, ia one which you must coneider, 
And the reason of that ie W: Tbis man, in the eyes of 
the law, j u t  as you and I end all of IM in thk court- 
room, has the right to be let dona We all have the 
tight to the freedom of our persana, urd thst freedom 
of our persons may not be nnLawfully invaded. That 
is a great right. It is one of the most important righta 
we have." 

That the vaccinationists have no faith in thb 
fetish, is proved by their demand for compul- 
sory vaccination. If vaccination actually pro- 

-tects, then after they have been vaccinated, why 
are they not content, if they believe they are 
immune, and let other people alone? But do 
they show confidence in their doctrines? No. 
instead of feeling safe, they have the greatest 
fear of contagion. Pet with the greatest as- 
surance they go right on vaccinating and re- 
vaccinating nntil, now, they my that one must 
be vaccinated every six weeks to be perfectly 
ssfe, when there are more deaths from light- 
ning than from smallpox. 

It wonld not be any more senseless or absurd 
to make the claim for some anti-lightning spe- 
ci6c or serum, than to claim that vaccination 
is a protection against smallpox. 

Perhaps the next most wonderful discovery 
of this "brain age" by some learned M. D. will 
be a serum for inocculating against lightning. 

But when one understands "the game" he 
then knows that if vaccination did not bring in 
the '%ig money" it  does, there wonld be very 
little of it  done. 

When the medical profession itself admits 
that nature is the greatest doctor, how ridicu- 
lous the whole m e d i d  profession becomes. If 
nature is the greatest doctor, then we should 
divest our minds of this superstitious belief in 
the Jennerian theory and atndy Dr. Nature's 



laws aad Ies1.1: routc*thing about the huuiau body 
and its ~~ercis. rl'Jlc.11 when one has this lill~wl- 
edge he canna3 k humbugged. 

Dr. Walton Hadwen of Enghnd has the fol- 
lowing to say: 

"No 0Sci.l statistice of any dieerse associated aith 
inoculation prooewes a q  trustworthy. The endeavor to 
uve the h of the i n d t i o n  fetbh at dl co&. 
md at the eame time the face of the men r h  mu- 
btiona (md men inunnes) depend upon ita 'd 
-brushed every &ti& conaideration Yidc The 
whole epstem of (nodation in  built upon irq.llinltim 
end false md mxpemtitiou theorb; md ft in acspsd 
from foundation to 6ummit in commercial mtcrestr. 

Y view the whole inomlatian spstem-no matter to 
what disease it il applied-ms a acientibc error of tha 
grossed ddpt ion ;  a, blmd md a d  m mar that 
it constitutes m imposition upon the public. The ef& 
cacy of inoculation has nwer been p r o d  Its nwci- 
entific nature, ita nselessneae, and itr dangers hare been 
established bwond dispute. If health is b be main- 
tained, the con*tion mast be Mfeguardtd by mund. 
miitary, and hygienic conditions; but to mppoee that 
disease can be prevented by inoculating the system with 
the productr of disease ia as eellsible an to invoke th 
power of Satan to cast out sin." 

Such s t~t r l~lents  from a man of Dr. Had- 
wen's staniling and reputation are worth due 
consideratioa. 

The public is not generally aware of how 
large an ,nt lurt i~ is the lllanufacture of se- 
rwus, anti-toxins and ~accines, or that big busi- 
ness controls the Whole iadustry. Seither are 
they gessrally aware that it is through the 31. 
D.'s that this vast amount of semis ,  etc., is 
disposed of a t  fro111 fifty cents' to two dollars 
per vaccination; or that every little while the 
boards of health endeavor to start an epidemic 
oi smallpox, diphtheria, or typhoid that they 
may reap a golden harvest by inoculating an 
unthinking community for the very purpose of 
disposing of this manufactured filth. And this 
vicious situation is repeated throughout the 
country wherever an isolated case appears or  
can be made to appear by the oficiale of the 
various Boards of Health. They then raise a 
great cry for the. need of compulsory vaccina- 

. tion. And it is on just such flimsy foundation 
as this that the political doctors are using the 
lrgislatures of the various states to pass laws 
which they can use to compel whole communi- 
tips to submit to the indignity of haoing their 
blond contaminated with a il~anufactured  filth^ 
pus to accoll~luodate hip 111rclic.- all41 1)iz 111i~i- 
ness. But those political doctors c a ~ ~ n o t  dele- 

gate to the state o5icials rights which I 

thelllselves do not posses. Then it is very plain 
that any state law compelling v a d t i o n  ir un- 
constitutional, beaanse it vioiates the n&ml 
and inherent rights guaranteed to everyone. 

One of the rights of every child k an ectwG 
tion, and the parentd right to educate t&e W; 
and thia right cannot be taken away by 
self-constituted authority of the political doa 
tors who try to for- -on on the child 
before they permit it to go to acbool. To do 
so io to violate the Constitution of the United 
Statea 

Whoever doer any t-j on the subjeat 
must agree with Mr. 8. D. B i i a m ' e  opiniom: 
"Vaahution d up b the tbs a ~ ~ a t n r d ,  a 4~ 

hygienic, bubuic, W y, . ? h o r n  a d  mtwt . . 
one lystem of i n f h  ]moan. It. rile poimu -.. r 
~omupb, a d  ponden the blood af the klthy, nmHla(~..- .. 
in nlm, qm, rmofals, e p e l r r ,  a- -9 

cancer, tetanw, insanity, and deathn .~$ 7 3 - - & 1 

But the dog-rabies-vaccine imponition is tlW @"w, 
latest. The political-media are unit.ing to fohYk^%+~ . 
upon the poor unsunpecting people tBe corn* = ?T *r:' 

sory vaccination of their dogs, for the pre- ,.-- .r- r. I 

tion of rabies. Rabies 1 When it has .been e11o- ', E 
condusively that there is no such thing u - 
rabies 1 . i 

In one city of Sew York the Board of Health " 

threatened to call out state troops to e n f m  . 
1-accination upon the entire population if t h q  ' 
did not submit peaceably. TCheii will the people ' 
wake up t I t  takes the "vieious circle; big bud- 
ness, medico-politician@, and the D. D. of Baby- 
lon to work the "game" of intimidating the m- 
suspecting public into handing oat their hard- 
earned dollars to gratif~ their greed. 

Diet is the fundamental principle, not only of 
getting well, but also of keeping well; for it 
controls the action of living cells, and through 
cell changes it builds the body tissues and cre- 
ates good health and vigor. Vegetables rightw 
selected, and rightly used, in connection with 
dairy foods, m-hole-wheat bread, and the other 
grains, the various fruits, afford a diet of 
changing variety, and best quality which wi l l  
restore the sick to goobhealth, and maintain 
a good healthy condition. When the people 
learn now to live right, and that is to learn 
the needs of the body, and to supply them, sick- 
ness of all kinds \!-ill disappear. But this win 
not be until God's kingdom t in control of 
earth's affaim 



The Great Storm By L. D. Barnes 

r HE criticisms of Mr. Rosenkrans, as ex- 
r p r e s s e d  in No. 76 of T m  G o r o ~ x  AGE, seem 
to be rather precipitate, and we hope the writ- 
ers thereof will not draw final conclusions with- 
out con~plete proof. The writer would neither 
defend all that Mr. Rosenkrans states, nor deny 
witllout eshaustive knowledge thereon. Many 
scriptures hare a double application. The lit- 
eral falling of the stars and the darkening of 
the sun a s  foretold by Jesus are in the past. 
The falling away from the faith by pulpit stars 
and the obscuration of the gospel light, repre- 
sented by the sun, are known facts. The state- 
ment of the Revelator that there was "no more 
sea," if literally fulfilled, will mean a complets 
change in three-fourths of the earth's surface. 
The scriptures cannot be ignored: "The mount 
of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof to- 
ward the east and toward the west, and there 
shall he a very great valley; and half of the 
mouiitain shall remove toward the north, and 
half of it toll-ard the south." (Zech. 14:4) We 
might multiply scriptures. The restless sea 
reprtwnts the discontented, lawless masses, 
and inountsins symbolize nations. I t  has been 
suggested that other continents might rise out 
of the s e a  This would seem reasonable and 
necessary, as three-fourths of the ezlrth's sur- 
face now a vast water waste would be more till- 
able, more adapted to planting vines and fig 
trees, and to building. Myriads coming from the 
tomb would appreciate additional space. 

There is no reason why people should not be 
warned of the great time of trouble that closes 
the age. h'oah warned the world in his day, 
and Jesus warned the Jews. To keep these 
things secret would be putting one's light nn- 

der a bushel. The Government maintains s 
great weather bureau. A storm is brewing over 
the Gulf of Mexico. People are warned of a p  
proaching danger, 60 that precautions may be 
taken. Stock is housed, and safety is sought. 
The Government has rendered a great senice. 

We are the spiritual weather forecasters. 71-e 
see that a great storm is brewing.- From coast 
to coast the winds of war and revolution con- 
tinue to blow, and the fires of human hate burn 
more intensely, and a great whirlwind of con- 
flagration will result. Under one figure it  is 
likened to an earthquake, the mightiest sinre 
men have been on the earth. Literal earth- 
quakes are also numerous and great cities have 
been destroyed. The earth-is under the curse, 
imperfect, and great changes may work havoc 
to vast numbers of the nrce. Great physical 
changes are taking place. I have just read that 
the great lakes are "going south and west" and 
reports that the earth swayed from its orbit 
were made by scientists recently. Climatic 
changes are-noted. During the Nillennium, ex- 
tremes of heat and cold will be moderated. 

It is well to remember that some have read 
more deeply than others. What we do not know 
we may find out later. Meantime let us tell 
what we believe to be the truth. Warn them, , 

whether they hear or reject the message. "The 
day of vengeance is in mine heart, and the year 
of my redeemed is come." 'Tt is the day of the - 
Lord's vengeance, and the year of recompeilves 
for the kntroversy of Zion." "C'erilj-, I say 
unto you, there shall not be left here one stone 
upon another, that shall not be throlt-n down.'' 
"Whose roice then shook the earth. . . . I shalie 
not the earth only but also heaven!' 

In Mr. Libsach's Defense BY G.  Wood 

OZ'R comment on the article by Mr. Henry would not torture a human creature f o r e ~ e r . ~  
lllis Libsach, in issue of August 16, "This This being true, for it certainly is logical, YM-. 

is very fine writing, but it is still true that ex- how then can we be reconciled to such words 
cept those days be shortened there should no as we find in issue No. 70 by Mr. Rosenkrans, 
flesh be saved," is well-taken. I fully agree with who with his gruesome pen depicts God (for 
you. Mr. Libsach's statenlent is undoubtedly God alone has the power) '"pisiting upon the 
the expression of a sane Christian man's mind. earth electric volts of stupendous power from 

I n  discussing the subject, '(Hell," Pastor Rus- outer space, which may swerve our planet from 
sell once said: "Man would not burn a rat for- its orbit, halt its rotation, and shake it until 
ever (if he could). Therefore God, whose just- the heavens seem to tremble and the stars to 
ice, love, and mercy are farpreater  than man's, fall." 

ll5 



According to my understanding of tlie inter- 
pretation of Scripture by Bible students, and 
also in Pastor Bussell's writings, the time of 
trouble uill be caased by man's own selfishness 
and sinfulness, and not by God; thus giving us 
a plausible reason for the words, "Except those 
days be shortened there should no fleeh be 
saved." 

If God ia to bring about this calamity, why 
is He interested in shartening i t t  It doesn't 
seem to me to be the Almighty's orderly way 
of doing things. But as man is bringing thia 
great trouble upon himself, I can readily an- 
derstand the intervention of our great Cre- 
ator, or there should no flesh be saved. To my 
mind our God is oonstmctive, rather than de- 
structive, as Mr. hseukrans would have ne 
believe. 

Why criticise the nominal church for its be- 
lief in a burning hell, or Dante for his terrible 
Inferno, if y d  print such a mild nightmare 
as that of Mr. Rosenkrans? 

On page 95, the Photo-drama of Creation, 
issued by the International Bible Students As- 
sociation, I h d  the following: 

"Already we nee.. . the restitution blessings promised 
in prophecy. Yet we are only in the beginning of tkfe 
thousand years in which, under Messiah'r guidance, 

God's wisdom aud ~I I (D wil l  mdoubted1y work mir- . ,. 
wulous &angee in arkurl way. It is refreshmg Oo 
J1hearts .mdbChrirtirnfaithtoknowthatasth 
Prophet &clued, 'The dcart rhrll rejoice and bla, 
som M the roe,' ".od in the wildernem rh.u w a t m  
b r e r L m t , ' w , t h a r e t h i a g n u e b e g b i n g t o k e ~  
enad In th4 far wedem pub of the United State, 
a d  ia lhqotuoi . ,  #e land of Abraham, human ia- 
geiuity, fatr, &, am workhg r n i r d a  
Divine widom ir behiad them, jaut u Dirine poaar 
b ~ w ~ . U o f e u t h ' r . d a i m , d d n g t h .  
world mwt r o d e d d y  rich. If human rlrill b abla 
to produce mch beautiful fmib md Ibwm u are nor 
manifest on every haad, what m y  r e  not expect will , 
be the condition of the perfect euth when the 'curd 
&all be fully removed by the glorioua Bedewer? 
S d y  it rill be the desire of dl mtionn." 

?Vhat beautiful words 1 For, bowing and 
believing all this, how can a student of the 
Bible think of God bringing about such terrible 
destruction as would anrely follow if our good 
old earth were swerved from its orbit or lialted 
in its rotationt "The earth abideth foreyer." 

In closing I would in all kindness suggest to . 
you, Mr. Editor, that yon have less of Roses  
krans' horrors and more Biblical authority in 
your magazine, if yon wodd retain the host of 
friends yon have made. 

The Time of Trouble BY 8. F. Maso* 

N ANOhTMOUS writer in GOLDEN AGE A No. 76, severely criticizes the article by 
Mr. Rosenkrans, printed in No. 70, which deale 
with the features of the impending trouble. 
This writer admits that thia article may well 
present a true picture, but thinks that it is not 
only unnecessary, but outrageously cruel, for 
one to force these gruesome details upon us be- 
fore the time. He states that for himself the 
article tends to arouse a feeling of desperation. 

For my part, 1-think that this is a wrong 
attitude. Were it not necesiary that men should 
know of these things in advonce, they would 
not have been recorded in the Scriptures. 
Should we .taboo the Bible in order that we 
may avoid a knowledge of unpleasant factst 
Surely not. 

For more than twenty-five hundred years the 
Scriptures have foretold the collapse of Satan'r 
kingdom; and Jesus himself, as well as  the 
propliets of old, has warned us that this col- 
lapse would be accompanied by a time of tron- 

ble such as never was, nor ever will be again, 
God is dl wise and all merciful. He could not . 

permit the most insigniiicant of His creature, 
to endure a moment of pb-sical or mental pab, 
were this experience not necessary in order to 
impress a ealutary lesson. To inculcate a les- 
son of supreme importance to both men and 
angels, He has permitted His earthly creation 
to groan in tribulation for more than sig thou- 
sand years. 

The leseon to be impressed is, that a finite 
being who transgresses a law imposed by In- 
finite Wisdom, just aa surely brings disaster 
to himself, if not to others, as would our planet, 
if it were to forbake ita orbit, be sure to bring 
ruin on itself and perhapa on other worlds aa 
well. 

It ia logical and right that the &ax to this 
lesson &odd be eo overwhelmingly convincing 
that a r e h e a d  will never be necessary. 

The prospect ie not so dark, however, aa 
Satan would have na believe. There is a silver 
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lining to the cloud. Saints lllap well rejoice as 
the climax approaches; for t h y  have a crown 
of rigllteousners lRid up for them, which they 
can attain only by passing through the gates \ of death. The unregenerate, r h o  dread death, 
should reflect that but for this conflict death 
would be ineritable; but nlillions will live 
through it, and those who do so live may, if 
they !--ill, live on for ever, enjoying unalloyed 
health and happiness. 

In the same issue, immediately following this 
scribe, comes H. W. Libsacl~ Mr. Libeach is 
astounded that THE GOLDEX AGE should give 
space to what he styles "the 'nocturnal halluci- 
nations .of Mr. Rosenkrans." He claims that 
Nr. R. dreams of horrors much greater than 
those depicted by Yastor Russell; and he inti- 
mates that none of the convulsions mentioned 
by Pastor Ru~sell  apply to the literal earth, 
but that all refer to the social, religious, and 
political world. 

Dodging the Issue 

T HE imaginary conversatioil about religion 
on the moon, and the candid confession of 

the priest that his teachings were all bluff, re- 
minded me of an actual experience I had in 
Qlasgow. A friend took me in his car to Ruther- 
glen. We left the car standing in front of the 
refreshment rooms, and went for a stroll in the 
Glen. Arriving back to the car we found a par- 
son seated in it  and engaged in conversation 
with his lady companion. He explained to us 
that he was in charge of a number of ladies 
(elderly) that were seated on the public benches 
near by. 

I The following conversation ensued : 
I: "I suppose yon are out on a picnic with 

*1- 

the ladies 1" 
PARSOS : 'TTes ; we are just out for the day." 
I: '? suppose you tell them the old, old 

stoq- 7'' 
PARSOX : ''Yes ; I tell them the old story." 
I: "l hope that it is a true story yon tell 

them." 
PARSOS: "Well, i t  is from the old Book, yon 

know." 
I: "I y e a s  you tell them that if they live 

good lires they will go to heaven when they 
die?" 

PARSOT : "Yes ; that's it" 

Now I believe that if Mr. LiLsach \\.ill at- 
tentivelYrevien7 the writings of Pastor Russell, 
he will be compelled to admit that the Pastor 
anticipated that tbe social mnvulsions of our 
times might be accompanied and emphasized 
with ominous physical manifestations. If he 
merely reviews Chapter 11, Vol. 4, I think that 
he will not only admit that the Pastor does not 
minimize the terrors of the crucial hour, but 
that he was justified in assuming that the aw- 
ful experiences of fleshly Israel in the close of 
the Jewish dispensation were typical of the 
still greater horrors to be visited on nominal 
spiritual Israel-Christendom4 the close of 
the gospel age; and that the Reign of Terror 
in France, a l ~ d  its sequences, which marked the 
close of the eighteenth centuqi and the begin- 
ning of the nineteenth wntury, were in fdfill- 
ment of prophecy, and were also a foregleam 
of the still greater terrors that are to mark the 
close of the gospel dispensation. 

By 2. Widdel (Eng lad)  

I: "What do yon tell them will happen iC 
they do not live good lives?" 

P m o m  : 'Well, I say that it is like a person 
taking a wrong road that leads to disaster." 

I: "I suppose by that yon mean the old 
hell 1" 
P-a : "Well, we don't pat it l id  that 

now&ys." 
I: "Why not? Is it not just as real a hell 

as ever it was?" ".r 

PARSON : "Oh yes 1 just as real." 
I: "Are people in as great a danger of get- 

ting there?'" 
PARSON : "Oh yes ! that is so." 
I: ' "Then shonld it not be preached and put 

in plain words t" 
PARSON: 'Well, there are faithful men who 

do so in pulpit each Sunday." 
I : "Well now, my friend here was brought 

a p  a Roulan Catholic ; he came to the conclusion 
that he was being gulled. Do you think that he 
came to a right conclusion? 

PARSON : "Well, not exactly galled." 
I: "My friend was taught to believe that 

the priest has power to turn wine into real 
blood, and bread into real flesh and to sacri- 
fice Christ afresh for sin. He thought he was 
being gulled. Do yon think he was right? 



PARSOX : 'Well, you am, that in their way of 
patting it." 

I: "Now I want you to anmer a question. 
It can be amwered with a Yes or No. Do you 
really believe that the priest has the power to 
perform ench a miracler 

P-a : "No ; I do not." 
I: "Then you must admit my friend came 

to a right oonclnaion?" 
PIBSOIO : "Yes ; that ir so." 
I : "Kow I wae brought up in the Protestant 

faith. Do you believe that this planet will be 
destroyed 1" 
Y-s: "Well, I suppose mmehing l ike 

that \rill happen some day." 
I: "My people came to the conclusion that 

they were being gulled by the dergy, and they 
left the Protestant church. It happened like 
this: My brother was a good worker and anp  
porter of the chnrch. He came into possession 
of a Greek testament and found that the 'end 
of the world' meant the end of a dispensation 
or epoch. When the minister called at our house 
he replied to my brother's question, 90 you 
believe this earth will be destroyedl': Weli, 
mmething like that will happen some day.' 
MY BBOT~ECB : CD6es not the Greek word 

aion mean age or dispensation?' 
bl~srsrea : " Tes, it  does ; but do yon nnder- 

stand Greekt' 
311- BROTHEB: " To; but this book explains 

the meaning of the word; now why is it you 
have not been telling as these things)' 

I: T o n  see, we found out that we were ba 
ing galled by the clergy. Now I want to uL 
you a question: My friend finds that he c ~ u  
gnlled by thPr prieda; we found that we m 
grilled by the Protestant clergy. What would 
yon advise as to dot" 

Jnat at  thin moment the &bell rang. The 
parson was a~ucions to go with the ladies M 
guide. His parting advice was: 

PABSON: 'Take your Bible, study it, and 
yon wi l l  get a blessing and never mind the 
clergy of any denomination" 

Truly this was good advice from a* parson 
in his sober moments. We could only wish that 
he could be made to give the name adriee to 
the dear old ladie6 in the teacrooma. 

I sent this letter (a type-written copy) to 
the editors of the Olasgow Her& and the 
Glasgow Citizen. It was not inserted. The-press 
are in favor of having the people dope& 

I was an unbeliever in the Bible until I read 
Pastor Bussell's book, "The Divine Plan of the 
Ages," eleven years ago. I have met aeverd 
clergy Bince who have tried to undermine my 
faith in the Bible, by trying to make nonsense 
of Genesis and to replace it by Darwinism. I 
have always replied that even when I did not . 
believe the Bible I could never oredit the chim- 
panzee missing-link stunt. 



The Most High R. F. ht~ssood~  ( ~ ~ g h d )  

HIKDRED years ago, a man d d b e d  A the Most High in thu language: 
"Throw into one t o M  dl you csn C o w i ~ e  d 

Wisdom and Power, the mest kr-sighted dircemment 
of reeulte m d  the most absolute power ova them, the 
keenest intuition into this character mid every d v -  
able influence for moulding i t  Think of a being with 
intelligent porer, not of this tarth, which no diver- 
don can couuterl~lot; calmly and aerenely erolring Hfr 
own designs from the perveree agencies of msn and 
turning the very arm r a i d  to defeat Hie own pur- 
poses into a minister of His dl. Think. of an i d U -  
geat one m wonderfully endowed that  the whole key- 
board of nature, providence, and the human heart, liea 
b d e r  His hand, and smitten by His my~tic fingem,' 
giva forth the harmon: that p l e a s  Him; ond then 
endow Him in your conception with a love so intense 
that He is not discouraged with the deepest moral deg- 
radation in the objects of His lore, but follo~l-s the 
welfare of the sinner with an unchilled devotion? though 
Be hates the   in with a hatred no 1e:s tban inhite." 

The intervening hundred years of light and 
knowledge, ever increasing and unfolding as 
we near the perfect day, reveals to us through 
the pages of God's Word, not a different idea 
of our Creator, but a more intensified and mag- 
nitied spectrum of the glory which encircles 
Him who dwelleth in light ~ h i c h  no man can 
approach anto. By the aid of the light now 
ehining on the divine Kord we are enabled to 
see, .in the revelation of His purpose concerning 
His creatures, a clearer vision; and hence we 
have a much greater conception and apprecia- 
tion than has hitherto been possible, of the glo- 
rious character of our God. 

As we allow our knowledge o f  His plan to 
take ns back in our minds over the course of 
ages, away back through all the history of men 
and angels, even before the existence of the 
Logos, the First-born of all creation, right 
back to the time when God was alone, we stand 
amazed a t  the patience and fortitude exhibited 
in the outworking of His eternal purpose. 
Moreover, when we observe the wisdom and 
foresight, better expressed by intuition, of Je- 
hbvah, as in His mind He traversed the vista 
of ages, seeing the end from the beginning, and 
planning with marvelous detail and accuracy 
the wnrse of future events for ages; our own 
insignificant plans and schemes, devised by us 
who h o w  not what a day or an hour may bring 
forth. fade into nothingness. Then as we con- 
template the power and skill esercised by Him 
in bringing into existence the radiant orbs of 

I 

the bcspangled heavens, and in w pmvidiq 
tbe Lane md putting into aperstion the form 
of nature ae to ensure the p r e ~ ? d o n  of eaah 
snn d ephe& thronghont the aeons ab etemie, 
we begin to a d  to the irresistible logic ofl 
those words "Be still and know that I am God,'' 
-Psalm 46 : 10. 

But it is only a s  we begin to understand the 
gracious purpose of God in respect to the dti- 
maie happiness of all His intelligent ereaturea 
in heaven and in earth, that we begin to com- 
prehend the wonderful love which pervades the 
Almighty and which was the motive power 
which determined the future joy and happinesr 
of all ; and that in the a(300mplishment of thi4 
purpose, now nearing completion, i t  o o ~ t  Him 
the wrifice of the Treasure of Hia heart. (1 
John 4: 9) Sor  has the deflection of a large 
proportion of angels and the whole world of 
mankind from the path of righteousness, 
though causing Him grief and sorrow, altered 
in the slightest degree His benefiwt pnrpom 
to bless. Rather in His skilful handling of the 
contingency which has arisen, it has enhanced 
His power to bring about the eventual blese- 
ing. Notm-ithstancling the contradietion 04 
sinners and the opposing forces, material and 
spiritual, brought intp use by the rebellious 
factions, our God has used these very antag- 
onisms to farther His glorious designs; so that 
eventually in the retrospect of this p e h s i o n  
of evil, it will be clearly manifest how the Most 
High has used even the wrath of men and an- 
gels, who unconsciously have been ministering 
to His praise. 

Such a God, possessed of such wisdom, jnw 
tice, love and power a s  is apparent to all who 
are acquainted with the Divine Plan of the 
Ages, portrayed with such ability and clarity 
of vision by dear Pastor Russell, calls for dl 
our reverence, love and adoration. No wonder 
that when in vision the apostle John mw Him 
who is the express image of the Father, he 
fell at His feet as  dead. When once we get 8 
true conception of Him who is above and b e  
fore all, in whom we live and move and han 
our being, we a n n o t  do otherwise than pn 
sent onrselres to Him in consecration. 

T e  curious minds that roun abroad 
And trace creatiods wonders der, 
Confess the footsteps of your Ood 
And bow before Him and qdora" 

0 
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Fatuoue 0 s  ?miam on the ~boggan B# F. C. ~e-i* 

F EAm- of the knpencung Troabld' by Whether we are eaten by d o p  or dwomed 
(X L. Xo- Jr., in Number 70 of TEE by loousts or shaken off the earth like ripened 

Qom BW, 6ee.m~ to have oansed coneiderable fruit off a tree mattere not. " h d  if the r ight  
dissension, according to the articles in Number eons scarcely be saved where ahdl the ungodly 
76, by "A Reader Up TiZl No+ and Henry and the sinner appear?" 
Willis Libsach. We have "kidded" ourselves 80 long over the 

The entire artide by Mr. Itosenkrans con- freedom and association we have had with sin 
jectnra He admits it in the &st ~ W O  words of a d  -em &at we, also sinners, begin to tm 
the opening ~ a r ~ a p h ,  8-g .fie artiole that we are about the real thing, and that we 
with "I and a~0log-g for the thought &odd not now be reminded of the gruesome 
with man$' a u ~ e r h a ~ d '  in introducing the sub- end We have brought upon ourselves When a 
ject. brother reminde ns of the punishment and the 

The definition of ~ ~ ~ U O U S ,  according to Web- eeverity-whi& he m t m $ ~  may 'dperhaps" be 
Ste?~, is : Silly; often Belf-complacently stupid. . w t e r e d ,  it makes rather -ntfd and 
The dehition of optimism, by the same an- poseibly angry with the brother fa d n d i n g  
tbority is: (1) Doctrine that everything ie or- of a p-ent and for Nbting to 
dered for the best; (2) Disposition to take the the Father's Word to substantiate the w- 
most hopefal view; opp. to pessimism. 

nlr. Rosexkrans does not mean anything by D~~~ eating hnmans in ~~~i~ today, 
6' fi;tuous optimism concerning the future of the hmnans are even digeing coFes and esb 
present evil world." That is not the sentence; ing them, and rrre 
it is olily part of it and has no sense unless death and being Ftered to death by 
read as written; then it means that 'it seems ,d disesse, ~~k~ look-in on the 
remarkable that the average person, in apite of be r ia ;  ae whole rnnntry i,, a 
of the series of world-wide calamities which of strikes, incompetency, and perpl&t,. & 
have perplexed our financiers and statesmen rope is about as as an =wr fir- 
during the alleged Reconstruction Period fol- ing the laat chnce to regover losses 
lowing the Great War, continues in a compla- The entire civilized ( T) world is on the vergt 
cently stzcpid doctrilze, a silly disposition to of anarchy, and Mr. Rosenlcrane bar  pi^ 
take the most hopeful view concerning the fu- nothing that might not happen when -4 ture of the pi csent evil world.' anarchy prevails. It is in progrerr todsf; bat 

Tile "present evil world" is Satan's Empire, ,, glancing through the M- 
and Jehovah God tells Us thmgh-  ing only ae basebd score, u market -rt, 
out tllc Scriptures that He will destroy it. Web- the bd, etc, while at.ng ,, ra md 
ter's definition of dr-troy is: (1) To unbuld; sipping a cnp of hot Java in comfortable and . 
break up the structnre and organic-eGstence often lumrious surroundings, reb lit- 
of: demolish; (2) To kill; slay; (3) Conntemt; tle and cares less about what the do@ - &. 
nullify. ing in Russia or America oranywhere h, 

n'ow that does not really mean that Jehovah reminded that they get hi,,,. ~h~~ it 
i n  jnst going to slap "that old serpent" on the is a horrible and grnesome dair  that 
wrist and him that he was a should not be tolerated or in .np re- - 

- for so mrrupting this wicked world, and send pllbliCation. 
oe poor sinners to bed without our suppers. And it really does seem siny and -. 
But it 'means jnst what it says: i. e, that He 
rill daatmy this preRnt world; H~ gently shpid for my- one hning studied the 

m b d d  & break up the structure, the organic scriptures to my a ~ m  
&sten= it; sill demolish it ; He hill, eclity, safety, or rest in the Q ~ C S ~  wwui 
a y ,  counteract and nullify all of the devil's the only promiee of security, safety, rest, hap 

work Christ is the agent that will perform pines8 and love is through Chris% the 
ae operation; the a t h  b p t e r  of Matthew tion and the restitution. " b d  J- answered - 
md The Bevelation of St. John the Divine as- and said them, Take heed that no man 
mrt the manner of the proceedings. deceive you* 

PI 
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Four-Legged and Two-Legged Pork BY ROY D. Goodrich 

H "9" grovel and grunt. Hogs love mire and duced by his dollar-making practids. He ?lo- 
d ~ r t .  Hogs have sole-leather noses. Hogs ried in his short-sighted slogan, "Get it no\v!P' * 

never heard of the ten commandments. Hogs This man on the street knew something of 
are "practical"--they never worry about the "church work," and he willingly gave it financial 
other fellow. Bogs appreciate swill if i t  is not support. "For," said he, "it pays." Tlle Bible 
more than inches high; anything higher was like Qreek to him, and he would prefer a 
than that must be torn, shoved, o r  trampled jail sentence to a real study of the Bihle. 
down, or ~ a s s e d  by entirely, in ignorance. Hogs TO the extent of his iduence and ahilitg Ile 
look mostly a t  things a few inches ahead caused the vault of heaven above to echo from 

\ them on the ground- To look a t  the heavens the pulpit, and the political and financial earth 
V u l d  almost break a hog's neck Hogs are beneath to reverberate through the press, giv- 
never offended by bad odors, and a stench was ing ,,ice to his hypocritical argaments of 
never known to veer one from his course or to .nflaged selfishwss. 
dissuade one from his swill. May I seriously inquire: Does the man on 

Moreover, some of the normal joys of hogs the street belong to the genus homo, or to the 
are: TO lie lengthwise of the trough; to get genus s ~ s . P  Has he been made in the image of 
thc- nose into some one's beautiful l a ~ - n  and (fnd, or in the image of Satan? 
destroy it for the sake of getting a fenr sue- The inspired record states that the progelli- 
culent grass roots and dirt; withal, to squeal; tor of the human race was made in fie bllage 
to steal; to trample; to wallow; to rise above and likeness of God. Adam was the handiwork 
nothing but the rights of others. Hogs have of God, whose "work is perfect." Seven tilnes 
but one use for the sky, *., to rend it TiLh did God pronounce the things in and about the 
pitiless and vindictive cries, if other hogs garden which he had made: T e r y  good.'' (See 
threaten to get some of the Swill. Oh, yes ! Genesis 1) God's law was written in AdamJa 
Hogs have some good sentiments too; they be- heart; he was lovely, lovable and perfect. The 
lieve in abstemiousness, self-control, altruim, hog disposition had as  yet not been implanted 
 elf-sacrifice, and generosity, a s  very essential . in his breast, nor had its diabolical fruitages 
traits of character for all except Number One. been manifested. 
There is one very fitting place for hog*the But alas! Here i t  was that Lucifer, the first 
pork-barrel. HOW emblematic of the character being in 811 eternity and in all the universe to - 
of Satan. thm is the character of the swine! cherish selfish and axllbitious desires, saw his 

I just met h e  man in the street. He was long-coveted opportunity to deceive, deflect, 
groveling in the mire of "do others like they and debauch a new race at  its fountain head, 
do you, only im THEM FIRST." He was grunting to the intent that he, like Jehovah, might be- 
with rheumatism and high taxes. He showed come emperor; and that, like Jebos-ah, he might 
a real love for the ideals of "business" today, possess multitudes of beings subject to him- 
and for the pious ecclesiastical frauds that self, who would also bear his image and be like 
foster those ideals. His atrophied conscience him. For six thousand years Lucifer, who there 
was in a case-hardened jacket of pride and self- became Satan, the adversary of God, has been 
ishncss, so that he could root for hinlself in the writing the majesty of his perverse and Satanic 
heartless soil or' injustice, without pain or mis- image on the hearts of his sul~jects. 
giving. He did not know that it is wrong to And now what? The nest thing in order is 

, steal-legally; and his waking hours were ha- the coming of Him "whose right it is" to rule 
- bituall?- occupied not only with coveting the the world, the One whom Jehovah has anointed . . things possessed by his neighbor but also with to be the rightful emperor of both earth and 

- echrining to get hold of these. He was a very heaven, the seed of the woman promised, who - 
"practical" "business" man -which, being in- should ‘‘bruise the serpent's head." Or, in plaiu- 

. terpreted, means that everything which he lift- er speech. the time is now here for Christ to 
ed SO much as his finger to do, must first give bind Satan, and also to "bmise Satan under 
satisfactory ansrrer to the stern interroption, your feet s h o r t k b y  destroying him.-Romans 
'?That do I get?" 1Ie had no time to  look at  16: 20. 
the squalor and dibase and blasted lives pro- And what will this change of rulerehip mean 
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a s  * GOLDEN AGE mlfmam R. t 
- . - . I - . \  

to t l l r ~  Satanized and blasted race? - Will it and engrave therein the oAginal likeness of 
1 

mean that He who wm once the %an of Sor- Himeelf! Only the incorrigible w i l l  find their 
rows' will increase the e o m w  of mankind? part in the oblivion of the seaond death. 
Will the "Prince of PeaceJa do worse for the Has Satan ahown power and might in the 
tsce than has the "father of lies," the "prince writings accomplished by his sword dipped in 

1 
of devilsJJ? Will He who bled and died on Cal- the blood of billions, during the six long day8 
vary's hill to redeem man, and to destroy the of humanitfa labor and paint How much 
works of Satan, now institute the "death that greater, then, will be the power of Him who 
never diemJ' or "the fire which bnme, yet ahall with a mightia pen, and under the aaeptsb 
never consumesJJ? \Till the sorrows of the of Peace, re-write the divine Isw and reetore 
"threescore years and ten" under Satan's mi& the divine image, in one short Sabbath day o l  
rule be intensified and indescril~bly lengthened res t -a  thousand years1 "I will," mya He, "put 
into an eternal torture which never kills? my law in their inward parta, and write it in 

Thank God, A'o! I t  means that now, in His their hearts; . . . For they ahall all knor me 
thousand-year day, the Golden Age, whoee rays from the least of them =to the greatest ot 
already gild the eastern horizon, God will en- them, saith the Lord. For I will forgive their 
tirely erase the Satanic image so painfully iniquity, and I will remember their einr no 
wrought for 6,000 years in the human heart, more."Teremiah 31 : 33,34. 

Come. Out or Be Kicked Out BY William Lawrence 

I THOUGHT the article that appeared in THE 
GOLDEX AGE under the caption of "Go to 

Church, Thou Fool" ought to help some to hear 
that voice from heaven (Revelation 18 : 4) who 
had not yet heard it  My uncle and my aunt 
tell Ine bow they came out of her--churchianity 
(Babylon-eonfusion). They both were in the 
Baptist church. The chnrch members took to 
dancing and card-playing. My uncle, my aunt, 
and n few others opposed dancing and card- 
plq-ing by the church. 

Those who favored the dancing, the card 
parties, eta, were in the majority. They called 
a chnrch meeting and expelled (excluded) all 
the n~eln-hrs that opposed dancing, etc, in the 
chnrch (i e., by its membership). So that was 

. the \vnp my uncle and my aunt 'came out of 
her.'-Revelation 18 : 4. 
T think that it is better for the Lord's people 

to come out of her (Babylon," c h u ~ t y )  
mlnntarily in obedience to the c o d  thrC 
the voiw of the Lord from heaven attera, thrcrr. 
to wait as my nncle and my aunt did until t h q  
were kicked out of her. But I am glad they are 
out any way. It would make my artide too 
long if I should tell here how the writer cmne 
to be "out of her." He waa also a member of 
that branch of charchianity known aa The 
Missionary Baptist Church - the stme church 
my uncle and my aunt were kicked out of be- 
cause they opposed dancing and card-playing 
by the church membership. Yet there are many 
people who have read the 18th chapter of Rev* 
lation without understanding that Babylon 
there mentioned is churchianity. 

"Come out of her [churchianity, Babylon, 
mnfusion], my people. . . . Her aim have 
reached unto heaven." 

UPPER CYLINDER LUBRICATION 
IN rR0DUrnRY OFFER 

' i ' 11 .s  Flraone Luhrlcatlnn C0mpnn.r. to introduce its b~ returned at  our erpeosc No charge will be Mdr ibr 
:.:.n~!iiet, offem a trlul qnart of Flrrmne 0 1 1  at  $1.00 *hat la a d  in making teat. You are th d e  ju- 
;,i.-.::;lid, or $3.50 per gltllon rsprma e h ~ r g e ~  collwt. A n  OU 01 heat retliati~)g. lubrj0Qt&# QY-, CCOCC- 
i : . , t : lu~ i~e  territorx pl.lvllrgra c a l l 1  he ncqulrd by corn- the u p ~ r  ~ylhwler ckorrbrr. 
lr*rrnt nuleemen, dlst~~lbuto~r, nrrtl nmnta Wrlte for TEST Rzsrtr: One of tile t w t i  with a C~apc 
:~ze~lt'(r mtea and territory nsri:m-?lln~.r~ta. without the Ol1. 15 lnlles per gnllon of pso l iae ;  rlth 
All trial orders not satisfnctory 111 cvem respect may bliracle Oil. 19?4 n~i les:  witlr Fr.uoxr '2234 nllr. . 

FIREZONE LUBRICATION COMPANY, 2nd Ave.. & 4th St., Cdleg Point, N.Y. 
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STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" 
\ \ ' i t l r  Irsue Xclrnber 80 we LKga~r runulng Judge ltulberford'm new b k .  

@ T h e  Hurp uf riurl.'. r l l b  t ~ . r r ~ w ~ ~ : ~ u y l n g  q u a t i u s .  tnklug t1m place u l  both 
Advutlced and Ju*rn!li b r ~ l e  S t u d l r  which b v s  been bitLerto publlrhd, 

-. 

"'At that time there were no means of easy 
\and rapid transit. It was a long journey, a 

f41ous and tiresome one. Joseph, with his es- 
poliked seated upon an ass, journeyed through 
the liills along the Jordan probably for three 
days, late in the evening reached the city 
of Betl11t.ht.m. The city was erowded; the pri- 
vate i~orlirs were full; all the hotels, inns, and 
ot11c.r places aere  crowded out. Tired, worn, 
alttl weary from their long journey, they were 
jostled by the crowd in the narrow streets of 
tllr city. Applying to various places for lodg- 
ing. a t  each place they were turned away; until 
fillally they found a location where they could 
deep in a stall with the cattle. And they re- 
tired for the night's repos'e. 

1400ver the brow of .the hill, in the field once 
011-ned by Boaz and gleaned by the beautiful 
H~itl l ,  tlie faithful shepherds were watching 
tlieir slleep. According to custom, they had 
four watches during the night. Some would 
watch 11-Jiile the others s lept  

"'The earthly stage is now set. But behold 
tllat there was no great earthly splendor or 
sliu~v! I n  trutli the condition of poverty of 
Josep11 and his espoused, and the like poor con- 
dition of tlte shepherds who were now shortly 
to he 11sc.d of the Lord, was the only fitting way 
that we .~Ilould expect the Lord would hare it. 
A11 t h ~  po!np and glory of earthly preparation 
\soul(l have been but tat\-dry tinsel, detracting 
frniil tlie glorious things that were shortly to 
follo~v. 1,:acli one of the earthly players whom 
Jt*l~ovnll llnd assigned to perform a part  upon 
this stage was humble, meek, and possessed of 
faith i ~ r  the prolnises of God. In  heaven there 
was a host of angels that should participate 
in tlie great drama; and all the hosts of heaven 

1. were m-itaesses to this unparalleled and never- 
:& &in-to-be-performed event. 

. , '"On earth it was night, picturing the fact 

that the whole world was lying in darli~less and 
a great light was coming into the earth. The 
time had now arrived for the birth of the 
Mighty One, and all the heaveny hosts were 
awake to the importance of the hour. Doubt- 
less while others slept, Mary was pondering in 
her heart the great eventa that had taken place 
during the few months past ; and while she thue 
meditated there in the silence of that night, 
without pain and without suffering there was 
born to her Jesus, the S a ~ i o r  of the world. And 
4he shepherds watching their sheep in the field 
were attracted by the angel of the Lord, who 
came upon them, "and the glory of the Lord 
shone round about them; and they were sore 
afraid. And the angel said unto them, Fear 
not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of 
great joy, which shall be to all people. For 
anto you is born this d a y  in the &ty of David 
a Savior, which is Christ the Lord2'-Luke 2: 
8-11. 

QUESTTONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 

flow did Joseph and Mary journey from Nazareth 
to Bethlehem? and at what time did they reach the 
latter city? 7 139. 

Where did they find lodging? 139. 
What important field lies near Bethlehem? and who 

were watching their flocks there? 7 140. 
How many watches were kept in a night? fl 140. 
Was there great earthly .splendor and ahow at the 

birth of J m s ?  and if not, why not? fi 141. 
What kind of people hrd God choeec k participate 

in the events of that night? fl 141. 
1\30 in heaven aere participating in this great event,? 

7 141. 
R h t  did the night on the earth pidnre? IT 142. 
At what particular place was Jesus born? 1 342. 
What attracted the attention of the ehepherds? and 

what message was delivered to them? Repeat the mer- 
sage. 7 142. 

Repeat all the text of Luke 8: 811. 11 14%. 

"Standing at the portal of the opening year, '?.the Lord am with thee; be thou not afraid. 
Wortls of comfort meet us, hushing every fear; I will help and drengthen; be thou not dismayed. 
Spoken through the silence by our Father's voice, Yes, I will uphold thee with my own right hand; 

t 

nuder,. strsng alid faithful, ~nakillg us rejoice. Thou art called and chosen in my sight to itolld." 
rn 



I EVENTS don't - "just happen." - 
I' Pnu have probably promised yourself a breadth of LnowleaSe 

will enable you to understand what the day's erperienaea mean- 
( Esperienoes that yon have while at work, at home, and their relation 
I to the eventa of the world. 

For, after all, world events are results of the feeling8 and the opin- 
i o n ~  of individuals, erpreseed cr, muuse. 
Expressions are manifesting themnelvea more directly and violently, 
almost to the extent of anger - the employment of fome that sweeps 
aside conventionalities of the ages. 
Such are the luarke of the times of rplexity that the Bible pro* . 
sied would be associated with the x o f  today. 
Ki~o\i- what these events will be in their wo~ssive order, and have as 
your guide a survey of the ages-man's creation, hie fall, his a a  
cessive attempts to regain his perfeation, what these attempb have 
brought us to today, and-to what the Bible foreteHs tbey wil l  lesd 
To inform yon of these Bible ropheoies would to mrve you; a d  

! this we are doing by means o f THE HdltP B m u  S ~ m n  Comer, don- a 

eisting of a tel~i-book, a weekly reading sssignment, d a aelfqlris. 
card mailed every Friday. 

11 

Ii 
The object is to enable you to check up your reading. You need not 
sobmit anewers to anyone. 

Andweuemakhgit.btbrwRicsb 
publimbga~m aditionof tbt tartkrot 
Thr Harp of God - Cloth bold ,  L i m  
&e, Gold rt.mped-8md at the RmM! time 
redpcinothe~bfthbcoprle~(& 
to 1& complete 

Begin your course now by writing- 
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Impressions of Britain (part z) 
EFORE a person can spend five weeks in B Britain, or  even five minutes, he must find 

mme way to get out of the United States, if 
he chances to have been born an American citi- 
sen and to have lived here all his days. And 
getting out of the United States is not such an 
easy matter a s  one might think. 
I€ the opportunity arose for him to visit the 

British Isles, his first thought might be: "I will 
go and get my ticket immediately"; but if he 
tried to do so he would find that tickets to 
European countries are not sold in that way. 
Before one can travel, he must first obtain a 
passport. 

If he thought: "I will get my passport im- 
mediately," he next discovered that passports 
are not like newspapers, but are more like the 
plans and specifications for building a home. 
The Government seems to have formed the 
opinion that whoever wishes to travel is of the 
criminal class, or  at least is a suspicious per- 
son; and that his desire to absent himself from 
these shores for even a brief time indicates a 
strong probability that he should be locked up. 

The Government first wishes a photograph; 
and i t  has to be a special kind of photograph, 
too--a front view, 3 x 3 inches in size and on a 
white background. Then the Government wishes 
to know that you have been born; that when 
you were 'torn, or  a t  least some time prior 
thereto, you had parents; and that these par- 
ents were your ancestors. The Government 
seems to yish to know that one of these par- 
ents was Your father; for his name is asked, 
and it is necessary to supply an  aflidavit from 
some one who knows that you really were born; 
and that you are  still alive; and that a t  the 
date of your, p r~posed  trip you are the same 
person that y9u were a t  the time'you were born, 
o r  words to tEat eflect. 

Then comes the first inquisition. You go to a 
trusted friend of yours, and are carefully taken 
rgsrt, and put down on paper before his search- 

ing scrutiny. He passes upon yonr age. Thh 
is an important item. It affords circumstantial 
evidence that you are old enough to travel, i4 
you have the money and the inclination. How 
could the Government trust you with a pass- 
port if i t  did not know you were old enough 
to travel? 

Your height is put do- This is also im- 
portant. If  you were only a foot high, i t  would 
not be safe for you to dross the streets; and 
while you might do very well boarding steam- 
ers and railway trains, yet it would be very 
hard for you to climb to the top deck of an 
omnibus; and the Government does not wish 
yon to run the risk of stubbing yonr toe and 
failing to reach the seats where the best view 
of the scenery is to be obtained. &vain, the . 
Government would not feel like issuing a pass- 
port to yon if you were twelve feet high; for 
in that case if yon took a top seat in the omni- 
bus and the omnibus tipped over, i t  might be 
claimed that you tipped it over; and if you 
were found among the wreckage there might be 
oomplications for the Government as  well as 
for yourself. It is best to be safe. .. 

The kind of forehead you have is then put 
down. It is wise to do this. There was once a 
prophet concerning whom it was written, "1 
will make thy forehead like adamant." It might 
be that yon have an adamant forehead, and with 
everything so high it stands to reason that the 
Government does not wish to lose any propheta 
just a t  this time. 

What about YOU; Face ? 

N EXT a record is made of yonr eyes. Tbir 
is to make sure that yon will be able ta 

cross the streets while away from home. It ia 
also to save the Government the embarrass- 
melit which would be occasioned bp having it 
published abroad that the paternal E. S. A. ia 
raising cyclops instead of citizens. li you have 
but one eye, and that is right in the middle of 

I 



QOWEN AGE 
Four forehead, you don't go abroad. That is 
all there is to it. 

Mention is made of your particular variety 
of nose. You see, it is this way; Julius Caesar 
was a Roman, and therefore had e Raman M e .  
He went away a perfect1 J good citizen of a re- 
publio; bat on the way back he came to the Ru- 
bicon, jumped in, swam ashore, d took the 
liberties of the people away from them. If yon 
have a Roman nose, what is to hinder you from 
jumping into the Atlantie Ocean on the way 
back home and suddenly putting the whole 110,- 
000,000 people of America under the iron heel 
of despotism1 You could do it, oh, so easily1 
Everybody said that the Kaiser could do it 
sure. So if you have a Roman nose, you had 
better see a beauty doctor before you ask for 
a passport. 

Your friend wishee to know about yonr 
month. The Government has reason to Rieh to 
know about this; for the mouths of Americans 
get them into more troubIe while they are 
abroad than does any other one thing. They 
think that they are citizens of the greatest 
country under the sun, and they like to mea- 
tion the fact; at least they do until they i h ~ d  
that thia is j u t  what everybody else thinks of 
his own particular land. Besides, the Govern- 
ment wish- to know that you will be able to 
take yonr meals in the nmal way. I t  does not 
wish foreign governments put to the annoy- 
ance and inconvenience of feeding you through 
a tube in yonr nose. 

Then there is the ohin. Lady htor,  an 
b e r i c a n  girl that haa found her way into the - British Parliament, is authority for the atata 
ment that Amerioann have good ahins. (And 
mhe is reputed to have used a crw word when 
rhe said it.) The Oovernment d e n  to five ap 
to its reputation in not sending anybody abroad 
unless he has a chin of some sort; ro it your 
ahin is miasing you csn count on staJing right 
in PodiBk until the robi neat again. 

Tiu Hdr Qnation 

F INALLY, them im the hair question. NOW 
thia a L;eriogu matter in the minds of some 

people; or 9 nni in inair minds, let ua say on 
top of their minds. Than are thoae that in- 

. sist that hair and brains cannot be grown on 
opposite rider of the same scalp a t  the name 
time. Then there are athem who elah, an did 
one Hilldah Croah of pre, that a goodly 

thatch of feathers is necessary, sad thrit if one 
does not have it he wilI be minus the necessary c 
pipes wherewith to lead off the fog and smoke 
that otherwise becloud the brain. Doubtless the 
O a m m  is collecting statisties to deter- 
mine which is right - the bald-headed man who * 
boldly claims that wisdom has taken the plaae 
of his hair, or the thick-haired youth who feel- 
ingly reminds the Government that the strength 
of any government lies in its men, and that the 
strength of Samson, the strongest of all men, 
Iay in his hair. "Sometime we'll understand.", 

We said: ''Finally there is the hair question"; 
but i t  was not finally. The Government wisher . 
to h o w  whether yon have a complexion. Thir 
is more important in America than it is in the 
British Isles ; for there the damp climate gives 
everybody a good natural complexion, while 
here there are many people who would not dam 
to leave home without bringing their complex- 
ions along with them in a vanity bag or some- 
thing like that. The Government is interested 
to know vhether yonr complexion ia a real one 
or whether yon got it at  the corner dmg-store. 

When it gets to the matter of having a feas 
and of deciding what kind of face yoa have, 
there may perchance be a row between yon and 
yonr friend. He wishes to put you down M 
having a thin face; bat yon do not wish to go * 

down in history or even down in the Atlantio 
as having a thin face. Yon plead with him ; yon 
point out that with seven kin& of fscea on the 
liat he should be able to pick you out a better 
one. But he is obdurate, and he shall be pus- 
ished aa befita the offense. 
Then comes the second inquisition. Yon and 

your trusted friend go before a passport oil- 
ial  of the United States D e m e n t  of Stab. 
The official loob yoo over critically. Hh ir a 
very important job. He represents the whole 
imperial United States Government, in one of 
itr moat important departments His decision 
on thia great matter now to be deaided is hal. 
He oroswa out the word "thin" opposite the 
ueacription of yonr face, and writes in the word 1 

"oval." 
You glancze piercingly and haughtily a t  your 

friend to see,whether he takes in the fall mag- 
nitude of his unstatesmanlike analysis of your 4 

featnrea He seems, utterly oblivious; he d m  
not seem to &e how nearly he haa jeep 
&ed the good reputation of our State Depart- 
ment abroad. Suppow now that the State Ik 
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partment had overlooked his error; think what the British Government to oontinue ta ooneid. 
international animosities and ether things just er. Yon pasa inspection; pour psssport is vi- 
like them might have happened. One shudders s k d ;  it ia stamped. YOU are now in the hole 
to think of it, even with shudders selling an to the tune of $20; but you have reoeived a 
high as a shilling apiece. piece of paper, folded, etamped with the great 

seal of the United States Government, and 
Pauing for Democrcrcy ugned by Mr. Charles E. Hughes, Secretaq 

IIE inspector gathers in your application of State, which proves beyond question that 
T f o r  ,sport, and your birth certificate, and 7'' have been born and that you 8 h e  a fo* 
your photographs. Then he collects $10 for head, eyes? nose, ahin, hair* wrn~lexioq 
doing his sworn duty in giving you an and a face, and that yon are over one foot and 
face, and tells yon that you will receive the mder feet in height A trim~h oi 
passport in four or five days. This "service" American 
was formerly free; but since the world was Yon go and get your ticket. I t  is a foot high, 
made safe for democracy some jobs must be and a foot and a half long, and recites enmu-  
found for the increased number of democrats &glJ' what responsibility the company 
and a way must be found to soak the d e m e c r ~  6mes  respecting your baggage m case of a 
ay every way they turn, or they might forget meek, and what disposition will be made 0d 
that they are free. your own remains, in case there are any re- 

Uncle Sam's example of piggishness in the mains. 
free issuasce of passports has been folloved The fourth inquisition Consists of a strip six 
by all countries toward citizens of the United inches wide, attached to one end of  YO^ ticket. 
States. Europe contains a score of countries, I t  asks the same old questions which You had 
and the United States is but one. Therefore to answer before Yon got Your passport; m d  
when a United States citizen visits ten Enro- unless put into the hands of the trans~o* 
pean countries on a trip (and most across- tion ~ l n p a n y  the day before the d i p  sailg 
ocean travel is in that direction) he must pay Your right to sail on that Bhip is forfeited. 
el00 for having his passports viseed in the ten 
oonntries; but the European may go all over Cheer Up 
the United States on the one $10 passport. 0 N THE back of the ticket itself is the fifth 
Thus Uncle Sam charges his citizens $10 for inquisition. The questions are the same 
an imaginary "service" before they leave home, ss before. cheer up! This is the last time that 
bowing. that, because of that charge of  $10, yon must answer these questions until yon get 
made without any proper reason, those citizen8 aboard the boat. At length the great &y ar- 

be mulcted $10 rt~ore for every corntry rives. Yon are at the dock an hour ahead of 
that they visit. time. Yon appear before an officer, who ex- 

amines yonr passport arid looks scmtinizinglx 
Another Hold Up at yon to see if you are the person described. 
T H E  third inquisition comes afer you have Yon start to go aboard, up the long carefully- 

received yonr passport. You go to the British enclosed gang-way, and are stopped onoe more. . 
Consulate in New Pork. There yon are cata- This time it is your ticket which is subjected to 
loped by a clerk and fined $10 for being an sorutiny, to see that it is made out in due form 
America citizen; then careful inquiry is made and properly endorsed. In another half min- 
as to whet ".1 ler yon plan any propaganda while ute yon are out of the United States ; i a, yon 
yon are in the British Isles. In view of the are aboard a British vessel, an auxiliary of thr 
purchased control of the U. S. press during British navy and manned throughout by Brit. 
the war, this latter item is properly one for ish seamen. 

i = 
#A prina). can mak a belted knight, For a' that, and a' that, 

A marquis, duke, and a' that; Their dignities, and a' that, 
But an honeat man's aboon his m i g h t  The pith o' senae, and pride o' vortl  

Ouid faith, he maunna fa' that 1 h e  higher rankr than a' thJ." 



Who Has the Right to Make Prices? BY 3. H. ~ ~ n t  

S HOULD the laborer price his krbor; the 
producer of soil-products prim them; the 

manufacturer his output; the wholesaler his 
commodity, and the retailer his warest 

Who will sgree to an& a proposition as a 
whole? Who believes that it could be made to 
work out justly for all? And yet is not this 
what each faction is trying to do, and trying 
to prevent the others from doing1 
If this system of pricing is right for one 

class, it must be right for all. But if it dl 
not work well for all, then the principle mud 
be entirely wrong; for d clsss of workem 
is vitally interested in the price of the produato 
of all the rest. Being a thing of oollective in- 
terest, price should be regnlated by all that are 
interested either aa produoen, or  M aonsumera 

If the reins of our Government have gotten 
into the hands of those that neither labor nor 
produce, then such Government should have no 
part in p r k g  the products of the labor of 
those who do labor, until it is again snbjed to 
the wi l l  of the people. 

Neither should the laborer and producer 
make the oft-repeated mistake of &oosing 
other delegates or representatives to make 
prices for them. Deputing power to a few rep 
resentativea to act for the whole people invites 
the attack of all opposing interests upon those 
few. If they are thns influenced, or  yield, the 
cause of the people is lost. 

To a large extent people have ha t  faith in 
repreeentative government. Experience, they 
believe, has baoght that it is cheaper to pay a 
good round profit to private interests than to 

- place industries under government control to 
be operated a t  cost. The claim is that the ten- 
demy to graft on the one side equala the ten- 
dency to profiteer on the other. 

When private =pita1 goes into lmsinesa it 
exacts every possible profit for the intereatm 
behind it. That the burden of h e  pr&h is 
qualdq outweighed by the waste, incompe 
tenuy, and graft of oar administrators is a 
compliment (1) many of our public men am 
paying to themselves and to our publio insti- 
tutions when they fight government ownership 
We mentiod thiL to show that there is little 
ohsnce of improvement unless the people keep 
the government more in their own hands. 

Let the people me wery modern method and 
applianoe to mve lsbor rad to increase pro- 
duotion; and tlwk d o *  to better mditions 

PO 

will oome to naught, M long as it is given b 
a few men, or to any one class of men, to .F 
bitrarily make prioes. And a government tht 
is to any extent controlled by special interedm 
-whether that of farmers, laborers, rnanda 
turers, merchants, or preach~ra -would be no 
exception. 

Those that produce and l awr  in social ser- 
v i e  are the ones who are interested colleo 
tively in the p r i w  at which they must ex- 
cbsnge the prodncts of their labor. Collectively 
they have the right to get together and namb 
the standard wages upon whioh dl produd 
pricee should be baaed. 

The legitimate object of government is to 
search out and proteet the individual rights 
and means of its sabjeob. Experience show8 
that the people should never delegate their 
rights away but should reserve to themselva 
the final decision of sll qoeetions by euffrsga 
It in an old saying, 'Zf yon want any thing 
done do it yourself." If not, send someone else 
to do it, and this is eepeaially true of gove- 
men& 
The opposition to a system of standard 

prioes will come either from those who from 
leck of thought fail to see its great b e n d b  or 
from the comparatively few that are now prof- 
iting by the existing unsettled and unjust prim 
oonditiona. All claeees of labor engaged in wm 
fnl pursuits, including farmera that own ani 
work their own farms, d merchants me 
emall factory owners who do their own labor, 
are interested in a wage that in buying power 
will equal the price of the producb they colleb 
tively produce and distribute. 

To accomplish much, men must make the beat 
use of the means at hand Each class of labor 
has an organbation for the betterment of theh 
own aonditiom ; and over these is an organbin- 
tion of which all are a part and to which all 
are subject, the United States Government. 
Whatever we may expect of farm and labor 
unions, it is evident that they am do little am 
long as the general Government is controIIed 
by those of opposing interests. 

That a government of the people should m 
look after the interesta of its every subjeat 
that no other organization for that pnrpoae 
would be neaesaary, we believe is evident to 
all. But the numbem .Id kind of a d  aniom 
is a monumental evidtmm that it doea not. It 
o c m m t a u m t h . t i f B . Q B ~ w ~ U e q l l  

I 



the subject of a standard wage and standard 
product-price3 based on labor cost, and discuss 
it until thoroughly understood by its members, 
they would demand such a eystem and vote it 
through. 

More good could be done at one election by 
installing a system of prices that would equal- 
ize the expense of living and properly distrib- 
ute the fruits of labor, than has been done by 
Congress and Legislatures for the last one hnn- 
dred and forty-five years. 

Who k now making o m  priwst k it the 
laborer and producer who, together, are the 
great consumer7 Or is it the go-between, the 
juggler, and the gambler7 Shall we, as  usual, 
leave prices for Congress to influence by tink- 
ering with the tariff, rail rates and ship rates, 
farm credits, eta ; or shall we turn the job over 
to the Reserve Banks7 Three years ago they 
f i e d  prices and almost @ed everything else 
by juggling interest rates, bank creditors, bond 
markets, and cash reserves; and no one ques- 
tions that they can and will do the same thing 
again if it suits their purpose. 

Or shall we try the plan of Irvin Fisher, 
Professor of Political Economy of Yale Uni- 
versity and ex-President of the American Ew- 
nomic Association, for taking the starch out 
of one of the few standards we have, the dol- 
lar, by trying to follow up our ever-changing 
prices with an ever-changing dollar T Profes- 
lor Fisher, your currency would not make even 
a good football. Yon eould never tell how much 
it was inflated, and when yon got the thing all 
puffed up and ready to kick off, some one might 
be fool enough to name prices on a gold basis 
and thct would knock the wind clear out of it. 
Now, Professor, really do you think yon can 
ever kick a goal with a dollar like that? 

Prices are figured from the amount of gold 
represented; and not from the denomination 
f the egrrency representing it. We have a 

h l a r  thafis 8s standard in weight as the yard 
measure is in length, or as the bushel i~ in ca- 
pacity; and it would be just as  reasonable to 
expect the yard measure to indicate the price 
of the product i& is used to measure, or for 
the bushel measure to price the prodnct that 

g: ssea through it, as  to expect the dollar to 
dicate the price, or measure the valne of the 

product for which it ia exchanged. Pricing ia 
Bat the function of the dollar, 

The analyst bepates product into its orig- 

inal elements; and by experiment8 and actual 
jests we determine the elements or properti- 
that are useful; and that some are of more 
valne than others; and that is about all we have 
accomplished in our effort to measnre valne. 
But let the trne valne of prodtict be what it 
may, collectively we are interested in getting it 
at the least possible cost in labor; and for the 
purpose of exchanging products we ahould 
price them as near as  possible to labor aost, 
so that each may receive eqnal value for his 
money. 

If prices are wrong, ae every ones know 
they are, then let us make prices that are right, 
and not nnfh everything else in the hope that 
prices will in gome mysterious way adjust 
themselves. When we have properly standard- 
ized our labor, products, and other values, as 
we have our dollar, and rightly established the 
relation between them by a system of standard 
prices, we may go ahead doing business on a 
fair basis for a thousand years without a price 
swing, strike, lockout, panic, or millionaire. 

We are glad to note the effort being made 
toward the standardization of product. "The 
Trnth in Fabric Bill" is surely a step ahead; 
but why not widen its scope7 Draft a "Truth 
in al l  Producta Bill," based on truth in labor, 
and truth in prices; then draft a "Truth in 
Legislation Bill," that will enable us to pass d l  
bills direct from the people to the statute books. 

Not knowing whether a price is fair causes 
dissatisfaction the same as knowing it to be 
unfair. Social unrest will not or should not be 
alleviated until men place themselves under 
just regulations. With the help of divine wis- 
dom, as already revealed in the Bible, it is 
possible for man to institute n just system of 
laws; but the power to keep those from break- 
ing them who would so desire, is, of necessity, 
a superhuman pon-er. We believe the time is 
near when such power will be used by the King 
of kings and Lord of lords; but used only as 
a means to an end. The end to be acoomplished 
is a creation of human beings so schooled by 
experience and divine wisdom that no outside 
restraining power will be required. Man him- 
self, an earthly image of his heavenly Creator, 
endowed with wisdom, justice, power, and love, 
will reign supreme in h ~ s  own sphere, the earth. 
"The heaven, even the heavens, are the Lord's: 
but the earth hath he given to the children of 
ma*'-Psalm 115 : 16. 



"All the Foundations of the Earth are out of Course" ~9 Charks W. 

W E HAVE hopes that the human race will 
eventually overcome its tendency to be 

easily fooled, and will learn how to distinguinh 
between truth and propaganda Knowledge L 
the antidote; and knowledge of God's Word 
is the best antidote. Although many have ea- 
pected it, the earth will never "leave her 
course." Prior to December 17, 1919, many ob 
the inhabitants of the civilized earth (as dis- 
tinguished from the heathen) expected a great 
calamity- on that date the earth was to be 
overtaken by another body and possibly be 
blown to atoms. Such superstitious ideas would 
be impossible, and the people would know this 
if they were thoroughly instructed in God's 
Word. For instance, we read: "The earth abid- 
eth forevei' and "He hangeth the earth upon 
nothing." Of course, if the earth is hung upon 
nothing, there are no literal "fomdations of 
the earth" .to get out of course.-Ecclesiastes 
1:4; Job 26:7; Psalm 82:5. 

'Who laid the foundations of the earth that 
it should not be removed for ever." (Psalm 
104 : 5) The proper understanding of our text 
lies in the fact that throughout the Bible the 
word "earth" and "world" are quite frequently 
used in a symbolic sense, not meaning the lit- 
eral planet on which we live but organized 
society. In proof of this, we offer 2 Peter 3: 
6, 7, 13 ; Zephaniah 3 : 8, 9 ; Revelation 21 : 1. 
These scriptures are sdcient,  with proper 
consideration, to convince any reasoning mind 

“Thaw fellom down at Wyhington pam Irwa with- 
ant any more knowledge of what && wil l  be produced 

-s 
than thq might have if they were children. They p w  r 
law to do one thing, and it does the reverse. They prem 
a button here, and a totally unexpected exploeion hap 
pem there. Thia ia h u e  the whole fabric of o w  
civilization is becoming m intricate that nobody can 
follow ita daigns. 

Y began to notice thia many yearn ago when a leg- 
islature out \Vest passed a law giving a bounty for th 
killing of coyotes, only to discover a few yeam 
that, in the absence of  coyote^, jack rabbits were multi- 
plying 00 rapidly the law had to be repealed aud 8 
bounty offered for the killing of rabbita." 

The tendency of our social structure is to 
form unions and belong to organizations and 
lodge-the Ku Klux Elan, the ST. C. T. U., 
ehurch societies, etc-societies for and against 
everything. It is not unusual to find one per- 
son belonging to several societies which are 
contrary the one to the other. 

Selfishness is SO ingrained in our law-maken 
and enforcers that lawe for the relief of oar 
poor and oppressed are impossible to operate. 
There are "jokers" in nearly all laws. Money, 
not love, is back of all rule. We quote a well- 
known scientist : 

''Forty years ago, Herbert Spencer wrote some won- 
derfully illuminating chapters on the complexity af 
cidization in his day. Spenm took up thirty-foar 
lsws enacted by the British Parliament for the relief 
of the poor, and demonstrated that thirtv-tao of them 
laws actually harmed the poor." 

- 
that not the literal earth and heavens are here our -tcm ,,f %de 
referred to; but that they are mentioned ae 
in our text, in a symbolic sense. Earth is a 0 UR competitive system of trade causa 

condition of social and civil arrangement. business to organize on an e5ciency b i b  
which mnat of necessity not only reject the old Our laws are some of the "foundatiod' and intirm, bat soon od able. The re stones. None will dispute the necessity for 

just and q i k b l e  laws. Laws are right and salt of the wnthUal drivinS 
good and necessary, but unrighteous enfome- recklessness, disease, and suicide. Another re- 

ment of laws is the greatest di&dty with sult is our false standard of salesmanship; 
that is, men are trained to sell people things 

which to Our laws are they do not want. There are basements and 
written is to e*hve us to kwyeTB. They are storerooms f d  ot artides, -7 of them quite 
imPOssible of Mdentanding by the wmmon useless, pnrchased from men trained to aeU 
man of the street. these things whether they are needed or not. 

The fouorsing by Edison appeand The main festnre of our earth is big b.& in the YIardd-Examiwr of October ness; and big business so mntrols the grioe of 
26, 1921, lm*r the title, x i r e  Too Intri-fe": Jabor that men are not able even to provide * 

"Life in becoming no intriccrte, so involved, m nuxed 
ap, that it i, cult to ten mpen aa the proper and decent home and surroundings for 
r e d t  of any ed. Oove-en$ bee, and i n d m  a growing family. As a consequence, m a r r i ~  

daily becoming more hd in a - &at h- (which is the very foundation of our social 
ingenuity seema incapable of untangling. stmotare) is reduced ta a low estate. For ip. 

m 



stai~ce: 11' 11113 man is not able to provide for a 
good home, the wife must work; and since the 
wife must spend from seven to ten hours a day 
toiling to help support the family, the results 
are that she has no time to prepare good 
meals for the tardy. She must pnrdme pre- 
pared foods, of low food value, in order that 
clhe may be able b quickly prepare it, say in 
from ten to twenty minutes. Big business meets 
the emergency by preparing food and patting 
it up in packages, with the greater portion of 
the food properties removed - the main are- 
ment, of mume, being that they are prepared 
so easily and quickly that husband will not have 
to wait for from one to two hours for dinner. 

Low vitality results from eating these im- 
proper foods, and consequently there is a great- 
e r  need for doctors; and doctors are not in 
business for their health- nor for ours, either. 
Of course it is trne that the doctor is glad to 
come when'called upon, and that he does his 
very best to effect a cure; but the point is that 
it would be much better if the doctors were or- 
ganized on the basis of keeping people well, 
rather than of curing them after their health 
is on& impaired. The spirit of the new age wil l  
be along new lines - keeping people from get- 
ting aid,  rather than healing them. "And the 
inhabitant shall not say, I am sick."-Isaiah 
33 : 24. 

At presant, many schools of medicine are 
aontrary one to the other, each forming asso- 
ciations to &ht the other, and trying to pass 
laws to forbid others the right to practise. 
~ Z ~ c i a n 8  

T HE politicians, who draw good salaries, in- 
crease the burden of the tax-payers year by 

year; and they are looking on while the doc- 
tors, lawyers, preachers, etc., are digging down 
deeper into the poor man's pockets. These are 
the foundation stones that are out of aonrse. 
Selfishness is the mortar which is supposed to 
hold thesaatones together, that they may form 
a good solid foundation. But this foundation is 
crumbling. 

Church System 
HE charoh sgdtems, professing to be friends 

T o f  the prodnoers, desert them in times 
of need, such as strikes and unemployment, 
a n g  them Bolsheviki, etc. They hate failed 
utterly to help the oppressed in times of direst 
need. Tithont one word of objection or of warn- 

ing one hnndred and eighty tbonea~ld preachers 
and priests permitted the financiers of this 
aountsy to throw us into tbe greatest war the 
earth has ever known, producing aountless be- 
reaved mothers and widows. When the history . 
of sll the cowards has been written, these 180,- 
000 preachers and priests will head the list. 
When 1 think of heroes, I hsve only to think 
of many of the widows left behind, with brgr 
families, to face the ever-rising prices and poor 
pay to women, yet bravely facing dl ihe di6- 
culties of life. 

Otber classes who prey upon the mass- 
worthy of mention ia thie artiolig are those vho 
profem to be friends of the poor, yet who tab 
advantage of their every weaknees, their every 
difficulty, and who rnn second only to tbr 
preachera, a m  the pen-brokers, the 1- 
sharks, and credit clothiers. Do not these ad- 
vertiae themselves as friends of the poor? Tet 
are they not exacting from the poor more than 
the poor are able to pay and more than othera 
do payt For instance : Do not credit clothiem 
charge $75 for a $35 snit and require first pay- 
ment of 825 caaht And do not newspapers and 
magazines, except THE GOLDEX Am, take their 
advertisements and fail to expose them? 

It i s  true that the earth slightly recognizes 
her unstableness; and therefore we have what 
we are pleased to call "our daily portion od 
reformless reforms." We have "sex equality 
now, which of course means social confusion 
We have prohibition now, which means instead 
of beer a t  five cents, poison a t  seventy-fivt, 
cents per drink. We have the so-called "red 
light district" abolished, olily to scatter i b  
former inmates all over our cities and to\vna 
We have committees to investigate, whic.h ia 
a very good thing and appreciated; but sure 
remedies, it seems, are missing. There is noth- 
ing etable. Today we have it; tomorrow we 
bave it not. 

We were told of a "new earth" in order to 
get oa to fight Germany. President Wilson and 
other notable men traveled through the length 
and breadth of our country promising the 
young men of this nation that if they would 
only join the army they would be permitted 
when they returned to enter politics and to 
have a voice in the &airs of the Qovern- 
ment such as they had never had and never 
dreamed of before. The voice of labor waa 
promised a herring a t  all timta if we would - 



only consent to this plan of war. But now they treacherously. Fear, and the pit, and the snare, 
may: "Back to normalcy." They do not say r are upon thee, 0 inhabitant of the earth. And 
s e t  us go on to the new earth that we have it shall come to pass, that he who fleeth from 
promised you." On the contrary they say: "Let the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit; and 
RE go back to the conditions before 1914." They he that cometh up out of the midst of the pit 
80 not seem to be so anxious now that the voice shall be taken in the snare: for the windows 
of labor shall be heard at all times; they do from on high are open, and the foundations 04 l 

pot seem to be so anxious now to reward those the earth do shake. The earth is utterly broken 
who so faithfully served their country. down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth 

Meantime, we have all learned the lesson is moved exceedingly. The earth shall reel to 
that God has designed in this matter: namely, and fro like a d d a r d ,  and shall be removed 
that it does not pay any one to seek to destroy like a cottage; and the transgrssion thereof 
his neighbors' lives. Who, more than o m  re- shall be heavy upon i t ;  and it shall fd, and not 
turned soldiers, can say that they have not been rise again."-Isaiah 24: 16-20. 
rewarded for their service to their country? King&m-m 
P r o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s t s  a great deal about char- LL sorts of remedies are suggested by all 
 it^ and what we 6h0u1d do for suffering ha- A sorts of people But ChristPs kingdom i. 
man it^, but they forget to think about these God'a sure remedy; for "justice and judgllent 
irom the standpoint of justice. are the habitation of thy throne: mercy and 

False standards are fast overthrowing jns- truth shall go before thy face." (Psalm 89: 14) 
tice. There are a thousand classes, all opposed "Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I 
to each other; there are a thousand publica- lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried 
tions, all supporting the various fanatical ideas stone, a precious corner stone, a sure founda- 
promulgated in the thousands of societies and tion; he that believe& shall not make haste. 
organizations; and these thousands of schemes Judg;ment also will I lay to the line and fight- 
are all selfish. There aU is confusion; there is eousness to the plummet; and the hail shall 
little justice. We are headed for the ditch. sweep anray the refuge of lies, and the waters 
"But Jesus answered and said, Every plant shall overflow the hiding place."-Isa. 28 :16,17. 
which my heavenly Father bath not planted If there is scant justice in the applying of 
h a l l  be rooted UP. Let them alone: they be our laws; if plenty of food does not mean a 
blind leaders of the blind. h d  if the blind lead living for all; if are such that a wife 
the blind, both shall fall into the ditch."-Mat- and ]lome are not possible for oar young men; 
thew 15 : 13, 14. if our hundreds of different religions beliefs 

Like many other admonitions of God's Word, do not bring peace and a true knowledge and 
these words are falling on deaf ears. Oh, that appri~ciation of God; if our preachers preach 
we could through some means call marikind's politics instead of Bible; if our going-t+ 
attention to those scriptures which speak of church is founded on superstition; if our pros- 
the coming calamity as a result of the o p  perity depends on selling each other needles8 
pression of the poor, the perverting of judg- articles; if divorce bids fair to outrun matri- 
ment, and the unequal distribution of this mony; if our health depends on powders or 
world's goods! "If thou seest the oppression pills; if by every reform movement we grow 
of the pg-or, and the violent perverting of judg- worse; if we give a dollar to the hard-working 
ment and justice in a province, marvel not at producer and 4 it charity and not justice; 
the matter: for he that is higher than the high- if we would rather have "red-light districts* 
est regardeth; and there be higher than they. instead of making marriage possible; if we a n  .* 
Moreover the profit of the earth is for all: the going to free all the murderers; if we tar and 
king himself is: served by the field."--Ecclesi- feather a man who speaks for people'e rights; 
astes 5 : 8, %, if dogs are well-fed while human beings go h a -  

"From the uttermost part of the earth have we gry - then are not "all of the foundations of A 
heard songs, even glory to the righteous. But I this earth out of course"? '%Tevertheless we, 
said, My leanness, my learuless, woe unto me! according to his promise, look for new heavens 
the treacherous dealers have dealt treacherous- and a. new earth, wherein dwelleth r ighhua-  
ly; yea, the treaoheroae dealers have dealt verJ ness."-2 Peter 3: 13. 



A Universal Language for the Golden Age BY 9amcs Dewon 8agev8 

I h' LOOKISQ forward to the blessings man- 
kind will enjoy in the Ciolden Age one may 

try to speculate about what some of those 
blessings will be. We can, of course, have only 
the faintest conception of what they will be ul- 
timately. But can we not safelr vision in part, 
a t  least, the state of the human nrce when the 
incentives to individual, national, religiom and 
racial hatreds shall have forever passed away 
in a world of peace and plenty and of brotherly 
love based on perfect understanding? What- 
ever the perfection attained by other forms of 
physical well-being, we do know that ignomca 
and misunderstanding shall pass away and men 
shall know one another in loving association. 
In  this fraternizing of the whole hnman family, 
which we know will be a fact, what will be the 
means of intercommnnication between the peo- 
ples who today are so woefully sundered by the 
nearly five hundred different languages spoken 
in the world l 

According to the Biblical record there was a 
time when all men spoke one language. Wheth- 
e r  the diffusion of different languages was 
oommenced by the miracle of the Tower of 
Babel, or whether the latter is an allegory 
given in Holy Writ to symbolize to the under- 
standing of the faithful in later times the mod- 
ern babel and confusion of Christendom, we 
can but guess. T17e do know, however, that the 
differenoe of language is a mighty barrier to 
the brotherhood condition Christ and His 
mints will soon establish. We know that all 
obstacles to the establishment of His reign will 
be overcome and will disappear. 

How will the obstacle of mutual mi~nnder- 
standing between the peoples, represented in 
the present confusion of languages, be erased t 
Will it be dispensed with miraculously, or will 
God's orderly and natural way take its course 
in the establishment of a oommon language? 
Some sincere Christians in the truth believe 
that in'dqe time God will miracnlously turn to 
Hie people "a pure language," while others 
just as eincere believe that God's natural law, 
which we we performing such wonders every 
moment, will, within the reqaisite lapse of 
time, wt f o r b  aq~ong men a language oommon 
to all natiozq and races. 

Christ told w enough to indicate dearly to 
the inquiring minde of faith when the time 
would be drawing near for His presence and 
the establishment of His reign. Y e  are in- 

a 

strncted to look for many things coming om 
earth that had never been known before. T h a  
thine are all in one way or another heralding 
or preparing the way for the setting up of tbe 
kingdom. For more tban two tbousand yearn 
ineffectual attempts have been made to estnL 
lish a oomrnon world language, but all attempts 
either to make a national language the world 
tongue or to create an a&iticial language su& 
ciently practical for international usage failed 
until just a few years after 1874. 

It is a noteworthy fact that soon after that 
date a eelf-eacrificing, kindly Jew, Ludwig L. 
Zamenhof, began the basic work to which he . 
practically gave his whole life, finally offering 
freely to the world what great minds had ut- 
terly failed to bring forth after life+long at- 
tempts - a marvelously practicable and com- 
mon langmge for the world, far more perfect 
than any national language, yet so simple in 
its strnctnre that it arn be learned perfectly 
by an adult in one-tenth the time required to 
gain indifferent mastery of a national language 
This wonderful langnage is Esperanto. One 
may well ask what are some of the reasons for 
giving consideration to Esperanto as of more 
than passing interest to those workere herald- 
ing the Golden Age. 

First, is it a reasonable e-tion that dur- 
ing Christ's reign on earth all natione wil l  b 
come one people, having a common means of 
understanding, one languaget We believe that 
a l l  are agreed that this is m, Mnne believing 
that God will establish a aommon language 
mirarmlonsly, others believing that some lan- 
guage common to all peoples d grow up nat- 
ural] y. 

Second, assuming that Christians would ba 
expecting such a universal lmguage to be 
brought about, should its appearanoe not be 
looked for during the great M'usion of howl- 
edge heralding the presence of Christ? Aa . 
stated above, Esperanto appeared early during 
the period of Chrisfs presence. 

Third, on its appearance among the people 
of this present evil world, over whish the 
prince of darkness holds may, should we not 
look for indications that it WM not favored 
bat, instead, waa and is being hampered by 
Satan? One af Dr. 5 e n h T s  heaviest bnr- 
dens w g ~  the ridicnle of the worldly-wise and, 
later, close -tiny and suspic ' i  from jpvers  

' 
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fi GOLDEN AGE 
mental forces. None of the worldly great and 
rich favored it with their patronage. Govern- 
ments were appealed to in vain to help its dif- 
fusion that the peoples might be brought more 
closely together and wars made less probable. 
Large numbers of the common people, poor in 
worldly riches and power, but rich in the ideal- 
ism of human love, learned its simple forms 
and began exchanging letters with one another 
among all nations of the earth and, beginning 
in 1903, held k u a l  world congresses where 
dl nationalities gathered and proved the effi- 
m y  of the language by perfect understanding 

. of one another in its usage. Thus the wnfusion 
caused by many languages gradually is being 
rwept away. 

The "Internal Idea" of Esperanto, a very 
real and vital something that can never be 
fully understood and enjoyed except by one 
who has become versed in the language and 
has mingled with Esperantists of foreign na- 
tional languages, is of a nature closely akin 
to the love between Christian brethren. As 
might be expected, Satan, finding one more 
instrument of welding into reality the brother- 
hood of mankind being brought forth among 
the beings suffering under the pall of his dark 
rule, set about to thwart its purpose. Finding 
that it could not be destroyed, he brought out 
imitations of Esperanto. Of these, the only 
two that gained any considerable following 
were simply the result of thefts or plagiarisms 
of an inferior sort of the original, uncopy- 
righted Esperanto. None of the imitations are 
rpreading among the people of the world with 
rnything like the rapidity of Esperanto. The 
mpporters of the imitations are everywhere 
violently bitter in their envious opposition to 
the greater spread of Esperanto. Esperantists 
go calmly along their self-sacrificing way of 
teaching the language, trusting that their ideal, 
being a noble one, will bear fruit of its own 
lnherent '&md, whatever be the opposition. This 
Is all as it should be. 

Recently some friends in the truth in Europe 
wrote in Esperanto to the present writer sug- 
gesting thatithe ,Watch Tower Bible and Tract 
Society be agproached with the proposition of 
putting the '"Scripture Studies" and other 
books and tracts into Esperanto in order that 
many people could be reached with the witness 
of the truth who otherwise are barred easy 
rccess to it. Having heard. Spanish- and Ital- 

ian-speaking people expressing their great 
craving that they could have all the volume% 
and tracts in their languages, we hastened to 
Judge Rutherford a t  Bethel Home with the 
appeal. We were very much surprised to learn 
that already this past spring and summer 
Brctl~er Harteva of Finland had fulfilled the 
comnission given him of translating into E8- 
peranto, and was publishing just before the 
gathering of the 14th Annual World Congress 
of Esperantists in Helsingfors the book "Mil- 
lions Naw Living Will Never Die." Our joy 
was heightened when we received from our 
Esperantists friends in the truth in Europe 
letters telling of their happiness a t  having this 
great message in the international medium and 
of their confidence in being able to reach with 
this message of present truth many whom they 
wuld in no other manner reach. 

We are assured that very large numbers of 
people of the languages into which only a por- 
tion of the message of present truth has been 
translated can be reached by means of Espe- 
ranto. As the Esperanto literature is not yet 
nearly full enough to supply the reading de- 
mand, new and interesting translations will be 
purchased and read as much for their Espe- 
ranto value as for their content of the truth, 
thus reaching many who would otherwise misa 
the message. The translation into Esperanto 
of "The Harp of God" is now under way. 

I s  it not possible that there are a number of 
the friends who see in Esperanto one little add- 
ed means of serving in the great work of her- 
alding the Golden Age and who would like to 
give a few hours to the study of it? Corre- 
spondence with brethren in other parts of the 
world, either by letters or  postal cards, alone 
brings great joy and profit. This ia something 
that is immediately available after only a few 
hours of study. Then who knows but that this 
may prove an expanding field of service? The 
Lord alone knows what disposition He will 
make of our services consecrated to Him. 

Opportunity to enter an Esperanto class can- 
ducted by the writer will be offered to inter- 
ested persons living in Brooklyn or New York 
Others can, with little loss of time from tha 
other and admittedly greater work, take up 
the study alone or in .groups. The opportunity 
of spreading the truth is not the only benefit 
which comes from learning Esperanto; then 
are other very distinct and varied benefik 



The Soldier Bonus By B. F. Mason 7 

M UCH is being said pro and mn as to the 
propriety of the soldier bonns, mostly 

pro. The vote of four million soldiers, and of 
perhaps a large number of their friends and 
relatives, ie a factor for politicians who would 
succeed themselves in ofice. 

Those politicians and soldiers who urge the 
bonus, while posing as patriots are, I think, 
actuated by selfish expedience, though per@ 
they do not realize this. Were this tax to be 
levied on war profiteers, it wodd be profitable. 
Were it levied on accumulated wealth, i t  would 
not be altogether indefensible. But since our 
Qovernment derives its funds almost solely 
from export, import, and internal revenue 
duties, if the bonus is allowed it mnst come 
through a tar imposed on commodities that the 
people must use. This being true, then the only 
reason why the tailor earning fifty cents, one 
dollar or two dollars per day, will not contrib- 
ute as  much toward tbis fund as does the mil- 
lionaire, is that while the tailor mnst stint his 
family in the use of the bare necessities of life, 
the millionaire needs not to consider expense. 

From a wmmon-sense view of the facts our 
soldiers of the World War are not more en- 
titled to a bonns than are the veterans of other 
wars in which our country has been involved. 
Indeed, the soldiers in the late war were better 
-red for and better paid than were those ob 
any previous war. 

I take it that the average American wodd 
wish that every citizen injured in the service 
of his country, and by reason of snch service, 
&odd be compensated as far as a reasonable 
stipend could compensate. Every soldier hon- 
orably discharged who really wants a job, but 
who cannot find it, should be emploped by the 
Government in work suited to his eapacity. 

The funds needed for the compensation of 
soldier6 should be obtained by an ad valorem 
tnx. Although we have no precedent for mch a 
tax in history, yet I think that we &odd lose 
no time in mnking snch a precedent. 

The sta+esmen who built and launched the 
h i p  of stat were intelligent, educated busi- 
ness men. d en it became necessary to hanee  
the g o r e r ~ m ~ n t  which they had established, 
they did what business may usually be trusted 
to do: Instead of levying a tax on the wealth 
of the classes, they imposed it upon the sub- 
aistence of the masses. 

¶a 

The fonr billion bonns wodd cost each man, 
woman, and ahild in the United States forty 
dollars orsh. It would wst  every family ofi 
five two hundred dollars each. Our country 
already owes hventy billion dollars; the bonun 
wodd make it bventy-four L i o n  dollars, or 
twelve hundred dollars for each family. I# 
twenty years are required to liquidate this 
debt, then a t  fonr percent interest each family 
w i l l  have paid about seventeen hundred dollars. 
If this sum is wrung from the people by the 
taxation of commodities, Inillions wiU die from 
starvation and from diseases incident to mal- 
nutrition. 

Our national wealth has been estimated at 
one hundred billion dollars. It hae been esti- 
mated that ninety percent of this wealth t 
possessed by less than ten percent of our peo- 
ple. If this is true, this ten percent of our peo- 
ple could pay off our debt without depriving 
themselves of many of the luxuries to which 
they are accustomed. 

To pay interest on this oolossal debt, to pro- 
vide a sinking fund, and to meet onrrent ex- 
penses will probably add twenty percent to the 
cost of living. This in itself is a crushing bur- 
den. But if it were coUeded automatically day 
by day, as silently as falls the dew, the victims 
a s  a rule do not know what it is that hurts 
them. 

State, county, and municipal taxes add per- 
haps another ten percent to the aost of living. 
These taxee are met by exdse duties and also 
by m ad valorem tax on real and personal 
property. b9 in the case of the national tax, 
people do not seem to realize the excise tax; 
but the ad valorem tax is  irksome, since it mnst 
be paid annually and in a hrmp sum. Moreover, 
because the manner of assessment is not at  all 
consistent with true equity, it works a great 
and nndesemed hardship on many individuals. 

Ad valorem taxes are imposed upon nominal 
owners of property, while in mod w e s  the 
nominal owner is not the real owner. For in- 
etance, a man buys property, real or personal, 
makes a small oaeh payment, and gives mort- 
gage notes for the balance. He mu@ pay t& 
on this property aa well a s  interest upon the 
notes. If he fails in either case, he is liable to 
foreclosure. This is all wrong. Justice would 
tax the seller on his unpaid notea, secared on 
the property, and would tax the buyer only to 
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CjOWEN- AGE 
the extent of his equity in the property. I t  is 
not possible to make a dishonest man give an 
honest estimate of hia actual cash; but per- 
haps a fair value could be approximated by 
having bankers certify an oath as to the sum 
of the annual deposits and of the annual with- 
drawals of each patron. 

If notes, mortgages, stocks, bonds, etc., were 
legally invalidated, if not officially stamped 
mnually, these would all be returned for taxa- 
tion. Verily our legislators seem to accept 
Satan's version of our Lord's dictum: "Unto 
every one that hath shall be given, and he shall 
have abundance: but from him that hath not 
&all be taken away even that which he hath." 
-Matthew 25 : 29. 

If intelligent humanity were united in s u p  
port of righteousness, justice would prevail; 
m d  happiness would result. '??Then the right- 

eous are in authority, the people rejoice; bat 
when the ~ ic l i ed  beareth rule, the people 
mourn." (Proverbs 29 : 2) For  long centuries 
this planet has been subject to Satan, the 
nsurper, and his minions of darkness. The 
peoples of earth cannot obtain a righteous gov- 
ernment until Satan ia overthrown by Him to 
whom the government belongs by right, the 
Prince of Peace. (Ezekiel 21 : 26, 27) Will He 
comet He has come. Earth's empires an 
crumbling before His irresistible onslaught. 

Our country has been greatly blessed of God 
"Unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall 
much be required: and to whom men have com- 
mitted much, of him they will ask the more." 
(Luke 12: 48) Many who have been successful 
as the world counts success might even yet 
profit by reading James 5 : 1-8. 

Conditions in England 

L OSDON was somewhat excited a few days ganization of society. Ultimately, of course, 
ago through the arrival in town of some that wdl be thk issue. 

"hunger marchers'' who have come up from the General conditions in the country are fair 
provinces to interview the Prime Minister. Nr. considering the tremendous amount of nnem- 
Bonar Law, who is now Prime Minister, refused ploplent ~vhich has obtained for a time. The 

' 

to see them, and referred them to the JIillistry outlook for trade, both a t  home and abroad, is 
of Labor. The men declared their purpose was poor. I t  is reported that the Christmas s h o p  
to see the Prime Minister, and there was a fear ping trade in London is not nearly up to eupec- 
that violence would be used. The government tation: an indication that there is not so much 
tried to dope the press to lead public opinion money to spend. 
against the men by insinuating that its leaders I, religious circles there is a considerable 
were commuriists. Mr. Bonar Law refuses to amount of internal energy, but as to moral 
see the men's deputation. There is more than force the religious world is impotent: it has no 
one reason for this. Mr. Bonar LPW has said he proposals st all. There are neither fruits nor 
will not follow the way of his predecessor, Mr. leaves on its trees. The chnrches have no mes- 
Lloyd h~%% (at the psycholog- sage for the people, thongh they are continually 
icfd moment) to take everything into his Own endeavoring to stimulate the people to give to 
hands. But there is  also the notion to repress the support of their systems. In the English 
tbese agitators, and not to pander to them, and church system there is a movement which has 
there is 'in Mr. BOnar Law's for its object the endeavor to get the church once 
of a challenge of authority against these again into the possession of the faculty of heal- 

The fight and the ing. I t  is claimed by them that the church in the 
hunger party will come in due time. days of its purity could heal the bodies of men 3 

The recent genera1 election has brought a as as their souls; Satan is doing some- 
labor members into the House '' thing to help them, for now and again there are Commons, -and they feel themselves very 

strong. Besides having a good deal of physical certain psychological movements which result 
c 

energy, the labor party has a very considerable apparently in some measure of physical healing. 
measure of intellechal ability in it, but from Their desire is to bring life into the church by 
the politician's point of view it lacks in this any possible means in order that it may regain 
tbat i t  has no proposals save a complete reor- its position in the eyes of the people. The B'iljle 





Animal and Human Vivisection 

F ROU an address by Walter H Hadwen, description - even euppoeing the primary operatim 
31. L)., M. R., C. S., of Gloucester, England, was done under an anaesthetic - that pain and suffer- 

at a public meeting in Los Angeleo, June 16, ing are a mere chimera during the days and the weekr 

1921, stenographica~y r4ported for and and the months which follow? Those weeks and month  

liehed by the california btivivisection sot,- d- which the hard eyes of the vivisector watch 
the animal aa the creature lingers on? Dr. Blair B d  

dy9 622 Brymn (who has been recently entertained by his ririsectioni.1 foma,  we quote in part aa follows : colleagues in the United States), one of the noted vi- 
'Toll are sitting your fireside One evening .nd visisechr8 in England, thought he would trS to discope 

your terrier ir lying at your fat. the liH'le the propertiee of the pihitory gland, which lies in thr 
fellow starts, ~ r i c k r  his ears and utters a low grow'. brain. (Some of the deemed it to be the Ioca- 
What has happened? 'Thy, the little terrior has heard tion of the he opened the skull of a dog and 
8 f o o t f k ~  on the garden path long before Yo" ha'' hd a a o r  on the brain and closed up the scalp, 
heard it. Why? Because its sense of hearing is so much and then he a that dog ninety- 

acute thos your Own' pus' is lying On yo* sight days after the operation w a  performed - a poor, 
lap. Suddenly it starts to the wainscoting. It bra heard wretched, cwture, dhrted i. 
the ~ound of a mouse which hasn't reached your eors. ,very limb, presenting a horrible sight. I ramem- 
Look at the sleuth-hound and watch i t  on the trail. my frimd, Sir aeorge Greenwood, late mem- Bee it as it tracks q u q  mile after ber of Parliament, sow the picture, hr 4 d  that he wu 
It that the sleuth-hound can fellow the trail like that? , horribly he could not deep all night Because its sense of smell is eo much more developed This ie but an instPncs of the 
than your own. You notice those little specks away up slow torture of a mtient animal eupposedly to eolv,, 
there in the sky. You can hardly perceive them, but ,me scientific Wm discovered by 
JOU notice them gathering in innumerable flocks. What ulhatcvcr. 
dges i t  mean? There is a body lying out upon the des- 
ert plain, and the birds of prey are waiting yonder 'Take thm eqmhentr of Sir John Rose Bradford 

until death has closed the scene and they can swoop upon thirty-nine fox tamers - taking out one k i d n q  
down upon the carcase. Why is it that they are able and cutting away tho pieam* in order 
to Fee from that enormous distance what you cannot to see how long the little female terrier dog 
perceive at  all? Bccanse their sense of vision ie so much could live with M little iddne.y u poseible. He waa 

keener than your own. You are riding a high-bred a.ked, in cross-eramination tht 'Val COmmissi? 

horse. you give him but the slightest touch with the On Vivisection: wss it you leprned Ha 

end of yeur whip. Notice how he dashes forward. Why? hesitated and said: Well, we did disccver that doga 

Because his sense of feeling ie so marvellously acute. didn't from akin to human Brighfa 
If in these lower animals the sense of hearing, the disease.' He states himself, with hie own pen, that mma 

renee of smell, the of pision, and the sense of these doge died from F'oi8oning, some from ' 

feeling, can be so much more acute than our own, what diarrhm some Of &,em from hemorrhage; and 
right has anyone to say that their sense of pain is not they all eufiered from fever. 
.Iso equally acute simply because they cannot expresa '-0k a t  these experiments of Dr. C*; another 
themdves in articulate language? (Bmerican) doctor. He came over ta m j  country and 

<&Day after day theee poor creatures are eking out ~ r i m e n k d  0x1 dogs in order to to M a i n  the 
their lives in their q a  in these vivisector$ dens physiologic+ efEed of shock, pnd in order to do thrt 
throughout the 'civilized' world. You have hundreb he had produce shock by cutifichl means in t h ~  
of them in your rnidet - in the Rockefeller Institute, Pmr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a .  'J%ere Were 148 d~ d%Pthm, m y  
for instance. The Rockcfctlet Hell I call it, which i a  of the% probably, the stolen Peb of happy homes. 
aupporkd by the Rockefeller millions What are they t a d  some of them over, and then e t  them on 6rr 
doing there? What did Dr. Carrel do the other day? He cut some of them ope- took out their entrfi  and 
Take a'k@Ig out fim the side of a dog, place the poured boiling water into the a v i @  He took their 
kidney up "ih its neck, make the ureter (the tube be- Paw9 and held them over B u m  flPmes. He d m  
tween kidney and bladder) pass down the gullet to at el^ crushed the moat d t i v e  or- of the 

whether it could function there as well as in the He poked out their eYM, and then worked a tool ~~d 
position q-here Nature had placed it. Do you or m y  the empty socket. He crushed every bone in their pawn 
human being .' tqe United Sts .h  of America want to with a mallet. Thb ths vile work that w u  bed 
b y e  your k g e y  ~ u t  hto p u r  n d ?  1f not, what on in Eng lad  u d e r  the liceme of the vivisector; and 
on earth is thtg experiment done for, and why on earth some of the very word of the work done in yo- 
is a so-called scientist allowed to do i t ?  It is all very 0- where no license i n  required- C d g a  
well to say that these animals do not d e r .  Do yon own bmk on 'Surgical Shock,' and you m y  ree 
mean to tell me that in protracted experiments of thie fscb for yoursalver 

Y 



Vow, euppociing, for inrtmtx, p a  have oome rab- 
bits, and you turn them loow into a field of belladonna 
.nd allow them to eat freely of the belladonna. YOU 
fiad that your rabbitu will thrive and become aa plump 
u possible. Would you say to your~elf: Tom~ny looh 
Ul and Nancy looks thin-lwk at these rabbits, how 
plump they have become! I think I ahall give Tommy 
and Nancy a belladenno pamdge for brcakfest ?' Them 
would soon be a ooroneis inquut. A goat eats hemlock 
and grows fat on it. Would you, therefore, argue that 
hemlock would be a Grabrate thing for the physical 
condition of the human race? If so, it would be a veq 
serious thing for you. Take that important drug, mor- 
phia, the active principle of opium, which no medical 
man would care to be without. Would you experiment 
upon a dog ta find out how much to give your patient? 
I suppose one p i n  would be eufticient to put m y  one 
in this audience to death, and jet Professor Hobby, 
the celebrated veterinary surgeon, told the Royal Com- 
mission that he had never been able to poison more 

6' than one dog in hie life with morphia, and he had 
@en as much M thirty-seven grains without any fatal 
dect.  Why, a little pieeon can take twelve grains of 
mcrphia and then fly away as happy aa a skylark 
Would y >u h r p e  f ~ o m  a pig30n t~ man? Take again 
the question oi a hedgehog. Khy, do you h o w  that 

hedgehig can take as much opium as a Chinaman 
would rmoke in a fortnight and wash it down with aa 
much prudsic mid aa would kill a whole regiment of 
ddiers  ? 

%r Preston King announced in the Lancet eome 
t h e  ago thac we were groping in the dark by erperi- 
menting with animals; that we are waiting for the 
light wtich only experimentation upon human beinga 
w i l l  bring; therefore, he aaid, criminals ought to be 
b d e d  over in order that vivisedors might experiment 
upon than. It ia a frank admission that animal ex- 
perimentation in a failure, and that only e.xperimtnb 
tion upon human beings can yield scientific reaulta. It 
demands a reversal to the barbarism of the Middle Ages 
when torture was ased npon alleged a i m i d s  for the 
purpose of wn&g from them secrets which it waa 
*ought could be o b f i e d  fn no other Way. 

Preparation of Inoc&tion Material 
'They take what ia called 'typhoid gems,' put tham 

bto beef brsth, or some such proteld material, and 
keep them in'b warm p l r a  until they multiply by the 
million, m d  the whole of the beef broth becaner alive 
with them. Then they oook this emulsion of g e m  
by boiling it, until they make a ldnd of typhoid germ 
wup. The germs a n  cultivated in the fist place from 
amplea obtrined'froi human excreta; and when thia 
decoction of g e m  corpses is fully prepared, it 
pumped into the human body to proted it ngainst ty- 
phoid fever l They taka  lo-called diphtheria culturea 
h m  the throat ef a child suffering from diphtheria, 
vril put that .Ira into bod broth or rome proteid ma- 

. 
terial 1~11til they have grown them germe by the millios 
Then they inject the emuhion hito a horee. The horn 
becomes poisoned, d e r s  from diarrhaes, from feva 
and from the results of blood poisoning; but they go 
M and on for several months gradually increasing 
quantity until the horee becomes 'immune'; they take 
a quart or two every few days of that poor horse'# 
blood, allow it to coagulate, collect the aenun which 
rim to the d a c e  and then pour it off into tubw at 

d o l k  or two apiece for inoculating info yom cbild 
for the cure 6f diphtheria! Of all the senrsZers, 8Up6P 

~titwtu, filthy, absurd things svsr imsgined is the b m a  
sf mortal man thu antitosin or raturn bu&w taka 
tho bunt 

"Xkt ~IJ the m a l t ?  In my own country during thr 
btteen y u u  rfter antitoxin wae introduced, the death 
rate from diphtheria arm twenty-five percent abova 
the death rrte of fifteen yemr before; and bacteriolo- 
giets can only attempt to ahow a reduction in fatdie 
by a ~candalous system of &.atistical jugglery, whereby 
large numbers of common sore throats are thrown inta 
the count and called diphtheria on the basis of tha 
fallacious gem theory of disease. Diphtheria aemm 
has killed without a doubt thoueands of children, di- 
rectly, though it has never had the slightest d& in 
preventing or curing diphtheria itself, and I challengr 
mybody to prove that it hos ever srrved one aingle life! 
It in based upon nuperstition, it is built npon d- 
e n M c  theoriw, it is manuf.cturad at the expanee and 
the torture of animal life, and it is the gresteat dim- 
grace to the medical p r o f d o n  that the world hrs wib 
nessed in the course of the centuries l 

"The practice of inoculation against d p o x  aunr 
to England ia 1721 through Turkey. It WM m m -  
mended to RayalQ by Lady Wortlq Montague, fhr 
wife of the English Amboasador at the Ottoman C&; 
and it was p r e d  amang the Englieh people for eighty 
yearr. They found at the end of eighty years that d- 
pox wae worse than it WM before, and the medical p m  
feadon wm at ib wit's end to h o w  what to do. It 
wu at  t h i a  juncture that Edward Jenner appeared on 
the Bcene with the narration of a dairynuid's mper- 
dition of his W c t  that 'a person who baa had cow- 
pox would never have unallpox.' The cow dodom d 
the time laughed at bim, and told him it wm only 
bit of d l y  folk-lore; but Jmner took no notics of d i e  
proofs. He W y  and distinctly SBJI that he WM on 
the lookout for lomething that would make him a fo* 
tune. He took hir pathology lknight from the dairy- 
maid~~ and srgued thm: % cowpox prevents d p o x ,  
mwpox mnnt be mallpox of the cow. Now, let's give 
everybody cowpox inatead of inoculating them with 
@pox. Cowpox b't infectioue, and it protects a 
person forever rgainet the disease.' He incorporated 
these claims in a petition to Parliament for a reward 
for his so-called '&discovery,' m d  ha got thirty thousand 
pounds from a grateful government for that sublim 
idea You know how a cerbb claw of people md tw 



money m eoon park4 md the mperdtion bearm 
respectable and scienti0c. It WM mon d b m d  that 
cowpox wss no protection at  all, bnt the government 
hi paid such a big price for it that t h q  had to np 
hold it to save their credit. When Jenner'r party found 
that the inoc~~latars dill wmt -an pwhing their h d n  
in opposition te his, thq applied to the p e d  
to put a @tap to their rivalis, .ad sn A d  was poead 
infl~ding s month's imprimmmeut upon mybody who 
inoculated, and ordering that evexybody &oaM be vat+ 
cinated. So, to esve their f a m  and to comply with the 
sordid demand.! of medial g m d ,  a r m p u b g  
tion commenced, and the world h.s ken under the h d  
of its idiocy and d e s p o b  ever since. 
"In reply to a question in the British H o w  a3 Com- 

monr, put just before I left E n g h d ,  the Minister of 
Xealth stated officially that from the yesl 1908 ta 1980 
there had been only -9-dve children under &e 
years old die from d p o x  in the whole United King- 
dom, but that no 1- than 111 hed died fmm the 
effects of vaccination Those figarea a n  certified b 
qualified medical men. Foar times .e many are cer- 
tified M dfing fmm veccinatian aa died from emallpox, 
m d  ym may be sure that this d m  not mpreeent the 
whole of the terrible toll from r ~ t i o n ;  for medial 
men an not going to convict themaelves of man- 
slaughter if they can help it. Such fads are enough 
to damn this absurd nuperstition for all time and to 
tzhalie ta the foundation the whole vaccine and iwco- 
lation theorp ! 

"In the casewf your soldiers, rsat numbera of them 
never did a stroke for their country; but after they 
rere inoculated had to go straight to bospitas and 
stay there until they were invalided home, erst upon 
the cauntrv a4 wrecka for life - some of them killed 
outright by it. 

"They told us the other day that by experimenting 
npon dogs. heart disease had been BO wonderfully 
remedied that we had ~ v e d  $250,000 8 year to the 
connm in pensione. I got a member of Parliament to 
ask the Minister of Peneiom if it were troe. It rur 
a statement made by a medid mm in the Honse of 
Commons. l'he Minister mid bt did not h a  anything 
at all about it, but that $20,00O,Oo a year ue being 
paid in pensions to eoldieru for heart dieesse danc 
These men were dl hdfby when they enlisted. They 
rent out in all the vigar of manhood, fall ab life and 
4. t&aght for their m t r y Y  d their anu~t ty 'a  
honor; and now they ue mWed of health, dowly dy- 
ing with heart dieeun. I have hrd a number of these 
men under my arn care. Mot ane sfngle disaa had 
they suffered from upon the battlebdd. I d d  t r m ~  
that heart 'die& to nothing h t  the rile baealrtiona 
with whicBt-mlical afeaers hPd injected them. R he 
producedaf fcct iansof thcherd ,of t l t8~yaf tbe  
kidney, 4f the luags, And of atber Orpm Inoealrtion 
bas given d.hmw to tboagnd. apm tbooeands of oar 
have mat rbo wait oat h m g  m d  healthy and full 
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ad spirit to * t  for their aomtry, bat Wf!m knocked 
me?, not by German sheIl and duapnell, but b? tln 
pisaned lanet  of their ma militarg medical officeb 
under the influence of this degrading nuperstition, md 
rmdcred not only unfit for war but un6t for v. It 
is a terrible scrmdol to think that a superstition lik 
this s h d d  p l r a  tha whole amntry at the mey of r 
little cosrie af medial a& .nd idW who hm 
thebdtb m d t h e v e r y ~ m o f o a r  h m e n h  &edr 
h d a =  

To the same murce, that ig the California 
Ant'1vivisedion Society, we are indebted for 
further data npon the subject of vivisection, 
accompanied by illustrations showing dogq 
monkeys, and children in process of b e i i  
butchered. The information upon which the 
Antivivisection Society bases its staternenta 
comes mainly from the assertions of vivisee 
tionists themselves, aa published from time to 
time in the medical journals. The republication 
of the declarations of these physicians as to tho 
liberties which they have taken with animnl 
and human life cannot properly be regarded 
as evil speaking. These men are proud of their 
experiments, or they would not publish the ao 
counts of them. Furthermore, no law can be 
invoked against any of these physicians, de 
spite the fact that some of the acts enumerated 
will seem to people of refined sensibilities aa 
muel beyond power of words to describe. 

One of the cuts published by the Antivi* 
tion Society ie an illustration of the Pawlow 
method of getting gastric juice, used in th 
laboratory of biological chemistry of Columbia 
University, New Pork city. We reproduce tbia 
cut herewith. Holea are cut in the throats and 
stomachs of these doga When they attempted to 
eat, often for hours a t  a time, the food nemr 
reaehea the stomach, but fa& out of the open- 
ing at the throat. These wmtched dogs M y  . 
die of alow starvation, in addition to the in- 
tense suffering mused by the wounds and aor- 
rosive action of the gastric jmce. 

Several of the medical schoolrr have homb 
made apparatus for the vivisecting of animalr, 
among them a device for breaking the b8cb 
of animals without killing them. There is, how- 
ever, a German concern, Lautenschlager ofi 
Berlin, &nuany, which makes a specialty oil 
supplying all kinds of a p p a r a k  of this sort, 
among them a deviae for acientiiically prying 
apart the jaws of r dog and keeping the dis- 
tended jaws rigidly fixed in one position ro 
that no ham cam atme to the virietor. 



From the vivisecting of animals to the vivi- ing from disellaes of a non-nyphilitio nature, 
meeting of children would seem like a long step, with a preparation of the germs of syphilis. 

f t the Archives of Pediatrics show that Dr. The 400 unsuspecting victims of Noguchi's ex- 
Emmett Holt, Professor of diseases of chil- periments were all furnished through "the 

dren in the College of Physicians and Surgeons murtesy and collaboration," as he expresses it, 
ef Columbia University, New York, performed of twenty of the leading hospitals of New York, 
about a thousand experiments upon babies, the names of which and the doctors in charge 
most of them consisting of the injection of tu- are all given. Dr. Noguchi also tells as that 
berculin into the eye. Dr. Welch, ex-President 
These injections of tn- of the b e r i c a n  Medical 
berculin not only were Association, suggested 
made into the eyes of to him that he use hu- 
e h i l d r e n  that were .  man beings instead of 
healthy, but were also animals for his work. 
made into the eyes of The reason why tuber- 
those who were dying. cnlin and other vii-user 
The professional state- are injected into the 
ment showing that the children of the poor is 
tuberculin was injected explained as follows by 
into the eyes of dying Schikaein & Company 
children is as follows: of New P o r k ,  w h o  
"In no cases were posi- p: sudly claim that "ev- 
tive reactions obtained ery lot of vaccine virus 
among dying children prepared by the Lederle 
or those suffering from Antitoxin Laboratories 
extreme prostrations. " is physiologically tested 
The report shows that on children, thus insur- 
the hands of all these ing an active and potent 
children were confined product." 
for twelve hours after But even with all the 
the tuberculin was in- efforts that are made to 
jected illto their eyes. RXTRACTING OMTXIO JUICE keep the vaccines harm- 

The Archives of Internal Medicine,published less, great difficulty is experienced in actually 
by the American Medical Association, shows making them so. Thus, a t  Dallas, Texas, in the 
that one hundred sixty orphan children of the winter of 1919, ten children were killed and + St. T7incent Orphan Home of Philadelphia also forty others maimed and crippled for life as a 
had tuberculin injected into their eyes by Doc- result of the use of toxin-antitoxin as a preven- 
tors McC. Hamil, Carpenter, and Cope. This tive of diphtheria. The survivors of this tragedy 
resulted in the permanent impairment of sight were described as having "endured drcndful 
ef some of these children. agony-with legs and arms drawn and disfig- , 

According to the Jourml of Ezperimental nred, horrible ulcers and open discharging 
Medicine of the Rockefeller Institute, 1916, Dr. sores, rotting flesh falling from parts of their 
U. J. TVili* of the University of Michigan, with bodies until the bones were exposed and eyea 
the consent of Dr. Edmund A. Christian, in twisted and crossed." 
charge of the state hospital for the insane, This death - dealing preventive toxin - anti- 
bored holes into the skulls and extracted brain toxin (series No. A 377OG1) was manufactured 
matter fro* numerous inmates for the pur- by the great and reliable 13. I<. Mulford Com- 
poie of inocglating rabbits with the material. pany, and its absolute "pnrity and safety" was 

I n  the ~ o u ; n a t  of the American Medical As- triply certified to by the U. S. Government, the . 
aociation Dr. Hideyo Nogachi, of the Rock+ H. K. Mulford Company; and the health author- 
feller Institute, gives his own account of how ities of the City of Dallas-it had thus passed 
he inoculated 400 individuals, 46 of whom were the "threefold bacteriological inspection." 
nmmal and 100 others, chiefly children suffer- The aftermath was marked by the holding 
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of mass meetings d the o i h n s  of Dallas, and 
the filing of many suita for damages against 
the H. K. Mnlford Company, who expressed 
their "regrets for the accident," and finally to 
avoid further publicity paid a large sum of 
money to the families of the victims. 

The public health reports for September and 
November, 1918, obtainable by anybody, from 
the Department of Public Documents, Waah- 
ington, D.C., show that America's robust yonng 
soldiers, the flower of physical perfection, after 
inoculations and vaccinations with the various 
soups, symps, vaccines, viruses, and other poi- 
gons, had a death rate 4.6 times as high as the 
civil population of the country, with all kinds 
of treatment or no treatment and with its large 
percentage of feeble, old, and diseased. 

The Bureau of Animal I d u s t r y ,  Circular 
No. 147 and the Farmers' Bulletin No. 666, of 
the United States Government Department of 
Agriculture, obtainable from the same Depart- 
ment of Public Documents, show that the epi- 
'demica of foot-and-mouth diseases which swept 
the United States in 1902, 1903, 1908, and 1914 
were due to vaccine viruses; and that from- 
1902 to 1908, and probably to 1914, thousands 
of school children were vaccinated with viruses 
containing g e m  of Toot-and-mouth disease. 

The report of special inquiry by New York 
Health Board Department, published in the 
New York World, June 12, 1916, shows that, 
contrary to general belief, the almost nniver- 
d uae of antitoxin for diphtheria has not re- 
duced the number of wises nor deatha 

Reporta of House of Parliament proceedings 
show that nearly 70,000 British soldiers vac- 
b a t e d  for typhoid immunity were sent home 
from Qallipoli Peninsula with tuberculosis. 
Sir Robert Bell, for forty-three years cancer 

apecialist in London Hospital, states that can- 
cer and tubercnlosis are traced by specialieta 

to blood debasement from vaccinations and 
serums. 

The Board of Health Report of New York 
City shows that cancer has increased fully 225 
percent since 1870. 

Dr. Rupert Blue, allopathic Surgeon-Gen- 
e r a  U. S. Health Service, in Senate Report 8 
No. 147, August 15, 1919, makes the statement 
that "we are still without any specac treat- 
ment for tuberculosis, and without any means 
of increasing individual resistance by the une 
of eerums or vaccines!' 

The Roman Catholic Church, which has had 
something to say on almost every subject, and 
which bemuse of its belief in torture here and 
hereafter is more often wrong than right in ib 
every position, is not's unit on the subject of 
vaccination. Cardinal Dougherty of Philadel- 
phia, who has acquired eminence in the papal 
system, partly as a result of his enthusiastio 
and successful efforts a t  burning Bibles in the 
Philippines, is a firm believer in vaccination, 
giving all the standard arguments in favor of 
it. On the other hand, Cardinal Manning, the 
Church of England clergyman who turned Ro- 
man Catholic, was on the other side of the 
question. He not only asked the prayers of his 
nuns for the cessation of the practice, but de- 
clared : 
'1 publicly renew my ftnn determination so lo& u 

life is granted me, to assist in putting an end to that 
which I believe to be a detestable practice without &- . entific result~~, and tmmoral in i W .  . . . I believe the 
time has come, and I only wbh we had the power la 
gally, ta prohibit the practice of v i M o n .  Nothing 
can justify, no claim of eciencq no conjectural dt, 
no hope of b v e r y ,  mch horron M theae. Bleo it 
muat be repembered that wherecur thew tormento, rr 
fined .nd indescribable, u e  cerhb, the m d t  k rlta 
gether conjectnrrl - e ~ ~ q t h i g  about the renrlt ir an- 
certain but the certain infnctim of the fiat lam d 
mercy md hnmaniQ." 

16 Vaccination Inhuman? i?s, Walter F. Moscr 

M 'ANY strange theories are advanced in this 
present age, and the concrete fa& a n  

often n e g l v e d  It ie melees to argue, in the 
face of the appdling increase in the death rste 
that vamina%on is a benedit. The following ob 
aervation in the Philippines is noteworthy: 
Three epidemics occurred in these ialaads, 

the first being before 1905, in which it r d t e d  
that ten perent of the smallpox osrsea proved 

fatal. But no systematic vaocination was car- 
ried on at that time. In the first real epidemia 
af recent years, that which occurred in 1905-6, 
at which time vaccination was well under Gay, 
the death rate was sixteen percent. In  1908-9, 
when vaccination was more extensively used, 
the mortality was more than twenty-five per- 
aent ; daring the recent outbreak of 1918-19 the 
rate of death w a ~  over sixty-five percent. 



These figures will bear investigation and can 
be seen in the report of the Philippine Health 
Service for 1919 and can be considered an au- 
thorized record. Under U. S. Government su- 
pervision, the Filipinos have been vaccinated 
and revaccinated and surely the system has 
had an opportunity to become very thoroughly 
tested. 

I n  conclusion, I turn to cirmlar No. 147 od 
the Bureau of Animal Industry and Farmer's 
Bulletin No. 666. These contain proof by the 
U. S. Government that the epidemics of foot 
and mouth disease which swept this country 
in 1902-03, 1908, and 1914 were started from 
vaccine virus. The same circular No. 147, pages 
24-26, states that from 1902 to 1908 and very 
probably to 1914, thousands of school children 

were vaccinated under compulsion with virus 
containing the germs of foot and mouth dis- 
ease, with a resultant debasement of the blood 
which may, in after years, result in complica- 
tions of a very serious nature. It is high time 
the public awaken to the dangers of vaccine 
virus, and absolutely refuse to have their bod- 
ies violated under so-called health laws. 

Standing at the portal of the opening year, 
Worde of comfort meet nr, hnshing every fear; 
Spoken through the silence by our Father's voice, 
Tender;&ong and fpithfd, making as rejoia 
For the year before UE, oh, what rich rapplies1 
For the poor and needy, living etresms hall rim; 
For the Blrd and mend' shall His grace rbonndl 
For the faint and feeble, perfed etrength be found. 

The Bible Is the Textbook BY a 16year-OM Schoolboy 

T HERE is in this country and in Enrope 
a class of highly imaginative people who 

are overstepping the extent of ordinary day- 
dreams a d  are becoming a menace to the 
growing generation by their diffusion of harm- 
ful and ignorant teachings. In Zion City, Illi- 

, nois, Wilbur Glenn Voliva is filling the minda 
of innocent school children with the misinfor- 
mation that "the world is a flat disk, surround- 
ed by ice; the Sun is only twenty-six miles in 
circumference and moves around the Earth, 
which stands still." Now I place the question 
before the thousands of mothers and fathers 
who send their children to school: Should Voli- 
va be allowed to continue his wild teachings? 
Has not the fact that the Earth is a sphere 
been established for 500 years, ever since the 
days of Galileo? Do we not see proofs of the 
Earth's motion through space every day? With- 
out this motion should we not be in perpetual 
mnlight, and would i t  not be the same season 
of the year all the time? These and many other 
reasons'wf?ich prove the utter nonsense of Voli- 
ra's theones should be snfficient to cause him 
to be regarded as  a public menace; for when 
the children now under his tutelage grow up 
md impart their fairy-tale knowledge to their 
children, shah we not have a nation of simple- 
tons in a few generations? Certainly. 

The term Christian Science is synonymous 
with Spiritualism, New Thought, Power of 
Will, Mental Healing, Mental Telepathy, and 
m e m e  in general. Christian Science is nei- 

ther Christian nor scientifio. The word soienm 
rimply means accuracy, and is not to be used 
to describe every idea which enters befogged 
brains. The Christian Scientists look upon tho 
Bible as another Koran. They appose  it to 
have been written for Mra. Eddy only. If u 
person gets his mind in proper mndition, so 
they say, he oan make himself God. Qod, they 
say, ia but "a force, inherent in our subcon- . 
scions intellectual processes and which a n  be 
brought to our nee by contemplative study od 
the Infinite!' (Quotation from book on mental 
healing.) When a person suffering from this 
mental affiiction of Christian Science attacks 
you, beat it. If yon do not want a headache for 
two weeks from listening to phrases "indivisi- 
ble all in all subconscious homogeneousness of 
will power," if yon wish to save your ear drums 
from being worn out by "relativistic oneness," 
if you do not care to be bored to distraction 
and led to deeds of violence, remember that 
pressing engagement of yours when friend 
Scientist begins to spout. 

And now for one more of modern intellectual 
parasites, and his case is the easiest to diag- 
nose. Do yon h o w  himt He's the blindfolded 
and hocus-pocused disciple of the illustrious 
Darwin. Charles Darwin's remarkable power 
of writing in a convincing manner is to his 
credit; but down in his heart Darrcin h e w  that 
the Creator of this universe, and of the planets 
and other celestial b o d i ~  therein, did not ran 
about on four hairy legs and swing by hir tail 



from tree to tree. Darwin knew also that the 
Being who said: ''Let us make man in our im- 
age, after our likeness" (Genesis 1 : 26) did not 
squeak and chatter when He gave the words to 
Moses to write down, which form the bask of 
our wentietheentury law& 

Darwin was misled by the etriking similarity 
of the ape to the human; but ecientists have 
proven that there is no link between us and 
them. Picture to yourself the evolution of, for 
instace, your grandfather forty thousand 
timee removed. The grand old gentleman was 
posseseed of a magnificent tail, which he waved 
most captivatingly before the mistress of his 
heart, whom he admired because of her beauti- 

ful fur. They wed and lived happily together 
for several mesomica1 eras (See Darwin 
again), leaving behind them several children, . 
with just as fine fur, bat sborter toils! This 
process of tail reduction, continuing for about 
60,000 years longer (See Darwin), produced at 
last the present human being; and per Charlea 
D., the slight projection of our spines beyond 
the lowest vertebra is the sole remnant of our 
once beautiful tails! Long may they have 
waved ! And the fur-well, that ' 8  another story l 
Por those wishing to Anow whether or not the 
Bible agrees with Darwin on this point, I cite 
the following: The first chapter of Genesis, also 
chapter 2 : 5,6,7, and Revelation 1 : 10,lL 

Jehovah or Darwin : Which ? By Thomas R. Smith 

I DO not tackle thia subject with any pre- 
sumptuous spirit. I realize that I have the 

rcbolarahip of the world against me. David's 
prayer comes up from my heart ~ I J  naturally 
se the spring from the mountain's base: "Keep 
back thy servant also from pmumptaons sinan 
If I can get only a little pebble out of the brook 
of truth as David did, with M's help I may 
be able to day this scholarly giant. 

Satan's two great Lies have captured the 
world. He haa worked that immortal soul lie 
into all but one of the religions and philoso- 
phies of this earth. He bas also put the Dar- 
winian lie into nearly all the scholarship of tihe 
world. I suppose Satan can work better 
through human pride than through poverty. I f  
was the scholarly, prieatly pride of the Jewivieh 
nation that cmcilied Christ; and if He were to 
come back now, the modern scholarly, priestly 
class would do thia again if they codd. Bs 
proof of this, read Acts 9 : 4. 

In his book "The Origin of Species," Darwin 
tries to make out that the law of evolution cre- 
ated, evolved, and brought man up  through the 
different ~pecies to the monkey, or ape; and 
that man is the descendant of the ape. It a p  
pears to me that Darwin's baaic claim that any 
law can create is but the fabric of an absurdity. 
I a w  impliesb creator of some sort, and the law 
of evolution jS no exception to the general rule. 
All the laws-of the universe oombined a d d  
not creatr even one germ of life of any kind. 

It  is plain to eee that the aim of the Dar- 
winian theory is to discredit the Bible amount 
of areation a d  to throat Jehovah out of this 

earth which He has created. Satan is an adept 
or past master in counterfeiting. In  this case, 
he has taken the law of evolution and exalted . 
it into a creative force, and by a new name with 
a scientific sound -'Wniversal Force"- he hss 
accomplished the trick to the satisfaction of 
a t  least a majority of modern scholars, the 
trick of turning the Bible into a book of fables. 
As a result Jehovah's personality has become 
a myth to many modern scholars. 

Satan has co~terfei ted not only Jehovah, 
but also Christ and His church. The Church of 
Rome and the Pope are the counterfeit. Satan 
has also a eonnterfeit for every doctrine held 
by the true church. The Bible doctrine of a 
millennium of a thousand years of free cleans- 
ing is counterfeited by the Romish purgatory, 
from which no one gets oat except by massea 
said and money paid to priests. The doctrine 
of justification by faith is counterfeited by 
works and penance. The doctrine of holinesr 
is counterfeited by sinless perfection. The f a 4  . 
is, Satan is the great original counterfeiter 
who has b y 8  opposed Jehovah's teachings. 
It is his usual method of working evil. 

There in a question that keeps coming up in 
my mind. Like Banquo'e ghost, "It will not 
down." I t  is this: W h y  is it that these schol- e 
arly d e d  scientibo men are EO steadfastly 
persistent in claiming the monkey or the big 
ape as their grandpa? I t  seem8 to be their 
pride and pleasure to do so, and nothing leu , 

h 

than that will satisfy them. 
Another question naturally aomes up a t  thir 

time: Hss this Darwinian theory been be- 
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ficial or hurtful to the world? God is  looking 
into my heart while I am writing this article, 
8nd He knows that I am actuated only by a 
sincere purpose to tell the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth. I certainly 
&inn that wherever accepted, the Darwinian 
theory of evolntion, has, to a large extent, 
mrely made the world more cruel than it was 
before. In  my early youth I lived in a German 
oommunity settled largely by them, and fonnd 
them as kindly disposed and peaceful people 
rs wuld be fonnd. But there is no doubt that 
during the last fifty years as a nation they 
have changed and have showed cruelty. 

You may desire to know the reason why 1 
think so. My reason is this: Their clergy of 
the Lutheran Church, and also their rich men 
m d  nobles who could pay for a college educa- 
tion, took a larger dose of the Darwinian the- 
ory of evolution than the same classes of other 
nations. There is no theory or system of teach- 
ing that will drive the Christ life of self-denial 
m d  sympathy for suffering out of the churches, 
and thus out of the nation, so completely as 
Kill the evolution theory of Darwin. It is pain- 
ful to believe that there was a nation in the 
world that sank fifteen hundred men, women, and 
ahildren, all non-combatants, in the Lusitania. 
All men hare a theology of some sort - some 

h written creeds, and some in unwritten weeds. 
There may be more or  less truth in all their 
theologies ; perhaps about an  ounce of truth to 

bushel of error. But any theory, however 
plausible o r  scientific it may seem, that would 
drive out the Bible and the God of love, the 
Author of that old trne and tried Book of our 
Fathers, I for one can have no part  in it. 

There is evolntion in the Bible, but there is 
no Darwinism in it. In the first Psalm yon will 
perceive the evolution of both good and evil: 
"Blessed is the man who walketh not in the 
aounsd [advice] of the ungodly, nor standeth 
in the wlay of sinner6 [familiar with, as one of 
them], nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful 
[fully at home with them] ; but his delight is 
in the law of the Lord, and in his law doth he 
meditate da and night." I t  is by the study of 7 Qod's law - thb Bible - that the evolntion 
Lnto spirituality and goodness begins that 
evolves finally into heavenly immortality. Then 
Ct becomes h e d  forever. 

Darwin and his adherents make two fatal 
mietakes that vitiate and destroy him wliole 

theory: \$%en he asserts or  implies that the 
law of evolntion creates-any form of life, he 
is building on a false foundation. When he 
asserts that the law of evolution continues, and 
that the species never become fixed, that is 
another false assertion. When he assumes that 
the law of evolution produces in man a mind 
with all its varied qualities, he makes another 
fatal blunder. All  laws, no matter of what kind 
they may be, are a prodwt of mind. So Darwin 
again fatally blunders. If I may use a common 
figure of speech, "He puts the cart before the 
horse." 

The real fact is, the Darwinian theory is nn- 
scientific and a blunder as well. There never 
was, and what is more, there never will be an 
unbroken line of evolution. The very fact that 
sciehtists are continually looking for the s u p  
posed missiug link in their chain of evolntion, 
shows their belief in continuous evolution. 
When any created thing having life arrives at 
perfection, the law of evolution ceases. It can- 
not operate on anything perfect. 

I n  the first chapter of Genesis you will find 
Jehovah's creative acts carried out through the 
'Zogos." Beginning at the third day's work of 
creation: "God said, Let the earth bring forth 
grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree 
yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in 
itself, upon the earth: and i t  was so." (Genesis 
1 : 11) Here we have both the creative act and 
the working of the law of Bible evolution- 
not Darwin's false evolution. Here God created 
the life that developed or evolved into the per- 
fect fruit tree; and when i t  became perfect 
the species became fixed This explanation of 
the work of the three creative days explains 
the work of the other two &ys, in the creation 
of fish or  animal life - each species, as it bt+ 
came perfect, became fixed, each after its kind; 
for evolntion had ceased in p c h  m e .  This 
very fact contradicts Darwin's theory of con- 
tinuous evolution. 

Notice that at the end of each creative day 
God always pronounced His work good; and 
God's good is ever perfect. This Daiwinian 
theory makes a Christless church, and also a 
Christless world; and a Christless church and 
world will both be cruel. The old theology of 
the Bible, which tells of the future "F'ather- 
hood of God and brotherhood of man," is not 
improved, but is degraded by the new scholarly 
ape-ologp of the Darwinian evolutionists, with 
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their fatherhood of apes and brotherhood of 
monkeys. There ia no inspiration, neither ia 
there any uplift in such a beastly theory. 

This belief works another great evil in men: 
I t  fills the heart with pride, especially if the 
title "Professor" or '%everend" is added to 
their names. It also swells their heads with 
vanity; and a heart and a head filled with 
pride and vanity make Godless men. Yon will 
notice that the evolution theory of Darwin is 
Godless, Christless, and prayerless. I t  is the 
only religious system that I know of that is 
prayerless. God has laid a necessity for prayer 
in humanity's needs and wishes. I t  should be 
as natural to pray as it is to breathe. 

Now you ape-ologists may resent my well- 
intentioned effort to supply yon with a prayer 
to fill up the lack in your prayerless system; 
but, anyway, here it is: 

"Our Father Ape, who art up in r tree7 send down 
more m u t s ,  ormgea, apples, and other fruita need- 
ed by thy evo1utionary children to help them on the 
wry to spiritual life, and receive our thanh Amen." 

When I was in the ministry, I wrote undbf 
the cognomen of'cRev. Tom Plaintmtharticlw 
for religions journals. Since I came to get 8 
better knowledge of the Bible, I cut the sacri- 
legious title of "Reverend" out, as a Satanib 
insinuation making for a proud heart and 8 
swelled head. So I now write as Tom Plain- 
truth to you Darwinian Ape-ologists, with no 
harmful intent, but to speak the truth without 
fear or  favor. The logical goal of the Darwin- 
ian Ape-ology is "the survival of the fittesf'; 
and this theory would eventually weaken and 
eat the heart out of all efforts of humanity ta - 
raise the downtrodden or distressed, to help 
the sick, or  to seek improvement in any way. 
Cain's interrogation of the Lord, "Am I my 
brother's keeper?" was really an af3rmation 
that he was not responsible for AbeL Cain'a 
goal and the apeslogist7s goal is the sama 
Both seek to throw off and escape from all r e  
sponsibility for their brother. The opposita 
course is taught in the p i ab le  of the good S* 
maritan-Luke 10 : 25-37. 

War and Religion BY J O ~ B  Dawson 

T HERE is considerable discussion going on 
at the present time in the forum of the daily 

press relative to the harmony between war and 
religion. Opinions are divided. Many of those 
expressing their views are of the opinion that 
it is the duty of a citizen to defend his wnntry, 
even going as far as to sacrifice his life. This 
has been the view of the large majority for cen- 
turies. When I m y  it has been the view, I do 
not mean that everyone ia by nature a militar- 
ist; but when circumstances arose and demand- 
ed that the ordinary law-abider take up arms 
to kill, of two evils he chose the lesser. The 
gibes and eneers of the boys and girls are more 
than the average yonng man can stand; and 
when, added to thin, the local preacher tx- 
presses the view that it in quite th thing for 
the other fellow to face the music, what can 
the yonng fellows do? Here is a situation that 
tests the mettle. 

It is the~eaabst thing in the world when the 
call to a m  comea to shoulder a musket and 
go with the crowd. To follow the crowd is 
always easy. Any fool can do it; but it tskea 
a man to face the crowd. For eight heartbreak- 
ing years now, the mettle of a good many haa 
k e n  tested; and the faith of many ir being 

shaken. Like the theories m d  ideas and phi- 
losophies which are now being tested out, so 
the faith of the world is being tested out. 

An old lady of the writer's acquaintance, 8 
lady who knows the Bible from wver to cover, 
said one day, speaking of the trouble, that she 
wondered if there were a God at all, or if her 
Bible were true. Herein lies the preacher's re- 
sponsibility. HOW many peaple who regularly 
attend church are infidels, having lost faith in 
the Word of W? And how many are just 
plain hypocrites1 And how many are taking 
their religion senonsly, and endeavoring fa 
shape their course in life to conform to their 
opinions and to their faith? This is indeed the 
time when faith is being ehaken. 

But, regarding the difference of opinion in 
resped to war and religion; on the other sido 
are eome seriously inclined to believe that 
to be a Christian a person should not ham 
anything to do with war. They are quite right; 
but the pity of it is that through the lack of 
knowledge due either to the preacher's negli- 
gence or to the individual's inattention, or te 
both, they are not sure that a Christian ahould 
have nothing to do with war. They are 
rerionsty inclined to thir beliet. 
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Oi  course this is a step in the right direction; 

but is it not strange that after the Old Testa- 
meilt has been in existence for a few thousand 
years, and the New Testament for eighteen 
hundred years, people are beginning at this 
late period to be seriously inclined to believe 
tbat a Christian should have nothing to do with 
war? A person sometimes wonders jnst what 
the preachers have been doing with their time, 
their influence, and their learning, together 
with the unlimited opportunities they have had 
to study their Bibles. One of the great troubles 
in the world has been the idea that religion 
is jnst a system of thought or aphilosophy. This 
b why there are so many sects and parties, 
each and alI taking the Bible ss the founds- 
tion for their belief; and in days gone by, the 
differelice led to the most horrible excesses. 

In tbe individual's life the practical appliea- 
tion of the teaching of Jesus in His sermon on 
the mount has been overlooked. Jesus said: 
"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon 
earth, where moth and rust doth wrmpt, and 
where thieves break through and steal.* The 
war profiteers went the limit in heaping treae- 
ure together for these last days, and acted aa 

. though they thought the more war there is, the 
better it is for the Christian ( 1 )  profiteers1 
Now their garments are moth-eaten, their gold 
and silver are cankered, and the rust of them 
is a witness against them.--James 5: 2,3. 

The time is not far distant when it will be 
dangerous for a man to be a millionaire; and 
then "a man shall cast his idols of silver, and 
his idols of gold . . . to the moles and to the 
bats; to go into the clefts of the rocks, and 
into the tops of the ragged rocks, for fear of 
the Lord, and for the glory of his majesty, 
when he ariseth to shake terribly the earth." 
(Isaiah 2: 20,21) Then the profiteer will likely 
have the mast to call for an investigation! 

For many years now scholars have been talk- 
ing abod  the brain age and evolution and the 
power of mind over matter. The trouble with 
these scholars is, however, that their findings 
are regarded as mere theories. Take the theory 
of evolution, for instance. A person who be- 
lieves that he iA descended from the monkeys 
carnot altogether be blamed if once in a while 
he cuts up a little monkey-shine. The monkeys 
like to do what they see others do. The monkey 
rees the boys with their muskets on their shod- 
aerr;  and since he is only a monkey, you how, 

he follows the crowd. What else could he dot 
Regarding the power of mind over matter, 

take the case of war, tither between nations, 
or between individuals. The human body is the 
dwelling place of the mind. The w i l l  is the eon- 
trolling force and should be directed by the 
mind. Speech and action are the expression of 
thoughts. During the World War the thoughts 
d men had free expression - hate, battle, mur- 
der, sudden death, profiteering - never mind 
who paid the bills. 

h d  what about religion7 The Catholia 
Chnrch was split into halves, Alliance versus 
Entente. Protestant churches ditto, and any 
perwn who took religion seriously and allowed 
the wi l l  of the mind to control, became the 
6alpe-goat. 

The power of mind over matter is being tes t  
ed oat, not so much regarding the trnth of the 
idea as regarding the appliaation of it. An ad- 
vocate and representative of the theory of evo- 
lution mys : 

"Man naa in a stage of uiste~~ce in which hir 
.nimd nature predominated, and the rlmost purely , 
phymd ruled him. Then ha dmly grew from om 
&ate to another until now, when the avaage man hu 
attained to a condition m which it might be a i d  that 
he is ooming under the rnle of tbe barin. Eence thh 
age may be regarded md higmied u the Brain aga 
Brain pushes the great enterpriaea d the day. Bnin 
takes the reins of government; and tbe elemenb of thr 
aerth, air, and rater u e  being broaght ander subj* 
tion. Man ie putting hie hand on dl phynd form, 
md slowly but surely attaining mch power over the 
domain of nature aa givee evidence that ultimately L 
may exclaim in the language of Alexander Selkirk, 'I 
am monarch of dl I survey.' " 

This at first glance might look and sound 
reasonable, but that theory is being tested out, 
too. The Brain age has brought Enrope to the 
verge of anarchy. Metaphorically speaking, 
the brainiest nation in the world became a beg- 
gar overnight. I refer to Germany. 

The past eight years have been demonstrat 
ing all these theories one nay or the other. For 
thousmds of years now men have been specu- 
lating and theorizing; and the world never did 
have a better opportunitp than the present to 
try out its findings. 
Brain did push the enterprise of the World 

War; but the animal nature and the purely 
physical -in short, mqn, the beast - carried 
the war through regardless of who won it. And 
the laet hope of Europe, the League af Nations, 



will not save Europe for the very simple re& 
ron that the League of Nations is rr product of 
the World War, with its intrigues, its alliances, 
and its scraps of paper. 

The League of Nations would not have come 
into existence if the World War had not given 
it birth. To go back farther, the World War 
would not have reached such stupendous pro- 
portions if it had not been for the Triple Alli- 
ance and the Triple Ehtente. Unity is strength - perhaps. 

Here is the purely human element, the ten- 
aency to seek companionship. 'No man liveth 
to himself' is a great truth, apart from its be- 
ing Scripture. Misery loves company; and the 
nations of Europe which singly and individual- 
ly are headed for the abyss, hope that by hav- 
ing a big get-together they can uphold their 
national existence. Their hope is doomed. 

\\'hat is the nlatter with the wor1d"ls the 
question asked by the man in the street. He 
knelt-s that something is wrong, and very much 
wrong; but here again is another trouble. Ev- 
ery ~ n a n  who sees that something is wrong is 
trying to locate the cause, but he is looking a t  
the other fellow, and unconsciously setting a 
standard for the other fellow to go by. That 
is true, and the reader knows it. Of the mil- 
lions of people who are studying conditions, 
each one of those millions is unconsciously set- 
ting his own standard for the rest of the world 
to measure up to. Thus with a million stand- 
ards, how could there help but be trouble? 

There is just one standard to go by; and 
that is contained in the little book on the par- 

lor table - the Bible. I n  the Bible the Chris- 
tian will find his instructions, -his example, his 
standards, his ideals, his hopes, his promises, 
and knowledge of a kind which exceeds any- 
thing of which he ever dreamed before. 

I n  the Bible the true student will find the 
great laws and principles which govern the 
universe. He will find how man, the mighty 
atom, himself a part of one of the specke in . 
the universe, came to be here on earth. In 
short, while others may speculate, and gnesq 
and theorize, the true student neither guesses 
nor speculates; for he knows. 

This may sound rather large, because the 
preacher did not tell you these things; but the , 

fact is that most of the preachera today are . 
followers of Darwin, Spencer, and Huxley ; and 
if you ask their opinion of the Bible, and hold 
them to that question, i t  will be a hard matter 
to get a really straight-forward answer. 

'Putting the Bible in a nutshell, the Penta- 
teuch, or  the five books of Moses, contains the 
law of God; and the rest of the Bible is an 
elaboration of that law. Almost every man be- 
lieves in the Ten Commandments and the Ser- 
mon on the Mount. 

Briefly again, the Decalogue, or  Ten Com- 
mandments is the basis of the Old Testament; 
and the Sermon on the Mount, which clarified 
and magnified the law, is the basis of the h'ew 
Testament. These truths are very wonderfully 
and comprehensively explained in Pastor Rus- 
sell's STUDIES LN THE SCRIPTURES. An earnest, 
sincere search into these priceless volumes will 
more than repay the seeker after truth. 

Mankind's Great Deliverer By aerald ~at -ry  

T HI3 condition of the working classes in the 
world today is very similar to the condition 

of the children of Israel in Egypt, in the time 
to Phaiaqh, when Gtod sent Moses to deliver 
them. When we remember that in the Bible, 
Egypt is used as a symbol of the present world, 
(Revelation 11 : 8) full of vain philosophies, 
but ign6rant of the true light, the similarity is 
made very blear, 

As the children of Israel in Egypt groaned 
under their taskmasters and longed for deliver- 
ance hut were wholly unable to free themselver, 
so today and for thousands of years past man- 
kind has been held in bondage by Satan, the 
god of this world, 'h antitypical Pharaoh and 

his minions of sin and death. Mankind has been 
wholly unable to free themselves, and their 
only hope is in God, and in the great antitypi- 
cd Moses that was promised to be raised up 
to become their Deliverer. God said to Mosw: . . 
QI will raise them up a prophet from among 
their brethren, like unto thee." (Deuteronomy 4 

18 : 18) This great prophet is the Messiah, 
Jeans the Head, and the true church memben 
of His body, together constituting Jehovah'r 
h o i n t e d  company, the Christ, the a n t i t y p i d  1 

Moses. The raising up  of this great Deliverer 
hna been the work of the entire gospel age. 
Jesas the Head was tested ftrst an4 proved w 
to Hia loyalty and obedience to Qod, evem unto 
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kkath. (Philippiam 2: 8) Bince then tbe mem- ro, recently, satam, the a d t y p k l  fbanrah, 
bers of His body have one by one been tested, operating through big bminam and its allier 
tried and sirnilarb proved (Bomsns 8: 29) dm- - the politicians and the clergy - has, W e  
ing the past nineteen centnries. And now the Pharaoh of old, i n d  the M e n  of tho 
Christ, the great Deliverer, ia about oomplete. kboring classes in v t u i o ~  wa~a 

It is not M) generally recugnized as it ahodd Moses went to God about the xuatter, md sod 
be that the return of our Lord took plaoe in reminded him that He had made a aoVenant 
October 1874, and that His body members who with Abraham to give his 6eed the land of 
dept were raised by Him thrae m d  onahalf promise, and that He would mrbidy f d l U  Hb 
years later, in April 1878, the date when, m aovenant. (Exodua 6: 28) b d  m today, we 
eording to the Bible, He sllsumed great power, can take great comfort out ab the ecmmant (30d 
corresponding to the date in the end of the made with Abraham, knowing tbrt He rrifi 
Jewish age when He rode into Jerusalem an mrrely bring the blesaing that He has promised 
King in A. D. 33, just five days before His to all the families of the earth, through Abra- 
crudixion, just three d one-hslf yearn after ham's seed, the Christ, Head and body. (Os- 
the beginning of His earthly ministry. latians 3: 8, 16, 29) As great judgments were 

The members of His body now living u e  needed before Pharaoh aonld aonsent to let 
termed in the Bible the "feet" members (1 Cor- Israel go, so, great snd terrible jnagmenb ere 
inthiana 12: 27), or the "feet of him" (Bamann now about to be pared out upon antitypicad 
10: 15), the last members to walk this earth, Egypt, which w i l l  aonvince the vorld of the 
and they have a special work to do - a special Savior's presence and of %he g r e a W  of His 
meseage to deliver, ae the prophet Isaiah myn, power (Isaiah 19: %22) and humble mnnlrind. 
"How beautiful upon the mountains Eng- and .finally cause Satan, the god of this world, - 
doms of earth] are the feet of him that bring- to let go hie hold on the maesee of numbti 
8th good tidings, that pnblisheth pea@; that when the laat plague oaanrs. 
bringeth good tidings of good ; that pnblisheth Of Christ's Millennial reign it is written pro- 
dva t ion;  that mith anto Zion, Thy Qod reign- phetically that "He shall judge the poor of the 
eth P' (Isaiah 52: 7) These are now b d y  tell- people, he shall eave the children of the needy, 
ing the people that Satan's empire has ended, and ahall break in pieces the oppressor . . . 
that Christ hag taken His great power to reign and hie enemies ahall lick the dust. . . . Yea, 
(Revelation 11: 17,18), and that there are mil- all kings shall fall down before him; all na- 
lions of people now living who wi l l  never die. tions shall serve him. For he shall deliver the - Matthew 24: 22; Zechariah 13: 8, 9. needy when he crieth; the poor also, and him 

When Moses presemted himself to the aha- that hath no helper. He &all spare the poor 
&en of Israel to be their deliverer, be wrre wel- and needy, and ahall eave the eonls of the 
eomed by them; as we read: W h e n  they heard needy. He shall redeem their eod from deceit * 
that the Lord had visited the children of Israel, and violence; and precious &all their blood b 
and that He had looked upon their s a t i o n ,  in his sight."(Psalm 72: 4,9, ll-14) And again: 
then they bowed their heads, and worshiped." "I will make a man more precious than fine 
(Exodus 4: 31) But when Mosea went in to gold; even a man than the golden wedfSe of 
Pharaoh, he was told, 'Wherefore do ye, Moses Ophir." (Isaiah 13: l2) "So ehall they fear the 

. and Aaron, let the people from their worksf name of the Lord from the west, and his glory 
get yon p t o  your bnrdens."(Exodns 5 : 4) h d  from the rising of the sun."---Ieaiah 59 : 19. 

Sugar Plum or Sinai ~ e t h o d s  : which ? ~9 ~ o i r ~  ~ i c k l ~  (Jamaica) 

F T B  reading the trendant criti&- of I t  is, therefore, with a sincere desire to hold A Mr. Ibseftkrans by another writer in np p r  hands that I hasten to iufom you that 

' 

the GOLDEN ~ G E  of August 30th, I feel that I am of those who thoroughly endom B n c h  im- . 
mch criticisms reflect upon your aginative forecash of the possibilities of the 
crimination, in the eyes of many d o  &are the &g "tmuble mch as never w'' eta, tk# 

Latter's views that mch articles ahodd not e s  e q w a d  Mr. -; a d  titat I 
cape the waste basket of the 0. A. q p b e  ia the (3. A the work of tbe antitypical 
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3ohn t h e  Baptist before Herod and his para- 
mour, church and state, who must soon adopt 
drastic measures of repression of such remon- 
rtance as the hard facts and witty caricatures 
of the G. A. are unmistaliably administering to 
the apostate "woman" ! 

Nothing could be more evident than that 
many sincere brethren are expecting the Lord 
to adopt the sugar-plum method of bringing 
the world to its knees instead of a shaking such 
rn will make the terrors of Sinai appear like 
r flea beside an elephant !-Hebrews 12 : 26,27. 

We can never forget the cost of the "Fin- 
ished Mystery"; but the G. A. may cost much 
more. Hence we cannot afford to trde.  (Even 
when the article "God Is Arrested" would al- 
most make you hear us smiling!) "Only be 
thou [still] of good courage," dear brother; 
and, in the interest of truth and liberty, "let 
pens flow with all freedom, restrained only by 
the good old rule: 'Conciseness without obscur- 
ity, and fullness without redundancy."' 

May the good hand of the Lord still rest 
upon yon and othera of the G. A. staff 1 

Watching for the Day By Clifton Orrin Foster 

F OR eighteen hundred years Qod's faithful religious. He bade His followers rejoice even 
people have been watching for the dawn- amidst the trouble, because it marks the day 

ing of the glorious Millennia1 Day. They have of deliverance from the power of sin and death. 
realized that, as the Bible teaches, the world is He said: "When these things begin to come to 
in darkness under the rule of the Prince of pass, then look up, and lift up yonr heads; for  
Darkness, who now exercises authority through yonr deliverance drameth nigh."-Luke 21: 28. 
his control of "the children of disobedience"; If violation of law is anarchy, then we al- 
and these by reason of ignorance, weakness, ready have anarchy amongst the nations. They 
etc., are more numerous than the children of are all under the doruinion of "the prince of 
obedience-Ephesians 2 : 2. this world"- Satan. The Bible declares what 

From an earthly viewpoint it has been a long is soon to come-"every man's hand m t  
while sin entered the world -over six his neighbor." HOW thankful we are that while - 
thousand years. And i t  has been a long time this awful trouble must come because of man's 
d s o  since Jesus died for the sins of the world sin and selfishness, yet the word of God points 
-over eighteen llundred years. But the time out that upon the ruins of the present order 
has not been long from the divine standpoint, shall come the glorious kingdom of Messiah- 
the Lord declaring that a thousand years are the long-looked-for Golden A@! Daniel stated 
but a s  one day with Him. that a t  this time the \vise of God's people should 

During six of these thousand-year days in understand the thin@ kept secret from past 
which God rests or  desists from interfering ages and generations. "The mystery of C.)od 
with the world's affairs, He has permitted a shall be finished" is another of the promises of 
reign of evil; but His arrangements are com- the Bible respecting the present time. 
plete whereby Messiah, the Redeemer, will fully Not all are yet awake; but the joy of those 
restore the willing and obedient to all that who are tends more and more to awaken the 
Adam forfeited.-Acts 3 : 19-22. virgin class. To such will be revealed the great 

Under Messiah's glorious reign, the last "mystery" of this gospel age. !Phe mystery is 
thousan'd: year's restitution work will bring that Jesus is the Head, Chief, Lord, over tho 

church, which is His body; and that the body earth to the condition originally designed by members rill be glorified rith the Head on th. 
God! I t  will complete the creation of earth, 
and mankind as a race of God-like rulers of spirit plane; and that then Head and body will 

earth's affajrs. ,Nan, having tasted both good constitute the great Messiah, whose spiritual 
and evil and ha+ing chosen good, will be grant- reign of a thousand years will result in the 
ed life eveaasting. blessing and uplifting of all mankind. 

The Redeemer mentioned both the present "There the dead dud arise from the tomb, 
tixlle and the time of trouble which we see loom- And the living to health be restored; 
ing upon every hand and threatening the very And away from all sorrow and gloom, 
foundations of eociety - political, social, and They'll be led by the life-giving Lard." 
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I n  that day earth shall yield ib ineregse, and The great cdocL d the ages strikes the hour 

the obedient shall eat the fat of the land; tkey of p & n  snnriae, a d  drwa appears. The gnat 
shall not labor in vain, nor bring forth far reforms already a e c u m p w  and the gmat 
trouble; sins will be blotted out, and all evil blessings in saientXo discoveq are but the 
ouppressed. This ia the hope held out l These loregleama of  the^ new day. 
are the promises made by Jehovah Ood rho The rearahin8 m d  htaling nya of the &in.# 
swore by Himself - for there is none greater 19an of Itighteoumn~s will rhiPb dearly into 
- that they would be f f l e d  l And now we am and upon a& and ahcras dn'r dark night for 
living in the days of the Son of msn, and He eyer away. 
is taking anto Himself the kingdomr of this " W ~ k a n ~ , ~ ~ h m r J t $ y  
earth and reigns. Our prayer, "Thy ldngdom For the rtu that bringnth6 dq; 
aame," has been answered! Even now, miltiom Farthod&t.tdzlt~vad& 
now are living who will never die! To these the And the mbb ta dl away. 
Lord seem to ray: uBehold, I stand a t  the ~ e b e g i n t o r s s t h e d a ~  
door, and knock." "And my reward is with me, Of the bright Millsnnial &y; 
to give every man according as hie work  hall ISoon the rhsdom, weary rhrdom, 
be.'' 8hdl former pua rwaj." 

Blessings Extxaordinary 

w E HAVE before as a page of a magazine Qod the Holy Ohoat, Hdy !l%itJ, ma 6 4  
- 

which explains just how to go about it to OPT k d y  of Victoq, 1 
obtain extraordinary blessings. I t  is gotten Our h d y  of VicbrJ, ~ n m p h m t  rnt d ih 
out by a Eloman Catholic oonoern near Buffalo, patha, 
whieb acknowledgee that it is in Iine for all the Our M Y  of V i h ~ s  *wt - af * 
blessinp that are to be had for the faithful. zzdy Vidry, triamPnt - .( tb. 
T h q  for example, it rays : md, ''0~ MY path=, Pope =, at rsq-t Om my of Victory, trimpkt d& M& 
onr deu Bt. h. Binhap, FcrcjourlJ gnntr to 31 the 

He17 WtJ, membm of the A m c h n  d our B l d  I.$ of l.dl .I Vidq binmPhmt 1* Imuo Victary hk rportalic benediction. He confers the u m e  hb CsamPw 
llpon the predent Eev. Diredara of the B W o  Catholic of V*q, tri-Pht hg Protectoy,rltb.Uthereligiouiach.rgeoftherrma, hdd*m 

ib *& e t h  a i n d a a m  at m y  of Victor), tr iampht a m- 
the h o w  of death." drrm of A h ,  It m u t  be a 6-d thing to have some ref l -  0, lady af Viabry, e - p k t  - ~1 o w  me 
lar scheme like the multiplication table fa r  ,ig f 
forcing blessings out of the Almighty. Partic- 0- of Victory, trimpkt fn the dasef 8 
darly would such a method of seoaring bless- of the Aqd B.brid, % 

ings be of interest to tho= who are familiar Our L d y  at Viedory, triumph& in thy e q ~ ~ u a l ?  
with the Scriptures and who know very well f3t Joseph, u 
that the @cripturea recognize no wch plan of WY ef V i d ~ ,  w m w t  at m e  of 
born-pow.  However, for the benefit of any hush- 
who may * to b o w  just how they go a h a  - MY Of Victo~,  tri-~h.nt in thJ 'Plight into 

EeTPtY it, we give below the litany, the repetition of Pida'f, t. &, 
which nine times is supposed to obtain rome 0, ha, cd Victoq, , . in tbJ humbb 
special gracb, favor, or bleasing from God : dwelliug at Nuud4 
Lard, have m w  on u. Our h d y  of Victory, triumphant in Gnding thy 
Christ, haw mcrq on w. Divine Child in the temple, 
Lard, have mercy on ua. Christ, hear us Om Lady of Victory, trinmphant in the ea* life 
Chrkt, graciowly huar w of our Lord, 
God, the Father of Heaven, 8 Our LadJ of Pictbq, trinmphrnt in hi p~ . ,I nvc! 
&d, the Son, Redeemer ef the World, 4 depth, 



Our Lady of Victory, triumplunt in lbmmdion, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the Awemion, 
Onr Lad. of Victory, triumphant in the descent of 
the Holy Ghost, 

Ow Lady of Victory, triumphant in thy eorrows, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in thy joys, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in thy entrance 

in the heavenly Jerusalem, 
Orrr Lady of Victory, triumphant in the angels who 

remained faithful, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the felicity of 

the blessed, 
Our Lady of Vidorp, triumphant in the gram of 

the just, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the announce 

ment of the prophets, 
Our Lady of Vlctory, triumphant in the desires of 

the patnsrchs, g 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the zeal of the 8 

apostles, * 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the hght of % 

the evangelists, k 
Our L d p  of Vidory, triumphant in the wisdom of 

the doctm, 
Our LoJy of Victory, triumphant in the crowne of 

the confessors, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant in the purity of 

the numerous band of virgins, 
Our Lady of Victory, triufnphant in the trlumphe 

of the martyrs, 
Our Lady of Victory, bumphant in thy all-power- 

ful intekession, 
Our Lady of Vlctory, triumphant under thy many 

titles, 
Our Lady of Victory, triumphant at the hour of 

our death, 
b b  of God, who takest away the sine of the world, 

Spars w, 0 Lord. 

h b  of Gtod, who talrest away the sins of the world, 
Graciously hear us, 0 Lord. 

Lamb of God, who takest away the slns of the world, 
Have mercy on us, 0 Lord. 

V. Pray for us, 0 Blessed Lady of Victory 1 
IL That we may be made worthy of the pm- d 

Chnst  
LET UB PRAY 

0 Vidorioua Lady 1 thou who hest ever mch porn 
' 

ful influence with thy Divine Son, in conquering tha 
hardest of hearts, intercede for those for whom wo 
pray, that their hearts being softened by the m~r, od 
Divine Grace, they may return to the unity of the trru 
taith, through Christ, Our Lord hncm 

0AI.m -MA 
Hail Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, our life, m~ 

ewektness, and our hope. 
To thee do we cry, poor baniahed children of Err 

To thee do we send up our aighs, mourning .nd reep 
ing in this valley of tears. 
Tarn, then, most gracione advocata, thine ad 

mercy towarde ua 
And after thie, our exile, ahow anto M the b lend  

hut of thy womb, Jesua 
0 clement, 0 loving, 0 sweet Virgin Mary. 
Pray for pe, 0 Holy Mother of God; 
That we may be mrds worthy of the pmmim ad 

Christ. 
YEY[OBhBE 

Remember, 0 most gracious Virgin May, that IWU 
was i t  known that any one who fled to thy pmte~$an, 
implored thy help, and nought thy i n t e d o n ,  wu . 
left unaided. Inspired with thb confidence, I dy un- 
to thee, 0 Virgin of rirgina, my mother. To thss I 
come; before thee I etand, einfui and sorrowful. 0 
Nother of the Word Incarnab l denpiee not my peti- 
tione, but in thy mercy hear md answer ma 

AWAKE By Brnsst M. Watson . .  , 

I .  Let every heart leap forth and sing, 
Sing glary, glory to our giag. 
He coma to reign eternally, 

, % f r e e t h e e s r t h f r o m ~ y .  

~ e h o l i  the thrones of earth are crumbling. 
All the wicked syeteme tumbling. 
Theinntiqna' rulers must give way 
~ o ~ t h e K m g , a n d o w n ~ i m r a a ~ .  

And m, ah ! soon ahall ns bebold 
W e d  those promisee of old . 

Death'a captives won &all be set k, 
The h e  shall leap, the blind ahdl am. 

There shall be no more pain nor aigbh& 
No more crymg, no more dying. 
None shall my, Know ye the Lord, 
For dl ehall prsise with one accord. 

/ - 

Up, up, ye watchera of the night, A 
Can ye not eee the d,* light? 
Can ye not reed the preeent signe? - 
And know ye not th- wondrous timq? 

4 

Wake from your deep, behold the light . 
That shines to guide your step uight, 
All ye his eerrranta, zealous &.&, . r . i 
Ye faithful watchem of the night. 



SI'UDIES IN THE "HARP OF W W '  ( T&Z%Ei-) 
Wltb 1-  amber tp n o  began runnlng Judge Hutherford's new boot . - Harp 01 Ms. w m  a-ans*g ques-m.taUw t b  plnm ot m b  a 
Advanced and JurenUc L;mk 8t.dlea W U k  hw b lritberto pubtkkd 

-When this heavenly messenger had finished to pay their homage to the babe Jesus, born in 
hie wonderful speech to the astoni~hed s h e p  Bethlehem. Particularly a t  Christmas time is 
herds, then i t  was, a s  if waiting a given signal, our attentien called to this by picturee on 
the multitudinous heavenly host stood forth cards, etc., of the wise reen iourneying to the 
and sang the good tidings of great jor which West, supposedly being guided by the &X sent 
ultimately shall be to dl people. Their song by Jehovah. I t  has been pl-esumed that Je- 
was but the reflex of what had been anwunaed hovah by the star  led these wise men ID the 
These sweet singers told in words of praise of phce of Jesus' birth. The Bible proof &OWS 

God's beneficent purpose ultimately to bless all houe~er ,  that these three wise men were not 
the families of the earth. It was a song of gfary sent by the Lord God, but that they were di- 
from heaven, and the hills of Jadea echoed the rected by the great adversary, the devil, in his 
message of peace and good will toward men. attempt to destroy the babe. Whether they 
And throughout the gospel age this sweet an- knew it or not, these three wise men were par- 
them has filled with joy the heart of many a ties to a great conspiracy, originated and car- 
sad wanderer; and seemingly again and again ried out by the master mind, Satan, the d e d ,  
these have heard the song from heaven: "Glory in his attempt to destroy the seed of promise, 
to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good great Savior of the world. 
will toward men." "'When Jehovah drove Adam and Eve from 

' T h e  world is now entering its darkest pri- Eden He likewise pronounced a condemnation 
od, and when mankind reaches the point of ex- U P n  Satan- He said concerning f 3 a b  and fhe 
t-ty, then d l  be &ds opportunity to re- Woman: "I will put enmity betweem thy seed 
red to .1l sad hearts that the birth of Jesm and her seed; it shall bruise thy b e d ,  and tbon 
was the g r a t e s t  event in Gstory to that time ; shalt bruise his heel." (Genesis 3 :15) Fnm 

. and that ehortly this same great Jesns, now in that time Satan, the great adveml"Y, 
glory, will extend the blessings of life, liberty, bas every One whom (3-d 
and happiness to the whole groaning cmtion.  has favored and who he thonght might consti- 

"6The place of Jesus9 birth was t d y  accord- tute the seed of promise. 
ing to and in fulfillment of prophecy, thus show- 
ing that God had foreordained and prepared QUESllONS ON T H E  HARP OF WD* 
the mnditions for His birth. ( M i d  5: 2; Mat- - mg did the 8hePherda ha hm th 

% thew 2: 4 6 )  Jesus was not born on December hat. 
this omalool a %, as  in generally supposed; but His birth oo- mt h.s this lp mv opn tb. 

mrred about tke first of October. Midwidor hrts of foT oolturics ,, 
would have been a very inopportune time for nadn drt mditims =U the p+ of 
the shepherds to be wdching their sheep in the th imparbnee of thp b ~ h  d J-? 9 
Gelds and sleeping in the open. In addition to ~ h e t  urn t h  date of J d  hirtht 146. 
this circumstantial evidence, all the facts show Td whst you can concerning h aree  <nice menm 
that the birth of Jesus was in October, and that thpt -.red from the East to Bethlehem at the birth 
December 25, nine months previous, was prob- of Jew. !i 146. 
ably the *te of the mrmciafion. "And the mt the "wise men'' ta E d ?  11 146. 
angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary: for thon m~ expect Satan to * to form a cob- 

bast found favor with &d. And, behold, thou vir- to *P the Babe 7 s47- 

shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a 
mn, and shalt call his name Jesus." (Luke 1 : 30, 
31) For a fM1 &scnssion of this subject see 
"Studies in t h  Seriptnns," Volume 2, p g e  54. concerning Ecperuto should wi tc  to  

140Nuch has been said and written concerning J A A ! ~  3). SAYWS, 

the three wise ruen who journeyed from the Eaa t 
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Cooperation requires knowledge, a knowledge of the simple funds- I 

mentals of the Bible teachings. . " 
The HMP BIBLE STUDY COWSE was planned to tell how to live forever. . C 

The entire study can be completed in thirteen weeks. Reading assign- ' 
ments allot a weekly reading. Selfquiz cards submit questions. You 
examine yourself, but do not submit written answers. 
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The SOILS of Japheth ~9 O. L. RoserJcram, Jr. 

, w  HEN Babylon, the mighty mother-citg, was 
delivered over to the trousered, truth-tell- 

ing archers of Knmsh the Akbemenian, Ling 
of Anshan and king of Persia, the mcendancy 
of the Japhetic stock was inaugurated on this 
planet. Henceforth the several fntile experi- 
ments in civilization by the Semites and Ham- 
ites were to be relinquished in favor of the so- 
ealled Aryan race, which making, so to speak, a 
quarry out of the ancient systems, erected a 

. more stupendous, ornate structure, utilizing 
much of the old material but changing the style 
of architecture. This structure has been repeat  
edly remodeled and reconstructed in part, and 
each time more rlaborately and imposingly. The 
present edifice, satirically designated "Christen- 
dom," was condemned in 1914, and is already 
in process of being demolished by the wrecking 
mews. 

We use the term Aryan with d f idene ,  since 
that scholarly myth has now generally been re- 

- pudiated, the modern European being consid- 
ered the descendant of indigenous ethnic stocks 
-Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean, which 
have been mingled in varying proportions to 
form the existing 1,ations. Instead of westerly 
migrations out of Chinese Tnrkestan, all the 
prehistoric ones of Europe seem rather to have 
been southward or eastward. So the intrinsic 
primitive racial character was not moulded by 
desert or  steppe conditions of life, but in the 
&ma1 forests, fens, and bleak moors of the 
remi-fTi@d north. 

The p h i t i v e  character was influenced pro- 
foundly, no doubt, by the long, dark winters and 
'ibort, quick-grc wing summers. That the Europe 
of anbquity was colder than today is attested 
by numerous rqferences in ancient literature. 
Snow was q usual feature of Italian winters, 

' and Roman legions marched across the ice- 
locked Rhine and Danube. To the Africans and 
hia t ics ,  Europe seemed like a shivery Hyper- 
borean region, inhabited by a species of fero- 

cious and predatory Esquimaux--a race of pale- 
b l e d ,  cold-hearted giants, whose sudden 
alarming forays might be likened to marrow- 
oongealing north winds, herald8 of biting frosts 
and blinding blizzards. 

Such an inhospitable country, where the oon- 
ditions of life could not be otherwise than rig- 
orous, nourished the growth, nevertheless, of rr 
hardy, vigorous race. The stern struggle for 
existence eliminated weaklings and perpetuated 
a spirit of ruthlessness among the survivors. 
The European character may have indeed been 
indelibly impressed in these primitive days with 
those salient featnres and proclivities which 
have distinguished it throughout the centuries. 

Perhaps the interminable, dreary winters 
were a school of patience, inculcating fortitude 
and perseverance to contend with benumbing 
cold and mow-drifts, reflecting from the lower- 
ing skies a prevailing somberness of spirit, tem- 
pered by gusts of sardonic humor that stimu- 
lated the s o d  to face grim hardship and peril 
undismayed. Perhaps the swift surge of the 
growing season, tingling in Northern blood, was 
responsible for those traits of invincible enthn- 
~iasm, imperturbable self-confidence, and' care- 
less contempt for overwhelming odds so charac- 
teristic of the European-from Marathon to 
Omdurman. . 

It is not surprising that under the circum- 
stances the northern nations were preeminently 
bellicose, especially since their habitat, cut up 
by impassible mountain ranges, intersecting 
rivers, and the deep indentations of a rugged 
mast line, peculiarly favored local autonomy 
and the constaricy of boundaries. Clannishness 
would be topographically induced, and ince~qant 
feuds the normal state of affairs. 

Food supplies were always precarious dc- 
pending as much on the chase as on the sti~nted 
herds and rudimentary agriculture; so frugality 
would be cultivated, and a slender subsi:; l~lct: 

~ e e k  to amplify itself at the expense of i ts  
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neighborn. The net result of these various con- 
tributing influences is a people notorious for 
insatiable rapacity, rrnawerving pertinacity in 
aggression, inflexible tenacity of purporre, un- 
bounded covetousness, and an incorrigible pra- 
pensity toward fratricide and family rows. 

Yet, in spite of the intermittent discordanay 
of their inter-tribal relations, the Sona of J t  
pheth were acutely aware of the mutual advan- 
tages accruing from combination for predatory 
agression. Like wolves they sallied out in packs 
from their forests, and like wolves they were 
alert to turn on and devour one of their own 
crippled members. Whenever their numbem in- 
creased in excess of their country's alimentary 
resources, the tribe by common consent drew 
together from over a wide area and started on a 
desperate migration into the fertile, thickly set- 
tled lands outside of their boundaries, where 
their intrusion was naturally resented and re- 
sisted by force of arms. 

Peculiar emphasis is laid on the quality of 
terror, amounting almost in some cases to par- 
alysis, inspired by these uuwelcome visitations. 
A panic seemed to seize their better equipped 
and disciplined opponents; and army after army 
would be brushed aside after only a faint-heart- 
ed attempt at ksistance, until eventually, nerved 
by desperation, the invaded country wonld make 
a final effort and overcome them. 

One of the first recorded of these irruptions 
was that of the "Sea Peoples," the Achaians 
and Phrygians, who, after subverting the now 
almost forgotten pre-Hellenic Bgean civiliza- 
tion, swept down on Egypt, taxing the whole 
military strength of the Ramesides to stem 
their on-rush. After their repulse, true to form 
they fell out among themselves in the celebrated 
Trojan War. Henceforth, at  periodic intervals, 
the civilized countries were exposed to their de- 
vastating inroads. 

Thht.+of the Cimmerians &tittered the power 
of ~ s s ~ r i a ,  stretching it supine before the ad- 
vancing Mede. The Gallic tumult wae well nigh 
fatal to the nascent Roman s q e .  The Post- 
Alexandrian Hellenistic kingdoms were thrown 
into a ferment by the interloping Galatians, who 
introd~ced~into international politics a new 
frightfulness, a disregard for civilized conven- 
tions. The Cimbri and Teutons, sliding down 
into the valleys on their shields, sent a quiver of 
apprehension throughout Italy; and it was the 
threat of a eimilar invasion by the Helvetians 

that led to Jaliua Ceesar'a Tram-Alpiie crpp 
paigns and the Latinidlrg of the north. 

Whenever the Sona of Japheth moved down 
en masee to preiimpt the wheat fields, orcharda, 
vineyards, and cities of their neighbors, their 
rear approaches required to be jealously gaard- 
ed against cupiditom kindred tribes, who await- 
ed only a propitiow moment when exhaustion 
or civil dissensiom seemingly invited them ta 
mwarm down through the passes to burn and to 
pillage. The external history of &me is o m  
long etruggle to keep out the Germania tribes; 
early medkval annals are largely a record of 
Norse piratical descents. Aa late even a s  &or- 
gian times in "Merrie England" the quiet wan- 
tryside was startled by the precipitate intrusion 
of the plaided Highland clansmen. 

We have made allusion to the *ell of terror 
which the northern barbariaus imposed on #a 
victims of their raids. This was not exclusively 
a tribute to their valor, but amounted almost to 
abhorrence due to the barbarisns' reputation 
for faithlessness, shocking violatione of civilbid 
customs, and contempt for the most sacred 
human rights; to their heedless ruination of 
precioua monuments and works of art; and to 
their ravenous thirst for sheer blood-letting. 
All Asia was dismayed by the Persian cruel- 

ties, which greatly exceeded even the Assyrian, 
and especially by the wholesale unsexing of 
boys. The Galatians horrified the Grecised 
Asiatics by rifling tombs, profaning sanctaarielr, 
and leaving the dead unburied. The Gotha 
heaped up the literary treasures a t  Athens, and 
would have burned them except for the timely 
interceseion of one of their o m  chief&. 

Vandal is still s synonym for wanton destruo 
tiveness. The sanguinary Viking looted tha 
cathedrals, butchered monks in sport, and 
carved their prisoners into the "blood eagle.'' 
The cruelty of the dark racea is by compariaoa 
like the petulant mischief of children; that of 
the white man was almost uniformly calculated 
or restrained by self-interest. 

It was rare indeed when cities were sacked, 
that the yellow-jerkined soldado of Spain or #a 
German la~lzknecht let his homicidal impdeer 
overbalance his judgment in the matter of loot, 
The Insular bowman could hardly be kept in 
their ranks until victory waa aasared, no kem 
were they to be the captors of rich seigniarr 
and captains-at-am from whom they 
exact ransom. 
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Much of the dread and aversion inspired in 

his adversaries by the European is ascribed to 
his characteristically cold, harsh visage, regis- 
tering mercilessness, intolerance and greed. It 
is not reassuring to om self-esteem as a race to 
be told that other peoples are daunted by our 
repellant physiognomies ; nevertheless explorers 
and missionaries who have spent long years 

I isolated from association with their kind, have 
testified to this, confessing on their own part to 
.n involuntary repugnance-a shrinking of the 
epirit--on once more beholding, after their re- 
turn home, the inordinately wicked countenances 
of their fellow countrymen. 

That the Sons of Japheth have merited their 
ill repute the pages of history offer abundant 
witness. The transition was easy from maraud- 
ers to enslavers, exploiters, and exterminators. 
6uch they became in the Graeco-Roman world, 
and such they continued when their field of ex- 
pansion embraced the planet. Hellenic culture 
gloxs with almost undiminished luster after 
many centuries; so we are apt to be unmindful 
of the chattel slavery at its roots, which by 
emancipating the citizen from drudgery permit 
ted the cultivation of mental brilliancy. 
Roman slavery was probably the most heart- 

less variety ever perpetrated; for the prosaia 
and practical Roman deemed i t  unemnomical 
to cherish his human cattle. It was cheaper to 
work them to death and purchase fresh supplies 
from the itinerant slave-dealers who followed 
the camps, buying up war prisoners. I t  wae 
considered an unsafe policy to foster an heredi- 
tary servile class, bred in captivity, and poor 
business to raise slave children when they could 
be bought full-grown. Men, as of more robust 
physique than women, could stand the most 
punishment; so men always predominated 
among the slaves. 

The Roman was an inimitable organizer, but 
he consolidated the world to facilitate its exploi- 
tation by himself. He reconciled the nations to 
bis peace; but his system was so riddled with 
graft, &e, and special privilege that it became 

-- Eke an addled egg-a crawling mass of putres- 
cence within, but with the shell intact and con- 
cealing the same. After the tax-exempt classes 
had obtained cpntrol of nearly all the wealth 
which had not drained away to India, and the 

r-capita &x on the curiales had increased to 
rtolersble proportions, the unpaid frontier gar- 
lirona deserted their pots, the &ell collapsed, 

and the ~peciousness of Imperial integrity was 
exposed to an exulting ring of barbarism. 

After the submergence of the decadent Em- 
pire by Germanic barbarism, European exter- 
nal expansion was suspended during many cen- 
turies, wherein the Sons of Japheth were pre- 
occupied with defending their own strife-torn 
territories from the furious onslaughts of Hun 
and Magyar, Mongol and Turk, and in resisting 
the onward sweep of a senescent Sexnitism, 
which like a hot desert simoom blew up out of 
Arabia, proclaiming the Camel-driver-of-Me- 
dina's creed. The  Crusades were an interlude 
of retaliation, somewhat analogous to eortieu 
from a beleaguered fortress. European pres- 
tige suffered its darkest hour of eclipse when 
Solyman's horsetails waved under the walls of 
Vienna, and the galleys of Kheyreddin and Bar- 
barossa [Greek corsairs], rowed by Christian 
elaves, churned the Mediterranean waters, im- 
pudently flaunting the Osmanli crescent in the 
beard of "Ctesar" Charles of Hapsburg, the 
"Second Charlemagne. ' ' 

Instead of the crisis demoralizing Europe, it8 
effect was to stimulate its ingenuity to neutral- 
iee the danger. European resourcefulness most 
effectively demonstrates itself in surmounting 
grave crises and converting portending disaster 
into positive advantage. Asiatic encroachments, 
by severing paciiic intercourse with the Far 
East, had interrupted that flow of luxuries which 
was the life-blood of commerce, threatening 
atrophy to the budding Renaissance, its prot6g6. 

h e s t e d  progress spelled stagnation and 
retrogression; but sn undiscouraged Europe, 
barred out from the Eaat, turned its eyes hope- 
fully westward to hazard the mysterioas per& 
of the "Ocean Sea." Colmnbus, Da Gama, and 
Magellan were pioneers in a wper -expansion 
of the race whereby European aggression is 
revived and immeasurably extended, until its 
ephere of influence is planet-wide. The ocean no 
longer is regarded as an impassable barrier, but 
as a convenient highway. The "long sealanes" 
are dotted with the white Mib of companies of 
dauntless adventurers who h e r  blithely out 
into the beckoning unknown. 

This was the turning-point of Asiatio for- 
tunes. The Islamite who had, aa it were, crowd- 
ed his enemy down ta the b e d  and had thought 
to anaihilate him, viewed with  ~lmlcr?ment and 
discomfiture the whilom vanqubhd foe reap 
pear, aa if out of h y p r ~ p a q  in bir nu. Orbm 
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tal confidence and vainglory are. rudely shocked, 
especially after the signal failure of the OsmanIi 
at Din; and henceforth the disheartened Asiatic 
steadily gives ground before the European, who 
unremittingly pushes hia advantage until he 
reigns a s  virtually unchallenged dominator of 
the planet. 

Placed as if by Providence in the exalted po- 
sition of arbiter of human destiny, the Sons of 
Japheth, had their hard disposition been aa 
much ameliorated by the influence of Christian- 
ity as  is often claimed, enjoyed almost unlimited 
opportunities for  benefiting their heathen 
brothers. Instead of this, however, they abused 
their advantage to incalculably increase the 
latter's wretchedness. 

Having with incredible ease reduced the col- 
ored races for the most part to abject submis- 
sion, the European proceeded to shamelessly 
exploit them. The world had never previously 
witnessed. such wholesale despoliation of the 
veak by the strong as  supervened during the 
five centuries preceding the World War. 

The dark races groaned under white rapacity: 
Spaniard, Portuguese, Frenchman, Hollander, 
and Briton emulated each other in appropriat  
ing to themselves the lands, goods, and even 
the persons of their victims. About the onlp 
check to their greed was that imposed by numer- 
ical inferiority. 

Interposing themselves in handfuls among 
teeming crowds of natives, the white man, 
through the superiority of armament and hia 
innate efficiency, cowed the natives' wills and 
made himself their master. The futility of re- 
sistance to his mandates became an ingrained 
conviction with them in many a stern punitive 
expedition, the harrowing details of which were 
usually censored. The cynical excuse for wad- 
ing high-priced explosives on palm-thatched 
huts was that it was "good practice for the 
gun-crews. " 

The que l ty  of the Spaniard is proverbial ; hie 
callous obliteration of millions of human lives 
in the mines and repartimientos was a scandal 
even in that ruthless age. Archipelagoes wers 
depopulated to minister to his gold lust, and 
thriving c6mniplnities with remarkable indip-  
IIOUS sociah and industrial organizations sunk 
into the inertia of hopeless servitude. The harm- 
less Arawaks were rudely roused out of their 
langaorons, idyllic existence to find the: r A ntil- 
lean paradises turned into infernos of Spanish 

deviltry, m d  the strangers whom they had 6 
comed with awe and reverence, not gods, but 
incarnate fiends. B 

On the Andean plateaus, the ant-Eke p o p b  
tion lost their absorbed interest in life and 
under Spanish bigotry and repression were re= 
dnced to the passive docility of cattle. Tha + 
Spaniard was diligent to appropriate to his own 
uses the resources of the natives, totally indif- 
ferent to the degree of impoverishment, debil- 
ity, &id exhaustion resulting to them. , 

The Portuguese was an incorrigible picaroon, 
tbough when piracy became disreputable ha 
turned to dealing in "black ivory" and suppl7- 
ing the BIacao barracoons with coolies for the 
Peruvian guano workings. When the Jesuita 
had civilized the Ouaranis of ParaGay the la+ 
ter's religion was ineffectual to save them from 
wholesale plnnder and dispossession by the& 
Brazilian felloff-Catholics. 

Portuguese advent in the F a r  East was im- 
mediately signalized by high-handed oppression 
of the natives, whom he irreconcilably antagon- 
ized by his arrogant and uncompromieing atti- 
tude, everywhere incurring an unpopularity 
which mitigated against the permanence of tha 
Portuguese Indies. In  China he outraged the 
eusceptibiities of an ancestor-worshiping pee 
ple by profaning temples and desecrating t o m b  
and ancestral-tablets. In Ceylon, an impolitia 
governor of Jaffnapatam incurred the univer- 
sal execration of the Rudcihist world by sacri- 
legiously destroying the renowned Dalada, or 
reputed tooth of the Budtih. Albuquerque ay, 
tematically hunted down and sank the Arab 
dhows, extinguishing their flourishing trade in 
tbe Indian Ocean. 

Bands,of Portuguese mercenaries, tempted 
the prospect of rich booty, entered the servim 
of Burmese and Siamese potentates, their com- 
pact, well-armed contingents proving the deci- 
sive factor in their battles. Their participation 
in the Indo-Chinese affairs was disastrous, how- 
ever, to native tranquility; for they encouraged 
the ambitions of the native despots and intro- 
dnced a spirit of unrestrained cruelty and . - 4  

rapine. 
We note with astonishment the ease where- 

with bands of Europeans, insignificant in point 
w of numbers, secured footholds in alien soil, over- 

awed multitudes of hostile natives, and rapidly 
extended their spheres of influence until their 
authority was acknowledged over vast are- 



not only where the natives were barbarous, but 
also in the thickly populated Orient with ita 
aompleted age-old civilization. The martial in- 
feriority of their own subjects aroused the a p  
prehension of Far Eastern autocrats-the Mo- 
gals, Mings, and Jokugawas. The infiltration of 
Western ideas was deemed a pollution of the 
pure Celestial culture. The white man's undis- 
guised contempt for Oriental institutions, and 
his presnmption in aspiring to improve nations 
who regarded themselves as specially favored 
of heaven, was an nnappeasable affront. 

Sheer self-preservation dictated non-inter- 
course with these gro tesque "outside barbar- 
ians"; so wherever practicable the Oriental 
governments formulated a6'white exclusion pol- 
icy," whereby Japan, Korea, Lin Chin, Thibet, 
Biam, eta, became "hermit nations" in imita- 
tion of the Ming policy in China This was de- 
ugned primarily as a paternalistic measure to 
protect theit subjects from white contamination, 
as careful parents safeguard their children from 
bad associates. Subsequently, an imperial edict 
moved back the entire littoral population from 
the coast, leaving the latter deserted and trans- 
forming thousands of fishermen into farmers. 

This self-segregation of the Far  Eastern na- 
tions may have contributed to preserve them 
against Occidental aggression until they had 
learned to value the white mechanical equip- 
ment and adopt the same in their own defense. 
In the sequel, it proved ineffectual to prevent 
white intrusion; for on the flimsiest pretexts 
European cannon were ever ready to batter open 
the treaty-ports and compel the ingress of their 
unsought trade. In  this way the brow-beaten 
Celestials were canstrained ta sanction the ne- 
farions opium tra5c and the intrusion of mi& 
rionaries, whose unpopularity led to ftmkwai 
outrages, affording additional opportunities for 
intervention and the imposing of heavy indem- 
nities. 

The aversion in which the Portuguese were 
held enabled the Netherlanders, their adversa- 
ries, to acquire a monopoly of Far Eastern com- 
merce. More astute and phlegmatic than his 

- predecessors, the Hollander kept hia eyes riveted 
on the "main'chahce," seldom allowing his white 
intolerance tb interfere with his business and 
antagonhe customers for his Schiedam gin. He 

ractised a Uriah Heep humility, very comfort- 
&, to vainglorious sultans and maharajahs, but 
not exactly conducive toward sustaining respect 

for the white ram. But even hie conciliatory 
attitude did not exempt him from interminable 
Achien wars and reprisals against Hottentot 
oattle-thieves. 
British self-esteem congratulates itself by 

complacent comparison of its own humanita- 
rianism with the frank brutality of the Iberian 
nations ; but history cannot exonerate the Eng- 
lishman from gross injustice and cruelty in his 
dealings with the "sullen, silent people,'' though 
bia misdeeds were more covert. The Castilian 
and Andalusian piously crossed himself, repeat- 
ing Paters and Aves while preparing foot-baths 
of melted lead for treasure-hiding caciques. The 
English-speaking "Black-bridler" sang Metho- 
dist hymns while firing down the hatches into 
mobs of fear-frenzied Tonga Islanders, enticed 
aboard his craft to furnish labor for the Queens- 
land sugar plantations. 

The Spaniard openly bragged of his exploit; 
the other cannily deprecated mentioning such 
indecorous episodes among the quiet, good 
church people at home. Spanish atrocities were 
on a grander scale and achieved wider notori- 
ety; deference to Insular "Mother Grundyism" 
tended to hush up the British, whose public af- 
fected a horror for licentiousness, since satiat- 
ing itself in Restoration orgies. The Briton de- 
manded a decorons observance of the proprie- 
ties, even blowing Sepoy mutineers from the 
mouths of cannon; and Bibles were offered as a 
premium to Samoan purchasers of British rum. 

In general, the Sons of Japheth avowed only 
the loftiest motives in their dealings with the 
colored races. As professing Christians, they 
might plead their divine commission to proclaim 
the gospel,,habitually interpreting this to mean 
either militant proselytizing or the conversion 
of the native to European standards of living. 

The spiritual blindness of the native excited 
the white man's commiseration: their partiality 
for Adam's garb, his holy horror; he was reso- 
lute to save the heathen's souls evtn.at the cost 
of their temporal happiness. Nay, it was urged 
by the friars as a "true mercy" to facilitate the 
passage of the convert's soul to purgatory be- 
fore he had the opportunity to relapse into sin. 
80 the Conquistadores baptized the aborigines 
and then put them to the sword. 

The d e n  obduracy of Los I d o s  in prefer- 
ring their own idols to the tinsel-decked images 
of saints and Madonnas filled the Spaniard with 
disgust. CWrdve measurea were wential; eo 



he set bloodhounds on them to tear out their 
bowels, or  strung them up to trees where he 
tried out the sharpness of his Toledo blade on 
their naked bodies. By such "Christian" object 
lessons he made good Catholics of the residue, 
whom he confirmed in their faith by pions festi- 
vals and spectacles, snch as bull fights, flageL 
lawte processions, and autos-da-fi. 

In their participation in the re-allotment of 
the natives' heritage among themselves by the 
Sons of Japheth, the British member was handi- 
capped by the initial performances of the Penin- 
su l a r~ ,  who had preEmpted most of the choice 
looti ng-grounds. There might be some consola- 
tion in a Drake o r  a Hawkins transferring a 
portion of the spoils of Tenochtitlan and Chzco 
into his own strong-boxes, or in the ransacking 
of Cartagena and Panama by Morgan's b u m -  
neers,but such occasiollal windfalls were a baga- 
telle compared to the stream of precious metals 
which poured into Philip's treasury, busying 
that clerical-minded monarch in devising heretic- 
extirpating projects for its expenditure. 

Fo r  a steady income, the "tight little Island- 
ers" were driven to resort to trade and to grow- 
ing tobacco, though it is true that Clive and 
11-arren Hastings uncovered some very remnn- 
erative and previously inaccessible workings in 
the treasure vaults of the Great Moguls. But, 
until the development of manufactures taught 
the English to wring profits out of their own 
pauper classes, the most promising field for tha 
acquisition of wealth was in commerce and col- 
onizing schemes. 

As  a colonist, John Bull distinguished himself 
by his beneficent activities. In the first place he 
benefited himself by annexing large areas of the 
earth's surface, whereto he transported his Eur- 
plus popnlation,who by natural increase crowded 
out the original owners and appropriated their 
holdings, to create greater Englands overseas. 
In the second place, he benefited posterity by 
weedin30ut inferior races through the agrncy 
of fire-water and other domestic products, there- 
by providing room for future generations of the 
prolific Anglo-Saxon breed. 

In  the thjrd place, he set an example of sound 
business panciples to the world by encouraging 
missionary activities which softened the intrac- 
tability of savage tribes, rendering them amena- 
ble to peaceful penetration by the trader, and 
the introduction of snch civilizing agencies as 
ram, opium, eyphilis, and tuberculosis. 

One benefaction he conferred on the black 
savages of Africa was to transport them out of 
their Guinea jungles to the plantations of Vir- 
ginia and the Barbadoes, where they were 
brought under "Christian" influences : namely, 
the "cat," branding, chains, and bracelets. The 
wailing cargoes of "black ivory" packed in the Y 
noisome holds died off like flies, and were 
thrown to the sharks that followed in the wake. 
But a Nemesis hovered over the slave-zllips to 
avenge in some measure the Negroes' wrongs 
by inoculating sub-tropical American soil with 
the hookworm. 

Such, then, was the character of English phil- 
anthropy; for everywhere the prosperity of 
English-speaking colonists was established at 
the expense of the slower, weaker race?. The 
Australians are no exception to this rule: tliough 
they claim to the contrary, likening their clispos- 
session of the black fellows to the permissable 
eradication of vermin. 

Almost invariably the aborigine's good-will 
was cultivated until the settlers got the stock- 
ades and block-houses built, after which they 
abused his hospitality to make trespasscz, adop t  
ing a hectoring, arbitrary, uncompromi.sing tone 
with him, provoking him to resentment, 11-hich 
they were prompt to take advantage of as an 
excuse for seizing his land and goods. 

Where the aborigine was an asset, he was 
speedily put into harness, as  in the Hutlsan Bay 
fur  trade, and set to amassing fortunes for hia 
masters, who taught him new wants wliich they 
done were able to gratify, and so kept him toil- 
ing for a pittance to provide himself with shoddr 
superfluities and tawdry knicltknacks. If the 
native was an incumbrance, he might be de- 
bauched with disease and vice, and the surviv- 
ors herded into barren nooks and corners. where 
with a "dead line" drawn around them they 
could s l o ~ ~ l y  starve without their degraclcd con- 
dition becoming offensive to their prosperom 
supplanters. There is a certain parallel between 
these reservations and the slums of the great 
cities, where the Sons of Japheth allow their 

- p  
own unfortnnate members to sink into hopelesr 
pauperism, subsisting on rubbish and alms. 

Whatever expedient seemed most conducive 
to profits was resorted to with unctuous pre- 
tence of subserving the victim's o m  best inter- 
ests. In India the native manufacturers were 
discriminated against to preclude competition 
with Leeds and blanchester, and in consequent90 



died out with a resultant involuntary ''back to 
the soil" movement, a superabundance of ryots 
and perennial famine. 

In America i t  was esteemed a perfectly honor- 
able procedure to induce the simple and confid- 
ing red man to cede a portion of his tribal hunt- 
ing grounds in return for guaranteed possession 
of the rest in perpetuity. The "Great Fathers" 
of Wsehington and Montreal set their seah to 
solemn treaties whereby the red man was to 
retain unmolested possession of his lands for- 
ever, as long a s  "grass grew or  water ran" 

The Indians were even encouraged to build 
houses and farms, to plow, grow corn and pota- 
toes, and to raise cattle and hogs. Then when 
they were tamed and docile, on some specious 
pretext-generally because some politician's 
constituents wanted their fertile acres-the 
treaties became "scraps of paper," the 88- 
tonnded Indians received peremptory orders to 
vacate, and soldiers were sent to escort them to 
rome unproductive wilderness where they exist- 
ed perforce as  pauperized pensioners of the 
Government, robbed of two-thirds of their 
"issues" by dishonest Indian Agents. 

Sometimes, as in the case of the Poncas, these 
aeportations were of the most heart-breaking 
character, the despairing exiles being removed 
in the dead of winter to malarial districts in the 
f a r  south to which they were not acclimated. 
Obliged to abandon their improvements together 
with most of their stock and farm equipment, 
they suffered a fearful mortality, both on the 
journey and after their arrival in their new 
homes. 

Certain tribes of the Sioux, who were in the 
way of becoming prosperous farmers, were arbi- 
trarily transported to arid reservations, where 
they died off rapidly from intestinal disorders 
to which their nauseating diet exposed them. 
This was a kind of eonp made of the heads and 
entrails of cattle dumped into huge cotton-wood 
vats, iqto which raw flour and cold water were 
stirred, m d  which was dipped out in pails and 
served to the famished Indians. The Agents 
appropriated to themselves and sold the edible 
cuts of the beef-issues, leaving the Indians the 
remainder& !l%e L'OgallaIa Cry" or starving 
eong of tJq Sioux may possibly commemorate 
these sufferings. 

There is no question that Indian uprisings 
were often provoked by white outrages. Philip 
of Pokanoket bore with repeated injuries and 

indignities before he "dug up  the hatchet" 
against the friends of Massasoit. One Indian 
outbreak was in retaliation for  the murder of 
their squaws by libidinous cavalrymen who, 
while the women were gathering berries to eke 
oat their scanty stores of provisions, advanced 
upon them, money in one hand, cocked revolver 
in the other, and infuriated by their repulse, 
ahot the squaws down. A frontier msxim war 
that the L'only good Indians were dead In- 
dians"; and not infrequently inoffensive red 
men were classed indiscriminately with cata- 
mounts and other "varmints" by the rough bor- 
derers, and killed at sight 

Yet, until the reports of their atrocities had 
become widespread among the aborigines, the 
first arrivals among the white men were almost 
uniformly received with hospitality; and the 
very cruelest of Indian customs-the torment- 
ing of p r i s o n e r s i s  said to have been copied 
from the European judicial tortures. But apt 
learners though they were, the savages lacked 
both the ingenuity and the mechanical contriv- 
ances to successfully reproduce the deviltries 
incidental to white "justice" a century or  so 
ago- 

The white man aggravated the natural bar- 
barity of the Indians and often exceeded it by 
bis own. The Indian disclaimed to take the 
scalps of squaws and papooses, until colonial 
governments made it profitable by paying 
"scalp bounties," purely for purposes of intim- 
idation, to awe the Indians by a display of m- 
natural ferocity. French fur-traders in Wiscon- 
sin burned Indian women a t  the stake. During 
their drunken frolics the lawless backwoodsmen 
were guilty of roasting pigs alive, and of skin- 
ning live wolves which they caught in traps. 

In some instances, after beinglured into- false 
security and persuaded to surrender their arms, 
the Indians were set on and massacred. The 
Sand Creek massacre of Colorado i s  an example. 
Trusting to promises of Government protection, 
certain bands of Cheyennes went into winter 
camp and laid in supplies of game and fuel, 
hoisting U. S. flags to show their confidence. 

Suddenly, without warning, a column of cav- 
alry rode down on the unsuspecting encamp- 
ment, firing right and left, overturning teepees, 
defiling provisions, and scattering the despair- 
ing survivors of their raid over the snow-clad 
momtains. Fiendish acts are recorded of these 
hnerican troopers, who disemboweled pregnant 



women with their sabers and ~Liced off the hands 
of fleeing children. Nevertheless, this "victory" 
was celebrated with pomp and rejoioing in Den- 
ver, where women's scalps were dangled in a 
theater before an applauding audience and the 
Major in command was tendered a vote of 
thanks. When tempted to felicitate ourselves on 
oar spotless honor, it is well to remember our 
anjust war with Mexico, and how we insinuated 
ourselves into Hawaii and then overthrew tha 
native government. 

Wherever the scattering advance guard of 
traders, trappers, whalers, and missionaries- 
who were the pioneers of white civilization- 
wandered, the natives were debauched, cheated, 
and abused. The white man's behavior toward 
them may be likened to that of a wily and un- 
acrnpulous adult toward weak-minded children. 
The natives were regarded as either dupes or 
nuisances-in either case the white man's lawful 
prey, to be imposed on without restraint, or 
eradicated without remorse; in fact, systemat- 
ically exterminated where practicable, as Presi- 
dent Rosa killed off the Pampas Indians. 

The orgies of unbridled licentiousness in- 
dulged in by outlaws and unprincipled adven- 
turers in the remote places of the earth at the 
expense of helpless, unsophisticated savages are 
too sickening to describe in detail. American 
"dough bays" in the Philippinee committed as- 
aaults against Tagalan women, which the Cos- 
sacks in East Prussia only reproduced on a 
larger scale. The tratiic of Arctic whalers in 
"winter wives" wae a factor in corrupting the 
"frozen north." African explorers complained 
that many who joined their expeditions were 
attracted by the prospect of unbridled illicit 
intercourse with the native women. 

Contributing to the extinction of Tasmanian 
aborigines was the spread of venereal diseases 
among them by dissolute convicts and miners. 
The excesses of whalers, copra traders, and 
"beachwmbers" in the South Seas are a stand- 
ing reproaoh to white self-reapect. A splendid 
human type, albeit cannibal, was perverted and 
ruined by the acquisitiveness, lust, and brutality 
of the scum of our race in the Marquesas. The 
vitality of b sthrdy, childlike race was under- 
mined with wm, opium, syphilis, and tuberrml* 
ris; a pall of apathy, sadness, and despair set- 
tles down over the Pacific paradises, once vi- 
brant with the joy of living. The rubber, ao 
hdisponsible to modern convenience, is obtained 

at  the cost of enormous suffering on the part of 
Congo and Amazonian peons, exploited by Bel- 
gian and Brazilian capitalists. 

The mere contact of the white and colored 
races often seem to devitalize the latter, an it 
the white breath were pestilential and the white 
skin exuded subtle poison Mongolian people 
aver that we emit a repulsive odor, such aa we 
ascribe to Negroes ; and Papuan anthropophagi 
decline to eat white flesh, alleging that it has a 
disgusting, medicinal flavor. Who knows? 

We may be unconscious "Typhoid Marys," 
sowing contagion where we preach white stand- 
ards of health. Our bodies may be saturated 
with foul virus, inherited from countless genera- 
tions Of dwellers in the filthy, undrained alleys 
and fever-haunted dens of medileval Europe; 
steeped with toxic antidotes until our mere prox- 
imity may be as nauseating to an uncontami- 
nated people as an habitual inebriate's company 
is offensive to a total abstainer, 

At any rate, the white man has been a noto- 
rious germ-carrier, transmitting epidemics to 
every quarter of the globe. The Dutch ships 
took smallpox to the Cape and depopulated the 
Hottentot kruals, and to Ceylon and China, 
where an emperor became a victim. Certain 
childhood complaints with us, such as scarlet 
fever, measles, and whooping cough, proved 
viralent plagues when introduced among sav- 
ages, rapidly thinning out the tribes whom 
cleaner blood had not developed antitoxins to 
combat them. 

Occasionally, the white man deliberately inoa 
dated the savages with disease, as in the case 
of certain hide-hunters who, coveting buffalo 
robes, first made an ostensibly friendly visit to 
an Indiaxi village, where they fnrtively distrib- 
uted cholera scales, returning later on to gather 
up the booty from the defunct hosts. Even ita 
very peste and parasites were made to minister 
to white expansion 1 

Doubtless, the rapid deterioration of the a b  
riginen afhr contact with the whites was partly 
due to their inability to accommodate their wild 
habib to the more artificial conditions of civili- 
zation. They could not readjust themselves. The 
white man's theory of life waa formulated ts 
snit European requirements and was essentially 
unsuitable for a people living close to nature; 
but with uncompromising dogmatiem, the whih 
man insisted on all nations accepting his stand- 
ards and conforming to his aredilectionm, I 
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The nnbathed Basdo  exposed his nakedmas 

to the disinfecting sunshine and oxygen and 
kept robust; clothed by missionary prudery in 
microbe-infested rags, he succumbed to disease. 
The Mandan ate with relish and impunity the 
"stinking meat" of bison carcasses which float 
ed down the Missouri. When the Umatilla was 
ailing from a surfeit of tainted salmon, he cured 
himself with a steam bath; but the traders' tin- 
poisoned corn and patent medicines played 
havoc with him. 

I n  some sections storekeepers kept one class 
of canned goods for white consumption and an 
inferior quality which was sold only to Indians. 
Even avarice dared not transcend local preju- 
dices! When his surroundings, through the ac- 
cumulation of offal and multiplication of vermin 
dictated house-cleaning, the Indian moved his 
teepee to an uninfected spot; anchored in per- 
manent dwellings with only rudimentary notions 
of hygiene, he took the consequences. The super- 
ficial aspects of civilization impressed the sav- 
age-the basic principles elndecl him ; the Maori 
chief appreciated the gold-braided hat and scar- 
let coat, but dispensed with the trousers. 

The subconscious ambition of the white man 
was to Europeanize the world. Wl~erever he 
wanderecl, nostalgia smote him; and he sought 
to reproduce the home atmosphere, transform- 
ing as  far  as  possible the very landscape into 
one reminiscent of Spain, Holland, or England. 
So the colonists transplanted European trees, 
cereals, roots, flowers, and grasses, which like 
his domestic cattle and fowls crowded out the 
indigenous fauna and flom. Unintentionally, he 
aided even the migration of European weeds 
and vermin and parasites, which flourished 
amazingly as  exotics in the new soil. 

Unfortunately his contempt for indigenous 
life extended even to the native trees and game, 
which he improvidently wasted before learning 
to appreciate their value. The Australian squat- 
ter girdled park-like forests of eucalyptus trees, 
to enlargqhis grazing area, thereby augmenting 
the intermi ttant drought nntil it became chronic, 
and thereby losing the pasturage altogether. 
The American recklessly logged off or burned 
off timber which should have s d c e d  to supply 
unborn genCrathns, and was punished for his 
beedlessnessluvith fioods and soil-erosion. The 
vanishing of the countless herds of bison, elk, 
and of flocks of pigeons, ducks, and turkeys is 
not the least astonishing aspect of the white 

man's spread over dmericlr, md is paralleled 
by his decimation of game in Afriea and the 
Antipodes. 

I t  is not to be snpposed that the nbiquitoes 
white domination was accepted with equa,nimiQ 
by resigned subject races, content to remain in 
tutelage nntil they had slowly risen to his stand- 
ard of civilization. On the contrary, under an 
obsequious exterior mnoddered burning resent- 
ment of the longing for redress in the bressts 
of every people where inherent instincts toward 
self-expression had been smothered under whits 
aggrandizement. But a s  long as Occidental pres- 
hge continued unimpaired, the muttering8 of 
malcontency were ignored and discounted; 
Kaiser Wilhelrn's "yellow peril" bogey wss 
dismissed with a jest; and the rueful, depreca- 
tory grins of kicked pnkahzoatlah or  cheated 
rickshaw-boys served to confirm white 'convie 
tion of the ingrained servility of the Oriental. 

But t.hronghout the East a subtle change was 
transpiring, with which Occidental egotism and 
self-eonfidenc,e obtusely declined to reckon The 
white man failed to observe that the Orient was 
waking up out of the torpor of ages, and that its 
diverse elements were amalgamating; that those 
national religions and social antipathies which 
had retarded the growth of any real public or 
national spirit, thus facilitating the perpetua- 
tion of white supremacy, were in process of 
being reconciled; that the age-old passive obe- 
dience of the masses was giving place to an 
anassuageable bitterness, owing to the introdab 
tion of modern mechanical progress in the 
Orient which had disorganized its whole eco- 
nomic life, intensifying the already severe 
struggle to provide sustenance, and aggravating 
the distress of poverty beyond human endur- 
ance. 

The abrupt transition to factory industrial- 
ism was disintegrating village life, in Egypt, 
India, and Japan-as in Europe--accentuating 
the drift to the cities, producing nrban-conges- 
tion and fostering the growth of frightful sluma 
-those of Cairo, Bombay, Lucknow, Calcutta, 
Tokio, Nagasaki, etc., exceeding in squalor the 
worst in Europe. 

The evil aspects of present-day industrialism 
are more glaring in the Orient: for there human 
life is cheap and there is almost no check on the 
harsh exploitation of the despised women and 
girl children. A fear  ha^ heen expressed lest 
the entire Orient, incompetent to cope with 



Western effidency, become one vast festering 
alum, powerless to solve its own problem of 
nourishment and sanitation, a breeding-place 
for contagion that might depopulate the globe. 
The huddled denizens of these shkholer of 

misery, taught new wants by civilization and 
erpetuallp tantalixed by their inability to grat- b the same, mntrasting their own indigenca 

with the wmfort of European quarters and can- 
tonments, grew year by year more morose and 
'disaffected. 

One factor in the undermining of European 

P restige was the renaissance of Islam. The Mos- 
em world in past times had been Christendom's 

most dangerous enemy, but had subsided into 
oenturies of obscrumtism and torpor until 
recent Pan-Islamio and S e n m i  propaganda 
rekhidled a renewed enthusiasm. 

The aonsistently d y i n g  influence of the Ha j, 
or pilgrimage, was appreciated by the Sennssi 
in advancing their program of effecting the 
spiritual regeneration of the Moslem world and 
the revival of the .Imamat. But rerrlil.ing the 
impotence of the wildest outbursts of fanaticism 
before the mechanical might of Europe, the 
Benassi Order, which counted its adherent8 from 
Tangier to Zanzibar, and which was tacitly rec- 
ognieed as an o c d t  government within their 
own by the colonial authorities, refrained from 
-peration with the Khalifa, with the TripoE 
itanrr against Italy, or even from complianoe 
when the Sultan-Caliph issued hie formal sum- 
mom to a Holy War whose palpable "Made in 
Germany" stamp discredited its sacred char- 
wter. 

The Senaesi program was to abstain from 
premature outbrealts, exhaustive to Hoslem 
strength, while meantime fostering the adoption 
of Western mechanid equipment. Today, the 
Prophet's tomb at Medina is lighted by elec- 
tricity; pioture postcard8 are sold outside the 
Kaaba at Mecca; and an active Mohammedan 
press di\8wminates pro agandist joarnals, news- 
papers, b o h ,  and le air eta from !l!uni~ to Talifu. 

Another potent influence in consolidating Mo- 
hammedanism was Pan-Islamism under the pat- 
ronage of Abdpl Hamid, whose indefatigable 
secret p m p ~ ' d a  was 80 successful in teaching 
the remotest oornera of Islam to mvere the mon- 
uch of Stambod as the champion of their faith, 
that a howl of protest arose at the Allied die- 
memberment of *key, and the British govern- 
ment was aerioudy embrrrrasaed by the remon- 

strances of their Indian subjects, who concerted 
against all precedents an alliance with Hindu 
nationalists. 

Ialam indeed was reversing ite attitude of 
preference for the "Peoples of the Book" and 
abhorrence for the Idolators, making amicable 
overtures to the heathen and urging them to 
combine with themselves for the exphion of 
the Christiam. The success of Moslem prosely- 
tizing in the "Dark Continent," whereby Islam 
had been extended almost to Cape Colony, 
aroused coddent expectation that the whole 
non-Christian world would embrace the creed 
of the Prophet. After the defeat of Russia, Ab 
dd Hamid sent a Turkish warship with a mh- 
don to the Mikado which, although reoeived only 
with enigmatical professions of good will by the 
Nipponese, excited strong hopes in the Moham- 
medan world, where the proposed conversion of 
Japan waa widely discussed. 

Japan'e unlooked-for victory over one of the 
foremost Enropean powers, though the effecta 
were not immediately apparent, reacted to the 
prodigious detriment of white prestige in the 
Orient The fiction of white invulnerability had 
been exploded : a whih nation had been excelled 
by a colored people in manipulating that very 
mechanical equipment on which white suprem- 
aay was founded. A new precedent was estab- 
lished; and the exploited, darker raws might 
lift up their heads, hailing as their champion 
and emancipator the Son of Amaterasu, whom 
slogan of "Asia for the Asiatics" thrilled with 
the promise of a new day even jabbering Hindu 
villagere, equatting about their fires of cow- 
dung. 
The overweening egotism and fatuousness of 

the white man is well exemplified in the eym- 
pathy evinced by a huge section of his publh 
with the "Sunrise Land" against the "Bear," 
ae well as their unconscious subserviency tu 
their own financial autocrats. Certain fhndtd 
interests demanded the humiliation of the Czar, 
BO a kept press dictated the popular sympathiee 
-the publio remaining blithely obtuse to tho 
fact that Russia's defeat paved the way for the 
downfall of Occidental supremacy. 

Japan wed ita victory primarily to extend its 
sphere of influence in China; but national d b  
trust of its ambitioun neighbor mitigated against 
its popularity there, and its progress was slow, 
though i t  succeeded in getting a virtaal strangle 
hold on Chinem f bnces  and industry. The ee 
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cret, underlying purpose of Japan, it has been 
suspected, is the re-organizing of China under 
Japanese auspices with an ultimate aim of ex- 
pulsion of the European from Asia. 

In  spite of the rekindling of national hopes 
in the Orient after the Nipponese triumph, the 
stability of white prestige remained, externally 
a t  least, unshaken until the convulsion of the 
World War. To the colored peoples the war 
was an object lesson of wbite folly. The same 
fratricidal instincts innate in the race which had 
found vent in the Peloponnesian War, the Wars 
of the Roses, and our own Civil War, now 
reached their crowning manifestation in a suici- 
dal struggle whereat the dark races gasped and 
wondered. The ruinous af ter-effects to Europe 
evoked fierce exultation, being looked upon as  a 
just retribution for i ts centuries of unbridled 
rapacity. 

The incensed adversaries were obtuse to the 
nnmisdom of admitting Sihks, Goorkhas, and 
Senegalese into the inner sanctuaries of the 
Sons of Japheth to murder, rape, and rob; but 
the effect was to dissipate the almost snpersti- 
tions awe of white superiority. The Berber, re- 
joining his brethren, sneered a t  the blind infat- 
uation of the Kafir, predicting his early over- 
throw by True Believers. 

Discharged Chinese non-combatant battalions, 
and other thousands of Chinese employed as 
eoldiers, torturers, and executioners dnring the 
"Red Terror" in Russia, carried home impres- 
sions of the white man's country as a delectable 
looting ground. More than anything, the acorn 
and indignation of the Orientals was incurred 
by the duplicity of the Allies a t  Versailles, 
where, repudiating their solemn war-time prom- 
ises of a new era of self-determination for d 
nations, they betrayed their meqnivocal pur- 
pose of enlarging their dominions a t  the m a l l  
nations' expense. 

Even during the war, an explosion in Moham- 
medan countries was only narrowly averted, 
which admitted officially by the British, who 
stated that a cataclysmic insurrection nearly 
involved the Allied Asiatic and African posses- 
sions. This was prevented by the Nationalist 
leaders who, relying on the promised selfdeter- 
rninetion fdr their countries to follow after 
peace, exerted their influence to restrain the 
malcontents. 

When the Versailles Conference brought dis- 
illusionment, the disgusted Nationalists staged 

rebellions with the &peration of the disgrunt- 
led populace. In Egypt the fellaheen, from pas- 
give dislike of the foreigners, had been con- 
verted by conscription of their labor and requi- 
sitions of provisions and fodder, into active 
antagonism; and a dangerous rebellion broke 
out, dnring which railroad tracks were torn up, 
trains stalled and looted, and telegraph liners cut* 
The wild Bedouin took advantage of ciril com- 
nlotions to swarm in for plunder, and one tour- 
ist party beleaguered on an oasis was rescued 
by aeropTanes. 

For  a time i t  looked as  if British sovereignty 
was tottering; the government rushed up Sou- 
danese levies and massed British regilnents to 
overawe the rebels; and the gravest fears were 
entertained. The movement, however, eollapsed 
when deserted by the Rationalist leaders who, 
detecting sinister indications of Bolsherist ac- 
tivities, decided that their own safety was best 
guaranteed by British rille. 

In India, likewise, the integrity of Imperial 
dominion was imperilled by Nationalist intrigues 
and the disaffection of the masses. The after- 
math of the war represented one of the darkest 
periods in the country's history, recording some 
of the worst droughts, crop failures, epide~lics, 
and famines in i ts annals. Add to this the fall 
of the rupee and the impending financifil panic 
and a wave of unrest that swept throush India, 
culminating in riots, terrorism, the m-holesale 
destruction of property, and the murder of offi- 
cials and white civilians. 

Sedition was rife; and %-hen riotous mobs 
were mowed down by machine-gun fire, the rev- ' 
olutionary elements, driven underground, be- 
came more uncompromising than before, crys- 
tallizing a t  length in the non-coiiperative move- 
ment, sponsored by Gandhi, which declared a 
boycott on all things British, putting the latter 
into the "untouchable" class. For the moment 
the authorities seem to  have the situation in 
flsnd; but Indian Moslems are infuriated by the 
bumiliation of the Sultan-Caliph, and any radi- 
cal attempt of the Allies on Constantinople 
might be the signal for a Holy War which might 
involve India. 

East Africa also has not been free from 
serious disturbances, during which native muti- 
neers clashed with Sikh police and white resi- 
dents. In South Africa, an undercurrent of dis- 
content exists among the natives which reached 
an acute stage during the llecent labor distnrb- 



m c e s  on the Rand, when white striking miners 
rhot black strike-breakers. So great was the 
apprehension of a general black uprising that 
the Union government used the most stringent 
measures in stamping out the rebellion. 

Perhaps the gravest menace to white domina- 
tion is the ubiquitous Bolshevik propaganda 
which has permeated all the East, announcing 
the emancipation of the downtrodden masses 
from their immemorial servitude, and the s e k  
m e  of power by the workers. The doctrine of 
the supremacy of the proletariat means little as 
l e t  to the Oriental masses, though tom of Bol- 
rhevist literature have been translated into 
Asiatic tongues and scattered broadcast 
throughout the continent. But the wily Bolshe- 
viks have adapted their program in Eastern 
lands to appeal to native prejudices, trusting 
vadually to educate the masses into soviet 
principles. There are many indications that the 
leaven k working, notably in Japan, where a 
proletarian movement antagonistic to the ruling 
caste is nnder way, gaining strength from the 
growing discontent due to the steadily increas 
ing cost of living. There have been rice-riots 
and anti-militarist and suffrage demonstrations. 
Indeed, throughout the East, nudei for the for- 
mation of soviets exist in the large industrial 
centers, where factory populations are concen- 
trated. 

Still, on the d a c e ,  white domination re- 
mains intact and its lines of intercommunication 
u e  yet unbroken; but underneath, the elementa 

for its subversion are daily gathering force. 
China is a huge reservoir of potential energy; 
and the Chinese, schooled in civil wars, seem to 
be developing martial ardor and are training 
themselves to handle Western military equip 
ment. China has now the largest number of men 
under arms in the world, and it is not improb- 
able that a great military dicbtor may reunite 
the contending factiona and in alliance with 
Japan inaugurate a new era in the Far East. 

In Europe the situation is fulminant with the 
gravest possibilities : Germany's h c i a l  col- 
lapse is imminent, and can hardly avoid involv- 
ing all Europe in economic chaos, with a reper- 
cussion across the Atlantic. Meantime the Red 
armies are massing to overrnn R o d 8  and 
Foland. It is not beyond the range of possibili- 
ties that Allied aggressions in Turkey may pre- 
cipitate a Holy War, with Islam leagued with 
Bnssia, China, and Japan. What might happen 
to shattered and disorganized Europe, nnder a 
oombined onslaught of the Bolsheviks, Asiatics, 
and Africam, is too terrible to contemplate. 

The Holy Scriptures seem to intimate that the 
fall of "Christendom"-the family of capital- 
istic governments which masquerades under this 
name-will be a prelude to the overrunning of 
its territories by the heathen hosts. (See Ezekiel 
5: 14,17 - 7: 21-26) Certainly the Sona of 
Japheth, by their quite unexampled career of 
rapacity, greed, cruelty, and hypocrisy, have 
incurred such a justly merited recompense. It 
would be poetic jnstioe. 

The Standard of Value BY T. D. ~ot res  

M ESSRS. H. E. Branch, A. H. Kent, and supply and demand. Money is subjeot also fa 
J. H. Morrison seem to have become tang- this law of supply and demand, and fluctuates 

led up about the true unit or standard of value. in value, like other articles or products. There- 
This digcord and confusion result from a mis- fore if we make money a standard of value it ia 
anderstanding of the true function of money. like taking an India rubber tape with which to 
Money is not primarily a measure of value. Its measure. Thus we have a variable and uncertain 
fist anB..most important ofice is to effect an market. But if the supply of money were kept 
exchange of values. To illustrate: I could not always in the same ratio to the demands of busi- 
conveniently exchange a bale of cotton for its ness, then we could make it a true and constant 
equivalent in clothing, groceries, drugs, plow standard of valne. 
tools etc. I t  would be inconvenient to give so If, furthermore, an accurate censua of the 
many poun'ds 08 cotton for a pair of shoes, a hat amount of business transacted were taken a$ 
or a wagon- So we have money, for which I sell convenient seasons, and a supply of paper legal 
my cotton, and which is conveniently divided tender money were issued and kept in the same 
into dollam so that I can exchange portions of proportion or ratio to the amount of business 
the valne of my cotton for hats, groceries, eta transacted, we would have an ideal medium of 
Tb true standard of vdue is the relative exchange and measure of valua 



Fourteenth Esperanto Convention BY ~ U U ~ & I  Harteoa (Finkrnd) 

I HAVE been reading with much pleasure yonr i n t e d o h a l  language has not been felt eo mudl 
excellent magazine since it began to appear, mid now, when the nations a r e  coming into tbe 

and I have had the blessed opportunity to be most lively cantact one with another. Lh M)On 
editor of the Finnish edition, which has con- as this international language is used in d 
tained many of the most interesting articles international relations it will be a great relief 
from your magazine; and the Finnish people to all humanity. It will spare for better p a -  
have aecepted them with great joy. The appe- poses unmeasured quantities of time and money 
tite of the people has grown to hear more and which formerly have been used in the learning 
more af the blessed Golden Age. We have had of other languages, all of which have been very 
no opportunity to show our gratitude to yon by ditlicnlt. The small nations especially will be 
contributing, but now 1 thought that it possibly lifted up to the level of the greater ones. It has 
would interest you to hear something about been impossible to translate all the important 

books into rill the languages of the mall M- 
Esperanto tions; but if the books are  translated into Espe- 

I N OUR city, Helsinki, the capital of Finland ranto, i t  is easy for any one to learn this simple 
(Suomi, th-e name of our country in our ns- language, and to get the knowledge contained 

tive tongue) has been held the Fourteenth EB in these boob. 
peranto Congress. Thirty-four countries have Already a remarkable translation work in 
been represented. Also such fa r  countries as completed. Some of the leading books of the 
T;. S. A,, Chum, Japan, Algeria, Australia, Ar- world are translated into Esperanto. Many 
gentina, Brazil, etc, have had their represents- years ago the New Testament appeared in Espe- 
tives at this Congress. The Jews, too, have had ranto, a s  well as  prominent parts of the Old 
their representatives ; and during the Congress Testament; and i t  is  expected that the whole 
they have held in their synagogue two services Bible will soon be ready. To the Esperanto Con- 
in Esperanto. A11 our leading and most promi- gress in Helsinlii the important book, "Millions 
nent papers have had long articles daily abont KOW Living Kill Never Die," appeared in 
Esperanto and the Confress, and they have Esperanto, and many Esperantists have accept- 
recommended the new world-language in the ed it with great joy. 
most anlple words. The Congress has been a Certainly Esperanto is one of the most impor- 
great success for the movement. tant inventions in the world, and the time possi- 

What is Esperanto1 It is a new language in- .bly is very near when it be used in all inter- 
vented since our Lord's second advent by a Jew- national relations. Many offices, congresses, 
ieh doctor, L L. Zamenhof. I t  is certainly the manufactories, etc., have used it for years with 
easiest language in the world. The grammar i~ great success. Many schools are already teach- 
&mplicity itself. The main points are as follows: ing i t  among other subjects, and it e m s  that it 

Substantives end in o, adjectives in a, adverbs cannot be many years before all schools will do 
in e. To form the plural j is added, and a for the same. 
accusative. The Esperanto movement has had, like all new 

Verbs end in time present with -as, past -is, movements, many di5culties to struggle against, 
future -os, conditional -us, imperative -u, infini- among which hare been other similar languages. 
tive -i, participles active present -ant, past A, But it has stood the test well, and those who 
future -out, passive present a t ,  past -it, future have offered almost their lives for its enccem 
st. .. now see how their dreams are fulfilling. It is 

There% only one definite a r t i c l d .  no wonder if they in their great joy think a little 
Every word is pronounced as it is  spelled. too much of it. A very remarkable feature 

, There exist no irregularities. amongst the Esperanto people is their longing 
The words are formed from the best known for restitution. They see the horrors of the 

Internatiohl words. world and they like to live in happiness; and in 
The aim sf the Esperanto movement is not to their great longing they turn their eyes to Espe- 

destroy the native languages in the various ranto, and think that it will bring to humanity 
countries. It is intended only to help the people the long desired "Golden Ago." 
in their contact with foreigners. The need of an I can easily understand i t ;  for I had the 
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opportunity to be in that movement before'I 
tame into present truth. In 1908 I visited the 
Fourth Esperanto Congress in Dresden. I waa 
jaet at  that time very earnestly longing for r ep  
~tution.  The Congress made a deep impression 
upon me, and I thought that it was one of the 
best helps in the world in my struggle for hnmnn 
perfection. But there was something which was 
of much greater value, although I did not then 
know it; and it was the blessed present truth. 
When I got it one and one-half years later I left 
everything, and since that time I have with great 
thankfulness followed my dear Lord and Re- 
deemer; and I am fnlly convinced that only H ~ B  
blessed reign will fulfill the desire of all nations; 
and that Esperanto as well as all other modern 
inventions d l  receive their proper value by the 
iacoming of His glorious kingdom. 

Certainly we are very near the kingdom in 
which Jesus will reign, and which will bring the 
long-promised and long-desired blessings to hu- 
manity. A language which all can understand 
wi l l  surely be one of the much-appreciated bless- 
ings. Misunderstandings have been a terrible 
foe to humanity and have brought much sor- 
row to the people. All the misunderstandings 
.mill be removed, and all will understand and 

love one another. One of Babylon's prolifla 
curses has been the language-mixture; but very 
soon we shall see the fuElhent  of the beautiful 
prophecy: "Then will I tnrn to the people a 
pure language, that they may all call upon the 
name of the Lord, to serve him with one con- 
sent"-Zephaniah 3 : 9. 

During the Esperanto Congress I had an o p  c 

portunity to lecture on the famous topic, "Mil- 
lions Now Living Will Never Die," in Esperanto 
to the many nations gathered in Hek- and 
all could understand the one and same language. , 

It was 8 wonderful occasion. We see how the 
prophecies in the Bible are in fuEllment before 
our eyes. We are certainly convinced that "this 
gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in dl 
the world for a witness unto all nations" (Mat- 
thew 24: 14) as we see how the gospel is now 
presented in many and various ways all over the 
world. We had our little share in this great 
witness work. Nations came with modern vehi- 
cles to this far-away country in one of the cor- 
ners of the world, and here they heard the men- 
sage of the kingdom in a language which all 
could understand. We rejoice and lift up oar 
heads, because our great redemption is at hand. 
-Luke 21 : 28. 

Truth Better Than Socialism BY F. H .Chckbfa 

I T IS with great pleasure I read THE Q o m  
AQB and I am glad for the tidings it is bring- 

ing to the people, the good news of Christ's 
kingdom, that millions now living will never die. 

I was formerly a Socialist; organized new 
branches, worked for it night and day, and spent 
rome money for the cause. My father took part 
in the Paris Commune of 1870; and I still have a 
part of one of the flags used during the struggle. 
I used to mme all the preachers and churches 
because they would not try to enlighten the peo- 
ple as to Sodalism. I often told them that if the 
heavem&ey were preaching was no better than 
the civilization they were practising, I did not 
wish to be with them after death ; that whether 
it were heaven or hell, I had seen and heard 
enough of them here. So I lived, up to abont 
eight yearb ago. 

But somehow, my father obtained possession 
of Volumea 1 and 2 of "Studies in the Scrip 
tures" in the French language, and had his eyes 
opened. I became interested in what he found 

in the two volumes, so I secured Volumes 1, 2, 
3,4,5, and 6 in English. When I had read VoE 
nme 4, showing the class struggle so plainly, I 
told my family that these people had the right 
stuff for the people to study, and that I only 
wished that they would have a church or hoId 
some meetings where I could be right with them. 

My wife was surprised a t  me, and thought 
that I had gone crazy to talk so ; for I had been 
so down on aIl churches, preachers, and priesta. 
But I told her to read the fourth wlnme and see 
for herself. So I went on till about one year ago. 
l'hen, one day God gnided to my place a lady 
who was canvassing for the book, ' 6 M i l l i ~ ~  
Now Living WilI Never Die." I met her with e 
warm heart. She told me that meetings we- 9 

held in this city. So I attended them and bought 
Volume 7, "The Harp of God," and other read- 
ing matter. 1 '  

Some time la& I had a taIk with Brother 'Y 

E c e  on governmental mattem, psrti&ly in 
regard to Socialimn; and he convinced me th.t 

S! 



WLDEN AGE 
It would be a failure. He stated that the Social- 
Lts meant well, but that they could not be elect- 
ed, nor take their seats, nor do anything with- 
out the consent of the rich; that the money 
power wond rnle if they had to do it by mili- 
tary force; that the hiLillennia1 Day is here, and 
that by 1925 the class struggle will be at  an end 
8 0  I am now waiting for the kingdom to be 
established on earth, the kingdom for which 
W ' s  people have so long prayed. 

Now when I talk to eome people about Qod'e 
great plan, they do not believe it; even some so- 

' 

called good Christians doubt it. Others say that 
they do not wish to be alive when He comes; 
still others say that no one knows when He will 
come, etc., e tc  So I ask them to ~ h d y  just eix 
chapters in the Bible : the first three and the last 
three; and that if they do so and understand 
and live aright, they will be part of the milliom 
now living that wi l l  never die. 

Poor "Mother Armenia" BY Huig M. Mtardirossion 

B IBLICALLY it was the land of Armenia 
from which the race of mankind spread. 

Mount Ararat, upon which the ark of father 
Noah rested, is still a witness, with its white, 
m o w  peak 7,000 feet above the sea. There the 
great Jehovah made His covenant of which the 
rainbow was a token, signifying that the prom- 
ises of God are sure and that there should never 
more be a flood to destroy the earth. The snow 
remains on the peak of Mount Ararat year in 
and year out, waiting, as it were, for the final 
establishment of the kingdom of promise, when 
all things will be changed and when men and 
climate will be brought into an Edenic condition. 

But why call Armenia "poor mother Arme- 
nia?" Because she is poor as a land7 Nay, 
verily 1 For soil, water, and climate make every- 
thing beautiful and fruitful, more so now than 
ever ; the soil has once more been fertilized by 
the blood of Armenian men, women, and chil- 
dren. One thing is wrong with her : Her children 
built, and Turks are dwelling in her houses ; her 
children planted, and the Turks are enjoying 
the fruit thereof. 

Her children are divided into parties and are 
rpread out all over the world. She has been de- 
teived by selfish men, including her clergy. She 
was deceived a half dozen times or more by the 
false promises of other so-called "Christian 
nations," until she found that these nations are 
all for business, and are more interested in be- 
coming ike owners of land and property bought 
by Armenia's own blood than in finding some 
way to deliver them from the hands of the 
Tnrks, that anti-Christian and barbarous people. 
b it not 8 a h p e t  False and only nominal 
ChristianiQ has become the etumbling block to 
her children. Alas l yon will not h d  many Ar- 
menians today who are willing to die for the 
srme of Chri~ti.anity ss they faithf'ully did in 

the past seven years of misery. Infidelity ir 
increasing among them every day under the ex- 
treme oppression of the Truh. 
h Amenian in Turkey today ia of as mnch 

cansequence aa a fly, liable to be killed for 
pleasure at  m y  time. An Armenian in Trrrkey 
today is not permitted to read an Armenian let- 
ter sent from America, or to send a letter to 
America unless it ia written and signed in the 
Turkish language. Are the children of "ow 
mother Armenia" the refuse of the world? 
I£ the so-called "Christian nations" nearby 

had any Chrirrt in them, I am gure they would 
have had a heart of flesh, and not of flint, to 
help their "mother Armenia" and her despon- 
dent children; not for Christ% sake (for He 
does not need anybody's help-He does every- 
 thin^ in His own due time), but for humanitfa 
sake! "First be a man before you can be a 
Christian," says common sense. 

Can unyone who has a human heart remain 
unconcerned after hearing of the following acta 
committed by the Tnrksf During the World 
War and on, 1,500,000 Armenians have been 
killed by demobilized Turkish troops. First of 
aU they collected all the ammunition that the 
Armenians had; then they imprisoned the 
melee; and later by twenties and fifties they 
sent them away to a dale or a mountain and cut 
them into pieces. Then they mllected their 
females, young girls from ten years of age and 
up and took into their harems as many ar 
they wanted of the beautiful women; but those 
that were homely, they sent away to the wilder- 
ness, after putting them up at  auction, and sell- 
ing some of them for ten to twenty-five centa 
apiece. 

I read in a paper this week that "Turks took 
Greek villages, and bought and sold their maid- 
ens for fifty oenb apieoe." & zou see with 



every other thing, life bas also gone up 100 per- 
cent in Turkey. They have successfully done 
away with the Armenians, and now the Greeks 
are next in turn. Let me mention about a dozen 
things that Turks did to "our poor mother Ar- 
menia's" children : 

They beheaded thousands of Armenians be- 
cause they did not denounce their own faith and 
accept 31oliammedanism. These martyrs pre- 
ferred to give up their heads, rather than 
Christ, whom they worshiped according to the 
light they had. They were faithful unto death. 
The Turks cut off the ears, noses, tongues, one 
arm or one leg or fingers of many men; they cut 
the breasts from off women and private mem- 
bers from off men; they opened the bowels of 
women with child, and stuck the babes upon 
their spears. 

On one occasion they bound the parents of a 
child to a tree, put their child before their eyes 
into a boiling pot, and compelled the parents to 
eat the flesh of their beloved. Many were bound 
to trees and their eyes were plucked out, and 
their finger-nails were t o n  off by pincers. I n  
some instances the Turks skinned the people as 
they do cattle. On one occasion they tried their 
swords upon the heads of seven children in a 
line, to see whether they could cut off the seven 
heads in one stroke. 

Hundreds of people were burned a t  the stake ; 
water and food that had to be used by the Arme- 
nian refugees were poisoned, so that they had to 
practise cannibalism after they could find no 
more herbs or  roots of grass in the wilderness. 

Some of these men and women had to walk a 
four-months journey altogether naked. ,Out of 
1,000 souls hardly 100 were left; for they could 

not stand continuous waking without food o? 
water. Many were shot to death by gendamw 
(who were riding on horses) because they a d d  
not n-alli fast enough. 

The heat of the summer and the cold of the 
winter have dried the bones of "poor mother 
Armenia's" children. M a y  infants were left by 
tl;e way; the parents being unable to carry them; 
many were given away to anybody who would 
t&e t h c a  (Could you sleep even one night if 
yon had lost your only child and did not know 
of its whereabouts?) 

I have read and heard of a hundred and one 
shameful acts that the micked Turks committed 
on the sons and daughters of our "poor mother 
Armenia," which cannot be described by pen 
Armenia lost all she had in the name of C'hri8- 
tianitp; to the best of her ability she followed 
the little light she had, and now she is at the 
point of losing her faith! 

Poor mother Armenia, weep not! "Refrain 
thy voice from weeping and thine eyes from 
tears: for thy work shall be rewarded, saith the 
Lord ; and they shall come again [will be remr- 
rected] from the land of the enemy [Death-1 
Corinthians 15: 261. And there is hope in thine 
end, saith the Lord, that thy children shall come 
again to their o m  border [Armenia]." (Jere- 
miah 31 : 15-17) \Then they come back this time, 
they will not plant trees and build houses for 
the Turks, but will long enjoy the works of their 
cwn hands; they shall not labor in vain nor 
bring forth for tronhle; the wolf ITurks] and 
the lamb [Armenians] shaIl feed together-thex * 

ehall not injure one another any more in 
Christ's kingdom, in that blessed Golden Ags 
-Isaiah 65 : 17-25. 

Lying Headings BY J .  A. ~ 0 h - t  

N OTE the dishonest, fraudulent, utterly m- 
enitable heading of the following article, 

desip%'d to prejudice the public against the 
workers. The editorial practices along his line 
are scandalous. The corrupt press aims to make 
news instead of reportivg it, and ever to the 
injury of ,the p.orlicr~. KO wonder the Lord i~ 
17on- about to Call a halt! * 

SITUATION SERIOUS 
Strikers Compel Big Strel Mills to Shut Lp Shop 

' Youngstown, O., July 17.-Gradual closedom of the 
-re of Bteel milla in the Mahoning-.%enango valley 

-the second largest ~teel manufacturing district in tb 
United States-because of a shortage of cad resulting 
from the railroad and miners' strikes, ie imminent. 

The Republic Iron and Steel company laid off b w h  
bnndred of the 5,000 men employed in the local p h h  
and closed down two of its three blast furnaces and tb 
Bessemer department. 

l'he workers were told that their aervices ''probshl~ 
would not be required far some time." 

The Trumbuil-Cliffs Furnace Company 8t Warrm, 
Ohio, announced that operation of a six-hundred-too 
blast furnace muld not be continued. Four hundred 
men of the five hundred men employed there 
affected.-Nebraska City Daily Nswa, July 17, 1928 



The Diarbekir Massaere 

0 NE of our Krmenian subscribers has sent 
to ns a seventy-five-page manuscript by 

Thomas IL Mugerditchian, formerly British 
Proconsul at Diarbekir, Armenia, showing the 
rystematic methods by which the Turkish gov- 
ernment, while under that of the Kaiser, during 
the fateful years of 1914-1918 inclusive, under- 
took to destroy the Armenian people from the 
earth. 

The manuscript was written at Cairo, Egypt, 
in May, 1919, and has only now come into our 
hands. We do not feel like publishing it in full 
at this late date, but even now as historical 
matter, there are several pages which are  well 
worthy of reproduction. 

The first step was taken on Monday, August 
8, 1914, with the mobilization of the Tnrkish 
army and the organization in Diarbekir of a 
m-called Union and Progress Committee. We 
quote from Mr. Mugerditchian's manuscript: 

"The purpose of thts Committee was to confiscate in 
the name of 'Military Necessities,' all the property with- 
out exception, whether large or d, of all the m m  
chants and shopkeepers. They thua confiscated all the 
then available raw and wrought cotton and wool; ell 
the raw iron and copper ae well as tooh, dishes, and 
plates made of them; dl sugar, tea, coffee, watchen, 
timber, all kinds of fats, oils, petzoleum, wheat, bar- 
ley, millet, rice, cotton, horses, cam&, marea, mules, 
donlrcys, mws, buffaloes, goats, oxen, sheep, carpeta, 
rugs, blankets, etc., etc., etc. All thia wholesale requi- 
mtioning waa carried out, M mentioned above, under 
the name of Ztilitq Necessities.' B d j ,  within a 
few month time, all the Armenian &re, depots and 
hops were robbed of their contents; the large supplies 
of wheat snd barley which were kept in every house 
and well - for wells are widely used as storing places 
-were taken away; the stablea were left without any 
cattle whatever; and all these were taken and stored 
away in the Government and Union and Progress Com- 
mittee's Stores in the various centres of the vilayet. 
The o6ci& entrusted with the supervision of this work 
were selected by the Committee of Union and Progress. 
In return for all this confiscated property, a piece of 
paper wm given, bearing the signature of some un- 
known or &significant clerk of the Committee of Union 
m d  Progress and p romf ig  payment at the end of the 
war. 

"In 'the meantime, all the Armenian artisans were 
employed without any payment in military and civil- 
kn establishments %find iactones for the production 
m d  preparatioq of such things aa the local Qovern- 
ment required." 

The next step was the organization by this 
m e  muunittee of a corporation styled the 

I 

Eenaissanoe Company, the garpose of which 
was to seize permanently d of the bnsiness of 
the Armenians, and this meant all the bnainess 
of the city. On this point Mr. Mngerditchian 
says : 
"In order to inflict a death blow on the Armenian . 

ccunmercial prosperity, in order to exterminate the Ar- 
menian commercial establishments at  once, in order to 
dry up all  rewurces for any future progress of the 
men ians ,  the Director of the R e n a k m c ~  Company, 
Deputy Pirinchi Zade Feizi Bey, acting on instructions 
from the Committee of Union and Progma, worked out 
an elaborate plan for the burning of the market. ThL 
plan was put into execution on the night of the 19th 
August, 1914, under the direction and with the per- 
sonal aid and assistance of the Police Commissary 
Guevranli Zade Memdouh Bey. Within five hours, 
1,080 shops, 13 bakeries, 3 inns, 14 lumber depots, etc, 
were reduced to ashes." 

The next step was to take away all arms from 
the Armenians and to send the potential sol- 
diers of the country f a r  away to work upon 
Tnrkish fortifications. 

UAt the end of 1914, orders were sent from the 
Ministry of War to take away all  arm^ from the Ar- 
menians and tnrnsfer them into h e l a y  Tabourlari 
(Labor Battalionr). They then woke up from their 
dream, and realized the falsity of the aituation. They 
were taken into distant and mountainous regions to 
break don- and to wnatruct roade and fortiiicationr 
like criminals condemned to hard labor; away from all 
h e n i a m  and civilization and under the mmmand of 
moat tyrannical 0 6 a  
"Thus very soon Diabekir, like all other towns with 

a majority of h e n i a n  population, saw hex uma go 
away - in most casee never to come back again - and 
lost all posaible communication and relation with them. 
One could then see at home only bop below seventeen 
and old men above iifty." 

By the following spring the Turks were ready 
to dispose 'of all the Armenian men in the city, 
and a systematic campaign was inaugurated 
for  placing them all under arrest. 

'The arrest of the Armenia.  in the city of Diar- 
bekir was started on Friday the 16th April, 1915. 
During the night all the Armenian quarters were mar- 
rounded by the Moslems, while the streete of the quar- 
ters, the roofs, the doors, and all opening0 of the houees 
were guarded by soldiers, gendarmes, civil and militar~r 
police, Circassian irregulars, and military men. A 
thorough search followed in every houee under the pre- 
text of looking for deserters. In reality, all wrts of 
 am^, including sporting rifles and ordinary lmivee were 
aeized, and more than 300 young men were put under 
arrest. Instead of taking them to the recruiting officer, 
se one would naturally expect, they cant them into the 

m 
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n y l r r  T u r ~  primna, M malefactors, as criminal& to enjoy the Litnation and to rejoice in their acann- 
"On Monday, April 19, 1919, the authorities arrested plishmente. 

dl the members of the Merent local h e n i a n  phil- "The sufferings, the pains, the tortures of the AITXW 
mthropic committees and associationq mch rn the nian Bishop Hugerditch Chilgadian constitute a crown- 
Comn~itt~e of the Notables, the Religiom, Educational, ing feature of Turkish brutality and monstrosity. Thh 
Financial and Benevolent, and other mch establish- martyr bishop first eubjected to the mod outrag- 
menta for the a-tion of the local affairs of eous insults, and mas d q g d  through the city 
the Armenian com-tp. Bfter a typical and m-- for a public show, while the sheikhs, the dervishes, etc, 
inglees interrogation, all of them we* imprisoned, with musical instruments, headed the disreputable p m  

M T ~ ~  torn of the mod influential and important cession. He was then led to the Mosque of the Gcn- 
members of the henian came on M~~ emorate and there, in the presence of the civil md 

without any distinction, G~~~~~~~ employ(e, military authorities and a large crowd of 3Lodem f.- 
layers, men of intellect and education, merchans natics, poured P~~~~~~~~ Over his and rat 
b d e r s ,  landomerq and . fire to them. When he had reached the point of ax- 

part of the were put into prie piration, they put out the flames and threw him int. 
on. A room with seating capacity for fifty men was the stables of the Hospital of the Municipality, them 
crowded with from 300 to 350 men. These men, taken to die." 

away suddenly from their families and home comforts, American physician found this man 
and at the m e  time deprived of dl possible meam writhing in agony, with a dirty, blaclc 
of communication with the ouhide world, were in a thrown over him; and when he attempted to be 
most miserable condition within the walln of those mod- of some assistance, he was warned on pain od 
ern 'Black holes.' I t  is beyond human power of d e  death to leave the premises, 
ecriptive imagination m3preSent the filth, the How the last of the men of Diarbekir we- 
meup the **g ak & doc8ting ahosphere of subsequently disposed of is narrated as f& 
those wretched dungeons, where those poor, innocent lows. 
A m e ~ ,  but a few moments wen the lad- aOi Sunby, the 30th of Hay, 635 me% who m, era of their communitg; wen? so cruelly thrown." stituted the Qite of the city and the vilayet of D* 

The way that Turkish jailors a re  accustomed kir, were put on h e n t y 9 k  rafts; and under 
to treat their prisoners has been notorious in esmh made up of militia men Circassians, w h w  
all ages ; and Mr. Mngerditchian gives us some leader aaa Major Shaki~ Bey, they started ior the& 
of the details : fatal trip to Monsul. On Wednesday, the 9th of Junq 

"Hagop Bozo and some of his associates were ahod they arrived at Shkefta. 
and compelled to run like horses. They drove red-hot '%Before reach@ that place, however, Major Shaldr 
horseshoes into the breasts of Mihran Bastadjisn and Bey had a ~ecret meeting with h e r o ,  in which all tbr 
his associatee. They forced some others to put their final detsila of the massacre were settied. While tb 
heads under big presses; and then by turning the raft was sailing down tha Tigris, quite a large 
handlea, they crushed the heads to pieces. . . . Othem of brigands (presumably) ordered them to Btop. Imm*. 
they mutilated or pulled their nails out with pincera diately Shekir Bey landed a force to chase them away. 
In  other slow cases they first pulled out the nails with This force soon returned and reported that three of th 
pincers, then crushed the Gngers under a heavy presr, brigands had been killel, while the rest fled to the m o m  
after which they cut off the fingers one by one. . . . tains. In reality no one had been killed; this was me* 
Darakji Hagop was operated upon on his private park  Iy a part of the tragedy that was to follow. This l i a  . . . 0 t h ~  were flayed alive. . . . Some were taken to incident wgs brought in to make the Armenians trirrt 
the daughter-house, killed, and their fleah distributed, M their hangmen. 
if for d e ,  to the butchers ! I  Police Ohan and his "Bfter this incident Shakir Bey, who wan on the sam, 
friends ' vere crucified and had long nails driven raft with the rich Armenians Emich, Ji rjis and D i m  
through thih hands and feet. . . . Such were the tor- Kazazian, Hachadonr Digranian, and a dozen or w, ad 
turn and the excruciating paina and t4e agony of tha other rich Armenia- called them together and pointad 
victims that the survivore offered all that they had out that eince the part of the country that they wan 
left them; they begged and implored their tormentors then passing through WM full of Kurdish brigan4 
not for their ,Livest but for d e  shots that would put ' m d  consequently very dangerous, it would be wimr 
3 quick end fb their earthly existence. But their re and safer if all the d e s  who happened to be in pol, 
quests were mat with scorn, and were boastfully re m i o n  of any gdd would hand it to him, so that in 
iectecl. While the hopeless aighs and the loudest cries c8.w of any emergency he might be able, thanks to 
br the tyrannized victims reie rendmg the skies, tbs h g e r  force on hb rift, to ddend it better than m~ 
f d o u a  and heartlw Turks and Kurds, unmoved by one e h  They believed him argument; and in the =MI 
the m e  of miTering uound them, seemed thorough. of a few minutea, tha mum of more tb.n 6,030 pow& 



GOLDEN AGE 
h gold waa placed for srtety fn Major Shakir'r bag1 

''On arrival at Shkefta, the 635 exilea were landed 
for a twenty-four h o d  rest. h e r o  at once d e d  on 
Major Shakir Bey, bringing with him eoma provisions, 
part of which he also gave to aome of the Armenha 
rho  in time past had been good to him. h their hear- 
ing he said to the Major that he had heard th& both 
banks of the Tigrie were occupied by Kurdish brigand4 
whew plan waa to attack the rat%, kill the d e a ,  and 
rob them of ell their bdongingr. It wodd therefore 
be advisable, llinea the Major and the Armdam wen 
hia friends, k stsJ in hie villago, where they could b 
n f e  from all danger, and w u t  further jnatructia from 
Diarbekir. 

''Uter a short discuseion it waa decided to u!oept hir 
dar; and w, beginning with the passengem od the 
Majois raft, they were led out in groups of dx, to k 
divided comfortably among the native f.miliar under 
Amerdr personal supervision, Be eoon u the h t  p u p  
of aix reached the village, they were meid upon by 
Amerdr men, &ripped of their clothes, h n l y  b o d  
with r o w  m d  carried to the Valley of Beman. In 
thin manner the whole party of 435 were in groups of 
dx led out, robbed, bound with ropm, urd carried to 
this T.UCJ. 

T h e  dopea and heighta of the mountaim an both 
dden of the valley were occupied by A m e d e  men. Whm 
weqthing wsm ready, Shaldr Bey urived, accompanied 
by & militia, and hir Circamian brigands. He gave 
ths aignd formerly agreed upon, and the mod d .  
oold-blooded, furious moseocre started. The iking of the 
rifleti, the buzzing of the nhato, the cutting noise af the 
mword, tha clanking of umn in general, the hopelem 
ridimd erien of despair iUal the dr: &me of the 
rictima prayed; others begged for mercy, but dl in vain-" 

P m t i d y  all of the men having been die- 
posed of, the next ntep was to deport all the 
inhabitants. Mr. Mugerditchian proceeda to tell 
how this disposition was accomplished: Firet 
there was a general registration and oenws 
mch as only German thoroughma could have 
arranged; from the time when the cemas was 
taken, each house was guarded with a mntrp 
and no one allowed to enter or to Icave. 

'The authorities in sreq v i h p  of tln other p m -  
hcea of.@e vilayet of Diartmkir had received by fhir 
time instructions and nnlimited authority b ooilpcrrtr 
with the militia m d  the Kurdirh population in v- 
thing wmected with the h& Iportrtiona To 
rtrte it more briefly, they rm told ta .ct just u theJ 
plead. Fir@ 04 all the male population w m  nap& 
rated and lent to' join the Iabor Corpr On the way 
they wen rofsbed of marythhg p o a m d  and 
&emu& killed in the mort bz11t.l nunnu. !l!hm 
the defenselean d hdplarrs women urd childmm were 
Lrdbly dngged out of thsir hanq md andm the 
mdgel of the oppmoom f o n d  into portfer md driven 

to b-El-ll ln urd lkr-El-Zor, witkt  having been al- 
lowed to taka with them an- for the trip except 
what these 'children of s o d  aonld uury in their 
mull b d e a  0 Godl Who can tall the weeping and 
orying, the pain and rgony* the horror and dlidion of 
thoee poor, helplesr, comfortlea 'children of w m d ;  
of thw unprotected, baubmdluu women, fa ther la  
ohildren, desohte hamrn bainpe, who but I ,  few h m  
ago had been for& to h d o m  the comforb of their 
ham* who hd lort dl *y held dear in thi world, 
mdwhowerenoamrrchedbetweantno l inad~  
d word, between two li-cb of aodlsrq inhuman, 
heutlm bccrste, toward famine, povw,  ph, d a m -  
ar, death! . . . They were marched to unknown darti- 
wtions, te scorching dasrte, to fu distrnt Odgothq 
through a way of indewribable md unsupportable d- 
fssinge, b meet at ket the m& horrible m & o n  

"The bloodthirsty Kurds md the militia men dxm 
those ianocxnt, helpless Creature6 who in the twinkling 
a f . n e y e h a d b e e n ~ e d f r o m t h e i r c o e y n e s t e i n  
the mod macilers md ruthleaa manner, u if they wen 
hordcs of cattle. Hungry, thirsty* e x h a d ,  feeding 
ar grcaa, still they were driven on and on. The tor- 
mantom took away from them all their poseeseiom, 
tbdr dothing, thdr v q  akin, their honor. They left 
them abralutdy nothing. During that £rightful jour- 
nq, the moat beautiful women d girls were selected 
md forobd to ge b d t  b a living death, in the Modem 
harema. 
"Aa Y the general regidaxtian WM complete, 

the deportatiom begur. Every evening rfter nunaet, 
rpprorimately om hundred houses were emptied m d  
theirinhabitantarttonthetrrrJrofde8nddeath. 
O n e d a y r p a r t l w o u l d k e t a r t t d o n t b s d t o b  
din, and the following day lnothu paw darted an th. 
road to ICnr Blghtcha One party WM rent to the 
80uth,mdthroth~~tothsWest,w,~nerpcrtomeef 
a p h  The- putiea w m  put in chnrge of mercileao, 
Qodletxt md  blood^ cimmh6 and members d 
tba militia; and they am wppoeed to reach Mardin, 
Darn, Wawqle, Baa-El-bin m d  Da-El-Zor. It ia utterly 
b p o d b l r  to deuxii the heartrending ~ ~ e n e o  that took 
plum while thim d .  WM being enactd. Words fail . 
mr to tcdl of how the wild besste wodd rnah into the 
bums, and in the midst of tears, weeping, groaning& 
@w, rhrill rhrieke, md aria of agony and despcrir, 
rdrsthewornenmdgirlabythairhirmdpullthem 
out upon the d u k  md gloomy road od exile. 

"Tho) - C ~ A r c h b ~ , d n d r e r r , G h e -  
lob% the funily of Emdh Srbrgh, and a number of 
othar rich Ann& Catholic frmilirr wem lad to the 
-din mad; but WON tbair deathtion, 
dl of tham joined the umy of the new Armenian mar- 
tyrh The Protatant Ber. Hag0.p Aaaollh, with hir 
UJ, & ~ n - h - b ~  Badnw L [ . v ~  md m y  othsP 
& m e n i f u l P r o t m t u l t t l m i l ; r ~ I d t o t h 6 g u r  
lhghche rod, on which tbq bnraly nut tbdr dath. 



The wife of Deputy Sepaa Chirachian m d  wed ather 
ladiea belonging to this party were hyed alive. 

"A very large number of Armenian exiles having 
been killed in the usual brutal manner by the militia 
and the Kurds at Kozan Dm, a place on the Mardin 
road five miles fmm Diarbekir,  the^ Committee of 
Union and Progress had the efliontry to gather all the 
corpses, dress those of men in Hojah'a  uniform^ with 
turbanr, on their heads, and thoee of women with M o a  
lem women's clothing, veils, etc., and take several pho- 
tographs, thousands of copiea of which were distributed 
and sent all over Turkey and Germany, to prove most 
hamefully that Armeniane were to blame for dl that 
had taken p l w -  that h i a n  revolutioniste and 
brigands had organized and carried out terrible massa- 
cres against the Afpslem population, and that aa a re- 
ault of their conduct, the Turkiah authorities c d d  
hardly control the Kurdish population or raeume any 
responsibiliQ for any possible outragea committed 
against the Armenians. While these photograph were 
being distributed to the Kurds, Arabs, and other M o e  
lem races, the most slanderous reporta were a h  put 
into circulati,on to excite and provoke all the anger 
and hatmd of those fanatical rscee sgsiast the poor 
Armenians who still happened to m i v e .  

"The Circassians of Ras-El-& had the aniqne idea 
to cot off the hair of the women and girls whom they 
had killed and knit it into a %!brneters long rope thns 
inches in diameter, which they presented to their wor- 
thy Apollyon, Feizi Bey. Thin ghmtlj reminder at the 
atrocities committed mainst the Armenian constitute 
one of the ornaments :f thi m d m !  Nerds bouae, and 
opeaka for the part which he pkycd k thin drulo. I* 

The last step in the destruction of the 150,- . 
000 Armenian citizens of the prosperous UQ 
of Diarbekir was the putting to death of the 
babies. Thie is narrated also by Mr. Muger- 
ditchian, completing one of the most horrible 
stories of cruelty and suffering that we have 
ever heard: 

'Tour hundred orphana from one to two p a  dd 
were deemed worthy in the eight of the necntimem 
to be spared; and eothqwere g a t h e r e c t a u d ~ e r r e d  
to the Pro-t School of Diarbelrir, where they 
pretty decently looked after for a few months. Dpt 
suddenly, on r certain morning, 200 of them w a ~  
taken to a bridge on the Tigris, built by the Saracens, 8 
little to the nonth of Diarbekir; and there one by aar 
they were eeized by the h a d  or arm or leg and hurled 
into the fast flowing waters of the Tigria The Rlruio- 
ing 200 were taken a few days later to the rillajp of 
Karabaeb, at  a distance of five miles from Diarbekir; ul 
there another moet hideous crime wss committed. Somr 
of the babiee were seized by their lega and palled in 
opposite dinctions oo forcibly that they were torn in 
two. On others the eharpuesa of the swords or bayoneta 
of the butchers waa tried; and real competitions w 
started ae to who could cut off at one etroke an arm 
or a leg or r head, or a baby's body. Others were throua 
in the air and caught on lances, while others were throwa 
to some exceptionally wild shepherd dogs to be ton bo 
pieces. The &cia1 representat~ve of the Turkish h 
ernment who assisted at this heinous acme waa delight. 
ed and followed the whole p r d u r e  with apparently 
perfed eatidadion" 

Savagery In High Places . 

T HE United States Government ia not pre- 
sided over by Turks -not exactly; but its 

record in the matter of political prisoners 
would shame any Turk. Europe long ago freed 
all of its political prisonem In fact, this was 
done immediately after the war;'and the war 
itself was finished four years ago. In darkest 
America political prisoners are still in limbo. 

The United States still hsa in its prisons 
seventy-h Espionage Law prisoners, whose 
aggregate sentences amount even now to 800 
years. AU but five of these men were members 
of labor organizations; and that is the real 
reason why, the are still in prison, and the 
real reason ~ h y  "th ey were put there in the first 
place. They are  hated by big bnsiness; and the 
Espionage Law, infamous, unconstitutional, 
and repudiated since early in 1931, was only 
an instrument of big bnsiness and was never 

designed to protect America It wao designed 
to accomplish that which it accomplished, ta 
suppress free speech, and to make labor mam 
fear the wrath of the powers that be. 

On July 19th it was announced a t  the Whib 
House that the Attorney General had been 06' 
dered to -ten" the reconsideration of sll 
these cases. One cannot help but wonder if thir 
reconsideration would not be more effectively 
"hastened" if these prisoners were a bunch of 
scalawag "bankers." But most of that class 04 
scalawags manage to keep out of jail. If a n p  
body must go there they generully saddle tha 
blame upon some poor tool of s bank clerk who 
merely did a s  he was told. He goee to prison 
with the assurance that when he cornea out ha 
will be taken care of. When he wmes out, ha 
is reminded that he was a big fool to d k b q  
the law and is told to "beat itg 



knpressions of Britain (pa,rt 11) 

T" Iargest boats upon the Atlantic Ocean 
are not the safest, and the swiftest boats are 

not the rteadiest. Experience has shown that 
the largest boats are not altogether practical. 
They are topheavy, having too great a super- 
structure; and in a storm their habit of plowing 
through the great head seas instead of riding 
over thein makes them less steady than the 
20,000-ton liners of six-hundred-odd feet in 
length. The boats of smaller size lack some of 
the features-such as ball rooms, swimming 
tanks, suites de lnxe, etc.-that appeal to those 
who have unlimited means ; but if you have nei- 
ther the purse nor the inclination to seek luxu- 
ries yon will find more real comfort on a 20,000- 
ton boat than on a 50,000-ton one. 

The staterooms are small; but they are large 
enough, and are well ventilated. Some have out- 
side light, and some depend wholly on electric 
illumination. If you are willing to take an in- 
side room, fitted with but two berths, and de- 
signed for but two persons, there are good pros- 
pects, on one of these smaller boats, of having a 
stateroom to yourself for the whole trip. 

The furniture of the second cabin staterooms 
is limited to the necessities-two comfortable 
berths, the one above the other; a small bed - reat; a larger wall seat, which can be let down 
into position only when the door is shut; and a 
combination wash-stand, mirror, and tray-hold- 
er. This latter device is compact and satisfac- 
tory. The loosening of one catch causes a wash- 
basin to drop down into position for use; while 
the loosening of mother brings into position a 
little rimmed writing table, or tray-holder. 
There is a water-tank above the basin, and a 
drain-tank below. 

2% Menu 

M EALS (included in cost of passage) are all 
that could be desired. The following is a 

urmple of the second cabin breakfast, copied 
from sne of the menus: oranges, compote of 
 apricot^;.-rolled oata, Pettijohn's, shredded 
wheat, force, fried fresh herrinp, b a n  haddie 
in cream, calf's liver eschalot, broiled country 
rausages, grilled York ham, eggs fried, poached 
or turned, amelettes plain and an lard, French 
and grahad r o b ,  tea cakes, Indian griddle 
cakes with &ple syrup, cold boiled ham, rad- 
irrhes, preserves, marmalade, coffee, tea, and 
OOCOa - - . - - - - - -- - - 

I] 

If you travel first-class insbea'd of secona 
cabin, your berth will have a metal rail around 
it instead of a wooden one; you will have a 
ma l l  clothes-closet, a bureau and, if you wish 
to pay for it, a private bath. Instead of a port- 
hole window you will have an ordinary window 
with plain and colored glass, fitted with shut- 
ters and transoms. At the table you will have 
delicacies and luxuries, such as hothouse grapes ; 
and you will have the companionship of the pro- 
fessional gamblers that make a living traveling 
t:, and fro between England and America look- 
ing for Americans who have more dollars than 
sense. 

The lounging rooms for the first-class passen- 
gers are larger than for the second cabin; the 
dining room tables are for smaller groups than 
in the second cabin dining-room; and the best 
part of all the decks is reserved for the first- 
class passengers. But the second cabin passen- 
gers have the better time. When one travels 
first-class, the trip is nearly finished before the 
passengers are on speaking t e r n  with one 
another. Everybody is so anxious to appear to 
be somebody that he repulses every advance of 
those not equally "stuck up." By and by the 
people that were stuck up for four or five days 
become unstuck, as it were; and conversation 
ie possible. 

Mischievous Blundering 

C IRCUMST&'CES permitted the writer to 
go over by first-class and to return by second 

cabin. Whether you travel first-class or second 
cnbii there is placed at your seat at  the noon 
meal a copy of the day's Ocean Times, contain- 
ing six pages of miscellaneous literary matter 
carried from port in electroplate form and two 
inside pages of daily news received by the ship's 
wireless. 

The material for the Ocean Times is compiled 
by one of those individuals, all too common in 
both England and h e r i c a ,  who 'think it clever 
to insinuate that all the people of every other 
land than that of which he happens to be a citi- 
Een are away below his own high standard. h d  
he thereby shows that his own standard is  fa^ 
lower than those he seeks to ridicule. 

This paper being printed on a British boat, 
which is engaged largely in the carrying oE 
American passengers, one would sappose that 
the publishers of the OCUH) Timu would ham 

n 



SOLDtW AGE 
better sense than to publish the following tales 
and expect to retain the good will of such Amer- 
icans as are aboard: 

That the Senate of the State of Georgia has 
before it for consideration a bill providing not 
less than five years nor more than twenty years 
of imprisonment at hard labor for any man who 
goes fishing without the consent of his wife. A 
~upposedly clever sneer at  American legislators, 
and a lie. 

That a wealthy resident of a $75,000 mansion 
in New Jersey, who rides abont his suburban 
home in a Rolls-Royce car, is traced to New 
York, where it is found that he disguises him- 
self and plies his trade as a beggar and seller 
of pencils on Fifth Avenue. A supposedly clever 
uneer at  American business men, and a lie. 

That two prominent citizens of Chicago, one 
by the name of Kigas and one by the name of 
Zuzevich, engage in an altercation because Mr. 
Kigas carries away Mr. Zuzevich's wife; and 
that when Mr. Zuzevich comes to expostulate, 
he is thrown out of a second story window. A 
sneer at American society, and very unfair. 

That two American women, names distinctly 
Italian, engage in a duel a t  Newark, N. J., much 
as if such incidents were of common occurrence 
in everyday American Life. And then there is a 
rmeering story, thinly veiled by alleging that it 
came from an American, as to how woman suf- 
frage was granted in the United States. It was 
"when it was suggested that these fierce bel- 
dames wanted the right to be steamboat cap- 
tains, Congress gave one loud guffaw of ribald 
masculine laughter and passed the bill." A lie. 

There is a type of Briton to whom such silly 
fables of American life are acceptable as high 
grade-humor, but that affords no excuse for the 
bad judgment of the publishem in laying such 
nonsense before the passengers. The impres- 
sion they create npon an American is one of 
complete contempt. The Oceas Times has had 
an oppo&anity to make him feel that he wil l  be 
a welcome guest; bmt it has made him feel that 
be will be viewed with a contempt which, in this 
instance, he absolutely knows is the fault of the 
otherman. ? 

John BUZZ at Hi* Worst 

0 N THE boat there is one Briton who take8 
the Ocaan T b e o  serionaly. He becomes 

greatly exuted at the dscavery that'Britain h a  
begun to pay interest on the billions which WM 

borrowed from America and raised from lo- 
which were not exactly forced npon the Ameri- 
can people-not exactly, though many Ameri- 
cans who contributed to these loans apparently 
did so a t  the point of the gan or with roper 
around their necks. For details eee GOLDEN h 
Number 27. 

This Briton, who ia a native of Ehburgh ,  
denounced the weakness which would pay 
America a eingle penny "after protecting her 
all these years." The American laughs. Ha 
thinks of the 42,000,000 people protecting thr 
110,000,000, and remembers the colossal iron 
works that made in almost nulimited quantities 
the munitions of war from 1914 onwards; and 
he h o w s  where those munitions went. 

He thinks of the ships that by the hundreds 
were poured out into the ocean in 1918 almost 
as if bp magic. He thinks of the endless grain 
fields, store in every time of need. Ha 
thinks of the recent trip of a half-dozen small 
airplanes which left New York for Nome,Alaska,, 
and made the distance, 4,500 miles, in fifty-five 
hours. He thinks of the new device by whiah 
airplanes can now be sent up without an opera- 
tor or a pilot, and directed hither and thither 
by wireless, the latest American invention. 

He thinks of the horrid new gases, another 
American discovery, so horrible that a small 
quantity, released from an airplane, will oblit- 
erate every form of life below for miles around. 
And he thinks it a great calamity to mankind 
when this great peace-loving h e r i c a n  nation 
was rudely aroused to the call to arms. I t  may 
indeed have been protected from the insane 
nlilitarists at one time, but who will protect the 
world itself with Uncle Sam himself gone in- 
sane? The answer is written large in prophecy: 
"Except those days shodd be shortened, them 
should no flesh be saved.'' 

There is nothing t o  be gained by one country 
boasting of its greatness in any respect over 
any other country. Britons and Americans 
should get acquainted with each other and stop 
boasting. There are myriads of Americans who 
honestly believe that Britain is swelled to tb. 
bursting point with a pride for which there n 
little foundation. There are myriads of Britanr 
who know nothing whatever of the fabdons 
achievements and even more fabulous possibili- 
ties of America and in their minds seemingly 
place the country about on a par with Jamaica 
or Switzerland and ita inhabitants on a par witb 



the Dasuios or the Tanganyikas, all   con scions 
of the fact that upon these shores there ia an 
engine of constrnction and of destruction (if its 
energies are turned in that direction) the like 
of which has never existed, and does not now 
exist elsewhere on earth. 

Tea, Tea and Mote Tea 

D R. SAIKVEL JOHNSON once made the statement 
that "a sailor's life is a dog's life. It has 

all the disadvantages of life in a prison, with 
the additional disadvantage of being drowned." 
The doctor did not go far astray. There is no 
great excitement on board an ocean liner. The 
principal diversions are reading and pacing the 
deck. The vibrations and the rocking of the boat 
are not conducive to much writing. 

In  the morning, a t  7 : 30, the bedroom steward 
brings to your stateroom a tray containing toast 
and tea. Theoretically, this is to give you 
strength to get out of bed. One thinks of the 
millions of warm-hearted, horny-handed Ameri- 
can farmers who get out of bed at  four o'clock 
every day in the summer and five o'clock every 
day in the winter, and wonders what they would 
think of it. Breakfast is from 8 : 00 to 10 : 00, 
and of course there is "breakfast tea" for 
breakfast. Beef tea is served at 11 : 00 o'clock. 
Luncheon is at 1: 00 o'clock p. la, and there is 
always tea at  luncheon. Then, of course, there 
is tea for Tea, which is served at 4: 30. Dinner 
comes at  7: 00; and no Englishman would ex- 
pect to drink less than one cup of tea with his 
dmner, and he would probably drink several 
cups. The last food served during the day is a 
light luncheon at 10: 30, and the writer is not 
gure whether tea is served with it or not. Seven 
meals in a day! 

The British people do not eat more during the 
twenty-four hours than do the Americans; but 
it does seem to an American that they never 
permit their digestive organs or their women- 
folli to h v e  a rest. I n  America there are three 
meals-breakfast, usually at 7 : 00, dinner at 
12: 00, supper at 6: 00; and most people do all 
their eating for the day at those times. In the 
British Isles they seem to have the uniform cus- 
tom of four'mea3s per day. The first three meals 
ore at  approximately the same times as in 
America, and there is another, the heaviest meal 
of tile day, at 10: 00 p. m. 

Tea is the universal beveraee, so universal 
that an American who tried fslthfully to keep 

the pace gave up the battle after two weeb, 
finding that his nerves were unable to withstand 
the strain. Another American in Britain, facing 
this deluge of tea, is alleged to have made the 
remark that a certain well-hewn text of Scr ip  
tnre, if applied to the British Isles, ought to 
read that they "being overflowed with tea, per- 
ished. " 

When there is a storm, and the ship seems to 
be standing first on one end and then on the 
other, the tables are provided with racks about 
three inches high designed to prevent the plates 
from slipping off. At such times the portions of 
soup served are small, so that in the tipping of 
the vessel the soup will not be spilled about the 
table. 

The Gulf Stream is a real stream, a warn 
river in mid-ocean, a thousand miles or so in 
width and carrying seaweed from the southern 
seas in its embrace. In the latter part of No- 
vember, while we were crossing the Stream, it 
was entirely comfortable on deck with no wraps 
of any kind, and this a t  a point seven hundred 
miles due north of New York city, in the same 
latitude as the bleak coasts of Labrador. It ia 
the Gulf Stream which makes the British Isle8 
the vernal paradise that charms every visitor. 
But more respecting the climate a t  another time. 

The Ocean Timepiece 

0 NCE a day, at noon, a blaet is blown on the 
ship's great whistle to enable passengers to 

determine the time of day; for on a c c o ~ t  of 
the ship's movement with or opposite to the 
path of the sun there is a different standard of 
time every day. On a 20,OO@ton h a t ,  averaging 
seventeen knots an hour, this makes it necessary 
to set one's watch ahead about forty minutes 
each day on the eastbound trip and to set it back 
forty minutes each day on the westbound trip. 

Once a day, at  noon also, the log is made up, 
and the results are posted in some conspicuous 
place where all the passengers can see it. As a 
part of the log mcord there is a map of the 
North Atlantic, with the countries bordering 
upon it;  and the ship's course is traced upon . 

the map so that the passengers can see where 
they are and can note their progress. Meantime, 
the professional gamblers and others are betting 
upon the mileage for the next day. 

One of the first-class passengers enroute ta 
Britain is a loud - mouthed, sharp - featured 
American, who dnring the fust few days is very 



thick with the gamblers; but along toward the 
last he loses a bet of $20 and refuses to pay. 
There are loud voices and an angry scene; the 
gamblers count upon their lean pickings east- 
ward-bound in the fall because there are few 
going abroad at that time of the year, only 
  even teen in the f i s t  class, all told. The fellow- 
American understands why Americans are hated 
and despised abroad if the people abroad have 
formed their opinions from such samples as 
this ; but what can one do to help it? There are 
Americans and her icans ,  as there are Britons 
and Britons; and it is folly to put them all in 
one category. 

On the eastward trip of eight days and eight 
hours from New York to Liverpool, after the 
pilot has climbed down his rope ladder and has 
been rowed away to the pilot-boat, the only signs 
of life except on board the ship are the gulls, 
which follow the boat for three days from the 
American shore and meet the boat three days 
from the Irish shore. There is only one day in 
mid-ocean when no galls are seen. 

On the second day of the eastward voyage a 
fd l  rigged sailboat is overtaken and passed, pre- 
senting a beautiful sight as it rides gracefully 
upon the ocean's heaving bosom. There is no 
flying of flags or greetings with the whistle or 
otherm-ise. The ships pass each other in silence. 
On the third day a westbound passenger steamer 
is seen. On the fourth day another westbound 
passenger is seen. On the fifth day not a vessel 
is in sight anywhere. On the sixth day three 
freight vessels are passed, one westbound and 
two eastbound; the wind is blowing seventy 
miles an hour, and the sailors admit that there 
in a rough sea  But, to rest the reader'e mind, 
the American is not seasick; not on your life! 
ff yon would keep well an sea or land avoid the 
ase of white bread, eat plenty of all the fruits 
and fibrous foods that are available, eat the 
meats of six Brazil-nuts daily, and take suilicient 
exercise:'~at ia the American's recipe for him- 
relf; possibly it might be good for others. 

A Stonn at Sea 
IT IS a thrjllinp experience for a landsman to 

be on a vessel in a storm at  sea, especially if 
the storm cobes at night. The great ship, an 
eighth of a mile long or more, goes crashing 
into a wave sufficiently high to raise the prow of 
the vessel fifty feet higher than the stern. The 
wave is broken, and some of it sweeps tho for- 

ward parts of the vesseL The impact makes it 
seem as if the ship had run into a great building 
and the building had fallen over on it. The 
vessel trembles and shudders as though in its 
death agonies. The timbers which make up the 
partitions creak and groan as if they were about 
to split into pieces. Then there is a lull; and to 
the timid passenger, awakened in the dead of 
night by the terrific impact of the great wave, 
there comes the sweet music of the throbbing 
engines, and he knows that the man on the 
bridge is on the job and that everything is all 
right. There are times when the storms are so 
severe that the vessel must lie for some h o r n  
without attempting to go on, but this was not 
the case in the trip which we describe. Never- 
theless one of the svps  sighted on that day had 
its bridge blown off in that same gale; so it 
was some gale. 

During the seventh night the wind subsides, 
tL- rough area of the sea is passed, and on the 
next morning the ocean is like amill-pond. Early 
in the morning a passenger steamer is seen 
ahead, traveling about a half a knot an hour 
slower than your own boat. I t  remains within a 
few miles distance throughout the day, and is in 
sight when the ~ u n  goes below the western 
horizon. . 
Joy aa Erin Appears 

B Y NIiW o'clock that night, far  in the dis- 
tance, there are gleams of light from the 

lighthouses on the southwest coast of Ireland, a 
happy sight in the darkness. At three-twenty 
in the morning the ship stops a t  Cobh, the new 
name which the Irish people have given to the 
city which ,was once called Queenstown ; and the 
American arises and goes on de& partly to me 
if there really in such a thing in this world se 
dry land, and partly to see the interesting 
transfer of passengers, mail, and baggage to 
and from the lighter which cornea alongside. 

Two or three enterprising newsboys come on 
board and scour the vessel looking for trade. 
One of these boys e e h  the American a London 
paper which is just one week old that morning. 
At first it seems like a shabby trick; but some 
inquiry reveals the fact that the extreme south 
of Ireland has been cut off for months from the 
surrounding provinces and that there have been 
times when no papers a t  all could be obtained. 
Even aa it is now, there is no way of getting 
from Dublin to Cork or Cobh except by a steam- 



ex service which has been organized to take the 
place of the broken land transportation 

The ride up  St. George's Channel and through 
the Irish Sea that day is a ride ever to be 
remembered. The sea was stirred by but the 
smallest ripples, the sun was shining, the air 
was sweet, the coast of Ireland was visible on 
the one side and that of Wales on the other. By 
eight o'clock in the evening the vessel was a t  
the Liverpool Landing Stage, and the eastbound 
ocean trip was a thing of the past. But the 
throbbing of the engines and the swaying of the 
boat are distinctly discernible in your frame for 
the ensuing sixteen or eighteen hours. 

Everybody on the boat has been very kind, 
very courteous. The orchestra is excellent, and 
hns played two hours each day for both the 
first-class and the second cabin passengers. The 

seeand cabin eaneerts are from 10 to 11 in the 
mornkg and 8 to 9 in the evening. In the Grst 
class the hours a re  different, to snit the orches 
tra. In the second cabin there is a Victrola con- 
cert from 9 to 10 every evening. The library ia 
open all day, and there are smoking rooms for 
those who smoke or  drink or  gamble. On the 
dc&s there are quoits, tennis, shdeboard,  and 
a few other games. But yon are glad to get 
ashore; and after the usual ten-hilling tips to 
bedroom steward and table steward, and suib 
able contribntions for musicians, "boots," and 
librarian, you pass down the gang plank and 
find pour baggage, grouped under the initial of 
pour surname. The customs inspector merely 
asks: "Have yon any firearms or  tobacco?'' 
The answer is "No"; and in a minute yon ara 
in a cab and on the streets of LiverpooL 

Who Will Lead Us? By Elks K. Johnson , 
-- 

T HE world is looking for  a great leader to- stroy each other, well knowing in our sane mo- 
day, one who can show the way to peace, to ments that we are all interdependent and must 

normalcy and happiness. The wise men are stand or  fall together. 
racking their wise brains and consulting to- Where is the leader to show as the way oat 
gether, and scheming together; but i t  all comes of this entangling net of troublest Where i s  the 

' 

to  naught. The statesmen of the world are  great one who will stand up and say: "Follow 
more puzzled than ever, and all agree that a me, and I will lead you on to victory, to p e w  
great leader who could tell them what to do and happiness"? 'Where? 
and how to accomplish it would be the most We look back npon history, and nowhere do 
welcome man a t  this time. A leader who could we find a parallel to the cataclysm of disaster 
smooth all their problems out and satisfy ev- npon us a t  the present time; for it is world- 
erybody - ah, what a leader that would be! wide, and that has never been before. Nor do 
Surely he would be hailed with delight; for aU we find a leader among men anywhere living 
things are snarled and twisted, and no one un- today, who is able to oope with the world-wide 
dcrstands the problem sdiiciently to satisfy perplesity upon us. 
all. They recognize their helplessness, and are If we conib the whole earth looking for some 
hoping for some one, some great genius, to one who could lead ns on, some one who could 
arise and free ns from all worry and perplexity inspire confidence, someone great enough to 
and to bring peace and happiness to all fac- think that i t  might be possible for  him to be 
tions out of the mess of chaos into which we our leader and show us the way out, we find 
have g o t t g ~  ourselves. none. No one anywhere is able to tackle all the 

It seems as if some mighty one, unseen and problems facing us and solve them for us - no 
unnoticed, had laid a snare, a s  one does for an one! All prospective leaders look smaller and 
animal, and that we blindly entered that snare smaller as you consider them, one by one; they 
and got ourselves all tangled np somehow. And all fall fa r  short; and the more we consider the 
now we are taying, also like an animal, to ex- magnitude of the job to be done, the smaller 
tricate ourselvs; and the more we try to es- and punier do they become as  we size them up 
cape, the more enmeshed we become with the Fear has taken hold of them all, as  thev consider 
cords that surround us; until a t  last, in our the greatness of the proposition; and all point 
efforts to escape, we turn upon each other with fingers a t  those who presumed to tackle the 
gnashing teeth and bared fangs, seelung to de- problem and who have failed miserably. 



- -SOLDEN AGE 
Look at them - those three poor mortals 

who presumed to divide the world among them- 
selves, those three of the world's so-called great 
men who sat around a table in France a few 
years ago, and partitioned and gave and took 
as it pleased them. What has become of them? 
Well might the rest be full of fear, and tremble. 

The one, a cllnning Frenchman, played a 
ahrewd game for what it was worth; and then 
he was smart enough to withdraw and vanish 
out of sight, to go into obscurity and nonentity. 
The other, a poor, vain egotist, bordering on 
imbecility, imagining himself to be a savior 
and a god, full of pride and self-conceit. Look 
at  him; see how he has fallen, unable to help 
himself men in the emallest way. He who wonld 
rave the world has become helpless in every 
mense of the word 

The third, a person made by circumstances, is 
unable to cope with the problems placed before 
him; and with fear and trembling he ia waiting 
from day to day for the final tumbling of all 
things; and if he dared speak or publish his 
inmost thought8 and convictions, he could a 
tale unfold which would make the hair npon - yonr head stand on end like the the quills of 
a porcupine with the narrating of it. S m l y  
Hamlet's etory wonld fade into insignificance 
beside it. 

Then we see him with a pmcione group of 
w-called great ones, like a troup of players, 
wandering around the world from Paris to 
Washington, then to Genoa, and from there to 
the Hague, playing their doleful piece a t  each 
place with a little variation, and the audience 
t losing patience and is calling it a fame. But 
t d y  it is tragedy a n 8 8  dismal failure. 

Poor leaders three! Their arample is enough 
to drive fear into the rest of those who would 
presume to lead, and none dare stand forth. 

Butlare there no other great ones who could 
lead us"dmt For instance Harding? No, no! 
you might aa well say Rockefeller. 

But what about that little stoopahouldered, 
ben-hislie red, worried-looking gentleman whom 
they call Gprge of England. Can he not lead 
as out of oqr troubles? No, no1 he cannot help 
himself, let alone others; leave it to George to 
ao way back and eit down. 

Ah, but there ia the Pope; aurely he is the 
one who can do mmething? 

Why, Friond, don't you know what happened 
t. him1 Not Xdl, ~ o u  ur bohind the tima 

Let me tell you; listen; way back in the year 
1517 one of his own household, a little priest, 
named Martin Luther, gave him a solar-plerns 
blow or some such knock from which he never 
recovered; it put him on a bed of pain perm& 
nently, and the door of recovery was shut for 
him. He has brought forth nothing worth while 
since; and while he was in that condition, Na- 
poleon came along in 1799 and gave him a bad 
wound on the head, which put him into a state 
of coma, while Nap took all he had away from 
him. Since that time he has tried to speak sev- 
eral times; but every time he opens his mouth 
somebody stops him for fear the effort might 
prove fatal. No, he is only waiting for his find 
exit. 

Papa mortuw est. 
But what about William Hohenzollernl 
Oh, don't! He is in the same condition ar 

the Pope. They are both prisoners in their own 
house, marooned as it were, surrounded bx 
friends who are ready to perform the final cem 
monies. 

Then who shall leadt Where is the victor 
that shall overcome all our plagues and trou- 
bles and bring peace out of chaos and disorder9 

A.h yes, where is hel We all wait for him. 
We search for him, we wait for him, when 

ia he? Who is he7 
Come, Friend, let me show you who He iag 

let us look for Him together. 
First, take yonr forgotten Bible out of itr 

ancient hiding-place. Then dust it off nicely 
and follow me; and see for yourself who the 
great Leader is, the Victor who shall lead all 
mankind to peace, happiness and contentmept. 

'X'urn first to the book of the great prophet 
Isaiah. By the way, have you ever read studi- 
ously what that prophet of the Lord wrote way 
back there some 3,000 years ago? If not, then 
you have missed the best of all; for the great 
writing of Isaiah is incomparable with any 
other writing befor3 or since. The language is 
sublime both in flights of oratory and composi- 
tion ; and his theme! Ah, Friend ; no one ever 
wrote npon any sweeter theme than he, that 
wondrous story which he tells from beginning 
to end; and the sublime music which he pro- 
duces is so wonderful and grand that only those 
whose ears are attuned to his instrument can 
fully appreciate it. If you have not yet heard 
the story, then hasten to make it your own, 
aad the rooner tho better; for the one who nn- 



dcrstands all that Isaiah wrote, understands 
all there is to be known. If perchance yon are 
able to read it in the original Hebrew, yon will 
wrely be able to feast with the great; for those 
who know tell us that although Isaiah is won- 
derful in the English, yet in the h'ebrew he is 
unsurpassed for the grandeur and loftiness 
displayed npon so great a theme. 

"But," you say, "who was Isaiah? Jus t  a 
mortal, a man who lived centuries ago. What 
can he tell us of the leader whom we need to- 
day t" 

Tme, we reply; just a mortal whom men tore 
asunder because what he told them was too 
great for their understanding. But read the 
sixth chapter of his prophecy, and see what 
happened to him when the Lord of hosts a p  
peared in all His glory before him. Isaiah said: 
' T o e  is me! for I am undone; because I am a 
man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of 
a pcople of unclean Lips: for mine eyes have 
seen the King, the Lord of hosts." Then read 
further 'how he was purged from his sins and 
sent to tell the people the Lord's message. 

Then you may ask: 'Who is the Lord of 
hosts?" 

Turn to Isaiah 42: 8 and read: '2 am Jeho- 
vah : that is my name: and my glory will I not 
give to another, neither my praise to graven 
images." Again we read: "I am Jehovah, thy 
God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Savior; . . . 
I am he: before me there was no God formed, 
neither shall there be after me. I, even I, am 
the Lord; and beside me there is no savior. . . . 
Yea, hefore the day was I am he: and there is 
none that can deliver out of my hand." (Isaiah 
43 : 3,10,11,13) "Thus saith God the Lord, he 
that created the heavens, and stretched them 
out;  he that spread forth the earth, and that 
vrllich cometh out of i t ;  he that giveth breath 
unto the people npon it, and spirit to them that 
walk therein: . . . There is no God else beside 
me: just God and a S a ~ o r  ; there is none be- 
sick me. Look nnto me, and be ye saved, all 
tllc ends of the earth: for I am God, and there 
is none else. I have sworn by myself, the word 
is gone out, of my mouth in righteousness, and 
shall not return, That nnto me every knee shall 
bow, everyTtongue swear." (Isaiah 42 : 5 ; 45 : 
21-23) Read also Isaiah 40 : 10-31 ; and then 
know that it is this same Lord of hosts who 
uses the prophet Isaiah as  His mouthpiece. 

Now let a s  turn to Isaiah 9: 6 and read : 'Tor 

anto us a child is born, nnto us a son is given: 
and the government shall be on his shoulder: 
and his name shall be called Wonderful, Conn- 
sellor, The mighty God, The everlasting Father, 
The Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his gov- 
ernment and peace there shall be no end, npon 
the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to 
order it, and to establish i t  with judgment and 
with justice from henceforth even for ever. The 
zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this." 

There is the wonderful truth in two small 
verses. A child is born nnto us, a Son of the 
Highest is given, surely. Read Matthew 1: 18- 
25 and Luke 2: 1-20; and learn the wonderful 
story of the human birth of the Son of the 
Highest; and hear the anthem which the whole 
heavenly host sang on that momentous occa- 
sion: "Peace on earth, good will toward men." 
The child that was born in that night was the 
wonderful Prince of Pence, who shall govern; 
and then there shall be peace without end, even 
for ever. 

"Ah," you say, "but He died They crucified 
Him, and He is dead." 

No, friend; He was dead, absolutely dead, 
for three days ; and then He arose from the 
tomb and is alive for evermore. (Revelation 1: 
16) He was put to death in the flesh, but rose 
a spirit Being. (1 Peter 3: 18) The God of our 
Lord Jesus Christ "raised him from the dead, 
and set him at his own right hand in the heav- 
enly places, far  above all principality, and pow- 
er, and might, and dominion, and every name 
that is named, not only in this world, but also 
in that which is to come." (Ephesians 1 : 20,21) 
Before He went to the hearenly places, how- 
ever, He .said: Y will come again." Seven times 
we are told that His coming wo~ild be as  a 
thief, stealthy, unknown to the world; and that 
that day ~ o u l d  come npon them as a snare, and 
that the1 shall not escape. Even so it is today. 

"'He must reign, till he hath put all enemies 
under his feet. The last enemy that shall be 
destroyed is death." (1 Corintllians 15 : 29,26) 
For  death and hell shall be destroyed and cast 
into the lake of fire and brimstone, aud be con- 
sumed.-Revelation 20 : 14. 

This is the Leader, our own sweet Lord 
Jesus, who will satisfy all parties, who will 
smooth out all their difliculties and bring order 
out of this chaos, this barbaric, murderons 
civilization which Satan has put npon mankind, 



with the aid of his agentr; and which mhall be 
.utterly destroyed. For Jwns said: "Every 
plant, whhh my heavenly Father hath not 
plantad, shall be rooted up." (Matthew 15 : 13) 
Then shall come peace and happiness; and 
"God shall wipe away dl tears from their eyes, 
and there shall be no more death, neither sor- 
row nor crying; neither shall there be any more 
pain: for the former things are passed away." 
(Revelation 21: 4) He will make all things new. 
h t e a d  of envy, hatred, malice, and murder 
men shall learn to love each other oat of a true 
heart and with a pure conscience. 

This ia our Leader, for whom we are all wait- 

ing ; and lo I He in p~esent, unseen by the world, 
and is setting things in order, cleaning hoar. 
h t ;  putting His enemies under Hirr feet; oon- 
suming them with His presence, and taking un- 
to Himself His purchased posseasion. His ene- . 

miee shall make war with the Lamb, but He 
shall overcome them; for He ia King of kin0 
and Lord of lords, and they that are with Him 
are called, and chosen, and faithful. And they 
shall reign with Him a thousand years upon 
the earth; and of that government and of peam 
there shall be no end; for the zeal of the Lord 
of 'hosts shall perform all this.-2 Thesealon- 
ians 2 : 8; Revelation 17 : 14; 20 : 6; 5 : 10. 

Earth's Only Remedy BY D. C. T ~ O -  

A PEARLY paragraph I found in a d a r  Brainy men are ransacking their brains for 
newepaper d i t ~ r i a l  columns - the Sari a solution; and yet nearly everybody haa it in 

Francism Chronicle : the house. Those writings tell it, and tell 
weald be amazd C tb.t tb mllltion yet to 8nrpfised me to find 

of the worldJe problems ia found in the ariw of 
h r  simple men-Matthem, Mark, Luke m d  J o h "  this in S n d  a Paper, and among tIlaoh hdL 

Anticipating a Labor Government BY L. Q. MancAestsr 

I U writing you a conversation I had with an coming elections; and that thia man had been 
experienced railroad agent yesterday. I t  may hown to them for a year; bat that thin had been 

or may not interest yon; but it so reminded me kept secret, and would be until the proper time. 
of Jehu that I had to tell you of it. In taking The man selected was one who wodd get every 
.boat the strike situation and the coming labor labor vote and many others. The labar party m, this man said that the labor organiza- were sure of his election. He was independent 
tiona had a man selected for president in the of any political party aa now existing. 

THE WISH FOR TODAY By J .  8. Whittier 

I a& not now for gold to gild 
With mocking nhine a weary frame; 

The yeuning of the mind ie dilled- 
I a& not now for fame. 

A d o u d  dimly wen above, 
Malting in heavenJr blue depths aw. 

0 ,pet, fond dreun of hnman Love1 
lFaD thee I may not pray. 

But bowed in lowliness of mind, 
I make my humble wishes known; 

I only aak a will resigned, 
o FW,,~~TEMOWR~ 

"?. 

Toby, baneath Thy chastening eye 
I m v e  done for peace end reat, 

Submidoe in Thy hmd to liq 
Indtwlthoti t irw 

A marvel eeem the uni- 
A mireclr our life .ad death; 

A mjeter;r which I cannot pierce, 
Around, abovg, beneath. 

In v8in I tsslr my aching brain, 
In rain tho s r g d n  thought I lorn, 

I only fed how weak .nd vain, 
How poor m d  blind, ir man. 

&id now my rpirit long for home, 
And l o w  for light whereby to 4 

And, like a weary child, would come, 
0 Father, unto Thesl 

Though oft, b lettam traced on sand, 
My weak rerolvm have passed away, 

In mercy lend Thy helping b.nd 
Unto my prayer today. 
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STUDIES IN THE 'CHARP OF GOW' (q&T%EfiaaS) 
With Issue Number 80 we began mnnlng Judge Rutherford's new' -A. 

T h e  Harp of God". with amunpnny ln~  quatlona, taki~~g the place of both !&! 1 
Advnnced and Juvenll~ bmle Studlea which have been h i t h e m  p~~bl l shed  

P 
I 

a. 

I 

I 

I 
*Jehovah has given to Satan four separate a star move from the East and stand over 

and distinct names, all of which have a deep l3eflilehem. Satan and his emissaries, the de- 
dgnificanoe. Besides the name Satan he i s  des- mon> associated with him, have power to pro- 1 ' ignated a s  the drogon, that old serpent and the duce Lights; and many instances are cited in 
devil. Dragon means devourer or  destroyer; history of these lights appearing near tlie 
and Satan has a t  all times been seeking to de- carth. The "star" o r  light that guided the wise 
stroy o r  devour Jesus and His true followers, men was without doubt such a light and not a 
who constitute the seed of promise. His name star moved by the power of Jehovah. 
Satan indicates adversary; and he has opposed "'The wise men residing in the East were 
in every way the development of the new crea- sorcerers and magicians. They were star- 
tion, consisting of Jesils and His bride. His gazers. They were followers of the false re 
name serpent means deceiver; and he has a p  ligion. They sacrificed to and worshiped the 
plied all of his wily methods to deceive, and as devil. (1 Corinthians 10: 20) Pharaoh the king 
Jesus has declared, he would deceive, if possi- of Egypt was a type. of Satan the devil; and 
ble, the very elect, but God will not permit him Pharaoh used wise men like unto these sorcer- 
thus to do. His title devil means slanderer; ers  and magicians to oppose the Lord and hia 
and he has constantly carried on a campaign messengers in the day that they were in E g y p  
of slanderous propaganda against the people tian bondage. (Exodus 7: 11) These were dev- 
of God even unto this day, and has never lost otees of astrology and demon worship. Doubt- 
an opportunity to t ry  in his various ways to less many of them were sincere, but they were 
destroy them. the dupes of a false religion inaugurated by 

14'JVhen it was announced to Mary by the Satan. The Biblical record definitely fixes the - angel that she should bring forth a child whose fact that Herod, then ruler in Jerusalem, was 
name should be called Jesus and that He would a wicked man, under the influence of Satan. 
be the Savior of His people, Satan recognized 
this promised and unborn babe as the one who QUESTIONS ON UTHE m ~ p  OF ~ 0 1 ~ 9  

would ultimately braise his head. The apostle Elrplain the si+C8nce of the ~ P . e n  Satmi 
P a d  plainly states to us that God sent Jesus how do th,, apply to hie operatiO118 sgainet J- 
into the world, one of His missions being ulti- ,d H F ~  fo~owers? 1 148. 
mat el^ to destroy the devil. (Hebrews 2: 14) When the promiee was made to Marg that ahe ahodd 
The enmity of Satan toward the seed of prom- be the mother of Jesus, how did Satan regard thir - ise has never abated. Learning of the promised promise? T( 149. 
birth of the child, Satan at once began to lay What was one of the pnrpasee of Jesud coming h 
his plans for its destruction. He attempted to earth relative to Satan? 1 149- 
induce Mary's espoused husband Joseph to put What attempt did Satan m k e  dmtro~ 

t hcr away nrd cause her to be put to death un- her babe before the birth of Jesus? fl 
m a t  was the "star" or light that guided the "wim der the tenne of the Mosaic law; but God pre- 

men,, to Bahleheml ,, 150. ve.ltcJ this by advising Joseph through His m%o tbev uriae men,, .nd whom did they 
messeiiwr in a dream to fear not, but to talie 

llhipl Isla 
Mary for his wife.-Matthew 1: 18-24. 

160 
Had Pharaoh the king of Egypt employed dmilv 

Stars do not move above the canopy of men? and for what purpose? q 151. 
henrcn in such a manner as to lead men. I t  What kind of man wee Herod? and under whon 

' ~ e s s  ullrgasocable that Jehovah would have influence was he? 4 161. 

! 

i -2 

'To Him, from wanderings long and wild, Like dew-fall eeffling on my mind. 
I come an over-wearied child, Assured that all I know ir bd.  

In am1 and shade lib peace to find, And humbly trueting for the rest." 
IZ 



In 1886' Pastor Russell W r o t e :  
"Close your eyes for a moment to the  scenes of m1seI-Y 

and uoe, de,mdntion nnC sorrow that j e t  prernil on 
account of sin, and picture before your me~ital  vision the 
glory. of the perfect earth. S o t  a stnln of sin m a n  the 
harmony and peace of a perfect mcicty ; not a bitter 
thought, not an unklnd look or  word; love, welling up 
from every heart, meets a kindred response In every other . heart, nnd benevolence marks every a c t  There sickness 
&all be no more; not an  ache nor a pain, nor any evidence 
of decsy - not eeren the fear of such thifigs. W n k  of all  
the pictures of cornparatire health tlllcl beauty of human 
form zlnct feature that you have ever seen, and know that  
perfect hnlnmity tvill be of still surp4s:ing lo\elinesa The 
i n ~ a r d  purity nud mental and moral perf.xtion will stamp 
and glorify every radiant countenance. Such will earth's 
society be; and meeyillg and berenred ones mill have their 
tear> ;dl \\.iped away, when thus they reakze the  resurrec- 
tlon work completa" 

Not a description of heaven, but of earth. 

Was it  prophetic vision, inspiration, or what? 

I t  mas what he learned from studying the Bibla 

T H ~  HaRP BIBLE STUDY COUBSE gives yon this view into the future; it 
consists of the H ~ R P  OF GOD, a book of 384 pages, cloth binding, library 
size, gold stamped; reading assignment and a weekly self-quiz card. 

The student is not required to submit written answers to the questions. 

The entire course can be completed in thirteen weeks. 

T m  HaBP BIBLE STUDY COVBSE complete-48c. 

"A &y minute reading Sundayf 

INTERNATIONAL BIBLE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION, 

l8 Ooncord St, Brooklyn, N. I. 

Gm- : 
I wiab to uub8cribe to the complete BIBL. S m  Cowma 

-closed h d  48c, payment in full. 

Name 

Street md N o  

om 
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The World's Big Rivers 

W E PLACE the Mississippi river at the 
head of the l i~t .  The -on drains a 

larger area, carries several times as much wlrc 
ter, and is longer than the Mississippi proper; 
but the Mississippi and its tributary the Mis- 
souri, when combined, have a total length of 
4,650 miles, which is 650 miles longer than the 
combined Amazon and Ucayale. In point of 
length the North American river properly 
comes first. The actual length of the Missie- 
sippi proper is 2,553 miles. The drainage area 
is 1,259,000 square miles. 

The valley of the Mississippi is the granary 
of the .rvorld. I t  produces in itself more wheat, 
oats, and corn than any other one entire coun- 
try on the whole planet; and it is second in its 
production of barley and fourth in rye. I t  bar, 
rixty percent of the population of the United 
States and produces eighty percent of the 
wealth of the Union. In point of importancx 
to the world a t  this time it is of far greater 
d u e  than the Amazon. 

When the Kaiser said during the war that 
#America is now a blow egg-shell," his obser- 
vation showed that he had never been in the 
Mississippi valley. If he had ever seen what 
that valley contains, he would have thought a 
long time before speaking in such a trifling way 
of an area singularly fertile and blessed with a 
climate unsurpassed. 

The Amazon, which is really the world's larg- 
est river, is so much larger than the Mississippi 
in the amount of water carried that it staggers 
one's imagination to think of its volume. In  
flood time the Mississippi at New Orleans is 
big enough. It is always 60 feet deep and 3,100 
feet wide at  that point. I t  aIways carries one 
third of all tlie river water of the United States. 
Always, eve* minnte, it passes into the sea 
a bulk of water equivalent to twenty acres 
forty-two feet in depth. 

But the h a z o n !  It h. s a drainage area of 
8,000,000 square miles, is 180 feet in depth at 

a distance of 750 miles from its mouth, and in 
its entire system there are 50,000 milea of navi- 
gable waterways, ere against 15,700 miles od 
such waterways on the Mississippi and its 
branches. River navigation in the U. S. A. 
actually praotieed ia each a sad subject that 
we dislike to think about i t  A few old broken- 
down, wheezy, flat-bottomed, side-wheel steam- 
ers, and we are through. 

When it comes to water, the Amazon every 
minute pow8 out into the ocean a body of wa- 
ter such as might be piled upon a twenty-acre 
lot if the pile were 200 feet high, or nearly five 
times sr, much as leaves the mouth of the Mia- 
sissippi. 

Great as are the undeveloped possibilities 
of the Mississippi, they are as nothing corn- 
pared to the future which awaits the Amazon. 
Here is a region of such fertility that only 
swarming billions of people could ever subdue 
it. But they will be here shortly, and it will 
be snbdued Just now these billions are in their 
graves, awaiting the summons of the Prince of 
Peace to call them forth. (John 5 : 28) The 
valley of the Amazon is so choked with plant 
and animal life that it is fairly falling over 
itself. From its headwaters there in river com- 
munication to the Orinoco River on the north 
and to the Rio de la Plata on the south. 

60  The Egyptian Hope" 

T HE Nile, the Egyptian Hope, as it was an- 
ciently called, with a drainage area of 1,- 

082,000 square miles, is 100 miles longer than 
the Amazon, but no one would think of it as  
a greater river. The lake in which it rises, 
Victoria Nyanza, ia next in size to Lake Sn- 
perior, the largest fresh-water lake on the 
globe, and is 4,000 feet above sea level. In the 
neighborhood of this lake there are abundant 
and regular rainfalls, and the Nile issues from 
the lake a full-grown river. On its way north 
it passes through arid regions for ~uch a long 



&stance that it &ally grows d n r  hated 
of larger. 

There ia one place where it grows much larg- 
er, however, and that ia where the Blue Nile 
pins the parent Once a year, begin- 
ning in the month of Jrure, the Blw Nile u in 
flood, due to the melting of the anowa on the 
Blue Mountains. The riae in the waters con- 
tinues for three months ; and by September 16t 
the river, which had been twenty-five feet above 
its low level at Cairo, begins to reoede. It L 
this annual h o d  which constitutes the muroe 
of Egypt's wealth. The silt brought down from 
,Abyssinia is fertile food for plants, though it 
often iih the canals made to carry it. 

A eerie8 of three great dams have been built 
across the Nile, to husband and regulate the 
Bow of water. One of these is near Cairo; an- 
other is at Assiont, !250 miles upstream; and 
the third, at Assouan, 400 miles still further 
upstream, at the foot of the first cataract, is 
one of the great engineering worka of the 
world. It is 130 feet in height and will pay for 
Stself, principal and interest, in a short time, 
%n the rent obtainable from land growing two 
mops per year which cannot now be used a t  all. 

The upper part of the Nile is choked with 
vegetable growtha ro thick and luxuriant that 
in places for miles a t  a atretch the suriace of 
the river b completely hidden from view and 
elephants can and do cross its surface with no 
b g e r  whatever of falling in. Here is another 
vast section of the world a thousand miles in 
length .ad in many placee of great width that 
really needs a throng of humans to keep it in 
order. In due time it wi l l  have them. The Mia- 
muri-Mississippi, Amazon, and Nile are the 
only rivers in the world 4,000 or more miles in 
length. The Nile ia 4,100 miles long. 

Ttae Gnat  A~iafic Rimm 

W E DO. not hear mnch about the Ytniad, 
3,400 &lea in length, drainage area 1,- 

100,000 square miles, the great river of Middle 
Siberia We do not hear mnch of Siberia itself ; 
but a returned American soldier, who was eta- 
tioned there when Uncle Sam waei helping to 
repatriate the Czechoslovaks, and who traveled 
for thousands of miles dong the line of the 
Tram-Siberian railway, reports that the soil 
is a black loam several feet thick, capable of 
raising tremendous crops under proper &ti- 
vation, and only waiting a decent government 

to be a patadist. The Yenid though not 
deep river in its upper reaches is navigsbb 
for 600 milea from ka mouth by ocean-going 
vessela The mouth of tbe Yenisei, in the b 
tie Ooean, in open far trade with Norway for 
rix we& in the middlr of the summer, each 
mason The polar ioe-cap is rapidly melting, 
and in a few yeam the valley of the Yenitsti 
will m n n  with people now asleep in death. 

The Pang-be-kiang, the next largest river in 
'Asia, 3,302 miles long, drainage area 950,- 
000 quart miles, rises in the mountains of Ti- 
bet, and after more than a thousand miles of 
the wildest and most beautiful of mountain 
scenery passes peacefully through one of the 
most fertile and most densely populated a r e a  
on earth, the heart of China In 1861 a Chnroh- 
of-England battleship and opium squadron, en- 
gaged in spreading "practical" European Chris- 
tianity among the heathen Chinese, ascended 
the river for more than 800 miles. In the month 
of February the tides rise in the river as far 
aa Lake Po-Yang, 436 miles from the sea 

In the Sauthenr HemMphm 

T HE Congo, 3,000 miles in length, dwinap 
area 1,600,000 square miles, is next in size; 

it is an African river in the general form of a 
great arc, finding its outlet on the West Coast 
below the equator. It seems unfortunate that 
the Congo, though ten miles in width at itr 
mouth, is navigable for only 110 miles by ocean- 
going steamers; but above the rapids there am 
7,000 miles of navigable streams, where a pop 
ulation of 30,000,000 natives has managed to 
live in spite of their unpleasant habit of eating 
one another 'and in spite of all the depredations 
that have been made upon them by the "Chris- 
tian" slave-dealers and rumsellers that have 
gone there to civilize them. The volume of wn- 
ter &suing from the month of the Congo is 
only exceeded by the Amazon. I ts  basin ir 
largely filled with impenetrable forests, due to 
the rich soil and the hot, moist climate. There 
are two rainy seasons a ~ u a l l y  in this tem- 
tory and the time will come when it will pro- 
d u e  an almost limitless amount of food. 

The Parana-Rio de 1s Plata, 2,910 mihs 
long, drainage area 1,240,000 sqnare miles, is 
the great river which does for the southern 
part of South America what the Amazon doer 
for the central part. It carries off a body of 
water comparable to the Congo, and in ita h- 
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rrin are found five of the most progressive 
oountries of the continent which lies to the 
south of us. l'he estnary is 143 milee in width 
at its month; its shores are low; the currents 
are swift and the winds are rtrong. This makes 
the La Plata a dangerone river for navigation, 
though an immense business is done through 
the ports of Buenos Ayres and Montevideo, 
and ships of 4,000 tons can easily make their 
way 400 miles upstream. Smaller vessels as- 
wnd 1,000 miles and, a t  high water, still fur- 
ther. 

TItree More Asiatic Stream 

T HE Lena, length 2,770 miles, drainage area 
960,000 square miles, parallels the Yenisei 

on the east as the Obi parallels it on the west, 
and is navigable throughout the greater part 
of its course in the summer season. I t  is be- 
lieved that when the time cpmes for opening 
up this vast basin by railroads from the south 
and by Arctic steamship lines from the north 
it will be found to be a wheat-growing district 
like Northwestern Canada, capable of sustain- 
ing an immense number of people. At present, 
like all Siberia, it is largely uninhabited. 
The Amur, 2,739 miles in length, drainage 

area 786,000 square miles, rises in about the 
same place as the Yenisei, in Asia, and flows 
eastward, separating Manchuria from Siberia 
for a thousand miles of its length. I t  is handi- 
capped by a bar at its mouth; but there are 
numerous steamers above the bar which bring 
their goods to Khbarovsk for transport the 
remainder of the distance by rail. The winters 
are severe ; but the oonntry is richly timbered, 
has an abundance of fish and fur-bearing ani- 
mals and is admirably adapted to pasturage 
and agriculture. It Lies in the same general 
latitude as Winnipeg, Calgary and the popu- 
lous and growing Canadian Northwest. When 
the climate moderates, as it will under the 
reign of the Prince of Life, there are millions 
who prefer the snappy winter seasons to 
milder climates. 
The Hoangho, 2,600 miles in length, drainage 

area 200,000 square miles, is but 39 miles 
shorter than the b u r  and is its nearest great 
neighbor op the south, the rivers virtually 
paralleling one another. This great river is 
d e d  China's Sorrow, because in its time it 
has caused the death of millions of people. On 
one ocoasion when it waa in flood, it m e d  a 

new wurse to the tea at a great distance from 
its original mouth. The river is broad and 
ahallow, and unsuited to navigation. Its oourse 
is through an alluvial soil of unsurpassed fer- 
tility. The great plain, 700 miles long and 
about 300 miles wide, which wnstitntea its 
lower basin maintains a denser population 
than any other equivalent area of the earthpa 
snrfaae. The river is crossed twice by the fa- 
mous Chinese Wall. 

Timbuctqd and the Niger 

T HI3 Niger, length 2,500 miles, drainage area 
584,000 square miles, is the great river of 

northwestern Africa, rises within 175 miles of 
the Atlantic Ocean and sweeps around a great 
semicircle back into the Atlantic. At the top 
of the immense circle, or rather we should say 
a t  the central point of the great arc described 
by the river's course, in the center of a fertile 
prairie, lies Timbuctoo, destined, in the future, 
to be a rival of Chicago. Immense and fertile 
plains and forests stretch away to the east 
and west and sonth; and from this territory 
now come enormous supplies of oils, gums, 
ivory, and ostrich feathers. 

Timbuctoo is a t  the head of navigation oE 
the Niger, and a natural collecting and dis- 
tributing depot for the products of the region. 
For generation the Arabs have carried the 
products northward to Tripoli, across the Sa- 
hara, making two round trips per year. Now 
the French are connecting Tirnbuctoo and Tri- 
poli by rail, and the trip will be made in a 
few hours. Meantime a third of the goods are 
proceeding down the fifteen hundred miles of 
more or less dangerous navigation to the sea- 
board, where they constitute part of Britain's 
valuable imports. 

me Mackentic ond st* Lawrcna 

T HE Bdackenzie, 2,300 miles long, drainage 
area 600,000 square miles, is the great river 

of Northwest Canada which, Like the Obi, Yeni- 
sei, and Lena rivers of Siberia, flows northward 
into the Arctic Ocean and which can never be- 
come a great avenue of tramportation from 
the seaward end until the Arctic Ocean warms 
up. At present it is navigable in ita southern 
reaches and tributaries for about 2,000 milea. 
It is the most productive fur district in the 
world, and is believed to have vast petroleum 
deposita awaiting development. The central 



and southern portions will prodnoe great mps 
when the growing season becomes a little long- 
er, as it will under the new conditions about 
to come in earth's &aim. 

The St. Lawrence river, drainage area 410,- 
000 square miles, of which the Canadians are 
so justly proud, comes next in length, with 
2,200 miles, from ita riae in Minnesota and its 
passage through the greatest &&-water lakes 
on the globe to the gulf of St. Lawrence at  it8 
end. This river is so well known to moat of 
our readers thabit needs little mention 1.- 
mediately below Lake Ontario are the Thou- 
sand Islands, a famona summer resort, rest- 

. ing npon its bosom. At present, the milliona 
of people on both sides of the St. Lawrence, 
and 500 miles back from its shores and from 
the shores of the Great Lakes through which 
it passes, are planning to have it made into 
a waterway that will take ocean-going ships 
disect from Chicago and Dnluth to any ocean 
port in the world. The St. Lawrence is famous 
for the clearness of its water and for the mi- 
formity of its flow at all seasons. It has an 
extreme width of Wty miles at ita month. Be- 
low Quebec for 250 miles the river proper has 
been drowned, as a distinct river channel 800 
feet wide has been traced to the gulf and 100 
miles into the gulf itself. 

The V&a and Obi 

T HE Volga, 2,200 mile& the m e  length as 
the combined St. Lawrence and Great Lakes, 

and with a drainage area of 563,300 square 
miles, ie the only European river which enters 
into our list of streams 2,000 or more miles in 
length. It is located in eastern Russia, and is 
navigable almost from its eource to its mouth. 
The river abounds in fish of unnsaal size, and 
the banks are fertile and often well wooded. 
With its tributariee it affords about 7,000 miles 
of navigable watenvaya. An odd thing about 
this river,,the greatest in Europe, ia that it 
flowa into a$ inland sea which has no outlet - 
the Caspian Sea 

The river next in size, the Obi, 2,120 milm 
long, drainage area 1,250,000 sqnare miles, is 
an Asiatic stream and may be described 
as paralleling &e course of the Yenisei It is 
the great stream of Western Siberia as the 
Yenisei is the stream of Central Siberia The 
?lace where it empties into the Arctie Ocean 
ia near where the Yenisei empties; and when 

the Arctic becomes the general highway d 
commerie about the northern portion of the 
earth, which it is bound aome day to be, the 0; 

valley of the Obi wi l l  be of great commercial 
importance. Oeographera already predict that 
it will become one of the important f ood -p r~  =" 
dncing regions of the world. It is navigable 
by large boats for a thousand miles, and with 
its branches has several thousand miles of nav- 
igable waterways for river craft. Those who t 

imagine that the world ia full of people had 
better look up eome of these valleys and h d  . 
out what a great place this world is. 

TItc Y h n  and Zndua 

T HE Yukon, 5044 miles in length, drainage 
area 200,000 square miles, is the great 

stream wbich rises in Western Canada and flows 
the entire length of Alaska westward into Ber- 
ing Sea. In the three or four months in sum- 
mer in which it is open, there is navigation for 
a distance of 1,866 miles. Indeed, it is the fifth 
river in the world in the length of navigable 
watem, being exceeded only by the Amazon, 
Mississippi, Miasonri and St. Lawrence. There 
is already some gardening done in the valley 
of the Yukon, with an immense development 
sure to come within a century or so. 

The Indns, 2,000 miles long, drainage area 
325,400 square miles, is the last one in our l is t  
We might go on and describe hundreds of 
other magnificent h a m s ;  but we must stop 
somewhere, and decide to make 2,000 miles the 
limit. The Indus, the most westerly of the 
great rivers of India., sustains great losses 
through evaporation, irrigation and sinking 
into the aand, and on the whole its ;Palley ia 
not so fertilk as the basin of most great riven 
in India and elsewhere. Nevertheless, milliom 
of people find a livelihood npon its banks. 

In  view of this brief and elementary glanas 
a t  the great river systems of the earth, and of 
the certain knowledge that there are handreda 
of great systems which could not even be men- 
tioned, how evident it is that the earth con- T- 

tains all the room Jehovah will need to mah, 
it the paradise for earth's restored millionr, 
which He has declared that it shall be in the 
"times of reetitntion." With s little time, a iit- t 
tle changing of the climate, the means are at 
hand to feed and to care for them as fsst am 
they come back from the great prison-houm 
ef death whhh Christ ia rh t  to open. 



- Impressions of Britain- -In Ten Parts (Part I N )  

ANDING in Liverpool in the early evening, L the American's first objective is London, 
192 miles away; and he is whirled away to the 
Lime Street Station to get the midnight train. 
A glimpse from the taxicab window reveals the 
great Merence between American street-cars, 
of double length and only one story in height, 
and the British tram-cars, as they are called, 
with a compartment downstairs for the ladies 
and accommodations upstairs for smokers. 
There are practically no one-story street-cars 
in Britain, and there are no two-story street- 
cars in America. 

When the taxicab driver lands his passenger 
a t  the Lime Street Station, he seems to try to 
take advantage of the her ican 's  unfamiliarity 
with British money; for he fails to give him 
the right change. A friendly Briton standing 
by reproves him and sees to it that the error 
is corrected. The driver protests that he 
thought that two of the two-shilling pieces 
which he had tendered as part of the change 
were half-crowns (24 shilling pieces), but rec- 
tifies the error as the Briton insists that the 
matter be made right. 

Rcrilroad Stationa 

B RITISH railway stations are of many dif- 
ferent daigns, and all are quite different 

from those with which Americans are most 
familiar. The usual style of American railway 
station is one large central waiting-room, bril- 
liantly lighted and steam-heated; and within 
this one enclosure there are ticket offices, news 
stands, telephone booths, telegraph offices, toi- 
let rooms, barber shops, information bureaus, 
restaurants, shoe-shining parlors, parcel rooms, 
and baggage departments, well as the seats 
upon which one may wait'for trains. 

The usual style of British railway stations ia 
the great iron and glass arched roof similar to 
the South Station in Boston, the Reading Ter- 
minal in Philadelphia, and the old Brond Street 
Station h the same city, now in process of dem- 
olition. About twenty years ago these great 
arches went out of style in America, because 
they collect and retain the smoke from the lo- 
comotives, qnd in a few years become dark and 
dingy. With the advent of electric terminals, 
of which the3e is none in England as yet, there 
is no need of snch expensive and unsatisfactory 
structures; and in stations not get fitted with 
electric ap.proaches the train-sheds in America 

al 

are of the sawtooth pattern,. with apertures 
over the stacks of the engines just s ac i en t  in 
width to allow the smoke to escape without 
coming into the station at all. The drainage 
of these sawtooth roofs is down the center of 
the columns supporting the same, and the net 
result is a clean and satisfactory train-shed. 

Within the great arched enclosure of the 
British railway station there is perhaps a 
score of detached tuildings, serving the same 
purposes as in America, but all detached from 
one another, or frequently so detached. There 
are a guards room, a &st-class ladies room, a 
f i r ~ t r ~ l a ~ ~  gentleman's room, first-class refresh- 
ment room, first-class booking hall, third-class 
booking hall, cloak room, parcels office, luggage 
room, toilet rooms, etc. Some of the toilet 
rooms are very fine, linished in white tile, a8 
in America, and with features snch a8 d e e -  
rooms for personal necessities. 

Arrangement of Platforms 

S OME of the British stations are "open" sta- 
tions, where any one who desires may go 

anywhere he pleases; and eome are ''closed" 
stations, where ingress and egress are by ticket. 
For a penny (2c) dropped into a dot  machine 
any person may obtain a "platform ticket" and 
eccompany his friend to the door of whatso- 
ever train he wishes. In America friends are 
barred a t  the gates, and cannot get beyond 
them except by permission of the gatekeeper. 

In the Lime Street Station, Liverpool, the 
train platforms are unusually wide and are so 
arranged that an automobile or other vehicle 
can drive right down the roadway in the middle 
of the platform and passengers may step from 
the cab almost directly into the door of the 
train. Quite a number of the stations in Great 
Britain are of this convenient type. There ia 
no snch arrangement anywhere in America. 

In Britain certain trains always mme in on 
certain platforms. This is not always the case 
in America. In Amerig if a friend misses the 
incoming visitor, the u s d  custom is for them 
to meet at  the news-stand in the general wait- 
ing-room. In Britain, if the American does not 
we his friend waiting for him on the platform, 
he had better stay right on that platform and 
not go looking around for the news-stand nn- 
less he wishes to get lost and etay lost. That 
is what happened to your American in Shef- 
field. He tried using herican brains in a Brit- 
V 
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ish railway station, and it took him three hours 
to get fonnd. Meantime his friend was in the 
same station, anxiously patrolling the right 
platform and wondering what had become of 
his peculiar charge. 

In a "closed" station there is no way out of 
the station except a t  a gate, where the railway 
ticket or  plat.form ticket is surrendered. There 
is no snch arrangement anywhere in  Americg 
where all tickets are  taken up on the train by 
the conductor or by a ticket collector. Yost 
tickets in Britain a re  collected at the barrier, 

. on arrival a t  the station. 
All stations in the British Isles are like the 

Grand Central Station in New Pork, o r  the 
Pennsylvania Station in the same city, and in 
North Philadelphia, West Philadelphia, etc., in 
that the platforms are on a level with the rail- 
way-car floor and that the cars may therefore 
be entered without ascending the four steps 
which are one of the abominations of American 
railway traveL As  a result one cannot go from 
one part  of a British station to another part 
without ascending and descending a flight of 
stairs, to carry him over o r  under the inter- 
vening tracks. But this is a good thing, how- 
wer ,  for  i t  prevents accidents. This form of 
platform is coming into more general use in 
America, and is without doubt the ultimate 
style. It would probably be adopted now all 
over America but for  the enormous expense of 
equipping the cars and stationa 

Billboar& in Statiom 

B RITISH scenery is not disfigured by bill- 
boards (hoardings, as they are  called) as 

in the United States; but they make up for  it 
in  their railway stations, which a re  disfigured 
from one end to the other with posters on ev- 
cry conceivable subject. The Britisher travel- 
ing in America would be as surprised to see 
all our landscape disfigured by billboards and 
to  see the'beauty and fbe tidiness of our rail- 
way stations, as the American traveling in  
Britain is to see the stations snch a blotch of 
msters  and signs of all sorts and descriptions, 
and the beautifa landscapes as yet largely 
spared. On tqe whole the Briton has the better 
of i t  in this respect. I f  the traveler is to be 
tortured by having thrust before him every- 
where he goes the ubiquitous Bovril, Dnnlap'r 
"Tyres," Beecham's Pills, Stafford's Ink, Car- 
ter's Little Liver Pills, Ingersoll's Radiolib, 

Heinz 57, etc, it in far better to have the tor- 
ture all in one place than to have it inte r j d  
everywhere between him and the landscup 
which he wishes to see. Most Americans think 
that Bovril is a great city, until they learn 
that it in a beef-tea extract. 

M w q  Parcuengcr Cam 
LL railway-cars in h e r i m  a re  entered A from  platform^ at the ends. There are 

no outside doors anywhere except at the en& 
of the car, and the access to all parts of the 
car is by means d a -broad aisle extending 
usually down the center of the car. But in sorne 
special cars, snch as dining-cars and certain 
types of sleeping-cars, a portion of the aisle 
may be a t  one side, to make more room for the 
dining-car kitchen o r  for the stateroom o r  
staterooms of the sleeping-car. I n  Britain there 
are  no platforms on the ends of the cars, and 
the cars are  never entered except through the 
doors in the side. For  the use of trainmen in 
the  railway yards only, there are  small run- 
ning boards below the station platform levels, 
by means of which access to the car doors can 
be had in case of emergency. 

On trains which have only a run of fifty miler 
o r  so - and there are many snch in Britain - 
there are no corridors running lengthwise ob 
the train, and there is no way at all of going 
from one end of the train to the other. The 
aisles are crosswise of the train, with doors on 
each end and with a long seat on each side. 
l'here are  windows in the doors, and two ad- 
ditional windows a t  each end of the cornpart- 
ment, making six windows in each compart- 
ment. The ears are 81 feet wide, 14 feet nar- 
rower than American railway cars. On the 
long seats there is room for five passengers, 
or ten for a compartment. The seats face each 
other, so that half of the passengers are rid- 
ing with faces forward and half with faces to 
the rear. I n  five weeks' experience there were 
seldom more than four in a compartment, and 
in numerous instances the compartment was 
occupied alone. There are no toilet occommo& 
tions in this class of railway cars. 

These compartments are  unsafe for  women 
Suppose two women are  riding alone in a com- 
partment The train stops and a man gets in; 
i t  stops again and one of the women gets out. 
What is the other woman to dot p 'hat will be 
the outcome if it turns out that the man is a 



moron, a degenerate? Six bodies of English 
girls have been found alongside British rail- 
way tracks in the past six months, where they 
have been thrown by other ownpants of their 
compartments; and there is no clue and no poa- 
sible way of identifying the miscreant o r  tell- 
ing from what compartment the victim w a ~  
thrown. There is the bellcord in the top of the 
compartment which may be pulled and the 
train stopped, if one could reach the bell-cord. 
But there is a penalty of five pounds for im- 
properly pulling the cord. 

British railway-cars a r e  of various lengths, 
equipped with five, seven, eight or nine com- 
partments. The shortest ones are but little 
more than half the length of the longest, which 
hare nine colnparhnents and are of the same 
length as the American care. The shortest cars 
have three wheels on each side, one in the mid- 
dle of the car, and look very odd to an Ameri- 
can. The conipartments are  marked on the 
outside, tosindieate whether they are  first- o r  
tlird-class, whether smoking, or non-smoking, 
or whether exclusively for  ladies. 

The upholstery is luxnrious high-back u p  
holstery, of better quality in the British third- 
class cars than it i s  in the standard American 
day coach. The only difference between British 
first-class accommodations and third-class is 
that the upholstery of the first-class is still bet- 
ter and that the fare is about six cents per mile 
instead of about three cents for third-class. 
There a re  first- and third-class compartments 
in the same car. The seating capacity of a nine- 
compartment car is ninety passengers ; the seat- 
ing capacity of the standard h e r i c a n  day coach 
is eighty passengers. American cars are two 
feet higher in the ceiling and are  better heated 
and ventilated. 
Jn the matter of heating, Americans overdo 

it and 33rit011.s nnderdo it. Thes are about 15" 
or  20" apart in their estimates of what malres 
for  hum* comfort. The British sit in comfort 
in temperatures of 55" ; and if it gets any hot- 
ter  they open the windows. It is more often 
75" in American railway-coaches than it is 
70"; and if it were reduced to 68" the people 
wonld be be'tter off. 

I n  BritairP there i s  nothing that compares 
with the elaborate, ornate, and levurious 
Pullman chair-cars and sleeping-cars that tra- 
verse the American continent day and night in 
every diredion. In these sd id  Pullman trains, 

some qf which bave continuous runs of over 
two thou~and miles, one may live in the g r e a t  
eat luxury - have everything obtainable i n  a 
firstelass hotel. h e  of these trains not on@ 
have parlorcare with swivel mats and obser- 
vationcars and reading-rooms -6th luwrions 
movable chairs, but barber shop, bath, ladies 
maid, valet, stenographer and typewriter, wire- 
less concerts, telegraph operator, refrigerated 
sir, and electric fans. Most Americans who 
make long trips use these trains. 

T HE American sleeping-cars are transformed 
by day into handsome coachea in which every 

other seat faces the rear of the train. During 
the day the upper berths are loeked up against 
the ceiling, with their load of mattresses, pil- 
lows, blankets, curtains, and partitions; but 
the curves are  BO graceful that one who knew 
nothing of the arrangement would go through 
the car admiring its graceful linesland without 
any idea of the great amount of sleeping equip 
ment conveyed. At night, on each side of the 
aisle, there a re  two sets of berths, upper and 
lower, in each of which two passengers can 
sleep with comfort. There are  springs to the 
upper berth; while the lower berth i s  comfort- 
able, but not quite as  resilient. In each end of 
American sleeping-cars there a r e  elaborate 
toilet rooms; but the disappearing wash basins 
of British "lavatories" (as their toilet rooms 
are always called) are an improvement on the 
fixed basins of American cars. 

In one end of most American sleepingcars 
there is a "drawing-room," a comfortable bed- 
room with accommodations for  five pereons, 
with i ts own private toilet room, everything of 
the very best that ingenuity can provide. The 
charges for a drawing-room are eight times the 
ellarge for a lower berth and the charge for an  
upper berth is eighty percent of the charge 
for a lower. The berths are  fitted with ham- 
mocks for clothing, curtains to insure privacy, 
elec.tric lights, call bells wherewith to summon 
the porter, mirrors, double windows for  pro- 
tection against the cold in winter, and copper 
screens for protection from cinders in summer. 
These items are  given for the benefit of the 
foreign readers of TEE GOWEN AGE, of whom 
there &re many. 

British sleeping-cars are made and used ex- 
clnsi~ely for night travel. They are not con- ' 



vertible into day coachea The compartment 
system is followed in this, as in all other Brit- 
ish trains, two berths to a compartment. There 
are no upper berths. The beds are not so large 
as in the American care, and the toilet amom- 
modations are primitive. 

Dining -cam 

B RITISH train8 are still lighted with gas; 
and some trains have felt hoods, which can 

be slipped over the globes to hide their glare; 
while electricity is now used exclusively on the 
better American roads. Some British dining- 
cars have an appearance almost similar to that 
of American standard sleeping-cars when in 
use as coaches during the day; but in general 
the American dining-cars are more elaborate 
than the British dining-cars, or have that a p  
pearance on account of the higher ceilings, 
larger windows, handsome movable dining- 
chairs, and dainty eleotrio lights on the tablea. 
British dining-cars serve all m d s  table d'hote ; 
Americans serve all meals B la carte, ao as to 
squeeze more out of the patron and give him 
less for his money. One can get a first-class 
meal on a British dining-car for one-half what 
it would cost him on an American dining-car. 

Up and down the platforms in the British 
stations go boys and girls with rolling baets,  
from which there are served direct to the 
passengers who have already entered their 
compartments d e s ,  sandwiches, candies, and 
-what do yon suppose?-TEA! In h e r i c a ,  
if they had snch an arrangement, they would 
be selling '%ot dogsJ'- roasted frankfurters. 
The food is good, and the prices would make 
an American restanretern tarn over in his 
grave. A ham sandwich containing lots of real 
ham, and a good cup of tea with milk and su- 
gar. How much t Sixpence - llf oents Ameri- 
can money. How much bread, ham, tea and 
milk and sugar do you suppose yon would get 
in AmeriG'for 11% cents9 You might go out 
and try it, and let THE OOLDBR AGE know. 
The stations are so large that a stranger 

should allow himself plenty of time to wander 
around and And out where he belongs. The 
American had+n hour to wait at Newport. He 
stepped up to a police officer and asked: "Could 
you please tell me where is the post office?" 
Back came the surprising but altogether l o g i d  
answer, "Outside." And, sure enough! tbe whole 
bwn waa not found under tbe station roof, and 

the post office was found to be just outside of it. 
On the longer runs in Britain there are cor- 

ridor trains, in which there are compartments 
the same as in all other trains, except that at 
one end these tmmpartrnents open out into a 
corridor nmning the length of the car. On snch 
cars there are toilet rooms or lavatories with 
a pleasing device on the doors which shows 
instantly whether the room is "Vacanty' or %n- 
gaged" The locking or unlocking of the door 
throws into position a little sign just above the 
handle of the door, making it unnecessary to 
resort, to the embarrassing expedient of trying 
the door. In each compartment of s British 
car there are five beautiful pictures of scenic 
points along the line of the railway, and there 
is a mirror. 

There are no conductors on British trains, 
and this sometimes leavee a stranger stranded. 
The American was bound from Leeda to Bir- 
mingham. He was in a rear aar. The train got 
as far  aa Derby (pronounced Darby) where 
the front part of the train ran off to Birming- 
ham (pronounced B~~mmagam)  ; and it was 
not for threequarters of an hour that the 
Bmerioan discovered that he had been left. 

British traina do not wait for connections 
The American was bound from Bradford to 
Warrington. He changed cars a t  Hnddersfield; 
his train was a minute or so late getting into 
the station, and the Manchester train had gone 
out on time. He waited half an honr, and got 
what looked like a through train for Warring- 
ton; but as the British do not number their 
trains (as is the ~ i v e r s a l  custom in America) 
there is no means of determining from the time 
table whether the train which you board will 
do what you think it will do. Anyway, the train 
was a through train all right; but it went 
through Warrington at the rate of sixty miles 
an hour, without stopping. A British friend, 
who knew the ropes (and it is a delight to 
think of him), rescued the American at  Man- 
ohester, and dragged him over to the locd 
train, which followed the express only a min- 
ute or  so afterwards. 

Speedy Bn'iiah l'mina 

M AY be you think that is an exaggeration, 
about the trains running se fast as sixty 

miles an honr. We give herewith a list of four- 
teen of the fastest British trains compiled by 
s B r i m  traveling man, oonfesaedly done in a 



hurry. The American list was compiled by the all-the-year regular runs in the United States. 
American who was rescued at Manchester from People who think there many express trains in 
the fast train, and is believed to be a nearly either' conntry that have a scheduled run of 
accurate selection of the fourteen very fastest over sixty miles per hour a re  due for a shock. 

-WAY 8YSTEY -0NB DISTANCES XILEB PEE HOW 
American British American British 

Philadelphia and Reading--.-...Camden to Atlantic City. 65f.--- --.6L67-- 
Great Northern ,,......-,,------.-... Doncaster to York-- ---- 44---- - 6 0 . 1 4  
(treat Western London to BristoL . . .  l l 8 t  .----.- 6 9 . 1 3  
New Pork Central ...,...,-,,.----. Ekart to Tdedo .-.--- -143 ---. A 7 . Z O . -  
London rad Northwestern,,..-.London to Birmingham ----I13 -- - 5 6 . 5 0  
Y idlenb ...------... ,-.-.NestcliEe to London -- 47Q--- -66.17 
Great Central- ------,-.-.-- Leiceder to London.., ---- 1 0 3 f .  2 5 . 3 1  
Oreat Western- ,-,,.,.,, London to Birming- 110 - 5 5 . 0 0  
Great Wastenr .-,......,-,.-. London to Plymouth ...--,, -..--.- - - 326  ---. 2 9 0  
Central of New Jersey . . - .  Y h  Park to Jereey C i t y .  81 ,--- ----54.61-- 
New York Central. ..,,..,-. Syracuse to Rochester ...-...--------- 806. ------- 64.22 -.--... 
Peaqlvania  ..,-.,,---...-.-.-,...-. Jimhattan Tr. to N. Phila ..,-,. 773 ............ - . . .  53.58 ...- 
Pennsylvania ........ --..-,..,.. Y~ttsburgh to Fort W a p  --,,..-. 3204 ototototot-ototot ---.-.. 53.X ..-., .. 
London m d  Northwestern ----.-.-- London to Creme .-.---..---- ...- ....... 158 ,-....... - 5 2 . 3 7  

.. New Pork Central... . .  Rochester to Elkark - - . - - . .  5074 .-....-. 50.89 ---- 
Michigan Cen trsl...,-,... Detroit to Niagara Falla---227 .---., ,---. 50.63 -.-, 
New York Central .-..-,---... Cleveland to Albany .....- -80 ,--- ,-,..48.56- 
Pithburgh and Lslre Eric,-Pittsburgh to Y o u n g s t o w n -  6.Y ....-.--I. ------- 48.15 ---. 
Pennsylvania ,..,,. New York to Pittsburgh -..,... 4404 .- .....,.. ----. 47.70-- 
North Eastere - - .  Newcastle to London..- -- . 2 6 8 &  ,,--. - 4 7 . 6 1  
New Haven ,..,,.---....--...--- Prorideme to New Haven - , - .  113 --..-..... ..-.-..... 47.41 ...- .,.. 
Great Northe- . . - .  Londonderry to Dublin- -.- .......-... 1754 .-.------. -.--.41.06 
Illinuis CentraL ..-..,.,..,,-.-... Kankakee to Carbondale .-.,..,. 1964 ....-..,. . . . . .  46.42 .....,,.. 
Lehigh Valley .----,.,----.-.. BufFalo to Sayre 1764 ............ ...--..... 46.07 --.... 
Great Westere ,.-,.....,.... - -......- London to fishguard* ...,--,- ............ 261 -.-----. -.--..-... 46.06 
Midland ---..,.,...----,,,..... Ymndon to Glasgow . . - - . .  ,........ -424 ,.....-... ,...... 45.84 
North Eastern- .-...-.-..RLRLRLRLRLRL-RLRLRLRLRLRLRLRLRL-. Edinburgh to London .,.. . . . .  383 ,-- - 4 5 . 0 6  
WdlanL ,..,, , .-,---... Mancheater to London ----- J90 -- - 4 5 . 0 0  

- - - - 
CQYPOBITP AVEILAQ~LB ..., 2 1 1 4  -,- 1 8 ? & . 6 1 . 4 5 6 1 . 9 4  

 he present world's record wan made by a mail train over thir route, but re ammot give the figurea - 

British railway tickets ahow their oost upon 
their face-a very good plan, preventive of 
misnnderstanding, and a great convenience to 
passengers who keep accounts of their expendi- 
tar-. American roads sbonld adopt the same 
practice. British time-tables have an excellent 
method of.&owing, numerically, the branch line 
aonnectiona This feature &odd also be adopt- 
ed by American railroads, and the British rail- 
ways should resort to the American custom of 
numbering the train% so that they can be iden- 
tified by the pasdenger. 

Country m b l e s  or walking-tours are very 
popular with the British people. On any day 
in the pear chclap tickets are  eold, good to one 
s T ? t l o ~ .  rlst' r:,:urning from a different station 
pu~.:aps elgilt to ten mila distant. Out of Bir- 

mingham the Great Western advertises twenty- 
eight such 'round trips, at an average mst  of 
three shillings (674 c) for the ronnd trip. If a 
dozen people wish to go to the city to see a 
prize fight or a M e t  bow, they a n  club to- 
gether and get a special rate; but in eome lo- 
aalities discrimination is made against parties 
that wieh to go to town merely to attend s 
Bible lecture, and the apecial rates are with- 
held. This special rate is only for eome kind of 
entertainment. 

In America a passenger can take his baggage 
to the baggage-room, and by showing his ticket 
have it checked to any place in the United 
Statea He is given a claim check, which en. 
ables him on arrival at destination to have the 
baggage transferred to hie home without the 



necessity of his looking after it. For all intents 
and purposes the baggage is checked direct 
from his hotel in Portland, Maine, or in Key 
West, Florida, to his home 4,000 miles away in 
San Diego, California, or in  Bellingham, Wash- 
ington. There is no such arrangement in Brit- 
ain. When the baggage-car comes to a stop, the 
baggage is piled out on the platform, and the 
passenger goes forward and picks out what be- 
longs to him. I£ somebody else gets there ahead 
of him and picks out the wrong baggage, som* 
body is the loser; but i t  does not happen. Eng- 
land is a Protestant country, and the people 
are honest. Nobody would think of taking - ' t 
did not belong to him; and this is one of the 
most charming traits of British character. 

There are practically no ''grade crossings" 
in Britain, and the trains can ran at  top speed 
without fear of running over anybody. I n  
America the abolition of the grade crossings 
goes on slowly because of the great expense. 
And because there ie no way by which cows 
could get upon the track the British locomo- 
tives have no "cow-catchers," as the pilots on 
American engines are commonly called. 

Britisher Abhors Noise 

I NSTEAD of a pilot in front of the engine 
there are bumpers, apparently arranged so 

that in case of an accident there would be a 
pneumatic cushion; for the Britisher has a pen- 
chant for doing things quietly that never seems 
to have occurred to the American. When the 
Britisher who has never been out of England 
is told that there are bells on hnerican en- 
gines, he smiles incredulously and wonders 
what they could possibly be used for. He would 
be aghast if he could know that on some roads 
the bells are geared to the engine mechanism 
and ring monotonously all night long; and that 
besides, there are two long and two short toots 
of the whistle a t  every crossing in America, 
and the mssings are a mile apart, so that 
the engine ia tooting all night. There being no 
crossings in England, it is not necessary for 
the engine to toot; and it toots not. 

Still another item of quietude is that the 
English engiye attaches to the train so softly 
and starts so softly that the passenger ia un- 
conscioas of it. This is sometimes the case in 
America, with the accent on the "some." And 
sometimes the passenger gets a jerk or a bump 
that nearly throws him out of his seat. The 

good old New Haven takes the palm for bumps 
and jerks, and the good old Lackawanna ia 
(perhaps maliciously) said to take the palm 
for general all-around noise. One thing is sure 
and that is that when a trainload of f i t y  %at- 
tleships," each holding fifty tons of coal, starts 
for the top of Mount Pocono with one "hog" 
engine on in front and fonr hog engines push- 
ing, the dweller in Scranton can hear every 
snort of those engines three miles away; and 
the wheels screech on the rail8 so that they 
can be heard a like distance. The British en- 
gines are all encased, and present a much neatr 
er appearance than the hnerican engines. They 
seem to be about two-thirds the size of the or- 
dinary American engine or  half the size of the 
Lackawanna '%hog." The latter engine is truly 
a colossal machine, with a boiler so long that 
the cab is located half-way up its length. Its 
coal capacity is ten tons and ita water capacity 
8,000 gallons; and even the Lackawanna "hog" 
ie small beside some of the special '%fountain 
Climbers" and oil burners b d t  for other roads. 

British engine have no cabs ; the engineer  ha^ 
to stand at  his work. British engines have no 
headlights in the Amtrioan sense of the term. 
Tbey merely use what look like ordinary hand- 
lanterns. There are plaoes in America where 
the headlight of an oncoming engine oan be 
seen sixty miles away. One of these placea ia 
on the New Pork Central Railroad between 
Toledo and Kendallville, Indiana, where there 
is the longest piece of perfectly straight t m d ~  
in the world - 77 milea. . 
Freight Cam m. Goalr Wanom 

0 NE of the most interesting things to an 
American in Britain is the method of 

transporting freight. The American standard 
freight car is 12 feet Q inches high, 10 feet 2 
inches wide, 8 feet high inside and 35 feet 3+ 
inches long inside or about 40 feet over all. 
It hao a rated carrying capacity of 100,000 
pounds, or 50 hna. hnciture and automobile 
cars are 60 feet long. There is nothing of this 
kind in Britain, where the term freight car is 
not known. To take its place there are goo& 
wagons, which are really wagons, with spokes 
in the wheels. In  America all car-wheels are 
eolid. The British gooh wagon is apparently 
about twelve feet long over all, and between 
nine and ten feet in height. It has fonr wheels, 
one on eaoh corner, and a rated capacity of 



ten tons. To an American these cars look like 
playthings; and it is probably the amusement 
of Americans a t  the ~mallnees of these cam 
that has caused many Americans to be disliked 
in Britain These goods wagons have old-stgle 
hand brakes, bumpers and chains-no air- 
brakes or automatic couplers as in America 

It does not follow, however, that because a 
thing is small it is undesirable. There are ad- 
vantages in having small freight cars, even if 
there are larger advantages in having larger 
ones. Every manufacturing concern in Britain, 
and every mining concern apparently, has its 
own cars; for there is the greatest possible I% 
riety in name, and this enables the concern to 
do business direct with its customers, a great 
advantage. Moreover, this distribution of small 
ears tends to keep business distributed instead 
of centralized in the hands of a few great mag- 
nates. Again, a customer can afford to buy in 
carload lots; whereas in America only those 
who are financially great can undertake the 
responsibilities. The little British ffat-cars look 
as if they would have acuity in handling one 
scoopful from a ateam-shovel, but apparently 
the steam-shovel is a stranger to Britain. None 
were seen in a five weeks tonr, whereas in 
America one could not take a five-day tonr 
without seeing severaL 

One interesting and practical method of 
freight delivery was witnessed, caring for the 
daily interchange of products between Belfast, 
Ireland, and London. A truckload of goods 
came to the pier at the last moment. Its wn- 
tents were in fonr great boxes mounted on 
wheels. The boxes were slid out of the truck, 
and ron up the gangplank on their own ~rheels. 
The next morning, at Fleetwood, on the eastern 
side of the Irish Sea, they were again run on 
their own wheels into the train which trans- 
ported them to London - a quick, efficient, em- 
nomical method. America is now giving atten- 
tion ta this very problem - efficient handling 
of 1es~ir"tfian-carload freight. On August 1, 1922, 
British railroads announced a reduction of 
twenty-five percent of the war increase, affect- 
ing every class of goods. 

In kneecap railway stations, on account of 

platfoY being three or fonr feet below 
the level o the floor of the car, mail, express 
and baggage are loaded to and from the car by 
means of tmcks, the platforms of which are 
just level with the flwr of the car. From these 

hand tmcks the article8 are loaded to and from 
the street trucks, which are the same height. 
This prevents anneoessary lifting of the pack- 
ages This cannot be done in a British d- 
way ststion Everything is piled out on the 
platform of the station and mast be lifted b 
the waiting vehicle. 

The United Kingdom, as the British Isles 
are officially called, h eighteen railway oom- 
panies, with mileages ranging from 795 to 
8,077. There are 24,000 miles of railway open 
for tra5c; but on account of the fact that d- 
most everg mile is double-tracked or  quadruple- 
tracked, the total mileage is 55,000 milea The 
Pour greatest systems are the London and 
Northwestern, with its 8,077 miles, mvering the 
territory from London and Birmingham north 
and west to Glasgow; the Great Western, cov- 
ering the territory from London and Birming- 
ham west and south to the English Channel; 
the North Eastern, mvering the territory from 
Edinburgh sonth along the eastern shore; and 
the Midland which, aa itcs name implies, trav- 
erses the heart of Britain from London north- 
ward to the termini in Sootland. 

There is a general arrangement in England 
for the transportation of baggage to  the 
amount of 28 pounds from the station to any 
point in the city of destination for s cartage 
charge of sixpence, ll3c. If the trunk weigha 
not more than 112 porn&, the charge is one 
shilling, 224~. In  Scranton the baggage bnr- 
glars will not take a trunk anywhere for leas 
than a dollar. 

The British roadbeds or rights of way are 
far better than in America. The rails are car- 
ried on chairs securely bolted to the crossties 
and held in place by wooden wedges, which are 
driven up every morning by the trackwalker. 
These chairs in a modified form are coming 
into use in America. The sides of all the cuts 
are covered with grass and the climate has 
made it impossible that they ahodd be other- 
wise. In the cuts, about ten feet apart, are 
etrips of crushed rock about fonr feet wide, the 
object of which is to furnish natural carriage 
for the s t o m  water, so that the sod wi l l  re- 
main intact. There is almost no concrete; the 
bridges are of brick and very graceful in a p  
pearanee. A few concrete section houses are 
wen. Wires of all sorts are underground. In 
America they are carried on  sightly pole# 
and crossarms beside the right of way. 



Reports from Foreign Correspondents 
R e p o h  from England 

C HRISTMAS with i t .  excitement is now 
upon us. The Christmas shopping trade, 

which at the time of last writing was reported 
dull, has now livened up; and apparently a 
great deal of money is being spent. However, 
it is still reported that the shops in the poorer 
district are finding their trade in groceries and 
fruits not so good. Perhaps this means that the 
volume of trade is not as much a s  the s h o p  
keepers want; but there is no question that the 
poor are poorer than they were. 

Published statistics show that the miners are 
really badly off. The standard wage is con- 
siderably better (on paper) than i t  was; but 
owning to slackness of trade, and the higher 
cost of living, the miner with all his arduous 
and dangerous work is, if anything, worse off 
than he was in the hard days before the war. 

The Labor Party has been making itself 
heard in the House of Commons. Some of its 
members have been making noisy and "rude" 
inte jections - exhibitions of bad manners, 
according to the opinions of those who would 
like to bs thought their betters. But one of 
their number, who has had many years Parlia- 
mentary experience, retorts that these inter- 
ruptions are not nearly so rude, or  noisy, or 
violent as those of the young bloods of the 
Tory Party, the gentlemanly party, when Mr. 
Asquith introduced his Home Rule Bill. With- 
out doubt the Labor members, particularly 
those from Scotland, intend to assert them- 
selvee in Parliament. The leader, Mr. Ramsay 
MacDonald, will have some diaculty in re- 
straining some of the members of his party: 
Mr. MacDonald is a man of considerable ex- 
perience and much restraint; and a man of 
considerable personality and force of charao- 
ter; one who will have to be reckoned with in 
any quncil of state. 

The hunger marchers are still in London; 
their numbers have been lessened from various 
causes, but a re  being augmented by others 
who are  on the road to London. There is a 
suspicion abroad that the police a re  hking 
measure% against them more worthy of the old 
Russian metllods than those usually associated 
with British government. I n  other words that 
they a re  to some extent acting aa provocative 
agents. The leaders of the Labor Party do not 
wsoaiate themselves with this movement, and 
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probably it will fail to produce anything really 
helpful to themselves. It will do this, however,. 
i t  will make the country realize that there is a 
depth of poverty, and misery, and suffering 
existent which the middle-class and well-to-do 
would gladly have kept from their notice. 

On December 11th the registered number 
of unemployed was 1,388,600, or 435,133 less 
than the beginning of last January. One of 
the relieving officers in the city of Birmingham 
says there is much suffering amongst the un- 
employed, and he knows many of that city who 
have not tasted meat for  twelve months. The 
Board of Trade figures for November show 
increases in trade. Two large battleships a re  
being built, and there is a slight upward move- 
ment in the steel trade. These things give a 
little hope of improvement in the general situ- 
ation,'but i t  is too slow and insufEcient to be 
of real help. In the meantime neither the gov- 
ernment, nor the Labor Party, nor the church- 
es have anything 'to say that promises to re- 
lieve the situation. 

The farmers are making complaint of get- 
ting poor payment for  their labor and produce. 
A cutting from a recent daily paper is enclosed 
showing where a farmer states that for  two 
tons of turnips gn>wn and sent to market he 
has had a loss of eight shilling and three pence. 
The railway company benefits, the commission 
agent gets his cost, and the farmer pays u p  
for the privilege of growing hi8 produce. How- 
ever, it ought to be said that a little while back 
when prices were up, and the farmers were 
getting rnlue beyond what was right, they did 
not then write to the papers making complaint. 

Reports from Germanv 

T HE entire population of Germany is b e i i  
gradually weakened, since it is nearly im- 

possible to buy the most nece6aary things on 
account of the enormous rise of prices. The 
little children with pale fama, and the oondi- 
tion of the adult people of the country, the 
terrifying statements by the sick-fund organi- 
zations, and the endless obituary notices in the 
newspapers are plain proof of a systematically 
organized policy of strangulation of an entire 
people by the claws of a great monster, Self- 
ishness. 

The associated body of German phyaiciana 
has issued a short statement, an appeal to 
I 



tbe entire world, exying for  help. This call b No one knows a way out of at! these troubles. 
taken up by the entire German press, and Only the Messianic kingdom utn bring the de- 
throws an interesting sidelight on the eitu* sired help for the hard-prensed world, and slso 
tion. The statement, printed in a Berlin pa- for  this had-pressed country. 
per, reade as follows: 

Rcporfs fiom Swifierland 
Df8TB&88 Or OKawlw PPOPLE-A OdtL M P  

EXLP BY TEB PEYBICUXB 

"Bexlin, December 16: The ~eociated body cd Qer- 
man physicians d e  s demonstration at the university 
of Berlin against the increasing dietreee of the German 
people. The following re~olution was u m u h ~ d ~  
dopted: 

T h e  associated body of German physicians deem 
it its duty, emphatically to call attention to the great 
dangem that are threatening the German people on 
account of the continually increasing distress. Bad 
nutrition, the housing calamity, shortage of coal, the 
impoeeibility of taking proper cue of the body, eor- 
rows and privation of every kind nut only diininihh 
the productive powers of the people, but a h  their 
power of resistance qpbt dieeaee in a most alarming 
m e r .  The consequences sre now apparent md  KWD 

will become more evident, especially in the case of 
children and younger people. Tuberculosis is on the 
increase, rachitis and anemia are widespreading, ecur- 
butics and deaths from hunger are no exceptions my 
longer. We appeal to our colleagues in foreign coun- 
tries, we appeal to the entire world civilization, to l&k 
at the situation with clear eyes, not to be blinded by 
the conduct of life of a m a l l  crowd of pleasure seekers. 
The distress ie already widesprd  Charity on o small 
d e  cannot accomplish emxntial & n p  any mom 
The entire desperste economical condition requires a 
fundamental change. We call upon the world to make 
this pwsible for us.' " 

The angel of death hovers over this country; 
and how long will i t  be that the people living 
in  it will experience the same sad state that 
Russia is in? Pet  in Germany everyone is cer- 
tain of this, that if on account of the inflexible 
attitude of France, the unbearable burdens of 
the army of occupation and of the reparation 
payments are  not made lighter, Germany will 
open its doors to the pressure of a multitude 
standing in the north. It does not appear to 
us very dnubtful, that the remarkable words of 
Jeremiah in the 6th chapter, verses 22 to 24 
wodd be fulfilled by such an act. 

"Also I set watchmen over you, saying, - Hearken to  +e sound of the trumpet. But they 
said, We will not hearken. . . . Hear, 0 earth: 
behold, I will' bring evil upon this people, even 
the frcit of their thoughts, because they have 
not h~arkrned unto my words, nor to my law, 
but rejected it."-Jeremiah 6 : 17, 19. 

T HERE are, in wery station and profession, 
thinking men who watch with deep anxiety 

the conditions developing in Europe. Leading 
papers in neutral etates have often addressed 
their readere with important words. 

The principal newspaper of Gwitzerland, the 
B u d ,  which is practically read all over the 
world, published in a leading article for Easter 
1921 the following statement of the European 
conditions : 

'We are not only very far fram peace, which we need 
w much, but we are dso in the midst of 8 chaos of 
hatred, violence, diecard, revolution, etrife md o t k  
dmmal thugs .  The clouds which chase on the political 
horizon are far from springtime clouds, but sultry, 
threatening, heavy, harmful clouds. The news which 
comes to us over land and sea has alas! no likeness of 
the dove that brought the olive-branch; on the con- 
trary, it is more like a raven, the blackcoated messenger 
of evil." 

How very appropriate were these words 
nearly two years ago! But what do we see to- 
day t Have these dark clouds cleared the p 
litical and economical horizon? Have the sin- 
ister clouds cleared away! Every reader of 
TEE GOLDEN AGE knows well that tkh is not 
the case. What happened in Europe since thent 

When the words above mentioned were w r i t  
ten, Lloyd George was still the leading genius 
of Europe. He was anxiously stAving to gain 
his French colleague Briand for hi& own plans 
He almost succeeded, but the wet blanket Poin- 
car6 came between them and caused the con- 
ference a t  Cannes to fail. Briand became dan- 
gerous; he was too yielding and therefore had 
to be dismissed. 

Poor deceived humanity, of which a new* 
paper correspondent of Cannes so appropri- 
ately said that they had hoped the savior of 
the world wodd be born a t  Cannes. 

I n  &nos Lloyd George wanted to lay the 
foundation for peace. He said there in part 
that we ought first to understand one another 
and that the other things would follow of them- 
eelves. The great economic machine had gone 
to pieces, and had first to be put together 
again. The wise Lloyd Qeorge stated further 
that economic relations with Russia ought to 



be taken up again. Trusting, of course, that 
Lloyd George must know it all, the optimists 
transferred their hopes to Gtenoa 

In Germany, however, people had beco~ne 
quite sceptical. "Geh nu a (b)" waa the ex- 
pression there. But being invited, they went 
to Genoa, hoping against all hope. But Lloyd 
George made his calculations without the wick- 
ed Tschitcherin. Even Poinoare was an angel 
as compared with him! They tried with this 
"enfant terrible" kind words a3d severe words ; 
but everything failed, and the hope of an eco- 
nomic resurrection of Europe came to nothing. 
Lloyd George had only made a little ( 1 )  mis- 
take; he had forgotten that Russia was at  her 
last breath, and that there is no possibility 08 
any commercial treaty with the starving mil- 
lions of a nation, who are tyranhed by a 
"~amarilla.'~ the wickedest of the wicked. 

Therefore it was logical that the conference 
a t  Genoa was a complete failure, not to speak 
of the differences between Englishmen and 
Frenchmen, and of the special ambitions of 
the other participants. Some said the confer- 
ence smelt of petroleum, because of the very 
ePident jealousy of the parties concerning it. 

Where the great question comes in, How to 
save Europe from disaster, there the men in 
power quarrel about petroleum, like school- 
boys over roasted chestnuts. 

What a hopeless picture I Does any European 
wonder why Uncle Sam does not wish to come 
to the rescue of such a Europe? 

After that came the Turks creating new and 
great ditficulties, and the European leaders 
had, beside thousands of their own home diffi- 
culties, to trouble themselves with the Oriental 
situation. Lloyd George himself fell a victim 
to Turkish politice, and with him the world 
lost the cleverest politician, who had initiative 
to prevent disaster. 
Iq Poland the blackest reaction reigns, and 

of repnblican spirit little or none is found. 
I n  Italy the Bolshevists of the extreme right 

(Fascists) were victorious, and this will surely 
lead in a very ehort time to a reaction towards 
the left. 

Austria is on the verge of State bankmptcy, 
and now %me the other European states to 
throw a few more milliards into the Austrian 
arater. But even this financial aid wae not able 
to lift the Austrian krone as much as one cen- 

time per 100 kronen. How much would it 
need to raise it as high as one, or even as high 
aa 100 kronen per 100 francs! 

In the meantime the German mark falls low- 
er and lower, and Germany also calls for finan- 
cial help of at least 500,000,000 goldmarks to 
save herself. This is that very Germany which 
is supposed to pay and to repair. 
The most desperate efforts are being made 

to keep the French and Belgian franc from 
falling. Press campaigns have been organized 
in order to strengthen coddence in the franc 
But slowly and incessantly do these values fall 
to the point of zero. 

The Western powers realize the German in- 
solvency very well. The inter-allied hance 
commission had it proved to them a t  Berlin. 
But they dare not and will not confess it; for . 
they wonld thereby acknowledge their own 
f ailure. 

The theory of mortgage of Mr. Poincar6 
will not be able to change anything, because iE 
France would occupy the whole of the Rhino 
and of the Ruhr, it would only cause French 
and Belgian money to fall more quickly, and 
to land Germany into complete bankruptcy. 

.Beyond the German frontier there is a crafty 
and evil enemy lurking, whose seed only blos- 
soms where there are calamity and misery, 
disorder and dissolution, and he does not hide 
his purpose; he is waiting for the favorable 
moment to hurl all of Europe into 'anarchy. 

This ia the political horizon for the coming 
year. More disastrous, more dark, more he lp  
less then ever, the future stares us in the faca 

Thinking men of all countries and positions 
cry terror-stricken for a second Cssar or Na- 
poleon who might be able to take the lead. Is 
there no organization, no group of men, noth- 
ing at all in the whole world able to bring helpt 
h d  lo, and behold, there is no one at all! 

Darkness and hopelessness reign over Eu- 
rope, and should not a higher One sebe the 
reins of the government and intervene, all Eu- 
rope will go with t e r d i c  speed into anarchy. 
rope will go with terrific speed into anarchy. 
Oh, that men were wise, that they would a p p b  
their hearts to understand the work and plan 
of the Lord I Then would the present kingdomrr ' 
melt down gradually. Reform would swiftly 
follow reform, and liberty follow liberty and . 
justice and truth would prevail until righteon, 
nesa wonld be established in the earth, 



Ku Klux Elan in Boston BY A. D. ~ u l -  

[Editoriol Note: !L'HE GOLDEN AQE has been requeeted from ti!me to time to f u d h  row inf- 
concerning the Ku Klux Klan. I t .  editors are not advised permnally rs to thie organization; heme can- 
not speak authoritatively. We publish heremth m article contributed by &. & D. Bulman, which . 
be read with interest.] 

T HE Kn Klux Klan has invaded New Eng- Klan's opponents, and stated that no o r g a b  
land with a rush and a bang. Started things tion ever had purer motives or higher id& 

right in the heart of the enemy's country, the than theirs. He denied that they were opposed 
north end of Cambridge, commonly known as b either the Negro, the Jew, or the Bornan 
Dublin. Catholic as citizens of this country, but that 

At an open mass meeting, held at  Odd Fel- these were denied membership in the Klan by 
lows Hall, Massachusetts Ave. and Walden St., the same circumstances that denied them mem- 
North Cambridge, the Klan threw its banner bership in other organizations. 
to the breeze last Tuesday evening, bidding de- The Negro was denied membership in &e 
fiance to all who opposed it. Klap, according to Dr. Mahoney, became it 

The temporary chairman was Telfair fi- was essentially a white man's organization, 
turn, Secret.ary of the Loyal Coalition, who with the express object of keeping the white 
introduced F. Eugene F ~ ~ n s w o r t h  of Boston, and negro races absolutely separate from each 
a f ~ m ~ e r  newspaper man, as the permanent other. The Jew was barred because he could 
chairman. Mr. Famaworth stated that he was not snbscribe to the tenets of the Christian 
neither a Klansman nor a Mason, but that he religion, and the order is decidedly a Chr&tian 
was a Methodist and was proud of it. He also one. The Catholic is excluded 
stated that he was informed that in Maine, his he would not be allowed by char& to be- 
native state, there were forty thousand M& come allied with a Protestant or-tion, 
eons, many of whom were afraid or ashamed and the n n  a pro-protestant order. 
to wear their Masonic emblems where they H~ cited the fact that a J~~ md not be 
aonld be seen; and he asked why. come a member of the Knights Templam for 

The stage decorated with a m d c e n t  the reason, neither m d d  a Protestant 
United States flag, seated in front of which bemme a member ,,f the ~ ~ i ~ h ~ ~  of hlambIU 
were several members of the Kkn, dressed in beanse the r i ~  of that order eswy 8p 
long white robes with white hoods and masks iced ht were ~ ~ i b 1 ~  saoe pdd 
over their heads and faces. Catholics. 

The meeting was opened with prayer by one The speaker paid attention to of the white-robed K1anmen The andienee, *ttitode of Arthur D. Princq GIsnd Master ofl about a thousand men and women, mostly men, the Masonic Fraternity for the State of Massa- 
ltood and sung the Star 'pangled be- &usetts, who issued a a few h g  led by a Mrs. Bradley, who rendered the weelrs wo mndemning the He denied national anthem in a pleasing voice. 

Dr. MTilliam J. Mahoney, the National Lee- that there was any official connection between 
the Masons and the Klan, but stated that all turer, was introduced by the chairman about of the nntional ofioers of the Ku glan, nine o'clock, and spoke with great earnestness 

for over an hour. Dr. Mahoney is a Baptist with the exception of three, were members of 

Minister from Richmond, Va. the Masonic Fraternity. 
The speaker launched immediately into the The following is an open letter addressed to 

heart -of his subject by upbraiding the news- D. Prince: 
papers that had attacked the Klan, paying ea- 
pcia l  attention to the New York World, the I)arm 

Hearst papers, and the Boston Telegram. He Mass* 
~ t a t e d  that arrangements had already been Prince: 
made to b v e  s prese that would be fair to the A copy of your letter to the Worshipful 
Klan, an& that those who would not be fair Masters of Pasonic lodges in Massachusetts 
would be compelled by the numbers of the has fallen into my hands. With your edicts and 
membership ta state the facts aa they exist. your messages to Masonic bodies in your own 
The rpeaker threw down the gauntlet to the state I have nothing to do. But when you rmc 

W 



liciously attack an outstanding organization 
that stands for the highest patriotic and Chris- 
tian ideals as does the Knights of the KU Klnx 
*Klan it becomes my duty as a Supreme Officer 
of this organization to give your unwarranted 
attack my personal attention. 

Let me say in the beginning of this letter 
that I offer no apology for addressing thb 
communication to you. My Masonio connection 
gives me this right I t  so happens that I am 
a Mason, a Knight Templar, a Thirty-second- 
Degree IIason; and I hold an honorary rank in 
the Southern Jurisdiction I also frankly say 
that I glory in my relationship with the 
Knights of the Ku KIux Klan and I fhd 
through my connections with thia order sn 
opportunity to render a nation-wide service in 
promulgating the principles of real American- 
ism and of Protestant Christianity. Aa a Prof- 
estant Minister who has served for more than - twenty-four years and who has enjoyed dis- 
tinctions and received honors during this pe- 
riod of service, I frankly say to you that I have 
suffered no loss of caste by entering into the 
large field of service that my present connee 
tions afford me. Taking your statements as 
they appear in yonr letter, I want to say: 

1st. That the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
are in hearty sympathy with yonr statement 
that "every member of this Fraternity knows 
that one of the great fundamentals of Free- 
masonry is obedience and respect for the ma- 
jesty of the law." Yon seem not to know thia 
very principle is one of the fundamentals of 
this Order, but it was easy to you to have 
gained this information had you so desired 

2nd. I want to say to yon that you are no 
more zealons for other Constitutional princi- 
ples than are the Knights of the Ku glnr 
Klan; for we stand absolutely behind the Con- 
stitution of the United States, pledged to u p  
hold it and to see that its principlee and ideals 
ehall thrive in this b e r i c a  of onm. Oor very 
literature tells you that we are zealous for the 
liberties of our American people and that we 
stand for the Constituted authorities, nphold- 
ing their h a n b  when they call upon us for mch 
service ; thabwe contend absolutely for free- 
dom of worship, liberty of conscience, freedom 
of speech 8nd press, and for all those liberties 
guaranteed by the Constitution, which is the 
highest law of this land 

3rd. I note that yon have learned that "the 

objects of the Klan are political, sedarian and 
racial." 

I can easily detect the sources of your bowl- 
edge. h interested and enslaved press hm 
freely proclaimed these falsehoods to the world 
during the past several months. The snrpris- 
ing thing to me is that yonr Masonic relation- 
ships have failed to teach you the value of eua- 
pended judgment until you are possessed d 
all facts. You have nnmnsonically prejudged 
ne before addressing yourself to the task 02 
securing accurate information about us. 

Thia order declares emphatically that it ir 
not political, and I &rm that its claima are 
just aa trne ae are the claims of Mmonry to 
be non-political You uay we are sectarian I 
ahall be very glad if you will indicate the sect 
the Klan is supporting. I have mingled freely 
with men of all Protestant organizations who 
are in thir order. 

As to your charge that we are racial, may 
I aak what sin we commit in seeking 'to ad- 
vance the interests of the White Race, in seek- 
ing to maintain the purity of the White Man'r 
blood, and in seeking to defend our precioua 
White Heritage? 1Qs a white man, aa a member 
of a White Man's organization, I offer no apol- 
ogy for this principle. I am amazed, however, 
that any man having a white skin should con- 
demn an organization composed of white men 
for their pride of race. 

4th. I note your statement that the office= 
and organizers of this order have daimed "that 
its membership is largely Masonic, and that it 
has Masonry's approval and support." As to 
the first part of this statement, I can say truly 
that a large number of real honest, true, well- 
grown Masons hold membership in this Order, 
but no oficial declaration of this kind has ever 
gone forth from the National Headquarters of 
the Ku Klux Klan. As to the second part of 
thie statement, "It has Masonic approval and 
support,'' I am saying emphatically that no 
statement of this kind has ever been made by 
the officialr of this organization. 4 

1Ps an Order we are not seeking approval and 
mpport of any Order. If we cannot stand on 
our own feet and win through the principler 
we cherish and teach, we have no right to liva 

I sm aware of the fact that some Grand 
Masters have been issuing edicts warning their 
members against the Klan under penalty of 
Masonic Disciplipa These other Grand Ma, 



* GOLDEN AGE 
ters are  as guilty of speaking through prejn- with my statement, leaving the result of the 
dice, due to lack of information, as are you, issue to the fair-minded men of your state; 
and i t  seems to me that they have aa much not that I would engage in  anything but a high- 
authority to forbid their members joining a class discussion of the questiom involved. I 
Protestant church, the Odd Fellows or  any of am sure that it will require only fair  investi- 
the political parties, as they have to forbid gation on the part  of men who are  disposed to 
them to join this Order. The Ku Rlux Klan, be fairminded to lead them to accept at face 
has neither disposition nor desire to ride value the statements of men who are just aa 
through on Masonry. honest and as  honorable as they. 

5th. Your statement, "That it violates Ma- 1 shall be glad to answer any questions yon 
aonic principles a t  every point" leads me, as  a may desire to ask me, and I assure you that 
Mason, to call upon you for  the proof to 6115 my answers will be made in the fairest and 
tain this charge. most fraternal spirit. 

6th. I note that you have fallen in line with V e ~  t r n l ~  Yous, 
the Catholic, Jewish, Negro and other class WJUUM J. MAE~ONEY, 
journals in denouncing this Order a s  "an or- Imperia1 EUolrard (Supreme Lechrer)  
ganization which advocates taking the law in gol B1dg. 
i ts  o \ m  hands, condemning men and women in 
secret trials and imposing the punishments of A s a n  aftermath of the Klansman's publio 
the whip, the tarbucket or  unlawful banish- meeting, many prominent men both Cathol i~  
ments." My reply to this is, that whether this and Protestant have been interviewed by rep- 
statement be original with you, o r  borrowed resentatives of fie Press, a d  the majority 08 
by you, i t  is  maliciously and utterly false. I them, as well as those of the Hebrew faith, 
am enclosing a document that I am issuing to appear to view the affair a8 a huge joke* They 
Klansmen throughout the nation, and if yon Beem to take the advent of the K l u  lclan 
will refer to the third section, the third para- in Our midst very good n a h r e d l ~ ,  and do not 
graph of this document, you will find our offi- appear to be very much worked UP over their 
cia1 declaration whioh I think will cover the Presence here- 
ground for you. If this be lawlessness or  if it The fact remains, however, and cannot be 
teach any such thing a s  you charge, I am nn- denied, that the organization is in New Eng- 
able to interpret ideas or  to understand simple land. It is growing with a great deal of ra- 
language. I am also enclosing a copy of a let- pidity, and, judging from the vociferous a p  
ter written in reply to a Presbyterian preach- plause that was indulged in by the six hundred . 
er, and I ask that you will give this document o r  more people gathered in Odd Fellows Hall, 
a fair and impartial reading. North Cambridge, last Tuesday evening, the 

I am willing to come to Boston o r  any other sentiments of the Klan as  expressed by the 
part of Massachusetts and let yon state pub- Supreme Lecturer, Dr. Mahoney, met with 
licly your objections to thie Order and follow their approval 

The Degenerate Press By 8. C. De Qroot 

N EWSPAPERDOM is a peculiar business 
indeed. This, one of the greatest and most 

valuable educational channels in the world, haa 
become the clearing house for political, reli- 
gious and financial schemes. Schemes, because 
the manufakturer, politician, preacher, finan- 
cier, promoter, o r  lobbyist, after carefully pre- 
paring his ideas for his own advancement 
either in dollars and cents, or, as is often the 
case, in popularity or  outward "show," foists 
his intrigues by wily methods upon the 'presa" 

The ideal of the newspaper, great or mall, 
is as summed up  by Joseph Pulitzer, when he 
purchased the New York World. Mr. Pulitzer 
announced through one of his editorials these 
ideals - ideals, because the distinguished edi- 
tor, aa well as all other editors of the metro- 
politan newspapers, has merely held these be- 
fore the public, as a teacher holds a sample 
of penmanship before her pupils, well knowing 
that even herself could not come nigh the id& 
Mr. Pulitzer said his paper was to ba: 



*An Mtution that should dwaya fight for progmm ' 
and dorm, never tolerate injustice or corruption, rl- 
ways mt demapgma of all parties, never belong to 
any party, a h a p  oppoee privileged c l ~  and publie 
plumbers, never lack spmpathy with the poor, d w a p  
renuinderotedtothepnbl icwel fam,~~~erbeat irc  
fied w i t h  m e d y  printing newq dwaye be dreatkdj 
independent, nevm be sfmid to attlclt wrong, whethetr 
by predatory plutamq ar predatory poverty." 

What an ideal! 
I f  such a etandard could be carried out by 

the newspapers, the world would be in the 
throes of a bloodless revolution! People, yea, 
all of them, would follow the good example set 
by their honored editors. Privileged classes 
would see that they wen, being opposed by 
newspaperdom; their schemes to entrap the 
innocent would not find expression in the jour- 
nal oolnmns; they would no longer have direct 
and effective newspaper advertisements and 
news i t e m  to laud their seemingly righteons 
purposes. The result would be a cessation of 
their propaganda, and a slide back to their 
proper niche in world affairs, and a brighter 
prospect for  human oontentment, happineas, 
and peace. 

But notice carefully, during the next few 
weeks, the attitude of your newspaper, as well 
as that of others with which yon come in con- 
tact; and yon will be astounded when yon see 
the party favoritism. Yon will see how these 
editors have played either willingly o r  unwill- 
ingly into the hands of big business, big poli- 
tics, and big religious leaders. Many editors 
of high personal character, men who would 
gladly be free from the power of big businesq 
big politics, and big religionists, long for the 
day when they can run their papers as they 
please. We will now point out why editors and 
tnnny others connected with the editing of the 
newspaper are  not in a position to ran their 
own paper. 

The first reason ie that big business has care- 
fully arranged to advance money, and haa 
thereby assumed a controlling interest in oar  
greatest papers. Many an  editor who is noted 
ior his good arrangement -of news, his good 
selection of correspondents, his well-connected 
r.ditorials, hi4 exceptional foresight of national 
.~nd  international affairs, haa risen from the 
common walks of life. By close observation and 
active personal experience with men in all 
~vallrs of life he has prepared himself for  the 
position of editor, o r  publisher, of a larger 

paper; but he finds that he has no money. Aa 
a reporter or  as  the owner of a small paper 
he hss accumulated but little. Therefore with 
his capabilities, his career before him and with 
his rather large ambitions, he takea big busi- 
ness into partnership with him; or, as is really 
the situation, they take him into partnership 
Kith them. From that time onward he ia tied. 

It is an open claim of the big business boost- 
en, that they have the public press, the politi- 
cian, and the clergyman; further that they can 
depend on these three channels to champion 
their cause; and now it is generally understood 
that the influence of big business begins in the 
kindergarten and general schoolroom. I t  is 
manifest that these claims are  correct. The 
common man's cause finds little expression in  
the newspaper columns. If the poor man is 
overcome by a fault and is brought before the 
bar of justice, everyone knows that he fin& 
bat little friendship and, in many oases, no 
justice. But how many times we read an ?w 
count of brutal murder on the part of "society" 
folk, yet our newspapers present the matter in 
such a light a s  to pave the way for  freedom. 

The common people a re  no longer like the 
new-born kitten; now they have their eye8 
open. They see where they have been fooled 
and deceived. They see how that millions of 
their brothers and sons entered thelVorld%'ar, 
sacrificed their positions, their vitality, and 
their health. They see likewise that during the 
World War they were urged to give more and 
even more to battle the enemy, and that the 
nations were bonding themselves beyond limit 
to carry on the fight for democracy. They now 
see the other side. Thousands of soldiers were 
disappointed when they returned from the war. 
The glory which they expected was to get the 
old job back. Honor they cared not for  80 
much, but just food and a home for their loved 
ones. They were disappointed We can all see 
that the soldiers' bonus has been fought by 
most of the leading papers. The papers are 
for the politician; and the politician is usually 
for his friend - big business, and big business 
is for everything but little business o r  the wm- 
mon man who earns his money for  him. 

The business of a newspaper is that of a 
large mirror which reflects the events that 
transpire from day to day. The small village 
newspaper would thus reflect the events of the 
entire community. The larger newspapers sen-  



ing the cities and the rural districts are sup- 
posed to reflect perfectly the state, national, 
and foreign news, as well as that of the com- 
munity. There are now machines similar to a 
typewriter,furnished with a roll of paper about 
three inches wide, which takes down the news 
automatically; that is, without the attention of 
an operator. These machines receive news from 
the Associated Press, the United Press, etc., 
which gather news from all the world and dis- 
seminate it all over the world. 

But strange to say, although almost every 
thing is reported through these agencies, many 
items of real interest to the people are elim- 
inated - undoubtedly to please certain classes. 
As an illustration of what I mean and to assist 
in understanding this peculiar newspaper ques- 
tion I call your attention to the way the public 
press blacklisted hundreds of good, well-mean- 
ing people, some of whom were Christian men, 
because they would not cooperate in what is 
now generally admitted to be the "twentieth 
century blunder," the World War. Honest men 
were branded as traitors, pro-German, spies, 
etc, In almost every instance these men were 
regarded as very good citizens by their fellow- 
workers and neighbors, but the news des- 
patches vividly pictured these conscientious 
objectors as frenzied demons. Snch men were 
usually held a few days, or weeks, or months; 
and then because no wrong thing could be 
fonnd against them they were released. Did 
the newspapers give the same space to clear 
them of the blot against their reputations? 
Surely not, becanse to do so would be to tnrn 
their backs on their staunch supporters, the 
preachers, and big business. 

The general policy and principles of any 
newspaper are to be fonnd in the editorial 
writings. Therefore if you want to get more 
real good from the reading of your newspaper 
be ewe to read, or a t  least to glance over, the 
editorid. page. There you will see the an- 
nounced stand that this particular paper takes 
on the questions of the day. All articles in the 
paper bearing on snch questiono or topics must 
be more or less in harmony with the policy an- 
nounced in'the editorials. Further, by reading 
the editorids you are enabled to take many 
of the articles in the paper with "a grain oi! 
salt"; or  you can detect throughout the paper, 
articles that are merely fostering the general 
attitude of the paper. 

As an illustration of what is meant yon have 
probably noticed articles on Henry Ford's 
Muscle Shoals proposition. If you carefully 
notice you will see that at  some time or other 
the editor has inserted his personal view of 
the "proposition" in the editorial comments. 
I t  is usually found that when he has manifest- 
ed his disapproval of the project, the articles 
are more or less a one-sided presentation of 
the matter. The same was illustrated in the 
fight concerning the church school amendment 
in Michigan two years ago. The amendme~lt 
sought to rid the state of these schools and to 
require all children of school age to attend the 
public schools. Newspapers did not print all 
the news regarding the issue, but those that 
favored the measure printed elucidating arti- 
cles or news items that would finally insure its 
adoption ; and vice versa. 

The editors receive many items that never 
appear in the paper; these are consigned to 
the "hell box." Other articles that deal with 
certain men and institutions are placed in the 
6< morgue," so that if for any reason snch an 
individual should suddenly die, or  if as during 
the war a large battleship was sunk, they 
would a t  once by resorting to the "morgue" 
find the necessary material to make a quick 
and complete account. 

The larger papers hold editorial councils in 
which the policy of the paper is decided upon. 
It is considered as not at  all dishonest for an 
editorial writer to vent views that he tmth- 
fully does not believe in. This he does because 
he is under control of the owners of the com- 
pany, who may have differing views from his. 
Large papers having eeveral editorial writers 
often first call for a volunteer to handle the 
subject, and in this way usually get one who 
believes in the policy of the p p e r  on the pomt 
under discussion. 

The ''cartoon" is considered sa an unwritten 
editorid In  a cartoon we hsve an appealing 
method of swerving public opinion. The recent 
railroad strike furnishes an illustration. If the 
policy is for the railroad magnate and capital- 
ism in general a cartoon might appear repre- 
renting "laboi' sa standing on an exalted po- 
mtion with a threatening rod in his hand, pie 
tnring in the backgroand innocent women and 
children who are deprived of food and coal by 
their supposedly autocratic position. Snch a 
cartoon without a written word vividly im- 



presses the policy of that p p e r  on the rail- 
road strike question. On the other hand a ''la- 
bor" paper wonld exhibit a cartoon picturing 
"capital" as a giant, with meanness in his face, 
illustrating possible numerous dollar signs in 
the background, holding in one hand a pack of 
bills and in the other eeveral slips of paper 
reading press, church, brains, statesman, eta;  
and he might be pictured as saying, "By these 
I win." These anwritten lessons are recognized 

as of wch tremendous value that first-page 
space is often given them. Many newspapen 
have been sued in the courta because of a ''sim- 
ple" cartoon. With dl t h e  things in view we 

.should be able properly to read our n e w s p  
pers so as to sift the "mt" and glean the real 
good. In the incoming Golden Age the news- 
paper will go through the same process rre our 
modem dictionary-most of it will have to 
be cut out. - , -4 

Homeless Americans By L. D. Barnes 

0 N THE authority of the United Stat- 
census, it is stated that one-half of the 

American people are renters. This means that 
they are homeless, and live from hand to 
mouth. It  means that they are transient, no- 
madic, moving from place to place in search 
of a livelihood. Of the other half, who have 
deeded homes, a large percent of the homes 
are mortgaged beyond recovery. 

A thirty-thousand dollar farm, rented out on 
the halves. is reported to have made about four 
hnndred and twenty dollars each for owner 
and tenant. The taxes amounted to one hun- 
drcd and twenty dollars. I t  may be readily 
seen that four hundred and twenty dollara 
wonld dwindle away in repairs, seeds, tools, 
etc. If an automobile has been bought on credit 
- as most of them are -and dues met, what 
has the farmer or renter left to live on? Noth- 
ing but a little credit, we may be sure. 

I n  the Golden Age, now succeeding the 
world's dark agea, there will be no homeless 

renters. None will be permitted to fence in or  
claim by title millions of acres to lie out ar 
hunting grounds or pleasure resorts or to be 
half tilled Great corporation and their mo- 
nopoly of all will cease. Glad we are for the 
new day, though it comes in blood and thunder. 
"They ahall build houses and inhabit them." 
"They shall not build ' and another inhabit" 
"The earth shall blossom as the rose," and '%er 
wilderness become Like the garden of Eden." 

Disowns Packing -Home Articb 
By Mrs. Mary June 

I WISH to acknowledge that the items con- 
tained in my article on "Packing-house Fm- 

gal:ty" printed in GOLDEX AGE Number 72, were 
gleaned from hearsay evidence obtained from 
a man who is a stranger to me. Under the cir- 
curutances I wish to retract that article, as I 
do not wish to be a party to an injustice to 
anybody. 

American h e  ty Hard to Understand 

B ENEVOLENT men, not to say Christian 
men, the world over, are marveling at  the 

harshness of the United States Government to- 
ward its ~ , w n  citizene. At the end of Septem- 
ber last there were still seventy-five political 
prisoners held in jail, under the monstrous 
Espionage Act restricting freedom of speech; 
and their sentences still aggregated 800 years 
of suffering, [though the law was suspended 
March 3, 19%. 

Captain Robt. Fay, who was caught attempt- 
ing to blow up munition ships in New Pork 
Harbor in 1916, and who subsequently broke 
jril and was at large for a year kforc  recsp 

tnre, has been released. Fay was slipped out 
of the country by the "authorities," though ne 
announcement was given to the press that the 
President bad commuted hie eentene. Fay ia 
a charming gentleman to meet, and he had all 
kinds of money back of him. It is astonishing 
what money will do in this world. 

THE G)~LDER AGE calls attention to the fact 
that the seventy-five men who are to be pun- 
ished for an aggregate eight hundred yearn 
have already served several hnndred in the 
aggregate; that they are mostly American citi- 
zens ; that not one of them was accnsed of Qe- 
man swpathiea; and that they were imprisl 



GOLDEN AGE 
oned because of their spoken or written oppo- 
sition to war on humanitarian grounds. 

Mr. Fay, the German spy and dynamiter, 
was set free just at the time that the White 
House and the Department of Justice were tell- 
ing inquirers that in.view of the country's in- 
dustrial troubles there was no time to take up 
any of the political cases. 

%We the President had time to sign the 
papers freeing Fay, the review of the case of 
John Pancner of Detroit, political prisoner, 
had been before him for months; but all in- 
quirers at the White House were told that the 
President had not had a minute to look a t  the 
case. Pancner was employed in a big Detroit 
manufacturing plant, the head of which has 
written to the Department of Justice describ- 
ing Pancner as a model workman whom they 
were anxious to reibploy. 

The treatment of Fay contrasts with the 
attitude displayed towards three political pris- 
oners who are Swedish nationals - Carl AM- 
teen, Siegfried Stenberg and Ragnar Johann- 

sen. The Swedish Government aaked for the 
release of these men and offered to pay their 
expenses back to Sweden Yet the Attorney 
General refused to order their deportation on 
the ground that it might encourage other for- 
eigners to come here and ''violate our laws." 
The only law these men are accused of violat- 
ing is the Wilson war rule which, in spite of 
our Constitutional guarantee of freedom of 
speech, made any word that could be construed 
a~ against war a felony. These men have al- 
ready served fonr years. 

Fay is virtually the last of the German spiee 
in onr prisons. They have all been freed. Pow- 
erful influences worked for clemency for them. 
The seventy-five political prisoners are almost 
all merely American workingman, without po- 
litical pull of any kind. The idea of the Ad- 
ministration seems to be that the German dy- 
namiters were merely poor fellows on the 
wrong side of the late unpleasantness, and 
that their offenses were not comparable to 
those of the miscreants who had the effrontery 
to oppose war itself on humanitarian grounds. 

Heating and Humidity BY P. H. B ~ O S S  

Y OU can greatly save yonr coal and wood 
supply, keep wanner and avoid catching 

adds by the simple method of keeping the air 
moist in yonr home or yonr room. 
The attention of the public has often been 

d l e d  to the importance of securing a proper 
amount of moisture in the air of heated rooms 
in winter, and but few have given this impor- 
tant subject mnch attention. It is not proposed 
to raise the room humidity (percent of mois- 
ture) to a point equal to that prevailing in the 
outside air. The average temperature in New 
York city between October and April is 4 4 O ,  
and the average humidity is 73 percent. For 
healthfd.,conditions in that period the honse 
temperature ahould range from 65. to 68. with 
a hnmidity of about 60". 

For a dwelling house of moderate aize this 
means the addition to the air of from two to 
fonr gallons' of water in the form of vapor in 
w h  twenty-four hours, and in exceptionally 
aold weather as mnch as nine gallons. 

No one can well take exception to the recom- 
mended temperature limits and honse hnmid- 
ity; for they are preoioely the same as those 

of a mild day in May or June. Tbis ought to 
be a sntficient answer to those who suggest that 
a soggy atmosphere is being advocated When 
the temperature ontside drops below fifty de- 
grees the heating of the air to a temperature 
of approximately eeventy-two degrees reduce8 
the humidity to less than thirty percent. This 
does not mean that there is less water in the 
air. It merely mean6 that at a tempera- 
ture of seventy-hvo degrees the air is capable 
of holding mnch more water, and this water 
(moisture) ahould be supplied by yoa It ie 
strenuous on the air passages and lungs to be 
constantly passing from a humidity in yonr 
home of thirty percent to an ontside humidity, 
of seventy percent 

humid it^ &tar& Dm& 

W ITH the room having the correct amount 
of moisture in it there is the advantage 

of doing sway with the annoying draft when 
a window or door is open; for the room now is 
of more uniform temperature, and the correct 
temperature with moisture makes difficult the 
draft. 



In very cold weather it is unnecessary to 
force the heating apparatus to the utmost ca- 
pacity - a waste of time and coal In furqaoe- 
heated homes a sdicient mpply of water mud 
be brought near enough to the firepot to e v a p  
orate the needed amount. It is worth while to 
m n  an outlet from the water a p p l y  into the 
hotair  space; aid this may, if it is desired, be 
arranged to supply the water automatically- 
This also can be turned on by hand when cosl 
is added to the furnaoe. 

I n  many cases the problem would be that of 
a tenant in a steam-heated building or in a 
single rbom or apartment under his controL 
Water containers can be had which fit closely 
to the pipes of radiators, or moietened cloths 
placed on the radiator will quickly supply the 
moisture necessary. 

I n  cold weather the apartment can be made 
very comfortable by drawing a few inches of 
hot water into the bathtub. 

One test of whether the air of a bnildmg ia 
properly moistened is determined by whether o r  
not delicate plants will grow with satisfaction 
without being kept mder  glass. Another test 
is whether the windowe tend to frost in cold 
weather. If they do not, the air ia too dry. 

Overcoming DifficuHie8 

I N PRIVATE dwellings it is customary to 
leave the care. of a furnace entirely to a 

furnace man. who calls a t  intervals. It is im- 
possible for that man to know what effect his 
work ie having upstairs, and with a number 
of furnaces to attend to his work is necessarily 
wasteful of coal. A close supervision, with di- 
rections from time to time from the household- 
er, is absolutely necessary for satisfactory and 
economical results. 

So  far as  the amount of moistnre in the air 
is concerned it  is safe to say that it is not likely 
that too. much will be secured. For house tern 
peratureb the difference between a wet and a 
dry bulb thermometer should be abont eight de- 
grees, and not more than ten degrees. 

However, one may trnst his own sensations 
in the matter, and if the home has the feeling 
of a fine &ne day one may know that both 
temperatnre and humidity are abont right. 

I t  is sometimes suggested that heat is ab- 
sorbed in the changing of water into vapor. 
This of course is true, but the amount of heat 
osed in that way is very amall compared with 

the saving of aoal in the lower temperaturn 
permitted by a proper amount of moistnre. 

Thus moist air means warmth, colds seldom, .- 
md better health. 

Bbu, tm Taat for Humidity 

A NY person can learn the amount of humid- - 
ity in the air, inside or outside, by thr 

following explanation : 
A wet bulb thermometer is an ordinary ther- 

mometer with a clean m u s h  cloth tied tightly 
around it. The overlapping of the muslin may 
be omthird, not more for best results. Thu 
can best be pat on the bulb when the muslin ia 
wet. To get the humidity in the air simply dip 
the thermometer bulb into a glass of coolwater 
for a few seconds, then take it out and either 
fan it or whirl it nntil the mercury goes down 
as far as it  will before beginning to rise. Of 
course yon first note the reading of the tber- 
mometer before you wet the cloth (muslin), 
and now you read it after you have fanned it 
nntil it will not go down any lower. 

Kou- subtract the wet bulb reading from the 
dry bulb reading. The greater the differenoo 
the less humidity you have, and vice versa. 

This same thermometer with muslin cover 
gives accurate air temperature when dry. 

The following table is large enough for 8 
good household guide - for temperature and 
moisture inside. The left column of figures ir 
that of yonr temperatnre (dry bulb), the top 
row is your difference. Thus if yon have a tem- 
perature of sixtyeight degrees and a differ- 
ence of seven, you find yonr temperatnre of 
sixty-eight to the left and go straight acrosr . 
until you come to the column of the difference 
of seven, where you find yonr humidity to be 
eixty-seven percent. 

I !  t - Difference between 
: c1 i i  : .  Dry and Wet Bulb Thernlonleters 
i j j  . ... [EXTREY .... =el i 
1 ; ; I o- ;. .2. 6 i 7 ' 8 ' 9 1  i . . 1 
i : i : -..-! ! - 
i * - ; ;  ! - ............................... % j  % ! y o !  [ i  ... , .... [ O J o !  j . ~  % r  ..i ...... ...... 
i 64 ii 70 i 65 ! fj0 i 56 f 51 i f  90 i 34 



Replies to a Questionnaire 
me Reverend 0. J. b ~ l l t r o u t  of m u r g ,  b11888, .ent out 8 qPertimnrire bo 800 p a q h  of hh city 
ncently, invitang arumera One of the& nqnests fdl inb the hrndr of 8 hal Bible Bhdeut, x. T. Bud, 
rrp, rho favored Reverend Armentrout with the fdo-  rejoinder to his q a ~ 1 ~ .  TPew rqrlisr am 
quite enlightening; a d  r e  have no doubt took 8 lord from tbe B e v e w d  Annedmmt, i e., thq no hkbt  
got a rise out of him. It ie comforting to the clergy begimhg to dr for information which iby  
have hitherto declined and which, at the rune the, they have withheld from the people. Zvidene~~ 4 
intelligence in thia direction should be encouraged. Up until mr the clergy h managed to hold down ilu 
job without any appreciable mental effort whatever. "And my people love to h v e  it m, md what dl p 
do in the end thereof ?"--Jeremiah 6: 31.1 

Y OUR questionnaire, as published in recent 
daily papers, with an invitation to others 

beside the 200 to whom you mailed them spe- 
cially, to reply to the questions oontained 
therein, is before me; and I take pleasure in 
accepting your invitation, and am sending the 
answers and this open letter through the same 
medium, as I presume you would wish all to 
see the answers who have read the questions. 

As a Presbyterian minister, I trust you will 
accept a s  good authority my quotations which 
are  from a Presbyterian Commentary, Jami- 
son Faussit-Brown, which commentary, in 8 
general way, answers all of yonr questions. 
Under the subject heading 'Tfarlots" we read: 
''Not only Rome, but Christendom as a whole 
bas become a harlot." (VoL 4, p. 613) "False 
Christendom divided into very many eects in 
tmly Babylon, that is, confusion."-VoL 4, p 
621. 

If the Jamison Faussit-Brown Commentary 
ie correct in its conclusion that Christendom 
is  Babylon, then John the Revelator in the 
18th chapter of Revelation gives in the follow- 
ing language a very vivid and repulsive p i e  
ture of Christendom, and leaves no doubt a8 
to its inefficiency for doing the Lord's work: 
"Babylon the great, is fallen, ia fallen, and is 
become the habitation of devils, and the hold 
of every foul spirit, and the cage of every un- 
dean  and hateful bird." If the foregoing is a 
true picture of Christendom (Id i t  is not, blame 
Jamison Faussit-Brown and John the Reve- 
lator), I w e  no reason why God should use the 
apostate system in His work, any more than 
He  should use the children of Israel in His 
service, after they had become a harlot nation. 
"Be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord." 
is the injunction of the Scriptures.-Isa. 52 : 11. 

Tl'ith the 2eqnirements suggested in this 
test, is it any great wonder that Jehovah has 
ceased to cooperate with apostate Christendom, 
resulting in the legion of failures that every- 
where mark ite pathway t 

t] 

With these' preliminary remarks, I will en- 
deavor to answer r part if not d of your 
questions. 

Question 1: Do yon believe the church is at 
the cross-roads and &odd take r d a t e  
d a n d  in the eolntion of mcial, economic prob- 
lems? 

No. The church reached the crosa-roads in 
the year 1878, took the wrong road, and haa 
now reached the brink of the ditch (See M a t  
thew 15: 14) ; hence is in no position to take 
a definite atand on any question. 

Question 2: Is the church hindered in its 
work by too much selfease o r  indifference on 
the part  of i ts membership? 

Answer: The Lord's answer to thi6 ques- 
tion is: "I h o w  thy works, that thon art nei- 
ther cold nor hot. I wonld that thon v e r t  a l d  
or h o t  So then because thou art iukewarm, 
and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee oat 
of my mouth.. Because thou sayest, I am rich, 
and increased with goods, and have need od 
nothing; and knowest not, that thou are wretch- 
ed, and miserable, a n d  poor, and blind, and 
naked"-Revelation 3 : 15-17. 

Question 3: Are the church and other moral 
forces over-organized If so, what in yonr opin- 
ion is the remedy? 

Answer Yes ; they are  over-organized even 
to their utter destruction. Remedy: Leave the 
doomed and stranded h i p ,  get into the life- 
boat and pull for the sbore, or in other words, 
"Come out of her," as instructed in Revelation 
18: 4, and as advised by Jamison Fauss i t  
Brown in comments on this text. 

Question 4: What would increase the effi- 
ciency of the church, and strengthen itb pi- 
tion in the community? 

Answer: Nothing wonld increase its effi- 
ciency. A new patch of efficiency put on the 
old garment of inefficiency, would only make 
the rent worse. (See Luke 5: 36; Matthew 9: 
16; Nark 2: 21) The only thing to do is to get 
rid of the old system, which the Lord is rap 

U 
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idly doing, just as He got rid of the old Jewish 
church-system when it forsook its first love. 
The Lord was not dependent on the old Jewish 
system for the accomplishment of His plan and 
purposes. No more is He dependent on nu- 
faithful Christendom for the carrying out of 
His will a t  the present time. I t  wonld be too 
bad to have its position strengthened in any 
community, as long as i t  is so hopelessly in- 
efficient. 

Question 5: What criticism wonld you make 
upon the pulpit of the day? 

Answer: As I hesitate to use language that 
mould fitly express my criticism of the pulpit, 
I will therefore forbear, and allow the prophet 
Isaiah to do it for me: '?Elis watchmen are 
blind; they are all ignorant, they are all dumb 
dogs, they cannot bark; sleeping, lying down, 
loving to slumber. Yea, they are greedy dogs 
which can never have enough, and they are 
shepherds that cannot understand; they all 
look to their own way, everyone for his gain 
from his quarter."-Isaiah 56: 10, 11. 

Question 6:  To what extent should the 
church enter into the relation of capital and 
labor T 

Answer: They should not enter into these 
relations at all, but follow the suggestion of 
St. Pad when he said: '9 am determined not 
to know anything among you save Jesns Christ 

and him cmcifidJ' If the example of the Apos- 
' 

tle had been adopted by the churchee all over 
the world-remembering the words of the 
Lord Jesus when He said: "Ye are not of the 
world even a s  I am not of the world"-the 
wars and threatened wars, labor troubles, 
strikes, and lockouts would not be disturbing 
u@ as they are now. 

Question 7 :  Do hate and class schisms exist 
locallyt If so, what can the church do to bring 
about a spirit of brotherhood? 

Answer: Yes; to some extent class schisms 
exist, but the church can do nothing to bring 
about, a spirit of brotherhood so long a s  it is 
devoid of the spirit of brotherhood within its 
own ranks. 

Question 8: Why do not all men who crdmit 
that the church is helpful to the community, 
actually support it7 

Answer I would suggest that if you can 
find any such men, they might be qualified to 
answer this question. 

Question 9: What can the church do to 
reach men of every class and station in life1 

Answer I do not know, and if I did, I 
would not tell; for 'ye compass sea and land 
to make one proselyte; and when he is made, 
ye make him twofold more a child of hell [ge 
henna] than yourselves." 

A Hard Nut for Evolutionists 
ORE than four hundred years ago, during one of the jndgea of the international eourt M the Chinese Ming dynasty, the Chinese a t  that plao. and says: 
in embroidery work needles that were "SO h e  is the work that the hest  details of the 

very m& smaller than can now be had any- features of the f i ~  represented were &ar ; the hsirs 
on the ma'a beards, mall muscles in the littleat 

where in the A des~ateh Wash- figurrr, m a  the minutely worked long-pinbd hF 
ington describing these fine needles and the the eyelashe. wm eo perfed that to ap- 
work which they accomplished, discloses that preciated, expeh declared, they had to be view4 . 

evolutionists have nothing whereof to boast through a powerful microwpe. - 
when it mmes to rompring ancient embroi- '*e am-dest needle in the worl4 which ir itself 

much finer than the hest thread, M now in th9 No- deries wit% those of the present day. The r+ tiond hem yd fie erput. slid fin- port has reference to a collection of embroi- work hve bDen done rith a needle - 4 

deries brought from Shanghai by the wife of t, through the eye of h t  needla'# 

. . 

.Oh, wonderhd, wonderful Word of the Lord! I t  telln of a Savior, md points ta the crom, I 
Our only salvation ie there; Where pardon we now may w u e ;  

It carries conviction down deep in the heart, And we know that when time and the world purs away 
And ahowe M ouraelvea PB we are. God's Word ahall forever endure." 



God's Seven Messengers R. 0. wcrtsorr 

I T IS generally understood by Bible stadents 
of the present time that the panorama of 

the seven churches of Bevelation, ahaptem 2 
and 3, is intended to convey the thought that 
the church of God during this sge is being 
dealt with by God, ita great Shepherd, accord- 
ing to the progressive stages of its develop 
ment, seven in number, or socording to its need 
of proteetion against error, or its pidance 
along that pathway of ever-inoreasing light and 
liberty. 

This being accepted as a ground for the in- 
terpretation of these chapters, it follows that 
the aeven angels mentioned are some epecial 
servants, messenger8 of God, provided by the 
great Shepherd of the eheep, each to help the 
&urch dnring his lifetime and to provide a 
foundation for faith and works until the ever- 
advancing purposes of Jehovah, with increas- 
ing light and knowledge, culminate in a new 
stage with its necessary crisis in the affairs 
of the church. Then it is needful for a new 
leader, messenger, on earth to rally the saints 
to the new truths and works in the new stage 
of the church's progress and to  protect them 
against errors past and present. 

In a consideration of the office held by these 
leaders, it will be noticed that, while it is nec- 
essary to the great outcome that their mes- 
ssges and work mnst show a varied progress- 
iveness according to their day and stage, yet 
their natural talents and abilities and disposi- 
tions mnst be somewhat similar to enable them 
to sucwed in the office to which they were 
called. 

We living in the end of the age have the ad- 
vantage of being able to scan the comdor of 
the ages and note the painful march of the 
church down the stream of time; and, helped 
by the searchlight of divine purposes, we mn 
with certainty pick out each of these seven 
men who was honored with the office of being 
Ood's mouthpiece to his day and time. 

The progress of events has proven the sc- 
enracy of St. Paul's for& that there would 
be a serious falling away from the primitive 
simplicity of the church's faith, hope, and prac- 
tice before the desire of all nations should re- 
sult from God's long-promised kingdom being 
established-\among men. This prophecy, now 
history, is the key that ellrrblea ua to see what 
would be the official mrk end message of these 
God-given leadan. 

m 

Church history shows ~rr what we would Q. 
pect --that St. Pd, tfie messenger fo the 
ahnrcb in its introdnotory stage, was used to 
establish and settie the infant church; to guard 
it against errors of r dead, but in no senss 
forgotten, past; and to warn against those ofi 
tbe f du re  calculated to fnlfil his prophetio 
picture of apostasy. How faithfully he casried 
ont hi6 official task and heralded wide his mes- 
w e ,  is outlined for ns in the New Testament 
account. When details are fully b w n ,  hia 
reputation will be e n h a d .  

The second stage of church history was the 
natural one of activity's increasing infiuenae. 
I t  was honored with recognition, opposition, 
threats, and persecution from the powers that 
were destined to be superseded by itself. Thns 
the message needed was not one of new and 
greater light to give joy and comfort to the 
saints, so much as one to give and inspire 
courage, eteadfastness, fortitude, and faith in 
Qod and in each other, that they might be able 
to stand the opposition raised against them. 

Who was better able to accomplish this task 
than the etrong yet tender, sympathetic, loving 
St. John? History tells us that he was a tower 
of strength during the period of these perse- 
cutions from pagan Rome, which extended 
even beyond his own day. 

W h e n  Emr Began to Tliriac 

T H Z  thud stage saw the realization of St. 
P a d s  fears; for it began in the foretold 

falling away in matter8 of faith, hope, and 
practice. This was caused by the church lead- 
ers, who lowered the Christian standard, so 
that the church might become popular and oo- 
cupy the place and power of its persecutors. 
This was the time when error took firmer root 
and flourished, beginning in the Council of 
Nice. 

Bs this third period was the time when error 
was developing, it will be seen that the m)rk 
and message of God's chief servant for this 
period could not be one chiefly of missionary 
zeal, nor of advancing light and truth, bat 
rather of determined effort to stem the rising. 
tide of error, resulting in much mntmversy 
aa the battle waged pro and con. 
As we read the church history of these early 

entnries we have no difficulty in aeeing that 
one man, Arins, stands oat pr-nently above 
all others for the things as taught by Jam 
U 



and His apostles. We see that Arina stood like 
a mighty breakwater against the rising flood 
of error which dashed and beat against the 
bulwarks of Christianity. Time and again the 
waves of error were made almost harmless 88 
they were opposed by a wall of truth, built up 
with irresistible logio by that stalwart leader 
of the faithful. 

From the history of that time we learn that 
this fight was waged largely around the per- 
sonality of our Savior, with, of course, kindred 
errors that followed in the wake of the initial 
one. This warfare reached its height in the 
Council of Nice, 325 & D., where the pagan 
doctrine of the Trinity was fastened upon the 
church of God. Yet the Herculean labors of 
this third messenger of God to His people 
saved the church the shame of universally ac3- 
cepting this masterpiece of Satan's doctrines, 
for a t  least one hundred years. 

The untiring efforts of this remarkable man 
as he resisted this crushing error with simple 
but powerful logie stands as a memorial to the 
power and influence of courage and faithful- 
ness. Error, borne by popularity and backed 
by the influence of kings, scattered the people 
of God and compelled them to huddle together 
in little bands, where they could counsel and 
cheer one another, and prepare themselves 
for the next onslaught of the devil through the 
then recognized "Christian" world. 

Arius laid down his sword of trnth in the 
restful slumber of death, to await the glorious 
reward of all those who fight a good fight for 
truth and right. In the glorified church he will 
shine forth amongst the brightest jewels in the 

\ beautiful diadem of God, and take hia place 
with others who have waged the successful 
warfare against sin and Satan. Notwithstand- 
ing the fact that the introduction of the doe 
trine of the Trinity into the Christian faith 
through nnscrupulons means waa supported by 
kings teljaporal and ecclesiastical, yet so strong- 
ly organized was the opposition under this re- 
nowned leader that the church was divided 
upon it for over one hundred years; ancl it ia 
said that wme emperors and popes privately 
held what %ey publicly termed heresy, holding 
the truth in abeyance through h~-pocrisy. 
As St. Paul foresaw, error won and has since 

been the standard test of nominal Christians, 
W n s  the faithful, being known as the leader 
d the "Arian Heresy." However, a new day 

is now dawning and things must be seen in . 
their true light; and this faithful servant of 
God will be known during the countless agem b 

to come as the stalwart opponent of the "trW 
itarian" nonsense. 

The work of the first three etagee of tho *. 
church had to do, respectively, with (1) intro- 
duction and growth, (2) pagan persecution, 
and (3) development of errors. Thus it follow8 
that the messages for these periods were also ' 

different. The New Testament proves that the 
message for the first period dealt with faith, 
doctrines, and organization, coupled with in- 
tense missionary zeal; the next message was 
a practical one - to put the lessons previously 
learned into practice and to hold fast and en- 
wurage one another against persecution ; that 
of the third period was a severe testing time 
for proving loyalty and devoting to God by 
continuing in the things taught in the first 
period and suffered for in the second - in 
other words, by a determined stand not to be 
moved about by every wind of doctrine. 

Dark Night of Papal Supremcrcy 

YET nothwithstanding the brave stand made . 
by Arius and co-workers history and prea- 

ent-day teachings prove that error gained con- . 
trol in high places and was thus taught and 
accepted by the rank and file. The foretold 
falling away was an accomplished fact. 

However, we know this condition was to be 
allowed but for a time, after which truth would 
again come slowly to light and ultimately en- - 
tirely displace error. History tells us that there 
was a long lapse of time before this needed 
reformatbu began to shine forth and the Bible 
trutha were again put into their proper place 
in the minds and hearts of God's people. 

In the meantime it was needful to keep alive 
the sacred love of trnth in God's real people, 
the few that remained amidst the formalism of 
those times; for God has nevef been without 
some witnesses against wrong and error. Yet 
during the dark ages these were so poor and - -- 
few, and the opposition was so etrong and vig- 
orous, that but little of their doingr have come 
down to UR They were but keeping the ambsm 
glowing until the time should come when God's - 
favor would blow them into a living, hol7 flame. 
During t h i ~  period Papal Borne reigned su- 

preme, to the outward view. Howover, out of 
the darknerrs of ignorance, bigotry m d  rmper- 



mtition, the name and work of Peter Waldo, 
"The Merchant of Lyons," stands out with 
glowing conspicuousness. Without doubt he 
was God'e anointed servant for  that time and, 
thus ordained, he was able to draw together 
physically and in the bonds of lore and truth 
Gtod's scattered people. By the translation of 
the Bible into French he was able also to feed 
the faithful with much trne doctrine and to 
erect a foundation upon which the reformers 
by God's grace were enabled to build. 

This was the time when Papal Rome touched 
the zenith of its power and ruled Europe with 
a rod of iron, crushing without favor all who 
crossed its path, particularly the followers of 
Waldo, who were given over to extermination 
time and again, and for many generations hnd 
to fight for  their physical as well as for  their 
religious lives. 

The work and spirit of Waldo lingered long 
after his day and resulted in a period of great- 
er Bible searching under Wycliffe, whose la- 
bors encouraged and held together those true 
followers of the Lamb that remained from Pac 
pal persecution. 

Wycliffe's work was to provide the material 
for  the coming Reformation; and, as Bible 
study was necessary to this he became the 
leader of many who used their time and talents 
in an effort to get the Scriptures into the com- 
mon tongue of the people. He himself was re- 
oponsible for  the first translation into the Eng- 
lish language, a thing which &me opposed 
with all her might in  her palmy days. The 
Church of England is not guiltless in this w- 
6pect. 

Light Znfiltratts the Gloom 

N 0 PROTESTANT will for a moment ques- 
tion that Lnther was the next God-given 

helper of trne Christians to further the Refor- 
mation movement, destined to progress until 
error ijidoctrine and praotice shall be things 
of a never-to-be-forgotten past. With charac- 
teristic courage and zeal Luther commenced 
the warfare against entrenched error as soon 
as he recognized it, and became the champion 
of truth for all who mourn in Zion. With 
tongue an-en he spared not wrong nor him- 
self in helping and guiding those who pro- 
tested against Papacy, and in God's providence 
was used to bring many truths to light, and 
perhaps was w e n  more useful in gaining a 

political freedom for  those who sought wr- 
cease from Papal enslavement, thus making it 
possible for the Reformation to go on as GFod 
naw it to be merit and beet. But after his 
day the spirit of Luther soon waned. Instead 
of the church wiping away dl error and con- 
tinning in a real reformation that placed all 
truth then due in the ban& of God's people, 
it was lulled to deep by the edversary. The re- 
formers soon became =tidied to rest upon their 
oars and drift with the tide; and later became 
so deceived that many actually persecuted those 
who were carrying on the Reformation work. 

While the sixth (or Luther) stage of the 
church saw the work of reform launched, yet 
history proves that it remained for  the last of 
these stages o r  periods to finish this great and 
important work; for  the creeds held welte many 
and contradictory, and the Bible was etill 
largely a closed book. But this was not alwaya 
to be. The divine purpose was to use the Re- 
formation to cleanse the church from the msea 
of professors that came in with error during 
the third period, that God's true people might 
have oneness of heart and mind and of doo- 
trine a s  in the beginning. 

This waa done by the Bible becoming an 
open and clear book, enabling God's people to 
see His purposes and plans for the human race, 
ahowing the Bible to be a harmonious revela- 
tion of those purposes. 

The time will come when no man will doubt 
that Charles Taze Russell was the last o r  eev- 
enth messenger to the church. By God's gram 
he was privileged to unfold the meaning 
of the Scriptures as no one else since the days 
of the apostles. The publication of these find- 
ings in all civilized countries constitute the 
harvest message of the age, which is proving 
who loves truth better than error; and which 
marks those who desire God's favor before the 
approval of men. 

As we view the talents and characteristicir 
of these seven men, we find the name golden 
threads running through all of them; the same 
logic and reason, the same love of truth, the 
eame unbounded eeal, the eame undaunted 
courage, the same faithfulness to their mis- 
sion; and, the same spiritual power and inspir- 
ing influence. Each had the God-given ability 
to put his message into writing to serve those 
who after his own little day were seeking after 



FOLDEN AGE 
Bod if haply they might find him; and these 
writing will live through eternity. 

' A study of the outstanding talents of these 
men will prove that they were well fitted for 
the special work of the respective periods: 
Paul, reason ; John, love; Arius, logic; Waldo, 
zeal, Wycliff e, education with literary ability ; 
Luther, courage; while the last, owing to the 
peculiar needs of his day, had these talents in 
combination with an immense aptitude for 
business so much needed in carrying on a 
world-wide work of stupendous proportions. 

While secular history is shronded in gloom 
the Bible explains this in one sentence: "The 
god of this world [Satan] hath blinded the 
minds of them which believe not, lest the light 
of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the 
image of Ood [Jehovah], should shine unto 
them." (2 Corinthians 4: 4) But sacred history 
coupled with the dirine promises presenta a 
brighter view and inspires hope to the trusting 
ohildren of the Almighty. The unfolding of the 
light through these seven sfages of the church 

should be noticed as progressive - the light 
that shineth more and more unto the perfect 
day. The fact that the plan of God ia now re- 
vealed to our wondering gaze is the sure indi- 
cation that we are on the threshold of the Day 
of Christ -the new heavens and the new earth 
"wherein dwelleth righteousnerr~" is upon us. 
h d  just so sure as we can now see the prepa- 
ration for the Lord's kingdom in the multi- 
tudinous inventions and labor-saving devices, 
and the flooding of the world with wonderful, 
heart-cheering books explaining the purposes 
of the Living God, are we convinced that the 
"workers of iniquity" and the blasphemers of 
God's holy name in the "doctrines and precepts 
of men," aa represented in our creeds, shall 
be, and are, put to fight and are fast approach- 
ing the precipice over which they shall drop 
into oblivion. And the only way these men can 
save themselves is by hastily divorcing them- 
selves from their old noxious beliefs and be 
coming acquainted with the Holy Scripturea am 
set forth by the Lord Himself, Hie apostle6 
prophets, and messengers 

Ahab's Seventy Sons 

F IS believed that in Bible symbology King 
Ahab represents the civil power of Europe 

at the time when it was directly associated with 
and under the rule of the Roman Catholia 
Church, represented in the picture by the wick- 
ed Queen Jezebel. 

Ahab had seventy sons, and at the time that 
Jezebel disappeared from the scene of action 
these disappeared ah. Perhapa we msp n ~ t  
positively identify all of the seventy sons of 
Ahab, but we eun identify at it and not miss 
it very much. 

The King of England has three titles. He is 
I(ing of Oreat Britain; he ~EI King of Ireland; 
he is Emperor of India Let m consider these 
three parts of the Britiah Empire as separate- 
ly marked in the prophecy. Then there is the 
Papal Empire, which is merely an empire on 
paper, but nevertheless has a strong position 
in the world, due to the recognition of it by 
other rulers. England, Switzerland and other 
Protestant countries that have not had repre- 
sentation a t  the Vatican for centuries are now 
flirting with this power. &king them allow- 

Lees  we find that there are now in the world 
just seventy rulers exercising separate sover- 
eignty. These rulers are divided among the 
continents of earth as followe: 

EUBOPE : Albania, Auatria, 'Belgium, Bul- 
garia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Georgia, Germany, Great Britain, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Jugoslavia, 
Lichtenstein, Luxemburg, Monaco, Netherlandq 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Rnssh, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Vatican. (29) 
ASIA: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bokhara, Chi- 

na, Hejaz, India, Japan, Khiva, Koweit, Nepal, 
Oman, Persia, Siam, Turkey, Yemen. (15) 

AFRICA : Abyssinia, Congo Free State, E m t ,  ' 
Liberia, Morocco. (5) 

NORTH AMEBICA: Costa Rica, Cuba, Domin- 
ican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Hondurau, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Salvador, United 
States. (11) 

Sam Abmua~: Argentine, Bolivia, Bra- 
zil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, 
Uruguay, Venezuela.. (10). 



STUDIES JN THE "HARP OF GOD" ( '"%&TZVS) 
Wlth b m e  Number 00 we bgan runnlnf Jsdge ~ o r d ' r  .sr book, - a . ~  01 -. wt* a a o m p n r b r  .-ow - * p1.e oi tma 
Adrsnced and Jarcnllc b~oie BtoQim which hve  ka lrrtberto pablI.kb 

U N ' N o ~  when J e w s  waa born in Bethlehem 
of Judea in the days of Herod the king, behold, 
there came wise men from the east to Jern- 
aalem, saying, Where is he that is born King 
of the Jews? for we have seen his star in the 
east, and are come to worship him." (Matthew 
2: 1, 2) Be i t  noted that these wise men went 
directly to Herod, a representative of Satan. 
If- the s tar  guiding them was sent by the Lord 
Jehovah, why would He guide them to Herod, 
a representative of Satan, and a mortal ene- 

. my of the babe Jesus! If the sole purpose of 
the star was to guide these men to the place of 
Jesus' birth there was no need for  them to go 
to Herod a t  all. The reasonable answer, then, 
i s  that Satan had prepared a great oonspiracy 
with the object of destroying the babe. A con- 
spiracy i s  a design to commit a wrongful act 
in Which two o r  more join in committing the 
act or  some part  of it. Sometimes persons are  

. involved in a conspiracy and participate with- 
out knowing the real purpose of the one who 
forms the conspiracy. Such may have been the 
case with these wise men; but without donbt 
Satan had formed and directed it. 

16"'CVhen these wise men came into the pres- 
ence of Herod, he was troubled, because he 
feared the new king would interfere with his 
reign; and he "gathered all the chief priests 
and scribes of the people [the seed of Satan 
and also his representatives -John 8: 443 to- 
gether and demanded of them where Christ 
should be bornp'- in other words he demanded 
to know where the babe Jesns m d d  be found. 
Then Herod, in furtherance of the conspiracy, 
privately consulted with these wise men. We 
now see Herod manifesting one of the charas  
teristics of Satan: viz., deception, in this, that 
be pretended to desire himself ta find the babe 
Jesus, that he might go and worship Him; 
whereas all the fact8 and circumstances show 
that his real pnrpose was that he might find 
the babe in order to destroy Him. 'Then Herod, 
when he had privily called the wise men, in- 
quired of th'em diligently what time the star 
appeared. ABd he sent them to Bethlehem, and 
eaid, Go and search diligently for  the young 

, a d ;  and when ye have fomd  him, bring me 
m 

word again, tbat I may oame and worship him 
also. When they had heard the king, they ds. 
parted; ad, lo, the star, which they saw in the 
east, went before them, till it came and stood 
over where the young child waa" 

'"We cannot for a moment believe that the 
beavenly Father would nae a wicked one like 
Herod and aid him in carrying out his wicked 
pnrpose by having a star to direct these three 
wise men to the place of Jesns' birth, in view 
of the fact that the king had demanded that 
they should return and report to him, and when 
it was King Herod's purpose to  destroy the 
babe. The fact is that the devil and his instm- 
ments, Herod and others, would have succeeded 
in this wicked conspiracy and have caused the 
death of the babe Jesus had not Qod intervened 
to save the child. 

-The wise men reaching Bethlehem found 
the babe and brought their presents and wor- 
shiped. Without a donbt it was their intention 
to return and report to Herod. And the result 
of such a return wonld have been the death of 
the child. But God here intervened and warned 
them in a dream. These wise magicians relied 
upon dreams. "Being warned of Qod in a dream 
that they should not return to Herod, they de- 
parted into their own country another way.A 
Satan again was thwarted in his wicked pur- 
pose. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE H A R P  OF GOD' 
Give the 8criptural amount of the "dm men'' going 

to H e r d  9 163. 
Why wonld they go to Huud, the ( 1 ~ 1 q  of Jssnrt 

p 152. 
D e h  a conspiracy. 5 152. 
Is it possible for one to be involved in oonspiraaJ 

nithoot knowing the red parpow? 162. 
What did Herod do when the " w b  03cm8' qpwchsd 

him? 1 153. 
What characteristics did Huud rmnifest in hb am- 

mltation wi th  the "wise men"? ! 153. 
Would we expect Ood fo help 8 wicked mm lib 

Herod carry ant his pnrpose to d&mj M ' r  b a l d  
mn? 1 151L 4 

When did the %he menP flnd the babe? 156. 
Why did not return to Herod ? r[ 155. 
HOW did God here thwart 8.t.n7r purposle to 

the babe? 1 166. 
i) 



PROGRESS IN BIBLE STUDY* 
L 

Fnndamentala have been taught in the HARP BIBLE STUDY COURSE, and those who I 

have taken it see new beauty in the Biblda teachings. I 
I 

The beauty of these Truths is yours to be fully enjoyed; and an elaboration of them , will unfold greater heights, lengths and breadth of the Divine program for man. 

. STUDIES m THE S-, seven remarkable topically arranged Bible Study boob, 
provide the logical step of study for the Harp Bible Study Student. 
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Brooklyn, N. Y.. Wsdndar.  Feb. tg 1923 

The Near East BY x. D. BUM 

T HE Near East complication presents fea- 
tures that are becoming of momentous im- 

port to the people of this country. There seems 
to be a disposition on the part of certain re- 
&io-political organizations to make an effort 
to embroil the United States in the controversy 
even to the extent of having us offer armed re- 
aietance to Kemal Pasha. 

Such a step should never be tolerated or en- 
oouraged for a single moment. We have but 
recently W h e d  with the waging of one for- 
eign war, a war in which we gave much and 
received nothing, neither in prestige nor tem- 
torial aggrandizement. Our people are stag- 
gering under s burden of taxation that will 
eventually fall on the backs of oar grandchil- 
dren to finish paying, and to quote one of our 
Naval leaders, W e  simply cannot stand anoth- 
er great world war," and that is just what it 
will develop into if this country attempts to 
meddle into the &airs of the Near East. 

If religious leaders who have been pushing 
their missionary work, the work of "the hated 
Christians," among the followers of Ielam - 
if these particular people want war, let them 
have it, but a t  the same time, let th$m bear 
the burden of it, and not attempt to hClllp that 
burden upon the back of the general publio 
that wants no part in such an affair. 

As greatly as we may deplore the atrocities 
of the TPTBs that have been heaped on the 
Christians in the land of Islam ; srr much as we 
may sympathize with them ; no man is justified 
in even aqggesting that this country should atr 
tsmpt to *age another foreign war. It is not 
a oase 05 what we can do in the premises; it 
is simply something that oannot be done under 
any circumstances. 
Aa there a @nit to individual human en- 

durance, SO & there a limit to national endur- 
anoe, and thiit nation has about reached this 
limit. 

Dr. 'James Cannon, junior Bishop of the 

Methodist Church, in charge of affairs of that 
organization in the Near East, is reported to 
have cabled Secretary of State Hughes as fol- 
lows : "Almighty (30d will hold our government 
responsible for its inadion," and goes on to 
say that our Government should send a dele- 
gate to the peace conference whenever and 
wherever it takes place- "not as an official 
observe?' to make our Government once more 
"the laughing-stock of the world," but a "fd- 
fledged plenipotentiarg" with powers to say 
what America thinks. 

Urnpeakable fir& Chum Rouble 
F WTHEBMOBE, aomrding to Dr. Cannon, 

a mere participation in the conferenoe to 
be followed by a withdrawal will be of no avaiL 
Whatever control of the Dardanelleq whatever 
protection of the minorities in Turkey is de 
aided upon should have the forceful participac 
tion of the United State. 

"It M no nee for oar government to plny the oatri4e 
Dr. Cannon is reported to have said. "It is no a# for 
the Cltste Department to stick ib hed in the rrs& 
of d o d c  politics, and ssy it has no int%reets in thir . 

busin- W o n n  of church people in the United 
Statea for the pad century worked to better the lot at 
the people who live in M e y ,  Brmeniann in putim- 
lar. We have worked and toiled to th ia  end, md nnr 
cm behalf of the &arched of the United Strteo, I mat 
to h o w  if ns intend to d o w  the 'Ihrka wi th  impunity, 
o o f a r a e w e o r e c o ~ t o c o n t i n u e t h s i r ~  
pti l  all theee Chrietiane are wiped ant." 

Dr. Cannon d a b  that he has h e h  
evidenoe to support hir belief that the Turh 
started the Smyrna Gree to cover up their loot- 
ing and massacres. 

"And if the 'Ihrka ue allowed to go into C h t d  
nople and Thraoe M oonquerora," he ia reported to 
have said, "you would probably nm s repetition of Un 
Smyrna homm on o lvga d e .  Is the United Stski 
going to help England prevemt &at? , 



" I k n < r a t b a t ~ h 8 t I d r o c d s ~ t ~ r p r , M  
ff maeesl.y it would be justiW1e. And it would not 
be no much of r war. Aastralia has said h t  she cm 
rwd u m y  a o l h  to Anatulia as the Turks would. 
It m not d b l e  nor reasonable to admit that five or 
dx millions of lhrts with perhap ane hundrsd thoa- 
mnd affectim can d d j  the whole world If America 
would join with England in calling the bluil of tha 
!hub and their friends, there would probably be no 
m.'' 

Much more is reported to have been said by 
Dr. Cannon, but a sufficient amount has been 
quoted to prove our first contention. 

The five o r  six millions of Turks to whom 
reference has been made would prove but a 
bagatelle in the game if they stood alone; but 
they do not stand alone in this fight. There is 
every indication as well as  strong evidence to 
show that Russia would join hands with Tur- 
key in case she is attacked by European and 
other forces, and Germany would, in all p r o b  
ability, follow Russia's lead. 

Uncle Sam Should Not Step lir 
LREADY Russia is reported to be massing A hex forces along the borders of the Black 

, Sea, fortifying every available position. For  
what purpose? That is the question that most 
naturally occurs to the thinking mind. 

With Russia, Oennany, and Turkey allied 
into one unifying force, which is not a t  all im- 
probable, Dr. Cannon, a s  well aa both England 
and the United States, would find that the situ- 
ation would not be quite so much of a bluff as 
he apparently believes. 

England has not acted in such a manner as 
to inspire the confidence of either Franoe o r  
Italy, neither has she shown very much grati- 
tude toward the United States for oar parti* 
ipation in the late World War. When Franos 

aru on her knees, ana E n g M  W- fightiq 
with her back fa the wa.ll, our amtry went in 
and, by overcoming almost insurmountable o b  
staclee, broke the morale of the Germans and 
mved the day for the AUieo. Has England 
shown any signa of gratitude toward the United 
States for the tremendoua sacrifices we made 
and are yet making? 

Let England, France and Italy settle th& 
own differences with the Tnrks o r  any o t h e ~  
foreign nation with which they may become 
embroiled; let religio-political organizations, od 
whatever creed o r  calling they may elect to 
follow, espouse any cause they see fit; let tho 
Near East, the Far East, or  the Middle Enst 
go mad and tear each otheis  throats in their 
frenzy, if they will. But the United Statea m u d  
not a t  all hazards allow itself to be drawn info 
another war. 

Dr. Cannon L reported to be about to dl 
for America to lay his case before the Stak 
department. He would do well not to advo- 
cate too strongly the embroiling of thid coun- 
t ry  into a war with any other nation. The peo- 
ple are in no mood to stand any snch an  un- 
heard-of proposition, and might be tempted fo 
take i t  more seriously than even he thinks. 

Those who most etrongly advocate war a n  
more often the least anxious to step in snd do 
the actual fighting. That has been proven ia 
several instances during the war just f in i shd  

This is no time for frenzy and hysteria, but 
the conditions call for calm, deliberate thinking 
of the best balanced minds that the nation UM 
produce. 

All qf this but goes to prove that Senstar 
Lodge builded better than even he possibly 
knew when he threw his powerful aid into W 
breach to prevent us from entering the Lesgab 
of Nationa 

A Mod t m Amphibium 

I N B1e~an-m they are just now testing a rail- 
road train which ie constmeted in snch s 

manner that it urn continue the travel on rails 
in water. This amphibious train is intended 
for the ~ e l & a n ' ~ o n ~ o ,  so rich in r iven and 
sea. It oons%ts of a locomotive that draws a 
munber of freight-car boats, each having a ct 
pacity of fifteen to thirty tons. The oompleta 
train aan move up to 300 tons freigh4. In  the 
brt at Petit-Willebroeck the train wss sliding 

without any noise from the rails into the w n b r  
on which it was swimming by means of wrew 
propellem, and then it again ascended upon 
solid ground. The locomotive and each freight  
car are supplied on both aides with swimming 
wntrivancea connected by girders. I n  the water 
the train is propelled by screw propellen, met 
in motion by the same motor that moves tk 
wheeb on land What difference does it mcrb 
K the earth'm data ia four-liftha watert 



Xmpressions of Britain----In Ten Parts (Part IV)' . .. 

COMFORTABLE ride in the sleeper from Popuhtion of Citier CCowt~red A Liverpool brings the American to Lon- G a ~ a r  Blumm UN~KDS- -' 
and early in the morning he finds himsell bnaon 7,25l,s58 N~ york - , 6 2 0 ~ 0  

in a taxicab bowling along to his destination 
What are the first impressions? They are most Olasgow 1 , 0 1 0 , 8 5 0  Chicago - S , 7 0 1 , 7 0 6  

favorable. They could not be otherwise. Bimmgham 2 1 0 , 0 0 0  Philadelphia 1 , 8 2 3 , 7 7 9  

London is clean; it is beautiful; it is full of Liverpool 1 8 1 , 9 4 8  Detroit 993,678 

visions that delight the eye. Manchester 7 7 8 , 2 2 9  Loa wed 8 7 6 , 6 6 0  

Is London large1 Who can tell? Leeds 480,297 Cleveland 7 9 6 , 8 4 1  
Shdield 479,474 St Loth 7 7 2 , 8 9 7  There are no sky-scrapers. The buildings Belfd are about five stories high. There are none 386,947 Bodon 748,000 

of the mammoth twenty- to forty-story build- Bristol 380,000 Baltimore 7 3 3 , 8 2 6  
ings that go make up the great buiness Edinburgh 4 3 3 , 8 3 3  Pittsburgh -688,343 

canyons of New Pork and Chicago. London Dublin 304,802 BufEalo 606,776 
seems roomy, and the buildings all appear to Bradford d 9 4 , 5 0 1  Sari lihmcisco 2 0 6 , 6 7 6  
be of graceful lines that harmonize well with Hull -84,357 Milwaukee -467,147 
those of the nextdoor neighbor. I t  looks as if Newcastle 8 7 8 , 1 0 7  Washington 437,671 
the architects had vied with one another to see Nottingham 270,000 Newark 414,584 
how well they could make the whole neighbor- po*ou& 2 5 , 8 2 7  Cincinnati 4 0 1 , ~  
hood look. Leicester L 4 5 , 0 0 0  New Orlea~ls 3 8 7 , 2 1 9  

There is a qn~ntness  of design q ~ t e  P~W- Stokeon-Trent 334,534 Minneapolis 380,582 
ing md the eye; and 8 a 0 r d  . 226,225 HmUL6 CiQ gM,410 
effort has been or will be made to see how im- m,259 Seattle 315,312 posing any one structure oonld be made to a p  C- 104,436 JB.w Ci* m03 
pear. Bolton 4 8 4 , 8 6 3  Rochester, N. Y. 295,750 

London and Other Cities Dundee 181,800 Indianapolis 3 1 4 , 1 9 4  
Swansea --170,000 Portland, Om. ,258,288 H OW large is anmay( The answer Southampton 2 6 5 , 0 0 0  Denver 256,491 

shows that there are four Londons: The &,,aeen 163,891 -. 3,164 
old City of London, which i6 only a mile square ~ k ~ e n h d  152,3,345 Pmvidene. z1,696 
and has a vev population; the ComQ Sunderland 3 4 9 , 2 1 3  Col-bu, Ohio 937 ,031  
of London, which has a population of 4,521,- oldham 147,483 Louisville 2 3 4 , 8 9 1  
685; the metropolitan and city police district, -by 132,461 st. palll .s,os 
which has 7,251,358 inhabitants; and the pro- Middlabmugh -132~44 Ohd 816361 
posed Greater London, which designs to in- *kkbUTll 131,846 M8,436 
dude within the Board of Health a total pop- ~ ~ i ~ h t o ~  131,137 Abte mn,616 
lation now residing within contiguous metro- sh+rt 130,868 lgl,601 
politan territory amounting to 9,201,484. Great- Gateshead 125,gBS 17g,rM 
er New York, as now constituted, had in 1920 

,sl,99r -78,8W a population of 5,620,048. If Westohester Coun- SouthePa-OnLL&. 180,000 Spear 
171,y17 ty, New York, and the six adjacent counties of 

New Jersey which are etrictly metropolitan ,,,--119)023 &hond L 7 1 , 6 6 7  
could be included, the population of New Pork L11p271 New Haven -162,537 
would be.8,077,655. Huddedeld 1 0 7 , 8 2 1  ldemphie 162,351 

As few ber i -s  have adequte idea at- Hel- -105,000 San Antonio -161,379 
of the number or the size of the large cities in Halifax -04,000 Dallas 158,976 
Great Britain, and as many Britons how next B d e y  102,391 Dayton - 1 5 2 , 5 5 9  
to nothing about the great cities of the United - 25 other Bmeri- 
States, we &e herewith a table in which are TOT&, all cities can cities each 
shown the pcfpnlations of the forty-three larg- over 100,000-l8,693,809 over 100,000-3,014,949 
ert cities in each  count^^: ~'OTKL - 27,7~1,9sa = 



'R. CjOWEN AGE 
The American's engagements are ench that 

he has two days which he can spend in seeing 
London; and he manages within that time, in 
the company of a gentleman who seems packed 
full of informp tion on all subjects, to see the 
following: 

The King'a Ektabliahment 

B ucxIncaaaa PALACE is the London Home of 
the British sovereign, since Queen Victoria 

ascended the throne in 1837. The palace takes 
its name from the Duke of Buckingham, from 
whom it was purchased by the king in 1762. 
It takes a good-sized equipment to keep the 
king going. In his own private bookkeeping 
and correspondence department there are thir- 
ty-nine oficials, including the usher of the 
sword, the surveyor of pictures, the master of 
music, the poet laureate, the gentleman of the 
cellars, and the clerk of the cellars. 

To take proper care of his spiritual inter- 
ests when he is in various parts of the realm 
there are Mty-four chaplains of all sorts, one 
of whom is an official organist and composer. 
To take care of his physical health, or to make 
sure that he is dead when he is dead, there are 
twen ty-three physicians, including three ocu- 
lists, one laryngologist, one dentist, one an- 
aesthetist, and one coroner. To provide against 
his getting tangled up in the ceremonies there 
are forty-nine officials in the ceremonial de- 
partment, including one examiner of plays, one 
bargemaster and one keeper of the swans. To 
look after his stables (just recently changed 
into royal garage) there are thirty-one officials. 

The king is the official head of England and 
the official Defender of the Faith of England, 
which is embraced in the thirty-nine articles of 
the Anglican Church. He is d o  the official 
head of Scotland and the official Defender of 
the Faith of Scotland, which is embraced in the 
Westminster Confession of the Presbyterian 
Church. %very time he goes to his Scottish 
castle at  Balmoral, in the Scottish Highlands 
(and it is a favorite resort of royalty), he offi- 
cially changes his faith at  the Scottish border, 
going and cornin 

The king &no 7 visit the old City of London 
(the ancient Xty, one mile square, which Lies 
within the great metropolis) because one of 
his forbear8 borrowed some money from that 
aity many centuries ago and forgot to pay it; 

that is, he cannot viait the city, theoretically, 
until the L o ~ d  Mayor comes down and meetr 
him at  a certain street corner (a very ordinary 
street corner) and bestows npon him the free- 
dom of the city. This the Lord Mayor does 
regularly as  often as the king wishes to viait 
ancient London. 

The queen requires considerable attention 
also. In her own special end of the concern 
there are five officials and sixteen ladies of 
rank, not counting the servants who actually 
do the work. The amual salary or allowanoe 
made for the support of the royal family ir 
S613,000,. or abont 82,758,500. 

St. James' Palace is the official London reah 
dence of the Prince of Wales. There are six 
officials in his personal establishment. Royal 
levees are held here during the season, and 
representatives of foreign governments a m  
still accredited to the Court of St. James. St 
James' Palace was built by Henry VII, over 
four hundred years ago. 

Kensington Palace is the place where Queen 
Victoria was born. Relatives of the king ars. 
now quartered there. Kensington Palace, M 
well as Buckingham Palace, borders Hyde Park, 
npon the edge of which public orators hold 
forth every Sunday afternoon and every pless- 
ant evening on any subject of human interest. 
Side by side were polite and refined advocates 
of Esperanto, an uncouth booster of the liquor 
traffic, a Salvation Army hell-fire artist, and 
speakers on behalf of the so-called Bible Wit- 
ness, Wesleyan Eiission, and a half dozen other 
beliefs. 

Governmental Acceworiea 
T H E  Eo'usea of Pariiament are superbb 

beeut~Fd buildings, completed in 1850 at  r 
cost of abont $3,000,000. The tower of the 
Honse of Lords is 336 feet high and the Clod 
Tower of the Honse of Commons, which houses 
the "Big Ben" bell, 13) tons in weight, is 320 
feet high. These buildings are open to visitors 
on Saturdays only, and were merely viewed 
from the outside. 

The British Premieis official residence, 10 
Downing Street, is a very ordinary-looking 
place. In fact, on the ontside it has the a p  
pearance of a ramshackle, old tumbledown that 
should be pulled down. It is preserved becarw 
it is old; and one of the British Governmenfa 



games is to get the people to preserve every- 
thing old and to reverence it, in the hope that 
in this way no close scrutiny ahall be made into 
the divine rights of kings, clergy, financiers, 
or others who have the people's real interests 
under their feet. 

The Tower of London makes the heart eick 
at the crneltielj of man. Here, chiseled in the 
wall of the cell in the Bloody Tower, the 
'dmerican saw, ?He that endureth to the end 
shall be saved, 1553," and '%e thou faithful un- 
to death, and I will give thee a crown of life, 
1554" ; and he thought of the vietima of Bloody 
Mary, England's Roman Catholic queen from 
1553 to 1558. Here were the headsman's block 
and axe, the rack wherewith to pull the living 
apart, the iron w h r  for slowly choking to 
death the victims of the queen's wrath, the 
thumbscrews wherewith to crash the fingers 
one by one. Here was the site upon which Anne 
Boleyn, Katherine Howard, and Lady Jane 
Grey were execnted; here were the crown jew- 
els, the diadem of James II, and the armors 
of Charles I, James 11, and Henry VIII ,  the 
latter weighing eighty-one pounds. 

The Horse Guards were the headquarters of 
the commander-in-chief from 1750 to 1904. The 
brilliantly dressed sentinels still sit on their 
horses in the archway0 in front of the horse- 
guard parade grounds, where they or their 
predecessors have sat for 170 years. The 
ohanging of the guards at 11 a m. and 4 p. m. 
is a picturesque oeremony. Across the street 
is the window through which Charles I stepped 
to the acaffold in 1648. 

Here (in the neighborhood) is the hall in 
which the Scottish hero William Wallace was 
tried, and where it was hoped to try the demon- 
dbsessed Kaiser Wilbelm 11. Here is the Old 
Curiosity Shop, at No. 14 Portsmouth Street 
and still in use as it waa in Dickens' day. Here 
is Paternoster Row, the great street for Bibles 
and eqdesiastica.1 literature. Here is the Drnry 
Lane Theatre, which is patronized by the roy- 
alty because it ia old, but which is really an 
old out-of-date auditorium. And here is the 
noble Thames, 210 miles long, navigable for 
m l l  boats 160 ,miles from it5 month. 

Scotland Pard is the world-famed center of 
British pol.& activities ; and although the head 
of the Yard did recently eat some poisoned 
a d y  that was sent to him through the mails, 
and although some one did oome near stealing 

the queen's famous (3dlhu1 'diamond, which ir 
stored at Scotland Yard as being the llaferrt , 

plaoe in London, yet London is one of the mod 
crime-free places on earth. It has less than two 
felonies per year per thousand of the pop* 
tion. What American town of a thousand pop . 

ulation can boast of a better record than o a  , 
two. arrests per year? 

- . 
Pinanciul Prnd Religbua k g 8  

T HE Bank of England, not open to sight- 
seers, is dark and forbidding in appearanm, 

and is apparently not such a place aa anybody 
would wish to see even if he had the ohan@. 
It was founded in 1694; and although it hes al.. 
ways been a joint-stock company it haa alwaya 
been closely connected with the government - 
the financial leg, so to speak. 'The Old Lady 
of Threadneedle Street" takes its nickname 
from a woman whose brother was hanged for 
f6rgery in 1809. She became crazed with grief, 
and every day for long afterwards visited the 
bank to inquire for her missing brother. From 
these daily visits the nickname which had a t  
taehed to her waa transferred to the bank itself. 

Westminster Abbey, near the Home of Par- 
liament, is another of the legs upon which the 
British Government stands -ita mperstitiouo 
leg, so to speak Thie building was begun in 
1050, five hundred yeam before the Beformac 
tion, and was completed in 1760. Here the eov- 
ereigns are crowned; and to be buried here io 
supposed to be the height of earthly glory. This 
superstition ia carefully cultivated; and the 
place is jammed full of statues and tablets of, 
those who have made a great name for them- 
selves in the world, and who are adjudged to 
have been specially helpful in building the Brit- 
ish Empire. 

St. Paul's Cathedral, completed in 1710, is a 
traly remarkable building, the masterpiece of 
Sir Christopher Wren, the great architect. The 
inner cupola is 218 feet above the floor, and 
the cross on the dome is 365 feet above the 
ground leveL On the plaza in front of the 
csthedral hundreds of pigeons come daily to 
be fed, and they have made the front of the 
cathedral a sorry-looking place. 

St. Mary leBow Church is so-called because the 
original church was built upon arches or bows. 
Since the seventeenth century tradition has it 
that any one born within the sound of the belle 
of this church ia a "Cockney," fated to wrestle 



ma r* WmEN ACE --=-mama 
. .,. 

at a disadvantage in the proper plaoing of hie TlCc Bn'tiuh ~ ~ ~ U I I  
rrepiranta for the rest of his life. I n  other W E HAVE saved the best until the laat; 
words, from hereabouts aome the Englishmen and one entire day is devoted to a trip 
who "drop their aitches." This church was one throngh that greatest of all educational 
of the baildings motored by Sir E s t o p h e r  tutions, the Britiah Museum. hs we go thmagh 
Wren after the greet &-& On a bailding in the Museum we have in hand the tt& of all 
the neighborhood is s sign, 'The oldest build- w d e s  tb ib tr-ree, F. Q. J-W~Y* 
ing in Cheapside; it withstood the g r a t  fire in i& Muse- with Bible in H m c  from whi& 
1666." copions notes and excerpts are taken for the 

"The Monument" wmrnemoratea the great following: 
iire of London, which broke out on September In  the Third Boom (North Gallery) ir 8 
2, 1666. The fluted Doric column ia 202 feet sculptured slab upon which appears the name 
high, surmounted by representations of flames and title of Amraphel, king of Shinar, mea- 
forty-two feet in height. There h a h e  view tioned in Genesis 14: L Here are boundary 
of London from the gallery at  the top of the stones of Berodach-baladan, mentioned in 2 
column, There are many other interesting mon- Kings 20: 12. These stones, many of them, 
uments in London. The Cenotaph (hterally bear cursea against those who remove the- 
uempty tomb") ia to the memory of all the boys and are in line with the Mosaic law, "Cursed be 
ushered into death during the World War; it he that removeth his neigbboia landmark." 
was unveiled in 1920, and its base ia always (Deuteronomy 27: 17) There are scores of Bab- 
fresh with wreathe from those that mourn. ylonian bricks bearing the names of the Bibh 
Such cenotaphs are now to be found all over characters Shalmanezer, Sargon, Sennacherib, 
the Islea There is a monument to Edith Cave& Esar-haddon, and Nebuchadnezzar ; and them 
the nnrse slain by order of the German mili- are inscriptions, bearing the names of Cyrnq 
tarists; and there is Cleopatra'e Needle, aixty- Darius, Xerxes, and Hystaspes. There are 
ei&t and one-half feet high, erected in 1878 letters from the governors of Tyre and Asks 
on the Thames embankment. The m o u n d i n g  lon; there ie a letter to the kings of Canaan; 
stone-work bears scars from an air raid. In and there are several letters of Amraphel, kin# 
Parliament Square ia a monument to Beacons- af Shinar. (Genesis 14: 1) These letters pom- 
field, the first and only Jewish Premier of B r i t  tively disprove the claims of the Higher Crit- 
ain; and a statue of Abraham Lincoln fsces ics, once made, that writing was not in general 
Westminster Abbey. use in the days of Moses, and that therefore 

London Bridge ie now but name. Until Mosea never wrote the books attributed to him 
the year 1750 there was but one bridge across On the Northwest Landing there are scalp 
the 'J'hames; now there are nineteen. The most h r e s  brought from Carchemish, the ancient 
famous London bridge is not the old original Hittite capital, putting to flight the ) .~i~her 
London Bridge, but is the second, or Westmin- Critics who less than 8 OentuV W were 
ster Bridge, which was built in 1750. I t  leads proudly claiming that the record 2 K i n a  73 
from Westminster Abbey and the Houses of 6 could not possibly be correct because them 
Parliament on the north aide of the river to were no such people as the Hittites. 
st. Thomas' Hospital and other important In  the A s M a n  T W ~ P ~  are two ~~ 
buildings on the south side. beaded bulls, with w i n e  of birds. Between the 

legs of these bulls are cuneiform inscriptiom Traceq*of the Roman occupation of London codrming the Bible 
of Kina 18: dating frc& the first century are still to be seen 

by the curious. The curious are like the poor - 14-16 of King Hezekiah's payinn tribute to the 

they are everywhere, and no more so than an king of Assyria In this transept is a large 
sculptured slab representing tbe king Sargoa, American in London. There are portions of the spoken of in Isaiah 20: The existenn, of thi. 

Roman wall a f  bondinium still in place in the ring , for , long doubted by the 
yard of the @ e n e d  Post Ofim ; also near the Higher Critics. It now tranrpi res &at 
southeast corner of the White Tower of the "they" of 2 Kings 18: 10 and "the king 
Tower of London, and there are remains of old Assyria" of 2 Kings 18: 1 refer to this Sat- 
Boman batha at 5 Strand Lane. gon, and not to Shalmanezer, previody men- 



tioned in the mconnt. Ssrgon completed tbe 
work which Shllimanezer had begon. AB umal, 
the Word of the Lord is found correot, and the 
suppositions of its critics are found to be with- 
out f onndation. 

EByptian Bible ReZia 

I N THE Southern Egyptian gallery ie a 
ne of Pharaoh Hophra, referred to in J e r a  

miah 44: 30. Here k a statue of Hapi, the god 
of the Nile. The turning of the waters of the 
Nile into blood at the command of the Lord 
was a direct blow at the supposed claima of 
this god for worship.-Exodus 7: 20, 21. 

I n  the Egyptian Central Saloon i o huge 
head of Rameses II, weighing over seven tons. 
It is this Pharaoh of the Oppression, who 
reigned sixty-seven years, whose death in K 
ported in Exodus 2: 23. In the center of the 
saloon is a oolossal beetle, symbol of the Egyp- 
tian god Khepera, and a proof that the Apostle 
told the truth in Romane 1: 22, 23 respecting - - 
the objects of human worship. 

In the Second Egyptian Room is a portrait 
of King Seti I, taken from his mommy, now at 
the Imperial blusenm in Cairo. His features 
a r e  snch as  to show that he wss s noble-mindad 
m a n  I t  is believed that it was his danghter 
who rescued Moses from the Nile. He was the 
father of Rameses II, the Pharaoh of the O p  
pression. 

I n  the Third Egyptian Room is the mammy 
of a musician buried with his aymbals, just ss 
the Scriptures record that the warriors of old 
were buried with their swords -"gone down 
to hell [the grave] with their weapons of war, 
and have laid their swords under their heads." 
(Ezekiel 32: 27) In the game room is a case in 
which a t  the feet of a mummy, a former king, 
are  paintings of his enemies, those who were 
'put nnder his feet," as Christ is eventually to 

. 'reign until he hath put all enemies nnder hi4 
feet."-1 Corinthians 15 : 25. 
In thl Fourth Egyptian Room are  wall caeca 

of rnu.mmi?kd animals which the Egyptians 
worehipped. Gazing at these false gods, one 
can better understand the command against the 
making of "a graven image the similitude of 
any figure, the likeness of male or female, the 
likeness of a= beast that is on the earth," e t a  
(Deuteronomy 4: 15-20) In Exodus 5 : 6 the 
"officers" there mentioned are literally ecribes; 
and in this room are samples of the very writ- 

ing materialn, pery tablets, &., rhid - 
nsed in making a record or "talen of the nma- 
ber of briclra made by the Isrditimh h r  
In tbie room rleo are laignet ringq one of wbiah 
might possibly be the rev o m  that Pharroh 
took off and plaoed upon the hand of Joeepk 
--Oenesir U : 4l,42. 
In the P'ifth Egyptian Room are exhibited 

~nda l s ,  some of which s n  probably eimillv 
to thoae which Mores w a ~  commanded to put 
from off his feet (Exodus 3: 5) ; and there u e  
bricka nine inches wide by eighteen in- long, 
bearing the stamp of Ramesee I& the Pbrrmh 
of the Oppression, which were without do& 
made by the Israelite8 in accordanm with tha 
account given in Exodna 5: 5-12. 

In the Sixth Egyptian Room are hand m b  
rors snch as were melted down to make the 
laver of brass which stood in the wart of tho 
tabernacle (Exodus 38: 8) ; and there are  earn- 
plea of eye paint snch aa Jezebel used whoa 
Jehu came to see her.-2 Kings 9: W. 

RclScr of Idob Named in Bibk 

0 N THE wall of the Nimrod Qallery im 8 
sculpture of the god Dagan, the fieh-bead- 

ad deity of the Philistines. It was in the temple 
of Dagon a t  b h d o d  that the Philistin- plaoed 
the ark of the Lord when they had c a m  i& 
with the result that "when they arose eariy on 
the morrow morning, behold Dagon was fallen 
upon his face to the ground before the ark 04 
the Lord; and the head of Dagan and both the 
palms of his hands were cut off upon the three- 
bold ; only the stump [fishy part - margin] od 
Dagon was left him." (1 Samuel 5: 4) It wam 
tbe temple of Dagon at Qaza that Samson de. 
stroyed at ,the time of hia d e a t L 4 n d g e s  16: 
21-30. 

I n  the Assyrian Saloon is a banquet scene, 
ahowing the custom of the ancients of reclin- 
ing while a t  their meals, ss Jeeus and John re- 
clined during the last supper. (John 13: 23) 
The head of the king of Elam is shown hang- 
ing from a tree, as Saul's head am hung by 
the Philistines hi the house of Dagon.(l Chron- 
icles 10: 10) Thext i r  a large wall inecription 
of Sargon in' which are  mentioned both Jndah 
and Hamath.-2 Kings 17 : 24. 

In the Nimrod Gallev ia a slab ebowing the 
Asherah, the sacred tree of the Assyriam, 
mentioned in 2 gings 23: 6, 7 and in many 
other places. Here i. a dpture  of the go& 
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aess Iahtar, called in 1 Kings 11 : 33, "Ashto- 

' reth the goddess of the Zidonians." 
I .  the Nimrod Central Saloon are two very 

erect statues of the god Nebo, designated in the 
inscription as "the lofty intelligence and the 
lord of tablets," and associated in the inscrip 
tion with Bel, another Assyrian god. In view 
of these facts how startling and how expressive 
ia the prophecy of Isaiah 46: 1, "Be1 boweth 
'down, Nebo stoopeth. . . . They stoop, they bow 
down together; they could not deliver the bur- 
den, but the~zuelvea are gone into captivity." 
-Isaiah 46 : 1, 2 

Relic8 of Hebrew Kingu 

I N THE Nimrod Central Saloon is the black 
obelisk of Shalmaneser II, upon which are 

mentioned both Jehu and Hazael, the impor- 
tant Biblical characters referred to in the 
prophecy of 1 Khgs  19 : 15-18 and in masy 
other places in Bible history. Jehu ia named 
and illustrated as paying tribnte. On another 
relic of Shalmaneser are mentioned the names 
of both Ahab, king of Israel, and Benhadad, 
king of Syria, whose mvenant of 1 Kings 20: 
34 is thus confirmed. When the latter relio waa 
being excavated, Sir Henry Rawlinson read 
from the inscription that it had been set np 
beside another monument erected by Shahm 
neseis father and predecessor, Ashur-naair- 
pal. The excavation proceeded; and the monu- 
ment erected by Ashur-naair-pal was discov- 
ered and ie now in the British Museum, stand- 
ing beside the one which located and identilied 
it after the Iapse of twenty-seven centuries. 

In thia saloon are many Assyrian monw- 
men& mentioning Tiglath-pileser, one of the 
oppreeeors of Israel and Judah. (2 Kings 15: 
28, 29; 16: 7-18) Here also are wall sculptures 
ahowing the armor and shields similar to those 
mentioned in 1 Samuel 17: 41, and battering 
rama nimilnr to those mentioned in Ezekiel 4: 
z and 21~22, n. 

In the first Boom (North Gallery) there is 
the Moabite Stone, containing a record of wars 
waged by Mesha, king of Moab, who lived in 
the days of the Israelitish kings Omri, Ahab, 
and Ahaziah, a d  who is mentioned in 2 Kings 
3: 4 as paying tribnte to Ahab; and the stone 
itself narrates how Moab was oppressed by 
Omri and by Ahab hi.  son. There is here the 
original slab prepared by the order of King 
H e z e u  narrating how the water was brought 

into the pool of Siloam, as recorded in 2 Chron- 
icles 32: 30 and 2 20: 20. 

Sennacherib and Hezekiah 

I N THE Assyrian Saloon in the aelebratd 
bas-relief taken from one of the royal palaees 

in the vicinity of the aity of Nineveh showing 
 kin^ Sennacherib seated on his throne with 
representatives of defeated people atanding or 
kneelinn. The inscription reads, "Sennacherib, 
king of-hosts, king of byria , -  eat upon his 
&one of date, d the spoils of the city of 
Lachish paesed bedore him." This successful 
siege of Lachiah is mentioned in 2 Chronicles 
32 : 9, and is implied in 2 Kings 18: 14, 

In the Fourth Room (North W e r y )  ia the 
Taylor Cylinder, whereon Sennacherib records 
his exploits sgaipat King Hezekiah, but mod- 
estly fails to make any mention of the great 
'disaster which overtook hia army of 185,000 
men, slain in one night by the angel of the 
Lord. Like some other people he bragged only 
where he a u l d  brag. In this room are the well- 
hown  Babylonian tablets giving the Babylon- 
ian accounts of the Creation, the Tower od 
Babel, and the Flood. Without a doubt these 
accounts, whieh are mingled with legende of 
Pagan mythology, am plagiarisms, incorreot 
copies ob the B ib l i d  story. 

In the Nineveh Wery King Sennacherib 
(mentioned in 2 gingr 18: 13) is shown super- 
vising the erection of one of the h p r i a n  go& 
a large ball. The dab llbows the indined planes 
of earth, the ropes, pulleys, lmrs, rollers, and 
taakmasten whipping the slaves at the work. 
In one of the slaba Jewieh features are plainly 
discernible, and the latter part of the word 
'Jerusalem appears on one ot the inscriptions. 

In the Nimrod W e r y  L a sculpture of the 
god Nimoch, concerning whom we read: "And 
it came to pass am he [Sennacherib] was wor- 
shiping in the house of Nisroch hia god, that 
Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons smote him 
with the sword; and they escaped into the land 
of Armenia, and Esarhaddon his son reigned 
in his stead."-Isaiah 37 : 37, 38. 

The prophecy of Nahmn ia declared to be a 
prophecy concerning Nineveh; and in Nahum 
3 : 13, where it says, "The fire shall devour thy 
bars," and Nahum 3: 15, where it says, 'There 
ahall the fire devour thee," the prediction seems 
to be made that Nineveh is to be destroyed bx 

h d  sure enough! 'Almost all the sculp 



tared wall-slabs taken from the palaees of Sen- 
nacllerib and the other Assyrian monarchs give 
evidence of having been fractured by fire and 
heat. 
In the Third : ~ o o m  (North Gallery) there 

are  barrel-shaped cylinders recording the 
building operations of King Nebuchadnezzar, 
mentioned in Daniel 4: 30; and there is a cyl- 
inder upon which King Cyrus records the con- 
quest of Babylon "without battle and without 
fighting" in confirmation of the Biblical ae 
count of its fall on the night when Bekhazzar 
held his feast.-Daniel 5. 

Relic8 of the Time of Chriat 

I N THE Second Room (North Gallery) there 
are tear bottles from Hebron, such as  are 

referred to in Psalm 56 : 8 ; and there are lamps 
such as Christ mentioned in the parable of the 
Wise and Foolish Virgins. 

In  the Room of Greek and Roman Life there 
are samples of coins mentioned in the Bible, 
the shekel, half shekel, the stater (such as  was 
found in the mouth of the fish-Matthew 17: 
24-27), and the denarins o r  "penny," mentioned 
in several places. There is here a scourge load- 
ed with bronze beads such as was used by Pi- - late in scourging our Lord, and such ae w a s  
five times used upon St. Paul. Under the Ro- 
man law no man could be given more than 
forty stripes, in which respect it was superior 
to the English law in effect a t  the accession of 
Victoria to the throne of England. A.t that 
time it was permissible to Bog a British solder 
with a thousand lashes, and many were actn- 
ally flogged to death. Wben Victoria married, - it was proposed to do something for the peo- 
ple; and so a law was passed forbidding a Bog- 
ging of more than fifty lashes. Queen Victoria 
protested against signing this law, declaring 
that the only way !be soldiers could be kept 
obedient was by flogging. 

Here are  samples of Oreek armor, made of 
brass, anheminding as of the aptness of N e b  
achadnezzar's dream in which the belly and 
thighs, representing the Grecian empire under 
Alexander, were made of brass. But there are 

- no samples of Roman armor. It was made of 
iron and has' long since rusted into oblivion, 
even a s  the ir%n legs of the image, the Roman 
Empire, will be completely obliterated when 
the kingdom of Christ shall have fully come. 

In the Room of Gold Ornaments and Oemrr 

there are beautiful auneos and intagiios, par- 
tra~ts of all tbe Chars mentioned in the Bible 
-Augustus, Tiberi~s,  C M n a ,  Nero, Titua, 
and Vespasian. 

in  the & o p n  W e r y  re me an &eat bast 
of that Angustns Caasar in the reign of whom 
there went out a decree that dl the world 
ehould be taxed (Luke 2 : 1) ; also a bnst od 
that Tiberius CIt?sar:in the fifteenth year od 
whose reign John the Baptist began his min- 
istry. (Loke 3: 1) It rss Tiberiue to whom 
the Pharisees referred when they laid the trap 
for Jesus, and coming to Him asked: ULs it 
lawful to give tribute to Cesar o r  notT" And 
i t  was the face of Tiberius which looked at the 
inquirers when He said to them: "Whose ie thh 
image and superscriptiont" and ''Render unto 
Cmar  the things that are  b a i a "  

Here is the bnst of that Clandins Caesar, in 
whose reign there came to pass the dearth p r s  
d~oted in Acts 11: 28. This was the Csesar that 
commanded all Jews to depart from -Rome, 
among whom were Aquila and Priscilla. (Acta 
18: 2) Here is the bust of Nero b a r ,  th4 
brute to whom Paul appealed, as recorded in 
Acts 25 : 11. St. Paul mentions thie appeal in 
2 Timothy 4: 16, 17. 

Here, too, is the bust of that Vespasian CIB- 
sar  whose overrunning of the Holy Land war 
prophesied by Moses in Deuteronomy 28:49 
and by the Lord Jesus in Lnke 21:24; and 
near it is the bnst of his son Titus, who com- 
pleted the work begun by his father, resulting 
in the complete subjugation of Jndea in A D. 
73. 

Relics of Apoutolic Tinsea 

I N THE Ephesus Room are eome of the im- 
mense pillars, and the huge bases on w h i d  

they stood, which went to make up  the mag- 
nificent temple of Diana, the Ephesian, r+ 
ferred to in Acts 19: 23-41. I t  was on the oo- 
casion of this riot that St. Pad nearly lost his 
life (1 Corinthians 15: 32) in an effort t.a calm 
the demon-obsessed crowd which, for  the time, 
were acting more like beasts than humans. 

In  the so-called Elgin Room are portions d 
the beautiful scnlptures taken from the Par- 
thenon, the Temple of Athene (or Minema) at 
Athens. It was some of these very objects that 
St. P a d  beheld when he saw "the city wholly 
given to idolatry." (Acts 17: 16) It was some 
of these verJ things that mused him to pro- 



ltlaim the self-evident truth that God is not to 
be thought of in t e r n  of anything 'like unto 
gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and 
man's device."-Acts 17 : 29. 

In the Room of Inscriptions there is a caat 
of a stone dug up by exoavators on the Temple 

, a r e a  in Jerusalem and containing seven lines 
in Greek forbidding gentiles, on pain of death, 
to enter the Sanctuary. with this in mind one 
can better appreciate the dangers to which St. 
Paul was subjected when falsely aamsed oil 
having brought Trophimua within the temple 
arts-A& 21 : 29. 

Switzerland Getting Wise 

S WITZERLAND 1s the neatest little repub- 
lic in all Europe. The grandeur of the high 

mountains, the blue sky, and the placid land- 
scape se- to have imbued the soul of that 
people with freedom, politically and economio- 
ally. 

On December third the Swiss voted upon the 
moat "radical" law that the country of William 
Tell probably ever considered. '?ladid," yon 

, know, means "getting a t  the root of a thing"; 
and Switzerland is one of the first nations to 
realize that to do any real good, the root, ori- 
gin, or cause of a thing, is the real, proper 
thing to "get at." Switzerland proposes a levy 
on capital direct - not on inwme tax, mind 
you, under which system the capitalist can 

. simply profiteer the more on the people and 
eventually make them pay his income tax, but 
directly on the wealth itself. 

@ich Man'# Rouble's Are Sure 

T EIE levy runs from eight to sixty percent 
of hie prindpal, beginning with fortunes 

over 80,000 franks. Those under that figure are 
exempt,. Over here 80,000 franks, or the ex- 
empt p-erty, would be abont $5,000. For- 
tunes of $100,000 will be mulcted abont fifteen 
percent. For every $6,000 over that figure the 
rate increases two percent until $336,000 is 
reached, when the rate of increase declines to 
one percent: I t  kses agah later, and when the 
fortune a m h t s  to one and one-half million 
'dolars the tax is forty-nine percent. Fortunes 
of $2,000,000 and over must surrender sixty 
percent. 
This is somewhat of a compromise between 

In the Manuscript Room there is the Codex 
Uexandrinus, one of the three earliest and 
most important MSS. of the Holy Scriptures. 
There is also a copy of the Pentateuch (the 
Five Books of Moses), made in Syriac in & D. 
464; and there is Wycliffe's Bible, the first 
English Version of the Holy Scriptures, bear- 
ing date of the 14th century & D. There is 
also a document whereby King John give8 
England and Ireland to the Holy Roman 
Church in return for the protection of S t  Peter 
and his earthly partner, Pope Innocent IIL 
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the 'American unbounded, nnlimited greed law, 
which often means the survival of the most 
unscmpnlons, and the Australian law, which 
limits its citizens to $500,000. Yet it in an im- 
portant step. Humanity is slowly recognizing 
the fact that one of its greatest enemies is not 
the L W. W. and his ilk, but the neverquitting, 
never-satiated plutocrat that makes the I. W. 
W. The kings, the ddcea, the monarchs of fi- 
nance, and the would-be such, in all countries 
and all climes, have always been the breeders 
of wars, the manufacturers of poverty, and of 
practically every misery on earth, either by 
their own oppressing, or by setting an example 
of never-satiated greed to others. 

The tra rich are not only themselves un- 
happy, 1 ut they have turned a fair world into 
a vale of tears. 12,144 suicides were ofii6ially 
reported last year. That figure ia estimated as 
being abont two-thirds of the total. Very few 
of those rjnicides transpired in Switzerlrmd or 
Aus tralia 

One Man% Gain, Another', Lorn 

W HERE the power of selfishness reigns un- 
checked we find the greatest misery; for 

what is one man's gain appears in this world 
to be the other man's loss, and when a few 
plutocrats swell up, millions suffer the sting of 
want. The Swiss have the big idea What the 
people of most wuntries need b to get togeth- 
er, make laws like the Swiss, and pat a oh& 
on seKshness. We are glad to see the people 
in a few nations of the earth making a start 
to wake up. 



Applications of the Golden Role ~y C. P. Lconarif 

I N THE November 8th issue of THlG (30mm 
Am there appeared an artide entitled, 'The 

Qolden Rule in the Cement and Marble Buai- 
ness"; and in a previous issue a n  article on a 
system 6?>orming the management of a rail- 
road. 

These articles both appealed to me ss an 
effort on the part of liberty-loving people to 
help in making things better for their fellow 
men, to releaae from the bondage that hanqs 
over us all regarding the disposition of this 
world's goods and necessitias. It is a mbject 
that I have pondered ever since my boyhood 
days. I mean a system whereby the wealth- 
producers (laborers) would be enabled to get 
tbeir rightful, proportionate share of that 
wealth, and under which the so-ailled capital- 
ist would be shorn of liberty to grind down his 
fellow man and to grow bigger just because he 
is already big. 

Mr. Drummond seems to say, in substance, 
that to form a corporate body of men under 
three headings, viz., money, brains, and brawn, 
each with a predetermined and fixed rating of 
capitalized value, would be a system whereby 
the capitalized interests would not have a 
chance to became so oppressive to the under 
classes; that on the whole the scheme would 
result in a more nearly equal distribution to 
the three classes, of the net proceeds of the 
commodity in which they are dealing. 

This plan, i t  will be remembered, calls for  a 
statement like this : 

Money capital in plant equipment-$l,%8,000 
Brains capital, in the form of ten aecutiva, 
each receiving $5,100 per mum, which in 
5% on a capitalized vdae of $114,000 each, 
or for ten executive 1,140,000 
Brawn or Labor capital, cum hundred in 
number, who are stated M a dam not tn be 
oo capable and rated at an average of 
$1,500 per annum each, this being 5% in- 
terest on $30.000 capital per laborer; and 
for one hundrtd of the common, lsrs crpable 
clasq it tot& 8,000,000 

If they declorad a 6% dividend, MiT Cap!- 
would get 696 on $1,260,000 $62,- 

The man of brains would gek 6% m $ 1 1 4 , 0 0 0 4 , ~  

Tbc man of brawn, the wdth-prodw, who 
does the Labor, who has the rtrong back, who 
t p a y - i n g f o r a h o m e r g P i n s t i n ~ b h o w e  

little brood whom he low, getd hb h e  of 
65% on hie. W0,OOO 1400 

Evqtbbg im mppoed to nm dong lovely mdee 
this p l m  It in mpposed to be equal riEh all oolb 
oa-ned, and eo one ahould have m y  objections to m p d  
of. 
Capital moome -62,OOU 
Brains income 6,700 
Weatth producer 1,m 

Here it is; and I would ask Mr. Dnunmond, 
with all due respect to his efforts in this cred- 
itable direction, where does the equality come 
in on this plan7 These a re  his own dguree ar- 
ranged in his own way. He also adds that if b~ 
this scheme one could save something ahead 
he conld become a capitalist, and put a littlm 
back into the business, in the capitalist dam, 
-on which he could draw his five percent. Well, 
we all know of aourae that the laborer will b 
bor for evermore, trying to pay for  that borne. 
His future outlook toward laying a foundation 
of inanring himself sgainst the rainy day ia 
dim indeed. 

Moneyg# Ptwent A d w n t a g ~ ~  

T HE gentlemen of brains wodd likely h 
able to lay 'a part of his income into the clam 

above him, and atart on the merry road to cap 
italiam, sueking up nourishment from the la. 
boring class below hh. On top of thin, we sea 
that the capitalist can place nearly all of hh 
$62,500 diOidend into the concern again, and 
draw dividends, and multiply, and draw and 
multiply till the cows oome home. 

I wodd ask: Ie there anything -in this plan 
that ie different from the way things have been 
running for  centuries and with the same evil 
effects and ail the rest of the rdgime that u 
now old and soon doomed to PO? Mr. Wealth- - 

FOTU. B5,39OYMK) 
Producer, going up to big bushem, laid: "Yoa 
have slipped it over me long enough; and now 

~h~ eadiw~d the ooncern ue divided unang I myself am going to take the management 
the three wvn of -holdem, pm ratg over, capital and a& and distribute the pr+ 
according to the namber of shares a c h  individual ceeds among those who produce i t ;  and not a 
hol& part of it will satisfy me, nothing but all of it; 
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for I produced all of it The Scripture says: are in jeopardy or are at stake to satisfy in. 
'As a soweth so shall he reap.' I have terest or usury. If you fail to pay interest on 
sown the seeds of industry for a long time; , your mortgage they take all the past payments 
but yon did the reaping, and gave me only the as a penalty, and then take the property to 
gleanings. Now, after this I will do the sow- make themselves safe. 
ing and the reaping too; and if you want any 
wheat, jnst get in line and sow some and reap a b k -  to cease it yourself." - 
In Enropean corntries capitalism is becom- HE Scriptures tell US that a man is worthy T h g  less and less of an object; for it is being of his hire. That means only one thing, and 

taken away from its owners just as surely as there is no dodging the issue* If he worthy 
time rolls around. Income taxes are fast ab of his remuneration, then he should be  aid hia 
6orbing a large slice of the prome&, from 80- remuneration, all of it to the uttermost farth- 
mrities; every t h e  a death ocmrs a large ing, SO that there will be no farthings left for 
percent of the substance of a will is taken. others to pick UP- We a ~ o t  have the f d t a  
Sales percents also go toward taking the joy of his labor and retain a part of the prim also 
out of the old game. In  Russia they took it all and get away with this thing much longer- Our 
in a night, and that was all there was to it The Creator gave Mr. Capitalist several hundred 
Scriptures told us that they would do this. The Years9 nearly the whole range of histo% to 
job is not yet finished; but, depend it, it &OW what he would do in justice to his fellow 
will be, and right on time. men; and he fell ahort. So now in 1914 God 

The read& may ask: 'How about getting the declared w i n s t  the system, and has sent Hb 
necessary capital to start this b-esst It O ~ Y  begotten 80% to d e  over things and to 
needed or it wodd never start.# That's j u t  clean out the whole plant, root and branch, of 
it, exactly. It is very probable in this old order the after He start a 
that, with it8 present arrangements and ib Olean sheet, in a new way, a fair and equal 
Gnancid fabric woven the way it ie, it would way, a way wherein it w i l l  be possible that 
never atart unless a fat $62,500 per annum was Ueveq man sit his Own vine and 
offered. Mr. Capitalist wodd exercise his right fig tree, and none shall make him a f r a i c  nor 
in law and hold his nice $1,250,000 of wealth, sap the fruits of his labors- 
whi& the old order says belongs to him, to do Neither can we see where the fairness is in 
with ae he chooses. giving one man $5,700 and another $1,500. It 

I would also ask: Where did Mr. Capitalist VeV apparently belongs to the i n q d t i e s  of 
obtain thb large quantity of hard-earned val- the old order. It would seem that one man 
net He is no stronger in the back, nor has he oould hardly, in all fairness, be a h v e  or be- 
greater brain *bjjty than most wealth produG low another in any Station of life in the new 
ers; and, of course, he could not earn it in a order; and we may be glad indeed to see the 
lifetime several times over, and keep a large new 0rder e g  preparation to come 
family, and pay for a home, and with while the old is slipping away right before OW 
nothing, and do it on $1,500 per year. eyes, almost without our being aware of it. 

I think that we am all answer the question. This disintegration is plain to be seen now by 
He got it from the same wealth-producer class, looking back to 1914. 
the bram class, who are not wo* much in If one wishes to f o l ~ ~ ~ n l a t e  an organization 
earning &lUe according to the estimate of the scheme to further qnality in industry, and the 
present old order. He got it from the men who effort  odd be great and noble, it will never 
labored before him and gave it to him. The old be used for that purpose if it has for its  OM- 
order, laws, and arrangements, such as divi- dations any part of the old brder* But if it 

on s q & $ ~ d  b n &  and se-ties d t h  fully conforms to the new order just now corn- 
private omsrshtp, said that it was his, It is ing, it surely would be a m ~ t e d  and go ahead 
not true; but it was said jnst the same, and we ~ l b i t e d l ~ .  It says: "Those things which can 
have all believed it till now. The first point be shaken will be &&en9'; and msthing that 
in  law is the right of private ownership, not so is unequal, unbalanced, and unfair am aurelx 
much harm in itself, however, but all values be shaken 



Man, of course, i s p o t  formdating this new 
order; and the proper thing to do it to recog- 
nize its requirements and try to conform to 
them. Then there need be no worry about tbeir 
acceptance o r  euccess, with that purpose in 
view. Christ alone can clean out the old oor- 
rnpt eystems ; and He will then start with His 
own, a different, a fair, and abundant system 
which, we are told, will be something new to 
UB and greater than we thought. 

I really believe that an industrial arrange- 
inent can be worked out along the lines that 
a re  set ahead of us and for us. I believe that 
there will be many of them and perhaps dif- 
ferent each from the other. Of course, if they 
are  started ofi now under this arrangement 
there would likely be opposition on every hand; 
but t h i ~  opposition would grow weaker a s  the 
old order grew to 8 close. I t  would be like a 
struggle for a birth; but even a t  that, it eould 
do great good in helping to enlighten the peo- 
ple to the .faults of the present system, and 
thus be a helping hand in unloading this time- 
honored, oppressive system from the shoulders 
of the people, and throwing it aside as a thing 

that has served ib pnrpose, and btu shown mas 
that after all he annot  d e  himself and be at 
peace. 

[ M r . L e o n u d & t o t h i n & t h . t i t r d d k q  
nice if the g e n d  manager would anrlbehly thror 
his whole glergiss into hir work. md work for tha 
u n e  oompenertiw M the ditch-dygu. But the qus, 
tion is not ro mu& Wodd it k nia if he would do 
it, M it is, Would be do it? or w d d  he go mba, 
the, where he d d  obtain for hL -I ability d 
greater energy r grater rhut of the pmbpective m 
wards? And m for ths ditch-digger, whem he dirooF 
end that hia reward would k the pmc if he dug 8 
ya~d  or a rod of ditch in day, rhicb would he k 
likely to do? And ruppolc that the ditebdiggu, !ably 
concluding thrt Lboot dl a general mrge d m  L b 
walk u w n d  md look rle, rbould aonclude h t ,  rino 
cornpensationr were the unt, he r d d  mtha be p 
uol manager KI that be would ad have to do 
at dl, how would mciety -.de him that he hd 
better confine his one+ to (he h n d  of work t6 which 
he in best adapted? We am pnblinhmg Mr. Leonard% 
article not to find fault wi th  it, nor becaum r e  end- 
it, but beuuae it oontrins mme patent truths, at tb 
u m e  time it rag* .new to ur the aanviction th.t 
the only relief for euth'r ecunormc ills, n for dl itl 
other troubleq im in MI kingdom.-Bd.] 

"Under Vine and Fig Tree" BY ~ r .  R O U ~ ~  VOW 

S I waa visiting one of my patients a few A days ago her husband, a man of nioety- 
two years, asked me to go out into the yard 
with him in order to see his grapes and figs. 
The dear old gentleman has but a small patch 
of ground- the near end of a city lot; but 
what is demonstrated there ir well worthy of 
note by those who have more ground to cdti- 
rate, and less years upon their heads. I think, 
however, that our old friend takes enconrage- 
ment from what I told him abont millions now 
living who by the close of 1925 will be fonnd 
in the right heart attitude toward their Crea- 
tar and U r d ,  and who will never die. - 

This maG'took pleasure in telling me of the 
different varieties of figs. He especially poin t  
ed out one of his "Bmnswicks," which is two 
years and ten months old. This is a large brown 
vai iety of fig: This particular tree is ten feet 
high, and h w b o r n e  500 figs since i t  was set 
ur a dip thirty-four months ago. Ninety of 

these figs adorn it at present. I was given a 
sample of the Lemon fig, an earlyvariety w M  
-has a deliciona flavor; also the "Celeetia" 
mall sugar fig. 

There is a continuous crop of figs on each 
tree for ten months out of the year. The tree8 
produce, or  develop, one crop of figs the firut 
year, two crops the second year, and t h ~ ~  
crops each' year thereafter. I measured one 
little tree, and fonnd that it was only five and 
one-half inches high. But it is developing four 
figs in the first year. 

Next I was shown a grape vine (Rogers No. 
15) of two years. This vine was used for an 
experiment. It waa trimmed at the regular 
season, and developed a crop in July. It wsr 
then cut back again, and has put on a mcond 
crop, which promises during the holiday8 a n 
ward for the labor expended upon it 

There will be an abundance of fruit d- 
the Millennia1 age, which is just upon rra 



Political Conditions in South Africa BY P. 3. D ~ W W  

I T MAY be of interest to you to get some in- 
formation aa to the mtuation in South 

!Africa Here, insofar rrs vaetly different con- 
Uitions will permit, the situation corresponds 
to a wonderful extent with what you tell us 
about America, the land where Bible prophe- 
uies are to have their specific f d f h e n t s  in 
these last days, more than anywhere else. 

In this country of about seven millions popu- 
lation, about one and one-half millions are Eu- 
ropeans. Of these again about one-half are 
Dutch-speaking, descendants of the earliest 
aolonists of this subcontinent. The remaining 
half are  mainly British (English, Scotch, Irish, 
and Welsh) and therefore English-spedng. 
There are about forty-five thousand Jews in 
the country, and a scattering of other Euro- 
pean nationalitiee. 

Of the remaining five d one-halt millions, 
which are either blaok or adored rams, the 
vast majority, no doubt about four and on* 
half millions are natives of the Bantu stock- 
evidently the same stock originally as the Ne 
groes. These Bantus are still clearly marked 
off into tribal divisions, e. g., the Z h ,  the . ' h a  Hosaa, and the Basntos. Basutoland is 
not under the administration of the Union of 
South africa, but under the British Imperial 
Qovernment. 
Many of the nativee laboring on the Rand- 

the Qold-Mining center - are recruited from 
Portuguese East Africa, northeast of the Un- 
ion. From this you may gather that the vaat 
majority of menial laborers in this country 
are blacks and colored men, though some of 
them also hold clerical positions in the Gov- 
ernment service and in the servioe of private 
individuals where native interests are con- 
aerned. Numbers of them are teachers among 
their own people, the vast majority of whom 
ue atill barbaroue-I mean the Bantu. 

., 
S h e  La&t Tmubka Everp.where 

I T IS a practical impossibility for the native 
laborers and the European laborers to unite 

in their effofts tq exact better terms from their 
employere. This fact has been ased most ef- 
M v e l y  by Zhe gold magnates to break the 
organized efforts of labor. It proved a power- 
Cd weapon in their hands to bring abont the 
-1: troubles in the early part of thb year. 

U 

There ia in this country what is known aa 
the "color bar" to protect white laborers from 
the competition of the native and colored man 
by securing certain positions for the Euro- 
peans only. The reason given for thia arrange- 
ment is that 'the native can Live oomfortabl~ 
on a much lower wage than the European. 

This "color bar" has been strengthened b~1 
8 special agreement between the Mining Mag- 
nates and the Labor Unions, called the "Status 
Quo:' concluded a few yeara ago, by which it 
was arranged that though native8 were doing 
work on mrtain mines which Europeans did on 
others, in order to prevent the natives from 
further encroaching on the field of the E u m  
pean, yet without stopping the natives from 
doing such work where they had already done 
it, the position was to remain in future as it 
waa. 

The desire of the mining magnates to break 
this agreement on the plea that otherwise cer- 
tain mines would have to close down waa what 
led to the recent troubles. This waa the mnin 
issue at stake in the recent industrial disputer 
already referred to. 

Yon will have read reports in the American 
press of the upheaval and the suppression 
thereof in March by General Smuts on the 
Band (whioh includea Johannesburg). 

The method of procedure waa much the eame 
as that adopted by the oapitaliatio powera in 
W e r i a ,  an b been described in your ool- 
mnns from time to tima The prem (with the 
exception of the bigger e d o n  of the Dutch 
papem) gave very biased statements in favor 
of the capitalistie bosses. The Government it- 
mlf had gotten a great majoritp in the laat 
election, at the beginning of 1921, when the 
Unionists (a eapitabtio party) amalpmiteti 
with the South afrioan Party. This majority 
was secured largely by the labor vote through 
promises of wonderfully good things to come 
if they would but vote for "the man" of '(the 
hod'--viz., Gen. Smuts. [The division which 
there exiata racially between Dutch and Eng- 
lish has always been an important factor in 
South A€rican politics too, even though nor  
the racial feeling is by no meam eo strong aa 
it was some time ago.] The power t h s  gains 
has been ased to the undoing of the laborerr 
themselvea 
II 



WDEN AGE . 
Farmers and Laboren Mq Unite 

N O W  there is a general reaction against 
Gen. Smuts and his party. Be in Ameri- 

oa, the idea of the farmers uniting in their vote 
with the laborers at the next general election 
is now openly discussed on political platforms. 

The way in which this is proposed to be 
brought about is through the coiiperation of 
the Nationalist Party - which draws its sup 
port mainly from the Dutch farmers and from 
the Dutch laborers of the country, though it 
also counts among its supporters many law- 
yers and professional and clerical men, mrrinly 
of Dutch stock - under the leadership of Gen. 
Hertzog, with the Labor Party under the lead- 
ership of CoL Creswell a t  the next general 
election, which at the latest will have to take 
place a t  the end of 1924 or the beginning of 
1925; though, as in England, a Parliament does 
not necessarily live out its maximum length 
and therefore a general election might take 
place a t  any time before then. - 

The two above-mentioned leaders recently 
b d  a private interview to discuss the method 
of procedure. One of the Cabinet Minintera, 
when recently attacking this proposed ooiip 
eration, said that "he did not think so meanly, 
of the statesmanship of either Qen. Hertzog or 
Col. Creswell as to imagine that in their in- 
terview they had not dehitely arranged for 
a division of the spoils once they mcceeded in 
ousting the Oovernment" 
This remark is quite in harmony with the 

otatement in the second article in No. 62, jast 
referred to, that "the spoil will be taken before 
the King of Assyria," L e., the honors and po- 
litical power w i l l  be captured by the controlling 
groups among the oommon people. 

/ 
I 

Ruling Partie8 Changinp C o b  

T HE prospects that this wmbiit ion wil l  
sutlceed to capture the Government at the 

next gelferal election are great Bye-electiom 
et? recent date have generally been going 
against the Government At one in Durban a 
few months ago CoL Creswell himself captured 
a seat preaionqly held by a Government s u p  
porter. And at h e  Municipal elections reaently 
mndncted a1 Durban the previous mayor was 
ousted by a previous borough official dismissed 
ahortly before by the CounciL I have been told 
that he held socialistic views. He stood for 

labor interests. !Another borough official also 
&missed by the previons munail had eimjlar 
wccess. 
h for the R a d '  there the feeling seems very; 

strong against the Qovernment, but very fav- 
orable towards the proposed NationalistcLabor 
aombination; also the same sentiment prevaib 
among English-speaking laborere. It sleo s p  
pears that no one except the mining magnates 
and their tools have benefited economically bx 
the great setback experienced by the labor 
unions recently. There is a vast amount of nn- 
employment; and on account of the depression 
in trade due largely no doubt to the emaller 
amount of money now in circulation through 
decreases in wages, etc, the tendency at pres- 
ent is towarda an increase of unemployment. 

Promises Hard fo Keep 

S INCE the end of 1920 the farmers also md- 
denly began to experience very hard times 

through the world-wide economic depression 
which then set in -a result llndoubtedly of 
the echeming of the monopoliste in your coun- 
try and elsewhere. Qen. Smuts' promises of! 
good times coming, which would be promoted 
by putting him into power, have not been fd- 
med. There in universal disillaeionment and 
iuoreadng dieappointment. On thh point Gten. 
Smuts, only two days ago, remarked that @one 
08 the greatest services which the 8. & Party 
rendered South Africa was in the lsst general 
e l d o n  when the Party insured the progrees of 
the aountry. Unhappily, deprmion set in ahort- 
ly after the elections and he did not think any 
of hie hearers had exper iend 8 period so 
blactr through which South Africa hss passed" 
It makes* one think of the way the League 03 
Nations is "kminsnring" the p e w  of the world. 
Qen. Smuta ie a leading apostle of that League 
of [abomi] Nations. 

Assyria (the mmmon people) is therefore 
making great advances in this country, too, 
and soon will overflow its banks. Amording 
to Judge Rutherford in THle O ~ L D E ~  Am, No. 
27, page 706, column 2, the King of Babylon 
represents Bolehevism. Thb king it was that 
finally overthrew hsyria ss well as the otaer 
snrrounding nations in the second half of the 
seventh century B. C. Does this mean that Bol- 
ahevisrn will finally overthrow the govern- 
ments of the leaders of the common people by 
destroying the very institutions of our ordert 



(The present "8sqrhm" advanae is for the 
control of ' the existing governmental d i n -  
ery, not its destmction.) In this respect also 
we are haring signs pointing that way in South 
M r i c a  The laborers on the whole are not Bol- 
ahevistio out here. Yet Mr. Tom Mann, an 
avowed Bolshevik (Communist), according to 
the press reports, is busy making propaganda 
out here. He draws huge audiences, it appears. 
He is on the Rand now. The Government says 
that it doe8 not wish to make a martyr of hLm, 

and eo allows him ta p r o d  unhampered aa 
long as he does not transgress any lawa I 
believe that he has been forbidden access to 
your country. Babylon, that dark power (which 
in its career of conquest represented anarchy) 
which finally conquered the world, is indeed in 
the ascendency, and will soon sweep away aU 
the vestiges of the old aorrnpt order. Then 
itself will make way for the gdvernment of 
the Prince of Peace, under whose reign there 
will be no end of peace and prosperity. 

Sugar Refinery Questions By T. Carl AlbertseU 

AVING been employed at a sngar refinery, H as a helper in the-machine shop, for over 
a year (which, thank God! is now a thing of 
the past) I wish to ask the question, What are 
eugar refineries for l 

Of course, nobody can work in am place like 
that without seeing t h i n e  which w i l l  aro&e 
his curiosity, and ere long he will find himself 
asking questions to which nobody seem to be 
able to give satisfactory answers. However, 
he finds himself unwilling any longer to use 
granulated or loaf sugar ; he ia not willing that 
his family should use it; and he does what he 
can to get his friends to stop using it; for he 
is onconvinced that a product thna treated can 
be of valhe to the human system. 
THE GOLDEX AGE can find out all that God 

wants to have found out on any question. [Ths  
is a large order. THE GOLDEN AGE would get 
nowhere but for the intelligent, earnest, per- 
aistent cooperation of such of its readets M 
are interested in the coming of Messiah's king- 
dom and understand it, and are willing to put 
themselves to some inconvenience in espousing 

it.-Ed] So I will put down certain questionq 
M they come to me: 

1. Are eugar refineries b d t  for the good d 
mankind t 

2. Is raw sugar unfavorable to humanhealth, 
and does it get better by refiningt , 

3. When the sugar u first melted, why do 
they put lime into it? 

4. Why is the syrup reboiled after the lime 
is put into it9 

5. What is the acid, purchased and used in 
great quantities, employed for cleaning the 
sugar; and is it hygienic to eat a product 
treated with this acid which, in itself, is w, 
strongly poisonous that it cannot be handled 
except with mbber gloves? 

6. What benefit to the consumer ia derivable 
from the filtering of the syrup through a layer 
of crushed bones T 

7. Why must every sugar refinery have 8 
great laboratory, a force of skrlled chemietr, 
and hundreds and hundreds of sample-e of .a- 
gar a t  all stages of it8 mannfacture l 

Uses for Preachers By L. Ct. M. 
I.* 

*. 

I AM enclosing to you two copies of Americam do this, however; for he did not feel as if it 
Railrouds, a paper published by the Asso- were right. 

ciation of Railway Executives, given to me this He said that them papers were sent out to 

afternoon bx a @ray .gent mlnested r ~ l w a ~  agents all over the Country with in- 
structions to pass them oat to the preachem, me to rithh4d name. He erpresaed the u, that the preachers might use them in c*.er- 

fear t b t  he might get saded 2 the railway mong if they thns helping the railmJ; 
company knew that he did not do with the c o m F a  to wia the battle sgainat 6- 

paperr aa instruoted. He said that he mold not ing shopmen. 



The Power of Diet over Disease BY ~ r .  B. H .  Cotgrove 

DISCUSSING the curative power of diet I" in disease conditions, I wish incidentally to 
correct a few erroneous statements made re- 
mntly by a contributor to THE GOLDEN Am, in 
an article entitled, "Suggestions for the Care 
of Children." I do this with the best of feeling, 
and am sure that the writer of the article will 
have no objections to my differing from him 
on the points I refer to. Disagreement implies 
no disrespect, and is good for us. If all people 
thought alike this would be a pretty drab world. 

The writer of this article states that "food 
does not digest when one sleeps." Mter  having 
studied physiology for some fifty years, and 
having observed quite closely the habits of ani- 
mals and human beings for a somewhat longer 
period, I am rather astonished at this bit of 
information regarding the processes of diges- 
tion. 

From my observation of babies and of small 
animals like dogs and cats, that go to sleep al- 
most immediately after partaking of their food, 
I have always supposed that considerable di- 
gestion was going on in their stomachs. Babies 
sleep most of the time; and it would seem as 
though if digestion were suspended during their 
hours of sleep, calamitous results would follow 
almost a t  once. The same may be said with 
reference to dogs and mta. 

I am inclines to think that this writer is 
wrong in respect to this matter, though I will 
concede that digestion slows down considerably 
during the sleep of people who have passed 
infancy, and whose food is naturally of a more 
complex nature than that of infants. 

Improper Eating to be C o m k d  

T HIS writer states that "dieting can neither 
cnre nor prevent disease." Since many dis- 

eases are caused by improper eating, either in 
the anantity or in the quality of the food con- 
sumid, it ii manifest that the cause cannot be 
remove~withont correcting the diet; and that 
unless the cause is removed no cnre can be ao- 
oomplished. No matter what medical, mechan- 
ical or metaphysical measures may be resorted 
to, they will avail but little if the dietary errors 
are persisted 4: 

Let us get down to actual illustration. What 
causes scurvy? Salty meats are the chief things 
that bring on scurvy. What cures scurvy? Let- 
ting salt meats alone, and eating onions and 

like vegetables. Certain barks will anawer the 
same purpose, as travelers in deeert oountriea 
have learned when some of their number were 
perishing from this terrible dieease. 

What causes bilionaness, headache, and an- 
stipation, as well as many fever4 heart irreg- 
nlaritieg and eruptive diseasest In most oases 
a wrong diet is the chief cause. What wiU pre- 
vent or remove the troubles thaa brought 
about? Nothing is more effective than to rid 
the body of it8 poisons by reducing the food 
supply and coxdining the diet to bland and lax- 
ative foods, with liberal water-drinking, which 
serves to cleanse the system and bring about 
m t i v e  changes almost at once. 

For scurvy, scrofula, constipation, boils, car- 
buncles, diarrhoea, fevers, rheumatism, and 
diseases of the heart, liver, and kidneys none 
of the arts of man are so effective as the nat- 
ural agencies which Nature supplies in food, 
air, sunshine, and water; and when we ignore 
these natural means we invite calamity. Doe 
tors seldom cure anything. They only assbt 
nature, and sometimes they do not do even that. 
As that grand old philosopher Benjamin Frsnlr- 
lin, used to say, "Nature m e s ,  and the d m h r  
oollects the fee." The more people stndy the 
laws of nature the less will they rely on the 
humbuggery of medicine, whose mystium, 
vagueness, complexity, cross-purposes, and ut- 
ter unreliability, when applied internally, are 
its chief recommendations. With the exoeption 
of three or four drugs (taking no ammnt of 
remedies to kill intestinal paraeites or to re 
lieve temporary derangements euch arr oolio), 
dmg-dosing cures nothing; and the bulk of it 
is a species of witchcraft and a degradation 
and curse to mankind. Its most distinguished 

' 

disciples, physicians of eminence and learning, 
have said this over and over. 

Ir Coffee a Hamdid StimuIrurt 7 

N OW about coffee drinking: My friend 'sap 
that he drinks it three times a day, and 

that "it is a harmless stimulant". However, he 
informs ne that he drinks with it "a little cream 
in order to kill the poisoa" In these two state 
ments there appears to be a Lack of harmoni- 
ous reasoning; for if coffee is a poison, how 
can it be harmless - unless we admit his claim 
that the cream kills t&e poison? Admitting that 



SOLDm AGE 
there is poison in the wffee, how does the 
0rea.m kill itt 

I think that my friend is right in saying there 
M poison in coffee; and I would not advise 
nervous people o r  people with weak hearts to 
'drink mach coffee, either with or  without 
cream. Hard-working people who have strong 
constitutions, and who labor in the open air, 
may drink quite a large amount of it without 
any apparent harm; but sedentary workers and 
those of delicate constitutions wiU find that 
copious coffee drinking worka injury. When 
drnnk a t  night by a nervous person coffee will 
frequently rob him of his rest for  hours, M, 

profound are  its effects upon the heart and 
nervous system. In some people i t  produces a 
condition known aa caffeinism, o r  coff ein poi- 
soning, with dyspepsia, tremulousness, i m t s  
bility, and great depreaaion of the spirits. All 
depends, of course, on the individual, the 
amount he drinks, the quality of the wffee, and 
the way it is prepared. 

Some people drink too mnch strong coffee, 
just as some people drink too mach strong t e a  
They drink so much strong tea and coffee that 
they become all upset. Then they go to some 
doctor, and tell him how bad they feeL If he 
i a  a drug doctor he writes a prescription in 

Latin, which they cannot read; and they go to 
the drug store and get it filled. 
Take this medicine three timea a day jart 

before eating, and take a dose at bedtime. Wa& , 

each dore down with a strong cup of tea or 
coffec Do not stop drinking tJie strong tea or 
coffee; for  if you do you might get to feeling 
so good that you would not need any more of 
the medicine. 

I do not mean by this that everyone should 
stop drinking tea and wffee. Let each one d a  
cide for himself the amount which he can drink, 
and at what time he can drink it without in- 
jury; and then keep inside the safety aone. But 
in any case the tea and the coffee ehonld be 
made right. Too much brewing, steeping or 
leeching draws out the tannic acid; and thfr 
acid, being an astringent, has injurious effeetu 
Coffee making is a scientific process, aad 4- 
though the process is simple it seem not to k 
understood by a good many. 
[An stated above, the damage in many cam ir daa, 

in over-boding, cooking too long, or preparing md, 
over coffa. Coffea &odd be made quickly and dl 
liquor poured from the gronndr, m d  the groundr 
thrown away. Tannin h the least soluble of any p u t  
of the coffee bean; nnd M it contains the poison, coffes 
should be made m M not to draw off the tannic acid. 
Coffee made right d o a  not mtain enough caffeine C 
hurt most people. The ume ir true in tea making.-Ed.] 

Issuing Money on Land Values 

w E H . A n  in hand a pamphlet which pro- 
poses that the government issue legal 

tender money np to forty percent of the as- 
sessed valuation of land owned, not by the gov- 
ernment but by the individual citizen, at hia 
request. 

The pamphleteer imagines that 'thin would 
be a money secured by wealth behind it, mnch 
the same a s  a government gold certificate ia 
money s e a r e d  by gold owned by the govern- 
ment. Aa a matter of fact there wonld be no 
wealth behind this money; for the wealth 
would be owned not by the party issuing the 
money (the govepment), but by another part7 
(the citizen)? Ttiere would be no relationship 
whatever betxeen the wealth and the money 
except that the value of the land would be a 
mearure of the amount of money. 

This could be obviated only by making the 
money issne a first lien on the land, to wvhiab. 
the citizen would object. The effect would be to 
run up all. land values by forty p e r c ~ n c  Lmd 
wonld be bought by speculators a t  a figure to 
net them a profit on the forty percent of am 
rency to be then issued to them at their m- 
quest. After they had spent the money, th 
land wonld sink correspondingly in value. 
There would be a scramble to bid land up  ta 
unbelievable figures in order to get the forty 
peratnt of currency to spend-a process which 
wonld be facilitated by conniving politicianr 

The same logic would quickly issue mona7 
on forty percent of other proprty,  and polb 
ticians wonld boost the forty perceot rats. Th. 
pamphleteerr's money would simply become am 
ordinary unsecured paper money. 



Bee Lore B y 8 , E .  Gofey 

OR ages past at least one insect has been k e n  Bee and Her Fcunilg 

a lo The honey bee from HE English bee-keeper, Butler, in 1609, war earliest times has gathered nectar from flow- Tthe among bee to assert that 
ers and stored it. In this way man's "sweet the hg bee - in realiQ a queep Later, in 
tooth" hss been satisfied ; and man must surely 1337, swammerdam ascertained by diaseDtion 
appreciate the bee's service; for he uses the that there was a queen 
word *%honey" as an expression af endearment. Besides the qneen there are two other classes 

Mankind had abmdant to of bees within the workers, =terile 
become with the bees; and undeveloped females, who are the honey 
for they have been domesticated and kept in gatherers; and the drones, or  male beea Thare hives for centuries. is only one queen within a colony. She alone But these mysterious inmates of the hive are lays all the eggs - 3,500 in nmber wy. so peculiar in their ways that facts concerning 
them have been slow in forthcoming. The average life of the worker bee is from 

Only recently have superstition and credulity a few months to three weeks during the 
been displaosd by adentific facts mnwrning flow; but the queen may live from two to five 
these busy workers. years. The qneen lays two kinds of eggs, male 

These facts make bee lore of much interest and female, and apparently kllowa how and 
to the inquiring mind. when to lay either kind. How she does it has 
In bygone days the belief was prevalent that long been a mystew; for the male eggs are not 

the bees knew when a member of the family fertilized, while the female eggs are. In the 

b d  died; and are ~ v e n  of bees smaller cells, which are far  the more numer- . 

b g  on the oom of the decease,. It was s u p  the queen deposits feXXlale eg@, w h a  pro- 
posed fhat they were in grief and were pa%g duce the workers, or que$nB if treated to ray- 
respwt to the dead! But, it has been proven jelly ; and in the larger cells she de~oai* fie 
that i t  was love for the varnish which attracted eggs. 
them; for bees will alight on any freshly var- Mr. Samuel Wagner advanced the w r y  
nished surf me. that when the queen deposited eggs in the 

Some have the idea that bees are creatures worker-=& her body was slighty compressed 
of great mathematical ingenuity. However, the by their size, musing the eggs 8 8  they 
hexagonal shape of their cells is produced nab ~ s e d  the spematheca to receive the V ~ ~ Y -  
urally without any calculation on their part. ing influence. This theory has of late been ex- 
The bee would prefer a round cell, but does not ploded; for queens often lay in cells built only 
&sire any space between cells, and hence con- two-thirds of their length and in whid no corn- 
structs them in the familiar fashion. These pression could take place. Mr. Dadant is of the 
e l l s  are constructed of wax. The bee produces opinion that it is the position of her legs and 
this wax from honey, consuming from seven to the width of the cells which prevent the a&n 
fifteen pounds of honey inproducing one pound of the muscles of the apemathe=- and thie 
of wax. seems correct. 

Much interest has centered around the so- A farther question in connection with the 
called ruler of the bee hive. That as eady as queen, and one which has long p d e d  the 
the fifteenth century the bees were thought to minds of apiarists, is as to how she becomes 
have a monarch is proved by quoting from impregnated. Maumur, a celebrated entornolo- 
Shakespeare. He says : gist, supposed that this was accomplished in- - side the hive,while others thought that the eggs 

q e y  have a king and of6cers of sorts, were fertilized by the drones in the cells. The 
Where some, like magistra*, at home, following a m m t  by Levi, in gourd 
Othere, like merchants, ventare trade abmad; 
Others, like soldiers, armed in their stings, 

Des Fermes, Paris, describes how it ie now 

Make bod upQn the Summeie velvet buds, known to be accomplished: 

Which p w e  they with merry march bring home "A h o r t  time W, anring one of those p l e m t  ~ B P  

P o  the tent royal of their emperor." of May, I was roaming in the fields, not far from Coo- 
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bevoia Suddenly I h d  a loud h-, and th. 
rind of a r a p d  tllght bruahed my cheek Fearing tho 
attsck of a huruet, 1 d e  an inatinetive mution rnth' 
my hand to dnve it away. There were two meecb, one 
of which yumued the other with eagerneaq coming 
from hlgh in the air. Fryhteued, no doubt, by my 
movements. they amhe &am. Bying vertically to a gred 
height, stdl in yurwit of each other. I imagined that 
it raa a battle; ar~d desinng to know the mult, I fol- 
lowed ut my k t  their mot~om in the air. and got redy 
to lay hold of them M won re they would be witbm 
reach. 

"I did not wait long. The pursuing insed rose b e  
the other. and duddenly fell upon i t  The hock are 
certainly violent; for both united, dropped wlth the 
nwiftnese of an arrow aod pawed by me, OD near that 
I struck them down with my handkerclet I then die 
covered that this hitter battle was but a love suit. The 
two insects, stunned and motionlese, were coupled. The 
copulation b.d taken plnce in the air st the instant 
when I had seen one of them falling upon the other, 
twenty or twenty-five feet above tbe ground. It WM a 
queen bee and a drone." 

Others have witness4 similar oocnrrencea 

ReauLio of Scientific Bee-Raining 

T tiE majority have many misconstrued ideas 
uoncerning modern bee-keeping, which bee 

lore of the proper kind may help to rectify. 
The modern he-keeper may be seen among his 
bees without a veil performing various oper- 
ations with ease. The uninformed onlooker may 
imagine that he casts some peculiar spell over 
the bees which enables him to handle them. The 
truth of the matter ie that almost all bee-keep 
era now have their apiaries requeened with 
Italian queens, which have long been bred and 
selected for gentleness and honey-gathehg 
qualities. 

The novice may soon learn the difference be- 
tween bees by attempting to handle some Oer- 
man o r  Cyprian bees in the usual manner. 
These warlike bees pounce npon the intruder 
with mb& vigor. Some have an idea that comb -- . 

honey is often manufactnred by man, and sold r 
M a bee product. For a number of years a i 
large bee concern has had a etanding award ! 
for proof of such manufacture. Even were it 
possible it would be too expensive to imitak 
the bee's product. For extracted honey produe 
tion, bowever, wmba are now being man- ' s 
turd commercially from aluminum These w i l l  
not melt down nor give in as w a r  combs do; ! 

and there is no danger of breakage when they I 
go through the centrifugal machine used to 
separate the honey from them- 

I 

Aluch more might be said concerning be# ! 

But what to eay and what to leave unsaid is d 
all times a question Those interested in tha 
subject ahould seek further information from , 
the bedeeper  himself, if one be near. The p r a  , 
duction of bees and honey has now reached ita 
commercial period, and those connected with  
the industry as a rule are a t  all times glad ta 
inform the inquirer concerning bee-keeping. 

Without a doubt honey will serve as an arti- 
cle of food during the Golden Age. In the p r r  ( 

duction of sngarVthe plant must be c r u s h 4  t. 
obtain its juice. The bee. obtains nectar from 
the Bower without doing it injury. On the con- 
trary its visit L beneficial, producing cross pol- 
lination, without which many trees and plant. 
oould not produce fruit or  seed. 

To handle this insect with ease and prom 
only requires an insight into its habits and p 
mliarities. The gentle races of bees rarely id 
ever use their sting8 as weapons unless intmd- 
ed npon abruptly without warning; on the ma- 
trary, 8 small amount of the fluid from th. 
sting is injected into each cell of honey befom 
sealing, 8s a preservative and to give Bsvor. 
Bee lore will doubtless continue to be an in t ee  
esting subject to futore generation, destined to 
come from the past; and doubtleas their crud. 
insight into bee-behavior will be an astonieh- 
ment   to themselves. Yet to think sanely or 
any line has seldom been the rule. 

"Blmd aa the morning breath at June 
The south-west breezee phy; 

&d t&ough its haze, the winter noon 
Seems warm .s nunmet day. 

The an%w-plumed angel of the north 
HM dropped his icy spear; 

Agun the  moss^ arth looh forth, 
Ag&thertreamrgnrbelerr, 

m e  fox his hibide cell forealteq 
The muskrat leavea hb nook, 

The blaebird in the meadow brslter 
Is Einging with the brook: . 

%ear up, 0 Motha Nature!' q 
Bird, breek, m d  &reamlet free, 

'Oru winter TO- prophesy 
Of mmmard.jltvtheeY*! 



Heard in the Office (No.1) 
OW office staff is composed of a number of F ' h  S h e  ~ o a  -n 

young men whose conversation from time My THOUOHTF mPlied Palmer -dy, - to time has interested me very much. One, "is that the faith of a Chibtian ahodd Yomg ma% a member of that large be reasonable from be, to VAm 
the office by his ready wit, but has no definite nothing that to Tbs Chric views. Then there is Tyler, critical, sometimes tian's faith he life a weu-bdt how weasti% a selfat~led 

is a whose foun&tions an bear *peCtiOn .nd ev- nhurch member, a rather reserved youth whose ery stone of been tried by the etrib name & Wyna The fourth is Palmer, a seri- 
ous young man with a good knowledge of gen- est rules of justice and logic." 

"How then, would you explain the existenoe eral facts, a deep Bible student, having strong of Ld tae fact that Ha had no convictions and a clear, logical manner of ex- 
asked Tyler. pressing them. 

All were preparing to commence work one ''I think this can be &own to be as reason- 
Monday morning when Tyler, the skeptic, who able as any proposition held- by man; and, 
adopts an illiterate style a t  times and is fond further, that to hold a contrary opinion ia quite 
of teasing Wynn on his religions beliefs, opened unreasonable. The Bible rightly cap: The 
mnversation by saying, "I suppose you went fool hath said in his heart, There ie no God.' 

Every right-minded person admits his own ex- to church yesterday, Wynn?" Then, withod istence." 
waiting for a reply he continued : 'Ton want 
to be sure, yon see a thing before you believe "There are some who don't," interposed Ty- 
it; then yon are not likely to be taken in. See- ler. 
ing is believing; them's my principles." Y know," replied Palmer, his eyes brighten- 

'Ton can't see your brains, can you ?" put in ing, "they could not doubt if they did not exist; 
Smith. "On your principles you haven't any, the very fact of doubting is a proof of emik 
which in about right, I should think." tence. Yon will admit your own existenag I 

"One would want a microscope to see yours," suppsey 
- retorted Tyler. "Oh, yes; but I do not see what that has to 

"God cannot be seen, but you believe he ex- with the qnestiOq" he said* 
ists," replied Wynn, indignantly." "You do per- 'To admit that eomething exists is but the - 
haps ; 1 may not," said Tyler. like some log- first step in the process of onr remning* The 
ical, tangible basis for things. I hate all this next is: When did something begin, or ha8 
mystery. my we how for  certain^^ something always existed? It is manifestly im- 

"There are many mysteries," replied W- p~ssible for something to spring from n o w -  
"Life ie a mystery; yon can see ite effects, bat EveWthiW & from eomething alee 
yon do not know what it is. 1 wodd not ex- &sting. Matter & made up of mO1ed% and 
pet, (+od to be anmg but a mystery. we molecules of atoms, and atoms of electmna 
oan see the results of His work, and reason produced 
that He is the Creator." T h e  lawe of nature," promptly replied Ty- 

"But surely we are not wrong in asking for ler* 
a reason. Doesn't the Bible say we are to rea- 
eon?" asked Tyler, giving Smith a wink. Eristence of Cod Re~80nable 

"Yes," replied Wynn, "but we must not ex- ND who made the laws of nature! Answer 
pect to iihderstand everything. You cannot A me it yon am,*' was P h e ? s  rerrsponsa - 
have a religion without a mystery. I mnld not ''There must always be lomething to produce 
worship a God whom I could reduce to a given something. If there ever was a time when there 
number of propositions. Then we must have was nothing, then it wonld have remained noth- 
faith and acpp t  that which we cannot under- ing to all eternity. It ie a selfevident fact that 
etand." eomething must always have existed. If you 

'Well, I &?I afraid it will be a long time be- agree to that, the question then follows, What 
rore I ever become a Christian on those terms7 was that something? And the answer is that 
replied Tyler. 'What do you say, Palmer?" the something which has alwaya existed mud 

- -  ma 



hrrs possemd rithia itself ths power and 
posuibiliQ of dl other things; for it is impos 
aibh to giva to mother what one does not por- 
6eM. No q d b  or power oan be imparted to 
another whch ia not poasesrcd in one mnse or 
another by the giver. A motionIem atone can- 
not impsrt motion to another done. This meanr 
that whatever hsr existed from eternity poa- 
w a e d  within itself the powers, qualities, and 
properties of dl other existing things or beings, 
an the acorn doe8 the oak tree. This firrt great 
orruee, thin wuroe of all tbingr, we worship u 
W" 
"I om agree with you ao far, but there are 

those who claim that nature is the only god," 
broke in Tyler, somewhat impressed. 

"That u so; but we have only to caru our 
reasoning to its logical conclusion, and we have 
oar amwer for them- A God worthy of wornhip 
maot be intelligent and not merely a collection 
of unintelligent laws. Just am it in imposuble 
for romethurg to be produced from nothing, so 
it ir. impossible for an intelligent being to be 
bropght forth by that which laaka intelligence. 
Take again the atone at  rest. Unlear something 
outside itself imparts to it motion, it mnst ra 
main motionlesm forever. If the First Qreat 
C a w  did mot possess intelligence, then i n U -  
genm could never hare been. I reasonably con. 
dude, then, that there m ~ t  have been an d r -  
ml roarcc poweasing within itaelf the powor 
b produoe all that erist or ever will exist; 
that this sternal source must be intelligent be- 
aause man ir intelligent, and have in perfection 
all those virtues which man can conceive. 

"There is another proof of an intelligent 
Creator, equally oonvincmg, I could give you, 

3 I am not w e  you,w add Palmer. W 
on!" the other exclaimed. 

Uffle Srrmon en *4CrCQfiOn" 

T H E  universe evewhe re  manifests deuign, 
md wherever there is design there muat k 

the operation of an intelligent mind. Taka th. 
human body: It is full of maneloos adaptrc 
lions without which life would be impossiblr 
"If a man were shipwrecked on sn islaad O, 

which he had good reason to thinh no man h.d 
ever been before, and paaaing around the i, 
land one ds~, he w e  upon a number of s t o m  
so arranged ae to form the letters of a mM'r 
name, he wodd conclude immediately with rb 
solute certainty that a man had done this. Why t 
Became the arrangement of the stones indl- 
cates design, and design is proof of intelligena. 
"Take another illustration: One enterr a 

honse and everywhere he is met with design. 
The bell, the door, the windows, the stairr, in 
fad evev  brick and every board maniferta 
that intelligence haa been at work. 

"In heaven above and on the earth beneath 
there is design; from the tiniest creature ts 
the vast organization of the starm which in par- 
fect order perform the Creator's will - won- 
derful, marvelous design ia manifested. I wn- 
alude wi th  the words of the apostle Pad :  'EIl 
ery house is bnilded by some man, bat he who 
built all things is God.' The existence of a nc 
preme intelligent Creator is thus established, 
and I mnnt it my privilege as well as my d u e  
to worship Him." 
"Thanks," exclaimed Tyler, greatly b 

pressed. "I like your straightforward and log- 
cia1 explanation You have given me somethiq 
to think about." 

LIGHT AND TBUTH 

"'I'lM light t mr dmt; 
It rpukl&%m morn', million gem6 ad dew 
I t n l n g 8 ~ i n i n t h e t h o w v o f n o a n ,  
It weam itr gold into the cloud of mnwt, 
Yet not r round k heard; it Woa MI 
On yon b r d  ?+yet not .n echo answers : 
It lighb fn m e  'dmp upon the Bower, 
Yet not a blorsom dim; it d m  not mcne 
The dightest h of floating goasam-, 
WUchfhshinttoPchofWrwingrolr ldrhiru.  

'Tmth, too, with wLclaa @en 
Upon its heavenly mission gath fortb. 
It a QpOn 8 &-p0ht8d urth 
Until itr den- do& a rile appear, 
That man dcspbe, then k L h  it from dght. 
It hineth an, 'till neath itr ray8 benign 
The bndr of herr'nly rirtae do appur, 
And euth givem promim of 8 mmmar-tima 
A n d w ' t w i U m  shins till fruit and flora? 
O i r l r k y ~ . n d p ~ b e d e c k t b r e a d ~ "  



The "Interred" Chnrch World Movement By R. H. Barber 

S OME three or four years ago a great relig- 
ious movement was born, d e d  "The Inter- 

Church World Movement." From the very fimt 
it was s husky infant, and made lota of n o t a  
Its parents were very proud of it, and propha 
~ e d  great thing0 for it, and immediately began 
b beg money, so that it could carry on its land- 
able work when grown. It waa to be a mper- 
man, sad was credited with super brains and 
soper ability. It wwas to manage all of the re- 
ligious affairs of the world, and incidentally 
waa expected to meddle somewhat in the polit 
ical and social affairs of the earth. 

Its name an3 purpose were flaunted in glar- 
ing type in the headlines of every newspaper in 
the land, and blazoned on large placards in 
fancycolored type, and placed in hotel oor- 
ridors, postoffices, billboards, and Sunday 
Bchool rooms. 

Great interest and enthusiasm were arorrsed; 
and the loyal people got busy and put eight 
million dollars into ita little bank. If anyone 
dared question the ability of that child, o r  
doubt the success of its work, he waa immedi- 
ately- branded as not "100 percent American* 
-an "undesirable citizen," worthy of "depor- 
tation," eto 

While yet in its infancy this "super" ( 1 )  
child began its work 

Inter-Chud WorLd Movement h a d  

I T SPENT the eight million dollars in a pre- 
liminary survey of religious and social con- 

ditions in the United States, and published s 
report of the m e ,  and then unexpectedly died, 
aoming to an inglorious and disappointing end. 
It was buried in eome lonely place, nobody 
knows where; and I have never hetud of any- 
one putting flowere on its grave. 

Ever since its demise, there have been per- 
sistent rumors d o a t  that the child was f o d y  
murdered because it was too precocious - it 
told the truth in its report. I t  takes a child to 
tell the tm$h. Had it been older and had more 
experience it would not have been EO u n w k  
and mischievous! It is a well-known and na- 
torions fact tbat the reports of all investigat, 
ing committees are usually a "whitewash"; that 
is, the actual'tmtb is suppressed, and the faloe 
and fictitiousvlre set before the public. 

But to its credit may it be said that this 16 
port which it made M e r e d  from all others in 

a 

thisrespect,andhewsirdeningofaplra 
in history. I t  told the truth about the profiben 
and the preachera It ahowed tbat big businerr 
was solidly wmbincd to oppress the workhp  
men of the mantry; it exposed the a h n o ~ ~ t  in= 
tolerable conditions under which many mex 
labor--the long working hours, the low wagem;' 
and it recommended changes. It a h  declared - 
that the preachera had fallen down on their 
job; that the great epiritaal uplift predicted 
by the clergy to follow in the wake of the war 
bad not materialized, but that a great declioe 
in spirituality had readted; that 30,000 pulpibr 
in the United States were without a preach- 
(42,000 in the latest report), and that &umb 
attendance was rapidly falling off. 

The child abonld have known better than to 
dander i t  own parents (big business and big 
religion) thus. Dimming that it did not po, 
sess the brains which had been oredited to it, 
they killed the infant, and have been b u y  with 
their denials and explanations ever mi- 
These explanations would make good materid 
for the cartoonid to furniah pictures for the 
funny pages of the Snnday papers which make 
merriment for the children. One would mot need 
to be a c'grown-np" to ree the "funny" part of it 

Preachen Coming to Merited f i rhion 

I T IS almost comic to m the preachers try to 
explain the 30,000 or  more vacant pulpits; 

and hardly a week passea bat that some dergy- 
man makee another attempt at it, and the peo- 
ple "laugh." If they would keep stiU the people 
might forget it. The Detroit Free Press of & 
tober 3, 1922, camed the following explanation 
by a Methodist minister: 'There are 30,000 v b  
cant pulpits in America, the Re". J. H. Cudlipp 
told the upper Iowa Methodist Episcopal con- 
ference here Monday, because ministers am 
paid approximately the same as street sweep 
ers, and have no manranee that they will live 
in reaeonable comfort after their useful days 
are over." Thus all the blame ie plaoed squarely 
upon the shouldere of the various congrega- 
tions. "If yon will pay us larger ealaries, and 
guarantee that we can live in reasonable oom- 
fort after we have retired or been superan- 
nuated, we will preach for you." 

Contrast this with the mume of our Lard, 
who "had not where to lay his head"; with that 
of Paul, who traveled and preached and made 
W 



* g  nets to pay expenses; with the "circuit 
riders" of early days, who traveled on horse- 
W, enduring untold hardships, devoting all 
their time to preaching the gospel in remote 
mttlements, lumber camps, and frontier towns, 
with not even the pledge of a salary. Contrast 
again with the course of Pastor Russell who, 
at the age of twenty-five years possessed a for- 
tune of $300,000, sold out hia bminess inter- 
ests, and devoted not only d hi8 time but all 
his fortune to the service of the Lord, dying 
penniless forty years later while returning 
from a series of appointments. 

.Many other noble examples of self-sacrifie 
ing devotion to the Lord and Hia came might 
be noted. 

Would it not be grand if everybody a d d  be 
guaranteed an income suiliuent to maintain 
them in their declining years1 And who is more 
&serving of snch a reward for faithful service 
than the  toitlers in our faatoriea and on our 
farms, who produce all the wealth in the world, 
ss well a s  all the cornforte and conveniences, 
and the bulk of what everybody eats, drinks 
and wears? and, who 'during their lifetime of 
toil have had less of these blessings than any- 
body else on earth! It ie this same toiling class 
in our factories and mines and on our farms, 
who rear the largest families, and thus provide 
the muscle and sinews for the labor of future 
years. Suppose they would quit their jobs b 
cause they were not guaranteed a competenm 
'dnring old age3 I incline to the belief that 3 
the clergy were guaranteed that they could 
"live in reasonable comfort after their useful 
'days were over," all the lazy-bones in the land 
would be attracted to the clergy-profession, 
and that they would retire much earlier than 
they do now. 

Lack of Faith in Preacherdom 

T HEN, too, the suggestion smacka of a lack 
of faith.* Have they forgotten that every 

good preacher has just snch a guarantee, signed 
and sealed by Jehovah Himself? Hear the 
words of the prophets and apostles on this 
question: "Trust in the Lord, and do good; 80 

shalt thon dwell Fn the land, and verily thon 
shalt be fed"(Fsa1.m 37: 3 ) Y  have been young 
and now am old; yet have I not seen the right- 
eous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread." 
(Psalm 37 : 25)"Theref ore take no thought, say- 
ing, What shall we eat! or, What shall we 

drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothedt . . . for yonr heavenly Father knoweth that ye 
have need of all these things. But seek ye first 
the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; 
and all these things shall be added anto you. 
Take therefore no thought for the morrow; for 
the morrow shall take thought for the t h i n e  
of itself." (Matthew 6 : 31-34) There are many 
other equally emphatic promises in God's Word 
along the same line, but is it necessary that 
these promises have human validation in order 
to be believed by the clergy? 

In addition to all this there is a great danger 
involved in snch a proposition which might 
mean the loss of the kingdom of heaven for 
these clergymen. Note the repeated scriptural 
warnings of this danger: Z s y  not up for your- 
selves treasures upon earth. . . . For where 
your treasure is there will yonr heart be also." 
(Matthew 6 : 19-21) "Verily I say unto you, 
That a rich man shall hardly enter the kingdom 
of heaven."-Matthew 19 : 23. 

These clergymen seem to forget their own 
interpretation of the parable of the "Rich Man 
and Lazarus," which relegates a man to a hell 
of torment who weare "purple" and "fine linen" 
and "fares sumptuously" every day. 

Surely they do not want Abraham to say to 
them aa he did to the rich man: "Remember 
that thon in thy lifetime ~eceivedst thy good 
things, and likewise Lazarus evil thine; but 
now he is comforted and thou art tormented* 
According to their interpretation of thia par- 
able if they should live in "reasonable comfort* 
in this life they would share the fate of the 
rich man, and no one but beggars and men full 
of sores wdnld ever get to heaven How silly 
ia snch an interpretation of the parable, and 
yet it is the stock interpretation of preachers. 

People Learning Mimion of h a c h e r t  

B UT there is another side to this question 
which does not appear in the newspapera 

I find that the people blame the clergymen for 
the vacant pulpits. They claim that the preach- 
ers do not give value received for the money 
paid them in salaries, hence the people quit go- 
ing to church, and stop putting money into the 
collection box, and, aa a result, the preacher 
is forced to "vamoose'*-a polite way of caw 
ing his resignation. During the last month I 
found three churches in Uchigan whose pas- 



SOWE! AGE 
tors have sought other ways of earning a livs 
lihood than by preaching. One meddled in the 
family affairs of his congregation until the peo- 
ple quit going to church. Another harped on 
the money question until the disgusted mngre- 
gation frankly told him that they would no 
longer pay him for preaching such a gospel 
The third preached on "Politics," "War," "The 
Adventures of a Red-Headed Boy," and kin- 
dred subjects nntil he drove his congregation 
away in disgust. I t  is easy to see why chnreba 
a re  empty on Sunday mornings, if we bot read 
the motley array of subjects for Sunday dis- 
courses announced in the Church Directory of 
the Saturday afternoon papers. 

In the hour of stress now on the earth the 
clergy trumpets are  giving an uncertain sound. 
They have no message of hope or comfort for 
the people. They cannot interpret the signs of 
the times. They have ceased to function a s  
preachers, and become, instead, the tools of the 
politicians'and profiteers; and the Lord, very 
evidently, has dispensed with their services 
and is using other agencies and channels for 
sounding forth His message. Now is the time 
of their perplexity. Just when they had ex- 
pected superlative success, they are  met with 
crushing defeat. In vain are  all their apologies 

and explanations The one great fact - nnde- 
niable and humiliating-is, The clergy have 
failed in their mission. Ail the mdtitudinous 
"church union" movements now being proposed 
a re  Last-hour efforts to hedge against the im- 
pending disaster, which they eo dearly forest* 
These "unions" a re  doomed to be as short-lived 

- 

ae were their predecessors, "The La!-man's 
Missionary Movement" and "The Inter-Church 
World Movement," and, like them, to be b~irird 
in oblivion forever in  the near future. But d t m  
this mean that God's arm is shortene?? o r  that 
lJis purposes have failed? o r  that He has vo 
prophet in the earth - no one to hlnw the Jubi- 
lee trumpet of blessing and l i be r t~  ? Most em- 
phatically, No! The failure of the c!ergy an 
God's mouthpieces does not spell disclster to 
the Lord's cause. He @till has His ~ervants  in 
the earth; His message is going forth, and the 
trumpet is giving no uncertain eound. 

I t  is a message of hope and joy and blessing, ' 

offering the only solution to the present die- 
tressing conditions. In over thirty different 
languages the message is reverberating around 
'the earth that the present trouble is but the 
precursor of a new order of things; that the 
Golden Age is at hand, and that c'xdlions now 
living will never die." 

Who Told the Truth ? By E. C. Temple, M. D; 

E READ in Genesis 2: 17 that God said to 
w a d a m  : "Thou shalt surely die," and in 
Oenesis 3: 4 we read that the serpent said to 
Eve: "Ye shall not surely die." Who told the 
truth, God or  Satan? We have no doubt but 
that all true Christian people will answer that 
God told the truth and that the serpent told an 
untruth. But did it ever occur to us that ac- 
cording to so-called orthodox belief it was the 
serpent that told the truth and not God? We 
have heard the preacher, speaking a t  funerals 
say of t b  corpse : ' B e  is not dead, just gone 
on before; there is no death; with him a great 
change has taken place." Now if when a man 
is a corpse he is not dead, and if the preach- 
e i s  words, ';Thyre is no death," be true, was 
not the serpent correct when he said: 'Te shall 
not surely dlii"? 

I I n  Ezekiel 18: 4, 20 we read: UThe s o d  that 
ainneth it shall die." Yet the clergy teach, "The 
soul is immortal and can never dih" 

Seeing then that the orthodox ( 1 )  preachem 
and the serpent say the same thing, and that 
God says the opposite, our question is perti- 
nent; and we desire to consider the matter in 
the light of reason, and scripturally. 

We have no doubt seen a person nnoonscioaq 
nearly dead; and heard people talk about a 
dying person as having been nnoonscious for 
a long time; and perhaps eome have been in 
the hospital and obaerved the patient on the 
operating table completely oblivious to the sur- 
geon's knife. Do we believe that people under , 
such condition are really unconscious? Of 
course we do; and it occurs to ns that many 
persons, after having been unconscious for rr 
time, have been restored to consciousness. We 
see, therefore, that it ie possible for a person 
to become unconscious. Now suppose such a 
one, instead of being restored to consciousness, 
were to die, would he then be conscious o r  nn- 
eonsoiousnees? Would death restore a n  uncon- 



scious person to consciousnesst Can we be 
lieve that a person nearly dead knows nothing, 
and yet one absolutely dead knows much? 

Is a man dead after he haa drawn his last 
breath 1  If so, then Gad told the truth; but if 
not, and he is still alive in heaven, hell or pur- 
gatory, then the serpent told the truth, and the 
orthodox (1) preacher ie right when he says: 
"There is no death, only change." 

Dictiorur~ and Bib& Agrec 

D EATH, as defined in 'Websteis Dictionary," 
is that state of being in which there in 

total and permanent cessation of all the vitd 
functions, the cessation of life. 

Observation, reason and facts tell us that 
aeath is real; but we do not depend upon these 
alone; for God has spoken, and His Word 
should be the end of all controversy. Death, 
according to the Bible also, is the cessation of 
all the vital, functions, the cessation of life. For 
proof of this see the following: 'Tor in death 
there is no remembrance of thee: in the grave 
who shall give thee thanks t" (Psalm 6 : 5) 'ms 
breath goes forth, he returneth to hia earth; 
in that very day his thoughts perish." (Psalm 
146 : 4) "The grave cannot praise thee ; death 
cannot celebrate thee; they that go down into 
the pit [sheol] cannot hope for thy truth." (Isa- 
iah 38: 18) 'Tor the living know that they aball 
die : but the dead h o w  not anything, neither 
have they any more a reward; for the memory 
of them is forgotten." 'Whatsoever thy hand 
findeth to do, do it with thy might; for there 
is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wis- 
dom, in the grave, whither thou goest."-E& 
clesiastes 9 : 5, 10. 

Then does death end allt We answer that if 
it were not for h d ' e  provision for a resurree 
tion from the dead, death would end all. Be 
proof of this  see^ 1 Corinthians 15: 16, 18- 
"For if the dead rise not then is not Christ 
raised; and if Christ be not raised . . . then 
they also have fallen asleep in Christ are 
perished." 

If the serpent's words, 'Te shall not surely 
ae," are true, and the orthodox ( 1 )  doctrine 
that the soul gf xnpn is immortal and cannot die 
is true, and if man goes to his reward or to his 
punishment &death, it is plain that there is no 
need of a resurrection. But seeing that the ser- 
pent told the untruth, and that men die and 

remain in death (the grave) until the resurrec- 
tion, at  which time they are raised to be judged 
before they are eternally rewarded or punished, 
then the resurrection is essential, a reality, and 
eo important that apart from it death does end 
all ; without it apostolic preaching is rendered 
vain, and there can be no hope of a future life. 
-1 Corinthians 15: 13, 14 

G i m  Life to Righteow Only 

T HlI wages of sin is death; but the gift od 
God is eternal life, through Jesm Christ our 

LorC' (Romans 6: 23) But nowhere is it inti- 
mated that the g~£t of eternal life shall be given 
but to those who meet the conditions in right- 
eousness and have received God's approval. 

The doctrine of the immortality of the soul 
is the same doctrine instituted by the serpent 
in the garden of Eden: T e  shall not surely 
die" (Genesis 3: 4) ; and T e  shall be as gods!' 
(Genesis 3 : 4) It was this doctrine that induced 
mother Eve to partake of the forbidden fruit, 
and thm caused the Yall" of man. "Not really 
dead" is an expression contrary to the teach- 
ings of the Word of Ood, and destructive of 
the gospel of the resurrection, which is Jesus 
Christ's gospel. How can a soul be raised from 
the dead if the soul dies not? 
The doctrine ~f the immortality of the soul, 

in some form or other, is taught in nearly all 
heathen religions; strange that it should be en- 
dorsed by orthodox ( 1 )  Christians. But Satan 
has come to more of the human family than 
to mother Eve with his pleasing deception: 
"Qod lrnows ye shall not mrely die, but ye shall 
be as gods." Should we chide mother Eve for 
her weakness in giving Satan's Lie precedence 
to God's truth, and yet w e p t  the same doctrine 
ourselves, simply because it happens to be 
dothed in other worda, or endorsed by a paid 
ministry t 

Come now, Christians, do not chide me, nor 
d me hard names, because I accept God's 
truth rather than Satan's lie. But go to your 
Bible and search from the first of Genesis to 
the last of Revelation; and if you can find one 
word to intimate that man possesses an im- 
mortal soul, a never-dying soul, please point 
me to that text of Scripture, and I will accept 
the doctrine gladly; for my object is not con- 
troversy, but that we may know the truth; for 
'the truth shall make us free.' 



Ralph Chaplin, "C 0." B# .- H-V z ~ t  

I T SEEMS altogether fitting that W Qomn 
A-that nhnmpion of higher liberty, the 

journal whose cover bears a watchman view- 
ing the Tlising 8m of Rq@teoasness," rs it 
fie& its rays of light, life, liberty, and happi- 
neas over all the earth - should carry to its 
readem the iacta concerning a poetic soul in 
prison; albeit, a rod mot of oru faith, yet 8 
eaul with a longing in the heart for freedom, 
not for himself alone, but for all mankind. And, 

-- after all, is not this longing in such hearte, a 
subconscions longing for the day when "He 
shall judge among the nations, and shall re- 
buke many people: and they shall beat their 
swords into plowshares, and spears into p m -  
ing-hooks" i 

Twenty yeam in Leavenworth Prison1 That 
is the sentence given Ralph Chaplin. Five years 
of this sentence have been served. Who is Ralph 
Chaplin and why was he sentenced? He is s 
man of opposite political faith from those who 
hold him in prison. He was sentenced, under 
the Espionage Aet, for his opposition to war 
in war times-because of his opposition to mar- 
der, even wholesale murder. 
AU down through this age kindred sods  haw 

paid like penalties for opposing the estab- 
lished, the ordained; for nnder the rnlerahip of - "tbe prince of this world," "men love darkness 
rather than light." It is, then, no more than 
we cauld expect; yet we should not cease to cry 
out our protesta No matter how much we may 
o p p s e  certain views of others, all who long 
for liberty have a great deal in oommon. 
This poetic prieoner has written a little book 

--destined to become great -of poems called 
"Bars and  shadow^." Bg an instance of jnst 
how deeply such a s o d  can long for freedom, 
read his "Night in the Cell House": 

STEWARDS Bv 

~ ~ i e r . m t i s r t b e ~ * b ~ ~ h t -  
Theodbdsaglrhoknawtbsmrldnemopa 

Eilenm inimm from ailing to tbe 000~; 
Whib tbroagh the window gleam a lone blw li#ht 

W h i c h ~ t h e & k ~ y d n i g h t .  
Fdtrhod .ad ghaetly, like r shade of pro, 
m gaud oama, rh* down the atmidat; 

Eia key-ring jingh . . . rPd be gl ib  fnun might. 

mOh,toforgstthsyrimn.ndibrarl, 
And f.ae the breeze where ocgn meets the knd; 
To watch the  foam& dine with d v a  atan, 

While long green warn arme tambliug on tbe d l , .  , 
My brow in hot again& the iq bare; 

There t the raaell of iron on my hand.". 

And is this mal crushed by imprisanmentt 
Read his magnificent poem, "Mourn Not the 
Dead" : 

"Mourn not the derd Ohd in tbe d #rth lie; 
Dust anto dust; 

.The dm, meet earth h t  m&m all who die, 
Asdlmenmaat. 

'Wourn not your captho comrrdea who must dna], 
Too rtrong to &ire, 

Within ePcb eteel-bo4 oo£h d 8 dI, 
Buried d i v a  

$'But rather mourn the apathetic tbmad; 
' The cowed m d  meek, 
Who we the rorld'e great mgaiab and ita ~ m n g  

And dare not speak I" 

What beauty of language and song there will 
be, when such free sods write in an "earth u p  
on which no gibbet's shadow falls," where dl is 
life, love, liberty, and happintee, when "Ood 
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes ; and 
there shall be no more death, neither oarrow, 
nor crying, neither shall thefe be any more 
pain: for the former things are passed awayr 

What rlghta am them ye proclaim wlthont reserve TI1 e that them dullad mln& ahall bc *a)r clw 
To  sovereign^ before whlch all m w t  kneel, l o  L I I ~  inflow of the Llght that mats tbcla free; 

Wtthont a p r l d  by Qod designed for yon to erne Or that all the  barrier6 by Gmed lmpoomd 
Only u &isterr of the commm weal? Shall a d  to .tern &a tide af Lt-9 

Fmm whence dld yo inherit this power s u p m e  Were it not well that ye looae tbwe atl!Ung bd .  
With which ye seek to halt mankind's onward math, Whlle time yet permita the whcr way el gmm, 

And bedim the #weep of Tmth's aoerrfng gleam Icst the reckoning that beckons Ln all I.n& 
That polnta c p u  $be mad to Freedom's golden arch? Shall &d m rtlll rnmRhed ln the ~ ~ ~ k e t - p h c e 1  . . 

Who are ye thaqaoald obstruct the Fatber's way, Know not that u ye m the arth appurpd 
Tbat Instead ef means Impose yonraelvea as end; Te h e l l  depart lonely out upon the strand, 

Whua penertlng Heaven18 rlghteoua call sod  away Shorn denr of all your m I n g  deeds hare lared, 
go guard the noun& on whlch Yunmon'm clnlms d-d? h d  thua fknd th.t all n v e  love 1. amtnhnu? 

HO 



The hming  of Spring By Miss Martha PeUe 

D 0 YOU know the song that the bluebird ia 
singing? He is telling us in ecstatic rip 

plea of silvery melody that springtime is o n e  
more wending her way northward from the 
mnny southland, bringing her court with her. 
He, the handsome herald, ie calling to the vio- 
lets, the crocuses, and all the other little wood 
tolk to awake, lift up their dainty heads, and 
mile their welcome to the beautiful queen oA -- 
the year. 

Y know the song that the bluebird is singing, 
Up in the apple tree when, he M swinging." 

The breezes are his eager helpers. They 
whisper softly through the bare tree branches, 
'Wake up, dear friends ! Put on your leafy 
robes of beauty and splendor. Prepare for our 
lovely young queen." They sigh softly over 
the jonquils and the tulips. They caress the 
rillry hoods of the pussy willows. 

Dear little pwiee, m mft and eo gray, 
Take oft your hoods; Jack Frost's far away. 
8- down your curls with their bright goldan heen. 
Prepare for her coming, our beautiful queea 

Xll  have heard the mesAge of the winsome 
bluebird and the dan&g breezes. E v e w h e r e  
is there the hustle and bustle of preparation 

The farmer's lad goes whistling on his way as 
his shining plow turns back the earth's rich 
loam. Mr. and Mrs. Robin and their neighbors 
are busily hunting for bits of straw and string, 
meanwhile nearly bursting their little throats 
with streams of joyful song; for have they not 
a delightful secret9 Down by the pond the frog6 
are doing their bit to increase the joyous din 
of awakening nature. All the p h t a  and all 
h e  animals seem happy. 

Then last, but not least, are our poor selves. -- 
How glad we are that winter ia gone, and that 
epring once more knocks a t  the door! Awaitixq 
us are daya of golden sunshine, tempered by 
balmy breezes ; daya when we may lazily lie in 
the shade of the trees by the river, listening to 
the whispering of the leaves above us and the 
gentle lapping of the waves on the shore; day6 
when the sweet breezea come to us, laden with 
the perfume of jessamine, roses, and honey- 
euckle. 

"Oh, what t so rue M a day in June? 
Then, if ever, come perfed bye." 

"Whether we look, or whether we lieten, 
We hear life marmnr, or res it glisten." 

Make haste, thrice crowned queen of beauty1 
Thy loving subjecta eagerly await thee l 

ADIRONDACg MOSSES BY AuOe L D Q I ~  

0 modart mOwfs, wft m d  deep and peen, 
SprenUIng your velvet carpet 'neath the foot, 
Draping the living tree with mantle rich 
Or wr'ring clae the fallen, Ufeless mt, 
Hanglng the hllIside with your tapeatrg, 
Softldng the angler of the mighty mIrs- 
Mi- and &lent, type of Trnth eternal- 
Forever beauwlng all yoa touch, 
How .a& your hamblq &em mlnistry 1 
You love the pathha forests. and the stream 
Down aPahlng from the rugged mountain-side; 
YOU lob the quiet ghdw and twilight d U  
The bent16 d m  of pebblp meadow brook: 
You love the mirmrcpool among the treeu 
WheR'er the rn neglects or falls to gild. 
Your kind~err, pltJio& rarest been0 lends 

L L 

0 pLcttve w r  of Christ's compassionate love! 
1 come to them that need and cmf- 

L 

Thar poverty of rtrength for per!& dsedr; 
Thelr darkened lot whose ~m-t mxna pab; 
To dl& unoateatatiou U v q  mmeea 
By those who dwell withln the noonday glare; 
To them that need me! To the patient mula 
That know We's wrrows better than ltr joy#; 
That ahan not lowly path- shaded, dlm, 
Away from tnrmoll and the needleno cares 
Which r W  away the heart's eaaa of the world- 
Not in the broad and d- thoroughfare 
Shall I be found: there Ir 'no room' far ma 

"Come unto me all ye tl.6 h.vy laden, 
Stlu labor on unnotad m d  mknownI 
Take on younle1vCB ph-d-.plb'hlg 10- 

(My yoke la ey and m~ burden light) 
And learn of me, the meek m d  lowv One, 
b d  ye shall bnd trne rat  unte ybur mukW 
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STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOIF (N"Up-"",~*) 

"'The real intent of Herod in sending these 'critical moment, jnst'as p r o m i d :  T h e  angel 
wise men is disclosed by what substqwt~tly of the Lord encampeth round about them thst 
happened "Then Herod, when he saw that he fear [reverence] hrm, and delivereth them."- 
was mocked of the wise men, was exceed~ng Psalm 34:,7. - 
wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the children 

J that were in Bethlehem, and in all the mast8 mow m m t  
thereof, from two years old and under, acco~ d- '"St. Paul says: "As by one man ein entered 
bg to the time which he had diligently in- into the world, and death by sin; and so death 
quired of the wise men." (Matthew 2: 16) D+ passed upon all men, for that all have sinned" 
ternlined not to be thwarted in his purpose, (Romans 5 :  12)"There is none that doeth good, 
Satan and his instrument Herod were willing no* not one-" (Psalm 14:3) These scrip- 
to destroy all the babes in and about Bethle- being tme, and since Jesus was h - n  of s wo- 
hem, with the hope of destroying the one that man, was He not Imrn like other childrent 
was to be the King and Savior of the world if So, was He not a sinner otl~ersf 
Jehovah saved the babe Jesus from this slangh- '"Jesus was not a sinner. He was born pprq 
ter by directing his mother and Joseph to take holy, sinless, without spot o r  blemish- He W M  
the young child and flee into Egypt, which they not begotten and born like other children. 
&d.- Matthew 2: 13. While He was born of the woman Mary, Joseph 

"'We would not be justified, then, in presm- was not His father. Joseph W a s  espoused tb - 
ing that God was nsing these devil worshipers, MaTY, Jesus' mother; and before they were 
the "wise menn-"magians: magicians - for married she was fomd  to be with child. (Mst- 
the purpose of being His witnesses to the birth thew 1:18) Mary a virgin* yet b e  
of His beloved Son. But on the contrary, the about to give birth and did give birth to the - facts show that i t  pleased Him to reveal this babe Jesus. (Matthew 1: 20,23) The holy child 
great trnth to the shepherds and to use them that was brn of the virgin M a g  W a s  and i6 
crs His witnesses.- Luke 2 : 818. the Son of God.-Luke 1 : 35. 

U8There is nothing whatsoever in the account *mONS ON - ap of this experience of the wise men to indicate 
that their rnis~ion was in any wise beneficial What wicked thing did Herod & when he f d  

that the %he menn had not returned to him? 9 166. to mankind; but the most charitable view we pmmptDd Hd t. do likd .d Ily- 
can take of it is that they were dupes of a deep ing 156. 
laid plot by Satan, the arch conspirator, to de- , J,, -4 hm a rk-p 
.troy the seed of promise; and that Jehovah -2 a HH* -te ue Him? 1 156. 
let the conspiracy proceed to the point where ~ o n f d  ae 'presume mder these -s tb.t 
it would fully demonstrate the wickedness on God would ase the '%be menmen" h r  Hie witnm to tb 
the part of Satan and his instrument, and then hirth of J a n ?  Ji 167. 
demonstrated His great protecting power. What humble, honed QB~~USUJ did a di 
Without doubt Satan has attempted to deceive *-? 9 157. 
and hast deceived mnltitudes of honest people Wm there in the of - 
into b e l i e h g  that these wise men were the that is to lb8. 

Why would God permit thin 06nspiracy? f 158. ritnesses of the Lord, and hid from their minds 
sab deaive bnM.t pples A the fact that they in truth and in fact repr* h.. bet. neponsibIe Eo. .U tbs eented Satan. Jeeus and His followem? p 159. ' d  

l@aAll the wicked persecution that came upon who hu pmtsted them, a d  how? Q 169. 
the Lord Jes  s afterward, and upon His fol- why d the d m b b  of A h  sinom? O.a 
lowers to this?iay, haa been because of the in- fie s~eriphue. y 160. 
h e n c e  of Satan, the devil. And yet at all times km being born of a woman, was He a sinner? d 
the Lord has protected His own at the very if not, why not? 161, - 
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Distress of Nations 
THB. OAUEE - PEOPOSED BEMEDY - THE EEAL A?SD ADEQU- BEMEDY 

"On the earth anguish of n u t b n s ,  in embmasment ,  sca and surge surrounding, msn fainting fmm fear and 
e z p e e t a t h  of the thing3 ovadakiag the inhabited earth."-Luke 91: 26, 96, R o t h e ~ h m  

Y OU will be interested in the above words 
becanse they so completely describe the con- 

ditions now existing, although written nearly 
nineteen hundred years ago. They are words of 
prophecy spoken by Jesus and are  now being 
fulfilled. 

Suddenly in 1914 the World War began, 
either directly or  indirectly affecting all the 
nations of the earth. National leaders stated 
that the World War would result in a more 
complete democratic government of the people. 
The League of Nations treaty, i t  was claimed, 
would enable the nations to establish peace and 
prosperity. Bnt disappointment has been the 
experience. The great war was followed by a 
terrible famine in many countries of earth, also 
by a devastating pestilence. Disease always ac- 
colnpanies famine. There also came revolution 
after revolution in various parts of the earth. 
The finances of Europe are either wrecked or 
in course of rapid disintegration. Business is 
paralyzed. Labor is pitted against capital, and 
capital against labor; and the breaking point is 
almost momentarily expected. 

All the nations of earth are embarrassed 
more or less; and the common people grow 
more restless. Like the waves of the sea, they 
surge to and fro. Men, seeing their life's sav- 
ings disappear in a day, and feeling that the 
future bodes no good, everywhere are growing 
weary and faint. Bolshevism, like a hideous 
monster, has appeared on the horizon, destroy- 
ing some nations and knocking a t  the door of 
many others. These calamities are rapidly 
overtaking the inhabitants of the earth. 

The above facts are admitted by every one 
who thinks. The real canse and an adequate 
remedy are diligently sought. The thinking man 
asks himself: Why do these distressing con- 
ditions continue1 Ia there no real remedy1 

The Old World 

0 UR purpose here is to answer these ques- 
tion$ giving the real canse for the distress 

and the only adequate remedy. Ba you read, 
study the illustration on the cover page. I t  con- 
tains a great amount of history briefly sstated, 
and bearing directly on the questions at issue. 
Some knowledge of the history of the world is 
essential to an understanding of the present 
distress and to how it  can be remedied. 

The Uustration pictures Eden, the place OA 
the beginning of man's history. There he was 
perfect. The serpent, representing Satan the 
devil, caused man to sin, for which he was sen- 
tenced to death and expelled from Eden, his 
perfect home. Thereafter his children were 
born, imperfect ; hence under condemnation. 
Later, God caused holy men to write the history 
of these things, inspiring their minds to write 
it correctly, which history we have in the Bible. 

Man resorted to his own devices to govern 
himself. Angela, leavin: their heavenly estate, 
materialized as men and mingled with human- 
kind. The whole world turned to wickedness; 
and so great was this wickedness that God d e  
clared that He would destroy and did destroy 
the world in the deluge. Noah and his family 
were the only ones carried over from that old 
world into another or new world, being saved 
in the ark which he bnilded a t  Qod's commnnb 

After the flood a new world began, which has 
now grown old. Mankind again multiplied. All 
then spoke one language. Some one proposed 
that a tower be builded by which they could go 
up to heaven. I t  was builded and named Babel, 
because there the Lord confused the speech d 
all the people. Such is the reason for the many 
languages and tongues spoken from then until 
now. 

There were some men who loved righteon, 

I . ,  



ness, among whom were Job, Abraham, and 
others. With these men God dealt, making his- 
tory for the benefit of those now on earth. In 
the light of this history and prophecy men can 
see the meaning of the present-day events. 

I n  the course of time Jehovah caused the 
great Pyramid of E,-t to be bnilded, which 
by its geometrical measurements and constma- 
tion pictures in stone the great divine plan. 

To Abraham God made a promise to the ef- 
fect that some day in the future He would bless 
all the families of the earth, by offering to all 
a full, fair, and complete opportunity for life, 
liberty and happiness. For the purpose of p i e  
turing this coming blessing God formed the de- 
scendants of Abraham into a nation and called 
that nation Israel. He gave them His law, by 
which He foreshadowed a better thing to come: 
namely, the blessing of mankind. With that 
nation He estabLished the true religion: name- 
ly, the worship of Jehovah God. Satan, contin- 
uing his method of fraud and deception, estab- 
tished 8 false religion amongst the nations 
round about, misled and overreached them, 
causing them to erect great temples wherein 
they worshiped images and demon gods. 

The nation of Israel, unfaithful to its cove- 
nant with God, was overthrown, Jehovah per- 
mitting the gentiles to establish a universal 
empire. This occurred in the year 606 B. C.; 
and God's prophet foretold that this gentile do- 
minion would continue for a period of 2520 
years. I t  is  seen, then, that the legal end of 
the gentile times mnst be in 1914 A D. 

God promised to provide redemption of man 
Erom death, and in due time to destroy death 
and the grave. He sent His beloved Son Jesus 
into earth for that purpose. Jesus .r17us put to 
death on the cross. He arose from the dead, 
the divine Christ Jesus. Thereby was provided 
the redemption for all manliind; and in due 
time this redemption and deliverance mnst and 
will be granted to all men. 

During the past nineteen hundred years hon- 
est men have been striving to establish ideal 
forms of government; but selfish men have, un- 
der the influence of Satan, controlled the af- 
fairs of 'the nations of earth. 

Dnrin? the past hundred years there has 
been a tremendous advancement in lmomledge 
and invention. Such was foretold by Jehovah 
through His prophet Daniel.-Daniel 12 : 4. 

During that brief period of time men have 

formed great banks and other financial insti- 
tutions, erected towering buildings, brought 
from the earth great quantities of iron snd 
steel, builded mighty ships to ply the seas, and 
great railway systems and other means of rap 
id transit; they have controlled the land and 
the sea, and later the air. Giant corporatiom 
have grown until they have come to control the 
affairs of earth, forming the ruling factors ad 
the nations. Working together with these have 
been and are professional politicians and m 
apostate clergy. This combination has mado -- 
the laws and influenced improperly the enforee- 
ment thereof. They have budded great nniver- 
sities and other institutions of learning, con- 
trolled the curriculum thereof and shaped the 
course of the rising generation. Eager for more 
power, they have formed great armies and 
builded mighty battleships; and withal have 
grown proud and arrogant, dominating the pea- 
ples of earth. They have heaped up great t- 
are  in the way of money and property for theaa 
last days, where we now are, and as  the L o d  
foretold they would. 

For their own protection labor organizatio~ 
have been formed. These have had unwise coun- 
sel and have often practised injustice. Strikes, 
accompanied by violence, have become a com- 
mon thing. Between the upper and nether mill- 
stones the common people have s d e r e d  and 
yet suffer. 

The Old World Dying 

T HE order of society existing from the dsE 
uge until now is designated the old world, 

legally ending in 1914. God had promised that 
at its end there should be a transition, gradu- 
ally, from the old to the new order. His in- 
spired writers wrote that the oId world muat , 
pass away with a great, fiery time of trouble, 
even as the first world passed away with s 
flood; and that this should be followed by a new a= 

order of things, wherein dwelleth righteoar- 
ness.-2 Peter 3 : 2-13. 
The question was propounded to Jesus 

His disciples: How may we know when we have 
come to the end of the world? He answered ' 
that the first evidence which would mark the 
beginning of the end of the old order mould be 
a world mar, followed by famine, pestilence, 
revolution, and distress of nations, with per- 
plexity, men's hearts failing them f or fear and 
expectation of the things overtaking the p e ~ =  



GOLDEN AGE 
ples of earth. The con'ditions that we see today 
prove beyond question of a doubt that they are 
in fulfilment of the words of the Lord, showing 
that we are now in the transition period. The 
old world is dying. 

All the efforts put forth by the premiers, the 
financiers, the clergy, o r  lilro conferences, to 
establish peace and order, mill fail, because God 
foretold through His prophet that they must 
fail. (Isaiah 5 : 8-10) The present condition nr- 
@es more trouble; and this is corrohornteci by 
the words of Jesus, who states that fol1owing 
the present distress and perplexity of nations 
there shall be a time of trouble such as the 
world has never known; and that so great will 
it be that all the human race would perish ex- 
cept for the fact that the Lord will intervene 
and stop the trouble, because it is time to estab- 
lish a new order, a new world. 

Satan is the god (invisible ruler) of the old 
world that is now dying; and soon Satan mill 
be restrained of his power, and his reign of 
unrighteousness cease. 

New World Beginning 

T HE new world or order of things will per- 
manently establish righteousness on earth. 

Christ Jesus wiII be the invisible ruler of this 
world; and through His visible representatives 
He will establish lasting peace, prosperity and 
happiness and We amongst manlund. The evi- 
dence above stated concerning the passing 
away of the old world is likewise proof of the 
presence of the Lord. In fulfilment of His own 
words, He has taken nnto Himself His power 
and is dashing to pieces the old order, that the 
new may take its place. His death and resur- 
rection are a guarantee that all men shall have 
an opportunity for life. He gave His life a m- 
som for all, to be testified in due time to all; 
and the time for the people to know these 
things is now here. 

God's prophet plainly states that when His 
judgments are in the earth the people will learn 
righteousness. In the language of His prophet, 
"the lringdom of the Lord shall be established 
over the other kingdoms, and shall be exalted 
above them; and all the nations shall flow nnto 
it. . . .'He shall judge among the nations, and 
shall reBuke many people; and they shall beat 
their swords into plowshares, and their spears 
into pdnghooks :  [and in the new world] 
nutim shall not lift up sword against nation, 

neither shall thsy bars mar any more." That 
will be a time of universal peace. Then, as God'fi 
prophet says, the people will build houses and 
live in them - not that a few will build homes 
and others live in them provided they can pay 
the rent. Then will the people, young and old, 
be taught the truth and righteousness, and be 
no longer deceived by error. Then every man 
shall have his own home and dwell under hia 
o m  vine and fig tree, and shall not fear any 
one, because no wicked or evil thing shall be 
permitted. Then the commerce of the earth wil l  
be for the benefit of all and not selfishly for the 
gratification of the avaricious few. Then the 
earth shall yield its increase and become a fit 
habitation for man. Then the desert shall blos- 
som as the rose and the waste lands become till- 
able, and the arid places habitable, because God 
formed the earth for man's habitation and has 
promised to bring it up to a fit condition for 
man.-Isaiah 2 : 2 4 ;  65 : 17-25. 

That will be the time spoken of by the Ap05 
tle: "Times of refreshing shall come, . . . and 
God shall send Jesus Christ, who before was 
preached unto you, whom the heavens must re- 
tain until the time of restoration of all things, 
which God hath spoken by the month of all his 
holy prophets since the world began." (Acts 3: 
19-21) The twenty-four prophets who wrote the 
old Bible forgtold these coming days of restor- 
ation. Jesus, referring to the same time, aaid: 
"If a man keep my saying, he ahall never see 
death"; and again: "Whosoever liveth and be- 
lieveth i i~  me shall never die." (John 8: 52; ll: 
26) That is the time referred to by the Prophet 
when, if the wicked shall turn away from their 
wiclredness and do that which is lawfui and 
right, they shall live and not die. Then will the 
prayer be answered which Jesus taught His 
disciples to pray: "Thy lcingdom come; thy will 
be done on earth as i t  is done in heaven." 

For this time of righteousness on the earth 
orthodox Jews hoped long centnries ago. Cath- 
olics and Protestants, all Christians, regardless 
of denomination, have prayed for it for the past 
nineteen hundred years. That good time is just 
at'hand. The Lord is now present. The king- 
dom of heaven is a t  hand The old order ir 
passing out; the new is coming in. The day od 
deliwrnnce is a t  the door. 

The jubilee system that God gave to the J e m  
enables the student of prophecy to measure the 
time when the restoration of the world of mazh 
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kind will begin The Jews were required by the in establishing peace and prosperity, but right- 
law to keep seventy jubilees; fifty years be- eousness and everlasting life upon earth to d 
tween each jubilee making a total of 3,500 of those who desire to do right a.nd who will 
years. They were to begin- to count this time 
when they entered the land of Palestine, which 
they did in the spring of the year 1575 B. C. 
It was to mark time until the days of restora- 
tion. That 3,500-year period ends with the con- 
clusion of 1925. Therefore it may confidently 
be expected that war, famine, pestilence, and 
revolution will reach a climax and quiclily pass 
away about that time; and peace, prosperity, 
and happiness will be quickly ushered in. The 
new order being fully established, those who 
are obedient to its arrangement will live and 
not die. For this reason it can be corhdently 
stated now that millions living at this time on 
the earth will never die. We are in the transi- 
tion period. 

Instead of becoming discouraged, the student 
of prophecy should look by faith beyond this 
dark night to the new day, the Golden Age that 
is just dawning. The whoie plan of God relative 
to man. which covers a ~ e r i o d  of 7.000 years, 
reache; a dimax in the restoration if man and 
his perfect home on ear th  
THE GOLDZN AGE cannot afford the space to 

set forth these matters in full, because of the 
multitudinous Scriptural citations and proofs. 
We are pleased to call attention to the fact that 
the International Bible Students Association 
publishes a series of books in which all these 
matters are clearly proven from the Scriptures. 
The small book, '%Iillions Now Living Will 
Never Die," contains more than four hundred 
Scriptural proofs to establish the truth of that 
assertion; "The Harp of God," in eleven chap 
ters, discusses the fundamental points; while 
the seven volumes of "Studies in the Scr ip  
tnres" examine the n~hole question in detail. 
The International Bible Students -4ssociation 
is rinting and sending out these boo1;s by the 
m i o n ,  disposing of them at cost and often less 
than cost; the object being to get the message 
to the people. 

The most stupendous question before man- 
kind today is the restoration of man and his 

pe*ect !Yme . With the passing away of the 
old worl and the coming in of the new, the 
desire of all nations will come. The Jlessianic 
kingdom is the only remedy for the ills of hu- 
manlrind. It is a certain and specific rrmrd_r. 
It is God's remedy and it vill resnlt not only 

try to do right. 
THE GOLDEN AGE is trying to do its part in 

enlightening the people. If you are interested 
in your own welfare and that of yonr family 
and yonr neighbors, pass the message of good 
tidings on to others. Nineteen hundred years 
ago the angel from heaven brought to the s h e p  
herds in the field a t  Bethlehem the message: 
"Behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy ! 

which shall be unto all people." We have come 
to the day when that message of glad tidings 
must now go to all people. Let every one who 
loves righteousness delight in passing the glad 
message on to others. 

s r S  ENDING ?FIE IDEA HOME*, 

W illions noor living..will never d i d  - 

In the world ia a class of individuals who have what 
a bishop ha4 aptly named the L'ecclesiastical mind." Ib 
chief characteristic is that it has become ossified, which 
means that the skuU is practicay impregnable to r 
new thought. As the creeds are inflexible and not par- 
mitted to advance with civilization, those who are meed4 
bound are in the dark and exceedingly loath to d e p d  
from traditions. But the light wiU break thmngh- 
eventually. J 
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Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Part V)' 

L ONDON, in its 700 square miles of area, has 
7,000 miles of streets. The American did 

not, of course, try to go all over the city, but 
he did get around considerably. London has, 
without doubt, the best facilities for getting 
around of any city in the world. There are no 
elevated railways to mar the beauty of the city 
and to disturb it with their roar; and there are 
no tram-cars, except upon the outskirts, and 
therefore no rails to mar the streets or trolley 
poles to obstruct the side~rallrs. 

How, then, do the Londoners get about7 I n  
the first place, they have the finest system of 
underground railways in the world. One can 
go anyxrhere in London without going out of 
the tubes; and instead of the roar and screech 
which prevents conversation in New York sub- 
ways, the tubes are so designed that uninter- 
rupted conversation can be carried on in an 
ordinary tone or even a low tone of voice. To 
carry on 3 conversation in the New Yorlr sub- 
way one would have to have a voice like a steam 
calliope. The speed seems to be about the same 
in either city, however. The British cars are 
more comfortable than the Smerimn cars ; there 
are arm-rests marking off the exact space al- 
lotted to ench passenger, and if one gets a seat 
he also gets a comfortable arm-rest along with 
it. The subways in London are so numerous 
that there seem to be always seats enough for 
evervbodv. And the fares are estremely rea- 

a bank of tickets of six different colors. When 
a passenger boards the car he states whether 
he want a ride for a penny, three half-pennies, 
two pence, three pence, four pence or five pence ; 
and in accordance with his request he is issued 
a white, buff, blue, red, green or salmon-colored 
ticket. The route over which the bus travels is 
divided into twelve to fifteen zones, prlnted in 
order upon the ticket. As the ticket is issued 
to the passenger the conductor punches i t  so as 
to show the zone a t  which the passenger board- 
ed the car; and as the passenger glances a t  his 
ticket he can see immediately opposite the 
punch mark not only the place where he board- 
ed the car, but also the place at which he must 
alight or pay another fare. The tickets must be 
shown to the conductor at any time upon re- 
quest. This system worlrs well in practice and 
is just. 

\$11ile we are on the subject of transporta- 
tion and communications we notice n few relat- 
ed items. All the telegraph and telephone ser- 
vice of the British Isles is administered by the 
Post Office Department, a system mhich makes 
for economy and efficiency; but telephones are 
not nearly so popular as in the United States. 
In h e r i c a  almost everybody in what might be 
wlled the middle classes has a telephone; in 
Britain telephones are a rarity. The number 
of telephones per 100 of the population in vari- 
ous countries is as follows: 

sonable. s he^ are from one penny (2c) up, de- United States ----..--,--.....-.--- 13.6 pending upon where you wish to go. Sweden -- 6.4 
I n  the second place, London has the finest Nor\,.av ------- - 4.4 

earface transportation in the world. The Lon- Germ&v . ..-, 2.2 
don General Omnibus Conlpnny has 142 bus Great ~ r i t a i u  2.0 
lines traversing a11 parts o f the  city. It is re- France -. .-.. .-.....-...........-.--- 1.0 
grettable that they are disfigured by signs of Itdy .-.- .3 
Dunlap's "Tyres" and other posters until their 
appearance is ruined, but they rellder most ex- Exceltent Highways 
cellent service. They are double-decked, the LIE United Kingdom has 240,000 miles of T same as the tram-cars used all over Britain, hlghway, mostly mttcadam, very little hard 
except that the top declts of the omnibuses are concrete, which it keeps in most excellent con- 
open to the weather. These buses are the same dition a t  a cost of about £100 per mile per year. 
as the Fifth ,4venne buses in New Pork. There is general complaint that the char-a- 

bancs, heavy vehicles for carrying sightseers or  . 
The Zone System of Fares other travelers from one village or city to an- 

HE zone system of car-fares applies to all other, are making it harder and harder to keep 
Tomqibuses, tmm-cars and underground rail- the roads in condition; but the problem se- 
ways, instead of, as in America, a single fare to be well handled thus far  and the roads 811 
which '8ntitles one to go anywhere he pleases. that could be expected. There are not so many 
The conductor of the omnibus has in his hand fifteen-ton tracks and other road-wreckers cu ' 
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in the United States; but there are numerous 
road locomotives, a type of vehicle never seen 
here. These are really locomotives, with smoke- 
stacks in front, looking mnch like the locomo- 
tives on the railroads; and they usually have 
one trailer. Trailers are seen, but are not nu- 
merous in hnerica. Years ago me did have in 
the United States a traction engine of which 
the British street locomotive seems to be a 
modern development. 

On account of the fact that Britain is an is- 
land. and has great numbers of excellent ports 
and deep rivers reaching far into the heart of 
the island, and in view of the fact also that 
Britannia is the world's great sea power, mnch 
greater attention is paid to waterborne com- 
merce than in the United States. All the rivers 
are connected by canals 2nd in all there are 
4,673 miles of canals and canalized rlvers in 
the United Kingdom. 

Much attention is paid in England to the 
raising of homing pigeons, not for any mer- 
cenary reason but because Englishmen love ani- 
mals and love sport. This is not saying that 
other people do not love animals and love 
sport, too ; but there is friendly rivalry among 
raisers of these pigeons, and the custom exists 
of neighbors shipping r ivd pigeons to the far  
ends of the Isles and then malung wagers as 
to which bird will get home first after its re- 
lease. There are immense numbers of birds of 
all Binds in England. And crows l Crows and 
seagulls I 

Carrier pigeons have done some wonderful 
things in the world's history. Probably the 
most wonderful of all was the pigeon released 
by Sir John Franklin when he was froze11 in 
while on one of his Arctic expeditions. Unable 
to move, and seeing no way of escape, Fmnklin 
released one of his carrier pigeons; and the 
little creature arose in the wilderness of snow 
and ice far  to the north and west of Labrador, 
w h ~ l e d  ahout two or three times in the upper 
air, and headed straight for its home in far- 
off England, three thousand miles across the 
trackless ocean, where i t  arrived exhausted 
three days later. Who put it into the head of 
that little creature to know exactly which way 
to go iq order to reach its far-off home? 

The pigeon trips in England are so short as 
to be only a pleasure for a bird. The utmost 
extremity of flight in Britain proper vould be 
lrom John O'Groat's hexagonal house (so built 
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in order that his sir boys might each have a . 
share of his estate without quarreling over it) 
in the extreme northeast corner of Scotland, to .d 
Land's End, in the extreme southwestern cor- 
ner of England, a distance of only 876 miles, or 
less than the distance from New Pork to Cbicb - 
go, by rail. 

First Impression-Honesty t 

P E R W S  you wonder what were the Amer- 
ican's first impressions of the British people 

when seen in their native land. The Britishera 
wonder, too, forgetting that we have in h e r -  .-: : 
ica several millions of ex-Britishers whom we 
know and love and appreciate. But it is a little 
different when one goes to England and finds 
htn~eli" in a land where practically everybody 
is a Protestant and where everybody speaks 
the he r i can ' s  own native tongue. In America 
there is the grandest chowchow of religions and 
nationalities on the face of the earth, and in a 
street-car one is likely to get every kind of 
language and every odor of garlic from every 
quarter of Europe. But he gets the ideas, too; 
and these ideas have made America the most 
progressive nation under the sun. 

The first impression that the h e r i c a n  get8 
of the English is that they are the most honest 
people in the world, and this is in spite of the 
cabby incident in Liverpool. No matter nhere 
one goes or what one sees or handles there is 
every evidence that the article or articles have 
been made to render the utmost sellrice, and 
the price shows that only a reasonable pro& 
is asked or expected. This is not true in Amer- 
ica, where the stores are filled with the cheap 
est qualities of k s y  materials and poorly 
made goods; and the one object in view seems 
to be profit, regardless of service. The very 
finest and best of goods can Le obtained in 
h e r i c a ,  too, but a t  outrageous prices, which 
people of moderate earning power cannot a£- gy 
ford to pay. _U 

The mail boxes in use in Britain look as 2 
they had been made to withstand the fire of 
heavy artillery. They are apparently made of 
cast iron, are tubular in form, red in color of 
paint and about eighteen inches in diameter 
and five feet in height. In  America the mail 
boxes are built-up metal boxes, rectangular in 
form. For letters only, the boxes are about 
8 x 18 r 18 inches mounted upon iron posts. For 
newspapers and packages the boxes are muah 



larger, perhaps 18x24 inches and four feet 
high, resting upon the ground, as do the boxes 
in Britain. The postmen in England wear hel- 
mets, flat on top, looking something like an 
inverted coal scuttle. The rubbish cans in Lon- 
don are as well made as the mail boxes. - Nowhere in England did there seem to be in 
evidence any kind .of towels except what we 
know in knerica as heavy crash tomels; and 
this is a good thing. The so-called halid towel 
much used in America has so little absorptive 
power that when one has dried his face and 
hands on it the towel is done for until it has 
had time to dry out. The grades of toilet paper 
which are in common use in America could not 
be sold in England at all; the people would not 
have them, and they are a disgrace to the man- 
ufacturers and the dealers here. 

me Desire for Service 

T KE American watched a force of men en- 
gaged in street repairing in London. First 

there was a bed of three or four feet of solid 
concrete, smoothed off on top as smooth as it 
could be made. Then wooden blocks, such as 
are in use in some places in America, were 
painstakingly fitted together; and when the 
workman was satisfied with his joint, he passed 
his hand over the surface to see if the top was 
perfectly smooth It was not, and he took a 
plane and carefully pared off enough to insure 
the block being exactly level with its mate. Im- 
agine such a thing being done in America1 

The American before his departure for Eng- 
land saw men paving Hicks Street, in Brooldyn. 
Up through the center of the street a great 
steam-shovel ripped off the surface to a depth 
of about two feet, motor trucks carrying away 
the debris as fast as removed. Only a little way 
behind were the traveling concrete mixers, 
pouring their loads into the newly made ex- 
cavations; and behind these was the asphalt 
paving apparatus. In  one day two whole blocks 
were  ripped out and replaced with what looks 
like a perfect pavement; but two years from 
now the British pavement, shaved off by hand 
planes, will be as good as when it was laid, and 
the people on Hicks Street will be complaining 
of the great holes which the heavy trucks have 
hammer$ into their newlaid road surface. 

The Enylish peopIe do not have vegetable 
gardens adjoining their premises. The vege- 
table gardens are all in one place on the out- 

side of the city. Here each family may rent 
a small area in which to raise the cauliflower, 
celery, Brussells sprouts, cabbages, turnips, 
etc., which are specially suited to the climate, 
and all of which are so good for the human 
system. mere  are no watchmen on these prem- 
ises; the gardens of the whole city are there, 
all ranged side by side, and with nothing but 
narrow paths to separate one garden from the 
other. But do you suppose the Briton is afraid 
that anybody will take any of his garden stuff T 
Not a bit of it. He is honest himself, and ex- 
pects every other Briton to be honest. And he 
usually is. The allotments, as these family gar- 
dens are called, commonly have little tool-llousea 
on each allotment, presenting an odd appear- 
ance, though not displeasing to the eye. 

On aocount of the climate i t  is necessary to 
wear woolen clothing all the year around in 
Britain, and there is no use trying to dispose 
of poorly made woolen clothing or mixed cloth- 
ing in England. I t  is the world's center for f a b  
rics, and the people know enough about them 
t a  insist on such makes as will render real ser- 
vice. American tailors complain that they can- 
not get in h e r i c a ,  at any price, such cloths 
as are commonly made and used in England. 
Another instance of the Briton's desire for ser- 
vice rather than speed is the sign seen over a 
bakery, "Country bread, stone ground, retain- 
ing all the nutriment." 

Second Impression-Courtesy 

T HE second impression that the h e r i c a n  
gets of the Britisher on his home soil is that 

the British are the most polite, the most courte- 
ous, people in the world. This will be a sur- 
prise to many Americans who have formed the 
idea that the British are abnormally pigheaded, 
conceited and rude. This impression has come 
about through a mutual misunderstanding. The 
Britisher does not understand the American, 
and the h e r i c a n  does not understand the Brit- 
isher. 

The courtesy of clerks, waiters, and police- 
men is most surprising and most refreshing. 
The policemen do not mrry clubs; there is no 
reason for them to do so anywhere. The Amer- 
ican approaches a policeman in London and 
asks :"Can yon direct me to Cavendish Square?" 
Back comes the answer: 'Wp this street to the 
right, then the second street to the left, and the 
seventh door up is the American consulate.'' 



The hnerican asks q u i z z i d y :  T o w  do you 
know I am an American?" And the London 
"bobbf'gives the friendliest of smiles and says: 
#Oh, that is easy." 

And jnst here let i t  be said that no American 
in Britain need expect to hide his identity. He 
is  betrayed by the length of hia face, by his 
complexion, by his clothing, by the rkm on his 
glasses, by his quickness of speech and move- 
ment, and by what seems to the Briton his pe- 
culiar intonation. Another Briton when asked, 
'%ow do you know I am an Americanl" an- 

: swered: "Oh, by the twang; I met a number of 
them while I was in France and got quite used 
to it." 

The Americans are accused of "talking 
through the nose." What really happens is that 
an American talks as if he had a cold and as if 
his nose were partly stopped; for when a per- 
son has a cold and his nose is in that condition, 
that is jnst the expression used here. Probably 
this difference is purely a climatic one, the salt 
and moisture in the British air making the na- 
sal membranes more pliable than is possible in 
America's dry climate. 

Dignity and KindlInea8 

E VlDENCES of the Britisher's innate conr- 
tesy and dignity are on every hand. The 

following are some signs copied for the benefit 
of American readers. Compare them with the 
short, sharp and often discourteons signs found 
in America: "Off the bus first, please"; "Please 
abstain from the obnoxious hablt of spitting on 
the flooi' ; 'Tisitors are respectfully requested 
not to walk on the grass"; "Passengers are 
earnestly desired to flush the pan before leav- 
ing"; "Passengers are prohibited from joining 
trains without first obtaining tickets" ; "Gentle- 
men using the lavatory basins are pnrticularly 
requested to leave them in the condition they 
would like to find them"; "It is respectfully re- 
quested that passengers refrain from throwing 
into the pan any substance likely to choke the 
pipes or prevent a proper flow of water; other- 
wise serious discomfort to the passengers them- 

The only profanity which the American ; -', 
r :t 

heard in 'five weelrs in England was on ~JI oc- - 
casion when he stepped to a ticket ofice a t  9273 
a. m. and asked for a ticket to Bradford. Quick - 
as a flash came the ticket and the change . 
through the window, accompanied by the start- 
ling warning, cTullhoftobodom quick abaht it; 
the train goes at 9.28." Americans pronounce 
"about" as if it were spelled "abowt," most 
Britishers as if i t  were spelled "abaht." Yesl 
He caught the train, thanks to the Britisheis 
warning, intended in all courtesy and lrindness. ;. 

h Briton will ride for two hours or four 2: 

hours in the same compartment with another 
solitary individual of any nationality, and nev- 
er utter a word to break the silence. His real 
reason for not saying anything is that he does 
not wish to give possible offense. He thinka 
the stranger may have reasons for wishing si- 
lence and does not wish to intrude. But let the 
stranger ask a question and he is all attention, 
eager to render any service in his power. In 
America two strangers would not be together 
five minutes before they would be engaged in 
animated conversation on some snbject, and it 
might be any subject under the snn. 

At the Briton's table the stranger is seldom 
or never asked to return thanks for  the food; 
the host does that himself, fearing to embarrass 
his guest. This ia directly contrary to the h e r -  
ican custom, where as a mark of recognition o r  
honor the stranger in invited to return thanks 
for the meal. But the Britisher will polish his 
guest's shoes; and if he fails to warm the 
guest's bed with a hotiwater bottle, he will 
apologize for it the next morning! 

But while the Britisher is the soul of cour- 
tesy, he is not "soft." Thus, when Runnymede, 
which is generally regarded as the birthplace 
of English liberties, was recently put up for  
sale, qobody would.bid on it. Had this been in 
American hands the best parts of i t  would have 
been sold at great profits by a real estate firm, 
and the balance of it shoved off on the pnblic 
at twenty times it real value as a result of some 
political deal. 

selves may result and the closet rendered both 
disarreeable and useless." An exce~tion to this O f  Pronunciation 
gen&al Aurtesp is that ~ f r i c a n s - a r e  always W E HAVE already called attention to the 
called "niggers" without any seeming effort to fact that in Britain ticket offices are al- 
find a more agreeable name for those who have ways called booking halls, and the word ''book- 
had the fate to be born into the world with ing" is not pronounced '%uhlcing" as i t  would 
black skins. ... be pronounced in America but the double vowel 



moo" is d r a m  out so as to give its full sound. 
1 as though it were "bookeing." There are other 

differences of pronunciation. The American 
pronounces the name of a popular newspaper 

- as  though it were spelled "Dayley Maylel; the 
Briton seems to the American to pronounce i t  
as though it were spelled "Diley hlile," but to 
his own ear it probably does not sound that 
way. The Briton probably pronounces the 
words "Mail" and "Ifale" differently, giving 

... separate values to the "ai" and the "a"; the 
- - American pronounces them esactly alike. The 

American "rayle~vaye" sounds like "rilewye" in 
England. The American's i s  vary with the 
climate, as they do in Britain. In Boston when 
they say "raw" it sounds like "rorf'; in New 
York when they say "New York" it sounds like 
"Nuyawli' and 'Worli' sounds like "Vuicli'; 
in Scotland if a man is "drunli' he is terribly 
"drrrrrunlr," and no mistake about i t ;  in Eng- 
land there is a. softness to the i s  which is es- 
tremely musical. Nothing could be sweeter than 
to hear the English people sing and to note the 
softness of their pronunciation of such words 
as "Father," "dear," '%ere," etc. They are ac- 
cused of saying "Fathaw," "deah" and "he&' 
I t  is not true. They place a value upon the r, 
but it is too slight and too musical to be pro- 
nounced by those who have grown to maturity 
in America's drier climate. Climate is the real 
explanation of many of these national differ- 
ences. 

Another item about English pronunciations is 
that they differ in different sections; and in 
some places, as in Northumberland county, it 
is claimed that in a distance so short as six 
miles there are deeply rooted dialects that con- 
tinue as they have continued from time im- 
memorial. Thus, in places that are near to one 
another, one village will pronounce America's 

- - national beverage by a word that sounds like 
a L "waughter," while another village calls it "wot- 

ter." I t  was in Northumberland County that a 
woman-who first saw a swing bridge is alleged 
to have made the surprising remark that "the 

.. warks o' God are wonderfn; but the warks 0' 

man are mair sae." We do not guarantee the 
story, but it is current in the county itself. 

An American Oxford or !ow shoe is a British 
half-boot. An American boot is n British t o p  
boot. The American blackberry is the British 
barberry. The American store is the Blitish 
shop. The American toilet is the British lava- 
tory. The k e r i c a c  pie (but--and treason- 
not so good) is the British tart, and the Amer- 
ican deep pie is the British pie. It is served 
with a tablespoon, and i t  good. The h e r -  
ican's undershirt is the Briton's vest, and the 
American's drawers are the Briton's pants. The 
h e r i c a n  merchant tailor is the British be- 
spoke tailor. The American barber shop is the 
British shaving saloon. The American board- 
ing house is the British board residence. !J%e 
American laundry is the British shirt-md-col- 
lar dresser. The Amerian truckman is the Brit 
ish highway transport contractor. The dmeri- 
can signs "Men" and 'Women'' in Britain rn 
almays "Gentlemen" and "ladies." A steam 
fitter has a steam joinery works. A street-clean- 
ing department is a cleansing department. The 
delicatessen of America is  unknown in Britain, 
and the fish-andchip saloon and the tripe 
dresser of Britain are unknown in America. Bn 
k e r i c a n  lunch for farm worlrers is a bagging 
in England. The ushers of America are  stew- 
ards in England, the deacons are stewards, the 
porters are stewards, and the waiters are stew- 
ards. When a Briton cracks a good joke on 
you he is  ''palling your leg." But when an Amer- 
ican "palls your leg" it is no joke; for it menns 
he has carried through some plan to get money 
out of you to which perhaps he was not entitled 
and which you could ill afford to give him. The 
British housewife uses the esprcssion, "I did 
not have my fruit bottled," and a drunl- \en man 
is spoken of as "3ottled up." Some Britons use 
the expression "Aye" considerably, and the way 
in which they say it sounds very musical and, 
to an  American, rather novel. 

The most unusual use of words in a different 
sense- from what they are used in America and 
in other parts of England was in the West o i  
England, where the dusty traveler was twice 
greeted by his host with the kindly inquiry, 
"Won't you go upstairs and have a little swill 
right way before dinnert" For the convenience 
of the incredulous we give one of the Standard 

DitTerencb in Use of  Worde Dictionarp's definitions of the word swill: "To 
T H E R E  are certain words which the Britons drench oneself, as with water in wash in^. from 
A use In a different way than they are used in the Anglo-Sason s tui l ia~z ,  to bathe." It \Gil thns 
knerica. An h e r i c a n  shoe is a British boot. be seen that the word as used in the West off 



England is the purest English, and is not to be 
confused with the liquid food for hogs more 
generally known in England and altogether bi 
' b e r i c a  as the only meaning of the word. 

Differences in Foods 

T RERE are differences in foods between 
England and Xmerica, but they are unim- 

portant. British oysters are very small; h e r -  
ican blue points are as large as the palm of the 
hand. The skin of a British peach is so soft, 
h e  to the climate, that i t  goes to market 
packed in cotton and must be marketed a t  once. 
The flesh of the American peach is solid, and 
the skin is tough. Tomatoes in England are the 
size of eggs and are raised only in hothouses. 
British hothouse grapes are a dollar or more 
a bunch. The g a p e s  are an inch in diameter 
and delicious. 

The British have a very fine vegetable called 
marrow, which is something in taste and t e 6  
ture like the American summer squash. Pump- 
kins do not grow in Britain. Alack and alas; 
to think of going through life without the de- 
lectable joys of ever eating a piece of pumpkin 
pie! That one discovery ought to enable an 
b e r i o a n  to forgive his British cousin any- 
thing. 

In Yorkshire the British have a famous dish, 
Yorkshire Pudding, in texture something like 
an American flapjack fresh from the griddle; 
and like that same toothsome wheat-cake i t  
must be eaten while hot and fresh, if it is to be 
as crisp and as tender as its reputation com- 
pels it to be and as i t  generally is. 

The British always have on their tables quan- 
tities of stuffed or  fat cookies called scones 
(and very good they are too), cocoanut balls, 
tarts, and little cakes. They do. not go in for 
layer cakes or  apple, mince, custard or lemon 
pies as much as we do in the United States; 
and ice-cream is a rarity. But they do have 
mor~~elaborate desserts than are generally seen 
on American tables. These desserts freqnently 
consist of fruit, over which is poured custard, 
and on top of that whipped cream; and you 
had better believe the American when he tells 
you thattit is  good. And then English puddings 
of d soqts are as famous in America as they 
are in England itself. I n  one place in London 
there was a sign, "New Pork ice-creams, h e r i -  
can ices and sundaes, 1 shilling, 1 shilling three 
pence, and 1 shilling sixpence," or  22&, 28% 
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339~.  No British table is complete without a 
"tea cosy" to keep the tea warm. 1 

British table manners are different from 1 
American. In America the kiife is never nsed 
except when strictly necessary, and frequently 
lies quietly beside the plate throughout the en- 
tire meal In Eritain it is mnsidered as poor ' 

etiquette to lay the knife down as it is  in Amer- 
ica to reverse the process. The American eats 
with the fqrk in his right hand, and uses it all 
too freqnently as a scoopshovel instead of as 
a spear, as he is supposed to do. The Britisher 
eats with the fork in bis left hand and upside 
down, using his knife to help him load well the 
back of the fork; and without any desire to 
cause any international complications, candor 
forces the American to admit that it is aston- 
ishing how much can be loaded upon such an 
unhandy vehicle when wielded by a hungry and 
determined descendant of villiam the Con- 
queror. 

The system of milk delivery in England is 
antiquated, unsanitary, and deplorable. In 
America all deliveries are in bottles; in Eng- 
land the deliveries are from large cans pushed 
around the streets in hand pushcarts. The Brit- 
ish milk cans are large a t  the bottom and small 
a t  the top, instead of-cylindrical as in America 

Plrshcarts and Scaffolding 

0 NE sees more pushcarts of all sorts in five 
weeks in Britain than he wodd see in a 

lifetime in America. One of the most interest- 
ing vehicles of this sort was a kind of glorified 
baby carriage, or perambulator nsed for wheel- 
ing invalids or sightseers across the parks and 
even down the main streets. Sensible things 
they are, too. Nothing of this sort is to be seen 
in h e r i c a ,  except on the boardwalk a t  Atlantio 
City. 

One of the things that makes for the beauty 
of London and other Anglican cities is the great 
number of curved streets, curved corners, and 
curved buildings. I t  takes off the stiffness and 
rigidity characteristic of the central portions od 
so many American cities. There are narrow 
streets here and there, but the streets as a 
whole are wider than they are generally s u p  
posed to be. In some places the sidewalks are  
too narrow for the throngs of people who would 
use them, and as a consequence it is a very com- 
mon thing to see people walking in the street 
near the curb. The curbs are of less height than 



in America, showing that there are fewer heavy 
.storms. 

There are the most astonishing ladders in 
use in London, six stories high and as straight 
as an arrow. Where the wood for snch ladders 
wuld be found is a mystery; probably in Nor- 
way. And how it  would be possible to put snch a 
ladder in position is also a mystery. The rails 
seem of one piece and about four inches in di- 
ameter all the way up. 

Scaffoldings in England are not erected as in - -- ' b e r i m  Instead of being made of 2 x 4 inch 
or 1 x 8  inch timber nailed together and sur- 
mounted by planks loosely laid on, the whole 
sometimes falling and killing the worlmen, 
British ecaffoldings consist of poles similar to 
those of which the ladders are made. These 
poles are lashed together in regular seaman 
style, and nothing could be more secure. 

Names for the Houses 

T El2 suburbs of English cities are not nearly 
so attractive as those of American cities, for 

the reason that in American suburbs there are 
no walls or fences to separate one place from 
another or from the street. The effect is  as of 
one beautiful park full of the most elegant 
residences. The Britisher likes his suburb all 
to himself, and builds a wall around his place 
so high that no one can see over i t ;  and the con- 
sequence is that a drive through the subnr.,s is 
a drive between high stone walls with practia- 
ally nothing to see until the open country is 
reached. 

No one in America thinks of giving his house 
a name, and no one in Britain thinks of letting 
his home go without a name. The follmving is 
a list of names taken from a succession of 
honses in the order in which they appear in the 
city of Leicester: 

Brookfield, Edina, Oakland, Greenhayes, Thorncroft, 
'--- Elmsthorpe, Heathfield, Rock-Dene, Mayfield, Hough- 

ton House, Carisbrmke, Thorpe Underwood, The Row- 
ans, Eyreville, The Shbbery ,  Lynhurst. The Lawn, 
Newlpn, Ebmpton Lodge, Tythorne, Woodbank, Thorn- 
leigh, Coonamble, Linden, Treveva, QlP-nSnnan, Charle- 
cote, Gordon Lodge. 

, Taking Britain as a whole, one may say that 
'detachedihouses are rare and that semi-dr+ 
tached hapses are common. There are usually 
ornamental arches over the doorways; and if 
the honses are of stone or  red brick, they have 
buff brick trimmings around the doors and win- 

dows, setting off the honses nicely and relieving 
the sameness noticeable in those parts of Amer- 
ican cities which are solidly built up. Many oi, 
the houses are vineclad, and all of them are 04 
brick or stone. 

There are no wooden houses in England; an'd 
when the Eritish hear that many A m e r i a  
live in wooden houses, they think it most singu- 
lar. One wonders what they would say at 
houses, perhaps 3 million of them in the United 
States, that are built on props and have no cel- 
lars a t  all under them. These are d in the 
South or the West, where climatic conditions 
are such that heating plants are unnecessary. 

Most artistic of all the houses in England 
are those that were built in the sixteenth cen- 
tury. These are of timbers perhaps eight inches 
square, with the interstices between the timbers 
GUed with brick or stone and plastered over 
with mortar, giving them much the effect of 
modern stucco houses. The re,&ar old six- 
teenth-century honses, of which there are stil! 
a few samples in London and elsewhere, have 
every upward story projecting a little further 
into the street than the floor below, presenting 
a pleasing sight from the street. 

Interior Arrangement 

P RACTICALLY every home in the northern 
part of the United States has some kind of 

interior heating plant - steam, hot water or 
hot air - designed to heat the whole house and 
every room in the house. There is usual)g a 
fireplace in the living-room, but i t  is not often 
used. Americans traveling in Britain suffer 
with the cold, not being used to the climate, and 
their blood having become thinned by living in 
warm rooms the year around. The Britisher 
has a fireplace in every room, and that is the 
means of heating the home. 

American homes are usually fitted with 
clothes closets off from every room and two off 
from the room occupied by paterfamilias and 
materfamilias; there is a linen closet upstaim 
and there are dish closets, a broom closet, and 
usually a coat closet downstairs. Most British 
homes are built without closets. The closets are 
purchased separately, and are elaborate and 
expensive. 

American dining-rooms and Living-rooms are 
usually separate and distinct entities. In  Brit- 
ain it is not so. The dining-room is the place 
of entertainment in the complete sense of tbo 



tern. Or rather, i t  would perhaps be better said 
that ~vlien guests are present meals are served 
in the living-room on the great table which is 
kept there for that purpose. 

All the ~ i anos  observed in five weeks had 
candle rachs upon them, not a bad idea, as they 
'doubtless come in good for helping to hold the 
music in place, but would hardly be nsed for 
candles in 1922. A.U houses or nearly all are. 
fitted with electricity, as in the United States. 
But the electrical switches are different. In 
America the switches are operated by pressing 
a light or a dark button, depending upon wheth- 
er one wishes to make the i oom illuminated or 
othenvise. In England there is a Iittle brass 
Inlob. Pushed up, it puts the light on; pushed 
down, it puts the light out; or vice versa. 

Linoleum is much more nsed in England than 
in America, it constituting a covering for near- 
ly every floor in the house. This is because nar- 
row -ividth matched flooring or hardwood floors 
are impracticable in England on account of the 
dampness. Under the linolenm-the floor boards 
are generally about eight inches wide. The 
American did not peep to see ; he saw it without 
peeping. American window-shades are hung on 
spring rollers; in England the window-shades 
are operated by cords over pulleys. 

after it has been worn for a few months; and 
they are generally right. At any rate an Amer- 
ican tailor who bas the appearance of looking 
anything but prosperous says with disdain 
when the proposition is put to him of reversing 
an overcoat which was made of extra good 
cloth: "I wonld not bother with i t"  

One of the many remarkable markets of Lon- 
don is the wholesale second-hand clothing mar- 
ket at Phil's Buildings. At this place second- 
hand clothing, the total value of which runs 
into hundreds of thousands of pounds, is han- 
dled every year. 

The "sandwich menyJ of London and of Brit- 
ain in general work twice as hard for their em- 
ployers as they do in the United States. In- 
stead of carrying merely two signs, one on the 
breast and one on the back, they carry also a 
frame attached to the shoulders supporting two 
signs above their heads. This device wonld not 
do in the United States. We have too many 
high winds here. A sandwich man thus rigged 
out might suddenly find himself turned into a 
miniatnre airplane and, like other airplanes, 
might find it difficult to choose just the right 
time and place and manner in which to alight 

Some other evidences of economy: In some 
of the public comfort stations there are a i m  

Evidences of  Economy "One penny for toilet facilities," and in some 
* 

THEBE are evidences of economy in England of the restaurants napkins ("~enietted' as they 
which are not to be found in the United are called) are furnished only upon request, 

States. There are tailors who make e business . and for their use a slight charge is made. The 
of reversing clothing. In America the tailors British are not ashamed of these little eeono- 
take i t  for granted that the cloth which they mies; and why should they be in a world which 
pat into the clothing is not worth the reversing is in the present plight of old mother eartht 

Why a Soldier Bonus? By E. H a v i l d  Boyle 

I WOULD not expeck to use space in T m  
G o ~ m a  XOE to discuss the merits of a Sol- 

'dier Bonus; but the article, 'Why a Painley 
Soldigr Bonus," by H. Willis Libsach, page 777, 
exposes the writer to criticism. 

Regardless of the apparent success with 
which our statesmen juggle the bonus egg, theu 
responsibilities in the World War and those of 
the ex-service men will remain the same; for 
"all they hat take the sword shall perish with 4 the ~ ~ v o r d  (Matthew 26: 52), and a few relnc- 
tantly given dollars will do little to thwart the 
nTord 01 Christ. 

I do not agree with the writer that sane tax- . 
payers, who had no direct participation in the .c;j 
war, would be glad to lavish a gift upon the 
men who fought for them; neither can I see 
that the fighting was "for them." We asked for 
no war, for none of the spoils of war; so for 
what reason were we in need of a championt 
'As for the ex-soldier, any Christian has a feel- 
ing of pity for him and will do all possible to 
alleviate the horrors of post-war reactions, 
However, this does not sanction the setting up 
of a privileged military class in h e r i c a .  

We h e r i c a n s  should look with understand- 
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h g  to Imperial Germany as  the weird specter GOLDEN AGE of the crimes against the sugar 
which such a class produced over there, heeding producers, when some of our profiteers were 
the words of Christ, 'Te  shall hear of wars, robbing the producers on the one hand and, 
and rumors of wars: se.e that ye be not trou- with high prices, were robbing us on the other. 
bled" (Matthew 24: 6) ; and the words of James I feel, too, that if the writer had mingled to 
4: 1-3, which would seem to indicate that Chris- any extent with the conscripted men or those 
tians are not expected to train and otherwise rendering industrial war service, he would have 
prepare for war. Governed by the spirit of a heard considerable "murmuring" in protest 
somd mind, they are  to learn gradually that against war. He seems to overloolr the severe 
since order is one of heaven's first lams, it trials of Judge Rutherford and his associates 
should be one of the first elements and char- for daring to preach the troth. He must have 
acteristics of society in this age. An eye for been in another world when Mr. Debs was dia- 
an eye and a tooth for a tooth, is not the law gracefully imprisoned for exercising his con- 
of the true Christian church, and therefore stitutional right of free speech, by a s o - c d d  
should not be the law in America, since the Christian nation, that the world might be made 
United States Supreme Court has concluded "safe" for democracy. There were some fine 
that this is a Christian nation. So why inflict men in the country who not only dared to mur- 
a painful soldier bonus t mnr, but spolie right out in the open and spoke 

I t  seems surprising that the writer would the truth, and they received their persecution 
ask the extraordinary question. "Wtiy should exactly as Christ foretold in Lulre 21 : 12. 
not t a~payers  experience some of the horrors Revising the writeis seventh paragraph, I 
of war?" But, if someone must, why not have would say that it is high time for ex-service 
i t  confined to  those who want war, who propa- men (as well as ()them) to turn to God and 
gate war, who build en@nes of war, and who repent. Every man should divulge the truth. 
finance war? Why not allow then1 to go and do R e  now as he would Eke to have 
the fighting for themselvest mhy shodd 8 been spoken to during the war, if he fe& 
Yankee boy leave home and loved ones, journey inclined to please God, The nation demanded 
across the ocean under great danger, and mur- 8 Supreme sacrifice of these men; now they 
der some German boy just because a bafing may, knowing the sin and folly of war, be 
crowd gets into difficulties l It must be remem- better experienced to forbear and thus not 
bered that the great responsibility for the d , ,~a ,~d of others that which would profit them 
el'imes war lie not a t  the the soldier little and perhaps be harmful to many. It might 
Or cunning statesmen but at the be said that no monetary reward can atone for 
those ofttimes cdled'2Vall Street"---Our "male- the sacrifices of our men. The conflict mas a 
factors of wealth," by whom our statesmen as national crhe agaillst them; a capitalistia 
well as our people allow themselves to be ruled. crime against the masses ; a clerical crime 
The apostle James has a word for this class.- against God-tlle unholy alliance at it8 work. 
James 5 : 1-6. But these things must come to pass, unta I cannot imagine by what theoq  of economics 
the writer arrived at the conclusion that ''all men, seeing the folly of their sins, stop to listen 

reaped financial rewards heretofore undreamd the the Redeemer. Then, seeing 
of.'' As a result of the manipulations of our the "Son of man coming in a cloud [of trouble] 
w h a t  crop I would not say that our farmers with power and great glory," their redemption 
'did; neither do I forget the accounts in TEE will be near. 

"Come, 9 ye saints, to Pisgah's mountain, 
Cpne, view o u r  homo beyond the t ~ d e :  

Xillennicll Canaan is before us, 
S&n well sing on the other side. 

Oh, there see the 'white throne' of glory, 
And cron-na which the saints then shall gain; 

And all who shall love Christ's appearing, 

. . S11d be blessed by  HI^ glorious reign. 

"Faith now beholds salvation's rim, 
Gliding from underneath the throne, 

Bearing its life to whosoever 
Will return to his Father's home. 

They will walk 'mid the trees by the rivers 
With the friends they have loved by their side; 

They will ning the glad Bongs of salvation, 
And be resdy to follow their Guide." 



The CiQ of CIeveIand 

T EL4T some cities are mismanaged there is 
no doubt. Graft, corruption and aggrandize- 

ment are practised and covertly cultivated. 
There seems to be the thought among the city 
#(fathers2' that no one should have aught to say 
except those who have a "pnll"; and when they 
grab everything in sight, and many things not 
in sight, it is considered a legitimate part of 
their business. The people in each community 
should come to realize that the men with the 
greatest 6'pnIl" are the most dangerous to their 
common intereste Voters today have more 
sense than a few years ago; and Fay  we hope 
that intelligence shall increase among the mass- 
es t Some realize the expediency of having men 
"rule over them" who are bnsiness men, men 
of honesty and ability. These may not neces- 
sarily be church-goers nor over-pious, but 
should be conscientious, and have strength of 
character sufficient to carry out their convic- 
tions. 

It is the opinion of some that were a good 
man elected to office he wonld eventually be- 
come bad, and that with the badness would 
mme n cunning, sly deception, and hypocrisy to 
shield the badness from the public view. Such 
men are a menace to civilization. We believe, 
however, that there is a quickening of the moral 
sentiments, and that people are more and more 
coming to realize the underlying principles of 
justice. This is evidenced by the cry against 
corruption and the outspoken resentment of 
mismanagement in public affairs. 

In  some cities the taxes climb higher and 
higher. To meet the increased costs of "run- 
ning" municipal governments there is some- 
times a re-appraisement of values; and some- 
times bond issues are resorted to, which only 
augments the trouble and causes more discon- 
tent. Instead of increasing the interest-bearing 
indebtedness for the benefit of money-lenders 
the bonds should be paid, and interest burdens 
stowed. The man who does not live within his 
income has very little bnsiness sagacity. For 
a city or a government to squander the people's 

money and go irretrievably into 'debt is on& 
setting a bad example for individuals to follow, 
with dire results eventually. 

Cleveland, Ohio, was a city sadly in debt in 
the fall of 1921. Hr. Kohler mas a candidate 
for election as mayor. He promised the people, 
if elected, a business administration. The voters 
took him at  his word, and be was elected. The 
city had hanging over its head $800,000 indebt- 
edness, of which $149,000 was for the December 
payro!l shortage. 

Cleveland now has displayed large signs ad- 
vertising the city as one living within its in- 
come. Mayor Tiohler began his administration 
in January, 1922, by "firing" hundreds and hnn- 
dreds of employ6s. He reorganized the depart- 
ments and put them on an efficient basis. The 
savings were enormous; more streets were 
paved or repaired than previously; the gar- 
bage was handled more promptly; and it is said 
that a person can now set his watch by the gar- 
bage wagon and not miss by more than 6 f t e e ~  
minutes. The street-car fare was lowered from 
six cents to five cents, and in March there is due 
another decline-likely eleven tickets for Hw 
cents. 

Mr. Kohler started the new year with the de- 
termination to save the city during 1923 the 
handsome sum of $300,000 more. He advised the 
commissioners to "get busy" in their depart- 
ments and cooperate in the saving program, 
or he would 'lay the commissioners off." The 
city is cleaner, better equipped, more efficientlp 
policed with correspondingly less mime. We 
congratulate Nayor Kohler on his spunk; and 
we hope that he continues to.make good, that 
other mayors will follow his example, and that 
the good people of Cleveland will show their 
appreciation when he runs for r6lection. 

It is an exceedingly rare thing for a financial 
report of any big business to be published in 
the papera ao the people can see what becornea 
of their money, but Mr. Kohler gives a detailed 
statement in the Cleveland Nerurs of Jan. 1,1923. 

3 .  
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I N  GOLDEX AGE No. 87, line 4, 'large" shodd "permissible"; line 13, "tailor" s h o d  r e d  
read 'larger" ; line 6, add "to consideil ; par- "toilei' ; paragraph 8, line I ,  "many" Bhonld 

ngraph 2, line 4, "profiteers" should have been have been "anx." - - 
a6a 



Reports from Foreign Correspondents 
*om England constantly a thing to be wondered at. Thew 

R O ~ C A S T I N Q  has now on i,, this must be a wealth of good intent and desire for B ,,try, and will take its place amongst Peace deep doan in the minds and heart4 0d 
- the many things which are altering the corn- the people. 

plexion of the people's lives. Until the mind of Unemployment rife. Employers look for 
man is adjusted to righteousness every inven- m a l l  things in trade as keenly as E1ija.h'~ ser- 
tion, however good in itself, becomes a source vant looked for the The a 
of possible evil. People will now be en te rh i24  of movement brings paragraphs to the Papem; 
in their homes, and many who would not go to but there ia little improvement in the general 
cinemas and theatres will spend their eve*gs ~iillation, and the C0st.of living continnes high. 
in being amused. Britain has been slow in fol- Gold is beginning to creep back again into 
lowing h e r i m  in broadcasting, but it is going oirculation A t  a post office the other day a 
&Tong a t  the present with its possibilities of customer received half a sovereign instead od 
good and evil. the usual lo/- note in his change. It was so 

This past week a yomg woman was hanged unusual as to be worth a flutter in the papers. 
in London for complicity in the brutal murder Perhaps America will send some back by 
of her husband. This is the first occasion for and by, and then we shall see our yellow coins 
many years in which a woman has been hanged. again. However, since Paper is lighter than 
The case created enormous interest; and yet, gold and not so easily lost, it is very probable 
as the judge said, i t  was a sordid case of lnst that gold will not again obtain the circulation 
and murder. The fact that nearly all the news- it had. And soon the Golden Age will come, and 
papers showed the widest interest in every sor- men ~ 1 1 1  take its notes rather than those 04 
did detail and that the people clamored for the Bank of England. 
this, is a sign of the terrible impoverishment The Liverpool University, which recently re  
of the minds of the people. Britain does not ported the discovery of reactions gained from 
escape the desire for anything salacious. One inorganic matter, now reports from its Botania 
cannot but feel sorry for a commnnity that section an advancement in knowledge of the 
feasts itself on these terrible things. effect of artXcial light upon vegetable growth. 

The Irish problem continues its ugly fea- A chance remark by a gardener to one of the 
tares. Yesterday's morning paper told of twen- lady principals of the University that his cn- 
ty young bandits holding up a train, not so cumbers grew better in the moonlight than dur- 
much for robbery as for destruction. At the ing the daytime set her making experiments. 
point of the revolver they cleared the passen- She discovers that the polarized light of the 
gers and train men, and turned the train d o m -  moon gives spurt to seed germination, and that 
hill and wrecked it. Ireland seems to be an  ex- artificial polarized light has a similar effect. 
ample given to show what wild human passion The interesting fact is mentioned that the outer 
can do. There seems to be a lnst for destruction skin of the leaf acts as its own polarizing ap- 
of life and property. paratus. I n  this connection it is perhaps worth 

Last m e e k - e n d n  had a de tion noting that a t  the Royal H o ~ c u l t u r a l  Eshibi- 
r f  unernaloued. I t  is said that tion in Westminster recently held, parsnips 
50,000 in the procession, and that Trafalgar over one yard long, and carrots two feet six 
Square (in the centre of London) never before inches in length were on exhibition. But these 
had in it such a mass of people. The red flag measurements may be nothing to an American, 
was exhibited, and revolutionary songs were who is accustomed to big things. [Never heard 
aMg. There is no question that there is a de- of such parsnips or  carrots here; one-half the 
termination in these people to readjust society. length would be phenomenal.-Ed.] Evidently 
' h d  one cannot but wonder a t  the patience of nature is ready to help manlrind when he has 
the unemployed in view of the estravagant dis- gotten his heart right with his God. 
play of bostly stuff in the great shops of the The winter season continnes mild, and thia 

1 city. These displays must be galling to the h m -  ia greatly helping to minimize the suffering 
gry and needy. The patience of the working which would of necessity follow cold weather. 
rlru3ses under the c d  oppression of riches is The unemployment dole ia costing the connffi: 

869 
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- a good deal more than the amount of money is cracking. The ~ r i t i s h  Empire is melting7' 
actually expended. A great number of those away just like the Roman Empire in A D. 300 
who receive it are learning how to live without and for the same causes." 
laboring with their hands. I t  is, however, nn- Gipsy Smith is  busily engaged trying to make 
der present conditions, a necessary evil, one of an impression npon London He is very popu- ' 
those things which make the vicious maelstrom lar; and many are crowding into his meeting 
which is dragging civilization into destruction. for the stirring of their emotion, and because 
There is plenty of spare money somewhere. I t  they are interested. Whether or not he is mak- 
was authoritatively reported that a t  the first ing mnch impression on the lives of the people , 
round in the football cup finals which was to turn them from sin to righteousness is not 
played the other day there were more than yet apparent. Cooperating with him is a doctor - 
500.000 persons present a t  the matches, and as of divinity, the public orator of Cambridge, a 
these were only a comparatively small number real modernist and therefore a higher critic. He 
of the mafchrs played that day it is certain that does not accept the Bible although he allows 
this number mast be considerably increased if that it contains some things which he can ac- t all were reported. And the British dnnk bill, cept as truth, and is the most magnificent er- 
which now anmounts to about £600,000.000 per pression of human thought. He joked the other I ~ear($3,000,000,000), shows that there is money day about Gipsy Smith's being unequally yoked 
to waste. with an unbeliever - referring to himself. 

Parliament is not in session, and so things H.e said that they were both seeking the same 
seem quiet in the political world. But this is  thing, and he declared that the man who wor- , 
not ready so; for there is too mnch undercur- shiped beauty worshiped God. He is a clever , 
rent of movement to allow tranquility. The man of good intenf, but an unbeliever. 

' opinion of the country generally supports the Another evangelist, Gipsy Pat  Smith, is of- 
action of Mr. Bonar Law in declining to link fering himself a s  a missionary for the benefit 
the British force with the French in the latter's of London; but apparently he is open to make 
action against Germany. However, the vicions- money out of his efforts. He has been to Arne?- 
ness which was manifested against the Ger- ica, and has learned how to do it. He must have 
mans during the war by a noisy section of the offerings a t  every service; he must have an 
British papers is again in evidence. There is announcement made quite plainly now and 
an endeavor to raise again the cry of pro-Ger- again that there are envelopes provided for 
man against anyone who is not ready to take thanli-offerings for himself, which are not to 
to the sword. be opened by anyone but himself; and that he 

Mr. Lloyd George has been taking a well- shall take whatever is left after the expenses 
deserved holiday in the south of Spain. He is have been provided. This man, quite different 
not by any means out of political warfare, and from Gipsy Smith, who is reported to be con- 
probably those are  right who think that he will tent with a modest set sum, makes part of his 
yet play a very important part in the destiny mission an attack npon Pastor Russell. Well, 
of the British Empire. One of our cartoonists, they are hard up for something to say. 
who likes teasing Mr. Lloyd George, depicts 
him on the rock of Gibraltar, robed in Spanish From Germany d 

garb, practising oratory about "new damns" IPE conditions in this country reveal more T and "volcanic outbursts of trouble." Mr. Lloyd and more from day to day the inability 04 
George knonrs something of the Messianic hope, the physicians of human society to recover the 
hence the frequent use of Scripture figures of patient from the deep-seated malady, selfish- 
speech. Eut  he is a politician, and labors with ness, which has poisoned the entire body poli- 
F( od intent for the salvage of the British Em- tic. The catastrophe is drawing nearer and 
PI 1.' and human welfare. nearer with giant strides. Without cessation 

One of the last representatives of the Victor- for even a moment. the two jalvs of the vise, 
. ian era ofditerature and philosophy, Mr. Fred- the high cost of living and the standard o j  

eric IIarrison, died a few days ago in the city wages, are at worlz. Even now it is plainly dis- 
of Bath. A short time before his death, vriting cernible that shortly conditions will ensue 
to a friend he said: "Every board in cirilization n-hich simply cannot continue. Sometimes pee  
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pie in Germany will say: "Oh, yes, the prices Wide circles of the people begin to perceive 
are terribly high, but in Russia they are very that human help indeed is of no avail; that only 
much higher." These people are, however, en- one thing has the power to help, namely, the 
tirely forgetful of the fact' that the economio kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ, when lib- 
life of Germany is a much more sensitive ap- erty, happiness, and eternal life will become the 
paratus than that of Russia, that conditions in heritage of men. When pondering over these 
&many can never exist so long as they have happenings, words recur to our minds spoken 
in Russia. The collapse will come sooner. by one of the noblest of those h e d d s  of truth 

A comparison of prices for the daily neces- who, eighteen hundred years ago, gaided by the 
sities may help the unbiased reader to clearly spirit of God, prophetically portrayed the end 
apprehend the scope of the catastrophe now of this age, even the words of Paul in 2 Timo- 
upon us in this country: thy 3: 1-5; for in this conntry, more than any- 

where else, one sees that men indeed have 8 
PEE-WAE PBIOEE 

T loaf of bread 2 6  Pfennige 
form of godliness, inasmuch as they call them 

1 pound cow butter 75 Pfennlge selves Christians, but are, nevertheielss, "aver# 

1 egg Pf-ge of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, 
1 of 14 pfennige blasphemers, disobedient to paxents, unthank4 
1 pound of potatoes 3 pf* ful, unholy, without natural a;tfection, h c ~ .  

1 s& of clothes = 12 to ME 100 brealrers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, de- 
1 pair of shoes MR 6 to hZII: 8 spisers of those that are good, traitors, heady, 
100 pounds of coal 90 Pfennige high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than 

lovers of God." 
PBIOZB TODAY How consoling it is to learn from these same 

1 loaf of bread 507000 Pf-i@ words of the Apostle that all this wil l  be in the 
POund of 'Ow -~3000  last days, and so be conscious of the fact that 

.I egg 29000 Pf-ge the hard-pressed multitude of the poor, suffer- 1 quart of milk L 8 , O O O  to 20,000 Pfennige 
pound of potaha Pfenniga ing under these conditions, soon will tind a help 

1 suit of dothe* MB 26,000 to MII 200,000 in Messiah's. kingdom. "Thy kingdom cornel" 
1 pair of hoes 'MTC 18,000 to MK 20,000 1 

100 pounds of coal 1 2 0 , 0 0 0  to 130,000 Pfennige from TIIE revolutionary spirit that is blowing at 
The laboring people are nearly despairing. the present time over the Balkan states is 

!l!he most necessary requirements of daily life having its effect npon this country also. Amr- 
cannot be obtained any more, although the men chistic idnences are in the air everywhere; 
earn high wages. Alongside of this, a horrible and, as usual, they reach the higher, better ed- 
system of profiteering makes itself felt in ever- ucated class first. 
widening circles, since some of the more intel- At this writing this country is -pant with 
b e n t  manage, like carrion-mltnres, to prey anti-Semitic disturbances. Four printing plants 
upon the poverty-stricken people. Large num- are lying waste, four newspaper offices have 
bers evidently seek to forget their misery by been wrecked and their onffits, furnishings, eta, 
great dissoluteness, as though seized by a fren- carried into the streets and thrown to the 
zy. In many placesacrazefor dancing has taken winds. The windows of many houses have been 
hold on great masses of the people. The gov- smashed. Greater Romania, so-called after the 
ernment seems to be powerless to stop it. In war, has w e  Universities - at Cluj, Buchar- 
spite of the inhibition, the dancing goes on in est, and Jassp. &fore than ten thornand stn- 
aecret. The corntry is in the condition of one dents attending them have literally terrorized 
dreaming and shaking with fever, and the proc- these three cities during the past veek, 
ess of dying is on. the same fury broke loose all over the country 

Seeipg all these f i g s ,  one is reminded of against the poor Jew. I 

,'..--A 
the translation Martin Luther gives of Mat- At Cluj, the printing plant of the official 
thew 2%: 7 concerning the signs of the time of newspaper of the Transylvania Zionist organi- 
the end, where he says: "And there shall be zation was stormed by a student mob and about 
high-price times." 12,000 pounds of paper were eartied into ?ha 
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river that flows through the city, while the was over, and with the teachings of Adventists ::,' 
offices of the newspaper and of the Zionist Or- that during the MilIeninm the people will be : ' ,. 

ganization of the country were devastated, their destroyed in order that Satan should not de- 
furniture destroyed and all their effects demol- ceive them. This anarchy among the ruling :i 
ished. It is said that the funds of the "Ameri- classes will no doubt bear its bitter fruit in the ..' 

can Joint Distribution Committee" also disap near future. The laboring classes and peasants 
peared during the devastation. All the coffee form eighty percent of this country 8 popula- 
houses were stormed, and everywhere the Jews tion; they are heavy-laden and cry under the ':: 

were chased. The same program was carried burden of present rule. The rulers are vrry un- ; 
out the next day in Bucharest and Jassy. In  the wise. Do they not laow that Russia is o d y  
first a Jewish newspaper printed in the Ron- next door; and do they not remember what 
manian l a n s a g e  was devastated and all its happened to the rulers there when the people -" 
printing machinery destroyed; while in the sec- did revolt,$ .- - 
ond city in tvo Roumanian newspaper plants 
not only were the offices and the printing plants 
devastated, but the buildings mere torn down 
to the ground. The same things happened in 
many smaller places all over the country. Only 
recently the same happened to a Hungarinn 
newspaper here. The idea seems to be generally 
prevalent now that University students cannot 
complete their courses unless they devastate a 
nempaper or two. 

The plotter of this lawvlessn~ss is the ,govern- 
m m t s e  While the manifestations were go- d 
ing on, and several thousands students and 
others were crying through the streets "Down 
with the Jews," and "Hang them all," and be- 
gan thc ~ ~ b r i r  of devastation, which continued 
from four in the afternoon until after midnight, 
only five policemen appeared on the scene, and . 
these merely to see that none interfered nith 
the work that mas going on. The Chief of Police 
was called for but could not be found, and next 
day declared that he did not have enough forces 
to cope nrith the situation. In the city are sev- 
eral thousand soldiers, but there were none at 
this time to protect the people from the fury 
of a mad mob. This seems strange in view of 
the fact that in October, 1920, when a railroad 
strike broke ont, the government placed in jail 

. t- 
more than 30.000 railroad workers within one 
day's time, administered to each nzan a menu 
of fifty or more beatings wit11 a staff one inch 
thick, wreclted the labor organization and mili- 
tarized all the railroads. The same government 
declares today that it is unable to keep order 
against a few thousand university students. The above cartoon represents an nnholy a l l i a n d  

k ~ t c i .  a i\.eak of terror upon the J ~ ~ ~ ,  how- three g o u p s  of powerful interests which me allied b 

ever, t& government took measures to close gether in holding the  common P W P ~ ~  in * b j d a  
down all the coffee houses, and forbid a11 p u b  There are honest individuds in all professions, but ths 
lic gatherings, which fits well with the story spirit of selfishness is so bold and brazen that the meek 
of the man that took his rain-coat after the rain of earth are being trodden under foot 



Disintegrating the Atom BY 7. H. FOX (WaZesy 

S CIENTLFIC research would startle the 
world by the assumption that the mighty 

atom is about to be released of its encrony. 
Some of the newspapers have concluded that 
it is possible for this planet which we call the 
world to cease to exist at the expiration of this 
event I Well, well, says Shoni [Welch for Johnl 
-never a greater miracle would happen! But 
the fact is that they "talk in miracles," if they 
do not profess to believe in them entirely. At 
last the gnat is about to swallow the camel 

b?i . wholesale. 
The force that binds atoms together to form 

a molecule, in chemistry is called W t y .  It 
has the property, or essence, of attraction and 
repulsion. The repulsive force nnlilie that of 
attraction is not inherent in the mass, but is 
an induced or applied force that is largely the 
result of heat or the temperature of the body. 
It is  thus seen that physicists are endeavoring 
to disintegrate the atom in order to harness the 
energy that is displayed by (or between) these 
two opposing forces. 

Hydrogen, so we are told, is  the basis of all 
atoms whether solids, fluids, or gases. An atom 
of hydrogen has been experimented upon by 
Chicago physicists with 600,000 direct electrical 
voltage in order to disintegrate this solar sys- 
t e m ~  energy to be fomd, so we are told, in all 
atomic nature. The result of this we learn was 
the knac&g off of the revolving electrons 
around the nucleus and revealing the heliurn 
spectmm. 

The helium spectrum is characterized by five 
lines, one each in the red, yellow, blue-green, 
blue and violet. Helium was first detected by 
Lockyer in the spectrum of the sun's chromo- 
sphere, during an eclipse in the year 1868. Not 
until 1895 mas it known that the same occurred 
in terrestial matter. Sir William Ramsay then - obtained the helium spectrum whilst searchip; 

*. for argon in certain minerals; chiefly in those - - 
minerals which contain uranium, helium was 
found; e. g., cleveite, broggerite, fergusonite, 
monazite, etc. The density of helium is 1.98, 
and next to hydrogen, is the lightest gas known. 
According to chemical experiment i t  was re- 
vealed that when fifteen percent of hydrogen 
mixg+d with helium the mixture became non-in- 
f l a y  able. 

If  then, as before alluded to, helinm was seen 
to be the result of an endeavor to explode an 

a 

atom of hydrogen - what becomes of this thm 
ory of inflammable extension to all other atoms 1 
If matter in the form of hydrogen gas still re- 
tains a material form, as seen through the 
~pectroscope, where does the extinction of mat- 
ter come in? It is evident it is still matter, 
whatever form it may be in, to be apprehended 
and retained by the sight under the spectro- 
scope. 

I t  is  to be remarked that SirTVilIiarnCrookes 
found in the Kathode rays what he called "a 
new or fourth state of matter - radiant mat- 
te?; and it was from this the conception 
sprang that the atom is not indivisible. In 
1903 Sir Ernest Rutherford and Professor 
Loddy suggested that every second a certain 
number of atoms, uranium, for example, break 
up and throw out what was called an U p h a  
particle, leaving a residual atom which threw 
out Beta and Gamma rays. The most astound- 
ing accomplishment of modern physics is that 
these particles and electrons have been weighed 
and measured; and that the electron is one 
hundred thousand times smaller than the atom1 

Will matter go out of eldstence? Can energy 
be transformed from material substance into 
non-material9 The sole object, so it appears, 
is to lose matter entirely, and capture energy 
which canpot be conceived except by its action 
in conjunction with matter. This proves em- 
phatically that if matter goes out of existen- 
then energy is extinct to the senses. How can 
that which becomes extinct be harnessed! 
Changes will continue to occur, but energy 
will take capturing! I n  this we see that man 
would set himself up, first, as .his own ruler; 
secondly, as his own end and happiness. 

Satan directs his fiercest batteries against 
the truth in the Word, and those graces in the 
heart which most exalt our Savior, debase man, 
and bring men into lowest subjection to their 
Creator. Xany are fond of those sciences which 
may enrich their understanding. Xany have an 
admirable dexterity in finding out philosophi- 
cal reasons, mathematical demonstrations, or  
raising observation on the records of history, 
and spend much time and many serious and 
affectionate thonghta in the study of them. Had 
these sciences been against self, a s  much as 
against the law and will of God, they had long 
since been rooted out of the world. 

Why did the young man tarn his back U ~ I  
,?a 



the law of Christ? Because of his worldly self. 
Why did the Pharisees mock a t  the doctrine of 
our Savior and not at their own tradition1 Be- 
cause of covetous self. Why did the Jews slight 
the person of our Savior and put Him to death, 
after the receiving of so many credentials ol 
Bis being sent from heaven? Because of am- 
bitious self. If the law of God were fitted to 
the humors of self, it would be readily and 
cordially observed by all men. Does not this 
all go to prove that it was power Satan re- 
quired to overcome our loving Savior? 

Observe man now trying to mcreate that 

small but mighty atom that our heavenly Fa* - .' 
e r  created. Imagine the power that is behind -:' 
all atoms that go to make up the world. -HON 
gladly would the prince of this world like to 
grasp this power! We may be assured, how- 
ever, that he, Satan, and those led by him are 
but beings created by the power of God! 

Energy, force, affinity, attraction and repnl- 
sion - whatever they like to call it - is beyond 
human conception. Man may conceive it by its 
action on matter, whether solids, fluids or 
gases, o r  any other new composition; but not ? 
without the form of matter. 

Am I My Brother's Beeper? 

T HE tendency toward self-aggrandizement in 
our day has reached mammoth proportions. 

The woods are full of men launching schemes 
! 'for developing hypnotic powers-how to devel- 

op will power, psychic strength, mind suprem- 
acy, body brilliancy, etc., is their aim. There 

I are either secrets to buy, books to read, or 

I 
courses to take in order to become proficient. 
Personal magnetism is taught in salesmanship 
schools. These all have only one p u r p o s e t h e  

i taking of advantage of another; the object be- 
I ing to pull the wool over the eyes and to bring 
! 
? the subject "under" to serve the purpose of the 

one thus "educated." I t  is a great art-this 
towering over your fellow man! I t  is the devel- 

1 opment of an individuality the aim of which is 
to lift oneself by the bootstraps into lofty and 

I ProsFerous positions for advantage. I t  is devil- 

I ish, unkind, unloving, not brotherly, destined to 
pauperize the subjects of the onslaught, and 
cannot help but demoralize and bankrupt the 

I morals of its promoters and those who practise 
this species of hynotism. 

! 

Even the exact science of phrenology with all 
its goodness, if practised by a bad man, be- 
comes a menace to the object of the attack. No 
person should be taken advantage of under any 
consideration. 

Instead of developing individual superioritg 
for seIfish profit why not train ourselves to 
comprehend the Golden Rule, to learn to love 
our neighbors as ourselves, and to be willing 
for them to know as much as  we do? Jesus used 
wisdom in not telling all He knew; but He was 
willing, and did inspire faith in God and the 
divine Word and sowed seeds of thought for 
the humble-minded. "God resisteth the proud, 
and giveth grace to the humble." The individ- 
uality we are condemning is the kind that fos- 
ters and promotes pride, and especially that 
which shows evidences of beina of the devil - 
Those who practise unrighteousness will cer- 
tainly have the more dificulty in reaching the 
goal of perfection in the Golden Age now dawn- 
ing. 

Christian Unity Needed 

A GREAT man has told the Federal Council 
of Churches that the opportunity of the 

future lies in the development of Christian 
unity. Certainly he cznnot mean the unity of 

. I 
the churd11r.s .as we now know them. What tho 

I churcheshecd first is to be Christianized them- 
selves, and they would automatically amalga- 

I mate, and instanter strife, jealousy and compe- 
l btion would be a thing of the past. 9 s  long as 

the "chnrches" are separated by any r e d  or 
imaginary line of demarcation they are not 
thoroughly Christian. The spirit of Christ ir 
unity personified-it is forgiving, tolerant, 
peaceful; it would not harm nor rob nor 
cajole nor knowingly mistreat anysne. We are . 
waiting for the Lord's kingdom to set us all 
straight, and as  i t  was to come in troublonr 
times it evidently is near at hand. 



A Glance at the Heavens 

T HERE are reasons why, for persons living shown all its sides to the sun; a'dditionally, it 
on our earth, a good place to begin any con- has gone clear around the earth. 

sideration of the universe is with Luna, our Fortunately or unfortunately your body ii 
moon. This is not only because the moon is not arranged in such a way that you o w  hold 
nearer to us than any other celestial body, be- the apple a t  a certain distance from you and 
ing only 239,000 miles away, but because our in a certain direction from the light and at the 
moon must be content forever to be bound to same time spin around on your he&. Hence 
the service of our planet. I t  is the smallest unit, YOU cannot very well illustrate the fact that 
so to speak. the earth turned about on its axis nearly thi- 

This does not mean that the moon is so very times while the lunar day aforementioned was 
small. Its diameter is about one-fourth that of in progress. The man in the moon must think 
our earth; the face that we see is about two Us very restless indeed- 

- thousand miles across; the eyebrow of our old To carry the picture further, yon have to  
friend who smiles a t  us every night is 280 miles imagine yourself traveling around the table in 
in breadth and 354 miles in length. h d ,  by the Your room at the same time that you were Spin- 
way, did you know that a t  any time after the ning around on your heels and meantime turn- 
first quarter a most beautiful woman's face can ing the apple slowly about you once every time 
be discerned, not so large as the man's face, and You spun thirty times on Your heeL you  man- 
situated so that the back of her head is a t  the pge to get around the table while YOU are tak- 
back of his7 If  you have never seen the woman ing about 365 spins. And then, by rights, Yon 
in the moon, look for her and be rewarded, would have to ima@ze the whole room, lamp 

The surface of the moon is one-thirteenth and all, rushing at tremendous speed in a t  least 
' 

that of the earth, and the portion that me can three directions-ahead, to right or !eft, and 
see when the moon is full is about twice the UP or down. But we are getting ahead of our 
area of Europe. If the earth were cut into story. Let us get back to the moon. 
forty-nine pieces, all equally large, one of these The moon gives out no light of its own; all 
pieces rolled into a globe would equal the size the light that comes to ns from its surface b 
of the moon; but it would be much heavier, be- reflected sunlight. This light in some plaoes is 
cause the earth is more dense. so clear that some can see to read by i t ;  and 

We always see the same side of the moon yet it is claimed that if the entire sky were 
because she makes one revolution on her axis paved with moons they wodd not yield over 
a t  the same time that she perfoms a revolution one-eighth as much light as is derived from the 
around the earth. This surface which we see sun. 
so constantly has been mapped by astronomers The features of the man in the moon are 
so carefully that we have better maps of it than really great mountain chains, plateaus, and 
we have of Africa. volcanoes. Huygens, the highest mountain on 

To understand the relative positions and the moon, is 18,000 feet high; this would be a 
movements of sun, moon, and earth, place a high mountain even on the earth. Tycho, the 
light on a table in the center of the room. The great volcano, has a crater fifty-four miles in 
light is the sun. Stand a few feet from i t ;  yon diameter and 1G,600 feet deep. This surpasses 
are the earth. Stretch out yonr arm with an anythin7 of the kind. on the earth. The hill 
apple in your hand. The apple is the moon. about this volcano is nearly a mile high. 
Turn your apple straight toward the liqht; the 
moon is dark  Turn a quarter to the left; the I8 There Life On the Moon? 
ligl-j$ shines on one-fourth of the apple; the STRONOMERS are divided as to whether 
moon is in the first quarter. Turn with pour A there can possibly be life of any kind on 
back to the light, aad yonr apple still extended the moon. Most of them insist that no life ir 
straight in front of you; the light shines full possible because, say they, there is no a tmos 
on the apple; the moon is full. Turn another phere, no moisture of any kind. They judge thia 
quartex way around; your moon is  in the third to be the case because the edges of the moon 
quarteq Turn the remaining quarter, and yon are always clear and sharp, and becanse it h- 
have completed one lunar day. The moon has been photographed thousands of times. ma 

nr 
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moon is near enongh so that if there were storm now and then ohm- portions of the moon>#:. :' 
don& sweeping over its surface they would surface are clouds of gas whi& issue from vaE. 
be visible under the high power telescopes MW canoes in eruption, and they believe that ths - 
in use. alternate expansion and contraction caused by 

Another reason why it is claimed that no life intense heat and intense cold are sent - 
eould exist on the moon is that its surface is causes for the volcanoes; othera think that 
snbjected to snch extremes of alternate heat these "wavy shadows," as they prefer to can 
and cold. The actual time from one new moon them, are the result of radiation from the rn 
to another in 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes and perheated soil and deceive the eye. 
3 seconds. Half of p his is night, and half of it I t  can be almost surely predicted that them 
is day on the moon. During the lunar day one is no animal life on the moon; i t  is not believed 
aide is heated to a very high temperature, that such life could survive the alternate waves , 
while the opposite half is snbjected to the in- of great heat and great cold I t  is b e d  that 5. 
tense cold of interstellar space. gravitation on the moon is only one-sixth as 

If there is no moisture on the moon, no at- great as on our earth; and that hence if there 
mosphere, then its snrface during the lunar day were humans there they wonld be light-steppen 
is snbjected to the heat of the sun's full rays indeed, as aman  puttinghis foot downviolently 
without any interception; and the astronomers would have no trouble in sailing easily over 
who hold to the no-life theory claim that the  the top of a house. 
violent alternations of heat and cold  soh snch I t  is also said by some that the amount o t  
conditions wonld bring about are enough to ao- heat, light and power generated by our sun to 
count for the phsaomena which another promi- any planet or satellite is dependent on the val- 
nent ~ r t r ~ n o r n e r  has recently drawn to the at- ency (proportion of essential elements) of that 
tention of his fellows. body. For instance, were the valency of N e p  
This gentleman, studying the moon in Ja- tune the same as our earth the s m  would a p  

maica, where i t  is especially suitable to study pear no larger on Neptune than Venus does to 
it, and with a large lens provided by H a n a r d  US, and would be insdicient to light and heat 
Uni7iersity, claims that while there is no gen- that far-off planet for habitation. HOW much 
era1 atmosphere on the moon, there are patches more reasonable to believe that the component 
of atmosphere surviving within the great era- elements of any planet are such that its valency 
ters; that steam has been observed issuing from would be of such a character that its sun would 
one of the craters; that snow storms have been be snfliciently large enough to provide adequate 
observed revolving within the craters of the heat for living organisms and light for the il- 
volcanoes, and that in these craters he has ob- lumination of the same. Lf the moon is o. dead 
served crops of some sort grow, develop, ma- bcdy having no atmosphere then, acoording to 
tnre, wither, and later come again to life. He this theory, the sun would have no effect upon 
claims that these crops are two for  each period it. But if there is valency from other combin- 
of the moon's intensely hot day, and he may be ing elements besides hydrogen and oxygen then 
right. He tells of the changes of color just as the heat wonld be p~oduced by the long expo- 
mirht be expected in growing and maturing sure (about fifteen days) to the sm,  a~irl the 
crops, and reproaches his fellow astronomers cr>oling result from being turned away froxu the 
for not having studied these craters with snf- dirpct raps. It wonld seem, however, tlint the fi 
fic~ent care. size of the moon would militate against erces- -- - 

All astronomers are forced to admit that sive heat and cold. . 
crate* on the moon have been seen to grow 
inrger and then much smaller, and then to be 
obscured from sight altogether, only to reap- 
pear; also that small craters have been seen 
to appear ~ h i c h  were not there before, thus 
giving evidence that the moon is not so totally 
dead as s h e  have supposed. 

Those who dlsbelicve in the possibility of 
moon life suppose that the white patches which 

Lunar Influences and Variations 

I T IS probable that the moon's influence on 
the earth is limited to the light which i t  re- 

fleets to our planet, and to the tides, of which 
it is a principal cause. The tidal influence is 
such thnt, in a lake 200 miles across, the tide wiu 
rise half an inch on the edge nearest to the 
moon. This tidal influence is directly due to 



the gravitational pull of the moon. It is doubt- 
ful if the claims made respecting the lunar cy- 
cle affecting plant life, or radio communication, 
or  the nervous system can be substantiated. It 
is claimed, with some reason, that muslins dried 
by the gentler Light of the moon can be pre- 
served white as  snow; but if dried in the 
brighter, hotter light of the sun they would in 
time turn yellow. 

I n  its orbit the moon travels at an average 
rate of 2,287 miles an hour and its path is cal- 
culated for the nautical almaqacs years ahead. 
I t  speeds up and slows down every month as 
it swings around our earth, and then it does 
some other things which the astronomers cannot 
just account for and which they are tr+g now 
to explain. The moon is now slightly out of its 
predicted course, and is also by a distinct and 
perceptible distance ahead of its calculated po- 
sition in that course; the deviation is abont 
twelve miles. This accelerated speed made nec- 
essary a revision of as t ronomid and nautiml 
almanacs for 1923. 

The fact that the moon does not perfectly 
follow the path calculated for i t  has been known 
for forty or  Gfty years. I n  the first few years 
of this period the moon gained only half a mile, 
when the speeding up became accelerated. As- 
tronomers say that some unknown forces, pos- 
sibly magnetic, are tugging the moon forward- 
and pulling it out of its path. 

Tlie Planets in Order 

H AVING considered a t  some length the 
moon that we know most about, it is now 

in order to consider a type of heavenly body 
in  which we humans happen to have a special 
interest a t  just this time. m e  live on a planet, 
and we should consider the planets next. 

The only planets we know anything abont 
are those of our own solar system. Most well- 
informed people if asked how many plsnets 
there are in our solar system would answer 
glibly: r'Eight-Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, in the 
oraer named, Mercury being nearest the sun 
and Neptune farthest away." Very good, as far  
as it goes. 

But the right answer would be that instead 
of eight planets in our solar system the best 
estimates. are that there are 80,000, ranging 
from ?Jupiter, 87,000 miles in diameter, down 
to rocks 10 miles in diameter, all flying abont 

the sun with a s  much 'dignity as Jupiter him- 
self. These minor planets, of which Ceres, 485 
miles in diameter, is the largest, are principally 
located in a belt between Mars and Jupiter and 
make their journey around the sun in an aver- 
age revolution of four and one-half years. In 
the year 1924 one of these small bodies, Eroa, 
whose orbit, however, lies between Mars and 
Earth, is  due to approach nearer oar  earth 
than any other celestial object except our moon 

Our solar system seems to be divided into 
two general parts: The four planets-Mercury, 
Venus, Earth. and Xars-which lie nearest the 
sun; and the four planets - Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune-which are more remote. 
The times of rotation of the first four are quite 
similar, ranging from a little more than twenty- 
three hours to a little less than twenty-six 
hours, while the rotations of the others range 
from a little less than ten honrs to a little less 
than eleven honrs. Neptune is so remote that 
we cannot determine definitely whether it ro- 
tates or  not; but it probably does. 

The innermost planet of the solar system ia 
Mercury, 35,000.000 miles from the sun, with 
a solar year of eighty-eight days. Mercury ap- 
pears much in form like the moon, but its di- 
ameter is 3,000 miles as against 2,000 for our 
moon. Mercury has no moon of its own. The 
planet is so near the sun, and hence glitters 
so brightlv, that it is difficult for observers to 
distinguish any of its dominant features. It is 
known, however, that Mercury is the densest OB 
planets and that it has a very dense atmosphere 
with water in it. 

The second planet away from the sun is Ve- 
nus, 66,000,000 miles away, almost exactly the 
same size as the earth. I t  completes its circuit 
about the sun in 224 days and is so brilliant 
that it may sometimes be seen in midday. Ve- 
nus has no moon of its o m .  I t s  surface is al- 
ways swathed in clouds. It is brighter than 
Jupiter, although Jupiter is vastly larger and 
gives out some light of his own besides reflect- 
ed sunlight. 

Our Own Planet, the Earth 

T HE third planet away from the sun is the 
one upon which we were born, our earth, 

nearly 92,000,000 miles from the sun. The ob- . 
ject of its creation is told us. "For thus saith 
the Lord that created the heavens: God him- 
self that formed the earth and made it; he hath 
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. -,Y..;.-' ' established it [it is a permanent feature of the ian, twelve percent- Negro, an'd the i&d.et.;r;'q . . 
; heavens], he created it not in vain [to be de- are Malays and North American Indians. 

~troyed,  as  some vainly suppose], he formed i t  .The average velocity of the earth in its orbit 
to be inhabited" (Isaiah 45: 18) Those who is eighteen and one-half miles a second. It 
imagine that our earth is some day to be burned 
up with literal fire should talie a trip across 

. the ocean. I t  would amply convince them that 
if by accident the fire got started the Almighty 
has plenty of water a t  hand with which to put 
out the flames. 

Four-fifths of the earth's surface are covered 
with water, the average depth of which is two 
miles. This is a lot of water. "Seeing is believ- 
ing." The land surface averages less than half 
a mile in height above the sea level. The deep- 
est nater  is in the Pacific Ocean, off the island 
of 9orne0, where it has been measured to a 
depth of 32,089 feet. The highest mountain 
peaks are: In  Asia, Mount Everest, with 29,- 
002 feet; in Europe Mont Blanc, 15,781 feet; 
in Africa, Kilima Njaro, 19,720 feet; in South 
America, Aconcagua 22,868 feet; in North 
America, McIiinley, 20,300 feet. 

The earth is habitable. Man was made ex- 
pressly to be a denizen of the earth; he was 
not made to live elsewhere; he was made to 
have dominion over the earth and that domin- 
ion is yet future; the earth is to be his ever- 
lasting home. Notice the way the specification 
reads : 

'V'hat is man, that thou art  mindful of him? 
or the son of man, that thon visitest him? Thou 
madest him a little lower than the angels ; thon 
crownedest him with glory and honor, and didst 
set him over the works of thy hands: thon hast 
put all things in subjection nnder his feet. For  
in that he put all in subjection nnder him, he 
Ieft nothing that is not put under him. But 
now me see not yet all things put nnder him." 
(Hebrews 2: 6-8) That the things put under 
man's dominion are earthly things is expressly 
declared in the account of his creation (Gene- 
sis 1: 26-28), and in the eighth Psalm, where 
thohe earthly things, sheep, cattle, etc., are 
again enumerated. 

The earth is a good place for man; no better 
place could be devised. I t  is a vast storehouse 
of good things for his development, entertain- 
ment, comfort, and luxury ; and in another ccn- 
tury 02 so it will begin to show itself every- 
w11er~ as the Paradise which it is ultimately to 
become. Forty percent of its peoples at present 
are of Caucasian origin, forty percent Mongoi- 

moves more slowly in  July than in  Jannary. It 
malies a complete revolution on its axis in 
about 23 hours and 56 minutes, but because it 
is moving around the sun in the same direction 
as i t  rotates upon its axis the length of the 
solar day is about four minutes more than the 
length of rotation. The difference in centrif- 
ugal force a t  the equator and a t  the poles is ,-A 

such that a man who would weigh 200 pounds '-. 
a t  the equator would weigh 201 pounds ii, 
weighed on the same scales a t  the poles. 

The Aurora Borealis, a phenomenon of the 
earth's ahnosphere, chiefly manifests itself 
about every eleven years, and is supposed to 
be assouated with sun-spats and magnetic dis- 
turbances. I t s  height, averaging sixty miles, 
with few rays ever exceeding 100 miles in 
height, shows the limits of our atmosphere. 
Men have traveled on the surface of the earth, 
traveled through it in  tunnels and bored down 
into it in  mines ; they have traveled on the wa- 
ter in boats, through the water in submarines 
and nnder water in tubes. They are now flying 
through the atmosphere, are considering plans 
for rising to and making use of air  currents 
20,000 feet above sea level; and one man haa 
even proposed to send a rocket to the moon 
and has secured a $5,000 appropriation from 
the Smithsonian Institution toward carrying 
out his project, which is believed to be quite 
feasible. Nan is certainly making himself at 
home in the home in which he finds himself. 

Our Neighbors the Marfiatas 

T HE first planet whose orbit is exterior to 
that of the earth is Mars, 140,000,000 miles 

distant from the sun, but a t  times approaching 
as near as  35,000,000 miles to the earth. It .- 
takes Mars 686 days to make his circuit of the 
sun; he has two moon, Deimos and Phobos, the 
innpr one of which, Phobos, travels around the 
planet about three times a day. 

We know more about Mars than we can ever 
know of the other planets. We are able to see 
all sides of it and to study and map both poles, 
while no human eye has ever seen some parts 
of the earth. The diameter of Mars is about 
4,200 miles. Like the earth it has water and an 
atmosphere; but unlike the earth, moon, and 



other planets, its surface is very smooth. Ob- 
sen-ations indicate that there are times when 
the surface of Xars is swept by winds which 
attain a velocity of 230 miles an hour. 

Mars is not exactly circular in form, being 
gibbous to the extent of one-eighth of its di- 
ameter. There are white spots a t  the poles of 
rotation supposed to consist of snow: and when 
summer-time comes in the northern hemisphere 
of I\Iars, the white spot about that pole dwin- 
dles considerably in extent, and in some of its 
suminer seasons it disappears entirely. 

The remaining areas on JIars are of two gen- 
eral sorts. grayish and ~ d d p .  The grayish 
areas were once supposed to be seas, but now 
are regarded as marshes covered with some sort 
of vegetation. These areas change their color 
and intensity with the seasons, very much as 
our vegetation would appear to do if viewed 
from a celestial neighbor. 

And then there are ruddy areas, large in 
extent, so large as to give the planet a very 
reddish color, suggesting blood; hence the name 
Mars, god of war. These reddish nrcas are 
thought to be great sand plains. Across them 
are certain fine, dark straight marlrings s u p  
posed by some to be canals. If they are canals 
the digging of them by human beings mould 
not be difficult, as the density of Mars is not 
very great. If the Nartians have heard of the 
predicament we are in because of our rebellion 
against the Almighty's government they must 
think themselves lucky to have 33,000,000 miles 
of ether between them and us. 

The Planets Farther Out 

I T IS a long jump from Mars to the next 
planet, Jupiter, 483,000.000 miles from the 

sun. A Jovian year is about the length of 
twelve of our years; for it takes Jupiter eleven 
years and 314 days of our time to make his cir- 
cuit of the sun. He has four prinoipnl moons: 
10, Europa, Ganymede a i d  Callisto, which re- 
volve about him in periods of two to seventeen 
days; and five secondary moons. unnamed, two 
of which are fifteen million miles away from 
him and get around him only abont once in two 
years. Jupiter is a partly liquid, partly gaseous 
planet, .87,000 miles in diameter, 1,200 times as 
large a? the earth. 

-.. 4 
On the planet Jupiter, south of its equator, 

there is a great red spot which has been visible 
for about ninety years. In the year 1919 this 

, . 

great red spot and its immediate surroundings 
underwent some surprising changes. The bay 
or hollow in which it was located disappeared, 
and the spot itself was almost obliterated. Two 
years later the spot reappeared, was well de- 
h e d  and of abnormal length, but had lost its 
color. Perhaps the phenomenon may be ex- 
plained as a gigantic volcanic eruption. 

Jupiter is only one-fourth as dense as ths 
earth. I t  bulges greatly a t  the equator, due to 
its rapid revolution upon its axis. At the eqaa- 
tor this is reckoned as more than five minutes 
faster in each ten-hour revolution than it is  in 
the temperate zones. 

I t  is  a long jump from Mars to Jupiter, but it 
is almost as far from Jupiter to the next plan- 
et as it --ould be from Jupiter all the way back 
to the sun. Saturn is 870,000,000 miles from 
the sun; it tnltes it twenty-nine years and 1G 
days to make its circuit abont the sun. Satura 
is 70,000 i~lilcs in diameter; is very hot and the 
least dense of all the planets. 

Saturh has encircling it three bright rings 
and an inner dusk7 ring through which the 
boclp of the planet can be seen. The present 
condition of Saturn illustrates the method used 
in the creation of the earth. One after another 
the rings surrounding the earth hare come 
down, the last of which came down in Noah's 
day in the form of a flood of waters. Saturn 
has ten moons, situated outside the rings- 
Mimas. Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, 
Tliemis, H-perion, kpetus and Phoebe. Iapetns 
is about the same size as our moon, while Titan 
is one and one-half times as large. 

The planet Uranus is 1,782,800,000 miles 
from the sun, a little more than twice as far  
froin that body as its nearer neighbor Saturn 
I t  is 31,000 miles in diameter and travels abont - 
the sun in vigllty-four years and seven daye. 
I t  has four moons; Ariel, Umbriel, Titania and 
Oberon. I t  was discovered in 1781 by the as- 
tronomer Herschel. The planet is barely viai- 
ble to the naked eye. 

The outermost member of the solar system, 
as far as we Bnow, is Neptune, 2,793,400,000 
miles from the sun. I t s  year is equal to 164 
years and 250 days of our time. I t  has one 
moon. unnartied, besides which little is known 
of it. I t s  existence and general location were 
determined by astronomers because of its "pniln 
on other parts of the planetary system before 
i ts  whereabouts had been detected by the tele- 
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rcope. This is one of the most marvelous of all miles in diameter; and that if the earth, 7 8 9  gy 
scientifio discoveries ever made. miles in diameter, were plaoed in i ts  center and '. 

Lnna, our moon, were to revolve about the ; 
The Heavenly Itinerants earth a t  a distance of 238,840 miles just as she 

T HERE are two classes of comets: First, does now, Luna would not come within 190,380 
' 

those which properly belong to our solar miles of reaching to the outside surface. More- 
system and which return to perihelion (pass over; flames have been known to shoot from the 
around the sun) in three and one-half to nine surface of the sun to a distance more than 90,- 
years, called Jovian comets because their out- 000 miles greater than from here to the moon 
ward paths extend not greatly beyond the po- in one hour's time. The sun rotates on its axis, - 
sition where Jupiter performs his revolutions; the equator of it making a complete rotation 
and second, there are what may be called major in twenty-five days while a t  latitude thirty-five .)' 
comets, the orbits of which show periods as the rotation is every twenty-seven days. 
large as a million years, and some of them, Our sun with its 80,000 small planets and eight 
moving in parabolic courses, apparently never major planets, and with their moons, together 
visit our sun but once. with its retinue of comets, in short oar whole 

Comets' tails are generally directed away solar system six billion miles in diameter is 
from the sun, as if acted upon by some repnl- rushing ton~ard the bright star Vega at the 
give action. The comets themselves are often rate of 43,200 miles per hour. Our earth ia 
millions of miles long. They consist of tiny participating in this journey in addition to its 
particles held loosely together by gas. Their surface speed of 1,000 miles per hour of revolv- 
tails have often touched the earth in the form ing on its axis and 68,000 miles per hour speed 
of meteoric showers, and are so rare that.stars of journey about the sun. 
may be plainly discerned through them. When it comes to distwces between the stars 

When Hdey ' s  comet passed near the earth the staggering distances between the planets 
in 1456, on its way about the sun, it was so fade into insignificance. The planets are like 
large and scared every one so much that the people of one family living under the same 
alleged successor of St. Peter, his Holiness, the roof, while the stars are like strangers that 
Pope, ordered special prayers to be said in live thousands of miles away. The nearest star 
order to protect the people from the supposed to our sun is  Alpha Centauri The distance to 
dread evil impending. it is nearly 10,000 times as far  as it is to Nep- 

On this special occasion the Pope's prayers tune. I t  is so far away that its dim has never 
were answered, but as a general proposition been seen, it merely appearing as a point o f ,  
it is a very unsafe thing for anybody or any light. 
thing to have the Pope's prayers. For example, It may be said that the stars of the heavens 
the Pope prayed for Cervera's squadron cooped are in three groups. I n  the first group are o a t  
up in Santiago harbor ; but Admiral Schley sent near neighbors. Within a r a d .  of a hundred 
i t  to the bottom of the sea within a fern minutes billion miles of OW sun there are twenty stars. 
from the time it showed its nose out of the neck These are all that there are  in the first group. 
of the bottle. In the second group are all the stars that can 

When the same Halley's comet returned in be seen with the naked eye- There are about ALi 
1910, i t  was interesting to the observers, but 10,000 in thifi group. I n  the third group are * 
w& of such reduced size that not even the most the stars which can be seen only through the 
ignorant and superstitions were frightened by telescope. It is estimated that there are U P  
it even though some of the yellow journals did ward of 375,000,000 of them. The object da rn  
try to up a little scare so as to enable of the Yerkes telescope is forty inches in di- 
them to sell more papers. ameter; no wonder that it can see things that 

are hidden from our unaided vision. 
Among the Stars 
WE'TWA not in this article attempt any "The How music He created of the all spheres things should well, tell 

description of our sun. I t  has already been JYhich gmce dlvine had planned; 
well described in our issue of December 10, ~ n d  eve- radiant human face 

Should speak of His redeeming grace. 
1919. Here me merely note that i t  is 866,500 ~t love's lnsptred c~mmaod.~' 



Heard in the Office (No.2) By Charles E. 6uiver ( L o n d o n )  

W HAT is must always be," said Smith one give me reason." With this he gave a glance at 
lunch hour. Palmer, who continued : 

"What do yon mean?" asked Tyler, ready as "I was saying, there are some propositiona 
USREG to criticize. "It will be a great misfortune which are opposed to reaaon, and others whose 
for society if that is true of you!" trnth we cannot deny, but which our minds can- 

"It certainly is not true," put in Wynn; "most not fully grasp. It is opposed to reason that 
things have an end." two bodies of the same substance should ocm- 

'CEverything, I should say," responded Tyler. py the same space a t  the same time, or  for  the 
'Ton are merely speaking of the form," re- sum of two sides of a triangle to be equal to 

plied Smith. "The form may change, but the the other one. These are  unreasonable so long 
elements which compose it do not. You cannot as  the terms used mean what they do. On the 
destroy a simple substance." other hand there are things which, although 

"By the way," said Tyler, suddenly turning established by reason, yet appear to be opposed 
to Palmer. "that reminds me of what you said to experience. Space is held to be bomdless. 
the other day about the existence of God. While I t  has no limitation, but goes on and on with- 
I admit yonr arguments were good, yet some- out egd on al l  sides. The idea cannot be com- 
how I do not seem to be able to get over the prehended, but it is trne nevertheless. Every- 
difEculty that God has always existed. I t  a p  thing that we experience here has an END: night 
pears to me He must have had a beginning; and day, pain and pleasure, eating, sleeping, 
He cannot be from everlasting." waking--everything-" 

At which Smith with mocli solemnity, his "Except work," put in Smith. 
eyes turned upward and his hands placed to- "Yes, even work; all end for na aa they have 
gether in front of him in a pious attitude began for others. But when we reason about space, 
to chant, "From everlastinq to everlasting, is the matter is qnite different. If I were to tell 
now and ever shall be, world with-" you that space ended at a distance of a thou- 

"DO be quiet," shouted Tyler. "Can't you be- sand million miles from the earth, you would 
have yourself when yonr betters are engaged immediately ask: What ia beyond? And if I 
in a philosophical discussion?" said that something else extended for  another 

''H.ypercritica1 repression, more like it," re- thousand million miles beyond even this limi- 
torted Smith. tation, your question still would be: I n a t  is 

"Take no notice of him; let him get on with there beyond? Experience says that there mast 
his simple substances for simple people," said be an end. Reason claims that space must be 
Tyler. "As I was saying, I cannot quite see that endless, illimitable, with neither beginning nor 
it is altogether reasonable to hold that God ending." 
never had a beginning. It cannot be proved, I "Everyone admits that space is boundless," 
mean. Everything has a beginning." said Tyler. 

Palmer was quiet for  a moment and then re- "If YOU can admit this, it ought not to be so 
plied: "There are some things which are o p  difficult for you to admit that God is endless; 
posed to reason and others, though qnite rea- for they are n:?alogous. 
sonable, are yet beyond our comprehension." "It is coinmonlp assumed that when a person 

"It is a mystery," broke in Wynn, "and I pre- denies the eternity of God he relieves himself 
.' . fer that it should remain a mystery, and allow of a great difficulty. But he does not; he merely 

faith to accept that which my mind cannot an- rejects the only reasonable solution to the ques- 
derjtand. I think it ia wrong to probe into tion of existence. However, the difficulty is 
things God has not revealed." with him still. He is like the drag victim who 

dopes himself and thinks the malady has gone how 'Iwh0 bemuse he cannot feel the pain. To drug the wrd that can be explained as being mind is as  harmful as dragging the body. The 
unworthy of consideration, and any conglomer- seqse of freedom and reluation that comes to 
ation 04 ~~IltradiCtion and confusion they wel- many so-cdled free-thinkers is but the ea&ila- 
come as  a sublime mystery. Prostitution of in- ration of a pernicious mental narcotic. 
telligenw, I call it; faith is nll very well, but "There is one thing that never bad a be& 

881 



a GOWEN AGE. 
icd, ning even if we 'dinmiss the thonght of an in- 
'; telligent Creator, and that is time. Time haa - 

* 
t. 

neither beginning nor ending." 
'What is meant, then," queried Tyer, "when 

t people say: 'Out of time into eternity' 1'' 
"They are merely taking the word in a very 

limited sense, and refer to that part which man 
has marked off into seconds, minntes, hours, 
days, etc.; but in the abstract time mnst be 
from everlasting to everlasting, whether we 
count in seconds and minutes or in millions of 
years. Inquiring back into the past, at every 
point the question mnst ever be, What was be- 
fore? I t  is easier to conceive that time once 

I having begnn mnst continue forever, but eter- 
nity in the past is more diflicnlt of comprehen- 
sion, yet must be quite as true, whether we ad- 
mit an intelligent Creator or not. I would ask 
the one who rejects the thought of the eternity 
of God: When did time begin? And if he essays 

. - 
an answer, I would 'further inquire: What imw 
before that? And whether he answers me or  
not, I will prove that God was there. 
"If we could comprehend the eternity of time, 

we could then comprehend the eternity of W' 
We must acknowledge the h t b  in the crrse 01 
one. Why not acknowledge it in the case 04 
the other? The proposition is not unreasonable, 
but our minds being finite we cannot fully grasp 
the thonght. If time is eternal, why hestitate a t  
the thonght that God is eternal? 

"The real reason, so it appears to me, why 
some are so eager to reject the thonght of an 
intelligent Creator ia because they do not want 
to acknowledge any obligation to Him. 
"I have heard atheists who boast of their 

open mind, their broad-mindedness, and who 
delight in the appellation of free-thinker, yet 
'they avoid with great dexterity the path where 
the thonght of God might meet them' " 

- 
"God movea in a mysterious w a ~ ,  "Deep in unfathomable minea 

His wonders to perform; Of never-failing sldU, 
He plants His footsteps in the sea, He treasures up Hia bright designs, 

And riden upon the Btonn. And works His sovereign will." 
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STUDPES IN THE "J3ARP OF GOD" (ND"uBFeSYo"K"wg~ 
WLUl iasne Number 60 we began running Judge Rutherlord's new book. 
m e  e a r .  of w*, nth accompanying questions, taking the place of both 
Advanced and Jurenflc b~o le  Stadlea whlch have been hitherto pnblished 

lSgThe words translated in our Bibles H o b  who says of Jesus: "He is the image of the 
i(ihost should be properly translated holy spirit. invisible God, the firstborn of every creature; 
The holy spirit is the invisible power, energy, for by him were all things created that are in 
and influence of Jehovah. God is  holy; there- heaven and that are in earth, visible and in- 
fore His power, energy, and iduence are holy. visible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, 
Father means lifegiver. Jehovah is the Father or principalities, or powers; all things were 
of Jesns because He gave Life to Jesus; hence created by him and for him, and he is before 
Jesus is called the Son of God. The spirit, en- all things and by him all things consist.''- 
er,T, or influence of Jehovah operating upon Colossians 1 : 15-17. 
earthly substance produced earthly creatures. le4As further evidence of Jesus' prehuman 
(Genesis 2: 7; 1 Corinthians 15: 47) The same existence, we have His own words: "I came 
holy power, energy, and influence begat the down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but 
child Jesus, who was born of His mother Mary. the will of him that sent me." (John 6: 38) "I 
Therefore the life of Jesus was without sin or proceeded forth and came from God; neither 
imperfection. The g e m  of life of Him who came I of myself, but he sent me." (John 8: 42) 
wnz born Jesus was transferred from the spirit Again: "Before Abraham was, I am." (John 
plane or nature to the hnman plane or nature. 8: 58) Again: "I came forth from the Father, 

'"Jesus was our Lord's hnman name. It im- and am come into the world: again, I leave the 
plied His humiliation and lowly estate, in corn- world, and go to the Father." (John 16: 28) 
parison with the glory which He had with the "And now, 0 Father, glorify thou me with thine 
Father before the world was. (John 17: 5)  He own self with the glory which I had with thee 
existed long before He became a human being. before the world mas." (John 17: 5) Again Je- 
His prehuman name was the Logos, which is sus said: "I am the beginning of the creation 
translated in our common version Bible "the of God." (Revelation 3: 14) Furthermore, the 
Word." The word Logos is therefore one of apostle Paul under inspiration states: "God.. . 
the titles of Jesus and should not be translated hath in these last days spoken unto us by hia 
at all. I t  means the spokesman, active agent, Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all thing,  
or messenger, of Jehovah. St. John, writing by whom also he niade the worlds." ( H e b r m  
concerning the Logos, who later became Jesus, 1 : 1, 2) And again he states : "For ye know the 
says: "In the beginning [which means the be- grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though 
ginning of God's creative activity] n7as the he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, 
Logos, and the Logos was with God [the God, that ye through his poverty might be rich."- 
Jehovah], and the Logos was a God [a mighty 2 Corinthians 8: 9. 
one]. The same was the beginning with God 
ithe God. Jehovahl. ,ill tllinns were made by QUEST~ONS ON 'TAE HARP OF GOD" 
him [the Logos] ; ;nd without-him [the ~0gos-I What is meant by the words %oly ghosfJ? 1[ 16% 
mas not anythinq made that was made'- He \ h a t  is the inmnmg of the word father? f 162. 
.ras the active agent of Jehovah in making all Why is Jesus called the Son of God? 1 162. 
things,- John l : 1-3. Why was our Lord named Jesna? and what does the 

'"The beginning here referred to could not name imply? 1 163. 
mean the beginning of God the Father, because He before He became what 
He is from everlasting to everlasting and never 

~ ~ ~ e ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~  ie1Zrd ww7 wrh.t had a begnning. (Psalms 41: 13; 90: 2) The rpMirn has tha Logos to all of Jehwah,s mation? work of ,Jehovah, however, had a beginning, ,, 163. 
and His creative work is clearly what is here ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  have a beginning? 164. 
meant. f i e  Logos was the first and only direct mat is meant by fie tern 'tin the birrnine 
creation of Jehovah; and thereafter God's ere- i, John 1: 1, 27 1 164. 
ation was performed through His Logos. This Give further Scriptural evidence of the preh- 
is the thought expresed by the apostle Paul, exidence of Jesua 11 164, 165. 
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Golden-Age 
N u b a  92 

The American Indian 

, T HE Baptist QDenominational Calendaf' for 
1921 says : 'The darkest blot on the escutch- 

eon of the United States ia its treatment of the 
b e r i c a n  Indian!' This statement will be a 
nuprise to some who have gained .their vima 
from recent reports of the Indian Bureau, but 
an examination of the facts show that the B a p  
f i t s  are not far out of the way. 

There are still about a third of a million 
Indians living in the United States. The Oovern- 
ment statisticians claim that there are as many 
now living as were living in Lincoln's time, 
and that possibly as many are living as were 
living in Washington's time. They are found 
in every state in the Union except Pennsylva- 
nia. The following are the Indian populations 
in the states named: 

Oklahoma 1 1 9 , 1 7 5  
Arizona 44,499 
&uth Dakota 2 3 , 2 1 7  
New Mexico 21,186 
California 1 5 , 7 2 5  
Montana 12,079 
Minne60ta 1 2 , 0 0 3  
Washington 1 1 , 0 8 2  ' Wisconsin 1 0 , 3 0 2  
North Dakota 8 , 9 4 0  
North Carolina 8 , 1 7 9  

Michigan 1,514 
Oregon 6,657 
New York 6,342 
Nevada 6,854 
Idaho 4,144 
Utah 3,120 
Nebraska 2 , 4 6 3  
Wyoming 1,696 
b s a e  I . 4 1 4  
Mississippi . 1 , 2 5 3  

There are less than 1,000 Indians in each of 
the remaining states in the Union. Delaware 
reports but five in the whole atate; and there 
are less than 100 each in District of Columbia, 
Georgia, Maryland, New Hampshire, Vermont 
and West Virginia 

In a Difficult Situation 

T HE Indians are in a difficult situation. Their 
anmstors owned the entire ares included 

within what is now the United States. They 
b v e  seen the white settlers come by the mil- 
lions and take the best of their lands, until now 
they are strangers in the lands of their fathera 

The only ownpation their fathers knew was the 
chase, and that is impossible in a country which 
is stripped of its game and i~ divided up into 
farms of small area  

When the Indians owned the land now known 
as the United States, the ownerahip was tribal 
orcommunal, as is the case with almost all prim- 
itive peoples. One of the chief businesses of the 
white man in every land he baa invaded hru 
been to use this communal ownership as a con- 
venient handle by which to wrest away tho 
oommon heritage of the natives in exchange for 
trifles and broken promisee. 

It is surely for the best interests of the rsas 
as 8 whole that the little handful of Indiana 
that once owned the United States ehodd 
change their occupation from hunting to some- 
thing else, so that thousands might live where 
only individuals could live before. Yet one can- 
not help pondering how the present millions od 
white owners of, say, New York State wodd 
feel if some yellow men, or brown men, or  
black men, more powerful and more adroit a t  
making empty promises (if such could be 
found), should begin to arrive by the hundreds 
of shiploads and force the native's all into a 
ma l l  reservation while they took over the con- 
duct of the state as a whole. 

Two centuries ago theIroquoiaIndians owned 
New York State and Western Pennsylvania 
A century ago they were still powerful, and had 
large holdings. Today all that are left of them 
are living on 88,077 acres-lees than 14 acres 
apiece ; and the womt of it is that they cannot 
enjoy even that without molestation. 

Indiana Are Sovereignr 
S A matter of fact the Indians are a sov- A ereign people; and although they havs 

been surrounded and swallowed up and reduced 
to the position of a subject people, yet in com- 
mon honesty the various conrta of the United 



States have held that their government among 
themselves is bona tide and that their judicial 
decision in tribal matters cannot be reviewed 
or reversed by any judicial body whatever. The 
Supreme Court hss upheld this view. 

Thus it comes about that Indiana are not citi- 
~ n a  of the state in which they live. Indeed, 
they are not citizens of the Upited Statea itself, 
and can become so only by naturalization or by 
treaty or by statute. Technically their position 
in that of wards. The national Qovernment ac- 

e knowledges a moral obligation to see that these 
red men, having been despoiled of their patri- 
mony, should be given an opportunity to make 
8 living in the only way now open to them, 
namely, to engage in the uuae occupations ss 
the whites. 

We are informed that $14,000,000 a year are 
appropriated by Congress for the work of the 
Indian Bureau, of which amount the Qovern- 
ment in spending $4,000,000 annually for edu- 
cation in 373 schools of all aorb. If there are 
336,000 Indians in the country, aa claimed, this 
makes an average annual expenditure per In- 
dian of $4L67, of which amount $11.90 go for 
education. I t  is claimed that no other nation 
has ever devoted eo much money and attention 
to the care and elevation of 8 subject r a a  

But it should not be overlooked that the In- 
'dian Bnrean officials are politicians, the same 
as in d other departments of the Government, 
and that the proportions of them amoantr 
which finally get to the Ind- depend on many 
things. What the ordinary run of politician 
does with the taxpayers' money may be judged 
from conditions in Scranton, Pa The present 
Director of Public Works there, an honest man, 
is authority for the statement that prior to the 
present administration the amount of graft in 
every square yard of asphalt pavement laid in 
the city was $1.00; and the city is paved with 
asphalt from end to end. 

But even if all the educational funds went 
direct to actual teaching of the Indians, it in 
hard to see that a very elaborate education can 
be imparted for $11.90 per year. As a conse- 
quence only one-fourth of the Indians can read, 
and only one-third of them can speak English. 

It  is said that there are 600 missionaries la- 
boring among the Indians, and the Commission- 
er of the Indian Bureau reports that their work 
has been of great aid to the Government. We 
sre  glad if this in 150, and hope that farther 

reporb may disclose that they confine their 
activities principally to the teaching of reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, as they do in mission 
flelds abroad. The more theology of the d d  
age8 that ia taught to In-r to anybc& 
slrb-the worn they are off. 

Indiou Aaeia Stiu 

T IZE&E have been good men and bad men in 
the Indian Bureau, and there have been good 

administrations and bad administrations of ita 
affaira And even the bsd men have sometimam 
done better things for the Indians than a good 
man might have done. For example, the Ossgb 
Indiana were shoved off into a part of O k l t  
horns which waa supposed to be rich in rattl* 
snakes and otherwiw of little value; bat it 
turned out that it was underlaid with petroleum 
and now the Osage Indiana are, per -pita, tha 
wealthiest people in the world There are about 
2,200 of them, with incomes of $1,000 per month 
apiece as long ar the oil lasta 

Some whites worry because these Indiana 
spend their money M fast as they get it; but 
do not even the whites do the samel Othen 
worry because the Indians spend i t  for expen, 
ire automobiles which they soon wreck to pie- 
on the rough roads ; but do not the whites dr 
the same1 Others worry became these Indianr 
came into possesdon of these riches without 
doing a tap of work; bat do not even the w?itea 
do th. m e t  The Secretary of the 1nteri.r 
worried because these Indians were making w 
much money that it did him no good, or but 
Little good; for he was compelled to pay to tha 
tribe $33,000,000 due on sales and leases of oil 
lands, and withheld by him, the courts ruling 
that he had no right to hold the money. 

This lucky strike by the Oaages h8s been 
played up in the papers and in "averages" by 
Government officials until some people think 
that the Indians are rolling in wealth all ova .  
the country. I t  is not trne; on the contrary tho 
reverse is h e .  As an instance of the desper- 
ate plight of a whole tribe, note that the 1,500 
persons attached to the Bishop, California, 
agenop, had a total income for an entire year 
recently of but $48,000. This means nothing 
more nor less than starvation subsistence, and 
such it was. I t  is claimed that the livestock oB 
the Indians has increased sixfold in twenty, 
yeam and is now of a total value of $48,000,004 
This b an encouraging itam 



SOLDEN AGE 
There are a few wealthy Indians outside of 

the Osages. The wealthiest of all is said to be 
i Jackson Barnett, 76 years of age, a member 

of the Creek tribe, whose reputed wealth is over 
$3,000,000. He has made large gifts to various 
Baptist enterprises; bat though his income . from oil royalties is over $50,000 per month he 
still sleeps on his front porch rolled in a blank- . . .  et, d w h n m g  mattresses and pillows, as of 
yore. 

I T IS estimated that one-sixth of the Indians 
in the country are self-supporting; but over 

half of them, or 176,000, have been thrown on 
their own resources, the tribal land holdings 
having been broken up. This is forcing citizen- 
ship, and many are dying in the process. 

The tribes do not all talie to civilization (so- 
called) with the same degree of readiness. The 
Omahas are among the most advanced. Little 
by little their old equipment has been replaced 
by the accoutrements of modern civilization. 
Hereafter the yearly conference of the tribe 
will be held in a schoolhouse instead of in the 
open as hitherto. A generation ago the quawe 
toughened their papooses by throwing buckets 
of cold water on them in midwinter, and the 
youngsters never uttered a whimper. Now some 
of them have the youngsters tucked in peram- 
bulators, and they cry like the white babiea 
Today these Indians are using automobiles in- 
stead of horses, and four-fifths of all Indians 
are now living in houses instead of tepees. The 
total number of polygamous mamages among 
them has dwindled to 236. They maintain their 
blood Lines well, as only about one-tenth of their 
marriages are with the whites. 

During the World War the Indians invested 
$25,000,000 in Liberty bonds. (Of thie amount 
the sum of $2,836,000 was purchased by six per- 
sons.) But they did far  more than this ; they 
mnt 2,000 men into the navy and 10,000 men 
into the army. It is said that in the American 
national cemeteries in France there were a t  one 

I 
time the graves of 1,700 red men who had laid 
aown their lives for the Qovernment that man- 
ages their affairs for them. 

b 
One hundred and Hty of these American 

Indians received decoratiom. Two of them ree 
wived the Croix de Guene for special bravery: 
One held a machine grin four days, turned it 
on the Germans, and finally captured 171 of 

them single-handed; another swam the Meusq 
and the East Canal on the atme day, under 
heavy fire, carrying cables for pontoons, and 
bringing back important dispatches. 

Zndiana crr Men 

M ISSIONARIES who served among the 
Indians in the seventeenth century said 

of them: 'They do not overreach in trade. They 
h o w  nothing about our everlasting pomp and 
stylishness. They never curse nor swear, are 
temperate in food and drink, evince an inbred 
piety toward God, and are more eager in fact 
to understand things divine than are many who 
in the pdpit teach Christ in word but by un- 
godly life deny him." 
Has the I q k n  character greatly changed 

during the four hundred years that the red 
man has been in contact with his white brother? 
One might suppose that it would have changed 
for the worse, and it probably haa changed 
somewhat; but a lady who became well ac- 
qua'mted with the Seminole Indians of Florida 
says that the Seminole never lies, cheats, ate&, 
nor breaks his word, and that the Seminole 
language contains no oath. 

These Seminoles retreated before the ad- * 

vancing white men until at last they went to 
live in the great Everglade swamps, smong the 
alligators, snakes and mosqnitog where, until 
recently, no white man would follow. The Semi- 
nole opinion of the white man GJ summarized 
in their expression, 'White man no good-lie 
too much." 

For several generations the Seminoles have 
lived in peace even if they have not been able 
to live in much comfort otherwise. They have 
been living with no locks, no doors, no police, 
no lawe, no trespassing, no slayings, no lying, 
no cheating, no stealing, no private property. 
This is the way the Indian likes to live. 
The white man haa now come dong and 

drained the Everglade%, and has d d  to the 
Seminole: "Hereafter you mmt live on a little 
piece of land which, in my goodness and gen- 
erosity and care for your welfam, I have d e  
aided to donate to you." Now the Seminoles 
muat Live Like the white8 or e a s e  to live. 

The Indian8 in varionr parts of America 
have at  times been sconsed of taking things 
that did not belong to them, but the Indian does 
not think it wrong to take anything that he 
i?ishes to eat. This has been the tribal custom 



tor ages. As long aa the tribe as a whole has 
anything to eat, any member of the tribe who 
is hungry may take what he needs. 

The Indians have sometimes been acmsed of 
hard-heartedness; and in truth they have done 
some things that have almost put them on a par 
with that Roman Catholic system of the devil 
which during the dark ages put to death fifty 
million people, many of them by tortures. But 
yet, when in May, 1921, a band of Blackfeet 
Indians visited the Brooklyn Home for Crip 
pled Children, and an aged chieftain saw the 
helpless condition of the children, he burst into 
tears. h d  this was in spite of the fact that 
Indians i r e  schooled from infancy to conceal 
their emotions. No doubt this same man would 
have passed to his death by any route without 
showing a sign of emotion of any kind. 
The Indians are not the inferiors of th:" 

whites in mental m e n .  Studies which have 
been made by the University of Texas show 
that Indiana have larger powers of concent- 
tion than the whites and that in emergencies 
calling for real manhood they display an hon- 
esty and courage worthy of the finest examplea 
to be found among the white race. 

I t  was always the cuatom among the Indiana 
when they had passed the sentence of death 
upon one of their number to allow him several 
weeks or several months of liberty, after which 
he was to return to be put to death, and he al- 
ways came back at the appointed time. One 
wonders whether the politicians in charge of 
the Indian Bureau would do that when they 
dare not even have the affairs of the Bureau 
investigated. 

White Man Lk T w  Miuh" 

H ISTORIANS have pointed with pride to 
the fact that neither William Penn nor his 

descendants ever had a battle with the Indiana 
or ever suffered a t  their hands. But historians 
have not been so proud of the fact that even 
William P e q  with all his high ideals, played 
a characteristic white man's trick on the first 
Indians with whom he dealt. 

The bargain entered into between Penn and 
the Indians waa that the whites were to have 
as mnch land near the Delaware river as a man 
could walk around in one day. The Indians 
meant that he was to have as mnch land as 
might be covered in a reasonably rapid walk 
from sunrise to sunset. The way in which Penn 

carried out the bargain would have done credit 
to a British diplomat. He engaged the moat 
expert of runners, started him out at  midnight 
and had him run at highest rpeed for the en- 
suing twenty-four hours, thas covering a mu& 
larger area than the Indiam had expected . 
This is a fair sample of the way the whitsr 
have taken advantage of the Indians from that 
day to this. 

The Passamaquoddy Indians of Princeton, , 

Maine, were "granted" land by the State of 
Massachusetts (land which was really but 8 
part of the land that originally belonged k 
them anyway) ; and after Maine was separated 
from Massachusetts the Maine government d i s  
tribnted these lands among the whites, making 
no recompense to the Indians for them. In other 
words, a large part of the white population off 
Eastern Maine is living on stolen property. 

In the matter of the Iroquois Indians, now 
living on 88,077 acres in the western part 04 
New York State: White men who have investi- 
gated the matter claim that at  this day the real 
owner of all Western New York and most ofl 
Western Pennsylvania is this little band d 
6,342 Indians and that all the white titles in 
this area are fraudulent. Probably true. 

Canadian Whiten Juat as Bad 

I N 1794 the Canadian Government granted the 
Pottawatomie and Ojibway Indians land on 

Point Pelee, which they have since enjoyed. In 
the summer of 1922 the Canadian Government 
conclnded that i t  wanted this land and, in usual 
white-man style, simply took it, with the result 
that the Indians nearly went on the war patb. 
The Six Nation Indians have a reservation 

near Brantford, Ontario, on land which orig- 
inally belonged to them anyway. These Ian& 
were granted by George IIL The Canadian 
Government attempted to allot some of thi. 
land to soldiers, and the Indians urged that 
their case be submitted to the Internationd 
Court of Justice at  the Hague. 

Returning across the border to consider fur- 
ther our own shameless treatment of the na- . 
tion's wards, we note that in 1822 the Cherokee 
Indians settled on unoccupied lands in Eastern 
Texas, then a part of Mexico. When Texas wa8 
admitted into the Union, the agreement mar 

- 

repudiated Now the Cherokees are suing in the 
Supreme Court of the United States to hava 
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their claim to over a million acres in Texas 
reviewed. 

As respects the Indians of California, honest 
Government officials who have como into a 
knowledge of the facts say that the treatment 
of these Indians is "the most flagrant case of 
wholessle injustice ever perpetrated npon the 
original American." 

The f a d s  are, substantially, that seventy 
years ago the Qovernment negotiated with 
these Indians, of whom there were then 200,000, 
by which they were to turn over 10,000,000 
acres of land, the choicest portions of the State, 
and in return were to get 7,300,000 aorea elsa 
where of a value not l a 8  than $1.25 per bme. 
The red men kept their word absolutdy. The 
Government took their land and has never even 
ratified the treaty. Wow these Indians ham 
been reduced by starvation to 20,000; and, at 
great expense to them (for they are very poor) 
have sent delegate8 to Wsshington anln'np. that 
Congress, for the sake of the grandohildren 
that survive those to whom the original prom- 
ises were made, should at l m t  pay $1.25 per 
acre for the 7,500,000 sore, prombed and never 
delivered. 

Sikrughter of  the BkrcWeet 

T Blackfeet Indians, onae a powerful and 
populons tribe, owned the State of Montana, 

when the whites first began to move into their 
corntry, about fifty years ago. An the game 
was killed off and the whites came in larger and 
ever larger numbera, this tribe was squeezed 
out of their hunting lands of thousands of 
square miles into smaller and amaller areaa and 
more rocky and barren wastes, until the tribe 
was reduced to 2,000 members and limited to 
a reservation only sixty milea equare. This 
squeezing process was done arbitrarily by 

,.- - presidential decrees in 1873 and again in 1876; 
and as the BlacHeet were ehoved off from their 
prodnctive lands into the more barren and un- 
prodnctive areas, the whites who had succeed- 

I ed in obtaining the iasuance of the presidential 
iiecrees, appropriated their lands. 

A thing which convinced the Blackfeet that 
resistance of the unjust decree was useless hap 
pened in 1869. It happened that in the latter 
part of that year a Montana settler mercilessly 
whipped an Indian boy. He nm bleeding to his 
tribe; and h o  of his relativee, not having much 
knowledge of or ooddence in the white manpa 

warts, took the law into their own hands and 
retaliated by killing the settler. 

Thereupon, on January Id, Qeneral Grant 
ordered a "punitivs expeditionn agaimt the 
tribe as a whole, although they were sr inno- 
aent of complicity in the matter M the natives 
of Holland. The United States soldiers sud- 
aenly surrounded eighty lodges and shot them 
all down, men, women and children, while the 
weaponless ahief of the tribe waa frantically 
trying to etop them by waving in their faces 
letters of recommendation that had been given 
to him by the nearest trading-poet. The bodies 
were left for the wolves to devour. This was 
bad enough, bat a worae fate hm followed the 
anrvivom. 

Starvstion, with tuberdoeis and other ail- 
ments due to insdcient food, haa been the fate 
of the B W e e t  tribe. Forced back into an area 
where there are liable to be frosts during any 
month in the year the Blackfeet, who once had 
a great area of rich land which was their com- 
mon heritage against etsrvation, must now ob- 
tain amp from their land or starve. Citizen- 
rhip has been forced upon them, although they 
omnot read and write; and they have been com- 
pelled to a m p t  individually mall pieces of 
the land which once was theirs. 

While the tribe still had a few homes and 
mttle the Portland Land and Loan Company, 
a subsidiary of the great packing firm of Swift 
and Company, was allowed to graze so many 
mttle npon their reservation that the range was 
eaten out, and nearly all their animals of all 
kinds died of starvation. An educated member 
of the tribe, after great effort, succeeded in 
getting the Government to expend $25,000 for 
the immediate relief of the sufferers, only to 
5 d  later that the money was expended for an 
automobile road for the whites to ride upon. 
Many of the Blackfeet died in the World War, 
fighting for Uncle Sam. In 1879 the Piegan 
branch of the Blackfeet tribe numbered 3,000; 
now there are 4l9. 

W t e r  WiU Not Let TAcrn Abne 

T HE whites cling to the Indiam just as the 
Old Man of the Sea clung to the neck of 

Sinbad the Sailor, and to the eame end. The 
aestrnction of game by white hunters in the 
northern part of the province of Quebec has 
caused many of the Indians in that district to 
reaort to c n n n i a  



The native Indiana of Alaska are rapidly 
passing away. Before the advent of the white 
man there waa game in abundance; now fire- 
arms, liquor, gambling, and sales of their f m  
at much less than their real value, have done 
their work, and in the paat ten years in a given 
district, the 3,000 deaths have been offset by 
only 570 births. 

Even on Indian reservations of only a few 
thousand acres in New Pork State, the whiter 
will  not let the Indians alone, but move onto 
their reservations as if they had a right to do it, 
and send their children to the Indian schools 
The only way the Indians can get redress is to 
take the matter into the courts, a thing they 
dislike to do. * 

In the State of Washington, in the fall of 1921, 
advertising vandals painted a tremendous cigar- 
ette sign across the face of a blufF on the Yakima 
Indian reservation, defacing hieroglyphic writ- 
ing .of great age which was held in reverence 
among the Indians, because they believed it to 
be of divine origin. The vandals escaped with 
their lives, by a narrow margin of safety. 

The leasing of Indian reservations to farming 
curporations, by reservation wperintendents 
who have no more right to do it than they have 
to lease pasturage on the moon, is a common 
practice. Land belonging to the Crow Indiana 
of Montana was thus leased in 1920; the reservb 
tion of the Fort Belknap Indiana wan leased to 
a cattle company; and a similar course waa fol- 
lowed at the Pine Ridge Sioux reservation in 
South Dakota. These things are done despite 
the fact that the reservations are owned and 
populated by the Indians. 

In  the valley of the Verde, Arizona, is a clear 
water stream which never runs dry. This valley 
has been cultivated by the Mojave Indians from 
time immemorial. The whites would like t6 steal 
this valley; and there is never a presidential 
term in which the politicians are not trying to 
figure out some way to dieposaess the 300 In- 
dians who own the valley tribally. The latest 
scheme, and one which almost succeeded, waa to 
"declare" the valley as grazing land, so that ita 
timber and other natural resources could be 
looted by the church members that go to make 
up our "Christian" civilization. Then the In- 
dians weie to be "given" worthless garden plots 
en the Salt River land, eleven miles away. Pre, 
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ident Harding personally stopped this steal, a d  
we take off our hate to him for doing it. 

The Phi a g a i ~ t  the Acebloa 

A WOMAN was responsible for exposing ana 
destroying one of the most recent and OM 

of the greatest plots in years made against the 
peaceable Pueblo Indians of New Mexico. She 
was familiar with her subject, and wrote a letter 
to the New Republic ao bristling with facts that 
the plotters did not dare to go on, even though 
the "greatest" men and the "best" citizens of 
New Mexico were back of the proposed steal, 
We summarize part of the data provided in her 
article: 

The Pueblo Indiana of New Me& are artist, 
in design, excelling in this respect the most arn, 
bitious hnerican trt ista They have attained 
great proficiency in ceremonial dancing, musio, 
poetry, pottery, weaving, and silverwork Their 
civilization reaches far back of the time when 

' 

Colnmbus first landed on America's shores. . 
Their lands were "granted" by Spain in 1689, 
were recognized by Mexico, and were confirmed , 

by President Lincoln. The Supreme Court hum 
decreed that their lands are inalienable. 

Now it happens that white men have taken 
from the Pueblos 340,000 acres of land whicb 
they had no right whatever to take. In the cam 
of the Pueblo of San Juan, out of 4,000 imgable 
urea originally belonging to the Indiana, onlf 
588 acres are left to them; and on this limited 
acreage 432 Indians must subsist; five othsr 
pueblos are in the same condition. 

But the whites not only steal land; they steal 
water, too. For fifteen years the Tesuqne In= 
dians, ten miles from Sante FB, have been in 8 
starving condition because the whites have mi, 
appropriated their streams. Now it happem - 
that the whites can vote and the Indians cannot. 
And herein is the center of the plot. Politicians 
will do almost anything to obtain votes or ta 
hold them. The white voters want the Indiaa 
lands and the Indian waters, so the politiciaxu 
are always trying to jam some legislatiom 
through at Washington which will enable th 
white voters to get what they want. To take the 
Indian lands and streams is to kill the Indianm 
off. The modern method of knavery is by l e g b  
lation, so that it will be legal. 
NOW to protect the Indians there is in New 

Mexico a special United States Attorney for 



Indians. This attorney is on record in the courts 
as having said in one of his briefs : "Trespassea 
have been the rule rather than the exception in 
the use and occupancy of paatoral land, and our 
local New Mexico wnrts have yet to show, in my 
judgment, where an  Indian has ever received a 
square deal." 

And now comes the climax. This man, paid 
a large salary to protect the Indiana, and 
acknowledging that the Indians have never been 
treated fairly in the courts, was shown by this 
woman to have been one of the joint authors of 
the so-called Bnrsum Bill which, in substance, 
provided that the white thieves who have al- 
ready stolen most of the Indians' lands, and the 
best of those lands, and stolen their water from 
the irrigation ditches, may keep what they have 
stolen and that from now henceforth the Indiana 
shall apply to the local courts for relief if they 
are subjected to any further invasions of their 
rights. I n  short, the bill proposed to legalize a l l  
thefts to date and to turn the Indians over to 
the care of their acknowledged enemies. The 
Pueblo Indians are deathly afraid that citizen- 
ship will be forced npon them, and they have 
reason to be. They think it means the loss of 
their best remaining lands to the whites; and 
they are undoubtedly right. 

The Sunset Magazine, which maintains s ape- 
cia1 interest in the Indian problem, says of the 
Pueblo Indians : 

"Here are group of mm, citizem of nationa older 
than &me, who had achieved democracy, the rule of 
love, a mia l  ideal of beauty, at s date before Greek 
thought and Christianity had begun to civilize the Ar- 
yan~ of Europe. They remember their pad, which to 
them is a living present, with en ardor greater then t h ~ t  
03 the Irisb toward the Irish pass. They have m an 
alien race crowd against them, using trickery plus sheer 
mass and machine power to dominate them." 

I n  their appeal to the people of the United 
States not to let the Bnrsum Bill become a law, 
and thus to take away from them the billions of 
dollars worth of coal and oil and agricnltural 
lands npon which the avaricious and nnprinci- 
pled vhites have fixed their eyes, the Council of 
all the Pueblos said in part: 

' T e  have studied this bill and found that the bill 
nil1 deprive us of our happy life by taking away our 
lands and water, and will destroy our pueblo government 
and our customs which we have enjoyed for hundreds of 
Jean and through which we have been able to be a&- 
supporting and happy dom to this day. We crrnnot 
understand why the Indian ofice md the lawyen rho 

u e  paid by the Gmemment to m p r t  onr inkresb, 
m d  the Seer* of the Interior, have deserted us and 
failed to protect ne at this time. The Pueblo officiah 
have tried many timea to obtain an explanation of thin 
bill from officialn of the Indian o5ce and the attorneys 
of the Government, m d  have Jwaye been put off and 
even insulted. Knowing that the bill waa being framed 
a delegation from Iagana, the largest pueblo, waited for 
eleven h o w  to diecuse it with the Commi~ioner of 
Indian &aim at Albuquerque. At the end of this time, 
the Commkioner granted ten minutes, in which hr 
mmered no questions the heblos had come to a&. We 
have kept our old custom and lived in harmony with 
our fellow Americans. T h i ~  bill will destroy our common 
life and rob us of weq-thmg which we hold dear-ow 
lands, our cnstoma, our traditions Are the American 
people rPllling to we- this happen ?" 

Watch the Indian Bureau 

W ATCH the Indian Bnrean; and when you 
see a fresh report of the wonderful prog- 

recta the Indians are making and of how soon 
such and such Indians will be "granted" citizen- 
ehip, yon can know for a certainty that another 
bunch of hungry whites is about to gobble up 
eome good Indian lands. 

The Bnrean had just finished circulating far 
and wide a glowing account of how well the 
Indians everywhere were getting on; they had 
been telling how in seven years not a case of 
scandal had developed; how the Bureau had 
kept liquor away from the Indians while Uncle 
Sam's o m  citizens were still reveling in it, when 
along comes this Bursum Bill, acknowledged to 
h v e  the backing of the Indian Bureau, and 
proves to be one of the most shameless steals 
in which white men were ever engaged. 

Not long ago the Commissioners recommend- 
ed that citizenship be "wnferred" on all Indians 
but that the Government continue its "protective 
supervision over their property affairs." This 
has a bad look to i t  from both ends. I t  looks as 
though the whites are after the Indians' lands 
and as though, when the lands were disposed of, 
they wanted to keep their fingers even on the 
proceeds obtained from the sale. 

The Secretary of the Interior has absolute 
control of the Indian-lands. He can break them 
np a t  will, parcelling out a few acres here and 
them to the actual owners, and selling off the 
rest to anybody who wishes to buy. If he is a 
man of high principle, the interests of the In- 
dians are comparatively safe in his hands ; but 
suppose he is not, then what? He has almo8t 
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nnlimited power for evil. b d  the Governmenfs 
traditional policy, expreeaed by Francis & 
Walker, Commissioner of Indian daire in 1872, 
has not been reassuring on thir, point, nor have 
its practice& Mr. Walker made the following 
strange proposition : 

'There in no quedion of national dignity, be it remem- 
bered, involved in the treatment of l u v w  by a civil- 
ized power. With wild men, M w i t h  wild besete, the 
question whether in a given atnation one ahdl kht, 
coax or run, ia a qneation merely of what k e m k t  and 
ufest." 

Students of history may consider that thin 
article ia one-sided. I t  is not meant to be so. It 
tries to be fair. They may point to the Cnster 
Massacre, June 25, 1876, in which every white 
man in General Cnsteis command was killed 
except Curley, a mat, who wrapped himself in. 

a Sioux blanket and escaped. Bnt do they know 
that the whites had just finished snch a massacre 
of 100 Indians at Washital And do they know 
that these Sioux had been ahoved out of their 
good lands into the bad lands of the Black Hillo, 
and that when the whites found fAat there was 
gold in the hills they wanted to ahove them still 
further and there was nowhere to go; and that 
it was only then that the redskins went on the 
warpath? 

What the Indians redly need is a great 
Friend, and snch a Friend is at hand. The great 
Messiah will straighten out all the tangles ; He 
will make the whole perplering problem plain 
The Indians will get their "Happy Hunting 
Ground" in the blessings, much diversified, of 
Christ's kingdom. 

Revolution in Germany 

T HE following is a true statement as to how 
the revolntion in Germany started in the 

year 1918. The facts are gathered from a man 
who was in the navy at E e l  at the time. 

The naval commander in charge of the Qer- 
man fleet at the German rendezvous at E e l  re- 
ceived a command from the naval headquarter8 
of the Government immediately to seek out and 
go into action against the Brit* fleet a t  any 
sacrifica When the order was passed around, 
the oomm~nders of two vessels refused to obey 
the order. Their crews joined them in mutiny. 
These oficere and all the crew were taken fmm 
the ships and locked up in prison. The news 
quickly spread to dl the fleet, and practically 
the whole fleet mutinied. The men left their 
ship%, went on shorn and bombarded the prison 
where their fellow officers and seamen were 
held; and many people were killed. Local offi- 
cers joined in the fight, but were overcome and 
the priaonere were released. That was eight 
days before the armistice waa signed. The Qer- 
man army waa then on retreat. 

The marines then spread out over Germany, 
going to many towns and reporting the fact 
that the revolution had begun; and quickly the 
revolntion spread throughout Germany. The 
news was also passed along that the laboring 
people in England and France had started a 
revolntion, and this enmuraged the laboring 
element and the people in Germany in general 

to join the revolution. The marines arriving in 
a town would be met by officers; and they wonld 
immediately compel the oficers to surrender, 
and would then tear off their epaulets. The peo- 
ple joined in this action, and soon the officers 
joined the ranks of the revolutionists. AlI this 
information was kept from the army a t  the front 
until the armistice was signed. 

Headed for the Ash Can 

T HIS is a short article. I t  merely wishes to 
tell you what the per capita debt of certain 

countries was before the World War, and what 
it k now. 
PXECAPITIDKBT BEPOBXTEEWAB IPPEBTHS WS 

United Statea $ 10.00 $ 228.00 
Great Britain 75.00 900.00 
Frsncs 160.00 1500.00 
WY 17.00 860.00 

Now the war was fought to end war. Every- 
body knows that. Hence a comparison of the 
military budgets before the war and since the 
war will show the progrese that has been made. 
If we assume that the budget before the war 
was 100% we have the interesting information 
that the budgets are now : 

United S t a h  =8% 
0-t B r i h  170% 
h a  265% ' 

J ~ P  871% : 



Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Pad VZ) 

L EAVING London, the first point of interest 
in the American's itinerary is St. Albans, 

twenty-one miles north. I t s  abbey, 550 feet long, 
is the third largest church in England. Only rr 
gateway now remains of the original abbey, built 
in 796, in honor of St. Alban, the first British 
Christian martyr. In  this abbey the printing 
press was set up on which MTycliffe's translation 
of the Bible was printed. St. Albans is the old 
Roman Verulanium and is one of the oldest J t -  
ies in England. During the Wars of the Roses, 
between the houses of the Dukes of York and 
Laneaster, in the reigns of Bloody Mary and 
Queen Klizabeth, two important battles were 
fought here. St. Albans was the birthplace of 
h'icholas Breakspear, the only Englishman who 
ever sat in that chair of monumental graft, 
fraud, and hypocrisy-the Papal throne. St. 
Albans was also the birthplace in 1561 of Lord 
Francis Bacon, the writer of Bacon's Essays, 
and by some alleged to have'been the real author 
of Shaliespeare's plays. He is generally con- 
ceded to have had one of the most brilliant 
minds of any man that ever lived and was styled 
by Alexander Pope, "The wisest, brighkst, 
meanest of mankind." He was not the wisest; 
Christ was the wisest. H e  was not the brightest; 
Christ was the most truly bright. He may have 
been the meanest, but we doubt i t ;  we think that 
honor is resened for a certain twentieth century 
statesman whose name we forbear to mention. 
It was bad enough for Bacon to receive moneys 
for grants and offices and to pocket the money; 
but what about being entrusted by 105,000,000 
people ~ 4 t h  their fortunes, their liberties and 
their lives and then at the behest of big business 
betraying those people? 

Bunyan and Wotaey 

T H E  second point of intereat in the itinenvp 
is Bedford, fifty-six miles from London, 

made famous as  the birthplace and the place of 
imprisonment of John Bunyan, the writer of 
"Pilgrim's Progress." Banyan, born in 1628, 
was in  early life a soldier and subsequently 
a tinker. At bventy years of age he became 
~onndly  converted, and began to nse hie spare 
time in preaching and teaching the Christian 
religion as he understood it. In those daym 
there were severe laws in force against all 
ibsenters  from the Church of England. Ac- 

cordingly, in 1661, after an irregular trial, 
Bunyan was sentenced to prison until he should 
fepent and go along with the crowd, profesa- 
ing to believe what they believed whether he 
believed it or not. Bunyan was too much of a 
man and too much of a Christian to do any such 
thing, and therefore lay in the prison almost 
continually until 1672. It was this imprison- 
ment, and the incident battles with the demon8 
which his book plainly shows that he underwent, 
that enabled him to write his religious allegory, 
a work that has been helpful to many Christian 
people, despite some blemishes which it containe. 

Leicester comes next, a large city 101 miles 
north of London. The name is derived from the 
Latin meaning "camp of the legion," and is in 
itself a reminiscence of the time when the 
Remans occupied Great Britain. Remnants of 
the old Roman wall are still standing. Here, in 
1530, died Cardinal Wolsey, whose meteoric rise 
from s butcher's son to the position of Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury and lord high chancellor 
was marked by an equally sudden and total loss 
of power and prestige when he delayed Henry 
the VIII, that pious founder of the Church of 
England, in getting a divorce from Catherine o i  
Aragon, so that that Defender of the Faith 
might marry Anne Boleyn. Anne took it ae a 
personal affront, and was too many for the car- 
dinal. He died in disgrace, after having done 
much for the cause of edncation at Oxford Uni- 
versity, where he received his own education 
He was on his way to the place of imprisonment 
in the Tower of London when death overtook 
him. His last words are said to have been : ''Had 
I but served my God as  diligently as I have 
served my king, He would not have given me 
over in my gray hairs." At  Loughborough, 
seventeen miles north of Leicester, was cast the 
great bell for St. Paul's Cathedral, London, 
weighing seventeen and one-half tons. 

Chesterfield is 164 miles north of London 
Here, from the window of the train, can be seen 
the celebrated "crooked spire" of the parish 
church. Thia leadawered timber spire 250 feet 
high leans southward six feet out of the straight 

1 and four feet four inches to the west, producing 
what gazetteers declare to be a "weird denon- 
iacal effect!' It is said that the architect who 
designed this spire, endeavoring vainly to dupli- 
cate the effect elsewhere, committed suicida 

IW 



This recognition of demons as associated with 
the worship of various branches of churchianity 
finds expression in S d t  Lake City, where 8 

statue of Moroni, the patron demon of the Mor- 
mon Church, finds a conspicuous place on the 
top of the Mormon Temple. 

Still passing along the line of the Midland 
Railway, enroute from London to Glasgow, we 
go throngh Skipton, 221 miles from London, 
where there is a castle, built in 1310 and still in 
use as a residence, which underwent a three 
years siege in 1642. At Settle, Bteen miles 
farther on, there is a famons intermittent spring 
which in wet weather ebbs and flows seven or  
eight times a day. The principle on which these 
springe work ie that of a large hermetically 
sealed chamber in the rocks. The chamber fills 
with water slowly. When it is full, the water 
starts to run out of the outlet which is a t  tha 
month of the chamber, but which in its passage 
to the air  rises like the spout of a teakettle. 
Once the water starts to ran, the suction prin- 
ciple empties the whole chamber, the outlet act- 
ing as  a syphon. 

Approarch to Scotland 

F OR the next fifty miles the scenery is grand, 
much wilder than would be expected in a 

country of no greater area than England. This 
i s  the famous lake district. The Midland Rail- 
way passes through this district a t  a high eleva- 
tion, affording fine views of val ley to the south 
and west, in which the English lakes lie en- 
sconced. At the northern extremity of this bit 
of wild scenery the railway traverses the wild 
and beautiful River of Eden down into the his- 
toric city of Carlisle, an important outpost in 
the days of the Roman occupation. This was 
about as  fa r  north as the Romans could get with 
any comfort. The hardy Soots and P ide  made 
life so uncomfortable f o r  even the soldiem of 
the Roman legions that the Emperor Hadrian 
built a wall across England, from this point 
eastward to Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to keep them 
out of the fields which he had conquered farther 
south. This wall was maintained until 450 A. D. 
The Danes sacked Carlisle in 875; and Mary, 
Queen of Scots, was imprisoned here in 1568, in 
a castle which is still standing. Carlisle is 300 
miles from London. 

Kine miles beyond Carlisle, and lying in Scot- 
land, is the Little village of Gretna Green. For- 

merly, in Scotland, persona could be 1egal.I~ 
married by making the declaration in the p reb  
ence of any person, "This is  my wife" and "Thd j 
is my husband." Accordingly, this place became 
the scene of thousands of runaway marriages of 
English boys and girls. It is strange how boy8 . 
and girls do act in this world. One man, a black- 
smith, married thus 3,872 couples; and there 
were others in Gretna Green who performed 
marriages, too. These marriage8 came to a n  
end through the enactment of 8 statute that 
marriages contracted in this irregular way 
should be null and void, unless a t  least one oE 
the parties had resided in Scotland not less than 
twenty-one days. Before this law was passed, 
many a thrilling ride was had to the Scotch . 

border; for  unless the pursuing friends were 
able to overtake the flying pair before Qretna 
Green was reached, it wao too late to interfere. 
At  Annan, ten miles beyond Gretna Green, i s  a 
massive bridge across the Solway Firth, con- 
necting Scotland and England. 

Bruce and Bunrr 

A T Dnmfries, 341 miles from London, is a 
town full of memories of the past. The 

Scotch people hold this place in  great venera- 
tion, in part because it waa here that an import- 
ant epoch in Scotland% great fight for liberty 
began. The story, in substance, is that the Brit- 
ish imperialists, following their age-long custom 
of butting into everybody else's busineee and 
trying to run it for them, or  to tell them how to 
mn it and to insist upon their doing so, had 
appointed three "Guardians of Scotland," one 
of whom was a Scottish noble, John Comyn, 
popularly known as the "Red Comyn." It was 
not nice of Robert Bruce to stick a knife into 
him; but he did it, and did i t  in church a t  that, 
at Dumfries, March 2'7, 1306. Of course, war 
with England followed at once; and Bruce and 
his followers, who a t  once proclaimed him king 
of Scotland, were hard pressed. Fo r  eight yearn 
they were safe only in the wildest mountains, 
woods, and caves. Finally, as they gathered 
otrength, they captnred castle after castle, and 
in 1314 conquered the last British stronghold, 
Stirling Castle. In the ensuing battle of Ban- 
nockburn it ie claimed by the Scotch that 30,000 . 
Englishmen were slain and that the British were 
glad to formally concede full liberty to Scotland 
to thenceforth govern their country in their own 
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way. Scotland came into the Britiah empire dory ia told of a CanaZan boasting to a Glas- 
subsequently, as a result of the intermamage gow man of the St. Lawrence River. The Can- 
of the royal house of Scotland with that of Eng- adian remarked that a dozen Clydes wuld be 
land; and the Scotch always enjoy bantering added to the St. Lawrence and no difference 
the English with the claim that England never would be detected. Webbe," returned the prond . 
saw the time when ahe was able to take Scot- citizen of Glasgow, "the St. Lawrence is the 

I land's liberties away from her. wark o' th' Blmichty, but we made the Clyde 
But prond as  the Scotch are of Dumfries M r oordt3." 

birthplace of Scottish liberty, they are quite M Scotch engineers have made mch a name and 
prond of it because it  is the last reeting-place o i  mch a place for themselves that i t  ie mid ono 
Robert Bums. No other poet can take the place can confidently call "Hello, Mac" or "Hello, 
of Burns in the Scottish heart; for he was a 6andy" down into the engine room of a steam- 
Scotchman speaking to Scotchmen. The original ship anywhere on earth with the confident e x p  
price of his first book of poems was three shil- tation of hearing etraightway a hearty "Aye, 
lings. A copy sold recently for $2,860 a t  an aye, gir." 
auction of rare books. Bnrns was too fond of Out of the 1,130 loaded ship  s f i g  from 
the ladies ; he loved too many of them, not wisely , alaagow to the united States during the six 
but too well. Moreover, he had a true Scotch- years from 1900 to 1906, not one of them carried 
man's fondness for malt extract of a kind no an American flag; and there are those who think 
longer sold in tbe United States ; but he had a this method of dividing up the commerce of the 1 tender heart and a poet's hea* and will a lwap  earth is p e r f d l y  right, p e f l ~ t ] ~  just, no&- 
be loved by those who have anything of poetry ing should be done to change it. 
in their hearts. Our own Millennium poet Whie ~l~~~~~ in the fall of 1922 was hard hi t  ln 
tier says of him: the great Harland and Wolff shipbuilding 

Wild heather bells and Robert Burnel plants, where normally 10,000 men are em- 
The moorland flower and peasant l ployed, only 300 were at work in November. CM 

How, a t  their mention, memory turns course most ships are now built of iron, of which 
Her pagee old and pleasant l there is great abundance near Glasgow, aa well - - 

Give lettered pomp to teeth of Time, as the coal wherewith to m e l t  it. In former 
So '%omie Doon" but tarry; days British oak was uaed; then Maine and 

Blot out the  epic'^ stately rhyme, Georgia pine ; and there is still a large quantity 

But spare his "Highland Marf'l of ship timber purchased in Scandinavia and 
alternately floating on the tides or  lying on the 

Qlasgow at  last, 424 miles from London; and mudbanks of the Clyde within great weirs 
all this by daylight on the Midland Limited in low the city. 
less than ten hours! The American hopes yon Glasgow got its s h ~ t  by trading Scotch her- 
enjoyed your ride as much as he did, and that rings for French brandy and, next, by develop 
You are not di~appointed hcanse he did not ing a tobacco and cotton trade. The old cathe- 
waste his time by getting oat and meandering dral, dating from 1133, and now a Presbyterian 
around at all these places of interest. If  you bad is mnsidered the masterpiece of Scot- 
88 good company on the ride he did, Yen had tish architecture. The University of Glasgow 
the best the world afforda occupies a magnificent pile of buildings en  

Gkrsgow and the CLyde 

I T IS a matter of common debate among the 
Scotch whether the Clyde made Qlaagow or 

Qlasgow made the Clyde. One thing is sare and . that is that in 1755, at low water, them were but 
eighteen inches of water in the stream where 
now some of the largeat ocean-going ateamem 
lie a t  the quays in the heart of the city. 

Glaswegians are very prond of the Clyde. S 

aommanding site near the city. Glasgow is con- 
ridered to be one of the beat governed cities in 
the world. 

The Glaswegians are full of fun, and laugh- 
ingly refer to their subway syatem 88 a joke, 
raying that if it is too m a l l  to see it can at 
leaat be amelled; but in pradiw it is found to 
be a very good wry of getting about, cheap, 
mpeedy, efficient. 

G ~ e ~  have their ears tortured all &X 
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every day up until about two o'clock p. m. by the 
coal carts, the peddlers on which keep the air 
resounding with one long-drawn continuaus cry 
of "Coo-ell, coo-00-ell." It was the only city in 
Britain where this was noticed--evidently an 
old and a bad custom. 

Broad Min& and Namw 

I T WAS a treat for the American while in  
Glasgow to meet two old sea captains, aa 

mnch at home in New York, Rio Janeiro, Syd- 
ney, Bombay, and Hongkong as they are in 
Glasgow. One of these made this remark about 
the Fall River Line boats, plying between New 
York and Fall River-the largest inland steam- 
ers in the world. He said: "Yon know we sea 
captains have the greatest interest in a ship's 
deck; we judge the ship somewhat by the condi- 
tion of her decks ; and when I stepped onto the 
deck of one of those Fall River Line floating 
palaces, and saw that it was of inlaid rubber, I 
felt like taking off my shoes." 

The h e r i c a n  expressed his wonderment a t  
this; for it was the first kind word that he had 
heard abont anything American in two weeks of 
close association with the best of Britishers. The 
captain went on to say: "I have lived long 
enough and seen enough to know that not all of 
the virtue or progress of the earth is located in 
any one place, and this ie a lesson that the peo- 
ple of the British Isles need very mnch to learn." 

One reason for American antipathy to the 
British, and for British antipathy to Americans, 
lies in the kind of food with which their respec- 
tive minds have been fed; and this food is not 
always good in America, and in England there 
seems to be no food at  all. The American ex- 
pects as a matter of mume to find several col- 
umns of English news in his morning paper, 
and he does find it. England, although only 
about one-third in population as compared with 
the United States, ia justly recognized as  occu- 
pying a great place in the world. . 

But when the h e r i c a n  goes to England he is 
at first amused, and then dismayed, and then 
angry to find that day &r day the papers 
make no mention of America in any way, not 
even though everybody knows or ought to know 
that it is now the financial center of the world 
and the world'a last hope in untangling the 
tangles of Europe. This studied effort to keep 
the people in ignorance is a great crime upon 

the people, a crime which the papers will some 
day surely regret. 

And if there is anything said about hnerica 
it seems to be about in the spirit of the Ocean 
Times, a hope to arouse anger or resentment 
against h e r i c a  and eve-ng American 
rather than to encourage a feeling of appre- 
ciation and friendliness. And it is sad to find 
reputable and intelligent men who have traveled 
in America, and who have had opportunities to 
know better, encouraging just that narrow- 
minded and foolish spirit of 2 x4 patriotism, 
properly defined in a certain well-known pnbli- 
cation as "a narrow-minded hatred of other 
peoples." 

An American traveling in Britain out of the 
tourist season meets an American about once a 
week ; and the opinion of all of them is the same 
-that the Britons think they are perfect and to 
be admired in everything, even in those thinga 
wherein they are fifty years behind the times; 
and that there ie nothing commendable or 
praiseworthy in America or anything Bmerican. 
An exception is that the best rubbers are sold 
as Bmerican rubbers, but the British do not 
wear rubbers. American beef is also advertised 
as "imported beef." In Glasgow, in a restan- 
rant, an orchestra advertised itself as the 
"Original Manhattan Band," but inquiry showed 
that all the players were from London and not 
Manhattan. 

India and Cape Horn 

T HE old sea captain, expressing his apprecia- 
tion of recent articles in THE GOLDES Aoa 

on the subject of India, said he had been there 
many times, and that the statements in T H ~  
 OLDE EX AGE were all true, and honestly and 
temperately stately; that the people of India 
live like vermin, and that there is no place on 
earth where the Lord's kingdom is so badly 
needed. He said that the missionaries when 
questioned will admit that their results are 
practically nothing; but when the time comes 
for them to make their annual reports, they 
will invite the starved natives to a rice feast, 
and while they are there take a snap shot of 
them and send it back home as a picture of their 
successful labors in the Lord! 

Respecting storms at  sea the old captain eaid 
that there is no place where they have such 
storms as off Cape Horn, and that he has them 
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measured carefully waves one hundred feet in 
height; that sometimes when sea captains a m  
together perchance some man who has spent 
twenty-five years sailing the North Atlantic will 
speak of some of the storms he has been through 
and another captain present will ask: "Have 
you ever been around Cape Horn?" If the 
answer is "No," the invariable reply will come : 
T h e n  you had better stop talking." This u 
consoling to others; but it would not be very 
consoling to the passengers who travel by the 
Ghaw, Saville and Albion line which operates 
o r  did operate monthly steamers sailing out of 
London and clear around the world every trip, 
going via the Cape of Good Hope, Tasmania, 
and New Zealand, and returning via Cape Horn 
and Montevideo. . 

rot he ma^ a Beauty Spot 

T HE American had engagement, at  Glasgow 
which kept him very busy for three days; 

and then he had a day off to visit Rothesay, 
justly famed aa one of the beauty spots of t h ~  
world. This resort i s  on an island near -the 
mouth of the Clyde. The island is crowned with 
a high elevation; and the view from that eleva- 
tion of river, harbor, inland lochs, forests, 
mountains, and well-tilled fields is a combina- 
tion that i t  would be hard to match elsewhere. 
The ruins of Rothesay Castle, once the home of 
Robert 11, King of Scotland, were visited and 
afford a good idea of what the ancient castles 
were like. The castle was self-contained, having 
i ts  own little chapel, and its well in the court- 
yard sunk deep into the rocks beneath. Rothe- 
say is reputed to have been the scene of the 
early studies and labors of St. John-not the St. 
John of Revelation, but of Glasgow, an interest- 
ing and lovable character of more recent timea, 
and referred to also, curionsly, in connection 
with a meal at which twelve others were present, 
as was the case with the Revelator. 

On the way to and from Rothesay the train 
and its connecting boat pass Dumbarton, a 
castle-crowned rock, considered the key ta the 
Highlands. This rock is a striking object, one 
of the few spots where the genuine Scotch 
thistle grows wild. Within the fortress is a hug5 
two-handed sword said to have belonged to 
William Wallace. At Wemyss Bay, where the 
change is made from boat to train, are the r u i n e  
of a beautiful home, Kelly Home, burned by 
the suffragettes during the period of feminine 

insanity just before the war. The suffragette# 
have had the ballot now for about ten yeam 
and what have they gained by it? They have 
gained the same as  the men have gained, and 
that is nothing. The voters are the laughing. 
stock of the governing classes everywhere, who 
govern as they please after once in office. 

Mary Queen of Scot8 

E ASTWARD bound from Glasgow, Linlith 
gow, thirty-one miles away, was once a resi- 

dence of Scottish royalty; the ruins of Linlith. 
gow Palace are considered the finest of the kind 
in Scotland. In this palace James V of Scotland 
and Mary Queen of Scots were born. Xary 
of Scotland is said to have been of beautiful 
complexion, and vith hazel eyes of wonderful 
brilliancy. She spoke and wrote four lan. 
pages ,  had a winning voice, was a sweet singer, 
and a graceful horseback rider and dancer, but 
conducted herself so disgracefully as the Cath- 
olic queen of a Protestant country, that he! 
reign was overthrown. She fled to England, and 
threw herself upon the mercy of Queen ELiza. 
beth. At first she was entertained, but finall# 
was imprisoned in Fotheringay Castle. Durina 
her imprisonment Elizabeth was in fear of r 
Catholic uprising, aided by Spain and France 
When first amused by the English lawyers 31ary 
defended herself with great skill for a period 
of two days; but her death had already been 
agreed upon by the queen's privy council, and 
during the war Americans came to know that 
these orders in council are  not the things of 
little importance once foolishly supposed. Ths 
privy conncil is the real, the invisible govern- 
ment. 

When the time came for Mary to be beheaded, 
ahe walked to the execution block with a firm 
step and met her fate with a dignity and forti- 
tnde which have made her memory respected 
for  what h e  might have been had she been 
brought up under more favorable influences. 
Mary's son James became James VI of Scotland 
and subsequently James I of England. 

Edinburgh the BeautifU 

I T IS a surprise to know that from Glasgow 
on the west coast of Scotland to Edinburgh 

on the east coast is a distance of only forty-eight 
miles. This was the American's next stop. 
Fdinbnrgh, Edwin's Burgh, the ancient city of 
one of the Northumbrian kings, i s  famous as 
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the site of Edinburgh Castle. The Castle is a t  
one end of what was once the principal street of 
the city; and Holyrood, the royal palace, (still 
used by royalty) is a t  the other end a mile away. 

I n  Holyrood Palace are  still shown Queen 
Mary's apartments, with her ancient bed and 
other hrnishings much as she left them in her 
flight. There is also pointed out a t  the head of 
the staircase the place where one of her nnmer- 
ous admirers, Rizzio, was stabbed, and it is said 
that a dark stain still marks the spot. 

I n  Edinburgh the two points of greatest in- 
terest are the Palace and the Castle. There is a 
gradual asceft all the way from the plain upon 
which the Palace stands to the rock, 383 feet 
above sea level, on which the Castle is located. 
In  between the tPCro were the homes of the 
ancient Scottish nobility, some of them nine 
stories in height, and still standing. On this 
street is to be seen the former home of John 
Knox, founder of Scottish Presbyterianism. 

This old street, High Street, leading from 
Palace to Castle, was once considered the finest 
street i n  Europe. More recently, realizing that 
i ts  glory has largely departed, the natives of 
EdinburgL are wont to claim that Prince Street, 
the ~liodcrn ctreet which has business houses on 
one side of t!le street and a beautiful park on 
the other, h a s  taken High Street's place. I t  is a 
beautiful e t l-tlt.i ; i t  may be the most beautiful in 
Europe. f i igh Street, Oxford, claims the same 
honor. 

The ancient jewels and regalia of Scotland 
are still kept in the Castle, and i t  is still the 
location of a garrison. The Castle contains a '. 
twenty-inch cannon constructed a t  ?dons, Bel- 
gium, in 1476. I t  is  constructed of iron b a n  
carefully fitted together and bound with hoops. 
I t  has guarded the ramparts for 450 years and 
is still in place. Oliver Wendell Holmes refers 
to Edinburgh as "a city of incomparable loveli- 
ness." Arthur's Se(at, 822 feet high, overlooks 
the city. 

St. Giles7 church in Edinburgh, where John 
Knox formerly preached and where, when i t  
was turned into a Church of England cathedral 
for  a time, a Scotch lass, Jenny Geddes, distin- 
guished herself by throwing her cutty stool a t  
the head of the dean when he began to read the 
Episcopal service, is still in use as  a Preaby- 
terian church. 

The Firth of Forth Bridge, with three spans 
each 1,710 feet long, and with steel piers 383 
feet high, near Edinburgh, is a structure so 
great a s  to deceive the eye and wholly incapable - 
of being illustrated by a picture. The best way 
to observe it is to be down below, on the ferry 
pier, and wait until a train passes over it, when 
something of its great magnitude can be under- 
stood. Until the bridge across the St. Lawrence 
a t  Quebec mas completed it was the greatest 
bridge in the world. It was completed in IS89 
a t  a cost of £3,000,000. The approaches to the 
bridge are over one and a half miles long. '. 

A Little More About Stars 

S OXE of the stars in the heavens are  vari- 
ables; thus Algul, which 2 normally of 

something less than the aecond magnitude, 
about every three day6 fsdee away to nearly 
the fourth magnitude, remains so for abont 
twenty Ininntea and then regains its light. The 
Cepheid variables grow brilliant for a period of 
abont two days and then gradually fade for 
abont fire days. There are other variable stars 
that are  capricious in their variations, not al- 
ways reducing their light to the same amount 
when they do reduce. 

As heretofore explained in TEE GOLDEN Am 
the uebuls, 120,000 of them, once called spiral 
nebulre and snpposrd by astronomers to illus- 
trate stars in the making, are now believed to 

be galaxies of stars, each of them as  large as 
all the stare we can see with the nalied eye. 
Each of them is. now believed to be a milky way i \ 

like our o m  m~lky way. Without doubt this is 
correct. Without doubt each of these so-called 
nebuh is a universe in itself. It is known that 
each of the neb& which are  seen through the 
telescope are many times the size of our whole 
solar system, as a nebula only a s  large as  oar 
solar system would not be visible through the 
most powerful telescope. The stars in the ex- 
treme ends of these neb& are so remote from 
other stars in  the heavens that it would take 
the light a million years to pass from one to 
the other. Surely "the fool hath said in hia 
heart, There is no God." 



A Plea for Tolerance By the Baroness Heyking (Switzerland) 

F OR two years I have been a subscriber to 
your valuable journal, THE QOLDEN AGE, 

which I read with keenest interest, always deriv- 
ing therefrom hope, joy, and renewed assurance 
i n  the blessed times of restitution about to dawn 
npon this poor, sin-weary earth. I imagine that 
the primary object of your paper, in heralding 

.these good tidings, is to prepare men's hearts 
and minds to be in a fit state to receive these 
blessings. (Malachi 3 : 10) I look npon your 
paper as a sort of telescope eweeping the dim 
horizon and revealing glimpses of that fa ir  
"new earth," towards which we are  steering, 
under the direction of the Great Unseen Cap- 
tain. 

But surely there will be no Golden Age for  
mankind until the spirit of our Lord reigns in 
our  hearts-the spirit of Love. The world a s  
yet knows practically nothing of this spirit, it8 
overwhelming strength and power: love breeds 
faith, and the world in  its selfishness has only 
developed a spirit of fear, hatred, and malice, 
which are  logically bringing about its own dis- 
integration. 

Your paper goes out into the world with a 
message of "fact, hope and conviction" of what 
i t  will be like when justice and equity reign; and 
articles written with this object in view are dis- 
tinctly educational. But again, there are  cer- 
tain of your contributors who, I venture to 
think, are  unintentionally destructive and not 
constrnctive in  the thoughts they express. I 
refer to Mr. H. E. Branch's last article entitled 
"A Brief Screed on Sociology," in your number 
of December 20th last. I do not wish to take u p  
your valuable space by submitting a full criti- 
cism of this article, but I should Like to offer a 
few remarks. 

Mr. Branch advocates that humanity should 
imitate Nature. He says: 'When man recog- 
nizes and honors her [Nature's] laws, there will 
be no friction nor conflict." But Natnre is "red 
in tooth and claw"; a t  the present stage her law 
is the survival of the fittest and "might is right." 
Savage Nature is now manifesting herself under 
adverse conditions; her status is not yet per- 
fect, having suffered by the Fall of Man.-Ro- 
mans 8 : 22. 

Again, in his enthusiasm for the cause of 
justice and equality, Mr. Branch represents the 
"ruling classes" as altogether bad and the "dear 
public" as fools and tools in their hands. Hc 
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says (page 175) : "The energies of t h e ~ e  gentry 
are devoted to guarding looted spoils and they 
regard democracy, humanity and the other 98% 
as  necessary tools of t r adeno th ing  more; and 
the sooner the dear public realizes that simple 
fact the better." 

Without doubt, there is a great deal of truth 
in this statement, although I emphatically deny 
i t  in i ts entirety, o r  there would not be so many 
endowed asylums of refuge for  the poor and 
afflicted nor philanthropic institutions for  the 
uplift of humanity-to mention only one form 
of expressing the good-will which is to be found 
among the prosperous of the earth-but I pre- 
8ume that i t  is outside the intentions of your 
paper to stir n p  class-hatred. 

I t  is class-hatred that will finally envelop ths 
world in h e s  of anarchy. Why add a torch to 
the bodre f  Mr. Branch's article certainly con- 
tains information which tends to excite the in- 
dignation of the "under dog" against the-"upper 
dog" and, to my way of thinking, serves no other 
purpose. Permit me to suggest that i t  might 
be better if Mr. Branch devoted his learning 
and his capable pen to a more worthy end. 

If, as  he says, "Nature's children have been 
robbed of their birthrights" by the possessing 
classes, this has come about not only because of 
the inherent selfishness of mankind, but also 
because there are some who are more intelli- 
gent, industrious, and enterprising than others, 
and who have forged ahead of their fellow crea- 
tures by the very superiority of their mental 
and moral fibre. 

It seems to me that in Mr. Branch's article 
there is a distinct bias which gives i t  a touch of 
rancor and the spirit of retaliation, that per- 
haps are in actuality farthest from his thonghts. 
I t  appears that he carps a t  the law of inheri- 
tance, under which we have all been born, when 
he says: '%an has no moral o r  just title to 
property that does not bear the impress of his 
industry or labor, or  that of others from whom 
he received it as an equivalent irr exchmge." 

Hitherto, both the advantages as well a s  the 
disadvantages of material and immaterial things 
have been passed on from father to son a s  a 
sine qua non of our present phase of existence. 
In the Golden Age we know that this law of 
inheritance will be repealed; for  it is written 
that "the son shall not bear the iniquity of the 
father," etc. (Ezekiel 18; 20) But until the new 
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law comes into effect, it surely c a ~ o t  be said 
that a "man has no moral or  just title" to a cer- 
tain amount of "inheritance" (in property o r  in 
any other form) left him by hia father. 

Those possessing the spirit of the world who 
find themselves victims of the present order of 
things, naturally feel vindictive and proclaim 
their "wrongs" from the house tops; but those 
of us who profess to follow in the footsteps of 
the Master, uncomplainingly submit to Cresar 
as  long as  he is permitted to be in power, nn- 
d e r i ~ g  him his due. True, his day i~ done and 
his throne is tottering to its downfall amidst 
the hoarse shouts of tho- who are hoping to 
prey upon his destruction; but I wodd think 
that it is not for those who are consecrated to 
the Lord's service, to incenae the minds of 
worldly people to a still fiercer hatred of the 

C ~ s a r  class, and fan their grievances into flame 
with words snch as fall from the pen of W. 
Branch. 

Since your journal is so widely circulated and 
h d s  its way, for the most part, into the han& 
of those who are not pledged to "forgive their 
enemies7' nor to '%less those that curse" them, 
Mr. Branch's articles, and other writings of a . 

like nature which you have published from tinu 
to time, are  not likely to propagate the spirit ol 
the Golden Age, but rather agitate into ac t iv ie  
the very feelings which the "prince of thu 
world" seeks to create amongst men  

May I therefore venture to express a h o p  
that your journal will not further entertain 
matter which ia controversial and productive 
of ill feeling, such as class criticism, and thus 
somewhat mar its otherwise splendid iduence t  

Let Us Work Together 

D 0 YOU believe that TRX GOLDEX AGE is 
worth readingt Of course you do. Do you 

believe your neighbor wodd like it, and that he 
would be jnst as  mnch benefited by its perusal 
as pourself t There is no doubt about it. We am 
doing our best on this end of the line to make 
THE GOLDEN AGE the best magazine on earth- 
diffusing the best on as  large a variety of sub- 
jects that i t  is possible to get together. You 
can help us by contributing interesting items 
on anything you think of special interest. If 
you have the facilities for  gathering wide infor- 
mation on any subject, we wodd like to have i t  
And if yon can write it up in a nice, attractive 
manner, that would be appreciated. We may 
get some very useful information from yon, 
some interesting data on the same subject from 
another or  from several Our business is to 
bring these things together where they are  r e  
lated and to edit them, weaving them into one 
article, endeavoring to treat the several sub- 
jects from many angles and make i t  c o m p l e t e  
trustworthy, unprejudiced and wholesome. 

THX OOLDEB AGE has ten departments, as  foE 
lows : (1) Labor and Economics, (2) Social and 
Educational, (3) Manufacturing and Mining, 
(4) Finance, Commerce, Transportation, (5) 
Political, (6) Agriculture and Husbandry, (7) 
Science and Invention, (8) Home and Health, 

(9) Travel and Miscellany, (10) Religion ma 
Philosophy. 

Our field of operation is, therefore, unlimited 
fo r  good. We believe that there ie a growing 
need for jnst snch a journal a s  THE GOLDER 
AGE. We believe in the Golden Rule. We are 
for  the masses rather than for the classes, and 
wodd mnch prefer the universality of the 
brotherhood of man than to have it divided and 
subdivided into ten thousand opposing ban* 
as a t  present. We believe that in the kingdom 04 
righteousness under Christ, which dawns a t  the 
dissolution of Satan's rhgime, the groaning crellr 
tion of hmnankind will be uplifted into health 
and happiness and melted into one grand familx 
-the earthly family of God. THE GOLDEN A- 
stands in the vanguard, and will take the lead 
in anything which we may be convinced is fo r  
the lasting good of our race. 

You may contribute your mite along the wax ;. 
by putting your friends and neighbors on our  
lists. Trim GOLDEX AGB is  the lowes t -pr id  
magazine on earth. I£ a dollar will give power - 

to carry your automobile sixty miles over favor- 
able thoroughfaren, how fa r  will a dollar tab 
your neighbor over the uncertaintie8 of life cu - 
he meets up with the discouraging experienm 
cf these perplexing timee! Why not ri& a fim 
spot, even if it does hurt, and try it once? , 
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Making Good Copy for Magazines 

T a E R E  comes a time in nearly every one's 
life when he feels inspired to write what he 

considers to be worth while ; perhaps he feels 
that it is above the average, something which 
all should know. Much b e  is spent in prepar- 
ing the copy for the publisher. Every copy of 
the magazine is breathlessly scanned to see 
whether the article has met the approval of tho 
editor and escaped the ruthlessness of his blue 
pencil. But week after week and month after 
month passes away with no response from the 
editor; and he wondem why. 

Many really good public speakers cannot write 
an article suitable for publication; and even 
ahodd some reporter receive a lectnre for 
pnblication, it must necessarily be toned up 
and shaped up for the reading public, as many 
things are stated in snch a way as not to look 
well in print Others, less gifted in oratory 
and less able to hold an audience with any inter- 
est whatsoever, may be able to write articles in 
mch a way as to be attractive, imparting some 
really useful information, and have little trouble 
in getting them published 

Occasionally we may find a person whose fund 
of information is, apparently, inexhaustible 
when questions are asked, but who could neither 
write an article nor deliver a lectnre. Also, 
there are persons of small ability and of little 
knowledge who would not undertake to make a 
qxech, but who have a knack for writing print- 
able articles that wonld rival one prepared by a 
college professor; for the former wonld breathe 
life, and the other would be cold with dry for- 
malism and ossified rhetoric. The one wonld be 
magnetic with appealing interest, and the other 
laden with a style that is repulsive. 

We desire in this short article to give some 
helpful hints to enconrage good, readable arti- 
cles, so that whatever paper our readers may 
write to they may at least -receive a respectful 
hearing; and that even if the article is not 
printed they may have the satisfaction of know- 
ing that some one has read it carefully. 

To begin with, select a subject; systematize 
and arrange it in its logical order. It should be 
truthful, beneficial, and lead into avenues of 
virtuous thinking. It ehould be clearly stated ; 
never dogmatically nor ambiguously. Select the 
best, simplest and fewest words possible to con- 
vey the ideas. Do not attempt to be funny unless 
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you are a natural-born humorist. Never oonfnsa 
your thoughts nor practise repetition If doubt- 
ful about the meaning of a sentence carrying 
your thought, better a thousand times eliminate 
it. The words used should not grate upon the 
ear, but if possible should be musical, at  least 
agreeable. The article should be smooth, easily 
read ; sentences not too long and complex Very 
few have the time to read an article the second 
time. I f  you have the happy f a d *  of drawing 
your readers over the article the eeoond time, 
yon surely are a blessing to others. 

Unless you h o w  you have real ability, never 
attempt to write poetry. Your oontribution will 
likely be a e d  in the waste basket. Good prose is 
better at  any time. We are not saying never t~ 
write poetry, but do not p&e on the maga- 
tines. 

Important Poinb to Conriddr 

E VERY periodical has its own peculiar style 
of typography-headinge, etc Study these 

and follow the etyle, even though yon must re- 
write your article. If Scripture citations are 
given, insert them in the same rtyle which the 
periodical uses. If using a pen, write plainly so 
that each letter is decipherable. Double-space, 
whether writing with pen or typewriter. Use 
only one side of the paper. And h o w  assuredly 
that some typewriters are abominable spellers ; 
yon cannot depend upon them; resort to the 
dictionary. Be careful in punctuation, so thst 
the sense is brought out. 

Capitalize only necessary words, and do not 
underline for emphasis. Write in snch a way 
that the sentence will bring ont the thought you 
intend to have it convey. Be careful in para- 
graphing-use judgment ; every sentence is not 
a paragraph, and do not make paragraphs too 
long. A hyphen (-) is often used for an em 
dash (-) : this sometimes ie confusing; make 
two hyphens for the dash (--). Qreat care 
should always be taken in wing quotations. 
Always start a quotation with the marks ("), 
and see to it that the corresponding marks (") 
are used at  the close of the quotation. When 
quotations are used inside of quotations the in- 
eide quotations are made thus ('). About one 
in a hundred knows how to use quotation marks. 
A lack in this line makes many really worth 
while articles absolutely valueless to the pub- 
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Lisher, because he cannot a o r d  to take chances. 
Also, quotation8 from oopyrighted articles must 
not be used too capionsly; and when snch are 
used name anthor and where found o r  copied 
from. The parenthetical remarka used within 
quotations should be indicated by brackets ( [I ). 

As there are  table manners and social eti- 
quette which have passed into the realm of un- 
written laws determining the highneas or  low- 
ness of our parentage, so there is a welldefined 
etiquette among publishers of the better period- 
icals, the violation of which gives snch an  ugly 
impression a t  the outstart that an  article must 
needs be quite excellent to override the ill effect 
which first sight gives it. Remember that your 
contribution represents you, and that your r e p  
resentative is going into the very presence of a 
king, so to apeak. Would you approach the edi- 
tor's sanctum in untidy attire, disheveled hair, 
and foul breath t We have received manuscripts 
covered with dirty finger-marks, ink-blots, and 
even blood smeared thereon. Interpolations a m  
ofttimes frequent, and so disarranged that they 
resemble Chinese puzzles. Often very thin 
paper is uaed--evidently tissue paper being 
nsed so that many copies may be made a t  the 

one writing, and-grossest of all breaches !-a 
carbon copy is sent to the editor. The original 
ehodd always be forwarded to the publication 

Then, another thing-very important, and 
ethical : Never furnish identically the same ver- 
batim copy to more than one paper. The same 
snbject may be permissible, but certainly tha 
subject matter should be handled in different 
phraseology. If the same copy is furnished to 
two o r  more periodicals, in justice to yourseU 
as  a means of holding the respect of the pub 
lishera for future contributions, be sure to ad- 
vise them to whom these copies have been sent. 
This will make you dependable in their eyes. 

The object of the double-spacing is to give 
opportunity for corrections when necessary b, 
the anthor, and interpolations o r  editorial re- 
marks where it seems advisable, o r  for  altera- 
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tiom in phraseology or  changes in the style o t  
punctuation, or  both. Manuscripts carefully 
prepared need less trimming and altering thaa 
others, and usually where' the need is greatest 
there is no room for  oorrectiona in apelling o r  
anything else. Then it is plain that if the articl, 
is nsed a t  all it must be rewritten. And thia 
cannot be done in a b u y  editorial offioe. 

New Source of Power for Palestine 

P ALESTINE, for  centuries a barren waste 
through the dispersion and scattering of 

her once industrious people, has been showing 
siLens of rehabilitation since abont 1878. The 
treaty at the Congress of Berlin, written by 
Lord Beaconsfield, a Jew, then Prime Minister 
of England, was the opening wedge. Jews, 
nnder the treaty, were permitted to return to 
Palestine, acquire land and settle down in a 
measure of peaceful occupation. As the Jews 
came thither the Arabs went hence, until now 
Palestine haa many of the conveniences and 
comforts that other places are blessed with. The 
Zionist movement has been instrumental in put- 
ting hundreds of thousands of Jews into their 
homeland, and millions in money have been con- 
tributed. 
The latest thing for  Palestine is the harness- 

h g  of the Jordan river to enpply electrical 
power. This is to be done first by raiaing the 
level of the Sea of Galilee. This project is de- 
~cribed by Consul Sonthard in a Commerce 

Department bulletin, entitled 'Talestine--Ita ' 

Commercial Resources." Ten million dollanr 
will be spent in the scheme, which includes tha 
canalization of the Jordan Valley from Galilee 
to the Dead Sea, to provide water for the grow- 
ing of dates, rice, sugarcane, flax and cotton. 
He also tells abont 2,000 miles of motor high- . 
waye, commercialization of the Bagdad-Cairo 
air-route, agriculture credit bank8 being includ- 
ed in the plan to modernize the Holy Land. 

It waa Isaiah who wrote abont the earth yield= 
ing its increase and blossoming ss the rose; and 
as the race was cradled in the vicinity of Pa la-  
tine, where the productivity was very great, wa 
see no reason why the sand hilh of Paleatino 
ahould not again produce her verdure. We ham 
no reawn to doubt that as the whole earth shall 
eventually be like the Garden of Eden, Palestine 
will behme the most beautiful spot of all. Tha 
improvement and rehabilitation of thir quarter 
of h e a r t h  isto bearpectcd;for it ia inf* 
ment of Scriptrvr 



Some Honest Minigters Yet 

T F3EEE is no other dass of men in the world ieed asefnlnam in tha ministerirl field, I waa encanraged 
who have been honored with greater oppor- by my paetor, Daniel B. Kellogg, now a retired minister 

tunities to serve the Lord than those of the min- residing in SF- 37- Y.9 an aa by others promi- 
istry. At  the eame time there has been no other nent in the Central New hthodigt Conference, to 
class of men who have so utterly disregarded prepare for m-vice These men assided me 

My in this I was m t  to college in Illi- their privileges and honor, t u n e d  away from no% whq .fto sining l thsologid Mg (dna. 
the Lord's way, and the way of the regr-), beome a ddy appointed pdor in Pike, adversary. These have joined hands with big wYOming ComB, N. *,, B. ktimer, Pmrid 
business and professsional politicians, have re- ~ l d ~  baa. hdennOh I rnd - yFln 
frained from teaching the tmth, and have led the gs p h r  Prabburg, S* coU~,  N. y. ~ h ~ ~ ,  
people into error and caused many a hmgry owing to phenomenal m- in winning men, I w8s en- 
child of God to be starved who haa been kept in couraged by the church to m p t  m e v a n g u c  da t ion  
their pens without spiritual food. It is not in our for general work, which I did. This work was so suc- 
province to judge individuals, but the Lord laye ce&d that it led to the drongest Baptist and Methodist 
down the rule that hypocrisy is despicable in churches in beric-% and 1 became popular an wan- 
His sight. Honesty is the first essential of tmth. gelid. My income never failed to realize me from $5,000 

It is regrettable that the majority of the clergy to $8,000 a year. 
Meanwhile I married; and my wife, being a gifted think more of the approval of men and man- . mkci.n md diat and a 

in work a- made organizations and of their own ael6sh in- h* & inhats of work makhlly. It rm in terests than of the approval of the Lord; in fact, tb, ipm of 1908 th.t I ru ded to Union 
they regard the approval of the Lord 8 d l  Methodist c h d ,  ML, for a revival -- 
thing. It is gratifying, however, to note that Dr. wm p d r .  While in h t  city ma 
occasionally some good, honest minister gets his dnring ans of my reet day4 I wcnt to hear m Advmtiat 
eyes opened, and boldly declares the truth brother on the subject at ImmortaliQ; and m the result, 

We publish below the letter of Rev. E. T. 1 began a spstematic, thorough d i n g  of the Scrip 
Liddell, which has been turned over to us. For on the abject and bcame fioroughly convinced 
mveral years he has been a prominent minister only *OM@. (1 -0% 6: 16) 
and ewngelist, and has inddged in &d 'I'hh conviction ~~ l #t between the paator for 

whom I was laboring and myeelf. At that time I had a speech against Pastor Russell and the Inter- 
hm,dp ol Par Bd, ody from national Bible Students Association. Because deed hL ham in Merent p.pen. of his honesty of heart, however, the Lord led ,&tion -- ek luwy him to see the truth. His letter speaks for , to a dement  d ~d won. ~h~ *dial 

itself. We are w r e  that our readers will read ,pJmiom h h a  me f,,, b*, 
the letter with interest ; and we hope that it may my labor8 .nd -me, ma drove me at  to wader 
be an encouragement to some other ministers whether it were poasible for ms to be right sad w q -  
who are in doubt, to look into their Bibles in the body elee all wrong. 
light of present-day events and ascertain the I t  was at this juncture th.t my aife pnrchased the 
real tmth. rolumea from a colporteur and preeented them to me M 

a Chridmas gift, b e  being unconacioun of their import 
International Bible Studenta Association 

' 
and bemg prompted by a desire aimply to mPke me a 

My dear Brethren : present. Theae volumes proved to be a Clod-send. I 
I feel an apology m d  conieesion, together with m h o d  them. I mveled in them. In m e  thin@ I 

explanation, i n  due you, both to ed me in a true light a u l d  not a P  then (but I -1, but I have 
among all lovers of truth and in j d c e  to mTaelf. I waa been led to that the p d r  c o d  
barn in North Vidory, Cayuga County, New York, S e p  In the Year 1918 I a book entitled m e  World 
tember 17, 1877, of Hobert 0. Liddell and Rose Ellen War in Bible Prophecy-" It p e e d  by the Cam- 
M e r  Liddell. I nrs reared in the Sunday School in mercial Printing G ~ F Y  d w h ,  N. C- I F- 
Me, a rillage three milea from the p b  of fectly honeat in all my deductionr u amtained therein. 
my birth. My puenta were hard-working, poor, but But I hove WW with in-18 and 
very honorable people of Englhh ertroction. rorrow my antagonistic attitude toward dear Brother 
At the age of eleven I profeased religion and united E n d ,  ~ r - 4  an 489 and 490 of the anid 

with the Methodid Episoopal Church, whose Sunday book, a h  my uncalled-for attack on "The Finished . 
Bchool I had attended. Developing gifta which prom- Mystery" (the Seventh Volame). br I n i d  before, I 

us 
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then thought thi~t I was jnstified; but I have been led 
to see rn. u-rong. I am also aware of other incongruitier 
of doctrine contained in said book, "The World War." 

I write this letter to men whom I regard aa men of 
God, begsng your forgiveness, acknowledging my error, 
and confessing frankly that I was wrong. During the 
past year I have-been doing my best to coxred the erron 
herein referred to, before every audience I have ad- 
dressed ; and I have been, during mid period, sdling said 
book with not only a confession parall- this one, but 
with a preamble attached to each copy containing the 
same confession and doing credit to 'The Finished 
Mystery" and to Paetor Busell, I un persuaded t h ~ t  
he was the Seventh Meseenger of the Covenant, hd'r 
great harvest servant. Could I today weep my penitenca 
at his feet I would do so for having ever spoken ancorn- 
plimentarily of him. It has been my sim during tha 
past year to encourage those receiving eome meseure of 
light through my feeble ministry to purchaee the Seven 
Volumes, the "Hup of God," the Watch Tower, the. 
GOLDEN AGE, e t c  ; and my succeaa in this line has been 
gratrfying. It hy .Iso been my aim to organize errid 

truthseekera intb &see and to assist them in aemrhg 
the aid of the Pilgrim brethren. Kinston, N. C., and 
Trenton, N. C., are examples. To vindicate my stab 
ment of mrrow, that I ehould have been so hasty in con- 
cluding against Brother Russell a d  the Seventh Vd- 
m e ,  I wiah to say that I have nearly 700 volumes d 
uThe World Waf' left, which are to be destroyed a t  oncq 
notwithstanding I can ill afford this from the financial 
etandpoint. But I do thin because of my o m  disgust far 
the book 
Dear brethren, I am eeeking nething at your h a d  

whateoever, but love and prayem I offer you today tb 
aemvuuz of perfect concurrence and concord, m d  
that instead of condemning me for errors, you wdi re- 
joice that the light haa shone brighter and brighter upon 
an honest heart, until the a , e e a a  of your hypothesir 
and the errore of mine have appeared. What more cau I 
do? You are at liberty to publiah thia acknowledgment 
or not, juat M yon please. 

I beg dwrye to remain 
Youra in the glorioua hope, 

E. T. ~ D E &  

Reports from Foreign Correspondents 
Report h m  London 

J IFDGING by the attention which the new* 
papers have given, the chief event of the 

last few days in Britain is the birth of a young 
son to Princess Mary. Bs yet the youngster haa 
no title except such baby and courtesy titles as 
are  given to him. Although he is grandson to 
the greatest of earth's kings, he is as yet but 
plain Master Lascelles. However, being born 
with a silver spoon in his month (or that which 
corresponds to it 1 )  he will, "weather and &r- 
cumstances permitting" as the shipmasters say, 
forge his way ahead of others who are more 
conlmonly born. Probably we can truly say of 
this young child that before he shall grow up to 
know the difference between good and evil the 
kingdom of righteousness and peace will be well 
on its way to firm establishment in the hearts of 
the people. It is grand to know that the children 
now being born have a great chance of entering 
into the time of happiness; and that even if they 
could they would not have to look forward to a 
life of battle with sickness, .and mental and 
moral infirmity. 

The RELIaIons world is getting a little excited 
about the new Prayer-book to which reference 
has been made. There will be discussion which 
may show openly that the Church of England is 

not so united as when now and again they sing r 
"We are not divided, all one body we." The 
Bishop 01 Durham has written a strong and 
frank letter to the Times. He shows that those 
who want these changes are, a t  least in part, 
those who would throw the Church of England 
back beyond the days of the Reformation. Them 
is in the Church of England what is called tha 
Catholic party; i t  leans towards Rome, or  at 
any rate puts forth for the Church of England 
a s  arrogant claims a s  ever Rome did. On the 
other hand, there is in the Church of England a 
modernist party who have been very obeciient 
to the higher critics, and who would like to see 
the Church of England and its Prayer-book- 
that is, its doctrines-modernized. The church- 
are busy with their schemes, either of trying to 
bring about a revival of religion o r  of r e a d j u b  
ing their own arrangements; or, in some caser, 
of endeavoring to bring into unity diverse or- 
ganizat ion~ 

From Cambridge ~ n i v e r s i 6  mmes a report 
of religions activity amougst the 8tudents. It 
has originated in the University Council on 
Religions Qneatiom, a council which will ded 
with  religion^ sentiments of all kinds. It b said 
that 2,000 out of the total of 5,000 men a d  
women at the University are nightly attending 
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meetings. One of the reverend heads of the 
University says: '?t is no long-jawed' religion 
which is being put before the new generation. 
Seriousness ie a heavenly grace; solemnity is a 
nasty sin. A religion which says 'I believe in 
God' must be concerned with every scrap of new 
knowledge." h d  this they call "the new evan- 
gelism"! The chairman of the Committee says 
that all of the clergy who are taking part a r ~  
merely cooperating with the younger genera- 
tion in their search for the truth. None of them 
has a message for the people. They leave that 
to the Bible Students; and glad we are to have 
the privilege of telling of the coming of the 
kingdom, and of reading for them the signe od 
the times which &ow that the kingdom i~ being 
established. 

The winter season keeps mild Late autumn 
wild fruits and flowers are rtill (February 9th) 

to be seen on the eonntry-side ; and, on the other 
hand, the early spring flowere are bursting 
forth. There are those who think the season8 
are changing; perhaps they are, but whether 
the change is in preparation for the Millennia1 
reign, or whether it is thst we are experiencing 
eome of the variation of the cycles of weather 
which records &ow continually take place, re- 
mains to be seen The present writer remem- 
bers seasons very much more severe than aro 
now being experienced. And certainly the 
Thames does not freeze over; it seems almost 
impossible to think that a hundred years ago 
fairs were held on the frozen Thames. [Two 
weeks after the foregoing report was written, 
the harbor of New Pork was 80 jammed with 
ice two feet thick that ferry-boats could not get 
into their dips, and the streets of Brooklyn were 
filled with ice from curb to curb. London ir 
oeven hundred miles north of New York-Ed.] 

Erroneow Teaching My-g 

T HE principal trouble with people who do not 
understand the Bible is that they apply all 

scriptures to everyone--thinking the Bible is 
addressed to mankind in general A greater 
mistake could not be made. Thb  is illustrated 
by an able editor applying the text, 'Te  are the 
salt of the earth," to all mankind. 

He quoted the entire passage and did not see 
the point. 'Te are the salt of the earth; but if 
the salt have lost its savor, wherewith shall it 
be salted1 It ie thenceforth good for nothing 
but to be cast out and to be trodden under foot 
of men." This man claims that Christendom has 
become thoroughly unchristian and nonchris- 
tian, and admits that Christendom ie being 
trodden under foot, and adds that it is going 
deeper into the mire each day. 

The first and last words, "ye" and "men,* 
show the line of difference. The Bible ie ad- 
aressed to none only but him who haa made a 
full consecration to the Lord to do the will oB 
God a t  any cost--a full resignation of the will, 
the heart, the being, and all its powem, if need 
be to the total abneaation of himeelf. 

"Christendom" is a misnomer se referring to 
the present nations--they are, according to the 
Bible, the "kingdom of the world" under bond- 
age to Satan, the great deceiver of mankind who 
has transformed himself into an angel of light 
to keep the race in bondage. 

Christ's kingdom brings peace and happiness ; 
then Satan shall be bound for a thousand years, 
and righteousness will be in the ascendancy nn- 
ti1 every enemy of God has been vanquished. 

The world is not Christian in any sense ; tho 
"cKnrche.9' are not Christian except in name 
only. And the everlasting existence of the peo- 
ple of the world is not jeopardized by being 
heathen. To think eo is a heartless misconcep 
tion of the plan of God. 

From the first to the second advents of Christ 
the work has been principally to select the bride 
of Chri~t, in all "a little flo&'-144,000--and 
incidentally to witness to the world of the com- 
ing "times of restitution" when the living shall 
be restored to Edenic conditions, the dead bil- 
lions brought out of the tomb and given a knowl- - 

There are not many such. edge of God's truth in order that they too mag 
The text applies to the Christian who ha have r e 8 t 0 d  to them mental, moral and physi- 

tailed to Live up to hie obligations taken in his d perfection. 
aovenant of rracrifice. But, we admit, too, thst What a wonderfully happy time that will be1 
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Ta" time was," said Tyler, "when one could 
not doubt the Bible without being branded 

a s  a heretic and thrown into prison, but now 
even the clergy freely admit that there are many 
errors in the Bible; none but the ignorant be- 
lieve its verbal inspiration. Practically all the 
ministers a r e  higher critics and evolutionists, 
are  they not, Wynn?" 

"Yes, you are right," he replied. "Few accept 
all the Bible says; the majority agree with 
Bishop Weldon when he says that 'all parts of 
the Bible a r e  not of equal value, and what we 
want is an expurgated Bible'." 
'7 thought so, and I am glad to think that 

Christians are  getting broad-minded and scien- 
tific. Who can accept the Genesis account of 
creation, for instance?" 

Palmer was taking an unusual interest in the 
conversation. I could see that he was but wait- 
ing an opportunity to say something, but I think 
all were surprised a t  what he said "Errors in 
the Bible? Repudiate the account of creation?" 

"Really now, you don't mean to say yon be- 
lieve in the story of the garden of Eden?" broke 
in Tyler. 

"I find it necessary to accept the Bible as n 
whole, from Qensie to Revelation," answered 
Palmer. 

"But surely," said Wynn, "on are not so anti- 
quated as  to believe that the first chapter of 
Genesis is a true record! Why it is contradicted 
by all known science! The garden of Eden story 
may be beautiful, but it is nothing more than an 
allegory." 

"I count it my privilege to believe it all," 
quietly replied Palmer. 

"Open your mouth and shut yoni eyes and 
swallow the lot," chuckled Smith. 

"KO; I claim that it is a l l  harmonions and 
reasonable," Palmer replied. 

"Reasonable, harmonious l Why the Bible is 
full of mistakes and contradictions; everyone 
knows that," said Tyler. 

"It is  all very well making charges: point out 
the mistakes." 

"Ha, ha !" laughed Tyler. "If8 all a mistake." 
"The creation story ia a mistake" said Wynn, 

jnbilant to think that he was scoring one off the 
Bible Students a t  last. "The seven days of crea- 
tion, for instance, are  absolutely disproved by 
science." 

" h d  the f l o ~ d , ~  chimed in Tyler. What doea 
Q 

it mean when it says, 'The windows of heaven 
were opened'? No one but a dreamer would 
write such p a e .  Let us hear the voice of the 
dark ages in the midst of twentieth century 
howledge and see what i t  sounds like." 
"If you will give me a chance, perhaps I ma# 

be able to explain." 
"Go ahead, then," said Tyler, highly pleased. 
"F'irst," began Palmer, "you make me wonder 

how much science you have between you, and - 
then whether you are  aware that so-called sci- 
ence has contradicted itself time and time again 
eo that a scientific treatise of a few years ago in 
practically useless today; and, further, that the 
Genesis account of creation though written 
about 3,500 years ago is abreast if not in ad- 
vance of modem knowledge. In  fact it is now 
established by geology that the order of crea- 
tion given in Genesis is scientifically correct 
and gives the exact order in which the earth 
was actually built up. The seven days of crea- 
tion are the seven stages shown by the varioua 
strata of the earth's crust." 

"But you don't think i t  was done in seven 
days, do you?" interposed Tyler. 

"Seven epochal days ; not twenty-f our-hour 
days." 

"What warrant have you for calling them 
days epochs 7" queried W p .  
"I would put it the other way," replied 

Palmer. 'What right have yon to say they must 
be days of twenty-four hours? The sun was not 
made to shine until the fourth day, so that the 
first few days could not be solar days of twenty- - 
four hours; the sun mas not there to regulate 
them. Then the Scripture says that 'one day in 
with the Lord as  a thousand years, and a thou- 
nand yeam as one day.' The creation account 
sums up  the whole work of the six days and 
calla them one: 'In the day that God created 
the heaven and the earth.' You must allow for 
the epoch theory there, Wynn; there is no other 
way of explaining it." 

"You have him there, Palmer," said Tyler.. 
'But it ia possible to determine the length of 

these days," continued Palmer, taking no notice 
of the interruption. "Since they are  all membem 
of one week, it ia reasonable to conclude that 
they are of equal length. If we can find the 
length of one of those days we shall then know 
the duration of the others. 

"Let me draw your attention, Wynn, to 
I 
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peculiarity in the Genesis account of creation. 
I f  yon look yon will see that the day comrnencea 
with the evening and ends with the morning: 
The  evening and the morning were the firat 
day.' The formula is repeated for the second, 
third, fourtb, fifth and sixth days ; but have yon 
noticed that the seventh day ie commenced, bat 
not finished? Why 1 Because it has continued 
on through the age of man down to our own 
day-it is not yet finbhed. When God had 
finished the work of the six creative days, He 
rested on the seventh day; and the apostle P a d  
writing to the Hebrews, in chapter 4: 3, says 
that God is still resting, and that it is still the 
seventh day. 'For we which have believed do 
enter into rest.' What rest l The Apostle an- 
swers : 'That God did rest the seventh day from 
all his works.' The believer ceases from his own 
work 8s God did from His, and enters the rest 
of the seventh day. Six thousand years of 
human hiatory are in the past; there is one 
thousand to follow; and then that which began 
in the darkness of the evening will become clear 
in the Light of the morning. The end will inter- 
pret the beginning, and God's purpose will then 
be clearly seen. The Psalmist aays: Weeping 
may endure for the evening [margin] but joy 
oometh in the morning.' (Psalm 30: 5) And the 
evening and the morning will be the seventh day. 

'?The seventh day is one of 7,000 years; the 
other six we reasonably conclude must be of the 
same length, because they belong to the same 
week ; 7 times 7 are 49 ; 49,000 years the earth is 
in course of conrstrnction from chaos to the per- 
f ect oosmos, and the earth then enters her grand 
jubilee with the fiftieth thousand years." 

'Well, I have never heard that before," eaid 
Tyler. 'Where do you get your informationt* 

"My attention waa drawn to this by the late 
Pastor Russell, in the sixth volume of his 'Stnd- 
ies in the Scriptures,' the first chapter of which 
deals with this subject and shows the harmony 
of science with the Bible. 
"I have not time to go into all the detaila of 

the creation jnst now, but on the matter of in- 
spiration I would like to point out one thing 
about the first chapter of Genesis. As I have 
previously remarked, scientists have disagreed 
amongst themselves for pears about the forma- 
tion of the earth, but after much investigation 
it is now established that the order given by 
Moses is the correct one. I would aak : How did 

Moses discover this? Men had not then taken 
~ p a d e  and digged deep into the earth. G e o l o ~ ~ :  
was an unknown s;rdence. Was it wisdom, in- 
spiration, or speculation? 
"I suppose that yon have heard of the prinu- 

ple of the permutation of numbers 1" 
"Oh, yes," said Tyler. "A friend of mine wsr 

explaining it to me the other evening. He said 
that a large business howe could be fitted out 
with telephones, and that with the use of five 
different numbers, 120 different changes could 
be made without the need for an exchange clerk. 
One jnst manipulates the numbers into different 
. positions." 

'Yes, that ia right; two numbers can be placed 
in two Meren t  positions, as: 1-2 and 2.1. With 
three figures six different changes can be made ; 
e. g., 123, 231, 321, 213, 312,132. Four, 24; five, 
120. Seven can be placed in 5,040 different po- 
aitions. 

"My point is this: Moses gives seven days of 
creation, each having ita peeuliar work. He 
places light first ; he might have put something 
else there. He states that man vas  the last to 
be created; he might have placed him as the 
first of the animal creation, but he did not. If 
he had he would have been wrong. 
'In arranging the seven days of creation with 

their work, there were 5,040 different ways in 
which he might have placed them. Only one 
order could be right, 5,039 wrong. Jf he was 
gaessing, there were 5,039 chances against him. 
He was correct; he has given the only order out 
of 5,040, which is right. How did he do i t?  The 
acience of geology waa not known. It could not 
be a guess; it must have been inspiration. The 
great Creator who had ordered the formation of 
the earth revealed this secret to His servant. 

"Compare the simple grandeur of the Genet& 
socount of creation with those that come to M 
from other muroes of antiquity, and the con- 
trast between truth and error is manifested. 
There are m many evidemcea of the inspiration 
of the Bible that no one should have difEcnlty in 
believing. &me of the anticipations of ~cienos 
found there are remarkable. You wi l l  never find 
Moses writing p a e ,  which you find in many ro- 
called scientific works. The wiadom of men is 
continually being demonstrated as foolishness 
with God, and the so-called foolishness of God 
as the very essence of wisdom. 

"Another day for the 'windows of heaveas * 



Encouraging Information-If True 

W E ARE told through the public prees that 
the professors are not all-wise. There in 

the tacit admission that once they knew it  all, 
but that that day has passed. So the old idea ot 
idolizing the college professor hae passed, alao. 
Weary days, these. Who has made the discov- 
ery? That was the edict of dean0 a t  the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota in January, commenting 
on the statements of Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn, 
president of amherat College, before the oon- 
vention of the Association of Bmerican Collegea 
held a t  Chicago. He said: 

'Wnder the ruah of new ecience md f o r m  of intellect, 
the khnique of the old atructare in wmcked. We am 
lost, mixed up, bewildered; and the young people brs 
found ua out." 

Dr. Johnston, dean of the Academic College 
of Jlinnesota, concurred, saying : 

'Wndoubtedly a great adjutanent ir needed beoanra 
of the great rocirl ch.ngcr Mod of tbs *Q h 
oltynoaam.tworkanproblanrralvhgtb6I.cLd 
experience md hhiq thq p d  when an- 
tared the univemi~.'' 

The grand old book, the Bible, scoffed at and 
ridiculed, h yet to be vindicated. The Prophet, 
referring to the end of the Satanie order, said 
that the wisdom of their wise men shall perish 
and the understanding of the prudent shall be 
hid Yea yea; the poor professors, and all oth- 
em who have been going contrary to the truth 
of the Bible, are to be relegated to the rear. 

God haa other means of enlightening the peo- 
ple; and while the leaders and teachem have 
had their day and possibly were necessary to 
the outgoing oganization, we have reached the 
end of that way, and the Bible-beaten and torn 
and sneered a t  and bumed-is yet to be exalted 
above the hills. And the leaves of the trees shall 
clap their hands for joy, when true knowledge, 
true science, true theology come streaming into 
the minds of all. That is the day about which 
prophets and poets have written; but hitherto 
it was not thought possible that it would be 
ouch an awful jar on the learned. And what a . ' 
gallant m y  of retreat 1 Because they have been ' ' 

found out 1 

Potato Raisers Get Rich 

M INNESOTA! ia cr won'derful state-for 
lakes and potatoes. Spu& were selling in 

August for 23 cents a bnsheL But because the 
farmers stopped digging them at  that price the 
captains of industry put the jackscrews under 
the price, and as  it began to mount up the fann- 
ers again began to dig. 

How wodd yon like to be a farmer by the 
name of J. T. Anderson and live in Wadena, 
Minn., and raise potatoes for a livelihood? Well, 
Mr. J. T. sold 220 baehela at 46 centa a busheL 
These potatoer w e n  the Snowflake variety, a 
fine spud, sound and smooth, and were delivered 
to the dealer in Odober. 

He waited for-his cheab. It cam% His 13,200 
pounds of tubers brought him the magnificent 
sum of $4.84, or lees than two and onequarter 
centa a bushd 

There was a deduction of $66 for freight; the 
loading charge was $13.20 ; the sacke cost $10.56; 
and the cornmimion h n  drew down $6.60 for 
their trouble. 

Mr. J. T. caught the thought and significantly 

tisku : "How many bushels would it take a t  that 
price (24 cents a bushel) to buy one ton of soft 
slate 1" 

We call this a "Christian" nation and prate 
abont this being part of "Christendom'*- 
Christ's kingdom. But if the Golden Rule is to 
be the law of that kingdom pray tell us where- 
abouts on the earth i n  there a semblance ofl 
Christ's kingdom 1 

The selfishness dominating the children of 
men in our day doea not argue for the gradual 
betterment of the race. The Bible says they 
ahall grow worse and woree. Trouble and dia- 
tress is everphere apparent, and we e t i l l  pray 
for the kingdom to come. The rich, the proud, 
the self-centered, are to be humbled. The poor, 
the conscientionq and those who feel their an- 
worthiness are to be exalted. But d shall be 
blessed with forgiveness of sins, a knowledge od 
the truth, privileges of living and not dying; and 
then the whole world will melt into one family- 
the brotherhood of man, and love will be the 
motive prompting every ad, word and tho*& 



Preaching the Eighth Commandment 

A LTHOUQH big business is not honest itself, 
although nothing could be more dishonest 

or unjust to the people than the practices of 
which it is guilty right along, yet it wants other 
people to be honest. Indeed, the small fry must 
be honest, must be dependable; or the gigantio 
  tea lings of big business carried through during 
the war would never have been possible. 

Hence it does not surprise us that the Nation- 
al Surety Company has organized a campaign 
to try to make the common people honest. Thia 
Company goes on the bond of employbs, pro- 
tecting big business concerns from robberies 
from their own empIoy6s. The fewer robberies 
there are from the inside, the smaller will be 
the charges for protection, and the better it *ll 
be for the big bnsiness concerns that employ 
the Snrety Company. 

The Surety Company has organized what it 
calls a National Honesty Bureau and has put it 
in charge of the Reverend William Byron For- 
bush, Ph. D., LL. D., a s  Managing Director. 
The Reverend Forbush has aent ns one of the 
documents of his honesty campaign with the 
request that we publish and give editorial com- 
ments. This we are glad to do. The bulletin 
reads in part as  follows : 

"Have we learned all that we might from the %nun 
Catholic priesthood? The question wae mggeeted to 
the writer aa he recmtly turned the pagm of revnJ 
volumea of rermonn in a Catholic b o o ~ r a  Theae a- 
mons were chiefly of two JMseq doctrinal a d  ethical. 
Upon the dodrinal material it is not nemmuy to pawe. 
It was consietent and conventional. But the ethical 
material was a revelation. It waa direct, unoompromie 
ing, practical. Behind it d l  was the anthoriQ of 'Thm 
saith the Lord,' and the e m p W  of This do and thou 
aha1 t live.' 

'The writer reviewed his o m  preaching far nearly r 
quarter of a century. %ow many timea have I p e e d  
on the Law of the Lord? Did I ever m5ciently empha- 
rdze the Ten Commandments ?' 

''Businea men are doing this presching for na Ia f t  
generally known that more than 80,000 tab were g h  
by bankere last year in the public nchoole of Ameri~ 
upon 'Character the Chief Bsset in Basin- Credift 
Do we all know that the Oalden Rule haa been formally 
adopted aa the basic code of the Intmmtiond Rotary 
Clubs ? Ie the religiose public informed of the Truth in 
Advertising Movement that is maintained by the dssb 
ciated Advertising Clnbe of the World, and that w p m  
r vig2ance organization m forty of om hrga citiee? 

"Our attention bee been turned dnee the ru to 't3m 
Q 

crime wave' and 'the oime trust.' The t r e m ~ ~ ~ d ~  
through theft ( o m  a third d a billion d o h a  a year) 
md the pro&n corruption of boyhood w stirred ths 
mind of one cd Americda kulmg bneinea, men, Kr. 
William B. Joyce, Cb.innan of the National S m  
Company, that he inetituted the National Honesty Bu- 
reau, in order to ra-emphasiae the ammand, Thou ahalt 
not rteal,' in the nchoalr af b e r i a .  Peirhpa we cannot 
rtam the flood of crimb bPt we can dry up the rpringa. 

"Church people, how would yon like to hear one eer- 
man an old-fmhioned H o n e ?  Preachers, why not 
preach on the Eighth Commandmght ? Plvente, why 
not take d o n  mmetime between the leth and 22nd 
of February to tell jonr children what Ood'r Law i a  
h u t  Hon* and Honor ?" 

In answer to Eleverend Forbush's question, 
"Have we learned all that we might from the 
Roman Catholic priesthood t" our answer would 
be No; you have probably not learned all you 
might. If you had camed your Bearch for holy 
books far  enough yon might have obtained the 
w o r b  of Saint Alphonso Maria di Liguori, Bo- 
man Catholic theologian, bishop and founder ob 
the Order of Bedemptorists, who lived 1696- 
1787. From him you could have obtained the 
following Roman Catholic leseon on honesty: 
"If any one eteal mall m at different timeq either 

from the aame or Merent pernono, not having the inten- 
tion of &ding large wmq nor of cawing a great dam- 
age, his ein is not mortal. If  rvenl penma d.4 from 
the anme rnaater, in d qnmtitiea, each in mch r 
manner M not to commit a mortal sin, though each 
known tbt all of t h e  little thefts together arm 8 
ameiderable dnmnge to their master, yet no one of them 
oammib8morta ln in , ermwhentheye tea ld the~  
time A eon does not oommit a mortal ain when he steala 
only twenty or pieces of gold from a father who 
h a  an i n m e  of 160 pi- of gold." 

The Bornan Catholic system, of which Rever- 
end Forbush has such a high opinion, is outlined 
in the theological work "De Sanctis." From 
these pages we learn that : 

"Enawagement is givm to theft, M to 0 t h ~  
crime, by the faciliq of obtaining pardon ; and absoh- 
tbnu u e  given to rob* asnrerq murderers, without 
their having made any Hstitution htever. They repair 
to the confmr, p m t  him w i t h  a goodly offering for 
r ~ e s ;  or, if theJ u e  robbers of debrity, men abound- 
ing in d t h ,  they f d  r chapdry, a r b e n e f i c e ,  or 
nomething of the End. At Rome, for hknce, every 
one h o a r  that Piw VII (1742-1823) granted to all 
rho hear umfemionn in ths Holy H o w  Pontemtto, the 
privilege of absolving from reditntion all who ham 
defmded the Bev. Apodahc ch.mberq or the go- 
U 



m a t ;  and dl defraud, and run them to receive M u -  
tion. But thir u not anough Leo X (1475-1521), in 
kia bull beginning Kith Toatqnam ad Apostnlatu,' giver 
confe~mn the privilege not only of absolving robbera, 
but of permitting them to retain in all good conscience, 
the fruita of their neurg, robberies, thefts, etc, on condi- 
tion that part of the goode be given to the church 1'' 

The Protestant ministers do not come out so 
openly in favor of theft, and yet they are as dig- 
honest as they can be, and Eeverend Forbush 
knows it. He knows that thousands of these 
ministers are unbelievers in the Bible and are 
obtaining money inder false pretence, merely 
using the Bible as a cloak with which to cover 
their unbelief. 

How many ministers a;e there who are able 
to say faithfdly that they believe the stories of 
Noah and the flood, and Jonah and the great 
fish, to both of which our Lord Jesus gave Hie 
assent t How many ministers believe the story 
of Adam and Eve, to which St. Pad gives as- 
sent? How many ministers believe the stories 
of Elijah and Job, to which St. James gave 
assent? l 

Ministers continue to baptize children. They 
know that it meana nothing. Why are they not 
honest? Ministers continue silently to acquiesce 
in the doctrine of eternal torment, when they 
know that the Bible plainly teaches that death, 
not eternal torment, is the wages of sin. Why 
do they do it? Ministers taught the Kaiser that 

he waa ruling by divine right; they were thar 
gclllty of the World War, which has robbed 
everybody. Why did they not teach the people 
that the commandment, "Thou shalt not kill," in . 
as important aa the one, "Thou shalt not steal"; 
and that both are important t We wonder! 

As for the bankers, they are as guilty of dig- r 
honesty aa any class we know. Details of their 
crooked work, as manifested in the deeds of the 
Federal Reserve System and in smaller banks, 
have been published in THE GOLDEN AGE from 
time to time; and we have plenty more of the 
same kind of crookedness to expose when we can 
get to it. The whole interest system is Scriptur- 
ally wrong and is destroying the nation. 

Reverend Forbush haa a great field ahead of 
him. Indeed, it is a field in which THE GOLDEN 
AGE has already done much work. The first step ' . 
toward making the common people honest is to 
make the preachers and bankers honest. We do 
not include politicians in this. How they can be . *. 
made honest is something we cannot suggest. --,> 
But we are satisfied that the four crooked P's- 
Preachers, Politicians, Profiteers, and P r e s s  
are the underlying causes of popular dishon- 
esty; and that until they are cleaned up and 
become honest, truthful, sincere, trustworthy, it - 
b useless to expect anything from the people 
but a continued and increasing disregard for * 

real moral worth. If the teachers are untrust- . 
worthy, what cam be expected of the pupils? 

The Episcopal Church on Trial 

T HE Bible is the authority for the thought 
that in the end of the age, in our day, there 

shall be a falling of stars. I n  Bible symbology 
we find that "stars" mean the clergy. A star 
is a heavenly body that gives light. To our 
surprise we have found that there is a '%ad" 
heaven as well as a good one. So heaven does 
not invariably mean something holy. St. P a d  
says: ' T e  wrestle not against flesh and blood 
[merely], but against principalities, against 
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of 
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high 
places" (Ephesians 6: 12) ; or, as the margin 
explains, against wicked spirits in heavenly 
places. The chief wicked spirit is, of course, the 
devil, the "god of this world" (2 Corinthians 
4: 4) Then there are legions of subordinate 

wicked spirit beings; then come those who teach 1 
the doctrines of devils and the precepts of men , 
In the book of Revelation we have the religious 
systems of the world named for us. They are 
died the "synagogue of Satan," or, in plain 
English, the devil's church. "Satan himself ir 
transformed into an angel of light. Therefore 
it is no great thing if his ministers also be trans- 
formed as the ministers of righteousness; whose ( 
end shall be according to their works. For such 
are false apostles, deceitful workers, transform- 
ing themselves into the apostles of Christ" (2 
Corinthians 11 : 14,15,13) Where do we find 
these thns described1 

Demonology haa masqueraded and flourished 
in Christian robes. Hundreds of systems in 
Christendom are labeled "Christian" for  effect, 
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and to hoodoo the peopre and collect the money. few of the Epiaaopalian ministers for example r 
This institution so many have called "Chrietian- Dr. Percy Stickney G m t  h d s  that he can no 
ity" has miserably failed-failed to promote longer a m p t  JWM ss the equal of God, but 
good among the ~ o p l e ,  failed to convert the claims that J e m  waa merely a man without the 
world, failed to brrng peace, failed to raise the power of God; and with this thought comes the 
morality of its subjects. It has impoverished the denial of the virgin birth. It is inoonceivable to 
nations, swindled them, corrupted them, c a d  him how Jews codd have a virgin birth without 
more bloodshed than any other one thing, caused being at the time onethird of a triune 
more unhappiness, more discord, and has been (304 or "C+od inarnetedn . 
destructive of almost everythmg thst ia good. D, o a V e  Cantenaen men Dr. 
m y ?  Because Satan is the great power-home ~ - t  denied that C- had power of &,d 
behind the force generated; for he has deceived he my denied that chr5t  5 Q O ~ ;  and if 
by making his own doctrines look plausible and cfigt is not &d, then you and I a= idolatere, 
trustworthy, and the doctrines of the Bible are for then we are a m hi^ is 
made to appear SO hideous that the Bible is now another fallen star; for he holds that if Jesus 
generally repudiated, God i.8 defamed, and is not ~ f o d  he mmt be a man. In bringing a die- 
Christ is represented as being a my&, the gar- anrae  to a close he asked all who believed that 
den of Eden a myth, Noah a myth, and the Christ is &d to rise and recite with him the 
miracles mythical. "Evolution" has been en- ~i~~~~ creed aroee and repeated the creed* 
throned and the Bible thrown to the discard by ~ y , ~  ~i~~~ creed is heathenid, and has no 
the preachers who now come out boldly and de- ~ i b l ~  fonndation. was <but 
dare for "freedom of speech" and seek to be snd rammed down the of the bishops 
loosed of the bands which hold them in re- (who had fallen from gre) by a pagan dcr- 
straint. The fruitage ie apparent; it ha a due constantin-:- 325 AD. D*. carstensen also 
crop. The harvest is here, and the "church" k d :  mere never &, but one reenll'ect-o,,, 
people must take the consequencee. because there never waa but one Ood-man to 

The Revelation furnishes another name for rise again"; and, "~r. Grant ha8 
the ~h~rches-Babylon. Bncient Babylon ww from Chriethnity; and therefore Chri&anity, 
at firet the "gateway to God,'' bat became On- the fundamental and basic doc the  of which ia 
fused. $0 mystic Babylon, representing d the belief in the divinity of Jesus C h t ,  for him 
religions systems wearing the name of Christ, no longer tenable." These fallen stam cannot 
irr mnfased; her name is Conhion.  ''Babylon see how J M ~  m d d  have a change of natnra 
the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the They -on h t  somehow he wm Qod md 
habitation of devils, and the hold of every fad &erefore divine; that he was divine as a man; 
spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful md they insist that now he k not only divine 
bird" (Revelation 18 : 2) ; and all her "stars," but a man 
her luminaries, her preachers, are fallen-fallen R,,,, &rge craig $ t e e ,  highest psid 
from teaching what little they ever did know chieago diocese, mp.: woat men in 
about heavenly or true spiritual things and have fie ~ ~ i ~ ~ d  are men of modern view. 
mme dam to the earfh, €40 now orate On They believe in rvolntioP. They do not believe 
~ s ~ e h o l o m ,  on diver% on politics, on civic 1'0- that heaven is a the sty or h t  hell 
form, on the movies, on baseball, on evolution, a hole atter ae psttern ,,f D ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  descrip 
on spiritism, on eelf-hypnotismdn anything ti,,,, ~h~ trouble with the s r d e g  along 
but the Christianity of Jesus Christ. has been that they were uptodate, modern for 

Many churches are io disruption-the Episco- their day-fmm Cons-tine to this present 
pal, the Baptist, the Methodist, eta- some hour. What every person ahodd do, who ir 
instances it is not strange that the great ContrO- b,ting in the p m i o m  blood of Jesus, is to get 
versY centers around the  personality of Jesus- ant of date, and get right back to the Lord, the, 
who, what and why he w-, whether human, or apostles and the prophets; then when he geb' 
divine, or human and divine at the same time. established in the trnth of the Bible and learns 
The arguments of some of the wisest of her doctrine of Christ, he may come forward in 
fallen stars are puerile in the extreme. Take a the increasing light until he advances into pr* 
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ent truth, and becomes like the sturdy oak, an- 
shaken by the winds of adverse beliefs. No evo- 
lutionist is a Christian; for that theory is con- 
trary and opposed to the doctrine of Christ. 

The world is in a sorry plight; and the 
"churches" are in a worse position, because of 
ignorance, superstition, bigotry, and doubt re- 
garding the Bible. Some one has said that if 
there is a God He should clear up the atmos- 
phere and stop all the tronble that is in the 
world and demonstrate that He is a God of love. 
He is indeed a God of love; He has been long- 
suffering and patient; but now He ia letting tha 
bottom fall out of things, making ready for the 
great blessing which He has in store for all the 
families of the earth. He ia teaching a leeson in 
the wisest way-so that it will never be forgat- 
ten. He has issued His?vamings; He has sent 
His thunderings; His lightnings have flashed 
forth. But the preachers walk on in darkness. 

The truth respecting Jesus is that he has had 
three natures: (1) As a created spirit being, bat 
not God, not divine, not immortal. (2) The life 
principle of that spirit being was transferred to 
the virgin Mary, who nourished it and gave it 
the human organism and gave it birth. Jeans 
was then human, but perfect in every way, as 
His life did not come from Adam; and being 
from God He was %holy, harmless, undefiled and 
reparate from sinners," but still not God, nor 
divine, nor immortaL (John 5 : 26) (3) After 
Hia resurrection Jesar, waa no longer human 
but &vine, raised to a higher position than He 
ever occupied before (Philippiane 2 : 9-11), no 
longer of mortal estate in which death was a 
possibility; bat immortal-death hath no more 
dominion over Him. And still He is not God 

, 'Umighty, the Great Jehovah; H e  is the exalted 
,Cbrbt, the Sox of Clod, plsced a t  the right hand 
of the throne of God. (Hebrews l!2 : 2) As an 
h o r t a l  being of the divine nature He is made 
~f Ood Lord of lords and King of kings, with all 

power in heaven and in earth delegated to Him 
to use in harmony with His Fatheis plan. Je- 
hovah God is still over Christ (1 Corinthians 
11: 3) ; and when in the fulness of time Chrbt 
subdues all things to the Father, He will turn * 

all things over to His Father, Jehovah (304 
and then Christ Himself also becomes subject 
to the Father.-1 Corinthians 15 : 24-28. 

The Church of England is facing another 
crisis, one which agitates her terribly and causer 
the timbers to creak mournfully. The fight haa 
been long brewing between factions in the 
church. I t  threatens to come to a head in the 
proposed revision of the Book of Common 
Prayer, and ia said to be her greatest crisis - ' 
since the Beformation. b o n g  the sweeping 
changes proposed are in the prayer for the 
dead, the shortening of six commandments, the 
omission of the nee of certain vestments, and 
the retention of the word "obey" in the marriage 
ceremony. The real trouble is supposed to break 
around the proposed "prayer for the dead." It 
is barely possible that some are getting the eyes 
of their understanding snfficiently opened to 
know that the dead are really dead and need no 
prayers; and that they await the resurrection, 
when the Lord Jesus will call to all in the . 
"graves" to "come forth." There is arising a 
strong desire to get away from everything which 
smacks too much of the Roman Catholic rituaL 
So, w e  see, the reform movement is making 

i t ,  impression; but we are living in a day which 
makes history so fast that the slow processes of 
reform cannot keep up with the light streaming 
in from the rising of the Sun of Righteousnem. 
If' they should with one stroke sweep away the 
Nicene and other man-made creeds, their ritual, 
book of common prayer and their vestments, 
and would begin at  the bottom, there would 
surely be some signs of real life and of loyalty 
to Christ 

s 
4 - 1 

f 

Moon Obgcures Venus 
IT is mot often that Venus wil l  blunhingly hide from a line drawn bemen  EUU and d; them 

her curly head behind the man in the moon. . fore the possibility of the phenomenon. 
But January 13th, for the fir& time since 1884, Astronomers claim that the crescentshaped 
Fenus was completed occulted by the moon The Venun (as she was between us and the an), 
path of Venua around the son in an d p t i c a l  emerged from behind the moon with great alw . 
orbit not so very far  removed from that of the ness, which demonstrates the fact that them ir 

and the moon's path deer not waver much no atmosphere around the moon, 



S'l'UDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" ( ~ ~ ~ ' )  
Wltb ~RSW Number 00 we began I'UW Judge Euthcrford'm naw book. Fb;B m e  Harp of mcr: ,la a m m , , ~ ,  w-tio-  LID. wu ~1 CR 
Advanced and JnvenUc Eiible Studlm whleh h o e  been hl-rto p~blbhrd 

w L  

'"Some have earnestly believed that ~esus '  
was God Himself. But such a conclusion is not 
warranted by the Scriptures. John said: 'The 
Father loveth the Son, and hath given all things 
into his hand." (John 3: 35) Again Jesus said : 
"The Father judgeth no man, but hath com- 
mitted all judgment nnto the Son: that aIl men 
shourd honor the Son, even as they honor the 
Father. He that honoreth the Son honoreth the 
Father which hath sent him. . . . For as the 
Father hath life in himself; so hath he given 
to the Son to have life in himself." (John 5 : 
22, 23, 26) Again Jesus said: "It is also written 
in your law, that the testimony of two men is 
true. I am one that bear witness of myself, and 
the Father that sent me beareth witness of me." 
(John 8: 17,18) Thus Jesus definitely fixes the 
fact that He and the Father are separate and 

. distinct beings. 
lglAgain Jesus said: "My Father, which gave 

them me, is greater than all ; and no man is able 
to pluck them out of my Father's hand. I and 

. my Father are one!' (John 10 : 29, 30) I t  may 
be asked, Does this not prove that they were 
one being? Our answer is that it does not; but 
that it does show, in connection with the other 
Scriptures quoted, that Jesns and the Father, 
Jehovah, are one in spirit, one in purpose, one 
in harmonious action; just as Jesus subsequent- 

, ly prayed to the Father that the church, His 
followers, might be made one with Him, when 
He said: "Neither pray I for these alone, but 
for them also which shall believe on me through 
their word; that they all may be one, as thou, 
Father, art  in me, and I in thee, that they also 
may be one in us: that the world may believe 
that thou hast sent me. And the glory which 
thou gavest me I have given them ; that they 
may be one, even as we are one." (John 17: 
20-22) Thus Jesus definitely shows what is ' meant by being one with the Father. 

lmAgain Jesns prayed to the Father, ~ay-ing, 
"Father, save me from this honr: but for thie 
cause came I unto this honr. Father, glorify 
thy name. Then came there a voice from heav- 
en, saying, I have both glofied it, and wil l  

glorify it agai~" (John 12: 27,28) Jeem could 
not have been praying to himself here, but He 
was, praying to Jehovah God, from whom Ha 
came. 

'"That the Father is greater than the Son, 
Christ Jesus, He shows when He says: "I go 
away, and come again unto you If ye loved me, 
ye would rejoice, because I said, I go unto the 
Father: for my Father is greater than I."- 
'John 14 : 28. 

""Many others have believed that Jesus, 
while on the earth, was still a spirit being and 
that his flesh was merely a covering or house 
in which that spirit being resided. Otherwise 
stated, that He was merely an incarnated crea- 
ture and not wholly a maa The incarnation 
theory is that a spirit being inhabits for a time 
the human body, or  a human body is created 
for the express purpose of that epirit being'm 
occupying it for a time. The incarnation of 
Jesus is Scripturally erroneous. Indeed, if He ' 

had been merely an incarnated being, He codd 
never have redeemed mankind. It ie not die- , 
puted that He codd have appeared as a human 
being; and such is attested to in the ins taaw 
given in Genesis 18 : 1, 2 and 19 : 1. 

/ 

QUESTIONS ON T H E  HARP OF G O P  

Are Jesne md Jehovah one and the mum being? afrr 
the S c r i p W  proof. 11 166. 
In what u e  the Father .pa the Son one? Ofrr 

8criplsual proof. 11 167. 
When Jemu prayed to the Fatha, did hs p r q  Q h k  

#If or to mother? 1 168. 
Who in the p t e r ,  Jdmd or Jamu? Gim &@ 

tural proof. 169. - 
When Jesw ru on artb, m bL 8 rpirit or 8 hrmrr~ 

baing? a 170. 
What is mant by the incamation -1 170. 

the Scripturea wanant the mclwion that J r u  
raa inumated being? If not, why not? 1170. 
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Headed for the Madhouse 

D R. A. A. LOEWI1:KTIIAAL, i'orriicr IJI ol'cs- 
sor of mental and nei-vons disrast>> at  t h ~  

Univer~ity of Chicago, Ilas iiiade tlic st~itc~nent 
that "at the present rntc of lllcdl.rascb the 11 orld 
will be rulrtl by rriad~less ~ i t l i i n  fist) 1cal.s.'' 
I n  this art~cle we give some of the data u11on 
which sue+ ap opinion rests. 

TVe do not have to go far away froiii Ilon~c~ to 
?. find plenty of data. Scw Torli State heads the 
8 &st of states with the Iiiglrc~st ~ I I I I I I ~ ) ~ ~ ~ .  of p r -  
g' sons with mental disorders pcr hiu1t11,ctl thou- '' sand of the populatirin, a 1 ~ 1  nl Sew Y o1k State 
I" : more persobs were s r ~ l t  to tlrtb I I I S U I I C  ahyllnn 
4 during the last ycli!r tlian in any previorls )car. 
%. 
1 At the end of 1921 t l r c b  pnticrits in t l ~ r  t11irtcc11 
?state hospitals for the insanc r~l~r~~bcrccl 39,736, 

an inrrease of 1,445 over 1920. T h ~ s  is 6,642 
& more than the hospitals were built to accomlno-. 
E date. 

Of the total nmilber of pa t i~n t s  in Kc.w Yorlc 
State one-half were born in Fhrope, and nearly 
one-third of all the patients were out and out 

=- aliens. From this number two hundrctl nl~d 
%nety persons were sent baclr,'during the year 
2 ending June 30, 1920, to the foreign countr~es 
ts frpm which they came. Under the law, any per- 

sons showing insanity within five pears after 
a'dmission to America may be returned to their 
former homes. 

&lilassachusetts comes next to New Yorlr in its 
number of insane per hundred thousand of the 
population. Dr. Briggs, former chairman of the 
Board of Insanity, says that in Massachusetts 
one person in every ten at some time or other 
enters an insane or feeble-minded hospital, and 

- that five percent of all the deaths in the state 
are in  state institutions of one kind or another. 

'' These figures are so large that we hesitatc to 
publish them; but these are  the data before us, 
and we have no reason to questior~ thern. Mas- 
eachusetts spends six million dollars annuall! 

- for the care of delinqiicnts. Connecticut, T'rr- 
mont, Montana, and Oregon - all northern 

btates - have hc~avy perrc~rrtages of insanity; 
the lowest ~1crce11tagc.s arr 111 thr South. 

Taliir~g ttrcl c.ountry as a wliol~, inani~ity and 
rllental ci14or(l(x1.s are intal.t':iblrlg four tilnes 
I':istc~~. t l ~ a r ~  the population; and as long ago as 
1910 tllc~~.c. \1(>l.t3 ~ilorc patients In the institu- 
tions for the insane than there were students 
in all t l~e  collcbgcs. 

Already Ruled by Madness 

R lC\'14:lirl'lN(: to Or. Loewenthal's statenlent 
that in iifty years the world would be ruled 

11) ~r~t~tlur,ss, \ye find that both the Bible and 
acfic.ul;~r 111story show that it has been ruled by 
11intl.11c~n f'or illore tlian 2,520 years. Nebuchad- 
I I I ~ L Z ~ I ,  the lirst world-ruler, represented Gea- 
tile rule in the earth. ISe was insane for seven 
yc:lrs: tliose seven years represent the seven 
"(icant~lc 'I'ir~res,''.the period from the overthrow 
of LGng Ztadeltiah, 606 B. C., down to the out- 
Irleak of the World War, which legally ended 
Gcntllc rule and almost ended it  actually. 

'l'hc co~lditiori oP affairs during those 2,520 
years, pr.oves that the rulers have been mad- 
men. What salic persons believe that the com- 
rnon people of any land desire to murder their 
fellows or to be murdered by them? And yet 
they have given their support to a set of rulers 
that have brought on one terrible era of blood- b '  

shed nftcr arlotl~cr. 
Take the inordir~atcly vain Kaiser Wilhelm 

11. HIS father and his grandfather were sane, 
but his earlier ancestors showed all the evi- 
dence of minds that were out of balance. 
Frederick I was a spendthrift and tyrant; 
Prederirk TVilliam I was bloodthirsty, tyran- 
nical, and hated his own son; Frederick the 
Great was a human butcher; the next two gen- 
erations were weak-minded fanatics, and Wil- 
11a1n IT7 died insane. Before the Kaiser's birth 
his niothrr, then but eighteen years of age, was 
lurtl 'I. docstor's care for nervous troubles and . 
in a pitiable cond~tron. The child was a t  first 
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thought to have been born dead ; i t  is aliiiost a contact with h u ~ n a l ~ s  is tlzrougl~ mediums,'-wh 

. pity that  he had wt been. constantly advertise in the a s  clairvay 
But  what c.an we 'boast about on l.l~is side of nl~ts,  healers, consulters and revealers oP lid- 

the Atlantic? There mas every rensoll that san- t l t ~  tl~iilgs. Many brailly people, many talented 
ity could urge why h i e r i c a  should have stayed ycrsollttges, arc arllolig spiritism's devotees, 
I)LI~ of the war. Amerka was in no more jrossi- lrnowing the true expla~lation of its phenom 
ble danger of an invasion from tllct C(.~,ir~nr~s T~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , l ~  attention to the operations of t h  
'than it was froin the Z'at:~goui,an~. I t  I ll,;ll~ is a of insanity. w h e n  one spehd 
ica had a ruler of tlic ealrlc. g:.cilelnl typ(: as the. too lllnc~l pon~erillg upon the operatidn 
Icaiser --vain, cgotisticd, 11cady : miti nS he ~f his own Illind he is in a fair way to lose co 
t h o ~ g h t  that the li\-v~, I:ort~ltl(!~, . ; ; l l t~  illflll('n?c' trol of it. bfanual (lexterity does not come from 
for good ol' tliti d i l l c r i ca~~  .]lc1ol.)le \\.(:l'? all a t  gazillg a t  hands o r  piing over. one's 
stakc? they I\-ilro Ilordcd into :I war tlg:\inst t l~osc nllntollly, but froln dose attention -to 
interests and to tlicir 011-11 ruin. tlic things in hand. It is the same way with the . When tlia crazy rulers arc 11ot plail~ri~rg the mind. 
ruin of the people by clri\-ing tlie111 illto sollrc 
war, they are  p1:11l11ing tilc~ir 1.1liii i!~ol~o~~lic.:tlI~. Genius and Temperament 
The a r o ~ ~ - e d  pul71osc? o f  ~)oliticians is to snstain 1Z.E. S. SOUTHAIiD, an  eminent alienist 
a system n.11ic.h llanrls over most of tllc xcallll D from Boston, president of the Ameri 
to those who do no nscful ~ o l , k ,  ;llld to lickep Jlcntal and psgc,llical Association, in a 
that  class in lusur>-, \~~\.hilc tlic ;vorkcl's i,ccc.ive &-css a t  Philade]ph,hia asserted that every 
a bare subsistence. lT2i:it could bc cr:lzitr! of neurosis may be classified as .a 'form 

sanity, that  every "temperamental" person is 
Causes of  Insanity really insane, and that  fro111 this point of view AT TIIE top of the list of the callsrs of all mankind are  unbalanced. 

insanity we put tile infinolcp of tllp (10- AIusioians, painters, and poets all bear test 
mans, evil spirits. It is  our firm that a IU("ly to the fact that ttalellt, genius, a d  insan- 
large proportion of the irlsanc are ill tlleir ity are  closely allied. The craze for  paintings 
present condition beause in solllr: \\.:l?; tlloy 1 , ~  (=uhists and futurists, u~hich has but lately 
have fallen under the influence of tllese b ~ i n g s  died a7vay1 was illsane; many of the modern 
that infest the earth's atmospllere. rl']I(. scrip- dillices and the music ~1-hkll accompanies them 
tpres name then, -as the cause of \\'orlc] are the work of clisortlered minds. 
\\'ar, 'going forth . . . to  e ~ t l l e l  tl.1~ l;ings of \J1hen it comes to aut.hors, we see the 

. the x~holc earth tcacthcr to tilt. battle of the tricities of Francis Bret H a h e  finding her 
great day of God Alnligllty.' (J{r\.clation 16: tary  expression in his daughter, Jcsssmy Nar  
14) ,The c z a r  of R,llssia ~ ~ ~ \ i a s  rolltrollcd by Steel, until her career i s  entied by confin 

' 
. demons through .hasputin, a spirit lllccliuln. in the St. Lawrence EIosl~iilal for the Ins  - 

. \ tact with hun~ans  are many. One of the prin- of the poet Cornper's ancestry; and he hims 
cipal of these is tliroug-El the clergy who a re  suffered from hallucii~ations, inelancholia a 

great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the asyl~un. Shelley had an insane ancestry, was 
habitation of devils, and the lioltl of every foul subject to vivid hallucinations, and at school 
spirit." (Revelation 18 : 2) Fronl this Itre con- \vas l~nomn a s  "Mad Sllcllep." 

. , c h d e  that  wlierever elec the de~llons arc to be (jharles Lainb, at the : ~ g c  of t~wenty, &as corn- . . 
I .  found, their general h e a d ~ ~ ~ i a r t e r s  . i s  in thc illittecl to an asylnm; and his sister Mary while 

nominal church. And what is the gttlleral in- insane murdcrcd her mother. There-was ifisan- 
fluence of the nominal charch? 111 a tinic of ity in W o r d s ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ r t h ' s  family. His sister D o  
war is it for  peace? 111 a time of ecorion~ic, thy, of his own poetical teniperamen~ became - .. str ife is it for  the m~dcr-c io ,~? 1~~;csyk)ntly lro~)c.l(~ssly ins:ulc.. - Sonthey came of insane 
h ~ o w s  the ansn7ers. ~ t ~ ( ' l i  on 11;s riiotllcr's sidc. 

Another way in ~vliich the de~i~ol ls  get into Coleridge's family had strongly marked in- 

- 
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d sane tendencies; his father was eccentric and loyalty, duty, self-preservation, patriotism, etc, 
:  is mother simple-minded. Sir Walter Scott's presented to them. Moral cour'age makes for 
: family was permeated with nerve disorders and sanity. The man who takes a stand, one way 
'.a dementia on both sides. Byron's mothcr was o r  the other, and abides by what he believes to  
3 unbalanced, and his maternal grandfather snf- be right, will endure the reverses of life with a 
:, ' 'fered from melancholia and finally committed courage and success that  will seem almost 
. suicide. His father also committed suicide supernatural. Children should be trained to. 

while insane. face unpleasant situations and to make the best 
of them, but not to worry about them. 

, Noise and Worry 
: < 6 - D R .  NANCE, trustee of the Sanitary Dis- Too Much Excitement 
i trict of Chicago, puts down the unneces- ilE movie theaters have been blamed for 
3 ~ a r y  noises of city life a s  one of the direct T sonle of the increase in insanity, and prob- 
i* muses of .insanity. H e  says : ably not without reason. Eveiy form of mental 
$ 
t 'Tnnecessary rlolses are the bane of metropolitan strain is depicted by the actors, and this cannot 

existence. - They murder sleep, assassinate mental rest, fail to have sonle effect upon those who are 

$ shatter our nervcs, and indlrcctly shorten our llvcs: sulrering nlentally o r  are  predisposed to in- - Factory whistles screeching three times a day, in adcii- sanity. 
"ion to steamboat, tug-boat and locomotive whiitlrs, Much insanity is caused by bacteria and 

.the grinding, crunchmng, munching of flat whecllcd poisons of various l<inds undermining tile brain 
1 street-cars and elevated trains, the shrill slrcns of auto structure through the blood stream. ~l~~ gerlrls 

trucks, the cannonade of exploding motors, venders of of syphilis are  deadly to the brain structure; 
vegetables crying their song of sale, boys screaming and there is scarcely a person who does not. extra papers, barking dogs, howling cats, rattling milk- 
wagons, the untlmely sounding of guns, church bells, have it in his blood, cillier bovlue sypililis, 
hand organs and barrel organs, the discordant Fano derived from vaccillatlon, Or  the 
and whining phonograph, the amateur trombone, the obtained from our taiilted (not salnted) aiices- 
aaxaphone in practice. Noise ! It. increases the dcath tors. 
rate by murdering sleep. It destroys the vital and recu- Dr. J. M. Lee, of Rocl~estrr, N. Y., spealring 
perative powers of the sick. It increases deafness. It before a conference ol' nleci~cal men, polntcd 
helps indirectly to fill our insane asylums. Thcrc is out that farnicrs are niorc. suscept~ble to insan- 
Little doubt but that many nervous wrecks are crcakd ity than any other class bccunsr they work 

I 
every year bj the incessant din and clamor to which the hard, worry niucll arlcl llave littlr rccrcation 
average city resident is continually subjected." H e  added: "Our n~ctl~ocls of living, our ineth. 

Unemployment is  a cause of insanity, so the ads of eating, and the gcncral hustle and ten. 
doctors say w-ho have thousands of the insane dcncy to worry throw the nlrntal machinerg 
under their care. They notice that  cases multi- out of gear." - ply more rapidly a s  the waves of u ~ l e l ~ l ~ ~ l o y -  The people lvllo become insane lose the grig 
ment come. Thus worry over the needs of one's on tile reditles of lifc.. Rage is insanity while 
loved ones, due to lack of work on the part  of i t  lasts; and so1m.e prptty well-balanced people 
the family breatl-winner, may so fill the mind sornetiilles allow tthen~selvcs to fall into fits 01 
as t o  breali down the mental balance. rage, even to the extent of committing myrder 

The war was a direct cause of insanity. There and suicide. 
- are  W0,000 nl~nta l ly  deranged in Paris, mostly The evatl~ng of responsibilities tends toward 

from that cause; and from the American forces insanity. ~ ~ l c  Inore llopelessly insane a person 
alone 72,000 are  reported by the American is the more he acts like a n  infant, assuming 

. , Legion as  mentally deranged. Consequently that wllatcvcr lrc ~ ~ ~ i s h c s  should be provided foz 
the total nnrnk)er on all fronts and in all sides hiln by o t l l ~ r s  l~ccan-c lle desires it. The PO5 
of the conflict niust be nearly or quite half a spssion of n disposition to wish to get along 
million. wlthn~it \\wilr is tl~crcf'ore an  evidence of insan- 

Then the war was an  indirect cause of insan- ity. Tt indicntcs Ihe neurotic mind. The desire 
i ty  to great numbers who found no way of to work. to prodnce, so that  one may have for 
reconciling the conflicting voices of consclclrce, h1111rc3lf and have to give to others, is an evi- 
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aenee of sanity. Theidle rich are all on the cater; and that for years, with the exception - 4  road to insanity, and many of them are actually of the first four or five months after prohibition * 
* 

insane. went into ~ffcct ,  hospital cases resulting from 
whislcey had steadily decreased in number. 

. Liquor and Insanity IIorncr Folks, secretary of the State Charities 
HERE are conflicting opinions as to the &d Association, said that he believed the, T share of responsibility to be aitnbnted to number of persons r h o  had gone insane from 

liquor as a cause for  increased insanity. ]Uoctor the use of alcohol during 1921 was fewer than 
-3 

Hall, Chairman of the Insanity Conlmission of 
1 1  Cook Couatp, Illinois, says: "Either prohibi- An indirect cause of increased insanity due, 

,. ,,:: 
tion does not prohibit, or the brand of liquor to prohibition is that many persons who had _- bS.- 

that drinkcrs are is more violent in its beconle used to taking intoxicating liquors mere ' 
effect." His report shows an increase of thirty- deprived of them and resorted to drugs to sat- '% 
+three percent in the jlulber of alcollolic cases isfY thcir appetites. We have treated the s u b  
before the in uecelnber of ,921 over jcct of drug addiction at length in our issue of - $  ::* ' thopc of pre-prohibition days. IIc said fnrtlrcr: June 21, 1922. 

=i. "Therr are t r o  clsrses of a ln~l~ol ic  inv r rrc are get- \ %  The Effect of Diet -- 
ting. 'I'hcrc is a class of elclcrly pcJiroiis \tho viere 6 % 2  

D 
\* 

accu~to~nrrl to use a ce~tanl  amount of liquor ~egularly. R. H. P. SI<ILI~<S of C:liicago-treats very ' j: 

They were able to coorrli~~att~ anti to combat social, interestingly the subject of the effect of 12 
domestic and ~ L I S I I I ~ S S  ~vorrles. Then pro? iii~t~ori came, diet upon the nlind. ITe say? : 
and they nprt, uriablt~ to obtain liquor regularly. When ccr 1 I here ale 20.000 nv\i L:IW of (felnrntia preeo-, crcry 2 
they did it,  ~t LVould be by the bottle. Not l~llo\\lng pcni ,t11t1 all tlcclai~, I i1.1t lt Ir iiir t he  ~ r r c  rrabr. The rripn- j 
whpll they ~ - 0 u l d  get more, they ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  (lrlnk ~t all at t,il ~ I ~ I , , I I O I , I P I I ~ L  I , , \  I, ltli (llfl(*1~11t CBSCS. The physical . .  

$ once. Ac a recult they broke down mentally. 'rllr' oillc'r l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o l l l ~  I,;,  [ , l ( ~ \ , .  {11:11 111 a. \m.!r  large percent, the 
class comprises the your%, 7bllo get tile ulllallc'lc'(i or pa t~c~~t . :  11.1\(, f,l,~ll\- tllgil-tio~~ alirl I . L I I ~ I ~  (~irc111~t101i 
mooi~sli l~~e whirlrcy. They drink all tl1c.j (:ill 21.1. n hen ,,ell a, j ,l,lii \ l ~ ~ l l , r l l l , i t l o l l ~  anti \\ \t,lll find almost ".4 

they can get i t .  It contams a large pflri>l~t,lg(~ of poicon of ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 , 1  1 L  j i i l l l t j  Iil.pllatlOIl, very little if an;g 
i 

and norks havoc with t h ~ i r  minds. \\ c had w\c.~.al c*aics n~,tlon,lllal 1 ,11  , r ~ l , , l l q  
of yourlg doctors n11o wrote them o\\n p r e s c ~ i ~ ~ i ~ o ~ i . .  mid 1 

"\\ lit 11 I\ (, rt~incv~ljtr that we can retard or completely - got bad nhiskey, n h ~ c h  they dranlr to excess, lcsult~ng <top ill13 1c.l111..1tlo1i by 111c.sii1ig on any one of thq<, 'd In their breakdon '' It llas bccll necccsary to c.O1rL1nmt Ill o[ tllc ,, n r p a ~ ~ e t i c  llcn.cs that nlay be abnor- , 2 se~era l  to an a q ~ l a m  for the insane." P I .  I I  I I I  tliv I I ~ T I C T  or I o ~ ~ c r  or~fices of the body, , g  
Dr. J~icl~tcr~btc~in, rt)sidcnt ph! ,ii(.lall at f+le - . tllcbll It ,, p ~ r l l l l  to I,b ~l~~~ il Olle Illore Of .4 :: ' 

Tomhs p r i s o n ,  Se\\' york City. tllilll~b :~l('ollol ill,..c hrin~ches I,cconle 111\ol\(~d .o that the reiplration ?. 

is  doing its sllarc to~vartl the incrc;t+cs of 111\all- 1, I I I I I I I Y ~ N ~  ~ l l d  t l i ~  ~ > n l r ) a t i l ~ t ~ e  liormal efficleiicy k 
ity. He sayb that many strncly dri1l1,c~l.s arc I I  d11ri.tl ~t 1, ~ - c a i o ~ ~ ~ h l e  to s d r  tllai Ihr rlinlination and %* 

unable to give up intovltating liquor and ~ 1 1 1  rll~iwtio~l a, \\ell ns n.>lrnllat~on nlll be reduced. - ? 
drink poisonous s ~ ~ b ~ t i t u t c s  \vl~icl~ are offered "'l'llcrcfore in order to rcjlir\t~ one of these cases we * 4 
for sale; that this alcoliol is  absorbcd through mukt see to it thnt cbery branch must be inspected and 4 

% ' 
the lJmphatic system and muses a toxic condi- cared for, so that \TP  can halt as nearly as possible 9 

tion ,\-pioh deadens the ncnous system pro- nollnal functions. \iThy? Rccaui. ~ O R I I ~  functions -4 E : 
duces ,what is known to alierlists as alcoholic 1r1ust obtaalli ~f u7: are to have normal use of the cerebro- . 1,: 

, psychosis. whether a becollles illcur- sp111al in all of its varied duties, and the hlghfst of . .r 
+. 

ably insane is dependent upon how lrnlcli dam- thcSc is nor'nn' thonght. 
i-' 

, age is done to tllc nervous systenl before treat- "We must first eliminate the fact that there is no * + c 

ment begins. centla1 lcsion; when that is done i t  is admitted that -. " 
the p~imary cause is not in  the blain. Then we pro- 

But Dr. R. *. Sr'y superi11te11dent ceed to exanline the functions. We find that we have 
of the Utica, N. Y., State Hospital, says that in these eases as a rule either a low or a high blood 
moonshine whiskey has mused ' only a slight pressure, the greatest majority M ~ i g  a low blood p- .:: 
increase in insanity. His belief is that the mre. BY persistent correcting of the different o r i f i ~ ~ ~ , ; , ~  ' 

*&f ttories of widespread insanity caused by im- thc low blood pressure is gradually relieved, but aomi. .:% 
pure whiskey were propaganda of wet advo- times very slowly. /a 

..a'- > ...-@ 
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. . "We find also that these cases are suffvri~lg fl.or11 tile llal~it of giving and prescribing all kinds of physic; 
arieti degrees of auto-toxemia, so that auto-i~itosica- for it is an irn~)ossil~ility to curc one of these cases if, 
ion obtains a part or all the tirnc. It is 111i1i11 illi~t as only one dose of cathartics of any kind is given. . . . ' 

ong as the. patient's auto-irli.o.~ication pcrsists hc vill Only by prevc~ltiilg insauity will we be doi~lg our whole - .  not be rcspon~ible, but when hi. t,o~crriia i.: rccluced duty." 
below the state of intoxicatioll he then will 110 rczspons- 
ible and his mental eonditiorl will bc clear. But he will The Ductless Glands 
not be well until the toxemia is reduced to such arl R. SCHLAPP, professor of neuropathol- 
extent that the functions of the boriy will hc normal D ogy at the Post-Ctraduate Mdicd 

, each day, accompanied by nornlal blood and rlormal 
blood pressure. ~~d all of the fu,lctions of +,le and H o s ~ i t d ,  h'ew Yorlc City (who is  a u t h o f i t ~  

. , 
body must obtain until the s t r~ l ig t l~  01 Lbe entire body statement that percent 
has +r rltorrd; aqd t h n  r i l l  he ilavc normal poise murders in this country were conimitted by 
nd normal thought. insane who could have been cured by 

'(The sympathetic system being first corrected, the proper treatrrlent in early stages), writes of the -, 
'et carefully chosen, baths prcscrihctl, wc must, if pos- tiiscoveries that have been.made ig  recent years 
ble change the I,lootl prcssurc. Ir l  these cascs wc have in endocrinopathy, or diseases due to im'proper 

a venous status whethcte in high or low blood pressure workir~g of the ductless glands of internal se- . 
cask. I p t h c  low blood pressure cases the venous status eretion. 1-1~ says : 
is' due mainly to a dilatioil of the veins? maliinfi i t  im- - ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  ago the very term was unknown and 
possible for them to deliver the blood to the heart in the sc;ence of the ductless had no standing. 
safficient quant'ities to be normal,ald so we have a dc- ~~d~~ our knowledge of the endocrines and their innu- 
layed circulation. . . . Additional excitement increases upon function of the nervous in man 
the high blood pressure of the high Pressure cases and pr0misr.r to revolutionize our whole understanding of . , ' respondingly decreases thc blood pressure of the low human behavior, we know now that  many men commit 

od pressure cases. crimes because their thyroid glands or other glands are 
'We will all admit that the poisons from the different out of order. we understand now that many upfo,+,u- 

issues are being thrown into the veins and that if we nate human beings are unable to control themselves 
can reduce the poisons by any means we under temptation or in the face of other aronsing stim- 

e ~ecovery of the patient. uli because there is some derangement in the glands. 
"Every now and again we find that the pressure goes It is now certaiu tliat these endocrine organs con\rol - . 

p and down from some fault in sonl~bo(1Y or the the activities of our nerves altogether, including the 
atient, and we find that anything that will cause loose workings of the brain. 

ents of the bowels will upset our blood pressure. "This means of course that science has brought -. , 

this we learn lessons of great value which we hum& conduct or misconduct down to a physiological, .' . , 

teach the patient, namely, that if he wishes to or rather a chemicel, basis. Men do not err because 
ren~aiil well he must forever abstain from all kinds of &eg are evil but because of chemical disturbances in 
dmgs that will cause loose discharges from his bowels; that marvelous and intricate rnachi=e, the human body. 

t if he-has arrived a t  the happy medium his , Just how far we want to go or can go with this stat& .~ ' 

ughts are Incid and his poise is perfect undei all m a t  at  present is doubtful, but to some extent i t  must f , 
asioils i t  is up to him to thus remain; that evidently dready be accepted and acted upon; for we are able 

1s a,saimilation and eliminaiio~~ ~ h i c h  take place in  to treat many crimirlals, to correct this chemical dis- 
the'millions of capillaries in all pafit? Of his body which turbance or abnormality and thereby to restore these 

i t  possible for him to live and carry on both Bufferers to health normality. 
cally and mentally are prrforming thcir functions least the among us know that 

if he obeys the laws Of his body he many of the men who commit crimes are not responsi- * 
; that the sickness he has suffered causing ble for acts but are the victims of disease or path- 

iin Inany abnOrnlal thoughts and expe- ological or chemical conditions. We know, also, that 
rience many abnormal percrptions have beea physical. many in prisons should be in hospitals and 

"We are now of ills bcliefthat dementia precox, so- ,anitar~nms, ~~d we know that a very large propor-. 
ailed, is  Prodllced by a faulty metabolism (changing tion of all the men sent to prison for felonious 

d into proto~lasm and carrying elf waste) in clle breaches of the law are sick men who can be cnretl of 
capillaries of the body, and is curable. their illncss. But we continue to treat these men as 

'We must educate not only those immediately inter- pariahs and monstets. Wc continue to torture them 
ested, but the great .mBsses, to show them how they must and cage them and judge the111 according to stupid and ' 

live. A nation-wide education must be made against obsolete standards." 



Sane -Care of  the Insane 

N OT straight-jackets and cruelty, l ~ n t  corli- 
forts and love, tend to aid thobe u l ~ o  are 

i~isa~ze to regain their liiental bala~icc. The 
work at the State Hospital for the insa~le, a t  
Trenton, N. J., under Doctor Henry A. Cotton, 
has proved this conclusively. 

Here one finds clean, carpeted halls, fur- 
nished with roclcers and other chairs. The TI-alls 
are adorned with pictures; there are ferns and 
plants about. The rooms for patients confined 
to their beds are perfectly vcntilated, and the 
rooms themselves are large and cheerful. 

The dining-room tables are covered with 
white linen, 2nd adorned with ferns and flow- 
ers ; and the patients are. served with care and 
attention to the wholesomeness of the food. 
There are no handcuffs, no chains and no strait- 
jackets; and as & consequence maniacal out- 
bursts are seldom heard. The nurses and at- 
tendants are of high class, ilistructed well in 
the physical care of their patients. 

Upon the arrival of a patierit a t  the l ~ o ~ p j t a l  
an X-ray of the mouth is taken and infected 
t ~ e t h  a r e  removed. A stornach tc~st is nest- 
111ade. Then the torisils are exami-ned; if in- 
fectetf, they are removed. intestinal exaniina- 
tions are t h ~ n  made. An abdorninai X-ray is 
next talrrn; and then a spccirnen-of the blood 
and spinal fluid is taken and exaniir~ed. I t  is 
a connrlon thing a t  the Trenton 2iospital to tlis- 

- cover infection of the teeth, tonsils and c.Olon. 
'also in the appendix and gall blaclclcr. 'l'hcl 
rectum is lilrewise often found to bc ulctlratecl 
or  otherwise infected, and requir~ng surgical 
attention. ' As a consequence of these thorongl~ exaniina- 
tions, and corresponding close nledical atten- 
tion, the record sho~vs that out of 400 patients 
admitted during 1918-1919 and classified as 
manic depression, hypermanic, dementia pre- 
cox, etc., after a period of nine months only 
sixty of the patients remained in thc hospital. 
Previo~ls to removirlg infection fro111 patimts 
the rate of recovery was forty lGrrc'c"nt; \\l~ich 
would rlieari that 160 of these 400 cn.scs ~rould 
have been discl~arged instead of 340. 

It is almost enough to drive a sane person 
iiisa~le to lock him up and give him no t l~~ng  to 
do; hence the saner administrations of I~ospi-. 
tals f o ~  the insane are now paying attention 
to employmelit of their charges. In  Illinois, 

\I hcl~.  oc.cu~,ation for the insane, and education 24 
for those occupations, has become a practice,- 3 t h ~  (.lass 01 insane called "maniacs" has almo&-;; 
entirely disappeared. Progress in the s a m  . :j 
direction has been made in two large hospitafSb i'' 
at Patton and Norwalk, California. The indab- -24 
trial \vorl; incl~~des the maiiufacture of r a g  car- *% 

-% pels, shoes, brooms, bruslies, baskets, andtog.. $9 
(:onsideration is being given to the proposi- y -, 

tion to sterilize the n~entallp defective. A case-.-$ 
is cited of a woman committed tell times to a q  -24 
institution at lialarrlazoo, Xichigan, wdio ha9 ;o 

- ,  
given birth to ten insane childrea The wonlank- -3 

-l- family has a history of insanity for many gen- -J 

4 erations. S~ircly no good reason exists why .p 
this Jr-oman should be allowvcd to became the .,=$ 
rnother of ten more insane children, syr& 
to pile burdens upon the citizens of the state 

ever be made. 
3lichigan for which no return of any Idnd 

Insane Care of The Insane ' 

- <?il 17 COX\TI"ISW\fENT in a prison often results6** 
in making sane people insane, what is thea 

natural effect of confining insane people in- 
prisons? The answer is  so evident that it is 6 " 
\ro~ldcr that only recently are the medical &a-3,' 
tcrnity beginning to give the suhject attention. 
h modern pllysician, Dr. Broder, formerly5 

pl~!-s~rian to the Insanc Asylum of the Cjty-sfg 
SPTI Vorl; and of the Manhattan State Vospital 
for thr lnsane at 12a11clall's Islaad, New,Xd&,: 
also nc~nrologist of the Har Moriah Hospitall $5 
~ ~ I a i ~ ~ l i n q ,  with others, to erect and operate a 
iuoil(.ra iiistitution for the scientific tre,ltLiie*' 
of t f ~ e  insane, mifh a w~icn- to their cure. His 
plan is csplnined in his statenlent of- the rea- *: 
so~ls that lcd to the plan being formed: 

"I found that there was no organization that would 
t ~ c a t  ~~~qrniitj-, for clther its cure or prmcntion, and- 
that  t h e  nns no l~ospitnl lu the Unlted States dedi-'. 
cabcl to the eradicat~on of dlwascs of the h a m .  There- - 
are 110-pitals for e\.erytIilng else and for every specif& 
tli-c7n.c. i ~ r ~ t l ( l r  the sun, but none for the pfevention and. ' 

( I I I V  01" i11~n111ty. 
"3Ieninllj am~ctcd rcspcctahlr citizens, in my opin- : 

ion, \l~ould bc trcatcd more 11be ~ ~ ~ t i o ~ l a l  bcings and - 
less like crinimals. Mie are clingihg too much to tbk- ; 
old idca that a 'madmanJ should be shunned. Ins-; 
he should be looked upon as a sFk man. \Ye ampt  . 
too much the ol~solete theory of 'once insane, 
insane.' No effort is made to help the sufferer. Ii. 



g" rnch. IIP 1. ~ e n t  to ,1 > : I ~ ~ I ~ , I I I L I ~ I ;  if ILOOI. 11il is Lum- I" 
nutted. 

C'ITntl-l p ~ t v n t  contl~ilori.; llttlr or noth~ug is do11r 
bW&IIbC tllc 11113 aicians \! ho n o d d  do so are Ilan(l1- 
capprti by la& of facilities and lack of oppoltnnlt~.  

g~ TKe sick man wlth hallucinations is sent may. 111s 
cond~t~on  bccomcs chronlc. Any other result i3 largcl) 
mere qhancr. 

$,r "The theorv \re advocate is that the patient should 
E- be put to bc i  like any other siclr percon ant1 tleatcd 1; aeconln~gl\~. Speclahstr of all 1,urds abould r\anlinc 

him. Feople do not become mentally derar~grtl ~lnles\ 
6- there is a cause. To aflect a cure, the cause must be ir ,found aud removed. 

"Most of the so-called insane people have their 
a mo~~ie~ i t s .  To such a pelrinr ila; ~ h o i i  01 
: being sclit anay is enough to dethrone reason per- 

~lhaiirntlj.  
"Evcxn in the State hospitals it is d~fficult to get 

Bfl atCnt la~~rs  \\I10 ale patlenr, and iiltelligent enough to 
keep from licatlng their ehargrs. All the storlcs of 
beating and i l l - t r r a i~n~n t  of the Insane are not mere 
figments of ihr  i rnap~~at ion.  Fractured ribs and frac- 
tured jav s are nothing new. 'I'he excuse usually is 

f that anothei patl~il t  tllrl it. Nine tinies out of ien 
$ it was the attendant. 

" N e r ~  ou5 ai~rl 111entally distressed people apply to 
$‘serve and blain s p e ~ ~ a l ~ ~ t ,  a d  arc often a d u d  
.'.change of scene and oceau tlrps. B L I ~  no effort is nlade 

h-remove the po:souous t o u n  that is the cdilse of the 

One callnot read of the insane receix-ins 
"'beatings" and "fracturccl ribs and fractured 
jaws': without a sinking a t  the hrart ; .  f o ~  one 
m?er knows r\Eien o~~cb's o~vn lorccl oil(:. 0 1 .  

kven oneself might fall into the po\vw of tllcsc 
:%sane people who are  "caring for tlie insane" 

,by methods that arp ju\t ahout as  sri lsibl~ a s  
thoseFbv ~vhicll the lionra~l C'atlioLie clime11 un- 
dertook to licrp the. volltl 111 good >piritual 
health during the days of the Illclnisition. 

Ifrill Leeger, real ()state t l c a l ~ r  ant1 liel~ubli- 
Xean leader of IVeelia~vlirn, on May 9th :~:.lccd 
'that the State llospital for thc 111s:uic a t  
'Morris Plains, F. J., be in~~estigated.  He said 
that  while a patient thme hr  was- ltickctl and 
beaten, and that in addition to the brutality 
M ~ h e s  and o t l ~ r r  r twnin  werr th~cl, 111 t h t ~  

ng room; and that  physicians i n d  orderlira 
negligent in tlirir tl~lticc. H e  said that lie 

ded the hospltal as a lmid patic~it, hut 11 as 
e n  and kicked by orilerlieb, a i~i l  that  the) 

consCantly a t  their patients. He said 
aUling was omitted; and Chat on one occa- 

sion 11e 11ati Iwrn placcci 111 solii..r> caonii.,- ~ r i t  
in a strong rootn. T,s(i feet, ant1 gi\ eii iio oppor- 
tulllty to cselcisc or r~ave fresh air. h t t e l ~ c ~ a ~ ~ t s  
1i1Bed lii~ri until he \\+as insensible a d  ?lien 
dragged Ililll along the floor. Spealcing of me&- 
cal attention, he said: "The doctors would pass 
through the ward, glance aronnd, and go out. 
Tllat was a medical examination1 All that I 
ever had done to me was the taking of a blood 
test." IIe f ~ r t l i e r  comy)laii~ecl that  letters ad- 
dressed to his relatives liad never becn mailed, 
and that when he once complaiiled to a doctor 
he was laughed at. 

Similar Care in Britain 

T HE3 Daikj Herald, London, on August 26, 
1921, published the following accoxlnt of the 

iilurcicr of one of the insane i n  the West Ricliiig 
A S ~ ~ I I I I I  a t  TValrefield : 

a~Stril~[,t~ti 11akec1 in an open p r d ,  left to the mercies 
of his Ic~llo\~-~~atients who flung a bucketful of boil-. 
ing water orer him, thrl.eby causing his death-tliese 
are some of the revelations mide a t  a11 inquest on 
Arthur .Crosthxt-aite, an inmate of the West Riding 
:Ysy1111n a t  TYaltefield." 

Dr. llontague Lomax, for' two years an 
assiatailt medical officer i n  one of the largest 
Nnglish asylums, in his book entitled. "The 
Espericnces of an  Ssylmll Doctor" givw de- 
tails of the horrible conditiul~s \vhich prevailed 
in the asyluln ~vi th  TI-llicll 11e mas connected. 
V T c  cluotc? estracts: 

XI? )c , i~n~i  1 . 111e tablc a dozen of the worst cases sit all 
day ~vitll tllc,ir baclrs to the wall. I n  front of them is 
an nttc~itln~lt always on duty. Thcy have no amuse- 
inent, no c~sc:ri.ise, no employment. Even for meals ' 

they do ]rot change their places or surro~~nciings. The. 
~peccli of thcae patients is often obpcene and blasphe- 
mous. their lia~bits quarrelsome and filthy, their per- 
scbirs d i~ , tp  and malodorous; bestialized, apathetic, muti- 
JII IUS,   greed^., n~alcrolent-oftell quarreling fiercely, a t  
111ates~-they sit all day in their n~isera l~h corner, -at 
ol~ce the! ~nor t  damning indictment and the most degrad- 
ill,: ezan~l~lc of our 'humane and scientific' trcatnlei~h of 
t l ~ ~ s  ~ ~ I I I J F Y  lnllatie. All the  inmates wear fustian coats 
; I I I I ~  n-ai~t~oaic;  white drill trousers and ill-fitting asy- 
l i ~ ~ n - ~ ! ~ a c I i ~  hoots. They never wear overcoats; and 
; ~ l i l ~ o ~ i , ~ l i  it may .bc raining heavily, they are kept out 
ill tlic airing courts during the timc allotted for eser-, 
cise. \\:hat usnally happens, is that in nrinter thcrc is 
a jir~:it ilic~care of entirely pre\,rl~tsble bronchial and 
1.11c111natic allcctions, prrrnanent i l l-h~alth often result- 
ing, and occasional draths from pnc~unoniq etc. Tuber- 
culosis, in i)ai.tieular, is a dread scourge in most asy- ' 
. . - 
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~urns.. I n  1915 the asyl~~rn death-rate fro111 this dis- neys ,&c filed three actions for $100,000 each, 5 
ease was 16.1 per 1,000, wh~le  the ~nol tdi ty  for the nallling llcr husband and Drs. S. Philip Good- $* 
Wme Year anlong the g~n6ral  population was only 1.6 hard and C;Jarence J. Slocum as defellknts. 

-x . per l,MO. 'lasses of Pa"Per lunstics are lcinho has tal<ell a step toIvard clearing the ,. 
together in barrack-like strnctures which are unhy- 
gienic and totally unsuitable. The unhappy inmates are asylunis of those I V ~ O  do not properly belong .i 

confined for weeks togcthcr in pitch-black, ill-smelling, there. David Runrell, Commissioner of Publicr . 

mostly unheated, lockec]-llp They are fed on ill- state, has asked the coopera- 
A :' 

$ .  selected, innutritious, d~rti ly served and badly cooked tion of the jll(lFF in this work, alleging to the 
food. They suffer and dlc from various physical d ip  judgvs that in his elalllination of commitment '$ 
eases, cont;~bnted to. if not actually caused by, thc con- pallcrs has found that the grounds "upon % 4 

, ditions of their asylum life, madaqnatcly treated, and whlcl~ so111e have been put a,uray could just as  4 2 - often-as in surgical' cases-not treated a t  all." .. well have been applied to any citizen of :he ' 

state. - 3 
Putting Away Relatives Another unfortunate thing about this aspect ..'- 

T ()CC~SIONA~,LY happens that a success- of public institutions is that soldiers suffering *-; 1 ful business man gets tired of the more or fro111 shel l -S~OC~< have been eo~u~nitted to these &'$ 
-.k? 

less careworp, decregi t, and possibly crotchety institlltions, and that once they have been.. 4 

wife of his youth allti gets his eye on solne 1od:ed up are never visited by the federal affi- ."$ F. 
younger, more attractive dame that he t11111ks "ial"to see \\]lether tllcJ' are properly cared 
would him belter; and i t  is one of the for. hut are left to find their cure in the corn- 
easiest things imaginahltb for  a ~vcaltl~y man to PanY of crilllinal insane, drhg addicts, and :$ 
put awray a peculiar ?\,oman, if llas no pl.il1- vicious degenerates. The proprietors of SOW- ,& 
ciple-and many wcalt]ly lllrrl have llolle. Aqain, pri\'atC' il~stltntlons arc alleged 10 pocket a8 -: -3 
an is often sorlfiht for solllc ballcy n l l l ~ ~ l  as sixty percent profit of the amount al- "a 

lo\ved for the care of such ex-service men. *? 
. tive about to fall heir to a fortune. .ii rl 

,. % 

B i d  S. Coler, New York Conmlissioner of . .. . 
: Public Welfare, is aut.hority for the statement: Conditions in England 

"It is quite true that, a person suffering from some N ENGLAND the lunacy laws are such that I . mental disorder, quite possible of cure,-can be sent away an alleged lunatic, once in  an  asylum, is 
for life merely upon the word of two inexperienced wholly dependent on the doctors-for any chance 
country doctors and a judge." of getting out again. Everything is in tlieir 

Mrs. Laura Price Meader, 67 Riverside hands. The patient may be de 
D.rive, New York City, testified before Judge munication with friends, either per - Walsh in the Court of Common Pleas, Bridge- letter; and though he may see o 

' 'port, a few years ago, that she had been kept, commissioner, it will avail 
against her will, in Dr. Wiley's. sanitarium, and medical superintendent either 

. .  was strapped down in ice packs, served with lieves him to be insane or has private reason 
.milk containing roaches, and obliged to eat for keeping him in the asylum. 
from dirty plates. She stated that she was : Dr. Forbes Winslow of England, on 
inveigled into the sanitarium by her husband the same subject, says: 

.. - 
on a pretense of visiting friends. She also ..I have no hesitation in stating that  a t  the p 

., , charged that her money'was taken from her, day there are among those incarcerate4 in 
\ and she was not allowed to receive any mail or  quite half the number who could be yell manqeck'o 

communicate with any one. Zewell Hanson, the side. I have proved this on many occasions. I have 
* 

nurse who attended Mrs. Meader, testified that many installces been the means of obtaining the 
Mrs. Neader was sane, and in good physical dam from asylum of those who, *Par 

. .. 
condition, aside from a broken arm.'. had there been no intervention, 

. . . . for their natur&l lives. I do not r * Mrs. Jean'R. Melville, wl~o was declared sane where the steps taitcn rvere not feu , . 
. . . by  a jury before Supr'eme Court Justice hfar- but good results. I havenot the least hes . . . tin, took steps to secure vindication for the ing that the very atmosphere of a lunati 

1/' - . - action of her husband in endeavoring to have the contaminated air breathed, a 
+<,'. . her declared incompetent. Through her attor- recovery. Many a case, curable 
>iU - . ., . .. 
t.,' :. 
'A 
+,, 
Z"*s . ' g;;;; . : . . .' 

_ i  + _ '  
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&me chronic by having been placed among lunatics." ness, supewtition and the pride of self-govern. 
.Dr. Mfred Russell Wallace in his book, "The ment. Satan has baited and enslaved mankin& - 

, ;Wonderful-Century," speaking of abuse of the These scientists are getting away from the 
insane, says that the great evil lies in the cxist- thought that many are o'bsessed by depons. We 

' ewe  of private asylums kept for profit by their believe that many in our asylums, and some - 
and in the system by which, on the outside, are actuated by the evil spirit which 

te 6f two doctors, employed by any rel- has such a terrible influence in the world, . 
skive or friend, persons may be forcibly Irid- baclied by Satan and his hosts-visible and 

.-mapped and carried to one of these private asy- i h~s ib l e .  
i 

Jnms without any public inquiry, and sometimes I t  is commendable that plenty of light, exer- , 
:even without the knowledge or  consent of their cise, fresh air, mlialeso~ne food, hannless enter. 

.,.ather nearest relatives or of those friends ~vho tainment, and light forms of labor are given in 
know most abont them. He sal's further: sonie places. Tlicse people should be given all 

'The fact of insawty dlould be decided not by the the freedom they call stand without .harming 
,iatie&'s opinions but by hls acts; and these acts should anyone; and above all, their attendants should 
b-e'pr~ved before condemnatlirn to an arjlum. Asylums be persons of Bindness and self-control. Whe&. kk the insane shonld all bblong $0 public authontics, so cr the cause is nchcmicalv or obsession the need 

ictors and mallagers should have no 
est in the continued incarceration of 

of kindness is all the more imperative. Tha 
fell- brutes incarccr:~tcd in asylums-should like- 
wise 11nve li111d but firm treatment. 

, Cbnduding Thoughfs What a gracious provision the Lord h a  - 
, T IS only proper for the scientists to seek for made for humanity in her extremity! The ram I the causes of mental delinquency, theorize on is even now plungilig deeper into the mire of 

the improper funct~onlng of the organism, and per~llexity and dismay, according to correct 
experinlent on posslble aids to correction of Biblical chronology, as all mill see within the 

,- the malady. Thry leave God out of the question next tllrcc years. Then Messiah's kingdom 
and do not tal;e into i.onslderation that the race shall break lvith hlcssings of uplift from every 
is fallell because of disohcdlence and alienation mental, riioral anti physical TI-eakness and im- 
from the Creator. Ive suppose that Dr. perfection of manlrind. Jesus has bought the 
Sclllapp's argunlent, fronl the nenropathic . race, and the l<ingdonl to be inaugurated a t  the 
standpoint, is good. IIe says: " M a  do'not err second advent ~i*ill cure every ailment of the 
because they are evil, but because of chemical -disease-cursed earth. Having then bound Satan 
distnrbances in . . . the human body." for a thousand years, tb$ Great Physician will 

Ta chemical disturbance in his p r r f ~ c t  bot iY? Or ness, take away all the tension, and esteblish . 
'&d the disturbance coimence after he hati sin- peace worldq\ide. Then happiness, liberty and 

and was dr-vell from Eden? T b  disobe- life will be proffered all the families of the 
dience of our fedeml head ~vronght iluvoc for earth as they shall seek to cooperate with the 

' the \\-bole race, plunged all onto the down-grade new arrangenient, until all 111ental disorders, 
of mental, nloral arid physical weakness and de- moral sn~)incness and organic ailments are 
my. The breakdo- in mentality is heaped everlastingly Ilealed; so that, cventnally, every . 

. npon our dge because our day is one of tension, knee shall bow and e-ierp tongue confess that 
-push and hustle, and the poor, fagged out Jesus is Lord, to the glory of God. 
-braifis are not equal to the task. The chemical 

onditions -may contribute to some extent to 
e ~%liquities of humanity, but we should not NOT SELLING OIL STOCKS 

tress i f  too much. T IIE Goi>~cx AGE is not connected, directly or 
. H h a n i t y  is in a sorry plight, and largely indirectly or in any way, with any concerna 

hrougb choice. Man is a free moral agent, but using a similar name and engaged in the sale of 
ceived and ensnared liy the ctc~vil, oil storks or other stocks. All snrh concerns 
to the pride and self-love of his are using the name "The Golden Age" entire13 

' 

who has led the world into dark- on their own responsibility. 

- - .. 



Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Part VIZ) 
, . 
&*. , Y O U  know how green the grass gets in the A thoughtful examination of the foregoing : 
8 . .  northern part of the United States along data will show what is very apparent to tha As 

; :the month of May, when there has been alter- traveler; namely, that Britain is a garden spot, < 
. nate sunshine and shower for a month past. a paradise on earth, and though a very small 2 
4 

c. 
Well, the British Isles are like that all the country in area is a very 

"r , time. Ireland has been called the Emerald respect to its live stock and other 
,-? Isle, and properly so and green is its emblem interests. The fields seem to 

8" t 
and with all propriety. But the title is just as acre in extent, instead of about ten acres as ii 
appropriate to England, Wales, and Scotland. the United States; and many 9, family maliesa , t 
One of the first things the traveler notices is living from onc small field. This is possible' it3 

' the extraordinary greenness of the grass. % + some dist~.icts hccansc of the richness of the 
. The areas of the British Isles are small, a soil, the alternate favoring mists and sunshine, ." 

,-- total of only 121,284 square miles, as against and the mild winter weather. 
. ' . 5,026,789 square miles in the United States ; but 
i.* to show how heavily they are cropped we pick Scotch Industry pnd Thrift . '? 

I - 
out a group pf industrial and agricultural states ~ 1 3 ~  induntry of the scotch is proukrbial, : t 

,r in the United States, all 01 which seem to us to ". and evidcnces'of this abound in the a r a a  
. -be in a high state of cultivation, and then com- parts of scotland. ~ f t ~ ~  , 

pare them with the British Isles. The areas bile trip tllroudl the farming country 3 
n 

are as follows: Edinburgh (to and from the great Forth :; 
OF 'IX AMERIC-iN Bridge, which is some miles up the stream from 

BRITISH ISLES GROU1' STATES Edinl)nrgl~) a careful estimate revealed that 
Jlasarhusetts 

England 50,874 Connecticut 
'jZGG about each collection of farm buildings there 4,965 

Wales 7,446 Nerv Jersey 6,824 were approximately fifty staclrs of straw, per- 

Ireland 32,539 Dela.cl.are 1,965 haps sixteen feet in diameter. When we asked 
30,405 Ohio 41.040 what were these stacks, the answer came ' 
p- Illinois 56,665 "corn"; for in Britain wheat is corn, barley is 

square Miles 121,284 corn, oats are corn. American maize, the only 
Sqllare Miles -121,125 ]rind of corn called "corn" in America, does not 

These groups are as nearly equal in area as mature in Britain. 
> 4  

we can arrange; and now we will give certain The Scotch are thrifty, too. ~ ~ k n  the Scotch 
comparative data which will be of interest. farmer builds a house he huilds it i n  partner-, ,; 
Besides giving the data for the six groups of ship with about four of his neighbors. 'Fhk:,: 
equal area t o  the British Isles we will also give method requires less huiiding material, and t h .  < 
data for the United States as a whole: interior walls are kept warm at less expense. 5 

snrTIsII UNITED And then each of the four farmers rents out hi) : 

ISLES STATES STATES attic to one of the farm hands. This malres a 2 
warm Boor for the farm hand, and brings in a . 

53,000,000 49,655,449 506,982,301 little income to the proprietor. 
3,000,000 8,693,039 @8,615,122 There seem to be sheep and cattle every- - 

where in Britain. Even in the highlands of ' 

20j639J25 19~171j512 280+0'9J22 Scotland, where ordinary cattle would starve, ; 2,000,000 8,892,039 19,785,933 
12,000,000 5,316,043 66,810,836 there ' are the Scotch cattle, 6 t h  their qoaint ; 
~O,OOO,OQO 2,783,648 35,033,516 shaggy hides, that manage to make out a li* x C  
3,000,000 8,067,399 59,368,167 ing. The soil of Britain proper is lacking in  

lime ; and so a custom prevails of sending young , 
47,000~000 18,489,129 200,998,452 cattle to Ireland for a few months while their. 

Farms under 50 
acres in area 700,000 168,351 2,300,268 

bony structure is building up, when they 

F&ms 50 acres brought back' to Je fattened. - 
200,000 424,023 4,148,098 This lack of lime in the soil'is probably the 

428 i 
+- 



1 :  m d e r l y i ~ ~ g  reason for the regrettallle fact that al~bboard fashion, except that they are p;t OD 

-. even beautiful young girls in Britain, hardly vertically. These fence palings sl~ow Britain's 
' but of their.teens, have been compelletl to lose poverty in forests. Except for tlie vines trained t" their teeth and to resort to artificial snbsti- upon them they would be hideons, and look none 
: tutes. I n  America the teeth are generally sound too ~vr l l  anyway. 
L 
*, a t  forty-five, and frequently I ~ ~ U C ~ I  later in lifc. Cleal~liness and neatness are everywhere. In  
?-+;"": This difference may be due to increased mar- plowing, the foreman on the farm first goes 

rhea  in England, or nlay possibly be (111~ to over the field, and by furrows ploned each -\ray 
excessive tea-drinking or to too many ll~cals expertly marks it off into squares' about ten 
during the twenty-four hours. The America3 feet apart. Thcse squares are as straight as 

5, custom of three meals a day is more healthful can be imagined. Those who do the remainder 
- than the British custom of four meals a dayty, of the plowing could herdly fail to plow straight " and the American ~ o u l d  be still better off with furrows. There seeins to be no other object in F 
BE ' but two meals per dax, arid so -would the marking the fields off intb squares; if there is, 
I -  ' 

Britain. will British readers pleasc advise so that a fur- 
It is a shame for a grown lnall to laugh a t  ther statement may be made? 

' Minnocent sheep, but there are some sheep in IIaving elltcrd Scotlalld \ria the 
$ the northern part of England and the south- ~ ~ i l , ~ ~ ~ ,  %,hich, in its reaches, is well 

. easterii part of Scotland that are irresistibly over to the j e s t  coast7 the ~~~~i~~~ made tire $- funny to behold. They look as if they had retam trip via the North Bastern Railway, 
- became badly sunburned. The ~ ~ 0 0 1  above the follows tile ~ i ~ t h  of Forth thirty lniles 

hips is as red as the reddest of Irish red hair, do, to the sea and then turns off sharply to 
; no doubt a climatic variation. the right, hugging for a long distance the rough e- The orchards along the line of travel pur- body of water which ~~~~i~~~~ bow as the 

sued by the A~rlrrieon were few in number and ~ ~ ~ t h  sea, but d i e h  ~ f i ~ ~ i ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~  curi- 
. 

pr: ' small in size. Britain inlports most of her ously designate the aerman ocean. 
6 . fruits, although she raises some apples and in At  the mouth of the Forth is Dunbar, distin- 8 the' f a r  Youth, some penclics and wen figs. glUshed for red rocky lieadland and its cas- 

Strawberries ripen about August 1st. The sum- ruins. In the old Dullbar tile Local 
mer-days are long in upper latitudes of Scottish llobility once successfully withstood a 
Scotland that fronr the latter part of May until of nineteen weeks dl,ratiOn by an ; 

the early part of July i t  is ~lorsible to read fine arl,,y: Mary Queen of Smts stoppd her& 
pzirtt with ease at  ariy tiwe of niglit; but the 

a .  on her flight to England. Dunbar ti-as the s k a e  
, , sun's rays are too much tleflrctrd to give any in 1650 oS one of eroni\\-ell's successful I~attlcs. 
' really hot weather at anv time anywl~erc ~ J I  thr i a 

' Isles. Sunrly days in Octo l )~ t*  are about Iikr - October days in ?\Te\\r York. 

Id Landmarks 
. . 

IIE old bridges, gates, and pn1,lic: Iiouscs of 
the England of long ago are tlle 111:r!rcrs 

of the present; the fields are all ~na.rkotl  off 
from each cithcr by stone walls 1)nilt high aritl 

'th care; or where the stones are ]lot so abnn- 
ant they may be separated from one anotl~cr 

hedges. I n  a few places there arc ferlces, 
d in some. instances the fence-posts nppcar to 
but three feet apart. -"\lot inf~equontly ihe 

fence-posts are vineclad, producing a 1)lcasing 
appear any^ to the eye. 0ccasionall~- a I'rnce, 
instead of a .wall, surrounds a suburban home. 

.-The fence palings are laid partly on one another 

Along Crorn~ell's Trail - h 

IS 111ilc.s 1)elaw Jlnnbar, at  a distance of S ti~rrl. or i.oor 111il(.s fro111 the edge of the 
(:cr~lrnli Ocean, thc railn ay goes through a nar- 
row p s s  Sn the hills, CocBbnrnspath. Throngh 
tins pass, st111 c.onln~a~~ded by a ruiqed watch* 
ton cr, Crolnn ell's arm?, descending in force, 
upon Charles 11, won his "crowning mercy," the 
battle of Uunbar. - 

Crom\vcll, a Protestant of tlie Protestants, 
mas noted for his unbending honesty and for hie 
detn.niinatio11 that the lower classes of the peo- 
plc 5honld 11e treatcd with fair play. He is one 
of the fcm generals nho never lost a battle, due 
to tlic fact that his soldiers believed in hiin . 
absolutely and did not hesitate to face death on 

,>--- 
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GOLDEN AGE BI~OOKLYN, N. 'L. 

is kG11alf. He found the king. Charles I, to be manent 1.:11glish possession. The ancicnt  wall^ 
ishonest and unreliable, and was largely re- of Rcrwick, or Bermlick-on-Tweed as it is pro- 
ol~sible for C'lrarles' being beheaded. Crom- perly called, are still well preserved and consti- 
11 himself 'became president of the Common- tute a fine promenade. 
Ith ad interem. After his death Charles I1 Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 124 miles southeast, of 

caused his body to be exl~~uned and the head Edinburgh and 273 miles northwest of London, 
ut off and fixed on a pole a t  JVcstnlinster. was the American's first stop after leaving 

The pass of Cocl~burnspatll is so narrow that, Edinburgh. The expression "Carrying coals to 
fir a considerable distarlce the stream which Kewcastle" arose satirically from the fact that 
raverses i t  is enclosed and the railway is built hTelvcastle is, or  was until recently, the greatest 

over it, a nice piece of engiueering-, duplicated Coal-exporting city in the world. Cardiff, Wales, 
at Pittston, Pennsylvania, by the I,aurel Line, contests the honor now. It is a d ~ o l l  enough 
the third-rail electric systenl between thr: an- fact that during the TtTorld War conditions 
fhracite nletrsopoli of JVilkesbarre alld Scranton. arose for a brief time in Newcastle which did 

Belo\\, Coc~btu.llspat~l- the railxvay. runs for actnally make it necessary to do the supposedly 
miles almost 011 the.very edge of cliffs that rise UnlleCMSaV task of bringing in coal to main- 

- at this point 200 feet  above the llralcrs tain the great industries there centered. N~w- 
of the German Oceali. BetTveell the railJya?; castle is one of Eugland's Philadelphias and 

ithe-cliff edge every particle of soil is closely cnl- Pittsl)urghs, a place devoted to the making of 
tivated. The sc&e from the car n.i~ltlo\v is large and he8.v~ 1nacllillerJ'. 
inspiring-a vision of 11c~aceFa1 ficltls hroken 0111: of the bridges stilI in use across the Tyne 
now and then by glimpses of tllc angry sea toss- .at Kcl\~castle is the farllous high-level bridge 
ing itself against the base of t11~.  cliffs far llclow. d(*riglled by Robert S tcpl~enson for carrying 

.Berwick, fifty.seven nliles southeast of rail and wagon traflic across the river. I t  was 
burgh, and lying bet\,.eelL scaotlalld a!,,i king. o ~ N ' I I ( ' ( ~  ill. 18'50. Although i t  looks C U ~ ~ O U S ~ ~  

land, lvas arlciently neutral ground, alltl \\.as heavy for its work it is not actually so; the 
commonly said to be "sib to tile desrjlu (rc,j:ltc.d inll~lt~~ls~: beams and girders are hpllow-cast. 
to the evil on account of tile fact that it The br~tige has been rrceiltly reconditioned for 
was the scen$of so many fierce border el,mitlcs. n10de1'11 use by puttillg in such steel beams and 

, - 
But if the town is now related to the evil one, as are to make it fit- 
the appearance from the train belies it. The 
back yards of scores of houses jutting agaipst 
the-railway embankment are beautifully kept. I n  

e October they were filled with vegctal~lcs 
d flowers in profusion, wit11 an enti1.c nl)ac.~icc 
the ash cans, stagnant pools, rubbish, ant1 tin 

ns  that decorate many an American landscape 
such localities. The railway bridge across 

eTweed here is 2,000 feet long and 184 feet 
high, built in twenty-eight great semicircular 
rchesTa fine structure. 
I n  1216 kerwick was taken from the Scotch by 

Xihg John, and it was here that the British 
g and Parliament met when they kicd to 
ide whether Baliol or Brace should be the 

ful Ring of Scotland. The decision was in 
r of Baliol, with the understanding that he 
to swear allegiance to the British monarch. 

iol.was unpopular with the S(3ots. and after 
Brucc became king he took the to\r7n fro111 the 
British in 1315 and i t  was ~ ~ o t  for 164.. years 
after that date thfit it finally became a per- 

"Let There Be Light" 
U7' though Kewcastle makes heavy articles B i t  also makes some of the finest instm- ' 

111e11ts usrd by scientists. A gentleman engaged 
in this  line of work narrated a most intcrest- 
inz incident of the optophone, the device 
~ ~ l i i c h  t h e  blind are now enabled to read or 
nary printing. The contrivance is such 
moans of the selenium crystal each printed 
l e t t ~ r  when presented to the eye-piece of the 
instrument gives forth a different sound, due 
to its peculiar shape. After a while ,the deli- 
cately trained ear of the blind is able to 
these sonnds, and then the step from th  
to reading is a short one. 

A party of scientists had gathered in Lo 
to gi\.t. the instrument a test. A clerk was 
out to get  a number of publicatiqn 
shonld Ile i~like, so that all might see that no 
error was ~ ~ ~ : t d e .  He came back with an arinfnl 
of Bibles, obtained from an adjoining store. The 
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@&Ides were passed around, and the young receive full protection from his avengem. 

man who had been taught to read through Reformatioil pnt a stop to this anarchy. 
instrument mas given the open boo]<, and It is easy to see how this kind of anarchy has 
instrument was placed in hey hand. The been nourished. The Scriptures show that dur- 

t words which she read out to her auditors ing the Millennium the trne church will haye 
,,'Set there be light." It is stated that there power over the nations. Falsely claiming to be 
no connivance in this; and wc are of the the true chdrch the Roman Catholic system has 

~ p l q i o n  that if this be true the matter was prob- tried in every possible way to usurp the civil 
iably-a~ranged by the Lord. Posqihly one of pourer or to lord it over the ~ivi l .~ower.  The 
:the holy angels was present and directed the Durham incident is but one. Additionally, it c8 
details of the interesting experiment. evident that there \!-as an attenlpt made here, on 

e same gentleman was familiar with the the part of somebody, to convey the idea that 
ing of another new Instrument, the truth a 1ioinnn Catholic cathedral anwers  to the city '- - .. 

teetor.% It is clair~led for this instrument that of rel'nge provided for in the DIosaid law to I *  

e suppressed emotions consequent upon the which an unlntentiorial manslayer might flee, ' 

falsehood are so startling in their and find refuge. , 
ry upon the dial that it is well nigh At the battle of Neville's Cross, ill the vicinitx 
for a person who is being exalllined of Durham, when the Scottish forces invaded ". 4 $: - to c a r e  out a deception. A criminal denies that England uIldcr one of the Rlauces and sustained , i  

? lie has ever heard of a certain Person; the Per- a great defeat, the record is that the Bishop of 
b: son's name is unexpectedly incorporated in a Durham was one of the most valiant of all the - 

question, and the tentale hand in the next room soldiers on the English side. The word bishop 
+ 

?-,betra~rs that for some reason that name is of merely means elder or shepherd or overseer of 
g.  uncomrnon interest. Of course the person being the Lord's sheep. The greatest of all bishops 

examined is connected electrically with the is Christ Jesus, "the shepherd and bishop of 
@ instrument and with the dial. our souls," and He said: "If my kingdom were 
6 ' 

It Was at Newcastle that the Scottish people, of this -world then my servants fight, 
e disagreeing with Charles 1 in his views of taxa- but now is my kingdom not from hence." But gs tion without representation, and being in gen- lilre most of the other people that have claimed 
k' era1 dissatisfied with his religious vie~vs, turned the title and office of bishop since the time of " him over to the parliamentary committee corn- Christ, the Bishop of Durham had little use for 9 posed of Cromwell and others, who sl.lortly the teachings or practices of Christ. There haa 
5 ,  afterward removed his hcad froill his slioulders. never beell a mar in which the bishops did not' a 
$ It was during his l'eign, especially in the years ali~,p1i them~elves with Satan's side of the argu-' 

1630-1640, that many of tlie most progressive me,lt. .. 
peokle of England emigrated to Amprica- Dnrlillgton, t ~ \ - e l ~ ~  miles below Durham, is 

. 
2 Crmwell a t  one time had planliedto join these on the ol(i stockton and ~ ~ ~ l w ~ ~  railroad, 
&?' emigrants, thoflgh he did not need to do so, no,,? part of the North Eastern railway sys- ' 
&. ,, since he  had ample means and was well con- tern. It mas on this railroad that the first rail- 
&:;., nected socially and educationally. way passenger train 11~as operated in L825, The . 
$'"* - <  gv- A n  Anarchist Religious Organization locomotive which'hauled this train, designed by 

George Stephenson, stands in the Bank Top f D*HAM @he ancient dun holm^) fourteen station in Darling,ton, in the place where its 
,miles from Newcastle, was founded ill 997 power ,\-as firs t  tllrned on. is not at all a 

as a combined fort and religious retreat. The bad-lool;jng ]ocomotive, presenting the gen'eral site is one of great scenic'beauty. The River 
W ~ a r ,  returning sharply upon itself in a rocky aPPea"'lce a traction engine such a. nu 
gorge, leaves a-lofty plateau which is almost an commOnl~  used in America a few years for 

* -$8~and. q h e  mthedral here was built in 1476, threshing grain. Northalle~ton, fourteen milea ' 

@ . n d . f ? ~ d f t y  years after it was constructed any below Darlington, has a church dating from fh 
fugitive from justice reaching the cathedral and 12th century, and was the scene of a : 

holding on to the knocker could claim and between tbe Scotch and English in 1138. . 
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: ,Eboiulcum and Lee& ish Parliament was held by Henry 11, in 
ORK, 80 milcs south of Newcastle, 196 miles year 1160. The railway station a t  York is O l r a  Y north-northwest of London, was the great of the fillest in E~lgland 

and thriving city of Eborac-, the center of the L ~ ( l s  was the American's next stop. As Loid 
Roman po\\.er ill England, while London was Or Loidis it was the capital of a smdl  Britkk: 
still a small village. ~boracurll  does not sound kingdom about 616 A. U. I t  is considered the; -.. 

: . much like Yo&; yet that is what i t  is, having half-way house from London to Edinburgh snd,.'. 
beell pronuorlced Caerebroc in the meantlmc. like alnlost all of the titles in this part of a=- 
If  a New Yorker were to say that he lived in land, is a hive of industry. It produces o h  - 
h v u m  Eboracum, it would probably take the third of England's woolens and has the l a r ~ t  
postal authorities a long time to find lrlm. n u t  share of the leather trade of the United King- ' 

he docs; for New Yolk is named after York. dom. I t  is too busy to bother much with history, 

, 
. The American did not have to change ca nrs a t  and yet it has made Listory, I , 

,; Pork but he did it, so as to get a looli at  the a prisoner here, before Cromwell 'and fis ' 
.famo~s city wells, and the york ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ 2 4  friends found time to arrange for his d e e a p i b  

*. 
feet in leng-th, 250 feet in breadth, tion. The ruins of IZirkstall Abbey near Le'eds 
the best-lighted cathedral in Engla~~tl ,  and are very picturesque. 
ekceeding in size St. Paul's cathedral and \\'(,st- Just at  the moment Leeds is proud of-whit - 

.; minster Abbey. The great arch in the interlor, do you suppose? Of the fact that it has'%ll- 
500 feet lmg and 100 feet in height, conveys rope's most beautiful cinema." I t  is a fine audi- 

' ,. the impression of a great forest aisle bordered torium with a dome eighty-four feet in dimn1~ ' 
by mapificent trees, whose branches arch over- t e r y  and scats 39800 people. Its Organ 

[ * head to form the ceiling. The east \i-ill~]or, 25,ooO. Lloyd George recently spoke in thk 
-* seventy-five feet high and thirty.two feet ,,.ide, auditorium. After he had finished speaking, the 
M is pronounced, the finest specimen of stained entire audience was in the street and the scab 

glass in the world. There is another stained  in^ capacity was reoccupied with a new 
glass window thirty feet in diameter, beautiful enCe (to see motion pictures) in twenty minute? &: , 

$ , beyond description. which is "going some." On the occasion of % 
speech aforementioned a complete copy. of 9 s  3 Pork is entered four gates. just as he had delivered it, was pm- 

E The gates are in the Way; for the has sented to Lloyd George by the Yorksh& 
2" 

grown its walls, but no one would dare to pro- 
pose removing them. The view from the walls seven minutes after he had finished speaking. 

Lloyd George said that he did not know b w  it 
$. 1s very fine; they oonstitute.an important pro- was do,,e. This is going some more. 
p menade about the city and are in good condi- 
r tion. T h e  circuit of the ancient c i t j  by means Spirit;nl FA 5'  4 of the wall is about three miles. Within the 
h 

a walls the streets gre narrow and croolied. Sowe ENRoUTE Oxford the train 
5 of the names are very odd: Whipmawhopma- moment at  Banbury, the same old Banburg 
4- pate, Jubbergate, Sheldergate, and Fossgate. that an  the little lrnow in thgir nure? ' 
tv .. e ;  Many Bkftish streets are named after the gates rhyme: 

to or from which they lead. Thus London has "Ride a jack horse 
b its Dowgate, Aldgate, Aldersgate; Bishopsgate, TO Banbury Cross 
& 
F; , Cripplegate, Lancastergate, etc. To see the old lady . 
&-$ 

When it comes to history, Pork has so much Sit on the white horse; 

' to boast of that it would take a large book in Rings on her fingers 
And bells on her toes, 

$ which to record it. The Roman emperors Seve- She shall have music 
rus and Chlorus'died here, and Constantine the IVherever she goes." P Cheat is said to have been stationed here a t  one 5, . . time. Here l3dwin (for whom Edinburgh is The pastor of Elm Park Church, Scranton, 

. named) reigned as king of Northumbria 1300 Pa. (the largest Methodist Episcopal church in 
years ago and here the first session of the Brit- the world), recently "preached" on the sub@$ 

k ". 
r - .  
@%. 
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%ide a jack horse to Banbury Cross" as one of smokestacks, to Oxford with its colleg$fie4$~- - 
-ssel-ies of sermons which he was giving on nur- ford lies fifty-four miles northwest gf London, - 

. -sery rhymes. This man, a "Doctor" of religion, about 150 miles straight south of Leeds, and is 
d & much opposed to the idea of a coming Mil- about as different from an American university 
~denhium. Those who have been "ctliiiccl" by his as can be conceived. In Anierica the u11ivc.r- 

,- nursery stories Jyill have great respect for his sities are all under one management, and llle 
opinion on this subject. atte~idariccs are enormous. We give the statjs- 

I t  is a fa r  cry from Leeds, with its loorns and tics of some of the most important: - 

AXEUICAN UNIVERSITIES STGDENTS TEACHERS AYEIZICAN ENTVEX9ITIES STUDCXTS TEACHERS 

Columbia University 25,734 1,506 George \Vabliington Univcrs~ty 5,102 250 ' 

New york University 10,943 GO9 Un~ccrslty of Southern California 4,861 273 
College of the City of New York 12,514 323 Colo~a,lo State Teachers College 4.709 70 

., University of California 12,970 1.127 Un~vc>~sity ot Oalclahoma 4,200 173 
' Uniwrsity of Chicago 11,3(i.i 377 Pratt Institute 4,440 185 . 

University of Pennsylvania 11,182 964 Northcaqtern University 4,537 155 
- 'hiversity of Michigan 10,(i23 633 University of OrEgon 4,276 125 _ Upivergity of Wisconsin 10,310 991 Carnegie Institute of Technology 4,222 298 ' . , 

University of Illinois 9,103 1,020 University of Philippines 4,130 , 379 
" s  Boston. University 8,883 420 University of Texas 4,070 252 

Ohio State University 8,313 569 Lewis Institute 4,000 100 
3,914 University of Uinnesota 8,200 175 Indiana University 226 &; 

- Northwestern University 1,732 553 Clnclnnati Urriz ersity 3,864 370 
Harvard University 7,435 891 Wash~ngton University 3,833 295 

p University of Nebraska 7,121 . 337 Yale University 3,820 587 
Temple Univcrs~ty 1,110 377 Uni~ersity of Kansas 3,681 262 
Univer$ity of Washington 7,013 249 University of Virginia 3,546 100 ' 
university of Pittsburgh 6,165 579 Marquctte University 3,500 3 68 
Syracuse Un~versity 5,797 475 Johns,Hopkins University 3,487 - 390 

, 'Cornel4 University 5,700 700 Massadi~lsetts Institute of Techn. 3,436 357 
' kosa State University 5,341 500 Georgetown University 3,311 201 
U~liversity of Missouri 5,300 289 Purdue University 3,113 244 
Iowa State Teachers College 5,250 150 Pennsylvania State College 3,000 220 

PI' -h 

/ I n  these American universities there are weighing nearly 18,000 lbs. which a t  9.05 p. m, 
great-departments of medicine or law or engi- every night tolls a curfew of 101 strokes (the 
neering or what not; but there are not two original number of students) as a signal for 
department of law, or  a dozen, or twenty-five. closing the college gates. The Great Quadxan- 

, But in Oxford University, although its total gle or interior court of the college is 264 by 261 - 
capacity before the war was said to be but three feet. The Cathedral Church, which is the chapel 
thozlsand students, and since the war is but six of Christ Church College, dates back to A. D. 
thousand students, there are no less than r40. In  the year 1180 the main fabric of the 
twenty-five separate and distinct colleges, all church was in much its present condition. The 
pursuing the same l i e s  of study. They are College itself was added to the church by Ca 
united into a university only for the purpose of dinal Wolsey July 16, 1525, in the palmy da 
conferring degrees. of Henry VIII, just after Wolsey had help 

him break away from the Papacy. 
F' Christ Church College Christ Church is an instance without parallel 

OREMOXT of the collcges at Oxford Uni- of the union of a cathedral with a college. The 
versity is Christ Church, considered the institution is never referred t,o as a "college" 

most magnificent academic institution in Eu- by its members. One never hears of the Dean 
rope. The ascent into the '(Tom" totver affords of Osford or h e  Canons of Oxford, but they 

1 a fine view of Oxford and of Christ Church Col- are always designated as the Dean and Canon 
thge in particular; "Great Tom" itself is a bell of t'li~ist-Church. 
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%i p . /.'f .+j 
F: In the dining hall (in which a banqnct was Falvkes had with him the night when he under- p 
.$- @en to Henry VllI,  in 1503) the furnitnre and took to blow up the Parliament buildings. 5 

f ' the customs'are the same as they have been con- The site where bishops Cranmer, Bidley and ': - 
B -  " 4 
&-. tinhously for four hundred years: and in the Latirner were burned a t  the stake is  mar%d . ., 
?: - kitchen are wooden mortar and pestle, woodm suitably in thc pavement. A few hundred feet ':. 9 
-, blocks upon which to carve meat, and a monster away is The Martyr's Memorial, which tells  it^ . ,: 
V' 

*+ .- . gri&ron on wheels, and many other items that own story of the purpose of its construction " 
-- -- have been in continuous use for hundreds of in the fqlowing li~ords: 4 

gears and are as neat arid dean a s  a pin. "To tllc glory of God, and in grateful cornmemorw ; :.; 
The dining hall contains a fld1 length par- tion of His servants, Thomas Cranmer, Nicholas Rid- : , 

trait of Cardinal Wolsey, which has the strik- ley, IIllgh T~atlmm, Prelates of the church of ~ n g -  
hg peculiarity of seenling to glance straight a t  land, who mar  this spot yielded their bodies to z . 

one no matter in which part of the ropn, lie burn~d, bearing witness to the sacred truths which 
thcy had affirmed and ma~ntained agaiust the errors +;f may seem to be; and the figure in "lair of the church of Rome, and rejoicing that to them * . 

Beems to turn completely as one traverses the ,+as given not only to believe in Christ, also I .? 
? -+. .Ien@ the hall. This dining feet suffer for His sake; this nlonument was erected bf- 7: 

{ , long, 40 feet broad and 50 feet high, is the p~,bIlc subfcription in the year of our Lord God, - 2  -I_- 

s grandest medieval hall in Erigland, except that MDCCCXLI." . . .Y 
S at 'Westminster. . On the monun~cnt the three men who mere >: ': 

The students a t  Oxford follow thk wholesolne bunled by Bloody Mary's orders seem to have 
@--enstom of traveling about the streets bare- beenof equal dignity and strength of character. ' 

:, headed. If  everybody did this the year around But in point of fact Latimer seems to have been 
;I: it would be hard on the hat-makers, but there the noblest one of the three, a sincere Christian ..- 

would be fewer bald heads. Each stndei~t is wllose only offense appears to have been his ' 
., required to employ a tutor, who directs his zeal for preaching and teaching what he con- , . 

studies, The student's forenoons are given to ceived to be the truth. Ridley was more of a 
his studies, the afternoons to outdoor exerpise, politician than Latimer, but was also a benevo- ' 

r the evenings to literary and social activities. lcrit man of strong character. When placed on 
Where the Thames River passes through trial he refused to recant and went to his death 

Oxford the name of the stream has been like a man. Cranmer's record is not so good. 
. ehanged, for classical reasons, to the River It was he who married Henry VIII to Anne 

Isis. Opposite Christ Church is a great meado~v Bolryn, and helped the king to get rid of both ' . 
. -hiding down td the river bank and along beside her and his fourth wife. TfThen the Catholio . 

the river; and by the bank of the River Cher- queen, Bloody Mary, came to the throne, he . 
* well, which flows into it, are the most hcautiful signed six recantations, taking back all he had - ' , /' 
.* shaded paths imaginable. Ten islailtls ,in the ever said against Romanism; but all in vain. ~ 7 

f ,, 
r river Cherwell have been laid out ill cricket He was taken to church to hear his o~vn funeral I- 

grounds and other fields and mcadows or sernlon preached, and then was tdlren out apd ' 1'1 
i' resorts for students on pleasure I)cbnt. burned ni th  Latimer and Ridley. . .. 1 

I ;.; 
I t  is claimed that the view of High Street - .  

- Oxford's G l o b  and Shame a t  Quccns College presents the finest sweep of ;' '-4 '''7 HE &ty of Oxford dates i,ac]< to 1009 ?;earn arcl~itecture which Europe can exhibit. The 4 
, B. C. It was a t  one time given the name Oxford @ide hook says: 

-< . Bidehen, which, in the Celtic language, iinplied "Antwerp may have quainter pieces, E d h  ,> .; 
a ford for oxen. Subsequently the Saxons over- burgh more striking blendings of art with 

I . $ 'ran the kingdom, and formed the nanw after nature, Paris and London may show grander , 1 . z  

;.'their plainer and more familiar ety;lnology into coups d'czil, and th&re is architecture mom , - ,? 7 "Osenford." IGng Alfred had his home here picturesque in Nuremburg and FrankEort; but 
' : -$ in 886 A. D. Traces of the city walls, erected for statcly heauty, that same broad curve of -\% ' about A. D. 1270, and pulled down within the colleges, enhanced by many a spire and dome, ,, - 

I 
;* 
;.last century, are still to be found in a few places: and rclieved by a bacl~ground of rich foliage, L <. $ 

f* the museum is the lantern xhich Guy is absolutely without parallel" - 4 - *. iC k ;. 
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Feet and Inches 

IGUREX are very useful things, Sometimes ing broad jump of Mr. Triclitras. W e  do not ,. 

they tell the truth if honesty is behind them, know Mr. O'Connor's 'weight, but assume that 
t sometimes they are manipulated and jug- it-was about 140 pounds. This was ca-g a .. 

ed to tell sorne. monstrous lies. A yard is heavy weight through the air a long distance, 
ree feet, a foot is twelve inches; but what is the legs furnishing the power. 
e length of an inch? Make sure you know 43 ft. 1 1-2 inches is the distance that Mr. . 

asure -values in considering what follows: Matthew McGrath put a 56-pound weight in 
f t .  5 3-4 inches is the record standing high 1917. Mr. McGrath used the powerful muscles 

made by Leo. Goehririg, in 1913. This is of legs, arms and back in propelling this weight - . 

pretty g o ~ d  jump, but the other day we no- this distance. But back we go to the school 
d a cat jump' from the floor to a high win- teacher : "If Mr. Triclitras, weight ,140 pounds, 

w-sill. Tlie sill was about 4 ft. from the floor, is able to propel himself 25 ft. through the air, 
d the cat's legs were probably not orer 9 how far should Mr. McGrath be able to propel 
hes long. The school teacher used to ask: through the air  a weight of 56. pounds?: Al~d * 

a eat with legs 9 inches long can jump 4 ft. the answer would be or used to be 624 ft. But 
the floor how high from the floor should a what we wish to know is why Mr. McGrath with 

n jump whose I ~ g s  are 3 ft. long?" After the use of all those additional muscles came 
wrestling,with pencil and pa11t.r we used about 19 ft. short of this mark. 

answer: -"If a cat whose legs are 9 inches 158 ft. 4 1-2 inches is the distance that Mr. 
t? the Boor, then a man A. R. Taipale threw the discus in Copenhagen 

ng should be able to jump in 1913. The discus is an ancient Greek gama 
What we are wondering revived. T21c weight, which is about a foot in 

o why Mr. Goehring, when its greatest diameter, and convex in-shape, is 
t jump the other 10 ft .  64 hard to thro\v; and when modern athletesfirst 

made records with it in 1901, the distance at- : 
. 7 5-16 ilzches was the record running tained was only 118 ft. We do not know what ." 
ump made by.Mr. E. Beeson, in 1914, in the standard discus weighs. 
nited States. Mr. Yecson was able to con- 18.9 ft. 6 1-2 inches is the distance that Mr. 
about 149 inches of his horizontal speed P. J. Ryan threw a 16-pound hammer from a , 

vertieal speed, his upward jump being that 9 ft. cirde in New Yorlz in 1%3, Back to the 
ck better than Mr. Goehring's standing one. school teacher: "If Mr. Triclitras, weight 140 
t even with that he is still about 94 feet be- pounds, is able to propel himself through the 

air  25 ft, how far  should Mr. Ryan be able to 
. 6 inches is the standing long jump made propel through the air a hammer which weighs 

. Triclitras, in Athens, in 1912. This is 16 pounds?'' The answer would be 2184 ft. Mr. 
the length of. a standard 9 x  12 mg, and Ryan seemed to miss i t  by about 29 ft. Page 
te a jump. We do not know how a cat Mr. Triclitras. 

es out on a horizontal jump, never .having While we are a t  it we will give a few more. 
records. The javelin was thrown 216 ft. 108 

13 ft. 5 ilzches is the high jump with the aid inches by E. V. Lemming, in Sweden, in 1920. 
a pole, made by Frank Foss, in the United Mr. A. F. D u e  rari 100 yards in 9 4 5  seco~ds. 

tates, in 1920. This is more than twice.as high Jean Bouin ran 11 miles, 1,421 yards, in one 
Mr; Beeson was able to jump without one. hour at  Stockholm, in 1920. G. Littlewood ran - -  

re is where the human animal gets one on 623 miles, 1,320 yards, a t  New Pork in 1888, in 
e ca,t; for it is certain that a cat with a pole six days. 

to jump twice as high as And while we are talking of athletics we wjlI 
just talk about slinging stones; and for fear .  . 

t. 11 1-2 inches is the running long jump some of our readers never look into the Bible 
e by P. J. O'Connor, in 1901. 111.. O'Connor we will quote two interesting on the - 

le to convert about 134 f ~ c t  of his hori- subject: 
speed into horizontal flipht. h i s  runnirl:: ",4nd the children of Benjamin were numbered st 

being that much better than the stand- that time, out of the cities, twenty and six thousend 



men that diew sword, beside the inhabitants of Glbcah, 
which were numbered seven hundred chosen men. 
A m g  all thls people, there were seven hundred chosen 
men left-handed; every one could sling stones a t  &n 
halr breadth and not miss."-Judges 20: 15, 16. 

"And Saul armed David with his armor, and he put 
an helmet of brass upon his head; also he armed him 
wlth a coat of mall. And Davld girded his sword upon 
his armor, and he acsaved to go; for he had not proved 
it. And David cald unto Saul, I cannot go with these; 
for I have not prored thrm. And David put them off 
h ~ m .  And he took h ~ s  ~taff  in his hand, and chose him 
five sn~ooth stones out of the bl-nok, and put them in a 
shepherd'. bag nyhieh he had, even m a scrip; and his 
sling was in his hand: and he drew near to the Phi- 
listine. 

"And the Philistine came on, and drew near unto 
David; ant1 the man that bare the shield went before 
him.. And when the Philistine looked about, and saw 
David, hc dis(1a.inc.d him; for he was but a youth, and 
rudtiy, and of a fair countenance. And the Philistine 
said unto David, Am I a dog, that thou comest to me 
with staves? An$ the Philistine cursed David by his 
gods. And the Philistine said to David, Come to me, 
and 1.n-ill  give thy flesh unto the fowls of the air, and 
to the-beasts of the field. 

"Then Laid D&id to thk ~ h i l i k i e ,  Thou corneot to- ' 
me with a s11-ad, and with a spear, and with -a shield; 
but I come to thee in the name of the Lord of hosta,,2 
the God of the armles of Israel, mhom tho11 hast defisd 
This day \I 111 the Lord dellver thee into mine h m d ;  d S -  
I will smite thee, and take thine head from t h y ;  and . 
I 1~111 gite the carcases of the host of the Ph~listmes* 
this day unto the fouls of the air, and to the mild heasw+ 
of the earth; that all the ealth may linow that there iei'; 

a God in Israel. And all tins assembly shall know thst.? 
the Lord saveth not n ith snord and spear; for th@bat-:' 2 
tle 1s the Lord's and he will glve you lrrto our hands* ,v. 

"And i t  came to pass n hen the l'hlllctine arose, and '. 
came and drew nlgh to meet David, that Davld hasted, ' 
and ran toward the anny to meet the Phlllstlne. And 
Davld put his hand in his bag; and took tllencr a stone, 
and slang ~ t .  and smote the Phlllstlne In his forehead, ', 

that the stone sunk into hls forehead; and he fell upon - 
his face to t h ~  earth. 

"So David p e l  nllcd oi rr the l ' h i l~~ tme  a ith a sling '. 
and \\-ltll a btone, and sniote the l'lniistine, and dew 
him; but there ]+as no sword in thc hand oi David. 
Therefore llavid ran, and stood upon the Yhili<t~ne, and 
took h ~ s  sword, and drew it out of the sheath thereof, 
and .Im him, aurl c~ct off his head therewith. And ahen 
the Phll~stlnes saw then champ~on ma& dead they fled." 
1 Samuel 17 : 38-31. 

- 
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Heard in the Office (No.4) By Charles E. Quiver (Lolzdow) 

HEN are we going to have your explana- 
tion of my question respecting the win- 

dows of heaven being opened, Palmer?" asked 
Tyler one lunch hour. 

'Whenever it is  convenient I shall be pleased 
oblige," he replied. 
"The windows of heaven will need to open 

in," interjected Smith, "before we get any 
on that subject.". 
agree with you;" replied Wynn; "no good 

ever'comes from arguing about these things. 
It belittles the sacred truths of the Bible to' 
drag thein into everyday discussion. I thin11 
they ought to be let alone." 

"You always do," complained Tyler. "Thcre 
never would be any progress if all follou~ed 
pour example. We should all have been born 
either heathen or Roman Catholics, and should 

. remain unaltered to the end of our days." 
'TVe should have been anthropoid apes or 

arang-outangs," put in Smith. 
'"You will be in a cage very soon if you are 

not careful," replied Tyler. "Now bc quiet; we 
are wasting time. I want to hear Palmer's es- 
planation of the flood busine&." 

"There is one theory af the creation of tllc 
earth," said Palmer, "which harmonizes csactly 
with the Scriptural account. A11 scientists 
agree that the earth was at onc tii11f1 in :ul 
igneous, or white-hot condition; and at that 
-time everything of a co~llbustible r~atnre was 

a reduced to vapor which surrounded the central 
rocky core to t21e.extent of thousands of ~ n i l ~ ~ s ,  
,forming a vast whirling shapeless mass. I t  is 
this that is referred to in the second verse of 
the first chapter of Genesis: 'And the earth 
was'without form and void; and dar1;ncss was 
upon the face of the deep'." 

. r '?$%at deep?" asked Tylcr. 
"The oceans, of coprse," answered Wynn. 
.'?t could not be the oceans," replied Palmer, 

'%?cause they were not formed until the third 
&y, as you will see by the ninth and tenth 
verses of -this chapter. The deep referred to 
was the great mass of vapor which encircled the 

-in the beginning. Divinc energy nloved 
this deep, and the result was that it began 

ake shape. 'The earth was' is the opening 
tement of Scripture. \That vast periods of 

may be included in these three words, no 
'~ 

4 

"The Annular or Canopy theory of creation, 
put forward by Prof. Vail, then states-the mat- - .. 
ter, showing the harmony of Science with tlie' .. 
Bible. The great deep of vapors surrounding - : 
the earth wol~ltl take on its motion;and on the - 
hutside would travel at  a great speed. As the - 
earth cooled the vapors would cool also, and 
that nearest the surface would descend an4  ' 
covcr the planet. The vapor further away - 
w-o11ltl continue to revolve and would be pre- ' ' - 
vented fro111 descending by its speed and also 
by the atrnospllcre \\-hich would be formed by , 
thc contact of the clcscending vapor with the 
hot cartli. 

"This then would be the condition:  here^ '' 
would be waters covering the earth and waters 
above the csrth, and in betu-cen the atmosphere 
separating both. Could yon have this stated 
more scientifically exact than the Geae'sis ac- 
count \\-l~icl~ says that Gocl formed-the firma- , 
ment, or atmo'sphere, that it might separate the , 

n-atclrs uliicli ~ \ c ~ e  above the firmament from 
tlie waters below tl-ie firinanlent ?" 

"Does it really say t l~at?"  asked Tyler. 
"Yes," said Palincr. "I have my Bible here, 

and TfTylln can read it for us." 
He tlicrl handccl a pocl<ct Rible to Wynn, who 

read (2clles~s 1: 6-8. "14nd God said, Let there 
be a f i r l~~an~cn t  in the inidst of the waters, and 
let it diviclc the watcrs from the waters. And 
Gocl iuade the firmanlent and divided the waters- 
wliicli \\-\-crc nnder the firmanlent from the ' 

waters w11icl1 were above the firmament; and it 
was so." 

"TI~anl< you," said Tyler, "that is rema&- 
able." \ -  - 

"1 had oftcn TI-ondered \\hat it could mean, 
mysclf," said Pal~ner;  "and wllen I read this 
esplanation I felt convinced of its truth. 

"The waters above the firmament would 
gradually form into rings, and revolve about 
the earth as the rings of Saturn do about him 
today. 

"One by one these rings approached the 
carth and, coming into contact with the atmos- 
phere, would spread out and form a canopy; 
this would descend to the earth a t  the place o f  
least resistance whicli would be near the poles 
of the earth, bringing down with it much 
carbon and other minerals, and in this way the 
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.: ,coal' and metal beds were laid ready for the "Caves are filled with the remains of these 
advent of man. great, animals, to which they fled for refuge . .. 

f "The earth has had more thanlone flood, as from the descending ring ollly to be snowed . k:: 
, . 

'Scientists declare ; and each ring as it descended undrr and f rozcn to dcath. The flood of Noah's 9 
;& - ' -made  great thanges in the earth. I think that day \\,as a part of tlic great w~r1; of creation. " 

- here we have an adequate explaliation of how' "No\\-, if you could imagine yours8lf looking - >% 
i .- the various strata of thc earth wese laid; and a t  this' TI-ondrons spectacle, how gould it a p  ;;&- 
t ' instead of the immense periods of time for pear? Ilow otherwise tlisn that the very v n p $  - which the guesses of scientists have become do~vs of l~eilven \{-ere oponed! Not merely iztz 

famous 7,000 years, as we have Incfore .sho.rvn, it rain ll~avily, but this inmcnse watery vail -:\$ 
was ample for the work of each of the creative covcring the whole of man's heaven and precip -i 

i t a t i ~ ~ g  itself upon the earth would part in the . 
"By the close of the sixth day there was but middle, onc-half going toward the north and 

onc ring left, m d  this was of pure water, all the other half toward the south, and the clear ,' 
" t%e mineral substances having been precipi- blue. of heaven showing between. 

tated to the earth. Descending, this last ring "Could you describe it better than in the - , 
e r n e  mto contact with the atmosphere, and words of Scripture, 'The fountains of the great 

. -  tpread itself out to such an extent that the deep \\,ere broken up and the windows of heaven 
f:, 'earth .was like a great greenhouse, making the were opcned'l" 
@ ,temperatar$ everywhere the same. "Well, I neverl" said Tyler. Y certainly 

, 
"It was In this hot-house condition, which thought I had caught you on this question, . , 

would be productive of luxuriant growth, that Palmer, but it appears lilie a-b-c to you." ! t h e  perfect man Adam was. placed. That this "Tl\ere is a point of interest worth noticing 
was the condition of the earth prior to the in connection with this subject: After the del- 

i deluge, and that a great and sudden change uge God promised. that the earth shoyld not be 
, took place by a tremendous cataclysm, is shswn destroyed with a flood again, and as *j sign of 
: by the fact that huge animals, such as mam- this He placed the bow in the cloud. A rainbow ~ 

: moths and elephants, have been found pre- was an jllipossibility while the rings of water 
i - - served embedded in the ice of the arctic regions. surrounded the planet, as then the direct rays . 3; Such animals could not live there under the of the sun could not penetrate to the earth. But " ,present conditions. Consequently there must with the breakup of the system of rings, the 

have been a time when cvcn these parts u-ere sunlight came directly through and the refrac- - 
& of a different temperature from what they are tions of light from the rain produced the bow. 
~ b ~ u ~ .  Tllc rainbow is a scientific as well-as a moral 
r - "That there mas-a ssud(1cn diai~fic' from con- sign that a universal deluge will not occur . - e ,  + -* genial warmth to estre~lle cold is d(>rnonstrated again. 
!',by the fact that .some of tllcse a11i11ials have "11-hcn I hear people ridiculing the idea 

been found \ ~ - ~ t h  grass in their niol~ths and the Eil)lical flood, I vonder a t  their ignoranc 
I:' stomachs undigested. The brcal,-up of the and tliink that i1 ~IICII  would only seek with i canopy, or glass-hpuse roof, ronld cause the same ma1 for tlie truth of Scripture that t 

equator suddenly to become eatrer~icly liot and manifest in trying to prove it false we sho 
the poles extceniely cold. nnt hear so m~lch about the mistakes of Mos 

.l, C' I 
a 

It "Go, preach nly gocltcl." salth tlic Lord; "1'11 make your great commission known, :, . "Rid t l l ~  rritle ~ro l l t l  ~ r i y  part irccmlve; And !c ~I1a11 prove my gospcl true 
k 1  Re shall be saved xvho trusts my word, By all the rvorlrs that I have done, 
r they condemned n l ~ o  tl~>bel~crc. 
f l l  _, 

By all the wbnders ye shall do. 

"Tcach all thc nations my commands; 6 
u I'm with you till the ~vorld shall end; 

$*. All poi! n IZ bedted in my hands; 
kf p - I can destroy, and I deiend." 



/ i  _ _  , The Oathbound Covenant 
od,.willilzg More  abz~lzdantly t o  shozo unto the heirs of promise the immutability of his cowsel ,  

confirmed it by  an aht/t."-Hebrezus 6:17. 

NLY those who have strong living faith in 
the almighty God and in IIis Son Jesus 

bid have much interest in the words of our 
xt. 'To tlie evolutionist, thes'c words have 

meaning, as he is looking to a natural 
opment rather than to any supervising 

power of God to bring the hlrssirig whic,ll the 
orlcl so greatly needs. To 'the higher critic, 

Apostle's reference to God's dealings with 
raham is nonsensical, believing, as he does, 

a t  the statenicnts of Genesis are \yit210~~t 
ority and were written iiiarly hundreds of 
s sfter the death of Moses. But the internal 
ences and harmony with the plan stamp 

e of God's true children, w1.1ose 
rstnnding have not yet been openc:d 

a clear apprehension of the divine plan of 
e ages, may be inclined to qucstion what 
teregt we could~possibly have in God's oath 

braham; given mo*. than three thousand 
ago. Such are inclined to say to therli- 

ves : ''Th&event was .helpful to Abralialii, 
t has nothing whatever to do with us or our 
." It is our hope that an examination of 
covenant which God attested with His oath, 

stated in our text, may be helpful to many 
e Lord's people, enabling them to see that 
had' a p1a.n in Abraham's day ; that He is 
working according to that plan; and that 

completion will be glorious--a blessing to 
creatures and an honor to Himself. 
he context shows distinctly that the apostles 
the early church drew comfort from this 
bound covenant, and clearly implies that 

s same oomfort belongs to.every true Chris- 
to the end of this age-to every 
the body of Christ. The Apostle's 

that God's promise and oath were 
ended more for u s  than for  Abraham, moPe 

ur oomfort than for his. 
ote the Apostle's words: "That -by two 

able things [two unalterable things], in 
it was impossible for God to lie, we [the 

spel church] might have a strong consola- 
o have fled for refuge [to Christ] 
pon the hope set before us."- 

4 

- . . 

Assurartces of the Almighty's Oath 

D OUBTLESS Abraham and all his family, 
Israel after the flesh, drew a certain 

amount of blessing and encouragement -from 
this covenant of promise; and the oat11 of the , 
Almighty, which doubly sealed it, gave double . . 
assurance of its certainty of accomplishment. 
But the Apostle intimates in the words quoted 
that God's special design in giving that cove- 
nant and in binding it solemnly with an oath 
was to encourage spiritual Israel, to give us . 
a firm foundation l,or faith. God ~vell knew 
that although three thousand years from His 
own standpoint would be,but a brief space, "as . 
a watch ilr the night," nevertheless to- us the 
tiine won1t.l appear long, and the stfain upon 
faith woulti be severe; hence the positive state- 
ment, and tlie still more deliberate oath that 
bound it. \Vc. cannot but wonder,at such conde- 
scrnsion u l ~ o n  the of the great Creator- 
that He should stoop to explain His great ar- 
rangcnlents to His fallen creatures and, above 
all, that He should condescend to give His oath 
on the subject. An upright nian feels that His 
word should be sufficient in any matter, and 
hence would lipsitate, except upon certain con- 
ditions, to confirm his word with an oath. How 
much more might the heavenly Father have SO 

regarded the matter! But our test explains the 
reason for such condescension. He was "willing ; 
more abundantly" to show the unchangeable- 
ness of His plan. He wanted His.tnxsting chik- 
dren to have abundant evidence so that their . 

faith would not waver, so that they could trust- 
fully put their hands in His and valiantly run 
the race unto victory. 

It was not God's purpose to show his plan to 
the world in general, nor has He done so. The 
world by wisdom knows not God, understands 
not His great and gracious operations which . 
for thousands of years have been gradually - 
unfolding, and which are now near of accom. . 
plishment. God wished to show the n a t n d  , 
seed of Abraham something of His plan; and 
hence they were granted an external glimpse 04 
it. But the Apostle points out that the clear' 
showing of the matter mas especially intended 
for the "heirs of promise." 

19 
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ali~11:; 3;  16-29. Acre he d(>clares the rfiatter 

i' ye hc Christ's, then are 
, and heirs according to the 

el Church Not Complete 
OW if the i'*ospel clinrch, with her Head, 
the L o ~ d  Jesus, as Mie Apostle states 

in, saying, "We, brethren, as Isaac was 
pified by Esaac], are the children of prom- 
' (Cfa.latians 4: 28), it follows that the seed 
Abraham mentioned in the promise is not 

et complete; for the Go~pel  chnrcll is not yet 
t be until. the full close of 
halvest time of which we 

. But. what a wonderful 
this plain interpretation 

! It is big with hope for 
ritual Israel, the spiritual seed; &d no less 

means a blessing to the natural seed, fleshly 
, and ultiniately the Millennia1 blessings 
the families of tlie earth. Let us examine 

ese three hopes. The hopes for these t h e e  
lasses center in this great oathbound covenant. 
et us t,hus .obtain what the Apostle tells us 

s the Lord's intention for us: namely, strong 
soration, strong encouragement. 
11 through the prophecies the Lord foretold 
sufferings of Christ and the glories that 

uld follow; nevertheless, the glories-to fol- 
have been granted much more space in the 
ne revelation tliaii the sufferings of this 
ent time. The implication suggested by the 

the glories of tlie future 
trials and sufferings and 

sent time will be found not 
pared; but those glories and 
en veiled from our mental 

n, and, instead, a great pall hangs over the 
e in: the minds of many of the Lord's 
. With some it is merely a mist of doubt 
uncertainty; with others it is the smoke 

confusion, blackness, and despair as  they 
k of their own friends in connection with an 

ity of torture and the probability that a 
majority of those wvhom they love will 
an eternity of horror in torment. We 

-these clouds and dark forebodings 
the dark ages a.nd through I,he theo- 

lstings hand~c-1 down from that. time. 
have learned' to distort the simple 

e of God's Word in such a manner as  

to cause anguish and distress. For  instance, 
destroy, perish, die, second death, everlasting 
destruction, etc., all terms used by the Lord to 
represent the ultimate complete annihilation of 
those who will not come into harmony with 
IIim after a full opportunity is  granted them, 
are interpreted to mean the reverse of what 
they say-life, preservation in torture, etc. It 
is high time that we should learn that God's 
Booli is not the foundation for these horrible 
nigl~trnares which have d i e t e d  us, and which 
have in the past hindered many of us from a 
proper love and reverence for our Creator. It. 
is high time that we should take the-explana- 
tion which the 'Apostle gives us of this matter 
and dismiss from our minds all the errors 
which assail poor humanity regarding the fu- 
ture. He says: "The god of this world hath 
blinded the minds of them which believe not, 
lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, % 

who is the image of God, should shine unto 
them."-2 Corinthians 4 : 4. 

Ours is the Cream o f  the Promise 
what hope and interest has the church No" of Christ in this promise made to *4bra- 

ham? To the true church belongs the very 
cream of the pron~ise, "the riches of God's 
grace." The promise implies the greatness of 
the seed of Abraham, "wllich seed is Christ" 
and the overcoming church. This greatness is 
so wonderful as to be almost beyond hmnan 
co?np:.ehpnsion. The overcomers of this Gospel 
agc \\rho "make [their] calling and election 
surc." in Christ, are to be joint-heirs with Him 
in the glorious Millrnnial kingdom which is, to 
be God's agency or channel for bringing about 
the pronlised blessing, the blessing of all the 
families of the earth. How great, ]low wonder- 
ful is to be the exaltatidn of the church is' 
beyond human conception! As the Apostle de- 
clares : "Eye hath not seen, nor- ear heard, 
neither hath i t  entered into the heart of man 
[the natural man] the things that God hath in 
reservation for them that love him," who love 
him more than they love houses or  lands, par- 
ents or children, or any other creature, or  more 
than they love themselves, and who show this 
by walking in the narrow way, in the footsteha 
of their Itedeemer. Again, the Apostle speaks 
of the great blessings coming to the church as 
the seed of Abraham: "It doth not yet appear 
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what we -hall be [how great we shall he nrade 11atnr;i'l secscl, r~o l  because of their worthiness, + 

in our c'r~ange] ; but we 111iow that wlien he shall but I~c,c*ause ol' I l ls  promise lllade to the fath- . ' 
appegr, we shall be lihe I~im." (1 John 3 : 2 )  l'lrc~ ers ; "fur this 1s lliy covenant with them, when I 

- 
.& 

apostle Peter has a word on t h ~ s  subjc~ct ot' tllc will cancel tlieir ~111s." 
greatness that  sliall belong to the cl~urch, tllc. 
spiritual seed of Abraham, saying, God hat11 Blessing for All Nations 
given unto us '.exceeding great and precious BUT if ~~d is to lIave upon the nato- ; 

ronlises; that by these ye mlg11t he partalccrs ral Iwaelitt~, \\-lloln He declares to have <- 

the divine nature." ( 2  Peter 1 : 4) To "hat b e t . ~ ~  stlff-llr~c.Lt.,{ arl(] harti-hearted and rebel- 3 
ever extent \re are able to grasp thc nlcalnng llo,,,,, 1,-,,111,1 I t  ,),. ise US thd the divine 
of these Wollderful promises, they s~~~~~ to us benevolpnt intention h)loll]d be to bless others ' 
of blessings. favors, privilcgcs, "excec~clingly than the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ t h ~ ~  who have not had in the 
abundantly above all that uje ask o r  think."- past the favors pl.ivi]pqes of tllis favored 1 
Ephesians 3 : 20. nation and wl~ose conrst., tl~rrefore, was less in . " 

oppos~tlon to the. light? I t  sliould not surprise ' 
Promise to the Jews UP;  and so we find i n  this great oath@und 

IfF: second class to  be blessed under this covenant a blessing for all nations, all peoples. ' 

T hbrahainic covenant is fleshly Israel. We Lct us 1001~ at the proallae again, remembering !{ 
are  not forgetting that  the Jews were a rebel- that our heavenly Father rrlade i t  deliberatelq- 
lious and stiff-neclced people, that they slew the and subsequently bound Himself to i ts  provi- 2 

prophets, stoned the Lord's ministers, and sions by a n  oath, so that we might not only be. -4 
caused the crucifixion of our Redeemer. Never- sure that H e  could not hrealr HIS word, but . : . 
theless, the Scriptures clearly hold forth that doul)ly sure that He conld not hrcalr His oath, ' ; 
after  they have had a period of chastisement, and that therefore, without peraciventure, this ,. 
which they have been undergoing as  a nation proniise shall bc fulfilled. It reads: "In thy 
since the Lord's crucifixion, and after spiritual seed shall all the families of the earth be 1 
Israel shall have been gathered out of the blessed." What is the blessing so greatly need- ,* 
wbrld and shall have been glorified in the king- ed by all inanlrind? Wc ails\ver: I t  is the very 
dom, then a blessing from the Tlord will come blessing that  Jesus doclarrd He came to give, :% 

,%?" 

upon natural Israel. They shall be saved o r  sayingo "I am corllc that they might have life, -' 
recovered from their b l indn~ss;  and, a s  the and that they might have it rrlore abundantly."_*~ 
prophet declares, they shall loolr upon Him Ah, yes. Life! I t  is life that the whole world : 
whom they have pierced and mourn for  Him, needs; and .our 1,ord Jesus declares Himself to  's 

- because the eyes of their understanding shall be thc. great Life-giver. Indeed, in thc Syriqo ': 
be opcned. We rejoice, too, that the promise is language, in whic11 probably our Lord dis- 
clear znd distinct that  the Lord will pour upon coursed, the word life-giver is the eq&valent 1; 
them the "spirit of grace-and of supplications." of our word savior. Jesus came to save m a  ': 
-Zechariah 1 2  : 10.. froin sin and from the penalty of sin: namely, &:$ 

The Apostle Paul elaborates this subject. I n  death. It is a human invention of the dark "'4 
+Romans, chapters 9 and 10, he points out that ages to attach eternal torment as the wages of ' S  ' " 

Israel had failed to obtain the special blessing sin; it is the divine arrangement to attach to  1 

of this Abrahamic covenant by rejecting Christ sin -a reasonable and just, but awful penalty, 
-that only a remnant rcceived the great bless- that of death. I t  is because of sin that  we are '- 
ing and the mass were blinded. 111 chapter 11 all dying creatures, and for the Lord t 
he proceeds to explain that  their hliridrless is life implies that  H e  will take away the sin 

ot to be perpetual, but only until the church all necessity for  its penalty. 
I1 have been gathered out: and that then the It is for this reason, we are  told, that  ~ h r i s e i ~  
d's blessiilg mill come to fleshly Israel, sav- died-for our sins, to release us from their ' 

them from blindness and granting them penalty, and thus to have the right to release 
cy through the glorified spiritual Israel. us from present sinful tendencies and 
mans 11 : 25-33) The Apostle expressly tions. He has already redeemed the world; it i 

po111t3 ovt that the Lord will do this for the remains for Him to become the Great Physi- 
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the Life-giver, to heal the world of its sin- . atonement for the sins of the whole world 'in 1 
ess and to raise up to life and to perfec- the atonenlent day sacrificial arrangements.' -' 

,rnental, moral, and physical, all the human Mark how-again he typically forc?told the bless- -: " 
ily who accept of this provision of the grace lngs of the Millennia1 age, repregcnting it in 
od. And whosoever will not be obedient Israel's year of jubilee, in wh~ch every man ' 

be cut off from among the  people iq the went free and every possession w ~ s  returned 
second death. The wages of sin was death in to its original ownership, thus representing the _ 
Adam's case; and the world, having been re- blessings of the future, man's release frot t~ ser- 
.deemed from that sin and death, is to be grant- vitnde to sin, to Satan, and the return to h l n  of 
,ed blessing through Christ, the forg-iven~ss of all that was lost through Adam. Isaiah, Jere- 

e opportunity for return to har- miah, Hosea, Malachi, have spoken of these - 
od. Only for deliberately rejecting coming times, so that the apostle Petcr, point- 

avor will any come again under divine ing to the future, .could truthfully declare that 
a n a t i o n ,  and by becoming wilful h n e r s  the coming times of restitution of ali things . 

themsehes again the wages of sin, have been spoken by the mouth of all tho holy . 
prophets since the world began,Acts 3: 19-23. , 

e Millennia1 Promise - Sublimity of  God's 1;1$rR 
HE p e a t  blessing of forgiveness of sins B U T  Sonle ma]. be inclined to say that God's 
which are past, and even the blessing of ways are not so grand as our conceptions 

mg awakened frnnl the sleep of deaill, W O U ~ ~  be. Snch arc lool~ing at the matter f r o h  
bfit mankind but little if the arrangenlents of f.he wrong sta~ldpoint. Eemember that our God 
t future time, the Millcnnial age, were not l"ll-\\'ise, all-just, all-lovillg, dl-powerf~l ;  and 
such a scale as to permit a thorough recoy- that it is His own TfTord that declares that a s  , 

ery from mentaa, moral, arid physical the Ilea~ens arc higher than the earth, SO  re 
weaknesses. Benee we are to learn Elis plrtlls higllrr than our plans, and His ineth. . 

**.that in that time satan be bound, every O ~ S  llih'llrr t l l~ l l  OUT methods. + A S  the poet has . 

pvil influence and every unfavorable wnditioll espresied 
1 be brought under restraint, and the favor 
.God through the knowledge of God will hc "\Ye ma1.e God's lobe too liaiio\v 

loose amongst the people. "The earth shall By fd1.e limits of our own." 
ull of the knowledge of the Lord, as the 
rs  cover the sea." (Isaiah 11: 9) Bless- It l"il1le for US to wake up to tlir IacL that 

Aye, favor upon favor, blessilla upon \\-""' 11" l~ctter than our God; but that mc are 
arrangenlent and pro- Po', ~nlp(~l.frc.t creati~l.rs of the t l u ~ t ,  fallen by 

from tire- of ndure ;  ant( tllat ~t IS  tinle for n s  to stop mis- 
of t ~ , ~ ~ , "  a,ld need ~()n"r1lill~ t ] ~  diville character and plan as 

u~~~~ the ~ ~ ~ d . ~  ( , T ~ , . ~ .  ~ g a i ~ ~ ! s t  llib cl.catures, and to hearlien lo the 
phets-spol;e repeatcstll>- of L ~ r ( l ' 5  ol\-ll 11 ord \$lien Hr declares: ''Their 

to the world in tkle f n t n r ~ .  fern' toVfir(l llle is t,?udlt by the precept of 
lls that as during tills &,spl ~"pll.'' (Isaifill 29: 33) I t  is tlnle f s f  11s to be 

the Lord pours out IIis spirit llpon His ser- ~ra!illh" for o l l ~ ~ \ t . l ~ c ~  and for eac3 other, as 
$8 and handmaidens, so, after these days, in the .2l~obtle ed for some. saying, "I bow 
Afillennial age, He will pour out His spirit my lcnees ullto the Father of' our Lord Jesus 

Il flesh. There will be world-\vicle Mess- Cllri~t,  . . . that Ye . . . ]nay be able to com- - 
the knowledge of the truth. J I ~ ~ ~  prehe"(1 nith all saints .\\hat is the breadth, 

et spokc of tl~ese oncollling and lc@l, ancl deptll, and height; and to know 
~~d would raise up a the love of Christ, ~vl-llich passeth knowledge."'- 

himself, a greater teach- 3 : 14, 18319. 
ter mediatoz, and under the better cove- Do not n~ishpprehend: We are not teaching 

uld bring blessings world- that heathen and imbeciles and the nnregene- 
Mark how again Moses represents the rate in general shall be t a ~ e n  to heaven, where I - - _ 
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p . .- t h y  would be utterly out of harmony with t h c ~ r  . that wonderful jud,ment, the trial day of 
3% , , 
p. *. s ~ r o u n d l ~ ~ g *  and require to be cor~verted al~ct to world, secured for a!l through the pre& 

be taught. >uch arl iriconsistent vlew we lvave blood of Christ. 'When thy judgments are 
' to those who ore now claiming tl.at the hsa thn~  the earth, the inhabitants of the worla ;.- q 'will be saved In their ignorance. w e  Stand by learn righte~~snes~."-Isaiah 26: 9. 

Y 

the Word of God, which teaches that there IS no We wish to .call the attention of our reade 
present salvation Bitbout faith in Christ Jesus, again to another feature of this meat oath- 

". and hence that the heathen and the lrnbeciles covenant, of special interest to u 

:+- . have neither part nor lot in the salvation at the by the grace of God have been invited to 

?, 
our calling and election sure as members 

present time' We stand the seed tv,ich is Christ. We have already refer 
which say that the salvation of the Gospel age the high exaltation that the Lord designs 
is only for the little flock, who throl~gh rt~uch by which we be so as 
trilnulatio~ shall prater the king don^. \ye stand 

lollgt.t to be earthly but heave 
;- . by the scriptur6s. which say that the Inlrkdom bc,lllgs. we have already notic 
, , .  class now being developed is the seed of Ahra- of with christ in 
i ,. ? ham, under the Lord, their Head, their I.:lrl~r ~i~ kingdom, -to sit with him in his throa 
- Brother, the Bridegroom. We' stand by the Now a.e notice the great additional privileg 
: L Scriptures, whic*h ctiv that through this Christ,. aiso,:lation in the mighty work of uplifting 

when complete, slialr ~~utend to every member of world from the sin and death condition 
- Adam's race the blp-.;ing of opportunity to - w1lrc.h ~t now is. What Christian does n& 

know the Lord, to nr~rl~rstand the advantages h i s  heart beat faster with interest as he th 
of righteousness, the o1,portunity of choosing of t l ~ r  glorious work of the Millennial-age q 
obedience and by oberl~~nce to obtain everlast- the upl~i't of the human family by the brin 
ing life. of all to the faxorable conditions then p 

lent and to the kr~owledge then universal! , 

' . Judgment Day Opportunif~ whose heart doe+ not beat faster with th* 
HE blessings' of the future will be of tldought that it is the divine arrangemeht th8e 

T a ~ n d  that individual who does lint he ~ h o  i s  tnithful rhall have a share with J e s o l  

have his full oppor~nitg the present life will and a11 rile saints 111 this blessed work of uplift. 
have it then. But this m i l l  not be an opportun- ing the 
iCy to become members of the little flock, nor 
an opportunity to become mroltwrs of the seed Future 0' Heathen People 
of Abraham, nor an opportun~ty to have part S OUR hearts go out with sympathy t 
in the great "change" from human nature to A the poor groaning creation in hea 
divine nature, nor an opportur~l t y  to sit with the lands and In home lands, and as 
Lord in His throne. I t  will be an opportunity pleasure.in doing the little now possi) 
to obtain that which was lost-human perfec- to do, how great is our joy when we 
tion, everlasting life under t~urnarl, earthly, that future glorious opportunity that is to 
paradisaical conditions; opportunity of coming ours, and-of the great results that are to a 
again into the divine likeness, almost obliter- pany it! Surely the hearts of the Lord's 

, ated in the human family through the six thou- are stimulated'as we contemplate the me 
sand years of the fall. This period in which of this great, oathbound covenant. S u  
this opportunity will be granted to rnan is in the Apostle declares was G6d's purp 

. the Scriptures termed the day of judgment (a have strong consolation in our ineffec 
thousand-year day), the Millennia1 day It will forts to bring the t~lajority of mankind t 

f, be a day of trial, of testing, of proving the \vnrld appreciation of Gbri's mercy and love 
*I  to see wh%ther, with a full knowledge of God But it also gives ns consolation in respec 

and of righteousness which He requires. they our neighbors and friends a 
, will choose i t  in preference to sfn, choose life our own families who arc not s 

in preference to second death. Thank God for still blind to the grace of God a 
*. , 

T i -  , 
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P, * .@Ace which has brought salvation to our hearts 
in the present time, arid which evclitually i s  to 

, . E n g  salvation to the uttermost in the resur- 
+eetion. I t  encourages us further, as the Apos- 
%l~le points out, to lay hold upon the hope set 
+fore us, to take a firmer grasp of  the divine 
character and plan. I t  gives our souls encow- 
&gemelit when we see how gracious is thc rl~ai-- 

-acter, of our heavenly Fathdr, how wo~ldrrful is 
:the plan ~vhich He has devised, and how carp- 
Lfnlly He has been carrying it forward step by 
'- &ep up to the present hour; and that by His 
grace we are \<hat we are, and hace hcen called 
C .joint-heirship with our Redeemer as ~liem- 
bers of the seed of Abrahani. We reasoil that 

*'$f the Lord so loved us while we were yet sin- 
hers,;thus much morc 'does He love us ilu\v that 
we have accepted Christ and are under the robe 

, " .-.. :*i .I 

of His rightcousness and seclcing to d+ those ~ .I 
things in harinoi~y with the divine will. . - eo 

Let us, then, take courage and hold fast  to A P: 

the divint: TiTord, and, feed npon it more a n d '  s 
", more, ai~rl nsc all the various blessings and pro- . .> 

mises nl~ich the Lord has clebig~led to fit and - .s 
to prepare, to mold and to fashion, to chisel and + 
to polish 11s for places in His glo~ious kingdom. . $ 
f;et us rcsolvc that, lillowing our heavenly " q 

c .? 

Father better than before, w e  will be more ,.3 3 

faithful than eyer as His children and servants, '1 
mnop loyal to the truth and to the principles of 5 
rightht~oi1~1i(~ss. ant1 that, copying Hiin arid His $*x. - -. 
generosity, we n ill be more liiiid even to the - - 8  h 
1111fhalrliF111 and to the ~u~lioly. Let us then, - ?2 
acc.cbpt t 1 1 ~  preparatioiis for thc liingdorn privi- 
leges, anti. by the grace of God nlalrc our culling - 
and election thereto sure. . -4 $9 

v ,.a - .; 
~. 

6 .  '. 
.., . Bolshevism in the Pulpits 

'MINISTER of the perverted gospel- de- thought that thc preacher is to blame, too. Bol- 
# .;;.. . , . clares that there is Bolshevism ill the shevism, an outbreali against time-Ti~~~orccl op-' 
b$ulpits; a. and he threatens to turn in thither. pression by the rulers of the geople, may be 

describes Bolshevism as a force that de- the gcrrn of anarchy; and no doubt the uader- 
~ 7 s  governnlents, drives away land oxvncrs, lying cause is the union of church and state, 
throws to the discard valuable treasures and the e~ido~setllent the church wrongfully 

ter,ature, a r t  and religion; that Holshevism gives the state. The fear has' been espresskd 
sforms quiet .people- into raving maniacs. that the "chdrches" will not awake in time 

e says that Bolshevism is like a boil upon the save the world from the peril that threatens. 
ence a t  first. is detected by itch- The deep-seated. cause of the r&stlessi~css and 

a m a t i o n ,  then swelling and eruP- perplexity which goads the people on their mad 
t i t  has been under the surface for rush for something, they- lrnom not _cnbctly'. 
but that our times and conditions what, is the nptnrning and overpowering of 

y the war, pestilence and fa.~nine, the  kingdom^ of this world," n-hicl~ reiresent . 
it to a head; and that the masses all tlie iilgenuity of his majesty, the devil-in 

der the swelling pressure. .Re- sofar as the people can be inveigled into sup- 
ou8 life and 0rganizatiQn are on the verge porting his schemes. This overtur 

at Bolshevistic movement. He is going by the invisible power of earth's 
Bolshevik by getting another job, and -Christ, for the time has conle. 

rch, presumably, go to grass- The "Times of refreshing" obtain under- the new 
is that the "churches" are about to be- order of things. A one-thousand-yea~ day of' 

; and then, what in the world shall jubilee is here, the early preparatory hours of 
which are used in blasting upon the s iher  truin- 

of the matter is that other men in pets the message of truth, and in thc cries of' 
lticrative employment have good automo- the mnssesfor liberty. If the preac,hers had 

a, their families are fed better, are housed done their duty; the wofld would know how ta 
, and wear better clothing. And, possibly, act and he in expectation of the real Gt 
is the feeling that other men-not hczlf but now; as a penalty for putting their 

ood-are more"respected and esteemed. dence in a fallible priesthood \I-ho 
profiteer is'blamed for the Bolebe- Iy blind, the imillediatc f i~ture i 

tendencies thkre may be so~ile trilth in the forebodings, mistrust and piquant illdigmati 

. - 



Priests Beginning to Marry 
EERE is a newly founded church in France, ditions of the Roman Catholic Church, chose . , and it is  growing with some degree of rap- their own bishopAbb6 Adroit. He then cele- 

@*ik'. p ,  jdity. It should become very popular with the brated mass in private homes and rallied to YI 
p: '< priesthood which has, publicly at least, prac- support several wealthy Catholic families, o 

tised celibacy. France may become a subject of of whom donated a church building and sever 
opprobrium for her vicious move against a help- homes for the married priests. 

$. ., less nation, not being able to differentiate be- Bishop Adroit will soon be consecrated by the 
tween the peace;loving people of. Germany and assembly of 300 or more priests, who form k 

2 the devilish dynasty that was destroyed as a nucleus of the new church. It is estimated t 
I ,. 
5:.  military despotism in the-World War. But the hundreds more of the priests will soon join 

marrying of her priests will help somewhat. The new movement. This may be one of the pilla 
. . new &urch i! called the "French Official Catxo- holding or  supporting the "mother" church; i 
.. lie Church." It started this way: Four years so, the Pope has evidently heard the creaking 

ki *- ago Abb6 Adroit, then cur6 of the parish of the moss-covered building. AbbB Adroit said: I.?' 
r . Lacroix-en-Brie, married Mlle. Lucia LeLong, "We have recognized the separation of the church a * z _ an 18-year-old parishioner. IIe was forbiddell state under the-law of 1905: We mfuse any l o ~ r  
- =Jebrate mass, but was not excommltlricated a(l1111t that Home can dlctate nhctllrr priests can ar can- 

-., . by the pop,,. other priests, feeling the re. not m m y  ; for Re are convinced that married life enabl 
.-: straints of being hemmed in by clerical orders a pnest to come rloser to members of the church, b 

causc he is better ahlr to share their joys and troub -- and seeing the freedom and apparent happiness 
haye not ? I- ._(. _ > ,ed Ronlc to permit us to marry. 

a of Abb6 P ~ ~ ~ ~ Y - ~ ~ ~  simpl?. lnarrlcd and thell told XomP l+-hat lve had d ? ' 
.married. The nmvemcnt gre\v, and is grolving. ~ u d  ~f the door IS closed to US by the Roman Churc 

$ - These newly-wed priests, following the old tra- we hace found a new one." 
s: 
e.' . ' 
h * h  , 

$ ,-., ! 
%--A . Christian Work ' in Atlanta Prison 
&-, I 

HERE are always plenty of Roman Cath- ary, 8th, 1923, telling haw "one of the largest ;.A 
G- T olics, plenty of Methodists, plenty of congregations in the South is located in the '4 A Baptists, Presbyterians; Epismpalians, etc., in Federal penitentiary a t  Atlanta," and how that 4 
$.c prjson; but the only time that Bible Students it was started a year or  so ago "by an inmate, 3 
, wn :be -sent there is when a war comes along a former distinguislied prosecuting attorney A$ 

. during which everybody who will yot line up on froin an Indiana city" and now numbers "sev- ,: 
, the devil's side of the argument is bundled off era1 thousand members." 
r; ; .' , w d  put behind bars. Sonlebody is dreaming. There are less tha 

When Judge Rutherford and his seven com- two thousand prisoners at  Atlanta, the b-ulk- 
rades went to Atlanta, they formed a little whom have no use for religion of any kind. 

- '  Bible class of their own in the Sunday school they attend chapel exercises, i t  is because t 
k which takes place ih the chapel after Sunday are compelled to do so. We cannot but won p.. morning worship. At first there were but eight whether somebody has talren the real facts 

; 'in the class; but the attendance gradually in- garding Judge Rutherford's experiences a t  
, creased until; when the time came that the lanta and garbled them up and sent them 

a Court of Appeals decided that these men had over the country to convey the impression t 
not had a fair  trial, and ordered their release, the old, worn-out theo'logical- systems of '+ 

more than one-half of all the Sunday school past have taken on a new lease of Life by rn 
I , httelidants, regardless of denomination, were in ing converts out of a class of men who a 

the I. 3.8. A. class.? thorooghly convinced that those systems are  
- The reason for mentioning this a t  this time hone>-combed ~vith calit and hypocrisy from 

; I .  is-that the United Press has been sending out end to  end. Page some church ~lle~ilber who h a  
d eyer the United States a story dated Janu- relatives in the Atlanta pen, and let us know. -' 
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STUDIES 1lV 

ave a knowledge of His Word and then to "'Jesus was not a11 angel or spirit being, be- 
upon that Word confidently. The Bible is cansc we have the positive statement of the . * 
evealed Word of God, given.to man for his fipostle to the effect that, "VTe see Jesus, who , 
uction; and where plaln statements of tlie was made a little lower than the angels." (ITe- 
e are given, we should take them a t  their brews 2:  9) And again: "Forasmuch thcn as the 

e value. Followiilg this coursc, we find that children arc parttlliers of flesh and blood. he 
plan of God everywhere appears harmoni- also himself 1il;ewise partook of t l ~ c  saine."(He- 

s and beautiful. brews 2: 14) I~'urtl le~~u~o~~i. ,  IIe \\-;IS a t  olle time 
lT2Thc adversary tnlrcs advantage of an hen- rich in heavelily po\\er and glory and became 

st desire on the ~ r t  of some and lends them poor for the sake of illanl~iiid by taking Up011 

nto error. Every conscierltious and reverential Himself tlie nature of nlan.(2 Corinthians 5 : 9) 
nd desires to honor God. For  fear they might He was nladc in the lrat~lre and lilicncss 01 man. 
shonor Him, they are easily led into failure (Philippialls 2 :  8 )  .The Apostle, writing under - 
give proper consideration to plain state- inspiration, spealis of Jesus as the man: 'flt'or 

m n t s  of the RibIe. Some have been induced since by man canlc death, by Inan came also the 
eve that should they say that ,Tcsus when resurrection of tlic dead. . . . The first nirul is 
th was a man and not God, such \\vy.~ld be of the earth, earthy; the second inan is the Lord 
onor to God. y e  should not perlnit our- from heaven."-1 Corinthians 15: 21, 47; see 

lves to be beguiled or  misled by sophistry or also 1 Timothy 2: 5, 6. . + 

eories, but should follow the plain teachings 
the Bible and thcn reach a conclusion in the 

ght of that revealed Jvorcl after n full esaini- 
QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 

at He grew to manhood's estate and increased 01 .Jesus ahich d~spro\ed that he was an incarnated 
wisdom and stature and in favor with God b ~ l n g .  l i l73 .  
d man. (Lulre 2 : 40, 52) None of these things If J e w s  n as' God incanlate, why should he have had . 
uld have beell necessary were H~ lnerely an the esperlcncc i ~ r  the 11ildcrness? 7 173. 

nated being, a spirit being inllabiting a A n g l m i c  spirit beings. IVhat Scripturdproof have 
. 

rve that Jcsus vas not an  angel? Cite the Scriptural , of flesh. He worked a t  tho carpenter's pToof. 
e until he was thirty ypars of asre, at  Which G l v p  fllltllcr Scl lptmes to sholv that he a man, 

e He began His ministry. At that time He ' msdc In the lil,c npss of men, and that he is the Lord 
$ to John to be baptized in the Jordan. from healen. 1174. 

447 . 



Real---to Europeans 
, 'Affairs in Enrope are growing worse daily. Our newspapers bring to our view 

Europe's distress and perplexity, and i t  fills us with trepidation. .. 

With the people of Europe it is different. .With them the trouble is rea1;they ' 

are experiencing the pangs that accompany revolution, hunger, wld, unemploy- 

The foretold trouble is a bitter experience to them. It is their daily life. 

Looking for and hoping for a solution, they view their statesmen and Ieadera 
failing in each successive attempt to right conditions. Every step towards ad- 
justment forces them into deeper chaos. 

Will this trouble increase? Will times become harder? Just whew will nzan's 
extremity become God's opportunity? 

These questions, real to Europe, are forcing themselves upon us. There is only ? 
one source of information to be relied upon; i t  is the Bible. 

The world's condition today was prophesied centuries ago; and in the proph- 
ecies a solution was predicted. 

lems, the certain outcome, because the problerns of today are leading to it. 

The H . ~ P  BIBLE STUDY Course uses as its textbook the HARP OF GOD, a book of 
384 pages, and consists of reading assignments and weekly self-quiz cards. Yon 
do not submit written answers to questions. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course complete, 48 cents. 

"A sixty-minute reading Sundays* 

L B. S. A., BBOOKLYN, NEW YOBK 

Gtntlemen: Please enroll the following Lndlrldual for the HARP BII~TE STUDY Course. Enclosed 
Bnd 48 cents fo r  the complete course. 

I 
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Al-ak-shak, the Great Country 
HEN the Danish navigator, Vitus Bering, 
discovered the sea and the strait which 

bear his name, he discovered at the same time 
the great peninsula which the Inuit Indians 
called Al-ak-shak, meaning The Great Country, 
and which we today call Alaslra. The name 
which the Indians gave it  was a most appro- 
priate one; Alaslra is a great country. 

The area of Alaska is 590,804 square miles; 
this is as  large as  all that portion of the United 
States east and south of the Mississippi and 
Ohio rivers and east of the boundary line be- 
tween Ohio and Pennsylvania. I t  is  as  large 
M England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, I-Iolland, 
Belgium, France, Spain, and Portugal, com- 

If Alaska were superimposed upon the Unit- 
ed States, the southeastern extremity would be 
in the neighborhood of Savannah, Georgia, and 
the western edge of the Aleutian Islands would 
be in the neighborhood of Los Angelcs. Rot 
-over half of the territory has been mapped; 
much of it is still unexplored. 

The Aleutian Islands, stretcllirlg away from 
the mainland of the peninsula in a southu-est- 

rection for a thousand miles, are of vol- 
c origin, ten of the volcanoes uprin them 

mg still active. The vegetation on these 
lands is limited to berry bushes and dwarf 

willows; but there are many varieties of flow- 
ers, birds, and animals not found else\vl~ere; 
mil for this reason the islands are very inter- 
mting to naturalists. 

It is believed that a coaling station in thcsc 
Wands would be a profitable investment for 
the ships engaged in traffic between Japan and 
the Pacific northwest, enzbling tile wrria.ge of 
a larger freight cargo th;m wonld o l l~erwi~e  be 

sible, on Account of tlie large aniount of coal 
for the voyage. 
trans-Pacific lincs colrlc quite near the 

tian Islands. This is l ? ~ c : ~ u s c  the flatten- 
g of the earth near the poles makes a great 

northern arc shorter than a straight line from 
east to west. For  the same reasofi Seattle is a 
thousand miles closer to Japan than is San 
Francisco. 

In  the summer of 1920 the Americarl Secre- 
taries of the Navy and the Interior visited 
Alaslra to nialie a selection of one of the islarids 
for thc proposcd coaling stations; and a t  that 
time it  was figured that under the npw plan of 
coaling at  this half-way point between the Occi- 
dent and the Orient the annual saving per 
8,990-ton vessel wonld be $200,000, or one-tenth 
of the cost of the vessel itself. 

Scenery and Climato 

A S SOOX as adequate transportation facili- 
tics are provided, Alaska must become a 

favorite resort for those who are fond of mag- 
nificent scenery. The mountains (hlcICinley, 
20,460 feet; Logan, 19,550 feet; St. Elias, 15,024 
feet) are the highest in America and nearly a 
mile higher than the highest mountains in 
Europe, \\-bile the beauty and grandeur of the 
fjords cannot be surpnssed on the globe. The 
face of the AIuir glacier is a perpendicular waIl 
of ice 200 feet high and three miles wide, and 
yct i t  is small cornpared with others. Beside 
tliis glacier the glaciers of Switzerland are 
rirulets. 

I n  a country as  large as Alaska, and situated 
as  it is partly within the arctic zone, no general 
stnter~ient of climatic conditions can be made 
that T\-ill apply to the conntry as  a whole. At ' 

Point Barrow in the dead of winter the temper- 
ature is 70 degrees below zero, the ground is 
frozcn to a depth of forty feet, and the annual 
nlral: teml~erature is 25 degrees above zero. 
Point Barrow is on the Arctic ocean, a s  far 
north of the southernmost points in Alaska ss 
Winnipeg, Alanitoba, is north of Jaurez, Mex- 
ico. ,Ind the southernmost point of Alaska L 
in the same latitude as Winnipeg. 



The YUliOll river flows through Alaska from is only one of any importance that is  cut 
east to west in the same latitnde as  the middle by ice in  the winter; the remainder are  open t 
portions of Korway and Sweden and Finland. year around. Some of these mast points 
I n  this valley a winter temperature of 50 de- cold bhu year around, on account of the 
grees below zero may be expected for weeks at rains and cold winds that come do& from 
a time, and the ice freezes to a depth of from icy monntains, n.hic11 are adjacent; but where 
six to nine feet at one point where the river the monntains are farther back, the summer 
just touches the arctic circle. Bnt the ice goes tcmpcratures are so mild that it i s  claimed that 
out in Nay, and from then to October the river in the territory in which the Alaskan rai  
is  open, and vegetation flourishes on the banks. operates the mean temperature is higher 
There are times in midsummer when the tem- a t  MTashington, D. C. 
perature at points in Alaska within the arctic Of the Alaslran mintcrs it may be said in 
circle ranges as high as 86 degrees. general that there are no storms, that horses 

The lower Part of the y d o n  valley7 for  a and catllc may be  orl lied in the coldest weathe* 
distance of five hundred miles, dips off sharply lvithout danger of being frozen, and that c 
to the south, where its temperature is greatly dren attend school the ycar around, with 
modified not merely by the lower latitude but interruptions beause of inclement weather. 
especially by the fact that i t  comes within the The ,\r,,,thcr condi~iolls for  the children are 
influence of the warm Japanese current, favorable in  \\-inter in Alaska than the 
does for Alaska, British Columbia, llTnshing- are in North Da];ota. 
ton, Oregon, and California what the Gulf 
Stream does for the British Isles, Scandinavia, what  about plant  if^? 
and Northern Europe generally. I n  the lower 
part of the Yukon, and in the para l l~ l  valley to A WRITER thus describw the great vall 

the south, the ICnslroL~im, the climatic condi- of the Yukon, a place imagined by m 

tions are even now favorable to the develop- to be a waste: 

ment of plant life. As the summer d:iys are ,'From end to end of the Yukon, one of the mi 
long, the season while short in months rivers of the world, the traveler may wander 
is  relatively long in hours. four months of the. gcar a i d  never see snow. 

there R-ill be a talrgle of rich vegetation, 
The Coast Region forccts, of grass that grolvs as high as a man's 

B ETWEES the great and the coast an(t of endless fields of beautiful plant life. Wild be 
in great variety, raspberries, huckleberries, blackbe region there is a of mountains which cranberries, gooseberries, currants; beautifd ferns 

two marked 'limatic effects: ing in the breezes. glcat beds of the purple 1 
shield the coast from the arctic winds, and act ,,1 tho red columbine, wild and wild par 
a s  a cmdenser for the moisture-laden winds growing many feet high, ponds on which float gr 
which sweep across the warm Japan current. yello~v lilies, with the purple iris bordering their ba 
As a consequence, the coast region is relatively -all are everywhere." 
warm and, additionally, i t  is one of the rainiest 
places in the world outside of the tropics. At first that seems pretty strong; and 

~h~ entire coast of the y&on is in the would be inclined to take it a s  a perfer 

E w e  latitude as  the British Isles; the southern- ntteRmce of some ultra patriot who has in 
mbst part of the alentian ~ ~ l ~ ~ d ~  is in the same mind a vision of the future instead of the p 
lafitude as  Dover, England ; and the c o m e r -  ent. But gover-ent officials are  not so aP 
cial metropolis, Sitka, is on the parallel of be rhetorical, because i t  is inconvenient to 
Aberdeen, Copenhagen, and hloscow. Stock- "hrclced up. Yet the govpl.llor of Alaska m 
holm, the capital of Sweden, and Christiaaia, than twenty Years Wo wrote: 
the capital of Norway, are each farther north wheat, rSe, ,.arieties of barley, buckw 
than Juneau, the capital of Ahska. Trend- cabbage, cauliflower, potatoes, turnips, rutab 
hjem, an important x o r ~ ~ c g i a n  city, is in the thyme, sage, horseradish, carrots, beets, par 
same latitude as  Kome and Dalvson. tace, radishes, peas, horse-beans, onions, celery, 
Of the dozen or more ports of Alaska there flax, rhubarb, were planted, and nearly e v q  o 



m i  GOLDEN AGE 
brought to perfection. The cereals were planted the Wht of Anlmd Litk? 
k t  of April, and came to maturity with full plump HEBE was a time when elephants and mas- 
grain the Last of September; they grow with rank straw. T todons roamed over blasks, and the ivov . 
Good garden truck was successfully grown as far north 
as Eagle City, upon the Yukon." from the tusks of these monsters of long ago is 

still an  article of commerce. There are  fur- 

Professor Georgeson, another government 
official, who has been in Alaska for twenty-one 
years, and who has cl~nrge of fonr agricultural 
stations there, says that the time will come 
when the Alaskan wheat fields will play an im- 
portant part in thc economy of the nation. And 
still another government official, BIr. Lane, Sec- 
retary of the Interior, is said to have made the 
statement that when the fishing industry of 
Alaska has run out, as  it already bids fair  to 
do, its place can well be talten by the vegetable 
canning industry, particularly the canrllrlg of 
peas. 

The only farming areas thus fa r  developed 
are along the Line of the Alas!ian Central Rail- 
way, which extends in a north and south direc- 
tion from the coast to the center of the Yukon 
valley. The men farming here went to Alaslca 
orignally to dig gold. They are mostly un- 
married and need wives. Here is a chance for 
the girls. Take the boat from Seattle to 
Anchorage, and behave yourselves well, and 
you will be married in a week. 

I n  this district the soil is  rich. Wheat, oats, 
barley, buckwheat, and vegetables thrive; pota- 
toes mature; and the ordinary red-top grass, 
which in the United States grows to a height 
of but eighteen inches, attains a growth of over 
six feet. Throughout this area are grown the 
finest of turnips and the crispest of celery. 

Apples do not do well in Alaska, but some of 
the trees that were planted in the old Russian 
missions along the coast are still yielding sour 
fruit. At  Rampart, in  the Yulton valley, near 
the arctic circle, winter rye seeded in August 
lived through the winter and matured grain the 
following season. Barley seeded in May was 
ripe by the middle of August. 

But while Alaska has even now 100,000 
square miles fit for cultivation (an area larger 
than Illinois and Indiana conihined), yet until 
the polar ice-cap has melted its principal future 
is as a dairy country, or a t  least a country for 
the raising of domestic animals suited to its 
peculiar vegetation. Alaska is strikins in the 
profusion of its wild flowers and mosses. 

bearing animals, the sea-otter, marten, ermine, 
sable, mink, muskrat, beaver, white fox, blue 
fox, red fox, black fox, polar bear, griedy bear, 
black bear, glacier bear, and the K d a k  bear, 
which is the largest and most powerful flesh- 
eating animal known. There are  wolves, lynxes, 
seals, malruscs, and whdes. 

I n  the line of food animals are  the moose, 
arctic hare, porcupine, marmot, squirrel, sheep, 
goat, and, most important of all, the caribou or 
reindeer. I n  its present condition Alaska is a 
natural home for the reindeer, which is merely 
a domesticated caribou. The country is covered 
with thick reindeer moss, which it  is estimated 
would easily maintain fonr million reindeer. 
probably it would maintain many times that 
number. 

There was originally a large herd of native 
caribou in Alaska; but the coming of the whites 
killed these off, although there are  yet some 
herds on the north coast and in the mountain- 
ous hinterland, where the hunters have not 
been so thick as  on the west coast. It was the 
destruction of these native herds that led to 
the introduction of the domesticated animal. 

About ten years ago Uncle Sam bought 1,200 
reindeer in Siberia and placed them in charge 
of the school authorities of Alaska. They have 
proven a great civilizing influence, turning the 
natives from a hunting and fishing people into 
pastoral owners of property, with community 
i n t~ re s t s  and an increasing appetite for edu- 
cation. The original herd of 1,200 has increased 
to  180,000, most of them in the hands of the 
natives. Shipments of reindeer meat have been 
made to the United States. 

Another northern animal which. would do 
well in Alaslca and be a great benefit to the 
country is the Canadian musk-ox which feeds 
on the herbage which grows between the clumps 
of reindeer moss. This animal i s  valuable for 
its hide, its superb wool, and the meat, which is 
much like beef. The musk-ox gets along well 
with the reindeer, and they would live side by 
side without quarreling. 

If the empty places of Alaska could be filled 
with reindeer and musk-oxen, the two specia 



would provide a great meat supply and be nse- 
ful in ridding Alaslia of the billions of mosqui- 
toes which infest the ~vhole country. 

These mosquitoes develop and mature in the 
tundra or moss, rising in throngs to the shores 
of the Arctic Ocean. They sting even bears and 
moose around the eyes until these animals are 
maddened into miring themselves in the 
swamps, anti they force the native hunters to 
wrap their heads in furs. How to get rid of 
these mosquitoes over so great an area is a 
great problem. 

The Salmon Fisheries 
1 salmon fisheries of Alaska are the most THE extensive in the world, employing 20,000 

people and yielding products of an average 
annual value of about $40,000,000. From the 
standpoint of the number of persons employed 
this is  the most important industry in Alaska. 
It now bids fair  to die out because of being 
overdone. The salmon catch for  1919 was onIy 
half that for 1918. 

The highway of Alaska i s  the Yulron. F o r  
ages its tributaries have been the breeding 
places of salmon innumerable. These great fish 
have been food for the native and for his dogs, 
winter and summer. Hunters, trappers, pros- 
pectors, miners, and travelers alike have de- 
pended upon them. Now the canning companies 
have taken EO many that their destruction im- 
pends. Not content with taking from the river 
itself the 30,000 cases which Government regn- 
lations permit, the fishing concerns have sta- 
tioned themselves just off the Yukon's month, 
catching the fish before they can get into the 
river at all. thus preventing them from spawn- 
ing. I n  this way the canning companies are 
killing the goose that lays the golden eggs, so 
to spcalc. 

A% the present time more than half of all the 
salrhon product of the United States comes 
from Alaska. The hcrring and cod fisheries are  
alsd large. The halibut fisheries need further 
Governmental protection to prevent them from 
being exhausted. 

Timber Supplies 

T HE most valuable of all Alaska's timber 
15-oods is the pellow cedar, a straight 

$rained a d  highly durable wood from n-hich 
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the Indians make their augout =noes, some= 
times seventy-five feet long by eight to ten feat 
wide and carrying 100 people. There is d s ~  8 
valuable wood for  tannin^ in the balsam &. 
There is no timber north i? the arctio circle. 

The local wood of all work is the Alaska 
spruce, too knotty for fine work but yet the only 
n-ood generally available for all purposes. It kt 
estimated that there are  twenty million awes 
of virgin spruce and hemlock in  Alaslra, d . 
owned by the Government; and that the yearlx 
growth would provide a news-print produat 
equal to one-third the annual consumption. 
Undcr the r e ip l  of car ths  new King, however, 
i t  will not bc necessary to tell so many lies M 
now, and the demand for news-print will not bs 
nearly so large. - .  . 

Early History 

I T WILL be n surprise to some to learn that 
the first steamships built on t]3e Pacific coast 

slid into the waters from the Russian shipyard6 
at  Sitka. The supplies for the first California 
miners, their woolen clothing, picks, shovels, 
lumber, dried fish, and -rl-oodenware, were pur- 
chased from the Rnssian-American F u r  
pany, with headquarters a t  Sitka. This 
pany aimed to make Sitka a great city 
route from America to Asia, but found to 
many difficulties in the may a t  that early date. 
Indeed, many of these difficulties still exist. 

By the time the Civil War came a10 
Russian Government had tired of its A 
nndertalring. It had more land than it  
develop or manage i it had become f 
the United States Government; it wante 
buffer state between the British possession 
Korth America and its own possessions in 
F a r  East. Accordingly William H. Sewa 
Secretary of State, who had an enthusia 
belief in Alaska's future, took the territory o 
her hands in March, 1867, for $7,200,000. 

The Russians and the trappers knew of 
sands and placers, but it was not until 
United States Government had taken over 
territory and discovered gold in large 
ties on Douglas Island that anything 
nature of mining was undertaken. From 
one mine at Treadwell there has been prodn 
over fifty million dollars in gold. 

The second great discovery of gold was 
the Canadian side of the line, in the Klon 



region, near Dawson, where the Yukon leaves 
the British possessions and enters American 
territory. This was in 1899, and resulted in one 
of the greatest gold stampedes in history. 

There was a rush of tens of tliousands of men 
into a vast country which was almost unknown. 
They went up every river and over every moun- 
tain pass. The struggle was so terrific that in 
one of these passes, the one through which the 
White Pass and Yukon railway makes its way 
Prom the headwaters of navigation on the coast 
to the headwaters of the Yukon river, the build- 
ers of the railway were obliged to remove the 
frozen bodies of two thousand pack-horses be- 
tore they could grade the line. 

One morning in June, 1899, while this rail- 
way line was in process of construction and two 
thousand men were busily engaged in the work, 
word reached the workers of a gold strike at a 
lake distriot something like a hundred miles 
away. By night there were only six hundred 
men left on the job; the other men had plunged 
into the wilderness, carrying their picks and 
shovels, but leaving virtually everything else 
behind them. There were thousands of cases 
of want during the next long winter, and no 
doubt many cases of actual starvation. In the 
end the American Government was obliged to 
rescue large numbers of the unfortunates and 
take them out of the conntry. 

But Dawson is  today a city of electric lights, 
waterworks, churches, theaters, club houses, 
banks, hotels, public schools, and elegant 
homes, with an assessed valuation of eleven 
million dollars. The subduing of the earth is a 
man's job, but it pays in the end. 

The same thing which happened a t  Douglas 
Island, in the southern extremity of Alaska, 
and which subsequently happened in the Yukon 
valley near Dawson, happened again at Nome 
two years after the Dawson discoveries; and 
. Nome is in the far  northwest, nearly two thon- 
lutnd miles away. A United States soldier wati 
'digging a well. Standing by was an old proa- 
pector who was ill and unable to follow the 
orowd that had rushed into the adjacent 
gulches. He recognized the "pay streak," and 
in twenty days took out $3,000 in gold. Then 
another rush as great as the Dawson rush 
occurred. People of every occupation took to 
burrowing in the sand, and the price of labor 
went up at once to $15 per day. 

Production of Minerale 
LTHOUGH there is not much gold pro- A duced in Alaska a t  present, on account of 

the high cost of labor and materials, yet it is 
claimed by experienced miners that at least 
$500,000,000 worth is in sight. There have been 
years in which the production of gold has gone 
as high as $29,000,000. In the one year of 1920 
the products of all kinds shipped from Mas& 
to the United States were ten times in value 
the amount paid for the country. 

The value of the total mineral product oil 
Alaska increased from $18,620,913 in 1919 to 
$23,307,757 in 1920, but the gain waa entirely 
due to the increase in the output of copper. 
Alaska has the greatest copper mine in the 
world; but there is only one copper mine in the 
country that is not owned by the Guggenheims, 
and that one is controlled by them because they 
control the steamship line by whiah the ore 
muat be brought out. 

The mine production of Alaaka embrama 
gold, copper, silver, coal, tin, lead, platinnm, 
petroleum, marble and gypsum. The silver pro- 
duction thus far has been small, although it is 
olairned that great deposits have been discov- 
ered in the southern part d the country. The 
iron thus far discovered is of a poor quality. 
Asbestos, uranium, sino, and graphite have 
been discovered in large quantities. Alaska has 
the only tin mines on the mntinent; one of 
them, owned by a woman, produoed tin to the 
amount of $40,000 in a short time. 

In  the Seattle Chamber of Commerce there is 
a lump of coal, weighing 1,500 pound4 which 
came from Cape Sabiie in the Arctic ocean. 
Coal has been found at widely scattered points 
here and there all over the peninsula. Most of 
the coal which haa thus far  been mined is a 
sulphurous lignite nsefd for 'domestic fuel, but 
so poor for steam purposes that it haa been 
found profitable in aome places to import c o d  
The Geological Snrvey estimates that therg are 
150,000,000,000 tons of cod in Alaska. 

Any conntry which has soft coal in lkrga 
quantities has oil; and prospecting and devel- 
opment work in the search for oil is in prog- 
ress. The Secretary of the Interior claims that 
the coal and oil of Alaska, if developed on a 
large 'scale, would pay the bonus for the sol. 
diers which the big business interests of tb6 
country are so anxious (1) to see them get. 
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I. Transportation Facilities begins as soon as  the ice is of suflicient thi&-2 
LASKA'S pressing need is better transpor- ness to sustain t e ~ m s  of dogs and l o w  3 

facilities. Any country develops in sleighs, and continues until the next spring. d 
proportion as its transportation facilities im- 

4 

prove. The time will come when a trunk-line Railway and Mail Service 
railway will rm down the Maclrenzie valley W ITHOUT waiting f o r  the Canadian h e  
from Edmonton, up the Peace river, and thence from Edmonton to Dawson and thence _ 
down the Yukon valley to Bering Strait. The into ~ l ~ ~ k ~ ,  which will some time be built, the 
strait will be tunneled and, b) that means, united states G~~~~~~~~~ has built its own , 
there will be completed a railway around the line from seward on the south straight 
world, so that those who prefer to travel by north to ~ a i ~ b ~ ~ l ~ ~  in the a 

' 

rail may go virtually anywhere. tance of 467 miles. This railway, begun in 19x5, 
But at  present the ollly "ay getting been completed, having cost about $100,Q00 , 

ialaslca is by the Carrndlall s teamsl~~p line or by per mile to build. is now operating bo - 
one of the two ,4l?lcrican lines. 'I'lie traxel is trains a week each way. another railway - 
light ltccnuse the population is snlnll and scat- from ~ ~ i ~ b ~ ~ k ~  to N ~ ~ ~ ,  far on the 
tcred, and the rates are 11:gh. Thc two Ameri- road to ~~~i~~ strait. ~~~i~~ been built 
can stealnsliip linc.4, the Slaskan Stenrnship ~~~~~~~~~t money, the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ h  interests ; 
Company, onried by the Iforgan-Guggt ~~licirn seem to be planning, by excessive steamer ,-. 
interests, and the Pacific Steanlsllip Company, rates, by monopoly and closure of ooal a 
charge the same rates and are probably both and by propaganda to that end, to th, 
under Guggenheim ( b e r i c a n  Smelting and Qovenlment's railway into their own hands. 5 
Refining Company) control. 

The shore-line of Alaska is 26,000 miles, The mail service might be better, andd it-? 
greater than the circumference of the earth a t  might be worse. There are about 100 pea+ r3 
the equator. Zt i s  claimed that on account of ofiices scattered over the vast territory, and ths. ;"' 
the rnag~iificrnt scenery these bays, cores, in- Government makes an effort to provide neadx.3 
lets, and \\inding waterways offer a pleasure all of these post-offices with two mails a m o d  3 
ground for suminer cruising that is  unmatched the year around. Where ordinary means 4 9 3 
in the world. A year ago a white man, John transportation fail, the Russian reindeer, die 
Muir, tral ersed 800 miles of the coast alone in meSticated in Alaska, c a r v  the sacks over *42 

a small canoe. frozen lalres and snow-cavered hills, traversing $ 
The Ynlron is the great commercial artery of a great distance in a short time- The car* ' 

interior Alaska. This river, with a total length who takes the mails to For t  Yulron, o n  tb$ 
of 2,044 miles, is navigable for a distance. of twice a month the year aroand, 
1,EGG lniIes by light-draft ships. I n  the summer snpplics his own dogs and sleds, and reoeive8-y 

of 1921 there \\?ere forty boats cngaged in com- $25,000 a year for his work. He  is the higheat 4 
merce upon its s i x  hundred miles salaried postal official in the world. When b o d  
above its lilouth it 1s a mile in width. eoi~nections a t  Seattle are closely mad 

~h~ yulron is peculiarly fitted for  but eight days for mail to go from th 

by the singular circumstance th::t it is nithoat capita1 at Washington, D. C.9 th 
snags, and a boat may tie up at  almost any spot capita1 at 
desired. The reason for this is that its liead- There are fourteen incorporated to 
waters a re  in a southerly direction f ~ o m  the Alaska, in each of which there is a high 
one place in its route to the sea whc~rr the and there are about sixty-five other s 
Yukon touches the arctic circle. As a conee- various parts of the canntrj-. All parts of 
qnence the Yubon begins to than7 out in Afng at  country are in daily touch with the out 
i ts  very source; and the flood waters, cracking world by telegraph, vireless or cable 
the great ice-sheet six to nine feet in depth, though there are but 32,000 whites and 
send it era-hing, griilclrag and suttlng its may natives in the whole great country, yet 
to the sea in one oi the moat awe-inspiring are a few newspapers, two of which are  b 
scenes to be found anywhere. The winter trade us as we write. These are copies of the D 
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T e l e g ~ u g ~ l ~  Bulletil~ of Nome, issued in connec- The moment the restrictions are semoved, 
tion with the Nome Weekly Nugget. that moment the giant wrporation is in poei- 

The Bulletin, consists of a single sheet of tion to act, powerfully and effectively, w m e  
paper eight inches ~ ~ d e  by fifteen inches long. individuals or smaller concerns are  handi- 
On one side of each of the two numbers which capped by lack of capital. If a few honest 
we have is an  advertisement of some social officials could be found, i t  would seem a s  if the 
affair, in the one case of a. barn dance, admis- Government could carry much further the de- 
&ion for gentlemen $1.50, ladies frctc., and on velopment so well begun b~ the construction 
the other an advertisement of a Pioneer Pot- of the Alaskan Railway. This is the aim 05 
latch (whatever that is), admission for gentle- many of its statesmen. 
men $1.00, ladies free. On the other side are Alaska's development should not be entrusted 
three columns of condensed telegraphic news. to one or many bureaus in Washington, but to  
The price of the Bulletin is ten cents per copy, the Alaskans themselves in  a legislature ofi 
or the combined Bulleti% and ;Irugget for $2 their own. There are now in Washington 
per month. thirty-eight bureaus claiming and exercising 

- jurisdictions in respect to Alaska's affairs. 
Conservation or Development They administer after some sort more than 300 

HE Government is in a pretliallIerlt reserves; and on account of the distance from T ing Alaska, wislling to develol, tile roun tq  Washington, conflicting claims, pnd the desire 
it a n  do at  once if only it will to exercise control, these bureaus have stran- 

body and soul to the Guggenhcim crowd and let gled the Country7 and for the time being have 
them operate i t  as a crown colony for the group ruined it. 
which has already gobbled up many of the best But this is  all of God's permission, and with- 
mining properties in the world), and wishing out doubt it is His pkasure that the natural 
to find some way to give the plain people a wealth of the country should for  a time lie 
chance to get some of the riches with which the largely unused; for shortly, under Messiah's 
countryabounds. Inthe efrort to save something control, millions will be coming back from the 
for  the people a policy of conservation has been tomb. And when that time comes, there will 
adopted w1lic.l~ moans well, but which is really be for  myriads of them in this lalld of 
causing the country to go backward instead of ~ossibilitics, if not of present opportunities, 
forward. Al-ak-shalr, the Great Country. 

The Guggenhcims came npar gettiny C~ill con- 
trol of Alaska some twenty years ago ; but The Native Alaskan • y 

President Roosrvelt, in the efrort to p r c ~ e n t  it, DO not wish to leave the subject with- 
issued an executive order reserving all the coal WE out saying something of the smiling, opti- 
lands, the oil lands, the timber lands, and water mistic, hopeful, purloining Eskimo, the black- 
powers, Fire Island as a moose rescr~e ,  and a haired, black-eyed, hardy, home-loving sad 
number of the Aleutian Islands as a fish and family-loving people that have followed the 
bird reservation. The effect of these-reserva- shores of the Arctic ocean all the way from 
tior~s has been to drive people out of the coun- northern Siberia to the eastern coast of Green- 
try, so that, i t  is claimed, sixty percent of the land, and that make up most of the native 
white population have given up the fight and inhabitants of Alaska. 
gone back to the United States. ,4niong the Esliimos the family is the unit, 

It would seem as though the Government independent of all other families. Yarriages 
should be able to find some happy mean be- are arranged by parents while children are 
tween an ignoble surrender to one corporation yonng, and are consummated by the bride- 
and the discouraging of all initiative by maliing groom riding off with his bride to their future 
so many restrictions; yet its efforts to keep the home. Women are the property of men. Polyg- 
corporations, a few big ones, from gobbling up amy is not uncommon, the second wife being 
about everything worth gobbling in the United taken about ten years after thr first, and mi& 
States, have not met with any reassuring suc- the consent of the first, to nssist in  carlllg for 
~ e s s .  the children. ,4mong newly born childrc.11 the 
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ileath rate is high. Eskimo snow houses are 
sometimes lined wit3 sealskins; the beds also 
are of snow, covered over with skins, and are 
not uncomfortable. The windows are blocks 06 
ice, the air supply coming in through a hole in 
the roof. 

In parts of Alaska the natives have their own 
cooperative stores, their canneries and saw- 
mills, their power launches and electric-lighted 
homes. They even publish a magazine devoted 
to the interests of their race. They keep up 
with the whit- in the public schools. Of 2,204 
pupils in forty-seven schools, 1,255 or 56.9 per- 
cent are native born. Alaska is so well mixed 
that out of 408 students attending night schools 
for adults there were thirty-four nationalities 
represented, not comting the natives. 

The influenza wrought terrible havoc among 
the natives in the winter of 1918-1919, resulting 

in 1,500 deaths. Governor Riggs, of Alaska, 
said of the situation at that time: 

'Whole villages of Eskimos lost their entire adult 
population. Many infants were frozen in their deed 
motherd arms. To make matters more gruemme, tha 
half-starved dogs mangled and mutilated the dead a d  
dying. Reports are arriving of several villagea ha* 
been entirely wiped out and the bodiea eaten by dogs. 
One little half-breed girl, picked up in an igloo snd 
hurried to the hospital, suffered amputation of b o a  
legs. I doubt if similar conditions existed anywhere in 
the world, the intense cold of the arctic days, the long 
distances to be traveled by dog teams, the living chit- 
dren huddled against their dead parenta already being 
gnawed by wolfish dogs. No assistance at that time 
could be procured from any helpful agency. They were 
all too much engrossed with the woes of Europe to be 
able to note our wards, dying by swarms in the dark 
of the northern nights." 

To this we a n  only add, "Thy kingdom 
come l" 

The "Star" of Bethlehem 

N OT many are aware of the fact that the 
"star" of Bethlehem was a fake star-a 

supernatural light given by the power of Satan 
-and the purpose was to destroy Jesus, who 
was declared to be a king and a savior. By read- 
ing the story this thought will more and more 
impress the mind. The point to be noticed is: 
God does not work through nor give any infor- 
mation through star-gazers, astrologers, or 
Magi. The "wise men from the east" were magi- 
cians. They saw the star and went t o  Herod, 
the wicked ruler of Israel. Herod had no inten- 
tion of paying homage to the child Jesus, but 
sought His life. The wise men were warned of 
God in a dream not to return to Herod. When 
he saw that he was foiled he demanded the death 
of all the children in Bethlehem, two years old 
and under. But Joseph, being warned in a dream 
also, took the child and His mother into Egypt. 

As we might know, there was a sorrowful 
wail that went up from those Jewish mothers. 
"Rachel" represented the common mother of all 
those children. God foresaw it all and inspired 
the Prophet to write: "Refrain thy voice from 
weeping, and thine eyes from tears: for thy 
work shall be rewarded, saith the Lord; and 
they shall come again from the land of the 
enemy." (Jeremiah 31: 15-17) Thus is shown 

the resurrection of those babies; for they s 
come to their own border. 

Rev. W. A. Fite, of Kansas City, throws 
little light on the subject. In part he says: 

"In the minds of most people the Bethlehem 
herds saw the star which appeared on the night 
was born and the Magi made their visit to him on 
same evcning. . . . According to the New Testam 
the shepherds did not sce the star and neither di 
wise men reach the Christ and offer their gifts 
night of the nativity. . . . The land of the East 
reasonably to have been Babylonia. According 
book of Daniel the wise men of Babylon were kno 
Magi. . . . They started from the land of the E 
Jerusalem Boon after they saw the star. But it 
several months to make thia long joumer o 
hundred miles, almost 
rive Jesus is no longer in a atable and manger, 
house. He is no longer called a babe but a child. 
was probably on1 y a little leas than two yeam dd at 
time of the visit of the wise men. Herod h 
exactly what time the star appeared, and 
by the failure of the 
mught to kill Jesus by 
Bethlehem, from two years old and under accordin 
the time which he had exactly learned of 
Herod wanted to make sure of the death 
he did not want to kill any more children 
essar17. He sought, therefore, only a safe marsn  
the age of Jesus and the age limit for other childr 
be killed." 

-- 



Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Part VIII )  

P ORTSYOUTII, the Portns hfagnus of the 
klomans, seventj--five miles south of Os- 

ford, was the Anic~i~c.a~i's next stop. It is the 
center of Britikh naval uct~viticbs. Here Alfred 
the G r ~ a t  fitted out h ~ s  fleet that overcailie the 
Danes, and hcre Admiral Nelson went forth 
with the fleet wluch destroyed the co~nbincd 
French and Spanish fleet off Cape Tra-falgar, 
in 1805, and put an end to Napoleon's well-laid 
plans for the invasion of England. 

The British pcople hold Nelson's memory in 
great csteem (despite the blemishes of his pri- 
vate life), because he had the indomitable grit 
and courage which have made the British 
Empire. In 1801 he was with the fleet which 
destroyed the Danish fleet in the harbor of 
Denmarlr's capital, Copenhagen; and nhen his 
attention was called to the fact that his supe- 
rior officer had sigrlalled to cease firing he put 
the telescope to his blind eye and said that he 
could not see the signal. This gave him great 
popularity in England. Three years previous, 
in the battle of Alexandria, he had destroyed 
all but two ships of Napoleon's Egyptian fleet. 

At Portsmouth one is shown several tablets 
marking incidents in the admiral's life, the 
hotel in which he stayed the last night on shore, 
the entrance on the dock through which he 
passed to his flagship, and the old flaphip it- 
self, the "Victory," upon which he died in the 
hour of victory in 180.5, and which is now being 
repaired by pul.)lic subscription. The yachts of 
Sir  Thomas Lipton, by whic.h he has on numer- 
ous occnsior~s for a generation endeavorild to 
regain the American Cup, arc made a t  Ports- 
mouth. The dockyards hcre cover 500 acres. 
Sonthsen Comnlon, which extends to the beach, 
ie a parade ground for troop?; and the beach it- 
self is one of England's popular seaside resorts. 

Along the English Channel 

T H E  journey from Portsmouth to Brighton 
was by rail, but it was near enough to the 

English Channel to enable one to catch here 
and there glimpses of that restless body of 
water. The tides here are double tides, lapping 
back upon themselves every six hours, due to 
the backwash from the North Sea coming 
through the narrow neck of the Dover straits 
at ebb tide. 

From Hosham, fourteen miles from Ports- 
4 

month, sailed Harold on that voyage which - 
ended in his bcing \vreclced on the coasts d 
Kormandy, where hc was made to swear by the 
Duke of Normandy, afterward William the 
Conqueror, that he would forego the crown of 
13ngland in the d~dce's favor. On being set at 
liberty Harold returned to England, was chosen 
king, and tried to forget the promise which he 
had made under duress. But William did not 
forget. On October 14, 1066, he landed with a 
large force and at Hastings, about fifty milea 
farther east, Harold, the last of the Saxons, and 
most of his nobles, were slain; and William 
reigned in his stead. Chichester, in the vicinity 
of Boslram, was the Roman Regnum, founded 
by the Romans. It has a church built in  1123, 
the spire of which is 270 feet high. Part of the 
ancient walls of Chichester still stand. 

Brighton, forty-five miles from Portsmouth, 
i s  England's chief bathing resort. It was aa 
unimportant fishing village until 1750, whed 
one Dr. Russell recommended to his patients 
the hitherto unheard-of practice of sea-bathing, 
During the war i t  reccived such a great influx 
of Jewish visitors from London, anxious to 
escape the air raids, that it came to be jokinglx 
called Palestine-by-the-sea. 

I n  the rear of Brighton is a mountain com- 
manding a view of the country and of the sea 
for many miles in every direction. On the top 
of this mountain the American patroled for  
enme distancc earthworks thrown up by the 
Roman soldiers when they invaded Britain be- 
fore Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea. It 
is a most peaceful seene now, part  of one of the 
golf links for which rural England is famous. 

The American was entertained in  a home far 
up on the mountainside; he was to lecture that 
evening two miles away; there was a half-hour 
to spare, and he proposed to his host that they 
cover the distance on foot. The host% two 
daughters agreed to go ahead and set the pace; 
and you had better believe now that they did. 
The r2m~rican is a good walker; he can do a 
mile every fifteen minutes easily; he had heard 
of the ability of English girls to walk, and he 
had a good chance to see it demonstrated. at 
least he did for the first mile; after that the 
girls were so f a r  ahead that they wuld not be 
easily seen. Where they get all their steam 
from is a mystery. 
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The beach a t  Brighton is a beautiful place, Homeward plods the plowman his weary way. ,: 
BE is  also the one at Southend-by-the-sea, one Homeward plods the plowman his way, weary. 

' 

hundred miles northwest, which was the Ameri- Homeward plods his weary way the plowman. 
can's next stop. Southend i s  distinguished by Homeward plods the plowman, weary, his way. 
the fact that it has the longest pier in the 
world. This resort, located a t  the northern Enough has been given to s h w  that this 
edge of the mouth of the Th2mes river, has remarkable sentence can be arranged in  1% 
such a gradually shelving beach that i t  requires Ways, and still make a readable and 
a pier one and one-half miles long to rcach decp pleasing expression of a thought not e lsewhm 
water, and for  the convenience of the hundreds So "el1 stated. It would be well if all literature 
of thousands of tourists that come here durmg be as carefully prepared, including 
the season, there is an electric ,-ailwsy rnrlrling GOLDEX AGE. Doubtless in the Millennium the 
between its termini. world's literature will be prepared with infin- 

itely more care than the literature of the past 
Westward Bound and prcsent has been, and it will be under 

OUTHEND-By-THE-SEA was the divine supervision. There is no form of poison- s can's "farthest east," and from here the ing so insidious as the poisoning of the mind bp: .. 
course was almost straight west as  far  as untrue or  evil literature. And today, outside of * 

England and Wales combined will permit. The the Bible and Pastor Russell's "Studiea in the 
first point of interest is Slough, eighteen miles Scriptures," there is little literature which can f 
from London; for  in going west from Southend be read with confidence that it will not con- 5 
one must go through London. Here Thomas here and there elements of injury to the mind '? of the reader. - Gray. the writer of the "Ele-7 Written in a 
Country Churchyard," lies in the churchyard Burnham Beeches, three miles farther on, is ; 
in which the acknowledged masterpiece of a fragment of the ancient forests of Bucking- ;i 

English literature was written. Although be- hamshire. I t  contains 374 acres of enornoas4  
gun in the cl~urchyard i t  required seven years beech trees, many of them of great age. Since -; 
to ~ o l i s h  i t  into its final form. HOW sweet the 1883 it  has been opened to the public as a park ii 

by the Corporation of London. - 2  
words : 

At Maidenhead, twenty-four miles from Lon- 2 
"The curfcw tolls the knell of parting day, don, the Thames is crossed by an elliptical arch .> 

The loa ing herd minds slowly o'er the lea; bricli bridge, a unique and graceful s 
Thc ploaman homeward plods his weary way At Maidenhead lived and died Simon 

And leaves the world to darkness and to me." Vicar of Bray, who, like many another theolo- 
gian, was in the religious business for revenpe-y So remarkably is this poem constructed that He managed to hold his job as a Roma the third line of the foregoing stanza is capable Catholic vicar nnder Henry VIII, then as ( ~ 2  of being arranged in a great variety of ways Protestant vicar Henw V I I ~  and Ed2 

and still is musical and intelligible: ward 171, then as a Roman Catholic vicar u n d e ~  

The plowman plods his weary way homeward. 
Bloody Mary, and then as a Protestant v i ~  

The plowman plods homeward his weary way. nnder Queen Elizabeth. His chief principle 
$3 

The plow ma^ plods his way homeward, weary. been summed in the lines : - d 

-3 The plowman plods his homeward way, weary. 
"And this is law, I will maintain -i: 

s 

The plowman homeward his weary way plods. - 
The plowman homeward, weary, his way plods. Until my dying day, sir, yJ 

The plowman his weary way plods homeward. That whatsoever Icing may reign, ‘ d .- 
The plowman his way plods homeward, weary. I'll still be Vicar of Bray, sir." - g 2, 
The plowman his way homeward, weary, plods. 

- %: 
Homeward the plowman plods his weary way. An Avenue of Kingdoms -1 "* 
Homeward the plowman his weary way ploda. 
Homeward the plowman, wary, his way plods. R EADING, not f a r  from Maide 
Homeward the plov illan his way plods, veary. the capital of England in 1017- 

when the Danes were in power. 110, ~enarii the plowman hia way, weary, plods. 



At Wantage. sixty miles from London, Al- 
fred the Great mas born in  849 K. D., and is 
fully entitled to the appellation usually at- 
tached to his name. I t  was he who gathered 
the Saxon people together into one nation, and 
who laid the foundation for the British n a v .  
I n  his own times he went by the name "The 
Troth Teller," a sdicient mark of nobility for 
any man. He codified the customs of the people 
into written laws. He overcame the Danes, then 
overrunning the country, by rnalring Christians 
of them and teaching them to live by other 
means than depredations upon the peace-loving 
Saxons. His justice and modesty left a great 
impress upon history. 

While Alfred was rising to power, but while 
he mas still a fugitive from the Danes, tic took 
refuge on an island, in the home of a peasant 
to whom he was unlmomn. The good wife set 
him the task of watching the cakes; he allowed 
them to burn a i ~ d  was severely scolded, but took 
the scolding in the meekest manner, and with- 
ont revealing his identity as  the king. He  was 
a wise and just ruler, a friend of the common 
people, a scholar, and a far-seeing general. 

At  \Vantage there is a curious stone called 
the blowing stone. I t  i s  a hnge block of red 
sandstor~e pierced by may holes. The sound 
produced by blowing into one of these holes is 
like the bellowing of a calf and can be heard 
for six miles. 

Uffington (Offa's to~vn), six miles farther 
west, is named after Offa "The Terrible," king 
of Mercia, one o f  the six Saxon kingdoms 
which, in the latter part  of the eighth century, 
covered the territory now embraced in England. 
Offa was the antithesis of Alfred the Great. 
He wan as  little and mean and brutal as Alfred 
was great and noble and magnanimous. But 
he was a good Catholic. He had his neighbor 
Ethelbert, king of East Anglia, secretly mur- 
'dered, and then seized his kingdom. For  this 
neighborly act he atoned by a work of great 
piety, the building of the Abbey of St. Albans. 

Offa also started. or developed widcly, the 
~cheme of sending to Rome moncy, ~vliich 1s 
now d l e d  "Peter's Pence." He cornl~ellcd each 
family in his realm that had property worth 
thirty pence to send one penny each year to 
Rome. This put this brutal murderer in solid 
with the Iring of h e ~ e n ,  earth, and h ~ l l ;  and 
no doubt we shall sometime be favored with a 

revised history in which Offa will be reverently 
referred to as Saint Offa 

At Ufsngton, cut through the turf: into the 
chalk underneath, one may still trace' an 
"Whitehorse Hill" the gigantic white horse, 353 
feet from nose to tail, which commemorates 
Ring Alfred's victory over the Danes here in 
871 A. D. At Wootton Bassett, seventeen milea 
farther on, are still preserved the old stocks in 
which prisoners were once confined. At C h i p  
penham, ninety-four miles from London, was 
born in 1800 W. H. Pox Talbot, one of the 
inventors of photography, and one of the first 
to decipher the inscriptions on the tableta 
recovered from Nineveh. 

Bath, 107 miles from London, famous for  its 
healing waters since 863 B. C., still preserves 
the baths erected by the Romans prior to the 
beginning of the Christian era. They are  five 
in number, heated by flues beneath the floor, 
one of them lined 115th lead. The largest is 68 
by 110 feet. The principal springs, four. in 
number, pour out 7,000 gallons an  hour, at 
temperatures ranging from 108 to 117 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The a n p l s  on the Bath Abbey 
church are badly battered. Cromwell and his 
crowd were not strong in their admiration for 
anything designed or built by the Roman Cath- 
olic system, and took a delight in  making the 
angcls look as though they had been in a prize 
fight and got the worst of it. 

The Path to Wales 

T HE American's first stop was Bristol, 118% 
miles from London; and the trip from Lon- 

don was made in just 120 minutes, schedule 
time, a record hard to beat. Bristol has a 
church with a spire 292 feet high, which leans 
"at an alarming angle." But you need not fear 
that it will fall right nuray; for i t  has been 
leaning that way since as long ago as  1578, 
when mention was made of the fact. 

Bristol has a suspension bridge 245 feet 
above the level of the Svon, and a tower erected 
in honor of John Cabot, t he l~a rdy  Italian navi- 
gator who, sailing out of Bristol with a single 
vessel, in 1497, landed on the continent of North 
America, and follo\ved the coast all the way 
from Labrador to Florida. The parliament of 
the time gare him in one lump a sum the equiv- 
alcnt of fifty dollars for cliscovrring the new 
isle; and here is hoping that he did not waste 
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any of' it, a s  it c c : ~ ~ ~ ~ ; i u t v ~  jingland'a sole claim feel more like dividing the honors with their 
to  possessions on this side of the Atlantic. critics in this respect. 

Between Bristol and what once was Wales, 
but which now is hfonmouthshire, the railway Welsh Foreignera 
passes through a four and one-half mile tunnel HE name Wales comes from an old Englwh 
under the River Severn. The tunnel, built after T word W a c h ,  which means foreign. The 
many difliculties from flooding, was completed ancient inhabitants of the British Isles, driven 
in 1886 at a cost of $2,000,000. The Severn, 220 back into the mountain fastnesses of the west 
miles long, has a tidal rise and fall of sixty feet, by the Romans and the Saxons, were km&d 
making it one of the most dangerous of rivers foreigners by thosc who came in and pos~essed 
Tor the unwary. The tide comes in SO 1-apidl~ a s  their lands. There are nuinerous imperialists 
often to cut off the rctrcat of those who venture in Britain to this day still have this idt*a, 
out upon the flats revealed a t  low tide. that upon whatsoever land they set their foot 

Cardiff, derived from a Welsh word which it is their own and that the real natives ham 
means City on the Taff, was the American's only such rights as  may he measured out to 
next stop. Cardiff has the largest coal exports them; they are "foreigners!' 
of any city in the world. The old Cardiff Castle, The Welsh hang on to their old language and 
built in 1080, is still in use as a residence by the custonls with great tenacity. It is estimated 
fabuiously wealthy Marquis of Bute. The docks that a t  the beginning of the twentieth oentuly 
con>: -cted by the Marquis for his coal exports there were in  Wales about twenty percent of 
cover 200 acres and cost $20,000,000. the population who knew no other languege 

The Marquis, althoug2.1 living in a Protestant than Wclsh. The national singing festival, {.he 
country and obtaining l ~ i s  wealth therefrom, is Eisteddfodd, is believed to date from sever 
a Roman Catholic. One ran see the reason why centuries before the Christian era. Welsh s i ~  
a wealthy business man might prefer to be a ing is of note the world over; Adelina Pa 
Roman Catholic; for  it is :I, religion within made it so; i t  is a treat to hear it in MTal::s 
which one may by contributions and donations itself. The rhythm, the time, $he swing, the 
of money to the right man at  the right time accent,nntion, seem not duplicaied elsewhere. 
make himself solid with the .%lmighty, "as it The Welsh names are a subject for despair: 
were," without having to give the matter any Yn-yshi~, Cribbrfnivr, Glyncorr~;g, Llwynhentl:,; 
further personal attention. Llanerchjmycdd, Llanddewiatlerarth, LIai1- 

The Marquis is reputed as  willlrlg to sell his rhairdrmoehnant, Llanfairpwgllgwnguillgpg~ 
old castle when sonlebody with suflicier~tly ~rluch rydrol~blandiniliogogorh. Good night ; this 
money, and sufficie~ltly 1ittIe cc-itnmon sense, as  far  as we go. A motto stcnds at  the head 
comes along and makes hiin the right offer. I t  the bed. It reads: "iesu Grist ddoe a heddg-w 
k a gloomy-looking old place that no sensible yr  an, ac yn dragywyddo." It is the Welsh for 
man would take as a gift. Robert, Dukc of Hebrews 13: 8. Look it up; it may do you good. 
Normandy, suffered as a prisoner withirl its I t  is one of the most precious texts of the Bible 
walls for the long period of twenty-six years. The world is so closely bound together that 

At Llandaff, a Welsh name which means strike in one part of the planet is ir~~mcdiatel 
Church on the Taff, is a church alleged to have offset by activity in another: During the B 
been originally built by King Lucius in A. D. ish coal strike, fnel oil and coal were bron 
180. The River Taff is famous because s t  ebb into Britain in larger quantities than ever 
tide i t  is plainly but a small stream, while a t  fore, thus cutting down the Cardiff market 
flood tide it looks like a great river. It is this its main product; but when the coal strike 
appearance of being what it is not that has on in America it became extremely active. 
given rise to the expression that one is gjving dustries cannot go on now without fuel; 
''taffy" when he flatters another. The good they will manage to do it some day-the 
people of England rather seem to give the when the method of turning light into hea 
Welsh peoplo as  a xv11ole credit for. just this discovered. That day will end coal mini 
sort of thing; but perhaps the iITelsh would all time. 
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at Bridgend, 138 miles from London, is a a sword presented to i t  by King John over 
picturesque ru in ;  at Neath, eighteen miles far -  seven hundred years ago. 
ther, the abbey ruins a r e  of the thirteenth e n -  Gloucester, well over the border from Wales, 
tn ry ;  at Swansra, another eight miles, the ruins in the west of England, i s  a n  ancient Roman 
of a castle built in 1330 are  in the midst of the city containing a church begun by  Abbot Serlo 
town, and a lively town, too. Swansea is the in 1089. Here i s  still the old Parliament House, 
chief center of the coppcr, tinplate, and spelter wherein sessions of Parliament were held. when 
industry of the United Kingdom, and has the Parliament was a perambulating body. Here 
largest tube works in  the country. Llanelly, also is the oldest inhabited house in  England, 
nine miles still fnrtlier on, and the cnd of the formerly the prior's lodging of the abbey. It b 
h e n c a n ' s  journey in Wales, is distinguished now a deanery. A dean is a man that has a job 
as the site of a smelting works which has a in a cathedral. A cathedral is a church-building 
chimney 320 feet high. The singing in  Llanelly which may o r  may not h o ~ e  a church. A church 
is a thing to  be remembered with joy forever. is a company of God's saints. 

Gloucester contains a house the upper story 
The Plight o f  Monmouthshire of which consists of a disused railway coach. 

T WliS not the 1284 that  the Gcr- T n - e n t ~  Sears ago there were on the sand lots 

I manic races which overran England finally of SR~I looking out ovrr  the Pacific 

succeeded in bringing Wales into submiskion. (the best location for  homes in  the whole city), 

One of the terms of capitulation required the pc.rl~a;)s fifty old street-cars which had been 

surrender of one to E ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~  in each improvisrd illto dwellings. They made a pictur- 
centuv, but the arrangement was discontinued. " w e  si;511t1 but one not to be envied. Probably. 
The last of the wnnties alleged by the English they have long since been replaced with the 

to have been transferred to  England, and by beautiful bungalows for  which California is 

the welsh  alleged still to be a p a r t  of is justly famed. Sari Francisco readers might 

Mon~nouthshirc; and in  order to perpetuate the advise on this point. It was probably better to 
doubt still in their minds a s  to wlletller they are  these cars tenlPOraQ' than to 
in England o r  the residents of to the as did 
Monn~outhshire, if they live in Newport, prefer when inaugurating a new trolley system. 

to  ha re  their mail addrcsscd neither Iiewport, 
Walcs, nor  Newport, Eng., but Nemport. Jfon. The west of England 
So, unless you want to appear foolish, do not G LO'ISCESTER  as the birthplace of Robert 
ask a resident of Yewport vhether that city i s  Raikes, foundcr of the modern Sunday 
in  Wales o r  whether it i s  in England; for  YOU school ; and i t  was in  Gloucester in  1781 that the 
a r e  likely to  get the mystifring answer that  first Sunday school was formed. Noticing tha t  
another man did, "It i s  not in either; i t  i s  in there 1yel-e large nnmbers of children ~ ~ 1 1 0  had 
Monn~onth." And it may take you some time to nowhere to go and nothing to do on Sunday, 
get tlic facts upon ~vhich the answer is Based. many of tllelll factory employ&, he  ellgaged 

Chrpstow i s  one of the stops on the way out several regular day teaclrers to  teach these ohil- 
of Wales. I-Terc TTenry Marten, one of those dren reading, sewing, and the catechism of the 
who s i p c d  the death warrant  of Charles I, Church of ICngland. The idea took, and in  five 
was iinprisoned in one of the towers of the for- years it is estimated there were 250,000 chil- 
tress for  many years. The v ie~v of the river dren in England receiving instruction in SM- 
Wye here i s  charming. Chepstow --as the day schools. Twenty years ago the Protestant 
southern end of Offn's dyke o r  wall, built by Sunday schools of the United States claimed 
Saint Offa "The Tci-rible" to keep the Welsh 13,092,703 pupils. 
a\\:ty from those English fields which had be- George Ifhitcficld, founder of the Calvinist 
longed to  Wales froln time ifilinemonal, and to  hlethodists, a remarliably gifted orator, war; 
keep them back in the Welsli mountains. To also born in Gloucester. After  his  first sermon 
this day TTTelsh i s  spoken on one side of this at Gloucester, at the age of twenty-one, mm- 
aylre, and English on the other. The village of plaint was made to the bishop tha t  he  had 
Newnham, sixteen miles farther on, cherishes driven several people mad. H e  no doubt sin. 



eerely believed the doctrine of hell-fire torment, 
o r  tried to believe it, and succeeded in makiig 
others do so. He preached at  Flxeter, N. H., 
and Newburpport, Mass., the day before hia 
aeath, and no doubt was devoted to the doing 
of God's will a s  he saw it. 

At Stratford-on-Avon, fourteen miles from 
Gloucester, the American saw Shakespeare's 
birthplace in Henley Street, where they let yon 
inside the door for a shilling (25c) but not 
otherwise. H e  walked over the same path which 
Shakespeare used in courting his beloved Ann 
Hathaway; and a t  Shottery, a mile away, a 
beautiful old English country village, the same 
size as i t  was four hundred years ago, he saw 
the pretty thatched cottage where Ann Hatha- 
way once lived. They also let yon into the Hath- 
away homestead if you have another shilling 
with you, not otherwise. The wide fireplaoe and 
ancient furniture are all as they used to be when 
Will was courting Ann. In  America all places 
of general public interest are purchased and 
maintained a t  public expense. The handsomest 
thing in Stratford is the monument to Shake- 
speare erected by George \IT. Childs, of Phila- 
delphia, Pa., U. S. A. I t  occupies the center of 
the public square. It is free. 

Thirteen miles nort l~ of Stratford-on-Avon, 
enroute to Birmingham, the train passes in 
plain sight of T7'ar1vieli C:rsll~, sitnated on a 
massive rock on the right bank of the Avon. In 
its palmy days this was one of the strongest 
castles in England. The main gateway was so 
arranged that attackers could be treated to a 
bath of hot lead on the way in. 

Richard Neville, Earl  of TTarwicli (1428- 
1471), was at  one time the most powerful noble- 
man in England. Related to both the houses of 
Pork and Lancaster, he threw his great forces 
first on one side and then on the other, making 
and unmaking kings at his will. Five hundred 
retainers, the pick of EngIish chivalry, dined 
regularly a t  his table in the castle; and it took 
six oxen per day to satisfy their appetites. The 
Warwick vase, which held 163 gallons of ale, 
and which measures five feet eight inches in 
'diameter a t  the lie, is still preserved. The Earl  
of Warwick died with his boots on a t  the battle 

"Oh, the happy time is coming 
When the gospel trumpet's sound 

Shall be heard by every nation 
To the earth's remotest bound1 

?% 
of Barnet, in Hertfordshire, April 14, 1871. 

Birmingham makes a greater variety of metal 3 4 articles than any other city in the world. Fifty 3 
2 years ago believed to have the worst municipal -3 

government in England, i t  is now the best gov- *$ 
erned city in the world, almost entirely due to " 

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain's far-seeing wisdom. yi 
When Mr. Chamberlain became mayor he - -  

Z began on a huge scale the common-sense plsn _. 
of municipal ownership of public utilities, whioh 

c ,  

the lying press of America so delight to ridicule *; 
and try to make impossible. The plan su* 3 

ceeded. 
The slums have been replaced by magnificent . 

buildings owned by the city; the cost of gas has '2 
I, 

been cut to about 50c per 1,000 feet. Publid , 

schools, public markets, sewerage system, swim- 
ming baths, manual training schools, tram cars, 
all are of the best and are owned by the city. ' 2 
There is no method by which the American '4 
people can now learn of these things which a r e  
purposely hidden from them by the wealthy 3 
owners of the public press. Meantime, the Bir- .. F 
minzllam tax rate has stcadily declined. How -2 
eviclc~ltly, in view of what has been done in "4 

Binninghanl by one wise and honest ruler, the -3 
whole world needs Christ, whose kingdom even 3 
now overtops Satan's empire! 2 

There are many good men who see something 3 
of the conditions as they really are. A sub- ' 

34 scriber of THE GOLDEN AGE residing in  Califor- 3 
nia has just s ~ n t  us a letter written to him by ,<$ 
Charles M. Sheldon, author of the book "In His 24 
Steps," and editor of The Christian Herald, irt 4 
which he says respecting the Resolution pot hP 

out by the Bible Students in 1922: 
"Many of the statements in the Resolution you sent ' 

me in the newspaper artlcle are very true. I have never 
been able myself to figure out the historical secod.  
coming of reign of the Nesslah as these Bible student# 
figure it. 

"There is no question that all the peace conferenam 
and diplomatic gatherings of the nations are p r a c t i d z  
useless to bring in the kingdom of God. They do &-+:a 
recognize the Mastership of Jesus nor His rule of lifd. -4 
I belleve we shall never have an end of war and hnmao-3 
disorder and injustice and wrong until the natio 
repent and turn to God through Jesus Christ, 
world's Redeemer." 

"Then the vales shall ba exeltrd 
And the verdant hills rejsiee; 

And the man join the ehoru~ 
With a loud, triumphant voice," 



Concentrating Newspaper Power 

C ONSOLIDATION is a wonderful word. The 
theory i s  that "in union there is strength." 

This is the wisdom of finite minds. There is 
also the saying that "one with God is a major- 
ity." As Satan incites through fear, and God 
by love, we may easily see on which side the 
masses are. While evil nien and seducers are 
waxing worse and worse, selfishness on the i.1- 
crease, and profiteering smothering the world 
i n  fulfilment of the Scripture which says: 
%very man's hand [power] against his neigh- 
bor," it is  plain to be seen that the unifying 
of power works harm rather than good. 

In  nothing is the centralization of power 
more dangerous than in the consolidation of 
newspapers, or the bringing of these great in- 
struments of education under the control of 
any body of men. I n  one way a newspaper is 
an  individual; it has brains, an intellect, and 
molds public opinion by its personal contact. 
The standard of beliefs of a periodical is  seen 
in the editorials, and ofttimes in the style of 
the headings. We instinctively shun some peo- 
ple, because we do not care to fellowship them. 
We should do the same with newspapers, mag- 
azines, and books. 

A woman who sells herself is a prostitute. A 
man who sells his vote, who stoops for present 
advantage or pleasure, is a prostitute. A pe- 
riodical which sells its space to the furtherance 
of some propaganda or some movement which 
the management has some conscientious scru- 
ples against is a prostitute. The editor himself 
may not be a prostitute; for he may be forced 
to talrc a given course, in which case he is a 
hypocrite; but the paper which has sold itself 
is  a prostitute. 

Twenty-five leading newspapers sold out 
&ring the war to big business, to carry on a 
propaganda of hate, wor!cing the United States 
up to the frenzied participation in the greatest 
orime in the history of all wars; and this was 
prostitution. 

Frequcntly there is a consolidation of news- 
papers in the cities, sometimes in smaller towns. 
We believe that where the managers and edi- 
tors are noble men, have honest convictions, 
have the moral suasion of g ~ o d  judgment, 
round reasoning and broad vision for the wel- 
fare of humankind, the consolidatiol~s are bene- 
ficial. One snch periodical in the United States 
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were better than a hundred thousand journala 
of lower standards. Our opinion i s  that it were 
better for journalism to pursue independent 
lines until the Lord's kingdom is established is 
the earth, and allow the people to take their 
choice meantime. 

So the consolidating iduences in newspaper- 
dom should be carefully studied, noting the in- 
terests supporting the policies and practices of 
each periodical; and if sinister motives are seen, 
aggrandizement of power practised, infringe 
ments of the people's rights cunningly devised 
and tramplcd under foot, propaganda support- 
ing special interests carried on, and a studied 
suppressing of valuable news for a community 
which might be inimical to a privileged class, 
then each individual should reach a decision aa 
to his own relationship to snch publication, and 
t r ~ a t  it the same as  he would an  individual. 

There are some who try to believe everything 
they read without reasoning thereon. Almost 
everything in our day is a lie. There may be 
good reasoning on a given subject; but if the 
deductions are made from false premises, what 
good is i t!  Politics is a matter of intrigue and 
cunning. Law is a matter of interpretation. ' 
Religion is a matter of camouflage-make-be. 
lieve. Sanctiruo~i~ons holiness and ultra-piety 
are barefaced and parading hypocrisy. Take 
your journals, books, opiiiions of others, and 
espec~ally the pr~acher ,  with a grain of salt. 
In o t l l ~ r  nor~ls ,  get down to brass tacks and do 
a little thinl~iny on your own account. Such a 
course will make the blood tingle through the 
bralc-cells and warm them up; and purer, nobler 
and richer freedom of thought will be the 
fruita2e. 

Our opinion is that before long many period- 
icals will go out of business for want of support. 
When Messiah reigns, only purveyors of mental 
pabulum conducive to truth, righteousness, hon- 
esty, love, and good deeds shall be allowed to 
exist-if, inclced, they shall be. For  may not the 
Radio become the daily news of the near future, 
and this fully governed and regulated in  har- 
mony with earth's new King-Jesus! 

The old world has ended, and the new i a  
supersedng it. Changes are  taking place a t  a 
rapid rate, and none but those who study the 
Word of God can keep abreast of the times, 
And even these must be active. 

nu 



Taxation is Getting Top-heavy 

I T IS not often that  bankers will say that  There is no chance of a chanze so Iong 
taxes are  too heavy. Bankers, Like other have "wars and rumors of wars"; fo r  

human beings, sometimes come together to talk ninety-six percent of all taxes is for  the  mon 
things over-for the good of the cause. They ster  War-past, present and future. Another 
are becoming consciously aware that '%huge tax leach upon the body politic i s  the property that 
asserssnic~nls" may bring about "disas t ro~~s  re- is  exempt from taxation. F o r  instance, in the 
suits." It became known tlint some conc(!rns to  city of St. Paul  there is about $100,000,000 
which the banks had made large loans were worth of taxable property; and about $30,000,- 
heavily asscssed in taxes, jeopardizing their 000 not taxable, belonging principally to  ths 
atability a s  business institutions. From now Roman Catholic church. Does any one know 08 
Dn i t  will be the practice of the money lenders any good reason why this, too, should not bs 
not only to make a closer examination of the taxed? I n  a truly democratio country .every- 
business abilities of the borrowers, hut to ascer- body should be trcntcd alike; every person and 
tain the amount of the taxes. every institution should bear his proportion of 

It is claimed in  financial circles 1h:lt the tax the burden. 
assessments are increasing a t  the rate of $25,- B a t  no one v7ill take our  advice. 
000,000 a month. This nlcans almost $300,000,- Tax- and i n t c r e ~ t - o ~ ~ r e s s e d  h m a n i t ~  Ell& 
000 per annum, o r  about $3.00 for each person some SIT-eet day heforr long, have these burdens 
in i t re  united Statcs. ~ t .  is a matter  of lifted from their shonlders. Mankind desires. 
concern how long the people can put u p  with peace and liappiness and long life. Men do not 
this burden. The hanlrcrs thcmsclres do not want life to be a continual grind. To  be om* 
loolr f o r  an ab:itement of the rise in taxes short pied industrionsly in some noble and pleasur- 
of two years. Scitlier do ye .  On the contrary, able pursuit ;  to have plenty of good things 
we expect the lases lo keep on goiny sliyward eat, a restful place to sleep; to be surrounded 
until they tumble from their dinxy hright. by 11nppy companions ; and everybody so honest 

\ h a t  do we pay fo r  the privilege of owning that the doors need not be locked, and every- 
. body so pure that none need be watched-thia our  ow-n homes and businosses? An applalse- i s  what man wants. 7Trhen the government od 

merit of the property fact cart], rests upon the shoulders of Jesus, ].hen 
that about every for ty  years the entire value of H e  a,s,l,,es tile responsibility for every m o v e  
the property i s  paid illto the tm-gatherers' merit, law and then only may we 
hands. I n  other words, the governmr311t and expect "the desire of all nations to come." 
state taxes absorb our property two and one- foolish the "laul-malcin,v" of puny man will 
half tirncs in a century. become known to be! 

Does the World Need a Despot? 
BOUT every fc rm of government imagin- give the people if chosen. Rut the up-to-da A able has been tried out in  the history of method of tying a n  esccutive's hands i s  thron 

nations-from despotism to dernocrnrg. Per-  some kind of "bloc" devised and framed u p  
haps the lat ter  under the present conditions of the "interests," which are  at work to block 
"f:~llc!n" man has been the best arrangement, legislation inimical to their ownership of 
thanlrs to the liberty-loving pcople who came to earth, including the fence which surrounds r 
Anierica in  an early day. But democracy is get- and the lob1)yists are  busy kceping tab, 
ting to he a farce because the principles have no innovation in beneiicial legislation fo r  
been abridged and the object thwarted. Social- masses may escape their notice, and that  
ists in New Porlr and Michigan, duly elected by good intentions of a governor may be a t rop 
the people, have been retired to private life and by a truelrling lam.-making body. 
refuscd recognition by legislative bodies. It Air. A1 Smith was elected governor o f - X  
often occurs that a really good man is elected to York by a n  imposing majority; and oppositi 
oftice on a platform which he independently will to  his proposed innovations which he 
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pledged the people, if eledea, was unthought oi. 
But we never know what lies beneath the sur- 
face-of politics and bigotry. He started in 
well, but finds himself blocked by combinations 
of varying interests a t  nearly every turn. 
Whether he hoped that some of the bosses 
wonld step in and oppose his ostensibly well- 
intentioned program we do not know, but if any 
good is accomplished it is always done in the 
Pace of obstacles. The masses therefore see that 
their desires, though expressed in the ballot, are  
nvariably frustrated. 

It was a governor of New Pork who expressed 
himself something like this: What the world 
needs is a despot, if we could only find the right 
'despot. 

We agree with the governor. And Khile the 
rulership nnder Christ will be lrind and loving, -- 

The Spirit of 

S OMETIMEX an  obscure man will conceive n 
good idea. Mr. J. S. Coxey in 1892 under- 

took to interest Congress in issuing legal-ten- 
aer  treasury notes to the value of $500,000,000 
to be expended in building good roads. If this 

en followed, and $100,000,000 in im- 
proved ds had been added to our thorongh- idea ha* 
h r e s  annually since, and graft among the poli- 
ticians had been unknown, we might have been 
so enthused with road-bnildine for t h ~  forth- 
coming and now present automobile that we 
would not have had money to squander in the 
World War. 

But Congress then, as now, was not willing to 
klo anything really worth while for the common 
good. "The Cornrnonweal of Christ." or "Cox- 
ey's Army," as  i t  was called, started with a 
little band marching to Washington to press 
their cause as  a means of supplying labor to 
the unemployed and relieve thc por~rty-strick- 
en condition of some localities. That the mind 
of this motley crowd was fertile is seen by a 
banner which read, "Drath to Interest-Bearing 
Bonds." Yes, yes! Interest-bearing bonds, notes 
and mortgages are  one of the curses of our day. 

What happened to this "army"? I ts  leader 
and some othe~-b were arrested on their arrival 
in Washington for "trespassing on the grass" 
( I )  and were held for twenty days. The army 
went back to camp, but soon broke up and dis- 
bunded. Other "armies" were orr:aniaed, but 
their efforts were fruitless, and the move~nent 

yet i t  rii 11 1 ) ~  just and equitable-a rule of iron 
softened with mercy. There will be no baak talk, 
no suc!:ees:'nl opposition, no cunning, no decep- 
tion, no :ii:xnness, no wickedness practised dur- 
ing lIessi:~E's reign. The desire of all nation8 
shall come; 2;:d all the families of the earth 
shall be blessed with peace, liberty, happiness 
and, if they will, life forevermore. Perhaps 
the baffling of the people with its conseqnent 
disappointments is raising the issue as to what 
the desire of humanity really is. If thew expe- 
riences lead us to realize our true con-dition, 
that we may search and find out our utmost 
necessities, they are good things in disguise. 

Let us practise sobriety, quietness and con- 
tentment, do the best we can and wait on the 
Lord; for His set time to reign cannot be moved 
backward or  forward. 

Coxey's Army 
for  favorable legislation soon came to an  end. 

In  Leicester, England, last December. an- 
other "army" was organized. It called itself 
"the Soviet Repnblic of Great Britain," and 
had its own lanrs, its own constitution, and its 
own method of enforcing them. It was made 
up of unemployed, and they marched to join 
their fellows in London. Upon growing rccnl- 
citrant one of them was "arrested" by one of 
their "policemen," taken before the "judge" and 
"jury" and sentenced to push a truck to Lon- 
don. The worst punishment they can mete out , 
to an offender is to be "sent homc." 

Thcsc movements are significant, taking 
place always in times of depression. Should 
want and farnine continue to stalk abont, a~lil 
railroad facilities keep on being cr ippl~d 
throuqh broken-dolvn equipment and high 
freight rates, there is no telling what may come 
to pass. If every unemployed man was put to 
work on public highways, fed, housed and 
treated decently, w~ believe that it wonld go 
fa r  toward the amelioration of the present eco- 
nomic distrcss. 

"The Soviet Republic of Great Britain" is 
aalled by the newspapers "a Gilbertian idea of 
a miniature Repnblic." Another thing irritat- 
ing the body politic today is that the newspa- 
pers are the weapons of plutocracy, and they 
never lose an opportunity to ridicule or  de- 
nounce the efforts of the poor to mitigate their 
misfortunes. 



Reports front X;t re ign Correspondents 
Report from England 

T THE time of last writing the English A winter was missing, and this called for the 
remark that some thought the seasons were 
changing. Now in the northern part of the 
country winter has come suddenly and in good 
supply. The northern part  of England reports 
that there have been no snow storms for thirty 
years, or more, like the one that has descended 
upon it, from 100 miles of London northward. 
The young folks, healthy and well-fed, are get- 
ting some enjoyment out of winter sports: but 
the majority, and that includes the worliers, 
suffer from dislocation of facilities of travel 
to their work, and in many caws are thrown 
out of work. 

Yesterday's Parliamentary report shows that 
there were last week about 1,470,000 adults nn- 
employed, which is said to be about the same 
number as  in the United States. At the same 
time it was reported that the last available 
figures showing the total membership of trades 
unions in Great Britain was 6,500.000. 

Practically all the railway companies in Brit- 
ain are now includpd in four groups, an arrange- 
ment which has been forced upon them by the 
government. I t  is expclcted that this will bring 
about a considerable reduction in costs of work- 
ing, and ultimately in cheaper passenger fares 
and freight rates. Urged by the government, 
which has had the railway leaders in counsel, 
much money is to he spent in enlarging stations 
and widening l i n c ~ ,  and in extension works 
which have been held up since the outbreak of 
war. This will p rov id~  work for many people; 
and owing to tile fact that the mines are  now 
fairly busy, over two million tons of coal having 
recently been shipped to Germany, i t  is expected 
that the condition of the working classes will ba 
helped to a considerable extent. 

Parliament is now busy discussing the iniq- 
uities of the previous gov~rnment and forging 
epiglams about the present situation. But i t  is, 
of course, unable to do anything inlmediately 
to deliver the country from its predicament of 
unemployment, lack of trade, and its heavy 
burden of taxation. Mr. Lloyd George roundly 
denounces M. PoincarB's policy of taking France 
into the Rnhr district of Qermany, but he is 
reminded that the French premier is only try- 
ing to do what he himself said should be done. 

On December 11, 1918, he said: "Those who 
started the war shall pay to the uttermost far- 
thing, and we will search their pockets for  it." 
Of course thcre have been many changes since 
that date; and Mr. Lloyd George, like everyone 
else, has a right to change his mind. 

T l ~ c  British government now seems desirous 
of getting free from Nesopotamia, o r  Mespot, Lq 
aa it is familiarly called. That adventure has -3 
been an  expensive one for Britain. An enor- 3 mous amount of money was spent there during g 
the time of the war, and besides financial lorn 4 
the war there cost Britain 31,000 dead and 
50,000 wounded. A heavy expense has contin- - 
ued since the armistice was signed: 160 millions 
sterling-have gone, and now it is found that - 
there is no oil there! 

This is a day of wonders. Belfast, which w m  
so recently a city of terror, is now in the midst 
of a moral uplift. The reform began apparently . 
about the time the Editor of THE GOLDEN Am k 
left there. [?-+?-Ed.] The Pastor N i c h o h  ' 
has so wrought upon the people that apparently 
i t  is a question now whether the policeman will . . 
be sure of his job there in the future. Many - 
cmpIoyrrs have received back stolen goods; 
petty thieving is on the decline; doaab  of bags 
of tools "borrowed" from shipyards have been 
returned; a grocer mas paid £5 that a woman 
customer had owed him for twenty years; for . 
over an hour an ex-sailor tried to persuade tho 
local pensions staff that he was not entitled te ~ - 
a weekly disablement grant which he had been -= 
drawing. 

Yesterday, speaking on shipping prospects, - 
the newly-elected President of the Chamber od 
Shipping said: "The past year has proved tbab 
however deep the abyss may be into which s h i p  ~ 

ping has fallen, there is always the possibilie ' 

of the bottom of the abyss dropping out. ~ f r a  
outlook today is much less promising than it 
appeared three or four months ago." 

Report from Germany 

W K ARE informed conmrning the dest 
tion of the literal Babylon of the 01 

Testament, that the conquest of the city, 
was thought to be impregnable, was mad 
sible in that the waters of the Euphra t e s , .~  
surrounded the city in a broad moat for def 
were turned aside. Thus robbed of her 
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aefence, the city was conquered. That this is  a gold marks every year and in  addition approx- 
type is well known to such as understand the imately 23,000,000,000 paper marks. The R e p  
Scriptures; for  it is not without good reason arations commission alone costs as much as the 
that the antitypical significance is shown in salaries of 90,000 high officials of the Cfermsn 
Revelation 16 : 12. This prophecy speaks of the Government. An English General-President 
'drying up of the great river Euphrates, which receives, according to the rate of salary for  
takes place before all the members of t l ~ c  true last October, apart from his living expenses, 
chur& have been changed. The friends of THE yearly 78.6 million marks. An English private 
(~OLDEX AGE read with great interest that this draws, also apart from his board, a round five 
scripture is already being fulfilled in America, million marks yearly. On the other hand, the 
in that many clergymen are  leaving the church- Chancellor of the empire receives, including all 
es, because the people (according to Revelation allowances, only 3,530,000 marks yearly. A min- 
17: 15 typified by many waters) are  withdraw- ister of the State draws yearly 2,952,000 mark8 
ing their financial help and protection. We here -not even three-fifths of the income of an 
in Germany also see at present the fulfilment of English private or  that of a clerk of the 
this prophecy. AS an example we cite the anti- control-commission. 
church conduct of the Legislature and Govern- Surely the Scriptures are fnl6lled; for verily 
ment of Saxony, on account of which the i t  could not be more apparently true what is 
churches are reduced to great poverty and a written in Matthew 24: 12, that, because of the 
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great many clergymen are starving and must abounding of iniquity, the love of many, i. e., . 
give up their vocation. The only alternative is the great mass of nominal professors of Chris- 
that the church must receive help, or she will tianity, shall wax cold; and unkindness in the 
eoliapse. highest degree brings it about that people 

Also in other circles the fearful signs of the devour one another. 
fast approaching end in our country are multi- 
plying. Germany i s  a dying country, and in it "Be wise lzow therefore, 0 ye kings" 
'dwells a dying race. Dreadful conditions with 
regard to sanitation and health are spreading, speaks the in Psalm 2: 10- But 
on account of the general dearth which resulted leaders in the earth are not yet ready to 
a s  a consequence of the occupation and repara- comply; they hope to hold on to their vanishing 
tion payments. The people are no longer able choice positions. BY hook or  by crook they 
to  provide themselves with the actual necessi- endeavor to gather the necessary laurels which 
ties; therefore this condition of a general phys- might guarantee a continuance of their exdted 
iml  wretchedness of the German people threat- positions. 
ens all of Europe. All of them do not understand how the same 

Indeed, when the Bible says that as a sign of Psalm explains that God hath anointed His . 
the time of the end there will be famines and King and that the world's rulership is at an 
pestilences (Matthew 24: 7) then our eyes see end. Love of gold and silver is  indeed the roo1 
in this land a mighty fulfilment of this scripture. of all the iniqu' ies that have occurred in  the t When on the one hand one considers the earth, as Ezekie states in chapter 7: 19. But 
great distress of the poor people, then it  r e  all of those who see the mighty signs of the 
mains for the natural man, unintellig~nt, not of Glory, n n d e r ~ h o s e  majestic steppings 
nnderstanding the Scriptures, to marvel that the kingdoms of this world Pass away, Pray 
beyond this such a fearful oppression of the with increasing yearning for the complete man. 
poorest of the poor can be effected through ife~tation of His mlersh i~ .  
fellow humans, as  is done in consequence of the 
occi~pation of a large part of Germany. Fol- Report from Canada 
lowing we give reliable statistics of the immense HE general labor is very preca. 
expense which is imposed upon the dying conn- T rioas. Canada is largely an agricultural 
t ry  and its f d y  pauperized people by the country, with industries allied to the work of 
victors, particularly France and England : farming. Consequently a condition that pm- 

The army of ompat ion  requires 3,600,000,000 duces a marked depreciation of farm produch 



has a n  immediate effect on the entire labor 
market. There have been many cases of desti- 
tution amongst mechanics and laborers, and 
many of the larger towns and cities have posted 
notices in the railroad stations warning farm 
workers not to invade the cities as there was 
no work for them, and the cities would decline 
the responsibility of feeding men who came in 
from country points and became depcnclent on 
the community through lack of work. The deli- 
cate situation of the railroads, with the Gov- 
ernment-operated lines in a condition of reor- 
ganization, has halted much projected m-orl<; 
and railroad workers have been mnrliing time 
all winter in the hope of an adjustment of the 
situation which wollld open up some worlc. The 
movement of the immense g a i n  crop from the 
prairies provided a large volume of nork for 
certain skillecl trades for the early p ~ r t  of the 
winter, but this has tapered down now until 
little is  moving. It is not l cno~~n  what 1923 will 
bring forth in the way of prosptbrity; but al- 
ready the coal miners in the east and west are 
threatening strikes and the present railroad 
shop schedules and allied trade schedi~lrs, many 
of which run out in the spring, will p rovid~  fer- 
tile ground for further troubles that may n-ell 
convulse the country. 

The condition of the Canadian farmers is 
Beplorable. A recent tour of the 14-est has been 
very illuminating with regard to this condition. 
Canada reaped her largest crop in history in 
the past fall; but on the average i t  appears to 
have cost the farmer more to raise and mnrlitt 
his crop than he obtained from the sale of the 
products. The terrible slump in the cotton crops 
of Texas, with the ruining of vast numbers of 
the rural population, has been well paralleled 
in the West. The estimates following arc  from 
a reliable source, and a re  vouched for by the 
largest daily paper in western Canada. Sixty 
percent of the farmers of the three prairie 
Provinces-Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Mani- 
toba-are completely bankrupt today. Of the 
balance, not five percent are in any sense of the 
word prosperous, and the remaining thirty-five 
percent are in precarious financial condition. 
There is a net debt of $37 against every acre 
under cultivation in the province of Manitoba 
(this includes money owing to farm loan com- 
panies, machinery companies, mortgage com- 
panies, etc.); and no one acre of land in the 

province can ever prodnce sufficient crop tgi 
clear this debt. In fact, little more can ever bb 2 
done undcr present conditions than to pay a .$ 
little of the interest on the debt; and the lo& - *  

storekeeper who prorides food and clothing to .3 
the farmer on a credit basis has, in  the major- 
ity of cases, had to carry over a major portioa 1 
of even this de l~ t  for the last three years. It 
mpans that the farmer faces every season the 
cxpectation of a further deficit and a deeper I 
sinking into the mire of bankruptcy. The cattkr 4 
bilsiness is entirely disorganized. It neithe-f . 
pays to sell the feed, nor to feed it to the cattle 
alid hogs in the hope of realizing from it  that , 
way. In  southern Alberta the net debt against 
the farms runs to $5,000 against every quarter 
section (160 acres). The farmers are  thorough- -; 
ly deinoralized; and the lack of success of the 

2 
provincial governments, largely composed 00 2 
farmers, to alleviate their condition, has brought -4 

many to the verge of desperation. A measure < 
is now before the Xanitoba provincial House to "61 
provide for  the passage of a law allowing dC -.; 

9 "priority mortgage" against the crop of 1923, ,. : 
not yet sown, so as  to provide funds for tbe 
p:ljmmt of store debts, to enable the farmer -g 
to obtain further credit in order to carry oa 
another season. 

7 

Sir George Foster, speaking before the De- 
minion Parliament, recently stated that Canaddr 
could resign herself to a period of lack of pros- " 

perity nntil such time a s  her foreign marlietd 
mere stabilized. In riew of the fact that Europs . 
has been practically the only market of a n p  
value in the past, i t  appears somewhat hard te 
understand just how long it will take before ' 

Canada's prosperity is assured a t  the present 
rate of progress in straightening out Europe'# 
affairs. 

Thc outlook is by no means bright for the 
Canadian farmer; the West is facing irretriev- 
able ruin, and the Eastern provinces are not in 

%$$ 
mucli better shape. It was stated in the Ontario ,2j 
provincial legislature recently that the fa rmed ' 

in the East were continuing to farm, not because 
of the money in it, but because of sentiment 
and of a love of seeing things grow. This a p  - 

pears hardly a sound basis for farm prosperity. 
Given a continuation of the present d i s o r p -  
ization of foreign markets-and there seems n6 , 

likelihood of a betterment of this condition-thd - 
time cannot be for off when the complete break-. 



Rown of agricultural activity will be an accom- 
plished fact. 

Politically there are many storm clouds on 
the horizon. The Farmer Government in On- 
tario has been under heavy fire, and seems to 
possess but a weak defense against the many 
accusations of mismanagement and corruption 
hurled a t  it. The U. F. 0. (United Farmers of 
Ontario) party is disorganized, and scarcely 
knows whether to repudiate its present aililia- 
tions so as fitly to represent its people or ta 
stay with the party policies in order to retain a 
modicum of political power. The Prohibition 
issue is coming prominently to the fore in some 
provinces, with a heavy leaning toward the ad- 
mission of certain kinds of liquor to general 
sale, and a general modification of the Act. The 
arug traffic, which has become such an issue in 
other countries, is receiving its share of atten- 
tion in Canada, and measures are being mooted 
to curb or destroy it. The present Dominion 
Government (Liberal) has shown no great apti- 
tude to take hold of the country's problems, but 
has adopted a general attitude of "wait and 
see," apparently hoping that if the European 
air clears, Canada can regain some measure of 
prosperity. The effect of this spineless policy 
on the public is quite noticeable, and many of 
the better dass tradesmen are moving across 
the border, where some measure of activity still 
persists. The Government Immigration policy 
has caused considerable censnre, many people 
'demanding to know what inducement can be 
held out to a class of immigrants without capi- 
tal. when the present inhabitants of the country 
are unable to find work enough. 

The exodus of the Mennonites from the 
prairie provinces to Mexico because of viola- 
tion of the agreement made with them when 
they left Russia, that they would not be called 
upon to do military service, has practically 
ceased, leaving thousands of acres of land va- 
cant, but still held by them. Many of the sol- 
Ders who were settled on the land under the 
agrarian settlement policy of the Soldier Set- 
tlement Board, have left the farms so provided, 
for lack of funds to carry on. There seems 
little enthusiasm to accept any scheme put for- 
ward for land settlement as long as the financial 
condition of the farmer is so insecure. 

The denonlinational churches, particularly the 
Presbyterian and Methodist sects, are at the 

present time convalsd again or- tlie issne of 
Church Union; and the battle ragea merrily in 
the columns of the press. There have been many 
minor attempts at union by local churches, very 
few of which can be said to be in any sense of 
the word successful. There seems to be on the 
part of the clergy very little actual open oppo- 
sition to the spread of the truth at the present 
time. A prominent policy to be observed a t  
this time, however, is that the ministers are 
warning their congregations not to enter into 
arguments with "Russellites." ss they do not 
stand any chance in a discussion on the Scrip- 
tures; also not to read "RnsseIliteJ' literature, 
as ita tendency is to disturb faith in the teach- 
ings of the church. Several of the larger 
churches show deficits in their yearly balance 
sheets, and the appeal for funds becomes more 
and more insistent. 

Report from Greece 

T HE peculiar political situation which h a  
arisen here hae been due to the irrespons- 

ible ruler of the conntry, the king himself. Dur- 
ing the war, on account of his wife being the 
sister of the kaiser, he opposed the pro-Ally 
inclinations of the Venizelos cabinet, then in 
office. The king forced the cabinet to resign 
and proclaimed parliamentary elections, which 
returned the same ministry with a majority. 

But the king, still clinging to his own inten- 
tions and opinions, placed in power the political 
leaders of the minority. This caused Venizeloa 
to leave Athens and go to Salonica, where he 
organized a revolution and, supported by 
France, overcame the entire country, causing. 
the dethronement of King Constantine and the 
deportation of his principal adherents. The 
Allies then placed on the throne the younger 
son of Constantine, Prince Alexander. 

The dethronement of Constantine displeased 
the greater part of the Greek people, especially 
as the revolutionary leaders ruled with verp, 
high-handed methods. Thia discontent came to 
a head when, King Alexander having died quite 
unexpectedly on acconnt of the bite of a monkey, 
new elections were proclaimed. Venizelos failed 
altogether; and the old rggime returned to 
power, with Constantine at the head. 

The Greek people expected much from the 
reenthroned Constantine, only to be disappoint- 
ed. The government became entangled in a war 



with Turkey, ending in the defeat of Greece and 
the loss of all the territories occupied by them 
as a result of the World War. The Turks, re 
venging themselves on the Greek popnlationa, 
burned to ashes numerous Greek villages, in- 
cluding the famous trading town of Smyma. 
A great part of the people were put to the 
sword, thousands were kept as  hostages, and 
thousands more escaped with their lives to 
Greece but in the worst destitution imaginable. 

The defeat of the Greeks is believed to have 
been due largely to the propagation of Rolshe- 
vistic doctrines in the army, creating military 
anarchy. Nevertheless, to save the lost prestige 
of Greece and the army, some of the army 
officers organized a revolution in the isles of 
Asia Minor, took possession of the country 
once more, banished Constantiiic fi~i::lly, court- 
martialed his ministers and put then1 to death. 

The ruling authority in Greece a t  present is 
this last revolutionary government, with one of 
the chiefs of the revolution actually mling. 
Notwithstanding the strenuous efforts of the 
democratic party, the crown is being given to 
the Crown Prince George, Constantine having 
in the meantime died of heart failure in exile in 
Italy. The fate of Greece largely rests upon 
the conference at  Lausanne, the r ~ s u l t s  of which 
are anxiously and painfully rspected by all. 
Implacable hatreds and divisions have been pre- 
vailing among the people now for a period of 
about three years as a result of these unusual 
events. Only the strong hand of the government 
prevents the people from flying a t  each other's 
throats. 

The Greek kingdom has arrived at  a financial 
impasse. The previous government divided in 
two a l l  the paper money, thus depriving the 
people of half their property. Taxes have be- 
come heavier, numerous, and unsupportable. 
The English pound, once worth twenty-five 
drachmas, i s  now worth four hundred drach- 
mas; and the "he r i can  dollar, once worth five 
drachmas, is now worth over eighty drachmas. 
All artioles of merchandise are proportionately 
dear, and the high prices grow daily higher and 
higher as the refugees continue to flow in. 

Victuals and articles of prime necessity are 
gradually diminishing and vanishing away. 
.Tile is becoming unlivable and unbearable for 
laborers and clerlis, especially the latter. Con- 
sequently, Bolshevism, still in  its infancy in 

. .a 
Greece, B ~ O W S  tendencies of g ~ o w t h  a d  < 
strength; the black clonds of war, famine, a d  , : 
pestilenoe are upon us. One can plainly discern . 

upon their countenances the despondeng and 
'distress of the people. 

Keeping step with the political upheavals of .$ 

the last few years, Greece has witnessed b8e 1 
most shameless spiritual fornication, the re&- ' -< 

5. 
ions leaders openly taking sides with the vari- -3 

ons political parties and becoming mere poli€i- $ 
cal leaders and electoral agents, a tool and a , 

toy a t  the hands of every political party. Met- 
ropolitan prelates are now overthrown as eas*, i 
as  ministerial clerlrs; and they deserve their -: 
fate, as we shall see when we follow their deedr. .;a 

4 The Holy Synod, meeting in the capital, sided -4 

'4 themselves a t  first with the royal party. T h q  
even went so fa r  as to anathematize the insnr- 2 

> .  gent Venizelos in an official and solemn way in .$ one of the open squares of the city, in the .+ 
presence of a multitude of the people, and . 3 
accompanied by a festival ringing of the b e k  - a  

Owing to this action, when the revolution 4 
under Venizelos prevailed, the new government - 
proceeded a t  once to the deposition of Arch- -3 
bishop Theocletos from the metropolitan thron8, 
putting upon it  the Tenirelist Meletios instead 
llclctios mas faithful to his chief. His religioa 

,:i'g 

discourses were alnays colored with politico, 
and very often were only political lectures. 

When the old r6gime was established, Melc 
tios was a t  once drivcn away, and Theocletar 
was brought back to the throne.. These changes 
affected the whole of the lower clergy. Retalia- 
tion was the order of the day. Meletios fled te - 
America, and all his friends were driven from 
power. 

Rut when the Venizelos element came bat& 
into power at  Constantinople, it elected Meletior 
as  Patriarch; and he was recalled to occupy the 
patriarchal throne at  Constantinople, whidi 
then happened to be vacant. The Greek church 
was thus for a time divided into two oppos- 
clerical camps, each hating the other. Meletiw 
cut off his long hair. Sow his followers haw 
imitated his example, and the people have r . 
means of identifying the party to which e d  - 
priest brlongs. 

And now, with the latest revolution in  ereeat, - 
what has come to pass? You must have a l r e a d ~  - - 

guessed it. Theocletos has been asked to r e s i n  



and the Larger Synod has been convoked to prelates of Greece as he has done with tho= of 
elect his successor. But Meletios is not satis- Turliey. As a result the Greek Church is filled 
fied even with this. He  would like to nominate with the spirit of vengeance and anarchy,, the 
and appoint, in  some indirect way at  least, the opposite of the spirit of Christ. 

What Made Him Do It? 

I F a priest of the Orthodox Russian church 
kills another priest because he c a ~ ~ n o t  sub- 

scribe to all the tc~icts of the "faith," what i s  
the matter with 11is rrligiont This toolr place in 
Polslid. Yerhaps one of the greatest things in 
the world which causc dist~,c?ss, forebodings, 
fear, hatred, and jciilriusy is the false concep- . I]( con- tion of Christianity. When rile, mean, .I 1 
temptible things are done by cllorcli rllr~nhers 
Christianity gets the b1;rmc. 

If once the people gc't the proper thought 
that churchianity is not Christianity, arid that 
nearly everybody is a "churc.h" member instead 
of a Christian, then the unrighteous acts of the 
merely nominal Christian \$-ill not bc charged to 
Christianity. Christianity is not to blame for a 
single unkind or unjust tl~onght, word or deed. 
I t  is true that nluvcler l l ~ s  been conmitted, 
"holy" wars have been foilgilt, families and 
communities have bceu rent in the naini: of 
Christianity; l ~ u t  these were aln-ays rczultant 
from a misconception or n~isn iiderstoncling of 
the precepts and prilicipl<,s o r  C:l~~.isti:;nit!-. 

People have becn forced illto the "church"- 

the good and the bad, the ringstreaked and the 
speclrled-through a misconception; and no m e  
can measure the evil effects upon the world's 
morality which the teaching that "a person must 
be in a church to be saved" has really brought 
about. To force or to intimidate or  to scare a 
person into any kind of religion only makes a 
hypocrite of him. 'Po rob a person of the privi- 
lege of being honest does incalcukble harm. 
Let the illqui ring n~iildrd person go to the Bible, 
mtd search in tllc books which point to the 
Bible, and he will make progress in the right 
direction. And gradually but surely all depart- 
ment-store "brands" of religion will become ob- 
solcte and useless, and the world will be a better 
place to live in. Should a person thus searching 
fo r  light die out of the "church," would he not 
be the better prepared to stand before the jndg- 
nient bar of Christ in the resurrection day than 
otl~er\\ ise'l 

And as we let our light shine we must not 
forget to be courteous, kind, tolerant and sym- 
pathetic toward our fellows. And should not 
religious "cults" bear this in mind2 

A Confiscator Confiscated By E. N. Kurz 

A T THE beginning of thr: \vnr 1 was in Okla- 
homa, and had a eoinn~ission as an oficer. 

Consequently I was sent out on a mission of 
confiscating seditious litcmturc, which included 
many copies of "The Finished Mystery." I am 
ashamed and also grateful for that occurrence 

Through curiosity I appropriated a copy for 
myself. That was in 1918. I read my copy only 
last summer, and with i t  the world literally 
turned over for me. God's ways are  indeed 
wonderful. I feel now that I am in tune with 
the Divine Plan. I understand it. And while it 

necessarily causes discord with the rest of the 
world, I would not give up my present views 
and the consolation derived therefrom for life 
itself. 

I have received the two copies of 'The Fin- 
ished Mystery" which yon sent on my order. 
There will be at least one person missing from 
among the confiscators during the next war, i$ 
another attempt is made to confiscate your lit- 
erature. If there a re  any suggestions yon can 
offer whereby I can help the cause, I will g r a t e  
fully accept them. 

"There is a lamp whose steady light 
Guides the poor traveler in the night; 
'Tk God's own blessed Word. 

"Give me thin lamp to light my way, 
Po turn life's midnight into day; 

My Heavenly Father'r Word," 



Is There a Personal Devil? 

W E HAVE a letter from a subscriber who 
says : "I wonder if a t  some time an article 

could appear in THE GOLDEX AGE to prove that 
there is a personal devil. I have a friend who is 
as honest as can be, but who simply seems to 
think that the devil is only a system of error." 
We are  pleased to answer. 

Not only is there a big devil, whose name we 
know, and of whose personal history we have 
much information, but there are hosts of little 
devils whose names we do not know and oE 
whose history we have little information. The 
Bible proves positively, however, that the big 
devil and the little devils, too, are  all persons, 
very real ones. 

There was a time when the big devil and all 
the little devils were not devils. There was a 
time when they were sons of God, angelic sons, 
holy angels; although, even in that far-off time, 
when "the foundations of the earth" were laid, 
"when the morning stars sang together, and all 
the sons of God shouted for joy" (Job 38: 4,7), 
they were on different planes of glory. 

Among these angelic sons of God, those early 
bright ones of creation, called by the poetio 
naille "morning stars," there was one spec idy  
br iz l~t  and glorious being styled 'Zucifer, son 
of the morning." (Isaiah 14: 12) There is a 
grand description of him in Ezekiel 28: 11-19 in 
which, after explaining that this being was at 
one time in Eden the garden of God, the Prophet 
declares that in that embryo kingdom of God in 
the garden he was "the anointed cherub that 
covereth" (Ezekiel 28: 14,16) ; i. e., the task that 
was specially entrusted to hi was to look after 
the interests of "the holy mountain of God," 
God's kingdom in the earth, over which Adam 
reigned. 

Although Adam was created in the image of 
God, i. e., with reason, memory, judgment, will, 
benevolence, etc., and although he was created 
in the likeness of God, ruler over the earth 
(Genesis 1:26-28) as God ia ruler over the 
universe, yet a t  first there was only himself in 
the ruling part of that dominion, though snbse- 
quently the beautiful Eve was given to him. 
Unfortunately for himself, when Lucifer saw 
Eve, and reasoned upon God's method of estab- 
lishing an  earthly dominion, he said in his 
heart: I will estrange this pair from their Cre- 
ator; instead of their worshiping and obeying 
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Him they shall worship and obey me; "I will 
exalt nly throne above the stars of God [the 
other bright shining ones of the angelic fam- 
ily] ; . . . I will be like the most High!' (Isai 
14: 13,14) The temptation and the fall in t 
garden of 1i:clen followzd. 

So then when in 1 John 3 : 8 we read that "the 
devil sinneth from the beginning," we are to 
understand that he sinned not from the begin 
ning of creation, nor even from the beginnin 
of the fashioning of our earth, but 
beginning of the human race. 

The same tl~ought was expressed by our Lo 
When He said of the devil : "He was a murdere 
from the beginning" (John 8: 44), He locate 
just the point of time in history where Lucif 
ceased to be Lucifer and became somet 
a murderer; for the word "murderer" 
means man-killer. Lucifer killed the fir 
killed that man's wife, and killed a l l  of the1 
posterity; and in that act he ceased to 
fer (morning-star) and became Satan 
sary), the name by which he is now known. 

- P 

Devil, Satan, Beelzebub z 

T HAT the words Devil, Satan, and Beelzebub 
refer to one and the same personage we oan 

see from a comparison of certain passages in 
the gospeIs. I n  the parable of the sower, ae rP( 

recorded in Mark 4: 3-20, i t  is  Satan that comes 3 
immediately and takes away the word from the ;q 
wayside hearers, the hard-hearted ones. I n  the . -3 
same parable, as recorded in  Luke 8: 4-15, it is '.o 

the devil that comes and takes away the word ] 
out of their hearts. The identity of the devil 
with Satan is thus established. e 

The identity of Satan a s  Beelzebub, prince o# , ' 
the devils, is established by the Lord himaelf, 
He had just healed one possessed with a devil, 
one of the little devils, and had cast him on&_ 
"But when the Pharisees heard it, they said, 
This fellow doth not cast out devils, but bq . 
Beelzebub, the prince of the devils. And Jes- 
knew their thoughts, and said unto them, Eve% :4 
kingdom divided against itself is brought ,to . .% 4 desolation; and every city or house divided % 
against itself shall not stand. And if Satan cast 
out Satan, he is divided against himself; how $ 
then shall his kingdom standl And if I bx:d 
Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do yea. 4 
children cast them out?"-Matthew 12 : 24-a. , 
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Satan has other titles than those already enu- that left the Lord; it was a personal leaving; 
me& To our Lord he was "the prince of it was a personal devil that left. 
this world" (John 14: 30) that had nothing in The apostle Peter seemed to think that the 
wmmon with himself, the prince that was to be devil could move. He  urged that the Lord's 
mt out (John 12 : 31), the prince that was to be people should ''be sober, be vigilant; keoause 
judged. (John 16: 11) To St. Paul he was "the your adversary the devil, a s  a roaring lion, 
prince of the power of the air, the spirit that walketh about, seeking whom he may devour." 
now worketh in  the children of disobedience" (1  Peter 5: 8) Somebody has well said that 
(Ephesians 2 :  2) ; and he was "the god of this Satan does not roar aloud. He waits until he 
world [which] hath blinded the minds of them has one of the saints discouraged, and then 
which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gets down close and roars softly in his ears: 
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, "Now I have youl" 
should shine unto them." (2 Corinthians 4 :  4) Not only can the devil move slowly by "waE- 
To the prophet Ezekiel he was "the king of ing," as some of these scriptures put the mathr,  
Tyrus."-Ezekiel 28 : 11-19. but he can strike up a faster gait when necessity, 

The question naturally arises, Why should arises. Curiously enough, this is when some ' 
the Almighty go to the trouble of deceiving I%is discouraged saint concludes to  renew the con- 
people by these refcrcnces to Beelzebub, Satan, flict. "Resist the devil, and he will flee from 
the devil, the prince of devils, the prince of this YOU." (James 4 :  7) When the weary heart turns - 
world, the god of this world, and the prince of once more to the place of its rest at Jesus' feet 
the power of the air, if there i s  no such person, Satan realizes that his stock is below par, that 
prince, or god? We will now proeeect to examine he cannot do any business and that he is not 
some of his manifestations or characteristics. wanted around the premises. H e  leaves in  a 

hurry to look for  some more likely place to do 
Satan Can Move business. 

I T SEEMS absurd, after what is said above, 
to prove that Satan can move; but movement 

of some sort is a prerogative of personality. 
Other things have move~nent also, but a person- 
ality that could not move a t  all would not be 
much of a personality. 

I n  the first chapter of Job is the story of how 
that worthy prophct's trials came about. They 
followed a visit of Satan to the court of heaven. 
'mow there was a day when the sons of God 
came to present themselves before the Lord, 
and Satan came also among them." (Job 1: 6) 
The context shows where Satan came from; i t  
was "from going to and fro in the earth, and 
from wallring up and down in it" (Job I : 'i), 
and it shows that he returned thither on mis- 
chief bent when "Satan went forth from the 
presence of the Lord." (Job 1 : 12) A ~imi la r  
occurrence in all its details appears in Job 2: 
1,2,7. 

In  the record of our Lord's temptation, the 
account closes with the information that "then 
the devil leaveth him" (Natthew 4 : 11) ; and the 
previous verse calls him by the proper name 
Batan, which is his since the time of his deflec- 
tion It was some person with a proper name 

Satan Can Hear and Speak 

I F ONE doubts that Satan can hear and speak, 
let him turn again to the aoconnts in Job 1: 

6-12 and 2 : 1-6 and read. There he will observe 
a dialogue between Satan and Jehovah in which, 
in the first instance, Jehovah addresses two 
questions to Satan, receives two replies, and 
then issues permission for Satan to take Job'a 
possessiolls but not to touch his person. I n  the 
second instance Jehovah asks Satan two mom 
questions, receives two more answers, and is- 
sues permission to afflict Job's person but not 
to talie his life. Evidently, a person who oan 
hear and answer four questions and receive 
additionally two permissions upon which he 
subsequently takes action, has those two very 
important adjuncts of personality, the power 
of hearing and of speech. 

Another proof of Satan's power to hear and 
to speak is set before us in the account of our 
Lord's temptation in the wilderness. Three 
times Satan put clever propositions to the Lord, 
each time with an "if thou" attached to it, but - 
our Lord was not one of the "if" kind; and each 
of Satan's attacks u-as repulsed with an "it is 
written" from the Word of God. Read the dia- 
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Iogue, as recorded in Luke 4: 1-13, especially Satan has been very busy throughout the 
verse 6, and see how perfectly Satan's claim age; but down a t  the time of the ending of the , 
there made agrees with the facts stated herein. Goslxl age and the opening of the &Iillennium, 3 

Both of these accounts show that Satan can which means just now, the very puimt of time 3 
be seen. A further evidence along this line is in  which we llve, the Scriptures show that he " 
our Lord's statement in Luke 10: 18: "I beheld is busier than ever; for they tell us that the 2 
Satan as  lightning fall from heaven." Ezekiel Lord's coming is accon~paniecl by an enerpetiu .q 
28: 13 shows that somebody has seen him; for a "m'orlting of Satan with all power and signir 4 
description of his personal appearance is given. and lying wonders."-2 Thessalor~ians 2: 9. - d 2 

This does not mean that he could be seen by B - 
i 

other than spirit beings, except by a miracle. Satan Pzots and &heme8 
His appearances to our Lord in the wilderness 

- WE HAVE considered Jesus' experiences in' . 
were probably mental appearances, but just as  the wilderness where, as St. Luke report6 
real, just as  personal, a s  though he had been the matter, he was "forty days tempted of the % 
present in a body of flesh. devll." (Luke 4:  2) The plotting did not stop -3 

with his efforts to turn the Lord Jesus to the 
Satan Steals Truth and Sows Error accomplishment of his own purposes. It has -*$ 

N T E E  parable of the sower, recorded in continued ever since. * 
I Mark I :  1-20, our Lord illllstrates the four The apostle Paul urges all Christians "to put ,$ 
kinds of hearers of the Word by wayside on the whole armor of God." TO what endT -4 
ground, stony ground. thorny ground, and good "That Ye may be able to stand against the wiles 4 
ground. I,, his explanation of the parable he of the devil." (Ephesians 6: 11) Each Christian 
says of the wayside hearers, the hard-hearted is in the same kind of fight in which Jesus was 4 
ones: 'When they have hcard, Satan cometh engaged in the wilderness. It is not a battle 
imlnediate_ly, and talceth away the word that with fists and feet. It i s  a battle in the mind. 
was sown in their hearts." (Marl< 4: 15) Satan The new mind, the mind of Christ, is busily 
is a near neighbor and bosom friend of all occupied in watching, ferreting out, Satan's - 
hard-hearted people; he is always on the alert latest effort to dampen zeal, quench faith, and 
to take care of their business interests and to chill the spirit of love, and in defending the 
see to it that whatever religion they have is a heavenly treasure by fresh efforts, fresh activ- 
sham and fraud. He  does not want them to ities, fresh inspiration from the Book of books., 
have any truth, and they are generally of the The same Apostle tells us respecting Satan 
kind that would not have it; they prefer pros- that "we are not ignorant of his devices." (2 ' 
perity. Corinthians 2: 11) A soldier who has no idea -. 

But Satan is not only occupied in stealing at all of the direction from which the enemy iay 
away truth out of the hearts of his flock; he is likely to come is placed a t  a great disadvantage. 
interested in multiplying the hard-hearted class For  instance, in the day in which we live, the ' 
and he accomplishes these results by sowing logical thing for Satan to attack is the teaching 
error. The Lord tells about it in the parable of respecting the Millennium, because the Millen-. 
the harvest field. (hlatthew 13 : 24-43) The Mas- nium is a t  the door. That means an  attack upas  - 
ter  sowed good seed (truth) in  his field, so that Pastor Russell or, since his death, upon the 
it would produce wheat (real Christians) ; but organization which he founded, and which 
after the apostles fell asleep the devil sowed now engaged in the work whicl~ he began. 
bsd seed, so that he could get a large crop of Satan did not bend every energy to discre 
children for himself. "The field is the world : the International Bible Students Association,- 
the good seed [few in number1 are the children it would show that he was not "onto his job." 
of the kingdom; but the tares [the majority of It is a cowardly and dishonest politician-. 
professors of religion] are the children of the whose method of defeating an honorable an& 

, wicked one; the enemy that sowed them is the able opponent is to bring reproaches a m -  
devil." (Matthew 13: 38,39) The Lord thus him; and that has ever been Satan's method ag 
plainly hints that most church members are trying to defeat the Lord's plans. It is for JJ3iij 
hypocrites. r - - -. . reason that the servant of the Lord must wa* 
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his steps "lest . . . he fall into reproach and Satan" (Mark 1: 13)) an'd not in Jerusalem or  
the snare of the devil" (1 Timothy 3 : 6) ; and elsewhere. 
it is because the ignoble man and the ignoble Some of Satan's suggestions come along the 
woman revel in gossip, slander, as respects de- lines of Scripture quotation and exposition; for  
portment toward the opposite sex, that the one in connection with this temple episode Satan 
who would not be trapped must be unusually quoted and misapplied the scripture (Psalm 
careful, in  word and deed, not to give any just 91 : 11,12), 'cHe shall give his angels charge 
occasion or even any reasonable excuse for evil over thee, to keep thee: and in their hands they 
tongues to wag. But even then some will wag, shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash 
any way. Some hearts are so full of evil that thy foot against a stone." 
every act of kindness or court~sy, every smile That Satan can and does put thoughts into 
or  friendly word between Christians who h a p  Che mind we know from the scripture which 
pen to be of the opposite sex, is taken a s  an  tells us the circumstances of the Lord's betrayal, 
indication of gross moral depravity. Such per- of "the devil having now put into the heart of 
sons need to have their minds fi~migaled. Judas Iscariot, Simon's son, to betray him." 

The Apostle shows that thc reason why some (John 13: 2) Instead of resisting Satan's sug- 
are  ensnrtrcd by the adversary is because they gestions Jndas entertained them and eventually 
a re  not watching, not ~valreful, not alert. I n  v a s  completely obsessed, possessed, owned, con- 
describing the qualifications for an under-shep- trolled by Satan himself. The account shows 
herd of the Lord's sheep he says that they that the obsession by Satan did not come until 
"must not strive; but be gentle unto all men, after Judas had made his bargain with the 
apt  to teach, patient, in meekness instructing ch id  priests to betray his Master. The bargain 
those that oppose themselves; if God perndven- took place before the Passover supper (Mat- 
ture will give them repentance to the acltnowl- thew 26: 14-16; Luke 22: 3-7), hut it was not 
edging of the truth; and that they may recover until the Passover supper was completed that 
[margin, awake] themselves out of the snare of "Satan entered into him" to possess him fully) 
the devil, who are taken captive by hiin a t  his so that the plan could be carried out without 
will."-2 Timothy 2 : 24-26. further delay.-John 13 : 26,27. 

Satan's suggestions are usually along the line 
Satan Suggest8 Thoughts of apparent righteousness, apparent goodness, 

I T 1- very evident that when satan took J~~~~ 
apparent justice. I t  is for  this reason that the 

into a high and ,,shomcd apostle Paul says that "Satan himself is trans- 
him all the ~ n g d o m s  of the world in a moment famed into an angel of light." (2 Corinthians 

' 

of time; and backed it  with the statement 11: 14) If his real motives were evident on the 
that "all this power will I give thee, and the B~~~~~ he find fewer dupes- 
glory of them: for that is delivered unto me; Satan Monarch 
and to whomsoever I will I give it" (Luke 4: 
5 , 6 ) ,  he was making suggestions to the Lord; IT WILL be noticed that when Satan claimed 
and it  is equally obvious that these were mental dominion of the earth a t  the time of our 
suggestions, inasmuch as  there is not a moun- Lord's temptation in the wilderness, the Lord 
tain in the world from which such an  outlook did not dispute his claim, but snbseqnentl~ re- 
could be had. ferred to him as the "prince of this world!' The 

The same thought of evil was back risen Christ reiterated this thought of Sakfk'r 
of the proposition that the Lord should demon- Power when he said to St. Paul Years afterward: 
strate that H e  was the Son of God by leaping "Rise and stand upon feet: for I have a ~ p ~ e d  

off the pinnacle of the temple. I t  is also prob- unt.0 thee for this Purpose> to make thee a and 
a witness both of these things which thou hast seen, able that when the devil "brought him to Jern- and of those things in the which I appear unto 

dem, and set him On a pinnacle of the thee; delivering thee from the people, and from the 
(Lnke 4: 9) this also was suggestion, inas- Qentiles, unto I now send thee, to open their 
much as  the account seems to show that throngh- and t.0 turn them from darkness to light, and from 
out the whole period of telllptation "he was the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive 
there in the wilderness forty days, tempted of forgiveness of sins, and inheritance among them which 
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are sanctified by faith that i~ in me."-Acts 26: 16-18. yet he cannot grasp and hold them; for such 
Satan has children; they are many times re- the meaning of the word translated "tonchet 

ferred to in the Scriptures. As instances see in 1 John 5: 18. They can "overcome the 
John 8 : 44, Acts 13 : 10 and 1 John 3 : 10. He  one" (1 John 2 : 14), as some have alway 
has a church of his own, "the synagogue of and i t  is  to such overcomers that the pro 
Satan" (Revelation 2: 9 ; 3 : 9) ; and in St. John's was given, "The God of peace shall bruise Satan 
day Satan had, and he now has, a royal rcsi- nndcr your feet shortly."--Romans 16: 20. 
dcnce and thro~ie, and that is in Rome. The In other words, the time is coming wh 
throne itself is now in the Vatican. The way Satan is to be destroyed utterly (Hebrews 
the ltevelator puts the matter is  as  follows: 14), and the saints a re  to have part 

<'I know thy wor!rs, atid where thou dwelled, even work of destruction. When the des 
w!lere Satan's scat [i:~cel<,. t i lro~le] is: and thou holdout takes place i t  will be a complete on 
fast my namc, and 1ia.t not denied my faith, even in be a final one. The sentence is, "I will bri 
those days wherein Ailtipas [Against-the-Pope] was my forth a fire from the midst of t h e ,  it sh 
faithful martyr, who was slain among YOU, where Satan devour thec; and I will bring thec to ashes upon 
dwe1leth."-Revelation 2 : 13. the earth, in the sight of all them that bchold 

The way that this has worlred out in actual thee. ~ 1 1  they that know thee -ong the 
practice is that wherever there have been lib- shall be at thou shalt be a 
erty-loving Christians they have been perse- and meocr slzult thou be any 
euted by suc.h govc.~~iimcnts as were under Papal ~ ~ ~ k i ~ l  28 : 18~ 19. 
i~flIEnce. And as the Papacy has always been We think that a carefnl consideration of 
conniving, 'and is still conniving, to m n  and these scriptures covering LucifeYs temptatio 
boss every government on earth i t  follows that and fall; his change of name to satan;  
Satan has always kept Antipas in hot water. titles, as Beelzebub, Prince of Devils, Prince o 
At present the Papacy has legates in Switzer-  hi^ J\Torld, and similar apgcllations; h' 
land, from which they have been ~xcluded for powers of independent movement, hearing ad  
185 years; and England has a representative speech; the fact that he has bccn seen and 
at the Vatican. "Protestant" England bowing appearance described; his powers of oppos 
before Satan's throne l truth and assisting error, of accomplisli~n 

Satanhas '"had the Power of death" (Hebrews signs and wonders, of plotting and schcmi 
2 : 14) ; for  he has been the executioner of such as of influencing and controlling thought, re 
have been turned over to him.-1 Cor. 5 : 5. ing children and having a residence, a ro 

thron?, and a church of his awn, should co 
Satan Surely a Person vince all believe Gods \trord that the 

W HILE Satan can touch the Lord's saints, devil is  a real person, though an  invisible 
in the sense of injecting thoughts into I n  an early issue we will furnish correlati 

their minds, and thus seek to take away their evidence regarding thc little devils of who 
places in the Lord's kingdom (Ephesians 4: 27), for long, he was the r e i ~ i n g  prince. 

Are Other Planets Inhabited? 

Q UITE frequently astronomers vie with each Our own opinion is not important. But 
other in guessing whether Venus and l ia rs  believe that the people of earth will under 

are inhabited. One man will present his hypoth- favorable conditions of Christ's lringdom so 
esis in favor of having one or  the other of the way, somehow, get into comrnnnication wi 
planets peopled, and another will present hie f~envnn, or a t  least wit11 heavenly nlesse 
hypothesis in refuting such an idea. We are  in Perhaps then we rrlay find out il* pco~)lc 1 
favor of each having his own opinion, and to Venus and Mars by information from t 
speak forth vociferously as  the occasion may nlessunKcrs rather than by getting into 
demand-if he does not value his time. munication with thcsc plancts. 



had by mankind. In due time it: benefits shall ON "THE OF GOIY, 
result to the entire human race; and all who 
appreciate i t  ,vill sing aloud and rejoice with Had Jesus been an incarnate being, n.ould it have 

joy. They will have in  their been necessary for him to be born as a child? Ij 115. 
Could there haw been any hope for the redemption of 

hearts and their lips because of this won- the human race except by ,Jesus becoming a man and by 
derful provision made by Jehovah for man's his dr,ath providing the ransom-price? r/ 116. 
benefit. For  thousands of years Divine liTisdom why is the ransom the most \.ital strirlg upon the - has been working out HLs plan concerning man; harp of ~ ~ d ?  I/ 117. 
and the ransom sacrifice is the very pivotal \That effert will its appreciation have upon the human 
part of that plan. Its importance cannot be race? 7 177. 
overstated. It is the gateway that leads to life What is the most precious thing pomessed by any 
and happiness. It is the means of bringing back creature, and why? 1178 .  
man into hamony with God. T~ appr*ate When can a creature properly glorify  hi^ Creator? 

this great doctrine we must understand it. 1 'gat is the diEerenac bctnwn life md the 
to Therefore let us reason together in the light of 

the divine Word, that we may understand. Describe the condition and environment of Adam and 
"'The most precious thing possessed by any E,, in ~ d ~ ~ .  1179. 

creature is life, because without life everything Were Adam and Ere informed as to what would be 
else would be useless and could not be enjoyed. the result of the violation of God's law? 179. 

479 

P * 
. 7  s k  

STUDIES IN THE "HAW OF GOD" ('"D"u&w'o%'w3~ 1 
Wlth Issue Number 60 we began running Judge Rutheriord'a new book, 
"Ths Harp of God". with accompanying queatlons. taklng the place of both 
Advanced and Juveulle Iji~le Studfes whlch have been hitherto published. 

lT6Had Jesus been merely an incarnated be- Even now we observe that a man with but a 
4ng i t  would not have been necessary for Him small spark of life clings to that n i th  despera- 
to be born as a babe and grow to manhood's tion. It is only when a creature is perfect and 
estate. While He mas born of a woman, yct He enjoying complete life and the right to it that 
was without sin, because from His Father, Je- he can properly glorify Jehovah, his great 
hovah; for IIe was "holy, harmless, undefiled, Creator. God's great arrangement must ulti- 
separate from sinners" (Hebrews 7: 26) ; "and mately bring glory to His name. 
he was manifested to take away our sins, and l T g  Jehovah created Adam the first man in His 
in him is no sin." (1 John 3: 5 )  1Le was \vitllont olvn image and lilreness. He  created man per- 
spot or blemish; therefore perfect and holy.- feet; for  all the of Jehovah are  perfect,. 
1 Peter 1 : 10 ; Hebreas 9 : 14. (Deuteronomy 32: 4) He gave to man life and 

"'God says to US: "Come now, and let US rea- the to life.  if^ means any 
son together, . . . thougll your sins be as scar- existence. Right to life means the full authority 
let, they shall be as white as sno~~. ;  though they to &ace. ndaIn and Eve in Edeg 
be red like crlmson, they sliall .be as  wool." ,ere p,,rimn their hodics, pain, with- 
(1saiah 1: 18) We should reason upon God's out sorroy; q ~ d  were beantiful creatures. They 
plan as  revealed in the Bible, because He thus had not a scar nor a mark upon them anwhere. 
invites Us to do- I n e n  we see the reason They enjoyed life and the blessings incident 
Jesus was made a man, nhy  it was necpssar!. to that life. ~ h ~ i ~  home was perfect; and even 
for Him to be a perfect man lvllile On earth, a11 the animals and birds of Eden weye subject 
then we are glad and give praise to God. Had to them, and they had absolute dominion and 

. He not become a man, tlrc~re \vould have been no control. God gave thenl dl these privileges to 
hope for any of the jieti life enjoy eternally, upon one expressed condition; 
through Christ Jesus; and the Apostle declares namely, that tlley be to law and 
that there is no other name given under heaven thereby honor IJjm. He Adam that a 
whereby mankind can live.-Acts 4: 12. violation of this law vould bring npon man loss 

'"The great ransom Sacrifice is the most vital ]ifp, loss of the right to life, loss of all,@e 
to  man of the strings upon the harp of God, blessings incident to it. . ~ .  YY 

because without i t  no real lasting joy could be 
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Failure of Wo r l d's Conferences 
I Prophesied about 748 B.C. 

I t  requirca only six world conferences to prove that Bible prophecies were 
meaut for fdf ihent ;  for Isaiah wrote: 

"Associate yourselves, 0 ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces ; and gve  ear, 
all ye of far countries: gird yourselves and ye shall be broken in pieces; gird 
yourselves and ye shall be broken in pieces. 

"Take cornel together and it shall come to nought; speak the word, and it 
&all not stand." * 

% association was atte 
Nations was proposed. 
ever, is not so much in the attempt as in the predicted failure. 

These prophecies have been assemble'd anil commented upon, so that beyona 
the heavy, threatening clouds that hangover the world like a pall yon m y  see 
the time of blessings foretold by all the holy prophete. 

The HABP BBLE ~ r a r s e  will acquaint yon with these pmphecies. In 
sixty minutes per week for thirteen weeks yon mill be able to coinplete the 
HARP BIBLE STUDY Course. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course consists of a textbook, the HARP OF GOD, weekly 
reading assignments and self-qdz cards. You do not submit written answers 
to questions. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course complete, 48 centu. 

"A rlztv-minute wad- b'WWIaV8'' 

I. B. 8. 8.. BBOOKLYI~. NEW YOBK 

Bentkmen: Enclose Bud 48c In full payment for the HARP BIBLE STUDY Ooum for 
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The Land of Darkness 

C AN you think of a land of absolute darkness, by roller towels, causes watering of the eye8 
a land where the sun never shines, where and subsequently total blindness. One may have 

the lights are never lit, where not a color may this disease for a time and not lolow of it. The 
be seen, not even the somberest gray? There is spread of the epidemic so rapidly in Armenia 
a land where just such conditions prevail. There is due to the lowered resistance of the popula- 
are one hundred thousand people living in that tion. The situation is one of the most serious 
land, doing the same things that you are doing, which has ever confronted a nation An entire 
doing them cheerfully, and with surprising effi- army of doctors would be needed in order to 
ciency, too. The land is all about you. I t  is the stop the spread of this plague throughout the 
United States of America. impoverished areas of western Asia and east- 

To be sure, the statistics of the 1920 census ern Enrope. 
show that there were only 52,567 blind in the 
United States, but the experts believe that this Neonatal Blindneea 
is just about half the number. If so, it means w HEN one considers the route by which we 
that in every village of 1,000 persons there is all come into the world, and the fact that 
one who is in this land of darkness. In every for some little time the eyes of the newly born 
city of 10,000 there are ten such persons; in are exposed to whatever infection may be pres- 
every city of 100,000 there are one hundred; in ent in the womb, i t  is wonderfnl, in view of the 
every city of a million inhabitants there are a fallen condition of h-anity and of the wide- 
thousand. spread scourges of syphilis and gonorrhea, that 

If the rest of the world is no worse off than half the people in the world were not born blind. 
the United States, the blind population of the As matters stand it is calculated that in the 
earth is 1,600,000. But it is certain that the United States twenty-four percent of all cases 
United States has a very small proportion of of blindness are due to neonatal mnditions-the 
blind, as compared with some countries. In  failure of doctors, nurses and midwives to give 
Spain, with a population of only 20,500,000, it attention to the child's eyes immediately after 
is claimed that 25,000 persons go blind every its birth. The modern method requires all d o e  
year, due to inattention to cases of smallpox, tors to treat the eyes of the newborn with a 
swrletina, meningitis, and sexual maladies. If solution of nitrate of silver. This causes tem- 
these unfortunates live only eight years each porary soreness of the eyes of the infant, but 
after they go blind, this would make ten times is an almost sure preventive of blindness, If it 
as many blind persons in proportion to the pop- is not done, and the lids become swollen, with a 
ulation as there are in the United States. discharge of pus, in a few days the case is 

In Syria the conditions are still worse than in hopeless. There are in the United States today 
Spain; for a Turkish civilization is still worse something like 25,000 persons who are totally 
than a Roman Catholic one. Reports hare it blind because their eyes were neglected during 
that what is left of the Armenian nation, after the first few days after birth. 
all the other sorrows which it has experienced, I t  does not follow that because s child is born 
is rapidly going blind. An epidemic of trachoma blind either of its parents may have sinned 
(granulated lids) h a  brokenont and has become sexually. Physicians state that one-fourth of 
overwhelming, 27,000 persons out of 30,000 per- all persons who contract syphilis do so inno- 
.sons examined having been discovered to have cently. It is conveyed by drinking cups and 

- the disease. This disease, readily communicated other household utensils. Babies have wntract- 
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ed i t  from a kiss of an older person. The way poses blind. Glasses are needed to correct the 
in which this disease affects the babies is to error; and, indeed, the eyes should be mamined 
cause infl-tion of the cornea, the window once a year anyway to see whether or not .- 
of the eye, and eventually to destroy it if the glasses are needed. 
disease is not arrested or anred. Data a t  hand 
show that, in Sootland, out of every two chil- Accident8 to Adults 
dren in schools for the blind, one is blind as a MONG the accidents to eyes we shall not 
result of sexual disease inherited from its par- A mention the bloody and brutal business ofl 
ents. war, although thousands upon thousands lost 
Danger to Little Folk their sight in the World War, but s h d  discnsa 

HERE are plenQ of dangers to the little merely the ordinary industrial confliot, the m s e  T folh,  for yeam to mme. Blindness often of one-eighth of the blindness in the United 
States. Approximately 15,000 persons, in Amer- comes to children as  a resnlt of measles or  . 

scarlet fever, dne to fie patient's room not 'a are totally blind today as the resdt  of 

being sddently darkened. ~h~ eyes at a aental injury in industrial occupations. 
time, and for weeks afterward, should be al- &chanics lose their sight from flfig spar& 
lowea as nearly absolute rest as possible. splashing metal, chippings from castings, un- 

Then there is considerable reason to fear protected emery wheels, acid 
blindness as a resnlt of accidents with forks, explosions, bursting gauges, soiled handker- 
scissors, arrows, air raes, and toy pistols. In chiefs, soiled hands, and dirty matches and 
not a few instances birds and domestic toothpicks in the hands of fellow workmen who 
fowls have been known to pick the eyes out of are engaged in rendering first aid. 
infants and even of children able to run abont. Three men out of one hundred whose eyes 
No doubt these birds were qaite as unc~nscions are exposed to intense heat and i n j U r i 0 ~ ~  light 
of what they were doing as were the children rays go blind, and these three are always those 
of any danger from being in their vicinity. who refuse to be bothered with goggles or hel- 

Sometimes the llttle folks have ulcers of the mets; yet the use of goggles and helmets may 
eye, resulting in extreme sensitiveness to the make all the difference between a highly-paid 
light. The ohild will do almost anything to pr,,- skilled workman and a nearly helpless beggar. 
tect its eyes from the light. This affection may In one county in Ohio one eye is lost e v q  
be due to insacient  ventilation in sleeping eleven days in the year. 1s i t  not supposable 
quartere, to tea, coffee, poor candy as well that the next man who is to lose his eye wodd 
too much candy, cakes, pastry, and bananas. be very careful if he knew what  odd happent 

And then when the httle folks get able to We cannot say that we have reached the point 
attend school they rnn the danger of conjnncti- yet where all accidents are preventable, but that 
vitia, or  pink eye, an inflammation of the inner time \\-ill come. During the year 1913 the work- 
side of the lids which makes them feel as  if  men of the United States sustained 25,000 f a t d  
there were sand in them. The lids gum together accidents of all kinds, 300,000 serious injuries 
in the morning, and unless medical attention is and 2,000,000 other injuries. Since that time 
provided blindness is liable to result. In the there has been a reduction of about twenty per- 
early part of the present century the schools in cent in the figures, due to the greater care on 
New Pork city were filled with oases of tra- the part of all parties interested. Of the total 
choma, as this disease is called, supposed to number of accidents, the accidents to the eyes 
have largely come from the great numbers of were 200,000, 01 abont one-tenth. 
Russian Jews then coming into the port; but In one of the large steel plants where, in 
within two years, aa a resnlt of close attention 1900, there mere few attempta made ta provide 
by the teachers and medical inspectors, the dis- against accidents, there were every year 370 
ease was virtually obliterated. accidents to each one thousand workers. In  

Another danger to the little folks is crossed 1913, after accident prevention plans had been 
eyes. I t  is a mistaken idea that crossed eyes developed and put into effect, the number od 
will correot themselves. The crossed eye finally accidents per thousand workers per year mas 
becomes useless, and ie to all intents and par- only 115, showing a seventy percent reduction 

- -- 
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Care of the E y a  remembers an entire lecture accurately. He 
I N  SOME large plants an eye magnet is used plays football, loating the ball by its i m p t  

for taking steel slivers out of the eye- These upon the ground, and is able to sense variations 
- magnets cannot be used for penetrations of in atmospheric pressure so accurately as to 

copper, brass, lead, and many elloys, which are avoid running into obstacles. He is a ~ u s ~ X I  
therefore much more dangerous than iron or prodim,. plafing a half dozen musical instla- 
steel. Injuries must be loolred after at once; ments >nth much skill. 
and even then the injury to one eye may cause Instances are common of blind people whose 
the loss of the other, even as late as forty years sense of hearing or of air pressure is SO keen 
after the injury, due to sympathetic inflamma- that they can detect telephone poles six to ten 
tion. feet away. Paul Donehoo, a blind Atlanta law- 

A good way to remove sand, small insects, or yer and musician, is not only able to sense the 
cinders from the eye is to grasp the eyelashes walls, posts, and other obstacles along his path, 
and 'hold the eyelid away from the eye. This but can follow the building line along the side- 
will often allow the tears to wash the foreign walk entirely by sound. 
body away. For a few cents at almost any good I n  Xnneapolis over seventy blind men make 
drng store an eyestone can be procured which, their way to work every day. They have adopt- 
kept in the eye over night, performs the same ed the uniform rule of holding the a m  straight 
service while one sleeps. Most oculists will in front, of them when crossing streets, but even 
remove foreign substances from the eye with- then two of them have had nervous breakdomu 
out charge. from the strain of trying to avoid d d e n t a  

Too much light or  heat of any kind is bad for Most people who cross streets nowadays feel 
the eyes. One of the stewards on the steamship if they wodd like to have two e m  in front, two 
Rotterdam Isy on his back on a hatch for two in back, two on each side; and even then they 
hours, with his face uptnmed, while the heat wodd not be sure that an airplane might not 
was v e q  great; and as  a result he went blind. fau on them from above or a manhole blow up 
It is supposed that the ultra violet rays of the from underneath. 
sun caused this, andit is also believed that these Rene Leroy, a Paris blind man, once, a 
same injurious rays are present in the electrio test, walked into a strange barber shop, ordered 
light- Indeed, some who have studied the matter a shave and haircut, expressed his satisfaction 
say that the electric lights are driving US all with it, got up and walked straight to the oash 
blind and that we must go back to candles t? desk, which he had located by sound, paid hie 
save our eyes. bill, got his change, stepped to the door and 

When w o r ~ g  by lamplight, shade your b p  into the street, without any one in the shop 
so t h t  it will throw the light on your work and knowing that he is blind. 
not on yonr eyes; do not work in a fliclrering Ben Welch, a well-known New York came- 
light; do not work in mixed daylight and arti- dim, though totally blind continues his work 
ficial light; have the light over yonr left shoul- on the stage. France has a blind ~ d p t o r  of 
der, if right-hnded, and over your right shoul- note, Bernard Fedot. In  Lincoln, Nebraska, 
der, if left-handed; keep the lamps and globes there is a young woman grocer, entirely blind, 
clean, and use white, cream or yellowish wd- who does all her own work herself, including 
pnper. And do not buy wood alcohol, for any the operation of a typewriter. She makes 
purpose whatsoever. change by folding each denomination of bill in 

a peculiar way. 
Achievements of the Blind I n  the summer of 1922 a blind l a v e r  of New A NUMBER of blind young men and women York, Benjamin Berinstein, one of three exem- - 

have been graduated from high schools of tors of a $400,000 estate, was sued by the other 
New Pork, Chicago, and other cities; and some two executors on the ground that as a blind 
of them are students in colleges anduniversities. man he was not a fit legal guardian for two 
One of these, John W. Young, a'university of children whose interests in the estate he wae 
Pennsylvania student, sixteen years of age, has particularly looking after. When the action 
80 trained his memory that he takes in and came up in court he made a dignified and brib 



liant speech, citing the work of some of the 
world's great blind men and women, including 
the poet Milton, ex-Senator Gore of Oklahoma, 
Helen Keller, mid others, and referring mod- 
estly to his own attainments, with the result 
that the presiding surrogate dismissed the case, 
stating that it should never have been brought 
into court. 

Employments of  the Blind 

T HE blind have found employment in facto- 
ries in assembling machine parts, running 

drill press- on small work, foiling mints, pack- 
ing candy, setting up cartons, wrapping butter 
blocks, taping coils for armatures and nutting 
bolts. In one factory a blind man now does all 
the work formerly done by two girls with per- 
fect vision. 

In  Henry Ford's great automobile plant he 
employs fonr men that are totally blind. One 
blind man in a Cleveland factory, always clean 
shaven, always smiling, and always on time, 
receives $40 a week. The total number of oper- 
ations performed by the blind in various Cleve- 
land factories is sixty-nine. There are some 
concerns that employ blind typists, the dicta 
tion being by means of the dictaphone. 

There are 150 blind news-dealers in New 
York One of these news-dealers made the state- 
ment that his patrons steal his papers, steal 
pennies off the stand, give two cents instead of 
three, pass bad money, take three or  fonr 
papers and pay for but one. One man selected 
four magazines, gave a dollar of stage w n e y  
in payment and accepted twenty cents change 
from the blind man he had robbed. Many times 
men and women thrust a nickel into the hand 
of the blind news-dealer and then insist that 
they have given him twenty-five or  fifty cents. 

Helping the Blind 

T HERE is every reason why those who are 
not blind should do everything humanly 

possible to help those who are. In Austria and 
Portugal the war-blind travel a t  the expense of 
the state; in South Africa the war-blind are 
allowed fifty percent reduction on ticlrets; in 
Norway, at certain seasons, blind students and 
their guides may travel for a total of one and 
one-half fares. In Belgium, Holland, and Franee 
a blind worker, when undertalring a railway 
journey necessitated by the exercise of his trade - 

or profession, has the right to make the joa rnq  
accompanied by his guide, on purchasing only 
one ticket, which entitles them both to t r w  
portation. 

The Federal'Government appropriates $50,- 
000 a year for the blind. This sum goes excln- 
sively for textbooks for use in the fifty-six ex- 
istent schools for the blind. Books for the blind 
are expensive, about $10 each. Thus the Bible 
consists of twenty volumes, each thirteen and 
one-half inches square and three inches thick, 
and weighing five and one-half pounds. In a 
branch of the New York public library are 
twelve thonsand volumes for the blind, with su ' 
thonsand raised music scores for the stud: oi: 
blind music readers. During the year 1920 the 
circulation of the books in this library was 
35,807. Radio has proven a godsend to the 
blind, bringing to them all the news of the day, 
the concert, and the lecture platform. 

Dr. Max Hew, a blind Viennese doctor, has 
invented a device by which dots and dashes, 
representing letters of the alphabet, when 
punched in strip of paper, are transferred to 
phonograph records, and a complete book can 
be put on one small record. The system has 
been learned in a day, whereas the finger touch 
systems sometimes require a year. Dr. Hem 
has been assisted in this work by the Austrian 
and Polish governments. 

Most wonderful of the helps for the blind is 
the optaphone, invented by Professor d'Albe, 
instructor of physics a t  the University of Bir- 
mingham, and c:nscribed in QOLDILN AGE number 
93, page 430. B this device the blind who have 
been trained to detect the differences in sound 
of the rarious letters may read any ordinary 
printed mok. Passing the instrument over the 
page converts the visible outlines of the letters 
into audible sounds. 

~ e c o v e r ~  of Sight 

I T IS rare that one who has been blind recop- 
ers sight, but i t  has sometimes occurred. Ia 

the summer of 1922 a girl went blind a t  Conerg 
Island after a fifteen minute swim; but after 
she had been taken home, her sight returned in 
about two hours. A more interesting case waa 
that of Miss Naud Naismith, Joliet, Illinois, 
blind in one eye for ten years. While going 
through some gymnastic exercises in her apart- 
ments she accidentally bumped her blind e p  
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eon a bar, with the extraordinary result that the 

sight was instantly restored. 
More interesting still was the case of a man 

in Ogdensburg, New Pork, blind for twenty-five 
years as a result of a dynamite explosion. He 
had one eye which was injured and was sight- 
less; but a local surgeon performed a remark- 
ably successful operation, resulting in the r e  
covery of sight. 

A physician in Brooklyn has discovered a 
serum which has been successfully used in nine 
cases to strengthen the optic nerve. The injec- 
tion of the serum was made through the eye- 
ball. The serum arrested atrophy, and so nour- 
ished the injured nerves as to give back a close 
approach to correct vision. 

But the best physician of all is the Great 
Physician, who has promised that in the age 
that is to come "the eyes of the blind shall be 
opened." (Isaiah 35: 5) And as we think of the 
unfortunates to whom the bright sunlight is 
darker than the darkest midnight, how our 
hearts thrill as we read the story of Blind 
B a r t h u s  l Nothing can excel the beauty of 
this story just as it appears on the pages of 
the Book of books : 

"And as he went out of Jericho with his disciples and 
a ,great number of people, blind Bartimzus, the son of 
T h u s ,  sat by the highway side, begging. And when 
he heard that it was Jesus of Xazareth, he began to cry 
out, and say, Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy on 
me. And many charged him that he should hold his 
peace: but he cried the more a great deal, Thou Son of 
David, have mercy on me. And Jesus stood still, and 
commanded him to be called. And they call the blind 
man, saying unto him, Be of good comfort, rise; he 
calleth thee. And he casting away hL garment, rose, 
and came to Jesus. And Jesus answered and said unto 
him, What thou that I should do unto thee? The 
blind man said unto him, Lord, that I might receive 
my sight. And Jesus said unto him, Go thy way; thy 
faith hath made thee whole. And immediately he re- 
ceived his sight, and followed Jesus in the way."- 
Mark 10: 46-52. 

The Great Physician 

T HE Bible contains another thrilling story of 
a blind man's experiences with Jesus; and 

because i t  points such an excellent pathway to 
the understanding of those scriptures which 
explain how it is that "the god .of this world 
hath blinded the minds of them that believe 
not" (2 Corinthians 4:4), we give it, also. Of L the two forms of blindness the one that is most 

to be dreaded is blindness toward the truth. 
During the Golden Age both forms of blindness 
will disappear. Not only will all the physically 
blind eyes be opened, but the Lord will deal so 
effectively with the mentally 'Wind people that 
have eyes" that their mental vhion will clear, 
and they will see things as they are. "In that 
day shall the deaf hear the words of the book, 
and the eyes of the [spiritually] blind shall see 
out of obscurity, and out of darkness." (Isaiah 
29 : 18) The account follows : 

"And 88 J w s  paased by, he ULW a man which WM 

blind from his birth. Bnd his dkciplzs asked him, say- 
ing, Master, who did ein, this man, or I& parents, that 
he was born blind? Jewa answered, Neither hath thia 
man sinned, nor his parents; but that the works of Qod 
should be made manifeat in him. . . . When he had 
thua spoken, he spat on the ground, and made clay of 
the spittle, and he anointed the eyea of the blind man 
with the clay, and mid unto him, &, waah in the pool 
of Siloam (which is by interpretation, Sent). He went 
his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing. The 
neighbors therefore, and they which before had seen 
him that he was blind, said, Is  not this he that sat and 
begged? Some said, This ie he: others said, He is like 
him: but he said, I am he. Therefore said they unto 
him, How were thine eyea opened? He answered and 
mid, A man that ie called Jesua made clay, and anointed 
mine eyes, and said unto me, Go to the pool of Siloam, 
and wash: and I went and washed, and I received sight. 
Then said they unto him, Where is he? He said, I 
know not. 

"They brought to the Pharisees him that aforetime 
was blind. And it was the sabbath day when Jesus 
made the clay, and opened his eyes. Then again the 
Pharisees also asked him how he had received his sight. 
He said unto them, He put clay upon mine eyes, and I 
waehed, and do see. Therefore said some of the Phari- 
sees, This man ie not of God, because he keepeth not 
the sabbath day. Others snid, HOW can a man that is a 
sinner do such miracles? And there was a diviaion 
among them. They say unto the blind man again, 
What sayest thou of him, that he hath opened thine 
eyes? He said, He is a prophet 

"But the Jews did not believe concerning him, that 
he had been blind and received his sight, until they 
called the parents of him that had received his sight 
And they asked them, saying, Is this your son, who ye 
say was born blind? How then doth he now see? Hia 
parents answered them and said, We know that this is 
our son, and that he was born blind: but by what means 
he now mth, we know not; or who hath opened his 
eyes, we know not: he ia of age; a& him: he ahall 
speak for himaelf. These words spake his parenta, ba 
cause they feared the Jews: for the Jews had agreed 
already, that if any man did confess that he was ahnbt, 



he should be put out of the synagogue. Therefore said Bfter he grew a little in knowledge and experience, ha 
his parents, He is of age; ask him. found the change to have been from bad to worse. 

"Then again called they the man that was blind, and Discouraged and disgusted he thought to get along 
said unto him, Give God the praise: we h o w  that this without them altogether. For a while he traveled about --- 
man P a sinner. He anmered and eaid, Whether he be in the world like the Wandering Jew. At last he found 
a sinner or no, I know not: one thing I know, that, a new storehouae, not well patronized by the majoriQ 
whereaa I was blmd, now I see. Then said they to him of the people, but nevertheless a place where good warm 
again, What did he to thee? how opened he thine eyes? and wholesome food is obtainable. 
He anmered them, I have told you already, and je did "The young man is myself. The new storehouse ir 
not hear: wherefore would ye hear it again? Will ye the storehouse of truth. It taught me to figure up or to 
also be his hsciples? The11 they reviled him, and said, take stock of my inheritance. I found it to be nothing 
Thou art his disciple; but we are Moses' disciples. We but human creeds, superstition, traditions, serpents, and 
know that God spake unto Moses: as for this fellow, we stones. My father had not been Jehovah Bod as I had 
h o w  not whence he is. The man answered and said thought, but Satan himself. The change from bad to 
unto them, Why herein ia a marvelom thing, tbat ye worse that occurred later in my life was from Catholi- 
know not from whence he is, and yet he hath opened cism to Protestantism, and led to my becoming like the 
mine eyea Now we know that Bod heareth not sinners : IVandering Jew, by turning infidel. 
but if any men be a worshiper of Ood, and doeth his "Merchants generally take stock of their goods at  ~ 
will, him he heareth. Since the world began was it not beginning of a new year. If they have been unsuccessfd 
heard that any man opened the eyes of one that was they either change the line of their trade or discontinue 
born blind. If this man were not of God he could do it, but if they were successful they continue it. I now 
nothing. They answered and said unto him, Thou wast desire to give THE GOLDEN Aas readers a little sample 
altogether born in sin4 and dost thou teach us? And of my stock-taking. 
they cast him out. '%Before I knew the truth I was blind, but now I can 

"Jesus heard that they had cast him on& and when see. Worldly people would say that I am still blind, 
he had found him, he said unto him, Dost thou believe not only physically but mentally, alw. The truth, how- 
on the Son of God? He answered and said, Who i s  he, ever, taught me not to mind them, nor to take stock in 
Lord, that I might believe on him? And Jesus said what they say, but to mind the Lord and not the opin- 
unto him, Thou bast both seen b-m, and it is he that ions of men. When the Lord says in his Word that I 
W e t h  with thee. And he said, drd, I believe. And have spiritual sight, that in itself is more than sufficient 
he worshiped him. And Jesus said, For judgment I am for me. I refuse to exchange the spiritual sight for 
come into this world, that they wr ;ch see not might natural sight and all the ~ e a l t h  of the world. At one 
see; and that they which see might b made blind. And time I could not W the difference between one and 
some of the Pharisees which were ith him heard these three; but now I know the Father is not the Son, nor 
words, and said unto him, Are P. b l i ~  also?"-John the Son the Father. 
E : 1-3 ; 6-40. 'Tn those former dark bygone days I inherited blind- 

ness from my earthly father, and he from hi fathera aa 
From a Blind Subscriber far back as Adam. (Adam was overreached by Satan, 

F ROM a blind subscriber to THE C~OLDEN who became blind himself when his heart, full of greed, 
A ~ E  we have received a letter somewhat conspired to be like the Most High.) I wm then a son 

along the lines of the last part of the above of Satax now I am a son of God. 1 was naked, without 

story.  hi^ S. ~(~l i l ,  a syrian by faith or religion; now I am clothed with the Lord's mbe 
of righteousness and protected by His wing. Then I birth, writes in the allegorical style much was poor, amtitUte, because I did not hm ~),,d; I used by oriental writers; and as it is one of am rich, not in pocket, but in faith. what is more, 

the first stories from an oriental to appear in if I i, this conme I inherit 
THE GOLDEX AGE, we believe it will be enjoyed more .due than the entire world's wealth, something 
by our readers. Mr. Kalil entitled his letter, or beyond the hum= mind's comprehension." 
article, 'Taking Stock." I t  follows : * * s t *  

"There was a young man who inherited from The International Bible Students Associa- father a storehouse, full of plenty of clothe to wear and 
food to eat. The son did not h o w  his fat -1, although tion is publishing some of its books for the 
he was very proud of his inheritance. Later he found and Once per month Tm WaTca 
himself to be almost naked, weak and sick; for the TOWER for the THE GtOLDE~ AGE will be 
clothes he was wearing were ragged and the food was pleased to aid any of the blind who are inter- 
poisonous. Some one advised him to make a change, to ested in Bible study to avail themselves of the 
buy rem food and clothes in the market. This he did. benefit of this literature. 



Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Part IS) 

I T I S  enough ho11or for any one city to have his pen. In  hi declining years he struggled 
been the birthplace of such a man as Joseph gamely and successfully to repay a debt of 

Chamberlain; but Birmingham, with all the $600,000 incurred by the unwisdom of the pub- 
other variety of products it has given the world, lishers with whom he was associated. The read- 
gave it also Joseph Priestly, the discoverer of ing of fiction from the pen of a good man may 
oxygen, one of the founders of modern chemis- instill some good thoughts into the mind; the 
try. Mr. Priestly sympathized ~ t h  the rlmeri- reading of fiction from the pen of a bad man 
cans during the Rerolutionary War and, with will certainly instill evil thoughts; the reading 
his family, moved to Northumberland, Penn- of the truth from the pen of a good man is 
sylvania, where he ended his days. better than either. 

James Watt, a natil-e of Scotland, one time Hull, officially Kingston-upon-Hull, is sitn- 
instrument maker for the University of Glas- ated in the eastern central portion of England, 
gow, invented the steam engine, moved to Bir- at the junction of the Hull with the Humber 
mingham in 1774, and was the means of build- river, twenty-two miles from the North S e a  
ing up the most noted engine worlrs in the I t  is the principal seaport for shipping the 
world. He had much to do with the early devel- manufactures of the great English Midland 
opment of the city and was a widely read, district to northern Europe, and is a large port 
active, progressive man. The unit of electrical for the entry of grain from various countries, 
activity is named in his honor. timber from Scandinavia, and fish and butter 

On the road to Hnll, thirty-five miles from from Denmark. In  the museum here is a pre 
Birnzingham, the train passes through Repton, historic boat dug out of a solid o* 
once the capital of the kingdom of Mercia. measnringfody-eight and one-half feet long by 
From 1172 until Henry VIII chased them out five feet broad- Hull (place of blessed memo- 
of England Repton was the seat of a priory of ries !) was the birthplace of William Wilber- 
Austin friars. Part of the old priory buildings force, who introduced the first bills against 
are incorporated in what is now one of the best slavery into the English Parliament and who 
known English public schools, Repton Gram- lived to see slavery forbidden in every part of 
mar School. Beside the River Trent, near R e p  the world owning allegiance to the British flag. 
ton, is Anchor Church, a structure hollowed out TVilberforce University, xenia, Ohio, is named 
in the form of a cave from the adjacent sand- in his honor. " 

stone bluff. 
Sheffield is the first stop on the way to Hull. 

I t  is the chief center of the heavy steel and 
cutlery trade of the world. Millions of dollars 
have been expended in widening and straighten- 
ing the streets and in erecting modern homes 
for the workers. The honesty and efficiency 
with which the parks, water supply, lighting, 
scl~ools, etc., are managed would be a revelation 
to the graft-ridden, papacy-oppressed munici- 
palities of America if there were any way that 
the news could be gotten to its citizens. 

Every boy's heart, and every girl's heart, has 
been stirred by Walter Scott's story, "Iranhoe" ; 
and at Doncaster, on the road to Hull, are the 
ruins of Conjsborough Castle, the stronghold of . 
Athelstan, which castle is m ~ d e  tlie central pic- 
ture in the story. Scott was a .prolific writer, 
and there is not a dull line in the fifty-odd 

r voliunes of prose and poetry that came from 

Midlands and Lancashire 
ROM Hull the route was west through the F Midlands, the heart of industrial England 

With Manchester as the hub and with Bir- 
mingham, Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford, Preston 
and Liverpool about it in a circle, there lies 
within an area of forty miles radius probably 
the greatest center of industry, thrift, culture, 
mining agriculture, and manufacturing any- 
where to be found. The people who live in this 
district boldly claim themselves the superiors 
of those who live elsewhere in England. 

The claim is made for the Lancashire mill 
girls that, knowing their husbands' earnings in 
the mills will be too small to support the fam- 
ily, they rise every morning a t  five, go to the 
mills and work for several hours, return to the 
house and prepare breakfast for the little ones, 
go back to the mill and work all the forenoon, 
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return to the house, prepare a hasty bite for Southward Bound 
the family, return to the mill and work until ROCEEDING southward once more, a stop 
six o'clock in the evening. They then go home, P is made a t  Buxton, famous for its medic- -- 
and do in the evening hours the multifarious ind springs and known to the Bornnq who 
duties that fall to the lot of the housewife, and had baths here. The town is situated in a deep 
do these with a cheeriness and good will that valley. Nearby is a gas-lit stalactite cavern a 
are contagions. mile long. Mary, Queen of Scots, was impris- 

The claim is further made that the Lancashire oned here while the case against her was in 
housewives pay cash or  go without. When process of preparation. Sometimes when offi- 
tradesmen from elsewhere establish themselves cials of a government wish to murder a person 
in the Lancashire district they seek for msto- it takes quite a little time for the proper tools 
mers who will buy on credit, but find them not. to scrape together enough data to give a sem- 
If these things be so, young man; and if thou blance of reason for making the initial attack. 
wish to marry, hie thee to the Lancashire mill A case in point, observed by the writer, was 
district, and look not to the right or to the left where a prison guard shot a negro convict in 
on the way lest some fair dame bewitch thee the back; and it took two hours and fifty min- 
too soon. "If this be treason make the most utes to "discover" a broken shear blade alleged 
of it." to have been thrown from the litter of the dying 

On the way through the midlands a stop was man while on his way to the hospital. The brave 
made a t  Bradford, the center of the woolen and guard was complimented by his superior ofticem 
worsted trade; and another stop, one long to be for so promptly and successfully defending 
remembered, a t  Thelwall, which as the old sign himself. No notice was taken of the fact that 
on the public house declares was "A cyty found- the holes shot in the prisoneis clothing were 
ed in 923 by King Edward the Elder." I t  is all in the back. 
not much of a "cyty" now, perhaps not over Latest advices are that the brave guard ie 
twenty houses all told; but it lies in one of the now about to be tried for smuggling dope into 
most beautiful scenes in England. b d  its in- the prison, with a fair chance of getting five 
habitants pro tern not only may claim for them- years. The poor negro died in a few days Hie 
selves the heritage of being Lancashiremen, real offense was that he kicked a t  his brutal 
with dl that this implies, but might even find guard for clubbing him over the 1 cad. Then he 
a North American savage ready and willing to started to m n ;  and as he ran the angry guard 
concede the claim. The majestic Mand~ester pulled the gun, which, according to law, he had 
ship -1 passes throngh Thelwall. The heav- no right to have with him, and shot and mur- 
ily laden vessels passing up and down on their dered the negro+ 
own steam have the singnlar appearance of Lutterworth, famous as the home of Wycliffe, 
immense buildings gliding noiselessly through and the scene of his death, was passed on the 
the fields. way south. Wycliffe committed an unpardon- 

Manchester, the center of the world's cotton able crime against the Catholic church. 
trade, and the distributing center of foodstuffs He translated the ~ i b l e  into the langaage of 
for the most densely populated part of England, the people. doing this, Yeam 
is noted as having the oldest free fibrary after his death, the council of Constance had 
in Europe, a thing itself sdficient to any his bones dug and burned and thrown into 

citv famous. Its town hall is considered one of the Avon. A writer of the day said 
- "  
the most creditable bpildings in Europe. AE . to the - 
usual with the cities in this part of England, The Severn to the sea; 
the municipality owns its own lighting plant, And Wyclifie's dust shall spread abroad 
street railways, sewage precipitation and filtra- Wide as the waters be." 
tion works, artisans' dwellings, markets, parks, 
public baths, etc. Manchester was one of the Wycliffe was the "angel of the church of 
stations during the Roman occupation; its Sardis," as Pastor Russell was the "angel of 
cathedral was built in 1422. the church of Laodicea" Both were lovers of 



the common people; both resist6d the unscrip- 
tnral and tyrannical encroachments of the 
clergy; both turned to the Lord and to the 
scriptures as the source of their strength. 

Wycliffe served the Lord before the days of 
the printing press, but his work of rendering 
the Bible into English was a great service for 
the cause of truth and was largely used in 
making the English language a settled tongue. 
The following was Wycliffe's translation of 
Mark 1: 7: 

"And prechide, seyinge: A strengere than I schal 
EOme aftir me, of whom I knelinge am not worthi for 
to vndo, or vnbynde, the thwong of his schoon." 

One of the remarkable features of Liverpool 
is the great landing stage, 2,463 feet long by 80 
feet wide, which rises and falls from thirteen 
to thirty feet with the tides. There are eight 
miles of locked docks a t  Liverpool; the ships 
can leave these docks only when the tide per- 
mits. In New York there are practically no 
tides. The greatest ocean liners lie calmly a t  
their piers in all weathers, and can leave for 
the open sea a t  any time. 

Britain's Financial Plight 

N 0 ONE pretends to deny the fact that 
British flnances were jeopardized, if not 

En Route to Liverpool ruined, by the World war: l on^ befbre the 

that in Ease of a successful landing by the combat financially, and was allowed to over- 
French, the court should abandon London and draw her with J- P. & 
settle here, in the center of England. With that PanY to the extent of $400,000,000 in antiup 
end in view immense barracks were constructed tion of h e r i m ' s  entrance into the war as Soon 
in Weedon, and are still in use. as Wilson should be reG1ect.d. This $400,000,- 

At Rugby, ten miles farther on, is the site of 000 was subsequently paid by the United State8 
one of the most famous boys schools in the Government out of the Liberty Loans, which 
world. The d o 0 1  was fonnded in 1567, rose to were in effect forced upon the &nerioan people 
great prominence a century ago, was the school as soon as the New Freedom got' well under 
home of some of England's greatest men, and way. 
was popd&ed  the world over by Th0n.m Since the war it has been hard sledding, with 
Hughes' well-known classic for boys, entitled resort to every plan that seemed to offer hope 
"Tom Brown at Rugby!' of postponing the crash. Sir Eric Geddes, one 

Tamworth, 110 miles from London, founded of Britain's kancia l  overlords, said in Novem- 
in 770 A. D. by Saint Offa "The Terrible," was ber, 1921, that unless the expense of running 
for long the residence of the Saxon kings. A the British Government could be reduced by at ' 
castle built in the seventeenth century occupies least E150,OOO per year, bankruptcy would cer- 
the great mound where Saint Offa's fortress tainly follow, as trade could not revive until 
once stood. taxation should be reduced. 

Liverpool, 192 miles from London and 3,106 By the spring of 1922 the statement was free- 
miles from New York, was fonnded in 1207, but ly made by those engaged in manufacturing 
'did not attain any prominence until a century enterprises that bankruptcy was a t  hand; and 
or so ago. I t  owed its rise to the slave trade, of it appears that by the fall of 1922 these bank- 
whioh i t  was the world's acknowledged center. ruptcies were an accomplished fact, as fa r  as 
The slavers took out cloths and beads and many British industries were concerned. But 
trinkets to West Africa, exchanged them for the facts were withheld from the public, be- 
slaves, and took the slaves to America and the cause i t  was not considered safe to let them be 
West Indies, where they were traded for cotton known. 
and molasses and hides. There were 185 Liver- The Children's Newspaper, London, a really 
pool ships in the slave trade in the year 1807, valuable paper for grown-ups, in its issue of 
in which year they carried 43,755 slaves from August 26, 1922, had an article from a s p e d  
africa to .her icn .  correspondent connected with one of the great 
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manufacturing enterprises in the north of Eng- times what they were before the war. Aside , 

land in which the statement was made that fro* small sums owed to Sweden and 
bankrn~tcies are occurring every day, but are the only foreign debt of Great Britain is that 

4 
being hushed up. He said: of $969,000,000 to the United States. European 

'Tho hushes them up? The banks. The banks of countries owe Britain about twice what she 
this countrJr are carrying some of the greateat busi- owes America. Britain offered to forgive all 
necsses in the Count~.  There is a state of h o g t  gen- her Enropean debtors if ber ica  would do the 
era1 bankruptcy. All of us are living on ove~drafts at same; but ber ica  
the banks. we Pay our wages, our rates, and our crush- There is a reason vital to why ing taxes by overdrafts. What does it mean when we lae to see the whole of rejnve 
read in the paper that income tax for the year remaim 
unpaid to the tune of £65,000,000? It means that we nated financially. She is basically a nation of 
are only carrying on business by a fiction. The Govern- merchants and manufacturers, living on food 
ment dare not me for this money. The b d s  dare not imported by sea. &farkets are a necessitp. If . 
press for repayment of their loans. I f  one firm goes, the are permanently cut off, about 
all may go. The real peril of this colmtry, one which 20,000,000 of the people must find homes else- 
may yet involve the whole world in ruin, is not BO much where, or  find them in the grave. 
a commercial crisis as a financial crisis. Thie is the When any country is impoverished, Britain 
truth which haa not yet begun to 8ffect 8ta-p/' feels i t  a t  once; for it means a diminished mar- 

ket for her wares. Thns, the Manchester cotton 
Some Financial Problem yarn and textile trade is largely dependent 

HE population of Great Britain and Ireland upon the India and China demand. As these T in 1914 was 46,089,249; oq since Ireland markets become mstricted, we find the govern- 
may as well be eliminated from all calcnlationa ment openly advocating migration of large 
on w n n t  of prevailing political conditions, numbers to Australia and other colonies of the 
the of Britain proper is set at empire. 
42,767,530. Of this amount about 5,000,000 is 
Scotland's quota. One of the legacies of the ~ f f o r t e  to Solve Problem 
war is that in ins population there are now HE British are plucky and are doing every- 
1,720,802 more females than males, and the T thing htunanly possible to m e  the day. 
proper placement of these snrplm f d - 8 8  is in They are the cleverest traders in the world; 
itself a p e a t  problem. They are d m e d  the clever because the goods which they make are 
home life which every mrmal woman properly always of the same high quality, and clever 
craves; the industries are overcrowded; the bewme their word a t  all times be relied 
women must be supported. upon. They are clever for other reasom, too, 

Myriads of Britain's finest yonth were killed and are gradually adopting the h e r i w  tao- 
off in the war or  rendered helpless for life. tics of organizing trusts wherewith to control 
The grand total of British, British Dominion the earth and all things therein. Thns a group 
and Colonial troops at home, in colonies, and of British capitalists have just effected a com- 
in all theaters of the war, in November, 1918, bine of all the shipping on the Danube river; 
including marine contingents, was 5,7M,559. and hereafter they will control the trade of 
Five years were taken out of the life of most of that great artery which traverses 1,740 mil- of 
these men, and the best years of their lives at the best business sections of South Germany, 
that, the most productive years. Dnring all Czechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary, Jugoslavia, 
this time they were engaged in wasting life and &mania, and Bnlgaria 
property instead 'of conserving it, and they Some of the colonies, especially those which 
wasted so much that now it can hardly be have large stores of raw materials, are great 
recovered. helps to the mother country at this time. Thus 

During the World War Britain's debt in- the whole of Nigeria is self-supporting, and its 
creased from $2,800,000,000 to more than $32,- railroads and wharves are being developed with 
000,000,000; or, stating it in pounds sterling, Nigerian money. At Lagos, Nigeria, are 1,800 
the debt is ;E7,573,000,000, and the current an- feet of concrete wharves, and a railway system 
naal expenses are E1,000,000,000, almost six 600 miles in length ia approaching completion. 
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* There are p e a t  possibilities for many whites as a result of theft or  murder on the part of 
C in Nigeria, but it would be a hard experience their ancestors. But others of the large estates 

a t  the outset. have been broken up because rents mdd not be 
As trading and the carriage of goods by the increased to keep up with the demands fo r  rev- 

sea are two of Britain's principal means of enue by the government. A large part of the 
livelihood, so the manufacture of ships is ancestral lands of Scotland changed hands dm- 
another. And Britain has learned with sorrow ing the war; about twenty of the nobility of 
that the clause in the peace treaty which re- England sold their ancestral lands, and a gmt  
quires Germany to turn over to Britain each nnmber of the large town houses passed oat of 
year up to 200,000 tons of shipping built in their hereditary owners' hands. 
German yards has worked out to British dis- Conditions in the coal-producing districts are 
advantage. Not only has it meant a decreased deplorable, and with no chance of improvement 
demand for British ships and British employ- that we see. Not only the continental 
ment, but the effeot of it has been to cause demand for coal greatly reduced, but h e r i a  
enormous reduction in the prices at which ships has been o ~ u p p i n g  markets hitherto English; 
could be sold. and the British navy is turning over to oil fuel, 

The Germans have been making a desperate still further reducing the demand. 
effort to regain their place in the world. They Soldiers a n  no longer be depended upon to 
have been cutting the freight rates to South Ell workers who are t r m  to keep from s k -  
American points to twenty-five percent below vation, as was once possible. During the recent 
the British level, and have been taking over coal strike in South Wales a battalion of the 
large supplies of raw wool and the largest Royal Fleet &serve, whi& had been doing 
stocks of raw furs, with evident expectation of guard duty on the edge of the deo ted  district, 
invading markets hitherto largely British con- at Newport, mfmed to recognize orders; and 
trolled. when questioned informed their superior ofi- 

cers that ninety percent of the men were trades 
Wealth and Unemployment unionists and would lay down arms if called on 

B R I T D  manifests the same symptoms of to Use them against their fellow men. 
economic disease which we find so common The nnmber of memployed has been reduced 

in the United States-great accumnlations of from what it was i n  1920, but is still a million 
wealth in the hands of some, while others are and a half, and that is a million and a half too 
without the means to earn their daily bread. many to augur well for the country, In Novem- 
The Isles are enormously wealthy in raw mate- ber 2,000 of these unemployed fought with the 
rials. They produce nearly one million tons of police in an effort to force an entrance into the 
fish per year, 250,000,000 tons of coal, and residence of the premier, and were kept out 
15,000,000 tons of iron ore. The output of pig with great diilicnlty. 
iron is about 9,000,000 tons per year. The number of new concerns in England in 

The accumulated wealth of the country alto- 1921 was only 6,928 as  against 11,011 the pre- 
gether is £30,000,000,000, and the annual income vious year; and the amount of nominal capital 
of the country is approximately S3,000,000,000 in these organizations was reduced from Ej93,- 
in rent, interest, profit, salaries, and wages. 189,032 to E108,000,000, thus showing the grad- 
This is about $300, or $1,500, per family of five ual shutting down of avenues for employment, 
per year; yet eight-ninths of the people receive 
just a little less than half of this income, ninety- Repudiation or Communiem 
nine percent of the people are without land, and  RE is gradUdly coming into the hancial 
ninety-five percent are without capital. T papers a half acknowledgment that partial 

The members of the House of Lords o m  one- repudiation or codscation of some sort may be 
third of all the land; twelve families own o n e  necessary before long. Discussing E n g h d ' s  
quarter of the land of Scotland.. Many of these predicament the Wall Street magazine of "Com- 
large estates cannot be sold because the present merce and Finance" says: 

, holders cannot show any better title to the "The truth ia that a general retnrn to the gold stan- 
k property thah that it came into their possession dard will in all lands enormously increase the burden 
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of all obligations, public and private, and correspond- 33,700 shares of stock in the concern for their 
ingly enrich the holders of obligations payable in gold. mutual social, international, and philanthropio 
This would be right for those antedating the war, but purposes. Expressing the belief that the pri- 
not for those born of the war and its inflations. A vate holding of capital lies at the root of nearly - judicious application of the index number treatment to all the and economio troubles of the world 
all obligations might not be a bad thing." today, she thanked the workers "for the many 

another method of repudiation or priGl&es that the unearned income resulting 
confiscation is already in vogue in England. from your UKtited work, both mental and physi- 
This is a system of death duties ranging from cd, has me to and after ex- 
one percent on an estate of .El00 up to forty plaining &at the hares had come to her by 
percent on an estate of ~2,000,000. ~ i f t ~  made inheritance she said: '"For some years now both 
by the deceased during his life for public or my husband and I have felt increasingly un- 
charitable purposes are charged unless made comfortable as we have thought about this 
more than helve before his death; dition of affairs. We therefore now feel i t  to 
other gifts are charged made more than be Our duty vo lmta r i l~  to surrender the privi- 
three years before his death. These duties may lege we have enjoyed for such a long the." 
be paid in instalments over a term of eight 
years, with three percent interest on payments me ReliOiow Situation 
deferred beyond one year. T HE religious situation in England revolves 
Hr. H. G. Wells, the writer, has urged a cap- around the League of Nations, which is 

ital levy to wipe out the whole British debt. still professed to be the only panacea for human 
This is repudiation or  confiscation with a ven- ills. Here is the way of it: 
geance. Mr. Wells was one of the Labor candi- (1) Lloyd George says that the only hope 05 dates in the recent election. In one of his civilbation lies in the League of Nations; speeches he called attention to the fact that 
during the past Year the British G ~ ~ e r n m e n t  (2) The Archbishop of Canterbury says that 
had expended 55,000,000 on housing, ~,000,000 the only hope of the League of Nations is in 
on public health, t51,000,000 on education, S98,- the churches; and 
000,000 on war pensions, E207,000,000 on war 
preparations for a war about which nobody (3) The Archbishop of Pork says that the 
knows, and t345,000,000 in interest on the churches are dead. 
national debt. To ~rliich may be added the statement of 

Mr. Lloyd George sees the storm coming, and Bonar Law, the new premier: 
on November 7th in the L. erpool Echo said: 

(4) 'We don't know where we are going." 
"A short time ago I bought a place down in Surrey- This is generally true of any corpus that is 

a little cottage, not Large, a place in fact so small that on the way to its long home. We give the 
when the revolution cornea, no revolutionary commis- details of the statements of the two arch- 
uary will think it worth while to confiscate it. So there- bishops. 
fore I feel de, the may be; and At ~ e i e v a ,  Switzerland, September 3rd, 1922, 
aa I saw there was bad weather coming I thought I 
would like to have a little shelter somewhere near Lon- the Archbishop of Canterbui-y, speaking from 

don, and that ia where I am now." Calvin's old pulpit, eulogized the League of 
Nations as follows : (Eulogy is the right word; 

Occasionally there is to be found a person of for we eulogize things that have passed away 
wealth who does'not wish to retain possession and are merely awaiting the funeral exercises.) 
of Tvhat he feels he has IEver done anything to 'Tn enjoining among the peoples of earth the Cove 
earn. Such persons are rare, but an musual , a t  of the League of Nationa, we are simply applying 
incident of this kind arose recently. The young- th, christian ~ ~ i t h  to international life. lts -, itr 
est daughter of one of the founders of the cowa possibilities, its resolves, lie compwt in the mrds: ' ~ h ~  
firm of Cadbury Brothers, L ~ ,  of Birmingham, kingdom of God and His righteous11e8&' It is nothing 
asked the men's and women's councils in the less thnn that. How do we Christians regard the obli- 
worlcs ta administer the income of 28,000 of her gation of a state or a group of atah towards our Lord'r 
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@ w o ,  'Seek ye &st the kingdom of GodJ? How do the cigarettes, and theater tickets. Give the good 
words bear upon the Lesgue of Nations? Just thus, I man the holy things which his refined m d  ~ p h -  
think: The League of Nations is now a living body i tud  nature craves! 
among us. We want to ensure for it a living soul. For I, South Derbyshire, in the latter part of 
that we must see that it ia in touch not only with October, a band of thirteen Salvation Amy 
practical politics, but xvith the very highest and deepest cadets styled the "Hallelujah Rrebrands" were 
things." engaged in playing leap-frog and boxing in 

As the Archbishop of Canterbury is the most public in order to hold crowds at their evange 
important religious prelate in England, so his Listic entertainments. Duri~ig the first week 150 
confrere, the Archbishop of York, is the next. "converts" were obtained. The accounts of do- 
When there is a royal procession these two ings such as these seem to have been omitted 
archbishops, with the Canterbury man ahead of from the record in the "Acts of the Apostles." 
the York man, precede in honor and in place ~ h ,  ancient Britons had four gods: ~ i ,  
the British prime minister. Well, the &Ch- Woden, Thnor ,  and Frigg, whose names have 
bishop of Pork, the Reverend Cosmo Gordon come down to us in the words Tuesday, Wedna- 
Lan6, has some sense; and in an address before day, Thursday, and Friday. Later, Britain had 
the bishops of the Church of England a t  Shef- a real christianitY, when the early 
field, October 11, 1922, gave expression to some evangelists made their way to the corners of; 
important truths. He said: the earth. Later still, it had a long experience, 

"Men want a h e  religion as never before; that is nearly a thousand years, of cathedral building, 
their hope. They do not h d  it in the church; that is while the Papacy dominated Europe- All the 
their trouble. To put the matter bluntly, religion at- old cathedrals were built by Roman Catholic& 
tracts, the church repels. Let us face the fact honestly. They are in the form of a cross, with the prieat 
That it is a fact can any one doubt? Who knows what occupying the most conspicuous p t  of tho 
is passing through the mindn of the men and women, cross. More recently Britain has had four cen- 
especially the Younger men and women, who ~ e r l ~  turies of reformation by sects, with a great 
desire a spiritual religion and yet stand apart from the deal of d e i g n e d  reverence for the ~~~d in the 
church? To them the church is not a witness to the heads of many in dl these organizations. 
truth of its Gospels, but it is in ita divieione, its dull- 
ness, its unreality, an obstacle, a stone of stumbling, an The British are more reverential in demeanor 
offense. If therefore the church in to preach the eternal than are the Americans. The audiences dways 
Gospel to this generation, not in word but in power, it rise when they sing, and do so without being 
must evangelize itself." asked, and sing the whole hymn while standing. 

I n  America there is a lazy oustom of sitting. 
The Reverend GUY Roger& vicar of West The audience seems not to wish to rise at, all 

Ham, near London, recently made the or, if at all, merely while the last verse is being 
ment that for most people outside of the Roman ~h~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ h  do not the beriean 
communion the hell of Dante is as extinct as people musical, not admiring their taste in sele 
the dodo. This also showed some sense. If the ti,,, of trines. 
preachers had talked this way forty years ago, 

;Cn almost any place where company of 
Pastor Russell hammering at Britons are gathered together for tea the M- to get them to the people the trnth semblage, if i t  is a Christian assemblage, is on the hell question and kindred subjects, civili- accustomed to invoke a blessing in the following zation would not now be lying in its box with words, sung to the tune of Old =andred. This 

the candles at its head and its murderous arms is a ver;g pretty which might be folded across its breast. imitated elsewhere, as it gives all present a 
It has for long been the custom in England share in the little act of worship: 

to make festival gifts to the parsons, such as 
apples, grain, berries, flowers, and fruits. But 
the vicar of a church at Hampstead apparently "Be present at our table, Lord. 
pines for something different; for he recently Be here and everywhere adored. 
rmmmended to his flock that appropriate and These mercies bkss and grant that me - acceptable hamest gifts would be wine, spirits, May feast eternally wit3 thee." a 
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Anglo-American Relatiom Some Odd Custom , 

T HE political situation between the British NE of the important positions in the Britidi 
Empire and the United States Government 0 Government is that of Lord High Chancel- 

has been greatly helped by the new arrange- lor of England'and Wales. The gentleman who 'L 
ment proposed by Great Britain, and promptly holds this position has to wear a wig and a red 
accepted by the United States Congress, pro- or a black kimono, as occasion requires, and $1 
viding for a method of paying the British debt must and does still sit o n a  wool sack when he 
to America. Coming a t  this time, when Conti- presides, in commemoration of the time when 
nental Europe is falling into chaos, this has an wool was the British standard of wealth. This 
excellent effect upon British credit, manifest in gentleman presides as  speaker over the House 
the upward movement of British exchange. Thia of Lords, appoints judges, magistrates and 
seems a good time to consider somewhat the church officials, is the keeper of the Great Seal, 
governmental relations of the two countries. and is official custodian of the king's conscience. 

The British Government is a government by The royalty custompersists. Of-course every- 
a governing class. It is not a government by a body knows that royalty is merely a scheme by 
man or a body of men that have been suddenly which the ruling classes maintain themselves 
catapulted into office in the hope that they in power. There are three royal dukes. Then 
might do for the people what they clamorously there are thirty-one of the common or garden 
insisted they surely would do if elected, and variety of dukes and duchesses, with one of the 
what they had no intention whatever of doing titles tracing as far  back as 1398. 
a t  the time they made the promises. There are forty-two marquises, one with a 

Outside of the British Isles the government title dating back to 1551; 236 earls and comb 
in a hundred different places in the world has esses, one with a title dating back to 1230; 102 . 
a hundred different plans for the governing of viscounts and viscountesses, one with a title 
the natives with jnst as much principle back of dating back to 1478; 503 barons and baronesses, 
the agreements as the men happened to have one with a title dating back to 1299; and 1,250 
who made them. They vary all the way from baronets, one with a title dating back to 1611. 
the absolute control of vast districts of the Most of the royalty, of all classes, have titIes 
earth's surface down to the payment of subsi- that are less than two hundred years old. 
'dies to chiefs for maintaining order while trade, Besides the royalty and above and outside of 
the exploitation of the native resources, goes the government proper, which, as in h e r i o a ,  
on nnmolested. Mr. Winston Churchill, the able wnsists of the duly elected officers and servants 
Colonial Seoretary of the British Government, of the people, there are the knights of the 
says : various orders: Of the Garter, of the Thistle, 

of St. Patrick, of Merit, of the Bath, and eleven 
have every form of government, ranging from other orders. Then there are the Knights Corn- 

temped by Street manders of the Bath, the Knights Bachelor, the IWhere the prime minidm liveel to two-chamber Companions of the Orders of Knighthood, and 
*' reeting at leaat One Of the 

berng just seventeen varieties of medal bearers before fully elected." we get down as low as the institution called 
When it comes to the British home govern- Parliament. 

Dent it is a life study, a study of customs, a Then when a man ambitious to reform the 
study of traditions. The popular impression British Empire gets to Parliament he still hda 
has been scattered abroad that the supreme custom enthroned. A man may be a member ofl 
authority of the empire is vested in the Parlia- Parliament for a lifetime and never get an 
ment. I t  is convenient for the real government opportunity to make a speech. There is on reo- 
to have the people as a whole think jnst that. ord the case of one man that was a member for 
But the fact of the business is, as was shown Hty years, and in that whole time was never 
during the World War, the king's privy coun- recognized except as to his vote being counted 
cil, which organization antedated Parliament with others when a division was made. In mod 
as a British institution, is in fact the supreme political bodies old laws and mutoms greatlx 
authority. bamper individual initiative. . -- 
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Attitude toward Foreigners Thomas Jefferson denounced the British &v- - 
I T  IS an attitude or custom not only of Great emu~ent as: 

Britain, but of most other so-called Chris- 'Totally without moralits, insolent be 
inhted with vanity and ambition, aiming at  the exdu- tian countries of the world, that its foreign aive dominion of the seas, lost in and ~ o l i c ~  is the opposite of Cfiristian policy. I t  hatred bWBSd m, hostile to liberty wherever it 

may seem very businesslike to some people, but Cmdeavors to show ib head, and the eternal u- 
it is selfish in the extreme and fraught with aa the of the 
much and d a ~ ~ i n e s s  to the Possessor The late Senator Thomas Watson, of &or- 
of the policy as to those against whom it i~ gis, was another person *ho greatly disliged 
brought to bear. the British Government's traditional p o L ~  

Here, for example, is a recent illustration of toward the peoples and governments of other 
British statesmanship and finance in the Far huh. In one of the latest things from his p 
East. Think it over and think, if you of before his death he d d :  

more seEsh, mohristian, dishonorable holdl Emt a -: 
course than was pursued against these poor holds India ~ t h  ita nstive pop*tion of nearly natives : 000,000: she holds the huge island of Ceylon: she hddr 

The syndicate obtained a coal concession in C)ibralb, which cornmandl Spsin Pow: shs 
Canton province, China, conveying the right to holds canada, is larger than ow Union: 
work the coal in twenty-two districts and to hlh Anstralia and N~~ which 
construct all the needed transportation lines. h t h  pecific ocean: holds a strrtegic pition d 
In return for this great concession the Chinese & importance in C ~ T L ~ X ~ I  America: &e halds Me# 
authorities were to receive merely a million potamia, the land of ancient empires, whom wheat and 
silver dollars a t  interest. Then the capital of cotton will saon drive o m  from the markets of Europe: 
the syndicate was h e d  at ten million dollars, she holds Singapora, which controL t&e Chinr Sa; rb. 
one-half of which was to go to the directors and is the of Japan, which * ~~ 
draw a straight profit of eight percent, and a Asia: she Owns an empire in 

owns Belgium and Portugal; she has her ' myalty of one dollar per ton on ma1 pro- Herbert Hoover msy duced, before any dividends muld be paid on eg oE herim money to finsnce England,, 
the one-tenth interest set aside for the blessing schemes under the preM of feeding 
of the poor Chinese people, whose coal is thus b, begwed by England,8 insstihle grd - 
to be taken from them- This deal was put grabs Constantinople, whose passession in strong  hand^ 
through with the military chiefs of an adjacent wouid mean the domination of the East 8nd the West. 
province, Kwansei, who were in temporary Were I in the Whita House, I would put into the 5ght 
occupation of Canton province in April, 1920. every ship and every man able to bear arms before h 
Everything about this whole deal is as crooked ahodd have it 1" 
and shameless as it can be, but it fairly illus- Mr. Watson had a savage way of stating 
trates the traditional governmental policy of things, but there is truth in what he said. One 
the British Empire toward the natives of every would have to be a most credulous person who 
country with which the British Government has would insist that all this had come to Britain 
intercourse. because of its piety, because of its doing to 

A British historian, Lingard, the author of a others a~ it would like to be done by. 
ten-volume history narrating the rise to power In June, 1921, the British Government's old 
of Great Britain, says that besides the spirit of 'Australian convict ship "Success" was shown in 
commercial enterprise there is another cause : New Pork Harbor. Aboard her, in their orig- 

inal estate, were shown all the airless dungeons, 
'The other cause may be in the system the whipping-post, the manacles, the branding of foreign policy adopted by the mhkkrs, s policy, 

indeed, which it may be S d t  to reconcile with hon- irons, the punishment balls, the leaden-tipped 
eety and good faith but which in the result proved cat-0-nine tails, the coffin bath, and other fiend- 
-ently mcd. ~ h q  were perpehdy on the ish inventions of man's brutality toward his 
aatch to SOW the seeds of dissension, to foment tb fellow man. This was one of the d r e a m  fleet 
qirit of resistance, and to aid the rpirit of rebellion of convict ships which the British Empire h d  c in nrighboriq natiom,@ ailing the seven seas in 1790. -What intelligent 
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person could reasonably adhere to the proposi- "kept us out of the war" announced that thr 
tion that these paraphernalia were parts of the America11 Got-ernment was party to a treae, 
gracious arrangements by which Christ's king- which he and other pro-Britishers construed to 
dom was being gradually spread to the ends of mean, in a clause of one of its sentences respeot 
the earth? ing "discrimination," that no such reasonable 

and proper favors might be extended to Ames 
A Mistaken Policu ica's own ships whan engaged in her own in*- 
BECAUSE a policy succeeds in ninety-nine ~ a l  i h e r i m n  commerce. 

places i t  is a mistake to infer that i t  must This little clause, brought forward by Britiah 
succeed in the hundredth; and +n dealing with diplomats after the canal was finished, was the 
the United States many British statesmen have first inkling our American "statesmen" had that 
made the fatal mistake of imagining that prin- such an unjust scheme would even be tolerated 
ciples and policies which have been adopted by a friendly power, to say nothing of being 
toward other nations and peoples would be all insisted upon. I t  was wholly unjust; but Amer- 
right when applied to their own flesh and blood ica yielded in response to the president's per- 
inhabiting this great continent. sonal plea that he was placed in a position od 

From its very inception the United States great danger where he did not know what to do 
Qover-ent has pnrsned the characteristically unless Congress bowed before that dishone& 
herican method of dealing in the open, saying and unprincipled clause that had been inserted 
at the outset what it believed to be right and into ihe treaty- 
just, with no wish o r  expectation whatever of Theberi*n~eo~lewerethoroughl~ angered 
entrapping or ontwitting anybody in anything. by the incident, and millions of them are insist- 
Hence it has followed that the policies of the ing that a canal be dug t h m q h  NimrafW 
two governments respecting secret treaties-- which shall be forever free for hnerican ship* 
the one abhorring them, and the other always Is there any real wisdom back of a brand of 
mabing them-has had the bad effect of making statesmanship that angers millions of hone& 
the b e r i c a n  people distrnst the British Gov_ people 7 jve fail to see it. We consider it bl- 
ernment. dering incompetence, no matter how clever the 

British laws have been framed to do some diplomats who, by careful phraping, obtained 
very unjust things. Thns when American inter- advantage. 
eats had to go to Britain for cspital, British 
laws were passed requiring the employment of Other U&mt xnterfs*en~es 
British accountants. This led to these aaconn- HEBE came a time when the United States, 
tants coming to America in l u g e  numbers, and T with its vast internal commerce well devel- 
has resulted in the strange situation that the oped, wished to revive its merchant marine b, 
American Institute of Accountants is at this reviving laws which it had in effect for fife 
day held to be controlled by accountants of years (from 1800 to 1880) providing for a ten- 
English birth. percent extra duty on imports not bronght into 

Then it happens that British officials are the country in American ships. Laws were 
adepts in influencing or controlling the legisla- passed reviving those ancient laws; but a t  
tion of other countries in such a way as to proper time British diplomats came fomsrd, 
outwit the peoples of those lands. Whether proving that in the meantime they had s u e  
this is done by bribery or by undue influence ceeded in inserting in treaties now in force 
the effect is all the same, perniaious and pro- clauses which forbade our Govement  to do 
vocative. again what i t  had done without question for 

For  example, the Panama Canal was designed, half a century. 
built, and paid for by h e r i c a n  enterprise; and b o t h e r  similar difliculty came to light when 
the people o f  the United States understood that the h e r i m  Congress parsed a SKp dnbsidy 
Dnited States vessels plying between United bill, one of the requirementra of whiQ was thst 
Btates ports wouId pass through the canal duty ~ t y  ~ n t  of American immigratim mnst k, 
free. But after the canal was campleted and brought in American ahipas. Thns the h e r i m  
paid for, the late pro-British president who people find themselves hedged ia on every eih 
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p when they undertake to exerciae on the high 

aeas the same rights that Great Britain enjoys 
and has always enjoyed. Another criticism 
often heard is that Britain charged an abnor- 
mally high rate of fare for the transport of 
American soldiers to the theater of the World 
War-a war into which America was inveigled 
by British propaganda 

A thing that has helped Britain to get away 
with these intrusions upon the rights of Amer- 
ica is that America has a change of administra- 
tion every four or eight years, breaking up the 
whole government machine from the top down. 
But Britain takes the best possible care of her 
public officials, especially those that are helping 
British trade. They are retained in their posts 
indefinitely, no m a t t e r h t  the political changes 
a t  London. 

Then the British Government has shown the 
same unsympathetic attitude toward the Amer- 
ican Governmenfs efforts to maintain law and 
order that the American Government showed 
toward Britain in the organization of the Irish 
Repnblia on American soil, while the two coun- 
tries were a t  peace. 

The Bahamas, which are a British'possession 
and which lie only a short distance off the coast 
of Florida, have been wnverted, deliberately 
and intentionally, into a vast liquor depot, with 
the end in view of doing all possible to prevent 
the enforcement of the prohibition laws of the 
United States. Warehouses and even private 
dn-ellings have been stacked with liquor; and a 
fleet of small steamers and motor launches 
steals away every night to some American 
creek, where a bootlegger awaits the arrival of 
the cargo of whiskey. In one year, out of this 
illicit traflic the Bahama government has wiped 
out a debt of S170,000 and is planning a port 
which will enable whiskey liners, direct from 
Scotland, to discharge their cargoes a t  dock 
instead of by lighter. In addition to this the 
American shores are infested with mm runners ; 
and all British liners which come into American 
ports carry liquors in violation of the known 
wishes of the people and government of the 
United States. 

Not Alwa~l8 Unfriendly 

B UT there have always been liberty-loving 
hearts in England, as there are a t  this day. 

When the American wlonists in the Revolution 

were in rebellion against George 111 they had 
the sympathy of the British people. Many of 
the troops that fought the colonists were 
Hessians, hired to supply the place of British 
troops, who would not fight their kin. (The 
father of the imbecile George III was a German, 
and could not even speak the English language.) 

At the dawn of the nineteenth century Napo- 
leon Bonaparte planned to ocmpy with a large 
army the great territory in America afterward 
purchased from the French by the American 
Government and known as the Louisiana PIU- 
chase. The real reason for the sale was that 
Napoleon was willing to sell what he knew he 
could not hold, the British Government having 
notified the American Government that in orvle 
of the expected war between America and 
France the British fleet would be used to pro- 
tect American interests. 

Later, in the days of the so-called Holy Al- 
liance, when the emperors of Russia, Anstrig 
and Prussia had signed a document agreeing to 
prevent the spread of democracy throughout 
the earth, and were about to accept the invita- 
tion of the king of Spain to undertake the re. 
conquest of the countries in Central and South 
America which had but lately thrown off the 
Spanish yoke, the Duke of Wellington, every 
inch a man, wrecked the conference by walking 
out of it and refusing to have anything more 
to do with it. 

Thereupon George Canning, the British pre- 
mier, wrote to President Monroe, proposing 
that America and Britain cooperate to defeat 
the European plans to make America a land of 
despotisms. In a brief time President Yonme, 
after consultation with ex-President Thomas 
Jefferson, brought forward the Monroe Doc- 
trine. This was the origin of that famous docn- 
ment. 

Again, in the days of the Spanish-American 
war, Germany secretly asked Britain to join 
her and France in putting their fleets between 
Cuba and the American fleet. This request was 
promptly refused; and when at Manila Bay 
Von Diederich, the German admiral, inquired 
of Admird Chichester, the British commander, 
what he would do if the German fleet attaoked 
the American fleet the Briton responded: "!Phat 
is a secret known only to Admiral Dewey and 
myself." The next morning Von Diederich got 
the right idea through his thick head, when he 
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found that during the night the British fleet either country have nothing to fear or  to doubt 9 
had ehanged its position and was lying squarely in those of like spirit in the other. Englirh 
between the American and German fleets ready liberalism holds views which are in striking 
for any eventualities. accord with American liberalism, views at c o m ~  

plete variance with imperial policies. 
American Growth Disconcerting 

CENTTJRY ago nobody realized the possi- British Lfberaliam A bilities of the American continent. Had HE British people are s i L  unto death of 
they done so, the history of the world would T war. They look with no toleration upon a 
have been different. Uncle Saqn has grown and war with Turkey, which a t  one time they would 
grown, and is now in about the same relation have undertaken without hesitation. The Labor 
to the rest of the world that Gnlliver was to the party has announced over and over that i t  is 
Lilliputians. He is so big that he makes an opposed to war, and that i t  will not consent to 
awkward problem. In  whichever way he starts enter a war. 
he is likely to block the trac, and hence cause Great Britain is about the last of the strong- 
hard feelings. holds of royalty; and royalty persists in Britain 

Thus the exigencies of the war made Uncle only because of English conservatism, the d i e  
Sam feel the need of a fleet; so he put upon the like to make a change, and the feeling that 
ocean in a hnrry ten million tons of shipping somewhere in the realm there should be some- 
more than is needed to carry the world's trade. body to whom the people can look up. 
The extra ahips have been nsed to provide I n  the United States the people have the 
freight service to China at rates with which Supreme Court to look up to. By the nay, the 
British vessels could not compete, and they Supreme court' has, in effect, nullified the 
enabled American coal exporters to undersell expressed wishes of the h e r i c a n  people in 
all oompetitors in European and sonth Ameri- respect to the income tax; it has declared an- 
css markets. . constitutional the child labor law, which wan 

The building of those ships not only lmocked designed to protect the interests of the little 
the bottom out of the shipping business, but folks against the golf laborers; it has declared 
hocked i t  out of the ship-building bnsiness too, unconstitutional the minimum wage law for 
eo that where the possible yearly ontpnt of women, which was designed to protect women 
British shipyards is  three million tons the from selling their souls in order to keep alive 
orders during the first six months of 1922 did their bodies. President Harding recently fol- 
not total ninety thousand tons. And when s h i p  lowed the example of President Taft in appoint- 
building is obstrncted in Great Britain, it is ing a Knight of Columbus, a sworn subject of 
bad in the steel bnsiness, too, as two-fifths of a foreign monarch, to a place on this high 
the British steel output is normally nsed in the tribunal. Ex-President Taft is now the head of 
shipyards. So three great British industries the Supreme Conrt; and the country at present 
have been hit a hard blow by just the one spas- is greatly disturbed over the discovery that he 
modio spurt in shipbuilding in which the United is or  was receiving $10,000 a year from the 
States engaged in 1918-1919. Carnegie Foundation- sums furnished from 

Then the Supreme Court decision that the the proceeds of Steel Trust bonds. We have the 
humane and sensible laws against child labor highest respect for the Supreme court as it wad 

are unconstitutional is diverting the manufa& designed to be, but we do not think well of the 
tnre of cotton goods from Mancheater by put- arrogation to itself of powers which were never 

entrusted to i t  by the Constitution. I t  was never ting more of it upon the backs of the child designed to become a means by 
the 'laves of Carolina and of the people could be so frequently and m making a fourth large British that effectively fmstrated as has been the m e  in 

been hard hit by recent American moves. recent years. What a law-abiding but liberty- 
Under present conditions a certain amount loving people can do when its highest t r i b d  

of friction between governments seems unavoid- shows more and more leanings toward the f o m  
able; but the intelligent and liberal spirit. in ing of the will of a few men upon all the peoplq 



and contrary to the interests of the people as a f? whole, haa bemme a p e a t  problem. 
But in spite of all backward moves the spirit 

of government of the people, by the people, and 
for the people persists and grows. When the 
twentieth century opened, France and Switzer- 
land were the only republics in Enrope (not 
counting San Marino and Andorra) ; but today 
there are Germany, Russia, Austria (the three 
countries whose monarchs a hundred years ago 
were banded together to stop all democratic 
movements in the earth), Czechoslovakia, Po- 
land, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, 
Portugal, Ukrainia, Albania, and Finland. These 
republics occupy two-thirds of the soil of 
Europe, and have a population of 283,759,000. 
How soon will Britain be in the list l 

A thing which the people of Britain resent as 
much as the Americans resent similar acts of 
anarchy on the part of their servants is the 
fact that some of these servants act as if they 
were absolute monarchs with power to do what 
they will with whatever of the people's inter- 
ests are in their hands. One reason for the fall 
of Mr. LJoyd George's government is that when 
pressed financially it suddenly repealed an 
Agricultural Act guaranteeing minimum prices 
for wheat and oats which the Minister of Agri- 
mlture less than a year before had insisted was 
absolutely necessary for the welfare of the 
farmers, and that under no circumstances would 

the guarantee be withdrawn without four years 
notice. Of what value are promises or gnaran- 
ties which are not f u m e d ,  and made by people 
who should be but cannot be trusted? 

I t  has transpired that Mr. Lloyd George's 
government gave away S2,000,000 in stores to  
Poland a t  the time that Poland was getting up 
a war with Russia; and it gave away another 
E17,828,000 to "Russia," by which is meant the 
forces that were in insurreciion against the de 
facto government of Russia; and it also gave 
away fifty aeroplanes to the Greek government. 
The consent of Parliament was not asked for 
any of these muniilcent gifts of things that 
belonged to the British people, although they 
took place long after the armistice. 

What the world needs, in America and in 
England and everywhere else, ia a truly reliable 
mler, one who will a t  all times rule in tho 
interests of the plain people, never deceiving 
them, never plotting and planning against them 
in the interests of big business, as we find so 
often is the case. Such a ruler is at the door. 
Ere long He will come into that which is IFis 
own, and the Desire of all nations will have 
come. This rulership will bring n fall end to 
all the problems that have kept apart the finest 
and most courageous and trustworthy peoples 
in the world. It will bring an end to selfishness, 
and will inaugurate in its place an era of ever- 
lasting peace on earth and good will to m e a  

Reports from Foreign Correspondents 
Efom England 

T HERE is little change in the general situa- 
tion in Britain, nor are there any indica- 

tions of immediate changes. Business is mode 
rate with here and there some slight improve- 
ments; but the unemployment figures remain 
about the same. 

There are signs that a heaviness is coming 
over the people. Those to whom the people 
used to look for guidance are now held in but 
light esteem. The great politician is now seen 
to be but a man of clay; and the parson and the 
great priests who have claimed and received 
reverence, and whose persons as well as their 
office have been held sacrosam$ are seen to be 
just as clayey. 

But the hopelessness of the situation is mak- - 

ing many men and women think that there may 
be something worth paying attention to in the 
message of the L B. S. A. that all this trouble 
is the necessary breaking down of things pre- 
paratory to the rebuilding of a better order 
under the rule of the Prince of Peace ; and many 
are listening with intense interest. I t  is a great 
thing to be able to say with knowledge that the 
Golden Age is so near and so sure. 

The writer respectfnlly questions the wisdom 
of the admission into the GOLDEN A ~ E  journal 
of the statements relative to England in the 
article by A. D. Bnlman, page 324, under the 
caption ''Uncle Sam Should Not Step In." Such 
statements so gratuitously introduced are those 
which tend to disputes among men and to put 
baclc the QOLDEN AGE. Mr. BuLman may have 
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very definite opinions about the general trend their pleasures and alcoholic liquors, if only for 4 

of British policy; but would i t  not be better to a time, there conld easily be found so muah 
have him express his opinions in party journals demand for home-produced goods as would 
where men expect to find one-sided views rather start the mills and works _going for a tht~~ 
than in the BeE, where its British and to Some extent lessen the UXlc?InployUient 
friends as well as others expect truth given as we know that nothing will stop 
impa*iauy as ~f an English party the downward course; for the Moat High, who 
politician were to reply to Mr. Bnlman's article rules among the children of men, has left the 
he probably have some strong opiniom world to its own devices in order that it may 
to the b e r i c a n  people s t a ~ g  prove to itself its inability to arrange its affaim 
out of a world trouble until i t  was almost too for the interests of h m a n i t ~ .  
late to be of seroice to hmanity; and he would The dreadful war statistics have now been 
almost certainly as assuredly deny that b e d m  officially published. They are pitiable reading. 
saved England, as Mr. Bulman is sure she did. Of men enrolled in the United -@om- 
Probably even in the medley of the world's 6,211,247-there were killed 743,702; wounded 
political it will be agreed that Britain 1,693,262. Besides these there were more thsn 
in declining to agree to the French policy 3,000,000 enrolled from the dominions and col- 
acted more humanely to her fallen foes and less onies and India, with ~ r o ~ r t i o n a t e  numbem 
vindictively than she would have done had she of killed and wounded. The exchequer expen- 
acted so as to retain the confidence of France. ditures bdween April lst, 1914, and Ma* 

The House of Commons is now a much more 31st, 1919, were £9,590,000,000; and to meet thir 
vilile assembly than at any tirne during the besides taxation the country has borrowed at 
days of the last Parliament. The Labor party, home and abroad ;E6,860~000,000. The bnrden 
"His Mai~sty's opposition," are keeping things taxation is heavy: 
humming pr, more exactly stal. 2, are making 
things noisy There is a bacr temper being Dkect Indirect 
shown betwen the Glasgow Socialist members United ISingdom d a d  e d  1 0 1 0 0  6 2 0  
and the crusted Tories of the Conservative F,, 3 2 6  2 1 0 0  
party. The jeers of the lattcr ar. very trying United States 2 1 8 7  2 1 4 0  
to the less educated but often m .e intelligent 
and more thoughtful and purposelul men of the The wonder is that the country has been able 
Labor party. These men know the pinch of to take so heavy a blow and still "keep on it0 
tronble by bitter experience; the others often feet." 
only by hearsay. The Labor party will not be Some few days ago there was a census taken 
laughed down, and there is but little question of homeless persons in London. O d y  fonr per- 
that the jeers with which their statements and sons (women) were found sheltering n n d e  
their somewhat unconventional method of arches or on staircases. I n  the streets 126 men 
speech in Parliament are greeted will tend only and eleven women were found, compared with 
to strengthen them and their position. eighty-one men and twenty-three women on the 

The Westminster Gazette, quoting official night of the census in 1922. The men included 
records, says: "1,300,000 persons in search of some homeless young men not of the type ordi- 
work." The figures are official, and may be narily fonnd. 
taken as correat if these are considered as un- The dissatisfaction caused through the con- 
employed; but probably not nearly all of the tinnedhigh cost of living, although that now is 
unemployed are ili search of work. Many are considerably reduced from what it was twa 
content to get the dole and live in idleness- years ago, is bringing considerable trouble in th 
and poverty. These are many who say that this labor world. At present there are farm labor- 

, state of things must not be allowed to continue; ers on the Norfolk and Suffolk farms on str ika 
but no one has a solution. Of course, the trou- The miners seem as if they were about to enter 
ble is too complex to be altered by anything into another time of trouble. Although houses 
save a general movement among the people are bady  wanted, and although work is eqnallyl 
themselves. If they could be persuaded to drop badly wanted, there was on a recent vote a a 
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2 large majority of men in the building trade From Poland 
who voted against acceptance of the employers' C ONDITIONS in Poland are continually 
terms, and the electrical power engineers growing worse. Some laborers earn as 
threaten to strike. Other disputes are threat- much as 2,000,000 marks a month, and others 
ening. Indeed, although there is so much need only 200,000 marks. A pound of bread costs 
for e m ~ l o ~ e n t ,  it seems impossible on the one 1,200 marks; bacon, 8,000 marks; meat, from 
hand to get trade that will bring work and, 3,500 to 4,800 marks. Clothes soar up into the 
when work can be done, to allow it to be done, Many are without employment. &ny 
because of the dispute how the labor shall be a t  , meat, and many -not even get bread. 
paid. There is no Peace, nor is there any Pros- The spirit of Bolshevism and hatred is devel- 
~ e c t .  There are plenty of pleasures, and out- oping. Profiteering prevails. There has never 
wardly the country seems to be "carrying on," been such raising of prices as at the present 
but it is easily seen that there may be a sudden time. We now figure in millions where we used 
collapse to the whole social stmcture. to figure in hundreds; and there is no remedy. 

* 
s 

Is the Radio a Menace? 

H AVE you heard of "radio religion"? I t  is a 
new brand-not a new brand on the "send- 

ing" end, but new from the receiver's point of 
view. We are not so sure but that it is a pretty 
good brand, too. For a few dollars a radio 
receiving station may be installed in the home. 
The family has the happy privilege of being 
together enjoying their own companionship in 
the quiet of their own home and listening in to 
the sermons broadcasted; they may hear the 
music, every word the preacher says, and not 
be bothered with the collection box. If the 
music is third-class or the sermon stale and 
uninteresting, they are not compelled to sit 
through the listless performance and be bored 
for a half-honr or so; they may tune in with 
another station and may get something better. 
As there are all kinds of music, lectures, ser- 
mons, and entertainments over the wireless the 
family may 'listen in" to several of then1 in one 
evening. And, then, they are not compelIed to 
remain in one city: they may tune in with New 
York, Pittsburgh, Savannah, Kansas City, or 
San Francisco. 

Well, friends, "radio religion" has been con- 
demned, but not doomed. The Rev. Dr. Theo- 
dore Shney, of Pittsburgh, says: "Radio relig- 
ion is the damnation of the age." He intimates 
that we have become lazy and want an easy 
way to worship; that the morals of the country 
are a t  a very low ebb, and the radio will send 
them still lower; that the radio 'Christian sits 
in the bleachers away from the dust of battle, 

and his morbid curiosity causes him to listen in. 
The reverend gentleman is afraid that religion 
is being cheapened and the sanctity of God's 
house is being profaned. 

The point raised is that people 'listen in" 
but do not "get in!' By "get in" is meant, if we 
may be allowed the pleasure of interpretation, 
that there is no response in a material way. 
We get the key for this interpretation from the 
advertising of the Interchurch World Xove- 
ment, as follows : "The money test is primary 
to a one hundred percent Christianity." 

It is strange that God would lift from men's 
vision the veil which permits them to perfect 
the wireless instruments if this would interfere 
with the proclamation of the gospel message. 
Let the preachers test their theology as to its 
claims of being Christian. If the radio spells 
doom for the preacher business, let them exam- 
ine themselves. If it eliminates them by the 
gradual process of weeding out the poor ones, 
may we not expect some day to have only good 
ones left-those who will preach the real truth 
for the love of it, and ilot for the filthy lucre! 

There is one boarding house in New York 
exclusively for the blind. A landlord in Harris- 
burg left in his will provision that in ten of hie 
houses the worthy blind may live rent free. 
This same landlord won undying fame by refus- 
ing to raise his rents during war time. Tliere 
are a few decent people in the world, after a& 



Personalities of the Demons 

I N A recent issue of THE GOLDEN AGE we 
answered the question, Y s  There a Personal 

Devil?" bringing forth such evidence from the 
Scriptures as, we trust, satisfied all who read 
the article that if the Scriptures are true there 
can be no question but that there is a very 
real and personal being whose name, Lucifer, 
changed to Satan because of his fall from 
righteousness, has since been designated as  
Beelzebub, the prince of the deyils. This latter 
title shows not only that he is a devil, but that 
on account of his prominent position he is 
properly designated as The Devil; and so the 
Scriptures refer to him. We now purpose to 
prove, Scripturally, that the demons, the little 
devils, of whom The Devil is chief, are just as 
real personages as  Satan himself. 

An llnpression has been widely spread, and 
has gained a large measure of acceptance, that 
the frequent references in the Scriptures to the 
casting out of demons are to be understood as  
concessions by the Lord to the ignorant people 
of His times, who had the thought that insanity, 
sickness, etc., were the work of evil spirits, but 
that actually there are no such things. A corre- 
lated thobght is that every person has a demon, 
constantly associated with him and really a 
part of him-his worse self, in other words. 
Neither of these thoughts is correct. 

of all lies, that a dead person is not really deaq . > 
that "ye shall not surely die." (Genesis 3: 1-5) 
He told these Jews who refused to believe our 
Lord's truthful. message that He came forth 
from God, that they mere showing Satan's ahax- 
aeteristics, that they had murder in their hearts 
toward Himself, and that they, too, preferred 
a lie to the truth. (So m(my people do to tbh 
very day.) 

"Then ansn-ered the Jews, and said unto him,. 
Say we not well that thou art  a Samaritan, a d  
hast a devil? Jeans answered, I have not a 
devil; but I honor my Father, and ye do d i p  
honor me." (John 8: 48,49) This would be s d -  
ficient testimony, but there is other and strong- 
er evidence. 

Earlier in our Lord's ministry there was 
another somewhat similar experience, at Caper- 
naulll; the one just narrated having happened 
at Jerusalem only six months before His crnci- 
fixion. I n  the incident at Capernaum our Lord 
had but just begun His ministry. The fame 04 
His wonderful works had spread; and the 
scribes of the Jewish religion had come down 
from Jerusalem to see what could be done to 
destroy Jesus' influence. Noting that He was 
casting out demons, they explained to the peo- 
ple that He was doing this because He was 
under the control of Beelzebub, the prince of 
devils. 

Not Eoerybody Haa a Demon Jesus called these wicked men to Him and 
LITTLE reflection would show that if our explained to them in great Endness, and with A ~ o r d  gave ~i~ apostles the power to m t  great plainness of speech, that they were stand- 

out demons, and that if they exercised that ing on the threshold of the second death because 
power, as they did, and that if our Lord also they were telling the people what they must 
exercised that power, obviously those out of have known was not tme, in acmsing Him of 
whom the demons were cast were de- being obsessed by an evil spirit, when they 
mons a t  the end of that experience, anyway. must have known that His works were good 

But we have the most positive evidence that works and that therefore His claims that this 

Christ Jesus, who while on earth was a man, a strange power working through Him was the 
perfect man, a perfect substitute for father holy spirit of Jehovah God were correct. Hia 
Adam, not only did not have a demon, but Statement was: 
indignantly resented as unwarranted and nn- " V e d ~  I Bay Yony sins shall be forgiven 
true the suggestion that He did have a demon. unto the gone of men, and blasphemies wherewith EOeVQ 

they shall blaspheme; but he that shall blaspheme 
In  the eighth chapter of St. John's Gospel the holy 8 p i ~ t  [d ic ioudy a&iboting .I 

our had been presenting to the Jews the evil swme what could not be denied as a good work, 
evidence that He came from heaven- In  the free from sin, selfishness or ambition] hath never fop 
forty-fourth verse He told them something of givenesq but is in danger of eternal dmat ion:  heeauae 
Satan-that he was a man-killer from the be- [says Mark] they said, He hath an unclean ~pirit."'- 
ginning of human history, that he is a liar, and Mark 3: 28-30. 
the father of "it," the father of the original lie - Matthew's account goes more into detail, 
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Q showing that the scribes were not to think that hopeless except for the relief which the Great 
the reason they were in danger of the second Physician alone could provide. 
death was because they had said something There is an instance in the Scriptures when 
against Jesus. Our Lord even tells them that one poor woman had seven of these demons in 
they might speak against the Son of man and her mind-Mary of Magdala, a good woman, 
have it forgiven, but that their act of accusing too. She was one of the noble band of women 
Him of having an evil spirit when they knew which included Susanna and Joanna (Luke 8: 
such was not the case was an act of such malice 4 3), the wife of Herod's steward, who followed 
as  to make it questionable whether they could our Lord from city to city, ministering UII~O 
ever be recovered to a right spirit. In this Him of their substance, providing food, doing 
incident we have the proof of what constitutes washing and mending, and arranging home 
the sin unto death; it is malice, a bitter heart comforts and necessities for the King of kings 
so filled with its own devices that it resists the and Lord of lords. What an opportunity! Mary 
holy spirit and even imputes evil to it. was one of the faithful ones that followed Jesns 

even to Calvary itself (Matthew 27 : 56,571, wan 
Demons Dwell in the Mind a t  His tomb "when it was yet darK' (John 

L''J"OUOH the demons can and do exist 20: and may have been the first one to whom A outside of human minds, yet in some may Jesus revealed Himself. 
they have learned how to insert themselres into 
or impinge themselves upon the minds of cer- Perform Acts of Mental Malice 
tain persons, generally persons of nervous tem- I T  SEEMS ditlicult to believe $at any being 
perament or those who because of some physi- in the universe could be SO malicious as to ; ' 
cal or mental shock, such for example as shell wish to deprive another of the powers of speech 
shock, have come into a condition where their and of sight, especially when that person had -. 

powers of mental discernment or  mental resis- not injured the transgressor in any way, but 
tame have for the time become lessened. Occa- had himself been the injured person. But the 
sionally, but rarely, the demons have been per- Scriptures credit just that degree of mal ie  to 
mitted to hare access for a time to some of the these evil spirits. 
Lord's true people, to teach them needed lessons. Thus we read in Lnlre 11 : 14 of an instance 

The Lord gives a very lucid explanation of in which the Lord "was casting out a devil, and 
conditions in the spirit world, such as might it [the obsessed man] was d-b [the demon 
come about where a mind freed from demon being unwilling to speak itself or to allow the 
control or oppression neglected to become filled organism which i t  had seized to do so]. h d  it 
with the holy spirit, with the good things which came to pass, when the devil was gone out, the 
would have made it sound and well. He said: dumb spake; and the people wondered." It is 

"When the unclean spirit is gone out of 8 man, he small wonder that they wondered. 
walketh through drg places [not n e c e s a d ~  hot places; T~~ similar instances are recorded in the 
there is no mention of brimstone here], seeking rest, G~~~~~ according to st. Matthew- The one re- . 
and findeth none' Then he 'aith, I into my corded in Matthew 9: 32-34 is probably the ssme house from whence I came out; and when he is come, 
he k d e &  it empty, mep$ and garnished. Then go& inOidcnt as that just narrated ; but the case 
he, and tsketh with himelf seven other spirits more cited in Matthew 12: 22 is a still more aggr* 
wicked than himself, and they enter in and dwell there: vated 0% where sight was withheld aS well as 
and the Isst state of that man is worse than the first." speech. "Then was brought unto him one pos- 
-Matthew 12 : 43-46. sessed with a devil, Mind and dumb: and he 

I t  is easy enough to see how the last state of healed him, insomuch that the blind and dumb 
such a man would be worse than the first. I t  both spake and saw." 
would be bad enough to act as landlord for one A different instance is that of the 'daughter 

'demon at any time; but to have eight demons, of the Syro-Phenician woman, the account of 
each struggling or bidding for a chance to use which lve find in Mark 7: 24-30. There we are 
a man's mind, while he himself was still trying not told \\-hat were the particular acts of nn- 
to hang on to it and use it for his o m  purposes, cleanness which the demon performed, but are 
wuld result only in an insanity which would be merely informed that this "young daughter had 
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* 
an unclean spirit." The uncleanness may have tion we do not know, probably Satan; but the , 
manifested itself in causing the girl to wear idea came into the minds of some of these an- 
nnclean clothing, or to be unclean in person or gels to leave "their own habitationJ1 (Jude 6) 
nnclean in language. Quite likely the nnclean- They "saw the daughters of men that they mere 
ness was manifested in all of these ways. fair; and they took them wives of all which 

they chose" (Genesis 6: 2) ; and when these 
Bow the Dcmons Came to be Unclean daughters of men "bare children to them, the 

OD has created every creatnre with certain same became mighty men which were of old, G ~ g h t s ,  =*& privileges, and mrrespond- men of "noWIl?-Genesis 6: 4. 
ing responsibilities. TO mankind He has g-t- I t  Was in this manner that certain of the holy- 
ed the privilege of reproducing their kind, with angels sinned. (2 Peter 2: 4) Their sin was not 
all the joys and all the responsibilities that in the taking upon themselves of human forms; 
come with parenthood. The angels were not for that was permitted. Their sin is d e h e d  in 
created with any such end in view that of the Scriptnres as a "giving themselves over to 
multiplying and peopling the planet. fornication, and going after strange flesh." 

The angels have their own proper place in (Jude 7) No doubt some of these angels had a 
God's plan, however. Their work is that of benevolent thought of wishing to help the dying 
God's messengers, heavenly servants, with or- human race by the admixture of a superior 
ganisms so wonderfully designed that in their vitality, but probably the majority of them be- 
flight from star to star they outstrip the pas- came engnlfed in passion. At any rate, the in- 
sage of the beams of light by as much as fight fluence of these ~nclean spirits is dways in the 
exceeds the flight of the bird. direction of sexual depravity. 

The demons were not always demons. They This is the tme, the Scriptural, explanation 
were once angels of God; they were present of how some of the angels "were disobedient, 
"when the morning stars [the early bright shin- when once the longsnffering of God waited in 
ing ones of creation] sang together, and all the the days of Noah." (1 Peter 3: 20) The flood in 
sons of God shouted for joy.'? (Job 38: 7) With- Noah's day was sent in mercy, to wipe out their 
out a doubt they considered i t  an honor to have mixed Progeny from the face of the earth. NOW 
anything to do with the preparation of the Gar- these demons, no longer Permitted to appear in 
den of Eden to be the home of man. human form, can and do find means to make 

Their test m e  after SatanYs deflection. To Some use of, or some expression through, the 
the of some of them they saw that he bodies of unfortunate humans who come within 
was not put to death. Perhaps they got the their power. 
thought that God could not or  would not put 
to death such a glorious being. They saw the and Understand 
human family beginning to die. They felt in N LUKE'S Gospel (Luke 10 : 17-21) we have I themselves the vigor which had enabled them the story of how the seventy returned to the 
to perform such feats of flight and of labor Lord with joy, announcing that through the use 
among the suns and planets as had been neces- of His name even the devils were subject unto 
sary thus far  in the work of creation. They them. This is still the most effective weapon 
had the power to appear in human form. The that can be used against them. A Christian man 
Scriptures show that they have'many times reports that though troubled by the demom 
exercised that privilege. As illustrations con- more or  less all his fife he is always able to get 
sider the appearances to Abraham and to Lot, relief by going and kneeling before the Lord in 
recorded in the eighteenth and nineteenth chap  prayer and than saying in a firm tone of voice 
ters of Genesis; the appearance to Manoah and to these evil angels, "I command you in the 
his wife,secorded in the thirteenth chapter of name of the Lord Jesus Christ to depart." On 
Judges; and the appearance of the "young man" such occasions they always depart. Both of 
sitting within the sepulchre who was seen of these items show that the demons can hear. 
Mary Magdalene and two others on the morning The preceding chapter (Luke 9 : 37-42) nar- 
of the resurrection.-Mark 16 : 1-8. rates an incident of how a man cried out to the 

Then who started the physical materiaha- Lord, udhg His attention to the fact that a 3 
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aemon had been in the habit of imposing him- ifestly obedient only for a time; for a little later 
self upon his child, bruising and tearing him, we read that "unclean spirits, when they saw 
and causing him to foam a t  the mouth; and him, fell down before him, and cried, saying, 
even as he was yet speaking "the devil threw Thou art the Son of God. And he straitly 
him down, and tare hi. And Jesus rebuked charged that they should not make him known." 
the unclean spirit, and healed the child, and (Mark 3: 11,12) I t  may be that these were dif- 
delivered him again to his father." The Lord ferent demons than those addressed in the p r e  
addressed Himself not to the child, but to the ceding chapter. Probably so. 
demon that was in the child. We know that there were several incidents od 

The account in Mark 7: 2430, where Jesus %is kind; for Lnke in his account (Lnke 4: 4l) 
caused the devil to depart from the daughter of explains that "devils also came out of mmg, 
the Syro-Phhcian woman without ever seeing crying ont, and saying, Thou s;rt the Christ the 
the daughter, shows either that the demon must Son of God. And he rebuking them, suffered 
have had such acute powers of hearing aa to them not to say that they knew him to be 
understand Jesus' words from a distance, as is Christ" (See marginal reading.) 
now done by the radio apparatus; or  else that One of the most instructive cases of onr 
the message must have been carried to the de- Loras contact with the demons is the accomt 
man by some unseen messenger who had heard of the poor man of Gadara, in Lake 8: 26-40 
Jesus' statement to the poor mother, that be- m d  Mark 5: 1-20. This man M been troubled 
cause of her faith "the devil is gone out of thy e t h  demons for a long time; and though bonnd 
daughter." with chains, he had broken all his fetters and 

escaped to the mountains, where he ran abont 
Demons See and Speak naked, cutting himself with stones and crying 

E ARLY in our Lord's ministry He removed aloud. 
to Capernanm and, as was His custom, When Jesus came in sight, the demons within 

went into the synagogue and taught the people. this man "saw Jesus afar o f '  and "ran and 
'Bn incident occurred there which illustrates worshiped him," begging Him not to cast them 
the ability of the demons to see and hear and out into the "deep" (the same word rendered 
reason. We quote the passage plith a few ex- "bottomless pit" elsewhere in Scripture). O m  
planatory words thrown in : Lord asked: 'What is thy name?" Back came 

'#And there was in their synagogue a man with an the answer, "My name is Legion: for we [the 
~mclean spirit; and he [the demon, not the man, though number of demons in this poor man] are many." 
he no doubt used the man's vocal organs] cried out, Then our Lord, a t  the request of these demons, 
w e ,  Let us [demons] alone; what have we to do permitted them to enter a great herd of about 
with thee, thou Jews of Nazareth? are thou come to two thousand swine. They did so ; and the swine 
destroy us? I [the s~okesman for myself and other became insane and perished in the waters of; 
demons] how thee srt [I you for Galilee. (According to their law the Jews had 
turies m the courts of heaven while I was still a holy no right to keep pigs.) ObserPe that these de- me'], the One of And Jesus rebuked him mons were completely under the Mateis con- [the demon, not the man], saying, Hold thy peace, and 
come out of him. And when the unclean spirit had trol, and that they could not invade even swine 
tom him victim], and cried with a loud voice, he without His consent. Manifestly they m d d  see 
came out of him."-Msrk 1 : 23-26. and speak. The poor man who had been obsessed 

Farther down in the same chapter (verse 34) by this legion of demons became sane imm* 
appears the statement that our Lord "cast out d i a t e l ~  upon their leaving him, and became the 
many devils ; and suffered not the devils 60 speak, Lord's t-mbassador throughout all that country. 
because they knew him." He was not willing St. Pan1 had experiences with the demons 
to accept any testimony from such a source. somewhat similar to our Lord's. For many days 
This power granted to Jesus by the heavenly he was followed by a certain damsel possessed 
Father that, though He was human, He yet had d demons. These demons persisted in calling 
power over these spirit beings, 'and that they out, "These men are the servants of the most 

- dared not and perhaps could not disobey Rim, high God, which shew unto us the way of salva- 
- is a most remarkable thing. But they were man- tion." (Acts 16: 17) St. Paul rebuked the spirit 



or  spirits, commanding them to come out of her, 
in the name of the Lord Jesus. For this act of 
mercy he and Silas were imprisoned; and per- 
haps this was the end which the demon had in 
view. 

Some Demons Have Some Honesty 

W HILE the demons as a whole are called 
'lying spirits" because nothing they ma f say is to be believed; yet the Scriptures say o 

some of them that "the devils also believe, and 
tremble." (James 2 : 19) There seems to be some 
Scriptural ground for hope that some of these 
demons may at length be saved when "in the 
'dispensation of the fnlness of times," in the 
Millennium, Christ shall gather together in one 
all who are willing to accept the proffered salva- 
tion "both which are in heaven and which are on 
earth ; even in him." (Ephesians 1 : 10) There 
would seem to be no object in making known 
#'unto the principalities and powers in heavenly 
places" through the church "the manifold wis- 
'dom of God," unless that wisdom was to be used 
in some way for the salvation of those of them 
who are worth saving.-Ephesians 3 : 10. 

There is a hint of honesty on the part of one 
of these demons that is refreshing, when we 
compare i t  with the hypocritical way in whi& 
these disbelievers in the Bible, these haters of 
saints, these murderers of boys in khaki, these 
blasphemers of Gtod, these long-faced, whining, 
begging individuals clothed with the soft gar- 
ments of the clerical profession, face the truths 
the Bible contains. We cannot do better than 
to give this incident in the words of the Scr ip  
tures themselves : 

"Then certain of the vagabond Jews [at C o ~ t h ] ,  
exorcists, took upon them to call over them which had 
evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesug saying, We 
[unconverted sinners] adjure you by Jesus whom Paul 
preacheth. And there were eeven sons of one Sceva, a 
Jew, and chief of the p r i d ,  which did no. And the 
evil spirit answered and said, J e w  I how, and Paul 
I h o w ;  but who y e  ye? And the man in whom the 
evil spirit waa leaped on them, and overcame them, and 
prevailed against them, so that they fled out of that 
house naked and wounded."'-Acte 19 : 13-16. 

The Scriptures show that the demons have a 
table and a cup, the counterfeit of the table and 
cup of the Lord  (1 Corinthians 10: 21) The 
table is the wafer which, in the sacriilce of the 
mass, represents Christ. The cup is the cup 

which the priests drink, but whia they do not -7 
share with the laity. The Apostle explains in 
the preceding verse that much which passes for 
worship is really offered to demons and is a* 
cepted in sacrifice by the demons as offered to 
them. 

The demons also have their own speual doo- 
trines. (1 Timothy 4 : 1) Prominent among these 
is the original lie that when a man dies he is not 
dead but more alive than ever. Joined to thin i n  
the doctrine of eternal' torment, its necessary 
corollary. If a person cannot die but must live 
on forever, then of course the wicked must con- 
tinue in some unhappy state somewhere. But if 
they can and do die, as the Scriptures scores of 
times declare is the w e ,  then all the religi~na 
that have been based upon the lie are fahe;  and 
by that test almost all the church orgarhatione 
in Christendom are false and are the devil's 
churches instead of God's. Search the matter 
out, and you will find that this is so. 

We trust that after reading the evidence now 
before us no person who accepts the Bible as 
the Word of God will question but that there 
are many devils besides Satan, their chief; and 
that they are' one and all very real, very per- 
sonal beings. 

Vienna and Pastor Russell 
From Hearst's International World Business and Trab 

M a g d n e ,  February, lo23 

N OT long ago in Vienna, on a morning of 
workmen's protest processions and small 

riots, a tourist got a new slant on an Austrian'n 
reaction to daily occurrences. Talking to a 
chauffeur, while waiting for luggage to be load- 
ed into a taxi, the stranger asked the reason for 
this particular demonstration. He was an- 
swered, with convietion, that it was all part of 
the mad rush of events carrying humanity on 
to the end of the world, as prophesied by Pastor 
Russell. While bands of hungry workmen car- 
rying red flags passed in rapid me, the tan;.-man 
took from the front seat of his car a copy of 
Pastor Russell's book and calmly pointed out 
sentences that, amording to his interpretation, 
referred to just these prevailing conditions. 
This might have happened in Russia in 1917, 
but it was a revelation of the Austrian mind in 
1922. , 3 



Men and Monkeys BY 8. D. McIntyre and H. anthay  

(r TRIBE of monkeys met one day "I've seen men swear and drink an'd fight- -.- A To settle some disputes And tear their brothers' eyes; 
That they had had among themselves I've heard them tell as solemn truth 

Concerning men and brutes. The most blasphemous lies. 

Bnd as I chanced to pass that way, "I've heard them say a thousand things 
I felt an inclination Too foolish to be told; 

To hear what they might have to say; But yet they claim to be as ,wise 
And had an invitation As Solomon of old. 

To take a seat among the rest, "A king, though he be born a fool 
And make myself a t  home Or stupid as an ass, 

b o n g  my own relations-apes Xi fmd his most obedient tool 
That in the forest roam. Among the working class. 

Said I to one: "There's some mistake; "The working man wiU pass resolves , 
Explain it, if you can. To put oppression down, - DO you me for a monkey take, Yet crawl and cringe before a king 
Or call yourself a man?" Because he wears a crown. 

Said he: "My friend, there's no mistake, "They work and sweat from morn 'ti1 night, 
So fa r  as we're concerned. Until they fill their graves, 

This question rose among yon men, To feed a pack of titled thrones 
And men that you called learned. Who use them as their slaves." 

"And this is why we've met today 
To air this weighty matter; 

So hear what we will have to say, 
And listen to our chatter." 

another monkey took the floor, '. ; 
And thus addressed the crowd: 

''If Darwin's story be correct, 
You need not feel so proud 

I t  seems these monkeys all have heard "To learn that men were monkeys once, 
Of Darwin's famous plan, And act like willing asses, 

That from their ancient sires had sprung To carry burdens all their lives, 
Th'e present race of man. As do the working classes. 

They sent a delegation out 
To learn more of this race ; 

They found a slight resemblance, 
But only in the face. 

"Disgusted with the d e  of kings, 
And with their cringing tool, 

I came to free America, 
Where boasted freemen rule; 

One monkey rose and told the rest 'Where Yankee Doodles fought and bled, 
What he had learned of man; To free themselves from kings, 

And if my friends all think it best, But there I found that weakling sons 
I'll tell it o'er again. Were ruled by thieves and rings. 

Said he : 'Tve traveled far  and wide ; ' m e n  kings and knaves get up a war 
I've seen wise men and fools ; To settle their disputes, 

I've seen them in the churches pray; The worldng men will rush pelhell, 
I've seen them in  the schools. . And play the human brutes, 
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"The knaves will then divide the gold, 

The fools divide, the lead; 
And then they shoot each other down, 

'Ti1 half the fools are dead. 

"The other half will then go home 
And work like willing slaves, 

And help to pay the war debt off, 
And then fill pauper graves. 

'When working men were in the field, 
And fighting brave and bold, 

The Wall-Street thieves, like fiends of hell, 
Were reveling in gold. 

"Men boast of their religion, 
lien boast of their free schools; 

But if we monkeys acted so, 
They'd say that we were fools. 
* 

"And I would say the same myself, 
In fact, I'd hide my fme ; 

If we should ever act like man, 
I'd cease to own my race. 

''I feel ashamed to tell you how 
The common people act, 

I scarcely would believe myself, 
Until I proved the fact. 

"They spin and weave and make fine things 
For lazy drones to wear. 

They plow and sow and reap and mow, 
A I : ~  get the smallest share. 

"And when they fill the land with wealth, 
With scarcely room for more, 

The drones will take and pile it up, 
And keep it all in store. 

"The workmen stand around and gasp, 
And raise the silly cry, 

'Er.cause we have produced so much, 
We have to starve and die.' 

"Cut those who never toil and spin 
.Have plenty, and to spare. 

They seem to claim a lawful right 
To other people's share. 

'There'er I went, the working men 
Ee'er stood compact together, 

- 
But, ruled by knaves and party droves, 

Made faces a t  each other. I 
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'When Providence is kind to apes 
And gives abundant fruits, 

We don't go 'romd and cry 'Hard Times,' 
As do the human brutes. 

'We To to work as monkeys should, 
An:' gather in our store, 

And each one gets just what he's earned, 
And does not ask for more. 

NBnt man has quite reversed our plan: 
They plunder one another; 

Each one is stealing all he can, 
And brother robbing brother. 

''And then they go to church and pray 
For  God to give them grace ; 

'If not, our Lord can give us gold, 
We'll take it in its place'." 

a * * *  

I found that I was out of place 
I n  such a crowd as that, 

But, knowing that they told the truth, 
Felt quite a little flat. 

And now, my friends, the story tnds. 
This moral fits the case : 

Let working men mite with Christ 
And free the human race. 

Coiiperation leads the way, 
The only way to Freedom, 

Thc way to rid the world of thrones- 
The world no longer needs then. 

Shake off the chain that binds yon down, 
And stand erect like men; 

And if you stumble by the way, 
You'll soon get up again. 

And if we all cooperate 
For labor's own salvation, 

The joyful sound will then resound, 
"The free and happy nation!" 

And what is best may stand the test 
Of God's own operations- 

To bring to pass the Golden Age 
Through Christ, the King of Nations1 
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STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD' urn BOOK 

With i m e  Number 80 we began mnnlng Judge Ratherford's new book 
"The Harp of God", alth aeeomvonying qaesrlons tnking the plnn of both 
Advnnced and Juvenllc Iiible Stndles Rhlch have been hitherto pnbllshed. I 

lsOSatan induced mother Eve to believe that life, every child born into the world from then 
God was keeping back something from them until  no^ has been born imperfect, nnrighteow, 
and, therefore deceiving Eve, induced her to a sinner, disapproved in God's sight, under 
violate the law. There was no real wrong in condemnation, and therefore with no right 
the fruit which Eve ate. The wrong was in life. The life that any of us has lived has been 
disobeying the Lord. When Adam found that merely by permission; and all who have died 
she had violated God's law, knowing that she have died justly; for nothing but a perfect 
must die he preferred to be with her in death creature is entitled to life. For this reason the 
rather than to be separated from her; so he Prophet wrote: "Behold, I was shapen in 
became a party to the transgression also by iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me." 
volantarily and willingly violating the law of (Psalm 51: 5) St. Paul, writing under inspira- 
God. Jehovah, in the exercise of His perfect tion, expressed the same thing, saying, ' W e r e -  
justice, sentenced man to death. This sentence fore as by one man sin entered into the world, 
depnived Adam and Eve of the right to life. and death by sin; and so death passed upon all 
They were driven out of Eden and in due time men, for that all have sinned."-Romans 5: 12. 
they lost life itself. For nine hundred and thirty 
years they were compelled to go abont in the QUESTIONS ON =E HARP OF  GO^ 
earth and earn their bread by digging in the Was there any real wrong in esting the fruit? and 3 
soil and partaldng of such food as they Pro- not, wherein ww the wrong done by man? 1180. 
duced, which was imperfect and poisonous. In mat was the effect the 6entence pmn-4 
this manner they were put to death. against man? 1[ 180. 

18'This sentence of death passed upon Adam What Was the effect of the execution of that sen- 
had an indirect effect upon his offspring. Be- tence? 1[ 180. 
fore he was driven from Eden he and Eve had In what mmner was the sentence executed? 1[ 180. 
not exercised the authority to them by When did Adam and Eve fiat exercise the power of 
Jehovah to beget and bring forth children on producing their 1 lS1- 

Was it possible for them to have perfect children? the earth. This they did exercise after being and if not, 
r[181. driven from Eden. Being now under the sen- Their children mere born and but did they 

tence of death and undergoing that death pen- have a rig,t to lite? and if not, why not? 181. 
alty, it was impossible for their children, born ,vhat is the difference beheen right to life and life 
under such conditions, to come into existence ~ghts? y 182. 
perfect. It would follow, then, that when the m a t  Scripturd proof is there that all were born 
children were born, while they mould have a imperfect? 7183. 
measure of life and the rights incident to that 
measure of life (and these we call "life rights" A NUMBER have written THE GOLDEX AGE 
as distinguished from right to live), they would with reference to  the oil company named 
have no right to life; for Adam, having no right The Golden Age Oil and Refining Company. 
to life, could not bring children into the world We take this occasion to say that THE GOLDEN 
who would have greater right than he had. AGE magazine has no connection either directly 

Is2Any human being that is living possesses or indirectly with The Golden Age Oil and Rc- 
the right to food, air, light and certain privi- fining Company, and is in no wise responsible 
leges in society; and these are d e d  life rights ; for any literature sent out in that name. We 
that is to say, they are incident to animation, know nothing abont the enterprise and are not 
privileges belonging to creatures that live in speaking for or against it, but merely informing 
any measure. The right to live, then, means a our readers that we are not at all connected 
just right of existence which cannot be properly with i t ;  and we take this means of answering 
taken away. letters of inquiry rather than to answer esch 

aaaBecause the parents possessed no right to one personally. 
&la 



What does the Future Hold? 
"Ye are not in darkness, that - that duy should overtuke 
you as a thief."-St. Paul, I Thmalonians 54.  

I _ -  . .  
St. Paul knew what the prophets wrote; he had read it in their yritings. 

- I ,  

. . 
And since it was a matter of record, Pan1 knew that you, too, would read 
their prophecies of world conditions- 

World conditions that would mark the time of blessing for which man has 
been longing. 

And the perplexity in the world today is more confusing to the majority 
of people than a world literally burning up as  pictured by the creeds. 

A world literally on fire could be well comprehended by all, but a world 
filled with the distress and perplexity and sorrow of today is understood 
only from the Bible viewpoint. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course tells you exactly the same things that St. . 
Paul saw in prophecy; it enables you to see the certain future, the future 
prophesied. 

The Haa~ BIBLE STUDY Course, with textbook, reading assignments, and 
self-quiz cards complete, 48 cents. 

"A &ty-nbinute reading Sundall~" 

- 
lYLllYYYYU-YM", .Ill*lltlll,,- 

L B. 9. A, B P ~ ~ K L Y ~ .  NEW YO= 

(3entkmea: Please enroll me as one of Your HUP BIBIS STUOT COmm Students. Enclosed 
6nd 48 cents. pnyment In full. 
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Brooklyn, N. Y.. Wednesday, May 23, 1925 

The Ends of the World $I 
NO, READER This is not a religious arti- created a hothouse condition, in which the tm* -f 

cle. We could make it one easily enough, peratures in all parts of the earth were equal- 3 
however. We could take for a text 1 Corinth- ized, a condition extremely favorable to plant :$ 
ians 10: 11: "They are written for our admoni- and animal life, and the only possible explana- 
tion, upon whom the ends of the world are tion of the abundant evidences of such life near 2 
eome." We could show that the Apostle must the poles. 

2 
-3 
-2 

be referring to "time-~lrorlds," because the When this hothouse canopy was broken in the I; 
.*.$ 

Scriptures speak of "the world that was," "the days of Noah, and descended upon the earth in ~3 

OM world," "this present evil world," "the world a torrent of water for forty days, then the sm 3 
to come," and the "world without end," all of began to shine directly upon the equatorial 7 
which have to do with our earth; and we could regions, making them exceedingly hot and 3 
a l l  attention to the fact that he uses the word withdrawing the heat from the poles, where, -2 . -4 
"ends" and not "end," a distinction which some accordingly, the flood took the form of a snow- .-+ & 

people have never noticed. storm, piling the snow mountain deep. Masto- "- 
But in this article we are  about to discuss the dons, antelopes, and other habitants of southern ;$ ,- 

literal ends of the literal world, not some con- climes have been found embedded in the ice of -4 
vulsion or convulsions which are Porever to dlis- the polar regions with freshly eaten grass,' 4 
pose of this planet-for no such convulsions undigested, frozen stiff in their stomachs. Somw 
will ever take place-but the only ends which a of these creatures were so well preserved, after 1 
whirling sphere can properly be said to have, 4,400 years in this gigantic ice-box, that the "" 

the top end and the bottom end; in other words, flesh was eaten when they were discovered. 2 
the arctic and antarctic regions. * 

$ 
The reason for writing this article a t  this The Polar Ice is Thawing - 

Lq 

time is that the ice barricrs at both ends of U N I T E D  STATES Consul Ifft, of Bering, -3 
the world are  melting, the ice fields about the Norway, in a report in the fall of 19% =.*2 

.*# 
antarctic continent are lessening; the Gulf states that the Arctic ocean is so appreciablg :a 
Stream has recently torn a great hole one hun- warmer that seals are retiring to recesses of 3 

Le dred and thirty miles deep into the arctic ice the polar ice-cap, fa r  from the usual hunting _y 
field, and the "scientists" who do not believe grounds, ice masses are disappearing, glaciers -% 
the Bible, and who therefore are  unwise, are are melting, and fish never before known so far 
trying hard to establish the Darwinian theory, north are appearing in increasing quantities. . .A 

making monkeys of themselves in the effort to Doctor Hoel, geologist of the University of l--q 

now envelops Saturn. such a thing as rain was there was scarcely any ice in the region which 
then unknown, "the Lord God had not caused he visited, that the Gulf Stream there was warm 
it to rain upon the earth, . . . but there went a t  a depth of two miles below the surface, an4 
up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole that well-lmown glaciers, formerly projectiag 
face of the ground." (Genesis 2 :  5 , 6 )  This great nlasscs of ice into the sea, had dim& 
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peared, leaving moraines of earth and stones. except in  one place where 
The waters about Spitzbergen last summer hundred miles; while G 
were twenty-three degrees warmer than ever t h ~  islands to the north of Canada project 
before known. (The coal mines of Spitzb~rgen, hundred miles into i t  
f a r  above the arctic circle, are now producing pole, as fa r  as known, in 
coal for European markets.) at least one thousand miles in diameter, rr 

Vast shoals of whitefish formerly found in present one of the most difficult Points 0 

the waters about Spitzbergen have gone to earth's surface to reach. 
colder waters. Herrings and smelts, never During the period of arctic exploratio 
before seen so fa r  north, have come with the 'hundred ships and four thousand lives 
warmer waters. I n  some localities the E;skimos been lost in  arctic water 
are  complaining that their clothing is too warm been expended on the vo 
for  them. a list of the points far  

The Arctic ocean is a great basin, deepest at various explorers, and shows bow slow was ths 
the pole. The warm waters of the Gulf Stream progress until recent years, when the ice began 
and the Japan Current are flolf-ing into the to thaw out: 
basin north of Korway and through Bering 
Strait; and the cold water is flowing out of the Explorer Degrres, Mlnutes MiWl 

basin on both sides of Greenland, down past Date and and Seconds of fray 
Expedlt~on North Latitude p. Pob 

Labrador, and back into the Atlantic a t  the east 
of Newfoundland. Explorers report from va- 1607 Hudson 
rious points that the edge of the Arctic ocean 1773 Phipps 
has of late been remarkably free from ice, and 1806 Scoresby 81° 12' 42" 587 
it is evident the whole ocean is warming up. 1827 Parry 
The waters of the Arctic ocean are extremely 1875 Markham and Parr 
pure, shells being distinctly visible a t  great 83' 20' 26" 468 

depth. 
The actual shrinkage of the ice-belt in the 2:: 2i;:i:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d b r u z z i )  860 34, 

Arctic i s  estimated as  one hundred and thirty Apr. 21, 1906 
miles in  twenty-five years. Thousands of obser- 6, 1909 Peary 
vations, taken all over the northern part of the 
world, show that the whole climate, winter and *fter pearS.js seventh arctic in 
summer, is one and three-tenths degrees warmer 
now than in 1897. The Swiss, Maskan, and 
Himalayan glaciers are  also shrinking, as  well i t  
as those of Greenland. be able to reach i t ;  

The coldest Part of the north is not a t  the margin that he and h 
north pole. The ~0west temperature ever re- northern edge of Gree 
corded in the central polar sea was sixty-three years later he achieved 
'degrees below zero, while it has been seventy tic explorers for three hundred years, his sue 
degrees below a t  points in North Dakota and cess being due to the fact that he had a practical:- 
nearly that in  New Pork state. The greatc'st plan, made the most elaborate preparatiom;- 
cold ever actnally recognized on a thermometer and accommodated himself to Eskimo con&-- 
was ninety-three degrees below zero, a t  Verk- tions. 
hoyansk, Siberia. 

Thawing Assiets Exploration 

T HE arctic circle is 8,640 miles long, more than followed. Another 
a third as  long as the equator, and is every- reaching civilization tw 

where 1,408 miles from the north pole. Yorway boldly announced that 
and Alaska each project three hundred milcs by a lone one-man dash. This man, c 
Lnto the Arctic ocean; Siberia about the same, by reporters, hired two old sea-apt  

. 
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manufacture evidence for him. But he failed account of the heavy fogs which hover above 
to pay them promptly, and they exposed his stretches of water a t  a low altitude, the rongh- 
whole plan. Dr. Cook succeeded for a time in ness of the ice for landing purposes, and the 
deceiving the Danish Government, and virtually length of the flight. However, Amundsen is a 
the whole world. Peary died broken-hearted careful man, always studying arrangements for 
and unpopular; but there is no doubt that he supplies fa r  ahead; he may possibly succeed. 
really acco~nplished what thus fa r  no other man Meantime, the arctic is  warming up more 
has achieved. A statue at  T;ZTashington has and more every year, wireless has made com- 
recently been unveiled in his honor. munication easy, the 'Northwest Passage h a  

become a reality and will in time be a much- 
Amundsen the Ambitious traveled route. Even now, if the necks of Mel- 

NE of the most and successful of ville and Boothia peninsulas were canalized, 
0 all antarctic is cap there would be almost a straight channel from 
tain Roald h u n d s e n .  I n  1903-1906 he sailed a J h d ~ ~ n  s t ra i t  to the north shore of Alaska; 
vessel through the famous ru'orthwest Passage and by the time the canals be cut, the 
from the south of Greenland to Nome, Alaska, probably be used every summer for 
a trip made for  the first tirne by ~ f ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  in trade between England and North Pacific ocean 
1850-1833. 0.n this t r ip  he revisited the mag- points, cutting down the present journey by 
netic pole, 1,400 miles north of Winnipeg and 
1,200 miles south of the north pole, discovered 
by Parry i n  1820. Stefansson the Enthusiaetic 

In 1910-1912 Captain Amundsen sailed in the N ENTHUSIAST respecting the countries 
"Fram" (the ship made famous by Nansen in A that lie to the north of the Canadian main- 
his arctic expedition of 1895), went down to the land is the explorer Vilhjalmar Stefansson, 
antarctic, sailed clear around the antarctic con- sent out in 1908 and again in 1913 by the Cana- 
tinent, landed on the edge of Ross Sea, and dian Government. The last time he went out, 
made a sudden dash for  the south pale, which he was gone five years; and when he returned 
he reached on December 14,1911, a month ahead came back with maps of 100,000 square miles of 
of the ill-fated Scott expedition. land and sea hitherto marked "Unknown" on 

In  1918, following the route opened up  by the maps. One of his discoveries was an island 
Nordenskiold in  1878-1879, Captain Amundsen almost as large as  England that other explorers 
traversed the Northeast Passage from the had overlooked in  their wanderings to and fro 
northern part  of Norway to Nome, Alaska, over tho top of the world. This island, Wrangell 
where his ship, the Maude, arrived in 1920. Island, seems to be well named;,for when Ste- 
Thus he has the unique distinction of having fansson returned, claiming the island on beh& 
circumnavigated the antarctic continent and the of thc British Empire, American government 
arctic ocean, as well as having been the first to officials claimed the same island on the ground 
visit the south pole. It would seem that this that it was talren passession of by American 
would be sufficient to suit the ambitions of any official explorers in 1881. 
man, but a look a t  his picture explains it all. Mr. Stefansson declares 
He has the eagle-shaped nose that turns back gions are in reality a bou 
at no obstacle and that is  out to win or die! capable of raising herds that will feed 

The task that is  now engaging Captain world. This stock-the rei 
'hundsen's time and energies is the prepara- musk ox-finds abundance 
tion for a flight by aeroplane from Point Bar- dras, o r  between them, and needs neither ba 
row, Alaska, via the north pole, to West Spitz- nor haystacks. He demonstrated his faith 
bergen. This expedition is financed by the his works, his expedition having lived off 
Norwegian Government. He has taken two country, instead of taking a1 
planes with him; the flight, 1,950 miles, will to last until his return to the 
begin some time this season. Experienced he started. 
aviators and explorers think he has about one As to the snowfall, Mr. Stef 
chance in  six of escaping with his life, on in  the northern part of Alaska and Can 
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along the edge of the Arctic ocean, the snowfall The MacMillan fipedition 
is  so li::llt that if one scattered one hundred T DOES llot fall to the lot of every a 
~rslnuts  on the ground in the autumn one would I to be suceessful~ and it is no 
be able to count ninety of them sticlring out of the to captain ~ ~ ~ ~ l d  B,  ill^^, 
slrow at any time during the winter. This being started out in 1921 to circumnavigate B 
tl~e'case, if the Eskimos living in those parts ~ ~ ~ d ,  that he failed to the F~~~ 
really want to see some snolT7, they had better H~~,~ strait, the narrow, and therefore- 
came down into the United States. D u ~ i n g  this quent~y ice-bound, gate that has dosed 
last winter we have had five months of sleigh- ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ t  passage and closed life itself to so 
ing in New Pork state and parts of Pennsyl- many brave crplorers of the past. 
vania, with the snow over the tops of the fences But Captain ~ l ~ ~ ~ i l l ~ ~  carried on for te 
in mallJ' places. On April l s t 9  at Rome, lnonths an uninterrupted observation of terres 
h'. Y., the temperature was eight degrees below trial magnetism, took meteorologid and t 
zero. Some sixteen years ago, a t  Tamarack, in obseNations, counted 121 days of sunli&t 
the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, thirteen days of moonlight north 
there was a snowrall of seventy-four feet. But and reported 770 varieties of flowers 
nobody wishes the Eskimos such hard luck as the latitude.  hi^ is all well worth whi 
to have to face such a snowstorm as that. May- a, was greatly impressed the clearness 
be they could not endure it. The reason ~ h y  the arctic air, ,vhich often causes travelers 
the Californians stand it is  becauae they must. attempt to accomplish between breakfast 

As to the weather, Mr. Stefansson says that s u p p ~ r  journeys which require three d 
in the lilondike gold 111sh more prospctors Ilirages, also, are frequent, due to unequa 
died of summer sunstrolie a t  Dawson than per- strata of temperatures in the air. 
ished of vinter cold; and that the rol(1est tem- captain hlacxillan found in ~ ~ b ~ ~ d ~ ~  the 
perature ever r~corded at Point Barrow, the same terrible contiitions among the Eskimos 
northernmost point of Alaska. is fourteen de- ,, haTe mentioned in a recent article on ~ l ~ ~ k ~ ~  
grees less than has been recorded at  Havre, whole towns of ~ ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ~  were wiwd out by 
Montana, on the main line of the Great Xorth- influenza and their bodies eaten by dogs. A* 
ern Railway. l-ie tl~inlts the American School ~~b~~~ the discoverers of the village fought $ 
Geography the most widely read bit of fiction the dogs with firearms, knives, and oars, and 
in the United States. put them to flight only after a desperate bat& .? 

As to natural resources, Mr. Stefansson says In  some towns there were survivors; in  others 
that he found feltlle valleys filled with all sorts not one person remained alive. I n  one instanoe " 
of life a t  points far  above the arctic circle. He a faithful pet dog defended a little child from ;- 
mentions that on Balks Island, four hundred the pack of wild dogs until the little one was 

A$ miles north of the arctic circle, he counted 250 rescued. - 
specimens of vegetation; and that on the north- The mirasionaries in this district buried la 
ern shore of Alaska, 200 miles north of the of these influenza victims in one hole thirty-twa . 5 - arctic circle, there were 750 specinlens of vege- feet square and six feet deep. Dozens of othera 2 
tation, with a summcr temperature occasionally were taken to the edge of the ice and dropped $ 
running higher than 100 in the shade. into the sea. I n  one village the mangled remaina -3 

-$ Xfr. Stefan~son reports discoveries of coal, were gathered in one huge pile near the cente* .* 
oil, etr.; and on his return to Vancouver, B. C., of the village, oil 15-as poured upon the pile, -EE -3 
incorporated in that city an Exploration and matches were applied, and a huge funeral pyre -- 
Development Company which will endcavor to closed the ghastly story. Captain MacMillan'8 
re:a]izc on some of his discoveries. IIe thinks full story was knovil before his return to civii 
that within a decade or two thc 11-holc northern lization, hal-ing been sent by wireless. 
territory will he crossed and recrossed by a Arctio explorers have some weird experien 
network of aviation routes, that great numbers I n  the fall of 1919 fourteen sailors i n  an a r  
of little-!mown and supposedly un~nhabited expedition barely saved their lives when 
islands will become the homes of prosperous, ship was wrecked on a reef in  Hudson 
oontented. and happy men and x-omen. They rowed fifty miles against time and th 
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atheavy gale, reaching a returning fur-trading the arctic circle it has a warm, pleasant clma 
vessel just in time. in summer, and is a healthful place of residen 

In the fall of 1921 an arctic explorer sailed the year around. Europeans are finding it 4 
into Nome from the frozen north and tried to pleasant summer resort and are visiting it in 
enlist in the World War to fight on the side of increasing numbers every year. The climate at 
France, not knowing that the war had then been sea level is about the same as that of Scotland. 
over for more than three years. Captain Ber- I n  some winter seasons the temperature at  sea 
nard of the latter city is planning an eastward level never Calls to zero; and it is fifteen de- 
trip through the Northwest Passage during the grees below zero a t  New Pork city more fre- 
coming season. quently than it is a t  Reykjavik, the eapital of 

Iceland. 
Greenland-Iceland-Norwag There are but two places in the world where 

HESE three countries are all connected, in railways run to points north of the arctic circle. T the sense that they were settled by persons One of tlipse is a line which runs from a point 
who speak the Danish language, descendants of on the Gulf of Bothnia in Sweden to Afoten 
the olOTikings. Greenland is oddly named; the fiord on the coast of Norway, a tourist line in 
largest island in the world (ten times larger the summer and an ore line all the year. The 
than the State of Pennsylvania), granite in for- engineer blo~vs his whistle as the train crosses 
rnation, it is covered with an ice-cap hundreds the arctic circle. The second line is about seven 
of feet deep, deposited at  the time of the flood. hundred miles long, straight north from Petro- 
(In summer Greenland does get green on the grad to Kola on the Arctic ocean; the last 
edges, in certain places.) hundred miles of this distance is north of 

We know that Greenland's ice-cap came sud- arctic circle. 
denly; for there have been dug up there the 
fossil remains of palms, breadfruit trees,*cinna- 
mon trees, giant sequoias, climbing vines, pop- 
lars, willows, eucalyptus, and magnolias, show- 
ing that there was once a tropical climate where 
now is located one of the world's greatest re- 
frigerators. Near the eastorn shore of Advent 
Bay, Greenland, there arc coal deposits of great 
extent and superior quality. Fronl its vast ice- 
sheet come the icebergs that float down into 
Baffin Bay and Davis Strait every spring. 

This year, on account of the rapid warming 
of the Arctic ocean by the Gulf Stream, the 
Greenland climate has bccn the warmest known; 
and as early as the middle of Rlardl more bergs 
had broken loose and come sailing down into 
the track of Atlantic ocean-liners than have 
been known in any year since the Titanic went 
down in the spring of 1912, with a loss of 1,500 
lives. 

I n  the summer of 1922, in the thawing out of 
a mass of ice on the eastern coast of Greenland, 
a man was found, clad in armor of the cighlh 
or  ninth century, grasping a spear in one hand 
and a shield in the other, and wearing a helmet. 
The body, which had doubtless been preserved 
in the ice for a t  least a thousand years, was 
embalmed and taken to Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Iceland is also misnamed. Although it touches 

Siberia and Canada 

T HIS subhead should logioally be "Siberia, 
Alaslta and Canada"; but having so recently 

discussed Alaska it cannot be treated here, more 
than to say that there is now in operation -in 
Alaslra, within 175 miles of the arctic circle, a 
flour mill which supplies local needs and obtains 
its wheat from crops grown in the neighbor- 
hood, crops whic.11 mature in ninety days from 
the time they arc plarlted. 

Siberia, coldest spot in the north, is padually 
thawing out. An interesting proof that this is 
so is that of the mammoth, uncovered near 
Ichabarovsk, with flesh so fresh and well-pre- 
servcd that the natives ate it. This flesh had 
remained frozen solid since the days of Noah, 
when the great snowstorm overtook the giant 
creature. 

The soil in the vicinity of Toronto, Ca 
shows the gradual warming up of the nor 
regions since the flood. Several feet down 
are the stumps of tropical trees, Osage oran 
and pawpaws; above are the bones of 
oxen, now found a thousand miles to the 
Northern Canada will yet be a great treasm 
house. Without doubt i t  has great coal and 
deposits in addition to those already discove 
at Fort Norman and elsewhere. 
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F o r t  Soni lan  is f a r  clo-wn the Matkenzie long sunlight periods take away all sense -04 2 
river, in latitude 65 degrees north, very near to tinie; and the people eat when they a r e  hungry.;:: 
the arctic circle. Reports of oil d i score r~rs  there and slccp when they wish. without reference b '-5 

7. - have mused a rush in that direction, with pros- \\,hat elsewhere a r e  the hours of the night. 
*? p e d s  of a n  air  service to help out the transpor- The ]i:skirrlos arc said to be fragrant, espe- 

tation, now confined to many hundreds of miles cial]y In the suinlller time, but i t  is claim& tha t  <$ 
navigation bp  s10~-  river boats. For t  Xorman tllis fragrallce is not exactly that  of n e w - m m  2 
is a t  the outlet of the Great Bear h ike .  Look hay. The reason may be that the only use tbs .? 

it up in the old geography. Esliimos make of ~ v a t e r  is for  drinking pur- -2 
Reports have several times drifted in to civi- poses, i t  nrvcr becllling to have occurred to i 

lizatioll of the discovrry, some\\here tc) th? U T S ~  tllelll that water \l-ou]d be a s  good for the out- - -  
of For t  N0rnlal1, of a valley four lniles ~ i d ~  side of their bcldies a s  for tile inside, This is 2 
fed by hot springs, which has a summer climate not t rue of all $;skim0 tribes, however; in some 4 

r the j7ear around. This valley i t  i s  claimed is  (listricts they are llom beginning to use soap 
very fertile and is s~r-arming with geese, cari- quantities. 

- 
7 
2 bou, cleer, and pheasants. I t s  derclopinent has ylle food of the ~ ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ~  is almost -7 been retarded by thc World War,  but i s  now flesh food. rn the north of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d  the diet 2 

about to br  undertalren. ... 
has been exclusively meat for  at least a thou- 3 

Before the flood there wah tiniber all over sand ~ b ~ ~ t  fifty percent of the food ha r$ 
the northcrn end of the 15-orld.  forest^ of fossil been eatcn raTl-, and much of i t  in a putrid con- 4 
trees, ~ v i t h  the s t ~ i i ~ i p s  still standing, 11~1-e been ~~~d who adhere strictly to a 4 
found in areas wlierc now there i s  no timber, vcgctar,al, (lie, are advised to remain away -2 shoming the great change \~yliich the food pro- from xor th  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d .  .* ti 

duced. I n  the treelrss areas there i s  tundra -3 Captain Joseph Bernard, of the John Warn 4 
a reindeer lnoss Expedition to the Eskimos, who maker a 

of s u p p r t i n g  millions of these hardy creatures. his hsdquarters at Nome, Alaska, and is sDict 
The plants Peculiar to the frigid zol" "av' to llnre covered more mileage in the than -2 

roots \~.liicli a r e  a s  long and pcnctratr a s  f a r  ,i a n r  other man living, and who is  about to 2 
horizontally a s  in more teii~pcrate c l i n i : ~ t r ~ ,  but ,,n;lr,,,take an  eastward trip through the farnone 

+. 
3 the dry  \\inter n i ~ t d s  stunt tlie limbs. 111 sun]- Nortllwest Passage, has been making anthnr *t mer the surface thaws oxit to the drpth of two pological collections among the Eslrimos for .: o r  three feet, but beneath i s  said to be frozen tTVenty seasons. Three thousand of his ; to  a depth of two l~und ted  to three hnndred feet, mens have been for,,.arded to the University of -,; Of flesh foods in the f a r  north f a t  rei~iclcer i s  pcllnsylvania. He has found evidence which *; 

said to be the best. Xcxt to the f a t  rclndeer i s  to collclusively that the k. ,a 

AS lmos -- 
the wolf, ~ ~ h o s e  ineat i s  Iran, strcal\ed nit11 fat  J all came from northern Siberia. and has the flavor of fine lamb. There are  many "3 

2 

kinds of fish-eating animals and birds in the I Ie  found the northern Alaskan Eskimos 2 

arctic regions. The polar bear may truthfully courageous and independent. During the infln- 5': 
be said to make his living more on the sea than enza epideruic, f a r  down each trail a man wae 

+a5 
on the land. stationed with a gun, who turned back every -3 

man, whether white o r  Eskimo, who tried ts 3 
Notes on the Eskimos rnter  the country, and thus kept the disease -g 
S C A T T E R E D  the most widely of any proples, from invading the north coast. These north .:$ 

and living in a climate which varies from coast Eskimos have been under the influence of 5 
intense cold in winter to intense heat in s ~ ~ m m e r ,  Protestant missionaries; they a r e  considered -:3 
the Eskimos manage to make the best of their brave and trustworthy. They are  reported as ad 

environment. I n  the period of midwinter rapidly dying off, consumption making great  3 
darkness they take long journeys to  r i s i t  their inroads alnollg them. 3 
friends, and on arrival have a good timr sing- According to "The New Standard Diction- p:2 
ing, dancing, and story-telling. It i s  said that ary," Robert E. Peary  in  "The North Pole," 
a n  Eskimo laughs a s  much in a month a s  a page 49, gives the following bit of information - 
white man does in  a year. I n  tlie summer the regarding the origin of the Eskimos: 



'There is a tl~corx, fir.4 advanced by Sir Cle~ncnts this thrcc-hundred-mile journey that the 

Amunduen and Scott 
Antarctic Exploration 

- are stopped finally by ice-capped lai~tl .  

straight south o f  Sew Zealantl. 



his companions, and finally the calm announcc- 
ment that he, too, was about to freeze to death, 
his fuel having become exhausted and his hand 
no longer able to write because of the intense 
cold. 

One of his party, showing the courage and 
the real greatness that marks the Scott trip as  
a success, when he knew that there was not fuel 
enough to provide for so many as tlic party 
contained, excused himself and ddiberately 
"went out for a walk" with thc temperature 
some fifty or sixty degrees below zero, knowing 
when he started out that he was going out to 
freeze to death, but in the hope that thereby 
some of the rest of the party might be able to 
fight their way back to the ship. His body mas 
found also. On their way to the pole the Scott 
party passed Mount Marldlam, 15,100 feet high. 

The Antarctic Continent 

I T IS too early, by perhaps a hundred years 
o r  so, to give any description of the antarc- 

tic continent. The most that can be said about 
it i s  that its general outlines are now fairly 
well known. I t  is conjectured that Alesander 
Land, Victoria Land, Graham Land, Enclerby 
Land, and other lands sighted by esplorers, 
represent the borders of the continent; and that 

uare its area is approximately four million , q 
miles, or about two thousand miles in diameter. 
The high mountain peaks and volcanoes, the 
names of several of which are known, and thcir 
heights measured, tend to establish the conti- 
nental theory, although there arc vast areas 
within the antarctic circle which have never 
been visited by man. 

Climatic conditions there at present are cx- 
tremely scvere, although the ice is melting on 
each side of the continent at the rate of a mile 
a year; and when the Lord gets ready to turn 
some warm current against it, the rate of melt- 
ing will be greatly increased. The antarctic 
continent will not be inhabited and developed 
until some time after the arctic regions, for the 

"Oh, a happy time iti coming 
By the prophets once foretold1 

I t  is promised in the Bible; 
It was sung by bards of old. 

Lo, the morning light is breaking, 
And the day is drawing nigh. 

Yes, a glorious time is coming soon; 
We shall hail it bye and bye. 

reason that its elevations are higher and that 3 it has its winter at a time when the earth is 
three million rniles farther from the sun t h e  
when it is winter a t  the north pole. The ice- . 
covered land areas, the great ice-floes, and the 

> 

heavy fogs all unite in producing extreme cold. ,;> 
Even in summer the mean temperature is 4 
sliglitly below freezing, so that, to all intent8 2-3 
and purposes, there is now resting on the ant- 3 
arctic continent virtually a11 the snow that fell 3 
there at  the time of the flood and that has +' 

4 fallcn since. This must all melt before normal -, 
conditions will maintain, and may take several ~2 
hundred years, or a hundred at least. -- 7 

There are no human beings in Antarctica; a 
very few explorers have ever survived a winter 
there. There are numerous varietics of whales, % 

thirteen species of seals, eleven species of fish, - 
most of then1 new to science, great numbers of 
pengnins, ancl eight other lrinds of birds, with 
some insects, mosses, lichens, and grasses. The 
existence of land animals is doubted, although 

' 

i t  scenis to be implied in dispatches from the . 
Cope expedition, now in the antarctic, regard- 

- 
ing furs. It may be that the furs referred to 
are sealskins. The Cope dispatches refer to 4 discoveries of oils and minerals, all of which 
coincides with our Iinowledge that a t  the time :? 
of the flood the whole earth was rich in vege- 
tation. 

IVc have often wondrred why the so-called 3 . 
"scientists" waste their time and fill the news- 4 
papers drivel as to how the earth a few - 
million years ago was tipped around in s u c h a - . j  
way that the present equator was a t  the poles 3 
and the poles were where our equator now  is.-^% 
How much more it would be to their credit if 3 
these wise men would read, ponder and accept- *-A 

d the sane, sensible explanation of the present 3 
condition of the polar regions as contained in i the first chapter of the Sixth Volume of Pastor; 
Russell's "Studies in the Scriptures." ~he~*:q 
must come to the truth eventually; and if even- 3 
tually, why not nowt 

J 
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"Oh, the happy time is coming 
When the cry of war shall cease, -5 

And the standard of the nations . $4 
Be the olive branch of peaeel . ~ 4  

Underneath his d n e  and fig free ;4 
Man shall never be afraid, -4 

In  the glorious time that's coming soon 
~n its calm and quiet sluih" iJ 

, 4% 



Impressions of Britain-In Ten Parts (Pall X) "3 . . 
. :re 
93 T l V O  days were set aside for  a visit to the \\-ere fo r  n-cekq rir i t rd in swift succession, alter- -2 

north of Irelalld. Tlie t r ip  was loolted for- natrly, by one srtlc against the other. In No- 3 
ward to  with grc,at jntcrost, partly h ~ v a ~ i a e  a t  r t~lnber the city had become quiet, although in . 4 &at time i t  was supposed to be unsafe. The that same ~nontl i  s~xtcen of the citizens were -- 

2 ship frorn Liverpool lo Belfast was supposed publicly floqged for  carrying concealed weapons. * 
9 to sail a t  10: 00 p. m., and reach destination The American was nalkilig with af r iend from ,: 

nest  morning; but i t  was held up  by fog, and the Post  Office to the hall i n  which the lecture 2 
did not get out of the Mersey until $5: 00 a. m. was to be given. It was shortly af ter  dark; the 4 

"The Island of Sorro\vs" presrnted anything ~ ~ a 3 -  \\.as doll-11 a rather dimly lighted street; 7s 
biit a s o r r o ~ ~ f u l  appearance \;-hen the brautifnl half \ \ay  do~vn the block four men were stand- '2 
shores in the neighborhood of Uonaghadev first jng in a group; on near approach they proved 2 came into new,  about 1: 00 p.m. T h o u ~ h  it  to  br amled gnards, jealously watching for  the 3 
was late in November. the hillsides \\(,re bl-il- least intrnsioil upon the peace of the city. .-: - 

.'- fiantly green \rith the ~ e r c l n r e  for  which the As the -4nierican approached the party, he  .+ 
Emerald Isle is famous. - a  suddenly remernl~ered that it is not considered 5 

-L: Ireland is  more moist than Great Britain healthy to have your hands in  your pockets ,; 
proper, and i t s  tempernlure is still more modcr- n hen \ralking through a district that i s  under .% 
ate. Tn winter i t  rarely falls helo\\- 40 degrees martial law. H e  rcmoved his hands from his 3 
F'ahr~nlleit, and in sunlmer the hottc-t is about ovcrcoat pocltcts; a s  he did so, the muzzle of 2 
62. The gardens prodncc until Christmas. I n  one of the rifles instantly came down, liierely to '*: 
Belfast, on Novetnb(,r l'ith, s ~ r e e t  p tns  were nlake sure. If there had been a weapon in the -: 
growing in  prol'nsion out of doors, a s  \\-rre also American's hands, he \\oultl probably have been , 
thonsands of young lettuce plants, nnprotected. - turned into a colandrr in less than a minute. 4 --+ 

-7 

Chrysanthernu~ns also grow out of doors, and The next day the American was riding :; 
open plumbing is  exposed without any fea r  of through the streets in an automobile. The par ty  . 
freezing. The frequent and prolongt1d rains o r  overtoolr a squad of four soldiers patrolling one % . 2. 
mists someiimc~s cause the loss of h a l v e ~ t s .  On of the nlain thoroughfa~rs  in a motor lorry. ' " 

3 account of the fact that the cl~anges in tempera- There were four pairs of sharp  eyes scrutiniz- L- 
ture a r e  not extreme, some boys and girls go ing  everythil~g within sight. The autonlobile -$ 
barefooted late in the gear, possibly all winter ovcriook the lorry and passed it. The Ameri- -id 
(but their feet did look blue with col(1). can had his hands crossed in his lap. One of 3 

2 the guns canlcx down so a s  to make Pure there 
Belfaat the Militant was not111ng hitldcn undcr the crossed hands. :? 

RELAND is a garden spot of the earth. It I does have some bogs, and i t  does have some Ulster afi'torm Center 
mountai~ls;  but for  all that,  i t  i s  estimated tha t  0 T'R rraders all linow that Tilster i s  one of 
about four-fifths of the island a r e  tillable, being the storm centers of the world. It is a 
mostly a rich, deep loam. It is particularly P ro t r s t a l~ t  stronghold in \\,hat is, talren a s  a 
beautiful in  the neighborhood of Belfast, need- \vhole, the m o ~ t  proncn~ncedly Roman Catholic 
ing only the proper administration of proper country of northrrn F;urope. Chalked on a wall 
law? to  convert it into a paradise. An item of near the city in letters tu-o feet high were the 
interest to a stranger is to see the one-horse words, "No Sur~cnder."  Aslted what it meant, 
market carts, hundreds of them, all painted the a citizen replied that ~t i s  Ulster's battlecry; it 
smc. rich salmon color. Apparently the farm- 1141 never 611rrende~ to Roman Catholic dom- 
e r s  make it a rule to  keep their carts freshly ination, no m a t t c . ~  what happens. 
painted. The Trlster people are  aggressive and deter- 

Residents of Bekfast a r e  grieved a t  the mined in a manner and to a degree not found 
conditions which prevailed there last summer. and not  required elsewhere. Pas tor  Rnssell's 
They acknowledge that both Catholics and ancestors came from Tls tcr ;  more than half of 
P r ~ t e s t a n t s  are  to  blnme f o r  the reign of te r ror ;  all the Anierlcan presidents have had Ulster 
and they a r e  in  fear  of a recnrrencc. of the ancestry: the &la>-flowcr v-as built i n  Ulster. 
murders, fires, and bombing outrages which Tradition has i t  that the first invaders from 

#a 



Scotland agreed that ulhocver would be first 
ashore should be made liing. As the beach was 
neared, a man of iron nerve drew his broadaxe, 
cut his left hand off and threw i t  ashore before 
any man could land. He was given the ruler- 
ship which he coveted. The incident is char- 
acteristic of TJlster. If looking for trouble and 
in  doubt where to find it, our advice i s  that you 
go to Ulster and try to start something. 

A sample of Ulster's nervous condition may 
be seen in the experierices of a Unitarian who 
was distributing tracts in  Belfast, in October, 
in  front of a Presbyterian church door.  NO^ it 
happens that the Presbyterian church is thc 
backbone of Protestantism in Ulster, and any 
attack upon its teachings is liltcly to be con- 
strued in the nature of an attack upon Protes- 
tantism, and therefore upon militant Ulster 
itself. Although the man stoutly denicd that 
he had given provocation or made himself ob- 
jectionable in any way he was lrriocked dolvn, 
kicked while down, and seriously injur-cd by 
those whom he was trying to reach with his 
message. 

I n  the same city only a few weeks previously 
a group of armed men entered a cooper shop. 
Each employ6 was asked the simple question, 
"Catholic or Protestant?" Your ansxveretl 
"Protestant," and were shot and killed instantly 
in their tracks. Every such attack was repaid 
by something in kind. 

Winston Churchill, Colonial Secretary of the 
British Empire, charged that the disorders in 
Ulster were due to the organization t l~cre  of 
two divisions of the Irish Republican army and 
the continuous efforts of these men to brc~ak 
down the Ulster government and bring it  under 
Dulslin rule. 

Ireland Being Destroyed 

T HE perplexing and distressing political and 
religious problems of Ireland are destroy- 

ing it. Even Belfast, the largest and most pros- 
perous city, feels the strain to a great degree. 
Belfast has the largest linen mill in  the world, 
the largest shipyards (all the ships of the White 
Star  line are built there), the largest tobacco 
factory, and in two other respects i s  said to 
stand a t  the front of the world's cities. 

But Ireland as a whole is on the down grade. 
In 1841 the population was 8,196,597. Seventy 

years later it was reduced to about half, o 
4,390,219. I n  1860 there were twice as 
boats and twice as many hands engaged 
fishing industries of Ireland as  there were fift 
years later. I n  1868 there were 4,000 emplo 
in the cotton industry; forty years later 
number thus employed was but 800. 

Where have all these people gonet Come 
over to America, and we will show you. They 
are here by the millions; and through their 
peculiar training in politics and religion, ob- 
tained in Ireland itself, they are running the 
country, cvcn though greatly in the minority. 
I t  is estimated that the Irish population 
the United States, including those with I r i  
grandparents and great-grandparents, is  near 
double that of the mother country. 

The thing that has brought Ireland to where 
i t  is, is  misrule-the attempt to force the politi- 
cal and religious ideals of one people 
another. And in this instance the attem 
coercion was made upon a people that are sin- 
gularly hard to coerce. Oddly enough, the 
natives of Ulster do not like the English; and 
still more oddly, they have no more use for  
Americans than t'hey have for the English. 

I t  is  not generally known that as  early a s  th 
sixth century Ireland was recognized as  th  
scat of JtT~stern learning, from which mission- 
aries of the Christian faith were sent out all 
over Europe. For  three centuries thereafter 
the Irish were considered the wisest men in 
Enrope. The Irish people Irnow these things; 
tlicy know that their kings were once wise and 
powerful men, and that the people were happ 
arid contentcd, a thing they have not been sin 
the only English pope, Adrian 117, sat on th 
Papal throne. 

To be sure, Ireland had some troubles durin 
those centuries. What country had not? But 
rvits unusually free from the struggles in whic 
the rest of Europe was embroiled. There wa 
an invasion of Ireland by the Norwegians 
Danes Coward the close of the eighth cent 
but the Irish people absorbed their invader 
made Irishmcn of them. The Norwegians w 
distinguished as  Findgaill (white strange 
and thc Danes as  Dubgaill (black stranger 
names which survive in Fingall and M d o  
gall or MacDowell. The prefix "Mac" m 
"son of" and the prefix " 0  means "grandson 
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Where the Trouble Began A Century of  Horrors 

4 t,roubles of Ireland began \\-lien Sicholas HROUGHOUT the century succeeding t THE Rreakspear of St. Albans, England, was T reign of \ITilliam In, oppression follow 
elected to the wpedom. IIe entered into a polit- oppression. All Irish, regardless o 
ical deal with Henry I1 of England, wllcreby required to pay tithes for the support of 
the latter was authorized to invade Ireland and Church of England; penal laws were pas 
take possession of it, although it was at the against those u-ho professed the Catholic re  
time a wholly Catholic country. The irr~asion ion; priests u-ere forbidden to travel outside 
itself took place in 3155; and thew began the the county in which they lived; no Catho 
long period of confiscation of lantlr, and the could hold ofice, or acquire landed 
attempt to wrest from an entire people their marry a Proiestant. The absen 
hereditary rights, which has m a r k ~ d  Treland's lived in England. They toiled not, neither did 
history for centuries. they spin. If a tenant made improvements they 

In the of EdIT-ard 111, 1327-1 377 A. D., r a i ~ t l  his rent; if he refused to pay he was 
the lCilkenny Act was passed, forbiddi~lg inter- evicted. The llatural mmlt  of these unjust 
marriage betTycrn fi:nglieh alld Irish, forhitlding practices and laws was that secret societiee 
the of the ~ ~ j ~ h  language, and forbidding were fonnecl and an underground method of 
the assumption of Irish names by persons of '12vi"ng and means to get along was put 
EnFlisll blood. This ~~t inevitably led to great into effect, which is ruining the country at  thb 
bitterness of feeling. very day. During the American Fkvolution, and 

At tho beginning of t h ~  sistrt~nth century the fro111 that time until now, the Irish have been 
greater part of the island still rcmain~d nncoa- allowed to own landed property, to erect 

quered by tlic I':l~glisli; but in 1603 the v-ork schools, and to obscrve their own religion. 

begun four hundred and fifty ,,.as With thc progressive enlightenment of the 
completed, and ~ ~ i t h i n  tlic nest twenty-five nineteenth and twentieth centuries the lawa 
years 1,400,000 acres of I r i , ~ l ~  land !\-ere taken affecting Ireland have become less rigorous in 
away from their omllcrs and distrib,ltecl among Some and yet some very unjust rem-  
English colonists. The hatred engendered by lations have been at the 
these robj,rries is in tllc blood of the ~ ~ i ~ h  behest of English woolen manufacturers a law 

to tllis day. one rrf the blaclr of was passed forbidding the sale of Irish woolens 
history is the arid greed escrciFed by abroad and their sale ill England only upon the 
those in poN.er, be they goverllments or indi- payment of a.n excessive duty. The direct ob- 
viduals. A sense of justice for others in weaker ject and effect of this law was the killing of 
stations of life has bccn sadly wanting. the Irish woolen trade. 

The organic "union" of Ireland with England In  1649 the island revolted from British rule; accomplished by In the and Cromwell, the lord lieutenant of the terri- lsOO a briberv fund of ~8,000,000 was usd in tory, with great cruelty subdued i t  in nine buying up tl;e rotten boroughs which had months. 811 the possessions of Catholics majority of seats in the Irish House of 
confiscated, 20,000 Irish were sold as slaves in mons. On May 26th of that year 
America and the West Indies, and 40,000 more for legislative union 
found relief from slavery only by enlisting in was passed; and the Irish parli the service of foreign rulers thus legislated itself out of existence. 

Forty years later1 in the reign of TVilliam I n  the year 1903 a great and earne 
I11 and his successor, laws werc: crlactcd making was madc to undo wrongs Tvhich had 
it a crime for Catholics to teach or to have petuated for  centuries. A fund of 
thcir children taught by Catholics, or even to providect, from %.hich loans we 
send them a.broad where they \\.auld be educated farmers a t  a low rate of interest, enabling 
in Catholic schools. These laws, which remained to their farms. This law 
in force for a hundred years, resulted in great the absentcc lallcilords to sell a t  a 
illiteracy among the Catholics and intcnsifiecl price. Surely a step in the right direction, 
their hatred of English rule. prompted by self-preservation. 
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The Secret Government A Reign of  Terror 
ITI-I the closc of the World War the cam- R. DE VALERA and his friends have 

to a greater or less extent throughout the cen- 1iiIIillg one man and iniprisoning eight others. 
turies of British occupation. All of our readers About the salile time they seized and de- 
are familiar with the Sinn Fein movement and stroyed the great wireless station at Clifden. 
the outcome. It is not known what possible motive could 

A number of assassinations, laid a t  the door have inspired such an act of vandalism. Short- 
of the Sinn Fein, caused the British govern- ly afterward the Icerry cable offices were raided, 
ment in  the summer of 1920 to make the fatal and the cables put out of commission. Near 
mistake of issuing instructions tantamount to Tralce a work train was captured, the crew was 
granting the British troops then in Ireland taken off, a full head of steam was turned on, 
leave to take the law into their own hands. The and the train a t  sixty miles an hour was . campaign of lawlessness thus begun has not allowed to run until it dashed into a station 
ceased, even though British authority in South- and wreclced itself, and the station as  well. 
ern Ireland is a thing of the past. This i s  not warfare; it is  not patriotism; it 

The two years from the summer of 1920 to does not show common sense; it is anarchy. 
the summer of 1922 jvere terrible years in Ire- The new govcrriment has had a stormy time. 
land. The Irish people were fighting for liberty I t s  president, Brthur Griffilh, died on August 
by tlic peculiar mctliocls of ani1,ush and assas- 12th; and only ten days later hfichael Collins, 
sination in lvhich they 11ai.e been trained by the the 1:lilitary head of the na.tion, was ambushed 
conditions uniler whicl-I they have lived for hun- and lcillcd at Bandon, County Cork. Organized 
dreds of years. The money was supplied fro111 nlurdcrs have been common. I n  the latter part  
Anlerica, where bonds to the amount of $9,000,- of October three lads between sixteen and 
000 for  the formation of an Irish Xepublic were eighteen ycars of age were found riddled with 
sold openly while Anlerica and 1Cngland mere bullets in a disused quarry outside of Dublin. 
at peacc. At length the sitnation I~e~nrne so The lnurderirlg of boys is not war. 
intolerable to the British Government that its Newspapers in sonle sections have been com- 
policy of force was abandoned. pclled to close down entirely, fearing to publish 

Some time in the early sunlrner Lloyd George information of any l<ind. Emigration continues 
summoned the l r i s l~  chieftains to London, and to take out of the country a people that dare 
there entered into an agreement with the leader not use their own roads or work their 
of the Irish army, Michael Collins, that Ireland own fields. Experience, capacity, industry, and 
should remain within the empire but be a free ability l~ave  become discouraged. 
country like Canada. The rnatt,er was put to a 
vote of the Irish people, and by a large major- Influence of Rome 
ity they approved the compact. HE Rolnan Catholic church seems to be los- 

But a branch of the secret government ing its liold on Ireland. De Valera's forces~ 

against some of the men who helped bring it hissed Cardinal Logue, Archbishop Byrne, 
into being. Mr. De Valera., the original head of a score of other bishops at a reception at  
the proposed Irish Republic, is the leader of Mansion House. Nothing of the kind ever ha 

I'apacy and tlic threat to send to hell all who campaign of brigandage and to accept the 
adhere to De Valera. lilis government. Reports seem to indicate s 



1;- . 
1 . possibility of its success. If successful, the witllout them. Why the United Statea should 

church's hold upon the people will likely he so fa r  out of its wny to make itself ridiculous I? h strengthened; but iI thr Dc Valem eampaign the eyps of people ~vho travel is a hard thi 1,; goes on and gains l~ead~vay and finally over- to comprehencl. 
turns the go~ernmcat,  the. chill'ch ,\ill h~ in a The return journey, second class, afforded an 

4 
4 bad way indccd. opportunity to get acquainted with some 
i.~ In  1901 the religious census of Irelancl was: fine peo~lp. One of these, an unusually 

Ro~r~rtn ('atholies .................................. 3 . 3 1 0 .  and widely-read native of Manchester, E n  
I'~.otv~tarit IGpibcopal ......................- 6; 9.:385 will be long remembered. Acknowledging 
Preshvterian.; ........................... .. .... 44:1.494 his countrymen, liBe Americans, are often 

! 
i unclerstood, he quoted from some scamp o 

......................................... Othcr Faiths 56,703 author n~llo has unjustly said: 
"E\-erybody loves an Irishman, but nobody respec 

ln the six collnties that, go ti, makp up the him; everybotly respects a Scotchman, but nobody loves 
presclrt Ulster i t  is eptilllated that 'linl: You find that either 

out of a total population of 1,2;j0,000 the 101-es or respects, mark him well. He is an Englishman." 

nurnber of Rornan Catholics is 407,000. Just  before the boat cast off into the Merse 5: .- Wllerevcr the Rolllan Catllvlic cllurch has a a" aviator, advertising a p p u l a r  magazine, 
1 foothold, i t  lays clainl to great po\I7er over those ~ e ' f o r n l ~ d  the splendid feat of writing the 

who remain in  pllbj<lction to it. An illustrat,ion name of the magazine in letters hundreds of 
was furnished recently in ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l :  ~h~ feet high across the face of the sky. The writ- 
neverend J. 1. l ~ ~ ~ c i ~ l ~ ~ ,  a R~~~~~~ ~ ~ t l ~ ~ l i ~  ing ~~rhich ~ 1 - a ~  in smoke was perfectly legible- 
Priest of tllat upon receiving from his escwdingly xell vritten, in fact. All the letters 
parishioners a gift of 900 guilleas ($.,500) ill of the word "Ans~~ers"  were perfec.tly formed. 
cash, a set of cloth-of-golil vestmcllts, a gold The day before the boat reached New York a 
watch and a gold cross, made thc statenlent, splendid spe(!imen of whale was leaping ma 
'q used to tell tile police during riots t,hat T & ] ~  rushing around in the ocean about a mile awag, 
one little fingc~t- tve could control Illore than being plainly visible for several minutes. On 
they conld with all their forces." Apparently some of his leaps he shelved fully two-thirds of 
he thought that the rioters were nearly all his length out of the water; and as  whales grow 
Catholics; possibly so. to be sixty to se~enty-five feet long, and this 

was evidently of full size, it was a sight worth 
The Return to America seeing. 
B O A R D I N G  the ship at  Liverpool for the Shortly brfore arrival a t  New York there wns 

return journey to h e r i c a ,  the traveler an entertainment given by the passengers, the 
carried in his hands two packages, on each of procecds of which go to the seamen's fund. The 
which an "official" pasted an ugly red label star singer, a young Scotchman, did very well 
marked, "Inspected and Passed." As he did not with his first part on the program. J n e n  the 
ilo a particle of inspecting the traveler won- time came for his second appearance, he coda 
dered what was back of it. His wonder in- not be found at  first. Finally he Lvas located in 
creased when he found that two packages wllich the barroom, where he had gone to gather more 
a friend had carried aboard for him did not courage. Thc result 11-a~ a scream. He sang, "I 
have the label. fIe inquired of the ship s t e ~ ~ ~ a r d ,  stood on the bridge a t  midnight"; but you knew 
and was informed that there v7as no cause for instinctively that if he did, i t  was only because 
anxiety, that the pasting of the ugly labels he was hanging 011 to something. The ship 
means nothing at all, not one thing. I t  nlerely swayed, but the singer swayed more. The 
provides a job for one of TJncle Sam's political aal~diencc began to laugh softly; and the maud- 
henchmen; but i t  brings the country into con- lin singer hegall to weep. Rut he kept on sing- 
tempt. Probably if the matter is  loolted up, it ing with a time and a tulle all his own. The 
will be found t'hat that label-paster gets a fine pianist strslggled bsavely through the first 
salary, his whole duty consisting of smearing verse, hut \?-as doubled 11g with laughter ther 
labels on baggage which would look much better after, hitting a key now and then just to ~ h o  



that she had no hard feelings, bnt with no pos- of whom there were about fifty on board, 
sible way of knowing how to aczompnny a man overjoyed and tramped the deck in a solid 
who was crying and singing and drawling out Imny singing loudly together some of their o 
his screams all a t  once. country songs and manifesting their joy in  

As thc ship came up the harbor, Iatc in the evcry lwssible way a t  bcing so near America, 
evening, doclring a t  1~1.: 00 p, m., New York pre- the p3r;rdise of the Irish race-as well as  other 
sented a beautiIul sight. The young Irishnlen, nationalities reared in a measure of slavery. 

Four Interesting Cities 

HE day's news discloses four interesting T cities; Vienna, New York, Washington, and 
Santa Rosa, California. Probably therc are 
others, but not for the purpose of this article. 

Vienna i s  interesting because Walter Finkler, 
a young student in the Biological Experimental 
Institute, succeeded in removing the heads of 
Hydrophilus and Dytiscus beetles and grat'ting 
the heads of Hydrophilus upon the bodies of 
Dytiscus and vice versa; and because sollie of 
the beetles were left headless and lived in that 
condition fo r  three or four days, Beetles Hy- 
'drophilus which had been provided with Dytis- 
ens heads no longer swam, as good IIydropllilus 
beetles were made to do, but went through the 
water with a treading motion, showing that a 
land beetle's head is no good on a water beetle's 
body. We might have known that, anyway. 
Female beetles provided with male heads began 
courting normal females. This seems to show 
that the real reason why males court females is 
because their heads are not right. Or does i t ?  

The same article reports living eyes success- 
fully grafted upon rats, toads, and fish, pre- 
viously made blind. This seems, in part, like a 
fish story, but is  vouched for by E. G. Boulcn- 
ger, at an address beforc the London Zoological 
Society, reported in the London Daily Tele- 
graph. Having stood sponsor for London prob- 
ity, the question that now troubles us i s  as to 
whether in some way the reporter of the Belfast 
i'tem on page 468 has found a place on the staff 
of the Telegraph.-1 Timothy 5 : 20. 

New York Idolatry 

N EW YORIC is interesting because the Rev- 
erend Doctor William Norman Guthrie, 

pastor of the Episcopal church of St. Mark's-in- 
the-Bouwerie, has just held a public service, not 
in praise and honor of the Almighty Creator of 
heaven and earth, but in worsl~ip of the sun. 

The following is part  of this remarkable service: -4 
"Ilall to  thee, beautiful God of every day ! Beautiful $2 

is thy arising in the horizon of the sky. Beautiful is *2 
thine arising, 0 living Aten, Orb of hght, 0 first begin- -4 
ning of life! When thou arisest in the eastern horizon z j  
thou fillest every land with thy beauty. Thou art  beau- tj 
tlful to behold, great glistening high above thc earth; 4 
thou art Ra, the Sun-God, and thou carrieat all away 
captive. Thou bindcst them fast with thy love." - 

P 
Then there was a prayer to.the sun-god, in  2 

which he was addressed as "Amen-Ra, Lord of j 
the thrones of the earth, Ancient of Days, U p  -2 
stayer of things llr~at are, Foremost of the Gods, - 2 
Lord of truth and righteousness, Begetter of ,J 
the Gods, Maker of men and beasts and herbs." 3 
Then a lady read from "The Gospel of Osiris" S 
an account of the doings of Osiris, Isis, Seth, -5 
and Horus, as the same are recorded more at* 

-4 

length in the article entitled "Mythology and $ 
the Bible" which appeared in THE GOLDEN AGE, -9 
Numbers 43 and 44. - - T 

Doctor Guthrie explained that his object in - .  2 
drawing "upon the past treasures of spiritual 2 
experience" was to show their "harmony with :$ 
our own religion," and then says: "Their con- . .l - '4 
Pessions of faith were in many ways very simi- ,a; 

-3 
lar to ours." The Doctor was right in all this. . i 
Those old fellows in the long ago worshiped the -: 
devil outright, as  the article in THE GOLDER .-% 

AGE abundantly proves; and it -is as  well that ' j 
the Doctor and all the ecclesiastical organiza- r" 
tions designed and built according to plans and '4 
specifications furnished by the devil should - 2 
come out openly and admit that they are idol- 2 
ators, pure and simple, without God and having -2 
no hope in the world. There is no place for the ~5 
Lord Jesus Christ in all this nonsense. Neither 3 
He nor the apostles nor prophets nor anybody . i 5  
else in the Bible, exc-ept idolaters, worshiped :2 
the sun in any way. The Doctor would be '3  
strong for the trinity, oh, yes. Without doubt 2 
he thinks that Jesus was on the cross and wse & 
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the sun up in the sky, ninety-two million miles running through the spot in which he and othe 
away, at the same time. But why dally with Washington lads used to bathe, fish and h 
such gibberish? It i s  of interest only as  the and that he was quite positive that the 30, 
prattling of infants o r  the incoherent jargon of year-old specimens were in the immediate neig 
imbeciles. It shows pretty well, however, what borhood of 29,930 years younger than they wer 
the so-called "churches" have become since they supposed to be. And this is all fo r  Washington 
helped to pull off the stunt of making the world scientists a t  this time. 
safe for  democracy. 

Santa Rosa Timber 
Washington Wisdom S ANTA ROSA, California, is  interesting, not 

W ASHINGTON is interesting because it is because it is the home of Luther Burbank, 
the habitat of America's wisest men. On the plant wizard, for Mr. Burbank has fallen 

the night of March 14th, 1923, there was n joint very much in our estimation since he came out 
meeting of the Washington Academy of Sciences, as a confessed atheist, but because in that place 
the Biological Society of Washington, and the hfr. Burbank has, by means of crossings, im- 
Botanical Society of Washington at the lnte- proveincnts and selections, been able to produce 
rior Department. There were scientists present a walnut tree which not only yields good walnuts 
from the Department of the Interior, the De- but, more important still, grows walnut timber 
partment of Agricnlture, tire Carnegie Institu- ten times as  fast as  any walnut heretofore 
tion, and the Johns Eopkins University. They known. Now i t  happens that walnut timber is 
were examining some specimens of the Pleisto- one of the best timbers known; and this discov- 
cene epoch dug out from an excavation in the ery, if i t  accomplishes all that is claimed for it, 
vicinity; and although they were in some doubt settles the problem of reforestation, settles the 
whether the specimens were 20,000 years old or timber supply question, and proves, ap, Burbank 
200,000 years old, they had finally agreed that says, that the sunny places of the world, the 
they were 30,000 years. deserts, will be the most valuable spots on the 

This was all very well until a disturber of earth's surface, because in thoseplaces the heat 
the peace, a very aged man, arose and said that and energy of the sun can more quickly be 
he knew the exact spot where the flora had been turned into food and building materials for 
uncovered, for there used to be a small creelr man than in any other parts of the earth. 

Churchmen Themselves Block Progress 

T 0 BE zealous for  Christ does not mean that he, too, knows neither the Scriptures nor 
activity in persecuting those of other the power of God, by saying, 

Christian beliefs, but i t  does mean energetic "We must come square on our life job, and 
loyalty in representing christ as seen in the God is master in His own house, which is 

fruits and graces of the holy spirit. ~ 1 , ~  J\'e must know that God is always in tho wor 

merit has been made that the friends of ch,.ist ling it with His immanence, and that our 

are Christianity's greatest enemies. The truth prejudice is part of His plan." 
With that thought in mind there is of this statement is being hurled into the teeth 

for  Dr. to do but go out and of Christians-Christians in name only. In  St. 
Louis, Frederick 8. Fleming said: the world to be sectarian-to compass sea an 

land to make proselytes, and when they 
"The great danger in this dangerous age to the cause made to have them worse off spiritually 

of Christianity comes not from mcn who are 11ot Chris- aey were before. (Matthew 23 : 15) 
tians, but from the very ones who arc in the cam? of not see that the cgod of this is sat 
Christ. A weak-kneed man often cau~cs  niore trouble (2 corinthians 4: 41, and that christ is 
than a wicked man; and the Christian who is lukewarrn ~~~d of a house of sons who are not of and half-hearted is a stumbling block in the progrem 
of the church." world, and that there are other "sheep" besi 

the church of this Gospel age which are also 
But he missed the mark widely, and shows be brought into the fold.-John 10: 16. 



Hard Row of 

0 NE of the great burdens, and one of the 
menacing problems, is  the transportation 

question and the excessive freight charges, 
which are throwing the entire machinery of 
Dur economic systeni out of pl~unb. Whether 
this is causecl by the deliberate cunning of the 
Bnanciers or is the outgrowth of a syst~lm which 
is top-heavy and which is proving itsclf inade- 
quate for present business needs, or whether 
the whole is based upon a false premise, we do 
not know. We incline to the bc1it.f that all of 
these are factors ~vhich shoultl bc taken into 
account by the physicians of industry. l3nt these 
being financial theorists who are selfishly lining 
their own pockets, it is useless for us to expect 
any cure from this quarter. 

A high and respected authority, hlr. Theo. I$. 
Price, ex-member of the United Statcs Railroad 
Administration, recently made an address, from 
which we gather the thoughts contained in the 
Following paragraph : 

From his observation and from visiting many 
business men in the Northwest he found these 
men agreed that the serious domestic problem 
was the railroad problem-the high cost of 
transportatioil and the difficulty of getting 
freight moved ~ i t h  promptitude. The farmers 
are suffering because they cannot get their 
crops nlarlieted; and when they do, the ruinous 
freight rates make it unprofitable to ship. The 
merchants are hampered by delays in deliveries 
of goods bougllt and sold, and freight rates are 
restricting them to comparatively narrow terri- 
tory. I n  other words, both farmers and mer- 
chants have their capital tied up in undrlivered 
goods. A Middle Western uianufacturcr cannot 
compete ~vi th  an Eastern nlanufacturer in the 
East, nor can the Eastern firm compete with 
the Western firm in its own territory; but the 
Eastern company can sell cheaper on the Pacific 
coast than the Western company because the 
Eastern coneern ships by water through the 
Panama Canal a t  less than one-half of the rail 
rate. Consequently, each manufaeturcr has 
things his own way in his respective territory. 

Thousands of Cars Needed 

I k- KOVEMBEJR thousands of cars were 
needed and unobtainable in the Korthwest 

for grain and other fanu products; 20,000 ears 
were needed to move the potatoes from the Red 

63 

the Farmers 
- +% 

River vallq.  But Pew of the cars wanted could -4 
be furnished. 4 

The fault is not wliolly that cars cannot be 3 
had. There are hundreds and thousands of carg . 3 
box-cars and coal-cars, that a re  standing empty 4 
on the side-trsc1,s in many places. Many 08 * 

d t h e ~ e  cars arc out of repair. The railroad -4 
strike of last 3 ear pnt out of use a great deal 
of the rollin,g stock, and even now the shopq : 
are not \~-orl;ing full capacity; for the effort is 1 
being mad? to break the backs of the unions. .! 
Also, the ~vatcreii stock of railroads for which :I '* ciivider~ds lnubt hc paid is sapping the roads of :+ 
capital \~-liicli sl~ouid other\\-ise be used in  mak- I, 

3 ing new roiling stocl;. 3 
But, after all, may not the railroads be doing 2 

Ihe fainlcrs a favor by not furnishing them the 
c , ~  

needed cars? In THE GOLDEN AGE NO. 92 w;f - -4 had an item of interest to all potato growers in - 
--?. 

the Sortl l \~est,  stating that a man sold 13,000 9 
pounds of potatoes and that after all charges .2 
were deducted he received a checlr for $4.84. :$ 
Now we know of t\vo more cases which disclose ..: 
the fact that the Shark family is spreading 

.% 2 
itself like a green bay tree. * 

Mr. N. I?. Xelson, living near Leal, North 
Dakota, shipped a carload of potatoes weighing 4 42,000 pounds to market, through the biinne- 

,$ sota Potato Exchange. IIe received the grand - -$  
-4 total of $1.30. A facsimile of the bill of charges 

.=, 
and the check were printed in The Iouin H o w -  3 
stead. The potatoes came to $336.00. The corn- -3 
mission firm got $42.00; inspection charge $4.00; $ 
freight $180.60; freight investigate $28.20; -- .a 
heater detention $2.00; scale (we presume for P 
balancing the scale) $.28; there was a deduc- 
tion for "option" of $29.40; a deduction for 4 
inferior quality of $21.00; and a shrinkage 
charge of $27.22. We say that these are rotten 1d 
-not the potatoes, but the charges. The - -  4 "freight," "freight investigate" and "option* .:+ 
charges all went to the railroad. The "option" .-% 
charge v7as the guarantee the railroad gave that -3 f the potatoes would not be harmed in  transit. k$ The "commission" and the deduction for  infe- .@ 
rior quality and shrinkage we understand d 
went to the "Minnesota Potato Exchange." "- '3 

:4 
Xr. B. A. Nottingham, Avoo, Colorado, ia >! 

now a wiser man; for he sold 30,570 pounds & 5% 

spuds and received the munificent sum of 49, ,.<& 
cents, according to an article in The Dewver, 7"s 

0 ..a x4 
A-* 



- 
Post, which also gives a facsimile of bill of hogs on about the same terms that the potsto- 
charges. The wonder is that he was not robbed exchanges got the potatoes.) 
of the 47 cents. l i is  potatoes were sold at a 
good price - $1.50 a huridrcdweiglit, bringing 
$458.5.5. He was robbed, beaten, manhandled, 
harpooned, and killed to the following tune: 
Freight (to Texas - a neighboring state) 
$290.42 ; transit charges $10.70 ; switching $3.60 ; 
all of which evidently went to the railroads; 
commission $32.50 ; f reig-ht on shrir~l<agc $7.92 ; 
deduction on quality $76.43; storage $30.83; all 
of which probably went to the commission men; 
insurance $83 ; straw $1.8,5 ; inspection $3.00- 
totaling $458.08, netting Mr. Potato Grower 
FORTY-SEVEN CENTS. 

I n  each of these cases the producer had to 
own or rent portions of a taxed-to-death earth, 
plow it, furnish seed potatoes, which are usually 
bought a t  a prernium, plant the ilieasly things, 
keep the weeds out, bug them in the hot sun, 
'dig them, sack them, haul them, put them into 
a car. Somewhere in the train of events he had 
to dicker with the buyers, and in thc nld wait 
three or four weeks for  his check. And do not 
forget that to plant, harvest, and haul a carload 
of potatoes takes some hired help. 

How much better it would have been had 
these farmers been put next to this bunco game, 
and kept their spuds and fed then1 to the hogs! 
By turning the swine into the potato fields they 
could have saved the harvesting and hauling 
charges, and the hogs would have been "in 
clover" rooting for tubers. (But the packing 
companies would then probably have gotten the 

Is there a Remedy? 
" 

I T IS a twentieth century stunt to cont 
for produce and ship to distant points 

give the producer thc remains. I t  was 
short while ago that grain, vegetables, and 
fruits were sold freight on board shipping 
point. It \rrns customary to ship only livc stock 
subject to tlic market fluctuations, shrinkage, 
etc. But when the meat-trust combines began to 
get corllrol of all food products, the meat-trust 
methods of handling live stock were injected 
into the food products. 

The farmer shonld not sell a pound of live 
stock, of grain, of vegetables, of fruit, without 
knowing what his goods are going to bring 
f. o. b, shipping point. Let the middlemen, the 
buncoers, fight it out with the transportation 
companies. I t  is reasonable for the farmer to 
take all responsibility while the commodities 
are in his possession, and for the commission 
firin to assume responsibility until it makes 
delivery, and the inerchant to take the respon- 
sibility after he is the possessor. 

Our opinion is that there is very little, if any, 
relief from our economic system for the next 
three years. The real relief is coming from the 
Messianic kingdom, which is to be a righteous 
governiilent under Christ, earth's new Ruler. 
Chronologically, the governments of earth be- 
gan to cruilible in  1914, and shall continue to 
crumble until the new order is introduced, after 
1925. 

Protestant Churches in Europe Dying 

D R. ADOLF ICELLER, secretary of the Fed- 
eration of Protestant churches of Switzer- 

land, says that the Protestant churches in Eu- 
rope are corning to a standbtill arid rliay perish. 
Churches in Germany, Austria, Italy, France, 
Belgium, and Switzerland are said to be in dire 
need. His report makes the plea for aid, for- 
getting that God has said that all the gold, all 
the silver, and the cattle on a thousand hills are 
His, implying that no one need beg for IIim. 
All things come from Him originally, and only 
of His own does man ever give Him. The 

report further says, according to aispatclies 
"Many institutions, schools and charitable organizs- 

tions are in imminent jeopardy of being closed or pa=- 
ing into other hands. The evangelical press and evan- 
gelical literature are rapidly disappearing. Thousan& of 
professional men, clergymen and their families, w i d m  
of thc clergy and aged pastors are plunged into direst 
want. Evangelical minorities in many places are endus 
ing persecution. The supply of candidates for or&- 
tion has fallen. European Protestantism is faced with 
a great crisis. Help must come or the Protestant 
churches will perish." 



The Inevitable Coming to Pass 

T RE preacher business has been a good h s i -  
ness-if we may be excused for reckless use 

of words. It is beconling quite noticeable that 
such expressions as "time-serving clergy" and 
"ease-loving preachers" are often used these 
days. The preacher business started early in 
ancient Babylonia. The "priests of Baal," really 
the devil's agents, have a very prominent place 
in the Scriptures. Baal was the EUII-god, an? 
was adored by the Moahites. Goti inctituted in 
the nation of Israel a true priesthootl, vliich 
served thc divine purposes. The "priests" in 
other nations were imitations and counterfeits. 
I n  God's arrangement for both Israel and thr 
chnrch the nornher of priests is  limitrd; t h ~ y  
are confined to certain restrictions and qualifi- 
cations. But in thc devil's arrangeme~tt the 
more "priests" the better. Any one witl~ I~rains, 
a pious looli and sanctiniol~ious lnanner is good 
material for the preacher business. The theo- 
logical seminaries "make" preachers not ncces- 
sarily unlilir the method hy which the butcher 
grinds out his links of sausage. 

7vTTe are  firm believers in the fact that there 
are i~o\.v in the earth a few persons a110 arc. dis- 
ciples of Christ and  have His spirit in them. 
Thesc know God and His plan, and they teach 
the truth. There is also a much larger number 
who teach the doctril~c.~ of devils and the pre- 
cepts of men-theories not founded on thc Bible 
-not backed up by correlative subjects and in- 
harmonious with the contexts. 

It is for each to ascertain to his own satisfac- 
tion thc line of demarcation between the good 
priests and the bad priests. As a hint to aid ill 
arriving at an unerring conclusion : Se:lrcll tho 
New Testament for a distinction bel\\*cen tho 

"During the last ten years, and especially since the 
n-nr, a panic: has gone through the churches at  the de. 
crease in  t l i ~  numhcr of candidates for the ministry, and 
in the yolmgcr c l~~rgyn~e~ i .  . . . Now that the ranks of 
the mini.stry hay(. 11ec.n thil~ned, there is great danger 
lest those in authority call in men of second and third 
class abilit,y---pis> no doubt, but hctter suited to be 
mecl~anics ant1 clcrlte thau parsons." 

Evidrntly the thought conveyed here is that 
if a person is expert in handling a screw-driver 
or in weighing a pound of coffee he is dieqnali- 
fied for  the preacher business. What does the 
Bishop niean by second and third class ability? 
7s it that only the first class are in preacher-. 
dom? But he admits that "a college degree does 
not nialce a big character." 

"What the racked and bewildered world of today 
needs in Ir-ndrrs. The ministry needs them, too. And thc 
qaestion b~fore  Ihe chnrches today is: How are these 
men to  hc found and rcluipped?" 

It is an itnpossibility to find and equip them; 
for there a1.e Ilene. Satan's organization has 
bcxcn exc~~c.isii~g itself practically without re: 
straints. Its frnit has ripened, and the resalts- 
mar, famine, rcrolntion. corruption, crime, loose 
~r~orals ,  and selfishness - abound. TT'e have 
reached the f~nd of thc age, God's protecting 
halid has been raised, and the contending force8 
are permitted to ha.tter the bulwarks of society 
until the whole schcnle of civilization crumbles 
into the dust! Out of the ruins towers the king-, 
dom of God, so long prayed for. The great 
trouhlc has been that the people had too much 
rev(>rence for the "tlivinc right of kings" and 
the "divine right of the clergy," while there had 
been no s~ich thing. Satan rules by usurpation, 
and the "overseers" he has set up rule the same 
way. 

followers of thc Lord Jesus, and give us the 
chapter and verse we may find mentioned Messiah's Kingdom ATOW Due 

the two classes-clergy and laity. No one is to G OD had a typical liingdom in Israel. Zede- 
- 

kiah, the last Iting, was dethroned; and ofi rule over and dominate any of the Lord's disci. 
ples; those who do so arc called Airolaitalles is him the Prophet said: "Remove the diadem, and 
Revelation 2: 6,  and the Lord's opinion of them take off the crown; this shall not be the same. 
may be found in the same verse. A respect for . . . I will overturn, overturn, overturn it: and 
the divine arrangement is a healthy state of the it shall be no more, until he comes whose right - 

Christian's mind, but none are conlmissioned to it is, and I will give it to him." (Ezekiel 21: 
"lord i t  over" another or to use coercive meas- 2 2  Other scriptures show that the One - 
ures. "whose right i t  is7' is Christ; and that the time 

TVc will quote sonle extracts from a n  article intervening in nhirh the gentiles have dominion 
bn "lJThat's JJTrong with the Ministry?" by a under Satan as god, i s  2,520 years-from 608 
noted Bishop, in The New, Republic, with corn- E. C. to 1914 A. D. The dissolving of the "king- 
bents: doins of this world" began with the World War, 
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and no peace conference nor any reconstructive 
legislation can stop the trouble and perplexity 
in  the world. See Rev. 11 : 15-18 ; Daniel 2 : 44. 

That the preachers do not know these things 
is proof to us that they have been disconnected, 
telephonically speaking, from the great central 
station of Almighty God. "Babylon is fallen, is 
fallen"-chnrchianity is rejected, is rejected. 

That the theological seminaries are unreliable 
the Bishop admits : 

"It is pateut to all that the theological seminaries llitve 
in  the past been too free in admitting young men to 
membership and that some Bishops and others who have 
had the responsibility of conln~ending them have been 
too lenient in passing almost any pious, well-mealling 
young man." 

This is a vain attempt to shift tlie responsi- 
bility from the "leaders" to the laclc of 'alibr:! 
of the young men seeking the preacher business. 
The Bishop does not shift it entirely; for he 
says: "One other reason for the lack of suffi- 
cient leaders in the ministry is faulty methods 
of selecting candidates." 

We are confident that this work is done by 
the power of Satan; for Cod never commis- 
sionrd any one to select candidates for Hirn. 
Jesus said: "No man call come to me, except 
the Father whicli sent me draw him" (John 6: 
44) If Jesus had not the power to say: "I will 
be God's priest," without being invitc.tl by God 
through the power of the holy spirit, 15-hat right 
has any man to '(make" Christians, to say noth- 
ing of making them expositors of thc Word! 
Jesus was sent by God into the world to save 
the world from sin and death, and 11e took no 
honor to Eimself to be made something to whicll 
He  was not called. (Hebrews 5 : 4 ,5 )  The disci- 
ples mere commissioned to witness to the world, 
and not to connr t  the world; the conversion of 
the world awaits the establizrliment of the king- 
'dom of God on earth. Those who "makc" o r  
"grind out" converts irrcspcctive of the leading 
of the holy spirit only make them worse-by 
deceiving them and giving them false standards 
of righteousness.-Ma1Ihcw 23 : 15. 

The Bishop says : 
'Tt is not the fault of the people that they arc iynor- 

ant, but the fault of the Church arid of ilie clergy them- 
 elves that they have not taken the trouble to tell the 
story, and in such a way as to get it under the skin of 

its clergy have not lrnown the story to tell-the 
know neither the Scriptures nor the power 
God. To get the message under the skin nee 
the old hell-fire and brimstone theology, 
hard-hearted doctrine of election, the badn 
of God, and the awfulness of the jud,gnent day 
These a11 are the devil's doctrines. Satan incites 
through fear, always. Hold up  the bogy man, 
preach a scare-crow religion; and you'll get it 
"under the slcin." The only method or rnunne 
in which God draws disciples to Christ is 
through love. There is a freedom, a liberty, a 
peace of mind, a reasonableness in the doctrine 
of love not found anywhere outside of the Bible. 
Cod is love; His niessage is one of "good tidings 
unto all people"; His messengers are kind, lib- 
erty-loving. They hate no one, are  forbearing 
and tolerant; but they do have righteous indig- 
nation against error and sham religions posing 
as  Christian. 

Here is one type of preacher the Bishop la- 
ments over: 

"The other young man has never linown doubt, or 
questioned; he accepted his mother's theology, and later 
his Sunday School teacher's theology, and his minister's. 
He is docilc, ~~iou.. but without force of mind or charac- 
ter. He is found to be orthodox; he always will b 
orthoilos. Hc is pnssctl t iy the cxurniner." 

'CTThat is his fault? He lacks force of mind; 
i. e., he is not dynamic, he lacks coercive power, 
he is not hypnotic-his congregation goes to 
sleep, the shingles fly off the roof of the church, 
and tlie niclrels fail to jingle in the collection 
basket! Ah, some tale of woe, this! F h a t  a 
shame that God has not given us a Billy Sunday 
for every thousand of our inhabitants! 

Preachers in Bad Repute 
Iq'EW days ago I asked a young fryend," said the A Bisl~op, "to find out what men and women on the 

street think of ministers; and he found out. . : . Here 
is what they say about the Church: 'The ministers am 
clever at sliding through; they don't believe what they 
say.' Says a traclesinan's wife: 'They keep telling.you 
what you mustn't do; that you can't do this and that- 
play cards, go to the theater. They talk ahout charity and 
won't give a man a cent or a job. I had cnough of them 
whcn I was a girl.' 'Ministers aren't interesting,' adds 
an autoniobile man, 'everything they tell me I kn 
already. Tlle minister never comes into my ahop to s 
me: and I am glad of it.' 'Ministers are fakers.' savs , , , " 

the young men." Syrian shoemaker. A manager of the machine works -? 
A frank admission, indeed, if true. But the docs not hesitate ti, say: 'Ninety-nine percent of the -- 

church referred to is the church nominal; and ministers are ~~shy-washy. They are preaching far 2 ,- 
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money.' The director of an ecoilomic foundation ex- naked pyp: and that all tllc churches of . 
pre.%el hls ~entimfnLc. 'Nin~\ters, C'qpfYlally 1;~14~opal I , l I l t ~  n hlch are visible to the eye are par& 
minm~ter., don't give me anyth~ng in t h c ~ r  wnlons: thcy of' tilt. . c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of ~ ~ t ~ ~ , , - ~ ~ ~  ,,f hirn, have 
fall hack on stocl, plrrakes; they don't define terms, but  his (trancformed), and teach his doc- 
just keep on talkmg ?'he! talk on the price of coal or 
industrial and economic conditions ~ h i c h  they don't tr~nes,  and not t l~c  doctrines of Christ in theif 

h o w  anyth~ng about.' A rned~cal studpnt adds: 'Min- ' J ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ Y  and 
isters aren't modem; they lack moral courage to spcak The church of C'hrist is not made of stone, 
the truth'." - brick, mortar, pc~j-s, and a bell, but of me~nhers 

The Bishop gives the theological "cemeteries" in par~icular of the body of Christ-disallowed 
away in the following story: :nld unrccogniztd indred of men, but known oi? 

"Here then is the chance for the mll:iktrls; hrrc is God, and t l lo~c nho have the spirit of Christ as 
the opportunity for the churches and especially for the they may come into contact with each other. 
theological seminaries. A lajman said to me a nhilp "The things of God lrnoweth no man, but [by] 
ago: 'Our minister is quite a scholar; he 1s as dry as the spirit of if vTe have not the spirit of 
dust as a preacher; he 1s no pastor. The children run chl.iht ,T-C are of 15is; 'dneverthelWs the 
away from him, and he is feared of them; hc would 
make an excellent professor in a theological crmlnary."' 

foundation of God standeth sure, having this 

We are wondering where this preaclicr's alibi seal, The T~ord Itnoweth then1 that are  hie. And, 

will come in. Perhaps he expects lcnirncy for Ilct c , v c ~ ~  one that nametli the name of Christ 

exposing the gang, or for puttirrg contractetl tlepart from i~iiqnity"; for i t  is written, "I will 

words into tile mouths of those less learned thall destroy the w~sdom of the wise, and will bring 
himself. H~ laments the condition of the to notlljng t h ~  understanding of the pr~ident. 
"church of Christ," and hopes that these days . . . Hat11 I I O ~  Goti made foolish the wisdom 06 3 
of her delinquency  ill soon pass. Let him lmow this world?"- 1 Corrrlth~ians 2: 11; 2 Tllnothy 
that the Church of Christ is  not to the 2 : 19; 1 Corinthians 1 : 19.20. 

"Christendom" a Misnomer - 

T HAT "Christendom," meaning Chi 16t.s king- 
dom, RS applied to the present time, 1s an 

unjustifiable use of the word is evidenced in a 
recent speech of Dr. N. F. Burns of Kea Tork, 
before the Council of Cities of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, in Cleveland. "The more 
systematically aud srientifically we investigate 
the present economic and illdustrial in~titntions 
of this country the more wp are convinccd that 
many of these institutions are non-Christian, 
some un-Christian, and a few are anti-Chris- 
tian," the Doctor is reported to h a ~ ~ e  said. He 
proved his point by saying that he had a friend 
who had made a net profit in the last twelve 
months of $5,000,000. Upon inquiry he learned 
that his friend employed 15,000 and 
girls who earned from $8 to $15 a ~ ~ e e l i ,  and 
was not concerned nlicther they could livc vir- 
tuously on that or not; that he 7~3s  llring ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1  
within the businehs ethics \$hi& the church has 
built up daring the last 2,000 )cars. When 
asked the question what he ~vould do if his 
minister should shov hiill up in a scrmon on 
Social Justice, he replied, smilingly: "I suppose 

rrb 11-e \~-ould have a change of iriinisters a t  the . 4  
1 cornmg sc~sion 01 the coniercnce." -3 

The minister eoiitinued with wise couiisel: -4 
"Raw me, as the greatest of all the nations, the 

passlon for moral equity and soc~al justice to madjust 
and re-create ~ndi~stry  so as to accord with the pnnci- 
p l r ~  and teachings of Jesus? I n  some way u-e must 
mahe good our clalins of democ~acy in industr~ as well 
as In pol~trcal life. Somehoa, cocilieration must displace 
the old competition and conil~ct. Fmallj, llationd 
brotherhood muct be inaugurated." 

3 
-3 

This statement denies, and rightly too, th7r 3 
universality of the brotherhood of man at pres- -4 
cnt. International and universal brotllerhood 
is coming under the Messianic reign. Competi- 
tion and conflict shall be done away. Why is Be 
not posted and telling his preacher brethren 
(or why do they not inform him) that su& , 
things that he sees to be the need of the world 
are coming when the kingdom of the Lord' ia 
establ~shed 111 earth; and why can he n d  
ltno\~ the approximate time for the ushering 
in of this great event and thus eneonrage hi4 
brethren1 



Reports from Foreign Correspondents 
From England ciated with the great United S 
T H E  Easter holiday season, always very wel- --and that great coun t7  has 

come to the English people, because i t  i s  broken sons of Europe into a new 
the first break in work since the Christmas holi- though now the western continent does 
days, has been verymnch enjoyed. The railways as Once it  did, many from here would 
report an exceptionally busy time, equaling in enter into its life and its privileges of FF 
volume of traffic that of pre-war days. As the On. 

railway fares are still high and out of propor- The politica1 is quiet at present, an 
tion to ordinary values, we may say that the there is nothing special doing amongst eccle- 

did to themselves. ~h~ %.eather siastics. At this season of the year it is the 
was not unfavorable anywhere. Indeed, in the cus t~ ln  in England for  the religious orgsniza- 
south of England it  was sunny and warm; and tiOrls to hold their yearly meetings. We look 

the crowds, especially those who got to the sea- with interest to what the leaders will have to 
side, had a very refreshing and enjoyable lloli- abollt the world situation as viewed f r w  
day. Those who find their chief excitenlerlt their platforms. m%at they think will be re- 
enjoyment in nratching the crack football play- served in other places. 

ers got what they wanted-except when their 
From Canada favorite club lost the game, and incidentally 

their friends' moncy. T H E  politic.al situation in Canada shows little 
Although there is much money being spent activity, the main points a t  issue being the 

in pleasure, and the life of the great city seems signing of the "I-Ialibut" treaty with the United 
almost luxurious, there is a good deal of quiet States by Canadians, without recourse to the 
suffering; and very many people are living on mother country. This is a step that is  hailed 
the borders of the poverty linc. Authentic in- by orie party as  being a definite advance toward 
formation through a personal friend relative to complete nationhood, and by another as again 
miners' wages in one district of South TTTales is proving the old contention that Canada do 
that even when working on full time the utmost not necd any longer to remain tied to the 
a miner can earn is thirty-six shiIlings, or $8.50, strings of England, but can be the arbiter 
per week. But it is almost impossible for a man own destiny without her capable guidance. 
to get a full week's work, and the average would The signing of the treaty revives the 
be three-fifths to three-fourths of that sum. arguments about Secession, an issue that 

At the present time there are  several labor received stimulus from the present deplora 
disputes going on. The East Anglia farrnrrs condition of the Western fanner;  and it i s  f 
and the farm laborers have a quarrel. The ly stated in certain sections that should 
laborers have struck for a living wage. illso a West again be faced with a Reciprocity issue, 
builders quarrel is  in progress, and 400,000 mcn the result would be a great deal different from 
are involved in it. I n  South Wales 40,000 the issue of the Laurier administration. 
miners in the Rhondda Valley are on strike tain Wcstern newspapers, prominently amo 
over a union dispute; and there is apparently lhcm the Manitoba Free Press, deprecate the 
a well-settled purpose on the part of the rnern- possibility of any breaking away from the East, 
bers of the National Union of Railway Worlters interpreting all such talk as a gesture on the 
to resist the drop in wages intended by the part oE the West to obtain consideration from 
railway companies as soon as present agree- the Eastern magnates. However, when one con- 
ments lapse. These things, coupled with the siders the tremendous number of American im- 
slackness of general trade and the enormous migrants that make up the farming communities 
loss of the European markets, keep commercial of the Prairie Provinces, it is not hard to  believe 
life a t  a low ebb, and tend to dishearten both that, should the matter come to a definite vote,-. 
capital and labor. England would experience considerable diffi- 

Though nowadays there is not so much look- culty in keeping the West within the Empire. 
ing and longing for  the libert4; freedom, and A news item in the Toronto GZ.obe, of Mar& . '  

success, which the Britisher has always asso- ZOth, headlines its report of the vote on decom 
050 
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tions: "The man's the man, rcmains standard More and inore light is being thrown on 
for all Canadians. House of C'ommons, by huge condition of the lJTest; and the fact can 
majority, defeats Return to 1)ewrations. No longer be dis 
titles and ribbons? 

Canada is perhaps t l ~ e  first country in the 
world to refuse to accept titles or honors, when curtailment 
sucli are available. Hoxve~~er, the reccbnl revela- 
tions of the methods used in the bestowing of 
sucli honors at the hand of the Icing, and the 
"porlr-barrel" tactics employed in the obtaining 
of them by profiteers who are prcparetl to con- source of i 
tribute to the party funds at election time, clo 
not add to the savoriness of such recoxnition of and co~t ly  
merit. Canada is well satisfied to be repre- and at  the time of writing the freight ta 
sented by plain "misters," where suc.h have a have been ulitlcr review.. That any good 
deep sense of the responsibility resting upon result is hardly to be expected, in  the face o 
them. past performance, as the policy of those mognl~  

The Pro2iil)itio11 problcm remains as intricate that hold the farnter in their grasp is a case 
a s  ever. The Saslratchewan Legislature was of "what we liavc? wc hold." 
recently treated to some strong ~xpressions of ~ h ,  ~~b~~ sky i s  tllrcatening storm clouds, 
opinion with regard to the conditions extant as and I,abol. is  beginning to 
in  the Province. 

That the Prohibition enforcement is virtually 
a t  a standstill is a notorious fact. E2~erywhere 
the evidence accumulates that the law is heirig \l:estern 
broken with impunity. I t  does not sepm to enter public 
the consciousness of our la\vmalters that instead ,\-i 

the illicit whiskey, the more effective work bUYillg Of \I:intc>r's coal now. Each year 
would be done by framing a law that ~rc'vented adds to the feeling that ,ve are living continu-. 
the rich and influential consumer from provid- ally a rbgiime of uenlesgencyu measures, 
ing a market for  such liquor. If there was with 110 
demand, there would be no supply; and the building 
"churches" which today pour wrath upon the mits tha 
head of the vendor midit  be better employed to the paucity of 
in putting a ban upon the members thp per, have rditori 
gregation who secretly (and in many cases not tllc skillrd 
so secretly) lend their consent t o  lawbreaking I l a ~ ~ c  deplored the condition, asserting that this 
by consuming the bootlegger's product. undoubtedly Incans 1ligl:ll prices for what build-. 

An editorial in the Toronto Globe of >far& ing is being done, because of the shortage of 
23, -4th the heading "The Spring Xigrat,ion," labor ~ ; ~ i d ~ ~ t l  
provides some interesting reading in connection 
with the conditions in agricultural circles. I t  
says: all winter in tll 

"There is a real emigration movement of aglicultur- the a 
ists from the Prairie Provinces, which has bee11 brought are patriotic to 
about by crop failures, a great reduction in the price 
received for cattle and cereals, and in certain of the 
newer by lac,< of transportation fac.ilities. ~ ' i"  "8 p"seib 
Farmers who lee17e the country because of thew or other eyes away fro 
adverse conditions are not likely to return \.err soon, to the south of the line, and struggle along 
and their dcpariure is a loss that we do well to  regard ca~na l  cmplo~ment, shoveling snow, or so 
IS serious.:' 

, -  ~- . other interesting task, until the magnates a 
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pleased graciously to hand tllcin a steady job. predicting this invention will make back n 
Steel workers in the Maritime provinces are  bers of steam, gasoline and even electricity. 

no exception to t h ~  rule, and already are  mak- Toroilto 8ntu~dn.y  Night in its financial sec 
ing demands that threaten a f t ~ r t h e r  dead-lock gives some very ill~lminating highlights on 
in this field. The ruling of Juclgt (falt, of activity of a loc,al divine: 
Winnipeg, Nanitoba, that  the Brothnhood of 
Loconlotive Engineers i s  a n  illegal organiza- "'For the firel. time \re see Old Dobbin shaking in 

his shoes and numbering his days; and the noisy snort- 
tion operating in restraint of trade, and that it,F shall find a corner in some 
this international body has no stantling in ('an- it only marks a step in progress; Pays the R ~ ~ .  C. B. 
ada, will not do anything to inlprove the pres- Pitcl~cr. TI. A,. B. n., \rho not very long ago was, and 
ent strained relationship organized prrhaps still is. ~ ~ ~ i d e ~ i t  Presbyterian minister at  Cia 
labor and the powers that  be. Organized trades- Brassil. a sntnll centre some five miles f 
unions have received somp very severe jolts in  ~illc,  Ont. Ifis enlhnsiasm for the gospel seems of 1 
the past fexv years in  the \yest, the feeling ho~rrvcr, t o  hn.vc given \ray to a greater enthusiasm 
of is to the pojnt of a fur- t'lw Collins (;as 1,:agine. [Here follows a list of w 
ther outbreak. this \vonderfnl engine ~vill accomplish.] He finishes 

strong trith an exordinin xhich must have been wri J. F. ~~~oodsxvor th ,  Labor 91. P. fo r  Cktntre aitcr heillg inspired a of St. John's vision 
Winnipeg. speaking in London. 0% recently ihc Tsle of Patmos, of a nett- heaven and a new e 
said, according to the Toronto jlaily S l r c v  press 1t thus: lj;l-ell the most eceptical scarcely 
report : heing con~incrd m d  onc of these days when we see 

"It seems a xirange state oi affairs that tbr ntiuirtc- Collii~s Gae lcngine ploughing our fields and hauling 

rial alliance should be content with suppressing the sale our farm machi~iery: . . . when we go to church 8nd 

of a few candies or apples on Sunday and (lo not do market and sce the world a little by utilizing the ~ ~ l n s  

sonlething to prevent large nlanufacturern from 1ta.ping potrcr; . . . t ~ r :  ,shall s ~ ~ r e l y  behold one of the grePt 
their factories open on the lord's Day. I hare bw.11 in trontlers of the axes and lilrc him of old we shall mr&y 

a steel mill in  Nova Scotia, U . ~ I . C  the mcil are ~rorking rxclai~n : "\Vhat hath God wrought !" ' 
elercn hours on the day shift and thirteen on the night "As ~vc read, we cau almost imagine a financial pul- 

shift for days a ,l.eeli; if they get off ,\.ark on all fbv311gelical salesman, exhorting his hearers tcr 
Sunclay they must malie up for it by working the full untir their purse stril~gs n-hile yet i t  is time, in ordez 

that thc propcr missionaries might carry the gospel of twenty-four hoar; the nex? Smiday. It is a nonrler to 
me that the Lord's Day Alliance does not rswt its the Collins Gas I<ngine to the uttermost parts of the 

strength in an eiideavor to  shnt s11c.h plants on Sl111day rarth." 

and thus allov- the emploSQs a (lay of rest." [Hla,qt Tile Financial kiditor follows with a patient 
furnaces, once bloa-11 in, cannot bc economicaII? c-1osc.d (7011siderntio~~ of the claims made on behalf of 
down on Sunda.ys.-Ed. A tlic cnginc, and conveys a distinct warning to 

pc~ssi'ulc investors. We dimly suspect that Mr. IVoodrivi~rths 
i~loaevvr, to try to follow God and Mammon ,< wonder" i s  not so innocent as  i t  appears;  for 

it has always been a patent fact that tho prohi- a t  our. and thc anme time is not confined to 
bitions of the Lord's I )ny  Alliance are  never cc.clrsiastica1 gas-engine sellers, a s  the follow- 

aimed a t  making the Lord's day a real day of ing advertiscinent will indicate : 

rest, by curtailing all activities. The Sunday ''lir~v. E. DeKitt Johnston, D. D., and Party, Evan- 
golf ficnd chases thc elu~ivr:  "pill" across the geli.sts-0ne or tu-o open date?. A record of twenty-five 
festive green on the 1,ord's clay> ; I S  of yore. But city and circuit campaigns in Ontario. Address Croton. 
the average laborer doesn't play g-olf; so there's Ont., or phone 5444 Thamesrille, Ont." 

no good reason for  stopping it. Wc insert the ad. f ree  of charge, but  we a r e  
The factories run, as  do the automobiles a.]most tempted to malre a. \-,,ager that this is 

of the ~ ~ e a l t l ~ ? - ;  and the bootlegger plies his more than Afr. Johnston will do! Is this evan- 
stealtliy trade. But  Tvoe betid(: the poor mother gelist business still El~lldled on a percentage 
who tries to  buy a few caridirs for  her kiddies. basis? O r  i s  the indemnity so much per  sou] 

Under the heading "The Sc~v Evangel and saved? We have v~ontlered. 
the Collins Gas Engine," the Rrv. C. B. Pitcher, Another pastor evidently does not find 
B. A., B. I)., pitcl~es i t  strong to prospects in pasture where he i s  at present located part 



larly good. The Christian Guardian for Feb- 
ruary 14 displays the following: 

"Pastor seekb charge of small church in or near 
Toronto, sound in Rlblc doctrine, specially trained lor 
efficient administration in Sunday School and depalt- 
ments. Apply Box 221, Christian Guardian." 

Great is the power of the ubicyuitous want-ad! 
We can only hope that tE~c pastor is indeed 
sound in Bible doctrine, and is not too mucll 
befuddled with dark-age creeds-a vastly- dif- 
ferent matter. 

The proposed revision of the Psalms of 
David as recorded in the daily press is C ~ U S ~ I I ~  

some comment, most of which seems, so far, to 
be in  favor thereof. A cursory glance a t  the 
suggested chang8s leads one to the opinion that 
a t  last the hard shell of the norrlinal church is 
beginning to crack, and a little light seeping 
into the dim chambcrs where the old credal 
fetishes arc still kept. Pastor I'Cussell's indns- 
trious attack on the brimstone hell is receiving 
tardy recognition, aIt11ough even yet the clerics 
do not a d m ~ t  his instrumentality in ridding the 
world of this dark-age incub~is; however, the 
manifest desire to gct away from the phrase- 
ology of the Ring James Bible that still conveys 
the hell-fire idea is a sign of progress that we 
are glad to TI-elcome. 

The folloving from the Toronto Globe of 

4 March 24 issue, under the caption "OutIook of -, 
thc Chnrcli," is intcresting. One cannot help .4 ~g 
but think back to the days when our gallant ;-2 
patriots took inoffensive Bible Students and :+ 
maltreated, fined and jailed them for  having in G .  
their possession copies of the Holy Scriptures ' 
or  of hymn-books, as was done in many oases -3 
during the Great XTar. We wonder, however, 3 
how long i t  would be before the paid capitalist < 
nqitators would be preaching the same balder- .i 
dash from their pulpits and rostrums, should -9 
there he another war! It reads: .& , 

"l'hcre 1s conslclcrablc food for thought in a striking '3 

article that appears in the current issue of The Chris- fi 
tian Century on T h c  Charch and War.' If war is ever -: 
to be abolished, the wnter contends, it must be by the -: 
refusal of the Church to participate in it. Such a thing -": 
as a righteous war the sritcr regards as a contradiction .': 
in terms. There are sufficient Christians in the world r: 
todaj, he belleves, to abolish war If they would refuse -" 3 to share in  it. 'For my part I will not go to war,' he -; 

sals 'It is not that I do not love my country; I do. It 3 
i5 not that I count my llfe too dear to sacrifice it for 2 
the sa fc t j  and liberty of others; I do not. But war is 3 
not a method of adjusting international disputes any -, 

more than a fist fight is a mcthod of adjusting a dispute 3 
hctween individuals, or lynching a method for adjusting 
a publlc sca~~dal.  To condemn war in time of peace and &j 
bupport it when it is going on is as illogical as condemn- 
ing the liquor tranic and patronizing it, or condemning , f 
gaml)llng and taking a hand in  the game."' - -3 - 

,-x 

End of Florida Convict-Leasing System 

0 N APRIL twentieth, with but one dissenting 
votc, the Florida Legislature put an entl to 

the leasing of convicts to the lmnber companies 
of that state, which means that no inore men 
will be flogged to death in the prison carnps of 
that commonwealth. Rcndprs of TEE GOLDEN 
AGE will be glad to know that this victory for 
the cause of humanity is directly traceable to 
the article "A Hebrew in Christian Florida.," by 
Isaac Herman Schwartx, which appeared in our 
issue Number 78. 

I n  December, only a few months after the 
whipping to death of the negro Ned Thompson, 
and the attempt to kill Schwartz by the same 
method, the whipping boss of the $800,000 Put- 
nam Lumber Company of Jacksonville whipped 
to death a 22-year-old boy, Martin Tabert, of 
North Dakota, Tabert's relatives had just sent 

- 
$75, to pay his $25 fine for stealing a ride on a 
freight train; but Tabcrt was dead, flogged to  $ 
death, and the money was returned to €he 3 
mother marlred, "Returned by request of sheriff. 4 

L d 

Party gone." -3 

Eeaders of T ~ E  GOLDEN AGE put the matter -3 
before tho authorities. The governor of North -2 
Dakota demanded the arrest and trial of tho 3 
whipping boss; and he has been indicted for  1 
murder. Attorneys and judges from North : s" Dakota visited Florida and lectured to large 

4 audiences, urging the abolition of the convict- 
leasing system, and reading to them from the 
Sch~vartz article in THE GOLDEN AGE. a f t e r  
eighteen days of debate in  the Legislature, the 
matter terminated as above, in the interest of 
justice and humanity. Relatives of Tabert have 
sued the Putnam Lumber Company for  $50,000. 



The Narrow Way and Other Ways 
W R r r o w  is th,e thtrt lertdeth unto l i f e  nrtd few t11ere be that  find it."-Lllnttheu, 7:14. 

Cr\ Lord utterc!d t l~esc  words at  the first let us pause to examine the testimony of So15 0 adrent, hence just a t  the close of thc Jew- tore respecting an). o d e r  of life everlasti 
ish age and a t  the openilig of tile Gospel age. either by a narrow way o r  by any other w 
TlTe a r e  not to  expect that tEic narrow way will prior to our  Lord's advent and His  proc.lama 
continue in  the future indefinitely. The way of tion of the gospel. Previously God's deali 
rightconsness i s  uarrow a t  the present time had been only ~ i t h  Abraham and his seed, 
because this Ciospl age i s  a par t  of "this pres- Israelites. All others, a s  tlie Apostle declares, 
ent evil world,:' or  cfispensation; dnvirlg which were \rithont God in the world-aliens, 
Satan is the prince o r  ruler. The Golden 9 g e  st.rangers, fortigners from the commonwealth 
belongs to  the nc\xy dispensation, a l ter  the of Tsrnrl. (J.:phes.ians 2 :  12) Evidently, t h  
establisl~menl of Christ's Itingdom and the there \ias no way of life open t o  the wo 
binding of Satan and the annulling of lrie blind- prior to thc redemptive work of Christ. The 
illg influence. In  that !;lorious day t11(. \ray of In\\- gi\.c'n to Israc'l did indeed give lhrit iiation 
r ight~onsness ~vi l l  not be narrox- aancl tlifficnlt, n diSScrriit path or  course froin the remainder 
but easy, and the way of 111;1~i~?litetr~~ilcss nil1 of thv n-orld. St was a narrow n a y  and they 
be hard, a difficult \\.a?; for  a11 ih(. infutlnccs tliought it to be a way of lifc, but, a s  the Apos- 
then \\-ill be i 'aro~~al,Ic to 1.ig11t~o~isnc~s and lle c~p la ine ,  they found it to be a way of death. 
.contrary to  sin, vilorc~as no\\- the ,q,nrral (Ron;nos 7 :  10) The Apostle most distinctly 
influ~nces are  faccrabl<t to sin and nnS:rooralnle declares that the. law covenant justified none of 
to  rigliteou~ness. I t  i s  this that makes the t h ~ m ,  conducted none of them to life everlast- 
Christian way a narrow and difficult  on^. i ng .  TTear Iri~il: "The lam made nothing per- 

fect." (I-Iebrc.~\.s 7 :  19) "By the deeds of the 
Christ's Mission on Earth law tlrc~rr sliall no flesh bc justified in  God's 
L 0 0 1 < I F C  Ilack we p ~ r e r i r e  that this nlrrorv sigllt'> (Roluallr 3 : M ) ,  cnnlbnting tile Jewish 

way to  life did not exist ill the Jen-is11 age tllnt somello\l- or other the giving of t k  
and previous agcbs. Tt may l ~ e  a snrpr,iac. ere11 la,l7 t o  their lintion justifiecl tilern. 
to Bible students to notice that lhctrcl was no 
way of lifc a t  all prcrious to the corning of our  Muat Obey the Law 
Lord to be the redeemer and life-giver. To this HE ,4postle points out tha t  not  he who 
thought agree the words of the Apostle that T receives a copy of the law nor he who hears 
"Christ . . . brongl~t  life a ~ i d  itriimortxlitp to tlle la\\- is justificfiil by it, but only he who obeys 
light through the gospel." (2'J'iniclthy 1: 1.0) it-lie wlro does thc things required by the 
That is to say, illat nltl~ough God had irnpliedly la\\-. (Romans 2 :  13) The Apostle points out 
proniised a futurc life in the promise madc to again tliat the cliffi~ulty lay not in  the law given 
Abrnham and in the various promiers of resti- .to Israel, xliicli \\.as holy, just, and good, 
tntiiin "spoken by the i~ io~r th  oF all thc  lroly (llo~nrnls 7 :  3 ' 7 )  The tlificulty lay in  the Jews 
prophets,"' nevertileless H e  had not s11o\\-11 hou- tIlcnli~cl\~c~s; tlley were like all other people of 
it would be accomplisl~ed and by n l l o n ~  i t  \vould the \\-orltl, E:illen, sinners. Our Lord corrobo- 
be accomplislicd. But 11-lien the Lord J c s ~ i s  died rated the Apostle's statement that none of the 

' fo r  tl-ic sins of the whole ~ ~ o r l d  i t  n~nnifestcd Jews v e r e  jnstilied by the law, saying, "Did 
the divine love and  synlpailry for  the world; not I\Coers g i rc  you the lawv, and yet none of 
it shorn-ed how Cod c o ~ d d  bc just and yet be yon Iiccapeth the la\\-?'' (John 7 : 19) The apostle. 
the Justifier of a11 \vho vion!d bcliere in Jesus  Pan1 :~g;,in declares: "-4 man is not justified; 

: and obey Him;  i t  brought to light Jesus a s  the by the x-orlis of thc law . . . for  by the works 
great Seed of Abrnhani and God's gift of im- of tlie Ian* sliall no flesh be jnstified." (Gdat ians  
mortality to Him and to thc o\.ncoini~i,- cl~urc-11, 2 : 16) And again he says : "That no man is 
His  bride; cnd i t  brought to light the futurc jnstiiicd by thc law in the sight of God is evi- 
everlasting life opportunities to be granted to dent." (Galatians 3 :  11) The sum of the whole 
the ~ ~ - o r l d  through the glorified cllurc.11 during matter  i s  that 11-1vllile the Jea-s had a blessing in 
the Golden Age. the way of divine instruction through the law, 

Since this subject i s  clearly seem by hut few, yet, becansc unsble to keep its requiremen% 
UD 



they were specially condemned by i t ;  and this 
special condemnation that was on the Jews 
more than on the other nations of the world is 
in the Scriptures called the "curse of the law." 

Our Lord's redemptive work was not only 
necessary to relieve the world of mankind from 
the incubus of original sin entailed through 
Adam, but additionally upon the nation of 
Israel for the cancellation of the special curse 
o r  sentence upon that nation thlougll its failure 
to comply with the terms of the law covenant. 
Hence the Apostle says o l  Christ: 'He was 
made a curse for  us' [the Jews].--Gal. 3 :  13. 

The Apostle explains that the giving to Israel 
of the law covenant with its typical sacrifices, 
"which can never talre away sins," was merely 
a foreshadowing of the better hopes built upon 
the better sacrifices of this Gospel age. (He- 
brews 10: ll) The narrow way belongs exclu- 
sively to this Gospel age, and not to any time 
previous nor to any time future. It began with 
our Lord IXimself, who was the forerunner in 
this way, and who has invited the Gospel church 
to walk in  His steps-Eis steps of self-denial, 
of self-sacrifice. 

N a m w  Way of Life 

T HIS way is a sacrificial way, a narrow way, 
because of the evil and fallen conditions 

everywhere abounding. To walk with the Lord 
in  holiness of will and, as far  as possible, in 
holiness of life means to be so different from 
humanity in general as to be thought peculiar, 
to be more or Iess shunned by the children of 
this world. It means more than negative oppo- 
sition to the world, too; it means to take a 
positive stand for  the Lord, for  the truth of 
His Word, for  rigliteousness in g;cneral. 

The whole world has been bcgotten once to 
life a s  chiidren of Adam; but Adamic life hav- 
ing been corrupted and forfeited at  its very 
fountain, the result is that the world is a dying 
world, physically, mentally and niorally, all 
the natural tendencies being toward sin and 
death. This way or tendency of the world our 
Lord described as the broad road which leads 
io destruction. Unless they are rescued from 
it by Him the result would eventually be 
destruction for  all, not eternal torment, but 
destruction, as  our Lord declared. 

The way of the Lord in this present time is 
made narrow and difficult and hard to find 

because the Lord seeks only a very 
at the present time, the little flock 
is the Father's good pleasure to give th 
dom. The self-sacrificing, nevertheless, 
present time, not only appeals to a s 
portion of those who enter it and who 
run with patience in it the race set befor 
in the gospel, but also serves to develop in 
faith, obedience, gentleness, meekness, patien 
lo:;, ,..uff'ering, brotherly kindness, love, and th  
to "make them meet [fit] for  the inheritance 
the saints in light," the kingdom in 
joint-heirs with Christ to bless the world 
mankind.-Colossians 1 : 12. 

making the consecration so th 
no looking baclt after once they h 
hand to the plow. These are said to b 
again, begotten not of the will of th  
of man, but begotten of truth. ( 
James 1 : 18) These who walk in 
way are Scripturally called "new creatures 
Christ Jesus."-2 Corinthians 5 : 17. 

A Change of Nature 

F OR these is provided in God's plan a to 
change of nature, so that in  the resurrection 

instead of returning to their former estate 
being perfected as human beings, they will 
perfected as new creatures, as  spirit being 
The resurrection of the overcomers of t 
church is described in 1 Corinthians 15: 
The Apostle declares respecting their 
that they are sown animal bodies, and respec 
ing their resurrection that they are raised spir 
itual bodies; sown in weakness, raised in power 
sown in corruption, raised in  incorrnptio 
sown in dishonor, raised in glory. It will th 
be seen that the narrow way of this Gospel a 
has attached to it exceeding great and precio 
promises that by these we might become 
taliers of the divine nature-spiritual natu 

The very fact that the Golden Age is 
vided in the divine plan, the very fact 
Christ and His church associated with Him 
the Seed of Abraham are  to bless the wor 
all the families of the earth during the M a e  
nium, the very fact that all this will be af 
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Satan shall have been bolmd, inlplies that  the ' l~ighway" of holiness leading up to perfection 
way of life in the future \\.ill not be so narrow, of character, will be in many respects similar 
so steep, so rugged, so difficult to find and so to the highway of holiness that was open to 
difficult to walk in a s  i s  the narrow n a y  of this Adam and Ere before they sinacd. Although 
Gospel age. they were perfect as Pnr a s  organization was 

Respecting the way of life ill 111(! future, roncerned and therefore perfect in good char- 
during the Golden Age, the Prophet expressly acter as  f a r  a s  character is a matter  of crea- 
declares that i t  shall be a broad hig1m.a~ in- tion, ncvertholess i t  was necessary tha t  they 
stead of a narrow way o r  a by-path. l l~s fead  of shonld pass tllrougll trials and testings tha t  
being full of stllmbling stones and difficulties would develop and prove their obedience to 
and trials he declares that all the stnmbling God and lo~-alty to principle. It was in this 
stones shall be Rnthcl.cil ou t ;  illstfad of having very testing that they failed and came under 
besetments froln a(lv(,rsary \\-ho gocth about the srntc~t~cc of d(tnt1); and God's provision 
as a roaring lion sre]ting \\.llom ]nay (1cvonr tlirongll Christ is that, they and all their chil- 
and from many ravenous beasts in human form, dren (except the elect) should have the oppor- 
he declares that no lion s k . 2  be there any tunity of retnrning to full perfection of human 
ravenous beasts, and that rrothirlg shall injure nature and a lo~lg  a very similar path to that  
those who seek to go up  on that higllrl-ay of on ~ v h i c l ~  they originally fell. 
holiness. J,et us quote his words from that The divine arrangement for  our  first parents 
chapter \\-hicli so graphically describes the in Eden \\-as not a narrow way of sacrifice and 
blessings of the (;olden Age and which opens painfld dealings with the rvorld, flesh and devil, 
wit11 the declaration: "The wilderness and the but quite to the coiitrary. They were perfect - 
solitary plams shall be glad for  then?; and the and surroilnde(1 b>- everything necessary to 
desert shall 1-ejoice, and blossom 8s the rose." thcir comfort and prosperity, and the whole 

test, tl~erefore. rvns respecting their loyalty and 
The Way of  Holiness obedience to God and His  regulations. The 

T fiE quotation reads: "And a n  highway s l~al l  world similarl?, (Inring the Golden Age, will be 

be there, and a way, a ~ i d  it slrall hc called The freed f r o ~ n  hi~t t l i~ igs  wisi the adversary, who 

way of holil~ess: the nnc-lcnn sliall not pass over mill bc bound, rrst~ainecl. Then, freed f rom 

it: but it shall be for  those: thc x-ayf:u.ing men the besetme~lts of the world now prevailing, 

though un~vise, shall not er r  tl~crein. So lion thry will still have the I\-raknesses of the flesh 

shall bc t21cr.c nor any ravenous heast shall go to contend rvi1.h and l o  overcome and to  get rid 

up thereon, it shall not be fount1 tllvre; but the of, but they mill have compensations along this 

redeemed shall walk thcrc.; and the ransomed line through the grace of Christ, the great  

of the Lord shall return, ancl come to Zion with Redeemer and Mediat,or whose grace will be 
songs and everlasting joy ~ t p o n  their heads; sufficient for  them. 

they shall obtain joy and gladness. and sorrow Return of the Redeemed 
and sighing shall flee away."-Isaiah 35: 8-10. W HAT joy i t  brings to  our hearts to 

A11 \vho in the narrow way have learnecl what think of the \I-onderful provisions of the 
it means to  "fight the good fight" against the Messianic Itingdom, and the highway that  shall 
world, the flcsh and the cf(:vil under prcscnt be thcra fo r  the return of all the redeemed of 
conditions and ~ h o  additionally have attained earth fro111 the Froi:d road in  which they were 

' 

a reasonable measure of g rov th  in tllcx I<nowl- goillg down to tlcstruction, to  the highway 
edge and grnce of the Lord, will be glad indeed opened up  tllrougll the merit of Him who so 
to know that in the divine plan the world of loved the ~vor ld  a s  to give Himself a ransom 
manldnd when callcd to hninarl p~rTcciion, to f o l  all.-1. Ti~riothy 2:  3,6. 
restitution of all things spoken by all the holy But now returning to the narrow way of this 
prophets, will find the 11-ay a n  easier onc than present time. It is ~ . , t  f o r  us to decide whether 
do those who now a rc  pressing along for the me woulcl prefer  human restitution rvith the 

world, requiring a period of one thousand years 
The way in which thc -\vorld will be invited Tor pcrrcctinp, o r  rvhrther we ~vonld choos 

to walk toward God and toward holiness, the be begotten of the spirit  and have a sho 

~~- ~ 



hid in the present life and experience the hopo of your aalling." No other invitation that r$ 
change in the resurrection. God has given us God has ever given or ever could give would :$ 
no choice in tho matter, During this age, only be so great, eo grand, so wonderful as thie oall. 4 
one class is called and that is the churc~h, as to be heirs of God and joint-heire with Jeeue 
the Apostle says: "Ye are all called in the ono Christ our Lord ae the bride, the Lamb'e wifa ~3 

-% 

My Heart-Garden BY a Subscribes 

(The writer of thin exquisite allegory has recently passed away; 
the iruits of her heart-garden base all been gathered.) 

I N THESE days of gardens and garden- 
making, when many of us are cultivating 

the flowers our grandmothers cared for and 
loved, and when what to grow and how to 
grow them are  matters of daily increasing 
thought, you may be interested to know how a 
garden was laid out and planted by one who 
could not even see the flowers. 

This garden lies in a darkened room; no sun- 
shine falls upon it, no pale moonlight floods its 
fragrant flowers; and even the breezes must be 
tempered erc they are welcomed. But it grows 
and thrives, and gives a world of pleasure. 

Come and walk with me through this garden 
of mine. There we will enter through the wide 
gate of Imagination. Let us wander down the 
central path. It is firm and hard because i t  is 
made of Grit, and on both sides there are lovely 
flowers in bloom. There is a large bed of 
Patience, the coloring is always soft and gentle. 
There i s  a bed of beautiful bright blossoms of 
Hope. Nearby are the sturdy plants called 
Courage, cliinbing high on steadfast poles; and 
that dear little vine running close to the ground 
in and out among the flow~rs is known as  Cheer- 
fulness. I n  that southerly corner there is a 
small hotbed of beautiful flowers called Smiles, 
which, as you well lmow, often have to be forced. 
Down at the end of the path trickles a tiny 
fountain, which sings a trusting little song and 
in whose shining pool I wash away my fears 
and tears. 

PROGRESS 
Never on custom's oiled grooves 
The world to higher level moves, 
But grates and grinds with friction hard 
On granite boulder and flinty shard. 
The heart must bleed before i t  feels, 
The pool be troubled ere it heals. 

See what a high fence I have built around 4 
my garden! It is made of Determination, with 
good stout posts of Perseverance. This proteo- 
tion is absolutely necessary to keep out the 
Grumble Vine, an annoying, persistent weed 

'1 doing no end of harm, which grows just out- -3 
side and which is continually trying to creep - 4 
in. It runs along on a sort of network of its a 
own devising; and once it became so strong 
that it actually broke down a portion of the 1 
fence and crept into the garden. I repaired the $ 
break with a good piece of Pluck, and cut d6wn $8 
the vine. Alas! the root is always there, how- d 

3? ever; although if I am watchful the tendrils -4 
rarely get above the barriers. * .I 

Outside my garden grows a large tree, in 3 
appearance something like a weeping willow. 4 
It is called the tree of Discouragement, and 3 

4% often casts a shade over my beautiful flowers. 
Occasionally just a t  nightfall a big black bird . 

comes and sings in the branches. It i s  known 
as the Complaining Bird and malies its nest in  - 
the swamp of Self-Pity. It has a dreary, de- 
pressing, mournful note to which I try to pay' 
no heed. I t  does not come very often; and if I -4 
refuse to listen. i t  flies awav. -3 

The only implement I use in my garden is an $ 
Iron Will. Z?j 

-w 
Let me gather you a nosegay of Patiencei -% 

Hope, Courage, and Cheerfulness. You will see 
that I always tie the blossoms together with a , 
string of good Resolutions. You, too, can enter 
through the gateway and make a garden of your A 

own; but you must plant the flowers yourself. 

By J. Q. Whittier 

Ever by losees the right must gain, 
Every good have its birth of pain; 
The active Virtues blush to find 
The Vices wearing their badge behind, 
And O r a m  and Charities feel the fire 
Wherein the sins of the age expire. 



Wlth issue Number 60 we began rnnnlng Judge Ilutherford's new book, 

must get it through the loving J ~ h o v d i  God. that  Hc: did. 
Unless God liad made sorne provision for  the '"Jellorah clcsired that man should under- 
redemption of inan I'l.orn death and tlie lifting stand the iiecessity and reason for providing 
up of bin1 again to  tlie condition of life. the time redelnptioii, that 1~1ic.n nian does understand it 
would coine whrn 11.1er.e n-ould be no people on he will rrjoicc i11 the loving-kindness mani- 
the earth. 1t7r rcnielnher that A(1a.m lived nine fested by God tax-nrd ftini. F o r  this reason 
hundr?rl and thirty years;  and now a man God canacd ccrtajn pictures o r  types t o ' b e  
scarcely lives to be Ilalf a century old. The race matic by His  pcol11~. 
has  been degVnci.atillg for  centuries, growing '"On the iiigl~t that Jt~hovali led the children 
weakcr and aral ier ,  and ultinlately all ~ o u l d  of 7sl.nel out of the lancl of Egypt  H e  caused a 
come to that condition in which they ~x-ould be lanib to be slain and i.ts blood sprinbled upon 
unable to tranwiit  even thc ?park of lil'c, and the door~)~st ! :  of the llotlse and the people to 
the earth \vorlltl be tlrpopulated. Hence we see eat that lamb, and a.rra.rigcd that  a t  midnight 
our  utter depcndnlcc upon God; and if n.e find the drat11 nr>gtbl ~ ~ - o u l d  pass throngh and smite 
the great Jehovah has made a provision fo r  us the firstborn of cvcry ltoilse where tlie blood 
to  live, that ought to fill our Ilrarts with mat i -  did not appear upoil the doorposts. Tlic first- ., 

tucle: and as 11-e further mali~irle J T ~ E  great plan born liere pirtnred i i ~ e  cliurch, about which we 
i t  should fill our l t c a ~ t s  with boundless love for  shall see latpr, alicl \vl~icl~ first must  be saved ' 
IBm. And ~urr:ly that provision I I - O I I ~ ~  bring hefore the Lleeeing can colne to the world in 
joy to tlre heart and rnahle o i ~ e  to see that such ge1,ckral. The. la11111 pictured the one who should 
provision constitntcs olrc of' t 1 1 ~  strings upon be t l i ~  rwnsonler or  rcdclemer of mankind. The 
the great ha rp  of (2od. blood pictured the life poured out to provide a 

redeniptivc price.-Exodus 12 : 3-17. 
Ilcde~~zlitiolz. Fo~.esl~~trnTotc~ed 

'"At the tinie that .Tchov.sli c,r~tc,red the judg- QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF  GO^ 
nient or sciltt~ncc against man ]tip vagnc.1~- hinted I, manhi,lj w-l,ollr dependent ~~g~ provision .' 

at a time coming ~ l r e o  inan slioul(1 be rrlensrd for lift? 7 184. 
fro111 that j n d g i ~ i ~ n t .  Satan, one, ot' ~vliose naines J i  (toci lras made full and colnplete provision that  
is thc old s ~ r p e n t ,  was the first i~~t lucing cause man .<hall lire in happiness, ~vhat effect should that have 
of sill. And (iod a t  tlltit time said to him: 'q up011 nmm'e miirlis and hearts? 7 184. 

will put between thee {he \q70111an, At the tinlc Bod sc~~trnced man to death did He fore- 

and hpt,Trt>,l sted allti her sc.e(l ; it &h"o\r a ~)rorision for man'!: release? and if so, how? 

bruise thy head." (Gciieris 3:  15) This Pore- Civc the Scriptonal lrrobf. lj 185. 
niil Gocl here foreshadow the ultimate fate of Satan? shadowed the fact that ultirnatelg Satan sliould an,, if so, is that fate? ,, 185. be destroyed, and that the same ~vould result Could the jndpellt entered Adam 

as a blessing to man. be an?mllcd or set aside? and if not, why not? 11 186. 
"'But we i ~ i l ~ ~ t  ~ ~ t l l ~ l l l b ~ ~  that the, jndgrnent (loultl God coneistenily provide for a substitute to 

of God entered against marl r~lust stand forever. nic~et the tornms of that judgment? 1186. 
It could not b(. revcrscd o r  set aside o r  annulled, Js it .T~hovall's desire that men should understand 

for the reason that Jehovah callllot drFI4. IIinl- the ncc('s~it!. and reason for r~ lempt ion?  7 187. 

self. ?Tor could any of His  crcnturc!~ haye fai th Why did God cause certain types and pictures to  bs 
made by IIis people? 7 18:. 

in Him if he changed His  niiind. Jtihile it i s  t rue lvhat ..,, pictllred there by firstborn? ,, 188. 
that  this judcgnent nlust stand forever, it i s  \yhat ,$-as pictured by the lamb, alld also by 
eclually true that  God could make a coiisistcnt blood? 1/ 188. 

&%a 



PRESENT DAY MARVELS 
PROPHESIED B, C* 

Note these events. Thcy acrc topics of ir~tcretit among the prophets of old: 

Job was foretelling the wondcrs of the Radio. 2045 B* C* --job 38 : 35. 

Irrigation as a benefit to rnankind was prophesied by 732 B* C* 1sttiilh.-Isaiah 35 : 1-10. 

Railway trains were in the visions h'ahum was given. 625 BsC* - Nahum L 2 : 4. 

Daniel saw the bencfits of learning, and told of the 539 B* C* i n c ~ c a s ~  of knowledge in store for man.-Daniel 12: 4. 

Thcse men wcrr sp~aking un,?er inspiration, and in the Bible was recorded what wao 
shown thcm of ealih'ti future. 

Other prophcts, viz., Jacob, I\Zoses, Samuel, David aud Solomon, spoke of things future 
for the earth. 

The Bible is a storchouv of kno~:cxc:ge. I t  helps you comprehend the significance of 
these events; for the Uihle does not stop by just accounting for these wonder4 but 
tells of what they are the forerunners. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course makes the Bible a book of live information to you. 

The HAUP BIBLE STUDY Course-textbook, THE HARP OF GOD, reading assignments, 
and self-quiz cards complete, 48 cents. 

"A sixty-minute readlng Sundays" 

1. B. S. A,, BBOOKLYA. NEW YOXK 

Ctentlnnon: Enclosed Eud 48 cents payment in full for tlie HABF Bmm S T L ~ Y  Coma 
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Huimanit y's Third Lung 
N O T  only is the skin nature's garment for be brought more or  leas into cantrot with g d 9 :  

protecting the delicate organs of the body or at least dusty articles; and the perspiration 
from injury and for shielding them from sudden from the inside of our bodies, already holding 
heat or cold; it is more. I t  is a third lung, considerable waste matter, pi& up still more. 
through which we breathe; and as  such i t  fills Hence there comes a time when, with apologia 
a most important office. There i s  a story of a to Hamlet, we say: 
little girl who, to fill a part  in a papal proces- 
sion, was covered with gold leaf. She died in a 
short time, not because of exposure, but because 
all the pores of her body were stopped and 
nature was not able to carry on its usual opera- 
tions through those tiny apertures. 

There are seven millions of those little waste 
pipes in the human body. They carry off one 
and a h d f  to two pounds of waste material 
daily. Most of this material is water, but in 
this perspiration there is a considerable amount 
of worn-out tissue from the interior of the body 
as well as from the exterior. When these Bores 

To bathe, or not to bathethat ir the queetion: 
Whether 'tia nobler in the man to continue 
To accumulate fatty secretions, dead skin, 
And dirt from inside and outside until 
He haa scales like a poor W, 
Or, by opposing, end them? 
To wash, or not to wash-ay, there'e the rub. 
Whether to wait until Saturday night 
Or the Fourth of July, 
Or leave it al l  for the unde.rtak~1~ 
This p d e a  the will, and makea aome rather 
Bear the waste they have 
Than risk some troubles that they b o w  not of, 

are  unobstructed, the inhaling of ~ x y ~ e n - ~ o e s  To keep in healthy condition the skin ne& 
on through them to such an extent, and the air, water, and friction; and it should have the 
blood is cleansed by this means to such an sun, too, if this can be obtained. Moreover, ta 
extent, that the skin is sometimes referred to remove the dirt effectively, some of the water 
as nature's third lung. (Hence the title to the applied to the skin must be warm, and soap 
study of this subject, which we have bccn re- must be used. But the effect of cold water on 
quested by one of our readers to publish in the skin and on the complexion is better than 
THE GOLDEN AGE.) The pores, if open, exude that of warm water. I t  improves the color and 
great amounts of poisonous carbonic acid gas. the tone, as  well aa prevents wrinkles and 

Experiments have been made of putting the chapping. 
body into an air-tight vessel, with the head outr The principal reason why there is more sick- 
side, and then reversing the process; and i t  is  ness in the winter than in the summer is that in 
claimed that the results are  nearly the same. the winter there are very many people that 
The distress is about as great in the one case as never get into a perspiration, and hence nevm 
in the other. It is well known in the mining get the dirt out of their pores. As a conaequenoa 
regions that a burn which covers one-third of they throw more and more work upon the Imp, - 

the body of a miner (and many of the serious kidneys, and excretory apparatua generally, snd 
injuries to  miners are in the nature of burns) more than those organs can bear. D i s w  ir 
always resnlts in death. The body cannot go on the result. An inactive skin is specially subid 
doing its work when one-third of the pores have to a chill. 
become closed. This does not mean, however, that bathing ir 

Now it  happens that we live in a world where, a cure-all; for there is no cure-all in this world. 
If we are  going to accomplish anything, we shall But i t  does mean that bathing is something ta 
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which every person mnst give attention if he Altogether, the subject of bathing and was 
would keep well. Besides, he owes i t  to others; is  mentioned in the Scriptures something ov 
for an unclean person is very offensive. I n  very 150 times. 
cold weather one of the best ways to Beep warm Among the Greeks the care of the bo 
is to take frequent baths. reached a high state of development. Hom 

Some skin diseases are aggravated by bath- mentions that when Ulysses entered the 
ing; and if a person thus affected finds persist- of Circe a bath was prepared for him. 
ent redness, pimples, o r  watery heads making pocrates regarded water a s  of special value 
their appearance the bathing should be reduced the treatment of acute diseases. There we 
in  frequency and length nntil thc symptoms dis- hot sulphur-spring baths at Thermopylae, and in 
appear. TO a person thus afflicted, a simple the Isles of Lesbos and Eubaea, which became 
tub-bath once a week in tepid water is about famous for the cure of disease. The Greeka 
the best treatment. believed that a clean body was necessary to the 

Bathing has a powerful effect upon the ner- possession of a sound mind; Diogenes made his 
m n s  system, for the reason that there are  mil- home in his tub. Some of the E m t i a n  temples 
lions of tiny nerve-endings in the skin, and were provided with bathing places; and it is 
nervous people need to pay more attention to known that in the long ago bath houses were 
the subject than those fortunate, or unfortunate, built in  Assyria, Persia, and India- The Greeks 
individuals who have no sucl-1 things a s  nerves were accustomed to provide warm tub-baths for  
and who mistakenly think that others have none. their guests npon their arrival at their homea 
It is hard for a bulldog or a dachshund rightly I n  the year 305 B. C. a large public bath- 
to appreciate an Airedale or a greyhound. The house was erected outside the city of Rome; 
effect of water npon the nerve-endings can be and from that date onward the baths multiplied 
judged from the fact that when water is sud- rapidly until the daily consumption of water 
denly thrown in a person's face i t  causes him had become two hundred millions of gallons. 
to gasp for  breath. I n  some of these bath-honses two thousand to 

three thousand persons could bathe at  one time. 
Ancient History of  Bathing Water for these bath-houses was brought from 

ROM the scriptures we know that the Appenines througll aqueducts constructed . F daughter wm awustomed , ue a daily by various Roman ernperore The baths of the % 

*lunge in the ~ i l ~  ( E ~ ~ , - J ~ ~  2: 5) ; that the Emperor Caracalla covered an area of a fourth 
Aaronic priesthood was waslied on induction a Or On each side. The Emperor 
into office ( ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~  29 : 4) ; that frequent subs+ Constantine erected large bath-houses at Byz 
qnent washings were required of them, and a tiurn. 
special laver or font Ras provided for the pur- As time went On, the bath-hOnses be cam^ 
pose (Exodus 30: 18-20) ; that the sacrifices more and clabOrate- At first th 
mnst be washed before presentation to the Lord provided arrangements 
(Leviticus 1 : 9,13) ; that there were elaborate men and a-ornen. Then were Pro 
provisions fa r  the ~\,ashing of the flesh and the 63~n""~ia, theatres, etc. Later, the praotice 
clothes of the people (Leviticns Ch. 11; 13-17 ; men and bathing together was a 
22) ; that Naaman was instmcted to dip seven and the public baths gradually became 

times in the Jordan (2 j<ings 5) ; that Davids of dcbanchery and degeneration. 
sin was partly traceable to the fact that, from vent of Christianity came rind 
the roof of the kings house, he saw a woman ban. the and 
bathing (2 Samuel 11 : 2) ; that Christ washed cut the aqueducts, and the baths were close 
the feet of his disciples (John 13: 5-14) ; and TVherever the Roman legions went the 
that the pools of Bethesd;~ and Siloam, in the ried their bathing customs; and extensive 
city of Jerusalem: were much used for public were built by them in the East, throu 
bathing and recommended by the Lord for that northern Africa, the continent of E n  
purpose. (John 9: 7 ;  5: 2-7) I n  tile case of the in ICngland. The best-known Roman 
pool of Bethesda i t  n-as fed by mineral springs England are those at the city of Bath, 
impregnated with gas, discharged at  intervals. by the Emperor Claudius X. D. 60. The be 
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known watering places of Europe were first baths during their lives-at bbtli, before mar 
made famous by the baths erected during Ro- riage, and before bnriaL Scarcity of water dse  
man occupancy. where is the cause of infrequenuy of bathing 

among other peoples. 
More Recent History Hundreds of years ago the Qermans used 

R ~ T ~ Q  the geographically, i. c, practise cold water bathing, th T s w i n g  in the East, we may say that the bathing together, often cutting holes in 
South Sea islanders are fond of bathing in the ice so that they might have their plunges e 
rnrf, their &Idren t h g  to the water natur- in midwinter. During the middle ages i t  was 
ally. The Japanese are in the same class, and practised but little; and during the se 
daim to be the clanest people in the world. and eighteenth centuries the practice 
Tokio alone has 800 public baths, in which three bathing became extinct. 
hundred thousand people bathe each day at a H~drotheraFY was revived 
cost of about one cent each. The baths are Pfiessnitz, a SileSian peasant, who established 
warn, the Japanese being particularly fond of at Grafenberg a range of baths which attracted 
them in this fashion and sometimes t&inS sev- visitors from all over Europe. The innovation 
era1 in a day. In one village famed for its hot Was fougllt by the medical fraternity, but was 
springs every person in the village bathes five encouraged by the Austrian government and 
times daily in the idle season, winter, and twice became the parent hydropathic society of ,the 
daily in summer, the children getting into the world. At present there are great numbers of 
bath whenever they fcel cold. Japan is a land such 
of hot springs, so that almost every district has . But the of Europe has now 
its natural hot baths. Public swimming baths bathing resorts, Yet there are even now 
and private baths are numerous. Tho sexes .;few bathtubs except along the beaten lines of 
bathe together naked, but without violation of ,ber!can travel- In Europe one may own a 
r e c o m e d  proprieties. Instead of soap the .rma&cent palace, filled with lnxnrioae furnish- 

LJapanese ladies use bran bags, which make the ' ings and yet when he would 
akin soft and smooth. The Japanese do not : bathe, he must ring for hot water and take his 
Ysvor soap; for there is a superstition that it : bath standing UP- 
causes the hair to turn red, the traditional color ; 
of the Japanese devil. In England and America 

Of all the countries in the Far  East the Chi- ' NGLfiTD and h e r i c a  
nese seem to take the least interest in the sub- 1 t E n e a r l y  every h 
ject of bathing. Apparently there are no public ' ao. The first bathtnb in the 
bath-houses anywhere in China; and yet the installed at Cincinn 
Chinese in this countq have an excellent repu- 1842, by Adam Tilompson, 
tation for cleanliness, the Chinese restaurants explained its workings to a Christmas e. 
in New Pork occupying the very highest place Several of the guests later enjoyed the novelty 
in this respect. In  India bathing in the Ganges of a plunge. The newspapers the next day &- 
b an a d  of worship. The Mohammedan relig- nounced the installation as mdemocratia md 
ion prescribes the use OF the bath, and publio tending toward effeminacy. 
baths are common in Turkey and Egypt. The ~h~ next year the Legislature of virginia 
[mrkish bath will be discussed later. laid a tax of $30 a year on each bathtub installed 

In Russia, Finland, Scandinavia, and Den- in that state; and in the same year the Common 
mark hot baths and steam baths have always Council of Philadelphia f 
been popular; even the poorest Russian peasant pass an ordinance pro 
tries to obtain a steam bath at least once a week. that city between 
Where there is but little room in the house, the fifteenth. Two years la 
hrge household bake-oven is utilized. Bnt in ton, IVilmington, Hart 
B w i a  there are distrids where there is scarce- stituted charges of 
ly enough water in the villages for drinking owners of bathtubs; and Boston, 
gurpses, where the residents get but three ions,, cultivated, intellednal hub 



made bathing unlawful except on medical ad- 
vice. Today the luxnries of the bathroom ran 
to such proportions that in  Chicago one maker 
of fixtures has shown a $10,000 equipment for 
what he styles a model bathroom. This is even 
more ridiculous than i t  is to forbid bathing 
except on medical advice. Women are reported 
a s  taking a more general interest in  the subject 
of bathing, the world over, than do their more 
savage (if they are  more savage) companions. 

Preliminary to the Bath 

A BATE is Eke a meal; it is enjoyed most 
when there is the most need of it. Hence 

the time really to profit by a bath i s  when one 
has done sf ic ient  work or taken sufficient cxer- 
cise to get the pores of the body in action, 
pouring out their poisons npon the surface of 
the skin. One shonld never bathe for  a t  least 
two hours after eating; for  the blood i s  needed 
in the digestive tract, and if taken away sooner 
may impair the digestive apparatns. One shonld 
never bathe when greatly fatigued, as i t  may 
make too great strain npon the heart. One of 
the best times in  the day to take a bath is whcn 
the system is at i ts  best, say about eleven o'clock 
in the morning; but this is impractical for most 
people. 

The bathroom should be warm enough so that 
a person could remain in  it naked for several 
minutes without taking cold; and inasmuch as  
respiration is qaiclrened by the act of bathing 
the bathroom shonld be cleaned before the bath, 
and aired well, too. If there is a watcrcloset in 
the same apartment, as  is common in American 
homes, it shonld be thoroughly cleansed before 
the room is aired, so that the bather will en- 
counter no foul atmosphere. 

The cheaper toilet soaps have an e:tccss of 
alkali, which unites harshly with the delicate 
fatty snbstances secreted for the protection of 
the skin, leaving the skin dry and harsh. Even 
the purest soap is irritating if allowed to remain 
on the skin; hence care shonld be exercised to 
rinse it off. Delicate skins require less soap 
than do others, and less in winter than in sum- 
mer. 

Many famous beauties follow the Japanese 
cusfioms and avoid soap altogether, using in- 
stead almond meal, oatmeal, bran and other 
bland, non-irritating snbstances, which have a 
moothing and softening effect npon the skin. I n  

New Pork some of the beauties look as if thez 
never washed a t  all in  anything, but applied 8 
new coat of kalsomine or  varnish when the old 
coat begins to peel off or to show s i p s  of crsck- 
ing. They also indicate a greater fondness for 
the flour barrel before marriage than it is to be 
feared some of them do afterwards. At lea&, 
their faces loolr that way. 

Scrubbing brushes, bath-mits and sponger 
are unsanitary for bathing purposes, as thex 
become filled with decomposing animal matt- 
and cannot be easily cleansed. It is better to 
use a coarse wash-cloth which can be washed 
and boiled. 

The last and most important item before the 
bath is the thermometer. There i s  a great di#- 
ference in  people; and baths which a re  mitea 
to strong, powerful constitutions are extremelx 
injurious to others. For  one class of people 
there i s  need of exercise, cold treatment, cold 
baths, sea baths, and sea a i r ;  for their opposites 
there are indulgence, warmth, warm climate, 
warm baths, and mountain air. In a genera# 
way, strong, muscular people are in  the ona 
class, and thin, anmnic people are in  the other; 
and the rest of us are between. 

Each person, ltnowing his own temperament, 
should experiment until he finds the kind o-d 
bath temperature that agrees best with him, 
and then stick to that temperature. The ch id  
value of the bath lies in the exhihiration that 
follows, but i t  should be an exhilaration that is 
not too hard on the heart action. Four standard 
temperatures for  baths are recognized: Cool 
i O O ,  tepid 90°, warm 98", hot 105". A t  any rate, 
a thennometer should always be used in deter- 
mining the temperature of a bath for  invalidn 

If the water for the bath is what is  calla 
"hard water," a wineglass full of common vine- 
gar added to the tubful will neutralize or  soften 
it. Hard water carries an =cess of lime or 
other minerals, and is not so good a dirt solvent 
as soft water. 

The Cool Bath in Tub and Sea 

D Rr. DUDLEY A. SARGENT, for forty y e a n  
director of physical training at H a d  

University, and the dean of physical d i r e~ to l r  
in America, has the opinion that few p e r s m  
have such a constitution that they can stand r 
plunge into cold water withont injury to tl& 
systems; and we think that the Doctor is right 
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He calls attention to the fact that many people orous exercise should always accompany a bath: 
seem proud of their morning cold plunge, and in salt water. 
admits that the first reaction is often one of The first effect of a plunge into the ocean 
great stimdation, but fonnd what most of us i s  a feeling of chilliness, follewed by a feel* 
who have tried it have found-that the stimda- of warmth, if the water is not too cold, and id 
tion in the early part of the day is offset by the strength of the bather is equal to sea bath- 
excessive depression in the latter part. The ing. Then comes, later, a second chill; and thi# 
keart will do about so much work during the is the signal for leaving the water. I t  is danger- 
'day; and if it is violently stimulated in the ous to wait until the teeth begin to chatter. The 
morning, it will take toll in the afternoon by colder the water the less time should be spent 
going slower. Getting into a tub of cold water in it. Young children should never be forced 
causes a rush of blood to the heart, the extent into it. I t  ia better to let the salt water dry on 
of which may be realized when it is lrnown that, the skin than to use a fresh-water shower after- 
for persons who have fainted, a dash of cold ward. After a sea bath a thorough rubbing 
water on the chest is more effective in restoring should be given with a rongh toweL 
c.onsciousness than any other remedy known. 
Thin persons, old persons, persons with defec- The Cool Sponge Bath 
tive circulation, and persons with heart trouble sponge bath is not so severe the 
should never take a cold bath; nor should any- T plunge, because the whole surface of the 
body take such a bath when the body is cold. body is not exposed to the chilliness of the 
Some exercise shodd be taken first. Cold baths water at one time; and gome can enjoy sponge 
are h e l ~ f d  to fat people who can stand the baths, and be benefited by them, who would not 
 train on their hearts, as such baths absorb the dare to take a cold The general effect 
bodily heat, thus allowing less to go to the of a sponge bath is chilling, even though the 
making of adipose tissue. Huxley said of those water be but the qniw 
who are proud of their morning plunge in cold replaced by warmth as  soon as the wet surface 
water that they are "conceited all the forenoon has been dried. 
and stupid a l l  the afternoon." But there is ~h~~~ are ways of taking spongs 
apparently here ad there a person that suffers baths. Inasmuch as Borne find a tendency in the 
no ill effects from it. body to lean in whichever direction it i s  bent, 

In the general class with the cool bath must they practise one morning taking a sponge over 
be classed sea bathing, although the sea some- the entire body, the second morning over one- 

t 
fmes reaches nearly to the tepid point, in cer- half of the body, the third morning over the 
fain favored localities. Tho= who are not safe other half. Others sponge the entire body daily; 
in a tub of cold water a t  home are no safer in others every other day; still others every day 

1 water of the same temperature in the Oman, no for a week, and then omit it the next week One 
matter how many others may be. It is doubtless of the best of all ways is to sponge a 
true that many of the deaths from 'caramps," portion 05 the body at a time, a d  then dry it i 

i 
so-called, are really due to sudden S ~ P P W ~  of thoroughly before proceeding to the next. This 

F the action of a weak heart. Besides the effeot prevent8 too great strain on the heart 
t. of the cold, already explained, the exercise of been fonnd an excellent way to get the advan- 

swimming is in itself one of the most strenuous tagem a cold bath without its disadvantages. 
kinds of exercise known. This puts additional Some haye fomd it an advantage in t-g 
rtrain on the heart. a bath to rub the surface about to be bathed 

Sea bathing has great ailvantagea The effect with a rough towel before sponging. 
of the sea air is stimulating, as is also the slap Once a week a warm bath, with soap, ahodd 
from the waves; and there is an advantage in be taken by those who take sponge hthb ~ J O  
the salt, as is fonnd in the fact that sea bathers to remove the dirt whid sponging in cold 
'do not take cold so q n i d y  as bathers in riven water, without soap, will not remove. For thorn 
and fresh-water lakes. Going about on the sea- not strong enough to stand a sponge bath in 
ehore in a semi-nude condition is an excellent cold water the water may be temp 
thing for the general health. Swimming or vig- aired, or even omitted, the 'drp: mb 
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ing for  the system a gooa portion of what the by those persons who especially prefer tow 
bath itself would accomplish. Sea salt in the 
water used for a sponge bath i s  beneficial, and and Warm Baths 
may be had at  drug stores. A final rub with N ORDIXARY tub bath, in 
the hands is excellent after any bath. Soap, A is tepid or warm, is better 
except on hands and face, need not be nsed than any other lcind. There i s  no shock 
with the daily sponge. system, the pressure on all si 

Other varieties of cool baths not so g~nerally there is neither depression nor 
available are  the shower bath, the rain bath, the effect in the treatment of persons with 
which is an overhead shower so jnclined as to chronic skin or nervous diseases i s  excellent. 
prevent the water from striking the head; and The warm bath i s  one of the most effective 
the needle bath, which consists of a combination sedatives known, having entirely replaced tha 
of head showers, side sprays and upward jets, use of drugs for that purpose in  a s y l n s  and 
applied in minute streams to the whole body by sanitariums. Several hours in  such a bath will 
a series of vertical and horizontal tubes. Then induce restful sleep, but the stomach should be 
there is the douche, by which water is  directed p r z t i a l l y  empty before indulging in a bath ofi 
at will to any particular part  of the body that length. If taken in the day time or  before 
through a half-inch or inch hose. Most people going out into the open air a warm bath shodd 
who use baths of this kind start with warm always be followed by changing the water in  the 
water and finish with colder water, sometimes tub, letting out some of the warm water and 
alternating the hot and cold streams, thus pro- letting in some of the cold until the water harr . 
dncing a most powerfully stimulating action. become cool, but not ice-cold. It shonld be fol- 

lowed by a vigorous rubbing. 
The Natural Bath A warm bath relaxes the muscles, takes the 

T HE Natural Bath, so-called, takes its name blood from the head, equalizes the circulation, 

from the fact that it imitates or attempts and i s  particularly serviceable in  removing fed- 
to  imitate the habits of the brute creation. ings of fatigue. The feeling of relaxation en- 

These never plunge a t  once into the water an- gendered has a tendency to relax physical mor- 
less excited to such action by human beings, but ality, however; and the bathing resorts of the 

usually back in, wetting the back parts first. world to this day are  lax morally. 

Animals pursued by hunters frequently pause Some of the famous natural warm baths of 
the world are  those at Hot Springs, Arliansas; in  the midst of flight to rub their hind quarters Las Vegas, New Mexico; French Lick, in a puddle or  splash water npon the centers of 

their nervous organisms, heated by the chase. Banff, Canada; Bath and Buuton, England; 
Bourboulc, Plombieres and Vichy, France; 

The discovered by Wiesbaden and Baden-Baden, Gemany; CBFla- 
Just, is  claimed by its devotees to sult almost 
every type of person. I t  is  taken in the bath- bad and Teplitz, Czechoslovakia; Wildbsa- 

tub, into which three or four iilches of cool, but Gastein, Austria; Ragatz, Switzerland; Acqui, 
not ice-cold, water have first been placed. The Bormio and Viterbo, Italy. 

bather first sits in the water, immersing only 
the seat and the feet. Immediately he begins 
splashing the abdomen, paying special atten- 
tion to the lower part of the body, and there- 
after one part  of the body aftrr  another nntil 
all have been laved, the arms and legs last. 

The whole bath is limited to from three to 
five minutes. The bather stands in the tub while 
letting the water out, and rnbs and massages 
his body with his bare hands. The rnbbing and 
slapping is kept up  nntil the body is dry. Soap 
and towels are considered riolatlons of the 
established rule for these baths, but are used 

Hot Batha 

T HE hot bath is very valuable in preventing 
colds after exposure, and will often break 

up a cold if continued for fifteen minutes, fol- 
lowed by immediately going to bed. The strain 
put npon the heart and blood vessels and brain 
mould be hurtful to many, and has even been 
known to cause death; but; the danger to 
head can be allaycd by wrapping a cold c 
around the head while in the tub. Before re 
ing, or the first thing npon arising, the 
should be closed by a quick sponge 
water, followed by a good rub. The 



should be nsed only before going to bed. The 
artificial heat is  valuable in some cases of rheu- 
matism, especially if: sea salt be added. If one 
'does not remain in  a hot bath longer than two 
minutes, he gets almost a s  much reaction as  
from a cold bath. A hot foot-bath will often 
relieve headache, toothache, o r  acute pains in 
any part  of the body; but a full hot bath wiU 
aggravate a headache, as i t  stimulates the gen- 
eral circulation, including that of the head. 

llurkish and Russian Baths 

T HE modern Turkish bath i s  not modern 
at all and is not Tnrkish. It is merely 

one of the famous Greek baths of long ago, 
adopted by the Romans and subsequently 
'discontinued by the Romans themselves, but 
perpetuated by the Mohammedans, and hence 
called Tnrkish. Most of our readers know 
the principle of these baths--a succession of 
rooms, heated to increasing temperatures with 
dry air, the hottest room perhaps running as 
high a s  220" Fahrenheit. The bather goes 
from one room to the other, under the direction 
of an attendant. He is encouraged to  drink 
quantities of cold water, with the result that 
shortly he is in a copious perspiration. A 
shampoo, a shower bath, a plunge, if desired, a 
thorough drying and a period of rest, with 
variations of the program, complete the bath. 
Thcse baths are permissible only to those with 
strong lungs and strong hearts; and even then 
should be talren a t  rare intervals, a s  they are  
exhausting. I t  is much better for a person to 
produce a perspiration by exercise than by such 
means. Very fat  persons should keep out of 
Turkish baths; and no one should take them 
with the idea that they are  beautifying, for 
such is not the case. 

The Russian bath, s o - d e d ,  did not originate 
with the Russians. It is a modern name for the 
old '%adstn7' of the Vikings. The "badstugas" 
of long ago were single-room huts, heated by a 
bath ~ t o v e  constructed of masonry. Large 
round stones were placed npon bars over the 
fire; and after the fire had gone out hot water 
was poured upon these superheated stones, 
until the room was filled with vapor. Benches 
for the bathers were arranged in terraces, those 
'desiring the higher temperatures and freer 
perspiration selecting the higher ones. The 
Ybadstu," with modifications, has been nsed by: 

the Scandinavians, Slavs, Teutons, Eskimos, 
and North American Indians. Modifications oil 
the Russian bath are  the Turko-Russian, a 
conlbination of the Turkish and Russian bathg 
which i s  very popular, and the individual vapor 
bath, obtained by wrapping oneself in a blanket 
and sitting on a cane chair over a bucket of 
boiling water, the temperature of which, 3 
desired, may be maintained by the addition ofl 
hot bricks to the water. 

Medicated Baths a d  Specialties 

P IIYSICIANS are  now generally agreed that: 
there is little o r  nothing of merit in what 

were once a great fad; namely, medicated ba ths  
There seems to be a complete lack of evidence 
that the salt in sea water is absorbed through 
the skin; and what is true of the salt in  sea 
water is  true of all other salts and chemicals, 
o r  supposedly so. It is now claimed that the 
principal curative effect of mineral baths, mud 
baths, pine-leaf baths, olive-pulp baths, dung 
baths, grape-skin baths, alkaline baths, acid 
baths, iodine baths, bromine baths, mercurial 
baths, sulphur baths, and seaweed baths is the 
stimulating effect npon the skin. Mud baths 
take little heat from the body and exert a 
soothing influence on the nervous system. It is 
noteworthy that a t  some places where it is 
claimed that miracles are  wrought by the effeot 
of certain waters, the waters themselves are 
remarkable for  their freedom from all mineral 
ingredients. Some have ascribed the virtues of 
mud baths to formic acid, a volatile body formed 
by ants, having a very pungent odor and con- 
siderable stimulating power. Others, and more 
recently, have claimed that the benefit derived 
from baths of this nature is wholly due to the 
fact that the materials are slightly radioactive. 

Blood, milk, whey, broth, wine, strawberry 
juice, elder flower juice, chickweed and other 
delectable combinations and concoctions have at 
various times been nsed by the ladies with a 
view to heightening their charms; but their 
value for the purpose is to be doubted. The 
Empress Popprea took daily milk baths, the 
milk being obtained from 500 asses kept for the 
purpose. We have nothing against P o p p a ,  not 
a thing; but i t  seems to us that she was what 
might be called 'light in her upper story.'' The 
case is a little different with the actress, An- 
Held. Her press-agent had a wagon load ofl 
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milk delivered a t  her hotel every day, and the 
newspapers had a lot to say about Anna Held's 
milk baths, but it leaked out afterwards tlrat 
%nna never got into the milk. She got into the 
papers instead, and that was what the milk was 
for. The milk itself mas poured out, wasted. 

Sand baths have always been and will con- 
tinue to be popular. The patient is  buried in 
hot sand, and exposed to the full rays of the 
sun or to artificial heat. I n  Dresden and other 
European cities there are establishments for 
the methodical application of this form of 
treatment. The combined effect of the heat and 
of surface irritation is to produce copious per- 
spiration. 

A bath in the air, and if possible in the sun, 
i s  beneficial to every one. If the nude surface 
of every human being could be exposed daily to 
the rays of the sun for thirty minutes, the result 
would be in  a few years to increase the viqor 

and power of the race greatly. When nudity is 
not possible, very light clothing may be worn 
m d  great bencfits still be gained. The head 
should be protected from the direct action ofi 
the sun's raps. , 

In  the mechanical wave bath, common in some 
parts of Europe, the water is  kept constantly in  
motion, resulting in an increasing stimulation 
to the bather. There are baths in which galvanio 
currents and electro-magnetic currents are  
passed through the water, besides foot, sitz and 
hip baths, used principally for  remedial pur- 
poses. 

The best time to wash the head is a t  bedtime, 
a s  i t  induces sleep. The head bath should begin 
with warm water and soap and finish off with 
cold water and friction. After a head bath the 
hair should be thoroughly dried before retiring. 
It is a good idea after a bath of any kind to 
slap the flesh gently after the body is dry. 

Universal Language of the Golden Age 
[We present below two articles, the one advocating 

Hebrew aa the prospective language of mankind 
throughout the future, the other advocating Esperanto. 
Our own position in the matter is neutral. We are not 
mre that either of those language8 will be the one that 
the Lord will adopt, although we see many good points 
In the arguments presented, pro and con. We are sure 
of one thing, for ourselves, and that is that me have 
not the time at our disposal to devote to the learning 
of a new language. The businese of a Chri~tian is to 

proclaim the King and His kingdom, and it takes all 
of his time and energy. But let others do as seems to 
them to be right. Each must determine for himself the 
value of what appears in these columns on any subject. 
We have nothing against Hebrew and nothing against 
Esperanto; we have much in favor of both; but i t  i a  
for those vho are devoted to the Lord, and for those 
who are not, to do as they wiU with their spare time 
and energy. Our business is to provide facts, not pro- 
grams.-Ed. note] 

The Argument for Hebrew By El& II. Johnson 

I N VIEW of the fact that the Scriptures teach 
an age in which righteousness will prevail, 

under the leadership of the Prince of Peace, an 
age in which there is to be a "restitution of all 
things which God hath spoken by the mouth of 
all his holy prophets since the world began," it 
becomes a matter of wonderment a s  to what 
shall be the spoken language of that epoch, 
seeing that the human family shall become one 
family, with mental, moral, and physical per- 
fection restored to them. We sometimes won- 
kler whether there shall be a continuance of the 
hundreds of dialects and langaagcs, or whether 
in  the restoring process the race shall gradually 
grow into the use of one language, and, if so, 
what it will be. 

Perhaps in each nationality there are  those 

who a t  least wish i t  might be their own tongue. 
Shall it be English or French or German o r  
Chinese or  Greek or Hebrew? There is a n  ef- 
fort  being made to establish a universal Ian- 
goage in Esperanto, and schools of instruction 
are springing up in many countries; and the 
claim is made that if the pupil Imows a little 
about grammar and applies himself he may, 
speak Esperanto fluently in  three months' time. 
I t  is  interesting to view this subject from the 
Scriptural point of view. 

Therefore I will submit the following facts, 
proven by the Scriptures and substantiated by 
present events, showing which language has 
the favor of Jehovah a t  the present time and 

- 
also that it will be the language of the future. 

Acts 3: 21 tells us of the times of restitution 



of all things, which God hath spoken by the 
mouth of all His holy prophets since the world 
began; and 1 fail to find any mention of Es- 
peranto in the Scriptures anywhere; but the 
prophet Moses speaks of a l anpage  spoken in 
the garden of Eden by the first man Adam 
when he named all the animals as they were 
brought before him. Unquestionably that lan- 
p a g e  will be restored shortly and become nni- 
versal, the language which the great Creator 
gave to man st the beginning; for not one jot 
or tittle of the law or prophets shall pass away, 
till all be fulfilled.-Matthew 5 : 17.38. 

The Language Spoken in Eden 

P ERMIT me to submit the following as  proof 
that the original Hebrew is the language 

wl~ich was used in  the beginning, and that it 
is now in process of restoration, and that i t  
has the blessing of the great Creator upon it 
at this time, and that i t  will be the language 
of the future. 

All the world was of one language until a 
long time after the Flood; and that language of 
course was the language spoken by the iirst man, 
Adam, received by him from his Creator. 

Let ns show how this language became the 
language of Israel. Adam died a t  the age of 
930 years. Lamech, Noah's father, born A. IN. 
874, and 56 years old when Adam died, without 
doubt heard the wonderful story of Paradise, 
of the fall and the curse, from Adam, in thc 
original language; for there was none other. 

Lamech died at  the age of 777 years, in the 
year A. M. 1651. 

Shem, his grandson, was born A. M. 1558. H e  
was therefore 93 years old whrn JAamech died 
and had heard the story of Paradise from 2us 
grandfather, to whom it  had been told by Adam. 

Xow Shem lived 600 years and died A. N. 
2158. This Shem spoke the language of Adam 
and was the progenitor of Abraham and all 
3ewry. See Genesis 11 : 11-32. 

Abraham lived from 1948 to 2123, and Shem 
lived 35 years after Abraham's death. 

Isaac was born A. M. 2048. 
Jacob was born A. M. 2108; and as  Shem 

aied A. M. 2158, we see that Jacob lived for 
fifty years contemporaneously with Shem, 
whose grandfather had spoken x-ith Adam and 

- had told Shem all about it. 
; This is conclusive proof that these ancient 

worthies, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, epoke 
original language of Paradise, and that 
language is the original Hebrew language. 
(Abraham, the Hebrew; Semitic, Shemitic.) 

Exodus G shows us that Amram married 
Levi's daughter Jochebed, and that these were 
the parents of Moses. Thus we see how the 
wonderful story of Paradise was brought down 
by word of mouth in the original language from 
Adam to Lamech, Lamech to Shem, Shem to 
Jacob, Jacob to Jochebed, the mother of Moses, 
who was able to give the whole story of creation 
to her son Noses in  the original language, which 
enabled Noses to write i t  down in what is  the 
original Hebrow of the Old Testament. That 
the llebrew language has been out of favor 
even as the Israelites have been out of favor 
with Jehovah as  a punishment for disloyalty, 
there is no doubt. But now we see the r e s tom 
tion of Palestine and the mxiety of the Jew 
for the restoration of his language, the ancient 
IIebrew; and as we see the favor of God coming 
to the Jew again and note the great revival oB 
the language of Adam we must confess that 
that language which was spoken by the mouth 
of all God's holy prophets will be the universal 
language in the ages to come. However much 
the Jew-haters will dislike it, they must learn 
t,hat language; for such men as  Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob will brook no opposition when they 
stand up and begin to talk it shortly; for they 
are to come forth from the graves as soon as 
the Messianic kingdom starts; and under Gad's 
Anointed they shall be the "princes in all the 
earth."-Psalm 45 : 16; Hebrews 11 : 8,9,39,40. 

Our Lord Jesus said : '%very plant which my 
heavenly Father hath not plantcd, shall be root- 
ed up" (Matthew 15: 13) ; and He planted the 
original IIebrew language in the hearts and 
minds of His friends, the ancient worthies, and 
it will not be rooted up. 

I would love to speak more of thc ancient 
Hebrew language-of i ts  beauty, its pictnr- 
esqueness and its power of expression and 
description. How wonderful i t  is  I But the fear 
of tnlung too much space prevents it. 

In studying languages why not turn to ancient 
Hebrew (not Yiddish or any other gibberi 
and see the wonders and delights of the 
guage of Jehovah, which He gave to IIis c 
tnre and which shall be restored and be 
universal language of the world! 



The Argument for Esperanto By James Densm 8aym 

W HEN one seals with well-established facts the language of Moses, David and Solomon, 
concerning any subject of more or less was a langnage already grown rich by literaw, 

public interest, it is quite easy to find a solid expression practised contemporaneously with 
premise and build the rliscussion thereon. Bub a great development of language among the 
if the pro or the con in any debatable question surrounding Egyptian, Babylonian, Syrian, and 
is based upon a mere theory, unsupported by other peoples. The linguistic art of first build- 
any direct or even indirect information, the ing new forms of thought by joining two mono- 
arbament becomes somewhat uncertain. And syllables and then developing prefixes and snf- 
in such a position we find ourselves in attempt- fixes for further extending the nuances of word 
ing to 'discuss the suggestion that the Hebrew meanings was most certainly a development 
language is to be restored and become the uni- which came long after Abraham drove his flocks 
versa1 language of the restitutional age. into the Jordan valley. No doubt similar forms 

Within recent years one of the fulfilments of of many of the original words prevailed and 
Biblical prophecy has been the great increase form the roots of a very large portion of the 
in knowledge. God long ago 'declared by the richer literary langnage, but when one speah 
mouths of His prophets that in the last days, of: the beauty, picturesqueness and power of 
on the eve of the establishment of His ldngdom description and expression of ancient Hebrew, 
on earth, knowledge would be very greatly in- one cannot be referring to the simple language 
creased. We know that the immense strides of Abram of Ur, but only to a well-developed 
made by the human race in all manner of learn- langnage enriched by contact with the culture 
ing and inventions 'during the last half century of civilizations six hundred to a thousand years 
have been possible only because God so willed after Abraham's time. 
it. Proud and haughty infidels arrogate unto I t  is only theory, unsupported by any state- 
their own petty selves the honor of all great ment in the Scriptures, to say that even a close 
accomplishments, even threatening to make a approximation of the language spoken by father 
better job of creation than God has made. But Adam was the language spoken by Abraham, 
we know that there is a divine plan, and that mnch less by Moses and King David. Granting 
the plan is unfolding according to its great that Shem spoke the exact language of Adam, 
!Architeat's designs. his descendants lived nomadic herdsman lives, 

God has inspired great archeologists to delve very probably being more or less in contact 
into the ruins of ancient cities of the Near East, with other tribes, dascendants of other sons of 
where He has preserved under the dry desert Noah, speaking many different developments 

I 
'kinst rich remains and testimonials to corrob- of the languages which God, for His own high 
orate mnch of Efis Word and to give very valu- purposes, caused to develop soon after the 
able historical information to the faithful dig- Flood. 
gers after knowledge. By such painstaking Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that 
labors, within the past seventy-five years, we Adam spolre and handed down unspoiled to his 
have come into very much knowledge that bears Hebrew descendants the language in which the 
npon ancient Biblical records, never at great first part of the Old Testament is recorded. 
variance with the latter as we have long known. Can we find in that language names for a polar 
We have learned quite aeiinitely enough that bear, a seal, an American buffalo, an automo- 
the Hebrew language, in which the Old Testa- bile, a telegraph or telephone, for radium, for 
ment waa recorded from the Pentateuch down that most wonderful single force that God has 
to the last records made before the Babylonian unfolded to His creatures in these latter times, 
captivity, was a far  richer language of deriva- electricity f If father Adam should awaken to- 
tion than the simple monosyllabic language morrow from his long sleep in death and see 
spoken by the first emigrants from Ur of the an aeroplane dashing thunderously over his 
Chaldeea who reached Palestinian valleys. head, he would very likely give it a new name. 

This faot is clear from a few definite remains One may say that Adam was given a perfed 
of samples of that simple herdsman language language, that it was lost by the f 
of Abraham and his contemporaries. The He- and that it will be revived. This 
brew language of the first portion of the BiMe, getting almost over to the belief that 
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miraculously give to humanity a prrfect uni- mother English. Some members of my ESP-. '&% 
versa1 language. Any one has a right to such ranto class in New Pork speak and understand $ 
belief. Esperanto surprisingly well after five lessona 7-9 

Ancient Biblical Hebrew was a very rich I shudder to think of how fa r  we would be, -.% 
improvement over the monosyllabic language after an equal amount of study, from an under- ' & 
of the Chaldean herdsmen of early postdiluvian standing of the complicated ancient Hebrew 9 
times. It had learned the great value of affixes vowel signs, much less the proper verbal idle+ -3 
for increasing the richness of its form varia- tions and sentence construction. 1 
tions without straining the memory with extra The sudden flaring up  of interest in Espe 2 
arbitrarg words. Dr. Zamenhof, a devout Jew ranto in  nearly every part  of the earth during 3 
and expert Hebrew scholar, developed by fa r  the past two years, and more especially during ;q 
the most perfect language yet recorded among this past winter, is  significant. Some few have :$ 

9 men. I n  so f a r  a s  he fonnd advantages in the felt that the Lord wished to use them through + 

language of his forefathers which were useful this new medinm. They have already begun to 
%: 

in the construction of a language easy of do good work in sending the message to h a -  ,< -- 
acquirement and flexible in nsage for all the gering persons in far  lands where but few 3 
diverse elements of humanity, he adopted them. crumbs of the rich food from the Lord's table .g I n  so fa r  a s  he found ancient Hebrew just a have fallen through other channels. Othen  -3 
polyglot growth, illogical and extremely diffi- were uncertain about taking u p  this form of $ 
cult of mastery, he left i t  out of Esperanto. work. In  every such case they were advised 3 
By his years of scholarly and painstaking that if they felt they were already in their 2 
search, he grafted into Esperanto the cream of present field of endeavor doing a s  effective si 

the beauty and logic of all the present-day work for the Master as  they could in the new, 4 
highly developed languages, which in turn have by all means not to give the Lord's time u p  to' -2 
drawn on the more or less rich storehouses of the time required to learn this language. This -2. 
the ancient lan,qagcs, including ancient He- advice is here repeated to all. is .s. 
brew. As a result, the devout, Bod-fearing Jew, A publication to carry the message of the 28 
Zamenhof, great idealist and lover of his fellow coming kingdom to the understanding of many % 
men of all races and creeds, developed a lan- by this added appeal is  needed and the Lord d 

.", 
guage so simple of mastery by all nationalities, has moved a wealthy man to finance and pub- '-.a 

3 even for the Orientds, ao flexible and fitting lish it. It will be partly in Esperanto; but the g 
'kc for every manner of nsage, that one who studies major portion will be in English, carrying tine, 2 

the question broadly and has an open heart kingdom message to the multitudes who, be- z4 
toward God must recognize the believable prob- cause of the new and wide-spread recent intereat ,~j 
ability that i t  is  part of God's work brought in the world-language question, will have open $ 
along in due season. minds and reading eyes for i t  a s  they have not . f 

Having studied ancient Eebrew somewhat, I had before. $ 2 am sure i t  would talre me fire thousand honrs Tl~ose having an interest in this qnestion may 
of severe study to gain indifferent mastcry of obtain information by sending a self-addressed 4 it. I n  one hundred honrs of study I mas able envelope to James Uenson Sayers, 20 Vesey 
to spealr Esperanto almost as  easily as  I speak Strcct, New Yorlr City. -3 

'9 
2% 

The End of a Noble Life 
Q .d e 

NE of the noblest men in JAondo~r. Sir  ing, massage, poultry farming, joinery, mat 4 0 Arthur P i ~ i s o n ,  founder of St. Eonstan's making, boot repairing, basketry and pimo .-$ 
Institution for the Blind, slipped in his bathtub, tuning. Additionally, he taught the blind sol- 5 
struck his head against a faucet, nnd while dier boys to kick footballs, throw cricket balls, -3 
unconscions was drowned. He was one of the put the shot, row, sprint, and run wheelbarrow a 
most cheerful, self-reliant, helpful blind men in races. In other similar institutions girls have - 
the world. I n  his institution he tanght 1,300 been taught cooking, sewing, knitting, em&& 
blind men shorthand writing, telephone operat- ing, weaving, basketry, and stenotypy. 



Shall It Be Again? fContriblltad) 

above title is the name of a new book Another violation is shown in the Espionaga THE about the great war written by John Ken- 'Kct, in its conflict with the First amendment, 
neth Turner, and published by B. W. Huebsch, "Congress shall make no law respecting an 
Inc., of New York, during the past year. So estabhslment of religion, or prohibiting the 
carefully has the infornlation been wllccted, free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom 
with the facts so thoroughly proven, that the of speed or the press; or the right of the 
honest reader cannot but agree with the volume people peaceably to assemble," etc. Are we not 
of truth divulged; and this book should grace today experiencing the results of these viola- 
the shelves of every American home. In  his tions of our Constitution in the great ditlicnlty, 
introduction the author proves that the hneri- if not inability, of enforcing the Prohibition 
can people were absolutely opposed to the war, Amendment? For how can an individual be 
this being shown by the fact that the 1916 pres- expected to adhere to a law that he deems an 
idential election was won by the '?)emocratsJ' obstruction to his liberties after witnessing 
on the slogan that "President Wilson kept us violation and complete overthrowal of laws 
out of the war." The reader's attention is also incorporated for the protection of his liberties, 
called to the fact that other anti-war candidates by the chief executive of his governmentt 
were elected to various offices throughout the The second portion of the book deds with 
country, citing as examples the election of Mr. our objectives, and shows in what manner the 
H ~ l a n  to the mayoralty of New Pork City, and fmancial interests cooperated to bring about 
of La F'ollette to the senatorship for Wisconsin. belligerency. Here is an overwhelming exposure 

In the circumstances of the draft it is pointed 05 "kig business" in its many depredations to 
out that over fifty percent put in formal claims influence and coerce the people. The starting 
of exemption and that over eight percent failed point waa the loan of $500,000,000 to EngIand 
to appear, succeeding in escaping arrest, to say by the J. P. Norgan Company, agents for a 
nothing of themany who registered unwillingly, number ofl knerican bankers and financiers, 
the number of evaders left unknown, and the without security other than the willingness and 
many desertions (over 1,400 in ten months), honesty of the British government. A "peace 
Prom the army. without victory" on the part of England would 

The illegality of the conscription is ahown in have placed this loan in jeopardy, as political 
its violation of Amendment Thirteen of our upheavals and possible revolutions would have 
Constitution, which provides that "neither m d e  repayment diflicult. 
slavery nor involuntary servitude, except aa Then follows the s t o q  of the campaign of 
punishment for crime wherein the party shall corrnption and graft indulged in by the war 
have been duly convicted, shall exist within the "patrioteer~," including the American Federa- 
United States or any state subject to their juris- tion of Labor, under Samuel Gompers, who sat 
Zctioa" An excuse for the draft was used in with the financiers and obeyed their dictates, 
the example of its being enforced during the expecting to share the plunder. 
Civil War; but the Thirteenth Amendment was To illustrate the extent that our government 
adopted after the close of that war. was under the control of the corporations, 'hlr. 

In  the first half of his book Mr. Turner ex- !Currier cites the long list of corporation he& 
poses in 'detail the campaign of secret intrigue who were given positions of active control 04 
with its carefully devised propaganda that was various governmental departments during the 
foisted on the people to bring about belliger- period of the war. 
enoy-how the press, pulpit, an3 wllege each The long list of treaty violations Xdulged in 
competed diligently to spread this propaganda, by the various belligerent countries, including 
and how our Constitution was again violated the United States, is given complete publicity. 
by the President's usurpation of the powerr Some of those mentioned are: The Clayton- 
that this document granb only to the legisla- Bnlwer Treaty, between America and England, 
tive bodies of our government ("The Congress guaranteeing the integrity of Nicaragua, Costa 
shall have power to declare war"), in his order- Rim, and the Mosquito Coast-violated by boa 
ing the arming of merchant ships and providing America and England; the Berlin Act of 1885, 
them with navy gunners. between England, France, Germany, Belgium, 
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and other countries, guaranteeing the integrity 
of the Congo Free State-violated by Belnium'e 
annexatioi of the Congo, without consent and 
without protest from other powers; the treaty 
between England, France, Russia, and Japan, 
guaranteeing the integrity of Korea-violated 
by Japan's invasion of Korea, against the pro- 
tests of the sovereign of that country; the Ad 
of Algeciras, 1906, between England, France, 
Germany, and other countries -violated by 
France sending in an army with the support of 
England and no protest to the agreement from 
the other parties except Germany; the Entente 
of 1907 between England and Russia, guaran- 
teeing the integrity of Persia-and broken by 
Russia's sending an army into Persia., wEch 
was still there when England declared war on 
Germany for violating Belgian neutrality. 
These are only a few of the treaty riolations 
&closed by Mr. Turner. Is there any wonder 
that God is angry with the nations T 

Another interesting item concerns the Bol- 
sheviki who, upon coming into possession of the 
government buildings in Petrograd, opened the 
Czar's archives and found therein the secret 
documents of agreements that were entered into 
between England, France, Belgium, and Russia 
to bring about and conduct the war against the 
Central Empires. 

A splendid indictment is lodged against our 
foreign policy, which the author terms Ameri- 
can Imperialism. Here is exposed the foreign 
intrigue practised by the United States against 
Denmark (in acquiring the Virgin Islands), 
Mexico, Haiti, Nicaragua, Santo Domingo, Pan- 
ama, Colombia, Costa Rica, Salvador, and Hon- 
auras. Using the Monroe Doctrine as a blind, 
Haiti, Santo Domingo, and Nicaragua were 
invaded by American troops at different periods 
and their governments brought under American 
influence, so that certain financiers could get 
control of the wealth and public utilities of 
these countries and exploit their natural re- 
sources. 

In Wshing his chapter, "The Enemy at 
Home," Mr. Turner says : 

"The real enemy of America is not autocracy abroad. 
It is not kings or kaisers or czars. The real enemy of 
America is our rich fellow citizen who is willing to 
plunge our country into war for his own selfish purposea 
-his political servant, without whose voluntary coopera- 
tion public war for private profit would be ~mposslble- 
hie intellectual henchmen of the press, the pulpit, and 

the college, whose function Is to identify th  
honor with the busineaa ambitions of a small 
ful minority." 

In a concluding chapter, "The Proof of 
Pudding," the author says: 

"Disillusionment mu 
results. One hundred thousand young A m e n  
on European battlefields and in army camps. 
as many more are permanently insane from the 
and horrors of war. Half a million are mutilated 
life. The direct money cost, disbursed 
alone, was in excess of thirty billion 
wns only a b e g k h g .  
price we pay except our soaring living wets, our 21, 
new millionaires, our mutilated constitution, our 
pean entanglements, our permanently enlarged 
and naval establishment, and a complete set of 
ready to clap down upon the country, the momen 
decided that the thing shall be done again?" 

The final chapter, '%econstmction," be 
with the following: 

"The program that would preserve. the peace of A 
ica, promote its prosperity, and preserve democracy J 
home and abroad, would have to include an honed 
application of the principles by which President W i h  
professed to be guided in sending armies to E u r o p  
battlefields. 

"For international application the cardinal prinEi- 
ples are self-determination and equality of soverei 
Before there could be any question of fighting 
the observance of these fundamentals by o 
would first have to observe them ourselves, aa w 
heal, as far as may be, 
trampling upon them in the past. In other worde we 
would have to purge ourselves with a course of repudia- 
tion, withdrawal, and reparation." 

In conclusion Mr. Turner states: 
"Democracy is not a reality in America. A m e h  

a financial oligarchy, in which the president is 
willing, though pretendedly reluctant, servant of 
great financial powers. 

"The events of the past half-dozen years have demon- 
strated not only the moral bankruptcy of the political 
and intellectual leaders that capitalism has given the 
world, but the inability of capitalism to save the world 
from periodic (or total I )  disaster. Imperialism ia sim- 
ply a phase of capitalism. Big business government 
must go; but big business government will not go until 
big business goes. Only the institution of a new Boaid 
order, based on economic equality, .Rill save the world 
from more and more wars for business." 

The foregoing outline is only a very meager 
description of the wonderful collection of hie- 
torical facts, and makes no pretense of doing 
justice to such a work. 

The Constitution of the United States is o 
. . 



of the finest and m ~ s t  dcmocratfa sets of writ- 
ten laws for the oonduct of a nation. It has 
been used as  a model in the drafting of many 
similar documents for other countries. I t  is  
quite possible that its authors drafted it, un- 
knowingly, under divine inspiration. The an- 
cient Jewish nation Elad, as a basis of their 
government, a set of divinely instituted lam,  
and were instructed by the Aut1:or thereof that 
a s  long a s  they adhered strictly to thcir stat- 
utes they would thrive and become the leading 
nation of the earth. But they kept not tlicir 
statutes, and as a result suffered corllplete dis- 
organization, and have remained under the 
klictatorship of the Gentiles unto this 'day. 
Should we not heed this as an example of what 

is very likely to befall us in the approaching 
great trouble wherein the nations shall be 
dashed in pieces like a potter's vessel? 

There is every reason to believe that the 
institution of the new social order spoken of 
by Xlr. Turner i s  taking place nnder the leader- 
ship and inspiration of fIim whose right it. is;  
for "He shall judge among many people and 
rebuke strong nations afar off; and they shall 
beat their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruning hooks: nation shall not lift 
up a sword against nation, neither shall they 
learn war any more. But they shall sit every 
man under his vine and under his fig tree; and 
none shall mAc.  them afraid: for the mouth of 
the Lord of hosts has spoken it."-Micah 4: 3,4. 

Reports from Foreign Correspon~hlerrts 
From Ceylon 

A S ALL your readers a re  interested in the 
signs of the times, a terse and crisp account 

of a very unusual occurrence in Ceylon whic!~ 
marks the fulfilment of Biblical prophecy will, 
I feel sure, appeal to all of them. Jesus Christ 
'declared that a t  His second coming (presence) 
and a t  the time when the Old World shonld end 
there would be "upon the earth distress of 
nations with perplexity; the sea and the waves 
[the restless, discontcnted masses] roaring; 
men's hearts failing them for fear and for 
looking to  the things coming upon the earth 
[society] ; for the powers of the heavens [eccle- 
siasticism] shall be shaken. . . . When ye see 
these things come to pass, then know that the 
kingdom of God i s  nigh at hand. Look up, lift 
up  your heads, rejoice, for  your redemption 
'draweth nigh." The truth, the full force and 
accuracy, of the aforesaid declaration was 
brought home to Bible students in Ceylon by 
the worlunen's strike which broke out in Colom- 
bo a few days ago, and which still continues up 
to date. All people here readily admit that 
Colombo is just now in the throes of a strike 
unprecedented in the annals of Ceylon history. 
The workmen are demanding higher wages and 
greater liberties and privileges than they have 
hitherto enjoyed. The strike has followed close 
upon the Ceylon government's passing and 
bringing into operation a salaries scheme which 
mnferrcd hartdsomc increases of salary upon 
the higher officials of government. 

The strike, which started among the work- 
men of The Ceylon Government Railway, has 
extended to the Government Factory, Harbor 
Engineers' Department, and all the big engi- 
neering and mercantile firms. The workmen 
orgnnizcd more than one mass procession of 
workers, which marched through some of the 
streets in Colombo, bearing placards with the 
following u~ordings: (1) "Salaries are  paid to 
the great, nothing to the small"; (2) 'We are  
stal-riag workmen"; (3) "Big people want re- 
forms, but we are deformed." At  the head- 
quarters of the Ceylon Labor Union in  Colombo 
the following placard has been prominently 
postcd up: 

''United we stand, divide8 we fall; 
Strike one, strike all." 

Ail work and business in Colombo harbor has 
been paralyzed and brought to a standstill; and 
people are in great distress and perplexity a8 
to what will be the outcome of this great mass 
movement of worlmen. Consecrated Christians, 
however, are not in darkness as  to the true 
significance of these great upheavals which are 
heralds of the Golden Age and an unmistakable 
indication of the imminent establishment of 
IIessiali's kingdom which shall be the "desire 
of all nations." Thank God, the Lord's kingdom 
is close at hand. Let us praise God for the 
comforting assurance and h o p  that there are 
'billions now living who will never dibY 



One of the New Fruits-The Loganberry 
O U T  on the Pacific Coast, when they see us ing, and at present the juice is the chief c 

referring to the loganberry as a new fluit, mercial value of the berry. To be leure, 
they will uncharitably class us with Kip Van berry is a most excellent t 
WinWe and intimate that the period of our sleep so very juicy that it cannot b 
has been forty years instead of twenty, as was stale except on the Pacific Coast. In 
the case with friend Rip. Beyond the Rockies pounds of fruit there arc 1,5 
a n y t ~ n g  ten years old is old; if twenty years The peculiar valne of the logan 
old, it is antique; if thirty, it is ancient; and if its large content of citric acid, th 
forty, it is primeval. This docs not apply to that is found in limes and lemons. 
the ladies, however, as it is now adlnitlcd by i t  usurpassed for jellies, punch 
experts that a woman is most beautiful at the and for use aboard ships. Du 
age of forty; and it is n~ell known that they was to be found in every canto 
never get beyond that age. (If this rcmarlr every battleship. Thirteen and three- 
'does not get us a few new subscribers, it will pounds of sugar added to a 
show how unappreciative the world really is.) doubles its volume and helps to overcome possi- 

By accident, in the summer of 1884, Judge bility of loss by fermentation; but with the 
T. Ha. Logan, of Santa Cruz, California, ob- sugar "patrioteers" again in the saddle and 
tained in his garden a cross between the red twenty-cent sugar again a possibility, there ia 
&twerp raspberry and the native wild black- not much comfort in this information. 
berry, the loganberry, which he named for him- The boom in loganberry juice took place dur- 
self. In color and appearance this fruit is like ing the war. 3.n 1915 the total sales of the jnica 
the raspberry, but is larger, has a blended for all companies were about $60,000; in 1916 
blackberry and raspberry flavor, and more the sales were about $200,000; in 1917 the total 
piquancy and richness of color than either of sales were something in excess of $1,000,000, 
the parent fruits. The fruit is rsometimes an and ten carloads of the juice were shipped out 
inch and a quarter long, blackberry shape. The of Oregon in one shipment. Considerable snms 
flavor is unique, peculiar, and enjoyable. have been expended popularizing the juice as  a 

The loganberry, like the Californians them- summer drink, and with fair success. But the 
selves, is not hardy enough to withstand the price of a new summer drink must be kept low 
kind of winter we have in the East. We can if it is to become popular, and nothing is low 
hardly withstand it ourselves; but the spring any more. 
feels so good when it does come that it is worth The 438 pounds of; pulp per ton have been 
all the blizzards we get while waiting for it. disposed of in various ways, some of it spread 
These people who live in a land of perpetual on the fields, some dumped into the stre=, 
spring cannot appreciate what it really means some allowed to pile up and mold, and some of 
to  have weather. They have b a t e  in the it made up into jam and jelly, for soldiers. 
Rest. This is very well; but when it comes to Hogs and other farm animals eat the pulp 
weather, if anybody wants real weather the sparingly or not at all, owing to the acidity. 
place for him is in the East. As a fertilizer it has some value, adding hnmus, 

The loganberry thrives in California, in organic matter, besides mineral constituents. 
portions of Oregon, Washington, and British Dried ground loganberry pulp has a cdofio 
Columbia west of the Cascade Mountains, and valne of 1,458 calories a pound, nearly ao high 
in some of the warmer valleys of Idaho; but i t  ae flour. 
does not do well in other sections of the united 
States. The plant is very sensitive to extremes Canning, Drying, Extraction 
of heat and cold. By 1895 the growing of the F THE loganberry would only grow in sonla 

bemn to attract attention in the Northwest. 
I 'fruit had spread outside of California and had place except where the climate is so wet in 
the winter that newcomers are all born with - 

Refreshing Loganberry Juice 
webbed feet, the ideal way to have it served . 

would be fresh from the fields, a most deliciona -- 
HAT is the way the signs read, and they fruit; but alack and alas1 the web-footers are - T tell the t m t b  Loganberry juice is refresh- the only one. who get it that way. There & 
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aome advantage in being a web-footer, after all. Harvesting is best 'Cone in the cool of 
Hence i t  was that in 1912, after all the Pacific day, when berries are 'dry. Picking has to 

Coast people had had all of this delicious frait done with great care, to avoid cmshing; . 
that they wanted, and there was some left over, , when the cells are bruised the berry does 
eome kind-hearted men who remembered that stand up well in shipment, nor does it dry 
most of the people in the United States live in factorily. Pickers are supplied with ca 
the East, and that they might like the taste of which hold not over six boxes, the object 
the loganberry, and that they might be willing to get them to make frequent trips to the 
to pay for their taste, began to experiment with ing house, so that the berries will not be 
canning and evaporating. exposed to the sun. Yields vary from 3 

The arming was at first not snccessfnl, as GOO 24-lb. crates to the acre. Sold fresh, tha 
the frnit is too f d  of citric acid to keep in berries bring three cents to five cents per 
plain tins; however, success was obtained when pound; and when sold for canning, drying 
enamel-lined cans were used. Now the fruit is juice manufacture the price ranges from twa 
put up in a variety of ways. There is the water and one-half cents to three cents Per 
pack, nsed for pies, containing no sngar, and with little return to the growers at th 
requiring to be heavily sweetened when nsed prices. 
for pastries ; and there are other canning corn- In any ~ ~ ~ i m a t e  of costa large dlowance mast 
p o ~ d s  all the way np to the heavy symp pre- be made for errors, but We have been sn~pl iea  
ferred by some consumers. Several growers with the following dab,  which is stated to be 
are reported as doing well, putting up logan- approximately correct: 
berries with their own home canning outfits. ITEMS COST PEX A m  
A center for the loganberl~ canning industry Plowing and fitting Ian& .....$ 6.06 
is Salem, Oregon. Planting - .................$ 3.00 to 6.W 

At the same time that canning was began, Staking and trellissing ........................ 50.00 to 66-00 
evaporating was also undertaken and has Horses, harness, picking tray r* 40.00 to 60.00 . . proven many Eastern users prefer- Cultlvatlon - - .... 10.00 
ring to get their fruit in this form. ~h~ same Hoeing .. ..................... 6.00 
'drq-er for  prnnes works very satisfactorily Pruning . 5.00 to 8.00 . . when in drying and it has Sprapng, If necessary .. ............................ 6.00 

........ been found that the dried frnit keeps well. Purchasing plants $15.00 to $40.00 per 1,000 plantr 
Picking ..-..... ........ 25c per crab 

Loganberry oil, presnmably extracted Cratea and boxes, per crate ................ .... . . . .  15c apieaa 
the pulp by some refining process, is reported Packing, handling and hauling per cra k--...- 5c to 
to have properties, 'yulg in I t  is estimated that on a total yield of three 

and gravity between hundred crates an acre the total cost for @ 
seed oil and tung oil, the latter being obtained crate mill be from fifty cents to centa from the resin of an Asiatic tree and much Three hundred crates will weigh three and 
prized as a varnish oil. half tons. 

Loganberrg Cultivation 

T HE loganberry grows best in deep, well- Let the Truth be Known 
drained, easily-worked loam. I t  is propa- A DMIRAL William S. Sims, according t4 

gated by allowing roots to start on the ends or press reports, said that the "terribla 
tips of the canes, or by covering a portion of atrocities" accredited to the U-boat command. 
the cane and allowing roots to strike from each ers of Germany during the war, were merely 
bud along the cane. In  the latter case, when "propaganda," as the British naval recards ar 
the plants have begun to grow, the cane is cut well as those of the United States show 
between plants with a spade. The may of these commanders aide'd in the rescue of c 
propagation first named provides the strongest and passengers of ships they sank; that if 
plants. The loganberry is long-lived, patches could not tow the ships to safety, they w 
sixteen years old having been observed which always by means of the radio notify other s 
are still vigorous and bearing heavily. of the position of the crippled vessela. 



The World and Her Affairs 

E VER since man began to mdtiplx upon the of mentality come from? It came from a hid- 
earth, he has been shoving his neighbor eous conception of the divine mind, from faIse 

about, jostling him, and endeavoring to get for doctrines; and nothing was more responsible 
himself plenty of elbow room. I f  there is any- tXan the mentality of the so-called Christian 
thing a person does not like it is to be shoved mind. The world is actuated by the unholy 
around. Human history is but a series of spirit of the devil, and mankind should shoulder 
wrangliings. I t  seems as  if the more the people the blame; for, when they knew God they glori- 
h e w  the more they wanted to fight. Families fied Him not aa God. Christendom so-called ia 
quarreled and fonght. Families grew to nations, none other than devildom. 
and still they quarreled and fonght. Nations The Scriptures teach that the world is in its 
Ieagoed together, and fonght other leagues of present plight because of nnbelief. But the 
nations. One of the causes of this perpetual world ia not lost! I t  has been redeemed by 
fussing and fighting was not always the want Christ, and awaits Jesus' coming and kingdom 
of elbow room, but because in the mind some when He will restore all things, bring the living 
crazy notion broke loose that had to be aired. to health and perfection of mind and body, and 
Quite often that notion was clothed with a relig- raise the dead from the grave to life, liberty 
ious garb of some kind, and a supposed prin- and happiness. But before this glorious work 
ciple lurked in the background. on behalf of mankind shall progress to any 

&fen by nature mnst worship. But when they appreciable extent, Satan must be bound for a 
knew God, they glorified Him not as God, thousand years and Satan's organization here 
neither were thankful; but became vain in their upon the earth destroyed. 
imaginations, and their foolish hearts were The dissolving of Satan's empire began in 
darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, the World War; and there is no possible restor- 
they became fools, and changed the glory of ation of any crumbling kingdom, but rather the 
the uncorruptible God into an image made like crushing, disintegrating process continues until 
corruptible man, and changed the truth of God all shall cease to function. The Scriptures seem 
into a lie, and worshiped the creature rather to limit thia transition period to eleven years, 
than the Creator; so God gave them up to 4 from 1914 to and including 1925. At this time 
uncleanness through the lusts of their own the Lord Jesus ie invisibly present bringing to 
hearts. (Romans 1: 21-25) God turned His back nanght the wisdom of the "wise" men of earth, 
and permitted humanity to drift. God not and laying the broad foundation for the age of 
'delivering unto them His oracles, they manu- reconstruction and reign of righteousness, for 
factured religions of their own, with the help which many have prayed: "Thy kingdom come; 
ofi Satan, who has always been on the job with thy d be done on earth aa i t  is done in 
euggestive hints as to the way it should be heaven.' Jesus named the signs by which be- 
b n e .  Buddhism, Hinduism, Shintoism, Moham- lievers might be enabled to discern His prw- 
mednnism, Taoism, Catholicism, and Protes- enoe. These are recorded in Matthew, 24th 
tantism-all have resulted from searching to ahapter, and these are unfolding and becoming 
find the face of the hidden and unknown God. mattere of history before our very eyes. Then 
(Psalm 104: 29) The Mosaio law and code of why are we so slow to believe! False doctrines 
morals was the true religion of Israel, but an and self-interests are in the way, and these 
aanigture of outside religions oorrnpted it, and mnst be gotten out of the way before the rising 
God hid His face from the Jews. The enoyclo- 08 "the Sun of righteousness" shall shine into 
pedia gives the adherents of Christianity as our hearts. Bnt the rising of that Sun ahall no 
600,000,000; but 3 there were 500,000 Chris- more tarry than that of the literal sun. Then 
tiam it would be a much better world. False it becomes necessary to break the haughty 
religione lie at the root of the world's troubles, spirit, ornmble the ambitions, crush the pride 
and most of it at the door of that which poses of mankind and checkmate them in their selfish 
aa "Christian." endeavors; and this work shall go on now, with 
Mr. E G. Wells has said: "The great war increasing rapidity, until "every knee s h d  bow 

m a nems~ary consequence of the mentality and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord, to 
d the period." ;Where did this peculiar brand the glory of God" 

HI 



The Bat or the Bee, Which? 

T HE bat is  an a.nimal that flies at night, but end of the swarming season If 
hides during the day. I t  is  the only mam- and there has been prosperity in the bee 

ma1 capable of genuine flight. I ts  flight is  noise- a few of the s t  
less. I t s  membrane is furry, fitted wlth delicate h a g  around for a 
nerves enabling it, probably by the increased that the bee has a heart. The 
'density of the air, instinctively to tell when i t  female; and she does what other good 
is approaching an object which should be are supposed to do-she makes the living, 
avoided. The bat flies in perfect safety, darting to the combs, feeds the young, defends 
here and there amidst buildings, trees, rocks, home, and keep 
and rafters. As its ears are extremely large ment the boss 
and sensitive, ~cientists think that i t  hears greatest conserver 
noises wholly beyond the range of the human a t  the rate of 4,000 a day, 
ear. Some bats are  as small as a mouse, and three new swarms each season. 
some have wings stretching five feet from tip There are  some people like bats, aria 
to tip- There are  as  many species of bats as  like bees. To which class do we each belong7 
there are brands of false Christianity-about ~h~~~ are minds that gro 
four hundred and fifty. human traditions so enshrouded in myste 

The Old ll-orld bats are both fruit and insect that they are nn 
eaters; those of the Western Hemisphere are  rafters of antiqn 
insect eaters. They cannot walk; they either do-. The trag 
fly, or crawl c l a s i l ~ .  While resting in daytime newspapers, the divorce 
they hang upside down. The popular saying, tracts, the horrors of w 
"As blind as a bat," is  founded on fact; not that sip mongers, trashy lit 
the bat is stone blind, but as blind a s  a kt- sorrows of others and 
that is, the portion of the retina which is most matter of course--this 
concerned with the perception of light is  not are insect eaters, living 
well developed. This fact explains why nature minds, undennining th 
has given to the bat such an interlocking net- forth a generation like themselves. 
work of nerves that by these i t  "sees" its way ~h~~~ are others wh 
principally. It i s  said that a stone-blind bat for the sweetn 
turned loose in a room across which numerous , h o  open-hearte~, 
strings have been tied will fly about and not ,,-llo reason 
touch one of them. sorrow to yield its hon 

The bee is a.n inscct which lives in a hive, the desirability and h 
stays in out of the dark, and roams a t  will in t,he horresty and integrity of business relat 
the sunlight. There are about three hnndred the hallowedness of 
species of the bee. Some of them are lazy: but atmosphere, and th 
most of them, nearly all in fact', are  as busy as thcir minds. They have real pleasn 
bees can be. The bee is valued for the honey it success and advancement of others. T 
makes; moreover, as  it flies from Rower to the broken-hearted, succor the sick, an 
flower, from blossom to blossom, i t  assists in atc the pain of body and mind of those 
pollenizing growing crops, making itself whom they associate. Honey producers 
useful and valuable. From the v ien~oin t  of are, loving the beauties of nature, 
the bee's sting i t  is not a very lovable creature, the Great Creator, learning His 
but it ~honld  be vell cared for and never mighty works, basking in the divine suns 
aestroyed. and radiating warmth of heavenly wisdom 

I f  there are any bees that need the ruthless love everywhere. These pollenize the fe 
band of destruction to smite them, the bees fields and growing crops to the blessing 
themselves will see to that. The drones are the humanity. 
star boarders-they never work nor pay R cent; The Bible sheds its Light n 
these are killed off by the worker bees at the Some day the bats will all be 
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,i: world will be filled with bees. The Lord's king- the cause may be that there is some of the bat -3 
aom so long prayed for is a t  the door. With it in us. But if we can pierce the dark clouds, see - -3 
comes the destruction of everything out of har- the silver lining, recognize the finger of God in -5: 
mony with truth and righteonsness. If we are transpiring events, relish the change and glory - 3 grieved at the changes now going on- the in it, and be happy for humanity's sake, it ir 

."I 

@rumbling of age-long beliefs and practices - because we have some of the bee in us. . $ 
: f 
-* 

Millennium Seen in Troubles 
EV. B. O. Wilkinson, of MTashington, preach- Physician He cures all the sicknesq thereb~ R ing in Philadelphia on "The Approaching stopping all the dying because of original t rans 

Millennium," said that the evidences of the ap- gression; and as  the world's Redeemer an2 
proaching Millennium are seen in the troubles Savior 1Ie calls all earth's billions out of the 
multiplying everywhere. He said that the time sleep of death, in order that by gradually com. 
for the coming of Christ is right upon us, that ing to mental, moral and physical perfeetiom 
the earth will reel to and fro like a drunken they may have the privilege of qualiffing f o ~  
man, that the great sky-scrapers will tumble eternity, and may continue to live forever right 
aown, and that everything on the earth will be here on the earth. (Psalm 37: 29) Men need 
&splaced. The Millennium is a period of a not have fear of sLc-scrapers falling upon them; 
thousand years, and is bounded on either side but efforts should be made to be truthful, hon- 
with a resurrection. "The American Republic," est, benevolent, kind, sympathetic, helpful to 
said he, "is in the twilight of its darkest hour, those with whom we may come in contact, that 
and it is criminal to conceal the deadly peril of thus we may be prepared for the favor which 
the nation." God through Christ designs to give. 

Yes; the evidences e v e r ~ h e r ~  abound that The evidences are manifest on every hand 
we are in the twilight of the darkest hour of that something unprecedented is in the air. It 
earth's history; but that there shall be a literal is Christ unto h e l f  His great power 
reeling of the earth is doubtful. scrip and beginning His reign. As David cried to the 
tnrally refers to the people of the carth; they Israel: "3' are Ye the last to web 
are reeling like &%den men now. The high come back the z n g f "  so we Cry to the eldera 
places to be brought low are not necessarily 
sky-scrapers, but towering institutions of 
wealth, of learning, of men's schcmes. These Missionaries Spreading Infidelity 
are soon to crumble. The proud and arrogant M ISSION schools in foreign lands are for. 
and self-willed must be humbled; and the meek salung the Bible. Out of 4,000 mission. 
and lowly are to be elevated. Wrong is to be .ries in India, Burma and Ceylon, not half of 
unseated, and righteonsness enthroned in the t h m  believe the Scriptnres to be the inerrant 
hearts of all. and infallible Word of God. Open infidelity, 

The reverend gentleman recognizes the first higher criticism, evolution, eta, are the forms 
resurrection as  taking place at the beginning of "theology" that the representatives of the 
of the 1,000-year day of Christ; but the putting so-called "Christian" churches are injecting into 
the second resurrection off for a thousand the minds of the heathen. Nor need we wondel 
years does violence to the Scriptures and out- at this; for it is practised at home in the most 
rages reason. He stumbles over a misconcep- open-handed way imaginable. The cry of al- 
tion of Revelation 20: 5. The church is raised comes from the treasurer of the Bible Leago* 
instantaneously in the beginning of the Millen- of India, Mr. IVatldn R. Robexts, who implorer 
ninm to invisible, heavenly, spiritual perfection. the "Christian church in the homeland to takq 
The world is raised gradually by the process immediate and drastic action." HP says, far. 
of restitution during the whole of the one thou- ther, that the money contributed, oftentimes st 
sand years to visible, human, earthly conditions. great sacrifice, is to a large extent being mb 
m e n  Christ begins His reign, as the Great used. 
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Wrongful Practice of Vivisection 
S BLOOD-CURDLING and brutal as  vivi- other hnman beings; that oftentime8 the A section is, the wonder i s  that public senti- inal has been mistaken and carried beyon 

ment does not rise against i t  and put into disre- normal jud,ment by his sympathies, and thJ 
pute those who resort to such practices for the very often there are extenuating circnmstanacu 
benefit of science. The slaughter of dogs, cats, that should be taken into account. 
and rabbits by the slow processes of vivisec- 
tion may have removed the gruesome practice Rust on the Teeth 
of robbing the graves in an effort to "refine" HE robbery and graft carried on in a 
surgery; but what have we come to when a T thousand ways dufing and after the war, 
minister of the gospel will advocate vivisection in the name of patriotism, were enormous. 
on humans instead of dumb brutes ! Hundreds of millions of dollars were sqnan- 

The Rev. C. Ernest Smith, St. Thomas Epis- dered in not a few lines of activity. The lateat 
copal Church, washington, D. C., besides being that has come to our attention is that some of. 
the pastor of a fashionable church, is said to the gold and other precious- metals allotted by 
be an officer of the National Associatjon for the the government for the use of dentists in filling 
Prevention of Vivisection ; but this &d not deter the teeth of ex-soldiers has been pilfered and 
him from saying, m e n  a man becomes a trim- the filling done with an alloy of brass; and that 
in81 he drops below the h-an level and no some of the bridge work was artistically, scien- 
longer has the rights of a human being," in tifically, and graciously done with cast-iron and 
advocating that it was "spiritually proper" t e  other base metals. The reports do not tell ~ps 

use convicted human beings in the interest of concerning those who may sleep with their 
medical science if that use wonld accrue to the mouths open, what methods the dentists have 
welfare of mankind. To save animals and to employed to keep the plates from rusting. 
make a record for himself, he wonld substitute 
human convicts. The Right Spirit 

It is hoped that this man's heart is  better W HEN it comes to possessing the right 
than his t o n g a o t h a t  were he to have the dis- spirit. of prophecy, the forward-looking 
secting to do he wonld practise on neither ani- Bible student chaps who are giving the world 
ma1 nor human. False conceptions of Christian- the hopeful slogan that "millions now living 
Xy put wrong valucs upon hnman beings. will never die," and who are harking on it, 
Creedally and theoretically, a convict is des- have the right slant on what humanity nee& 
t.ined for hell fire and brimstone, where the If within the lifetime of some of us middle- 
tortures of the damned in excruciating agonies agers they do not bring the salvation limiteif 
rtre never lessened but augmented by reason of into the terminal on time no one wiIl hang them 
the lack of water for the parched tongue. But, for it. At any rate they are throwing no 
],ossibly, by the slow dcnth of vivisection the monkey-wrenches into the delicate machinery 
c:riminal, being sacrificed for the blessing of of civilization.-Akron (Ohio) Beacon-Jaw@ ' 

humanity, would be put in a ~ e r t i n n  of hcll December 9,1922. 
:where the fires do not rage so furiously, and 
thus work good in the end! Youthful Soldiery Not Good 

The Bible teaches, however, t.hat the dead arc 1IE old idea of instilling patriotism in the 
, dead-unconscious, awaiting the resurrection; T hcarts of the young by dressing them up 

that life is a blessing; that Christ died for all in IAalri and arming them with toy pistols i 
and purposes to give all an opportunity for life now seen to be misdirected effort, as the minil 
in His Millennia1 kingdom. Then, too, some is misguided along the lines of military brotaI- 
"convicts" are entirely innocent of any wrong- ity and ruffianism. In  Philadelphia all toy pis- 
doing; and many "criminals" ha.ve good hcarts, tols, whatever the caliber, are to be scrappe& 
and with proper environment would make good Bombardments and sham battles disturbing the 
and useful citizens. rest and repose of those living in certain d h  

Even the medical fraternity revolted a t  the tricts must now cease. Mercllants selling thir 
parson's recommendation, believing that so- juveilile ammunition will have their sup- 
called criminals have as  great a right to live as confiscated. 

660 
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Is the Church Abdicating? 

R ECENTLY there wm a heated discussion 
between the Chicago Methodist preachers 

and Nicholas Murray Butler, the latter being 
condemned for exercising the fundamental right 
of a citizen to criticize some of the laws under 
which he lives. Dr. Butler replied that the con- 
demnation was an  exhibition of intolerance 
which was both un-American and un-Christian. 
The New Pork World, commenting on it, said 
in part : 

(' . . . A popular government in which criticism has 
been stifled would simply cease to be popular govern- 
ment. . . . That the condemnation waa un-Christian 
and irreligious may not be so clear to the Chicago 
Methodist Preachers' meeting. . . . \That actually hap- 
pens more and more is that clergymen confess that thcu 
spiritual authority is a failure and that their main 
reliance is upon the police. . . . Gradually the average 
man begins to feel that clergymen themselves have lost 
faith in the pourer of the church and of religious tradi- 
tion. He finds i t  increasingly dificult to thixlk of the 
churches as agencies of hurnan regeneration when the 
churches themselves are thinking so much about the 
legislatures, and inspectors, and detectives, and police 
courts. . . . To many men it looks as if the churches 
were abdicating. They see churches in  politics. . . . It 
ia not surprising that they begin to ask whether clergy- 
men know as little about religion as they evidently know 
&out politics. For when they see churches trying to 

use law and torte for ends where custom and opinion 
are and must remain decisive, the scepticism aboul 
clergymen in politics grows into scepticism about the 
clergymen in the pulpits. . . . No group in America ia 
more insistent than the political churchmen on the 
necessity of substituting law for custom, governmmtd 
decrees for example, and policemen for public opinion. 
If churchmen don't believe in the power of their 
churches, need they be surprised if there is unbelief in 
the land?" 

T h a t  and if the editors of our metropolitan 
newspapers should come into the light of prus- 
ent truth sdiciently to see that ninety-nine per- 
cent of what is  passing for Christianity is rank 
infidelity; that the forms, ceremonies, creeds, 
and general teachings are so perverted by the 
admixture of things heathenish, and discolored 
by false conceptions of what true Christianity 
really is, that the preachers are now f a l l i n g  
the prediction of our Lord that they would 
become the blind leaders of the blind! 

Certain i t  is  that the "wood, hay, stubble" 08 
earth's traditions have lort tneir sap and are  
becoming as tinder. Scme agency of the Lord 
is expected to apply the lighted match shortly, 
that the mass of corrupt and superstitious the- 
ology may be consumed with an unquenchable 
flame which shall prepare the world for  the 
Messianic reign. 

I - ., 

Efforts to Unite Demagnetized "Churches" . + -*--. 

A WORLD church unionJJ is being urged by churches for  power and not for  holiness, to  
prelates and representatives of practically unite for legislative activity rather than to be 
Protestant churches. Recently there has controlled by t i ~ c  law of Christ. The leaders 

been a big meeting. The world conference, may see that unless they do "something" their 
~ r d i n g  to tentative plans, will meet in Wash- bread and butter is  gone. The question then is 
ington in 1925 ; and this meeting is to be the an important one : "How may we further hoodoo 
means of an  official action whereby all the the people so that they may continue to have 
Ghurches may come together on some common confidence in us? We know that we are  in  dis- 
ground, looking toward concerted action in  fur- agreement as to doctrine; some of us believe in 
thering the ideals of the Christian religion evolution, some of us are  higher critics, some 
throughout the world. It is pointed out that of us don't believe the Garden of Eden story; 
the forthcoming conference will seek a unity of some of us believe that Jesus was God Himself, 
the churches, but not a uniformity of creed. and some of us don't; and some of us don't 

How can the ideals of Christianity be fur- know what we believe. But we are united on 
thered without a common ground of creedal one thing; that is, for the people to believe that 
understanding7 Should not any unity of faith our puzzled churches are  unitedly of Ctod'n 
be based upon a tangible belief? The "churches" authorization, that we a re  of  god'^ ordination, 
are demagnetized and can never unite. I t  is and that therefore the people should be b o d  
therefore obvious that the intent ia to unify the to recognize u s  as channels of salvationl" 

mi 



Th' GOLDEN AGE 
The truth is that God's church is not a build- 

ing of inanimate material; God's representa- 
tives preach the truth for  the love of the truth 
and not for filthy lucre's sake; they preach a 
gospel of love and good tidings and not a "gos- 
pel" of hate and bad tidings. God is rich, and 
He nercr authorized a begging institution to 
represent Him. U p  to the present i t  has been 
impossible to preach the truth to please every- 
body. The trnth carries with i t  responsibility, 
and the people are not ready for that. Satan 

rules the worId throngh seltishness and pr i  
God rules His children through love and h u m  
ity. Satan incites through fear;  God by 
The worlds ideals have been i t s  Alexan 
Caesars, Napoleons; its idol has ever 
money; and usually its conversations are. 
money and how to get more of it. So 
"churches" are merely business instituti 
part of the great fabric which goes to  make n 
the world as  i t  is;  and they, a r e  absolute1 
devoid of any saving grace. : 

Russia Fighting the Churches 

T HE Russian Government has been having separate herself from the people of the la 
trouble with the Catholic Chnrch. A nnm- in spirit, in intention, in purpose-looking 

ber of priests, archbishops, etc., have been im- the future for  a glorification which shall be 
prisoned for  long terms; some have been exe- the glorious appearing of the Lord Jesus C 
cuted; and others have been driven from their What the Russian Government was a 
homes. The priests are  charged with activities ently trying to do was to materially dimixll 
against the Soviet Government and with hiding the suffering from the terrible famine whi 
church treasure to save i t  from requisition by was sweeping over Russia. Why should it 
the state. that confiscating church property for  the 

The clerics have evidently made themselves of the sick and distressed from starvation was 
obnoxious to the federal authorities; for the anything but a humanitarian act? Of con 
Bolsheviki have decided on a program of the cliurchcs should help in  that! The dec 
persecution '&directed against all the Christian affected all the churches alike; there was 
churches in  Russia. Most of the pricsts are difference. Vessels of gold, silver, etc., 
Polish, and in some of their aets are conducting parts of any religion; they are  merely emb 
themselves in harmony with advices received lishments, and should be sacrificed if need 
from the Vatican. to help the starving. Religions may flouri 

'A great mistalre was made in 325 A. D., when without these ornamentations. The peo 
in the days of Constantine chnrch and state seemed milling enough for the treasnres to 
were united, the chnrch aiming to give the state , used ; hut here and there opposition sprang 
holiness and the state aiming to give the chnrch among the clerics who, out of the bigness 
power. The present troubles are the fl-aits of, ;;their hearts, should have freely given- 
a long and erroneous practica The idea that $; The Catholic Chnrch is a world organization 
the chnrch, while still in the flesh, shonld r u l e .  a state within a state, with a system of di  
the world ia nnscriptural; and for the church pline a s  rigid as any government, having 
to rule anything in her present debased con&- supreme ruler outside of any government. 
tion is irrational. Let the church purify herself claims divine authority, and a s  such it is n 
-if she can; let her priests be subject to the supposed to submit to secular orders. H 
powers that be, a s  the Bible says; and the Catholic Church outIived its memory of 
troubles that harass Catholicism in Russia leon? I£ surrendering these valuables wo 
shonld soon flee away. But it i s  not for  Rome save the lives of hundreds, perhaps thous 
to separate herself from the governments. Her of children from death, wonld it not be a 
business is politics, not religion; every ounce of mercy to buy bread? And wonld no 
of her energy is expended to promote her mel- withholding of bread border on premedi 
fare in  power and great glory upon the earth, aestrnction of human life4 When the h 
not knowing that the office and purpose of the family gets big enough a t  heart to tear 
true chnrch in the Gospel age is to purify an'd the barriers which divide the race into cliqb 



GOLDEN AGE 
and clans, holding some better than others, then 
we may expect real progress and less religions 
persecution in the world. 

We are not in sympathy with persecution 
ilirected against anybody at any time for any 
thing. A far  better way to settle difliculties is 
to dismiss dogmatism, bigotry, and jealousy 
entirely, and with a free and open mind face 
every question with reason and logic. If you 
get the better of the argument, take it mildly 

N OPEN LETTER" i n  being circulated A throughout Oklahoma by the National 
Council of Catholic Men. I t  first points out 
that Oklahoma follows no other state's lead, 
and then shows how the solidarity of her peo- 
ple is of paramount importance in maintaining 
that greatness and conserving her inatitntions, 
saying, 

"Her [Oklahoma's] resources must be free dike to 
all; her laws a protection alike to all; her courts open 
alike to all; her peopIe mnst be fair, friendly, loyal and 
kind to all, but firat and especially to esch other." 

The plea is made that Jews and Protestants 
and Catholics have canse in common with one 
another; that they should not hate one another, 
but must come together to make the laws; and 
that they should be united and bound together 
in one common stewardship. All of this is very 
good and proper. But why thc necessity of the 
reminder? The letter says further: 

'We who write these lines are Catholics. We are less 
than one-fortieth of the population of the state. Our 
lives, om liberties, our property, our reputation are in 
your trnst and keeping. But in our JOINT keeping, men 
of Oklahoma, are the lives, liberties, propertien and 
reputation of ALL the people." 

Then, according to this, the Protestants of 
Oklahoma are murderers, bandits, thieves, and 
slanderers! Otherwise, why shonld Catholics 
have to plead for the privilege of unmolested 
citizenship 1 

Then follow twenty things which "Catholics 
ao not believe"; that the Pope has temporal 
rights in America, that the Pope claims their 
political allegiance, that the Pope nullifies lams 
and oaths or contracts a t  will, that Protestant 
husbands and wives are living in adultery, that 

+ 
Protestants may be hated or persecuted, etc. 
And last, hllow the things "they are required" 

and graciously and soberly; an3 if you get tha 
worse of the argument, smile and think it over. 
No one shonld get heated and poison his sys- 
tem; thinking is always better done in the cool 
of the day. Might does not make right, but 
truth is mighty and shall prevail, and none oii 
us shonld be afraid of the truth. If we are dis- 
advantaged hy having right prevail we are in 
the wrong; and sooner or later, our steps must 
be retraced, either in this world or in the next. 

Begging for Mercy 

to do; that they respect rulers, honestly render 
their property for taxation, never tell a lie, 
never defraud their neighbors; "they are not 
permitted to do malice to any human being, in 
life, limb, liberty or estate, in friends, family 
or reputation, by deed or word, upon any pre- 
text or for any canse," etc. "Catholics are told 
to read the Scriptures; to read them frequently; 
to read them reverently, as  the Word of God, 
and not to deny or doubt aught contained 
therein!' 

Are not these Catholics claiming too mu& 
for themselves? Do not the good people of 
Oklahoma live too near the Mexican boundary 
to be deceived by smoothness of speech? Is not 
the history of South America, Spain and A&+ 
tria such as to belie even claims of equality in 
spirituality, honesty, and intelligence with 
Protestant countries? 

Catholics generally are overbearing in poli- 
tics, self-assertive in civic righteousness, dog- 
matic on who shall teach the children, self-con- 
ceited in the superiority of the Catholic relig- 
ion, proud of their hospitals, and overjoyed 
in thcir numerical strength in thousands oE 
police forces and court justices. In  Spain and 
other countries they look with disdain upon 
anything Protestant, and with commendable 
persevcrance bide their time when they may 
have majorities everywhere to dominate and 
control everything-on behalf of the Pope, who 
is God's representative here on earth! 

If Catholics are drawing a religions line it is 
wcll that Oklahoma has its eyes opeil to thwart 
any political move of the Papal hierarchy, If 
the Catholics of Oklahoma would content them- 
selves with being just common people, taking 
everything in common with the rest of the 



= GOLDEN AGE . 
inhabitants, there should be no excuse for open 
letters. 

The secret of the goodness of the Catholics 
in Oklahoma is that they are only one-fdrtieth 
of the population. They are not so good in 
other states. 

When all religions bigotry and superstition, 
when all racial barriers, when all cliques and 
olans, are dissolved, and all hatred displaced 
by love, what a really wonderful place this old 
earth will be I Such is the hope of every student 
of the Bible who ~ d e r s t a n d s  the meaning of 
the setting up of the Messianic kingdom; and 

believing we are very near the time for the 
reign of "peace on earth and good will toward 
men," we continue to pray, "Thy kingdom come; 
Thy will be done on earth as it is done in 
heaven!' 

No one shonld say: aThe world for Catholi- 
cism," or "The world for Methodism," or "The 
world for Socialism," or for any other "ism"; 
for these are clannish phrases and wiU not 
stand the test. We believe that those who say: 
"The world for Jesus; the world for humanity," 
have the mcssage that does stand the test, and 
that shall ultimately prevail. 

Heard in the Office No. 5 By Charles E. Guiver (~oni lon)  

P ALMER," said Tyler, "the other day in a the form of the Garden of Eden story to im- 
discussion yon said yon believed in the press this lesson upon the minds of men when 

story of the Garden of Eden. Wynn says thc they were but children in the school of howl- 
statement made in Genesis is an allegory. I edge; a fable or parable beautifully portraying 
should like to know which is right. How can this sublime truth. I leave it there; to me the 
you expect me to believe when Christians dis- explanation is reasonable and suttieient." 
agree?" '?t sounds all right," said Tyler. 'What 'do 

"I accept the creation of man and the Garden yon say to that, Palmer 7'' 
of Eden record because they arc essential to a "A fanciful, unwarranted interpretation, 
harmonious understanding of the Bible and its which is contradicted by the whole tenor of 
teachings as a whole," said Palmer. Scripture," he replied. 

"I wonld like to know what TVynn has to say '%ow do yon explain it, then?" asked Tyler. 
on this question; for i t  seems strange to me '? don't explain it, I accept i t  as a literal 
that he should hold modern views, while yon, a statement of fact," answered Palmer. 
Bible student and one always ready to give a "Yes; but yon must have a reason for 'doing 
reason for what yon believe, shonld have the so." 
old ones," said Tyler. "Before giving my reasons, I would like to 

'q don't care to t a b  about these things," ask Wynn a few questions," said Palmer. "First, 
replied Wynn; '%ut since yon put it in that way, do yon believe that man was originally created 
I might say that experts in textual criticism, perfect, and that he fell from this through sin?" 
students of history, doctors of divinity and ''It depends on the way one looks at it," 
others now agree that much of the Old Testa- replied Wynn. I believe man was crated, or  
ment is folk-lore, legends handed down from rather is being created, by a Process of evolu- 
one generation to another." tion!' 

rqes," replied ~ ~ l ~ ~ ;  ~l>nt there be a ''I agree with yon there," put in Tyler. ''But 
reason for the existence of these stories, some I never it with the 
snbstratnrn of truth." Bible." 

'%at a o  yon believe that man was made per- "Sin and are in the fed and was able to perfectly keep a perfect 
the question naturally arises, What is the lawY palmer. 
cause?" answered Wynn. 'What better or r q  believe; said W T ,  by the 
more reasonable explanation than that man of ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  ''that aw- came a time in 
has aisobeyed God! To be in harmony with the course of the evolution of man when he 
Qod is happiness; to be banished from Him, first felt the promptings of wnseienae, and that 
misery. This concept has been expressed in he acted contraq to theee and thus sinned." I 
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%n do not believe that he fell from perfea "That's right1 I could never unilersw 
tion, then?" queried Palmer. that," put in Tyler. 

"No ; if he fell a t  all, it was upward." "If you admit that man was m a t e d  perf- 
"Do you accept the teachings of Scripture?" in order to be consistent yon must admit the 

was Palmer's next question. - rest. Yon must have the whole in order to have 
"Oh, yes; but I think we have sufficient in a part, and not a part without the whole. Id 

the New Testament for us without trying to Adam was created perfect, it is only reasonable 
mravel the mysteries of the Old." to conclude that God would give him a perf& 

"Pou accept the teachings of Jesus and His home, an environment in every way adapted to 
apostles as being inspired?" his requirements, and not permit him to roam 

"Yes, I accept them as the truth." abroad in the inhospitable earth. Have YOU 

'9 am glad of that. Jesus said: 'The Son of noticed how particular the language of Genesis 
man came not to be ministered unto but to min- is on this point P 'God planted a garden east- 
ister, and to give his life a ransom.' What does ward in Eden, and placed there the man whom 
this meant" he had made'." 
"I suppose it means that Jesus gave Himself '[And how about the applef" asked Tyler. 

for the sin of the world," replied Wynn. "First," replied Palmer with a smile, "the 
"Yes; if it means anything, i t  means that the ~ i b l ~  does not say i t  was an apple. ~t might 

life of Jesus was to be offered as an offset for just as likely have been a grape. order to 
* sin. The word ransom is the translation of two appreciate properly the test placed upon the 

Greek words, a~ti-lt6tron1 meaning a corn- first man, it is nmssary to have the answer to 
s??ondinf3 price. A corresponding price for another question. What was God's purpose in 
what? The Scriptures everywhere present the creating many 
thought that if man is to be brought into har- a ~ o  enjoy himself," answered smith, who hail 
mony with Bod, a sin-offering is necessary. The hen quietly listening to the discussion. 
aoctrine of substitution, if you like." "That man might prepare himself for a future 

'Yes; but what of that5" said W p n .  life," said Wynn. 
"This: If man has not fallen, but has been ' m a t  do yon say, ~ ~ l ~ ~ y  

steadily progressing through the centuries, then ~9 don't know; he "it is a pnzzle to 
cammendation and not condemnation should be 
his portion; life, and not death, his reward. the work of ~~d had bronght 

.. Don't you see that if man was never perfect, forth many beings an the earth, all nninteu- 
and has not fallen, then the central teaching of gently fnlfilling ~i~ will. man ~~d deter- 
the New Testament, which you profess to accept mined to have s nobler thing, s being who 
as inspired, is utterly wrong? Justice codd would seme Him from choice and be ~i~ repre- 
not condemn, nor could God receive a .rmcrifice sentative on the earth. He desires men to wor- 
in respect to man, in that case. The apostle ship ~i~ in spirit and in tmth," said palmer. 
Paul plainly states the truth on this, in Romans qo serve ~~d intelligently, from choice and not 
5 : 12 : merefore ,  as by one man sin entered of necessity, implies that must be endowed 
into the world, and death by sin; and so death ~ t h  certdn special and powers of 
passea UPn all men'; and in the lBth mind. Hc must have conscience, that faculty 
verse : 'Therefore, as by the offense of one jadg- by he is able to deternine between right 
merit came upon all men to condemnation, even and wronFi and he must have freedom of 
80 by the righteousness of one the free gift choice, vohtlon, the power to &oose either. 
came upon all men unto justification of life'.'' 'Whether you admit this to be God's purpose 

"That's a good point," broke in Tyler. or not, the f a d  remains that man possesses 
'Well," replied Wynn, "supposing we a'dmit these qualities, and their possession implies 

that man was created perfect I don't see that their use; for God never created a thing for 
we must admit that the Garden of Eden story no purpose. 
is to be taken as literal. It seems to me foolish '%ow was man to use the powers of con- 
to think that death has come upon all men science and volition? If he had been created 
because Adam ate an apple." and given life without any conditions, the 
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there waa nothing that he could do which would 
be wrong. Conscience would be a superfluous 
power. But the moment that God said man 
was not to eat of the fruit of a certain tree on 
penalty of death, the dormant faculty of con- 
science sprang into action. To obey he could 
ree was right, and to disobey wrong. Only a 
simple test, but suiiicient for the purpose. 

"One day his wife Eve, having succumbed to 
the temptation of the adversary, came and 
offered the fruit to  Adam. IIe must now exer- 
uise volition; he mu& choose between right and 
wrong. The result you h o w .  Tlius we sce by 
this simple means the powers of the perfect 
man were brought into operation. 

"To see the importance in the scheme of 
Scripture which the doctrines of the creation 
of man and of original sin occupy, i t  is  neces- 
sary to take a comprehensive view. 

"Briefly it is this: Adam was created perfect; 
he sinned and incurred the penalty of death, 
which sentence passed upon all his posterity. 
'In Adam all die.' I n  due time Jesns the Son 
of God came to earth, became flesh in order to 

die on behalf of the ram. One man had sinn 
one man only was necessary to rc.deem him 
his family. God could therefore accept 
rifice of Jesus as an offset o r  corres 
price for Adam. If each member of the 
race had been sentenced individually, 
would have rcquired an  individual rede 
How economical is God's way I 'By a man 
death, by a man comes the resurrection o 
dead. As in Adam all die, even so in Chri 
ahall all be made alive.' 

"I cannot leave the subject without pointip 
out the logical conclusion to this: All died 
one; dl are  redeemed through one. Eve 
member of Adam's family must therefore 
ceive an opportunity of life. The vast majori 
have not had this in the past, they must get 
in the future, during the reign of Christ. 

T o u  see, then, that the plan of God for  man 
is based upon the sacrifice of Jesns. You must 
also see how essential is the acceptance of the 
truth of the creation 00 man and the story oil' 
the Garden of Eden in order to  understand int& 
ligently the principles underlying that &n,s , 

Great Men and Women of the Old Testament 

T ODAY we brlefly mvlew those great men m d  women 
of Old Testnment days whose lives are so profitable 

for our instruction in righteousness. (Romans 15: 4 )  They 
began with ABBAHAY, the father of them thtlt believe, a 
generous, noble character whom God used as a tlwre of 
hlmselt (Romans 4: 17) Abrahnm was the Brst culled to 
live the llie of falth, and so truly dl13 he llve that life It 
may be snld Its record F4 llke a deep well out of whlch hle 
children may draw reiwhtng waters for their souL (1 Peter 
I: 9) Abraham clearly 6aw that God had separated him and 
his chlldmn to himself, and he determined to live before God 
eccordingly. (Genesis 18: 17.18) No doubt by his removal 
to Canaan from Ur of the Chaldeee God purposed to separate 
Abraham trom the world's rplrlt; for the bold rpirit of man 
b a s  mom developed In Babylonh than In Canaan. 

'God corananted wlth Abrahnm that through hLQ should 
come the .sed promhed In Eden; that ha and hla need w e n  
ultimately to bless all the famillea of the earth (Genesla 
B: 15 : 12 : 1-3) The attltude of men towards Abraham and 
big sbed la the determlnlng factor In their rolatlonsklp with 
&kl. Tdbulatlon foUows persecution or rejection of th. 
mad, and blesslug follows Lavor towar& and final accept 
me0 of the seed. "I wW b l a  them that bless thee, and 
uurse hlm that curseth thee" (Geneah 12:8) Th e  ont- 
atanding feature of Abraham's llfe Is his faith. But no 
mpn can continue In falth apart from loyalty to God. Them 
must B. the exerclsa of the will ta be loyal and faithful, 
mB tt wcrs the loyalty In Abrahrm which enabled his falth 
f. rise to reemlngly unscalabla helghts. 

.Josep~: From Abraham we pass on to hls most noted 
paat-grandson Joseph, who In contempt waa called "tho 

Moaea ltained from Youth 

M OSES: Abraham wan called of God nametime between 
hia Weth and h h  seventy-btth year. Joseph began b ' 

dream w h ~  he was a boy, and hla separatfon from h& 
home m when he was seventeen years of aga But M o w  
was separated from hla famlly and put under tralnlng for 
God when he was yet In hls cradle. There was a spectat 1 
work fpr hJm and he needed to be specially prepared. Qod'l 



phee for Moses has no comparison among men; and God 
therefore caused hfm to have his earllest training In the 
Egyptian palace where, separated from his brethren, he yet 
lived amongst them. Learned In all the wlsdom of the 
Egyptians (of which wlsdom and knowledge the world is 
now beginnin: to understand a little), and full of deslrea 
tor  his ill-used people, Moses early thought to be their 
helper. But by keeping him back for forty years God taught 
him that i t  was not in human wlsdom nor by man's strength, 
but by divine call and power that his servants do his work. 

#In dne time Moses led Israel out of E m t  and onto 
their land of hope. The suffering of Israel in E a p t ,  their 
cry, and their deliverance, and ultimate blessing and rest 
in  the land of promise are  pantomimic representations of 
the suffering of mankind under the dominion of Satan (who 
like Pharaoh has the power of death), and of their deliver- 
ance by God through the greater Moses, and of the final 
rest and blesslng which shall be theirs under the rule of 
the kingdom of heaven. In  ?doses1 patient care for God's 
people, in his llfe of self-sacrifice, and in his meekness 
(Numbers 12: 8) while holding the posltlon of the greatest 
service given by God to any of his peopic, the children of 
faith have some of God's best examples 

PRUTR: TO Ruth IS another long step In Israel's history. 
The m e e t  story of Ruth, coming immediately aiter the 
Book of Judges wlth its rather palnful record of failures in 
Israel, is a pleasant relief. Israel produced some of the 
best women the world has known, but Ruth was of thc 
daughters of hloab. Her story slloms that good dispositions 
were to be found outside the chosen people, and that the 
outside natinns mere not wholly deteriorated. The few from 
amongst the natlons who joined themselves to the common- 
wealth of Israel and thus became partakers of the blessings 
of Israel a re  hut first-fruits of the many who are yet to 
come to God through Isrnel. Nor are they merely typical 
of the many who are to know God; for the resurrection is 
real, the ransom is for all, and Jesus 1s Lord of the dead 
(Romans 14: 9) and wlll bring the dead back to life that 
they may hear his word and live. 

8The story of Ruth tells of providential care of God over 
his own and over those who are  joined to h k  people. Ruth's 
devotion to  Naomi led to her falth In Naomi's God, and to 
a posit1011 of honor amongxt Naomi's people to which few 
could attain. Ruth i s  a swwt  and beautiful type of the 
devoted mmaut  and lorer of Christ, who toils in love, who 
thinks little of himself. who puts forward a claim to high 
estate a s  modestly as Ruth put forward her claim to Boar. 
and who a t  the end Is rewarded to a high place of favor, 
even as Ruth mas rewarded. 

young man to rein~igorate the national lUe ol Israel and 
then, wheu the people wanted a king, to anoint Saul, nnd 
afterwards Dal'ld. Samuel was the first of the r e g ~ l a r  
series of the prophets of Isrnel. From hls day onward Qod 
always had sf~meone by whom he spoke to the klngs or to 
the people. flere agaln is a record of a devoted life witk 
absolutely no thought of using his privilege for hid 
Tho hallmark of acceptable service Is upon S a m ~ e l ,  whole 
hearted, unselfish service for the glory of God and for the 
~ o o d  of God's people. 

I lDav~o:  Tbat God knew Israel vould desire a kingdom 
Is clear from Deuteronomy 17: 14-20, which pamage @# 
no intimation that such arrangement would be contrary to 
the wlll of God. Bnt i t  was by a fault in Israel that the 
kingdom was Srst established under Saul. Abraham, tbe 
holder ai the promises to Israel, is to be a world-blesser; 
but before blessings can come there are  enemies to be con- 
q11ered--l1 rule of righteousness must be established. &MI 
re.iectdd Sanl because of his wllfulness, and made David 
king and the type of the king to be. From a boy David's 
hrhrt T. as set upon God; as a youlh he kept God before 
him, a s  tbe meditations of his heart revealed In the P s a l m  
clearly show ; a s  king, shining out beyond all h--man def- 
is his unswerving loyalty to God. A real student of tha 
\I7ord of God, he saw himself one specially favored of God; 
and he used his opportunities to enalt Israel's God. 

I2Desplte defects It can be truly said that dghteousnem 
governed hls life. He conquered the enemies of Israel who 
yet dm-elt in the land given to Abraham by promise: and 
he gathered the material to adorn the temple of W, 
well as ordered the temple service. The early trials ot 
David, his clean, straight character, his courage, tenderness, 
nnd forbearance, are examples for the church of God in 
their schooling In llfe and in meeting the diBculUes and 
trials of their tlme of probation ere they become joint-helm 
on the tl~rone of Zion. 

A :  The glory of the God of Israel was dear to 
David's heart, and he must have thought when the temple 
and Its service was established that Israel would rejoice In 
God forever. Eut the cnuses of failure which Ewept SM& 
away were not removed from the hearts of Israel  After 
Solomon's death the tribes qunrreled, the klngdam w ~ .  
divided, idolatry was openly set up in the northern Wng- 
dom, and indifference to God with much hypocrisy o b m e d  
In Judah. In  course of tlme the northern kingdom e d y  
slipped away from the worship of the golden calves to the 
worshlp of Baal wlth all Its abominations. Then God r a m  
up his Servant Elijah to cleanse Israel from thh a f i l  
thing. EHjah, unknown till by reason of hia earneat prayer 
to God through the lonaina of his heart for the aalvntlnn nf 

Samuel, a Man of Prayer 

S UIUEL: Samuel was to Israel a s  a second Moses. In his 
days the life of the people mas very low from ercry 

point of view. The Philistines oppressed them, their priest- 
hood was corrupt, and there was no spirit in them. But 
God, who never forsakes his people, even In their deepest 
extremity was preparing for their help. Hannah, the child- 
1 ~ 9 8  wlfe of Elkanah the Levite, prayed earnestly for a son, 
and vowed him to God. She little thought how much her 
trial was to be to the glory of God, or how much her 
prayers were to be of scmlce to Israel. Hannah's prayer 
was granted, and Samuel was born and was giren to the 
6ewice of Jehovah. 

loGod often has hls people In travail for purnses  other 
than thelr own development. From boyhood to  the last daya 
of a long lffe the chief note of Samuel's life was hls wnlting 
upon God in prayer. God used him a s  a boy to foretcll the 
downfall of Eli's house and the fall of Shlloh, and as a 

nearly all teachers In Oh 
God of Israel-which is 
said. We declare thnt the 
the God and h t b e r  of our Lord Jesus Chris 
s; ss:la - -. . . --. .- 
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SAIAEI: After the death of the prophets Elijah and I Elisha Jehovah began to take a different way in dealing 
with his people. The holy spirit came upon holy men; and 
they wrote the words of God, messages which were intended 
to help the people to whom they spoke, but which also were , 
to stand for later days. Of the writing or literary prophets 
Isaiah 1s the chief. He was raised up when a crisis In the 
kingdom of Judah was approaching. His "Here am I, send 
me," when Ln the vision he saw and heard the I a r d  in the 
temple, 1s the special note of his life- willing, faithful 
Service continued to the end of his days. I t  was his mission 
to preach against the attitude of his people towards God; 
to tear from them the cloak of hypocrisy, and to declare a 
coming desolation on Judah and Jerusaicm. 

lBIsaiah knew from hla vision that his message would 
not be received; but that fact did not deter him. IIe saw 
that only a few wanted the truth; but he knew that God 
would not fall in his purposes, that there would be a 
remnant of faithful ones, and that out of appare~ltly dead 
things life would spring forth. He faithfully proclaimed tire 
truth of the coming desolation, and then of Babylon's fall. 
Jehovah declared through him the restitution (1) of Israel 
(Isaiah 40) ; (2) of a special remnant of faithful ones, 
composed of the feet members of the church under the 
direct control of the returned Lord (Isainh 52:7), who 
would be God's last messenger to the church and the world; 
m d  (3) of the world of mankind, the redeemed of the 
Lord.-Isaiah 35. 

"JEREMIAH: After Isaiah the most notable prophet of 
tbe Lord was Jeremiah. So special was the work that mas 
necessary to  be done la Jerusalem in Its last day9, and rre 
its fall came, that Ood w i a l l y  raised up a servant for 
the work. Jeremiah was told for his encouragement that 
God knew hLm before his blrth. (Jeremiah 1 : 5) He was 
one of the most devoted -ants of God of whom we have 
a record. 111s period of a t  least forty years of service was 
doue under mwt  diWcult conditions; for he had not only to 
groclalm the downfall of his beloved city and the desolation 
of the then ecclesiastleal establl~hment, but to  speak thts 
to a people who because of their pride were blinded in 
hypocrisg.. But part of hia mission was to tell of the 
deliverance from captivity after the allotted period, and 
rlso of the inauguration of the new covenant in later day& 

1sTradltion has i t  that Jeremiah lost his life in the 
faithful service of his Master. The hardness of a heart 
steeped in mere profession and in error Is like that of 
Pharaoh; i t  has to be broken before God's mercy can find a 
way in. Jeremiah's appealing voice, manner, m d  tears seemed 
to avail nothing; tbe people went on in their way, and 
perished. Perhaps more than any other servant Jeremiah 
tmifies the work of the church Ln these days, when Chris- 
tendom ln about to be destroyed. Like him the consecrated 
are now called upon to proclaim that the Ume has come 
when the destroying power will surely prevail, and that 
Christendom will be swept from the earth a s  surely ru 
Jerusalem and what i t  stood for were swrpt away when 
Nebuchadnezzar took the d t y  and left the land a desolatlw. 
Jeremiah tell# ua much of h h  feeling; he war often son 
a t  heart. bat so clear-slghted that he never flinched. H a  
was a bold man of faith and ablon. 

Now, in the "'DUB of the Lord" 

N HIHEMIAH : While all of the Bible has in some measure 
SwVed all of God's people, it is clear to the Bible stn- 

dent that Its messages whether of prophecy or in type ere 
medally applicable to "the day of the Lord," that day of 

. . 
which the prophets wrote and spoke so much. That "day 
of the Lord" b from 1878 on ; but its light and its m 
have been clearer and more pointed since 1918. 

20iYehemiah, who served his people in the restor 
period, seems specially set forth as an example and 
to the consecrated in these last days. The days w 
the church may work for the Lord, the days of witnes 
to the establishment of the kingdom, and of rebuilding 
walls of the city of truth, are almost ended. There La s 
much work to be done, and to be done quickly because 
the enemies of truth and of God. We do well to  eo 
Nehemiah's example in urgency, and get the Lord 
doue while the days are  favorable, and before the 
our change comes. 

~ ~ E S T H E B :  Though our study of Esther followed Nehe 
mlah, she preceded him in time by thirty 
The influence of Esther and Mordecai rem 
and made i t  comparatively easy for Neh 
commission to build the walls of the city. (Dani 
The scenes of the bwk of Esther are  altogether 
Imd of promise ; but i t  has a necessary place in 
of God, and its lessons ln trust in God's overrul 
very helpful. Esther and her uncle Mordecai in 
captivity wcre faithful to the Jewish hopa 
Mordecai from earliest days she was, in  the 
esaltation a s  queen of Persia. willing to sacri 
Itself for her people's sake. 

xZPmycr is not mentioned In the book; for evidently i t  
was the holy spirit's purpose to have the name of God Xeft 
out, and God must have been mentioned had there been 
any mention of prayer. Bat  neither prayer, nor the name 
of God, nor the hope of Israel, nor the land of promise i s  
mentloned lo this strange but wonderful interesting record; 
aud for the reason that the book symbolizes the dark 
period a t  the close of this present evil age. when the 
powers that be will have done whatever they find possible 
to wipe out the name of God and his worship. But Esther 
meails "a star," and she fitly represents the faithfulness 
of those who are  to shine a s  stars lo God's flrmament~in 
the new heavens. 

QUESTIONS FOR BEREAN STUDY > 
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STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" (NYXW~-) 
With iawe Number 60 we began running Judge Rutherford's new book, a The  aarp of God*: with accompanying qneations, taking the p l a n  of both 
Advanced and Juvenllc Eiiole Studlea which have been hltherto published 

***When Jesus appeared at  the age of thirty 
years, John the Baptist pointing to Him said: 
"Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away 
the sin of the world." (John 1: 29) And we 
read in  the Bible concerning our Lord Jesns, 
that He  is "the Lamb slain from the foundation 
of the world." (Revelation 13: 8) These scrip- 
tures and others show that the sacrifice of the 
lamb foreshadowed the sacrifice of the great 
One who should become the Redeemer of man- 
kind and take away the sin of the world. 

leOA few days after this passover in Egypt, 
the Israelites were all delivered when God com- 
manded Noses to smite the waters of the Red 
Sea and they passed over on dry land; and 
when the Egyptians attempted to follow they 
were swallowed up in  the sea and drowned. The 
deliverance of Israel here pictured the deliver- 
ance from the great enemy, Satan and death, 
of all the human race that will ultimately be 
obedient to God's holy will. 

lglAfter the children of Israel yere on the 
other side of the Red Sea, they marched on in 
the desert; and w11en they came to Mount Sinai 
God made with them a covenant, which is known 
in the Bible as  the law covenant. I n  connection 
with this covenant animals were sacrificed. This 
covenant was instituted a t  the hands of Moses a s  
a mediator. Moses here was a type of Christ 
Jesus, who in due time will make a covenant on 
behalf of all mankind for their deliverance. 

'"In connection with the law given to the 
Israelites a t  this time, God instructed Moses to 
erect in  the wilderness a tabernacle, which was 
to be used by the Israelites in connection with 
their ceremonies of sacrifice. One day of each 
year was known as  the atonement day, and what 
was done on that day particularly foreshadowed 
the great sin-offering to be made on behalf of 
mankind. 

lgSThe tabernacle was constructed of two 
parts. It was forty-five feet long, fifteen feet 
wide, and fifteen feet high, built of boards and 
then covered over with a tent of three thick- 
nesses of material. The first division of the 
tabernacle was called the Holy. It was fdteen 

I 

feet wide and thirty feet long. The second or 
rear apartment was known as the Most Holy, 
i t  being fifteen feet long, fifteen feet wide, and 
fifteen feet high-an exact cube. The tabernacle 
was situated inside of a court or yard, which 
was seventy-five feet wide and one hundred and 
fifty feet in length. The fence enclosing thie 
conrt was made of linen curtains, suspended 
from hooks which were fastened on wooden 
posts, the posts being set in copper sockets at 
the base. 

'"On the atonement day the high priest took 
a bullock, which must be without spbt o r  blem- 
ish. Inside of the conrt he killed the bullock, 
tooli its blood in a vessel, went from the eourt 
into the Holy and from there into the Most 
Holy, and sprinkled the blood upon the mercy 
seat, which was in the Most Holy. Then he went 
back and slew a male goat, which likewise must 
be without defect, and did the same thing with 
its blood. This was known as  the atonement 
sacrifice. (See Leviticus 16: 1-34) It was an 
offering for sin, made for  the people of Israel, 
but in fact foreshadowing the great sin-offering 
that is  to take away the sin of the world. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 

Who was spoken of as the "Lamb slain from the 
foundation of the world"? 7 189. 

That was pictured by the deliverance of Israel from 
the Egyptians? Ij 190. 

What rmngement did God make with Israel at 
Mount S~nai  ? Ij 191. 

What was typified by the making of thia law cove 
nant at Mount Sinai? 11 191. 

Wko erected the tabernacle in the wilderness? 7 192. 
The services performed by the priest on the atone 

ment day in conn~ction with the tabernacle foreshad- 
owed what? 1/ 192. 

Give a description of the construction of the ttlbep 
nacle. Ij 193. 

Describe what the high priest did with the balloclt 
on the day of atonement. 194. 

What did he do with its blood? 194. 
What did theas ceremonies foredudow? 194. 

i7I 



Think of writers living centuries apart, their writings covering a period of 
7,000 years of man's history-pst, present, future-yet agrwing through- 
out, in perfect harmony I 

So important is this theme, so certain of attainment the ideal, that every 
individual has hoped in some way would be man's lot. 

h'ot only did these writers prophesy concerning the culmination of God's 
plan for man, but they d s o  told of the conditions that would exist in the 
world prior thereto. 

They prophesied the tumultuous, perplexed, distressed world of today. They 
told what relation these conditions would have to man's ultimate happiness. 

Yes; tllcy set forth the times and seasons so that you might see that this 
long-looked-for event is  t o  occur in your lifetime-yon, Besder. 

The IIAKP BIBLE STUDY Course locates for you the prophecy of each writer 
of the Bible. Page 325 of THE HARP OF &D, the textbook used in the 
course, gives the exact citations. 

The course outlines a weekly reading assignment for yon, and includes a list 
of self-quiz qncstions. Tliese questions to assure yourself that yon have 
gotten the thought intended. Yon do not submit written answers. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course complete, 48c. 

IivrmnanonaL Bmm S'LWD~TS ~80CtAT1ou 

Brooklyn, New York 

Clmllem: Enclosed find 48 cents payment In full for the E m  BIRLE STUDY C o m a  
Plense mail to 
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A Nation of Fire* Worshipers 
M ORE than any other people, the inhabitants is through the insurance companies. The higher 

of the United Statcs and Canada can lay the insurance rates the higher the prices that 
claim to being fire-worshipers; for their losses must be charged for everything covered by 
by preventable fires are much greater in pro- them; and as practically everything in b e r i a  
portion to population than those of other coun- is of necessity covered by insnranm, up and 
tries. Canada is even a little worse than the up go the prices. 
United States, or at any rate is worse in some 8s an illustration of the greater carelessness 
years; but the losses in the United States are in b e r i c a :  Boston, which is smaller in popu- 
IW huge, and the data on the subject so explicit, lation than Glasgow, has an annual fire-106s dx 
that we give most attention to the United States times as large; while Chicago, of the same size 
in considering the subject. as Berlin, has an annual fire-loss seventeen 

There is a fire in America on the average of times as large. This is not wholly due to a r e -  
one a minute, day and night, the year around. lessness, however, as building conditions and 
These fires are destroying property at the rate extremely hot, dry weather have something to 
of about $700 per minute, day and night, from do with tho matter. America has its good epote, 
one year's end to the next, or at the rate of at certain seasons. In  May, 1922, daring on8 
about one million dollars per day. Three- consecutive period of ten hours there was not 
fourths of all the fires are a total loss, and a fire-alarm in the entire city of Philadelphia. 
ninety-two percent of them are due to careless- This is a good record for a city with'one and 
ness. one-half million people. 

In no other country is there such a general 
disregard of the common safety, yet in no Fires in Homes 
other country do the people need to be so care- N THE United States the average faxnib I ful. In  the first plaoe the United States uses runs one chance in sixty of being burned 
more wood in building than do other peoples out each year; hence each adult is liable to 
(with the exception of Canada), builds lrss have this experience once in his lifetime, and 
substantially and builds higher; and in the it is not a pleasant experience. Sixty-five per- 
second place it is the largest per-capita user cent of all the fires are in dwellings; them are 
of Liquids of high volatility, and this increases 889 homes burned each working day. The sad. 
the fire hazard tremendously. dest part of it is that during the year 1921 

Since the year 1910 the average annual fire- there were 15,219 persons burned to death, 
loss in the United States has been $242,201,600, eighty-two percent of them being mothers and 
while the average annual value of new build- children under school age. In  the property lo= 
ings has been $914,376,500, showing that about in homcs fully twenty-five percent consists 04 
one-fourth of all the great sum annually ex- heirlooms, works of art, rare books, antiqnea, 
pended for new buildings is sacrifioed to the rugs and tapestries, the value of whioh cannot 
fire god, the god of carelessness as respects be estimated in dollars and cents. 
electricity, matches, smol~ing materials, and One of the most prolific sources of fires in 
defective chimneys and flues. This is a matter homes is the overheated electric flat-iron. I t  is 
to which the people of the United States ought so easy to respond to a call a t  the door or to 
to give attention; for whatever is destroyed by the needs of a child, and to forget to tarn off 

r fire increases the cost of living for us all. the current before the iron hae set fire to the ' The way this distribution of loss takes place ironing board, and the ironing board has set 
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fire to the home. In New York City in 1921 not be used on Chri~tmarr t r q  and Iightea 
there were fifty-two fires due to overheated oandles should not be used when entering bed- 
eledrio irons corning in oontaot with inflam- rooms, cellars, attics, or dark doaets. 
mable material- The average loss on these Hot ashes cause many fires. They should not 
was over $4,000. be put into wooden boxes or wooden bar& 

Many fires are caused by rubber hose conneo- 'a fire-sereen shonld always be used for an opea 
tions on gas stoves; many also by swinging gas fire, as both coal and wood crackle and may at 
jets mming in contact with cnrtains. Metal any moment send out sparks. Chimneys built 
guariia ahodd be placed under and around gas without flue-lining are unsafe and shodd bs 
and ma1 atoves; stopcocks shonld be placed at taken down. Chimney h'oles should be kept * 
gas fixture and not merely at gas iron; rubber closed, and chimneys and stovepipes ahould be 
hose gas-connections should be replaced with frequently cleaned so that the soot whioh the% 
metal conneotions; swinging gas-brackets shonld contain will not take fire. Chimneyrs are some- 
be replaced with stationary ones and provided times b d t  of only one thickness of brick, and 
with wire guard8 or glass globes. thoso bricks are placed on edge. Buch building 

Kerosene causes many fires. In Detroit, a is criminal. The l-osting t h m g h  of smoke 
little over a year ago, a woman who was trying pipes is responsible for the a m d  108s of mil- 
to start a fire with kerosene seriously burned lions of dollars worth of and 
herself', reduced her home to ashes and burned 6ands of lives. Fumace-flues ahodd be takes 
to death her husband, her four children, a friend down every s m e r ,  so that thep not r d  
who was visitiig her a t  the time, and the three out- 
dildren of her friend. Kerosene shonld not be Rags saturated wfth oil and put into a 
nsed to start fires; kerosene lamps shonld not k Y ,  eonfined place will burst into fhmw in a 
be filled while lighted; and kerosene shodd not short time. They ~ h o d d  be destro~ed, or 
be kept in a warm room. spread out where the air can get at them 

Mat&es muse many fires. 'A little nine-yar- Over, or confined in covered metal r e ~ ~ t a c l *  
old lad a t  'Jamesburg, N. J., at Christmas time Inflammable fluids wed d d g  not 
'disobeyed instructions and peeped into a closet be near an flame. &sohe for 
where his forthcoming gifts were stored. He gloves many 
l ightd a mat& to assist his investigations, and Other causes for fires are numerous. Cook- 
then hastened down atairs so that his absenw stoves shonld be kept clean; for fi they are 
wodd not be detected. In a few minutes every- allowed to get covered with grearre it m y  take 
thing in the doset-his Christmas presents, his fire when least expected- pat boiling over 
parents' clothing, and a roll of bills containing the another cmnmon cause of fires. 
$485 belonging to his father-had gone up in Looking for gm-leaks with a blah, thawing out 
smoke. When rats get into a home they fie. pipes, dowing d o t a g  or 0 t h ~  infiammable 
qnently &art flres by gnawing a t  match-boxes material too near to hot stoves, debwtive fire. 
to get the p s t e  on the box labels. Matches less cool;ers, incubators, fireworks, and a m -  
shodd be kept in metal boxes, away from heat mulation8 of rnbbish in basement@ them 
and out of reach of children. Lighted matches are food for the fi~~-fiend- 
should not be nsed when one is entering dark Most fires are the same she  at the start. IZI 
rooms. attacked by a 'determined person with a wet 

Candles cause many fi~es. In New Yorlr, at broom or with a pail of water and a &ppr w 
the beginning of the rental season an intelligent with a fire-extinguisher, they can aften be put 
woman, well connected socially, was rejoiced at out with little or no fire, water, or make dam- 
finding a new and satisfactory apartm~nt. In age. Every housekeeper shonld know the 10- 
plaoing things to rights she ovenvorked, fell tion of the nearest fire-alarm station and ha 
asleep in a chair, her candle overturned, and to send in an alarm. 
burned herself and her two small children to I n  the effort to m t  down the ninety-two 
'death. The building was a new one, not yet cent of fires caused by carelessneqs, fn 1922 
ready for tenancy, neither gas nor electric boys and girls of New York aie were 
lights having been installed. Candles shodd 202 medals for the best essays on 
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p tion. I t  was a good investment, and a good way of the empire, there were fires d e ~ l t r o w  h000, 
, to give publicity to a highly important subject. 1,700 and 4,000 houses, respectively. At the 

It is believed that the loss of life greatest of these fires, the One at Tokio, it 
from tenement fires in New York city could looked for a time as  if the whole city was 
almost dl be stopped if the Trinity church doomed; and it probably wodd have been had 
corporation, and other great and selfish land- not the wind, ~~'hich was driving the flames 
lords worth millions of dollars, would install a toward the heart of the city, suddenb died 
one and one-half-inch supply pipe to a sprinkler down; as it was, the police had to tear down a 
head on each floor in hallways and dumb wait- ring of houses around the burning area in order 
ers and a fifty-foot hose on each floor, so that to arrest the flames- J a ~ m e s e  houses are 
occupants of the building could use it in extin- flimsy fitructures in thf? construction of which 
guishing fires. paper plays a great part. 

The World's Sunday School Convention had 
Conhgrations o f  History a narrow escape. The building in Tokio in 

which the convention was to be held was bnrned 
HE fire set by in Rome in A'D- 64 just before the formal opening of the conven- T bnrned for eight days before it burned itself 

out. The great fire of London raged fonr days, 
tion. The building was crowded with delegates 

consumed 13,200 houses, rendered 100,000 pcr- 
a t  the time, but all escaped. 

sons homeless, and obliterated the London of The most recent large conilagration in Amer- 

Shakespeare's plays. But this was not a bad ica was that a t  Worcester, Massachusetts, in 

thing, in a way; for the old London, like other 
January 1921, dnring which fifty or  more build- 

old cities of the time, had no raised sidewalks, 
ings were destroyed on a day when the mercury 

and an open sluice ran down the center of the 
was down to zero. The fire spread so rapidly 

street in which the householders threw kitchen 
that some of the fire-fighting apparatus itself 

water, refuse and garbage, where it accumu- 
was caught and had to be abandoned. 

lated until carried away by showers or scaven- York is always having fires, 8,700 a Year 
gers. I n  order to reach their homes many citi- On the average; but i t  claims the best fire de- 
zens had to pass through filth a&le-deep. The partment in the world and the fires seldom get 

old London was like the modern New York, so of hand. One of the most S ~ ~ ~ O U S  of recent 
crowded that numbers of people had to live in fires was the the beach resort at 
cellar rooms. One house of ten rooms is known xmerne, Rockawa~; another was the oblitera- 
to have sheltered ten families, and some of the tion of a five-acre asphalt plant, when Wthirty- 
families kept lodgers besides. four tanks of gasoline exploded and a thirty- 

six-hour conflagration resulted. Philadelphia 
Nearly e v e n  great city has beon visited by had a similar fire in 

1921, when ten 'disastrous fires. But some of the most note- 
worthy are the burning of Moscow, set by the great oil tanks exploded, lrilling four men and 

citizens themselves, September 14, 1812, a s  a destroying property worth $1,000,000. 

rebuke to Napoleon, in which 30,000 homes were 
burned; the New Pork fire, December 16, 1835, Prevention of Conflagrations 
which bnrned down 693 buildings; the Chicago BOUT forty percent of all conflagrations 
fire, October 7,1871, which burned down 16,950 A have resulted from sparks and flaming 
buildings; the Boston fire, November 9, 1872, embers carried by high winds to the roofs of 
which b m e d  down 776 buildings; the Balti- nearby buildings. I n  the year 1922, in Indian- 
more fire, February 7,1904, which burned dam apolis, out of 1,199 fires 850 were chargeable to 
2,500 buildings; the Chelsea fire, April 12,1908, inflammable roofing; and the city has passed 
which bnrned down 700 buildings, and the great an ordinance requiring all shingle roofs to be 
San Francisco disaster, 1906, which devastated replaced within the next eight years. Out of 
the business district, inflicting a $350,000,000 thirty fires in Wabash, Indiana, twenty-five 
loss. were traced to this same cause. 

I n  its recent firerecords Japan bids fair  to Many years ago the butts of shingles were 
emulate the United States. I n  the month begin- about an inch thick; modern shingles are sawn ' h g  March 21, 1921, in three different sections so thin that under a hot sun they bccome l&e 

,d 



tinder, requiring only a spark to ignite; Slate, 
metal, and tile roofs are good as fire preventers ; 
but they are mostly heavy and expensive. 

One of the best roof-coverings, aside from 
actual fire-proof materials, is the asphalt shin- 
gle, which is about the same weight as ordinary 
shimles, and much less inflammable. The 
asphalt shingles are made of felt saturated 
with asphalt and are surfaced with a heavier 
coat of asphalt into which is rolled crushed 
mineral matter. These shingles are to be had 
in at least four different colors and are very 
attractive in appearance. 

A + 

The "American Contractor" has made a study 
of the things that can be done in the building 
of an ordinary wooden house which, without 
greatly adding to its cost, will assist materially 
in its safety from point of view of a possible 
fire. TVe give the list, with its accompanying 
Lllustration : 

(9) Top of chimney 8 feet above peak of roof. 
(10) Protection over heating p l d  
(11) Hoof framing 2 inches from chimnq, : 

permitting free movement of chimney. 1? 
(12) Top of heating plant 16 inchea from cew. 
(13) Furnace 8 feet from warm air riser. 
(14) Smoke pipe 1% times its diameter b h  tbr . 3 + 

ceiling. 
(15) Heat pipes 6 inches below ceiling. 
(16)  Doubled tin pipes, Ya-inch air spsce be- 

i 
< 

in partitions, kept 1 inch from all woodwork. Steam i 
and hot water pipes 1 inch from woodwork. 4 

(I?) Heat pipes running through flmn, fk. 8 h p d  1 
with loose incombustible material. j 

In New Pork city there has been considerable 
'discussion of a plan requiring each building 
larger than a fifteen-room two-family house to 
have an automatic valve for shutting off gw, 
so designed that it can be shut off from inside 
or outside of the building, or by contact with 
fire. But this device has been objected to 04 3 
the ground that thieves might shut off the gas 

-5 4 
from a house not wired for electricity, and :* 

might plunder the house at mill. What a pity 4 
that the world is in such condition that m e w  3 
nres which it takes for its safety in one d i r e  'ij 
tion become a danger in some other l H" 

Wood carefully painted with a solution 04 3 
3 silicate of soda will stand a long exposure to a 3 

fierce flame without even charring, and it wodd 1 
be well to apply a coat of this to surfaces ofl $ 
wood which are relatively near to furnaces or " 
stoves. 

Fires in Fire-proof Buildings 
T A fire in Chimp, in March, 1922, J % A which 250 business firma were wiped O& 3 

I the heat was so intense that the windows ofl a- >: 
fif teen-story fire-proof building across the street 
melted and the entire contents of the building , 

(1)  Fire stopping a t  a11 intcmmctions of walk and mere destroyed, although the b d a h  i t d  - 
partitions with floors, ccilings and roof. stood. 

(2) Herring bone fire stopping in partitions midway Fire goes throngh a brick building with an- 
between floor levels. protected window-openings as easily as  through- 

(3) Partition and wall comers framed solid. a wooden one. In  all conflagrations in which - 
(4) wall between p r e h  attic. and h o u ~  sheathed flames go up against brick, .tone, or con& 4 

solid. buildings, the window frames ignite, the gl888 ? 
( 5 )  Header beams 20 from the fire~lam falls and the story becomes a horizonM 

breast. Incombustible hearth. 
,(6) Wood members 2 inches from chimney, epm flue through which the Barnes lick up all OOII%- . 

between filled with loose incomhustiblo material. bnstible material. Metal window fmes  sad 
(7) Plaster applied directly to chimney breast. wired glass are aa necessary as fire-proof wsdlr 
(8) Flue lining in chimney. and floors. 
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a In any fire-proof b5lding, when the heat condition when fire overtook it and wiped il 
J becomes sufficiently intense, the iron pillars out. At Wilmington, in December, 1920, a plant 

which support it melt or become incapable of which had been idle for some time, and WE& 
mrrying their loads, In  such urcurnstances a normally employs 800 men, burned the dax 
cast-iron oolnmn, mprotected and d i l l ed ,  before it was to be reopened. 
which d stand safe for twenty minutes, will The causes of factory fires are numerous: 
stand ten minutes longer if the interior is filled Cigarettes, wood in close contact with steam 
with concrete. A structural steel column, pro- pipes at seventy pounds or upwards pressure, 
tected by concrete, will stand for eight hours. spontaneous combustion from piles of greasy 
Hollow tile protection for steel columns will rags, pulleys and idlers permitted to mn dfy 
enable the columns to stand fo: only three and hot, and spontaneous combustion from 
hours. In  order to acquire this idormation a piles of soft coal, also explosions of dust parti- 
special building was constructed in Chicago in cles in flour mills, sugar refineries, starch fao- 
which heat of specified intensity could be a p  tories, and aluminum plants. 
plied to samples a t  the same time that they Many factories neglect fire protection almost 
were subjected to pneumatic pressure eqniva- completely, and pay little heed to the subject 
lent to the weights they would expected to of fire-fighting. There is a laclr of fire-extin- 
carry in a building. gnishers and fire hose, there are no plans for 

All high buildings now constructed in New lighting a fire, there are no disaster signals, 
Pork must have standpipes which extend from there is no fire inspection, In one instance a 
basement to roof and are capable of delivering large concern bought an expensive forty-gallon 
water to the highest point a t  high pressure. chemical engine and kept it oarefnlly housed in 
Some buildings are so constructed that a water a heated building through an entire winter 
curtain can be thrown completely around the without knowing that the engine had never 
building from open nozzles extending from a been filled with the charging solution and wonld 
pipe encircling the outer edge of the roof. therefore have been useless in case of a fire. 

The conflagrations at Baltimore and Sari One of the best forms ofl inexpensive fire 
Francisco have shown that in a great fire the protection for factories is the keeping on hand 
contents of fire-proof buildings go irresistibly. qf plenty of fire-buckete dways Wed with 
In San Francism it was f o ~ d  that the contents ibater. There should be one bucket for eaoh 
of such buildings burned out at the rate of a five hundred square feet of floor areaj and the 
story an hour. I n  the burning of high buckets should hold not less than ten quarts 
building there is a funnel-shaped heat-wave emh. For oil or grease fires the buclrets shodd 
which automatically burns all combustible mate- be filled with sand instead of water. 
rial in surrounding high buildings, even though The proper way to form large piles of soft 
they may be several hundred feet away. aod is to drop the loads all at once upon the 

large pilg each time in a different place. The 
Fim in Factories object of this ia to avoid getting the large F IRES in factories are frequently accom- all togeaer with a i r - s ~ a ~ s  between. It 

panied with terrible loss of life; there is these air-spaces that set the coal &re, when 
should be fire escapes on all sides of factory epontaneous combustion ignites the pile, 
buildings, with awess to adjoining buildings. The courts formerly held that the obligation 
There should also be frequent fire-drills, and rested upon the tenant, not the landlord, to s m  
em$oy6s should be taught not to stop to get that the laws regarding fire protection were 
hats or coats. wmplied with. Now this obligation is held to 

Because of fires, production is hampered, rest with the owner. He cannot put it off npon 
contracts are cancelled, selling forces are laid his tenant or tenants or npon the fire chief or 
off, and thousands of workers are compelled the factory inspector. Moreover, his liability 
to move from one place to another. In  some in case of fire extends not only to tenants snd 
w e s  where faotories have been destroyed by employCs but to strangers who chanee to be 

Lfire the owners have never been able to resume, within the building a t  the time. The owner 04 
Athough their business was in a flourishing the building is even responsible for the 



B r  complete blocking of means of exit by a 
tenant; and if in any way the owner has failed 
to provide the fire escapes required by law, he 
bay be sued by any person whose rights have 
thereby been infringed, and is responsible for 
injury to them. 

Fires in Public Buildings 

E ACH week in the United States one hundred 
and forty flats, twenty-six hotels, twelve 

churches, ten schools, six apartment houses, 
three department stores, three public halls, 
three theaters, two prisons, two hospitals, two 
asylums and two colleges are destroyed by fire. 
Only five percent of the schools of the corntry 
are constructed entirely of fire-resisting mate- 
rials, including walls, windows, doors and fin- 
ish; forty-four percent of the school buildings 
are constructed of wood above the foundations 
and are veritable firetraps. Many times they 
are firetraps when not supposed to be such. At 
Collinwood, Ohio, several years ago, fire started 
from an  protected steam main passing 
through the first floor, and one hundred and 
seventy-three school children were burned to 
aeath. The doors throngh which they were 
supposed to reach the street were made to 
swing inwar'd instead of ontward; and the 
little folks in their mad rush were piled in a 
great heap against them. 

In  Chicago, on December 30, 1903, a fire 
started in the wings of the Iroquois Theatre. 
Thinking that the blaze would be out in an 
instant, the attendants, instead of opening the 
exit doors, which also opened inward instead 
of outward, placed their backs against them 
and refused to permit egress until too late. 
When the rush for safety took place, the doors 
could not be opened a t  all; and 531 women and 
children were bnrned to death. One frail 
woman, who lost her reason momentarily while 
passing through the main exit, fonnd herself in 
the street, and in her hand the complete sleeve 
of a man's coat which in her frenzy, she had 
seized with such strength as to tear it com- 
pletely from the body of the coat, not knowing 
what she did. 

In New Yorlr harbor, in 1904, the picnio 
steamer General Slocum bnrned. The life-pre- 
servers were fonnd fillcd with sawdust instead 
cif corli, and one thousand women and children 
were burned to death or were drowned. In dry 

seasons fires occur almost daily on largu 
bridges. Many steel bridges have been totaw, 
destroyed, and have dropped into ruins as a 
result of their wooden floors burning. Of everf, --. 

sixteen public institutions in the country on# 
suffers a serious fire each year. Dried veneer - 
and panels constitute a tempting fire-trap in 
hotels and other similar structures. 

I n  a business college in Butte Ciky, Montana, 
there is still in daily use a building with six 
hnndred boys and girls on the top floor. The 
only fire-escape is a straight ladder that no 
woman and few men conld descend in a time od 
excitement; in the center of the building is an 
elevator shaft, which would make an ideal h e  
for a fire. Running around and around the 
elevator shaft is the main stairway, and their 
is no secondary stairway. This is a holomu~t 
that has not yet occurred, but may at any time. 

The Government is a loser by fire, the same 
as individuals. Not long ago fire and wabt  
destroyed almost all of the census department 
records. Another fire licked up an aviation 
property, inclnding thirteen seaplanes, two 
hangars and other property of the value of a 
million dollars. The roof of the Treasury wa.6 
afire not long ago, and a $5,000 appropriation 
was made to turn the attic of the White House 
from a fire-trap into a fairIy safe place. In 
Zanuary, 1921, the capitol of West Virginia, at 
Charleston, was destroyed, entailing a loss oil 
two lives and $6,000,000 in property. 

Bonfires and Forest Fires 

I N A single small midwestern cornmunit 
within a period of sixtecn days, twenty-on 

cl~ildrcn were burned to death in bonflres which 
they had started among the leaves. The start- 
ing of a bodre  in Alabama caused the destrua 
tion of 191 buildings. In October, 1922, in 
Haileybury, Ontario, a town of several thon- 
sand inhabitants, a man built a bonfire of some 
potato-tops and started a fire which burned the 
entire village, causing the death of sixty 
sons. In burning rubbish choose a calms 
and a safe location for the fire. I t  is saf 
use an incinerator. 

If children will be allowed to play about 
fires their garments can be inexpensively 
proofed by immersion in a solution of amm 
nium sulphate. As soon as the cloth is dry 
is fireproof; and the fireproofing solution do 
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absolutely no harm to the fabric, being easily Arson for Excitement 
removed by washing. Ammonium sulphate is A PHYSICIAN of Montreal is anthoritp for  
a soluble powder which may be purchased a t  the just-published statement that, at the 
small expense from any druggist. present rate of increase, the whole world will 

Until recently, bonfires were frequent upon be hopelessly insane in twenty-five years. One 
the streets of !New York. The vendors in the of the forms which this increased insanity takes 
markets were accilstomed to destroy their mb- is arson for excitement, pyromania. 
bish by starting fires on the pavements. Upon I n  July, a year ago, a girl in  Millis, Massa- 
a scrutiny of the matter, however, i t  was found chusetts, organized a band of boys and 
that fires built in this way had damaged the and led them forth to burn her own town and 
city pavements to the extent of a h ~ n d r e d  the adjoining village of Medfield, her only rea- 
thousand dollars. son being that the towns were too dull to suit 

Bonfires built by campers are the principal her and she wanted to wake them up. 
cause of forest fires, aside from sparks from Two months previously a man who had m 
locomotives. The ashes of a camp fire should cently returned from Sing Sing, where he had 
always be scattered with a stick, after the fire been serving an eight-year sentence for arson, 
itself has been put out. set fire to a four-story tenement house in which 

In the year 1811, i n  the Swiss Tyrol, forest a woman and a child were fatally burned, eigh- 
fires caused the destruction of sixty-four vil- teen persons injured and forty families forced 
lages. In  the year 1871, fires in the pine forests to flee. 
of Wisconsin and Michigan caused the loss of a The year 1921 was the banner year for  this 
thousand lives and rendered fifteen thousand kind of arson, due to the newspaper notoriety 
persons homeless. In September, 1894, there given to the doings of a firebug in  western 
was a great forest fire in northern Minnesota, Pennsylvania, of which more mention will be 
causing the loss of many lives. When fires start made shortly. I n  the effort to emulate him, in 
in a dry pine forest, they travel with the speed 'January of that year, high-school students in 
of an express train; and the only safety for any Omaha, who were about to be installed in tem- 
living thing in their path lies in immersion in porary quarters until a new school buildin$ 
water or  in freshly-ploughed ear th  could be erected, burned the $150,000 tempo- 

I n  April, 1922, New Jersey had one forest rary frame structure to the ground the day 
fire which destroyed three thousand acres of before it to have been occupied. 
timber, and another covering an area of 125,000 The next month a young man in Long Island 
acres. I n  the one case, government stores of City set fire three times to a two-family house, 
hundreds of tons of T. N. T., the most powerful giving as his excuse that he wanted some ex- 
explosive knom,  were in immediate danger. citement. He was twenty-one years old when 
I n  the other instance, the patients in a large he got his ereitenlent, and will be sixty years 
tuberculosis sanitarium were barely saved. old when he emerges from Sing Sing if he 

Forest fires annually bum over 11,000,000 serves his full time. In  the same month five 
acres of land in the united statcs, and destroy youths in the Bronx started fires in nine tene- 
enough timber to build a five-room frame house ment 'louses in One and one-half hour9 time, 
every one hundred feet on both sides of a road just before midnight. 
Wending from New Pork to Chicaso. Such a I n  Nay the town of Darien, Connecticut, pur- 
row of dwellings wonld honse the entire p o p -  chased a new redfire-engine; and in the ensuing 
lation of Cincinnati, New Orleans, Minneapolis, six weeks there were more fires within the town 
seattle, or Kansas City, Mo. than had occurred in the previods six years. 

pyromaniac who set the fires wanted to 
In  VeV dry weather in the state of "a'hiniT- see the new engine racing through the streets 

ton automobiles fitted with flanged wheels, and at work upon the fire. 
instead of rubber tires, follow the passage of princeton in J~~~ some college men out 
every train through the timber district, putting for a good time, started fires in six separate ? out three to eight fires daily, started by sparks places, using excelsior and rags soaked in gas- 

* Prom the locomotives which have preceded them. oline and kerosene, m d  even spraying doors 



and windows with inflammables to insure suc- 
cess. Some of these children of our best profit- 
eers are  so playfull But i t  is to be expected 
that parents who have kept out of prison them- 
selves only by purchasing seats in the legisla- 
tive assemblies of the nation should have trouble 
keeping their scions from walking in their steps. 

I n  July, a fourteen-year-old newsboy in 
Hoboken started fires on the second and third 
floors of a twelve-family apartment house in 
that city, with no other object in view than to 
t ry  to create some excitement. The same month 
a young man in Newton, Massachusetts, was 
arrested and confessed to having started twenty 
fires in that vicinity. 

I n  Brooklyn, in September, a girl eighteen 
years old set fire to her own home twice in 
order to see the fire engines arrive. I n  October 
a lumber handler six feet two inches tall, 
weighing 245 pounds, confessed to starting four 
fires in the yards of his employer a t  Astoria, a 
suburb of New York, so that he could have the 
excitement and fun of helping to put the fires 
out. One of the fires got away and did $400,000 
klamage. A month later a fourteen-year-old boy 
twice set fire to a crowded theater in New York 
in order to produce some excitement. The fires 
were built in  the theater loft. 

Arson by Radical8 

I N NOVEMBER and December, 1920, and in 
January, 1921, a great number of churches, 

school buildings, barns and houses were de- 
stroyed in Fayette, Westmoreland, and Wash- 
ington counties, Pa., in  accordance with what 
seemed to be a carefully prearranged plan. 
Property to the value of $5,000,000 was de- 
stroyed. 

Immediately those faithful and well-paid ser- 
vants of our leading profiteers and grafters, 
the newspapers owned by and managed in the 
interests of those who have taken for them- 
selves about everything that is worth taking, 
and who are trying to take what is left, began 
to shout that this was the work of radicals. 
Government detectives were put on the job; and 
a s  soon as they could find time to empty their 
pockets where the stuff could be conveniently 
found, the readers of the New York Times and 
and other leading New York papers were treat- 
ed to the rare news that "radical literature was 
Eound nerrr a majority, of the places fired yes- 

terday." The word "radical" comes from the 
Latin "radix," meaning "root," and imports a 
person who seeks to go to the root of a matter. 
For  example, any man who would suspeat 
another of being a burglar and wouId under- 
take an inquiry as to where the burglar got 
his load would be a radical, a red, and very 
ofiensive to the burglar. 

At length the man who had set the fires was 
found, Frank IComa, or Frank Smith, the son 
of a preacher. He confessed to firing some 
thirty buildings; and when asked why he had 
done so replied that he was prompted to do so 
by voices which he heard in  his sleep. This 
was generally taken to mean that the man was 
insane, and so he was; but the cause of his 
insanity was demon suggestion. 

Smith went on to explain: "I get pains in 
the back of my head, and I don't just know why 
I did it. I remember that I set fire to the school 
building, the church, and the garage a t  Browns- 
ville. I just got those pains, and then I did the 
firing. There were times when this strange feel- 
ing in my head sort of told me I was to set fire 
to my own home. I never did, but the pains in 
my head told me I should!' Those who have 
read "The Finished Mystery," page 127, will 
a t  once identify this as  the work of evil spirits, 
demons, working upon and through the mind 
of this unfortunate man. 

These fires, therefore, were not set by 
working men who are trying to better their 
working conditions and the civilization of which 
they are a part, nor even by those innocent 
persons who wonder how the sugar gang and 
the coal gang, the credit gang and all the other 
gangs get away with their plunder year after 
year, all on the promise of an expensive inves- 
tigation of their own framing up. I n  other 
words, the title of this section ought properly; 
to be "Arson by Demons." Pyromania is merely 
one of the methods by which they a r e  ruining 
civilization. 

Inspired by the publicity given Koma's or 
Smith's adventures a wave 04 arson spread 
over America that has not even yet died out. 
As an illustration: While the Smith excitement 
was a t  its height a highly educated young 
woman, a nurse for three dentists in Brooklyn, 
get fire to the building in  which she worked, 
imperiling the Lives of one hundred persow 
Thirty families were driven from their homer 
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@ a s  a result of this fire. When asked as to her and one hundred and fifteen houses. We have 
reason for setting the fire the nurse said that "smoked out the facts," and "they satisfy." 
"something flashed through her mind" that But do they? 
made her want excitement. Without doubt that While the delcgntes to the annual convention 
something was a demon suggestion. I n  Canada of thc National Safety Cot~ncil in Boston were 
last year a number of prominent Roman Cath- discussing nieans of preventing fires, one of 

' 

olio edifices were burned; and it is likely that the delegates threw a lighted cigarette among 
their destruction was suggested in the same a pilc of papers. Considerable damage was 
way, probably in the hope of getting innocent done to the apartment before the fire could be 
people into trouble--demon-like. put out. This man's own children were upstairs 

asleep at  the time. 
Arson for Love A lJarvard Iirliversity student came out of a 

HILR the R~~~ or smith affair was at theater in Boston, lighted his pipe, and threw W its height, in N ~ ~ ~ . ,  1921, eight young the burning rnntoh into the lace dress of a 
men connected with the ,,ity fire department of woman, setting i t  on fire. Watch the carelesa 
colWnbia, pa, set ten fires, with damages rang- smokers, the converts of the widespread adver- 
ing all the Ww from $100 b $50,000. soon tising oC the tobacco companies; and see where 
as the fires were set, they turned in alarms and 
then rushed to put out the fires. Cornered, they We have a Biblical reason for wanting the 
acknowledged that they wished the admiration tobacco companies to bear the losses for which 
of some of tho fair young ladies of their city their business is responsible. It reads this way: 
for  their bravery a s  fire-fighters. "If a fire brcalr out, and catch in thorns, so that 
a more pronounced case of arson for love the stacks of corn, o r  the standing corn, or the 

was that of an Elmira lad of seventeen, who field, be consumed therewith, he that kindleth 
was away at  boarding school, a t  Manlhs, near the fire shall surely make restitution."-Exodaa 
Syracuse. He  was infatuated with a girl in  his 22: 6. 
home town, and conceived the bright idea that Arson for Profit 

, 

he might get a vacation if all three of the build- 
ings where he; was a t  school were destroyed. NSURANCE companies ibd  that fire losaea 
H e  got the vacation d l  right; for he was ex- I decrease as  business improves in other linea, 
pelled from school. Subsequently he got a long and that when there is a general slump in the 
one, behind bars. Love is cruel. business of the corntry there is a great increase 

The opposite of love, anger, led a young shep- in fire losses. This is partly explainable by the 
herd boy of Aires, France, in November 1921, better care that a manufacturer takes of l& 
to set a fire which destroyed fifty-five houses. premises when business is good. Yet it is a 
He set the fire because he did not wish to be noteworthy fact that when a large stock has 
reprimanded. Quite likely this was the work been piled np and the stocks cannot be m o v d  
of demons, too, if the facts were ascertainable. a t  the cost price, there is liable to be a fire. 

The year 1919 was a banner year in the clotli- 
Arson by Tobacco Companies ing business. The next year was a hard pear, 

HE tobacco companies ought to be compelled and in New Pork there was an increase 01 T to pay the full cost of all losses sustained 400% in fires in embroideries and laces b u l -  
a s  a result of the business which they so per- nesses, 385% in  shirts, 360% in woolens an'd 
sistently flaunt in the faces of people who do worsted goods and 229% in women's clothing. 
not admire smoking. A hotel man who had There are  2,500 arson convicts in the Unites 
been burned out eight times stated to the editor States, with about five hundred convictions ea& 
that every one of the eight fires had been caused year. Not long ago a concern was discovered 
by smokers, chiefly cigarette smokers. at Chester, Pa., engaged in  the training of cats, 

A man engaged in shingling the roof of a whose bnsiness it was to overturn lighted I m p s  
hotel porch at Arverne, N. Y., in June, 1922, on sight. Such cats sold at $250 each, whioh is 
droppcd some hot cigarette ashes on the roof, a pretty high price for a cat. 

= resulting in a fire which burned nine hotels The National Association of Credit Men wllo 



unearthed the Chestcr concern found another 
scheme in use by the arson-for-revenue-only 
fraternity, consisting in placing a lighted candle 
in an empty lard bucket. Inside the bucket were 
suspended several small bags of gasoline. I n  
due time the flames reached the strings, the 
bags dropped, there was an explosion, and all 
evidences of the crime were rmoved. 

I n  New Pork city a t  one time in December, 
1922, forty laundry proprietors appeared at 
the District Attorney's office and complained 
that efforts had been made to compel them to 
join an association, and that failure to join 
meant that their places were set on fire, or 
their clothes ruined by acids or dyes. 

During the fall of 1920, in the cotton districts 
of Alabama and Texas, persons who persisted 
in trading in cotton a t  less than forty cents a 
pound had their cotton gins, warehouses, and 
mercantile establishments destroycd by fire, due 
notice having been sent them that such would 
be done. 

A young man a t  Somerville, N. J., the junior ~ ~ 

member of a machinery concern became dissat- 
isfied with the old buildings in which the plant 
was housed, placed cans of gasoline here and 
there about the place, connected them by wires 
with his home, and there exploded all the cans 
a t  once by throwing a switch. He hoped to get 
new buildings out of the insurance carried on 
the old. When apprehended he said that he 
wanted to get married and did not want his 
intended to think that the business he was in 
was not prosperous. 

At Spokane, Washington, in May, 1921, the 
widow of a wealthy railroad president, unable 
to maintain her $50,000 home on the allowance 
of $4,000 per year left for its maintenance, 
arranged with her chauffeur to set it on fire 
in her absence; she expected to get the insur- 
ance, but got a term in prison instead. I t  is  
strange that a person of respectability conld so 
lose control of self, unless mentally unsound. 

A cobbler in the Bronx, in the fall of 1921, 
took out $1,700 insurance on his furniture and 
then deliberately set a fire in his apartment, 
endangering the lives of seventy-five families. 
The fire was put out; and the cobbler got 
twenty to forty years in  Sing Sing, with a 
statement by the judge that he was sorry he 
conld not send the miscreant to the electric 
hair .  

Fire-Insurance Items 4 
5 . '  OTHINQ could be softer for the financiers - $ '  

i N back of the fire-insurance companies than 
the arrangement by which they have guaranteed , 
themselves a net profit of five cents on eveq ,  . . 

dollar they take in, with an additional three 
cents to cover possible conflagrations involving 
losses of more than $1,000,000 in  a single fire. 
The National Board of Fire  Underwriters has 
entered into an agreement with the National 
Convention of Insurance Commissioners that 
the profit of the Fire  Underwriters shall be this 
amount ; probably the same crowd under differ- , 
ent names. 

We said that nothing could be softer; but we 
might make an exception of the clever, almost 
diabolically ingenious scheme by which the same 
crowd compels everybody to carry all the insur- 
ance possible or else suffer deprivation in  case 
of a fire. We refer to  the so-called 80% co- 
insurance feature, which is now a standard part  
of all fire-insurance policies. Here is the way 
the thing works out: 

Suppose a man has a house worth $5,000. 
Unless he carries on that house at least 80% 
of insurance, i. e., policies to the amount of 
$4,000, he will not receive from the insurance 
companies the full amount of the policies which , 
he does carry nnless there should happen to be ' 
a total loss. Thus: if the house i s  damaged to 
the extent of $1,000 and it  is  insured for $1,000, 
instead of receiving $1,000 the policy holder 
will receive 25% of the loss, or $250. Or if the 
house i s  damaged to the extent of $1,000, and 
it  is insured for $2,000, then instead of receiv- 
ing $1,000 the policy holder will receive 50% 
of the loss, or $500. Or if the house is damaged 
to the extent of $1,000, and i t  is insured for  
$3,000, then instead of receiving $1,000 the pol- 
icy holder will receive 75% of the loss, o r  $750. 
To get $1,000 for a $1,000 loss he must carry 
$4,000 insurance. 

If the house is 'damaged to the extent of $2,500 
the same rule prevails. On a $1,000 insurance ~. 

he would receive $625, on a $2,000 insurance 
$1,250, and on a $3,000 insurance $1,875. To 
get $2,500 for his $2,500 loss he must carry 
$4,000 insurance. Many people do not know 
these facts until the unhappy hour when they 
try to collect something from a bunch of fire- 
insurance adjusters. Then they realize that the 



soft words of an agent to whom they pay their 
money are of little worth. 

Firsinsurance policies become void if the 
insured moves from one location to another, or 
places a chattel mortgage on property, or oper- 
ates a factory after ten o'clock at night, or 
ceases to operate for ten days, or if repairs or 
alterations to property take more than fifteen 
consecutive days, or if the building becomes 
vacant for ten days, or if illuminating gas is 
generated in the building, or  if explosives or 
any product of greater inflammability than 
kerosene are kept on the premises. 

In December, 1920, one hundred and thirty- 
eight insurance companies doing business in 
the state of Mississippi withdrew from bnsiness 
in the state as a result of a snit brought against 
them for being in co1luz:on in the matter of 
rates. 

The insurance bnsiness is so well aeveloped 
that the companies can tell with a fair degree 
of accuracy what are the prospects of a given 
klistrict's being visited by a devastatingfire. They 
have charts showing the amount of area covered 
by streets, the amount covered by buildings, 
how many are of fire-proof construction, how 
many windows are protected, how many build- 
ings are sprinklered, the exposure to lumber 
yards, whether the water supply and engine 
supply are adequate and whether the district 
is subject to high winds. At present Parkers- 
burg, W. Va., is considered a bad risk. 

Unusual Firm 

I N JULY, a year ago, in New York city, a 
trolley car burst into flames; and the motor- 

man raced with it to the nearest fire-house and 
summoned the firemen with his gong. They put 
out the fire with sand. This is believed to be 
one of the first times that a fire mas ever 
brought to a fire station to be extinguished. 

!At Benwood, W. Va., a year previous, the 
sun's rays focused through a flaw in rr window 
pane set fire to a baby's bed, and burned the 
child to death. At Ferndale, Netv I'ork, about 
the same time, a woman dressed in a paper 
costume a t  a masked ball was severclj7 burned 
when her costume took fire from a candle car- 
ried in her hand. 

A rag fire is one of the worst, on account of 
the thick smoke. In  fighting a fire of this ldnd 
in Brooklyn the firemen were compelled to lie 

prostrate in the street so that they could breathe 
the purer air near the pavement; and 1,006 
families in the neighborhood were compelled td 
flee the fumes. 

In May, 1921, the century-old New York naval 
militia training-ship was destroyed by fire from 
the outside. The ship b e m e  surrounded with 
a pool of oil from a leaking pipe line. The pool 
was ignited by the backfire of a motorboat, and 
the flames licked up the sides of the doomed 
vessel. 

Frictional electricity is snflicient to ignite the 
vapor of gasoline. Combing the hair, waking 
swiftly in a fur coat flapping against rubber 
boots, removing a silk dress from a basket, 
pumping gasoline through a hose, and even 
touching woolen fabrics that have been washed 
in gasoline have been sufficient to cause gasoline 
explosions, with fatal results. Tanks in whiah 
'dogs and cats are asphyxiated in gasoliw 
fumes have frequently exploded as a result of! 
the friction generated by throwing cats into 
them. Dogs do not produce the same effect. 

Fires Abroad 

T HE early history of fire-fighting in the Brit+ 
ish Isles makes quite amusing reading. In 

Liverpool a light extension ladder was stationed 
in each of the public squares, with a policeman 
to gnard it. In  the event of a fire he could corn: 
mandeer anybody to aid him in reaching the 
fire with his ladder. 

In Glasgow it was the custom, when a fire 
was reported at a police station, for a man to 
step to the door and beat a dram. The volun- 
teer firemen wonld come running from nearby, 
 hops, passing horses wonld be unhitched from 
their vehiclcs and hitched to the fire apparatus, 
and the crew would be off. On arrival at the 
fire bystanders were hired to work the pumps. 

In Germany, in case of a fire in  an apartment 
house, the first arrivals a t  the fire lay tarpau- 
lins in the halls and up the stairs to minimize 
the loss by fire and water; and in case of any fire 
it is the custom for the police to lock the man 
up on whose premises the fire is found, and he 
has to prove his innocence to secure his release. 

I n  France if one has a fire and i t  goes out- 
side his premises he has to pay his neighbor's 
loss. A law in New York citv tending in tha " 
same general direction of hofhing persons re- 
sponsible for negligence compels a man who 
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'disobeys an order of the fire department, and his thigh broken. Those who did arrive a t  the 
then has a fire, to pap the city for the cost of fire were driven from their work of fighting the 
extinguishing it. flames by a drum of sulphuric acid four feet 

Before the war the annual average fire loss long and a foot in diameter, which became super- 
for each man, woman and child in IIolland was heated by flames from broken gas-pipes. The 
eleven cents; Switzerland, fifteen cents; Italy, tank was loosened from its fastenings and car- 
twenty-five cents; Austria, twenty-five cents; ricd down the fire escape, after which the fire 
Germany, twenty-eight cents; England, thirty- itself was stopped in short order. 
three cents ; France, forty-nine ceuts; United In lIle case of inflammable liquids and certain 
States, $2.10 (a  greater burdm than all of the chemicals the use of water multiplies the danger 
foregoing put together) ; and in 1920 in the to thc firemen. I n  July, 1922, a large warehouse 
United states the loss was $4.80. This tells its in xew Yo&, housing a t  the moment a great 
own story. quantity of magnesium powder for the Govern- 

The city of Sydney, New South males, ment, took firc; and when water was applied to 
Australia, builds its own fire-engines, having the flames there was a series of tremendous 
found that i t  can do so a t  a profit. explosions and the entire contents of the great 

warek~ouse were destroyed. The fire burned for 
The Fire-Laddies sixty-five hours. During the first half of that 

HE one who sets fires for excitement has time it was calculated that 216,000 tons of water T his complement in the one who turns in a were poured into the building It was one of 
false alarm for the same reason. Even New the city's hottest fires. While the fire was in 
Pork has one offender who has the curious progress a victim of delirium tremens ran into 
mania of calling out ambulances, just to hear the building and n p  to the third floor, from 
the gong and to see the vehicle running. At which he was rescued with ficulty. 
Montclair, N. J., in June, 1921, two young men The fire patrols or salvage corps do impor- 
driving through the city turned in five false tant work at fires, doing what they can to save 
alarms of fire. They were fined $100 each. goods and machinery from water by covering 

A year ago, in New York, for a while there them with tarpaulins or removing them to safer 
seemed to be a mania of false alarms; but i t  quarters. At most fires the water damage is 
transpired that a new style of fire-alarm box, equal to the fire damage. In  many instances the 
much easier of operation than the old style, had fire patrols can do nothing until the fire is out. 
just been installed, and children accustomed to 
playing with the handles of the old-style boxes Deeds of Heroism 
could not play with the new without bringing N 0 CIVILIZED community should expect 
out the fire apparatus. its firemen to risk their lives in fighting 

A false alarm may be a very serious matter fires which, as in the United States, are  in most 
for  the firemen. As everything depends upon instances so easily preventable; yet their lives 
how soon they get to a fire, the fire-laddies are frequently sacrificed. It i s  a common thing 
always go a t  top specd; and the streets are very for  firemen working on upper floors to get 
hard to navigate nowadays. I n  New York, in trapped by bursts of flame below them, and 
April, 1922, nine firemen were hurt, seven of then only the courage and faithfulness of their 
them being hurled to the street when a trolley comrades on the lower floors or on the ground 
car rammed the rear wheels of a fire truclr on can save them. They have been known to jump 
the way to a false alarm. At a fire in Salt Lake through a sheet of flame, and catch a swaying 
City the automobiles packed the streets so ladder which constituted their only means of 
tightly that when the chief sent in a second escape. 
alarm i t  took the apparatus Gfteen minutes to Grateful citizens of New York have provided 
get to the fire. a number of medals annually awarded to mem- 

As a sample of what New Yorlr firemen have bers of the Kew Yorlr Fire Department for acts 
to contend with: On the way to a fire one man of heroism during the year. Some of the feats 
had his jaw fractured and both wrists sprained, for which these medals have been granted are  
one had his left kneecap broken, and one had rescuing comrades from burning cellars, strad- 
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U n g  from the fire-escape of one building to heroism a t  fires. I n  May, 1921, a Negro &v8@ 
the window ledge of a burning building and man, Oswald Piekering, employed in  a twelve 
swinging the persons in the burning building story building a t  580 Broadway, New YO& city, 
to safety, shinning up lintels for a full story found smoke on the ninth floor of the building 
above the top of their highest ladders and res- in which he worked. He turned in  an dm, 
cuing persons about to jump, and laying lad- went back to the ninth floor, found a man on the 
klers across a courtyard. floor overcome by smoke, took him to the street, 

I n  Brooklyn, in January, 1922, a fireman was and then ran his car repeatedly to the tenth, 
swung by the heels by his comrades from the eleventh and twelfth floors until the  score^ of 
roof of a building; and into his arms, one after workers on those floors, cut off from the stair. 
another, a mother and fonr children were ways by the dense smoke, were a3l carried to 
thrown, pendulum fashion, to safety. Subse- safety. 
quently, a fireman who had been trapped in the At a Jewish orphanage near Montreal, in 
blazing apartment while seeking to rescue the August, 1922, fifty-five boy orphan8 were 
same persons, was also rescued. trapped on the top floor of a building not pro. 

A girl was rescued from injury and possible vided with fire escapes. Two of the boys, Sam- 
'death at a fire in Newark. She was about to nel and Joseph Kanfman, fourteen and frfteen 
jump; and as  no ladder was at  the moment years of age respectively, marshalled the boys 
available, three firemen got together, back to to the safest part of the building, made rope 
back, and bending low, hands on Imees, formed ladders of sheets, and all but fonr of the boy8 
a human basket. The girl knocked them all flat; descended them in safety. 
and all were bruised, but none seriously. At a fire in Minneapolis, in June, 1922, at 

Firemen frequently have odd jobs. A som- which a fashionable club burned to the gromd, 
nambulist in  Trenton dreamed that the police Miss Lucy Gilbert, head of the art department 
were after him. He  ran to the roof, and jumped of the public library of that city, was burned 
down the chimney. Par t  way he stuclr fast, and to death because she refused to leave the side 
could go neither up nor down. The firemen had of an old and crippled friend. At  the last 
to come and open the side of the chimney to  gct moment she could have been saved, but refused 
him out. Moral, never jump down a chimney the proffered aid because it was impossible to 
when you are asleep. extend it to her crippled friend. a splendid 

Others besides firemen perform deeds of example of true nobility. 

Golden Age Coming into Finland By Kaarlo Harteva 

T HE year 1923 began in Finland in a very 
peculiar way, both in external and internal 

affairs. The first month in the year, Jannary, 
is  called in the Finnish language "Tammi-kuu," 
which signifies "Oak-month.'' The explanation 
in our literature is that the cold this month 
has been so severe that i t  has been compared 
with an oak. Regularly there has been much 
snow, and so much cold that the mercury has 
Frozen in some places. But during the greater 
part of January last i t  was exceptionally warm. 
The thermometer was about a t  freezing, and 
many days it rained. Recently a newspaper 
published an interesting article about the possi- 
bility of growing grapes in Finland without 
using hothouses, merely protecting them; and 
the prediction was made that Finland will soon 

be a grape-producing land. Some years ago only 
the Bible students dreamed about such times. 

Still more interesting and striking was the 
great change in the internal affairs of Finland 
with the opening of the year 1923. January 1st 
the so-called religious-liberty law 'was put into 
force. I n  order to understand the great signif- 
icance of the law it must be noticed that Finland 
has been, and still is, a church-state community. 
Only some ten years ago it was, according to 
the law, a compulsory matter to partake of the 
Lord's Supper for all those who desired to 
marry. How stupid! The theory of the clergy 
assumed that every one who unworthily partook 
of the Lord's Supper was condemned to a hell 
of eternal torment. I n  other words, according 
to their theory, people who desired to marry 



and were not in a worthy condition were forced 
into hell or were forced to remain single. The 
stupid law was overthrown in 1909. 

The power of the state-church has been great 
in Finland, but now it  is being broken down. 
Heretofore it was necessary to belong to some 
church approved by the state, if any one desired 
to leave the Evangelical-Lutheran church, which 
is the state-church. But from the beg-inning of 
this year, every one has liberty to belong to a 
church or not. I n  the church offices people now 
form queues and stay in them hours waiting 
their turn in order to state their will regarding 
leaving the church; for according to the law 
every one who has roached the age of eighteen 
years must do i t  personally. The law also pcr- 
mits the clergy to ask the reason of those who 
intend to go out of the church, and a t  first they 
used that right. But as this gave the truth- 
loving people an excellent opportunity to wit- 
ness for the truth, they have now stopped their 
inquiries, and simply write the names of those 
leaving ! 

As it was formerly necessary to belong to a 
church, so it was a k o  neoessary to pay to the 

church a spccial tax, but now those who do not 
accept the church are  liberated from that tax. 
Before this law was passed the conservative 
clergy tried to oppose the law with all their 
might. But the liberal-minded in Parliament 
gained the victory, and religious matters are 
now fully free in  Finland. \ f i a t  a great step 
toward the light! The Bible students have 
rejoicingly left the great, mysterious Babylon 
not only in spirit but also literally. 

It is true that the clergy have tried to frighten 
some of those who have gone and explained 
their reason for leaving the church. Among 
other things they have said that they will not 
give them a burial-ground (in Finland almost 
all the cemeteries belong to the Evangelical- 
Lutheran state-church), but if the clergy wiTi 
hinder the dead being buried then other officials 
in thc community will find a place for the dead 
ones; and many will get their eyes o p e n 4  to 
see the right character of the clergy. Certainly 
all struggle in vain against the new King of 
earth, who is now setting up His kingdom. Oh, 
that all would bow down before Him and re- 
joicingly welcome Him 1 

Making Saints to Order 

F ROM time immemorial the Catholic religio- 
political machine has practised the business 

of making saints to order. That the machine is 
not infallible i s  shown in history when it haa 
"sainted" really bad men and women; so, per- 
haps, some really good people have escaped 
being "sainted." The procedure for the bea ts -  
cation and canonization of Pope Pius X is now 
under way, according to numerous press des- 
patches. The process is usually a long one, 
sometimes lasting for centuries. We presume 
it depends upon the way the money comes in 
and how anxious the head politicians are to 
relieve the "saints" of purgatorial suffering l 

The Roman Catholic system is a great sys- 
ten:. I ts  promoters must impose themselves on 
everybody everywhere; so their press agents 
noisily advertise i ts  virtues. We are  wonder- 
ing how long the newspapers of the world will 
continue to aid this hierarchy in blowing their 
own horn. What an effort is  being made to 
arouse the world to an appreciation of the 
existence of a system which has always done 
good, does nothing but good now, and the onle 

system that will ever do any good worth while! 
This system is the most tyrannical, dogmatic, 

perverse, blinding, deceiving, blasphemous and 
enslaving in the whole world. There is nothing 
Like i t  ; there has been nothing like it; and there 
will never be anything like it in  ages future. 
IBnd how the newspapers continue to fall for  
its propaganda in this enlightened day is one of 
tho present-day mysteries! Perhaps the news- 
papers know that if thcy do not yield resignedly 
to Rome's whims the thumbscrew pressure of 
boycott will be applied, as is often the case. 

Then, after all, i t  is not principle which 
guides the editorial departments of the news- 
papers, but money. The managers a re  after 
the money; the business is to get the money; 
and the editorial departments have to knuckle 
only too often to the mandates of the manage- 
ment of a periodical, because in thelast  analysis 
the business is not to educate the people to what 
they know the people should have. The main 
business is to get the money. It matters not 
how they must prostitute themselves to get the 
money; they must get the money, 



An Average 

R EPEATEDLY THE GOLDEN AGE has pointed 
out that we are entering a new era in 

earth's affairs; and that stupendous changes 
are to be expected in civil, social, religious, 
fi~~ancial, industrial, climatic, atmospheric and 
soil conditions as well as in the condition of 
animal life on the earth. The basis of these 
expectations is found in the Bible prophceies 
foretelling them. In this article we shall dezl 
with the subject of temperature in the new era. 
Therefore the discussion is limited to atmos- 
pheric and climatic changes alone, and to the 
conditions which these changes produce. In 
view of these prophetic changes, we are often 
asked concerning what extremes of heat and 
cold might be expected to prevail during and 
beyond the Golden Age. 

Hitherto some have supposed that a warm 
temperature would prevail, in order that vege- 
tation might grow very rapidly and luxuriantly, 
similar to the temperature of the tropics and 
to that of prehistoric times which produced the 
rapid and prodigious growths and made possi- 
ble the immense peat and coal beds of our day. 
These luxuriant growths prevailed in the form- 
ative stages of earth's history, when the air was 
so heavily carbon-laden that human life could 
not exist; and a return to such conditions would 
be neither reasonable nor desirable. 

At that time the all-wise Creator was laying 
down the great coal deposits for the use of 
future generations; and the atmospheric condi- 
tions were perfectly adapted to that work. 
Vegetation of the tropics is not so useful or 
valuable to man or beast as that of the colder 
climates. The healthier, hardier and more pro- 
gressive races live in the temperate zones ; and 
it is usually the invalid and anemic who go 
south, while the more robust stay in the north. 

It is surprising how many data are available, 
both in the Bible and in current facts, upon 
which to base conclusions. Let us review some 
known facts: 

The Bible on Temperature 

0 VER 3,500 years ago Moses, as God's mouth- 
piece, wrote these words: 'While the earth 

remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and 
heat, and summer and winter, and day and night 
shall not cease." (Genesis 8: 22) Ezekiel de- 
clared: "This land that was desolate is become 

I 

like the garden of Eden." (Ezekiel 36:35)' 
Isaiah says: "The desert shall rejoice, and 
blossom as the rose7' (Isaiah 35 : 1) ; and "They, 
shall not hurt nor destroy."'-Isaiah 11: 9. 

These texts and others preclude all pro& 
bility of droughts, floods, winds, hail, unseason- 
able frosts, blight, rust, rot, or insects dam- 
aging or destroying crops; and they would 
strongly corroborate the thought of an average 
temperaturctneither too hot nor too cold. 

That the climate is changing is a fact. News- 
paper reports and GOLDEN AGE articles prove 
this. 

Physical Facts about Us 

A RECENT GOLDEN AGE mntributor tells us 
of a time when fruits mnld not be grown 

in Kansas nor vegetables in the vicinity ofi 
Colfax, Washington. Thirty years ago vege- 
tables could not be grown in the vicinity od 
Winnipeg; and ten years ago they could not be 
grown in Alaska. Now Kansas can grow nearly 
all the fruits; and Washington, Winnipeg and 
Alaska grow nearly all kinds of vegetables. 
Half a dozen years ago, corn conld not be grown 
in northern Wisconsin and Minnesota or in 
North Dakota; now some of the best crops of 
corn are grown in all of these states. It is 
common knowledge that the Japan Current now 
strikes the shores of Alaska one thousand miles 
farther north than it did a few years ago, with 
the result that the temperate climate is rapidly 
encroaching on the frigid climate of the far 
north and equalizing both. 

Another condition commented on by the pub- 
lic press and verified by eye-witnesses, is that 
snow-storms are extending farther south than 
formerly. Within the last three years we have 
had snow-storms in southern North Carolina, 
northern Georgia, and northern Texas-veq 
unusual occurrences in these localities. 

The following item appeared in the Minne- 
apolis l o u r m l  of January 9,1923: 

''Last week'e climatic disturbanas over the entire 
Atlantic region have produced most unusual and un- 
heard-of weathar conditioaa in North Africa. A blind- 
ing blizzard is now raging around the highest peaka of 
the Atlas mountains; and the passes are blocked witb 
drifting snow, which reaches down the mountain slopes 
to  the line of tropical vegetation, so that trayelm am 
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able to see the unusual sight of cactus plants covered 
Kith mow and date palms shrouded with a mantle of 
white." 

Heavu Snows in New England 
N NEW ENGLAND, thirty-five years ago, I heavy snows would fall in  November and 

remain on the ground nntil the middle of April. 
Many a boy enjoyed the thrill of "riding down 
hill" on the crust with snow so deep that fences 
could not be seen, and often it was necessary 
to  use oxen to draw a "wood-shod sled," wallow- 
ing through deep snow, to carry the children to 
and from school. It is very unusual now to have 
such heavy snows before January lst, o r  to 
have them remain after March 25th; and it is 
no longer necessary to use the oxen. (Of course 
there is an  exceptional winter occasionally.) 

Another noticeable fact is that Spring and 
Fall  are  considerably longer than formerly; 
and f a m e r s  complain that they cannot get their 
crops in  nntil so late that they fear the season 
will not be long enough for the crops to mature. 
Yet the longer Fall season has always permitted 
them to mature; and thus God fulfils His prom- 
ises to provide a "seedtime and harvest." 

The United States weather reports show that 
for  the past fifty years the average yearly tem- 
perature has been about uniform, and approxi- 
mately fifty degrees above zero. These facts 
show that while the extreme cold season of 
Winter and the extreme hot season of Summer 
are  both becoming shorter, yet the longer cool 
Spring and Fall make the average temperature 
for the year abont what it was fifty years ago. 

Two Crops to Harvest f 
CEJIBER, 1921, there was a second IN crop "" of apples in Roanoke, Virginia, more 

than one-half matured (reported in GOLDEN AGE 
No. 63). I n  October, 1922, many apple and 
cherry trees were in fnll bloom for the second 
time in the northern part  of the lower peninsula 
of Michigan. I n  November, 1922, a Milwaukee 
newspaper reported an entire field of straw- 
berries in fnll bloom for the second time in 
northern Wisconsin. This suggests the possi- 
bility of two crops of berries, fruits and vege- 
tables per year during the Golden Age. 

It is a well-known fact that fruits, berries 
and vegetables grown in warm climates or under 
forced or  hothouse conditions will not keep so 

long, are not so crisp and juicy or  so W& 
flavored or of so fine a texture as  those whiali 
mature more slowly in colder climates, but on 
the contrary are apt to be coarse, stringy, 
woody, o r  hollow. Another well-known fact b 
that in the South, fruits, berries and vegetaMea 
mature best in the late fall and winter month. 
If anyone doubts this let him visit Sanford, 
Florida, or the Bio Grande Valley, Texas, in 
December and January. 

Near Alvin, Texas, in  late December, 1920, 
there was a field of strawberries in blossom 
and with many berries one-quarter to one-half 
matured. The weather there was so cold that 
the owner feared a frost; in fact the thermom- 
eter registered almost a t  freezing. The berriecr 
mature very slowly if the weather is cold. This 
was a very healthy crop of berries. Even the 
oranges and the cotlon need the late cooler Fall 
months properly to mature them, and are sel- 
dom gathered until December or January. All 
of this still further corroborates the thought 
that the extreme heat of the Summer months 
is not so favorable for the growth of crops as 
is  the cooler weather of the Fall. Extremely 
hot weather tends also to make human beings 
listless and indolent. And be it noted also that 
the temperature of the Summer months in the 
South is never so high as  in the North; ye t  
people living in the highly electronic sxygenized 
atmosphere of the cooler climates have more 
"pep" and are more robust than are  those ig 
warmer regions. 

Edenic Conditions to be Restored 

I N TTIFJW of these facts what would be the 
desirable and probable average temperature 

which would help to produce and maintain the 
conditions described in the Bible;. viz., ntr 
unseasonable frosts, no insects, no blight, na 
storms, and good health? Years ago Pastor 
Russell expressed an opinion that the average 
temperature of the Golden Age would be from 
forty to fifty degrees above zero. This map, 
have looked unreasonable a t  the time, but no& 
SO now. 

Edwin E. Slossom in 'World's Work," point. 
ing out that civilization is moving n o r t h w e  
says : 

"Gil Fillan traces the ridge of wntsmporvvg ci* 
tion along the isotherm oi 6f t l  d m  Fdmrhdt 



mean temperature. The five leading cities, New York, 
London, Park, Berlin and Chicago are within a little 
more than a degree of this." 

With this average temperature, too cool to 
aecay and too warm to freeze, with no storms 
to blow off the fruit, and with no insects to 
sting, the fruits and berries would hang on the 
trees and vines, and the vegetables remain in 
the earth until needed; thus obviating the neces- 
sity for cellars, storehouses, or refrigerators to 
proiect from frost or heat, or to keep them until 
the next crop is due. I t  would do away with 
canning and preserving; and fresh fmits, ber- 
ries and vegetables could be had all the year 
around, and thus Revelation 22 : 2 might have a 
literal fulfilment. The trees would yield their 
fruit every month (not grow a new crop every 
month)--one crop remaining until another grew. 
Ireland with a winter temperature of rarely 
below 40 and the hottest in summer of about 
62 may be considered nearly ideal.-See THE 
GOLDEN AGE, NO. 96, page 523, first column. 

Since this average temperature would be u s *  
versal, all these crops wonld be produced every- 
where ; and hence transportation systems to con. 
vey the crops to distant markets wonld no longer 
be needed. No greenhouses would be necessary, 
as there would be no such thing as  out of season 
and in season 

Even corn, a so-called hot-weather crop, 
wonld have ample time to mature and would 
be richer, sweeter and more nutritious in both 
ear and stalk, and could be used as needed 
without the necessity of cutting, shocking, husk- 
ing or storing. This would be equally true 04 
all the grasses. 

At first thought a temperature of from forty 
to fifty degrees wonld seem too cool for com- 
fort. But perfect men would enjoy the cool, 
bracing and invigorating atmosphere; and, no 
sudden or extreme changes omrring, every- 
body wonld soon become accustomed to it. 
Under such conditions i t  wonld be rr pleasure 
to live. 

A Priest Kills a Priest 

K {ALAMAZOO, Michigan, was horror stricken 
in April when the Reverend Father Charles 

Dillon, assistant rector of St. Auystine's Roman 
Catholic church, shot and killed the Reverend 
Father Henry O'Neill, rector of the church, while 
sitting at the dinner ta6le. Then the murderer 
d y  walked to the telephone, and notified the 
police and coroner. Dillon fired fonr shots, all 
of which took effect. He then handed to another 
priest, the only witness to the tragedy, a phial 
wntaining 'Choly oils," with the request that he 
administer the sacrament of "extreme unction!' 
Dillon did his best to send Father O'Neill to 
purgatory and to save him from it. 

Dillon is said to have told the police that he 
waa "driven to fury by ill-treatment" a t  the 
hands of the dead priest. He wonld evidently 
need some plausible excuse for such an act; for 
fonr shots were three too many to claim that it 
was an accident. mhat  kind of religion can this 
be which permits a priest to carry concealed 
weapons, and which wonld cause priests to 
quarrel and get angry? What relation does * wch a religion bear to the Christianity of 
Jesus of Nmaretht An effort by the usual 

hypocritical religio-politicians will be made to 
'(inquire into the sanity" of the murderer, so as 
to dodge giving him the rope which he deserves, 
and the insanity plea may km established to 
clear the skirts of a powerful religio-political 
system. The priest who witnessed the affair 
gave a version of the shooting whioh does not 
correspond to that given by Dillon. Dillon 
remains calm, apparently undisturbed, and in- 
sists on being sent to prison, saying that he ir 
perfectly sane. 

What a glorious thing it will be when Christ'~ 
kingdom becomes operative over the whole 
world, and all false religions and practicea are 
forever fled away; when there are no more 
causcs for animosities and misunderstandings 
and jealousies, and each man considers every; 
other man his brother and helps and loves him 
as such l We believe that the religion of Jesus 
Christ will instill this brotherly love into His 
followers even now; and that the religion whi& 
fails to make a man meek and kind and gentle 
is either itself no good or the man himself is 
hypocritical and has no business professing to 
be a priest and teacher. 



Heard in the Office No. 6 By Charles E. Guiver (Lonilom) 

A GOOD feeling was maintain& among the 
three philosophers, as Smith called them, 

'despite their differences of opinion on religious 
subjects. Tyler the skeptic appeared to be less 
skeptical and not so sarcastic as formerly. 
Wynn, the churchgoer, apart from showing 
some annoyance at the easy manner in which 
Palmer was able to show the hollownes~ of 
some of his views, still manifested a desire for 
the company of the others, which was helped 
by the jovial disposition of Smith, who took 
more notice of what was said than some gave 
him credit for. 

The last discussion on the creation of man 
and the garden of Eden and Palmer's conclu- 
sion to the argument had opened a flood of 
questions in the minds of the others; and if 
possible they were not going to let him have 
it all his own way. 

Tyler was the one to begin. 'Wynn," he 
called, "I want to ask you a qnestion." 

"Very well; but I will not promise to answer 
pan," Wynn replied. 

"Can you tell me why it is if there is a God 
of love, justice and power, that I le  permits evil 
in the world¶ Why i s  there so much sickness, 
pain and sorrow? Why on the onc hand a few 
rich and on the other many poor? Why are  the 
~ t r o n g  allowed to oppress the weak? Why is 
there war, revolution and anarchy? VThy does 
God not do something to help the stricken 
world? When I think of these things, i t  maltes 
me sick. All the philosophy about the existence 
of God i s  a s  nothing compared to these prob- 
lems." 

"I think I have said before that we must not 
expect to understand everything. What we do 
not know now we shall know hereafter. That 
there is a reason I have no doubt; but I do not 
think it is right to question the Almighty about 
His actions." 

"Tut, tut, I won't have that. You would soon 
make me an atheist. I have asked this question 
of more than one Christian, and the best I have 
got from them is that we are  being prepared 
for something better in the future. It's always 
the sweet bye and bye, but nothing for the 
bitter now and now. I notice they never say 
how this applies to the unbeliever who goes to 
the torments of hell. Now, Palmer, this is  a 
question for  you. Why does God permit evilill" 

8s 

"I agree with you that if there is one thing 
more than another that seems out of harmong: 

1 
with the character of a God of love, wisdom and 
power, it is this subject you mention It appears 
to be the one great blot on His fair  name. P a  
are a believer in the theory of evolution, are 
yon not, Tyler?'' said Palmer. 

'Yes; evolution appears to me to be a m 
sonable explanation for  the existence of thingsP 
returned Tyler. 

"I would like to put the qnestion back on yon 
if I may, and putting aside the thought of God, 
ask if you can tell me where in the process ob 
evolution did evil have its beginning?" 

Tyler toas silent for a few moments The 
others looltcd at  him, and finally he said: "I 
don't know, but I suppose it has had something 
to do with the development of man." 

"You do well to say that you do not know, ' 

The fact that you ask the question is an admk- 
sion that your theory has not supplied the 
answer, and the failure to answer so important 
a question is surely a proof of its weaknesa 
But is i t  not strange, that i n  the progressive 
development of things from protoplasm to man, 
evil should come in at all, o r  that having come 
it  should, a s  the ages pass, increase instead 04 
diminish 1" 

"How would you explain it, th'en?" asked - 
Tyler. 

"This is not a qnestion that can be answerei3 
in a few words; there a re  several points to be 
established before a satisfactory answer ca.n be 
given," said Palmer, "and since it appears to 
be admitted that the matter cannot be cleared 
up by the usual theories held, I want yon ta 
bear with me and if possible to get my point oQ . 
view. My claim is, as I have stated before, taker 
the Biblc a s  a whole and it explains itself and 
solves the problems of life. 

"The Bible declares God to  be possessed 01 
justice, love, wisdom, and power. God is tea 
wise to err and too good to be unkind. A p  
proaching your question with these thoughts 
in mind, we reason that since God has infinite 
wisdom, is abounding in love, and has power b 
'do all He desires, He must have a good and 
wise purpose in the permission of evil; and this 
must be trne whether we understand that par- 
pose or not. 

10 

? 
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p "I would also remind you of what I said in 
our last discussion, that i t  was God's purpose 
in the creation of man to have a being who 
should render intelligent obedience from choice 
and not from compulsion. I pointed out, then, 
that this meant that man must be endowed with 
conscience and volition. Opportunity must also 
be given for the use of these faculties and a 
simplc test such as  forbidding ihc fruit of a 
certain tree was all that was necessary. 

"Power to do right implies power to do wrong. 
I have often wondered a t  this remarlrablc power 
which God has pIaced in  man; he has a will so 
that i t  is  possible for him to become an opposer 
of his Creator. To take the will away would 
reduce him to a machine which acts only as  it 
is acted upon; but retaining it man is permitted 
to have this power of opposition; it i s  a matter 
of choice. 

"Now, the qu~s t ion  really is not ~ h y  God 
~c rmi t t ed  the first sin, hut why He has per- 
mitted sin and sinners to continue, and why He 
did not cut off the first sinner and begin again. 
There are  three important reasons for this: 
The first is, To manifest that the laws which 
God laid down in the beginning as  the principles 
of His government were right and perfect ; the 
second is, To show that a course of conduct out 
of harmony with these is not merely wrong but 
productive of baneful consequences; and the 
third is, I n  order that free moral agents may 
learn to love the right and learn to hate the 
wrong. A lecturer once stated these thus: (1) 
To display the majesty, perfection and right- 
eous authority of God's law; (2)  to manifest 
the disastrous consequences of i ts  violation; (3)  
to gain the hearty coiiperation of His intelli- 
gent creatures. God saw that this could best 
be done by giving to men an  experience of evil." 

"But why did not God tell Adam about it?" 
broke in  Tyler. 

"He did. Adam was told of the consequences 
of sin; he was warned that in the day he sinned 
the sentence would be, 'Dying thou shalt die.' 
He was not entirely ignorant, but took the step 
of sin with his eyes open." 

"Then why did not God give him a demon- 
stration of the consequences of sin and show 
him its an~fulness?" 

"Because that would have meant the pcrmis- 
sion of evil somewhere among some of God's 
oreatures, and why not upon man himself! 

Experience is a hard master but a sure teacher. 
God saw that if He permitted man to experience 
the disastrous consequences of the violation od 
His law, man, given an opportunity to  recover 
under favorable conditions, would forever 
choose the right and shun the wrong. If YOU 

do a thing in a way that causes you pain, yon 
avoid i t  afterwards. 

"God has laid down certain right principles 
whose operation results in good; e. g., truth, 
justice, love, etc. And for every right principle 
there is a corresponding wrong principle pro- 
ductive of evil; e. g., error, injustice, hatred, 
etc. All God's ways are  right and bring good; 
but without experience i t  i s  very difficult for 
many to see this. 

''Rlankind are now experiencing evil-the 
results of wrong-doing; each of Adam's race i s  
having a thorough lesson. But the present life 
is not the end. You will observe that to get any 
explanation of why God permits evil it is nec- 
essary to see that He has provided an oppor- 
tunity in the future for man to benefit by the 
experiences of the present." 

"Yes, I can see that," said Smith. 'T have 
often heard people say that if they had their 
lives to Live over again they would act differ- 
ently. I reclron that if Adam got back into the 
garden of Eden again he would avoid the for- 
bidden tree as  we would a live wire."* 

'You have it exactly," answered Palmer, his 
face brightening. "I lrnow that Wynn does not 
agree with this point, but that is  the very rea- 
son why he cannot answer the question. Never- 
theless i t  is a truth of Scripture that God has 
permitted sin and sinners to continue, and has 
permitted Satan to rule and deceive men in  
order that they may get the necessary expe- 
rience of evil; and that then when Messiah's 
kingdom is established all are  to come forth 
from the grave in order to have an  opportunity 
of getting back to perfection of life obtained 
for them by the death of Jesus." 

"I deny that," exclaimed Wynn. 'Yon cannot 
give chapter and verse for such a statement!" 

"Jcsus had done many wonderful works in 
Chorazin and Bethsaida, towns of Palestine," 
quietly replied Palmer, "and He said of these 
cities: 'If the mighty works which have been 
done in thee had been done in Sodom an4 
Gomorrah they would have repented. I say unto 
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thee, I t  shall be more tolerable for them in the earth; and the children of Israel -will bb 
day of judgment than for thee.' (Watthew 10: utterly ashamed of their former ways w q  &3 15; 11: 23) It is going to be a tolerable time God has finished His good work toward Qld::;g 
for the Jews who had sinned with much Light; Yes; Sodomites, Samaritans, Jews, and ma& . . -3 
it will be more tolerable for the Sodomites who others will choose the path of rectitude when 3 ~2 
sinned with much less light; for the oracles of full, free, and fair opportunity is afforded thBI 3 
God were not committed unto them. of benefiting by the past; and think of it, e t e d  , 

iT 

"1 pat it squarely up to you: m a t  possible life will be assured to them if they then becorn' -i 
object could there be on the part of the great obedient children of God; for they shall ha* ,,G- 
Creator, who knows the end from the beginning left behind them the awful experiences of 

-1$* I 
and to whom the hearts of all are open, in dark night of sin. They will have learned thed :; 
bringing men back from the grave, if it were God's way is best. 

. x2 & 
not to grant them an opportunity of benefiting "Angels learning by observation the r& $3 
by their former experiences? Why should of evil will join with men in the great a n t h d  ' $ . s s  
Christ die and bring about their resurrection of praise to the great Jehovah, who is wort&& -:$ 
if it were not for this very purpose? 'Tiewed in this light the permission of evil -2': 

'We are not left to doubt. If yon will read ceases to be a blot on the fair name of God, b& -:-% 
the 16th chapter of Ezekiel's prophecy yon will rather enhances our appreciation of the wisdom , -2 
see that the Sodomites and others are to return of Him who can use such means to cement h - $ 

T b  
to their former estate. The Jews also are to gether in one harmonious whole all the int&. % 

-1 
return to their former estate, that is, on the gent beings of the vast universe." i 2 

' -3 
- 

.* -. <* "4. 

-03 The Mocking-Bird BY J.  A. Bobnet -. 2 - 
- *%j 

Y TRAVELS throughout the Southland own, in which no other small bird is p r m i a  . + M enabled me by both observation and to remain; the territorial limitation may . 2 
inquiry to learn sc~mething of this little song- only a hundred feet square and may pass rigQ 3 ster that warbles like the canary, carols like the through the middle of a bush or tree. OtW -a 
brown thrush and rivals the nightingale, be- birds must keep out; it is lord of its little realm, .$ 
sides mimicking the notes of every feathered Some people claim that the mocking-bird doer,, :$ 
songster, and all this in rapid succession and not sing until late in the Fall, and that then alf- -3 
sweetness. the notes of all the other birds seem to oome-.$q 

Everywhere below the Mason and Dixon line from the throat of this one sweet bird. This b 1; 
this bird can be heard from early Springtime not tme. The mocking-bird sings early and la&, .g - >= 
until late in the Fall every hour of the day and The nest is bnilt of small twigs, nsuaUy in a ,$ 
throughout the silent watches of the night. small bushy tree or thick bush, without any wf& :53 
Many a weary soul is cheered and refreshed lining. The eggs are brown spotted, quite -- $ 
by the silvery notes of the mocking-bird W ~ W  lar in size and appearance to those of thr+. 2 
sleep refuses to lull the tired brain. chippy or ground-bird. - A %  as 

In appearance somewhat similar to the well- m e n  the birdlings are half fledged i t  w, 
known catbird, i t  flits from twig to twig with not do to molest them, lest the mother bird feed, --s 
teeter-board tail or sits at the top of a tree with them poison and they die. Should one of t l q  %* 
head erect while its throat seems bursting with young birds be caged where its mother oan &. -3 
happy song. Especially while its mate is brood- to it she will feed it poison if she cannot l i b .  -5: 
ing does it hurl forth its silvery notes. ate it. She does not believe in conscription. S b  - 3  

m e n  flying from you i t  is decidedly a spot- is a liberty-loving bird, a 100% true Ameri- -.-<+ 
ted bird of brown, gray and white. Its food is A dead offspring is better than a live prison&.-';: d 
m a l l  berries and insects that it catches mostly The mocking-bird is the pride of the Snnnf - 7 8  

on the wing. South, and the subject of beautiful poetid' 
It has a well-defined territory strictly its descriptions, notably by Lanier and Longfello~.~ ;. 



Christ the Rock of Offense , - 
F "Unto you t l~ere fore  which believe he is preciom."--1 Peter %:7. 

M ANY would have us think that it makes no 
difference what we believe respecting our 

Lord Jesns Christ or other subjects; that the 
important question is : "How do we livel" We 
yield to no one in the importance to be attached 
to holy living, yet we fully concur with our text 
and the entire Scriptures when we afhm that 
what a man believes has much to do with his 
conduct in life, and still more to do with his 
acceptance by the heavenly Father. 

  he matter of faith and works, and which is 
more important, is thoroughly discussed in the 
Scriptures, and faith is given the place of pri- 
mary importance and with evident propriety. 
The apostle Paul sets forth most distinctly that 
a man is justified by faith and not by works; 

, that if the judgment of the almighty were 
according to works none of us could be justi- 
fied, because none of us could possibly do per- 
fect works. "There is none righteous, no, not 
one; all have simec! and come short of the glory 
of God." The fall has brought imperfection to 
every member of Adam's race, has affected each 
one mentally, morally and physically; so that, 
as the Apostle again declares, we cannot do the 
things that we would, and if God should mark 
iniquity against us, should judge us along the 
line of works, none could stand the judgment 
or test; all would be condemned again-to the 
eecond death. 

Juatice Has Been Satiefied 

The apostle James is supposed by many ta 
contradict this declaration of the apostle Paul; 
but not so. He says: "Show me thy faith with- 
out thy works, and I will show thee my faith 
by my works." (James 2: 18) He does not say: 
I will show thee my works without my faith, 
and that I am justsed without faith. The 
thought he would inculcate is that faith, al- 
though it is the important thing, the basis o t  
our justihation before God, if it be not fol- 
lowed by fruitage of good works, resistance od 
sin and endeavors for righteousness, gives evi- 
dence that it is dead; just as a tree that fails 
to put forth leaves, buds, eh., in the springtime 
gives evidence that it is dead. The Apostle's 
thought is that while faith is the important 
thing, that the Lord's judgment of us is accord- 
ing to our faith and not according to our works, 
nevertheless He will expect to find in us su* 
works as we are oapable of, and will assuredly 
judge that if there are no works of righteous- 
ness, no efforts manifested along the line of 
opposition to sin, then surely in such an one 
the new life, the spirit of the Lord, has ceased. 

Get the thought: We have good works, a l l  of 
them that we conld possibly produce; yet at 
their very most and very best they are imper- 
fect and conld never make us approved or justi- 
fied in God's sight. But we oan have faith ia 
the Lord Jesus and in Hia: sacd?ce for the 
covering of sins, and our pure hearts cm 
desire and aim for the thinns uleasin~: to the - - 
Lord, and can repudiate entirely everything 

BE Scriptural proposition set before us is displeasing to Him. h d  this new mind, this 
that Our Lord Jesus met for new will, can assuredly exercise a considerable and his race the demands of justice, and that aegree of control over mortal bodies, how* 

in the present time who accept of Him, ever strong may be their naturd depravity and becoming His disciples, shall be judged not propensity for sin. 
according to their works but according to their 
faith, &rding to their hearts, according to 
their good intentions. Of this class the Apostle Varioua Beliefa concerning Chriat 

kleclares: "Being jnstitied by faith, we have N THE Apostle's b y  the qnation of befiei , 
peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ." I or disbelief in Christ was a very radical one, 
(Romans 5: 1) That F with God, that real- in some respects quite 'different from the same 
ization of fo rg ivene~~  of sins and ~cep tance  0fl question today. This befid in the Lord JesM 
Him, cannot come to on the score of good included: (1) That He waa the Messiah, the 
works, but does come to the believer through long-promised King of; Israel, who was to lift 
faith in the Perfect One who died on our behalf, up that nation out of the dust and use it as  the 

r. the "just for the unjust, that he might bring instrnmentality and mouthpiece in making 
ns to God." known the divine law to the world, and h 

6rn 
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~plifting the world of mankind fro111 sin, degra- 
aation, etc., to harmony with God, and even- 
tually to eternal life to those who wouId prove 
loyal and obedient. (2) It meant also a belief 
that these blessings from Messiah had been 
postponed by reason of Israel's rejection of 
Him, and by reason of the divine intention to 
oomplete the elect bride class, the "Royal 
Priesthood," with selections of holy ones from 
all the families of the earth. (3) It meant the 
belief that when this work of selecting the 
church would be accomplished, Messiah would 
come again in power and great glory to estab- 
lish among men the kingdom of righteousness 
long promised, to fulfil the blessings of the 
great "Oath-bound Covenant." (4) I t  meant an 
acceptance of Jesns by all who would be His 
footstep followers in the present age and by 
consecration lay down their lives as  joint-sacri- 
fices with His in the prospect of being asso- 
ciated as joint-heirs with Him in the kingdom. 
. (5) I t  meant still further an appreciation of 
why our Lord Jesus died; that it was necessary 
that He should die, and thus 'pay the penalty 
for the sins of the whole world before He could 
bless either the church or the world. 

Each of these propositions had opponents. 
Both Jews and Gentiles rejected the thought 
that Jesus was a king, and that He would ever 
exalt Israel and use that people as the instrn- 
ment in blessing other nations. Both Jews and 
Gentiles also rejected the thought that faith in 
His blood was necessary to acceptance with 
God, that mankind are by nature sinners, aliens, 
strangers, foreigners, and enemies through 
wicked works. They could apply such thoughts 
to some extent to the very degraded, bat as for 
the philosophers and the upper classes, includ- 
ing the scribes and Pharisees, the thonght of 
their own unworthiness before God was repug- 
nant. Were they not the teachers of the com- 
mon people, and therefore better certainly than 
the general herd? And what grander blessing 
muld wme to the common people than to lift 
them up to the intelligence, dignity, etc., of 
these teachers? The Apostle expresses thie 
thonght, saying, "Christ. . . [is]   to the Jews 
B stumblingblock, and unto the Greeks foolish- 
mss."-1 Corinthians 1: 23. 

OThink of the feet that stray from misdirrction, 
And into wares of ermr's doctrine brought: 

Bsar then to them these tidings of ealvation!' 

Self-righteous Hypocrisy 

HE Jews, having been under the tnte T of the Law Covenant for anturien, 
clearer conceptions of sin and of divine jn 
than had the remai 
Greek philosophers 
cially in its grosser fo 
publicans and sinners ; but the 
a holiness to God, made long prayers to 
heard of men, did their alms in public to 

outward appearan 
eousness and reveren 

'dience to principle. 
Our Lord explained this, 

made clean the outside of the cup, 
it was corrupt. He intimated most 
in God's sight the judgment would 

outwardly less revere 
to the Lord than the one 
holy but inwardly was boa 
not his defects. No wonder, then, 
Lord's ministry and that ofl the 
the power of the Holy 
Pentecost had gathered out of the Jewish m 
tion all the Israelites indeed in whom,there 
no guile, no wonder t 
over Christ and His teach 
them, and which reproof they were n 
enough to hear and 
aivine favor to disfavor, 
chastisements. They stnm 
bling stone, Christ, the Savior from sin. 

4 2 
Worldlg Wisdom Self-deceived fn ." 7 - 

W FJ CAN see likewise how our Lord 'Jesna f'z *- with His message of forgiveness was % z 
the Greek foolishness." The Greeks were phiE ': 
osophers who, under the lead of Plato, Soeraten . 'r 
and others, had developed certain theories re- -3 
specting man, theories which very dosely core 3 
respond to the "evolution" of the present tinu. 

:y: 

They seem to have held to the natural develop -*b 2 
ment of man, and looked forward i'n a philo- 
sophical manner to a future, assuming that tha ' 5  

i intellect of man and his superiority to the low-. -=- 

animals in some manner warranted, yea, gw-  
anteed, the thonght that he could not die; ad3 .g 

- 3 
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that when death apparently set in the man was of these teachings ourselves; we 
really more alive than ever before-that he had them; we can fraternize in 
passed to a spirit world where he likewise would these Christians. Only they aa 
have opportunities for progression or evolution too far  in claiming that their 
according to his obedience to principles of 'Jesus, redeemed them by His 
righteousness. To these philosophers there was them acceptable to Go& If we co 
but nonsense in the story of man's fall; and ofl them to renounce this feature o 
God's sentence upon him as a sinner; and that they would be a very valn 
on this account death reigns in the world; and our numbers; for there is a g 
that the only hope for man is by resurrection philosophy in the teachings of 
from the dead; and that the only hope of a Leader, barring this peculiarity that He taught 
resurrection lay in the redemption accomplished that He gave His life to save them from the 
by Jesus; that it was for this purpose that He penalty of sin. Get this out of His teachings, 
had previously left the glories and honors of a and get out also His declaration that He w o a  
spirit condition with the Father and had become come again and establish a kingdom under the 
a man, that he might pay the penalty which whole heavens, and we Greeks could well unite 
justice held against mankind, by dying the just with these Christians, and might well be proud 
for the unjust. We can readily see that this of them." 
simple story, which based everything upon And so i t  was that the movement which began 
Jesus and which tore their philosophies to five days before our Lord's der~h,  when certain 
shr&ds, would be diEcnlt for the worldly-wise Greeks made a visit to Jesna (John 12: 20), 
Greeks to accept. continued; and for ssveral centuries there was 

The Apostle having marshalled these facts qaite a commingling of the Greeks and of the 
before his readers, declares in the words of our Christians, to such an extent that Grecian phil- 
text that while it is true that our Lord was thus osophy engrafted many of its tenets upon 
rejected by the religions class, the Jews, and by Christian doctrines, so that as  early as the 
the philosophic class, nevertheless to those who third century we find these Grecian philosophies 
believed, who saw in Jesus the fulfilment of the prevalent, and today they may be said to pre- 
divine prophecies and promises, and who had dominate in the Christian church The Chris- 
come into heart relationship with Him through tians of today who are not more or less t i n s  
faith and obedience, and who, believing, are tured with these Grecian philosophies me few 
trusting and waiting for the fulfilment of the and rare. The number who still hold with the 
exceeding great and precious promises-"to you early church to the teachings of Jesus and the 
who thus believe He is precious.' Yon alone apostles as we have already referred to them, 
know, understand and appreciate the value of accepting Him as the coming E n g ,  and accept- 
this Messiah, and yon have this faith because ing His death as the atonement price for our 
you trust neither in your own schemes, theories sins, these are still as they were in our Lord'a 
and philosophies, as  do the Greeks and worldly- day, in comparison to the world a t  large and 
wise, nor in your own self-righteonsncss. in comparison to churchianity a t  large, but a 

'little flock." 
Mang Greeks Attracted 
IT I S  noteworthy here that many Greeks were A Sturnbzing 

attracted to the early Christian church by HE apostles as well as the prophets fre- 
reason of their recognition of the wisdom of T quently referred to the Lord Jesw as "a 
some of our Lord's teachings. His Sermon on stone of stumbling," and all the indications are 
the Mount, for instance, his interpretation of that the vast majority of those who come into 
the law, etc., appealed strongly to the philo- contact with our Lord and His teachings stnm- 
sophicalminds of the Greeks. They said: 'Tiere ble over them. Thus Peter states the matter 
is a great teacher, and here is an intelligent in the context: "Unto yon therefore whi& 

c, 
class of people following his teachings, and by believe he is precious: but unto them which be 
them being separated from the lower tenden- disobedient, . . . a stone of stumbling and a 
cies of their own natures. We can accept some rock of offence, even to them which stumble a t  
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the word, being disobedient: whereunto also separated and marked as 'afferent from 
they were appointed. But ye are a chosen gen- faithful "little flock" who shall inherit the kh 
eration, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a dom. Those who are faithfd in heart will 
peculiar people; that ye should shew forth the guided in respect to their knowledge of 
praises 6f him who hath called you out of dark- Lord, that they may not walk in darkness, 
ness into his marvellous lightJ'-1 Peter 2: 7-9. as the Apostle declares, may be able to ehow 

The statement that those vho stumbled were forth the excellencies of Him who bath called 
@appointed" or predestinated to stmble must them out of darkness into His marvelous light. 
seem a hard saying to those who have mis- The very clear intimation is that only these will 
nnderstood the divine plan, and who suppose be thus guided of the Lord in their nnderstand- 
that all these who stumble over Christ fall into of the truth, and that other5 will, on the 
eternal torment. To consider that God had so contrary, be in darkness 0x1 every subject, and 
arranged His plan that they would thns stumble, will stumble about in uncertainty accordingly. 
and had appointed them to snch a stumbling, We call attention to another scripture which 
would be inconsistent with divine justice as well speaks of this rock of offense, and of those who 
as love. But when we get a right view of the are stumbling over it. The prophet Isaiah says 
matter, all is clear. We see that this call apper- (8: 14) : "He shall be for a sanctuary [a place 
tains to the call of the elect church to be the of safety to a class already described] ; but for 
royal priesthood; that those who are Galled and a stone of stnmbling and for a roek of offence 
who are of the right condition of heart will com- to both the houses of Israel." The context 
pose the elect bride of Christ, and will be His shows that the Lord through the Prophet is 
joint-heirs in the kingdom, and as  a royal speaking particularly of spiritual Israel, living 
priesthood will be the associates of the great in the close of this Gospel age. He describei 
High Priest in His work of the Millennia1 age the present tendency to denominational union, 
in blessing all the families of the earth. We saying that the Lord's faithful people should 
see that those who stumble are in no sense not join in snch confederacies which ignore the 
threatened with an eternity of torture, nor will trnth for an outward apparent union; and that 
many of them even stumble into the second His people should not share in the fears that 
death. Their loss, however, will be a serious are harassing ehnrchianity, fear lest their 
one; for they will lose all the exceeding great denominational lines and numbers bg broken; 
and precious things which God hath in reserva- but should fear the Lord and should sanctify; 
tion for the church. Him in their hearts, not giving His place to 

sectarianism and reverencing it. 
First Attain Character 

T WAS entirely proper that God should pre- * Rock of Offense I destinate that none should be mambers of T I S  to this class that in this harvest time I the glorious bride and joint-heirs unless they the Lord will be a "sanctuary" as the prophet 
in the present life attain a character-likeness David expresses it, describing again our day 
of His dear Son. The Apostle thns expresses and the tr ids that are coming upon al l  who 
the matter clearly in Romans 8: 29, saying, have named the name of Christ. He says: "He 
'Whom he did foreknow, he also did predesti- that dwelleth in the secret place of the most 
nate to be conformed to the image of his Son, High shall abide under the shadow of the Al- 
that he might be the firstborn among many mighty," under divine protection and a r e .  No 
brethren." In  thns predestinating or pre'deter- evil can befall him there, but on the contrary 
mining that none could be associated with he shall be blesse'd. For the others who do not 
Christ in the kingdom except they manifested mnotify the Lord in their hearts, but instead 
a likeness to Him while on trial in the present are reverenmng men and hum- institutione 
Life, the Lord was equally predestinating that and creeds of the dark ages, and who for the 
those who wonld not copy the Lord's charaotsr fear of dismpting these will be d i n g  for and 
in the present life should be rejmtd,  and that striving for organization, d o n ,  oonfedernoy, 
their rejection wonld be in'dimted by their of these the Lord declares that they will stam- 
stumbling into error, bx which they. wonld be ble, and that Christ will be the stumbling-stone 
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over which they will fall and wreck their faith. 
The Lord then called attention to the faot that 
this stumbling of spiritual Israel, a t  the end of 
the Gospel age, is the parallel or antitype of 
the stumbling of fleshly Israel in the end of the 
3ewish age. 'Xe shall be for a stone of stum- 
bling and for a rock of offence to both the 
houses of Israel." 

Some will perhaps say: We see readily enough 
how fleshly Israel stumbled in their harvest 
time, because they rejected Jesus as their 
Savior and "knew not the time of their visita- 
tion," recognized not the opportunities and 
privileges that were theirs. But how shall we 
understand Christendom of today, nominal 
spiritual Israel, to be stumbling over Christ as 
a stone of stumbling and rock of offense? Does 
it not, on the contrary, appear that with Bibles 
in the hands of Christian people everywhere, 
and practically the whole civilized world church 
attendants, does it not seem that it wonld be 
impossible for us to even think of Christendom 
stumbling today, over Christ as a stumbling- 
stone and rock of offense? 

Church's Development 

W E ANSWER: This is the tenor of the 
Scriptural records throughout; for in- 

stance, note again Psalm 91. Note the fact that 
it was from this psalm that Satan quoted to 
our Lord the words : "He shall give his angels 
charge over thee to keep thee in all thy ways. 
They shall bear thee up in their hands, lest 
thou dash thy foot against a stone." Our Lord 
rejected Satan's literal application of this to 
his literal feet; but how clear is the application 
to the symbolical feet of Christ! This figure 
of the body of Christ is a prominent one 
throughout the Scriptures, Christ the Head, 
and the church His body. The church as the 
bride or body of Christ has been in process of 
development for over eighteen centuries. The 
apostles and primitive church may be recog- 
nized as the shoulders, arms and hands, through 
whieh the whole body has been blessed and cared 
for; and the other members of the body repre- 
sent the truly consecrated of the Lord from the 
time of the apostles down to the present time; 
while, if we are correct in understanding that 
we are living in the end or close of the Gospel 
age, and in the dawning of the Millennium, we 
onraelves wonld naturally and properly repre- 

sent the ''feet" members of the body of 
We are to recognize that from the days 
apostles to the present time ther 
nominal body of Christ as well as 
of Christ; and so today there are 
members and true feet membe 
under consideration points us to the feet class 
of the end of this age and assures us that ths 
true feet will not stumble over the stone oP 
stumbling. The intimation is that all egeept 
the true feet members will stumble here. 

The preceding verse shows us the proportion 
of those who will stumble to those who will na* 
stnmblc, saying, "A thousand shall fall at thy 
side, and ten thousand a t  thy right hand; but 
it shall not come nigh thee. . . . Because thou 
hast made the Lord, which is my refuge, even 
the most High, thv habitation." (Psalm 91: 7,9)  
Those who stumme will evidently not have the 
Lord for a sanctuary. As a matter of fact we 
note that a great many today who name the 
name of Christ and are prominent in Christian 
work are more interested in their sect and ib 
prosperity than they are interested in the Lord 
and the great plan which He is outwo~kkg, 
more interested in the members of their & 
and their prosperity (even though these do not 
give evidence of sanctification of spirit) than 
they are interested in the Lord's faithful o m  
outside their own sectarian fences. 

Ministers of God 

T HIS scripture not only intimates the enor- 
mous numbers of churchianity that will fall 

in comparison with the few true members ab 
the Lord's body who will not fall, and intimatea 
over what they will stumble, namely, the stone 
of stumbling, the rock of offense, Christ, but 
additionally it shows that the special power of; 
God will be manifested on behalf of His faithful 
ones to prevent them from stumbling, otherwise 
they would fall with the others. This power d 
God in this symbolical language of the psalm 
is called "His angels," His ministers, to whom 
He is said to give a "charge," a message eon- 
cerning the "feet," by which they shall huH 
them up, protect them from stumbling, e tc  

These ministers are even now at work in the 
world. Since 1875 they have been bearing up 
the feet class, bringing assistance to all thorn 
who are truly the Lord's people. They have a 
message from the Lord, not a new revelati- 
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but an unfolding of the original message given because they received not the love of the 
through the prophets, through our Lord and that they might be saved. And for this 
the apostles. Our Lord Himself is the chiee God shall send them strong delusion, that 
servant or minister in connection with this should believe a lie: that they all might 
helping of the feet, and the apostles also lend condemned who believed not the trnth, 
a hand; for are not all the truths which are now had pleasure in unrighteousness [injustice an 
assisting the Lord's people to stand, the "good untruth]!' 
tidingsJ' through the Lord and the apostles7 This falling away in the close of this age ie 
Our Lord indeed prophesied that in the end of referred to by our Lord in His message to the 
this age He would gird Himself as a servant seven churches. Addressing the last phase 03 
and wme forth and serve the household of the church, Laodicea, representing the living 
faith, the "feet" members of His own '%body." nominal system, the Lord declares that while 
(Luke 12:37) He tells how ho -.ill bring forth it feels rich and wise and great, it knowe riot 
from the storehouse of truth things new and that it is miserable and poor and naked and 
old, sending them to the feet members a t  the blind. I t  lives in the day of His knock, b d  the 
hand of fellow servants, co-laborers with Him. klloclr must be heard individually and responded 
Indeed, each one receives this privilege to break to if the Lord would come in and sup with the 
again and distribute the nourishment that will individual, in {.he -sense of feeding him with 
give strength and ability to stand in what the the heavenly food and giving him strength for 
Apostle calls "this evil day."-Ephesians 6 :  13. the trials and burnings of the day in which we 

are living. The great majority of Laodi 
The Day o f  Trial as is here intimated, will not hear the kn 

E MIGHT mnltiply citations from the will not know the time of their visitation, an W N~~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ t  which point do* to our will be "spewed out'' of the Lord's mo? 
say as a time of special trial and testing, in rejected from being any longer His m e d h  
which (among professed believers) "every communicating His message to the world- 
man's work shall be tried so as by fire," and 3:14-20. 
when it will be necessary to "put on the whole 
armor of God that ye may be able to stand in 
that evil day." The Apostle describes our day 
to Timothy, saying, "Now the Spirit speaketh 
expressly, that in the latter times some shall 
depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing 
spirits and doctrines of devils, through the 
hypocrisy of men who speak lies." I-Ie again 
writes: "This know, also, that in the last days 
perilous times shall come. For men shall be 
lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, 
proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, 
unthankful, unholy, without natural affection, 
truce-breakers, false accusers, incontinent, 
fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors, 
heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more 
than lovers of God; having a form of godliness, 
but denying the power thereof." (2 Timothy 3: 
1-5) When addressing the church a t  Thessalo- 
nica (2 Thessalonians 2 : 10-12), the Apostle 
again describes the serious times that shall 
prevail in the end of the age, referring particu- 
larly to Satan's power now to be manifested 
"with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in 
them that perish [fall away from the truth]; 

Babylon is Falling 

u NDER another figare the Lord calls 
Laodicean church Babylon, mother an 

'daughters, a family name. He pictures her 
(Revelation 18 : 1-8) as a great city -or religi 
system of many wards, and declares of 
present time: "Babylon the great is fallen; is 
fallen. . . . Come out of her, my people, that 
ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye 
receive not of her plagues. . . . Her plagues 
[shall] come in one day, death, and mourni 
and famine; and she shall be utterly 
with fire"-destroyed as a system. We 
ready in the day in which Babylon is 
from divine favor. A little space remain 
which the Lord's true people are to hear 
voice, the "charge" or message which He g ~ v  
to His "angels," His ministers, conce 
feet class, to bear them up, to sustain 
hinder them from stumbling, falling, 
masses shall fall. Our Lord in His 
prophecy of the end of this age again t 
this falling, saying, "There shall arise 
Christs [false systems claiming to be the 
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of Christ, the church], and false prophets, and false teacher, outside the church of Christ 
&all shew great signs and wonders; insomud tirely; the soealled New Thought movemenh 
that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the are false teachers, outside the church of Christ 
very eleat."-Matthew 24 : 24. entirely. These are all outside of the oharch dl 

Our Lord's words just quoted show clearly Christ, because in no sense do they prof-8 * 
where mu& of this trouble will arise. Sects- essence of Christim doctrines. Tme, they dl 
fianism, which has grown in wonderful propor- acknowledge Christ as a great T w h e r ;  a e ~  
tionq has beoome fortitied and is Babylon. The oould not do otherwise, even devils and 
vast majority of those who compose these devilish must acknowledge His teachings to be 
systems are merely nominal Christians of the grand- Bat a belief that Jesus lived and died, 
kind mentioned by the Apostle in the quotation and the belief that He was a good man and a 
dready given. They have a form of godliness, great Teacher, are not the essence of Christian 
but lack the power, the spirit of it ; they love f&th; it goes far beyond all this and specifically 
sectarianism though they love not the truth; acbowledges Him as the Redeemer '"Dy whose 
so that now, when in due time the Lord sends stripes we are healed," who "died for om sim 
'forth the trnth as meat in due season, it becomes accorang to the scriptures; and who ''was 
a test, and distinguishes between the true and raised again for Our justification." 
the imitation, between those who love the trnth 
and those who love popularity and churohianity. fiolutionists not Christians 

F ALSE teachers have also arisen in all the 
Many False Teachers various sects of Chrbtendom. Teachers of 

N D D I T I O N  to these false systems, the "higher critic" school have been poisoning I apparently to some extent outside of them, all the various systems of churchianit~, h t r ~  
will be false teachers. The apostle Peter pays ducing the snares which will stumble all ~ X W P ~  

his compliments to these and locates them in the true feet n~embers of the body of ~ h ~ + &  
the present time in no uncertain terms. He These so-called higher critics, plainly rimed, 
gays: Kb there were f&e prophets among the are infidels who have no belief in ths Bible 88 

people [of Israel], so there s h l l  be [future, in an inspired revelation of the divine purposa 
the end of the &-,spel a*] false teachers among Neither do they reclognize Christ as  a Redeemer. 
yon, who privily shall bring in damnable here- Placing Him on a level with Shakespare, M o ~  
siea, even denying that the Lord bought them, Confucins and Plate, they are pleased to 
and bring upon th-elvcs swift destrng recognize Him because His name is popular in 
tion. And many shall follow their pernidou~ the civilized world. 
ways; by reaaon of whom the trnth &,all be evi l  The poisonous doctrines these men have beem 
spoken of." (2 Peter 2:  1,2) Here again we sending forth through all the students of aU 
have the fahe teauhers, the trnth unpopnlitr, these seminaries and colleges for the past gen- 
and the majority falling into error. ''Many shaU. eration have been affecting Christianity in every 
follow their pernicious ways," few, therefore, quarter, in every denomination; so that today 
will be able to stand, a little flock, not many it is a rare thing to find a minister in any pulpit 
great, not many wise, not many learned, chiefly who fully and frankly will avow his faith in 
the poor af this world, rioh in faith, heirs of 3esus Christ as the Redeemer, and that His 
the kingdom. "A thonaand shall fd at thy Bidg aeath was a sacrifice for the sins of the whole 
ten thousand a t  thy right hand." world, a sacrifice which justice demanded, pro- 

We see these false taachera as  distinctly as vided and accepted as the offset to Adam's 
original transgression, and as the purchase we see the false cfiatr ( f d m  s~stems), chim- p ~ c e  of the 

scouring to it in due tirne a 
ing to be bodies of 'laiming to be the release from the tomb. The occasiond one, wha 
aharah, there is but One churoh will frankly and without equivocation 
(the body sf t* mnsemated that he heartily accepts the death of Jesns as  
belie- nad* the one H e d ) .  Theosophy the ransom price for the world's sin is mually 
finoh a faha tea~har, outside the church of a country minister, not college bred, one who 
.Chrid entirelg; Chriatian Science is each a has not had a seminary course, or one who b 

0 
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read anil to that extent has profited by the everything that 
presentations of Pastor Russell on this subject. their minds in t 

Death the Penalty 
0 SOME it may seem strange that the doc- 0 T trine of the ransom, that Christ was blind 

substitute and paid the penalty of the race by Christ 
His death, which has been held firmly by even 
nominal Christians and in all the creeds, should 
so become a "st-bling-stone." The 
secret lies in the great increase of knowledge 
and & i d a t i o n  of thought in our day. The 
creeds of Christendom which say that Christ 
died to release us from the Adamic penalty are 
thus far  in harmony with the Scriptures, but e 
when they proceed to say that the penalty of Seei 
original sin was eternal torment, and that domy 

Christ redeemed us from eternal torment, they ftumble over Jesus as a r 
are in violent opposition to the Scriptures, 1% Him a Redeemer, 1 
which declare that the penalty for original sin the forewarns us 
was death, and that Christ's death secured for God that we m 
Adam and his race a release from that death this day. Let Us no 
sentence. can put on this armor by merely an i 

Churchianity having in mind the teachings bowledge of the divine plan; let US 

of its creeds, and not having in mind that it is only those wh 
the Scripture teaching, has concluded correctly the love it" that 
that if the penalty upon the race was eternal W" 

torment, and if Christ paid that penalty for the them, that 
race, it would have necessitated His going to peat joy¶ the mess 
eternal torment; and since He did not go to pla 
eternal torment, but to glory, they argue that "stenance, strength and standing in P 
He could not have been the substitute or Re- ent day. 
deemer. The reasoning is sound enough, but Let us hold fast the confidence of 0 

the premises are false. The scriptures do not 
declare that eternal torment is the penalty; 
that theory was invented during the dark ages. a propitiation for 
The Scriptures do declare that the penalty is only, 
death, and that Christ paid that penalty, and Ever 
that the payment of it was the redemption price 
for the life of the world. Here is the secret of as 
the power of the error upon those who have ta 
been error-taught and creed-instructed. 

The effect is not only the repudiation of the Science, theosophy¶ a ~ i r i t i s ~  
ransom, but in due time, as their eyes open the can be tested and settled by 
repudiation also of the eternal torment theory measure, the rans 
as being inconsistent with reason. But still cording to this word, i t  is because there ia 
believing that the teachings of their creeds are light in them!' 
the teachings of the Scriptures, and still having 
in mind certain twists given to certain parables, "My hope ia built on nothing leu 
many are losing faith not only in the ransom Than Jesus' blood and righteousnma; 
but also in the entire Bible. They are making I dare not trust the sweetest frame, 
shipwreck of, their faith, and proportionately: But wholly lean on Jesus' name.'* -3 - .i . .;: 

,. - 
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11 STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" ( ' " W & ~ % P L Y S )  1' 
h With issue Number 60 me began running Judge Hutherford's new book, 

" m e  aarp  of God.: .ah accompanyins suationa. u r i w  the p l a n  of both 
Advanced and Juvenile Eiale Studies whlch have been hitherto published. 

4 

lB8St. Paul plainly tells us that the things 
here done foreshadowed better things to come. 
(Hebrews 10: 1)  God required in the law that 
the Jews should keep this day of atonement and 
offer these sacrifices through the high priest 
once each year. We remember that God had 
promised to Abraham: "In thy seed shall d l  
the families of the earth be blessed." So St. 
Paul says that the law "was added because of 
transgressions, till the seed should come to 
whom the promise was made; and it was or- 
ilained by angels in the hand of a mediator7'; 
and that the law was a schoolmaster to bring 
the people unto Christ. (Galatians 3 : 19,24) In 
other words, Jehovah was teaohing the children 
of Israel concerning the great sin-offering that 
mnst be made on behalf of mankind and He was 
using them to make living pictures; and the 
record of the events concerning them has 
enabled all students of the Bible since to see 
how Jehovah foreshadowed the redemption and 
'deliverance of mankind from the bondage of sin 
and death. To foreshadow means to foretell 
something coming; and this shows how impor- 
tant the great ransom is to mankind, that God 
would take so much time and go into so much 
'detail to teach the people by these pictures. 
Hence this should encourage us to study the 
subject earnestly that we might see, understand, 
and appreciate it. 

Ransom Promised 

and deliverance of the human race. Hence His 
wisdom led Him to a b r a c e  in the effects of 
this death sentence all of the human family, dl 
of the offspring of Adam, so that in due time 
He might redeem them all through the sacrifice 
of one. (Galatians 3: 22) The sentence against 
Adam and the resulting effeots upon all of his 
offspring mnst stand. An earthly court may 
reverse its judgment because imperfect; but 
God cannot reverse His, because it is perfect, 
and IIe cannot deny Himself. He oould make 
provision, however, for another man exactly 
equivalent to Adam to go into death volun- 
tarily; and by thus dying his life could be given 
as a corresponding price for Adam and his off- 
spring, that Adam and his offspring might be 
released from death and given a trial for life. 
The Scriptures definitely show that it was 
God's purpose and intention from the begin- 
ning to make just such a provision. He made a 
specific promise to this effect when He said: 
"I will ransom them from the power of the 
grave; I will redeem them from death : 0 death, 
I will be thy plagues; 0 grave, I will be thy 
destruction!' (Hosea 13 : 14) This pro~pise of 
Jehovah to ransom the human race must be 
carried out; for God is unchangeable. Having 
made the promise, He will perform it.-Mdaahi 
3: G ;  James 1: 17. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 
was sentenced to death, and he now often were these services performed? 1195. 

went into death after nine hundred and 
Why, then, vas the law covenant 1195. thirty years, justice was satisfied. The law de- 
What was the purpose of having the Israelites to go manded the 'lfe of a perfect human being' It 

through these ceremonies once each year? 1195. had received it when Adam died. Between the 
mat ad the demand relative to and time of Adam's sentence and the time of his 

how was justice satisfied? 11 196. 
'death he begat many that were born 

The fact that Adam>s children were born after he 
into the earth- These being born imperfect had wa8 8cnhnccd to death, whet efIwt did that have upon 
no right to life ; hence the living of the children 196. 
was permission of Jehovah, and every my did God the sentence upon Adm to ham 
one who died, died bemuse of imperfection vjtal effect upon all of Adam,s ,, 197, 
reanlting from the sin of father Adam. Did Jehovah promise to ransom man? If so, give tha 

lg7The Scriptures clearly show that God Scriptural proof. 1197. 
planned long in advance for the redemption Must this promise be carried out? 1[197. 
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Today's Perplexities Foretold 

prophets said would exist as today's life. 

5 19 B.C. Unemployment was spolten of as one of the causes of 
the unrest of today.-Zechariah 8: 10. 

33 A.D. Jesus b l d  the Gsciples what the World War nould 
precede.-Matthew 2-4: 7. 

8 628 B C Jeremiah foretold from what lands the Jews xoldd . . 
return to Jerusalem.Jeremiah 1 6  : 14,16. 

630 B.C. A clergy, di~tracted and incompetent to comfort the 
people, was foreseen, medaing in poiitics and eveq 
othcr matter except religion.-Jeremiah 23 : 1-4. 

33 A.D. Revolutions were foretold as the sequel to the World 
War, with predictions of anarchy to follow. And you . 

. can see it coming, too. 

'And since Jehovah foresaw these causes of today's unrest, He also tells us 
in the Bible what provisions He has made f o r  man's future. 

The Bible tells what is  the culmination of these problcms and the manner I 
of bringing order out of today's chaos. 

The HARP BIBLE STUDY Course will aid you in understanding the Bible's 
solution-the 'only solution. 

The I'Iarrp BIBLE STUDY ,Course, with testbook, reading assignments, and 
self-quiz cards mailed wcclrly, 48c complete. 

"A sixiy minute readiag Sunduys." 
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Inpzni lT~onu BIBLE S T C D E ~ T ~  ABBOCIATIO~ 
Brooklyn, New York 

Qmtlemm: 
Finroll for the IIaap F31~r.m STUDY Course, for which I enclose 48c, payment In full, 
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A Glin~pse at the Current News 
EADERS of THE GOLDEX AGI".~~ aware R that r e  do not follo~v the practice, com- 

mon with many periodicals, of glancing super- 
ficially a t  the news of thc day, but prefer to 
take up  a subject a t  a time and give i t  more 
tinorough study. IJowever, in this issue we dc- 
part from our usual custom and notice briefly 
the items which pass through our hands in one 
day. 

Samuel Gompers, president of the American 
Federation of Labor, has an article in the 
U7tited Mine Workers Journal reporting that 
Charles Garland of Boston, a young million- 
aire, has set aside $800,000, which is being used 
to acquaint the mine workers of America with 
the policies and principles of Soviet Russia. 
Mr. Gompers is believed by many to be in the 
employ of big business or, a t  any rate, working 
in their interest. If this be true, his alarm a t  
the spread of Soviet doctrines among the mine 
worl<ers is easy to understand. 

From Cleveland, Ohio, comes the news that a revard of $5,000 will be paid by the sixteen 
standard railway labor organizations for infor- 
mation respecting the lynching of a railway 
shopman at IIarrison, Arkansas, last January. 
The statement shows that there is no govern- 
ment in liarrison. Men are  assaulted, flogged, 
and driven from home for expressing sympathy 
for organized labor. Two former employ6s of 
the same railway system, innocent of any crime, 
were imprisoned a t  the command of the mob. 
The murdered man, E. C. Gregor, was accused 
of burning a trestle which union labor men be- 
lieve was burned as  the result of a defective 
engine's dropping live coals upon it. Gregor 
was not in the city a t  tho time the bridge burned. 

%- 
Prosperity and tfhe Negro -- IIE United States is having a season of T great prosperity. TATa~es are rising: thrro 
is a labor shortage. Wisconsin is proposing an  

unemployment insurance, all employers to be 
affected by the Bill except the government and 
those employing fewer than six persons. On 
the fourth dny of his forced unemployment the 
worker begins to receive from the insurance 
fund one dollar a day. The worker must have 
worked six months in  the state, and must show 
that he is unable to obtain employment. This 
is  a good time to plan what to do for the work- 
ers in times of unemployment. The prospects 
are there will be plenty of unemployment 8ix 
months hence. 

The Negroes are again on the march. The 
shortage of labor is again pulling them from 
the Sonth towards the North. It i s  claimed 
that 32,000 Negro farm-hands in Georgia moved 
north during the past twelve months. It in 
known that 5,000 Negro laborers in North Caro- 
lina went north recently in one week, resulting 
in the shutting down of some fifty highway con. 
strnction projects. 

Thirty-four Negroes have been.bnrned alive 
in the United States since the armistice. The 
Amerioan Committee for the Art School at 
Fontainebleau, Prance, refused a scholarship 
to a talented Negro girl ,Augusta Savage, solely ' 

because of her color. One of the members of 
the Committee is a Spanish Jew. 

Aa the wages of the worlrers rise, the cost oB 
living rises. The average weekly earnings od 
New Pork factory workers were in Febrnary 
seven percent above a year ago, while whole- 
sale prices are eleven percent above. 

Judge Gary, the head of the Steel Trust that 
bnt a little Tvhile ago was inciting riots and 
producing anarchy in western Pennsylvania 
bc.cause worlunen of the Steel Trust wante 
better living conditions, continues to clamo 
loudly that there is a shortage of common 1 
in the United States. Let the Steel Trust 
vide suitable wages and proper working honm 
and worlring conditions to its employ6s, and it 



will have all the employ& that it will bc to the 
good of the c o ~ t r y  for the Trust to have. 

Mining Items 

T FN thousand carloads of powder a year! 
(Not face powder, but explosives.) That is 

what we use in the United States. This wonld 
allow 43,177 pounds to each car, which is all the 
powder that any car ought to carry. It would 
make a train eighty miles long. Pennsylvania 
is in  the lead, consuming over ten percent of 
all the explosives used in the United States. 
The other mining states follow in the order of 
their importance, West Virginia, Alabama, 
Illinois, etc. 

American users of soft coal were chargcd 
from one hundred to two hundred percent more 
for  their coal in April, 1923, than was charged 
them for  the same kind of coal in April, 1922, 
although in the meantime there was no increase 
in the wages of the coal miners, no increase in 
freight rates, and no valid excuse for the in- 
creased charges. 

The anthracite coal production jogs along a t  
about 230,000 tons for each working day. This 
is 5,000 cars, with 100,000 pounds on each car, 
and makes a trainload thirty miles long every 
day that the mines work. I n  a hundred days 
this wonld make a solid trainload of coal all the 
way from New York to San Francisco. A11 this 
coal comes out of one little section of Pennsyl- 
vania, and it is no wonder that thc people in 
that section are  greatly interested i n  seeing that 
their homes are  protected from mine caves. 

The United Mine Worlrcrs of America claim 
that it was their five months' strike in the 
bituminous region, and longer in the anthracite 
region, that put a stop to the wage-cutting 
spasm of a year ago. Their 600,000 men refused 
to work nntil they had a new contract a t  the 
old wage scale. 

I n  the manufacture of cement the rock is 
ground nntil it is  so fine that ~eventy-eight per- 
cent of it will pass through a sieve made of 
bronze wire which contains 40,000 holes to the 
square inch, and will hold water. I t  is wlcn- - lated that the ordinary cement particlcs are so 
small that 6,000,000 of them are  required to 

'cover one square inch. 

Sugar Thieves and Other Thieves 
war thieves have made another haul. THE The "a only remedy, which the Harding admin- 

istration seems able to suggest is the illegal, 
inconvenient boycotting of sugar by those who 
need to use it for canning purposes. Does it 
not seem strange that the government can be 
all-powerful when it  comes to dealing with labor 
unions, and utterly helpless when it comes to 
dealing with the piratical New York bankers 
who engineered lhis latest stealt 

People are chafing under the high cost ob 
transportation. They would like to have re- 
stored to them the sleeping-car fares which 
were in use before the war and which in all 
conscienoe were then, and would be now, high 
enough. Indeed, the Pullman Company receives 
no advantage, the surcharge of fifty percent 
going to the railroads. The railroads, seeking 
to retain their ill-gotten advantage, a re  whining 
about the extra weight of the Pullman cam, 
which they claim carry only twenty-eight pas- 
sengers a s  against sixty in an ordinary day 
coach. The other night we counted sixteen 
upper and sixteen lower berths in a car. The 
Pullman Company advertises that two persons 
can sleep comfortably in each of these thirty- 
two berths. Will not some statistician figure 
out for us how thirty-two berths, with two in  a 
berth, makes a total capacity of twenty-eight? 

Also, of late years the railroad companiea 
have hit on a great scheme for increasing their 
revenue. They not only have raised the passen- 
ger fares from two cents a mile to the present 
high level, but have extra-fare trains between 
certain points. One road between Chicago and 
New Pork has so many "extra-fare" trains that 
it is  dimcult to find passage at regular fare. 
The extra fares are  over and above the Pull- 
man charges. 

Secretary of Commerce Hoover has just made 
a speech carrying a cheerful tone regarding the 
business outlook, although he urges caution and 
warns against inflation. It was the last pre 
vious speech of Mr. Hooveis that brought on 
the five hundred million dollar sugar squewe, 
and we were in hopes that he would hereafter 
keep still; but perhaps that is  expecting too 
much. 

Sensible Legislation and Procedure 

S ENATOR ATWOOD of C O ~ U ~ ~ U S ,  Ohio, hsa 
presented to the Legislature a bill pm- 

viding a jail term and heavy fines for second 
offense violators of the Weights and Measurea 
lam. To back up his bill he cited several p a  
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sages of Scripture, as  follows: 'Te  shall do no 
unrighteousness in  judgment, . . . in weight or 
in nleasure." (Leviticus 19 : 35) "Thou shalt not 
hare in thy bag divers weights, a great and a 
smpll." (Deuteronomy 25: 13) "A false balance 
is aboniination to the Lord; but a just weight 
is  his delight." (Proverbs 11 : 1)  "A just weight 
and balance are the Lord's!' (Proverbs 16: 11) 
"Are there yet the treasures of wickedness in 
the house of the wicked, and the scant measure 
that is abominable 7" (Micah 6 : 10) Mr. At- 
wood's bill was a sensible piece of legislation 
and he went a t  it in  a sensible way. Not a vote 
was registered against his bill. 

There are signs of returning sanity in the 
Legislature of New Yorlc State, where some of 
the vicious laws passed during the period of 
war mania have been repealed. One law wam 
repealed, however, which ought not to have 
been repealed. New Pork State has now no law 
for enforcing the Constitutional provisions 
against the sale of intoxicating liquors. To 
have the highest law-making body of a country 
pass a law and then to make no provision for 
carrying out that law is anarchy. 

In  Houston, Texas, a grand jury haa had the 
courage and the honesty to return twenty-six 
indictinents against men engaged in terrorizing 
a community for two years by floggings and 
other acts of cmelty. 

For  the first time in more than three hundred 
years the Indians of hlaryland, Delaware, and 
Virginia have come together in an inter-tribal 
conference. Although there are only about two 
thousand Indians affected by this move, yet the 
plans contemplate an inter-tribal alliance of all 
the Indians of the North American continent. 
Such an alliance would have influence with the 
powers-that-be, and vi-ould be able to make itself 
heard in mattcrs affecting the interests of the 
native American. 

Anarchistic Government Employee 

A \;ITOhLrlN in Oklahorna has presented to 
the Governor of that state forty-six signed 

statctlnents showing that in the State Reforma- 
tory at Paul's Valley boys have been whipped 
by drunken guards until the flesh loolted as if 
it were burrled or blistered with a hot iron, that 
one lad of sixtecn rommittpd suicide because of 
the terrible condition existing i l l  t l ~ c  institii'ion, 
that one boy suffered a broken e a r - d ~ u u  l'ul- 

lowing a blow over the head, that as  many as 
from a hundred to a hundred and fifty lashe% 
were administered to one boy, yet none were 
excused from work the next day. One boyswho 
had been at  the Reformatory eightwn montha 
stated that he had seen eggs but once. 

The Nation contains an  interesting s tow 0.8 
a laundry solicitor of Scotch-Irish descent ar- 
rested in Washington, D. c., for  attending a 
meeting of "Radicals" and for being a "Red" 
He said: 

"Let me tell you about some of the 'red' literature 
which was 'seized': Two copies of the h'&h (O'Decl 
ran around with them crying, 'See the ldnd of Btufl 
these damned reds are handing out!'), a copy of 
Russia, a ticket for 'Russia Through the Shadows' 
(an animated picture passed by the National Board of 
Motion Picture Review), and a book on the Bahai rev* 
Iation. I asked O'Dea why he had not brought my Bible 
along also. On the third morning of my imprisonment 
I was brought before an audience of men, and placed 
upon a platform in the District Building. One of them 
told me to explain how I became radical. I told them: 
'Through studying the life of Jesus, the Harvard clas- 
sics, and the oratiom and writings of the founders of 
this republic.' I was questioned night and day by polim 
men whose questions I answered because I thought I 
hnd to. These answers were exaggerated, twisted, and 
distorted day by day in the newspapers." 

IVc call attention to this matter because it 
strikes us that Mr. O'Dea is probably a Roman 
Catholic owning first allegiance to a foreign 
monarch, the Pope, and obviously, for other 
reasons, not a good American citizen. We call 
attention to this also because the United States 
Co~lstitution guarantees freedom of publio as- 
senibly and freedom of speech. 

Fro111 these acts of anarchy on the part  of a 
Government official it is  a pleasure to turn to 
evidence that the Department of Justice is a t  
last actually doing something for  the people. 
The Government has won a suit against the 
Sanitary PottersJ Association and sent eight ofi 
the ringleaders to jail. These men had com- 
bined so as to control eighty-two percent of al l  
bathroom fixtures except tubs, and were (it is 
estimatcd) two-hundred-percent-profit Ameri- 
cans. Thus they were adding to the difficulties 
of the housing question. They well deserve 
what they got, and the Department of Justice 
should give its attention increasingly to these 
and sirnilar real enemies of this country. 

Tlic courts s r c~n  hcnt 011 breaking the work- 
ers of the countrj-. Case after case piles ug ' 
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showing injustices toward the workers. It is a 
bad thin,.; to have the working people of the 
country convinced by decision after decision 
that they cannot expect a square dcal from thc 
courts. How it comes that the courts are blind 
to t$e fact that they are ruining the country by 
not giving a square deal to the workers in their 
'decisions is beyond us. 

Aviation and the Next War 
T H E  n-st war will be fought in the air with 

gas ~ n d  microbe bombs as  the weapons; 
and the claim i s  made that Germany, in spite 
of all  restriction^, has now an air  reserve s e e  
ond only to that of France, with America third. 
Nearly every country in the world is building 
up air  fleets. The nest war -will aim to kill all 
classes, men, women, children, and at  any dis- 
tance from the front. When an airplane can fly 
from New York to San Diego in one continuous 
flight of twenty-seven hours and bombers can 
hit a mark one time out of five, it may be settled 
that the day of the battleship is past. The 
United States Government is now planning a 
flight around the world as one of the next 
achievements of the army air-service. 

An American military aviator has flown 243 
miles an hour. Today many airplanes can aver- 
age 200 miles an hour. The French air strength 
at present consists of 5,000 machines-eight 
times that of Great Britain. The output of 
French machines is a t  a rate of eleven times 
the output of American airplane industries. 

Germany is building up its airplane service, 
and therefore the number of airplanes avail- 
able for military purposes, by carrying passen- 
gers and freight for  less than two cents per 
mile. The American rate i s  seventy-cents per 
mile. 

Among the horrors of the new war when it 
comes will be the cannon now perfected by the 
French, that will enable them to bombard Lon- 
'don from cannons located on the shores of 
France. 

Senator Borah is pressing for a declaration 
outlawing war, and has as one of his supporters 
a s  great and e s c  a man a s  Elihu Root. If a 
law like this could be passed it would put the 
true patriots of the country into the saddle, 
where they belong, instead of putting the power 
into the hands of those who are  working against 
the icterests of everybody, themselves included. 

That Great Britain still bclieves in  warsh ip  
seems apparent from the fact that she is ju& 
about bullding a $55,000,000 naval base at Sin- 
gapore. Thc explanation offered for this is  that 
Grcat Britain may continue to have command 
of all the seas. This, i t  will be remembered, 
was supposed to be done away with as a result 
of the Washington Conference. 

It is well understood throughout Europe that 
the Standard Oil Company is back of the grant 
niadc by the Turltisll Government to Admiral 
Chester, giving him the right to reconstruct 
Turkish ports, build railways, and develop 
mineral and oil lands. It is well known that it 
is this oil question which has caused the con- 
f erence a t  Lausanne to be prolonged all Winter 
and Spring. hleantime, the delay in  settling 
the questions a t  issue between Turkey and 
Greecc caused an infinite amount of suffering to 
the Grccli fugitives from Smyrna, and gener- 
ally speaking, to the Greek inhabitants of Tur- 
lrey and to tlre Turkish inhabitants of Greece. 

Peace on Earth and Reparations 

T II1C Los Ar~geles  Examiner tells us (and n-e 
believe it tells the truth) that the single 

great State of Texas, if it were properly 
drained, irrigated, plowed, fertilized, and inten- 
sively cultivat~d, could feed the entire popula- 
tion of the earth as  i t  is today. Another paper 
draws attention to the fact that there i s  SUE- 
cient room on Staten Island (one of the five 
boroughs of the City of New York) to provide 
standing room for all the peopIe in the world. 

An impression has been widely spread that 
the Germans have paid practically nothing in 
reparations. The facts are that in the years 
1918-1922 the Germans paid 42,780,000,000 gold 
marlis. A gold marl< is worth $.2375. The total 
m o u n t  in our money i s  $10,269,000,000. This 
is  a German statement, and includes all pay- 
ments to Dece~nbcr 31,1922, as  well a s  all p r o p  
erty seized by the Allies or turned over to them. 
It i s  obvious that the more there i s  seized oE 
Germany's working capital in the way of p r o p  
erty, the less Germany can pay hereafter. 

Referring to the French refusal to accept 
Germany's offer of $7,500,000,000 cash or any 
sum above that amount which an international 
commission might agree that she could and 
ought to pay, The Nation says: 

"What the French are after today is an economic and 



militraristic despotism in Europe, and they propose to 
be the despots. They do not care a whit for the s d c r -  
inga they are inflicting by this policy upon Switzerlaod 
and Holland and Sweden and Norway and other inno- 
cent byetaadera. They earc not a t  all that their keeping 
all l?urope in turnloil is endangering the safety and 
stability and the prosperity of every other nation in 
Europe. Aa Sir Yhilip Gibbs says, they 'intend to 
mash  Germany, and if wc smash Europe in the process 
no much the worse' for Burope. They are perfectly 
willing to continue to s t a l ~ e  rvornen m d  children and 
to earn if  need be the title of baby-killers, r>-hich a few 
years ago they bestovicil with horror on the Germans. 
They are going right ahead, coiiscious that rrith thcir 
cnonnous army and unmatched air fleet they can impose 
thcir will upon England or anybody else. Talk about 
the German threat of worlcl domination1 If it ever 
existe; "atside of Allied propaganda, it was small com- 
pared to the menace of domination of Europe by France 
today. For Americans the humiliating thing about it 
all is not only that innocent dniericm boys gave their 
livcs to the number of 100,000 to produce this e t i t e  of 
affairs, but that in the White House and State Dcpart- 
meilt there is no leadership, moral or political, no one 
to call a conference to put an end to a situation which 
everybody must adrr~it, whether he sui~ports the French, 
the Euglish, or the German position, menaces the fouu- 
dations of civilization in Europe." 

Pope, League, and Jew 

T HE Pope has refused to make a statement 
01 what he and King George of England 

talked al~out when the latter monarch waitcd 
upon him on May 9. The Popo is planning to 
call a church council in 1925, and the Catholic 
press is claiming that the world-wide kingdom 
of Clirist with the Pope as His earthly repre- 
sentative will be estabLished in that year. This 
is a retreat from their former position, xvhercin 
they claimed for centuries that the Pope al- 
ready ruled thus. 

The Lcague of Nations i s  still a vital ques- 
tion in  England. The president of the Board 
of Education, spcnking recently a t  Leicester, 
England, made the statement that "the policy 
of the League is the policy of the British Em- 
pire." Tllroughout Britain the word is going 
forth in leaflets distributed fa r  and wide that 

C "the failure of the League means the uprooting 
of civilization and the utter destruction of 
humanity. The next war will be inconc~ivablg 
more hideous and terrible that the last. Man- 
kind, unable to endure the agony of horror, 
will turn to anarchy. The world will be devas- 
tated from end to end." 

The 'Jews continue to make progress in Pal- 
estine. A local rabbi has referred to the recent 
visit of Dr. Chaim Weizmann in these words: 

"The romance of twenty centuries, the rehabilitation 
of Palestine as a homelmd for the oppressed, Beems now 
to approach realization. Millions of dollars have alrehdy 
been  pent and many more millions w i l l  be devoted to 
reanimating the old home of the Jew and making it 
again a e r n t ~ r  whence shall go forth inspiration to the 
Jens of all tlic world, help and guidance in the aolution 
of the world's problems." 

Britain, Russia, America 

T 1114: British Government seems to have more 
trouble in bluffing the Russian Government 

than any other government on which this fre- 
quent recourse of British statesmanship has 
been tried. Just  as  Britain is about to deter- 
mine what i t  will do to Russia for failure to 
obey its orders, one of the ltussian officials 
dashcs two thousand miles by airplane from 
hlosco~v to London and sits in the gallery of 
the House of Commons so that he can hear the 
d~bate .  On the same day Trotzky, the military 
leader of the Russians, w-110 has defeated all the 
armies which Mr. Churchill and other British 
statesnlcn have wholly or partly financed and 
sent against hirn, announces that he is ready 
for ar ; and the Russian people, angered by the 
murder of one of their stalesmen at the Lau- 
sanne Conference, are eager to enter the fray. 

England has other worries. The Labor mem- 
bers in the House of Commons have horrified 
the old-timers by singing a revolutionary song 
called "The Red Flag" on the floor of the House. 

Despite the unprecedented prosperity of the 
United States in  the past few months and its 
tremendous accumulation of wealth, London 
has regained its position as principal clearing 
house for international financial transactions. 
I t s  interest rates are more stable and lower 
than in New York. It is the great investment 
center of the world, as New York is the great 
speculative center. 

The Pan-American Conference in Santiago, 
Chile, is pronounced a complete failure. The 
conference was unable to bring about any agree- 
ment for the reduction of armaments and was 
unable to convince Uncle Sam of the folly of 
pursuing an imperialistic policy in the Ca r ib  
bean Sea and Central America. It seems quite 
clear that there will be no official Western Hem- 
isphere League of Nations. 



Stimulants, Vivisection, Relfgion 

T EA, coffee, and tobacco are nscd in enor- 
mous quantities; and some one of these is 

used by almost everybody. Tea contains tannin, 
whieh dries up the tissues and shrivels the face. 
It produces walrefulness, irritability, and neu- 
ralgia. Coffee retards digestion, e a ~ ~ s c s  sclero- 
sis of the liver and degeneracy of the kidneys, 
having an effect similar to that produced by 
small doses of opium. 

Inasmuch, however, as  people persist in using 
coffee, many may wish to know how to take out 
coffee stains, especially from delicate materials. 
This can be done by brushing the spot with 
pure glycerine, rinsing in luttewarm wntcr, and 
pressing on the wrong side. 

Tobacco was abandoned as a drug because 
so many deaths resulted from its use, even 
when applied externally. Nicotine dulls the 
nerve centers and injurioi~sly nrrccts every 
tissue, fluid, and organ of the body. I t  causes 
the loss of the delicate, bluish-white transln- 
cency of the tissue of the eyes, and sometimes 
causes blindness. A small part  of the stain of 
tobacco smolre placed on the tongue of a cat 
causes the death of the cat in a few moments. 

The curse of vivisection still goes on. Doctor 
Doyen of Rheims, still living, after removing 

from a patient a cancer of the breast, grafted 
a portion of the cancer upon the other breast, 
a t  that time perfectly healthy. I n  a few months 
the operation was a success ; cancer developed 
in the second breast. I n  experimenting upon 
the infants under his care, Dr. A. H. W e n t  
worth, Senior Assistant Physician to the In- 
fants' I-Iospital, Boston, Massachusetts, pun* 
tured the spinal canals of twenty-nine children, 
five years and less of age. Some of them were 
punctured four times. Of these twenty-nine 
children fourteen died on the day of the punc- 
ture, and all but two within a very few days. 
After forty-five punctures, he admitted that the 
cxpcrimcnts had no value. At the Good Saniari- 
tan Hospital in Cincinnati, Dr. Roberts Bartho- 
low drove red-hot needles an inch and a half 
into the brain of a feeble-minded girl, Mary 
Rafferty. The experiment was not a success, 
as the poor girl died shortly in the greatest 
agony. 

The Bible is to be rewritten. So it has been 
decided by the Revercnd Stuart L. Tyson, Hon- 
orary Vicar of the Cathedral of St. John the 
Divine. With several other "eminent" Episco- 
palians, the first steps were taken a t  the home 
of J. P. Morgan. It strikes us that this was a 
very appropriate place for such a meeting to 
be held. 

Lawyers Back Big Business 

4 in a while there is an honest lawyer, ONCE but not twice. The business of pleading 
the cause of the oppressed is one of the noblest 
in the world, but i t  requires courage, i t  requires 
honesty, i t  requires self-sacrifice; for the in- 
duccments of the profession are all in the oppo- 
site direction. Abraham Lincoln would never 
take a case unless he had first assured himself 
of the justice of his position; and then no 
matter how poor the client, he put all his great 
ability and his great heart into the case. 

At a real risk to itself THE GOLDEN AGF: on 
'September 13, 1922, published the thrilling 
story of Isaac Herman Schwartz respecting 
the virtual homicide of Ned Thompson in the 
leased-convict lumber camp of the $800,000 
Putnam Lumber Company of Ean Claire, Wis- 

consin, and Jacksonville, Florida. The story . 
gave the details of the flogging of Schwartz -- 
almost to death, when he was so ill that he was 
unable to stand. Funds to pay for his release 
from the terrible penalty imposed for stealing . 
3 ridc on a freight train came just in time to 
save his life. 

A pretty howdy-do was created by the publi- 
cation of that article. I t  helped to bring to light 
the murder by flogging of yonng Martin Tabert 
of North Dakota in the same camp, with d l  the 
nice details of how the flogging boss, Captain 
IIigginbotham, put his foot on the yonng man's 
neck to keep him from writhing, while the boss 
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finished the job of beating him with an eighh J 
pound strap because Tabert was too sick to 
work a t  top speed ten hours a day standing in 



water over his shoe-tops. It was a fine example 
of n~odern business efficiency-an $800,000 ex- 

I 
ample. 

The oficers of the Putnam Lumber Company, 
and the stockholders, are probably nice people, 
church members, anxious to uphold our civi- 
lization, and to keep it from getting into the 
terrible condition of things in some of the 
European countries. The fiogging boss is one 
of the means by which they hopc, indirrctly, to 
keep the 'clcingdom of God" intact. Boys should 
not steal rides on freight trains; if they do, 
inasnruch as  a perfectly good "hell" awaits them 
hereafter for not being officers or stoclcholders 
i'n some one of the great corporations which 
furnish stability to our civilization, i t  is  the 
duty of such corporation, through its lawyers, 
to arrange that such boys shall have a taste of 
hell in advance, and incidentally keep some of 
the officers and stockhold~rs comfortably seated 
in their soft seats. So the convict-leasing sys- 
tem was worlrcd out by lawyers in the long ago 
and would be going in good shape yet, were it 
not for such offensive publications as THE 
Gor,r)~iv AGE. 

The publication of the Sell\\-artz article got 
us into hot water. Oh, yes! But \r.hen you have 
had your feet in hot water for a suflicient length 
of time, you can put in a little more hot watcr 
and rather enjoy it. One of our subscribers, a 
most estimable gentl~man, who was so offended 
that he really wanted to get us into trouble for 
publisl~ing it, sent a rnarltcd copy to the gov- 
ernor of Florida, and only regretted that he did 
not have other copies which, so he intimated, 
he would have cnjoyed placing where they 
might have done us the most harm. 

Rut the trouble was that the Schwartz article 
told the truth; and by the timc i t  got into the 
governor's hands hc was in hot water himself 
with the governor of North Dnltot:~ and a dele- 
gation of Eorth Dakota lawyers (honest ones) 
and judgcs who visited the state and began an 
aqitation against the $800,000 rfficicllcy system 
that had hitherto worked so well. Now the flog- 
ging boss has been inclictccl for murder, and 
the l a m p ~ r  of the Patnnm Lumlwr Company 
has the dirty job of trying to save his nccir and 
to maim things loolr as  well as poss~blc for the 
oficers and stocl.:lloldrrs of the Putnam Lumber 
Company. 

Already suggestions are  bcginning to appear 

in the papers that, after all, the Lumber Camp 
was a pretty good home, that Captain Higgin- 
botham was only joking when he whipped these 
boys to death; that he lightly hit them only a 
few taps anyway (though some of the witnesses ' 

said not less than 125) ; and that the murdered 
boys, instead of being buried in the water, were 
givcn "Christian" burial in  a real nice private 
cemetery which the Putnam Lumber Company 
keeps on its premises for all patients who die by 
accident or otherwise while at their sanitarium. 

The despatches indicate that some of these 
wholcsome suggestions emanate from the law- 
yer of the Putnam Lumber Company. Probably 
he is a college graduate. Very likely he has had 
a post-graduate course in law. Undoubtedly he 
is a church member. Without question he ie 
anxious to uphold our Twentieth Century Sniv- 
elization, and without the least shadow of a 
doubt he docs already have a poor opinion oil 
THE GOLDEN AGE and will have a worse one 
when he reads this little skit. Woe w t o  you 
lawyersl-Luke 11 : 46. 

On April 20th, with but one dissenting vote, 
the Florida T~egislature put an end to the leas- 
ing of convicts to the lumber companies of that 
state, which means that no more men are to be 
flogged to death in the prison camps of that 
commonwealth. The State Senate d s o  took 
another matter in hand: It ousted J. R. Jones 
from the office of sheriff of Leon county. Jones 
was charged with securing "$20 a head" from 
the Putnam Lumber Company for  every wn- 
victed prisoner he turned over to their lumber - 

-P. 
In  the trial of Sheriff Jones the camp physi- 

cian, Dr. T. C. Jones, testilied before the special 
legislative committee that Tabert, the North 
Dakota boy, died from other causes and that he 
was unaware of any condition prevailing in  the 
camp that would justify prisoners complaining. 
The Legislative committee recommended in ite 
report that the State Board of Medical Exam- 
iners investigate Dr. Jones "to the end that the 
medical profession be purged of a seemingly 
unworthy m~mbcr." Rcpresentative Kennerly 
of the committee said that the lumber company 
and its officials made a display of armed force 
to frighten a. Negro ex-convict who offered to 
show the investigators the spot in the pine 
swamp where Tabert died and where other 
convicts had buried the body. 



A Erid History of Trade-Unaionism BY George "9. Dzcnlz (Canada) 

NE: of the most characteristic features of was starting, from 1781 onwards, a t  the time 0 modern industrialism has been the growth whnn legislators r e r e  passill laws in England 
of various organizations for the promotion and to iriiprison those pioneers oi  the inalienable 
protection of wage earners. KO one can galnsay rig!lts of all to live and have their share in  the 
the fakt of the rise of trade-unionism; for  i t  good things which they ]lave helped to produrn, 
is wrilten on the pages of history over a period Elrenezer Elliott wrote these lines: 
of 140 years. Whlle in its earliest stagvs the 
movement was hardly discernible except to "When wilt 'l'hou save the people? 
those most nearly interested, yet it was not 0 God of IIercy, when? 
long before its influence was fclt. Not k:ilgs and lords, but nations; 

T l ~ e  great opponent of labor has always been Not thrones and crowas, but men. 

capital. These two giant forces, which are  so "Flo~i 1.r~ of Thy head, 0 God, are they: 
dependent on each other, have never in history Let tlie~il not pass, like weeds, away- 
f omcd  an alliance. Nany efforts have been Their licritage a sunless day. 
made to find a solution and bring about a God save the people 1" 
peaceful state, but they can no more mingle 
than oil and water. Both sides are working for History does not state whether he was im- 
one selfish end, and that: prisoncd on a charge of sedition; but as  we find 

his poem in church hqmmals, maybe he had 
"The good old rule, some pull with the ecclesiastical powers of his 
The aimple plan, time. l iad the poet been living but a few years 
That they fihall get latcr, when the time had come for the light to 
IVho have the power shin? and for nlen to get an understanding 08 
And they shall keep 
Rho  can." 

God's wonderful plan of salvation, his h a r t  
would have been gladdened by such promises 

capital has always had the best of as  that of Zechariah 8: 8, in which through the 
it, for  "money is the sinew of war"; and as  Prophet Jehovah declares: "They shall be my 

capital is part of wealth %.hich is devoted people, and I will be their God"; for in  the 
to obtaining further wealth," and as  it does not *ge man need say to his 
matter how wealth is piled up or who suffers in neighbor: thou Ihe Lord." 
the struggle the capitalist gets the 
profit, it is no wonder that the worker always Obstacles Toilers Have Met 
had the worse end of the fight. But against OlTnITIOSS of labor at the beginning of 
all obstacles he has made progress. Concessions C the nineteenth century were indeed bad. I n  
have been made gmdgingly-by the powers in the year 1780 we have record that the book- 
control; the worker has had to battle =ainst binrlers of 1,01ldon, England, were working 
many influences-ecclesiastical, financial, and fourtt~en hours daily, and were evidently the 
political. The ones to whom he has naturally first to form themselves into a society or guild 
looked for  help, the preachers and teachers of with the endeavor to better their working con- 
the church systems, have always sidestepped the ditions. I n  1786 we find that their hours were 
issue, and at  the bidding of the financial and reduced to thirteen daily, the first concession to 
political rulers have used their influence against e trade-union. 
the common people. In  1790 the hours of labor in  England were 

One would naturally concede the exceptions practically unlimited, children working as  many 
that prove the rule; for during these years of as fifteen hours a day. By 1794 the London 
struggle for better conditions men and women bookbinders, who were evidently the union with 
of all classes and vocations have stepped out the "pep" in those days, had reduced their hours 
boldly on the side of the worker. During the to twelve daily. This success evidently scared 
time when things looked darkest for the morl~er, the mastcrs ; for by 1799 a bill was put through 
when the common people began to realize ilieir Parliament making every form of trade com- 
needs, and when the great struggle for freedom binations ulllawl'ul. 
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I n  lSCO another bill was introduced, and 
passed in 1803, which made i t  unlawful for 
workers to combine for the purpose of discuss- 
ing an increase in wagcs, and w11ich also pro- 
vided punisl~n~ent for those who refused to work 
for the zmount of wages that the mastcr consid- 
ered i t  r ~ c h t  to give, When we rcad that earlier 
econom~cts sue11 as Ailam Smith taught that 
the price of labor sliould afforcl the worker 
neither more nor less than a Inere subsistence, 
one can imagine what the toiler of that day 
was up against. 

In 1820 the London Society of Compositors, 
who were then a Frielldiy socirty, requested 
that the masters oC the. printing trades receive 
a deputation to consider the u:~ge question. 
The masters expressed their ~vlll~ngnc~ss to meet 
the dclegatcs, and five coinpositors were sent 
as the deputation from the union. These five 
men were afterward arrested and sentenced to 
two years imprisonment on the charge of con- 
spiracy; and one year later five booltbindcrs 
were imprisoned for thc same reason. So the 
struggle continued until 1824, when a bill was 
passed through the English Parl~arne~it  repeal- 
ing the comhimtztion laws and giving trade- 
nr~iorrs the right to orqanize. 

Ey  1830 we find the Labor movement getting 
into its stride; organizations bcgan to be prom- 
inent in the Unitcd States, and mere becoming 
powcrful in England. Perscection, however, 
was still in  order; for in thnt year Richard 
Oastler began an agitation for a ten-hour day 
for factory workers, and suffered imprison- 
ment. IIis work bore fruit ;  for many promi- 
nent rccn began interesting themselves in labor 
problems - Sir John Ilobhouse and Lord 
Shaftcsbury in England putting through laws 
for thc rcducing of hours of labor for girls, 
children, and young boys nnder eighteen. I n  
the United States, in 1840, Prc,sident Martin 
Van Buren declar~d a ten hour day for the 
[Navy Yard and otl~cr public works; and many 
other industries fell into line. I n  1847 the ten- 
hour day became law in England, and the fol- 
lowing year France followed suit. 

By this time the trades-unions had become 
popular among the workers, and their member- 
ship was being numbered by tens or thousands. 
Financially also they were becoming very 
strong, and the result was that they became 
dictatorial in their attitude tonard the employ- 
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ers. The latter formed masters' associations 
for their own protecation, and strikes and lock- 
outs became numerous. The nine-hour day now 
became the bone of contention; but by 1872 the 
skilled ~vor1;men of England had won their 
point; for the majority were working a nine- 
hour day. The Trades-Union Act of 1871 had 
oiven a legal ststus to  the unions; and both 
O. 
F I ~ C S ,  capital and labor, being fully organized, 
the fight became more intense. 

Free education had become a great factor in 
the lives of the workers, and with greater light 
and linolvledge they saw more clearly the o p  
prcssion under which they and their forefathers 
had bccn suffering. Dissatisfaction with their 
conditions increased, and many measures were 
brought before the House of Commons to ad- 
vance the cause of labor. The lobbies were 
crowded with representatives of various labor 
organizations seeking interviews with thcir local 
members endcavoring to further their cause. 

Employers sitting on both sides of the house 
fought these issues bitterly, and started a move- 
ment of their own to revive the ten-hour day. 
The result was more strilies; and i t  is interest- 
ing here to noto that a strike generally affects 
more than the workers involved and, in  most 
cases, that at least thirty percent more of other 
trades are affected and can be numbered among 
the ur~cniploycd. 

Throughout the history of the trades-union 
movement right up to 1919-20 the fight was of a 
seesaw nature. Eut the representatives of labor 
were not to be denied; and factory laws for the 
betterment of working conditions and for the 
preserving of life and limbs of employ6s were 
passed, also laws for safeguarding the wages 
of the worker, making it  illegal to stop any part  
of a person's earnings without the consent of 
the ono involved or through a garnishee order. 
To tabulate the successes and defeats of labor 
during this time would require a volume; for  
the workrrs in every part of the civilized world 
were agitating for better working conditions. 

Onc outstanding event was the address of the 
deposed Kaiser of Germany to the parading 
troops, warning them that, if necessary, at hie 
cornrnand they mould have to fire on their own 
countrymea The Labor-Socialist movement 
was getting so powerfnl in Germany that it 
had even gotten nnder the skin of the "aP1 
powerful" 



Labor, and in fact the workers as  a whole, 
has always been an nnlrnown quantity to the 
economist. Labor has a power the extent of 
which it has never been possible to fathom; 
and.it has upset many carefully laid plans of 
capitalistic corporations. I ts  chief and practi- 
cally only weapon of offense and defense is the 
strike and boycott; and the endeavors of the 
leaders of capital have ever been to find ways 
and means to break or offset this powerful 
weapon. 

During the years of the World War the 
worker came into his own. He  was called upon 
t o  do the fighting, to supply munitions, food, 
and clothing; and nothing waa too good for 
him. Those who were left to run the factories 
could have practically any wages they liked to 
ask for. The common people found that they 
were a very necessary part  of the world of 
mankind, and began to appreciate themselves 
at their worth or, one should say, at the value 
the employer put on their services, owing to 
abnormal conditions. Then came the slump, and 
with such suddenness that the people were un- 
prepared for the bad times. Some had used 
common sense and salted away some of their 
excess earnings; but the great majority had 
spent as  i t  came, expecting the good times to 
last indefinitely. 

I t  waa soon evident that 1920 was to  be a 
bad year; and with the stoppage of factories 
unemployment became prevalent, wage reduc- 
tions were put into force arid many strikes were 
caused thereby. The power of trade-unionism 
had reached its peak by the Fall of 1919. A1- 
though represented strongly in Parliament and 
Congress, and with large surplus of funds, yet 
the trades-unions were not powerful enough to 
hold np wages at the time of the decline in 
1920; nor have they been able to force increases 
since then. 

The evidence of the decline of trade-unionism 
is strong. The worlring people are as strong 
a s  ever, if not stronger; and their strength will 
idoubtless be shown in the near future; but the 
organixcd element is weakening. If ihese 
organizations have been so strong and have 
achieved so many reforms, securing better con- 
ditions and wages for the worker, why is it, a t  
this time when politically and financially their 
position seemed so secure, that a decline has 
set in8 

Henry Ford in an interview aboard his y 
at Clayton, N. Y., on August 9, 1922, 
view of this question when he asserted, 
financial kings are responsible for big 
He further stated that they are  behi 
walkouts, as they are  behind every disturbance 
in the ranks of labor or  capital; that all unions 
were engineered by capitalists, who knew that 
men could be more easily handled as  units than 
as  individuals. Mr. Ford's statement is practi- 
cally right, as events during the past three 
years have shown. 

The Power of  Money 
1 writer well remembers the visit of an THE 

international official to the local of his 
union in 1920. I n  the course of his speech to 
the membership he made the statement that the 
Xlanufacturers' Association of New Pork had a 
special fund of five million dollars for  the pur- 
pose of breaking the unions; and he warned us 
that this money would be used for bribing those 
officials of unions who were willing to use their 
influence against their fellow workers. The dis- 
astrous strikes of the past three years seem to 
show that this fund and many others like it 
have had the expected effect; for no success 
has come to the worker. 

From the end of 1919 wages have been cut 
from twvelve to fifty percent with an  average of 
twenty-five percent. Mr. Clynes, Labor member 
in the British House of Commons, in  s recent 
speech stated that wages of the worker have 
been forced down below the prewar purchasing 
value. Working hours in many cases have been 
lengthened; and in smaller factory towns that 
are not organized, conditions are  very bad, as 
bad as fifty years ago and with the strenuous 
work of keeping pace with modern machinery 
to make them harder. 

In one Canadian factory town today, men are  
worlring sixty to sixty-six hours per week at  a 
wage of twenty-five cents per hour; and girls 
the same length of time for one dollar per day. 
Yet the same company nrhich employs this labor 
has an American factory in which the forty- 
four-hour week is in force and the wages paid 
are on the generous side. The employks in the 
latter case, however, are working in a district 
where labor has always been able to organize. 

The labor-unions still have some prestige; 
but with each defeat it lessens, and the nnioqa 



in  most cases can but bear the blame. One 
remembers the walkout of the New York print- 
ers and pressmen in  1920-a quite legitimate 
act op their part under the then existing circum- 
stances. But these men were outlawed by their 
Internationals, and their headquarter execu- 
tives nsed their funds and authority to defeat 
their own members. This can be recognized a s  
the beginning of the decline. It showed capital 
the weak spot in labor's ranks, and we know 
now to what advantage they have used that 
knowledge. 

We have seen the disastrous strikes of the 
miners, railroad men, machinists, and engineers 
in TCngland, bringing defeat for the unions and 
depleting the funds not only of the strikers but 
also of most other labor organizations which 
went to their assistance. The result is that the 
unions, having no funds to fight with, have had 
to make the best terms possible for themselves 
when new contracts have been under discussion. 
So  wage cuts have been universal. 

Are the workers satisfied with the situation? 
Whoever knows the average English worker 
can give the answer to that question. Maybe 
one would not be able to decide from casual 
meetings and ordinary conversation. But get 
inside the shops; and if one gets the chance to 
listen in a t  the noon hour or odd times when a 
few get together, one would say that he had 
heard sounds like the rumblings of a coming 
storm. 

I n  the United States and Canada we have 
seen many strong organizations in  the labor 
world go down in defeat. The ill-advised strike 
of the printing trades for the forty-four-]lour 
week i s  a case in point. This conflict which 
started in both countries in June, 1921, i s  still 
being fought out, with the unions on the losing 
side. The bookbinders and pressmpn have prac- 
tically owned defeat, but the Typos, though still 
in the fight, have failed in their object to wealten 
production and so force the employers to come 
to terms; for  of the twenty-four leading cities 
of the United States nTe find only four produc- 
ing over ninety percent on the forty-four-hour 
basis, and two producing eighty percent. Of 
the othcr eighteen cities there are nine produc- 
ing over ninety percent on the open-shop forty- 
eight-hour basis, and the others are averaging 
seventy-five percent. In Canada the. printing 
centers a r e  overwhelmingly open shop on the 

ury fund of $3,500,000, but i t  does not seem to 
get the members anywhere. Their striking ad: 
herents get good strike pay; but every week 
finds them losing in other ways-in self-resped 
and prestige, for instance. 

There is a great diffe 
are  handled today com 
past. We read daily 
violence on the par t  o 
ers, miners, and othe 
fighting for the right to live. They received 
their lesson and example from the treatment of 
the steel workers, the brutality of which moved 
even some of the leaders of ecclesiasticism to 
action; and one can foresee this phase of labor 
trouble getting worse as  time goes on. 

The worker is being 
cutting into his rights 
veniences that were installed in la 
during war-time have been r 
rooms, hospitals, bath, dining rooms, eta  
employer feels that there is now no nee 
make special provision to induce workers 
stay with him and is 
time when, as shown in a cartoon 
he will have the worker eating 
for, as another of these ona-time advo 

ism. A writer in th 
land) nsed the expre 
Trade-Unions Were in Power," implying som 
thing in  the past. 

What, t11c11, has the worker 
to? Some writ 
the elections will a 

ington with those who promise to fu 

that capital is we11 aware 
paign on tlie part  of lab 
plans to defeat it. 

a solid fighting f 
a sweeping victory woul 
to them; but the leaders, 
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national bodies, have always rejected any sug- 
gestion of the amalgamation of all sections of 
labor into one solid organization. The leaders 
of capital know that they could not hope to win 
against the solid mass of labor, snd liave cen- 
tered all their forces on individual organiza- 
tiuns, using thcir power to force strikes a t  the 
most convenient tirnc to insure an issue succcss- 
Pul for the capitalistic side. 

If this state of things were to continue, it 
would be a dreary future of hopelessness the 
toiler would liave in view. But God has prom- ' 

ised t21rough IIis Holy Word that this shall not 
always be; for by His prophet fie says that He  
will loose the bands of wiclredness, and undo 
thc heavy burden, and let the oppressed go 
free, and that every yoke of bondage shall be 
broken.-Isaiah 58 : 6. 

Save the High Schools from Barbarism BY Irette Davis 

A PASTOR in the southern part  of the coun- 
try writes in a recent Christian weelcly of 

the dangers that threaten the young people of 
this and coming generations, through the dance 
problem in our public scliools. 

The pastor tells that some time ago he spent 
an evening in thc home of a distinguislrrd pro- 
fessor emeritus of an American University, and 
in the course of the conversation this expe- 
rienced educator stated that he was orie of a 
committee selected to pass upon the merits of a 
number of competitive essays from writers scat- 
tered over the United States, the purposc of the 
essays being to suggest methods of dealing with 
i~crnoralities existing in the public schools of 
the country. So shocliing had these irnrnorali- 
ties become that a prize had been offered for 
the best essay telling how to deal with them. 
Since that time conditions do not secm to have 
improved, but rather grown worse. "So serious 
and alarming, indeed, have these conditions be- 
come, a t  least in some communities," said he, 
"that I am convinced that the high schools of 
our cities are threatening to paganize America." 

He rightly deplores the dance craze which 
has struck our city high schools amidship, and 
which is producing results that might be ex- 
pected. "As ye sow, so shall ye reap." The 
published news growing out of this condition 
is often unfit to read. 

He said that in one city three hundred moth- 
ers had opened war on immorality among high 
school students, "booze parties and dances." 
He  stated that in another city the police author- 
ities have taken steps to regulate the liigh- 
~chool  club dances. Dancing is the order of the 
day in some high scl~ools, being a part of the 
regular school program. "&1ixers7) are had from 
time to time. A high-school dance party was 

held one night, and two inothers were tallring 
of i t  t h ~  next morning. "hly daughter did not 
come home until lliree o'clock in  the morning," 
said one mother, "but I slept well because I , 

knew that one of the boys would chaperone her 
home." "Ah!" replied the other, "I could not 
sleep for that very reason, but waited up  until 
my little girl came home; and I think it high 
time that all mothers were awake on this all- 
important theme of their daughter's salvation 
for  body, mind and soul." 

The principal in one high school charges that 
some of the girls openly practise things i n  
matters of dress that border on the indecent, if 
indeed they are not positively so. From one ' 
city comes the report that certain high-school 
boys and girls had indulged in an "outrageous 
bacchanalian orgy." "Cheek to cheek" dancing 
had been openly practised. Doubtless these in- 
stances could be multiplied, but these are suffi- 
cient to show the drift of things. Another de- 
plores the atheistiq teachings in certain high 
schools. 

Someone has said that the general craze for 
the dance in  its extreme and indecent forms 
seems to be a part of the nation's inheritanm 
from the late u-ar; and that the tendency toward . 
the wickedness of Sodom and its immorality ia 
the natural outcome; that this was why God 
permitted so many in decadent Europe to be 
destroyed. "The nation that forgets God shall 
perish!' 

A French Senator recently gave the solemn 
warning that "France will fall as  Rome fell 
unless there is a regeneration of morals." H e  
pointed out that the latest revue in the biggest 
music hall in Paris had ten naked women in 
one scene. The Senator declared: 

"This city is plastered with immoral theatrical post 
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m. The dancing clubs are Ellcd with half-dressed the public schools as a l i e  profession. It is high 
women. Even the street costumcs of womcn are im- for us to look upon this form of service, not 88 a 
moral. Women who come from the best families walk issue, nor 8s a stepping-stone to something else, bd 
in  the strects in indecent gowns, flaunting their physi- rather as a high and holy task worthy of the best Went 
cal chams. Unlcss all this is stopped, France will f d  and the best energics of our choice young men and 
just as Rome fell and for the samc reason." womcn. We need Christian collcges for the training of 

~h~ pastor points out that the tirne to a Christian teachers for our public schools just as irnper- 
) , halt is when there is a fighting chance to rem- ativel~ we need them for the training of ministen 

edy the situation, and not after the texture of an:mj;5,";tter Leistent ad mLkd warnmy 
Our bas been corrupted weak- against the dangers that are threatening the studectu 
ened by rampant worldliness and unblushng of high schools. As we plan great things in other 
shamelessness. If the t ~ ~ d e n c i e s  in our high dircctions, let us not carelessly allow the stream of our 
schools, pointed out above, continue t~nchecked, national lifc to be hopelessly poisoned. 
they will Increase in strength until they become 3. "Demand of local boards of education that daccing 
dominant; and thcn indeed the stream of our be eliminated from the public schools. If parents wish 
national life will become hopelessly corrupted their children to dance in spite of all the warnings that 
near its source. There will be no desire for pure are given, they can send them to private dancing mas- 

or literature. E~~~ now, in ters. But there are thousands of parents who do not 

order to hold own, the denominational want their children to learn to dance. Under the p r o  
vailing arrangements their children are virtually forced Organs are paying they can afford writers 
to dance or suffer social ostracism in schoal lifc. Publio 

of stories that will entertain, a m s e ,  and please Bchool authorities are no to foster 
the pleasure-loving side of the reader. practice in the schools that is, or \%-as until recently, 

Here a re  some of the remedies that are  Bug- condemned by nearly all of the churches in the land. 
gested : Therefore let rigorous protest be made. And if this 

1. "Malce a clear and definite and insistent call for protest is unhcctled, carry it into court as has alredy 
some of our finest young people to choose teaching in been done in one case with success." 

Just Over the Hill By John W .  Baker 

LISTEN, my friends1 Dust over the hill is Freedom, Civilization, ~h r i s t i an i t f -h r  some- 
another holocaust of death, destruction, thing else. 

bloodshed and misery, many times worse than Just over the hill will you again be ridden, 
was the slaughter from 1914 to 1918 to  which tortured, insulted, jabbed, and forced to buy 
your loved ones were driven. bonds, bonds, and bonds. 

Just  over the hill yonr houses of worship Just over the hill will yon again hear the 
will again be turned into recruiting stations. epithet, "Slaclrer," when you will have done 

Just over the hill will yonr ministers, pro- more than you are able. 
Sessedly of God, again volunteer as  recruiting Just over the hill will you again witness, as 
officers. ncver before, rivers of blood. 

Jus t  over the hill will m u r d ~ r  arid hate again Just over the hill will you again, dear fathel 
be taught. %nd mother, kiss, caress, and bid farewell to 

Just  over the hill will yonr lips of protest your fair  sons, never again to see, speak to, 
again be sea.led and your last spark of liberty kiss, or caress them, but to pine yonr lives away 

3 vanish. in horrified memory of the demon who took 
Just  over the hill will yon again hear the them from you War  again is at the door. And 

blasts of war trumpets, and the thnd, thnd of who is war? 
military hosts tramping behind the d m 8  that War  i s  the associate of death, destruction, ' are leading on to death 1 misery, sadness and sorrow; war is the demon 

Jus t  over the hill will you again hear the who refuses all. food save human flesh; was 
hypocritical cry: "Save Liberty, Democraq, greedily gazes into the faoes of infants and i q  
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impatient to wait for them to mature to battle 
age; war rips the heart from mothers, fathers, 
sisters and sweethearts and wrings the last 
ounce of hope thcrefrom; war with beak and 
claw tears the last and only son from parents, 
their last support, their last hope; war robs thc 
land of its manhood, and then advises our 
sisters to speed up  snd become mothers; war 
urges lax marital laws and encourages harlotry 
and whoredom that his ravenous appetite shall 
never run short of human bodies; war is a 
product of imperialism and run-down systcius 
'of government. 

Upon the ruins of this dying civilization, will 
growT and flourish, to the honor of man and the 
glory of God, the Lord's earthly kingdom 
wherein freedom, love, happiness, the brofher- 
hood of man and the Fatherhood of God will 
reign supreme. 

Over there, in the valley of peace, beyond the 
next "hill" there will be no more hills to climb, 
no more graft, no more fraud, bribery, and 

greed, no more war to maintain wealth and ' 
power of the few over the many, no more slav- 
ery and bondage, no more need of a Moses to  
lead the people from bondage, no more Pha- 
raohs to detain them, no more rending of hearta 
and withering of souls. 

So be of good cheer, my brothers and sisters. 
Soon we shall have the opportunity of stepping 
out upon the calm plain of rest, peace and 
righteousness, wherc me shall no more gaze 
npon and ponder over the ruins of the ages; 
me shall no further travel upon the highway of 
the ages paved, mortared and cemen;d with 
human blood, flesh and bones! Come, I bid 
you, lct's be on our way; we have now been too 
long on this miserable journey with its crimson 
tinted highway, marlred with mileposts of hu- 
man slreletons. 

I see the golden hue on the horizon indicating 
the surlrise of a ne\v and better day. So make 
ready, ye toiling masters of the earth. Stand 
erect and, with clear vision, greet the new day. 

The Worship of Precedent BY Cyril Williams 

M AN in general is  naturally given to wor- 
ship. He fnz~st worship somebody or some- 

thing. The world is in trouble. The earth is 
full of trouble. Can any give the reasons why 
this is so 1 We think so. 

Perhaps one of the most fruitful causes for 
present troubles is found in the fact that man- 
kind's proclivity for worship is, and always has 
been, turned in the wrong direction. It is re- 
corded in  the Bible that men worahip and serve 
the creature rather than the Creator. For  over 
six thousand years mankind have not known 
the Creator. Not knowing Him they have not 
been able to senre Him. I t  is not strangc thero- 
fore that man's penchant for worship has found 
a ready outlet in his adoration of the creature. 
ln serving the creature he has consistently 
eerved and worshiped idols. Of these idols 
Yrecedent is one of thc greatest. As a mighty 
ruler it has swayed the hearts and minds of 
men in every age. Its rulership is in no wise 
abated in our own. Iloary with age, Precedent 
h:ls tliroughout the ages played a great part  
in the subjugation of the people. Binding its 
loiila<+lrs tighter and tighter round the meu- 

tality of its subjects it has forced all to worship 
and pay homage - through habit. Webster . 
defines Precedent as  : "Something previously 
said or done; serving as an example to be 
followed; a parallel case in the past." 

Manltind, roughly divided into two great seo- 
tions,have bowed down in adoration before this 
fetish, this joss, this god. These two great s e e  
tions we call the Civil and the Ecclesiastical. 
We take a brief look at  the Civil. Governments 
come and governments go, but Precedent runs 
on forever. Does one government come into 
power npon the ruins of another, does a new 
one rise Phcenix fashion from the ashes of ita 
predecessor, it still must be swayed by the acts 
and methods of the past! In a striking manner 
this is to be seen in the courts of law. Under 
the civil administration these courts carry out 
the function of justice ( 7 ) .  Someone has broken 
the law. The stage is set. Argument follows 
argument, while the small morsel of flesh and 
blood (the defendant) tossed like a shuttlecock 
from side to side tries, most times in  vain, to 
follow the seeminely endless labyrinth of the 
legal mind 



Justice Defeated by Precedent 

B UT halt ! 
Council has struck a knotty p o i n t s  rock. 

There seems to be a doubt as to the gailt of 
the. defendant. 

But listen: "My Lord, in the oase of so-and- 
ao tried before Judge Wiseacre at such-and- 
such a place we have a precedent covering this - 
point." 

Gone is that equity which should judge the 
offender and we have this god "Precedent" 
enthroned. One can almost see (he can cer- 
tainly feel) the awe which seizes the ministers 
of the crown as their favorite joss is elevated 
and adored. What matters it if on really moral 
grounds the poor shiverii~g wretch in the doclr 
could be given the benefit of the doubt? I t  
matters not. Our god "Precedent" has spolcen. 
To extend mercy would only place on record 
another precedent, and a merciful precedent is  
dangerous. Of course, this is  not always the 
case; but many times human flesh arid blood 
has been imprisoned and oftentimes destroyed, 
that the hungry maw of Precedent might be 
filled and the dignity of the established order 
perpetuated. 

And what shall we say of the Ecclesiastical 
section? I s  this not the strongl~old of Prece- 
dent l Verily. The average ecclesiastical mind 
has truly been likened to the oyster. It opens 
when it has a mind to do so. That, in the ecclc- 
siastic's case, is not oftrn. One approaching 
with a new thought would have to wield the 
crowbar! TI~roughout the many-centuricd night 
or' sin, men have worshiped mostly as their 
fathers did before them. Observc the church 
class of our day! How many 66hinal church- 
goers attend their respective chnrches from 
personal conviction? Not many. Ask the ltonlan 
Catholic how he managed to become a Catholic. 
If he is honest he v:ill invariably l.oi~ly: "Why, 
mother was a Catholic." I lc  does not think it 
strange that he is a Catholic. Ask a Presby- 
terian the same question. "Why, fathcr was a 
Presbyterian!' Of course he was; and so they 
all go on in their blind worship of their favorite 
joss. Passing strerlge that these very people 
never pause long enough in their worship to 
enquire whether Jesus was a Catholic, a Pres- 
byterian, a Methodist, o r  a plain Christian. 
And yet these self-same people lroid up their 
hands in holy horror a t  the heathen-ancestor- 

worshiping Chinese. Precedent is  certainly 
blind to consistency. This has been a potent 
instrument in the hand of a debased priesthood 
in all ages. 

Idol Worshipers Everywhere 

L E T  us get nearer the heart of this kingdom 
of "parallel cases in the past." Ministera 

of today are glad to tickle the ears of profiteers. 
These men are mostly plain robbers. They dress 
well and above all they give well, and so in the 
name of Precedent they are hailed by an  apos- 
tate clergy as  true Christians. They are "pil- 
lars" of the church. They have been called 
caterpillars-crawlers. Precedent has made it 
possible for them to be welcomed into the 
churches of today. They have always been wel- 
come in the nominal church of the past. Jesus 
said of the Pharisees of I-lis day that they loved 
the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief 
seats in the synagogues. Today there are Phar- 
isees in the pulpits, and Pharisees in the pews; 
and both are true to Precedent-their idol. 

Again, in Luke 11: 42, Jesus said of this 
class: "But woe unto you, Pharisees! for  ye 
tithe mint and rue, and all manner of herbs 
and pass over judgment and the love of God' 
And they did and still do this because of the 
love of Precedent. How deeply i s  the 
of this fetish implanted in the human 
seen from even a cursory study of the h 
of the people. Take mother! She' brings the 
bairns up rnainly on the ideas she has learn 
from Precedent. These ideas were given 
mother by her mother. Her mother got them 
from her mother, and her mother's mother got 
them from her mother. So it is at least plgin 
where they did come from. And father, to 
He unconsciously treats Tommy as his fath 
treated 72'i,r12. And the same was true of father 
father's father. 

We notice in passing, the morals of the risin 
generation. They are not high. Can Pre  
have anything to do with this question? 
Precedent Lies a t  the root of the matter, 
lack of knowledge along sex lines can and 
be laid a t  the parents' door. In their 
worship of their ancestors' ideas th 
failed to enlighten their offspring on this vit 
point. Has not Precedent manifested itself 
the 'l~uslr-hush" policy t Hear the escuse! "T 
were not told; therefore we obey the dictater 
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bf our t i n - ~ o t  joss, and we dare not tell you7' that precedent immemorial h& given yon? He 
This is the plea 06 ignorance. that sits upon the throne will not say to the 

I s  this subservience to an idea, to  an idol, to ecclesiastical element: 'T shall be glad to ra  
reign forever in the hearts and minds of the ceivc yonr worship and yonr support (it will 
people? No! Thank God that the better day, be so useful in keeping the people in  snbjee 
the day of enlightenment, is here-the day in tion) ; and I agree to let yon do it  in your way. 
which the blind minds will be flooded with light. I t  certainly would be a shame to stop  yo^ 
The day of the emancipation of the people has using those pretty candles, that beautiful altar, 
come. Even now this idol is  tottering to its fall. those handsome vestments (My! Don't thoae 
In  the clash of ideas preceding the "Jnst" age, jewels shine) ; and you are certainly entitled 
Precedent is  counting for  less and less. Whyt to all the incense, all the mummery, and the 
The answer is not fa r  to seek. The invisible flummery; and the fire, and the flames, and the 
King i s  here and Satan ia being dethroned1 asbestos garments for the damned (they did 
The kingdom od the Lord is here I "And he seem to fit the other fellow well) that Precedent 
that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I make has plainly told you is your stock in trade." 
dl things new!' Ah, no I Already from the viewpoint of the New 

Icing this poor old joss is dead. Thank God that 
The Three Classes that are Fooled its votaries will not be destroyed with it; but HE THAT sits upon the throne will mt Bay that cleared and cleansed in vision they not 

to the politicians: "of mnrse in &l,ly new even bring to mind the former things; and 
kingdom there will be ample scope for political freed from the baneful results of evil Prece- 
graft; for  precedent demands it. I t  would be a dence, they will rejoice in the glories of the 
pity to disrupt the ideals of ages." He that sits rrstored earth. The only vestige of the reign 
upon the throne will lzot say to the financier: of this god "J+~C~dent7' will be the remem- 
Y will be perfectly willing to allow yon to brance of the lessons learned through its fool- 
finance My new schemes, and in return m a r -  ishness. The function of the new kingdom is 
antee that yon will reap more than your fair  to bless all with peace and truth. And all will 
share of the profits. It would certainly be un- yet rejoice in its glory and greatness; and that 
just to defraud you of the gains of your usury will be without Precedent 

Land-Values Money Again 

T HE GOWEN AGE'S item on the foregoing 
subject elicited the following comment from 

the author of the pamphlet which was under 
consideration : 

"The foregoing is a fair sample of the reasoning that 
flows from the brain of the newspaper editor of the 
present day vhen he discusses topics relating to the 
subject of money l It illustrates the fact that even a 
highly educated wholar cannot intelligently discuss a 
subject that he doesn't understand. 

"Incompetency to discuss hance  is so apparent in 
this criticism that we shall not disprove all the silly 
assertions with which it abounds. l'here is but one 
allegation in the effusion to which i t  will be necessary 
to reply in order to ahow the critic's utter lack of 
monetary knowledge l 

"We refer to the statement that: 
"'The pamphleteer imagines that this would be a 

money secured by wealth behind it.' 
"The author of the measure does not 'imaging what 

he is accused of imagining1 What he imagines snd 
demonstrates to  be true is, that absolute money does not 
need to be 'secured by wealth behind it' ! He shows that 
legalized currency, endowed by sovereignty wlth legsl 
power to discharge contract obligalions becomes, like 
metallic coins, the most available and desirable form of 
riches known ! 

"In predicting the dire consequences that would fol- 
low if Uncle Sam ghould conclude to monetim enough 
durable wcalth to obviate the use of bank credit in 
commercial dealings, our critic says: 

"'The effect would be to run up al l  land values by 
forty percent. Land would be bought by speculators at  
a figure to net them a profit on the forty percent of 
currency, to be then issued to them at their request.' 

"In his eagerness to demolish, summarily, so radical 
s proposal, the editor of THE GOLDEN AQE has reached 
a hasty conclusion and indulges in unwarranted s p m -  
lation. He does not say, for example, of whom specula- 
tors would be able to buy land a t  a figure that would 
aflord them the advantage he says they would d d m ,  



On the contrary he assumes that the 'speculators' he 
has in mind would be crazy enough-if given the oppor- 
tunity-to pay $1,000 for a piece of laud becaude, uurler 
the proposed financial system, they could get $400 on it 
for an unlimited period at a nominal rate of intcrest. 
This prediction is oli a par with the acndcmic rcnsoning 
in relation to money that charaetcrizcs the editorials 
of the entire New York press. 'l'liis assertion callllot 
be successfully refuted I 

"Our critic admits that one of his objections coul!l Ile 
obviated by making the money issue a first licn on the 
land, but to this provision he says: 'The citizen n.o~i!d 
ol)jcct.' We are not informed why the citizen would 
~bject  to so rational an arr,ulgement; why he woul~l be 
uuwilling to give in exchange for nloncy a first lien on 
his land, as The Holden Bill provides, when the lien 
does not bear interest and does not nlature so lorig as a 
nominal charge for making the system self-sustairiiug 
is kept up. 

"The lien is proposed-not for the purposc of giving 
value to the certificates, but merely to lir~lit the issue 
and to insure prompt payment of the nominal tau that 
is levied for the purpose of makilig the conr-tructive 
measure sclf-supporting. Productive land is utilized in 
the interest of socicty: to re,wlate the volume and to 
prevent fraudulent and unjustifiable issuesl" 

It is proper for  THE GOL.~)EN AGE first to 
square itself with the truth by acknowledging 
that i t  was in error in assuming to discern the 
mind of the writer; and to aclinowledge that, 
as he says, he did not imagine that currency 
of the kind he advocates would be money se- 
cured by wealth behind it. 

It continues, however, to be our belief that 
sllch a plan would open the door to the influx 
of certain very serious conditions. 

If the government should issue money to the 
extent of forty pcrcent of the valuation of land, 
on request of and to the owner, the money not 
being a lien on the land, like a mortgage, i t  is  
plain that land on which the forty-percent ar- 
rangement had not been made would be worth 
just that mcch more than land on which tine 
arrangement had been executed. It is the same 
as though each plot of land had buried in the 
earth a pot of money or a vein of metal. The 
land with the gold taken out would be worth 
less than that with it not taken out. 

If the forty percent is  a licn on the land, i t  
leaves the owner only a sixty-percent equity, 
depreciating the selling price by that much. If 
the land i s  already mortgaged, what equity 
would a further forty-percent lien leave the 
owner 9 

It has been a quite general experience that 
currency devoid of wealth or substantial value 
beliilid it, possesses certain inherent weak- 
nesses, attributable partly to haman nature, 
x-hich have made it advisable rigidly to restrict 
the' volume of such currency. 

TTThcn there are two kinds of money, one wi 
real value and the other without it, the people 
naturally prefer the money with real value. 
This is not so apparent when the volume of the 
non-value currency is kept to a very low figure, 
as wl~cri the restrictions are  loosed and the vol- 
ume increases. When this takes place, the peo- 
ple begin to hoard the valuable currency, more 
and more rapidly, and the non-value currency 
depreciates in purchasing power. 

I t  may be said that the volume will be per- 
manently restricted to forty percent; but the 
experience of other countries is that when the 
valnable money begins to disappear, the gov- 
ernment becomes hard up for funds and begins 
to issue non-value money to pay its bills. The 
necessities of the politicians-not statesmen- 
running affairs compel them, in the face of 
political ruin, to postpone some of their troub- 
les by the simple expedient of starting the 
printing presses on more money. This is the 
cause, in part, of the monetary troubles of Cer- 
many, Austria, and other countries, and is what 
comes from the issuance of any considerable 
volume of such currency. Any country that 
desires to court such troubles has only to in- 
crease the quantity of non-value or "fiat" money 
to the point where it begins to displace valuable 
money. We believe i t  is plain to even the very 
uneducated, that when there are  two kinds of 
money, valuable and non-valuable, anyone will 
prefer to possess the valuable money, and the 
more so as  the non-valuable money shrinks in 
purchasing power. 

It miiht be asked : How can it  be certain that 
non-valuable money issued to the proportion of 
jnst forty percent of land valuation will always, 
in good times and bad, be in jnst the proper 
limited quantity to be kept from depreciating 
in purchasing value? If it exceeds a t  any time 

' 

by even a trifle the limit where its purchasing 
power shows shrinkage, hoarding of the v a h -  
able currency begins-and the trouble is on. 

Also, where will the high-minded brand 04 
politician be found who will perpetually exer-' 
cise the self-control to keep the voluma of fiat 
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money down below the non-shrinking point? toboggan slide that has so swiftly swept CF- 
Governments are run, as  a regnlar thing, by tral Europe to its ever lowering level. 
politicians. I n  moments of crises statesmen There is doubtless a condition where the vol- 
arise, for a time, but the business of governing ume of money or credit-the same tfing-is 
inevitably draws in  the politician type for the insufficient; but the main trouble requiring 
year-in-year-out government work. To the poli- remedy is the unequal and inequitable distribn- 
tician's mind i t  i s  difficult to levy tascs enough tion of it. The Golden Rule is the only solut 
to keep voters satisfied with the office-holder, We may not like all that i s  done by 
and so easy to print more money, even if i t  banlters, but the common people can be than 
should be worth a little lees. To opcr~ the door that applied selfishness in their instance gives 
to fiat money in large volume is to start on the and maintains a money with real value behind it. 

Items on Birth Control 
(From a n  address b y  Mrs. 111yrtZe El. Roper  bcfora a Convent ion  of the United Farm Women of Albmta. 

Prin,ted by ~equest.)  

T RE nations with the highest birth-rntc began is generally unbalanced, sometimes feeble- 
the World War: Germany with 31.7 per minded and almost always undernourished, 

1,000 of her population ; Austria with 33.7; makes this statement: 
~Russia with 50; and Serbia with 38.6. Later "l'he importanc.e of the problem is seen jn a mom&'s 
Italy with her 38.7 came in, as the world is consideration of the special influence wielded by the 
informed today, upon the promise of territory 'rnother sex.' I t  may be said that the effect on the race 
held by Austria. Among the persistently neu- will be negligible, that this type is of small importance, 
tral we have Holland, Denmark, Nor- that the very effects of sin lessen the danger of repro- 

way, Sweden, and Switzerland, all ~ 6 t h  lonrer ducing their kind, that the delinquent @ if mn?- 
birth-rates, the average being slightly over 26. claimed dies she does. But I have 

known her to bccome the mother of nineteen children. 
Gemany, the leader in the stmggle, increased first, ,d then die comparatively early. I have seen four 

her ~ ~ u l a t i o n  from 41,000,000 in l S i l  to 67,- childrcn before the mother was twenty. Many of thew 
000,000 in 1918, while her food supply increased poor, unfortunate children may, probably will, die early, 
a very small percent. but enough will live to contaminate the r*ce." 

. . 
I n  1913 the Berliner Post had this statement: Sixty percent of all prostitutes are  feeble- 
#'Can a great and rapidly growing nation like Ger- minded; sevcnty-five percent of the cases 08 

many always renounce all claims to further develop venereal diseases are  traceable to prostitutes. 
ment or to the espanfion of its political polver? The The New York Department of Health in  1914 , 

final settlement with France and Euglai~d, the expan- stated that twenty-five percent of New Pork's 
kion of our colonial possessions in order to create new population of 6,000,000 have venereal disease 
Gemfin homes for the Our populatim- of some lrind. Do you know what happens to : 
a e s e  are problems which must be f a e d  in the future." babies born of parents with this as- 

H. G. Wells in a recent article tells na that ,,,,? TIIey are born blind or diseased. ~f they . 

the next war will be brought about by the prob- live at  very few are I codd quote 
lem of population. He says : innumerable statistics, but shall give only the 

"Japan is teeming and she must expand; and unless observation of ~ c ~ ~ f ~ ~ ,  this taken from the 
modern social and political organization supplies a new 
and more humane process of adjustment before it is too pamphlet, "Prevalence of Venereal Diseases in ' '  

late Japan viill go to war. Jt is assumed that Japan will Canada" : 
go to war within the ncxt generation in order to provide "Among nine syphilitic couples there were sixty& 

breathing space for her overcro\c.ded population." pregnancies; these included thirty-three abortions or : 
still-births and thirty-three living children. Of the 

It is a fact among workers thirty-three lidng, twenty died, fmr during the first 
that sub-normal parents are more prolific than year of life, three suicided, two were epileptics and died 
normal ones. Miss Brooking, superintendent of ,t the age of fofi.y. Thirteen are still living of whom 
the Alexandra Industrial School, Toronto, in only two are normd. In the face of these facta should 
speaking of the 'delinquent girl who she says people suffering from thew diseases continue 

.-3 .- : . : . ~ ' . x  . -.4-r . -. ~. -. -- r i%! 



children to fu~ther  contaminate the race? Should they 
be denied contraceptive information? Should tuber- 
c4ar  parents be refused the information, especially 
when sixty-five percent of the women aP&M with 
tuberc'dosis die as a result of pregnancy? Or perhaps 
their children live; are they healthy or tubercular? 
Hore often the latter." 

These statistics do not tell of the overworked 
fathers, of the unceasing and increasing pain 
of overburdencd mothers, of the agony of chil- 
dren fighting their way against the handicaps 
of ill-health, ins&cient food, lack of education, 
and toil that breaks the spirit. 

But even if there is no disease in  the family, 
can any woman stand the annual baby? Physi- 
cians say that there should be two or three 
years between the children; that this is abso- 
lutely necessary for a mother to regain her 
strength and replenish her system. We hear 
much of woman's place being in  the home. 
Granted that i t  is, but that does not necessarily 
mean that any shall have so large a 
family as to make a drudge of her for the rest 
of her life. Neither docs i t  mean that children 
sl~ould come when there is no money with which 
to provide for  them. The first right of the child 
is to be wanted. 

Perhaps those who object most strongly to 
birth-control are the people who argue that it 
is against religion. Many Bible students tell 
us that there is nothing in the Bible which 
condemns the use of preventives. The simplest 
way is for all who believe i t  wrong to refrain 
from using those means, but not to t ry  to force 
their morals on people who are guided by dif- 
fcrcnt standards of morality. "Religion i s  a 
matter of faith, not reason!' 

I n  Holland, where for forty years they have 
had birth control, they have less illegitimacy, 
less abortion ana less prostitution. The same i s  
true of New Zealand. Holland has a higher per- 
centage of physically Lit men in its army than 
any other European country; and the average 
stature of the Dutch has increased over four 
inches in fifty years. 

When we consider natural resources, Holland 
is the poorest country in the world. The very 
land exists only through the perseverance of 
the inhabitants ~ ~ 1 1 0  keep i t  and themselves 
from sinking into the sea by an intricate net- 
work of dikes. But in spite of this i t  is the most 
prosperous of small countries. I n  ITol!trnrl 
practically every child born is wanted, plailned 

for ahead of its coming, and tenderly cared for 
afterwards. The stork brings no surprises. 
Fewer children are born, but a greater number 
of them live. 

The sanity of Holland's birth policies is 
emphasized if yon visit Holland. In Holland 
the children might wear patched clothes and 
wooden shoes, but their little legs are  sturdy 
and their cheeks rounded. To show that this 
was not always true of Holland, me need only 
quote Dr. Rutgen: 

"I remember in my youth the houses of our poor 
were deplorably overcrowded and the slums of our c i t ia  
were a disgrace. Most of the families are now held down 
to one, two, or three children; and to see how decently 
people in the moat modest circumstances now rear and 
educate their young ia  to realize at  once the wonderful 
results of the movement." 

Methods of regulating the birth-rate a re  
known and practised in New Zealand today 
by the entire community. The information 
has been available for more than a genera- 
tion. Preventives are on sale by chemists and 
specialists; and doctors, nurses and private 
individnals are free to give the information. 

The birth-rate of New Zealand, 263 per 1,000, 
is  low compared with other countries, but its 
death-rate, nine per 1,000, is  so much lower 
than theirs that i t  has the highest natural 
increase; 17.3 per thousand. Australia comes. 
next with an increase of 14.76. These figures 
are in happy contrast with those of'the United 
States, where in 1916 there is a birth-rate of 
24.8, but an  infant death-rate of 14.7, an in- 
crease of 10.1. I n  a period of thirty years the 
Dutch baby denth-rate dropped from 180 to 90 
a thousand, which is the record rate for Europe. 
New Zealand has the lowest general death-rate 
and the lowest baby death-rate in the 'world. 
Does birth regulation, then, tend to wipe out 
the race? No one need fear that people will 
cease to want babies. 

Moonshining and Lawlessness By J .  w. #. -: - 

T IhlES are very close out in  the state oE 
Washington. Wc have had a drought f 

six years, and the fanners are in bad sha 
This is a terrible place for bootlegging. Th 
are stills for the making of moonshine 
around me, and the county officers are  in on it. 
!I'here is no respect for law, and i t  looks 
the end of the present order of things is 



The Triumph of Life By H a m u  B. Yeakel 

E VEN while there lingers yet the memory of 
snow-clad hills and barren trees, of ice- 

bound brool~s and frozen ponds, we gaze in 
astonishment to see the miracle of Spring 
wrodght under our very eyes.--Psalm 104: 30. 

What magic power has brought forth those 
tender sprouts of green where but a month ago 
was seen only the bare, brown twig, giving us 
no sign of such promise? How could this mel- 
low, fertile soil, which the plowman so eagerly 
turns, ever have been the solid frozen mass 
which gave the echo to our tread9 And it is 
not only that the Frost Icing has been com- 
pletely dethroned, but that the wand of some 
great magician, a s  i t  were [the power of God 
in  the sunshine], smote the earth, in response 
to which a multitude of tiny, verdant blades 
have sprung from the ground, malting our very 
footsteps rebound with their living instinet. 

Down in the meadow, where the brook is flow- 
ing with a murmur of subdued gladness, as  if 
it feared the return of thongs and fetters, there 
gleams a strip of brighter green along its 

course, painted by the same skillful Hand that 
has laid such beautiful tints of mingled azure 
and gleaming white npon the celestial vaults, 
which were gloomy and foreboding with Win- 
ter's leaden gray. 

Every morning, a t  the break of day, them 
comes from the top of the cherry-tree such a 
message of hope and joy that it makes our 
pulses throb responsive to the song, whose 
trustful, light-hearted beauty i s  but vaguely 
understood by sinful, burdened humanity. It is 
a song of praise and wonder too, no doubt, for 
the Hidden Power that has brought back the 
warm rays of sunlight and the soft, gentle 
breezes that are so loved by robin and bluebird. 

0 thou wonderful, powerful Hidden Impulse, 
where a r t  thou not evident1 We hear thee at 
early dawn and at  dusk of night. At noon thy 
forms are growing and gleaming about our 
path. We feel thine instinct within us, that 
lends fresh ~ g o r  to our s lug~ish  veins, and 
wakens new thoughts and passions in  our 
breast. 

Copy of a Letter of Withdrawal from a Masonic Lodge 
NORFOLK LODGE NO. 1, X. F. & A. M., based upon the first lie, which was told in Eden, 

Norfolk, Virginia. and which lie also has been, and is at  present, 

~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~ f ~ l  M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  wardens and ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ :  perpetuated in the religious systems,both Cath- 
olic and Protestant, as  well as  the so-called 

1. I am enclosing herewith my checlr for  $7.00, heathen religions of the world. 
with request for demit, or withdrawal from 
Norfolk Lodge No. 1, and the Masonic Frater- 5. As I desire to be correctly and thoroughly 

nity. understood, I shall go somewhat into detail: 

2. 1 give below my reasons for this action, 6. Upon entering the Lodge even the 

which I trust mill be carefully considered. Entered Apprentice approaching the Altar 

3. When I became a Christian and compared beholds the Holy Bible thereon, npon which are  

the tenets of the &fasonic Fraternity with the displayed the Square and Compasses. He ia 

Bible, which hlasonry teaches should be the told that the "Holy Bible is to be the Rule and 

"Bule and Guide of our Faith," I note that they Guide of his Faitli; his actions to be squared 

are  a t  variance one with the other, that they are  by virtue, and his passions circumscribed." 

as  f a r  apart as  the east is from the west. 7. To this admonition every man and every, - 

4. 1 wish here to emphasizp, however, that 1 Christian can agree and subscribe- 

have no quarrel with the Afasonio Fraternity, 8. I n  another degree, we are  pointed to ths 
or any member. 1 have nothing but brothtyly sprig of Acacia and told that it is an  emblem 
love for  you all. I n  fact, of all the Fraternal of Immortality, and symbolizes "the better part 
Organizations in the world, I consider the of man [referring to the soul] which survives 
Masonic Fraternity without a peer. But as  a [lives after1 the grave,'and can never, never, 
Christian, I cannot hold to doctrines which never die." Notwithstanding the fact that the 
place the Word of God a t  naught; doctrines IIoly Bible upon the Altar, which is to be the 

BU) 
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"'Rule and Guide of our Faith" declares (CJerie- teenth chapter of E'irst Corint.hians, proves that 
rris 2: 7) that man is a soul ( a  living, breathing tllcre are to be two kinds of resurrection; one 
creature), and Ezekiel 18: 4 that "the soul that (the first resurrection) a change of nature from 
sinneth, i t  [the soul] shall die." human to life on the spirit plane, and the other 

9. The Wise Blan Solomon (to whom hfasor~ic resurrection to an earthly (human) nature- H e  
Lodges RTere origrauy dedicated) says (Eccle- also said that there are bodies cclestid (heav- 
siastes 3 :  19,20) that both men and beasts die enly, spiritual) arid bodies terrestrial (ear thf~) .  
alike; that both have one breath; that both are "SO also is the resurrection of the dead." But 
of the dust and return to dust a t  death; so thnt concerning the earthly body he says plainly 
man has no pregminence above a beast. Man, that it ~ 4 1  not be this body that goes into the 
as  well as the beast, would remain in the death ground which will be rajsed, but that "God giv- 
state, had i t  not been for tlle ransom sacrifioe eth it [the being, the personality, the son11 a 
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. I n  Eccl. body as  it pleaseth him." Then he goes on to  
12: 7, speaking of dissolution the \Vise N;ln show that a grain of whcat, which is planted 
says: "Then shall the dust return to the earth and dies, but which is quicliened with new life, 
as i t  was, and the spirit shall return unto God brings forth wheat-not oats or some other 

gave it.'> The -word spirit is  not synony- grain, but the kind of grain planted. In other 
mous with soul (Hebrew for soul being nep l~e . s l~ ,  words, if in death we plant a human seed, in 
and for spirit ruach, which means primarily, the resurrection a human body (not the one 
wind, air). Solomon is here saying that the sowed, however) will be reaped; and if we have 
body (composed of the seventcen elements of bcen bcgotten by the holy spirit of God to a 
the earth) shall return to the earth as i t  was, new nature (spirit nature) through belief .in 
and that the wind, breath of life, shall return the merits of the ransom sacrifice of Christ 
to the great storehouse of God-the atmos- Jesus, then a spiritual seed has been sowed, 
phere. God gives us the air  we breathe. which, in  the resurrection, will bring forth a 

10. The ''Rule of our Failll" further states in celestial (heavenly, spiritual) body- 
Luke 12: 4,5, Jesus speaking, that wc sliou!d 14. These fundamental doctrines a re  & 
not fear him who is able to Iiill the body but taught not only by Masonry, but by the clergy 
who cannot kill the sod,  but rather fear I-Iim and religious systems of our day, which are not : 

(Jehovah) who is able to destroy both soul and according to the Word of God; and aa a fol- 
body in hell fire (Ge7zelzna fircsjmbolizing lower of the meek and lowly Jesus, I dust and 
utter destruction). I n  Psalm 16: 10 and Acts do desirc to maintain my faith in  the Word of 
2: 27, spealring of Jesus, it says: "Thou [Jcllo- God, even thougl~ it  makes "every man a liar," 
vah] wilt not leave my soul in hell"-the tomb, as  the Scriptures declare. 
the death-state, oblivion. 15. I trust that you will appreciate my ps i -6  

11. As you see from the above, the teachings tion, and realize that in order to be true to  
of Masonry are absolutely and diametrically in and my God, I must choose between 
opposition to the Holy Bible, the "Rule and truth and error;  and I choose rather to be 
Guide of our Faith." guided by the Holy Bible, letting it, in  fact and 

12. YOU can see that if the sold is imnlortal reality, be the "Rule and Guide of my Faith." 
(immortality meaning a condition of life in 16. I wish to thanlr you very much for piist 
which death is an and die? and trust that those who are seek- 
manifestly there could be no resurrection from ing truth and rigllteousness may be guided into 
the dead; for  none would be dead. This doc- the and they may righteous- 
trine, you see, denies the resurrection, which ness, seelr meeliness. It may be that 
is so clearly taught throughout the Bible, and shall be ,id in the day of the Lord's anger" 
which is the only hope of a dead world. (Zephaniah 2: 3) ; and that they may be among 

13. Then you say: "That our bodies will the now living do never die," as 
arise and become as incorruptible as  our souls." is clearly stated in the Holy 
Now let us go to the Holy Bible, the "Rule and 
Guide of our Failh." The apostle Paul, in  his With Christian love, I am, 

great treatise on the resurrection in the fif- L. W. CARTWRIC~E~ i 





front of the world that the great disturbances 
coming upon it must of necessity have world- 
wide influence. There is to be at the present 
time not merely a reckoning with spiritual 
Israe1,'as there was a reckoning with natural 
Israel eighteen hundred years ago, but at the 
same time that the reckoning shall come with 
spiritual Israel the consummation or reckoning 
time will come with the whole world of man- 
kind. Here evil in every form is to be over- 
thrown; the great adversary, Satan, i s  to be 
bound that he shall deceive the nations no more, 
that the light of the truth may in due time shine 
into the whole world and scatter its darkness 
and give a correct knowledge of the divine char- 
aeter and plan. 

Final Defeat of Satan 

T HE Scriptures intimate that the "prince of 
this world" will not suffer his house or 

institutions to be broken up without a contest. 
One of our Lord's parables thus illustrates the 
matter: that if the master of the present dis- 
pensation knew a t  what honr the Lord wonld 
come as a thief, unknown to the world, to over- 
throw present institutions built upon selfish- 
ness, financial, ecclesiastical and social, the 
prince of this world would resist and seek to 
maintain control and possession. (Luke 11 : 21, 
22; Matthew 24: 43) This i s  not to be under- 
stood to signify that Satan could really resist 
the Almighty's power when the due time shall 
have come for his overthrow and binding, when 
Immannel shall "take unto Himself IIis great 
power and reign" as the representative of 
LJehovah. (Revelation 11 : 17) Rather, i t  gives 
us the suggestion, elsewhere set forth, that 
God's plan in dealing with Satan and present 
evil institutions is not so much to overpower 
them and crush them as to permit their selfish- 
ness and immoralitv to wreck themselves. 

On every hand we see these disintegrating 
forces a t  work. We see labor controlled by the 
spirit of selfishness, bent upon obtaining a 
larger share of this world's goods and growing 
daily more impatient of delay. We see capital 
selfishly entrenching itself in  huge combina- 
tions behind laws which were dolibtless equi- 
table enough in their day, but which do not meet 
all the new conditions of the wonderful period 
in  which we a re  living, which in the Scriptures 
ie a l l e d  "the time of the end" and the "day of 

God's preparation," making r a y  for the Mil- 
lennium. (Daniel 12 : 4,9 ; Nahum 2 : 3) We see 
selfishness in business, bloody wars in  various 
directions. We see the real and nominal Chris- 
tians, wheat and tares, are  more or less in- 
volved on both sides of this question of selfish- 
ness and strife ; we see that all these things are 
rapidly tending toward the close of the night 
of weeping preparatory to the Millennia1 morn- 
ing of joy. We note through all the prophmiee 
ominous words respecting the great time of! 
trouble this will be, when the Lord shall oall 
for judgment, for justice to be meted out, when 
the honr of His judgment shall come, and when 
the various forces, already well prepared, shall 
clash in selfish fury. 

A Time of Strife 

HE prophet Daniel describes this time and T marks its date a t  the standing up  of the 
great Prince. H e  declares that it shall be "a 
time of trouble such as was not since there wan 
a nation." The trouble with which the Jewish 
age closed was an awful trouble, a foreshadow- 
ing of the coming trouble, but not so great, 
neither so widely extended. The trouble of the 
Reign of Terror in the French Revolution was 
an awful one, but not so great as this time oE 
trouble that is  coming, respecting which one of 
the prophets declares there shall be no peace 
to him that goeth out nor to him th& cometh 
in;  to him that buyeth nor to him that selleth; 
because every man's hand is against his neigh- 
bor. (Zechariah 8 : 10) The strife of nations 
and of parties, of unions and of combinations, 
will extend to the individuals of the world and 
produce an individual conflict and strife. Our 
Lord Jesus the great Prophet quoted approv- 
ingly Daniel's prophecy about this great time 
of trouble such as  was not since there was a 
nation, and our Lord adds the consoling words: 
"Nor ever shall be." (Matthew 24: 31) We are  
glad that this time of trouble will practically 
end the trouble of this world; that there never 
will be such again; that on the ashes of pres- 
ent institutions the Lord Himself will rear a 
lringdom of righteousness which shall establish 
justice throughout the world on a basis not ofl 
selfishness but of love and justice. 

We are aware that these words seem like idle 
tales to many, especially to the worldly wise, 
the higher critics and evolutionists. The apoe- 



tle Peter more than eighteen centuries ago 
aeclared the scoffing uribclicf that might be 
expected at this present time. Speaking of 
those,who should be interested in the second 
coming of the Lord and the consummation of 
this age, he dcclarcs that, instead of following 
the Scliptures and the Scriptural hopes, they 
will be following the ungodly, higher critical 
desires of their own worldly minds, and he 
represents them a s  saying, '?+'here is the proni- 
ise of his presence?" and dcclares that from 
their standpoint all things continue as thcy 
were from the beginning of the world-that 
they see no reason for expecting a harvest and 
a change of dispensation. (2 Peter 3: 4) I t  is 
not our province to give ears or eyes to any; 
we merely call to the attention of those 
have the hearing ear and the understanding 
heart the things which the Word of God clearly 
sets forth a s  being now due of accomplishment. 

Be not Mockere 

0 UR text implies that many who hear the 
present message will be inclined to disre- 

gard it, and the Prophet warns such, saying, 
"Be ye not mocliers"; do not scoff at this matter, 
lest your bands be made strong; lest the blind- 
ness and ignorance and misunderstanding of 
the divine plan, so general in the world today, 
shall bind you hand and foot and hinder you 
from entering into thc joys of the Lord, from 
the understanding of His plan, and hinder you 
also from malung the preparation of heart ncc- 
essary to secure to you a place in the killgdom. 

I n  the context the Prophet points out the 
Iessons of husbandry; that there is one prepa- 
ration of the soil for one kind of grain, another 
preparation for another kind of grain, and that 
there is one way of reaping and threshing one 
kind of grain and another way of handling 
another kind; and furthermore he points out 
that the husband~nnn does not spend all of his 
time in one part  of the great work, but step by 
step the matter proceeds to the completion, the 
gathering of the crop. Thus the Lord gives a 
lesson to His people. We are  to expect in the 
operations of grace, plowing, harrowing, seed- 
sowing, watering and weeding, ripening and 
harvesting. And we are to expect different 
crops, as, for  instance, there was one crop dealt 
with during the Jewish age and a harvest in 
the end of that age, and another crop has been 

dealt \\ it11 during this Gosepl age and i t  will be 
Iian~ec,tcd in the end of this age, and still a 
diffcrcnt crop will be dealt with during the 
Nillcnnial age and harvested at its close. He 
who has plain lessons from nature and forgets 
to apply tlicm under the Lord's direction in 
studying the operations of the divine arrange- 
ments will remain in measurable ignorance ofi 
the divine plan. 

%?lo can intelligently study the Scriptural 
record of God's dealings with the nation of 
Israel and not perceive the deep plowing oE 
that people in their Egyptian bondage, the 
harrowing of that peol~le in their wilderness 
experiences, thc sowing among them of the law, 
the weeding and culture given them as  a people 
throughout their age, and the harvesting that 
came in the end of that a g e U n d  what "Israel- 
ite indeed" does not know something of the 
plowshare of sorrow and of trouble in his own 
heart experiences which first prepcared him to 
become a true disciple of the Lord? 

Evidences of  Divine Order 

W HICH of God's people cannot recognize 
the harrowing experiences which tended 

to make their h ~ a r t s  ready for the truth; which - 
cannot see when and where the Word of truth 
was planted in their minds, their hearts; which 
cannot see how it was first the shoot, then the 
stalk, then the ripened grain; which cannot 
realize that trying experiences were necessary 
to take away the weeds which would have 
cholied them as the Lord's true wheat and made 
them unfaithful? Which of the true Israelites . 
does not long for the harvesting time, when all 
the true wheat shall be gathered to the plane of 
spiritual perfection and glory, when they shall 
be forever with the Lord and co-laborers with 
Him in the glory time that shall follow? 

The great time of trouble with which thia 
present evil dispensation closes i s  the plowshare 
of trouble which God will use in breaking up 
the fallow ground of the whole world to prepare 
i t  for the great planting of the restitution times, 
when the whole world of mankind shall have 
the care of the great Superintendent, who, we 
are  assured, will yet see of the fruits of the 

. 

travail of His soul and be abundantly satisfied. 
This thought that the coming trouble will bring 
righteousness to the world is abundantly borne 
out by the statement of the Scripture that "when 
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the judgments of the Lord are abroad in the became beclouded and much of i t  became re- 
earth, the inhabitants of the world will learn placed with error, so that today the name Bab- 
righteousness."-Isaiah 26 : 9. ylon as  applied to Christian people means not 
Lf such a harvesting as we have noted is pro- a gateway to God but confusion, mixture. 

gressing,' how does it find you and me? Does Looking back to the Jewish age and its har- 
it find us thoroughly Loyal to the Lord and to vest we can know the particular moment when 
the principles of righteousness which represent the Lord said to nomiral Israel: "Your house 
His government, or does i t  find us living in a is left unto you desolate"; and so we can trace 
cold or lukewarm condition, striving to walk to the year 1878 the parallel of this-the Lord's 
with the Lord and to walk with the world a t  rejection of Babylon and the declaration that 
the same time, striving to serve God and to Christendom as a whole is rejected from an3 
serve mammon at  the same time? We are not longer being recognized as  His. 
to expect that the gathering in the parable of Do you ask, then, what the Lord would expect 
the wheat will mean that a t  the present time His true people to do today? We answer that 
the Lord will take hold forcibly upon those who for our day there is a particular message of 
are His and compel them to enter the garner; the Lord, and that in the same breath that it 
rather we are to expect here a procedure Some- declares that Babylon is fallen, is fallcn, from 
what similar to that which took place a t  the divine favor, rejected as fleshly Israel was 

I 
first advent. We are to expect, then, that the rejected and for similar reasons., there comes 
gospel of the kingdom will be announced, and additionally the message: "Come out of her, 
that all "Israelites indeed" will be glad to hear my people, that ye be not partalrers of- her sins, 
the joyful news. We are ta expect that i t  will . md that ye receive not of her plagues."-Reve- 
be an attraction to such, that i t  will attract lation 18: 4. 
them away from the errors and falsehoods 
which to a greater or lesser degree haye been 
blinding all, not only during the dark ages, but 
since. We expect that i t  will attract all of 
this class from every denomination not to a 
new denomination, but to a closer hrart-fellow- 
ship with the Lord Himself, that their union 
should not be a sectarian one, but a heart-union 
with the Lord and with all of like precious faith 
in Him and in His Word. 

The Gate of God 
4 Scriptures represent that in  the end of T"" the age the tares will be so abundant as  to 

practically overwhelm the wheat and obscure 
it; and this whole class, wheat and tares, 
throughout the whole spiritual world called 
Christendom, and divided into hundreds of 
sects and parties, teaching more or less of 
divine truth and more or less of human tradi- 
tion, is  now to be dealt with. The Lord applies 
to the whole mass the name Babylon. The name 
has a double signification: primarily i t  means 
the gate of God, the gateway by which the 
world of manlund might pass from the world 
and sin to God and righteousness, and even- 
tually have a share in the Lord's resurrection; 
but through the operation of Satan and inhe- 
rent seEshness much of the good of Babylon 

The Test of  Truth 
ET it be distinctly noticed that these words L recognize that the Lord's people have been 

in Babylon, and that they were not considered 
blameworthy for being there nntil the appointed 
time, nntil her rejection, until their eyes being 
opened they perceived wherein she had erred 
and misled them away from the Lord and the 
beauty of His Word and plan into doctrines of 
devils, which wholly misrepresent the divine 
character and plan. These words apply not to 
those who see nothing of what we see, who have 
no ears to hear the present message. They a p  
ply not to those who consider the doctrines of 
the nominal churches thoroughly satisfactory 
and Scriptural. They apply merely to those 
who have the hearing ear and the discerning 
heart to know the difference between the voice 
of the true Shepherd and the voice of strangers, 
to know the difference between the true gospel 
of God's dear Son, redemption through His 
blood, from the gospel of higher criticism and 
evolution; they are for those who can discern 
to some extent a t  least between the doctrines of 
devils, which misrepresent the divine plan, and 
the doctrine of redemption, ransom and resti- 
tution, which the Word of God sets forth. He 



that hath an  ear let him hear. He that hath 
not an  ear for the truth, and no eye to discern 
the beauty of the divine plan in contrast with 
the horrible confusion of sectarianism, is not 
addrebsed by these words, but should stay in 
Babylon and be bound more and more tightly 
into her various bundles for  the great day of 
trouble which is rapidly approaching. 

As the Lord left a period of time in the end 
of the Jewish age between the utter rejection 
of that people and the culmination of the time 
of trouble and wrath upon them, so here He 
has left a space of time in which His people are  

to come out of her before she shall be utter 
swallowed up as  a great millstone cast into 
sea. Those who are  truly the Lord's peo 
yet refuse to abandon the false systems a 
their false teachings, make themselves p 
subjects for  a share in the plagues that 
coming upon Babylon, because knowing 
errors and blasphemies against the divine 
acter they become participants in those blas- 
phemies to a larger extent even than do many 
of the tares who constitute Babylon, and who 
might be said to know no better because thex 
do not truly know the Lord. 

Heard in the Office-No. 7 BY 0. E. G i v e r  ( ~ o d o n )  

S MITE rushed into the office one day, and in 
an  excited whisper said : 'Wynn is showing a 

parson over the place." "A parson?" said Tyler. 
'Yes, a red ,  live ecclesiastic." And, sure enough, 
Wynn entered shortly afterward accolnpanicd 
by a short, stout, red-faced clergyman. Wynn 
introduced him to each member of the office in 
turn, and he shook hands with them very cor- 
dially. He  came to Palmer last of all; and while 
they were greeting one another, Wynn said: 
"Mr. Palmer belongs to the Bible Students." 

"Bible Studentsl" ejaculated the minister. 
T o u  do not mean Russellism, do yout" 

"Yes ; Pastor Russell's organization," replied 
W p n .  

"I am opposed to  them," the visitor replied 
quickly. 

"What is i t  that you do not agree with?" 
asked Palmer. 

"All of it," he retorted. 
"Have you read any of the late Pastor Rus- 

sell's works?" Palmer inquired. 
"I know all abont you; I know all abont yon I" 

he exclaimed excitedly. He  then went off at 
such a rate that Palmer could get a word in 
only occasionally. H e  said more in  three min- 
utes than most people would in ten. 

"Pastor Russell was a bad man; he had no 
training; no authority. What right had he to 
preach? I had a collegiate education, have 
preached in twenty-five different churches. 
Why, I know more Greek than he ever knew. 

- What right had he to make out everyone ~1st. 
was wrong? Hades and gel~enna-what do t h y  
mean? Why everyone lcnows that they rcfer to 

the place of departed spirits. The dead moon- 
scious? Ridiculons l 'Absent from the body, 
present with the Lord,' 'Happy are  the dead 
who die in the Lord.' How can they be happy 
if they are unconscious! Why, you a re  opposed 
to the Roman church, the Anglican church. You 
are  opposed to all the churches." 

"We are not opposed to the true church," 
quietly put in  Palmer. 

"Why, if I believed what you do I wodd be 
an atheist 1'' continued the parson. 
"If you believed what Pastor Russell taught, 

you would be a Christian," rcplied Palmer. 
'Whatl What do you mean?" 
"I mean that either yon have never looked 

into the teachings of the Pastor, o r  if yon have, 
you are  now wilfully misrepresenting them; 
and in either ease your course i s  unchristian; 
whereas I challenge you to prove that anyone 
of his teachings lead away from faith in the 
Bible." 

Ignoring this the parson vehemently contin- 
ued: "The soul immortal7Of course it is im- 
mortal. If the Biblc did not teach it, the Bible 
would be a lie." 

"Give me a scripture," said Palmer. ' 

"A scripture-" and the minister paused. 
This gave Palmer an opportunity to speak. 

"You cannot give me one text in  support of 
the immortality of the soul, but I can give yon 
a hundred to refute it." 

"A hundred t" queried the minister. 
'Tes, a hundred; and I will give yon one to 

gct on with: 'The soul that sinneth, it shall 
die.' " 

-1 



"Everyone knows what that means," retorted 
the minister; "it means separation from God. 
When Adarn sinned he did not die, he was s e p  
arated from God." 

"How would you explain this then; the 
Prophet says of Jesus that B e  poured out His 
soul unto death'; and Jesus said that we are to 
'fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and 
body in gehetzm.' How can the soul be immor- 
tal if i t  can be destroyed?" 

"T know all about you, I have it all here," the 
parson said, pointing to a small pamphlet in 
his hand. "You deny the divinity of Christ." 

"We do not," replied Palmer. 
"You teach that Christ was a created being. 

I know all about you. Read the Athanasian 
creed." With this he hurried out of the office, 
closely followed by Wynn. 

"Well, well," said Tyler, who had evidently 
enjoyed the spectacle. "What a hot-headed 
hypocrite1 He proved nothing, but merely 
mndc unfounded charges. Vliat did he mean 
when he said 'hades and gehenna'l" 

"Oh," said Palmer, with a-smile; "these are 
two Greek words which in the New Testament 
are translated 'hell,' and our learned ecclesias- 
tical friend evidently does not agree with Pas- 
tor Russell's explanation of them." 

'What do they mean, then?"the other asked. 
"They have been taken to mean that the 

infinitely wise God has provided a place where 
human beings are to be tormented to all eter- 
nity." 

'? don't believe that," interposed Tyler. 
'Weither do I; but they must have a meaning, 

and I think the Pastor has made it clear. In  
the Old Testament there is but one word trans- 
lated hell. The word is sheol, and occurs sixty- 
five times in the original. Thirty-one times i t  
is translated grave, thirty-one times hell, and 
three times pit. I n  not one of these does it 
suggest torment. It is described a s  a place of 
'darkness, of silence, where there is no trouble, 
and all are at rest. Solomon says: 'There is 
no work, device, knowledge nor wisdom in sheol 
whither thou goest.' It has the thought of nn- 
consciousness--oblivion. 

"Rades  of the New Testament is the Greek 
equivalent to the Hebrew word, as  is clearly 
shown by the apostle Peter's statement in Acts 
2: 27, which is a quotation from Psalm 16 : 10. 

The only other word we have to wnaider h 
gehenna. This is the name of a vallex -,n the 
southwest side of Jerusalem called in the He- 
brew the Valley of Hinnom. At  first it was very 
beautiful, but on account of idolatry being p r a s  
tised there by the Israelites it was turned into 
a destructor, and the refuse of the city together 
with offal and carcasses of animals were burned 
there. Sometimes the dead bodies of criminala 
were cast into its fires signifying that they were 
not worthy of a resurrection. Brimstone watl 
used to aid in the work of destruction. 

"No one thinks that the wicked are going 60 
be cast into this literal valley whose fires have 
since gone out. It must, therefore, be under- 
stood in a figurative sense. What is the figure 
intended to teach? Torment " l o  one was ever 
tormented in the flames of the literal gehemlaa, 
so we are precluded from such a conclusion. 
The chief characteristic of fire is its destrua 
tiveness, and with this interpretation the plain 
statements of the Bible agree. I t  says that all 
the wicked will God destroy; and again it says 
that the wicked shall go into everlasting de- 
struction." 

''Why are two words in the New Testament 
used for hell?" inquired Tyler, who manifested 
deep interest in the subject. 

"Because they refer to different things. Hades 
applies to the death state of unconsciousness oE 
all who have gone into the grave because of 
Adam's transgression. But this state of uncon- 
sciousness is not to be everlasting; it is termed 
sleep in the Bible because Jesus has. died and 
has arranged for their awakening. Jesus said 
that 'all that are in the graves shall hear the 
voice of the Son of man and shall come forth! 
Notice they are not in a heaven of bliss nor in 
a hell of torment, l ~ u t  in the grave. Jesus raised 
Lazarus from the dead and spoke of his condi- 
tion as  sleep. All are to be awakened to have 
an opportunity of obtaining life through o b e  
dience and faith, but any refusing to render 
obedience after a fair trial will be cast into the 
lake of fire' which is explained in the Bible to 
mean the 'second denth'; that is, destruction 
from which therewill bo no resurrection. Hades 
refers to the first or Adamic death, and gehelvno 
to the second or everlasting death."-Revela- 
tion 20: 14. 

"Thanl<s," said Tyler. "I wish the peppeq 
parson had waited to hear your explanation." 



Advertising in The Golden Age 
HE GOLDEN AGE i s  not used an atfvcrtis- me clilrlbed the steepest hill (and it'@ some hill)' 
ing medium. Occasionally we have taken Boquiam, and then idled this 1911 Ford on tba l  

an advertisement of something because we pavement, down to four miles an hour." 
t h o ~ h t  it would afford some of our readers a Mr. Van Amburgh is selling to the gasoline W 
profitable business. Some criticisms have been stations in barrels and five-gallon cam to treat the 
lodged against THE GOLDEN AGE because of a stock gasoline for the trade. One of them, the Roblin's 

notice that appeared in our colnmns about service Station, writes us: "I have been using 
FIREZONE OIL since April lst, and my business has Firezone Oil. For this reason we publish the 
about doubled in that both gas and oil. A. following communication from the Firezone soria and tires are also going better. sure pleas Lubrication College Point, N. with the may $ ~ a ~ z o ~ l c  is taking here, and am glad 

Front G. S. Miller, the Manager started with it." 

INCE the first of February we have received Mr. 30 N. American St., Stockton, S flied orders to the ertcnt of 6,200 gallons, ran@g my8 that he has a pod testimonid fmm the slsge lurn 
from one qua* to 3,000 gallons. The 3,000.gdon order One from the of aa as several from 
was shipped to supply the Pacific coast trade on Yarch prominent men are the He ha 
2Sth. gas stations using the oil in their trade with 

Mr. (J. 0. Van amburgh, 2709 Simpson Ave., Aber- and many 'plenaid prospects th 
deen, Wash., saya that his business has increased won- northern part of California. 

derfully as a result of demonstrating the heat-resisting We are shipping H. L*' Brian, 422 lfarket St., Shrev* 
properties of the oil, running a Ford without water, POT& La., 600 gallon4 hia first order for the stale of 
radiator or fan. He says: "In my f i s t  demonstration Louisiana. 
I ran my car six days without a drop of water, and four Thus far we have not received even one complakt 
days without a radiator. Have signs al l  over it, and stop about this oil. On the contrary, we could give many 
in front of every dealer's place, and call them out to testimonials as to its valuable qualities. It is remark- 
look at it. They are simply speechleas. Mechanics come able that in so short a time we have been able to get 8 
out and say : 'Well, that's some demonstration I' large amount into general use. The low price at which 

"I ran her first twenty-five miles over gravelly and we can market this oil, placee it within the reach of 
hilly roads at a speed of twenty-five miles an hour, the all, and makee it a great benefit to the automobile 
best mechanic in Hoquiam driving; and on our return industries of the world. 

The Negro Exodus 4 
i 
1 
C 

HE wave of prosperity in the North has The problems of the Negro in the North ten- 3 T brought 100.000 Negroes from the South ter largely in the housing situation, which i. " 
during the past six months. The exodus has hard for the whites to solve and harder for the -;*< 
been principally from South Carolina, Georgia, Negroes. The whole world in in a h o ~ s i n g  3 f and Alabama. The South is already short of shortage. I n  England there are  three million r. 

.% 

farm labor, large areas of cotton standing nn- people who have no homes and who are  living < 
picked throughout the harvesting season be- in  with other families. There ia overcrowding 4 

4 cause of labor shortage. What happens in these to suffocation in New Pork and other large 
migrations is that the Negro workers in South- b e f i e a n  cities. hmense areas of N~~ york Z -., 2 ern mills and factories go north, while farm city and of Chicago are solidly N ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  so that "4 
labor moves into town to take up industrial one may walk for blocks and seldom see a white ; 
work. For  the first time in history white women - 
in  the South are  now sometimes seen working person. The new arrivals from the South must i 
in the fields along with the men, rather than necessarily locate in these sections, which ex- 2 

-6 
lose their crops; and many a Southern woman pand their borders but slowly. Chicago's Negro 1 

;'d 

is now doing her own housework because the population is estimated to have grown from .a 

colored girls and womcn have gone north with 100,000 at  the time of the race riots in 1919 to 3 
their husbands and brothers. 110,000 at this time. 3 

I 
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( JW"" 
With Issue Number 60 we began running Judge Rotherford's new boo& 
"The Hurp of God". with nccon~ynllyillg questions, taking the place of both 
Advnnced nnd Jurenilc b ~ b l e  Studies which hare been hitherto published. 

- 

lgsIt is  very important, then, that we under- 
stand the meaning of ransom; hencc we here 
define it. Ransom means something to loosen 
with; that is, a redemptive price. It is the 
means or price or value which can be used in 
loosening or releasing something thab is in 
bondage or in restraint or imprisoned. Neces- 
sarily the ransom-price must be exactly equiv- 
alent to, o r  corresponding with, that which jus- 
tice requires of the thing or being that is  in 
bondage or imprisorlmrnt. Hence we say that 
ransom means an exact corresponding price. A 
perfect man sinned and was sentenced to death; 
hence an exact corresponding price would be 
the death of another perfect man and the value 
of that life presented in place of the one who 
first sinned and was held in bondage. 

lo9Sin-offering means the presentation and 
use of the ransom-price. On the atonement day 
performed by the Jews in type, the blood of 
the bullock represented the poured-out life; and 
therefore i t  stood for the ransom-price or value 
of the life. The carrying of the blood into the 
Most Holy and sprinkling it  there pictured the 
sin-offering, that is, a presentation in the Most 
Holy (which reprcscnted heaven itself) of the 
value or merit of the perfect life. We will see, 
therefore, as we examine this question that the 
ransom-pric~ was provided on earth by the 
'death of Jesus; that preparation for tlie sin- 
offering was begun on earth, but must be Gn- 
ished in heaven, n-here the value of the ransom- 
price is presented. 

PooOther Scriptures show that i t  was intended 
by Jehovah that the great Redeemer should 
pour out EIis life in death and that this should 
constitute thc ransom-price, which should be 
made an offcrinq for sin. God forctold this- 
which is equivalent to a promise-through EIis 
prophet when he wrote concerning the great 
coming Rrdccmer the following : 

Z"''JYho hath believed our r e p o r t h n d  to 
whom is the arm of the Lord revealed? For  
he shall grow up before him as a tendcr plant, 
and as a root out of a dry ground: he hath no 
form nor comeliness; and when we shall see 
him, there is no beauty that we should desire 

E 

him. IIe is despised and rejected of men; a 
man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and 
we hid as i t  were our faces from him; he WEL~ 
despised, and we esteemed him not. Surely he 
hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; 
yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, 
and afflicted. But he was wounded for our trans- 
gressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the 
chastisenicnt of our peace was upon him; and 
with his stripes we are healed. All we like 
sheep have gone astray; we have turned every 
one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on 
him the iniquity of us all. H e  was oppressed, 
and he was d i e t ed ,  yet he opened not his 
mouth : he is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, 
and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so 
he openeth not his mouth. H e  was taken from 
prison and frcim judgment: and who shall de- 
clare his generation? for he was cut off out of 
the land of the living: for the transgression of 
my people was he stricken. And he made his 
grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his 
death ; bemuse he had done no violence, neither 
was any deceit in his mouth. Yet i t  pleased the- 
Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to grief: 
when thou shalt make his soul an offering for 
sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his 
days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall pros- 
per in his hand. He shall see of the travail of 
his soul, and shall be satisfied: by his knowledge 
shall my righteous servant justify many; for 
he shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I 
divide him a portion with the great, and he shall 
divide the spoil with the strong; because he 
hath poured out his soul unto death: and he 
was numbered with the transgressors; and he 
bare the sin of many, and made intercession 
for the transgressors."-Isaiah 53. 

QUESTIONS ON '"JXE HARP OF GOD" 
Dcfiile ransom. Ij 198. 
DeGne sin-olfmng. 7 199. 
Where and how was the ransom-price provided? 1199. 
Where was the sin-offering begun 2 and where is it 

fimshed? 7 199. 
By what prophecy did God show that it w a  Hia 

purpoqe to redeem n a n  by having His beloved Son &em 
death? 1201. 
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Why Evil is Pemi tted 
Who Made the Devil ? 
Prophey A ~ t s  Fulf~lment 
End of the -World 
Immortal i ty 
Where aTe the Dead? 
A Ransom for All 
Why does not God 
Kill the Devil ? 
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Bits of Recent News 1 
> 2  

T HE National Women's Trade League, con- 
sisting of twenty-seven organizations, met 

in Washington May 15 and 16 to consider the 
condition confronting wage-earning women in 
view of the Supreme Court's decision invalidat- 
ing the minimum wage law of the District of 
Columbia. As was to be expected, a series of 
wage cuts of women workers in the District of 
Columbia followed almost immediately upon 
the heels of the Supreme Court decision. Be- 
fore the decision the minimum wage rate was 
$16.50 per week; now the wages of maids and 
waitresses in the large hotels are down to the - pre-war levels of $6 to $9 per week, mercantile 
establishments have made a like cut, and three 
large stores have laid off one hundrrd women 
each, admitting that they intend to put other 
employ& on a t  much lower rates. 

I n  a dignified and serious discussion of the 
dangers which confront women as  a result of 
the Supreme Court's loolting through property 
spectacles instead of through human spectacles 
these women pointcd out that this one decision 
deprived nearly 20,000 workers of direct pro- 
tection, called into question the minimum wage 
laws of twelve states and the wage standards 
of 1,500,000 women in  those states, and poten- 
t i ~ l l y  depressed the wages of all the 9,000,000 
women workers in the United States. 

These women expect to have another con- 
ference in November, a t  which there will be a 
discussion of what methods can be adopted to 
restrict the power of the U. S. Supreme Court, 
much of which power is believed by thoughtful 
persons to be usurped power. At that time they 
will consider the phrasing of amendments to 
the Constitution expressly insuring the protec- 
tion of social and labor legislation and giving 
states and Congress the power to enact mini- 
mum wage legislation. We wish these coura- 
geous women success in their battle. I t  is an 
hspiration to read the report of their confer- 

64 

ence and to see instance after instance where 
these women, now leaders of their grid, have 
arisen from starvation wages and long hopre 
to good pay and a forty-four-hour week became 
they have organized and have used their braina 

The Court was split on this decision; and 
for  the credit of Chief Justice Taft attentiop 
should be called to the fact that he was on the 
right side of this question, dissenting from the 
majority opinion, and holding with other jut+ 
tices that Congress has a clear right to. limit 
hours of labor and to regulate or abridge the 
right of private contracts. These five-to-fom 
decisions of the Supreme Court are gradually 
making the United States a country ruled by 
one man, and not always the wisest man at that. 

Low wages make cheap standards in  e 
ers and employ6s; they promote friction 
discontent, and there is an unusually la 
over of help. A poorly paid peraon in born 
change his occupation and seek a more pro- 
gressive and capable employer at the first con- 
venient opportunity. A cut in  wages is the firat 
thought of an incompetent employer, and the 
last one of a competent employer. The decision 
is a setback to human progress. One d the 
suggestions for limiting the power of the Court 
to make such decisions hereafter is the enact- 
ment of a law or an amendment to the Coneti- 
tution, if necessary, forbidding the Supreme 
Court to declare any act of Congress or  
state legislature unconstitutional except 
a vote of a t  least six or  seven members 
nine men composing the Court. 

Unions, Wages, and Religion 
4 liberal wing of the Episcopal Chumh i a  

T Z k i n g  up  the 150,000 looled-out railroad 
shopmen who have been struggling since laat 
summer to secure recognition of their d o n  
and their old seniority rights. In some cities 
large numbers of railroad shopmen from are@ 

a 
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Britain have taken the places of the locked- 
out men. 

Wages in America have been rising in most will not do anythin 
lines; and are still rising in the building trades, his friends would like to see the shopmen tho 
but have fallen in  clothing manufacture and in oughly whipped. 
iron and steel. The iron and steel business con- 
tinues to stand at  the head of businesses which Chasing the Profiteers 
are  inhumane to their men and are impervious 
to public opinion. Judge Gary in a recent ad- 
dress before the American Iron and Steel Insti- 
tute, a t  which the question was UP of chanbfing 
the twelve-hour day to the eight-hoar day, was the christ is represented, 
anxious that the men should continue to work robes, as chasing group of gentl 
twelve hours per day and that they should have hats and frock mats. But if that is the way 
more religion. Probably by religion he means world war worked ou 
the old-style unbiblical and nonsensical hell-fire way it worlred out in A 
pabulum which in bygone years was peddled ing the profiteers out i t  chased them in. 
out to the steel workers whenever they wanted 
shorter hours or a raise of pay. 

The Institute turned down President Hard- millionaires are getting more and more 
ing's suggestion that they come to an eight-hour day by day, demandi 
day, the same as all the steel works in Britain, and larger sha 
France, Germany and other civilized countries, determine how 
hcause the request did not come from the most people are of the opinion.that the p r  
workers themselves. It was only a few months eers here are really running the co 
ago that the steel trust thugs in Western Penn- decisions bend to them this way 
sylvania were hammering in  the heads of strik- if they were the lords of creation. ~h~ 
ers because they did make such a request. Mr. courts ride roughshod over workingmen 
Gary's memory i s  short. are banded together for legitimate ends. 

Then Mr. Gary thought that prices would go The designer of the Leeds University War 
up fifteen percent. They might; but suppose Memorial is  already 
they did. The public have been robbed so re- cause on his memorial he has qu 
cently on coal and sugar that they would hardly ture text which is very unpopula 
mind such a modest rise a s  fifteen percent on men just a t  this time, namely: "Go to 
steel if thereby hundreds of thousands of work- rich men, weep and howl for your mise 
ers would be benefited. And then, if some of shall come upon yon. Your rich 
the brains that are  now devoted to squeezing ed."-James 5 : 1,2. 
the last drop of vitality out of the workers by Apparently in Canada they re 
scientific management were devoted to improv- the profiteers in earnest; for an Independ 
ing methods of manufacture and of salesman- Labor party h 
ship, maybe some of these steel concerns could thing that the profite 
get into the Henry Ford class, where the people these measures are public ownership of 
of the country could look up to them instead public utilities, nationalizatio 
of down upon them. credit, initiative, referendum, recall, eq 

Then Mr. Gary thought that he could not get for equal work, no court to be legally 
the 60,000 workers that would be needed in tent to declare acts of Parli 
order to put in the eight-hour shift. This i s  a tional, pensions for mothers, 
joke.. Only a little over a year ago i t  was esti- government control of cold 
mated that there were six million men out of health and unemployment in 
work in the United States. No doubt some of benefits, free hospital servic 
them would be glad to get steady work with the day, abolition of the senate 
ateel companies. Mr. Gary might t ry  to find port duties on necessities 
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speech, freedom of press, right of lawful assem- 
blage, compulsory education, free text-books, 
and guarantee of material necessities of life, 
medical supervision and unlimited education to 
minors. What this party is asking for is Christ's 
kingdom, as no human government ever could 
or would do all these things in the intrrest of 
the people. A howl would go up from too many 
directions. Neither politicians nor profiteers 
will let go of any of these things until they must. 

How the big fish eat the little ones is ex- 
plained by the agrecment betweer1 the ~ l t l t~n t i c  
and Pacific Tea Company's 7,600 stores and the 
National Biscuit Conipany, whereby the A&P 
stores get a special discount of fifteen pc rvc~~ t  
below the prices other stores must pay for the 
same goods and are able to sell two packages 
of Uneeda Biscuit a t  nine cents and mal,c! a 
profit, where a smaller dealer would suffer loss 
on the same transaction. The A&P business 
with the National Biscuit Company amou~lts to 
ten million dollars per year. But this is only 
half the story. The people of small means trade 
with the A&P, where they can get the best prices 
and thc freshest goods. Thus by shunning the 
smaller merchants, the poor are helping to make 
the poor poorer, while the rich, who sell cheaper 
to the big merchants, are helping to make the 
rich richer, and there seems to be no way out. 

Miscellaneous 

M ANKIND, having wrecked himself, has 
nearly wrecked nature. Streams of water 

which forty years ago were clear as  crystal and 
smelled sweet and woodsy have been so polluted 
by sewage and drainage from factories that 
they now smell the reverse of sweet arid are  
covered here and there with patches of greasy 
scum. The fish have gonc, nobody knows where. 
There used to be plenty of them; now they are 
not to be seen. 

A striking example of devotion of daughters 
to a mother occurred at Mountain Lake Parlr, 
Maryland, May 24th. A mother of ninety-four 
years was alone in the house when an explosion 
of gas occurred. Three daughters were in the 
yard at the time. They all rushed into the house 
to rescue the mother; but not one of the four 
escaped death. I t  was the first day of what was 
to have been their summer vacation. 

Eve17 once in a while we hear of someone 
who has for the moment a little place of 

"authority" as chaplain of a publio institution, 
o r  as  librarian, who may receive from the lo& 
bishop of the Roman Catholic Church a permit 
as  to what he shall think, and who places THB 
GOLDEN AGE on the blacklist. We do not expect 
to publish all the truth, nbr to reach all the 
people. But sometimes certain truths will per- 
colate through the craniums of even such chap- 
lains and librarians. Most libraries are under 
Jesuit influence or  control. We imagine the 
libraries a t  the Iowa State Reformatory, Ana- 
mosa, Iowa, and the Albright Library at Scranq 
ton, Pa., to be thus controlled. But we are  
comforted by the fact that some of the greatest 
librsrirs and press associations in the world 
are on our subscription list. The Government 
has published statistics showing that tho men. 
tality of many niillions of American people is 
on a par with that of a boy twelve years old. 
We would rather have a few on our list that 
"have their senses exercised to know both good 
and evil" than many times that number of oth- 
ers who will not use their own brains, and who 
do what they can to hinder others from using 
theirs. Things have got to a pretty pass in this 
country when we must have sitting on imagi- 
nary pedestals a few persons who are prepafed 
to tell other people what they may read-or  
what they may think about. 

Gene Stratton-Porter, writing in the ~ e w  
Pork American, recommends as books for boys 
and girls over ten years of age the Bible, the 
works of Dickens, Thackeray, Cooper, Irving 
and Hawthorne, Robinson Crusoe, The Swiss 
Family Robinson, Paul and Virginia, Undine, 
The Vicar of Wakefield, Pilgrim's Progress, 
John Halifax Gentleman, Sane Eyre, The Mill 
on the Floss, Bomola, Adam Bede and Unde 
Tom's Cabin. It secrns like a good list, espe- 
cially if we add to i t  THE HARP OF BOD by Judge 
Rutherford and the STUDIES IN THE S C B L P T U ~ S  
by l'astor Russell. 

A new food has been invented in Vienna, &e 
joint product of an Englishman, Robert a- 
ham, and a Hungarian, Dr. Lazio Bercze f er. 
The base of the food is the soy bean, from which 
a flour has been produced forty percent oheaper 
than wheat flour, and a milk which costs only 
one-sixth as much as cow's milk. The food is 
said to be delicious, m d  with green vegetables . 
constitutes a complete food. The soy bean is 
largely grown in Asia and will grow anphere. 
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It is freely predicted that this discovery will ton, D. C., has a poor opinion of many of o a r  
virtually put an end to human starvation. colleges. In an Easter sermon he said: "Under 

the pretense of new philosophies and progres- 
Colleges and Schools siveness our colleges and universities a re  send- 
T H E  University of Chicago has decided that ing out Young men and Women-Pagan intellw 

hereafter its president may or may not be tuals-who, smarting under restraint of any 
a Baptist. It is supposed to be a Baptist insti- kind, cannot rest untfi they have given to the 
tation, built and maintained by Baptist funds, world their immature ideas on how to  set tb 
although i t  is  well known that of the $3G,000,000 world in order." 
of Baptist money put into its treasury $34,- The vomen students of Vassar College, 
000,000 came from John D. Rockefeller. The Poue;ll]\-eepsie, have raised and sent to Germany 
reason allcged for changing the rules so that a fund of over $1,000 (over 20,000,000 marks) 
hereafter the head of this Baptist school may to help the German women students. This seems 
be a non-Baptist is that heretofore the Trustees to us lilie a very noble-minded act, fa r  different 
have sometimes found difficulty in getting a from the narrow, partisan spirit which has 
Baptist able to fill the position. This seems to caused some co~nmunlties to fly into a rage when 
us like a pretty thin excuse. thcy discovered that goods made in Germany 

A carefully-planned experiment in a class of \\-ere being sold again in America- mat do 
fifty students a t  Northeastern Univcrsit,y: Cam- such people expect the Germans to do? Perhaps 
bridge, Massachusetts, has proven that the re- they expect them to stop living altogether. 
ports of eye-rvitnesses of an occurrence which The United States is getting along with 
takes place in plain view of the whole class are educatior~al work in the Philippines. It, 
not to be believed. Three students were trained established and maintains in the islands 7, 
by the teacher to pretend a tragedy, which was public scliools, employing 24,975 teachers. There 
made to the class to seem to be a reality. One are over a million young Filipinos in these 
pointed a banana. a t  another and shouted in an scl~ools. Only a few years ago the education of 
angry tone, ''Take t,hat l" At the same instant the Ir'ilipinos was all in the hands of the papal 
the third, stationed some distance away in  the hierarchy, and it would have been hard to find 
back of the room, fired a blank cartridge. Forty- on earth a more backward people. 
nine of the students testified that the man who The National Society of the Sons of the 
had the banana in his hand had fired the shot. American Revolutio~l has been examining some 
The supposedly injured man was dragged out of the modern textbooks, and finds itself out of. 
by two men who sat beside him. Not a person accord with' thc English-Speaking Union and 
in the 'class could give their names, although otlicr organizations which have in view the re- 
they were well linown by all. Forty-seven who drsorption of the United States by the British 
saw the banana said that they saw a revolver ICrnpire. It passed resolutions condemning 
instead. Only twenty of the fifty identified the David Saville Aluzzey's "Historjr of the United 
man who fell wl~cn the shot was fired. Several States," now used in Kew York City schools, as 
saw the flash of t21c explosion from the mouth hopclcssly vrong and unfit for school use be- 
of'tlre banana when i t  was fired, and others saw cause it dccoted but seven pages in d 538-page 
th8 smolce. TJVO students said that a yellow booli to the Ilecolutionary War and only twelve 
wekpon was fired. The descriptions of clothing pages of allusion to it in all. We feel certain 
of ;the participants were ridiculous, as well as  that the attempt to get America back into the 
the descriptions of their personal agpcarance. Erit isl~ Empire will never succeed. 
The banana carricr wore a bow tic, but every Thomas A. Edison would have the children 
st,udent testified he had on a four-in-hand tie. in  public schools instructed by movie. 
These students were all students of electrical, There is hardly a thing that cannot be tau@$ 
civil and mechanical engineering, and were as by mcans of them. Educators have been slow 
high a type of witnesses as  could bc found for to taltc up with tlle idea because it has been 
any occurrence. fought by the text-book companies. Naturally: 

Reverend John J. Queally, rector of the Epis- thcy prefer to keep a student's eye$ within a 
copal Church of the Transfiguration, Washing- book, if they can get the profit on the book 
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Pastor Russell's Photo-Drama of Creation was taught by Christ instilled into men between tha 
shown to twelve million people free, and was ages of eighteen and thirty. He said: 
greatly enjoyed by millions; but it was impos- "I have never been ao alarmed over the world aitua- 

to keep the Drama up  on account of the tion as I am The friction points between people( 
and nations were never more numeroue or more aggra- 

expense. vated. More men, women and children have died during 
the last twelve months as a result of conditiom directly 

Duty of the Prea traceable to the World War in a district stretching from 
HE Press poses before the people as a reli- Russia and F~nland on the north through the Ukraine, T able teacher; and, as a mattcr of fact, i t  is PoIand. C~e~hoilovakia and the Balkans, than died iq 

about the only teacher the people as  a wllole arn"e" on both sides during any twelve month of 

ever have. It is to be regretted that the Press even when the sacrifice was peatest." 

makes no greatcr effort to tell the truth, the At the conclusion of Dr. Mott's address there 

whole truth, and nothing but the truth. just was a discussion of the evils confronting the 
now the British Press is up for criticism; and Young men of Fargo. One of the evils men- 
justly so. ~~t only do ~~~~i~~~~ who have been tioned was cigarettes. It will be remembered 
abroad feel indignant a t  the beggarly way the that the Young Men's Christian Association 
newspapers of ~ ~ i t ~ i ~  plity up the lnirrutest was one of the organizations which enthusias- 
acts of dukes and lords existence bene- tically supported the World War ;  also that it 
fits humanity not one iota, they ignore Was engaged on a large scale in the selling 04 
America, the greatest English-speaking coun- c i~aret tes  to the soldiers a t  the front. 
try under the sun; but the Britons are noticing We have a suggestion for  Dr. Mott and for  
the matter themselves. Mr. H. G. Wells, the the Yol~ng Men's Christian Association. Le6 
English writer, in an article in "Thc American the Young Men's Christian Association, if it 
Magazine," takes note of the fact that American really wishes to benefit the young men between 
papers are forging ahead and decornilla jour- eiglitrrn and thirty, retire definitely and'com- 
nals of world events, while the British papers plctely and finally from the war business and 
are rapidly slipping backward, so that, in his the cigarette business; and then when Dr. Mott 
judgment, there are  now left in London but two and othrrs tell of their anxiety that the 
daily newspapers worthy of the name. men should follow Christ there will be soma 

The New York Globe, which will be 130 years X-110 will believe that they are not doing it for 
old on December 9th of this year, and Tvhich is busin~~ssrrc:lsons. Christ's teachings are p1a.h 
the oldest daily newspaper in the United Statrs enough: "Resist not evil"; "They that take the 
with an unbroken record of publication, has sword shall perish ~ t h  the sword"; "Our w e a p  
been sold to Frank A. hfunsey, the publisher of ens are not carnal weaponsJ'; etc. Perhaps Dr. 
the Hew York Herald, the SulZ and the Eve?%ing Matt should go into some other business. 
Telegram. Mr. hfunsey is the owner of many The Australian Worker  has something inter- 
newspapers in various parts of the country. esting to say on this point: 
The 108 shares of stock in the paper, which had "There has been a most alarming increase of crime in 
had a par value of $100 per share, were worth every country that took part in the war. Human nature 
$6,944 per share a t  the time Mr. Uunsey bought =ems to  haye grown more cruel, more violent, more 
them; bat it is that since the paper a,as brutal in the inflict~on of pain and death. And that ~ a n  

just what might have been expected. Yet, while the m u  started, and down to 1918, its backers have had was on, almo~t all our clergymen spoke of it'with enthu- 
$3,754,372 to i t  going- They cia,,, with a fervid passion, as something that 

saw that the time would come when it would be gang  to purify our hearts, lift up our souls, make u4 
a valuable property. spiritually beautiful ! How can we ever trust them a f t e ~  

that? Every jingo preacher of the gospel ought to hide 
Mr. Matt is Alarmed his head in shame. Every parson or priest who stood up 

in his pulpit, and glorified the war as a mighty morel DR. J o E ~  R. MOTT, leader of force, should be doing public penance today. But the fn  
the Men's Christian Association, in not. Their bells are rlnging to call the-people to th& 

address a t  Fargo, North Dakota, in March, churches, just as if nothlng had happened. They b e  
expressed a great desire to see the principles the presumption to talk to us in the sccents of goax 



authority, and Archbishop Wright is horrified because The interesting fact has been brought to I@ 
the Sydney Agricultural Show is to he open on Good that women do not &ow mercy to women. 
Friday, the day on which Christ died ! Women juries convict women murderesses with- 

''fs 'there mything on earth so siclcening as ecclesiss- out hesitation, while men juries aoqnit them. 
^tical inconsistency? The war-mad churchcs have altered mien the juries are the are for 
the date of the cmcifixion to August 4, 1914. And not conviction, while the men are for acqnittal. 
all their faith-healing stunts can avail to make us forget are inclined to be kind toward men, ht Bat  they helped to inflict upon humanity the most 
grievous injury i t  ever received, and infect it with a cruel and vindictive toward women. 
disease beyond the curative powers of hystmia manipu- New York has had a bull fight. spain sent 
lators. They extolled as a Coci-sent means of grace and over one of its star bull butchers. He chased 
regeneration a conflict that filled vast cemetcrics with the bull around a roped enclosure for a few 
murdered dead, carried grief and ~uffering into ~rlillions minutes when the terrified bull broke through, 
of homes, and is crowding the jails with criminals. No, galloped across a slippery floor and wound up, 
We can never forget; nor, while memory lash, can we trembling and terrified, and \vith a great crowd 
ever forgive." a t  its heels, in one of the adjoining caf6s. If 
As a matter we list the ~ a r t i c i ~ a -  these Spanish picadors want something 
in the World War. On the One were exciting they should try crossing upper Broad- 

Austria, Bulgari% Germany and Turkey. On way on foot without getting run over by = 
the other side were Australia, Belgium, Brazil, a,,tomobile. 
Canada, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, France, Great 

Statistics compiled by the National Commit- Britain, Haiti, India> Italy, tee for Mental Hygiene show that in the forty Japan, ~ Liberia, Montenegro, Newfoundland, years from 1850 to 1920 the population of the 
New Nicara@1a7 Panama, United States ggned 110.8 percent; while the 
Roumania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Siam, increase in tlic number of insane, in the asp- 

Republic, and States. lums, was 465.3 percent. More of the insane axe 
The Bible is now published in 7'70 languages in the asylums than was formerly the case 

and dialects, and the annual distribution in all this affects the figures somewhat. D ~ .  a R 
languages is thirty million copies. Twenty-five ~ > ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Director of Asylums, Province. of 
of the dialects of China have the Bible in their $,,bee, mentions some of the many symptoms 
own vernacular, as have also sixteen of the dia- M,hich show that the world is going insme: 
lects of Japan. The E s l h o s  have never seen wi ld  enthusiasm in play or work, of all pm- 
sheep, hence do not know what they are- A* portion to the importance of the matter in  hand; 
cordingly, the Eskimo translation of John 1 : 29 the desire for  disreerd of the deca- 
when rendered back into English reads : "Be- loguc, and the substitution for it of theSquestion 
hold the Baby Seal of God, which talceth away whether or not it is safe to do the thing desired; 
the sins of the world," this being the best the insanity; communistic insanity; 
translators could do. insanity; worship of riches ; spiritism 

Notes on Crime 

T 11E professor of criminal law in the Univer- 
sity of Michigan is of the opinion that the 

newspapers would render a great service to 
humanity if they published much more news of 
the penalties paid for crimes than they now do. 
As it is, much space is given to the crime itself, 
while but little is  given to the punishnncnt. The 
Toledo post-office was robbed; the papers made 
mach of it. Most of the loot was recovered; 
and twenty-one men and women were sent to 
prison for the job, two of them for life and 
three others practically for  life. This aspect of 
the affair received but scanty notice. 

Arnong the principal causes for this state of 
affairs Dr. Desloges places the World War with 
its incident tremendous nervous strain; the con- 
sequent high cost of living; the inevitable loss 
of confidence in so-called spiritual leaders and 
the resultant loss of all fa.ith, due to the ineor- 
rect supposition that these religious leaders are 
really Christians and believers in the Bible. iPs 
a matter of fact myriads of them were in the 
hell business for revenue only, in the evolution 
business for the same reason, in the trinity busi- 
ness for the same reason, in the war businem 
for the same reason, in the cigarette businesa 
for the same reason, and in the smug, sanctified, 
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mft-spoken, afternoon-tea, money-begging busi- 
ness for the same reason. 

The so-called Marathon dances which have 
been going on in  various places are illustrations 
of the coming insanity of the race of which Dr. 
Desloges writes. At  North Towanda, Pennsyl- 
vania, a young man danced with his partner 
for eighty-seven hours continuously, and then 
dropped dead. At  Cuthbert, Georgia, a young 
woman danced 104 hours and forty minutes, 
and perhaps would be dancing yet had not an 
angry brather carried her forcibly off the floor. 

There is a connection between Marathon 
'dances and spiritism. The medicine man dances 
in order to get into communication with the 
demons; the whirling Dervish danccs for  the 
same reason. The probable explanation is that 
the brain becomes overheated, and hence not 
under normal control of the person; thus i t  
is more easy of access to a demon. Spasms 
and frothings a t  the mouth sometimes acwm- 
pany such dances. After the war there was in 
Germany a dancing mania which spread to the 
remotest villages in the country. 

I n  Constantinople the beggars have so in- 
creased since the World War that steps have 
had to be taken to suppress what has brcome a 
menace. Pedestrians can hardly makc thcir way 
through the streets, on account of tho demand 
for alms coming from every direction. At  one 
roundup of beggars recently the police gathered 
in 2,000 children, of both sexes. Forty of these 
children were found in one nest. They are 
homeless, starving sufferers. 

A horse-dealer in Moscow, by the name of 
Romaroff, has just been apprehended after 
making away with thirty-three men within the 
past two years, with robbery as the motive for 
the crimes. About every other week he lured a 
victim to his stables under pretense of selling 
him a horse, and killed him for what money he 
happened to have on his person at the time. 
the average amount obtained was about eighty 
cents. The odd thing about i t  is  that the man 
bore an excellent reputation and was said to 
have a genial, kindly manner. 

Wonders of the World 

nassus, the Colossus a t  Rhodes, and the light- 
house of Alexandria, three a re  mentioned in the 
Bible, the first three; and the first of these is 
still in existence. 

Thc Great Pyramid is 486 feet high and one- 
eighth of a mile long on each of i ts  four sides, 
making it the largest building in  the world. 
Thcre are stones in it thirty feet in length, 
weighing 850 tons each, which fit so closely to- 
gether that one may run a penknife over the 
surface without discovering the breaks between 
them. The Great Pyramid is located in the ten- 
ter of the land surface of the whole world. Its 
sides arc exactly north and south, east and 
west. I ts  measurcmc~lts disclose the exact num- 
ber of days, hours, minutes and seconds in the 
year; the earth's distance from the sun; the 
length of the precessional cycle, and the length 
~f all the important periods of human history 
as recorded in the Bible and in  secular history. 
Bible students believe that without question 
God was its architect and that it is the witness 
to the Lord in the land of Egypt, referred to 
in Isaiah 19 : 19,20. 

The walls of Babylon were from thirty-two 
to eighty-five feet thick, and from seventy-five 
to three hundred feet high. On the summit were 
two hundred and fifty towers, plaoed along the 
outer and inner edges of the wall, tower facing 
tower. In the walls were a hundred brazen 
gates. The walls were torn down by Xerxes in 
484 B. C., about fifty-four years after the fall 
of Babylon at the hand of Cyms. 

The temple of Diana at Ephesus, which fig- 
urcd largely in the experiences of St. Paul, was 
completed in the days of Alexander the Great, 
but without his help. It became a vast museum 
and storehouse of riches, and at  one time was 
the most important outstanding financial and 
commercial institution in  the East. It was also 
a refuge for fugitives and criminals, who could 
not be touched while in the temple. When the 
temple was burned hy the Gotlis in  262 A. D., 
some of the stone pillars escaped destruction 
and were used in the construction of the mosque 
of St. Sophia, Constantinople, where they re- 
main to this day. 

The eighth wonder of the world is the Great 
4 THE seven wonders of the ancient world, Wall of China, of which we will have more to 0' the Great Pyramid, the walls of Babylon, say in an early issue. The ninth wonder is the 

the temple of Diana at  Ephesus, the statue of concrete viaduct over the Tunkhannock Creek, 
Zeus a t  Olympus, the hfausolenm at Halicar- at Nicholson, Pa., on the line of the D. L. & W. 



Americanization as an Ideal BY H. E. Gofey q 

AT THE time of the Revolutionary War  a places of greater prominence and more wedth, 
common grievance served to unite the that they might lord it over their more stupid 

various American colonies. This bond of union brethren. The great World War furnished 
continued to grow and to instill into the hearts opportunities of this Irind, and the records show 
of the founders of our republic an intense spirit that there was profiteering on an unpreoedented 
of patriotism-love of country. I t  is upon the scale. 
unselfish ideas and ideals which these fore- At this after-the-war stage of history the 
fathers of the United States enibodied in our favored few are still schenling schemes and 
Constitution that the doctrine of Americanism dreaming dreams as to how the majority may 
is based. This doctrine serves also to teach be in subjcdion. The doctrine of Ameri- 
love, honor, and respect for  our national em- canis111 serves well their purpow. Why? Be- 
blem. I ts  further purpose i s  to stimulate in cause (:onstitutional government by the people, 
each citizen thoughtful interest in national in the full sense of the telxl, no longer exists. 
affairs and to every citizen a voting citi- In the Wasllingtoninn days of long ago when 
Zen where one has the right of suffrage. almost everyone told the truth, and when one 

Itany of the active promoters of American- could know personally all the prominent mkn 
ism are sincere, earnest men and women. Their of the Rrprll,lic. it was possible for one to vote 
idea is that the present and future welfare and intplll<;ently. Those men could be elected who 
safety of our nation depelld upon instilling the would serve tile people rather than betray their 
doctrine of Americanism into each inhabitant. trust for the sake of becoming their master-. 

Dr. B. K. Baghdigian, an birth, Today puljlic thought is largely machine- 
ranks the noted lecturers and opentcd by the public press. This octopus has 
writers on this subject. I$ecently it was my no poncciclltious scruples and misrepresents, 

. privilege to hear him describe his former life- distorts and colors facts to accomplish \"hat- 
relating how he escaped from Turkish massa- ever its 11c3(!s lllar direct. ~ ' b ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ , ,  
Ores America boy; of his privations serves excellently in this line to keep thegeople 
and hardships while struggling for an educa- in sulljection and co!ltented. 
tion in this land; of his fall into infidelity and Hence bcricnrllSnl is not the superlative 
Socialism, and of his later catching the spirit ideal. For the foregoing and many other rea- of Americanism and his present intense love sons it is destined to a y  as a cl,erishcd for his adopted country. treasure from the hearts of men. We should 

I n  the mind of this man and many othcrs, 
h e r i c a n i s m  is a grand idcd which they wor- not regret this; for something grander and 

ship with an intense spirit of devotion. It nobler is to take its place. Soon the great 

be well if these ideals could be autocracy of Christ Jesus is to have world-wide 
~t would be well indeed 3 each indiT~dual pas- donlinior~. The right to live in this dominion 
sesscd such a noble spirit of self-sacrilice as  to will be p-manc~itly granted only to those who 
be willing to forego certain individual privi- become, not Anlericans, not so-called Chris- 
leges for the common good. But students of tians, but real Christians in spirit, in deed and 
past history who are also familiar with Biblical in  truth. 
prophecy relative to the future see clearly that A great many of the ohampions of the AmeA 
the goal of Americanism cannot be realized. canism ideal I feel sure possess such nobility 

Neither can the cosmopolitan idcal of a world- of character that will enable them to atch 
wide onion of nations to abolish war and per- quicli-ly the spirit of Christ's Scrip petuate peace reach fruition. All past history 
has demonstrated that mankind in general are tural prophecy assures that this reign oC right- 

intensely The desire and concern for eousness will be the desire of all nations, and 

personal prosperity and welfare has always this is I conclude that the Americanism 
ruled in the hearts of the vast majority. ideal will cease to be, rather than perish as a 

Alniost every war of the past Elas given o p  fond regret. It mill be submerged in the higher 
portuility for the unpatriotic minority to gain idcal that is to come. 

06Q 



Reports From Foreign Correspondents 
h m  Nomay ernment has abolished the prohibition law of 

HZ population of N~~~~~ is two and one- "ll~e hot wine" on account of pressure from the T half millions; i t  still has a king. l t s  consti- wineproducing countries against Norway, and 
bution corresponds with that of England, pmb- also because prohibition is a hindrance to the 
ably a little more free, howeyer. ~h~ political work of the profiteers. This abolishment of the 
leaders do their best; the condition is prohibition law is made notwithstanding the 
better than in many other European countries; fact it was passed by a popular vote with 
but here i s  also much hypocrisy, deccption, and large majority three Years ago- 
fraud in political, financial, and religous life. The State religion is Lutheran (protestant), 
on account of big business and its dirferent but all other Christian sects are  well repre- 
interests, the people are often by the sented. The c'bundles" are about to  be tied to- 
pl'ofiteers for personal gain. The people are getllcr (by alliances, etc.) ; but as  a whole the 
one of the most thrifty and enlightened of the people have not yet turned their baclcs to the 
world's nations, and often put themselves in non~inal systems, although the attendance ha8 
opposition to various enterprises. ~h~ political been sniall lately-notwithstanding the people's 
parties are divided into three main groups: religious inclinations. The masses are  amaken- 
the Right - conservative; the Left - liberal; in3 and are beginning to judge for themselves 

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t - ~ ~ l ~ h ~ ~ i k .  ~h~~~ are also two what constitutes true Christianity, and thus are  
minor pafiies: the and the freeing themselves of the leaders who wou!d- 
Farmers9 party. The conservative (Right) is dominate and hold them in servility to the 
a t  present the strongest party; but as  none has creeds the ages. The literature of the 
the upper hand in "The Stor thine there are International Bible Students is turning the tide. 
often government crises-once "the Right" and 
once "the Left" has ruled. The Communist 
(bolshevik) are in the lead a t  the ballot just 1 of the first things that strikes the reader 
now. ON" of our daily papers during the past few 

In  1920-21 h'orway had a railroad strike, a weeks is the activity of our various church or- 
seamen's strike, and a general strike. These ganizations. 
strikes revealed not only the enormous strength For  instance, these two items are  somewhat 
of the working classes in the country; but also significant: The Vancouver Province states 
the strength of capital. None of the parties, that a movement is on foot to reconvert to 
ho\vever, dared put the case to the deciding paganism the tribesmen of the Six Nations In- 
point. Conditions since have been more peace- dians, whose reserve is ncar Brantford, Ont. 
full but discontent i s  still smouldering among Considerable success has attended the efforts 
the masses, and the fight will be mnch harder of the "foes of Christianity"; for we find the 
the next time it  breaks loose. Norway as a little trihc, generally speaking, is  inore addicted to 
country is depending mainly on its import and baseball and other activities of like kind on 
export trade with its neighbors. Unemployment Sunday than to the church attendance n~hich the 
is about 25,000 to 30,000. Norway has had lately church authorities wollld so dearly love to see. 
se-ieral financial difficulties, but not nearly so The churches do not participate in baseball gate 
heavy as some of the neighboring countries. receipts. Pagan ceremonies such as  the Feast 
The money value stands today fifty percent of the Wliite Dog, \vhicll calls for animal sacri- 
under the dollar, but was in 1920 down to 125 fice, arr  carried out under the tutelage of Des- 
percent under the dollar. kehah, the chief of the tribe. This does not say 

Lawlessness is increasing; and the belief in much for the success of the nlissionary efforts 
the authorities and respect for them are fading. of our  various churches, right here in the heart 
The prohibition law i s  openly violated, mnch of "Christendom," amongst a people that are 
on account of the big newspapers' demoralizing ninety-s~ven and five-tenths percent Christian, 
agitation against that law. The authorities see accordl~~g to the recent church census. Then, 
the violation, but lack the power and also the again, the Woodstoclr Sentinel-Review states 
will to enforce the law. Just  recently the gov- that a formal demand on the part of the Conncil 

1111 
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of the Six Nations tribe for the return to then] sion," goes on the Free pies$, "that th  
of a trust fund amounting to $70d,000 which opinion of the working class about the 
was placed in the hands of the British Govern- is much the same; they bar, out ge 
ment for  administration for the benefit or the tianity and place creeds in its stead." 
tribe generally, is meeting with opposition on The Toronto Daily Star takes up  the crg: 
the part  of the Department of Indian Affairs, wit11 the presentation of the views of Dr. Lorne 
because the Indians refuse any longer to recog- A. Pierce, literary adviser to the Methodist 
nize the authority of the Canadian Crovernme~~t, Book Steward, the Rev. Dr. S. W. Fallis. "Men 
and desire to throw away the blessings of civili- are weary of religion accompanied by jazz gos- 
zation and return to the conditiori of their an- pel songs and troubadour preachments," is the 
cestors. The Trnro (Nova Scotin) il.'c.tss corn- emphatic and critical cornmcnt concerning 
ments on the missionary effort of the 3ietl.lodist modern trend in Christian pulpiteering in  Can- 
church and states that owing to a lnclr of funds ada, by Dr. Pierce. IIe severely scores the ten- 
amounting to betwcen $300,000 and $400,000 dency to make the church a secular as  well a s  
there must be a curtailment of activity in the sacred institution, turning it  into a "rag-picker's 
mission fields in China and Japan. paradise"; and he hits hard a t  punning and 

We might expect a little confusion amongst flippancy and wen irreverence in the pulpit. H e  
the ranks of the ecclesiastics aftcr re:lding the closes with words that find. an  echo in  our 
following from the Toronto Daily Star:  "Re- hearts: 
fused to accept old-time ~ ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ~ ,  ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  "The saddest thing in all the world . . . is that man 

of Three Presbyterian llinisters Held up over - . . in the sacred places . . bearing the 

an Hour," says the headline; and me note that symbol of a power he does not possess. The man whose 
mind and hcart the truth of God has touched will have 

the reason was, 'qnability to accept certain a full of immediateness, which will proclaim 
long-established points of doctrine." T l ~ c  first with with digllitY and ~ t h  befitting 
objection was to "accepting thc Old and New an anlbassador from so high a c o u * ~  

/ Testaments as  the Word of God." They also From $ I ~ ~ ~ ~  J ~ ~ ,  sask., comes the plaint of 
objccted to accepting the Westminster Stand- tile Evelzing ~i~~~ comnlenting on the recent 
ard as the basis of belicf and teac:l~ing. We of r>isllop ~ ~ i l ~ ~ ,  of the ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~  
can understand thc latter reason easily enough, Episcopal Church, who has been talking plainly 
but have difficulty in appreciating the former about  sensationalism^ f i ~ h &  main de- 
one. What object has a man in becoming the sire slmong some of the clergy seems to be to 
minister of God, if His Word is rejected to shock somebody," says the ~ i ~ h ~ ~ .  comment- 
start  with7 Possibly the salary to be obtained irlg on the ~ i ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~  utterances, the ~i~~~ says 
for preaching has a little to do ~ v i  th it. that he is correct in  supposing that the ordi- 

Wc find in the London Free Press headlines nary ministrations of the church seldom get 
a om~ment  on the modern church as follows: into the public prints, but only the sensational 
"Labor Class Alienated from Churches through items. ' [ ~ t  is easy to imagine the headlines of 
Creeds and Disunion." They continue that, by the future," i t  goes on (after the public are  sur- 
actual Count, ninety percent of the artisan class feited sensationalism) : 'Noted Divine De- 
stay away from church, and illustrate the situa- clares Sinners Must Repent.' 'Bishop Asserts 
tion with a story of a darkey who attcinpted to that Only Pure in Heart Shall See God.'" It 
become a member of a fashionable church the a11 depends on what the public considers s tarb 
congregation of which were all white. The min- ling. After people have been fed long enough 
ister was much put out and, not l~nolving 1~711at on sensational utterances they may come to 
to do, recommended to the darkey that he pray think of com~nonplace Christian teaching aa a 
for  guidance. Rastus prayed and prayed and tremendous sensation, 
prayed. Eventually he rdled on the minister 
and sadly announced: "It's no use, massa; I Money the Great Need 
asked the Lord for guidance; an' IIe eaid to UT the following puts the finishing touch 
me, 'Stop worrying about that church, Rastus, B on the whole matter. The Manitoba Free 
I have been tryin' to get into that same 'church Press gives to the world the following presa 
myself for thirty years 1"' "It is my impres- despatch from London, Ont.: 
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*It WM announoed today that the Financial Board are 1,100 members in our oongregation, besides a large 

of the Anglican diocese of Huron may proceed against number of adherents. The Finance Board haa been sd 
m e  2,800 of its communicants who owe the diocese impressed with the fact that a smell contribution weekly 
about $45,000. This debt represents arrears of pay- from 1,100 persons would very soon wipe out the ~ 1 1 t h  
merit to the Anglican Forward Movement of a few church debt, that it haa decided to put the matter b e f h  
years past. It is proposed that these arrears be collected the congregation. Let us suppose that eaoh brick in the 
by regular collection agencies or through the courts." building unpaid for is worth 25 cents, and we aim to 

If memory serves us aright, this Forward pay for 1,100 each week, in addition to contribution 
Movement was the Canadian section of the through duplex envelopes, how many of these 26-cent 
'Tnterchurch World Movement." The affairs of bricks You Pay for each Snnday ?" 

this gigantic fiasco were wound u p  some months Our query is, When a n  we e-9pect d e l i v e ~  
ago and registered as a failure. ~ l t h ~ ~ g h  we of the bricks SO purchased? Or is it just one of 
do not fWor the ides of any man's repudiating those childish 'Zet's pretend" ideas whereby the 
his promises, rve thin]< that this matter might necessary money is scientifically "eased" out of 
be made retroactive. What happened to all the pocket with the least amount of paint 
cash that was collected? Conle on, follts, line up for your briclrs! Is not 

While w& are on this of cash, here is the line about the "in addition to duplex mve 
an interesting little item culled from the col- lopc~'' just too intriguing for anything? The 
nmns of the Saskatoon Phanix: Government Finance Board is also "impressed" 

"Friday, March 30th, 1923, was Good Friday, a day with the idea that a small contribution from a 
when 'good' Christians are supposed to devote a con- number of people will wipe out debts, but they 
eiderable portion of their time to contemplation of the do not offer to sell bricks out of the Legislature 
great mrifice made by the Savior on this day for the buildings to get the cash. This valnable idea 
benefit of the human race. Let us suPPos% then, with should bc internationally patented. Think what 
all reverence that the Savior had come to Saskatoon and G~~~~~ do with it, or anstria, or R~~ 
had wended His r a y  to the Third Avenue Methodist sia, just now I 
church. What would He have found in the church? He Conditions in the sedions show little would speedily have discovered that unless He was able 
and ready to p ~ y  twenty-five cents He would not be abIc or no improvement. Reports from the mest  
to enter the church at all. Having pald the requlred serve enhance the mde throngh 
mm, He would hare been able to listen to some excel- the columns of THE GOLDEN AGE recently. The 
lent orchestral music whiIe a movie machine clicked condition of the TVest, financially, is deplorable. 
merrily in the balcony and projected its story upon the Moose Jaw Evening Times headlines an  Ottawa 
back wall of the church, all for twenty-five cents. Won- despatch : "Rural Saskatchewan Sunlr in Well 
derful ! Has the church of God come to this at last? of Indebtedness," the report of George F. 
Had those responsible for this horrible piece of money- Edwards, vice-president of the Saskatchewan 
gabbing no qualms of conscience when there flashed ~~~i~ G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ t i ~ ~ .  M ~ .  ~ d ~ ~ ~ d ~  
on the screen the picture of our Savior chastising those gives soIne illuminating figures. One village of 
who were desecrating His Father's house? 'My house 
shall be a house of prayer, but ye have made it into a 250 farmers had a wheat export last season 08 
movie-house.' By the way, we see that Harry Lauder 325,000 bushels and an indebtedness of $690,- 
is making another world tour. We wonder if the Third 0001 (Wheat averaged less than one d o l k  a 
Avenue Methodist church will book this attraction bushel.) In  one municipality, out of 1,440 qmr-  
again." ter sections 274 were put up for  tax-sale in 

No comment is necessary, other than to add 1919, 427 in 1921, in 1922 the list rose to 6181 
a note to the question of the newspaper, that Conditions were described as  "exceedingly dis- 
Money, with a capital "hl," seems to be the only tressing." We agree. Mr. Deachrnan, of Cal- 
worry of the church today. gary, before the special agricultural committee 

To close this section of our report we append of the House of Commons, agrees also. He says 
part of the contents of a letter recently received that in parts of Alberta cows sell for $20, 
from the "Orillia Presbyterian Church," Orillia, horses are of no value, and cattle are  being 
Ont. : Heading-"Consolidated Debt Fund," fed seed grain. 
dated April 2, addressed to Dear Sir  or Madam: The Farm and Ranch Review waxes sarcastio 

"The entire church debt is now down to practically about the coal situation: 
$36,00O--organ $14,000 and property $22,000. There "Fellow farmers and fellow philmthropiste," it rofi 



'T am ov~rilowing with admiration for our class! Do 
we exhibit the mean little tcaits of other groups of 
moiety? We do not. If any other dasa is robbing uq 
what of it? No one raises his voice in vulgar protest. 
Ld the culprit live with his uneasy conscience. That 
shall be his punishment. Our time is claimed by matters 
of greater importance, such as politics, divorce laws, 
single tax, remodeling the Banff Bath House, door locks 
in hotels, recognition of chiropractors and many other 
weighty and momentous subjects closely relatcd to agri- 
culture. Such a commonplace matter as the price of 
coal to the prairie settler, for instance, caunot be per- 
mitted t o  intrude on our deliberations. If an7 sett.lcr 
cannot aEord to pay three prices for coal, let him burn 
his kitchen table, or freeze. Nothing coulil bc simpler. 
So the farmers throughout the West will be delighted 
to hear that the annual sage dispute between t l ~ c  coal 
miners and the operators has recently been satisfactorily 
adjusted on t l ~ c  usual basis, which is, that the miners 
get all they a~lc, and that the operators accomriiodatil~gly 
transfer the load to the col~sumer." 

Here  i s  our perennial bugbear, thc coal sit- 
uation. Canada with the largest potential coal 
deposits in  thc world, with perhaps the sole 
exception of Siberia, pays more in proportion 
for  lier OWII product than any other country 
in the world. Northern Ontario last winter had 
the pleasure of paying up  to  $24 per ton for  
American hard  coal, with a country full of 
native coal untouchable. I t  i s  a delightful feel- 
ing ' to  sit before the leaping flames and watch 
$24 coal crumble to ashes-if yon don't happen 
to be the one that  pays for  it! 

And if it i s  not coal, it i s  something else- 
wool for  instance. Thc Moose J aw  Times tclls 
us  that in 1922 the farmer must sell the v;ool 
off fifty sheep to buy a suit of clothes! And 1%--c 

know that  he might sell the hides off as  m:rny 
beeves and not have the price of a pair  of shoes! 
And the war has  been ended five years; and 
this i s  the great  e r a  of prosperity that was 
promised by the war politicians. 

Perhaps the answer lies in the statc~nent of 
Dr. Desloges, Quebec Director of Asylunls. The 
Regina Leader editorially comments on Dr. 
Desloges' statement that in another quarter of 
a century the  whole civilized world will be in- 
sane. The doctor goes on to say thzt  in the 
past  year a record has been made in the num- 
ber of cnscs of insanity treated in Quebec asy- 

. lums. H e  blames our artificial life, excitement, 
and abnormality of effort in work and play, 

. and suggests tha t  a cure lies i n  getting back to 
quiet family life. 

Let us be thankful that  we have at hand an 
entire thousand years under the rule of Christ 
in wllic,h to recover normalcy and poise. And 
now for  a little real old-time, unadorned, bare- 
Imucltle, Tammany-type graft without any r* 
deeming features. 

As is generally Imown, Canada has  just had 
a shalre-up over the nationalization, or more 
correctly speaking, the public ownership of cer- 
tain lines of railroad, that were built a t  publia 
expense and operated for  private profit. The 
old 13oard of Directors gave place to new, and 
unlucliily for  so~neone there was some loose cash 
lying around. The Toronto Globe report i s  in- 
tert:sling reading. One naive confession reads: 
"The Ehglish Board of Directors on February 
19t11, 1920, voted themselves, a s  compensation 
for  loss of office, a gratuity of five years' direc- 
tors' ices!' Borncbody in the llouse of Com- 
I ~ I O I I S  got prying around and lifted the lid on 
as  pretty a mess a s  has come to light in years 
of railroad grafting. After the smoke cleared, 
i t  appears that  when the old Board reluctantly 
moved of[ the job, it carted along with i t  in the 
form of plasters fo r  hur t  feelings, and pills for  
that tired fecling, the tidy suzn of $462,280 o r  
more. Not too bad. We suspect that perhaps 
the amount was limited by the available cash. 
illid there been more in the Treasury, no doubt 
so valuable a man as the President of the Cana- 
dian Xaiional Railway would have spurned so 
paltry a sum a s  $35,000 a s  a n  honorarium fo r  
his invaluable services. And the other partici- 
pants proportionately. Foolish people say that  
public omncrship will not pay ;  but we rise t o  
rc?mari; that by the looks of this record it surely 
pays some people! 

Thc next report that comes to  ou t  hand is 
the "Afnniieslo of the Worliers' Party," which 
is frankly and outspolienly Communistio. One 
of its suhhe~dings  is, "Imperialism and Eco- 
nomic Chaos" : 

"The first \\'or113 War drew thousands of Canadian 
toilers into its maw. Some were forced to go, ae gn 
alternative to the starlvation of unemployment. Some 
went under tlie influence of propaganda. All were told 
that they n-ere figlltiug a mar against imperialism and 
autocracy, the victorious outcome of which would be 
follored by the end of all war, the destruction of 
imperialism, the beginning of reconstruction, and higher 
living standards. Years of disillusionment have fol- 
lowed. Only a few months ago, through its agent, Lloyd 
George, British Imperialism had the audacity to try to 
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embroil the u-orliers of Canada in its imperialistic war 
game of grabbing the Uosul oil wells. The invasion of 
the Ruhr is the outward renewal of the war for 'democ- 
racy,' now seen clearly to be a war for coke, iron ore, 
and steel. The lies of reconstruction have been exploded 
no less that the lies about ending imperialism and war. 
The European continent is in economic chaos. The 
speculative boom that America is supposed to bc enjoy- 
ing today is not based upon any fundamerltal rccon- 
etmction of world economics. As soon as stocks are 

replenished and the warehouses are filled again, out 
the workers will be thrown on the nnemployment mslc 
ket." 

Can one altogether blame workers for  form- 
ing revolutionary parties in the face of a situa- 
tion of which the railroad steal mentioned above 
is only one small highlight? With increasing 
thankfulness we %ok eagerly toward the fore- , 

gleams of the incoming Kingdom of Righteous- 
ness and Peace, the Golden Age of promise. 

Appleology By Joseph Greig 

A SMALL boy was once asked to write an 
essay on "Apples." And so with charactcr- 

istic brevity, he began: 
"Apples are born on trees and, unllke grapefruit and 

oranges, have to be eaten from the outside 1n. But if 
grew, they sometimcs make the inside outside. There 
are different kinds of apples. There's the Adani's Apple, 
the Apple of Disco~d, Sodom's Apples, the Apple of 
My Eye, Applejaclt, and Appleton's Cyclopedia." 

But rve turn to a more reliable authority 
for information on this king of the vegetable 
ki~lgdom. 

I n  the first place the composites of apples 
generally are albumen, sugar, gum, malic acid, 
gallic acid, fibre, water, and phosphorus. This 
combination is cornniended to offset and neu- 
tralize the challry matter of other foods, and 
is used in nature to drive out foreign poisons. 

Further, history tells us that climate has 
much to do in producing the great variety 
known to the horticultural world. Alonuments 
have been erected all over the country to the 
originators of the various species. These monu- 
ments are to be found in the names of the 
fruits themselves. The "Standard Dictionary" 
lists 285 varieties of apples and at  considerable 
effort and expense has collected data a s  to 

are most popular. The varieties marked 
"Best" are listed in order as follo~vs: Canana, 
Belmont, Bethlehemitc, Eullocli, Cogs\vell, Cox 
Orange, Delicious, Early Joe, Esopns, Fall 
Wine, Qardrn Royal, Grimes, Jonathan, King 
David, Lady, Melon, Mother, Pomme Grise, 
Porter, Primate, Red Canada, Summer Pear- 
main, Swaar, White Pearmain, Yellow New- 
town. Besides these, 136 are reported as  V e r y  
Good," and all the rest are marked "Good" 
except the Doyle and the Rock Pippin, which 
seem to have no friends. The apples which 

grow best and are very successful, no matter 
where they arc planted, are the Early Harvest 
and Wealthy, which are "Very Good"; and the 
Alaid~n Rlush, Oldenburg, arid Red Astrachan, 
which are marked "Goob" 

Surely a beneficent Creator filled this single 
fruit with ah. infinite diversity of richness, 
beauty, and flavors. But what will men say 
when the Invisible Blesser, who is now person- 
ally present, begins to touch the entire course 
of nature, and comnlands 'the earth to yield 
her increase,' 'the desert to blossom as a rose,' 
and the rejoicings of "the myrtle and the fir 
and box trees," to burst forth with a perfect 
earth1 y fulncss? 

A girl in Ohio procured some gummed letters 
of the English alphabet mhich she proceeded to 
fix on the surfaces of unripe apples then plen- 
teous in her father's orchard. On one she put 
"1914--End of TVorld"; on another, "No Fiery 
Hell" ; still another, "Golden Age Here" ; while 
on others Scripture texts were affixed. I n  due 
tiwe the sun tinted the apple crop, also coloring 
these particular apples excepting under these 
letters. Removing the stickers revealed the 
printing clt,arly in basic green. When the 
neighbors saw the queer production, it aroused 
great rscitement. And thc report went f a r  and 
wide that the Millennium was here, and that 
G----'s apples were coming out now with 
Scriptnre texts all over them. 

Aftern-ards a few of these specids were 
boxed and mailed to Pastor Russell, as  a test 
of his acumen. In~mcdiately a reply came back 
from the venerable Pastor to the effeot that he 
perceived that they had a wonderful Sun- 
painter in their orchard, and that the exhibit 
was beautiful. 
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To those who complain at  being unable to under his shadow with great delight, and hilr 

eat apples without distress of some kind we fruit wcs sweet to my taste. . . . Stay me with 
suggest that, no doubt, the chemistry of the flagons, comfort mo with apples."-Solomon'e 
stomach has much to do with this; and since Soilg 2 :  3,s. 
such a big variety e ~ i s t s ,  possibly other br:~nds We cor~clude with the poet's beautiful settings 
might be eaten without discomfort. It is a of nature, as follows: 
known fact, as has been elalsorated on in TEIE 
GOLDEN AGE, that no two ston~acl.~s are alilrc "What plant we in this apple-tree? 
and can use the same rations id(:ntically. Work, S ~ ~ r c t s  for a hundred fion-cry springs 

weather, balance, etc., all have to do with the To load tllc 3lay-~.vind'a reslless .wings, 

intake of foods. Equilibrium was lost in b&n, IVhun frocl the orchard roii7, he pours 

and will not be fully regained until the earth Its fragrance tl~rciugh our opcn doura." 

blossoms with the new trees of life. * * * a t  

The apple trcz, is symbolic of Christ: "AS "And all anlid thcm stood the Tree of Life, 
the apple trco among the trees of the nrood, IIigll, emincat, bloorning ambrosial fruit 
so is my beloved among the sons. I sat down Of vegetable gold." 

According to Our Lord's Great Prophecy 
Christ's kingdom was to be introdurcd, and 

to bring its blessings, in troublous times. The 
strife, trouble, perplexity, anxirty, ant1 the 
multiplied problfms pressing humanity todny 
for a solution, with no relief in sight, are s t r o n ~  
circumstantial evidences that we are passir~g 
from under the long doillination of Satan in 
the affairs of nlen to the great rigllltous rest- 
day of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

The seed of sin, sown for six thousand ycnrs, 
has ripened, and selfishness in cvcry prolitccr- 
ing enterprise is the result. KO Leagne of 
Nations, no beneficent laxs, no men, nor all of 
these together, can bring the blessings so much 
desired. Man must be brolcrn in spirit, in pnr- 
pose, in his wilful disobedience; and man's 

extremity is God's opportunity. We believe it 
is very near.  

"i\' n t ' ,  [<in shall riae against nation, and king- 
dom ag:.:tinst lririgiiom : and there shall be fam- 
ines, n11d pcstilences, and earthquakes, in divers 
plncacs. . . . Then shall they deliver you up to 
he afflicted, and shall kill you: and ye shall be 
hated of all nations for my name's sake. . . . 
F o r  then shall be great tribulation, such a s  was 
not from the bcginiling of the world to this 
tirnc, no, nor ever shall b c  And except those 
days should he shortcncd, there should no flesh 
be saved: hnt for the elcct,'~ salcc those days 
shall be shortened [and tnerc will be  nill lions 
now living that will never die]."--Mitthew 24: 
7, 9, 21, 22. 

Religions Changes in Europe 
Nem~paper despatches from Russia state that 

some cl~nrchcs have been converted into scl~ools, 
and their bells meltcd into plows. Atheism is 
spreading over Russia, as  i t  did in France dur- 
ing the French Reign of Terror. A favorite 
motto of the Young Communists is: "Como to 
onr meetings. Wdll prove that your Christian- 
ity is a borrowed religion, and that i t  comes 
from the Pagans. All gods and all religions 
ere inventions." 

Infidelity is reported as growing in Germany 
to so great an extent that efforts are hein.: 
d e  to repudiate the Old Testament entirely 

and to contend that Jesus Christ was a Greek, 
solely because His pictures represent Him as  
Pair-slcinncd. Anti-Semitism, which is growing 
greatly, is a t  the bottom of this move. There 
are hard timos ahead lor  the Jews. Meantime 
the intoresting infonriation comes to hand that 
although, forty years ago, ancient Hebrew was 
a language which for many centuries had been 
considcrod dead, today it is spoken by ninety- 
six percent of all the Jewe in Palestine, is the 
language used in the murts, the language of 
official documents, and that the stampa carry 
Hebrew inscriptions. - 



A June Vacation in Keene Valley By Alice Lea Darlington 

I T WAS raining heavily as the green Innd- George and Champlain to Westport, where a 
scapc sped past the windows of a swift rail- wide, yellow sunset shone over the water; frogs 

way, train from the interior, bound for the of m m ~ y  tones called to one another from the 
metropolis. A merry party of four within chat- brirrlr, then moonrise, and whippoorwills, and a 
ted in high spirits, looking forward to an early nigl~t's rest at t l ~ e  inn, 
summer vacation. Uncle l iarry was a tease, It 

Aunt Harriet a cheery victim; Xiece Nillie and The Catnping Scene 
Cousin Maude suffered also in turn. "No doubt 1 1 ~  nc.xt day came a lollg ride by stage, 
we sl~all  meet with more than one wash-out T '  every lnoment of which was enjoyed by all ' 

along this road after So much rain." "011, the party in the midst of that mountainous 
Harry! don't frighten the girls." "Oh, IJo! I srction, a glad arrival in mid-afternoon at 
mean it. There's a wash out now!" Tllcy looked the home of l,lrs. C. ~ 1 .  Colenlan of New York 
for danger, but saw only a group gracefu1 city, their kind lrlostess and ar t  teacher for the - 
festoons of clothing hung out to dry, near a ensuing four weeks of June. She came forth to 
small roadside home. And so i t  went, until they ,cet them, gave them a, hearty welcome, and 
were aboard the ferry for the great city. led thcnl back to the door of her charming 

"Oh! what is that?" cried Maude as hcr eyes in the glen. 
rested for the first t h e  upon the uronderful ~ h ~ d \ ~ ~ l l i ~ ~  
vision of lower New York d u m e d  by gray mist, , , guiltless 
outlined against a sky of paler gray. 90 yon ,i t o r  
mean that a city can be so beautiful as  thatt" plaster, veneer 
"That is  New York." o r  v a r n i s h .  

The little com- 
pany entered 
through a side 

I 

I door directly 
into the stu- 
dio, a commodious L-shaped room wi@ Boor, 
walls and roof-ceiling of planed pine boarcia, 
beams and rafters. It was carpeted with bnr- 
laps, its sides "papered" with canvases from 

le the owner's own skilful hand showing Adiron- 
quarters for  the night a t  the Murray Ifill; and dack scenery, still-life studies, etc., and relieved 
from their window the girls, to whom every- tourard one corner by two old-time heirloom- 
thing was new, saw another beautiful wonder home-woven spreads, one blue and white, the 
through the outside downpour-the long, low other brown and white-two very neat tapes- 
arch of double-dotted lights marking that mas- tries, as  they hung. The fireplace was a t  the 
terpicce of construction, the Brooldyn Bridge. center point of the L, facing the great north 
I n  the morning it  mas still pouring steadily, window. This portion of the room was open to 
but nothing dampened the ardor of the ladies; the rafters; the southern part of the L was but 
they cheerfully hoped it  would clear during the one story high, suppor-ting sleeping rooms 
day, and it did. They left Uncle Harry in  the opcning upon a gallery reached by an open 
city and took train up the Hudson east shore. stair. The furniture was of sandpapered white 
At Saratoga thcy mere joined by the fourth deal, delightful to the touch as  to the eye. On 
m m b e r  of a projected a r t  class, Mrs. Bird, a the mantel stood ornaments, vases of glass or  
aear gentlewoman from Long Island, a friend china in handsome dcsign. Over the center, 
of the hostess to be. Mrs. Bird brought the well above the eye-line, hung a large plaque 
eunshine, and from that time on the rain was showing an attractive landscape in browns- 
done. Oh, the lakes! and the hills! and the painted with palette-knife instead of brushes, 
broad reach of sky bending overt From Sara- and with palette-scrapings in hasty application 
toga ,by boat thee proceeded through Lakes -a highly successful experiment under tha 



artist's practised eye and hand. I n  the corner 
by the great north window was a wooden bench 
or divan-seat built in; and along the south side 
opposite ran a broad shelf o r  counter under 
the south window, a convenient writing-desk 
when letters were in progress. 

To the north of the cottage nestled Iceene 
Valley village, some three miles away. To the 
west were wood, meadow and mountains; to 
the south old Noonmark looked down upon them 
benignantly-it was his part from far  antiquity 
to point directly upward to the sun at  noon, 
whence his name; to the east and northeast the 
glen ran up a gently rolling green velvet slope 
to the bit of board bridge crossing a rill, and 
on upward till the vale was lost amid the great 
hiIls. The rill ran more noisily and b e m e  
Roaring Brook as it skirted the height on the 
north and tumbled over its rocky bed nearby 
the cottage, singing its ceaseless song of praise 
and joy. 

"And what is so rare as a day in June? 
Then, if ever, come perfect days 1'" 

June is the time for  leafy greens and grassy 
carpeting. The four a r t  students were left free 
from every care to pursue their pleasant labors, 

the household consist- 
ing altogether of their 
gracious hostess, her 
four pupils, and two 
maids for helps. Dur- 
ing the forenoons the 
students paintec! land- 
scape from nature : The 
wood interior, ~ho~v ing  
mead and mendow bc- 
yond to the n-cst; they 
nainted toward o 1 (I 
A 

Noonmark on the south, with foot-hills showing 
rocky bed of a dry mountain rill, and meadow 
with tall grasses and wild flowers between. 
Aunt Harriet, Millie and Mrs. Bird copied the 
cottage, shingled all over, an inviting remem- 
brancer of happy days, with its fresh wood- 
color and setting of rich green foliage. Maude 
spent her energies, meantime, upon a nook up 
the glen. She raised her sun-umbrella, set her 
camp chair, and mixed her colors by the side 
of a tiny pool at the foot of a breast-high 
broken waterfall above the board bridge. To 
the left was a rolling green bank n-ith a few 

trecs and bushes; to the right a high, woodd  s .' = 

hill ; and above, a sky of broken grays bringing .. 
out all the emerald hues of the early leafam - 
against the dark evergreens o r  other varietiee 
of woods on the opposite shore. The subject - 
was absorbing. - 

1)ehcld an in- 
terrstetl cow 

cviclcnt curiosity. The thought arose that the 
fine creature might take a fancy to her Florida 
hat of straws and grasses. She i 
gathcred up her e-asel, canvas, palette, p 
box, camp stool, brushes, and umbrella 
made for the cottage with all the s 
speed she could command. Anoth 
she l.ried again; and again her lesson was inter- 
rupted, this time by a drovo of eight or ten 
horses. A third time she essayed to fasten 
nulare's beauty to the surface under her 
and a small herd of  kine appeared 
So she politely abandoned the sp 
realiaing ere this that the animals cam 
to this little pool to drink; and who could blame 
them ? 

\Vet days the party worked within 
still-life or else copying their teacher' 
chariuing studies, from the studio walls. 
n o o n s  t h e y  
rested in  their 
rooms, r e a d ,  
w r o t e  letters 
home. Again 
t h c y  w o u l d  
t a k e  w a l k s  
into the sur- 
r o u n d i n g  
country a n  d 
find d a i n t y ,  
exquisite wild flowers, familiar and unfamiliar, , 
mosses, and lichens, which were a joy to repro- 
duce in water-color. One bright day tho &.  
dents sketched one another in water-oolor, O? 
Iny on the grass, loolring up a t  the summer 
xvhile Millie read aloud from Ruskin. On spp. -- $ 
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Bial days they tool; long drives about the coun- and of these two brothers one left this work all 
tqy, and saw wonders to the other, whose "boots were already wet." 
and beauties in abun- But the carrier said that he was very strong- 
dance. One day they had once brought home a five-hundred-pound 

: I rode to a height from deer on his shoulders, in past years. - which could be seen At meal-time a level spot was found by the 
2.' o u t  Marcy with its 1nl;e and a rude table constructed, about which 

Y csp of snow, and even the little company sat on camp-stools. Every- 
Wliiteface over toward thing in the way of eatables seems twice a s  
Kew f1ampshir.e; and tasty in mountain air  as  elsewhere; and despite 
the wide extent of bil- the strong flavor of the smudge which had to 

descending to the val l ( '~  bc kept burning in order to discourage the mow 
before them was a grand sight never to be qnitocs from devouring the entire party piece- 
forgotten. m e a l ,  t h e  

Incidentally they visited various cascades ar  feast was a 
waterfalls within reach, seven in all, ranging success. Af-' 
from seventy-five to three hundred and fifty t e r t h i s ,  a 
feet in height. No two were at  all alilie. The boat-ride in 
untrained eye has no idea of their height until the Light of 
informed by the mountain guide. One over the  s e t t i ng  
three hundred feet was called the Bridal Veil s u n ,  during 
on account of its lace-like transparency and w h i c h  a 11 
delicacy, falling in one broad, unbroken, filmy e y e s  looked 
sheen over the perpendicular rock wall. The e a g e r 1 y i n  
floor below was seamed and fissured into squar- hopes of seeing the stately form of some stray; 
ish blocks like a tessellated pavement, thc water deer on the edge of the surrounding forests, 
Cowing a.nray between and amongst these great, and a11 ears listened with interest to the bird 
flat stepping-storles and soon hiding itself from notes, d ~ i e f  of which was that of the &nerican 
view. Another, still higher, was like a flight of niglilingale; then the rcturn to the cottage. 
stairs, constantly breaking over a fresh descent, Upon one of these drives our friends had the 
and inviting to a grerlt climb by its side, just joy of following beside the dark waters of the 
because this appeared possiblc. Another was Ausable river running between its banks of 
in the heart of the woods, framed in beautiful shapely pebbles. IIillie and Aunt Harriet 
ferns and greenery, and shimmering with spray. alighted from the vehicle and gathered a few of 

these beautifully rounded stones of feldspar, 
Fording the Stream hornblende and mica in differing proportions 

0 NE fine morning our friends took their lnnch -bed-roclr granite also-for friends at  home. 
and camped out all day by the lakes and One day Xfillie dared Maude to run a race 

streams, and boated among the isles. Emerging thro11;~ll tlie six-inch deep sand of the roadway 
from a tramp through some tangled woods they tov;ard the village. The air  was bracing, and 
had to cross a little river, whosc simple bridge tlie inountai~l-dresses short for that time-to 
had been washed away by the Spring freshets the 1)oot tops. Maude came off victor, being 
'as usual, year by year. There was nothing to the taller of the two. But, alas! she dropped 
do but to be carried across, one by one, in the somewh~:re in the depths of the sand a small 
arms of the guide. They were various weights, gol(istone collar pin. Both girls searched for it 
from, say, one hundred to one hundred and diligently for some time, but in vain. Mrs. 
seventy pounds avoirdupois; but even the liglit- Coleman learnir~g of the matter said: "Tell the 
est felt the man's whole frame tremble under guidc; he will find it. I-Ie always finds things. 
the burden as his boots kept slipping over the You will surely have it  again, soon!" Maude 
large pebbles of the river bed. They were indig- wrote out four or five "Lost !" notices and 
nant amongst themselves; for they had two fastened them to trees in the neighborhood, 
guides that day, as luggage had to be carried, offering a reward. Early next morning there 



was the guide waiting with the pin to see the 
ownersand to receive the justly earned reward. 
"They say you always find things." 'Yes," with 
a smile, "I most generally find 'em." 

Sunday afternoon Millie proposed a walk. 
Maude sought Mrs. Bird with an invitation to 
join. The other two mere resting. Mrs. Bird, 
reading in the hammock on the south-west 
porch, gently put off the request; but Maude 
urged. Everything was so delightful, and the 
walk would do them all good. " B u t i s  not this 
Snnday t" "You surely do not think i t  wrong 
to go out into the woods and fields today?" 
"But a pleasure walk merely? My husband is 
a minister of the Gospel, and he would not do 
it-not that he thinlts i t  yrong, but on account 
of some in his congregation who do think it so 
and might be stumbled; and I do not wish to 
do anything here that I would not do if I were 
with him." Maude, though disappointed, loved 
her for her sincerity and consistency. 

The short, cool evenings were spent quietly 
at home in the studio, sitting about the open 
hearth fire of wood, resting after the activities 
of the day. The hostess was fond of the game 
of whist. Is it ever right to play in this work- 
time of the world? The lady was suffering from 
some inherited defect of hearing and could not 
enter into general conversation; and the silence 
of the game, the large ratio of skill to chance, 
the admirable rules and order to be observed, 
all appealed to her. Three of the others knew 
the rules and played with her;  only Mrs. Bird 
declined. Of course there wcre no stakes of any 
kind, no late hours, no elations nor depressions 
a t  the results of the game. A more impartial 
pastime couId not be imagined, under the cir- 
cumstances. Rut Maude loved the conscientious 
objector Mrs. Bird the more that she did not 
play. Sunday evening they had some hymn- 
singing, and their good hostess asked her friend 
Mrs. Bird to sing. It was a precious hour. Mrs. 
Bird happened to be the only one of the five 
who really could sing, and she chose that grand 
old hymn, "New Haven." And as  the wonderful 
words of life rose into the air, borne upon wings 
of a sweet voice into every corner, and soaring 
to the open rafters fell like a summer shower: 

"As Thou hast died for  me, 
Oh, may my love to Thee 
Pure, warm and changeless be; 

.u-- 
A living fire I" -- 

3EN AGE 
each heart responded in  its own way and m 
ure; and Maude felt herself renewed in 
and spirit. Doubts and fears instilled b 
criticism on the one hand, and nnsati 
half-faith on the other, seemed to fall away gn 
leave her free again to believe, even as a little 
child. 

Quaint Chapel Visited 

A NOTHER Snnday all five went together 
church. Keene Valley village was so 

miles away. A union service was held in  
pretty chapel within walking distance, served 
by an invalid Episcopalian minister, who had 
built the little chapel with his own hands. 
Thither the party went, enjoying as  usual every 
step of the way-the grassy hillsides carpeted 
in widespread patches with the delicate, tiny 
quaker-ladies or bluets; again, with buttereups, 
daisies, violets, or other humble blooms. In the 
clay bank by the roadside, Aunt Harriet d e d  
attention to the holes bored by the borer was 
Nothing of outdoor interest seemed ever 
escape her observant eyes. 

"Felsheim" was reached; and the pa 
climbed to the minister's home built upon 
picturesque rocky mount and, like the cot 
they had left, without paint o r  plaster. 
entrance hall, just like the northern portion o 
the studio, was unceiled and reached to the 
rafters above. This structure also Mr. Aber- 
nethey had largely helped to build in person, 
and had actually made every article of fnmi- 
ture in the house with his own hands. These 
all were of sandpapered white deal, like Mrs. 
Coleman's. He  and his wife and four artist 
daughters gave our friends a cordial welco 
and showed them things of interest. Close 
the home stood a good-sized log-hons 
built for the daughters. One of these girls was 
a photographer, with her darkroom in the base- 
ment of her father's house; one painted in oil; 
one, in water color; and the fourth em 
her abilities in embroidery. This studio 
oblong room, the walls within most i 
ingly decorated with the various kind 
work accomplished by the four daughte 
being rest-day, nothing was going on 
these lines, but the whole place was bean 
and just wild enough to be charming a t  ev 
turn. The life seemed ideal, particularly 
summer t ime; yet we know that to all who lo 
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nature, every season has its special charm. Mr. 
%berne;they lived in this altitude the year 
'round. able in this pure mountain air  to enjoy 
a freedom from lung trouble that he could not 
in his Southern homc. The chapel was neatly 
finished in narrow boards of natural wood, var- 
nished to bring out the grain--ceiling, walls 
and floor, and also the pews or benches. The 
discourse was reverent and helpful in a generd 
way and the occasion an ever'pleasant memory. 

Early one morning a large dog belonging to 
a neighbor of Mrs. Coleman's ran away with 
the dinner. Her refrigerator stood upon the 
west porch and was filled, so that the large 
dish holding the uncooked beef roast was placed 
upon the lid; for the folk of the country were 
honest and true and would never have touched 
it. But evidently the sight was too much for 
the canine conscience; for all that was seen of 
the roast that day was its vanishing-point in  
tlie jaws of the flying marauder. But kind 
nature was good to these friends and bestowed 
npon them a quart of wild strawberries gath- 
ered by the guidc from slopes not far  away, 
whose rich, sweet, natural flavor far  outdid 
tuytl~ing under the same name that any city 
narket could supply, though the berries them- 
selves were exceedingly small and seedy-the 
largest being possibly five-eighths of an inch in 
diameter, and the smallest about three-eighths 
or less. They must have required a long time 
to gather, and the quart must have included 
several hunr?rc~ls of the little gems. If 
"boughten" strawberries s l~ol~ld lose their taste 
to you, try gathering mild ones in Keene Valley. 
But no; thronghout these State Reserves only 
the licensed guides can take such liberties. 

Millie's laugh was like the dripping spray of 
a summer fountain-the most l i~u id ,  soft, musi- 

cal, unaAffected l&h, a 
joy to have heard even 
once, and a delight to 
dwell with day by day-. 
Thcrc  as never one 
like it "in the r.ccollec- 
tion of the oldest in- 
habitant." Uncle IIarry 
and others toolc great 
  lea sure in waliing it. 
L - 

Though never obtrusive i t  was ever ready and 
sweet; and Millie was just like her laugh. 

.While taking a siesta one warm afternoon in 
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her room Cousin Maude was aroused by unfa- 

' 

miliar sounds outside which drew her to  the 
window to investigste. Four or five small 
ground-hnckeys were tulnblii~g over one another 
in  their play, up and down the wooden steps 
leading from the studio door. The merry little 
creatures seemed to understand that those steps 
had been constructed for their especial sake 
and benefit, that they might have a fine frolio 
daily, maybe, a t  an hour least liable to inter- 
ruption. 

Driving home through the mountain ways 
after one of their 1011;: holiday outings, our 
pArty came by a very deep river or small lake. 
The roll~ng, grassy bank sloped with some 
steepness into the water, but all was alive with 
foliage and green. Across the still expanse was 
a perpendicular rock wall several hundred fect 
in height and running down to great depth 
beneath the glassy surface of the stream, which 
at  that moment was reflecting in a broad, golden 
glory the brightness of the setting sun. "A sea 
of glass mingled with fire" was the thought 
awakened. The precipice was npon the south, 
the green bank on the north; the sun- 
light i'r.11 between in one long, illuminating glow. 

Caroline Coleman's ar t  lessons were every 
way valuable. Her pupils stretched their can- 
vases themselves. The surface was then covered 
with a smooth coat of Indian red powder mois- 
tened with water to the 
proper consistency. T h i s  
gave body to the painting. 
The outlines of the sketch 
were then lightly drawn 
and the palette set. The 
colors were mixed as need- 
ed, with the brush, not t l l ~  
palette-knife. The h r ~ ~ s h e s  
were square, thin, elastic. It-1111 a brush full 
of color, preferably a very light gray, the 
picture would start a t  the highest light in the 
sky and work backward toward the shadows, 
the dar l t~st  depths being reached last in order. 
Every brush-stroke niust tell; there must be no 
smearlng nor unnecessary working over, to mar 
the freshness of the effect. The eye should 
observe 715th patient, thoughtful care the larg- 
est possibilities of each application of color, 
then the hand lay i t  on broadly, not lifting the 
brus11 lirrtil that touch was finished. The after- 
paint;ng must not hide the earlier massing oP 



light, shade and color; only develop and partic- 
ularize the details. There was the picture, a 
joy31 achievement and pleasant souvenir. 

On the journey homeward, a t  the close of 
those four weeks of happy, outdoor delights, 
our little company nsed the water-ways as fa r  
as  possible, coming down the Hudson by moon- 
light and reaching New Yorlc a t  one o'clocli a t  
night. They sat out on deck all the way. The 
moon and its broken reflection brought to mind 

Longfellow's lines of beauty and pathos, an8 
seemed a fitting cadence at the ending of the 
perfect Junc holiday. How glad we shall 
when all the wide, wide world shall become 
Eden and all the families of the earth sha 
share, nnder the righteous reign of the Prin 
of Peace, the hculth-giving joys then no long 
possible only to the few, but open to all man- 
kind nrilongst the countless blessings of the 
Golden Age! Welcome that bright day 1 

fl 

Sugar Refinery Questions Answered ~y Edward Stark * 

I N REPLY to the "Sugar Refinery Questions" 
that appeared in THE GOLDEN AGE NO. 90, 

February 28, 3923, on page 338, I will answer 
the questions as enumerated : 

1. Any manufacturing plant of any food in- 
ilustry must necessarily be for the good of 
manlund when operating nnder the laws of our 
country. 

2. Raw sugar for direct consumption has 
proven not to be so palatable as the refined 
article owing to the molasses and impurities 
contained therein which are removed in refining. 

3. Lime is nsed for purification purposes 
only, and neutralizes organic and inorganic 
acids contained in solution in the sugar and 
thereby removed. 

4. If the syrnp is reboiled after the addition 
of lime, this is done to have the chemical action 
more complete and to be sure that all limp salts 
are precipitated which otherwise would stay in 
solution. 

5. There is no acid whatever nsed in  refineries 7 - 
for the so-called cleaning of the sugar. The 
only time that acid is used is when the factory 4 is shut down and the several apparatus are  - 
cleaned therewith. ;ri 

6. There is no refinery operating anywhere 1 
that is using crushed bones for filtration pur- 
poses. However, bone-black or bone-char is 4 
used in refineries for the decolorizing of symps. $ 
As this efrect is purely a mechanical one and 
not a chemical one, there is nothing that can go 
into solution from this char into the syrups. 

7. The reason the refineries have laboratories 
and skilled chcmists whose duties are  to obtain 
samples a t  all stages in the course of manufm 
tnre for  analytical purposes is to determine: 
(1) The energetic purification of the juices; (2) 
t h ~  losscs which may occur during the process 
of manufacture; (3)  to guide the operator in 
the manipulation of the plant. 

This, I believe, covers the ground thoroughly. 

More Anent Refined Sugar BY C. A. Dmn 

I HAVE noted with much interest the article 
in issue No. 90, "Sugar Refinery Questions," 

and I n~ould like to quote a very comprehensive 
answer to thc questions propounded, from the 
pen of EIenry Lindlahr, M. D., as follows: 

'?$'HITE OR DENATURED SUGAR.-~U~BP Sap, BS 

it comes from the cane or beet or from the 
maple tree, is one of the finest and most per- 
fectly balanced of Nature's food products. The 
sugars in these liquids are chemically blended 
with proteids and the most valuable mineral 
salts. 

"While passing through the modern refinery, 

the sugar molecules are separated from the 
proteids and mineral salts. The more nearly 
the finished product comes to being chemically 
pure sugar, the more highly is i t  valued com- 
mercially. The. sugar itself, however, has been 
reduced to an inorganic mineral condition, 
which is revealed by its perfect crystallizati 
Live colloid substances do not crystalliee; t 
are amorphous (formless). The valuable 
g u n k  mineral elements, ferments and v i tam 
found in the sa.p 7mve been destroyed and 
inated b y  treatment wi th  heat a n d ~ c h e  
poisons; what is left is dead, ilzorgank matte?. 



'The pure sugar molecnles, composed of mals fed on refined sugar, white flour, or pol- 
negative elements (COH) only, by the law of ished rice only, die more quickly than other 
chemical attraction leach the mineral elements, animals which receive no food at all. 
particularly iron, sodium, calcium (lime) and "It is the general snbstitution of refine'd sugar 
potassium, from the fleshy tissues and bony and decorticated corn products for the old- 
structure of the body, thus producing rachitis, fashioned cane syrup and home-ground meal, 
scurvy, beri-beri, pellagra, anemia, decay of wl~ic,l~ explains, to a large extent, the steady 
the teeth, and what is commonly known as increase in pellagra, rachitis, anemia and tuber- 
hemophilia, or bleeders. culosis in portions of our population who sub. 

'White sugar is infinitely more injurious sist largely on such demineralized and devital- 
than white flour. White flour and other dena- ized foods. The prevalence of hemophilia among 
tnred cereals are produced by soaking, brush- women of the wealthier classes of the South is 
ing, pearling, scouring and dcgerminating, undouhtcdly due to similar influences. For  gen- 
which removes most of t the vitamines by erations they have lived on flesh foods, dena- 
mechanical processes, but does not kill the life tured cereals, refind sugar, adulterated can- 
elements that remain in  the finished product. dies, icc-cream and rich pastries!' 
The heat and chemical processes employed in In the light of the foregoing, it i s  my per- 
the sngar refinery kill the vitamines and sepa- sonal opinion that we shall be well-advised in 
rate the mineral elements, proteid and other d i s p e ~ l s i ~ i ~  with the products of the sugar refin- 
substances from the sap, leaving nothing but ery insofar as the supplying of our sngar neces- 
the pure sugar crystals robbed of mineral ele- sities are concerned, and using instead such 
ments and the life sustaining vitamines. natural products as  real maple sugar, maple 

T u r i n g  the Civil War, in certain sections of syrup, l~oncy, dates, figs, raisins, prunes, and 
the South which were suffering from great fresh fruits such as sweet apples, oranges, etc, 
scarcity of foodstuffs, negroes were forced to and JIY: s?1:111 inc,identally be blessed in the loss 
live for long periods on practically notl~irt:: but of all conccru for the rising price of sugar, and 
the juices of the sugar-cane. I t  mas found that, also, possihly be able the better to appreciate 
notwithstanding this one-sided diet, thcy rnnin- . the beneGcc?nce of the di~<ne purpose behind the 
tained perfect health and full working capacity. apparcnlly harsh treatment that humanity )a 
On the other hand, it has been proved that ani- receiving in this the dawn of the Golden Age. 

Bees as Barometers 

T HE following translation is from the news- 
paper La. Discusion of Havana, Cuba, of 

April 4, 1923 : 
"As we liave read in a newspapr from the province 

[They did not say from which provmce. There are six 
provinces in Cuba. The people of the c ~ t y  of Havana 
consider themselves superlor to the people of the rest of 
the country. To them the rest of tho country is the 
province or the interlor.] armed to La Discusion today, 

"The contemporary s t a b  : 
'"Bees are excellent rnctcorologista and they can be 

used to forecast the weather in the plautations where 
there are bee-hives. 

" 'The following are the rules: 
"'If the bees do not come out of their hives, rain 

ehould be expected, howcver clear the day m ~ g h t  be. 
Even if the weather should be good, if the bees go 

^ baek to the hive in groups, it is bccause a storm is 
threatening. 
"'They also announce to us whether the winter will 

be mild or severe. If at  the beginning of the Fall it h 
noticed that they close the entrance of the hive with 
beeswax without leaving more than a perceivable hole, 
it is lo be expcctcd that the winter will be severe; but 
if they leave the entrance open, i t  may be assured that 
the winter will be mild.' " 

The newspapers have had a deal to say about . 
the ol~r~ning of the tomb of Tut-an]&-Amen a t  
Luxor, five hundred miles south of Cairo. After 
several months' delay the valuables have all 
been transported to Cairo in safety and will 
shortly be placed on exhibition. The treasures 
consist, in part, of throne, footstools, chair, 
vases, lotus-shaped alabaster cup, inlaid ivory 
and rhony baslret, golden shrine, ornamental 
casket, alabaster box, ebony and ivory bedstead, 
and other appanages of royaltx. I 



(i\J Wynn entered the office again he is immortal. The first argument is that wH" was promptly assailed with questions in is an inequality of reward and punishmen 
respect to the conduct of his friend the parson. the present life; which means that all 
Tyler wanted to know if the college professors wicked are not adequately punished, nor are 
had forgotten to teach him the manners of a the righteous suffioiently rewarded for  
gentleman, and also suggested that he would they do in this world. This is a statement 
do well to take a course in logic. which we all agree; but does this prove 

"He does not seem to be very sound in his thc soul is  immortal? Certainly not. The 
theology," said Smith. "You are riglit; he does thing that can be said for this propositio 
not," responded Tyler; "he appeared to have that if there is a supreme and righteous R 
some difficulty in  proving that the soul is  im- He should provide a time and a place for  
mortal." ancing these matters. It proves nothing ia 

"But he was right," retorted Wynn. "Right! regard to an immortal spark. 
How do you make that out?" asked Palmer. '%'umber two says that the soul is  immo 

"Every Christian knows that the soul is im- because the idea is innate; that is, the tho 
mortal and that i t  is taught in the Bible. If it springs up in the mind without our being 
were not true, there would be no hope of a informed. An assumption which canno 
future life. I t  is only bemuse you want to be proved. 
different and to make out that others are wrong, "The third reason is that all men have r 
that you won't accept it," replied Wynn. for the dead. This may be true; but I 

"All the ancients believed in it," said Smith. ask: Why do all respect the deadl Is I 
'%any besides Plato accepted the teaching; and because they believe all are immortal, and 
although I have never studied the matter, yet when a man dies he is not dead, but more 
I think there must be good reasons for it to be than ever! This is therefore begging the quesi 
believed by so many of the world's great men." tion; for i t  gives a s  a reason that which is the 

"I certainly agree with you about the number subject of inquiry. 
and kind of persons who have believed this "The fourth states that the soul is immo 
teaching, but not in respect to the reasons they because man desires fame after death. This IS 
aavance for its proof," said Palmer. in the same category as the last, and of course 

"We have a little time to spare," said Tyler, proves nothing so fa r  as  our question is con-, 
"and I shall be glad if you will tell us if you can, cerncd. It would support the thought that man 
the reasons for and against this proposit.iun. expects to live again. 
1 admit that 1 am skeptical. A man dies and "And now for the last; the soul is a sim 
he i s  dead ; that is all I I~now." substance, and a simple substance cannot 

To which Palmer replied : "Like many others destroyed." At this there was a roar of la 
I was taught that the soul of man is imnlortal from the others. "The world's wisdom to 
and I accepted the statement; but through the the immortality of the soul is summed 
writings of the late Pastor R'ussell I was lcd to these five statements. The last is  the o 
make inquiry, and so far  as 'I can ascertain, all which is in the nature of a direct proof. 
that has ever been said and written to prove others might go to support the proposition 
this theory can be summed up in five arguments. esta~lishcd. The remarkable thing, howeve 

"Before reviewing these a rpments  let us about this last is that if it could be shown that 
have before us nihat i t  is that they are the soul is a simple substance, which of course 
trying to prove. The claim is, that there is it cannot, i t  would prove more than the  hit- 
something in man called the soul which has the osophers care to accept. 
quality of everlastingness. They claim that the "Their claim is that the soul i s  the thinki 
soul is the real and responsible part of man part  of man, and since i t  cannot be destroy 
which must remain eternally conscious. Immor- i t  must remain conscious forever. They claim 
tal means that which cannot die or be destroyed. that the soul is placed in the body a t  birth, and 

"Do not laugh a t  what the wise men give as  at death there comes a dissolution of the unio 
their reasons for believing that the soul of man and the soul is  free once more. During life 
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Tabloid Wisdom B y  Henry Ancket41 (South af.i@ 

E VIL is a principle or fundamental law; so Disorder. Try it. Thus, for instance, to do the 
likewise is Good. I t  is impossible for the right thing in the right way at  the wrong tim 

mind,t6 conceive the beginning or the end of a or to do the right thing at  the right time in th 
fundamental law. Good and Evil have an alter- wrong way, or to do the wrong thing at th 
native relationship, lilx light and darkness, right time in the right way! These a re  Satan' 
heat and cold, ctc. Both G o d  and Evil can be methods. 
active or passive. When Good ceases to be 
passive and bei,omes active we may call the Courage and Bravery 
result "Love and Life." When Evil follows the HE expressions courage and B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
same course ~i11d bccomcs active its name is T though often used interchangeably, are  io 
"Sin aild Death." T11cr1 antnponisiu arises be- not synonymous. B~~~~~~ is instinctive 
tween the two. The battle bccornes not so much and in the blood. r \ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  every animal is b 
a col~lest bctween (;ood and Evil as between and will fight fiercely for  its life and for 
Z o v c  and Life," ai:d "Sin and 1)eath" with its of its offspring; an 
endless brood of iniquity. There can be no can be , i d  of man 
scopc for an arirristice; the battle must be tive characteristic 
waged to a finish. Eventually Love, which is is unlcnown lo the brute creation. ~h~ reason 
infinite, must win as  i t  is constructive; whilst is not fa r  to courage is actuated by a 
Sin, which is finite, is destructive and exlinusls moral principle. F~~ tllis reason, while bravery 
and consumes itself in virulent passion. I l ence may be cornillon amongst mankind,, courage is 
it is orily a question of time mllcn the inornl rare. l+llat, then, is principle that 
preGminency of eternal and infinite Love will governs colltrols courage? surely it must 
again hold sway forever and forever! Thus, as be a high sense of duty. E I ~ ~ ~ ~  a man may be 
the poet said: brave, and yet not posscss an atom of courage. 

"There is some good in the thing Evil, The converse is also true: A timid man may 
If men would but observantly distil it out I" be capable of the highest evidence of courage; 

Satan and the Alphabet 
and of course one may find the two qualities in  
combination. I n  war-time this combination will 

S A T A N  has a special lien or claim over two be found in the man who is fighting for the vi* 
letters of the alphabet; namely, s and tory of a cause, his morale will only be shaken 

The first begins his name, the second heralds when his cause fails h h .  
his implements of warfare against the human The brave man is fighting for victory 
race. These can be classified under thrce head- in itself and his morale will be broken when 
ings: Pulpit; Profiteer; parliament; and they victory fails him. Hence ~l.e find a bully i s  
use for their "big stick" the Press. The pulpit at heart a coward, brave only so long 
is controlled by Pope, Prelate, Priest, l're(fi- as  he believes himself to be the stronger. The 
kant, and Parson. The business of the three word "bravery" occurs only once in IIoly S c r i p  
agencies during the Satanic reign is Piclring ture; namely, in 
the Poclrets of the Poor People! according to Le 

'%eauty," and th 
Order and Disorder ornanlents worn by women. The exhortations 

+ R is heaven's first law. The handmaid to "courage" on the other hand are fairly 0"" of Order is Carefulness. Satan's primal numerous, such as Deuteronomy 31 : 6 ; Joshua 
law is Disorder; the handmaid of Disordcr is 1 : 6,7 ; 10 : 25, etc. I n  Psalm 31 : 24 the Lord 
therefore Carelessness. More than two-thirds of indicates the conditions under which courage 
the trouble in life is  caused by careless people, which it is our duty to exhibit shall be supple- 
yet carelessness goes for the most part  unre- mented by Him SO as  to insure the ultimate 
strained and unpunished. A crisp definition of triumph of our cause: "Be of good courage, 
Order is to do the right thing, at the right time, and he shall strengthen your heart, aU ye that 
in the right way. Disarrange this sentence how hope in the Lord." I n  a word, if we prove 
pon will, and you must get the expression of courageous the Lord will provide fortitude, or 
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GOLDEN AGE 
national bodies, have always rejected any sug- 
gestion of the amalgamation of all sections of 
labor into one solid organization. The leaders 
of capital know that they could not hope to win 
against the solid mass of labor, snd liave cen- 
tered all their forces on individual organiza- 
tiuns, using thcir power to force strikes a t  the 
most convenient tirnc to insure an issue succcss- 
Pul for the capitalistic side. 

If this state of things were to continue, it 
would be a dreary future of hopelessness the 
toiler would liave in view. But God has prom- ' 

ised t21rough IIis Holy Word that this shall not 
always be; for by His prophet fie says that He  
will loose the bands of wiclredness, and undo 
thc heavy burden, and let the oppressed go 
free, and that every yoke of bondage shall be 
broken.-Isaiah 58 : 6. 

Save the High Schools from Barbarism BY Irette Davis 

A PASTOR in the southern part  of the coun- 
try writes in a recent Christian weelcly of 

the dangers that threaten the young people of 
this and coming generations, through the dance 
problem in our public scliools. 

The pastor tells that some time ago he spent 
an evening in thc home of a distinguislrrd pro- 
fessor emeritus of an American University, and 
in the course of the conversation this expe- 
rienced educator stated that he was orie of a 
committee selected to pass upon the merits of a 
number of competitive essays from writers scat- 
tered over the United States, the purposc of the 
essays being to suggest methods of dealing with 
i~crnoralities existing in the public schools of 
the country. So shocliing had these irnrnorali- 
ties become that a prize had been offered for 
the best essay telling how to deal with them. 
Since that time conditions do not secm to have 
improved, but rather grown worse. "So serious 
and alarming, indeed, have these conditions be- 
come, a t  least in some communities," said he, 
"that I am convinced that the high schools of 
our cities are threatening to paganize America." 

He rightly deplores the dance craze which 
has struck our city high schools amidship, and 
which is producing results that might be ex- 
pected. "As ye sow, so shall ye reap." The 
published news growing out of this condition 
is often unfit to read. 

He said that in one city three hundred moth- 
ers had opened war on immorality among high 
school students, "booze parties and dances." 
He  stated that in another city the police author- 
ities have taken steps to regulate the liigh- 
~chool  club dances. Dancing is the order of the 
day in some high scl~ools, being a part of the 
regular school program. "&1ixers7) are had from 
time to time. A high-school dance party was 

held one night, and two inothers were tallring 
of i t  t h ~  next morning. "hly daughter did not 
come home until lliree o'clock in  the morning," 
said one mother, "but I slept well because I , 

knew that one of the boys would chaperone her 
home." "Ah!" replied the other, "I could not 
sleep for that very reason, but waited up  until 
my little girl came home; and I think it high 
time that all mothers were awake on this all- 
important theme of their daughter's salvation 
for  body, mind and soul." 

The principal in one high school charges that 
some of the girls openly practise things i n  
matters of dress that border on the indecent, if 
indeed they are not positively so. From one ' 
city comes the report that certain high-school 
boys and girls had indulged in an "outrageous 
bacchanalian orgy." "Cheek to cheek" dancing 
had been openly practised. Doubtless these in- 
stances could be multiplied, but these are suffi- 
cient to show the drift of things. Another de- 
plores the atheistiq teachings in certain high 
schools. 

Someone has said that the general craze for 
the dance in  its extreme and indecent forms 
seems to be a part of the nation's inheritanm 
from the late u-ar; and that the tendency toward . 
the wickedness of Sodom and its immorality ia 
the natural outcome; that this was why God 
permitted so many in decadent Europe to be 
destroyed. "The nation that forgets God shall 
perish!' 

A French Senator recently gave the solemn 
warning that "France will fall as  Rome fell 
unless there is a regeneration of morals." H e  
pointed out that the latest revue in the biggest 
music hall in Paris had ten naked women in 
one scene. The Senator declared: 

"This city is plastered with immoral theatrical post 



How is the Earth to be Subdued ? (contrzTuted) 

I N  THE GOLDEN AGE) Number 85, appear two subdued, it is  manifest that subdoing it 
articles entitled "About Electrons" and "How not be restitution. 

is the Earth to be Subdued?" The two are I 

closel$ reluted to each other. Dominion Restored to Man 
The question, "How is the earth to be sub- HE question before us, then, i s  this: Ob 

duedl" is answered by the suggestion that man- T what does the dominion consist and how i 
kind will do i t  by "learning more and more of i t  to be exercised? The Scriptures answer 
God's laws and how to use them." question. 

This answer might be stated in another way, Note carefully the statement of Genesis 1: 26 
viz. : "By Discovery and Invention." Discovery 'After our 1ilreness.let them have dominion [let 

relates to the learning of the existence of God's them have a doninion like ours] [I] over fish, 

laws, and  ti^^ to the fiIlding of ways and fowl, cattle, creeping tllings, and [21 over 

, means for putting those laws into practical the earth.' It will be seen that there a re  two 

operation. Manifestly, discovery of the law phases of this dominion-over animate and 

comes first, and usually as  a delightful sur- inanimate things. The Bible pictures of the 

prise. Then man's inventive genius begins to subdued earth confirm this thought of the two, 

operate along definite lines; and after much phases of the dominion; we cite but two o 
hard labor and study, often involving years of 1 1 ' ~ ~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ :  
patient toil and effort, the result is a machine "The 11-olf also shall dwell with the lamb, a n  

or apparatus which makes the newly discovered the leopard shall lie down with the kid; the 
law useful, practical, and a blessing. These calf and the young lion and the fatling to- 

laws are gifts, bounties, from a beneficent God, gether; and a little child shall lead them. The 

intended for the blessing of all His creatures. cow and the bear shall feed; their young ones 
shall lie down together; and the Eon shall eat  

The past One hundred years have brought straw like the ox. h d  the child shall forth many discoveries, and numberless inven- play upon the hole of the asp, and the weaned 
tions have made these blessings of inestimable child put his hand on the cockatrim, den. 

mankind' In the *ge) They sllall not hurt nor destroy in my holy 
near a t  hand, doubtless many more of these mountain.,,-Isaiah 11 : 6-9. 
diswveries will be made, thus permitting a uT1lc l+41dcrness, and the solitary place, shall 
much wider scope to man's inventive genius be glad for them; and the desert shall rejoice, 
than ever before, and resulting in blessings and blossom a s  the rose. I t  shall blossom 
almost inconceivable to our present imperfect abundantly, . . . the glory of Lebanon shall be 
minds. Then patents, copyrigElts, royalties, arid unto it, the of Camel and 
charters on God's bounties will come to an Sharon, . . . the parched ground shall become 
end. man love his neighbor as him- a pool, alld the thirsty land..springs of 
self ; and the blessings will be free to all, and -Isaiah 35 : 2, ?. 
not limited to a favored few. Let man have a dominion like ours, was the 

Most emphatically do the Scriptures teach divine mandate gven in ~~~~~i~ 1: 26. ~~a~ 
that the subduing of the ea=th is not left to dominion over fish, fowl, cattle, and creeping 
insensate nature, but that i t  will be accom- things be through ~i~ 
plished by divine laws, directed by an intelli- H ; ~  domiion over all the earth w o d d  be 
gent governing hcad; and that that head is man cised through the operation of divine 
-perfect man. Adam was given the "dominion" governing atmospheric, climatic and soil con 
first. (Genesis 1: 26) And then he was told to tions, and every other earthly condition. 
"subdue the earth." (Genesis 1: 28) Whoever  id not our ~~~d jesUs, as a perfect mQo, 
would subdue the earth must have the "domiri- gve us examples of how perfect men will exer- 
ion." When Adam sinned he lost the dominion cise this dominion, when the perfect day comes 
of earth-the power and authority to govern or He  rode with perfect control the colt "where0 
control-and hence lost the ability to subdue it. never man sat." He  kept the fish away all 

To subdue means to bring under complete and at  the opportune moment had great n 
, mntrol; and since the earth has never been bers of fish a t  the proper place, so that the n 

ma 
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~ h r  CjOWEN AGE 
was full to the breaking point. He walked on 
the waves, and calmed the storm. I believe that 
H e  was using the powers of a perfect human 
being, and not superhuman powers on these 
and some other occasions. He was simply exer- 
cising the "fivst dominion" power (Micah 4 : 8), 
using the divine laws, of which he had a 
knowledge. 

The Power of  Perfect Man 
n. RAKGER in his article, "About Electrons," M suggests that i t  was not superhuman 

power that Jesus used in hcaling the sick, but 
simply the flowing of electrons from one who 
had an abundance to one who had too few, thus 
equalizing the supply in  each, healing the one 
and weakening the other. If this thought is 
correct, any perfect man could have done the 
same. The restoration of this dominion seems 
to be hinted a t  in Job 38: 33: "ICnowest thou 
the ordinances [laws] of heaven [that eontrol 
the earth] 1 Canst thon set the dominion thereof 
in the earth?" Job could not; but during the 
Golden Age, now dawning, The Christ will take 
the millions now living, as  wcll as all who are  
in their graves, and by processes of a gradual 
restitution of all bring them back to the perfec- 
tion of being lost by Adam, and restore to them 
the old, lost dominion. And what possibilities 
spring up  in our minds as wc meditate. Some 
of these possibilities seem to be suggested in 
Job 38: 34,35 : "Canst thou lift up thy voice to 
the clouds, that abundance of waters may cover 
thee 1" 

Can it be possible that an ability to produce 
rain (moisture) as needed, will be a part of 
that old lost dominion? Not long ago the news- 
papers reported that a German professor was 
successfully producing local showers, and we 
learn that experiments arc being made in Sas- 
katchewan, in Western Canada. It is easy to 
believe. 

I n  Verse 35 Job is asked: "Canst thou send 
lightnings, that they may go, and say unto thee, 
Here we are?" The means used in producing 
the rain is electricity. Everybody knows that 
lightnings are but discharges of electricity. 
And in the last few years, man has learned a 
little (Edison says that we have only begun to 
learn) about this great and wonderful power 
which God made ages ago, and which He is now 
revealing-just at the dawning of the new day. 

Universe is Electronic 
ND now come the scientists with the "elec- A tronic theory," which, briefly, is this: 

"Matter is composed of many molecules bound 
together. l~~olccules are  composed of many 
atorns bound together, and atoms are composed 
of many electrons bound together. Set these 
electrons free and the result i s  electricity- 
light. ~ v e q  linown form o f  dat ter ,  if r e d k d  
to the electronic state would consist of the same 
original stuff." (Wm. I?. Hudgings' "lntroduc- 
tion to Einstein and Universal Relativity.") 

Thus all forms of matter, all known sub- 
stances, are oonlposed of electrons-electriuty. 
Everybody knows what a handmaiden to man 
is electricity. It i s  used to make heat, power, 
and light. It is electrical energy that sends the 
telephonic and telegraphic message. More re- 
cently we have the radio; and what are  the 
possibilities of radio in the near future? No- 
body can tell. Then there are radium pads, 
radium glasses, and radium belts. What are  
these? They are simply different ways o$ 
applying radioactive energy to healing. When 
man is perfect, rcgains the dominion, and gets 
a perfcct knowledge of electricity, he may ride 
in noiseless electrimlly-propelled vehicles over 
earth and sen and through the air, thus doing 
away with the smoke and dust and grind and 
noise of present-day power vehicles; he may 
sit under electrict light; have electric heat; use 
electric sweepers, electric irons; use electrons 
to keep him well; destroy insects, germs and 
weeds by electrical energy; vivify plant and 
animal life, and converse to earth's remotest 
bounds by using the same invisible energy. 

Thus the Scriptures, confirmed by wcll-known 
facts of our day, seem to point conolusively to 
the Pact that man, acting as God's agent, and . 
using His  laws, will do the work of subduing 
the earth, and that one of the greatest princi- 
ples used, will be thc principle of electrical 
ener,v. 

What a field for the inventive genius of man 
-s open~d  up here! What a beautiful picture is 
presented to thc mind's eye-everything on 
earth and in its atmosphere (climate, soil, the 
elements) functioning perfectly, harmoniously, 
under man's control, a s  God's representative, 
flooding the earth with all those blessings which 
God had in mind when he told the first man to 
"subdue the earth" l 



Deluded Men 

W E FIND in a popular newspaper Article 
I of "Our American Adventure," telling 

of the arrival of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and 
his family in  America and of the message that 
he received in his home circle, giving him the 
inspiration to make this journey across the seas 
to impart what he apparently accepts and be- 
lieves, and surely asserts ta be '%high assurance 
from the other world" of the immortal soul in 
the spirit land. The following day Article I1 
was published, relating his coining ashore and 
his first lecture, telling of personal instances- 
how he talked with his dead son, brother, and 
others. 

A few days before I had reread some of 
Robert a. Ingersoll's Lectures (published in 
book form in 1887), and I wonder~d to note the 
great difference in opinion of these two great 
minds. Conan Doyle apparently is very posi- 
tive in his conclusions regarding the future 
existence of man; while Ingersoll demands lib- 
erty of thought, expression and action here, and 
seems more like Confucius in being desirous 
and willing to let the future, which may or may 
not be, take care of itself. 

I n  reading the lectures, works, and expres- 
sions of thought of these two wonderful minds 
one cannot help but note the love, the kindly 
feeling for  fellow man that both possessed, as 
well as the lack of pure faith and assurance of 
the divine plan. Both minds seem to have hun- 
gered for the truth and have wandered far, and 
famished, in search of it. And when one reads 
the doctrines and creeds of elders and bishops, 
the bulls of popes and cardinals, and the teach- 
ings of priests, scribes and Pharisees, the his- 
tory of Catholicism, Protestantism, Moham- 
medanism, etc., the hunger and famine for the 
truth are not to be wondered at. 

The literal confusion of Babylon in history 
is of small comparison with the present confu- 
sion of Babylon, mankind in general. An in- 
quiring, investigating mind is soon confused in 
the dismal darkness of the creeds and denomi- 
nations and, unless given some light, is  soon 
lost in despair. Some minds become disgust~d 
and angered in their confusion and will dis- 
continue looking for the True Light and accept 
one or  more of the many false lights o r  mirages 
offered. Other minds build artificial lights of 
their own liking and follow them in circles; 
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By F. C.  Benjamin 

while others put full reliance and codden  
false teachers and guides that may be we 
solemn robes or a solemn look, trusting th  
is right regardless of the sloughs and 
into which the blind guides may lead 
Others stumble and fall in the darknes 
say that they do not need light, appare 
fully satisfied and contented as  the blind fis 
in the Mammoth Cave. 

The mixed doctrines of devils and saint 
preached by false prophets and teachers greed 
for worldly praise, power and money, sen 
many honest seekers for light and truth int 
the dismal swamp of confusion. An honest 
heart can agree with Ingersoll fully in that no 
loving, liindly, thinking human being can truly 
reverence or even tolerate the God of hate 
malice, and wickedness that the various 
denominations and sects picture in pr  
concerning the immortality of the soul, 
torment and the damnation of the heathen, in- 
fidels and sinners. One can sympathize with 
Conan Doyle in his desire and effort to con- 
vince himself of a better and more considerate 
and loving God than one who would devise 
such a diabolical and cruel punishment for 
ignorance, infidelity, and sin as the first liar 
arid father of lies has propounded and perpe 
nated through his agents. 

But both of these wonderful minds seem tb 
have lost traclr of the beautiful teachings of 
Jesus, the Christ Head, regarding the plan of 
the Father, the great Creator. And it is no 
great wonder that these two great minds, as 
well as  millions of other minds, both great an$ 
small, should lose track of these blessed teach- 
ings. 

The worldly will not have truth, whether 
comforting or otherwise, unless it comes m- 
cording to their own ideas. "Re came unto his 
own, and his own received him not!' The men 
of Nazareth would not have the comfort of the 
message; for thcy hated the Messenger. The 
scribes and Pharisees found fault with, ostra- 
cized and crucified Him in His first presence 
on earth; as Hc is belittled, ignored, and cmai- 
fied even unto this day. All through the S c r i p  
tures one finds warning and admonition regard- 
ing the evil spirits, mediums and sorcerers, 
"And Jesus answered and said unto them: Taka 
heed that no man deceive you." 

'0 
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IN THE "HARP OF GOD" twDE;"E"sY%"o"KRIY3 
With Issue Number 60 we began running Judge Ilutl~erford's new book. 
"The Hnrp of God", with nccornpnnsing questions, tnlting the place of both 
Advanced and Juvenllc blole Studlea which have been blthe-rn 
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202Beeause of this death sentence standing 
against Adam, he was and is  held In reatraint 
o r  imprisonment of death. l i e  and his oiTspring 
who have died a r e  in the great  prison-house of 
death, and the grave i s  thus spolien of by the 
Prophet.-Isaiah 42 : 6,7 ; 49 : 9. 

'OThe dead could never again live, nor could 
those who are  living ever hope to have eternal 
happiness unless the disability resting upon 
marildnd because of sin be first removed; and 
the Scripture is quite clvnr, a s  above noticed, 
that  this can be removed only by mcans of thc 
great  ransom sacrifice. Since ransom means a n  
exact corresponding price, tlrc ransomcr must 
be exactly like the perfect Adam in ICclen. 

*04A perfect man had sinned and lost rvcry- 
thing; therefore none but a perrect man conld 
provide a price sufficient to  buy and release 
Adan1 and his race from this sentcncc of dcatli 
and i t s  effects. Divine justice drm:indcd the 
life of a perfect human k i n g  and tills was 
received when Adam went into c!catl~. I t  Eol- 
lowed that  divine justice would accrpt nothing 
more or less, a s  a price fo r  releasing Adam and 
his offspring, than a perfect human liEe. I n  
order to  meet these divine rcquircnie~~ts,  tlie 
ransomer must be a perfect huillan being. 

x05When God gave the law to Israel at  Mount 
Sinai H e  indicated by the pro~nise of that law 
that  the only means by ~vliich the hu111:nl race 
conld be redeemed o r  ransomcd would be by the 
giving of a perfect human lifc in t l ~ c  place of 
Adam's perfect human life, which hc Iiad for- 
feited by his disobedience. We  rcrneinl)er that 
St. Pau l  said that  this law Iyas a sl~adow of 
better things to come. That  law rcquirrd a n  
eye f o r  an eye, a tooth fo r  a tooth, a foot for  a 
foot, a life for  a life; that  i s  to say, a price 
exactly corresponding to that  which had been 
lost. A s  a n  illustration: Under the lam if one 
man knocked out anothelJs tooth, he must lose 
one of his own teeth. If  he stnlrlc out a man's 
eye, he  must give u p  his own eye. If he took 
the life of his fellow creature, he nlust give u p  
his own lifc. Thus thc law picturcd that the 
great  ransomer would correspond exactly with 
the perfect man Adam when Adam was in 
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Eden.-Exodus 21 : 23-25; Leviticus 24: 17-21; 
Deuteronomy 19 : 21. 

ZO%ut who in all the world was able to  bear 
this hnrden o r  meet the requirements of the 
divine law? Adam could not redeem himself. 
All of his offspring mere imperfect and God 
conld not accept a n  imperfect human being as 
a ranaoln. JVas there nobody, then, on earth 
who could redeem the human race from death 
according to God's promise? The Prophet of 
the Lord answers: "None of them [no creature 
on earth]  can by any means redeem his brother, 
nor give to God a ransom fo r  him." (Psalm 
49: 7)  F o r  tlris reason, then, i t  seemed hopeless 
for  man cvcr to expect to be released from the 
condition of death. 

'"'Furthermore, this judgment and sentenw 
rgainst Adam was entered in the divine court 
of hcavcn, and i t  follows 11131 the ransom-price, 
namely, the value of a perf& Imman life, must 
not only be provided by the death of a perfect 
human being, but the value of tha t  life must be 
prescnted to divine justicc in hcaven itself; and 
no human being has access to heaven. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 
I n  ~vliclt sense are Adam and his offspring held in 

re:~tr,zint or inlprisonment? Give the Scriptural proof. 
"2.  
What  as tlie firpt qualification of the one who would 

provide the ransom-price? 203. 
JVas it rlcccssary for the redeemer to be a perfect 

hun~nn being? and if so, why? rj 20.2. 
Give nn illustmticn under the ln~v. 205. 
1)iil t11e law picture what should constitute the quali- 

fication of the redeemer? and if so, rvhere and what 
is i t ?  r/ 205. 

Could Adnm rrdecm himself 7 or could any of Adam's 
children redeem him or their brethren? Give Scrip- 
tural proof. r/ 20G. 

Why nrnF man's condition hopeless without a redeem- 
e r?  7 206. 

The ransom-price when provided, where must it be 
prcsentcd? 7 207. 

Could any human being present the value of that 
ransom-sacr~fice in heaven? f i  207. 
1 



Why Evil is Permi tied 
Who Made the Devil ? 
Prophey a its Fulfiilment 
End of the Wo~ld 
Immortal i ty 
Where aTe the Dead? 
A Ransom for All 
Why does not God 
Kill the Devil ? 
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China and Her People--In Four Parts (port one) 

HINA may be said to be the land of e~pl i j i -  as is tlie traditiollal origin of rulers with most C tation.-She has grown for ecntilrics from n )~mtlien nations. Alse, China has been known 
vigorous youth to itrl overlarge, sluggisli nation as  thc "F lo \~ery  I i i ~ ~ g d o ~ n , "  not hecailse she has 
with untold ~ ~ e n l t h  lying :~t lier fcct, Iac~liing so Illany va.rieties of wild and tanle flo~vers, but 
ambition and energy to grasp 7:;llat is n i t l~ i l l  because she is "the flower of kingdoms." Hav- 
reach. And with stoical pc.rscvcr.anec sl~c, sian(1s ing been shor l~  of so lnucll glory, she is  now 
idly by ar~ct wat<:li(:s the ( I a r i ~ ~ g  aiv.1 ;~v:ll.iciolis stl.llggIil~g to 1e:~rr1 !O walk as a republic. 'Ilrith 
White man come in ancl 11:lg !ley ~.cw~li~.cc;s. I ~ I I -  :I grcnt I'ilturcb 1)'ctfore the Chinese people, the 
slave her people, and rna!;e waq- wit11 t11t: spoils. next f'vw Scars are sure to be filled with more 
But i t  is  time for China. to wake u p ;  :ind ~ralre or  less per]?lesity and agitation; and it would 
she must. not surprisc us il ,  in the remr,lting znd remodel- 

I n  tracing the peoplcs of eartli it  is not ilrc- ing of t!le nations in  the ushering in of the 
essary to go farther back than the I('lood, n-hich (:olden Age, China would take a most impor- - 
was almost 4,400 years ago. The race there- tant position. 
after sprang frorri three heads: Japhct l~ ,  the 
progenitor of the JVhit(!s, who ~veiit w-est and Dish-ibution of po~ulation 
north, and settled throughout li:l~rol)e; ]lain, 11INA is a vast territory; counting Man- 
the forefather of the Glaclte, TV~L!) \\-(>nt soutli c cliuria, Mongolia, Turkestan! Tibet and 
and west, settling in i\friet~; S h ~ n l ,  the a1lcc.s- china  proper, it covers an  area of 4,300,000 
tor  of the :T(~IT\VS! ~ 1 1 0  v-:~s U I I ; ! O I I ~ ) ~ I Y ~ ~ ! :  (lie ;:,ln;~lr,, milcs, fin or-a considerably larger than 
head of the eastern and nor t i~o~-n I.;ir(i:! 01'  .\sia. (,ither Ii>urope or the United States. Inlatitude, 
It is  not lik,ely that  racial distinct,ions c-c1.c a s  ] Jal.bin corl,c.spor~ds with Minneapolis, Peking 
great then as now; that in the beg inn in,^ there with Philadelphia, Shanghai with Mobile, and 
was much interl-na.rryinfr is nlso ~)i~ol~:rl:lr. Canton \\.ith ITavana, Clnba. The population is 

There is  a tradition airiong ill(? C'l~il~c~scl tha t  estimated a t  350,000,000 to 42.5,000,0M). The 
the first man was S!ILI~~~,  T\-110 C ~ I I  ~.:~sjl>- I>(? l l l ~ s t  cotlsprvative estimate of tile distribution 
identified wit11 tlic 13iI:l~ Sllc,::~. It is I)c~ii<.vcd i s  as lollo\\ s : l!:!llc}luria lg,UQO,U00 ; &lofigolia 
that the llcacrf 111 Iring 1%-lro slll>i!~i~ci E:gyi)t :111tl :],O(K),0()0 ; 'I1nl.l;cst:ljl 3,000,000 ; Tihet 3,000,000; 
built the Qrctat I'yrarnid about 4>100 \-c.:~~.s :rgo ((Ihilla 323,000,000. six-sevenths of her popula- 
was Alelchi:<edc.lr, \\.]lo \V\IS noiic o t l~c~r  tl1;111 tion live in one-third of her area, the southeast- 
Shem. I1c:ivirg l(:gypt as pcnccA'ully as ilc c.11- vrly section, and a re  fairly well sewed with 
tered it, he l~lovct(1 his 11:rnd 11ort11 aiitl ctast ~vaterwaps. China has a coast line of some 2,000 
through Xabylonia and Assyrin, ~ ~ ~ t l l i ~ : ; ;  in  lllilcs; the mainland is  made up of a series of 
Asia. NOW and then families or  1)tlncls \\;ol,il~i parallel river plains running into the Pacifio 
'drop out and form roving settl(>~ncnts, g1~c.11~1.- OCP:III. A t  tlie head waters of these rivers there 
ally pushing eastward. I~'I.CI~I S~IC .~ I I  sl)l.alig t l 1 1 >  arp hills and mountains and vast wastes of un- 
Tartars, Mongolians, Chinese, .Japanrscl, Fili- csplored country; the lower valleys are  broad, 
pinos, Eskimos, American Indians. allrl thc i'c~rtilc, and thickly populated. Into these the 
b t e c s  of Mexico. JVl~ite man has pushed his way. China's great 

China ivas called the "Celcstiul Empire" be- cities are  built along the rivers and harbors. 
muse her first emperors were "hcnvcnly" dci- The greatest canal in the world is built 100 
ties, or descended from some deified personage, lnilcv inland, connecting t h e a a a n g - H o  and 
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Yangtse rivers, and is 1,000 miles in length. 
No nation in the world is better watcred. 

Like the United States, Cl~ina htls a. great 
iNor$hwest. This Nortl-lwrst is bcclioilin:,. for a 
man; eventually it will find its J. J. Hill. The 
]railroads will pierce this vast territory, and 
give the young rncrl thcrc a chance to go \\cst 
and grow up with the country. Our "wild and 
woolly West" is therciore not the only one. 
Wild animals, wild birds, \volvcs, antelope, etc., 
are numerous. hlongolia is a dark a l ~ d  gnle- 
some place; an explorer some t i n i ~  ago brougllt 
from there over 2,500 zoological spcciiucns. As 
the Mongols never bary their dead, i t  is not 
uncommon to see thousrinds of I)nr~ds o l  semi- 
wild dogs devour in^ the l l~ i~nan  dcad. Tt is un- 
safe to go anywhere unarmcld, and to venture 
out a t  night is  suicidal; for unlllie the cat, you'll 
never oome back! The toughness arid garnerless 
of the wild ass in Mongolia is descrihcd in the 
fact that a handsome specimen was run down, 
going over thirty-five miles and a t  times a t  a 
burst of speed of forty-five miles an hour. After 
being caught, he was rnbbcd down, washed, 
photographed, and turned loose. 

Devastation of  Streams 
H A V O C  is  sometimes played by the streams 

of China. Defective transportation facili- 
ties and floods destroy milliorls of Chinese. 
Every few years other millions perish in their 
river floods. This is one of the reasons that 
China's population does not increase. For  the 
past fifty years her population has been esti- 
mated a t  near 400,000,000. Rut, notwitl~stand- 
ing, tfie great plain-of China continues to be 
the richest farming land in the world. I t  is 
interesting to know that the loess, or  fine silt, 
which makes the fertile plain, and imcidentully 
causes the floods by forcing the river to build 
itself above the land-level, comes by the air- 
route from the great desert of Gobi. I t  is this 
wind-blown desert that is a t  once China's joy 
and China's sorrow-the source of lrcr food 
supply and the destruction of her population. 
This plain is a little larger than the semicircle 
of the Gulf States; yet i t  supports about one- 
half of China's great popul a t' lon. 

China has her "Isle of Patmos," her placc of 
exile. About 500 years ago three small families 
were driven into exile in a barren mountain 
pass, supposedly for  being traitorous to China. 
Thex were supposed to have died, being unable 

to find food. But they found food and lived on, 
incrensing in numbers, until they now have 
thirty n~edium-sized villages. The quaintness of 
the Chinese dress, the manners and habits o t  
500 ycars ago are still preserved by these geo- 
plc of the "Hidden Valley." 

Differences in the Yellow Race 

A S TllTCBE are wide &fferences in the White 
pco~~ lc s  of carth, so we find in the Yellow. 

TVliile Al:lnchnria is not a part of China proper, 
it is muell more intimately related to China 
tl inn Nongolin. There is  as  much difference 
~ F ~ L V C C I L  tlle Nari~hus and Chinese as  between 
the C'II i rrc.sc anti Japanese.' Rut Manchuria and 
1'Zon:;olia are no longer looked upon by the 
CIlincse as dependencies, but as integral parts 
of the ('lj~rlesc Republic; and there is a sensi- 
tive mribition to cscrcisc national control over 
these two important regions. Japan dominates 
tlic cconornic dcvclopmcnt of Manchuria, due to 
l l ~ e  control of the South Manchurian Railway. 
TTTlcn Aincricans scll machinery and other 
merchandise to Chinese in Manchuria there are 
delays, holdups, and mistakes made so that buy- 
ing from others than Japanese becomes very 
embarrassing. China is learning what i t  means 
for outsiders to coiltral her transportation. The 
twenty-five-year lease on this railway ekpired 
last March, and China demanded that the road, 
1,000 miles in length with i ts  feeders, be re-' 
turned. But Japan flatly refused to heed the 
demand; for in 1915 the treaty, which has be- 
eoine fzu~l~ous for its twenty-one points! extended 
the control of the railway ninety-nine y e a r s  
longer. This treaty mas forced upon China, and 
no doubt Japan ~vill  t ry  to hold her unfair 
advantage. 

That China is awaking and trying to avoid 
being imposed upon longer is evidenced by the 
fact that early in the year the Chinese Parlia- 
ment passed a resolution through both house8 
declaring that the treaties of 1915 were abro- 
gated. Before this, Wang Fu, a memher of the 
T5'ashington delegation, resigned when he saw 
how China was being trampled upon with a p  
parently no means of redress. Alfred Sze, min- 
ister to the United States, who seemingly sees 
matters from the financier's viewpoint, reported 
that China was having a fair  deal. Both od 
thest. gentlemen were candidates for Miniater 
of Foreign Affairs in the Chinese Cabinet. 
Wang Fu was promptlx chosen. Thus China 



snaps her fingers defiantly a t  the Hughes brand 
of international justice. 

Relations between China and Japan are intri- 
cate and complex; and the way the tangled 
skein is unraveled may depend upon the brand 
and quality of gunpowder the Powers deliver 
on order, or upon the cunning of the politicians 
in  inciting banditry to harass and embarrass 
the government. The astute, oily character of 
diplomacy of the Powers, espccially in view of 
the understanding which the l'owers have had 
with Japan, will have nluch to do with tho out- 
come. Some trcll-posted men say that Japan 
has a spirit of conciliation toward China; that 
there is not liable to he grievous trou1)Ic; that 
Japan is even now retrenching in Alancliuria 
and gradually rcllnquishinq her hold, but scel~s 
to retain her trade relations a r ~ d  keep out TVcst- 
ern competition. But this statemc.nt lnay bc 
and prohably is tile adroitness of diploinacy 
concealing the truth. 

Isolated for Centuries 

R ATHER than be in the limelight and pRn- 
der to pride Cliina has of her own choice 

been isolated, a llerli~it nation. Her  geographi- 
cal setting has contributed to this end. Thc 
Mongolian deserts formed a natural barrier on 
the north; the impassable liimzlayas have bccn 

-her  silent sentinels on 1211: ~ ( 1 s t ;  the sra  and 
the oceans swcpt her soutllcrn and eastern 
boundaries. Thus hcnmed in, she has developed 
a unique civilization \vhich has scemed to the 
Chinese superior to that of other nations. - 

When nations carne knocliillg a t  her doors 
China was annoyed, lnxt not  alarmed. Thr Por- 
tuguese came first in 1517; next came the Span- 
iards in 1,775; the Dutch in 1622. 13ut these 
touched only the fringe of the hermit giant. I t  
remained for aggressive England to assulne the 
right of brealiilg the shell of C'llinn, and in  1793 
a party of Englisl~n~en ventured in boats to 
Peldng. English diploinacy failed then to cstab- 
lish an  embassy, as was also the case in an 
eflort made in 1816. What suavity could not 
do, gunpowder accomplished. The seizure of 
opium belonging to a British subject was the 
emuse England had for  declaring n a r  on a 
helpless, overgrown, dull youth ; and of co ursc 
the Lion was victorious. By the treaty of Y L an- 
king in 1842 Hongliong was ceded in perpetuity 
to Great Britain; and the ports of Canton, 

Arnoy, Yoochow, Ningpo and shanghai were 
opened to foreign trade. 

China was greatly concerned a t  the brazen- 
ness of the "barbarians." Causes of ffietion 
multiplied, and a second war in 1858 cod  
China, to open up the Yangtse to foreign 
England kept plowing up the fallow grou 
succeeded in her objective-the establis 
diplomatic relations with the Imperial Court, 
having the treaties so worded as  to cause no 
offense-in England. China from then on has 
bean plundered, exploited, deceived, and robbed 
by the so-called "Christian" nations of the 
world. To her credit the United States has 
rcflx.incd f ronl the frantic grasping of spoils. 
Several times the Washington officials have 
endeavored to get treaties through which would 
preserve the integrity of China and saYe her 
froill colnplcte dissolution. 

China Highlg Civilized - .< 

T AO-TZE. who lived in the sixth centurv be- ' -  

fore ~ k i s t ,  was China's first philosobher. ::; 
Froin the days of Lao-Tze China has been a 12 

highly civilized country in all that concerns a r t  
and literature, manners and government ; in --' 

fact, China is too civilized to fight in dishonest - 
warfare. As long as scheming politicians and -.& 
militnl.jsts attack China from overhead and 1-3 

,.s bigoted inissionaries and avaricious merchants -:s 
froin beneath, what show has she to recover her ? 
equipoise and become indepen2ent ? 1s there .' 
nothing to be preserved to her peoples because -.$ 

-% 

she is stupid in the a r t  of war and careless in i 
9 the use of soap? Potentially she has been the ::. 

most l~owerful nation of earth; her history :? _" 
antedates that of all other Gentile nations; and + 
in point of riuinbers she could carry on a can- 1.. 
tinuous civil warfare and still have enough sol- $ 
diers to make the world respect her. All she -:$ 
needs is sanitary conditions to  conserve the 2 
health of the nation; for all the ar ts  of modern 3 

> 

warfare could soon be learned. , -% -.. 
I n  the remote past the Chinese must have i -*3 

been an inventive race; for  many things a re  3 -=A 

credited to their skill, such as  gunpowder, the 3 marinrr's compass, printing, etc. But today -+, 
:% they are  awaking from a long slumber; they -, 

must bestir themselves if only as a means of - 
self-preservation. The encyclopedias say that 
opiurll lias been the great curse of China. What 
a crinie indeed it has been to compel her, a : 

nation unschooled in the ways of gunpowder - 



churchianity, to accept at the point of bayonets 
all the opium that the cargoes of the world's 
"civilizer" nation could dump on her shores! 
Perhaps it was opiuin that put her to sleep. 
Bince about 1906,when importation of tl.lis drug 
lnto China began to be stringently curtailed, the 
people have been arousing from their lcthnrgy. 

China's Great Resources 
VERY country has that in which it excels. E China has inexhaustible beds o i  porcelain 

earth, the basis of her industry in  chiriaware. 
Gold, silver, and copper are  Sound there in lim- 
ited quantities; coal in abundance, also mer- 
cury and iron. She abonnds in seven I~undrcd 
or  more kinds of birds ; two hundred species of 
rnammals, including the tiger., leopard, bear, 
badger, elephant, and rhinoceros. The rivers 
teem with wild duclis, geese, swans, and peli- 
cans. Fish are exceedingly plentiful, and the 
cormorant has been trained to catch fish. This 
is sometimes shown in movies: A ring is placed 
around the neck of the cormorant so that i t  
cannot swallow the fish; i t  dives fl-om the 
prow of the boat, catches the fish with grcat 
skill, and brings them up in the pouch under 
i ts  lower mandible. 

Our goldfish are  from China. The varieties 
of trees and shrubs are  said to be wontl~rful;  
some a re  of great value, notably the tea plant 
and the .mulberry tree. The silkwoinls feed 
upon the latter. TTTe a re  indebted to China for 
many varieties of flowers and vegetables. Some 
of our chickens are  known as Asiatics. Chinese 
silk outlasts that from any other country, 
through either a better way of fertliny the 
worms or a greater dexterity in liantlling tlic 
silk in the weaving-possibly botli. 

The farms average one acre, and cigilty-five 
percent of the people are agricultnrists. I n  the 
north the principal crops are wheat, sorgl~um, 
millet, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, and vege- 
tables; in the south are  rice, sweet potatoes, 
sugar, cotton, mulberries, and vegetables. The 
Chinese are  not strictly a rice-eating people; 
for tliere are  over 50,000,000 who eat no rice. 

Vast arcas, rich in natural resources, await 
railroads and settlement for development. The 
Chinese are industrious; but not having an 
inordinate love of money they do not take to 
building railroads and other commercial enter- 
prises whereby their money may work while 

thcy sleep. They practise intensive farming. 
IVlten the l~illsides are too steep to cultivate 
they convert these into huge stairsteps, making 
suitable for  gardening all the land possible. 
Hence they get the largest yield per acre of 
any farmers in the world. The principal indus- 
trial centers are Tientsin, north; Shanghai, 
center ; Canton, south. 

Business Interests o f  China 

S ITIT< production originated in China many 
centuries ago, and for a long time remained 

a secret with that country. Nevertheless the 
failure to readily adopt modern methods in 
production and inanufacture has caused the 
Chinese silk indnstry to be surpassed by that 
of other countries employing inore efficient 
incthotls. Hongliong ranks first in the knikting 
industry, the machincry of her mills having 
been imported fvonl ,imerica. Owing to the 
increased dcn~and for  cement in construction 
n.o1,1<, a coinpuny c:tl)italized at $3,000,000 has 
been fo r i n~d  to e rwt  a cemcllt plant a t  Shang- 
hai. Another factory 11:~s been established at 
Nantnngchow to lllalie linic from the shells of 
oysters and clams. 

I11 1918, the General Eclison Company, find- 
ing i'rcjgllt rates estrcmcly high to the Pacific 
coast and the breakage something terrible, de- 
cided that they ~vould try making their electrh w 

lamps, globes and bulbs in China, and do their 
shipping over the peaceful waters of the Pacific 
rather than over the railroads, with their rough 
l~andling, in America. The bulbs lllade in China 
last fifty percent longer than those made here, 
ant3 tlic cost of labor is $4.50 in America against 
sixteen cents in China. 

The openings in Cllina for L4merican trade 
are illustrated in the Foorho-cv district, where 
small-type machinery has been sold fo r  mann- 
facturinq hosiery and cloth, and for  hulling 
and polishing rice, pumping, ctc. Electrical 
machinery, electrical goods, sniall electric light 
plants; dyes, paints and chemicals are  in  de- 
mand; and there i s  a good market fo r  cotton 
piece goods. One authority says that the results 
of the World War  have been to make Europe 
and America undesirable fields for  the captain0 
of industry; for returns are insecure, and s u b  
ject to ever-increasing taxation. Thus China 
looms as  a veritable E l  Dorado. 

Some expect that sooner o r  later Amerimn 
industries will be movcd to China, and the pro& 



ncts therefrom shipped back here to be sold in 
competition with American labor. I n  fact, this 
was the threat in 1921. This is the eliteut to 
which big business is prelmrc.d to go to rcducc' 
the worltingnlan here to conditions bordering 
on peonage. Thc blnllie will be fzstcned on 
labor. Should this c o ~ i ~ c  to pass, we niusl not 
look upon i t  as a sordid sc~!~i,ine for prolits, but 
as the I~iglicst form of aitrnis~ii kno\vn to Innn 
-a saer.iii(xx for the 1argc.r good, that ult iniatel y 
the bradc l~ctween the Uaittlcl States and C'lrina 
might be increased ! 

Trade- Unions Springing Up 

N ORMALLY, business in China is al~riost 
a social institution, and the in;i)ol*tn~lt 

affairs are transacted a t  the dinner tal)l(. r:rtl~cr 
than elsewhere. The mcrcl~wnl is a 11cav)- 1 ~ :  cr, 
respects his obligations, is @idea l)y cliutztes 
of conscience rather than by l:tnr, i:, irot :~ccns- 
lorned to provide letter of credit wit11 order, 
'does his business ovpr thc teacup rntl~er than 
the telephone and, ordinarily, is f r i c~~dl j i  to 
' h e r i c a n  people and things. 

There is at the present time over a nlillion 
and a half spindles, utilizing about 225,000 tons 
of cotton yearly. If the rate of incrense liccps 
up, a:id internal strife ceases, China could makc 
enough cotton to supply tlie demands of the 
world. But American labor has nothing to fear 
on this score; for trade-unions are springing 
up, especially in the South, with remarkable 
suddenness and vigor, and also i t  is said that 
Bolshevism is making rapid headway aniong 
the more intellectual clasges. Iceen competition 
to exploit the resources and wealth of China is  
manifested in the rivalry of some of the "Chris- 
tian" nations. This has come about by the 
"Open Door" policy, which throws the door 
open to the West, but not to the East. - 

Some reports indicate the rising of an indus- 
trial system in China, the worst in the history 
of the world; unbearable conditions are report- 
ed in the fac.tories. Children, nine years of age 
and up, are employed by the tens of thousands, 
because their parents cannot afford their keep. 
Miners work ten hours a day, seven days in the 
week, and sonletimes a re  flogged by overseers; 
and the pay is about eight cents a day. These 
low-paid workers a re  forming unions. Em- 
ployes in iron foundries worlr from thirteen to 
eighteen hours a day, and the skilled among 

them get about twelve cents a day. It is hardly 
to be wondered a t  that they strike, and demand 
rjhorter hours and increased pay. I 

The milroads often employ girls and $oung 
nlarricd womer? as ticket clerks and boo e e p  "s ens. Even {lie richer among the women, w o do 
not ncccssarily have to worlr, are now taking 
up nlanual labor, such as light work in facto- 
ries, :iial;ing to~vels and soclrs, etc. They realize 
that e~ l~p loy~~ ;en t  brings health, more happiness 
and a measure of independence which they 
conld not enjoy otherwise. 

Transportation Facilities Inadequate 
E l X L Y  in her llistory Chilra made use of her 

nb~mdant waterways, and these have served 
\veli. 'l'lie Chinese a re  building ships. At 
Shaligliai is  a large shipyard operated by the 
Gove~.nineiit, but its engineering problems are 
superintended by Englishmen. The workman- 
ship is liixh grade, and a number of these ships 
arc used hy the A~nerican Government in  Phil- 
jl)pinc waters. The waterways arid rivers are 
dcligl~tful, and liausehoats are  numerous; thesa 
arc  \\-ell provisio~ied, and a cook i s  always taken 
along. The oarsinen stand to propel and guide 
the 1lo1lsc:hoat. Life on the river is filled with 
peace, quietness and repose; and Mother ~ a r t h  
supplies a scenic beauty of landscape that  it 
charming. Xlucli freighting is  done b y  water. 

The Chinese coolie comes in  for  his share, 
I n  some places in tlie interior it is not uncomq 
mon to see much traffic on the roads; two- and, 
three-mule carts, carrier coolies, mule litters, 
ox trains, camel caravans, sedan-chairs and, 
mgst of all, wheelbarrows. Sometimes there 
may he two men at  a barrow, and ofttimes the 
load weighs over 500 pounds-one man at the 
handles hanging the load from his shoulder* 
and the other hitched in front pulling with a 
rope ; and the roads for hundreds of miles max 
be rough enough to make travel for  a horse 
difficult. Imagine the sweating and fatigue 04 
body, the unhappiness of mind, and the aching 
void after feasting on a bowl of rice or  maca- 
roni after a hard day's work, then dreamily 
and wearily falling to sleep in the inn court- 
yard with the pigs, chickens and mules, with- 
out a bath to cleanse away the dry sweak and 
dust;  all this fo r  about eighteen cents, b e r i -  
can value. But this is merely one phase of the 
Chinese life; Amer ica  has its correspondencies, 



GOLDEN AGE 
Enormons Engine in China 

R AlLLZOAD building is constantly going on 
in C:liina, and roadways for aulo~nob~lrs.  

American coaches, engines and cars arc in dc- 
bland. Kot long ago the largest loconlolive ever 
built was sent to China ; i t  weigl~ed over 300,000 
pounds, and the engineer's seat was nillot y feet 
from the cowcatcher. The "good roatls" move- 
ment has opened up the market for autos \:.ith 
renewed vigor. About 4,000 cars a1.e in Bhang- 
hai alone. 

One of the largest ordcrs plrrcctl l ~ y  tl~cl Cl~i- 
nese Government for L4~~icri:?ttn locomolivcs v;:s 
in 1921, when I'ortp-two cngincs xvcre contr:lc>tctl 
for  a t  a cost of $2,600,000. 'Vhrce Iiuntlred 
freight cars were ordcretl a!,c:~t the salrlc tinie. 
Recently the Tientsin-l'uli:l\v railway, the most 
important nor t l~  and sontii trunk lino, bought 
live corripletc An~c~. ic i~n rail\\-ay passcnq-cr trains 
of eleven cars each, including d~ning, parlor, 
and sleeping cars. li:viclcntly invc~~ttnrnt in 
commercial and shipping activities Sor .Zmeri- 
can capital is unlirnitetl; for. tl~c. TYostcrn itlcas 
are that the development of tlle railroatls therc 
should reach the enormous suln of $5,000,000,- 
000-about three times what i t  now is. 

It may be that China will find it to Iicr best 
interests not to encourage railroad building too 
much. If she should acquaint herself with the 
controlling powers operating our transporta- 
tion systems and find what an  uncontrollable 
and intricate piece of machinery i t  really is, 
perhaps she would see the advantage of going 
slowly and building her roads with her own 
capital, thereby enabling her to run the rail- 
ways for the benefit of the people instead of 
for the enrichment of the investors. But maybe 
the automobiles and the flying madiines ~vill, 
from now on, check the growth of the railroad 
business. The Chinese are l e a r n i ~ ~ g  aviation. 
They have a school in Victoria, B. C., ancl ten 
made initial fligl~ts in February and did cv,c2cp- 
lionally wall. When thcy have passed their 
examinations, they go to China a ~ ~ d  engage in 
commercial aviation t1irr.r. This school is said 
to  be the only one of its kintl in North America. 

The Chine-se Labor Problems 
URING the World War the increase of D industries along the Yangtse river in 

factories, power houses, spinning, agriculture, 
commercial and fishing enterprises totaled 167 ; 
and the aggregate increase in capital reached 

over $83,000,000. To keep these and other in- 
dustries going many young people were pressed 
into the labor ranks. Like other countries the 
lower classcs of physical laborers, whose living 
is from hand to mouth, have been exploited fo r  
a long time by the landowners and capitalists, 
The uneducated and propertyless classes mul- 
t ~ p l y  and overproduce their kind as  compared 
with their riclicr brethren. The average family - 
in the north consists of from eight to nine chiE , 
drcn: in the south, from five to six children. 
Tl:c servant work is done almost entirely by 
the. maid servant ernployed by rich families. 
Scrvant rmploynient agencies work their nefa- , 

rions game of extracting a fee frorn both ser- 
vant and employer, sometimes a s  much as 
t\\-erlty percent from the employed. 

There is a coolie class among the women. 
St~rrie are really slaves, and do not know it 
They work in the fields; they help coal the 
ships, arid do other hard manual labor. They 
carry huge loads. They have raucous voices 
and sE~out epithets a t  each other as they pass, 
and occasionally show their relationship to the 
sntne class of women elsewhere in the world 
by being ready to scratch one another and pull 
each otller's hair. 

There are men, women and children, 'the toil- 
ers, who are  nearly forgotten when the upper - 
crust fight fo r  "privileged" rights which these *' 
never had. These toilers carry the burden ofr 
sustaining day by day the machines and mills 
which marlipthe transition of China's society 
into the realm of modern snobbery. But some- 
times they are forgotten too long, then thud- 
cortirbs a strike. This group has raised its voice 
tirne al'ter time the past ycar, mid forced itself 
to the front,' compelling attention to its real 
rights ancl needs; and in some places its power 
commnntls clrfcrence. Most of these strikes cen- 
tered arountl Shanghai, the most prosperous 
city ill Cliina. The high cost of living, one of , 
tlie u~iavoidablc chronic diseases necessarily 
rooicd in tlie capitalistic system of production, 
pitilessly gnaws a t  the proletariat, the poor 
~vngc-earning class. Prices go up, and the life 
of the laborer is sapped until he cries for 
mercy. l l e  is  appeased. The machinery starts  
i t s  grind anew; and when the upper and nether 
millstones again come together, there i s  another 
cry for mercy. So the merciless conflict goer 
on and on and o n  



Work Done by Little Girls 
C)I,OSPl-I;P on tEit1 profiteer rnay be inter- A esiing. I n  the silk thread mills of Chiria 

are employed 90,000 women and girls; one- 
third of the lattcr are  cllildren. They ~vor!r 
thirteen hours a day, with onc hour off a t  noon, 
seven days In the week; and during thc ruqh 
season they a r e  compcllcd to norl; foilt.tc.cn 
hours. The hardest worli is  done by little fiirls 
eight to nine pears of age, who stand all day 
at  basins of boihng water putting in cocoons 
and baling tllern out nlitil dippws. Often they 
cannot get tlic cocoons ill l l ~ n t  way, ancl so the 

' hands must be used to fish tliclrli out. 1,:llmr- 
saving devices in I taly are  so constrnct<~cl that 
it is not necdesrnry to t,~oc~'h the boiling water; 
but not so in China. 

In  the past tl:fl apprcnticc a t  iro11 a11c1 steel 
worlrshops mor1::kd sixteen I~onrs  a tiny, ant1 got 
nothing for i t ;  hc  was poorly tangllt so that he 
would last longer-as an apprenlicch. F a r m  
hands have hccn getting about iivc riollars and 
their keep a year. But 1a1:or conclitions are  
rapidly changing for  the hetter; the C'hincse 
laborer is  learning to strike. The monumental 
gall and rapacity of the cn~~)loyer  ~ ~ 1 1 1  stand 
out in glaring and fr ightf~il  colors shortly, after 
the rrign of righteonsness under Christ hegins, 
when I-Ie shall bring the l a b o r c ~  into the proper 
light. Let the employer get the view now, by 
eschanginq places for the n~onlcnt, and asli 
himself how he \vould like to be trrtitecl if the 
tables were turned. 

Finances and the Public Debt 

W HE1ZI1: In all the n~orld arcJ the finances of 
a country i n  such a rnud(f,.d c o n d ~ t ~ u n  as 

in China! 11(.1. castb js 11op~less; for  her leadlng 
men are not financic.rs, and jt is not to be hoped 
that t1lc.y ccnltl co1)e I\ ith the astute TYiiit~ man. 
The total indcbtrtlness of C'hina is  over $2,000,- 
000,000 of which ahout $T,00,000,000 are \\illlout 
security; and a t  present she is in rlo condition 
to make paynicnt. This worries not only the 
Chinese but the firlanciers and economic experts 
in foreign countries. These outsiders a r r  walch- 
ing the ciril strife and trying to protect their 
interests. According to some, this debt is  negli- 
gible when the resources are  talien into consid- 
eration. This latter statement is  designed to 
encourage the Chinese to go still further into 
'debt by a billion or so, that  the coffers of the 
lenders may burst with the usury to follow. 

The Chinese Consortium (an organization of -r - I 
foreign banks) was formed to assist the Chi- 
ncscL and to liberate them from poverty by 
loaning nlor~ey for  various purposes. Like the A 

Fcrlc~rnl Itcserve, i t  is  a peans  by which finan- 
cinl(lom 1ii:ty tighten the fetters which bind, and 
~vieltl the ~,o\ver which money always secures. .. 
The Consortium is  a legalized international 
looting n~achinc by which the Powers may 
joil~lly exploit China and drain away her  re- -, 
sourccs. IJast year the Coiisol-tium declared - 
tha t  China must pnt her house in order, estab- 
1 1 ~ ~ 1 1  a respons[l)lc government, stop civil war- 
I'ar.o, cl~nioristratc her power over the provinces, 
ant1 provc that she can conduct herself in a n  

i 
oldcrly, busincsqlilie manner, before she could -- - 
horro~v more money. Tihen China has internal 
stril'c she may obtain no money; but when sEe 
i s  good and obedient to her masters, the bank- 
ing groups of America, England, Franoe, and 
Japan  arc. prepared to let her have the money 
to construct her enterprises, build her railroads, 
etc.-at so much per centum. 

American Banks in China 
111s C'onsortinm, whose main business is T to lieep China docile, was endorsed by the 

Ilarding athnir~istration. It involves a n  inter- 
national k~tlnlrers' pooling of funds and power -4 +, 

to supply C'hina with needed public utilities; % Y s -, 
as  s l ~ c  lacks the money to absorb the overpro- 
duction of licr friends-the people of the coun- 
tries of the nloncj  lenders! A writer on this 
subject says: "If the American bankers who 
occupy the dominant position in  this pool shall 

m 
a l~p ly  to China the spirit and methods by which n_ 

they h a w  esploitod transportation in this coun- - .  
'ry, we ]nay hc sure that the friendliness of 

a 
4 

Cliina will l lot  continne." 
> 

:4 Tlicrc are  t l~ rec  ilmerican and one Chinese- 
American hank organizations in China. And .a 

these bnnlring institutions. together with the big .$ 
Consortium, as  me nilght expect, a re  not there --< 

doing bnsincss fo r  t h ~ i r  health. .. 3 

The Consol-tiurn's American representatives 
' +  

meet in the office of the J. P. Morgan Company - c! 
4 

whenevcr there is any discussion of China's -;i 

L3 
financial prohlcms. Always there is  the scheme 
of the money lenders to bring about something 3 -.c 

which shall involve the victim nation in embar- - - 3 -- rassment, to dram her into debt; and nothing -k2 
has succeeded EO well a s  war. -4 =, 4 

51 
?$ 



China'a Capital Corralled 

I W ALLOWING the grabbing of her finances 
China shows imbecility were i t  not for the 

fact that she would rutlier be abusccl tlian take 
to arms. IIer people cannot help seeing that 
they are  being imposed upon, lout they are sub- 
missive and s;~ffer it. This is reaily a corn- 
mendable trait, and in the end will \t-\-o~li out for 
the good and glory of China. Sorne snt:ct day, 
not so very fa r  off, justice will dominate the 
affairs of carth. 

The pri~lcipal revenue-producing ag:xneics of 
the Cllinese governillcrlt are thr maritime cus- 
toms and the "salt gabelle," as t l ~ c  salt revcllue 
administration is poplllarly designated. Tlicse 
are  largely supervised by foreign officers em- 
ployed by the goverrmlent, and the yicld is 
about $100,000,000 a year. The direct imporl 
and export trbde is al~liost entirely in the l~ands 
of non-Chincse ~merchtcnts; ships trading j i l  

China ports are largely of forcign repistry. 
How would yozc like to have your business 
supervised by men of a different race! 

Upon the forlilation of the first international 
Consortium in 1913 a loan ol' $125,000,000 was 
forced upon the Peliing autliorities to reorgan- 
ize the finances oL the newly-established repub- 
lican government. As security, the allnun1 rc- 
ceipts from the tax on salt ($80,000,000) was 
accepted. The contract luetwccn the Chinese 
government and the loaning group, consisting 
of British, French, German, Russian, and Jap- 
anese banks, provided that the system of col- 
lecting the tax on salt should be modernized 
(something the Chinese can hardly understand) 
with the assistance of f o r e i , ~  advisers. Pro- 
'duction, transportat ion and sale of salt in 
China are strictly limited by treaty with the 
foreign Powers to natives of China. 

Robbing Done   leg all^'' 
HX salt belongs to China; i t  is sold to her T own people; a tax is put upon it to appease 

the wrath of the foreign Powers; the revenues 
are  handled by agents of the foreign banking 
interests to insure payment; and no human 
being knows how big a steal the salt business 
of China really is. And as foreign officers 
handle the revenue derived from maritime cus- 
toms it  is hardly to be wondered a t  that China 
is financially embarrassed. China i s  systemati- 
cally being driven to the poorl~ouse. 

The international bankers who have taken an  

interest in the affairs of China express gravst 
concern about ths, financial future of that coun- 
try. A crisis is near at  hand; and the Chinese 
bankers being hard pressed for funds are  try- - 
ing to borrow froin their friends in America 
anti England; but banks which advanced cred- - 
its on Chinese collateral a re  becoming redive 
and in liiany cases business relations have been 
brolicn off. The trouble is, the financiers a re  i 
bcginnillg to see that there is no real govern- 
rnt.111 in China, that rival factions continue to 
wage war for personal clirichment; and they ' 

arc al'rClid there will be a division ol' the spoils 
with thc.~nsolves I ~ f t  in the lurch. A .recent -I 
Lo~~tlull  :ttlvic~ says iii effwt: That for years I 

all thc l'o~*eign capital loaned to China has been 
utilixctl fo r  nlu~lllions or corarnption, and that 
such Itoncls as  are sc'cn~.cc"ln the Chinese Cus- 
toli~s receipts can no longer be regarded as  safe; 
for tven the British Navy cannot compel people 
t o  import goods they carinot pay for;  therefore 
all holding C'1111icse securities of all kinds should 
sell tl:em for what they will bring. 

Solllcti~ues we hear that China's greatest 
peril is Japan. The greatest peril of China is 
the 1~rofessior1:il Chinese politician who, hav- 
ing l e a r ~ ~ e d  the Western tricks, plays into the 
hands of the Japanese and is willing to self 
China's independence, resources, labor, and 
everything to Japan or anybody else, if he can 
thereby line his own pocliets with gold. 

Interesting Items of  Cities 
4 ARLY all Chinese cities are  electricalIy N" lighted; the better class have their elec- 

tric irons and uiashing machines. There is 
rivalry between some of the towns in the mat- 
ter of electric light plants. Each tries to outdo 
the other; and if a town in an obscure district 
gets an electric plant the neighboring towns illy-- 

mediately put up a better one. Nantungchow 
prides itself on being the "model city of China"; 
besides electric lights it has over a hundred 
miles of hard-surfaced roads, 300 primary 
schools and over 20,000 students. The city 
proper has 150,000 population and the distriet 
over 1,500,000. It is a great cotton center. 

Many of the cities are built within high and 
strong walls, which apparently go through and 
over every obstacle. In the construction oil 
these walls grcat stones are often used which 
fie along the paths of farm gardens, being ge* 
metrically laid out, and presenting in many; iw . 



etances really scenic and architectural beauty. 
In  nearly every city, fine old Chinese homes 
and slunlu seem to be mixed promiscnously. A 
strange custom is to have one's home in one 
part of the city, and his tea house and labprin- 
thine gardens quite remote from his residcnce. 

Shanghai, strictly speaking, is not a Chinese 
city; it  is the nielting pot of the Orient. I t  is 
not much unlilce a large city in the Gnited 
States; for all the lnodcrn converliences are to 
be found there. I t  has about 700,000 popnlaliol~. 
English is taugl~t  ill the sel~ools, asid solzltb of 
the brands of "Cl~ristianity" are said to flourish 
thew. Tlie 14:ast and t l ~e  \Vest, barbarian ant1 
sinner, rnb elbows in Shanghai. Along the 
water front it is nut unlike otlicr po1.t~; thcrc 
are Japanese, Chine)st., Amcbrican, British, 
Frencl~, and Filipino I)usincss sections. Over 
the city fly the flags of iriany nations. Six- arlcl 
seven-story buildirigs 1riar.k the prosperity, and 
are indicative of t l ~ c  ~)ossil)ilities of the future. 
Nanking Road, the L\!e(~13 of  tlie tourist, has 
its American, 14:1iro1)~aii, a1111 C l ~ i n e s ~  S~IUI)S  in 
rows; and tlle cli11ia.i is ~-carhrd when t l ~ c  trav- 
eler coines to the two d e p a r t ~ ~ l e ~ ~ t  s t o i ~ s  \\-111.1.c 
the goods of the h s t  :ind t l ~ c b  \\'est r~~ i r~g lv  jr l -  

discriminately, as do t l~c i r  c~~t,tonirrs. l ' l~ronqh 
the streets the British tram-car clangs alonq. 
rickshas scurry, motorcars \vend their Tray, ant1 
horses wit11 human f relglit dodge hcrc anti there. 

Shanghai has its games, gardells ant1 sports, 
xlovies and pl:lyhouscs, gambl~izg and other 
dms. I t  is  said that because thc~ strclcts are 
crooked \Ire are  not to concludc that they follow 
the proverbial compaths as in America; hut 
because the evil spirits of China travel in 
straight lines, the streets are  constructctl in 
such a way as  to avoid them. Lilre~vise the 
entrances of some of the houses are zigzag-to 
fool the spirits and cause tlieni to strike their 
heads on some obstructlo~l. Xa t~ve  guides 
throng the entrarlccs of thc city and insist on 
directing the visitors, e spc t ing  to have their 
"mitts" greased liberally. The streets are so 
narrow in  places that it is impossible for the 
sun to peep in;  but the populace jostles its 
merry and gruesome way. A juggler entertains 
in the courtyard; a ha-wker sells whirligigs; 
the jovial beggar gets his handout ; a Bnddliist 
priest chants and burns j~icense; and painted- 
faced damsels sing in the restaurants. "Shang- 
haied" in China means the same a s  '(Buffaloed." 

The Supposed Capital of China 

P EICTXG is not a rice-eating city; it ia 
fa~nous for its wlieat bread and noodles, 

its dach, and many succulent green vegetables 
unlino\\.~~ to us. I'cking is supposed to be the 
capital of China: its district has a population 
uf about 1,000,000 : of these but 1,000 are Amer- 
icans. E'oreig~~ers are not permitted there \I-ith-- 
out passports; for t h ~ s  reason it is called the 
'.Forbitltlcn Citl-." Tlle streets a re  a contilluous 
cal.n~ral. Thr house fronts are gay with lac- 
quer ant1 a nltulley of signs and banners. The 
c r i t . ~  of ~)etldlers fill the air. Barbers do a 
t l ~ r ~ v i l ~ g  l)usiiiess, ecluip~~rd with stool and char- 
co;11 I , ~ ~ r l r r ~ . .  Strec~t sprinlders do their work 
\ \ l t I l  ;t l 1 ~ ~ 1 i i . t  ;111ti lo~ig-handl~ct wicker scoop. 
E'ootl cbi~tic~rs balance a corliplete restaurant on 
eac.11 01lt1 of a long pole and s~ving along, look- 
i n g  t'nr cl~sto~ncrs. l'etlestrians are lost to sight 
unticr their bundles, which they carry on their 
heads; ut~cl all giggle and chat on meeting an 
accluailitance. To a I\-esteriler everything seen 
is curious and aniusing. The funerals resemble 
gorgeous circaus parades. There is no social 
codtl un the strectb-simple manners, courteous 
~.ccognitiou, and suave llospitality everywhere. 
C'lliltlliood personality is respected, and unac- 
c.ollll~anicd children in the parks a re  in no 
(l:l:lqt~r. 

'I'h(1 ~vnlls of the "Tartar City," North Pe- 
l i i ~ ~ g ,  ~vitli its palaces, temples, pagodas, and 
bi.itiprs are most b~autiful .  They can hardly 
bc said to be a protection in time of war, but 
sonithtiu~cs they protect life in civil strife. There 
is root~i for  pron~enade on the south wall. The 
gnlt. lo \ \  c .1 .~~ cro~vned with their gorgeous tiles, 
~\lilcli qlistcn in the blaze of the unclouded sun- 
sllil~c which Yeking enjoys for the greater par t  
01' tliv year, lift themselves a t  regular intervals 
above tlie ~ ~ ~ a l l s ,  and span, not mere holes, but 
splellclid archways. 

Soiile wealthy people, born in New York, now 
living in PeBing, prefer the Chinese city. I n  
Nc\v Yorl; servants are hard to get, they are  
hard to inanage when you have them, their 
wants are never satisfied, and their afternoons 
off conie always a t  inopportune times. I n  China 
the 1:1dy has ten servants; they are  obedient, 
ca~cful.  solicitous, always on duty, and provide 
their 0\\~11 food. And the markets in China pro- 
vide all the staples demanded in America with 
many foreign additions. 



Current Events 

B Y THE time this, is published we shall 
probably know whether or not Captain 

Roald Anlundsen has started on his projected 
airplane flight from Point Barrow, Alaska, via 
the North Pole to Spitzbergen, 2,800 miles. If 
successful, we may even know of his success. 
The flight will be over seas and ice-fields with- 
out any prominent points by which the route 
may be fixed. [After making his test flight, his 
expedition was abandoned.] Unless the sun is 
visible all the way the flight must be by com- 
pass, in a region in which the compass changes 
very heavily. In  case of contrary winds there 
are  great dangers of missing the North Pole 
and Spitzbergen. Constant sunshine, no fogs or 
clouds, no winds and perfect machinery may 
grant success; the chances are against it. 

Flying 1,400 miles between Houston, Texas, 
and Mt. Clemens, Michigan, in eleven and one- 
half hours, Lieutenant H. G. Crocker in the lat- 
ter  part  of May made his way through twenty- 
nine separate and distinct rainstorms. For  an 
hour of this time he was above dense clouds, 
flying by compass, until finally he found a rift 
through which he could pass to the under side. 

Professor Raimond Nimfuhr of Austria is  
said to have perfected a stabilizer for air- 
planes, likened to the antennae of insects, 
which automatically corrects errors of pilots, 
so that the machine remains in steady flight 
regardless of the disturbances encountered. 
The device is  said to make an airplane practi- 
cally fool-proof. 

I n  every quarter of the world tlie big nations 
and the little ones a re  buying airplanes and 
training airmen. Siam has 300 trained pilots. 
All the South American countries are prepared 
to do battle in the air  if they should go to war 
tomorrow. Russia. has bought large numbers 
of Italian and German airplanes and is known 
to have many German pilots and instructors. 
The Allies have done everything in their power 
to throw Germany and Russia into each other's 
arms and seem to have succeeded fairly well. 
'Airplane service has been established between 
Berlin and London. The trip talres six and one- 
half hours and the rate of fare is about the 
same as  first-class railroad and steamship fare. 
The Germans, who were admitted to have been 
the masters of the a i r  along the western front 
during the World War, are not permitted to 
have airplanes suitable for military purposes, 

84 
' ,  

but have maile great improvements in light- -; 
weight and commercial planes. Perhaps they 3 
are intending to do their military aviation with : 
machines ostensibly owned in  Russia ,%A 

i The Duke of Sutherland, under-secretary of 2 

the British air  ministry, commenting on the I: 
achievement of M. Georges Barbot in gliding Cj 
across the English Channel ic one hour, says $ 
that in a short time light airplanes will be in - 
as  general use'as motorcycles; that the ma- 
chines will be small enough, when the wings i 
are folded, to push through an ordinary field '4 
gate; that the price of the machines will be 
about $500, the fuel consumption will be about 
100 miles to the gallon and the instruction i 
period will cover not more than ten hours. '4 
The day of the airplane fliwer seems to be here. j 

1 
Other Transportation Items 3 

23 

T H E  United States Department of Agricul- 4 
ture is engaged in building roads through 

' 

timber properties owned by the Government. 
The roads average about ten miles each in 
length, and are doubtless much appreciated by 
farmers, lumbermen, and others who have occa- 
sion to use them. One hundred and seventy-five - 
such projects have been completed, and a t  this 
writing eighty-nine more are in hand. 

Yonr uncle IHenry Ford is said to be the 
wealthiest man in the world. His latest auto- 
mobile enterprise is the projection or establish- * 

ment of an immense cotton rnill in the South, 
in which to make all the cotton fabrics used in - 
the curtains and upholstery of his machines. ' 
IIenry will probably be the next president 08 
the United States. Go to it, Henry! 

But althougii fIcnry is admittedly a great 
man he is not the greatest one in the transpor- 
tation business. Not by a long shot! Henry 
would have to t ry  several times before he could ' 

make a globe 8,000 miles in  diameter, with four- 
fifths of its surface covered with water two 
miles deep, and set i t  spinning a t  the rate 08 4 
over a thousand miles an hour, yet withal so 1 

i carefully as  not to spill a drop of the water. 4 
Arid when it comes to making a sun so great . 

that the flames shoot from its surface to the 4 
extent of 330,000 miles in one hour, and the i 
heat so nicely regulated that i t  furnishes the A 

aforesaid globe with just the amount needed 
for its comfort, Henry would have to quit. -! 
Surely no Ford sun could perform such a task 4 

i4 3 



The Gulf Stream continues its merry task 
of melting the frozen North. I t  is cutting deep 

. into the ice-fields of the Arctic, m ~ t h  the result 
that th& North Atlantic has hat1 more tlangerous 
ice-floes and huge icebergs than in any otllcr 
season for marly years. Vessels are btling 
warned to keep f a r  to thc south of tllc routes 
ordinarily folloxved a t  this season. One huge 
iceberg, extending over 120 feet out of water, 
was found one hundred miles further south 
than icebergs are usually Sound. 

The Panama Canal is a huge succcss. IVithin 
the past year the numbcr of vessels passing 
through the canal has increased from about 
220 pcr month to ahout 400 per month, and the 
canal tolls are  considerably over a million dol- 
lars per  month. The transcontinental railway 
lines are feeling the competition, but their own 
net revenue is the greatest ever known. 

The Wheels of Finance 

u NCLE SAM is wasting somc of his money. 
That is to say, he is importing more goods 

than he is exporting, to the tune of, say, $30,- 
000,000 per month; and the bill will eventually 
have to be paid by the American people who 
are also spending large sums in foreign travel. 
But don't let i t  worry you. Uncle Sam is just 
now very prosperous, and can stand these little 
items, although there is no doubt about his 
extravagance. 

The mail-order houses have grown to im- 
mense proportions, but they have largely pnr- 
sued a policy that will work for their iio\\nfall. 
I n  the effort to increase profits qualities liave 
been sacrificed, goods have been made light 
weight and of sl;imped dimensions. Three or 
four inches off the lcngth of a blanket, two 
inches off the width, two inches off the lcngth 
of women's stocl;ings, excess of juice in cannccl 
goods, etc., make cheaper goods seem chenp 
until they are compared with standard quality 
goods, when discontent is sure to arisc. No 
better Tiray to kill an enterprise could be drvistd. 

Sugar prices continue to rise, and the pc~ople 
are feeling the pinch. The housewives have 
been advised to boycott the sugar; hut it is 
the canning season, and neither tlic honseivives 
nor their husbands feel like seeing the fruits 
go to u~nste which otherwise might be savrd 
and which will be nccdpd during the winter. 
If some of the sugar prditeers could be canned 
for a few months, however, there are some 

house\vivcs who would be willing to  postpone 
their o~vn canning operations. 

New ways are being discovered all the time 
for maliing fortunes dishonestly in MTall Street. 
A gang ol' sharpers from out of town mailed 
large chccks to evcry important stodr broker 
in the city, ordering purchases of stock. At 
first the stocks went up; then when it was found 
that thc checlis were all ~vorthless, the stocks 
went far  bclolv xvl~at they had been. Here were 
opportnnities for fortunc-making by those who 
knew -\\,hat mould happen. Forged letters 
indicating that sound concerns mere unsound, 
bogus tt~lcgrams rcspccting receiverships, mys- 
terious telephone calls supposedly fro111 leading 
banks but actually from parties unknown-all 
thcsc and many other schemes as  dishonest 
highway robbery are  being used constantly in 
New Work to sway tho stock market this way or  
that to the schemer's profit. If by these means 
he may sway the market ever so little, he and 
his friends may make in  a moment so much 
money that tlicy need not work for  a lifetime. 

Thomas TV. Lawson, the financier, who wrote 
an  expos6 of the croolced doings of many od 
New York's leading financial lights, i n  a book 
entitled "Frenzied Finance," in 1904, and who 
was ruined by these men as soon as  they could 
find the opportunity, has repaid all his debts 
and is about to return to New Pork to reenter 
the Street. 

Alrllost all of the South American countries 
have recently been large borrowers of Ameri- 
can money, ranging from $250,000,000 to Ar- 
gentina down t o  $7,500,000 to Haiti. I n  the 
list are  Cuba, Guatemala, Colombia, Peru, BO- 
livia, Chili, Brazil, and Uruguay. Most of these 
countries have pledged their taxes and tariff 
receipts to big business for  the loans; and 
fina~lcinl and U. S. government commissions 
]la\-e arrnnqed the details of tax collection and 
clistribution nncl police and military power in  
these couiitries in such a way that big business 
cannot lose. Tn case of a war to collect these 
bills, the American people as  a whole would 
fight the war, and pay for it in the people's 
blood and treasure. 

Bonus Men and Bankers 

I N NANP of the large cities there are  "bonus 
men" operating in connection with the banks. 

A small contractor gets into a tight place and 
needs money. He goes to his bank and hears a 
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hard-luck story about how difficult it is to get 
money just now. The bank tells him where he 
may find a Inan that might help him. He  gets 
the help, a t  twenty percent interest, by the time 
all the chsrges are  paid; and the bank gets a 
rakeofl. This is one of the ways of getting 
rich and staying rich a t  the expense of workers. 

There are  many bankers wliose fortunes have 
been built up by this croolied bonus system, by 
foreclosures of mortgages on the thinnest of 
excuses and by stock gifts for favoring this or  
that concern. I n  othcr ~vortls, lhcrc arc many 
bankers a110 have user1 the n1onc.y ol' lllc people 
in f i gh t i g  the pcople and iiglit~ng for thcm- 
selves. Occasio:lall!- one hears of an c>sc.i1ption, 
a banlicr who is ~ ( ~ a l l y  lioncst an:l ~ i h o  tries to 
help hi.. fellow r r ? ~ , i l  ; hut  t l ~ e  bankilly huqi~lrss 
does not pron~ote 21olit13ty. The lcsaoil for this 
is that the basis upon \vhicli it rests, interest, 
is in it*c.!l inhcrci~!ly n-rol~y. 

I n  the effort to put Central I{hrol)e on its 
feet, a loan of $2~,OOO,OC)O is l ) \ > i l ~ f i  iiiatlt. by 
sollle of the largest r\'tl\\ L'ol.k l).~iilrs, flie Steel 
Trust, the Standlrd Oil CO~LL~RI I ) . ,  : : I I (~  tile) (;(9i- 

era1 Elcrtric Corn:?nny. Tt is n ~ t  hc>lic.rt tl I11:it 
Austria call possibly pay the c b ; ~ l l ~ t  l ~ ( \ i . c  'nt 
which these bonds carry. '\'cry el iclilntly t111.s 
is the beginning of a schenle to co~npel the 
American people to finance I':uropc \vllt~thc~r 
they wish to do so or not. T11c l)ig l~iisii~c~ss 
interests get in first; tlicii the politic1:111s (:rag 
the Government i n ;  t l~rl l  1110 prtlss :~cl\~c.rtiscs 
the arrangement ; then th'e p,reachc>lx s:ttlc'tify 
i t ;  and then thc pcople pay t l ~ e  hill, all of it ,  
including the original loan. 

Tlie Internatio~lal ljankcrs have made all 
necessary arrangements to give Ilosico a 
thorou:;l~ cleaning. Aniong tlie things that the 
Mexicans must part  u i th  are the entire pro- 
ceeds of the oil export tax, ten percent of tlie 
gross revenue of the  ailw ways of the country, 
and the elitire net revtLnucA of the railways; 
and they must turn the rail\i-ays over to a 
group of the btln!iers. Tlie iIt(.\icans will be 
allowred to retain t l ~ r i r  (lye t ( ~ > t l ~  :ill({ tl~c> hair 
on their heads. Ilcar~tinie tllc recognition of 
the FlIe.rican Go~*e~.nt i i~nt  by our (>ovcsrnmrnt is 
delaped until the final papers are  si,g~~c,l. 

Getting Ready for War 
4 U the conliiion -people see all the grcnt- 

est departments of thr Government tallc- WiTC1 
ing about war, and when they all talk about it 

at the same time, it is a pretty fair indication -2 

that something is about to happen. At least it . 
' 

has that appearance. 
May 25th, a t  Atlantic City, former United 

States Supreme Court Justice John H. Clarke 
made the statement that a recurrence of the -2 

World War is expected in  the comparatively 
' 

near future, as a ~mesult of a German-Russian . 
alliance. He said that this is the opinion 06 . 
many well-informed persons. 

May 25th, a t  San Francisco, Secretary of 
War  Weela said that the standing army of the 
United States is too small, and urged that it 
should be brought back at the earliest possible 1 
date to a minimum of 150,000 enlisted men and , 
13,000 oflicers. 

h!;~y 2citl.. a t  Newport, Secretary of the Navy 
1)c.iil)y said that we know now that wars : 
hc,t\vc.en great Powers or groups of Powers ' 

a i i~aqs  involve many ot!icr nations, and that 
"we can~iot say with certainty that such a war * 

may iiol coiilr at any time." 
3Tny 27111, the New York Tit>zes contained an  

nrtiele Iry JV. P'. k'ullanl, Eear-Adnliral United , 

S!:ltrbs Kttvy, tlrgir~g lllat the Panama Canal ,. 
he s ~ ~ q ) l ~ ~ d  t ~ l  once with a n  overwhelniing air 
force ant1 a strong submarine force coniposed 1 

of lon,q-rnl~qe and mine-laying boats, as well 
a-  wit11 sn~alltbr boats of the quick-firing type 
',nrrti with such powerful offensive effect by -* I 
t l i ~  C;c>r~~~ans." 

14:nr.ol)e now ll:~s under arms 600,000 more 
I K I ~ . I ~  tli:in she ha3  bcforc the beginning of the .: 
\\:o~.lti \Var, tie n 1 ) l t c  the fact that the arr~zies of 
the C'ctitrnl E:nipircs arc 700,000 less. If one . , 
1oolis clohely into this he finds that this great ',- 

incrcbase is in the conntries that border upon 
i Itus.,ia; nal~~c.l!-, Finland, Poland, Ulzrainia, , 

Cacchoslovaliin, Iiolu~iallia, Jugoslavia. - -. 
France is the grratclst niilitary country in 

the \vosld, and the iiiost militaristic in its plans 
and n~ctliods; and it has concentrated all its 
slrerigth upon Poland. Marshal Foch, the Mar- 
shal of the Allied armies in France, is now < 

hla~*s l~a l  of Poland. l-lr lres l~iider him the pick ' 
of thrl oiTic.crs of tlie Allies, and many officers * 

froin ( ;~~rlnany anti Austria as well. Poch ie . 
said to believe :tnd to teach that unless Poland . 
is p r~ t r c t cd  from hot11 Russia and Germany a . . 
there \\rill be incvitnhle world collapse. I n  view . 
of the i1:lportance attaching to Pdland in the .: 
day's nemTs we expect shortly to make a study ' 

of it and to present the results to our readers  

-- ? 
A - :.: 



Prance, Germany, Russia 

T HAT the next World War, when i t  comes, 
will find France on one side of the problem 

and Gemany and Russia on the other is a 
foregone conclusion. France is  depcnding upon 

/officers, airplanes, and cannon. I t  cannot de- 
pend upon men; it has been bled white. Ger- 
many has officers, it knows how to malie air- 
planes and cannon; and Russia has plenty of 
men. But nlillions of men can be destroyed in 
a short time by the new methods of warfare 
that will be used-airplanes and poison gas. 

Every newspaper one picks up has something 
more to say of the efforts that France is mak- 
ing to force the German people to desperation. 
Some months ago the French seized the Kmpp 
works, which for the past three years have been 
engaged in the manufacture of agricultural 
machinery, locomotives, automobiles, bridges, 
turbine engines, watches, clocks, instruments, 
and a thousand and one other things that men 
need a million times more than they need the 
guns formerly made there. 

When the French seized the plant, they undcr- 
took to steal all the automobilca about the place; 
and the worltmen struck. The soldiers who had 
seized the plant turned a machine gun upon the 
worliers, killing fifteen of them, and sent the 
directors of the works to prison for fifteen 
years for causing the strike. The natural effect 
of this throughout Germany is to m'akc the 
Germans hate the French and to hasten the 
'day of reprisals. The French seem bent on 
trying to force the Germans into Bolshevism, 
possibly so that they may have an excuse for 
sowing the country with poison gas and wiping 
out the whole German race. 

The German government has tried in every 
possible way to make the Allies understand 
that she is unable to pay the amounts of repa- 
ration demanded, and has asked again and 
again that the question as to whether or not 
she can pay what is asked be referred to an 
arbitration court of disinterested parties. The 
'Allies always refuse this; and Communism 
gradually spreads among a people that find 
themselves confronted by conditions which they 
believe they cannot meet. 

Seventy percent of the artificial flo~vers used 
in America are made in Germany. The poppy 
is the symbol used by the An~erican Legion to 
commemorate the share played by American 

boys in the TVorld War. Some of the posts in 
various parts of the country have been shocked 
to find that the poppies which they used this 
year on Decoration Day were made in Germany. 

Britain and Other Countries 
T H E  appointment of Stanley Baldwin as 

Premier of Great Britain, in place of 
Bonar Law, who is too ill to continue to fill 
that post, is said to be due largely to his ability 
to produce whenever the occasion arises facts 
and figures, especially figures, which are con- 
vincing even to opponents. His popularity as a 
leader in the House of Commons was enhanced 
by the prompt way in which he arranged for 
the payment of the British debt to America, as 
well as by his general efficiency as Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. Taxes have been reduced, 
and a surplus is available justifying further 
reductions. The new government is less severe 
toward Russia than the retiring one. 

Workers in New Zealand are voicing objec- 
tions to further immigration at this time, 
claiming that most industries are  oversupplied 
with labor in some of the cities, that only rarely 
is the supply inadequate, and that the housing 
situation is such that overcrowding is unavoid- 
able. They call attention to the fact that last 
year public aid was necessary for many immi- 
grants. 

Peace has been finally arranged between. 
Turkey and Greece, after negotiations which 
have taken all winter. When the situation 
seemed almost hopeless the American minister 
a t  Switzerland, hfr. Joseph C. Grew, by staying 
up all night and working alternately first with 
the Turkish ambassador Ismet Pasha and then 
with the Greclr ambassador Eliptherios Veni- 
zelos, s u c c e d ~ d  in convincing both of these 
gentlemen how very much each had to lose by 
renewing war and how very much they had to 
gain by coming to the agreement which was 
finally reached. Greece claims that she was 
egged into the war by Powers which subse- 
quently made treaties with Turkey and left 
Greece unprotected. Evidently Great Britain 
is the one she has in mind. 

The British Government has voluntarily 
divided its Palestine government in half. The 
portion east of the Jordan has been turned 
over to the Arabs for self-government, under 
the lead of Emir Ahdullah. This newcomer 
among the governments of the world mill have 



i t s  headquarters at Amman, and will go under 
the name of Trans jordania. 

Italy continues its mad ride under the direc- 
tioq of the Roman Catholic anarchist Mussolini 
as Prime Minister. One of his characteristic 
utterances is that men nowadays are tired of 
liberty. He makes this an excuse for his over- 
throw of the Italian government by force, and 
adds: "Liberty is no longer a chaste, severe 
maiden for  whom generations in the first half 
of the last century fought and died. For  the 
intrepid, restless youths who are now in the 
'dawn of a new history, othcr words exercise a 
g rea te r  fascination; namely, order, hierarchy, 
and discipline." 

According to the New York Times the Soviet 
Government a t  Moscow is putting into effect 
regulations prov id i~~g  for the punishment of 
snobbishness on the part of Government em- 
ploy&, the punishment of bribery, the shutting 
down of unprofitable factories and the speeding 
up of the profitable ones. 

At the International Conference of Socialist 
Women, held a t  Hamburg, Germany, in  May, 
it was brought out that political equality of 
women now prevails in Finland (the first coun- 
t ry  to grant i t ) ,  United States, Germany, Den- 
mark, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Holland, Po- 
land, and Latvia. In  England women may vote 
if over thirty years of age, and in Belgium on 
certain conditions. Delegates from twenty-one 
countries took par t  in the conference. 

The national executive committee of the 
Socialist party in Anlerica has announced that 
it will start a c-mpaign which has for its 
object the retircnie~it of Chief Justice Taft 
from the bench of the Supreme Court of thc 
United States, on the ground that it is contrary 
to public interest for one to occupy that posi- 
tion who is a beneficiary of the Steel Trust. 

On May 22nd the Socialist Party of America 
demanded nationalization of the coal mines of 
the country; and on May 26th the American 
Bankers' Association, which is in favor of steal- 
ing only when it is done on a large scale, agreed 
that forthwith school teacl~ers, librarians, and 
bank officials should be enlisted "to combat the 
radical and subversive movements being urged 
in some parts of the world [Russia?] with un- 
usual vehemence." Manifestly the hearts of the 
financiers are  failing them for fear at the 
things which they see coming upon society. 

The Prohibition Question -2 

U N D E R  this title the Mamfactwerd 
ord, of Baltimore, has compiled a w- -" 

of 100 pages from which, and from additional .? 
sources, we glean some facts. Where Chi* 
formerly tried 200 drunks on Monday, now tb4 
average quota is fifteen; two courts have been ' 
abolished for lack of business; the  city jail -*:: 
attendance is but a fraction of what it was ten 5 

years ago. 
The President of the United States recently .: 

said : 2 

"In every community men and women have had , 
opportunity now to know what Prohibition meanti. -" 

Thcy know that debts are more promptly paid, th&t 
men take home the wages that once were ansted i. : 
saloons; that families are better clothed and fed, a d  3 

that more money finds its way into the savings banks." ' - 2  
Warren S .  Stone, Grand Chief of the Broth- - 

erhood of Locomotive Engineers, said : 
"The longer I live, and the more I see of it, the -' 

bitterly I am opposed to the manufacture and sale of 4 
liquor, because I look upon it as the baais and foundPr : 
tion of ninety percent of the crime and criminal8 we 4 

have in the country today. While it is true that tra '." 

have the illicit lnanufacture and sale of liquor, yet 
is largely used by those of the leisure class; and it ha$ - 7 
the decided advantage of destroying many of theee -; 
parmltes, because much of the manufactured liquor of '- 

today is deadly poison. Liquor is also used and them 
- 

is niuch drunkenness among a class of our yslmg-- - 
people who desire to believe, or make the world belieme, " 

that they are 'fast' or 'tough.' Back of all that I cur 
truihfully say that drunkenness has decreased at 1- -. 
seventy-five percent among the workers." 

r 
3 

Dr. Harvey JV. Wiley, former Government . 
food expert, said: 

"From Lhe point of view of public health Prohibition 
has been a wonder worker. I am not a believer in th 
use of distilled spirits as a remedy. Alcohol is never 
stimulant, but always a narcotic. My belief is 
death rate in such diseases as pneumonia and i 
is much higher where alcohol is used as an 
remedy than where it is not. Long .since the me 
profession has ceased to regard alcohol in some of ita 
beverage forms as a remedy for tuberculods, a d  it 
now practically the universal belief that it is on t 
othcr hand an aid to speedy dissolution." 

Raymond Robins, political economist, said: 
"Two-thirds of the States voted dry by e p q m h  

referendum before the passage of the ProMbitiaq 7 
Amendment to the Constitution. More thoa two-thkdr 

"3 

2 -2 
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d ssch house of C o n g r e ~  voted to submit the Amend- 
ment. Forty-six states have ratified this amendment. 
New Jersey came in the other day with a ratification 
delay ,of over two years. It was supposed to be the 
wett:est territory in the United States. No political 
party dares to support repeal of the Volstead Act, 
much less the Amendment. There will be several years 
of battle finally to break the back of the whiskey ring, 
and then the liquor traffic will be as extinct as the dodo." 

The following is a statement of the annual 
arrests for drunkenness in certain cities hefore 
Prohibition and since. The comparisol:~ are 
usually between the years 1917 and 1921 : 
Armuni Arrests 
for I)runlie?~nesa We1 Peur 

Boston ..................................................................... 7'2,897 

- Washington ~ 1 0 j ? 9 3  
New York City .......................................... 3,844 
Cheyenne - .............. 907 
San Francisco . 15,106 

137,313 

1)ry Pear 

30,987 
500 

3,385 
993 

5,7'G5 
6,247 

150 
5,530 

53,557 

A survey made by the Cosmpolitan M a g 6  
aine shows that the number of drinkers in 
the United States has decreased from about 
20,000,000 to about 2,500,000, while the deaths 
from alcoholism in New York city are known 
to have been decreased from 560 in a wet year 
to 119 in a dry one. The insurance companies 
report a notable increase in length of life since 
Prohibition went into effect. In  England, where 
they still have liquor, Dr. Templeman, Surgeon 
of Police, reports 461 cases which have come 
under his obsel-vation where babies were killed 
by being overlaid by mothers too drunk to hear 
their death cries. 

In  its fight to put down the liquor anarchists 
the Government deserves the hearty support of 
all decent people. I t s  greatest enemy at  this 
time is the British liquor fleet, with branches 
in lNew York, Canada, London, Scotland, and 
Bermuda, which sails up and down the Ameri- 
can coasts with the liquor-laden vessels Istar, 
Cartona, Strand Hill, and Beatrice, all under 
the British flag, and loaded to the gunwales 
.with whiskey until they dispose of it to the 
Lhmeriean lawbreakers who are in league with 
them. 
, In the effort to ingratiate himself with the 

a repeal of the 
New York State. The Roman 
is opposed to the Soviet r6gime in 
which has put down the liquor traffic in 
with an iron hand and kept it down. 
Notes on the Judiciary 

P UBLIC men continue to express their indig . 
nation over a system by which a man wha- 

has been one of the 435 Congressmen or one 

shgle vote, h a five-to-four division & the 
Court, may override the wishes of all the Con--, 
gressmen or Senators with whom he was once . 
associated. or the 110,000,000 people who elwt- 
ed them. A list of five-to-four decisions of the - 

Supreme Court, all of which were strangely in - 
favor of big business and exceedingly distast* -" 

ful to the people of the whole country, were the 
income tax decision, the stock-dividend decision 2 
(by which $2,000,000,000 in stoclr dividends were - 
exempted from taxation against the known isd 
wishes of the Congress), the Newberry primary 
expense decision, and the minimum wage deds- , 3 
ion discussed in our last issue. 

The New York city bar is  opposed, and prop- 
erly opposed, to the present arra~gement  by - 
which some courts must be always open in the 
suburbs, and with virtually nothing to do, whiIe 
the courts in the center of the city are over- . 
worked. They want the court business consoli: 
dated in the center of the city, and they a r e .  
right. 

In  Colorado, the home of the famous ohil- .- 
dren's judge, Ben Iindsey, it is a penal offense 
to publish the name, address or picture of anp - 
child arraigned in any court, even as a witness;- 
This is to protect children from the stigma af ., 
a criminal record. In  Staten Island for the 
same reason, none but parties directly inter- , 
ested may be a t  any child's trial. 

A judge in White Plains placed two boys on ' y  

probation for five years. They had pleaded _ 
guilty to robbing a cigar store. For  five years ; 
they must not smoke cigarettes, and must go to 2& 
work, keep away from bad Company, and keep .*- 
off the streets a t  night. It would be a good thing ' 

if all the boys in the country could get similar - 
sentences. Girls need sentences, too. Meantim% 
the judges have to worry over the fact that 



are grinding out 12,500 new laws each year with 
which they are supposed to keep pace. 

President Harding wants the United States 
to enter the World Court, a sort of back-door 
entrance to the League of Nations. Tom wat- 
son's paper, The Columbia Sentinel, does not 
favor this and says: 

"Latin American States are committed to the papal 
throne, and those nations would outvote us in the world 
court, sixteen to one. If America enters this world 
superstate, Anglo-Saxon democracy and sovereignty will 
be lost forever and ever. The power behind this new 
government is divided into groups: (1) The Sovereign 
Pontiff; (2)  International Exploiters, of dl nations; 
(3) an attempt to submerge Anglo-Saxon civilization." 

The Progressive South 

A MONG the many things for which the South 
claims priority over the North is the in- 

vention of artificial ice, the self-binding reaper, 
the threshing machine, and the Gatling gun. 
Orphan asylums, industrial schools for girls, 
the weather bureau, and the charting of ocean 
currents had their origin in the South. The 
first steamship to cross the Atlantic sailed 
from Savannah. 

During the Civil War it took the 3,000,000 of 
the Northern armies four years to conquer the 
600,000 men of the South. One Southern regi- 
ment which entered the battle of Gettysburg 
with 800 men came out with less than eighty. 
When the army of Lee surrendered a t  Appo- 
mattox, it had been without food for three days. 

From the Soutli come 99% of the sulphur of 
the United States, 100% of the turpentine and 
resin, 99% of the phosphate rock, 90% of the 
aluminum, 75% of the gasoline, 66% of the 
commercial fertilizers, 60% of the graphite, 
60% of the natural gas, 57% of the petroleum, 
and 60% of the world's cotton crop. Every year 
it ships Korth several hundred thousand car- 
loads of fruits and vegetables. There are 135 
mountain peaks in the South the summits of 
which are more than 5,000 feet above sea lcvcl. 
The value of the South's manufactured prod- 
ucts in 1919 was slightly under ten billion dol- 
lars. It has ten percent of the active cotton 
spindles of the world. It has 91,100 miles of 
railways. 

From Denver to Galveston is 779 miles less 
than to New York; from Kansas City to Port 
Arthur is 518 miles less than to Kcw York; 
from St. Louis to Mobile is 359 miles less than 

to New York. Baltimore, which claims to be a: 
Southern city, is about 150 miles nearer Pitts- 
burgh and all points west of there than is  New: 
Pork. This gives the South great natural ad- 
vantages, and the commerce of Southern ports 
is  building rapidly. One of the South's best 
friends is the Manufuctu~-erJs Record, Balti- 
more, from which the above data are compiled. 
I t s  editor is a capable and fearless champion 
of true Amel-icanism. 

American Politics - 

v ISITORS from Great Britain, France, an3 
Germany, as well as many other European 

countries, where Communists hold seats in their ' 

parliaments, must note the fact that Commun- 
ism in the United States is outlawed, and must 
wonder why those who hold these peculiar and, 
to us, unworltable vicws should not be given 
the same liberty to air them in this land of the 
free as people have in those countries which are  
supposedly less free. There must be something 
radically wrong in a country where freedom of 
speech and of the press is a t  one and the same 
time constitutionally guaranteed and unconsti- 
tutiorially denied. Somebody is either crooked 
or afraid or both. 

The Democan-Republicrat party is disturbed 
because persons with agrarian, radical, or lib- 
eral tendcilcies have been boring within and are  
tlircatening to vote together in the nest Con- 
gress on questions of public interest, and to.  
vote as they think is right, instead of voting as 
t l ~ e  bosses tell them to vote. The bosses are 
angry about this. How can they do what Mor- 
gan's United States Chamber of Commerce 
tells them to do if the men who are supposedly: 
under them will not do as they are told? 

There are two things that are to be set down 
to the credit of molllcn voters : They are stand- 
ing for the support of the Prohibition Amend- 
ment, and they are standing together for the 
outlawing of war. Here are two of the greatest 
curses of mankind, war and liquor; and if the 
women will stand solidly against them, in fair  
weather and in foul, they may accomplish much 
good for mankind. 

According to the National League of Women 
Voters, there were in 1920 only 26,705,346 
actual voters out of 54,421,832 men and women 
in the United States that were eligible to vote. 
In  other words, the number of people that could 
have voted, and did not vote, was more than a 



million greater than the number that did vote. 
Apparently more than half of the people in the 
country a r e  convinced that no matter how they 
vote, the financiers and politicians will do as  
they please anyway. At  least that is what they 
do. There is  discussion of making voting com- 
pulsory. What i s  needed is compulsory doing 
to  others as each would be done by; and this 
is just what is coming under the adrrlinistration 
of the ICing of kings and T,ord of lords. 

Lieutenant Col. Theodore Roosevelt, Assis- 
tant Secretary of the Navy, has had a change 
of heart. He  was one of the lnen who voted for 
the expulsion from the New York Lcgisl:~turf, 
of the five duly elected Socialists, rrpresenta- 
tives of constituencies in New Pork City. Now 
he says, in Public Affairs for  June: 

"As long as the individual advocates governmental 
changes throilgh due process of law and under tho 
Constitution of the United Statcs, hc is absolutely 
within his rights, no matter what those changes may be. 
Any mall has a perfect right to  advocate that this 
country be turned into a monarchy or that all law be 
abolished, providing that he advocates these cha~iges be 
accomplished by law, and not by la\rlessncss." 

The politicians see the rising tide of popular 
indignation against the efforts wl~ich hzvr heen 
made within the past few years to throttle all 
liberty of tkiought and speech. Governor Smith 
of New York State has signed the repeal of the 
Lusk laki~s, which had as their aim tlic clonlina- 
tion of the minds of the teachers of the state. 
The laws a r e  better dead. 
Science and Inve~ttion 

I RICAN industry spends ahout $70,000,- AM" 000 annually to promote scic~ltific research. 
Dr. C. H. R. hlecs, of the Id:ast~rlan 1Codak Com- 
pany of Rochester, N. Y., r c~s~i l rc l~  dcpnrtnicnt, 
is of the opinion that thc release of power froin 
atorns is  about to supersttlc the burning of coal 
and oil, and that the most of our freight arid 
passenger Isl~siness to and from Europe mill he 
by airplanes traveling 400 miles an hour a t  a 
height of 30,000 feet ,in the air. IIe srtys truly 
that things are ri~oving so fast in the world 
that parliaments can now only talk about the 
things that happened last year instc.ad of look- 
ing forward to the things that are  about to 
happen. I n  other words, tllougll lie does not 
say so, Christ is here and is rapidly taking 
the control of earth's affairs. 
The radio is bringing people who live thou- 

sands of milea apart  .as near to one another 88 +$ a 
though they lived next door. Fo r  hours at a 
stretch wireless telephone conversation has  ,: 
been carried on between the offices of the Amer- -7. .- 
ican Telephone and Telegraph Company on '.: 

Broadway and stations in England. llTireless .?  
telephony across the Atlantic is no longer ex- 
perirnental. Ships are now in constant touch ,? 
with the shore, and can a l l  for  and receive 
medical tre:ztnicnt from doctors on shore. A t  %i 
three o'clock in the morning nine miles from 2 

Baltimore a sailor fell i:iio the hold of a vessel. :: 
The captain of the ship se i~t  a wireless broad- .\.' 
cast aslring for help, and in less than an  hour a -: 

2% 
surgeon from the Public Health Service was at - - 
the ship. .:g 

1Jri::ll R ichrds ,  of Dubois, I'n., a man of f 
fifty ycars of agt', has been clear since he was ' < - ;  
twenty 1no11tlls old. I ~ c  was treated to a radio .q 
concclrt, an:plliicd six hundred times, the first 2 
sounds he had llcard since spinal meningitis 2 
destroyed Iris llpnring in infancy. His friends .$ are now IioprCnl that he may learn to speak -. 

3 and to understand specch as  well. At  present -2 
he does not understand any language, having .-,:~i - ,. 
never lcnrned the meaning of words. .- 

There are now 590 broadcasting stations in :< 
the United States; and, owing to new inven- cj 
tions, powcrfnl stations now operate side by -. 
s i d ~  withont any conflict of waves. I t  is not 4 
now necessary for a broadcasting station to 2 2  

stop a t  a. ,givc.ii time to avoid trespassing upon -2 
the time of arlothcr. Lt is astonishing what baa 

v~ been accomplished in the two years durihg 
u-l~icli broatlcusting Elas hem in operation. Car. -3 
dlnal 1)ubois in  France arid IGpiscopal Bishop -\i 
Coadjutor IYilson E. Stearly, of Xewark, N. J., <:? 
are complaininq tl,nt tllc broadcasting of church :- 't; 
serviccs is cu t t i ny  tlo~vn c.hnrch attendances; , -3 

-- ,-= 
that a t  first it \\-as a distinct advantage to the 
church, but that nou7 it th~-eatens its ruin. The -5 . i; 
Cardinal and the Bishop Co~dju tor  a r e  right; 5 
the churrh ~lo!ilinnl 11:is 17.od its clay. The search. 3 
light was tnrncd upon i t  in 1918; its shame and 9 

2 nal<cdness m r w  c~si)osed to all men. The Lord, -2 
by l l i s  own nlctllods, is bringing it down to the -2 
dust. 4 

-i 

Soine sadly inisinforn~ccl persons speak and -.; 
write as though they thought the findings oP - 
astronolllcrs arc ahout on n par with the wild -.,: 
guesses of cvolutic~nists. They forget that &s- -3 
tronomy is a mathematical science; and that  -4 
the accuracy of its findings has been proven ' '2 

'2 
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to the second, again and again, by eclipses and 
other astronomical events taking place at just 
the time calculated, and visible in just the area 
calculated. The astronomers who have returned 
from the wilds of Northwest Australia, where 
they went last year to study and to photograph 
the total eclipse of the sun, which was vlsible 
only in that part of the world, report a com- 

,plete confirmation of Einstein's theory that the 
light from a star is  bent by the gravitational 
influence of the sun. By means 01 lhe s1)c~ctro- 
scope, the 100-inch telescope, and othcr modern 
astrophysical apparatus i t  is now possible to 

,determine with accuracy the b~ightness of suns, 
their temperature, their weight, their dialne- 
ter, their density, their coZiposition, their dis- 
tance, their angular motion, and their linear 
motion in niiles per secon:J, and tvhcthcr a p  
proaching the earth or rec,eding frorn it. 

, Great things are expected of the new Diesel- 
,engine automobiles which are  in process of con- 
struction a t  what used to be the Union Iron 
Works, San Francisco, and is  now a branch of 
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation. Tests 
which have been made show that the new engine 
,will haul a Ford fifty miles on a level road for 
a total fueI cost of two and one-half cents. T l ~ c  

Ir 
fuel burned is a light oil, the same as  that now 
nsed in navy submarines. 

, A despatch from Paris announces the discov- 
'ery of a solvent of hard resins, making possible 
the recreation of varnishes similar to those 
used by ancient violin makers and artists. This 
process has been lost fo r  about two hundred 
years. From the same city comes announce- 
ment of the perfection of a new movie machine 
which makes two hundred and fifty photo- 
graphs per second and which will film the flight 
of a bullet. A St. Louis invcntion performs the 
work of ten mail clerks, handling two enclo- 
sures, inserting them in an envelope and sealing 
the envelope ready for  the post in one opera- 
tion. 

Caring for the Sick 

T EIE Beth Israel Hospital in New York has 
installed radio receiving sets beside every 

one of the 150 beds. The object of the radio is  
t o  take the minds of the patients from off them- 
selves, and thus to reduce their wakefulness, 
nervousness, and pain. I t  is believed that this 
installation will greatly reduce the amount of 
narcotics nsed in this hospital. 

Commissioner Simon, of the New York Nar- 
cotic Squad, says that he has never met a drug 
addict who is religious and has never known ofr 
a lasting cure unless the addict became soundly 
converted. IIow evidently this shows that man 
canriot live in the enjoyment of all his faculties 
without the blessing of fellowship with his 
Creator ! 

The United States is tobacco mad, the annual 
rate of consumption per person having grown 
to eight alid one-half pounds, while the number 
of cigarettes consuincd annually has arisen to 
the eiiormous total of 60,000,000,000, o r  about 
550 for every man, woman and child in the 
country. The Government's income from the 
sale of the dirty stuff is $300,000,000 yearly. 
Dor.s anybody suppose that the usc of all this 
tobacco is of any benefit to any of these people? 
Tobacco causes blindness, heart and kidney 
trouble, ruined teeth, and a breath that smells 
like a glue factory or a fertilizer plant. It is 
expensive in itself, and it causes many expen- 
sive fires. 

England has something serious to worry 
about if reports be true that in the Lyceum 
TJnion Spiritualist Sunday schools there are 
13,340 children between the ages of ten and 
eighteen who a re  training to be spirit mediums, 
I n  other words, here is an army of active and 
intclligcnt young persons who are  placing them- 
selves in the hands of demons, to be used as 
the demons will. 

Instances multiply where adrenalin hydro- 
chloride, injected into the heart muscles of in* 
fants born dead, or  of persons who have died 
suddenly, has resulted in the heart's resuming 
work. None of the persons resuscitated have 
any stories to tell of experiences in heaven, 
hell, or purgatory. Science is  gradually prov- 
ing the Bible true and the theologians untrue. 

The New York Department of Health every 
year treats about six liundred persons who have 
been bitten by animals supposed to be mad. 
The number of such animals actually having 
rabies is  about fifty percent; but as three- 
fourtlis of these cases a re  out of the city 'it 
limits the number of persons bitten annually 
in New York city, by animals 'known to have 
rahics, to about seventy persons. Of patients 
treated for rahies only eight deaths from rabies 
have occurred in six years; this is out of 1,504 
cases. 

I n  the city of New York, in  March, 1923, the 



number of deaths was 7,724. Among the number 
were seventy-five suicides and twenty homicides. 
Where there were more than 100 deaths from 
any  one cause the causes were as follows : 

Organic heart diseases~ 1,612 
Pneumonia 1,234 
Tuberculosih 583 
Cancer 554 
Briglit's disease ......................................... . 489 
Violei~ce ..............-.-..I-.......-........................... ::8i 

.................................. Congenital debility 345 
Influenza ........................................ 33; 
Diseases of the arteries .............................. 320 
Children's diseases ....................................... 220 . . 
Appendlcltis 101 
Otller causes 1>44:i 

- 

The Hc:!llh Commissiorier, Fraiili J. Mona- 
ghan, calls attention to the dangers to which 
vacationists are exposed. Many vacationists 
return to the city with typhoid fever, due to 
the fact that the country water supply is  not so 
pure as that to which the city dweller is accus- 
tomed. The old oaken bucket that hangs in the 
well sounds well'in poetry; butt i t  has too many 
microbes in i t  to suit a city dweller that is 
accustoiried to getting absolutely pure aerated 
water out of an iron pipe. 

Earthquakes and Volcanoes 

T HE unusual disturbance under the bed of 
the Pacific Ocean, and extending down 

through B.lexico and South America, continues. 
We say unusual b(:causc~ this area has always 
been moru or  less volc~nlc siid subject to earth- 
qualtcs; but the pl:i~no~i~c~ria this Spring a re  
more pronounced t h n  usual, and scieritists are  
anticipatir!~ She. possibility of new lands being 
heaved froni the ocean bed. 

After shoxving signs of increased activity for 
several days Itlount Etna helched forth on June 
17 with alarming vigor, terrorizing the inhabi- 
tants for many miles and destroying homes and 
growing crops and vegetation in every direc- 
tion. Many small villages dot the slopes of 
Etna, arid the people fied from their honles as 
immense clouds of smoke and blazing cinders 
were hurled hundreds of feet into the air. The 
eruption was accompanied with a series of loud 
explosions and deep rumblings, and a t  times 
violent earthquakes shook the ground. 

The whole top of the mountain glowed with: :$ 
white heat, and five streams of running fiw :: 
strealied down the mountainside; and while the 3 
spectacle was n~ajestic in i ts  wonderful boom 2 
of fire-works and racing rivers of lava the -$ j j 

people scrambled for safety. One stream was - 2  
estirnzted a t  a mile in width and thirty feet 3 

+". 
deep, rolling, plowir~g, destroying everything in :: 
i ts  wake. Rapidly these flaming waves rolled 2 
toward the villages a t  Ktna's base. Heroio ,d 
efforts were made to save the towns by digging ~2 
trenches and diverting the oncoming flow of . 
liqilid fire; but the intense heat and the rain of "7 
aslies rnade these noble souls flee for  their lives. 4 

- 3  

For  three days the mountain increased its 3 
flo:v; new craters; mere opened up;  nearly ": 
50,000 people were made homeless; many p- 2 
p l ~  were crazcd by their losses. The whole . $  
threatcnrcl territory hecarnc a praying country; 2 
supcrstitious ideas brought to their minds >:! 

-2 Darite's lnferno and the "end of the world." .. 
\\'liy cannot people be taught the truth that ,: 

these convulsions of nature a r e  but evidences -*< 

that our earth is going through its preparatory :$ 
stage, rnaking it eventually the peaoeful h&i- a - 
tation of man, \\-here nothing shall hurt  nor 4 
destroy, instead of looking upon them as the 3 
burning up of tlie earth? Why have they not -$: 
been trught that Dante's visions *were merely_-.2 
tlie dreams of a misguided and fevered brain- ~3 . x 

which was crazed by the doctrines of demons, -3 
who have always delighted in tormenting the *+ 
human race! -1 :3 

Volcanoes, like other troubles, sometimes :2 
bring blessings in disguise. I t  is well knowm =y -e 
that ashes make one of the best soils fo r  grow- 13 
ing plants. Tlze slopes of Mount Vesuvius are .3 
said to be benntiful lrcyond compare, and have -:$ 
always been so in the area covered by the 6sh 5; 

fall. Of course there is  a difference between an ' -j 
ash fall aucl a floG of hot lava, molten rock, 

. . 
T. Alexander Barnes, a returned traveler,$-..$ 

describes thc crater of the great Kilimanjaro pz 
mountain, in Africa, a s  twelve'miles wide, a g 
veritable garden of Eden, and probably'the 4 
richest game preserve in the world. The crater 3 
is thickly carpeted with clover, flowers andr 2 
shrubs and is filled with elephants, rhino@- -2 

..lj. 

roses, ostriches, tigers, leopards, and lions, l; 
besides small game of all kinds. His  est&a%a 
was that not less than 75,000 beasts a re  living - ~ s  

contentedlx within this crater. e+* - r s  
c , - \ - .  , %  L a  



One of the most beautiful lakes in tllc T'nited 
States is Crater Lake in Southern Oregol~. An 
idea of the size of this volcano when i t  was 
doing a regular volcanic buslrrcss may be 
judged from the fact that the crater corvrs 249 
square miles. The edges of the crater. projrct 
1,000 feet above the water Icrc.1, till aronncl 
the lalce. 

Pellowstone National Park has n~nt l  1-olca- 
nocs and hot-water volcanors galor(>. Tllc) 1'ar.k 
has more geysers, hot-water volcanoes. tliaii all 
the rest of the world put togetl.lcr. Y1h(l G ~ a n t  
Geyser spouts for an hour a t  a time, throwing 
the water over 220 feet in the air. Y1ll(l Old 
Faithful Geyser throws out its strralil of stca~ii 
and hot water a t  exact intervals of sixty-foul. 
minutes; it is  always on t h e ;  it never varies. 
The Sawmill Geyser and the Lion Ckpser make 
noises corresponding to their names. In  otl~cll. 
national parks are the two largcst ant1 oldest 
living things in  the world-the General Sher- 
@man Tree, thirty-six and one-half feet in &am- 
eter, and the General Grant Tree, thirty five 
feet in diameter. 

Rome to Rule the World? 

T HE Irnpero, organ of tlie Fasoisti (Roman 
Catholic) movernent, which has destrogetl 

Italian liberties, comes out with the statement: 

('Rome must rule the noild of reason. We are con- 
vinced that the ~ o r l d ' s  nolfare and prosprrity will 
thereby be advanced in thc li~,qhest degree. TYe ayi rc ,  
we dream, we prepare for a rlcn era of Romau iuprem- 
acy. It 1s necpssary to draw a sharp line between thoqe 
born to mle  and those horn to oliey." 

Where did we hear that stuff before? Sounds 
like some corpse of the dark ages trying to 
push the lid from off his coffin. A despatch 
from Rome says that the Pope is putting in a 
Fascisti army in place of the old army which 
went on strike Por shorter hours last smlimer. 

Adolf J<eller, Secretary of the I.:rangelical 
churches in Europe, reports that thr middle 
classes, which have herelofore supported the - - 

Protestant churches of Europe, havc almost 
vanished, and that a s  a consequence the 
churches are passing through their most criti- 
cal hour since the Itcl'ormatiou, many of their 

I nctivities having already come to an cntl and 
the remainder being threatened ~ i ~ i t h  ~st inr t ion.  
This is  playing directly Into the I~ands of 
Rome; and a s  a consequence the pro-12uman 

press is boasting that the Pope today hae mom 
real power than ever before in history. 

For  the first time since the Reformation a 
British sovereign has visited the Pope at Rome. 
At 11.1~ same time he conferred upon the Anar- 
cl~ist Premier &f,lussolini the Grand Cross of the 
(11.cter of the Ratli. This may have been accept- 
able to llussolini, making it unnecessary for  
lli111 to take one. We cannot say as to that, but 
n ran sap that it was a poor piece of business 
a l l  around. The British Minister to the Holy 
S t~e  accompanied Icing George on his visit to 
the Pope. T\-11y not have a British Minister to 
tllc ltethodists, a British Minister to the Pres- 
I)yterians, e t ~ . ?  Thcre is not a bit more sense 
to it. 

,41thongh the British press knew that the sen- 
ti men t of tlie people of England was against this 
act of rc.eognition of a bogus church by a inon- 
nl*clr, yct all the appeals from the Protestants 
all over the country sufficed not to obtain recog- 
irltion, sho~i~ing that it had been determined 
heforrhand to carry through the program wvilly- 
nilly. The London Timcs is accused of sup- 
pressing a cablegram from a quarter of a 
illillion Canadian Protestants who protested ' 
against the visit being made. On the other 
hand there are  ostensible patriots in England, 
such as Lord Halifax, who boldly advocate the 
conlplcte surrender of the English Church to 
tlie Pope. 

Papal pretensions spread. The first Roman 
Catholic Apostolic Delegate to South Africa 
Inilcled there the last day of April. This man's 
job will be "to report upon ecclesiastical affairs, 
effect consolidation and advancement, secure 
unity of conlinand and concerted action," and 
to do such other things as  are appropriate to a 
vicar of the Vatican. Incidentally lie mentions 
that "at present there are about twenty such 
delegations, and the heads of states are pleased 
a t  this facility for  communicating with the . 

Vatican a t  Rome." 

Going Up! Going Down! 

N EWS coines from Spain, supposedljr the 
most Catholic country in the world, that 

the country is in a ferment which may result - 
in a break between the Vatican and the Govern- 
ment. The new ministry, headed by Marqnia 
Alhucemas, elected on a program guaranteeing 
f recdom of religion, has received peremptory 
orders from the Archbishop of Saragossa th& 



it must either break its election pledges or  face baclcbone of tile French invasion of the Robr.' 3 
a war between the church and state in which ilt loolrs now as if that invasion would be a - -. @ 

aN th,e priests will do everything possible to 'financial failure; and if failure be admitted, -.-3 
knife the government under the fifth rib. At the Radicals and Socialists will come back into -.:$ 
the same time we are told that a Fascisti move- power r,nd Catholicism will be in for a hard --"q 
ment is  in the air. Of course; of course. It is tline. Moreover, the French Catholic clergy -13 
in the a i r  everywhere. I t  is the final manifcsta- and tlie (;rrnlan Catholic clergy are  a t  logger- 3 
tion of Roman Catholic activity, the anarchistic heatls over the riiatter; and the Pope is reported 
stage. as  moeh mneerned over tlieir harsh language .$ 

On hilarch 31st the Rounlanian Government to each other. 
; 4 5 

passed an act prohibiting all Itoman Catholic The action of the Soviet Government in put- .j 
congregations in Roumania, orticring a11 lilrnn- ting to tipath I7icar General Butkievitch, of the. 4 

:.e 
ciscan, Capuchin, and other inonlcs to leave Ro~xnn ('atllolic Churc.11 in Russia, for treason- - -3 
their monasteries, and r~qui r ing  nuni(>mils able co~irmnliic:rtio~ with the enerny in war time : -4 
Catllolic schools and hospitals to bc closcd. I t  and organization of forcible resistance to levy -.* 

? -4 
is  supposed that these stringent measures were on church property for fanline relief, in s p i b  a e2 
talren a t  the instance of the Grcelc Catholic of puot~~sts  fronl tlie Pope and the governments- 3 
Church, whic!i is the pr~dolninnrlt cllurc11 in of (;i*caat i:rit:ii,i and the United States is said *.q 
point of nurnbers ln Iioumania. to have had the desired effect of putting &e-- 24 

The Catholic Church in France has bceii the chul.chcs out of politics. 3 
. 1 - 3  -- 
1 ~5 

Reports From Foreign Correspondents -4 4 

From England 

W HILE there are no great or outst:lnding 
events to note or report since last writ- 

ing, there are happenings wllicli may nlmn 
much to the welfare of this country and to 
Europe, or even to the world. Mr. Ronar 1,nw's 
sore throat dcvcloped into a condition wbicli 
made i t  necessary for him to relinquish the 
office of Prime Minister of Britain; a r~d  in 
present circumstances almost anything politi- 
cally could result from that happening. F'or 
the moment i t  appears as if the Conservative 
party will carry on without much outward 
change; for there is outwardly little rivalry 
showing in respect to the leadership-though 
everybody knows there is niuch rivalry not 
revealed. Had Lord Curzon not inherited his 
earldom, and therefore not by law been pre- 
vented from appearing in the House of Com- 
mons, i t  is  almost certain that he would have 
been sent for  by the King and have becorne the 
leader of the Government. He is a bigger man 
than Mr. Baldwin. Under his leadership there 
would almost certainly have becn an increase 
of reactionary politics, whether of attempted 
acts of Parliament or of orders in council; for 
as recently stated in THE GOLDEN AGE this 
country, ostensibly ruled by Parliurnent, is 
really ruled by the inner p r iv  council. Then 

there tvould have come revulsion of feeling, 2 
and perhaps a hardening of the opposition 04 .,;$ the growing Labor vote. Now, with a more mod- .-q 
erate rilan, as Mr. Baldwin, in power there it -3 
not the same danger of immediate advancement -3 
of Labor opposition. Both Mr. Lloyd Georgq -3 
and Mr. Churchill have expressed .themselueg .::2 
as iilo:.e fearful of peril to the British Empita :Y 
and its constitution through Labotites thalr .$ 
fro111 any other direction. .- .q 

The tasks before the Government are great, :T3 
and may well be considered terrifying. As the - - 3  complexity of the political situation grows, the ,, 
ability of thc nicn called to deal with it lessens. ; 
The trade figures seem rather good on report .: 
and tlie polilielans t ry  to make the most out o! 
them. But there are a t  least 1,100,000 persbn8 - 3 
out of employment, and millions are living just _.'% 

3 on the poverty line. The country certainf -3 
holds together, but there seems no road out 01;~~ 
any of its difficulties. It is like a top in i ts  spin-; ,g 
just when it is slacliening. Forty  millions ofl- 4 
pcople must create some trade, and there ie  ", +-2i always some overseas demand; but the trouble 5% 
is  that there is uo outlook, and that there can ba:"q 
no forward confidence, which is the foundation-"--$ 
of all trade. But the people seem to be l i e e d l e ~  4 
of the situation and its peril, and 
much pleasure out of life as their 



afford. I t  is pleasurable to see tlicrn gc)ttilig 
the fresh air and such relief as th ( : i~  1iruitc.d 
means allow; and  one feels hoine tolerallcc cbven 
when their pleasures and excitcnlents arcA gained 
in no'bctter way than through thc closc atnios- 
phere of the picture house. Hnt therc are on 
the increase both in London and in other great 
centers those degrading plcnsnrcs, the dnnving 
saloons and night clubs which destroy body 
and soul, making and gaining their appeal to 
the people. These cater for those wlio will in- 
dulge self a t  any cost to thenlsclvcs or to any 
one else, or  a t  the cost of tile \velfare of the 
com~nm~ity  among \vhorn they live. At the 
great football final played recently in the neu7 
London stadium tlle t\vo clubs took away be- 
tween them £16,000 ($80,000) as  their sharc of 
the profits. 

The churches are  in about the same condi- 
tion as  the country, but theirs perhaps can bc 
more definitely defined. Their spin is nearly 
ended, and they have gotten to the recling 
stage. No doubt when they lose some more of 
their momentum they will give the final roll, a s  
the boy's top does; and then they rriay beconle 
somewhat dangerous to anyone in their vicinity. 
The I. B. S. A. lectures have been telling the 
country that  Satan's empire is falling, and the 
clergy do not like to have the people told this. 
They deny the statement, and act as  if they arc 
glad to deny it. Probably they have an inward 

feeling or fear that after all their empire is in 
sonlt way dependent upon Satan's great organ- 
ization. Tlic church organizations have been 
holtling thrir annual meetings in London, and 
have heen encouraging themselves because - 
aftcr lil;tny years of loss of membership they 
arc able to i.eport some increases. They cannot, 
however, kccp up with the increase of the p o p -  
lation, ercn tl~ougli tile incrc:lse is less than 
n o ~ m a l ;  aild so tllrir outloolc is but poor. They 
sccni to have gottcn past their yearly wail 
ahout tlle loss of spirituality in their churches' 
They more 1'ranl;ly turn to rnaterial things; fo r  
now tliclr c.ori;r\>gations arc  only to be con- 
verted to the gooti works which arc  their ineans 
for amcridilig tllc world. 

I n  one of tlic 131.':(' n ~ ~ c t i n g s  a reverend gen- 
tlc;li.:ii rather boltily stated that the attitude of 
the ~ ; ! ~ ~ i i s t c r s  had been all wrong when they 
urgrd the co11grc:;ntions to support the World 
War and ~vhcn they themselves became such 
active recruiting agents. The audience gave 
hcarty applause. The newspaper man who re- 
portctl said that it is a very different thing to 
applaliil under such circumstances. He won- 
dcrcd wlint thc clergy would do if again they 
v-\-i_?re cnllcd upon by the Government and by 
sc~ntinlcnt. Xo doubt the cler,y would again 
talic the 1)opular way; for they no longer r e p  
rc'sent their professed Master, Jesus Christ. 

Reporting Judge Rutherford's Lecture 

M AY 6th Judge Rutherford gave his now 
famous lecture, "Millions Now J,iving IYil l  

Never Dir," in the auditorium at St. l'nnl, when 
about 3,800 gained entrance and ahoilt 3,000 
were turned away. Tn the neighborhood of 
$1,200 was spcnt by thtl I. R. 8. A. in adver- 
tising the lecture in the newspapers of the 
Twin Cities. Good reports of thc lecture xvcrc 
furnished to five of the papers, some of these 
promising a good writeup. The lecture was 
easily thc biggcst p;ece of news for the day; 
but the \vritcupc of the lccturc \\-ere very short, 
from two to about eight inc~hcs, singlr column, 
each. This is the result of the edict of "higher 
ups" who own or control thc metropolitan preaR. 

Evidently, in the audience sat Mr. TVm. F. 
Idarkoe, special correspondent of the D a i b  

Amcricnn Tribuyze of Dubuque, Iowa, which is 
said to be the only Catholic daily newspaper in 
the rn i t cd  States. The report is so manifestly 
fair that xve pl~blish it in full. His "barque of 
St. Petcr" is the Catholic Church, and his 
"Vicar of Christ at its helm" is the Pope; but 
~111o shonld ohject to little things like that? 
The article carrictl a two-column head and is 
as  follows : 

"The half-page tl~hplay advertiscmeilts in the secular 
press announcing the above lecture by Judge J. F. Ruth- . 

erlord in the St. Paul Auditorium recently, claimed 
that 13,000 persons had listened to him in Royal Albert 
iIall, London, while 10,000 had been turned away; and 
thaC 10,000 dso had been turned away from Carnegie 
Hall [rather, Hippadrome] in New Yark. 

"That these statements are tma ir not hard t o  b w  



for the St. Paul Auditorium was packed to the highest 
seats in the top gallery, and the first anriouneement 
from the stagc was that on account of the thousands 
who were unable to gain admission, another lecture by 
Benj. 11. Boyd, of h-ew York, would be p v e n  a t  8 p.m. 
on the 'March to Armageddon.' 

"That Judge Ri~+hcrford, who is not a clergyman but 
a lawyer, puts up a clever argx~nent strongly buttsrsscd 
with scriptural text3 from ewry booli in thc IS~blc, if 
not every chapter and pagc, cannot be denied. His Bible 
knowledage seems prodigious and his familiarity with 
texts realy remarkable. 

"His claim, howcvcr, that thcrc were probaktly more 
Catholics than Protestants in the vast audience was 
emphatically refuted by the fact that when invited to 
sing the hymn, 'All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name,' 
the entire audience rose to its feet and joined htr~rtily 
in the congregational ~inging which is thoroughly 
characteristic of Protestant worship, but practically 
unknow-n in a majority of our Catholic churches in 
this country l 

"A study of the sea of faces revealed many types of 
foreign physiognomy, including the white, black, b r m  
and yellow races, but not one that anyone would instinc- 
tively set down as Catholic. It was a conglomerate 
gathiring stamped with the unmistakable characteristics 
of honest, earnest, sincere, old-school, Bible-reading 

.- Christians. 

"The lecturer disclaimed any ulterior motives in get- 
ting his message to the people, declaring his only desire 
being to induce his hearers to read and rely on the 
divine promises, and thus fix their hearts and minds in 
these latter days of the 'distress of nations.' He indulges 
in no controv&sy, but discusses truths that are common 
to Catholics, Protestants, and Jews. 

"'Like one who has discovered the key to  a Chinese 
puzzle, he gathers the scattered fra,menB, smd pieces 
them together in a perfect fit, till the whole map or 
picture is complete. He finds tho prevnt alniorrnal 
conditions prevailing in the uorltl cl~arly forc~tultl by 
the prophets of the Old a ~ ~ d  Nrw T(stame~lt+. He 
recogriizes their fulfilrn~rit in the IYorltl \V3r, lamines, 
pestilences, rerolut~ons. anarchy, a ~ ~ d  the rclui~i of the 
Jews to I'alestine. He ha< the .yca~-.' thc ' ( l r 1 ? '  a11t1 the 
'hour' all figured out w ~ t h  remalkablc accutacy: and 
everything happens exactly on sehecil~lr t~lni, as planned 
by God and foretold by his prophrt~ e ~ n t ~ i r ~ r q  ago. 

"He sees the TI-orld today ur~clcr the dolr~i~~ioii of 
three great forces which harc lillked hnritls for ihcir 
own selfish interests and arc esploit,ing the people whilc 

~ - 

governments are powerless t o  curl, t>hcn~. They are 
commercialism, or 'Big Busin~ss' and 'Pr~fit~erb,' stat,ps- 
manship, or 'Big Politics,' and 'ecclesiast~iei~m,' or a 
faithlms clergy who are supported by the first two 
forces, and preach everything but the gospel of Jcsus 

:- 
Christ. He flays a false clergy, though lauding their ' 

Z$$ 
office as the most. exalted on earth. < 

3 "Ills analysis of the late 'Interchurch World Move- + 
ment' is rich. 'It is,' he Bays, 'what its name really 4 
impl~cs; to wit, the world moving the church, or the r 
churcll moclng in the way of the world.' 'The move T 
ment is rrally organized in the interest of big business -$j 
arid polltlcal forces.' H e  quotes a writer who says: :We 25 

:i are proud of the large sums of money we are able to , ; 
raise by our mass movcmcnts,' acting all the time as if - -:; 
silver and gold could take the place of spiritual power -2 
arld the gr:lc~ of God. . 4  ,.- 

"He descsil)c~s the impotence of the I ~ a g u e  of Nationa 3 
and various l'cace Congrrsses in the words of Isaiah ? 

8: 9, 10-'Gather yourselves together, 0 ye people, and -2 
be OVERCOMlC, a~ ld  give ear, all ye lands afar &; d 

strenqthen yoursel.ccq, and be OVERCOIIE, gird your- f 
selves, and be OVEIZCOME. Take council together, 
and it shall be defeated; speak a word, and i t  shall not 9 
be done; because God is with us.' He declares: 'The -d 
inducing cause of the League is admittedly fear; faith 
in God and His promises is entirely ignored.' 4 

('The old order of things ended legally in 1914 a t  the >.? 
beginning of the World War, exactIy as, and a t  ths -q 
time, the prophets foretold i t  would. A new era will be 
established in the Jubilee Year, 1925. (Convening of 4 
Vatican Council?) d 1 3 

"It 1s ~mpossible to give an adequate idea of this lee . $ 
ture which 1s attracting so much attention in t h m  4 
latter days of ~vhich 'both David and the Sibyl sing,' 

. 
*% 

when the world seems to be tossed on the waves like a -:$ 
ship without chart or compass, and even the stars are ' 

hidden behind dense clouds. 4 
W "The lecture as printed in pamphlet form of 128 
-3 

pages, including seventeen pages of references to Scr ip  -* 
ture texts, is worth perusing, not so much f m  the sup- ' 
posed proofs of the lecturer's thesis, 'Millions now living .q 

4 will never die,' as for its remarkable record of the con- = *. 
- 73 crete and specific fulfilments of prophecies in this - 3 

Our Lord Himsclf d~clared: 'As in the days of Noe, so 9 
shall alqo the coming of the Son of man be: for as in 2 
the (la:;$ IwFnre tile flood, they were eatlng and drinking, 
marrylnq ant1 g i ~  lng In marnege, eevn till that day in -'" 
which Noc cnterctl into the ark, and they knew not till 9 
thc flood canle, ~ n d  took them all away: so shall also 4 
t!icx comirlg 01 tllc Son of man be.'-Matthew 24 : 37-39. 3 

"The barcjue 01 Pc.ter, lilie Noc's ark, is the only - 4  c l d t  truly that ritlcs the n~ountalnous waves securely, -*a! 
u ~ t h  thcl Ylc;~r of Cl~ribt a t  its helm, against which our 3 
l io~d  H~niwlI  ha. ~ i ~ o r ~ ~ i s e d  : 'The gates of hell shall 
nrl er pic\ all.' 

"alll t1io.e who n 1\11 to l ~ r e  forever, will do well to 
take pa..ngr on t h ~ s  second 'all<' whose safety has been ' 

~~ls~~rcxtl I)y Jehovah Hiniuclf. 
" 'I3lc,hc(l 1s lie that rcadeth and keepeth the words of 

this prophecy ; and keepeth the things which are written - 
in it: for the tlme 1s at hand.'-Apocalypse 1: 3:' 



The Plan of the Ages 
- ,  

4 Bible is  the grandest of all boolts; it is  THE God's plan-book and revelation to man. We 
will very briefly scan its pages. Wc aRrm that 
rightly translated it is true, though we will 
eoncrde that each 41as tlie right to decide this 
for hi~nself. Jf any cannot accept its inspired 
message, this cioes not lniiitate against its infal- 
libiliiy, and the reason inay be appnrcnt in 

terity of Abraham because of this p 
until they rejected His Son, Jesus. St. S 
telling the Jews that God had not kep 
proillisc with Abraham up to his day, w 
pointing to the future for the Abrahamic b 
ings which were to come upon all. Stephen 
fered martyrdom for telling the truth 
7 : 2-5, 54-60. 

what follo\~s. 
iilan was created mcnt:lllv. mornllv, and Two Classes in Resurrection 

" ,  
p l l ~ s i ~ a l l y  perfect. Such a Tvortderfni being T. PAITJL throws a flood of light on this 
does not exist today. He \\as placed on trial, S qncstion by telling as that the Abrahamio - 

not to see ~vhetljcr God should take him to " S C C ~ "  is a colilposite body, of which Jesus is  
lleavell, but to test llis fidelity to his Alaker; the ~lorified "Head" and of ~11ic:l the glorified ' 
if loyal, he would have ~ ~ ~ r 1 ~ ~ t j n ~  life on tile cliur.clli will be thc ")J~dy"-Christ the husband- 
earth. I le disobeyrd :lnd bc.gan to die. 113 a and the churclt His blside are made "one" in 
dying condition he did not ]lave the virility to the Iica~c-nly marriage. This is  the "star" seed- 
transmit an undying liie to llis ofislIl.ing, hcllcc class in the ahove promise; for they share in a 
they were born dying ancl under condcnlnation. celestial resurrection. Christ and His bride 
St. I '~;nl  affirms that 'by one man's disobcdiencc b*come the Second Adam and the Second Eve. . 
sin enlered into the world and death by sin, and When the seventh-thousand or rest-day period. 
so death passed upon all men, for  that all have shall have fully dawned then the billions of the 
sinned.' This is the cause of our aches, pains, hulllan falrfi l~,  in the grave and out of it, s h d  
diseoscs, loss of eyesight, hearing, speech, and be regenerated as  the "sand" seed-class and 
is the reason why some people hate each other. they shall have their blessed portion here upon 
All the asylums, penitentiaries, and graveyards the earth; for  they are to share in the terres- 
are the -direct result of mankind's being con -  trial resurrection. 
denlned in Adam, the first man. The Jews might have had the cream of the 

God loves His earthly, cast-off, rebellious promise fulfilled to them and might have filled 
children; for E-Ie recognizes that pcrsonally they the celestial class to the full, no Gentiles being 
are  not fully responsible for their misdeeds. permitted to have the special favor. But as 8 

He saw in advance tlie course the world of man- nation the Jews rejected the offer and cru&d 
kind would take; so He arranged for  a wonder- the Holy One of Israel. I t  was necessary for 
ful redemption, and formulated a plan for our Jesus to die in  order tb become a Redeemer; 
recovery which would be the most conducive to otherwise the world would have been without 
our eternal welfare-teaching us the undesira- redemption and salvation. So God merely per- - 
bility of sin and the reasonableness of keeping mitted the Jews to remain blind to their privi- 
ourselves in  the love of God, and the happiness leges and, because of their lack of faith and  ' 
that would result thereby. reverence, to exercise their own wisdom-as tt. 

That plan spans setren thousand years, lesson to show the futility of resting wholly ,- 

divided in a general way into seven 1,000-year upon human judgment. St- John says: 'Th ' 
days. The first six are work, labor, trouble, Came unto his own, and his own received him 
and sorrow days; the last one is a day of rest, . not- But a s  many as  received him, to them gave 
in whicll Edenic perfection with its joys and he power to become the sons of God; even to ' 
blessings of health and happiness will be in a them that believe on his name: which are born, . 
process of restoration. God made promise to not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of 
Abraham to this effect : "In blessing I will bless the will of man, but of God."-John 1 : 11-13. 
thee, and in  multiplying I will multiply thy None of the heavenly or  s tar  class were 
seed as  the stars of the heaven, and as the selected before the days of Jesus. He was t& 
sand which is upon the scashore. . . . And in first. The apostles and first members of the' 
thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be church were Jews. Then God's favor was ex-, 
blessed." God dealt principally with the pos- tended to the Gentiles; and "out of them1' & 

rn 2. 



been taken a "people for his name." These are 
the other members of the church. I t  was not 
God's purpose to take all the Gentiles, nor all 
of any one family, for Christ's bride. He makes 
a selection, an, election, of suitable characters 
for His purpose-elect and precious, the Apos- 
tle says. NO injustice is done any one not 
chosen; it is  God's business. 

There is one sense only in which salvation is 
universal. The Bible says: "Jesus Christ by 
the grace of Cod tasted death for every man"; 
"God will have all men to be saved." Jesus is a 
propitiation for the sins of the whole world; 
and I-Ie himself said: "1 give my flesh for the 
life of the world." The proper thought is that 
as all have suffered the penalty of death be- 
cause of one man's disobedience, so by the 
righteousness of one man and by His sacrifice, 
dying the Just  for the unjust, the free gift of 
an offer of life is to come to all. It is expressed 
in familiar words: "God so loved the world 
that he gave his only begotten Son that \vhoso- 
ever believeth in him should not perish, but 
have everlasting life." Everybody must, there- 
fore, have one opportunity for belicving in 
Jesus ; or else He died measurably in vain. Rut 
Christ did not die in vain. As all who lived 
before Jesus' time did not, could not, believe in 
Him; as  many millions have been born and 
have died since Jesus' day witliout hearing of 
the "only name givcn under heaven whereby we 
must be saved"; and as  there are many living 
today who have never heard of Him, it stands 
to reason that there must be a day future when 
these people will hear the words of salvation. 

Eow the World Receives i t s  Blessing 

W HEN we come to see the plain teaching of 
the Word of God that the "day of salva- 

tion" and the "day of judgment" and the "thou- 
sand-year reign of Christ" are all the selfsame 
'day, what a flood of light illumines our poor, 
'dull minds ! For this day Jesus taught lIis dis- 
oiples to pray, saying, "Thy kingdom come, thy 
will be done on earth, as it is done in heaven." 
We should not let our minds become closed to 
the proper thought by the mistranslation of St. 
Paul's words, "Now is the day of salvation." 
Paul never wrote those words. Notc first that 
the text, 2 Corinthians 6: 2, is a parenthetical 
statement, and is quoted from Isaiah 49 : 8, and 
reads: 'Tn an acceptable time have I heard 
thee, and in a day of salvation have I helped 

thee." This unquestionably refers to the over- 
coming church of the Gospel age. This com- 
pany must be chosen and raised from the dead 
to a resurrection glory in heaven. These, with 
Jesus, becoine kings and priests to reign with 
Christ a thousand years. Now notice particu- 
larly thc last part of verse 8, which says: "I 
will preserve thee [Christ and the church made 
one], and give thee for a covenant of the people 
[the world of mankind], to establish the earth, 
to cause to inherit the desolate heritages." Here 
the Prophet says that the "thee" class is going 
to bless the world-the "heavenly" seed is to  
bless the "earthly" seed. "In thy seed shall all 
the families of the earth be blessed." 

"God hath appointed a day in which he shall 
judge the world in righteousness by that man 
whom he hath ordained," and "when the jndg- 
mcnts of the Lord are abroad in the earth the 
inhabitants of the world will learn righteous- 
ness." I s  not that a glorious prospeet"lhe 
judgments therefore a re  to be uplifting and 
not downcasting; they will be corrective, en- 
couraging, and a blessing to all. The knowledge 
of the Lord is to cover the earth as the waters 
cover the sea. A new covenant will be made in  
which God will write His law in the inward 
parts of humankind, write it in their hearts, SO 

that it shall no longer be necessary for a man 
to say to liis neighbor or to his brother: "Know 
thc Lord"; for they shall all know God from 
the least cven unto the greatest. The ransomed 
of tlie Lord are to return from the graves and 
live upon the earth, come into harmony with 
tlie Lord, if they will, and thus shall "be ac- 
counted worthy to obtain that world [or age, 
or order of things], and the resurrection from 
the dcad." These, explains St. Peter, shall be 
refreshed and have life-privileges granted unto 
them in tlie "times of restitution [or restora- 
tion] of all things which God hath spoken by 
the mouth of all His holy prophets since tho 
world began." The world of mankind are  to  
live on the earth forever, and not in heaven. 
"The righteous shall inilel-it the 1-a-n-d, and 
dwell therein forever."--Psalm 37: 29. 

Presently, 'the tabernacle of God will be with 
men, and ke will dwell with them, and they 
shall be his people, and God himself shall be 
with them . . . and shall wipe all tears from 
their eyes, and there shall be no more death.' 
-Revelation 21 : 3,4. 



The Light of the World BY John Dawsom 

N A recent article in the Chicago Eztzminer still the Light of the world, the churches haps I the Editor assenlbles the oainions of H. (3. ceased to reflect that light. -3 
Wells, Eev. Percy Stickney  ant, the Bishop 
of Cincoln, and the Archbishop of York as  to 
the why and the wherefore of the empty 
churches of Christendom. The Archbishop of 
York attributed the present wave of indiffer- 
ence to religion partly to the war, in which all 
of the ideals of Christendom shsttercd. 
He  said also that signs of indifference to relig- 
ion are  to be noticed in the literature, art, and 
music of the country. The Editor expresses 
himself thus : 

"After all, religion is a big factor in the likes of 
most nations. The editor of a 1cad:ng magazine in 

' London is aslcirig distinguished bishops a ~ i d  prominent 
laymen, @ders in thought and oplnioli, to give their 
views on the controversy raised by the Archbishop of 
York in England and Dr. Grant in New Pork." 

One feature here which is, perhaps, unnoticed 
by the distinguished bishops and prominent 
laymen is that a man of the world-a magazine 
editor-is calling the attention of thc higher- 
ups to the condition of things in the churches; 
and the higher-ups are  franlrly stating their 
own opinions. When Pastor Russell vcry gently 
and kindly called their attention to the approach 
of these conditions thirty or forty years ago, 
the higher-ups in the churches were ready to 
skin him alive. The modern church, so-called, 
has spent vast sums of money ostensibly to 
convert the world; but that it has made a miser- 
able failure witness the World War. ,lnd now 
the unconverted world asks the high dignitarics 
in the church and prominent laymen for their 
opinions as  to why the churches are  half empty. 

Who is the Light of the world? An old hymn 
said : 

"The whole world was lost in the darkness of sir1 ; 
The light of the world is Jesus." 

Many of the higher critics boldly and coltily 
. announce from their pulpits that they no longer 

have faith in Jesus and much less faith in the 
Bible, the Word of God. Evolution and the 
survival of the fittest "have got 'em going." If  
they have lost faith in Jesus a s  the Light of 
the world, they cannot help but lose faith in 
prophecy; for  "the testimony of Jesus is the 
spirit of prophecy." (Revelation 19 : 10) The 
empty churches witness to the fact that the 
world is passing its judgment. While Jesus i s  
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Churchianity's Light is Cold- Lifeless .a .- v ,-'+ 
R. WELLS in his comments says: .1 .,* M ''This is an age of great distresses, but it is also .: 

an age of cold, abu~idant light. People know more than 2 
.A 

was ever kno\tn before. As the Archbishop of Yo& 5 
says. 'people are repelled at the mysterious chants end 
mot~ons and incomprehensible sacraments. Until Chris- 
tianitp sheds these pr~estly and theological incumbrances Ld$ 

it will eneou~iter greater and greater difficulty in serving -2 
Him ~t clainls as its foundcr-the Son of man.'" 

% ;: 
Mr. IVells further says: - 

S 
"I think rel~gion is a larger thing than Ch,ristianity, ,*,: 

and 11111 go on, a growing power in the hearts of men, 2 
though they cease altogether to call themselves Chris- ;j 
tians. I would suggest that Christianity sell all that it , : 
has and follow after Jesus of Nazareth; that it scnrp 
its theologies and organizations, and taking neither scrip -*: 

nor purse, set out to find the lost kingdom of God." G+ 
-4 

We nlay remark here that Mr. Wells, in com- 4 
mon with many other men prominent in the .:2 
world of affairs, faiQ to distinguish bet wee^ + 
Christianity and churchianity; and also that  $ 
the lost ltingdo~n of God is just around the -< 
corner, so to speak. The trouble with the dis- f 
tinguished bishops is that instead of studying $ 
the Book of God, they have been studying the 
boolts of this world ; and of the malting of these _ 

'9 many books there has been no end. The king- .-, 
dom of heaven Jesus once likened .to treasure .?j 
hid in a field, which ~17llen a man had found*? 
sold all he had and bought that field. But do 2: -.d not thlnk for s moment that the man found the -- . . liidtlen treasnrc without first digging for it, and -,: 
digging deep. The sweetest water is deep down; ,? 

and so the sweetest truths in the Bible are found 5 
only by hard and steady digging; and while the -" .d 
learned bishops and ecclesiastics have been in- ' - 2  

dnlging in their strifes over foolish questions .$ 
and genealogies, etc., against which Paul warned ;: 
then], like a thief in the night the Lord has 3 
quietly been selecting h i s  jewels, and this work 
of selection is just about finished. 

Jesus said: "The kingdom of God come& ' 
not with observation, but is among you." (Luke 
17 : 21, margin) I t  is  gratifying to know that ' '- 

all the controversy in the world will not delay -4 
the establishment of the Lord's kingdom; and 2 
whether the parties to the world-wide contyo- , 3  
versy like it or  not, "the kingdom of heaven is - 
a t  hand." . -- -2 a 

b -? 
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Heard in the Ofice-No. 9 BY C.  E. Guizler (London) *L "2 
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T WAS obvious that Wynn did not like "Let me illustrate i t  for you. Lf you take a 'I boing defeated in his discussion with Palmer electric lamp, no matter how exquisitely it.mal: 
about the immortality of the soul, neither was bc formed i t  is no better than a piece of iron 
he sati~fied that the last word had been said. for giving light by itself; but immediately that 
A few days later when opport,unity offered, he marvelous invisible power called electricity is 
opened the subject again. "Mr. Palmer," lie properly conncctcd to the lamp, a brilliant light 

.said, "I have bee11 thinking over what yon said appcurs. And so with man: Immediately the 
about immortality and it appears to nit! t l ~ n t  niystcrious and marvelous invisible energizing 
you dealt only with certain points that s11ited power of thc spirit of life was placed in him, 
your views and twisted the Scriptures to bar- soul resulted. hlan became an intelligent, sen- 
monizo with them, but overlooked cntircly ninny ticlnt being; lie became a living soul. 
b p r t a n t  passages upon the subject. The Riblc "The cluestion then arises, J$That occurs when 
says that at death the spirit returns unto God a person dies? The Bible answers i t  in the text 
who gave it. Surely this passage proves that you raise; and healing in mind what w e  have 
the soul exists after death? If not, how do seen of its teaching respecting man's creation, 
you explain it?" the words are full of significance. The body 

"Before answering your question," replied gocs back to t$e earth, from whence it was 
Palmer, "I would like to know what you think taken; and the spirit returns unto Cod, who 
is the difference between tho spirit and the . gave it. I t  is the spirit of life which God 
soul 9)) had breathed into the body of man which goes 

"There is  none. Both terms refer to the same back to Him, and not the soul. The spirit had , 
thing," quickly replied Wynn. no consciousness before its contact with the 

"It surprises me that so many Christians body, but i t  produced consciousness by its oper- 
quote scriptures without taking the trouble to ation; this same spirit leaving the body carries 
find'out what they mean." no consciousness with it to God. Consciousness 

"What do you mean?" asked Wynn. has to do with the soul. What happens to - the 
"I mean," replied Palmer, "that the words of soul a t  death? I t  ceases to be. A soul is  the 

Scripture are not used loosely, but have a defi- effect of the operation of the spirit of life on a 
nitet meaning. There i s  a distinct difference particular organism; and just as  any effect 
intended in the use of the words spirit and ceases when the cause of its existence-ciasea, 
soul. I n  the original two different words are so it is in the case of a soul. 
nsed which must not be confused with each 'When the current is switched o,ff from the 
other. On questions of this kind the Bible ex- lamp, the light which was the result of its 
plains itself. We must not go to i t  u i th  pre- operation goes out. Whither does it go? I 
conceived notions and make certain passages just ceases to be. So with the soul: When the 
mean what we want them to mean. spirit of life leaves the body, man becomes as 

"The Bible explains this one just in the place he was before hc was created-unconscious, 
where i t  would be expected to do so, even in non-existent."-Psalm 146: 4. 
the account of the creation of man. And its "But," broke in 'Ilrynn, "why does the Bible-, 
statement is simple and clear if uTe accept the say that the spirit goes to God who gave itl'" 
matter a s  stated. The record is, 'God fonncd "Bccause when once the spirit leaves the bod 
man of the dust of the ground.' This statement no power on earth can restore i t  again. 
refers to man's body, which was made out of God has the power to brjng to life the 
the elements of the earth. Rut  more than an therefore the spirit is said to be in His 
organism is necessary to make a conscious liv- -Psalm 31: 5. 
ing heing; and so we further read that God "T cannot bclieve that man is uriconscious in 
'breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, death," said Wynn. 
and man became a living soul.' The body with- "Assnming that the soul is immortal," said * 

out the spirit is dead, and the spirit without Palmer, "and that one is conscious in death, 
the body is merely inanimate pourer. But the would ask: %%at becomes of the soul when 
operation of the apirit of life in the organism person dies?" 
produma a living aonl. Man does not possess "The souls of believers go to -heaven and 
a soul; he is one. those of unbelievers go to hell," replied Wynn. 
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' C 9 will not ask you for your proofs, but 
would further inquire: Do you believe in a 
resurrection 1" 

"Oh, yes I" 
'What is the purpose of the resurrection?" 
"To judge the living and the dead," answered 

Wynn. 
"Do you mean to say illat tlic. inorc-alive- 

'dead ones need to be judged a second time?" 
"How is i t  the second time t" asked Wynn. 
"If at death the good go direct t u  hcaven and 

-the wic.ked to hell, is this not a juclg~f~ent? Arid 
if they are jndged at  &nth what purpose can 
there be for another judgment? Clan it be pos- 
sible that  the infinitely wise Ood has made a 
mistake that He  has to considc.r thr. matter a 
second time? Do the righteons need to be 
brought from their heaven of bliss and the 
Kicked from their place of torment to see if 
some mistake'has occurred? Why, the thing is  
ridionlous! Thero is  another point: If the soul 
does not die, how can it be resurrected?" 

Yt is the body that is  to be raised, not the 
nod," said Wynn. 

' m e  body! Is the soul, which according to 
your theory is  freer without a body than with 
one, to be reincarceratcd? T)o you call that a 
resurrection? The Apostle says : 'Thou foolish 
one, thou sowest not that body which shall be, 
but God giveth it a body as it pleaseth him'! 
What is the 'ity of which the Apostle speaks? 

s.;s 

Why, the soul; for it is the soul that dies and +&$ 
it  is the soul that is to be resurrected and given, .,y 
a body, such as divine wisdom secs best." 8 - *  

"If the soul is not immortal," said Wynq '4 
"then there can be no hope of a future life." *- 

"You have said that before, but i t  certainly is " 
2 riot trnc. The Bible declares that the hope of a , 

future lifc depends not upon some inherent ? 
power in Illail but upon tlie power of God to :: 
raise him from tlie dead. The apostle Paul say8 
that 'if there be no resurrection of the dead, 2 
then they which are fallen aslwp in Christ are : 
perished.' If a Christian a t  death goes direct to 5 
heaven, how could i t  possibly be said, if there . 

be no r~surrection,  that he has perished! It : 
would not matter one little bit to him whether 3 
there is a resurrection or not; he would be -: 
quite safe if he had already gone directly to a: 

heaven a t  death. 2 . -: 
"You see by this how a wrong view makes I 

void the Scripture, whereas the truth brings out 2 
the full meaning of all the words. -2 

"When a person dies he is  dead, whether he .- : 
has been goocl or bad; and man knows of no _; 
power by which life can be restored; and if, .  +: 
thcrc be no resurrection he must remain in %; 

death forever; he has perished. How grateful s >  

me should be for  the wonderful tidings that - 
Christ has been raised from the dead, a proof 2 
that the dead must rise. On this basis there ie 4 
hope, and the only hope of future life." 

In Crazyland, on the Looney Pike ( A u t h o ~  ~nhzun) 
A 

Have you ever been to Crazyland, down on the Looney Pike? 
There are the queerest people there; you never saw the Hke. 
The ones who do the usetlll worli are poor u s  poor cfrn be, 
While tho,= who do no useful work all live in luxury. 
They raise RO much in Crazyland, of food and clothe8 and 

such, 
That those who work have not enough, becaule they relse 

m much. 

The children starve in Drazylnnd, to  mtlafy the greed 
Of plunder-sharks who only live to loaf around and feed. 
They wol*lc young g i rb  In Crazyland upon stnrvatlon pay: 
And then they brand them when through want the vlctlms 

go astray. 
They olltrilge workfng women, and they etarve the warklng 

men ; 
And if these steal a loaf of bread, they land them la the psn. 

And pre1~r1rel-i down In Cm~yland proclaim lt In God'# sin; 3 
For everythlr~g In Omzylalid that ought to be abhorred, 
The crlmw \\.lzlch men commit themserlver, a re  lald upon th. -2 

Lord. 6 

The gl-entest god In Crazylnnd Is Mammon, god of gdd: - 
The crnzy way they worship hlm nmnzea to behold. -: - 
They have blg wnrs In Urazyland; they fight to beot tb. 

band, 
And alautrhter f o r  their crazy gold and Tern of Crazyl.nd. 1 
The prophete down In araayland, they cmcify and stme: 
I n  pulplts they put hgpocriten, seat tyrank an the thranc ' ' 

I 
The robber class in Craeyland maLer every cmzy law. >.- 

And runs the emlry system wlth dub and fang and claw. 
And If a sane man cries against their erany ways and da14 . 
Tke erazy priests and  ruler^ yell, "He'r hrstlng up d? .: 

c~ecda I" Q 

Jnst take a trig to Oraryland, d m  ea the Lemey Plkaj i 

They breed disease in Crazyland; thm~ are  mlctbbes WerJr- y0uyl find the a u m e s t  m p l e  yen rimer ur - 2  
where, Th~~@re wrong-sideta la Ortllylantl; thw're nprrldad- .-+ 

I n  pol-oned food, polluted earth, and foul and fetid alr. with eare; 
Most babies die in Craz~land fmm perma af filth and 8- Thw walk areaad W r  heat% atP b a t  ln Zb. d 



1 STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD' ( 

I With lssue Number 80 we began mnnlng Juctgr Rutllerford's new book, 
T h e  Harp of God7', with nccompanyiog quaLi.,~ls, ttilling the place of both 
Advnnced and Juvenile bible Studiea which hlive been hitherto published. 

-- - . . . -. -- 

'OWenee there were two reasons why i t  was 
utterly impossible for ally of Adam's stock or 
offspring to redeem manliirld : (I) Because all 
were imperfect and could not provide the price ; 
and (2) if the price were provided, it could not 
be presented in heaven by any such. 

'"Thus i s  evidenced to the hmnan race a con- 
dition of absolute helplessness. Thus we see 
that mankind was wholly without power to re- 
lease itself from the condition of death, and 
that there never could be any hope of any one 
of the human family enjoying life everlasting 
in a state of happiness unless God, in the exer- 
cise of His loving-kindness, should make some 
provision. He had promised to make such pro- 
vision. His great plan provided for such. I t  is 
first necessary, however, for  us to see Inan's 
absolute extremity in order that we migl~t ap- 
preciate God's opportunity for blessing man- 
kincl, and the great debt which the liunan race 
owes to Jehovah and His heloved Son for the 
provision made. 

2101f a man found lii111sel1 and his falllily in a 
dungeon and a inillion dollars were required to 
release him, and he had not one penny, but a 
friend of his appeared and provided the nloiley 
and released him and his family, that mail would 
owe a great debt of grat i tu t l~  to his tlcliverer. 
Ire would feel much gratitude in hi.. lieart. He 
would snrelp love liis tleliverer ant1 would hc 
anrions to do anything 21c could f o r  hini. Adam 
and all of his family arc either in thrs prison- 
house of deal11 or under the effects of dcath; 
and if we find that the great Jehovall C+od has 
made provision for the release and deliverance 
of all such from the tomb, the prison-llousc of 
death, with a view to granting thein everlasting 
life, liberty, and happiness, then such fact 
should bring joy to every one who learns of it. 

The Great R a r t s o m c ~  
2"Tlle apostle Paul, having in mind these 

things, wrote : 'We were children in bondage 
under the elements of the world: but when the 
fulness of time was come, God sent forth his 
Son, made of a woman, made under the law." 
(Galatians 4 :  3,4) How did God send His Son? 
Since a perfect man had sinned and the life of 

a perftvt Irian liinst be given as a sin-offering, 
i t  is no\\. ~t l~l)o~. tant  to Fee if the Son of God 
~vlloni I I ( %  , c r ~ ~ t  IV:~S c~nalilicd to lrieet the reciaire- 
ments of the law and be the ransomcr or 
redeeniur. 

" 1 "  
- It is easy to be seen that Jesus when on 

earth collltl not have been merely an incarnated 
spirit being, because that would constitute a 
fraud, and Gotl \voal(l not sanction anything 
wrong. He ~nns t  be a man, perfect in every 
respect, equal and corresponding to the perfect 
Adam while in Eden. I t  is also easy to be seen 
that Jesus could not be part  God arid part man, 
becausc that 11-ould be more than the law re- 
quired; licnce divine justice could not accept 
such as a ransorn. The divine law definitely 
shows that the ransomer must be exactly co* 
responding to Adam, a perfect human being. 
ITOW, then, did God send His Son? And when 
God sent liiin, was He part  man and part  Godt 

QUESTIONS .ON " T ~ E  HARP OF GOW' 
l ~ ~ l ~ t ~ t ,  two potent reasons, then, are there which make 

it impossible fofiAdam's children to redeem their breth- 
ren? 7 208. 

Show how man's future happiness wholly depends 
upon the divine provision for redemption. r j  209. 

Iloes man's complete extremity enable us to appre- 
c i n l c  more highly the value of the ransom-sacrifice? 
[ 209. 

If \vet find the proof to be conclusive that Jehovah 
hiis i11;:(1c provision for the rcdcmption and deliverance 
of a11 mankind, how should that affect the mind and 
heart of every hoilcat person? 7 210. 

Was it  i~riportaut that Jcsus should be qualified to 
mcct the  requirenle~lts of the divine law in order to 
ransorn the race? r/ 211. 

Si~lce ransom means exact corresponding price, had 
Jcs~is I~cm an incnr~iatcd spirit being would IIe have 
been qualified to ransom mankind ? r j  21 2. 

If Jcsus had bccn part man and part God, would He 
have I~een qnalificd to meet the requirements of the 
divi~lc law :i r[ 212. 

Wliat does the divine law definitely require as to the 
qualification of the redeemer or ransomer? r j  212. 

I n  GOLDEN AGE No. 97, page 555, paragraphs 
7-9 : These dates should read : "Abraham lived 
from 2008 to 2183. . . . Isaac was born A. M. 
2108. Jacob was born A. M. 2168." 
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Poland, Child of the Battlefield 
In Two Parts (Part I )  

P OLAND was born on a battlefield, and has 
been on one ever since. There are sections 

of Poland which have been traversed seven 
t&es by advancing or  retrwting arnlies since 

. that fatal day in 1914 when the Czar of all the 
- Russias posted the red notlees of' universal 

mobilization everywhere throughout his Car- 
flung dominions and the marc11 against Prze- 
mysl, the Austrian fortress, was begun. 

I n  1917 the government of Bussia, a t  that 
time one of the Allies, proclainied the indcl>t.ii- 
denee of Poland; and the nl~cleus of the prcscnt 
government was for~ned, with its headcluartcrs 
a t  Warsaw, the ancient capital of the kingdom. 
Poland, as a separate government, had been out 
of existence for 122 years, since the emperors 
of Russia, Austria and Germany had laid vio- 
lent hands upon it and divided its territory. - The League of Nations confirmed Russia's ces- 
sion of territory, and added certain areas from 
Germany and Austria. 

I n  the east a line was fixed, called thc Ethnic 
line, beyond which it was not considered wise 
fo r  Poland to go, on the principle that the new 
Poland should be, as  largely as possible, Polish 
in fact as well as in name. The ancient bound- 
a,y on the east had been considerably farther 
away, but the intervening territory is now 
hrgely populated with Ruthenians and contains 
very few Poles. 

Within the territory assigned to the new 
Poland, and in other t e r r i t o~y  seized and held 
by her in addition to that granted by the League 
d Nations, there is an area as large as  Ger- 
many, and a population of 30,000,000, a little 
more than one-half of whom are  Poles. Official 
Polish figures admit 8,000,000 non-Poles within 
the area; other estimates are higher, running 
to nearly one-half the total population. 

The new government is a republic, with a 
constitut;on adopted March 17, 1021, vesting 
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the power in a president elected for seven 
years, an  assembly called the Sejm, a senate 
and the courts. Men and women twenty-one 
years of age may vote. The constitution pro- 
vicies equal rights in religion, free compulsory 
cducntion, state care of orphalls, and prohibi- 
tion of night work by women and by children 
under fifteen ycars of age. 

As \byas to be espetgted in a country conkin- 
inq l l ~ i l l i a ~ ~ s  of Germans, Russians, Lithuanians, 
likraillians, and Jews, besides the Poles, the . 
assenll_ily is a cos~nopolitan affair, with nine- 
tcckn distinct political parties in the field; and 
of course the new government functions labo- 
riously. This natural difficulty is  heightened -. 
by a disposition on the part of many of the 
Catholic Poles to say to all these other persons 
that they must, in substance, become actual 
Poles in language, manners, religion, and cul- 
ture, or expect to be treated as  traitors and 
encrnies. 

The first President, Doctor Gabriel Narnto- 
T ~ ~ C L ,  was assassinated by a political opponent 
five days after his election. The present 
President, Stanislas T7Tojciechowski, is a leader a 

i l l  the coiiperativc movement, and is supported 
by various liberal parties, but highly respected 
by less liberal elements as well. There are  six .': 
worlicn members in the Polish parliament. .- 

During a crisis in onc of Poland's many mili- s 
tary adventures an American organization of- -i 

fered to plan and equip five sanitary trains; Lx 

but before n move could be made, it was neces- 
sary to obtain the individual approval of fifteen 

3 -2 

7 . 3  

* &  -.. 
department heads, a minister of railways, and .$ 
the military commander. z.3 

A drastic law provides that every attempt 
against the government of the existing r6,ke, 
army or police, with the object of seizing power, A 

is punishable with death; and every prepara- - -ig tion for such an attempt is punishable by im- 
r 2g 
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prisonment for twenty years. It is said that men because she dared not swell the d%: 
on one occasion 15,000 Ukrainian Nationalists ehc unemployed by further demobilization. 
were arrested before and during the polling in Because of its geographical position Pol 
Eastst Galicia, all the candidates of the Commun- lays claim to being the barrier of civiliz 
ist party were arrested, labor urliorl leaders against the spread of bolshevism. There 
were arrested, the union officcs were closed, and enouqh truth in this so that as  long as 
thd funds confiscated. These steps against lib- nation puts up a warlike front against RU$S&~ 
e r e  of thought and expression indicate fears 31-hether necessary to maintain such a wariikd+ 
for the stability of the government and tend Srorrt or not, i t  car1 confidently count on free3 
to promote its instability. food and f r ~ c  clothing for its army and &i.C$q 

income for the aristocrat oiticers who woa@$$ 
Making War a Business otherwise have to go to work the same i&z 

early history of the new Poland shows other people. The financiers of the world fin%;% 
Ty:at war its p r inc jp l  industry, the it prolitable to maintain a great Polish 
business to whic]l all other enterprises in the rather than brook a system which seeks th@% 

were subordinated. One ll-ould haye elinlination ILS govcrlling factors. I n  the 6$&& 

thought that after all the harrowing experiences i t  the common people of other lands-aaX$ 
through which this war-torn section of the world are maintaining the arlny, anyway. There am4 
has passed, its inhabitants would have welcomed ways of Pt t i l lg  i t  out of them by legislati-4 
nothing so much a s  peace; the reverse seems drives and otherwise. , --u -.-3 
to have been the case. 

When the armistice was signed Poland had 
no army; in  a year i t  had 300,000 men under 
arms; in  another year it had 700,000 under 
arms; today, next to Russia and France, it has 
the largest standing army in Europe. Not all 
of these are fighting men, however. Cracow has 
gained fame as  the headquarters of a cavalry 
re,aiment of young noblemen which has a dis- 
tinct understanding that it is not to be sent to 
the front. I n  some of the cities there are  offi- 
cers in  excess of soldiers. This is due to the 
fact that when war i s  on it is the peasants 
from the country that do the actual fighting. 
Wounded .officers are seldom seen: 

Like all other countries with great armies, 
the militarists have found plenty to do; and 
Poland has been embroiled in wars north, south, 
east and west. The new Poland has had an 
overflowing abundance of that mysterious thing 
sometimes called patriotism, but not properly 
so called, which makes a people ready for con- 
flict with neighboring nations on the least prov- 
ocation. For  a time i t  looked as  if the Polish 
people hnd become accustomed to war as  the 
n ~ r m a l  thing, and dreaded peace as  bringing 
with i t  dangers to which they mere not accus- 
tomed. 

Abont the time that he left Poland the great 
musician Paderewski, the world's most famous 
pianist, made the statement that i t  was neces- 
sary for Poland to maintain an army of 800,000 

' *<A 
Peace as a Desideratum . <@ 

P O L A N D  has been made a barrier against2 
Russia, but is the last country in the w8qh 

to make an effective one geographically; fe&s 
i t  has no natural frontiers. The country is a-..: 
vast plain, something like our Middle 
paradisc for agriculturists, but not for rarri&=$ 
And a s  a real barrier thirty million people,- 
even though well armed, will hardly keep ftpark4 
sixty inillion Germans and a hundred ad-4 
eighty million Russians if the Germans am$$ 
Russians really determine to get together. - @ 

Running a country a s  a war-making machi&?? 
has the natural effect of destroying in  i t  ev@2$YC 4 thing of beauty and of value. German a%&-% 
Austrian Poland, when turned over to the Bdiishg 
government, had 7,500 miles of State rsilwapg4 
1,800 miles of rivers navigable for 1,000-toe 
boats, superb schools and universities, pod2 
roads, civil and military buildings, and te&$ 
phone and telegraph services. These desiraW2 
things have not been extended and irnpro-vd2 
upon; they have been restrained. Bridges lxq 4 

been neglected. The peasants have been mq 
duced almost to starvation, living on -4 
grass and acorns ground into flour; and t h  ,&E% 

one of the most fertile spots on the globe. = 9 
War does not tend to spiritualize people, 

the preachers of the world to the contrarybac6,i 
withstanding; it tends to bestialize them. ;ad@*: 
Israel TVinebroin of Pork, Pa., arriving i& 

.1 
5 



' h e r i c a  just after one of the Polish wars, 
reported that a few miles out of Warsaw the 
train was held up and systematically robbed 
by 1:olish soldiers. 

The soldiers have a hard time of it, too. I n  
one of the campaigns a visitor reports that he 
had seen several trainloads of wounded soldiers 
return from the front. They carrie in box cars, 
siclc, dead, and woundcd lying on the floors un- 
attended and anlid stench and agony unslpcak- 
able. What is there "spiritual" in this? 

War  destroys the incentme to save. Warsaw 
has grown in a few years from G00,000 to 
1,200,000 population; and h ~ r e  the money oh- 
tained from France, England and the United 
States is largely spent. Warsaw is a fine mod- 
ern city, full of hal~dsorne stone buildings, wide, 
well-paved streets, gardens, and open squares 
filled with frees and plants. I t s  residents spend 
their money as they get i t ;  a fair &nner costs 
about $1.50 in American money. 

The Parliament has endeavored to do what 
it could to improve the contiition of the peas- 
ants. A law has becn passed, limiting the sixc 
of the landed estates. All the cstatcbs of t l ~ c  
Czar and the Russian church have been t.~~:rtis- 
cated. The forests, which constitute twcr~ty 
pcrcent of the country, have been nationalized. 
These are the things to which Poland needs to 
give attention, and not the affairs of her ncigh- 
bors, except to be a t  peace with them. On ac, 
count of the fertility of its soil, eighty-five per- 
cent of the whole area of Poland being arahle, 
it has the densest population of the wllole 
middle east of Europe, averaging two hundred 
for  each square mile. Under a proper govcrn- 
ment it has tremendous possibilities. 

Wars in the North-Lithuania 

T 0 THE north of Poland lies Litl~uania, the 
little Baltic state which has Latvia on the 

north, Russia on the east, Poland on the south, 
and Germany on the west. Lithuania is to 
Poland what Ireland is to Great Britain; i t  
prefers its own separate government. There is 
a Lithuanian langnage as there is an Irish 
language; but as the Irishman prefers his own 
rule, even though he speaks the English Ian- 
guage, so the Lithuanian prefers his own rule, 
even though he spealcs Polish, as is often the 
case. There was a time, centuries ago, when 
the two countries lived under one Polish king; 

and both countries suffered alike under Rus- 
sian misrule later. 

When Lithuania had i ts  own separate gov- 
ernnlc~nt, gellerations ago, its capital was yilna, 
the principal city on the railway line from 
Warsaw to Petrograd. I ts  population is +bout 
half Jewish, with minorities of Lithuanians, 
Poles and lluthenians. I t  is the natural capital 
for Lithuania, and no other Lithuanian city 
would be so acceptable to the Lithuanians. The 
Jews of Vilna are  friendly to the Protestant 
Lithuanians, from whom they have received 
kind treatment, and hostile to the Catholia 
Poles, from whom they have received much 
unkind treatment. 

Now it happens that Vilna, if possessed by 
Poland, would give Poland a.corridor to Latvia, 
and rnalie a wall that Russia must climb over to 
get in touch with Lithuania. And it also h a p  
pens that Vilna was the birthplace of General 
Pilsudski, sometimes called i ts  George Wash- 
ington. And it still further happens that Gen- 
eral Pilsudslti, in the language of the New York 
Tinzes, "is animated by vast personal ambition, 
by imincr!se and bitter hatred of Russia, and 
by fcrvt~r~t patriptism of the narrow nationalist 
type, whose prime object i s  to extend the coun- 
try's rule and power to the utmost limits, re- 
gardless of justice or  even of possible come- 
q ~ l ~ ~ l ~ c e s ~ "  

A t  Snvalki, October 7, 1920, Polish and Lith- 
Linniall delegates agreed that Vilna and the kr- 
ritory for forty miles to the south should r e  
mail1 a, nt5ul ral possession. On the same day the 
I'olish General Zellgowski attacked Lithuanian 
troops with Polish regulars, and two days later 
occupied Vilna. Since then the usual hypocriti- 
cal palaver has been had before that council of 
highwaynlen known as  the League of Nations. 
Everybody admits that Zellgowski acted ille- 
gally; but all the same Poland keeps Vilna and 
will keep it, and Lithuania has been despoiled 
of ever becoming a respectable country. The 
League of Nations has had the matter up before 
it ten times ; but the conclusions finally a re  that 
since I'oland is in Vilna with a strong army 
and refuses to get out, the dl-powerful League 
of Nations can do nothing for Lithuania. At 
orle tirne it did threaten to send an  army, but 
failed to do so. 

The League of Nations finally awarded Vilna 
to  Poland, preferring to do an irreparable in- 



 sti ice to a small country rather than to offend 
its disobedient son. Of course the League of 
Nations promised to have the city restored to 
Lithuania, which of course they \\.ill never do, 
and of course the Lithuanians are angry clear 
through. They say now that they want Vilna 
back, and want to retain their independence; 
but in the event that this is  impossible they say 
that they will turn en masse to Russia, Ger- 

- many, or  any other country rather than Poland. 
Seeing Poland disobey the League of Nations 

and finally get i ts  approval of the disobedient 
aot, Lithuania soon did the same thing. I t  
seized the port of Memel, which the Allies were 
expecting to make into a free port for the joint 
use of Germany, Poland and Lithuania. But 
the Allies a t  once sent warships and a thousand 
French soldiers to retake the port. 

Over 50,000 soldiers of Lithuanian descent 
fought with American troops in the World 
War. These Lithuanians are  demanding that 
something be done to curb Polish rapacity. 
They claim that when Polish troops invaded 
Vilna they imprisoned prominent citizens, 
closed newspapers, attacked high schooIs, placcd 
teachers under arrest, and ejected the students 
from the schools and even from the orphan- 
ages. They also claim that the soldiers out- 
raged seven women, among them two sisters 
thirteen and fifteen years of age, and killed 
seven Jews and two sons of a Russian priest. 
Russia has offered to mediate between Poland 
and Lithuania, but Poland has declined. 

War in the South-Ukrainia 

P OLAND has had trouble with Czechoslo- 
vakia over the coal mines of Teschen, but 

the dispute did not result in war. The Allies 
awarded the city of Teschen to Poland but gave 
the mines themselves to Czschoslovalria. They 
were already in Czechoslovakian hands, and the 
Czechosloval~s said that they intended to keep 
them, no matter what the League of Nations 
decided; so the League decided to let thein keep 
them. But the decision was unacceptable to 
Poland, and is assigned a s  the reason why 
Poland refused to join the "Little Entente" of 
Czecho~lovakia, Serbia, and Roumania, formed 
for  their mutual protection against Russia. 

Poland's real war in the south was in what 
mas once the extreme northeastern par t  of 
Austro-Hungary. This country, commonly called 

Eastern Galicia, borders upon that  portio 
the Czar's former dominions commonly 
the Ukraine. Taken together, the Polish  pro&,^ 
inces 01 Galicia and the Russian provinces 4r2?$ 
Volhynia, Podolia, and Ukraine constitute<& 
~ k r a i n i a .  The majority of the people in  thew+>j 
four provinces speak the Ukrainian tongxi+.'.% 
The Allies promised them that their futnrg- 4 
status should be decided in accordance with thet 
wishes of the inhabitants; a t  the same time they 3 
practically told Poland that she could go as  far .z 
as she liked in subjugating Eastern Galicia and -'< 
in bringing i ts  citizens into the Polish Republi.$ $ 
whether they cared to come o r  not. _ I ' .* 

4: 
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So Poland entered upon a war of conqmsh* -4 --a 
This \vas four years ago. A cigar maker, Sirnos -3 
Xargulies, returning to New Pork in the fan--51 
of 1919, made the statement respecting t.hh'-<d 
campaign : -2 -5 

-+ 

"Although everybody knows that the populdion 7 
Eabtern Galicia is almost entirely Ukrainian, the P& T2 
claimed all of the country and characterized Ukraidan. ; 
\oldlers as bands of robbers and murderers. No robba-8. $ 
ant1 murderers could have been worse than the P d d '  .-: 
\17hen the Poles cntered Tarnopol this year, they s e i d  3 
all  the horses, cattle, and grain which they could find. - 2" 
They even robbed the people whom they met of their 2 
shoes and clothing. Many a man was stopped on ttie -2 
roadway, and forced to divest himself of every bit tif 2 
his clothing and give it to the Polish soldiers. Even I, -52 

I, 
an American citizen, was held up and -robbed of mfa -: 
clothing." ,- % . 

I t  is claimed that throughout the elections held 1x4 
in Eastern Galicia force, fraud and forgeryhave 2 
been perpetrated against the Ukrainians; the.:> 
educated have been put into prison, and great, _;j 
numbers of the common people confined in con-; 2 
centration cainps which have no sanitation and.: 4 
have become breeding grounds for  epidemics; -$ 
tllc l~arvests have been seized and confiscated 2 
and the inhabitants, even the Polish population,, 2 
are deeply hostile to Polish rule. Eastera - C - 
Gdicia is the richest country in  Central < 
Europe; it has extensive oil wells, and is 4, ; -i c 

key position to  the interior of Russia. . -, 
There came a time in the spring of 1920 when 

the Ukrainians, some of them, decided to break 1': 
away froin Russia; so they entered into a bar- :$ 

gain with Poland to invade Russian Ukrai6i'? 
with a view of conquering Volhynia, Podolia, .< 
and the Uliraine, in return for which the&'- < 
Ukrainians would give up their claims on E&-, -! 
ern Galicia. The bait to engage in another war 5 

I.;. 

-.$ 
- * 
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was alluring; so in the Poles went pellmell. 
The Poles reached IZiev, their objective, on the 
morning of May 8, 1920. Then the Russians 
got Lfter them and chased them four hundred 
miles, almost to the doors of Warsaw, inciden- 
tally frightening the whole snivelized world 
into hysterics. 

The Poles left Kiev in a panic and were in a 
continuous panic until midsummer, when the 
Bolshevist rush was stopped. But the effect 
npon Poland was to close largely one of the 
best markets for Polish goods. The Ukraine 
is  a natural outlet for the products of Eastern 
Galicia; but trading between the two is now 
'difficult, on account of the mutual suspicions 
on both sides of the border. 

War in the East-Russia 

A T THE same time that Poland invaded the 
UBraine, with a view ol gaining for the 

Ukrainians a freedom from Soviet Itussin 
which apparently few of them really sotlght, 
they nlso invaded Tf7hite Ruthcnia, on thc 
ground that p r t  of this area had once belonged 
to the Kingdom of Poland, sorne 150 years ago, 
although i t  has been Russian ever since that 
time, and was not included by the Allies within 
the area the Poles might properly have. 

The Russians considered this a wanton at- 
tack; and the most capable military officers ral- 
lied to defend their fatherland, although, as the 
San Francisco Exawziner remarked a t  the time, 
"the Russian people probably did more than 
any other great nation in history to avoid this 
war with the Poles, and even allowed the Polish 
armies to march two hundred miles into Rus- 
sian territory and occupy it for months without 
making an armed resistance." 

The Russians made the mistake of moving 
npon Poland faster than their supplies could 
follow them; but by the middle of July the 
P-oles, who sixty days before had been fa r  into 
Russia, were being chased across their own 
country and were asking for  an  armistice. 

On July 31, 1920, the New York World in its 
headlines told the situation in a nutshell: 
"Debacle of Poles is Pitiable Sight; h k n  in 
Wild Panic; Bolshevik Patmls are Fast  Round- 
ing Up Broken Fragments of Northern Armies ; 
Allies to Limit Terms that Poland may Accept; 
Munitions Being Rushed to Warsaw from All 
Bides ; Hungary Would Mobilize.'' 

On August 7, 1920, the New York Times re- 
ported the Russian armies as  only forty o r  fifty 
miles from Warsaw and a general exodus of 
the inhabitants under way. A11 outgoing tfains 
were crowded to the limit, while the incoming 
Oriental Express from Paris had but five 'pas- 
sengers aboard. Several of the legations* had. 
alrcady cleared out, and the remaining foreign 
representatives were expecting to go shortly. 

On August 9, 1920, the Philadelpgia Press 
reported a complete internal collapse in Poland, 
a military catastrophe; that three hundred de- 
serting officcrs had been placed on trial and 
twenty-three of them executed ; that the Polish 
government had ceased to coordinate, the 
finance ministry being the first to leave. 

On August 14,1920, the New York Times re- 
ported the Russian troops only twenty miles 
from Warsaw and advancing all along the line 
except in the extrerr~e south; that the popula- 
tion of Warsaw was in a frenzy, and hundreds 
of refugees were fleeing they knew not where. 

Thcsc despatches are  sufficient to show that 
the great Polish army, despite its size, withered 
before the Russian advanc.e. The advance was 
actually checked by a new army of 75,000 
mromen, peasants armed with scythes, boy 
scouts, veterans of other wars, and a few of 
the regular troops, hastily raised by the Polish 
General Haller and the French Genepal Wey- 
gand. These were sufficient to break the greatly 
extended line of the Russians and compel a 
retreat. But this particular war, in which the 
Poles were the aggressors, leaves them nothing 
of which t o  boast. They had a narrow escape. 

When the Russians were nearest Warsaw, 
they sent airplanes over the city and deluged 
the defending armies with literature stating 
that they were friends, not enemies, and urged 
the Poles to stop fighting where they had every- 
thing to lose and nothing to gain. The New 
York Times of July 30, 1920, commenting on 
this phase of the situation, acknowledged that '  
Bolshevist sentiment was shaking Poland, and 
that Warsaw might turn Soviet a t  any moment. 

At the Peace Conference 
T THE peace conference which followed A this disastrous campaign the proposals 

which Russia put forward electrified the intel- 
ligent people of the world, those who were ap- 
prised of the fact through such newspapers as 



a r e  not afraid to print the good thnt people do. 
These proposals were so diiferent from what 
the Allies would have put forward, so much 
more' reasonable, and so much more sensible. 

They began by reminding the Polish people 
that  they had no wish to interfere in any way 
with Poland's indepcnclrnce or  liberties; that 
they did not wish any of the spoils which v i e  
tors in wars are accuetornrd to claim, ant1 which 
the Allies did claim frciii Ccrrnany; thnt as l a r  
as  frontiers were concerned they ncrc  willing 
to give the Poles even more tclrritory than had 
been allotted to them by the -4liics. hnt that 
they did wish the Poles f,o stay on their own 
lands and to be peaccahlc, and to ccase allowing 
themselves to be used as  catspaws by the 
F r e n d ~  bankers. To cap the climax, thcy s~rvecl 
notice that unless the Poles would agree to an 
arnlistice within ten days, they would a t  once 
begin a winter campaign against thrm. 

The Poles saw the logic of the situation, and 
peace was arranged. But so strong was Gen- 
eral Pilsndski's desire to rcFngage in another 
war with Russia the succeeding summer that 
h s  was saved from it only by the strong influ- 
ence of others who have Poland's real interests 
a t  heart. 

I n  the latter part of last year, a t  the Moscow 
Disarmament Conference between Russia, PO- 
land, Hungary, and Roumania, the Polish gov- 
ernment stated that it could not reduce its army 
below 373,000 without the consent of i ts  French 
advisers. 

It is of the highest importance to Poland that 
it should be a t  peace with Iiussia, the natural 
market for everything Poland has to sell. 
Yolish banks have always done the bulk of 
Eussia's banking business, and Polish engineers 
have always managed Russia's largest indus- 
t r id  enterprises. Even as it is, a consldcrable 
percentage.of Polish textiies finds its way 111to 
Russia through the hands of Jews and Rutiie- 
nians acting as middlemen. 

War in the West-Germany 

T Hli! trouble between Poland and Germany 
has been largely over the Xilesian coal 

fields, claimed by each of these countries as  
vital to their interests. The whole of Silesia 
Bras not brought into the argument; as n whole 
it is estimated to be about sever:ty-five percent 
German population. There arc parts of Silesia 
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where seventy-five percent of the 
a re  Poles ; these were not excluded in 
which was to  determine the futu 
Silesia, so tlie Poles had a n  advantage. TV 
qualily for a vote one must have lived-in $I&-,- 
district since 1904. The vote resulted in a piqi.:; 
portion of sixty-one to thirty-nine in favor" &I$--, 
Germany and against Poland. 

Thc T'nlec conlplain that the voting was U I W ; ~  
fair, as tlic proprictors of the large estates ia: .:* 
that src.tio~~ ol.jianized their worlrmen to vote as . 3 
thcy tiesireti. I t  is  said that of two hundred-- 
mectings planned by the Poles in Allensteip! : 
or:ly fn!.iy ncre  held vithout being braken up, - 
and that during thr final ~ -ce l<  before the votiag : 
the 1'01c,s were unable to hold any meetings &t * 

all. Yhc Polcs also cornplain that they did not 
hare opportunity to r.c~ttxrn to Upper Silesia 1: 
those I'olish patriots forced out of Silesia in ' 

the eighteen months of German terror aAer 
the war. 

Before the war Dr. Paul Weber, a Germaa- 
statistician, estimated the Poles in Upper Sil* ; 

as  fifty-eight percent in 1889 and fif ty-thee - -  
percent in 1910. Polish statisticians e s t h t i - ' -  
the Polish population in Upper Silesia a t  
two percent. TIIE GOLDEN AGE simply gives 
what data i t  has on this subject, withont guar--- 
anteeing accuracy. 

H(4ore the plebiscite was taken, German offi- 
cials charged that Poland was mobili.aing 144Ip, 
000 troops with the intention of $&zing the diar 
trict, no matter what the plebiscite showed. 
This charge was true;  and its truth mas a 
ted months before the seizure by General 
fantg, thr officer entrusted with the seizure an 
later made a rnember of the Polish cabinet. 

At the time Tcorfanty's troops seized the areat 3 
i t  was undcr the care of the Allies, so that the 3 
seizure \+as virtually an  act of war again 
thrm. But without a doubt Gorfantg wBfl 
merely obeying orders that had come to  b,:-%l I j  

in  a roundabout way from France. S -4 
Briiish reports state that when the s e i m n  ' 2 

ochrred,  men and women wcre dragged fmm 3 
bed, flogged and tortured, for having &rrna~8:2 3 urrder their rools. Local companies of Germans :,q 
made some effort to protect their properties," 
but desisted from defence when warned by the $3 
Allies that they must do so. The League 02-23 
Nations has awarded the bulk of Upper Silesig -72 
to I'oland, despite the belief of England 4 

Su .-d -- 
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-. --. Italy that Gcrrnany shonld liave it so that she 
s might m e t  her reparations paynients and re- 

store world trade to normal. 
?\ 
--, 

~ o r ' t h e  year 1923 Poland seenis to have got- 
. . , ten along pretty well, except that jt narrowly 

escaped conflicts with L)anr:lg, the free city on 
the Baltic wliicli acts as its port of entry, and 
again with Rnssia tliro11g.11 open encourageiiit~nt 
of a-revolt hy the Rut t r~~i lans  against tlic. Sovicht 
administration. Aiarrhal FOCII a(lvih(d tlie 

, Poles to rlos2 their border :~x:.ainst 1)an;:ig and 
route their g~ocis t l~rol~gli  sonic ol1ic.r port,  i f  
they cnnnot grt  along wit11 the people of t i n t  
city, and to t i l int i  t lr~ir .  0x1-ri blxsinrss ;:s regards 
Russian affairs. This is vcry sound xtlvjcc. 
The poptilation of Danaig is Iargcly German. 

When the Russians were in contact with the 
Gerrnans all along the north-central frontier of 
Pol:lncl in tlic sullinler of 1920 they showed the 
utiuost friendliness to each other, although the 
Gcrtnans ~vould not allow them to cross the 
liric, and fired at some of them when they 
endtbnvorcd to do so. 

Poland's coursc with GErmany would seem to 
bc to retain lier good will, and not encourage 
her ill will. l'oland now has several million 
Jews and otliers who would welc~nle a German 
govc.rnlncnt ; for they call remember when 
~u!dcr t l ~n t  govc~i~ni rn t  thcy were well fed, well 
clothrd, L ~ ~ ~ i n e s s  was good, prices were moder- 
:it?, and tlicre ~ v a s  quiet and conifort. Why be 
always on the warpath7 

Reports From Foreign Correspondents 

Front Switzerland 

L LOYD GEORGE wrote some time ago: "Tlie 
confusion in the eca~iornical life of Central 

Europe is  continually growing worse; Pvery- 
where the shivering insc~curity incrcnsrs." 

If 1922 was the year or fruitless, rc:ultkss 
world conferences, 1923 may be termed the year 
of complete stagnation. 

If we look a t  it from a distance, it moulcl 
seem as if all big politicians, big bnsiness con- 
cerns and big clcrgy would be condemned to 
inactivity; and that they woultl stand like para- 
lytics, helplessly watcliing the incrc~asing disso- 
lution. Kothing is moving ant\-ard or hackward; 
everything stands perfectly quiet. 

The opposing elements of society have en- 
trenched themselves, as did the soldiers during 
the war, so tl at they cannot move. From the 
economical standpoint we see the conditions, 
too, so embroiled that the great men of this 
world do not dare any more to t;al<e any encr- 
getic measure. If they t ry  to take one, then 
immediately there are serious dislocations dis- 
cerned which they fear may be worse than the 
actual conditions. Therefore politicians prefer 
to keep matters as they are, altliongh thcy con- 
cede that the continuatjon of such conditions 
will surely lead to a wreclr. 

But if, from our high tower of THE GOLDEN 
AGE, we consider more attentively the motion 
beneath in the bustle of worldly affairs, we 

n ~ u s t  recognize that the stagnation is onIy an 
apparent one. 

I t  has bt>eii generally conceded that 1922 pro- 
ctnccd ~lotlling a t  all; that . i t  was found impos- 
sii:lc to hriclge over tlie chasms of disagree- 
nlri~t ,  ant1 that there \\-ill never bc an agree- 
ment, either po1;tical or economical. Efforts to 
come to agreenlent have been virtually aban- 
doned. 

A fern optimists only cry fo r  a world confer- 
encc a t  which, in cvery case, the questions of 
war reparations and of the treaty of Versailles 
s21sll bc revised, hoping that thereby every dif- 
f i c~~l ty  may be lifted. Rut others point to the 
cridltss conference a t  Lausanne about the Orient 
question, ~vhcre the most extreme efforts of the 
migllty ones of earth di'd not succeed in ar- 
ranging a satisfactory peace. Very evidently 
tlit:sc tliplomats are f a r  from being able to solve 
the thousandfold, difiicult European problems. 

Bccausct of this recognized inability to create 
orderly conditions me notice how, f a r  a t  the 
back, there (levelops a fevcrish activity. %That 
is the meaning of this activity, of this intense 
recruiting, of this concentration of all energies 
in cvery camp? 

Did the mighty ones recognize that there 
must be a thorough change in the leading of the 
people; and are they just now bnsy instructing 
the masses of the people, to prepare them for  
the incoming order of things? Not at all1 
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Quite the contrary! They hold more obstinately ences. They demand the most extreme GO 

to  their old principles and aims; and i t  seems tration of all forces f o r  the last and deai 
that an iron determination ar~imates them to battle. 
t r y  everything, so as to gain or  to die. As the The cler-gy, too, does not make any exoeptioa 
Reichslianzler Cuno said on this line on March Everywhere we see it in the first ranks of the 
6th: "We shall go this way unto the end, even annics of the wealthy classes, and specially dp 
if i t  is a long and difficult one." Othrrwise we see the Catholic church coming to the fro&? 
stated, they prcfcr to coille to an extremity as  chief factor, developing an intense and un- 
rather than to lose their positions, as the well- expected energy. 
known English leader of the railway workers, L)OStojCWFky TIUtS in the "Grossinquisitof 
Thomas, said: "We know we go to the preci- these words into the mouth of thg : 
pice, but we go not alone." Catholic c1iurcl:h : 

Or, as Trotslry said a Sew days ago a t  a dem- 
onstration against England, according to No. ('1 a.111 gather again the flock, I will quiet it, ' 

105 of the Iswestija: this will I do from now a ~ l d  forever. . . . 
"They w~l l  g,m,e at us, nr 11 Pear us, and yet be proud + 

"In case we come to it, the war will be for life or of US, kccalise we are so nughty and wise, and because 
death; therefore docs lxussia that <this may we wPrr able to tame the revcdutionary flock. . . . . 
pass awdy ulltll Soviet llusqla shall be autficlently armed nbbolve t'lenl~ are we* rind -- 

misrrahle; and they will love us llke children, if m and prepared, and then shall it begln the war ltself." 
allow thcm to sin." -?- 

.% 

It seems to be the chief activity of most of 
the party leaders of the present time to influ- 
ence the great masses of the flocli. The masses 
of faithful followers are being always better 
organized and instructed-for w h a t o o r  the 
great and final conflict, which the Scriptures 
also foresaw long centuries ago, and which they 
designate, in order to show the difference be- 
tween it and all other former battles of national 
kind, as  the greatest fight of classes, the Battle 
of Armageddon. 

And really there is no doubt that if we exam- 
ine more strictly the actual conditions in the 
world, we must recognize that all classes and 
groups of interests are  preparing designedly 
and systematically for t h s  mighty final fight. 
We do not know whether they hope to be vic- 
torious; but certainly they seem to be entirely 
dominated by the thought that the best thing 
to do is to put all the cards into the game, in 
order to obtain a decisive result, as there seems 
to be no possibility of peaceable settlement. 

Fascism and Bolshevism have therefore, 
under such conditions, the very best prospects 
of flourishing; and more and more is  humanity 
divided into these two mighty parties. The in- 
termedial elements, which still speak words of 
warning and preach reconciliation, are termed 
pernicious individuals, without principles, who 

-prejudice the courage of the attacking troops. 
The opposing forces want no more confer- 

*- . 
But the effort of the church to  bring the 

tuinultuous and discontented masses of people 
under its dominion will very soon prove to  be 
a failure; and the church itself shall fall in the; 
great final conflict, according to the clear wit- .? __ 
ness of the Scriptures. 

Don Sturzo, Secretary of the Catholic p p u ~  
lar  party of Italy, has in view to create a big 3 
"Catholic Internationale" as  a counterbalance a 
against the "Socialistic Intermtionale"; and 1 
for this purpose he treats also with the leadera ''L 
of the "Christian Socialists." They first of 1 
think of a coiiperation of the "Popolarie" of 3 
Italy (Catholic popular party), of the Gerrnan 44 
"Zentrum," and of the Austrian "Christlich- ,a 
sozialen Partei." / xi .q 

The events in the world develop, as we ma 
see, in the lines pointed out, exactly as the -2 
prophets of God foretold it. 2-' -34 

With giant strides we a re  rushing toward- 4 
the battle of Armageddon, and today we are ..i 
able to assure with certainty that this gigantio -7 
and final conflict will be the birthday of the-:d 
new order of things-the Golden Age. - --:g 

"For thus saith the Lord of hosts: Yet on*,: 
i t  is  a little while, and I will shake the heavens" 
[the ecclesiastical conditions], and the earth.- 
[the social order], and the sea [discontent&. 
mob], and the dry land [the wealthy class];-'3 
and I will shake all nations, and the desire off 3 
all nations shall come."-Haggai 2 : 6,7. , -2 

4 -+: 
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k- - r, Kom Canada press to k ~ e p  fai-nler and labor apart, to keep -- - - WHILE the saying that can army travels them lighting one another. This has failed, as 

C on its s t o m a c ~  wnnot be talren literally, the evidence proved that b d  were being 

r;: it expresses crude]y a fnndamental truth, xa- robbed by the same astute and releiltless enemy 
k tiolls travel upon wealth produced primarily -a cOlubination of and politicd 

from the land; and it is p o s s i ~ ~ e  to travel power. Joint action by farmer and labor is  in 

- wisely and un,visely, depending to a great ex- evidence everywhere. This fact makes unneces- 

tent on the ability and character of those in sary the quoting evidenc7! 

control of national affairs. proving that the great majority of the country, 
.- " canada, of course, is mainly an ma'' UP from these two c'a'ses? have a corn- . 

muntry, i ts  extensive grain fields being the mon grievance expressed in their slogan : "Pro- 

heart of i ts  national life and prosperity. duction for use ai?d not for  profit." 

The following from the Free Press PI-airie Those who own the money and the factories 

Farmer expresses a principle which ~vould well desire "production for  profit." It i s  to their 

apply to the basic industry of any country. iiltcrcsts to get as large a margin of profit in a 

Under the heading, "Canada's One Ontstanding foreign market a s  is possible in  competition 

Industry; Why Not Help It Along," i t  says : ~vi th  other countries ; hence the organized effort 
to secure earth's products at a low price 

"Bas Canada one outstanding ind~~s t ry?  She has. throuqh credit restrictions and low wages. 
y h a t  line of mauufacluring is i t? It isn't manufuctur- TIlr: follon-ing from the Toronto s t a r ,  June 7, 
ing a t  all; it is famling. 

% is self-csplanatory : 
"Are there figures to substantiate this? There are. 

You can find them in a gove~nmcnt blue book. "The plight of the Canadian farmer was pointed out 

"What is the total aniount i n v ~ s t ~ d  in agriculture? to the Toronto Methodist Conference today by Rev. 

Ip 1921 it was placed a t  $6,632,000,000. S. W. Dcan, in his report on the financial department 
of tlie church. 'The basic industry of our country- 

"How does that compare with the rrloney ~nveskd in 
agriculture-suffers serious handicap,' he said. The other industries? h a v i n g  out the railnays it is as farmer is computed by thr domliiion departrnent of 

large as the capital in all other industries put together. 
labor to be rcceiring for what he sells only lo$$% "Then if the farming industry were being eucouraged 
more than in 1914, while he now has to pay 112% 

and were doing well in Canacla, the country would be 
more for what he buys than he did then.'" 

increasing in wealth and buslness would be good gen- 
erally and employment provided for everybody? It That the farmer no longer expects the chur& 
would. Even a fool could see that. systems to champion liis cause, is evidenced by 

''But the men we elect see it? tlie further statement that '.tllcre were 1,200 
That's often the question. preaching places without churches, and 300 cir- 

"Then what sort of men are they? Now you've aslced cuits yet ~viitllout parsol,s.,, 
something." TIThcn the people see how the surplus wealth 

With cheap land, long hours of labor, big of their country has been poured out, and is  
shipments of grain and cattle, and ninety per- being poured out to further en~1a1.e them, we 
cent of the farms mortgaged to the hilt, the think drastic reforins ~vil l  be in order. 
farmers are  beginning to wake u p  and to say The Moose Jaw Evening Tznzes, &fay 25, 
that something is wrong. They have investi- 1923, in its editorial puts its finger on the vis- 
gated freight rates-water and rail, govern- ible source of the trouble: 
merit price the industr3T7 the "Th fact that the increac in the Nsltimld Debt this 
bank act, credit restrictions (at to year was 9;~9,000,000, as eompawfi n.,rlih $81.000,00(), - the machinery mmbines, and the ever- for the previous year. proves that the Co\~emment hr. 
lasting tariff Wall (the price of big business) accon~plirhed a great deal by way of patting a stop to 
the lowering of which has been the hoary Prom- the war spirlt and war attitudc towar<ls expenditures. 
ise of the professional politician for nlany But sat~sfactlon to this fact is liable to e1o:ld the visloll, 
decades. The farmer now declares loudly that to the other fact that $49.000,000 has been atlded to 
he has been flim-flammed long enough. the National Debt upon 15-hich interest has to h~ paid to 

Seeing the writing on the nral], the moneyed the anlonnt of approxirnatc.1~ $2,500,000 a !car." 

interest. have endeavored through a corrupt To g e t  u better view of the trouble, l i u ~ i - e ~ ~ . ~ ,  
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we must look a t  the matter in an  international will happen when that takes place?"'- 
way, and note the other nations are doing the Press. Llay 9, 1923. 

very same thing. Reference to a "non-church goe 
Tba fruits of the labors of the farmer, the Newbury, Ontario, was made by R 

hired man, and the factory hand are being &'ar.ql~:ir.son ol' that town, in discussing chur& 
taken by heavy taxation for  the Purpose of attpllcltlucc a t  the closing day's session of the 
paying off the heavy bonded indebtedness in- Congress of Social Service Council of OntariD:" 
curred during the last great war as well as to 
build up the material and man powclr for  future " 'I have been invitrd, and havc attended, a meeting - 
wars when the same toilers or their sons will of the Union,' he said. '1)iscussion W~W quite frank - 

be called out to destroy one another because . . . they cl~arged us w-lth all li~nds of falsehoods. One-- 

Big Business so decrees. man said w r  wcrc old foglcs. So we are,' added the-, 
speaker franh1y."-Edmonton Journal, May 10, 1923.. 

The Annual Report of $e Department of 
Labor shows loss of trade-union membership According to the Nelson Daily News, Arch- 
as follows: bishop Du Vernet, addressing the triennial ses- -: 

"During the three-year period from 1920-23, decline sion of the provincial Anglican synod, states : - ' 

in trade-union membership in Canada, 101,425, the loss "If we are to justify our existence the Anglimn - 
in the last calendar year being 156 in branches, and Church, orgullized to function in this province one ' 

36,699 in members." unitcd body, we must cobperate more as a provincid 
unit, ~ l t h  other corresponding church units, to bring- The recent efforts of labor to better condi- the iliiluenee of a unlted religious force to bear u p 6  - 

tions resulted in failure and consequent loss of the Jlr"vi,lcid government in matters perhining to the . 
their union funds, and a measure of dishearten- smial and moral of the of this province- .: 
ment. The foe was too well entrenched and unit& ,, ,hnd;  divided we fall? 
organized, and the result is that a large number 
of worlrers despair of getting redress by cons ti- The Papers are flooded with accounts of heal-- 
tutional means. This condition should be noted id6  campaigns which seem to be very well at- . 
by the apowers that be," instead of inwardly tended, though no doubt many go from curios-" 
rejoicing at a surface victory. ity. A climax to the various "healings" by Rev. 

Unfortunately in this hour of stress our great Chas. S. Price, in the Vancouver Arena, is - 
church systems, Catholic and Protestant, offer found in the Vancouver Sun, June 2, 1923: 
no panacea or  even anything to alleviate condi- "Rev. R. Edwards dies at Sanitarium of violent over- 
tions. The Protestant systems like an army excitement. IIe came to Vancouver a s  a minister deeply ; 
taken by surprise are in great confusion, abso- interestcd in this evangellstlc campaign to witness and 

lutely oblivious to anything but efforts toward ~tutiy the con>~rslons and hedings reported to be .:ki 
union-recrimination, mutual distrust, brought about under Mr. Prlcc's ministry. He was . 

selfish is the or.er of the day. qut profoundly impressed, and went before Mr. Price on -: 
the Arena platform to be healed of the conditions which - 

notwithst9nding 'Om' 'pirited 'pposition impalrPd his general health. He was by, - 
about of the it looks as Xi-. Price, and he collapsed on the platform. He stated-- 
though union 'vould be consummated by the aftrrwards that he did not losc complete conscioum,&, 

and but he dld not know that he had fallen down. It was, 
alists. apparent to his friends who saw him that he came 

Instead of being occupied in @;iving out the under some powerful psychic influence. I n  s few 
gospel message to the people, they are on the moment8 he came around, and he stated that he ~ t u  
defensive, even seeking to justify their exist- healed. IIe was absolutely sincere, and was moved to r + , 

ence in the eyes or the people. higll p~tch of r ~ l ~ g ~ o u s  fervor by his experience. Undw -*z 
we might multiply quotations fmm the can- the ~mpulse of this suggestion he attended all of sthg . 

adian Press to prove the point, such as :  J'r~rc rncetings and took an active part. H e  waa most 
enthnslastic and was quite carried away. As a &t . 

"'The working man has a grievance with the h r  overtaxed his stlength, and a week ago f i d 8 y  . 
Church,' smd Rev. G. Dickson, . . . 'thcsc men are at suffered a complete nenous breakdown. He tqw.ue -2 
the Church door dcrnanding an explanat~on. We must dally worse, and was taken to Dr. XcKay's sanahium, ,;j: 
open the door and let them in for a consultation. What where he died on Wednnesday morning." -2 
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7 . , China and Her People-In Four Parts (part TWO) , - 
? - 

C HINESE habits and customs makc interest- 
ing study. Many of these xrc childlilre and 

simple; others are gruesome and hardly under- 
standable to the Western mind. The Chinese 
have happy natures. "Instinctive happiness, 
quiet dignity, patience, and pacific temper, de- 
pendence on justice rather than force, and love 
of wisdom for its own salie," is said of thcm. 
These are valucs which a world bent on mutual 
destruction through the application of the sci- 
ence of war.can ill afford to ignore. China 
needs our sympathy and all the assistance we 
can give her, not fo r  the money it will bring 
the benefactors but for the blessings i t  mill 
bestow upon humanity. I n  the past the Chinese 
men and women have dressed alilic; and to 
many they have looked alike. Thoir jewelry is 
distinctively their own; they wear jade princi- 
pally, and a great deal of gold; they are as  
much addicted to diamonds as  are Americans, 
and one frequently sees a pretty Chin~se girl 
with 'barbaric jade ornnments in her ears and 
the conventional blazing on her fingers. 

The Chinese have deep and shallow wells, 
like other countries; but they draw the water 
with closely woven baskets and empty the con- 
tents into heavy wooden buckets, which, two in 
number, swung across the shoulders, they carry 
on bamboo poles. For sprinkling they use a 
basket fastened to a long pole of the s m e  kind. 

Much has been said by the missionaries about 
the Chinese women bumping their heads upon 
the rocks and causing severe headaches, about 
the mothers throwing girl babies into the rivers, 
etc. ; but the facts do not seem to warrant such 
exaggeration. And for years they have been 
getting away from the terrible practice of en- 
casing their feet in small shoes. 

of filters and strainers. But thanks to the Chi- 
nese for getting the sensible notion of cutting 
off his pig-tails some time before this. A firm 
in Ro~lston, Texas, bought up these queues; 
and when goat-hair and canel-hair became 
short Chinese hair was thrown on the market, 
and 800,000 pounds were disposed of, repre- 
senting the hair of 2,400,000 heads, or nineteen 
carloads. 

For  hundreds of miles along the Wall the 
people are quite poor, eking out an existence 
from the stony ground with great difliculty. 
Unable to own a donkey, they often harness 
thc~nselves to the crude implements of agricul- 
ture. Yet lioncst, smiling faces greet the trav- 
eler along the way. Little children gather wild 
flowcrs for the stranger; adults toiling in the 
fields will stop and politely and gladly prepare 
a bowl of rice for the hungry, ofttimes impos- 
ing their kindness npon the traveler. 

There is not only the large, peaked coolie hat, 
used as  a ~rotection against heat, but other 
hats which are emblematic of rank. Fo r  in- 
stance, tpe social position of the Manchu woman 
can always be determined by the ornaments on 
her bonnet, often consisting of precious jewels. 
These hats are said to range in price from a 
few dollars up to $10,000 each. 

Most of the tea made in our country is like 
lye. The Chinese know how to make tea. It is 
light amber in color-a "nectar with an intoxi- 
cating fragrance, half aromatic, half like the 
meadows in June, combining the freshness of 
spring with the beauty of summer sunshine 
robbed of its dust and heat." Now, if you do 
not take your next meal a t  a Chop Suey, we'd 
like to know the reason why. 

The Queues are Gone 

C ARTOONISTS habitually picture the Chi- 
nese as  wearing queues. This was never a 

Chinese institution, and they no longer wear 
them. The queue was ordered to be worn by 
the Manchu dynasty as a symbol of submission 
to  the reigning monarch. I n e n  the Manchus 
were overthrown, the first thing to go was the 

- hated queue, Chinese by the thousands being 
publicly sheared daily while bands were playing. 

Prior to the World War camel-hair and goat- 
hair were imported from Europe for the making 

I1 

Chop Sticks and Chop Suey 

M ANY have wondered at the Chinese use 
of the chop stick, or  "liwei-tsze;' as it is 

called. Many centuries ago they used metal 
forks, like other civilized people, but a really 
bright physician among them discovered that 
contact wit11 metal mars the delicate flavor of 
many a dish; and finding it hard to make forks 
of bamboo, they did the next best thing. Besides, 
the use of forlis hastens the process of taking 
food, while the chop sticks necessitate the gath- 
rring of food in smaller quantities, thaa en- 

7 
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abling the cater to Iinger over the flavor of the i t  is claimcd they work nearly the whole '6.f tb 
dish, much to the benefit of his digestion. twenty-fonr hours in a day. 

One of the popular Chinese &shes in this They love fireworks. On arriving at a Chh - -  

countly is chop suey, which means "mixed fry." nese ternple, the worshiper is given some fire- ' 
I t  is simple enough to make: Peanut oil is works to explode, p r e s ~ a b 1 ~  to put the god . 

poured irlto a deep frying pan, where it is into good humor. On the Chinese New Pear  - 

heated until it smokes. Then chopped celery, the entire night is spent by the household in 
onions, various kinds of meat, sprodted beans, sending off skyrockets and making every imag- '. 
alld other vegetables accor&ng to taste are inablc noisy display. However old, disgruntled, - - 
added, as well as  salt and seasoning. Corn- and out of sorts the Chinese may be, he enjoys -; 
starch is used to add nutritive value, a these occasions. This celebration resembles our . 
dash of syrup and of soy bean sauce for extra Christmas and Fourth of July in  combination 2 

flavoring. Prolonged simmering over a slow --everybody buys fireworks and toys. 
fire makes the dish very easy to digest. The The Clhinese have a great liking for games of - 
same process-chopping up the ingredicnts skill. Their chessboard has 256 squares, and 
and cooking them over a slow fire-is used with the game they play is quite complicated. They 
practically every Chinese dish. Those who eat have simpler games, and often play for money. -'$ 
Chinese food rarely su-ffer from digcstional o r  Since the smoking of opium has been tabooed $2 
intestinal troubles. and largely overcome, gambling may be said to _ -=?! --:* 

The foreigner in China must transport him- be their chief vice. I n  their idle moments they -:q 
self and goods with the Chinese means of loco- congregate in convenient places along a stone 3 
motion. The usual journey is lnade by rickshaw wall to smoke cigarettes, making a holiday of "1% 
or  on pony-back. The trunks, bedding, food, it, forgetting their troubles, and talk and laugh @ 
etc., precede, piled on donlrey carts and covered and have what is  thought to be a good time. h 
by large tarpaulins. The donlieys jangle the They probably get more out of life, from the .-\I 
bells hanging around their necks, as their tiny mere ~i t ta l lce  upon which they exist, t h m  any -A 
hoofs patter over the dusty roads. The drivers other people could possibly get. 1 
doze and sleep, and stop along the way to drink Think of the inconceivably happy lot that -3 
their cups of tea and to chatter over the rice shall be theirs when the Tlord's kingdom is 3 
or macaroni bowls. establislicd upon the earth with plenty to eat, =$ c. 

plenty to wear, with a good home, with labor- .d$ 
Fashion's Capricious Whims saving devices equitably distributed for  the 3 
DF,ALING with the most conservative people benefit of all, with n o t h i n  to molest nor make -3 

m the world, i t  has been next to impossible afraid, when wars and exploitation s h d  ham +%: 

to push the Paris nonsense into the minds of ceased, when there shall be no sickness, pain --d 
the Oriental women. I t  has been customary for  0' Sorrow anywhere, with the prospects of liv- - 3  
the Chinese women to change their style of ing forever filling their hearts with gratitude, -a 
dress about once in every ten o r  twenty years. and of seeing the return of their ancestry, for 
But now impressing the Western idea of civili- whom they have always had such reverence! 
zation of changing the style a t  least once a 
year, blossoming out a t  Easter in the fastidious what the Sees 
crazes of the Frcnch modemalters, is the busi- HAT strikes many travelers in  the Orient -8 
ness of the foreign merchant. Par t  of the edu- W is the ordered leisure of the Chinese, as -3 
cation now is to teach these simple folk the compared with the rustling, bustling rush here. 'I$ 
vanity of new duds and to get them to ape the This does not mean that the Chinese live a life --2 
hinericar~ wornan; and i t  is  not unusual to see of inertia; for often i t  is one of deep contern- - :,i 
thcir little feet in French slippers, with high plation and meditation. But it does mean lon- -. :g 
Ilcels. -9 gehity for them, minds untorn by the roar of >q 

The Chinese enter into many activities of traffic, hearts more a t  ease from business pres- 3 
the American business life. per hap^ the poorer sure, and nerves less tense-a thorough easy- 3 
cl:?sses take to the laundry business, eating, goingness which unquestionably shall obtain .yq 
ri dping and ~vorlring in their shops; and often under the peaceful administration of the King 4 



of kings and Lord of lords, when the necessity 
for such devitalizing bustle is relegated to the 
memories of the past. 

A traveler sees little mud houses, high plas- 
ter walls, pagodas and palace roofs, long lines 
of camels with their burdens, heavy wooden- 
wheeled carts with prairie schooner matting 
covers, floclis of long-haired goats, a great 
variety of domestic animals, and often wild 
beasts. There are long avenues of cypress 
trees, walls made of blue and yellow tile and 
carved dragons, arches, swinging windbells, 
marble bridges, pools for water fowl, stone- 
paved courts filled with roses, monasteries with 
gongs; and the sun and the moon shine the 
same in China a s  here. - 

There are large families in China; and while 
the housewife has a sort of humdrum expe- 
rience she is proud of her boys and girls. But 
she drifts with the tide, never questioning, 
acquiesces to the age-old order of things, and 
takes things as they are as the basic principle 
of her existence. 

The Chinese make perfect hosts and host- 
esses. They retain their fine spirit of hospital- 
ity that seems to belong to another age. They 
have poise and grace, and a guest is considered 
above all things. They have a graciousness 
which is sadly lacking today in the United 
States. They are fond of gayety, but retain 
their inherent dignity. They do not want intru- 
sion; but they are interested in you, if you are 
from the outside world. 

Courtship and Marriage 

G REAT and beneficial has become the change 
in the matrimonial customs. Formerly it 

was the rule for parents to sell their daughters 
or  to wish them off onto the prospective hns- 
band, even though he were a total stranger, as 
far  as the girl was concerned. Few girls will 
now wed a person with tvhom they are unae  
pa in ted ,  and much less will they consent to 
concubinage. Very many of the families are 
becoming conservative, and encourage the dam- 
sels to marry only those suitable and pleasing 
to the damsel herself. Instead of reverencing 
the slow moving of their parents to the inevi- 
table change the daughters take the "law" into 
their own hands and elope with their heart's 
choice. May we not suppose that they in this, 
too, are copying their White sisters! As the 

young girls become educated and more and 
more in a positioil to assert their rights as to 
the choice of life-partners, let us hope that a 
high regard for virtue will come with it, so 
that polygamy and immorality shall become 
unknown among them. 

There is a difference of opinion as to whether 
baby girls are  still sold in China. Yet in 1920 
there sprang up a demand, and ten dollars each 
was the price paid. Sometimes the sale of a 
Chinese girl would be consummated in this 
country among her own people. Seven,hundred 
dollars was the price paid for a twelve-year-old 
girl not very long ago. She was dressed in long 
clothing, and sold by her foster mother to a 
rich restaurant proprietor. This was aired 
before the Supreme Court, and the judge an- 
nulled the marriage. 

A noted Chinese editor has this to say about 
marriage in China: 

C 
"The Chinese cupid ia a most philosophical imp 

Love with us is not the g ra tes t  thing in the wmld. 
Love is a delusion, an intoxication, a mirage, the prod- 
uct of a deluded brain. It is a d i m ,  a most con- 
tagious, deadly disease, a kind of 'dementia Americana' 
It is a pathetic malady, turning the strongest head md 
malung the wisest man a fool. When a man is under 
its spell, he acts in the most idiotic way and perf~rms 
all sorts of antics which he will utterly wnounce and 
repudiate when he is free from its hypnotic bfluenca" 

We must remember this is a Chinese view, 
and a base and God-dishonoring view. If tais 
editor got his ideas from the infidelity or mis- 
conduct practised in America, then shame to 
the White trash that caused it. Conjugality, 
love of home, love of children, conservation of 
life and property, is a normal condition. Mar- 
riage is a sacred institution and should be hal- 
lowed, and its purity protected. Some wives are 
held in such low regard that they are little above 
a cheap substitnte for  a harlot, reducing the 
legal companionship to one of debasement and 
slavery. The world today has largely lost its 
conception of the sacredness of the marriage 
tie, and herein lies the secret of the immorality 
outrunning the progress of the age. Debauch 
the mother, lower her ideals, take away her 
refinement, refuse her devotion and respect, 
and foster a system which takes away her 
purity-by bringing her into politics, usurping 
the functions of manhood, and letting her smoke 
cigarettes-and the nation that does these 
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things is dead. It is but a question of time tors. He attends a convention of religion 
when it  will sink into the cesspool of licentious- same one the young Chinese lady is attending; 
ness, and then slide into oblivion. Marriage Tllcir cycs meet, their voices charm each other, 

- with the Cliineae may, as  with SO,IIP o t l ~ ~ r s ,  be their words are fascinating, their hearts am,,- 
merely a matter of business. Perhaps this is aglow with anticipation of a continued wm,&$ 
the reason why they sell tlicblr llttle girls, and panionship, they pledge their lives to each:--GI 
why many of theill live such lives of sliaine. other; and, shortly, there is a marriage in true'?.$ 

Lun Tsuie was a Chinese slavc girl. Sllc was Cl~inrxse style. "i kidnaped by bandits in lit\-ong Tung and  sold 'l'hc young man decides that China is the best -, 
for  $25 to a woman in Canton, who kept hcr as place on carth for him. She heartily agrees, 
a servant girl until she was fiftuclrl years of age. T ~ P  bride calls on her old friends in Chinatown; f 
Then she tvas sold for $100 to a dcalcr in slave they regretfully say "Good bye." Some of them, f 
girls, who later sold her for $200 to a "rich shed tears, and the little ltiddies can hardly 12 
man" in San Francisco, who smuggled her into coniprclirncl why their teacher and benefactor 2; 

F America as  his tvifr. Then again slic was sold, is about to forsake them. 4 
this time for $3,600. I11 telling her story she The honc~ynioori tr ip becomes the oppoljunity :-4 
said that a Buddhist priest in San Francisco's to launch the life-work. The husband lectuhs 'G 
Chinatown had a part ownership in her clliring en route. The wife sits in the audience, atten- 
a period of six years in which she brought in tivo and  interested. The bride recards the t r ip  ti 
$18,000 to her masters. as tile greatest adventure of her life; she sees 1; 

When a Chinese girl marries, she bmomcs to it that the husband's bags, books, mann-k:: 
~e property (not p r t n p r )  of her llusband, ac- scripts and umbrclla arc not lost on the way. --- .': 
cording to the old standards. She is bound to ~ [ O W  dutiful, loving and so~icitous ~ b e  is! Ar-. i 
obey not only him but his parents as  1f riving in the homeland her job becomes one of _ 
her mother-in-law beats her, her husbmd is not deliglltful pleasure to her-that of teeping the r 
supposed to interfere.  hi^ often the honw fires burning, of decorating and beautify-- 3 

wife's lot a very unhappy one, and somc~ill~es ing those sacred precincts of the domicile, and , 
she resorts to suicide. But these conditions are of gracefully serving tea to the man of * 1 
gradually passing away. house. who is never afraid to bring his men % 

friends along whenever he wants to have a chat- .! 
A Chinese Romance about something-or nothing. . 

4 TIUES the romance in the Chinese life Chinese Homelife and Patriotism so"" does not differ much from that of other IIlNA cannot be defined. It is  more than a j 
people. A young, pretty Chinese maiden comes I t  is one of the most potent elements- 
to America, enters school, takes readily to art, on the face of the earth. China repyesents-tihe ' 
music, literature and the sciences, becomes a persistent will to live in spite of every ~bs t ade . .~  
Christian (?),  which means she now has more of nature-the will to work and not to plunder. 
reverence and adoration for Christ than Con- The Chinese are peace-lovers, domestic in taste, " 

fucius. Then she goes into Chinatown and helps and patriotic. The nations of earth would Iikei.' 
her native kith to acquire an education; and if they could get away with it, to despoil China i 

incidentally she tells what she knows about by making chop suey of her and dividing the 
Christ. She endears herself alike to both old spoils. Such, however, is  not to be; for the ; 
and young. She goes to a convention of religions. avaricious nations have internal troubles mu& -: 

A young man, born of distingnished Confu- too big to turn their attention wholly t o  a h a .  " 
cian family, educated in law and chemistry and The United States has thirteen stripes. Wodd ' 
engineering, comes to America and enters col- we car? to part  with one stripet If so, which . 
lege to receive the polish of Western civiliza- one? China has five stripes in her flsg. OW 
tion, but eschews Christianity and tries to keep stripe represents the Mohammedan population.: 
his college brethren from becoming inoculated. of Tnrkestan; another represents the grea$ 
He becomes a, subject of prayer by Christian ( ?) family of Mongols ; another the people of Man- - 
workers, and in six months he professes love churian descent; another represents Tibet; add* 
for Christ as  against the religion of his ances- the fifth, the sons of Hsn. 

.k 
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'c 'A Chinese does not want to be called a China- 
- . man any more than a Negro wishes to be called 
s :*: . 
1' a nigger; both terlns arc considered disrespect- 

ful. An educated Cliincse corrirnenting on his 
being a Chinese said: 

"I cannot hclp lwing a Chinew any more than mil- 
F lions of my co~~titrymen can h'lp it. If I had been able 

to make a cholce of my complcxlon I might hake taken 
blue or green, but as ~t was 1 had to talie yellow. The 
complexion is not the man; lt has been fourid tIiat all 
blood is red; and a Chinc>sr is a lluman being, after dl." 

The wonlei1 of China are very radical in some 
things, outstripping their foreigli sisters. For  
instance, they bob thclir hair, wear tight tron- 
sers and short jackets; wli~le tlic riien wear long 
coats as ol' yore. I t  IS feared that tlie new trav- 
eler from America could not djstiriguish be- 
tween male anti Scniale, except where the for- 
mer might be adorned with hirsute appendage. 
In  the more fashionable quarters the women do 
not dress unlike the wornell here. A style, radi- 
cal and mannish and scant, is conccived in 
Par is ;  it ventures on the street; it junips to 
New York; then i t  scampers a t  186,300 miles a 
second across the country to IIolly~vood, hur- 
dles the Pacific; and Miss Chink parades in the 
pride of a Langshan rooster. \ire suppose that 
when the fear of the Western women in going 
beyond the bounds of discretion, propriety and 
modesty in dress shall have passed, such may 
be true also of the Chinese ladies. 

Some Chinese are sensitive about alluding to 
their wives as slaves. They prefer to have us 
think their womenfolk are not neglected, that 
their privileges are not suppressed by the men- 
folk, and that they do have a social standing. 
The women by traditional custom have sought 
a measure of seclusion, preferring the homelife. 
F o r  the past twenty years they have been 
coming out of obscurity, and in sorne instances 
taking their positions alongside of the men. 
With unshackled feet the modern Miss China 
bounds out from the monotony of housework 
and the responsibility of child-bea ring, and runs 
in the race with Irien in many activities. The 
more pronounced strides in this respect began 
when China became a republic. The women 
there began to interest themselves in the politi- 
cal welfare of the country; tlie suffmgctte 
deigned to appear and bombard the lawmaking 
bodies, after the manner of her White relative. 
.We are  not to think that the women have no 

voice in the home; for China has as many hen- 
pecked husbands as any other country, an'd no 
one is niore dominant in the Chinese home than 
the old grandmother. 

A pcrson should not judge the Chinese people 
by the low element, found in every country. By 
careless and uilthinliing associatioiial proces.ses 
tho American unconsciously pictures to his mind 

. the Chinese as  a person indulged in ill-conduct, 
saturated with vice, and devoid of ambition. 
Twenty years ago the narrow-minded inhabi- 
tants of certain localities in China thought of 
the people of the United States as  consisting of 
just two classes--drunkards and missionaries. 

Burial of the Dead 
OR about fifty years the reputed population F of China has been 400,000,000. Why does 

not the population increase t The death rate is 
enormous ; sixteen millions of them die every 
year. The Rockefeller Institute in China has 
studied the problem of defeating disease and 
bringing about a better health copdition, an 
effort being made to save annually ten minion 
of these deaths by scientific methods. What a 
wonderful thing it would be if the moneyed men 
of the world u~ould assist China to proper sani- 
tation, in the handling of the garbage, burial 
of the dead, and other simple laws of health, 
keeping from them American-made flour and 
breakfast foods l 

A very benevolent character, writing on this 
subject, figured out the saving. He  said: "Ten 
million people a year would mean 500,000,000 
in fifty years ; and 1,500,000,000 in one hundred 
and fifty years, not counting the birth-rate in- 
crease. MThat will the world do with so many 
ChineseV'he adds!' I s  it not a shame that a 
man would allow himself to think so loud I Why 
not let them live? IVhose earth is this? 

Rut China and the neighboring lands in Asia 
form the vast storehouse of infection from 
which great epidemics sweep in waves around 
the globe. The cause of many of the deaths is 
confined to children, in that they are not kept 
clean; plenty of soap and water not being used, 
bodily filth prevails. But China is not very f a r  
behind the times. Less than eighty years ago 
bathing was unlawfnl in Boston, except on med- 
ical advice; and just eighty years ago Virginia 
levied a tax of $30 on every bath-tub. So the 
Whites have nothing much to gloat over. 
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Thrre are said to be 1,000,000 blind in China; practised in the nnlne of religion, by the priesk. 
and they arc  regarded as accursed, and in some of every heathen faith and of so-called C h r i s t t ~ ?  " 
parts are shunned and feared, as they are faith. There is no life allywhere after death - 
thought to be victims of angry gods for some until the resurrection. I n  the resurrection an 
sin. .The blind are a pitiable class. Some have manlcind (except a saintly few who have known 
been clron necl, some poisoned, and others sold God and who were known and accepted of God) - ' 
to a life of shame. will come forth to human, fleshly, earthly c o d - , .  - " 

Some of the monuments and tombs of the tions, wit11 bodies similar to thc ones dissol?ed. 3 
rulers are very imposing and elaborate. The in death-so much so thet every one will recog- $3 
Ming tombs are among the grandest royal sep- nize himself; for he truly shall be his old qelf, "1 
ulchers in the world. That of Yung Loll (1402- but in a normal condition of health. The body -:$? 
1424 A. D.), the sovereign who laid out Peking laid away a t  death has nothing whatsoever to 4 as a Chinese capital, even in its decay remains do with the resurrection. The period in death, -- 

.+ 
a marvel. The huge vault where he lies on his though i t  be five tliousand years, passes like a *-.G 
"jeweled bedstead in the richly lacquered coffin, flash; for the dead are  unconscious, apd know >.v2 
is said to have cost several million dollars, even llothillg of the rolling on of time. On being L-J 
in his day. The graves of his successors are  awakened each individual will be brought to a 3 -23 
scarcely less wonderful, on a smaller scale. knowledge of the truth of the Almighty Crea- 3 

Some one has said that all China is a grave- tor, and given his first opportunity of qualify- -;;j 
yard;  but of murse this is  not true. Some of ing for life and living forever in a condition of iz 
the graves are so shallow that people walking perfection, in health, in morals, in happiness,_ . 
over them break through into the rotten coffins. with surroundings superlatively grand and '$ 
Weather-beaten coffins are  often seen awaiting beautiful upon this earth, like unto Eden. No 13 
burial; fo r  the people ofttimes wait until the such opportunity has ever yet been granted, . q  

4z 

priest tells them that it is a lucky day for  This is  absolutely sure, and cannot be denied ':i 
burial, and then the corpses are  interred. 

. .- 
even one individual. The life seed sown now, r: . "S 

Not many years ago, it is said, China was whether good or  bad, will have a bearing on .a* 
.C;" 

afraid to have railroads put through the coun- the progress that shall then be made; and l&e +-A 
t ry  for  fear that the roar of the trains should ultimate salvation of any will depend upon the  
wake the sleeping dead. China also feared that progress then made. If the Chinese would only '"2 
the airships would anger the spirits of the air. transfer their roses from the coffin to the pre-, '-",j 

death days and open their alabaster boxes to yz 
Too Much Reuerence for the Dead sweeten and cheer the Iromelife, how much bet- c 

remarkable and to note the ter  it would be. How much better for all! / s - 
2. I reverence the Chinese have for their dead. . - . z .  

Language, Spoken and Written ;a* They believe in a spiritual resurrection after - 4 
death, and think that  those who die in foreign HERE is a similarity of language among -2; 

lands have their "spirits" released sooner or  T all the ycllow rams. I n  China there are 5; 
later, and that the spirit finds i t s  way to China several dialects, and i t  has been customary for - 4 

An obscure laundry worker may die, and hi! the Chinese who learn to write to use 50,000 
body be forgotten in a friendless grave; bnt characters. However, the writing of the Ian- :z 
let that  body be shipped to his home, and i t  ia guage is undergoing a great change, being made ?$ 
received by the whole clan of relatives, burieci much simpler. !Fhrepfifths of the people ofl -3 
with impressive ceremonies in a cemetery along- China speak the Mandarin dialect. China has  2 
sidc his ancestors, and the family historian adds never had a written language which could be -:2 
his name to the long list in the village chror- spoken, and no spoken language which could 

+$ 

icles, which date back a thousand years or  more. be written. e 
The rich who die outside of China invariably Andrew Carnegie, Theodore Roosevelt, and & ;  

lwve instructions in their wills to ship the body others tried to introduce and make popular - 2 
ho~nc to lie beside the ancestors. phonetic spelling; but we were so intrenched 3 

MThat the Chinese and all mankind need to in  the old habits of spelling katar c-a-t-a-r-r-h, 
know is that there has been much humbuggery e m f  e-n-o-u-g-h, hikkup h-i-c-c-o-u-g-h, and tho < 



t-h-o-p-g-h, that they could not "put it over." 
But China, never having had an alphabetical 
language, is doing the greater task of getting 
a phonetic lan-wage and dispensing with the 
ideographic burden, reducing 50,000 characters 
to 40. 4 1  classes a re  learning to read and 
write. 

With leaps and bounds the Chinese will now 
acquaint themselves with world events. Their 
minds becoming energized, they will become 
alive to present-day changes. Their potentiali- 
ties will awaken, and prepare for  the new civili- 
zation which is bound to follow the collapse of 
the worn-out system now giving way under the 
light of inventive genius resulting i'rorn the 
preparalions of the Golden Age. Why shonld 
China awalxn? Has she not within lrcr borders 
more than twenty-five percent of carth's popu- 
lation! Think of the handicap they have 1ahorc.d 
under. They are talting the spolien lang~lagc 
and symbolizing it into writiug, and therefore 
the old written language will now become cs- 
tinct. This will serve as a means to rid China 
of her illiteracy, and the general enlightcnmcnt 
of her people will come in one generation. I t  
is  said that old women master the reading of 
the language in an incredibly short time, that 
the middle-aged are  able to read in a month's 
time, and that the boys and girls read with 
considerablc expertness in less than a month. 
I n  the past i t  has been necessary to memorize 
about 5,000 characters in order to read a t  all, 
and then additionally to master the writing of 
an unspoken languagc, whose characters or 
ideographs each represented a word; and for 
every new word a new symbol had to be in- 
vented, and practically all words were of one 
syllable. Only about two percent of China's 
population could read. 

The phonetic system of writing was first pro- 
posed about twenty years ago; but innovations 
in China have come slowly. Within the last 
three years great progress has been made, and 
sleepy China is fast becoming a reading nation. 
Imagine a typewriter with 8,000 or  more keys! 
Would it take up as much space as, say, three 
pianos? Now the new characters are put on the 
ordinary keyboard, and China now belongs to 
the typewriter class. The Chinese language is 
tqught in I-Tarvard and Cornell Universities; 
and these schools also have their Chinese pro- 
fessors. 

Tlie word "Fu" (or Foo) added to the name 
of a placc signifies first class ; "Chow" (or Chau) 
signifies second class; "Hien," third class. 
"Shan" signifies mountain. "Shantung" means 
Mour~tain Provincc. "Kiang" means stream; 
hence if we say "Yangtse-Kiang," i t  is  improper 
to add "river"; for that would be equivalent to 
saying "Y angtse Stream River." 

Education and Learning 

T HERR are about 360 newspapers published 
in China. About half of thc paper is de- 

voted to advertising, Japanese predominating, 
with sornc iknlerican and Chinese advertising. 
Thc papers :ire not large, but it costs money to 
p r ~ n t  pnpcrs; and rllillions of Chinese are un- 
able to spencl threc or four cents daily f o r  a 
paper; so x system of renting papers is i n  
vogue. I~::~c.h render or renter may retain the 
paper one hour, and then pass it along to  the 
nest. T l ~ e  papers are worn to shreds, then 
burned. 

We should rcnlc~i~iber that illiteracy does not 
always mean inco~npetency. The court of Char- 
lemagne was illiterate, as also were the British 
Parliaments up to a hundred years ago. There 
are plenty of men with marked ability who are  
considered ignorant. One of the greatest con- 
tractors in New York city is unable to read o r  
write, hut can tell, to a cent, just how-he standa 
every day with every person with whom he 
deals. % 

There is very little discrimination between 
the boys and airls in the matter of education. 
Instead of schools for boys and schools for  
girls, the partition is breaking down; and they 
often sit side by side, very orderly and happy, 
during their lessons. A passion for  education 
is stirring China to its depths-not the ancient, 
hard-boiled kind, but the up-to-date Western 
brand with its push and virility. The distinc- 
tion between the Oriental and Occidental peo- 
ples lies in technique and in knowledge, rather 
than in intellectual caliber. There may be dif- 
ferences in point of view but not in fundamen- 
tals. The passiveness of China, about which 
Li Hung Chang spoke thirty years ago, ''Well, 
in a thousand years China will adopt it if it's 
any good; a thousand years may seem long to 
others but China has a written history of five 
thousand years; China has lots of time," is 
passing away. Scientific knowledge and labor- 
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saving ~nachinery and education have brought is that of the educated students fro 
to them the value of enjoying life, and they are They return with the fine ethical 
bestirring themselves to get out of life what is  of Confucianism obliterated, ac 
to be had. Add to China's knowledge of agri- Chinese view, are filled up to 
culthre and skill in imitation, scicrltiiic machin- tlle Godless and Christless philosophy taught 
ery and labor-saving devices; and the results in the colleges, and are made to shine in  the 
will astound the other three-quarters of earth's tweritietli ccntury culture of infidelity, hyp* 
peoples. risy and p~endo-piety, thoroughly educated 12 

The Chinese have been a conservative people, away from their own people and unable fully + .  .q 
reverencing antiquity, not given to charlging to enter the Chinese life again. --- 3 - 
their mode of life. They have preferred to live A 

- 2g 
in a rut  rather than to take chances with somc- Nation Hard to Understand -3 

-3 thing different. They have let others do the r HEBE is no nation in the world s o  en- -4 
experimenting. When they have come to sce r shrouded in mystery as China; no peo*le 3 
the ~racticability of any innovation. tileg 1 1 ~ ~  is so difficult to understaad. John Hay O W ~ ,  i G  
imitated their ~ C ~ ~ O W S ;  and when find that solemllly Said: "\vhoever understands China. -: 
i t  worlts, they take hold with determination socially, politically, economimlly, and refig. 4 

24 and are not dismayed by difficulties and obstruc- iously holds the key to the worlds politics fo r  + 3 
tions. What China needs is a man, a leader, one tile nc.hut five In religious beliefs, in ;-$ 
in whom she can put hcr trust and confidence habits and customs, they a re  a pmzle to the ,$ 
to lead her to the success which she is begin- lVestern mind. .es 

Bing to feel lies just ahead. ?-$ 
The Chinese a re  weary of foreign intarfer- --2 

A t  this time Americans have been throwing e n e s  in the government of their country. China - x themselves whole-heartedly into the work of has ,overeign which she feels are being >> 
C educating the Chinese. They have been build- abridged by foreipers .  It is a rnistalre to s p  -3 

ing and endowing schools and colleges; and by pose that one country is  bcttcr o r  worse than ;S .-== mixing with the Chinese socially they have ~ O S -  another; they merely differ as  to the direction 2 - -9 tered generally a spirit of good fellowship. But taken by their criminal tendencies. It often ILZ ,r 

while Western civilization has been arousing been noted as  a for China that  her  -:; 
China from her lethargy, i t  has done something national aspirations have had to be presented 4 
else: The officials and leaders have imbibed too to the world through the medium of Western =< 
much of the -" Being expert intcrpre ters. t%" -2 

' imitators, they have of the bad- A a~ell-infomed man, who has traveled 35,000 - : 
ness; and while a t  one time h o n m t ~  was domi- miles ill seventeen provinces, reported that the :: -* nant in the public life i t  is now saturated with chinese are alive to the of modem,. :, 
cunning, scheming politics. machinery and up-to-date transportation facili- --$ 

I n  the forepart of 1921 the Philippine Legis- ties. They need railroads and factories; they - r 
lature, unquestionably controlled by the United desire to open their coal and iron mines and to 2 
States, passed a law requiring d l  business firms develop their agricultural and mineral r e  - 3  
in  the islands to keep their books in English, sources; but they have a right to think that - -5 - 
Spanish and native dialects, thus thrctttcning the money should go to  enrich China and not :; 
the 15,000 Chinese merchants there. The Chi- to fatten the plrses of the foreign financi&s. -;$ 
nese are  mostly small merchants, unable to hire Technical, and in some instances, financial as- 4 

-3 expert bookkeepers and translators for the sistance is souqht. I n  this respect Americans I, 
conduct of their business. Their investment are  preferred Above all other rzationalitieg. 3 .E 

amounts to about eighty-five percent of the Rapid development is  being made i n  Chinese 
business of the islands. Thus the "Christian" flour mills, steam silk filatures, foundries, ma- 1 
nations feed the "leathen Chinee" with molas- chine shops, ship yards, electric power plants, " 
ses candy in one quarter, and harpoon him in and six-. to ninc-story department stores. The _<: 

another. nine-story department store in Canton i s  said ' ': 
Another outstanding item in Chinese economy to sell everything from "pins to elephants." I c- 

3 
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The Great Stone Wall crude tools and ~nctllods of transportation, it 

IS that the gl.cat stolle wall of surely becomes a marvel. There was great pri- -. 
I China was built the year 200 B. c., vation :ind loss of life tlirough various districts 

it took over fifteen years to complete. fro111 and famine. There is  no symbolic 

The wall has stood the ravages of time, like the significance in the \lTall, as i t  follo~vs no scien- 

great of cizeh, until the and tific line and points to no star. In some places 

as it has been rebuilt in it its course is zigzag, in others curved and diag- 
will probably for ages to come. ~t is anal; arid sotnetilnes it happens to run straight. 

mentioned as the ~ \ i ~ ~ d ~ ~  of the The \Val1 has bcen deniolished in places; but 
world"; but if i t  llad been survpyed, as is pas- generally it has bee11 kept in excellent repair, 

to be done it would have especially since the dynasties of 386-577 A. D. 
the honorable position of second place i n  world I t  has '.n(lrtlle eyrs" or gates or, a s  the Chinese 
wonders. ~t is estimated that the mall contaills call tlieni, "nloutl~s," a t  easily defended points; 
more brick and stone than all the builtlings in but these may have been rrade in more recent 
Great Britain. As early as the fifth century years- 
B. C. walls arc  mentioned in the Chincls~ CE~ron- 
icles as  barriers against enemies. 13uilding Strengthened and 
walls fo r  protection was one of the means of l i l iO  L GI3 OUT the Eastern section the Wall 
early warfare. Jerusalem, Jilricho, and Baby- T ia about twenty-five feet thick a t  the base, 
lon had their walls. In  China there were scv- varying from fifteen to thirty feet high, and is  
era1 walls built by different tribes seeking ref- fifteen feet across the top. The top is protected 
uge from those who were more warlike. These with narrow brick walls, which disclose many 
were utilized, connected and enlarged by Chin port holes; and occasionally there is a high 
Shih Huang Ti, when he built his "Long Ram- tower with many smaller ones, probably 20,000 
part" from Shanhaikwan, on the northwpst sea- in number, which were built in 1368-1644, the 
roast of the Gulf of China, to ?crinchow in window openings of which resemble present- 
Icansu, about 1,250 miles west; but the wind- day architecture. At  this time the WaU was 
ings make the Wall about 2,000 miles long. It greatly strengthened and embellished. The 
runs north of Peking, and was constructed to Wall gives the impression of being a boundary * 

protect the more peaceable Chinese from the between two worlds, a racial boundary between , 

more barbarous Mongolians, and later i t  was a two civilizations, dividing the herdsmen of the 
great barrier until 1644 against the encroacll- north from the tillers of the south. "The wave - 
ments of the Manchus. of true Chinese civilization rolled southward, 

In  the Nntionnl Geog~aphic  illaguzi?ee for engulfing all that i t  met on i ts  way till i t  reached 
February, 1933, is a detailed description of the the boundary of the ocean. Thus all, from wall 
Great Wall, with photographic illustrations and to I\ ater, owned the sway of the sons of Chin" 
maps. One of the latter represents the JTall  set Culture and progress traveled south, but primi- 
in the United States, in the same latitude, run- tive crudeness remained with the peoples of 
ning from Philadelphia to beyond Topeka, the north. 
Kansas, some sections dropping down into Thc Great Wall never proved an impregnable 
Virginia., Kentucky, and Arkansas; thus giving barrier; for  China xs-as often ovenvhelmed by 
us a better idea of its immensity. Tt is said that racial movements of the Tar tar  hordes, which 
three hundred thousand troops, besides prison- for  2,000 years devastated Asia and even t r o u b  
ers of war and all the criminals in the land, led Europe from time to time. But it was s 
including many dishonest oflicials, were irn- valuable rampart against petty raids of m o r -  
pressed for the work. The wall extends over ganized bands of marauders. I t  is no longer 
mountains, in one place going over a peak above considered as a defensive fortification; and 
the snow line, 5,225 feet high, through valleys while the simple folk a t  one time thought this 
and canyons, swings around cliffs, and passes Wall kept the evil spirits from coming from 
through deserts and across plains. the north, their credulity has been shattered 

When we think of the times in which this sficiently SO that this is  no longer believed. 
Great Wall was built, the unskilled labor, the Some one writing on the Great MTall remark.* 
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"Standing on the highest point a t  I<upelll<ou-, nations Inan is soon coming to his extremit*;.. 
one sees the cloud-capped tovers extending Then the Christian's Nessiall shall assume tun+ , ' 
over many declivities on single files, both east trol of earth's affairs, stop all strife, inaugurate 
and qest, until, dwarfed by miles and miles of universal peace, bind every evil influence, sfag - -4- 

....A 
sllyward perspective, they dwindle into minute people from dying, and begin the awakening. of- .% 
piles, yet stand ill solemn stillness where they all the dead, in the reverse order to which they: :$ were stationed over twenty centuries ago, as died. The builders of the Great Wall shall .-; 
though condemned to wait the march of Time return from the graves, and again mingling ,zw ,-$: 

-": until their builders return." This may have men with mankind will be able to identify the 
been a ffight of oratory; but the Bible gives very bricks or stones which they so long a g ~  :; 
just such hopes. I n  the governing of the handled in its construction. i 

4 - -iI . \ 
-- The Reading of Fiction By A. 3. Eshlemaw . <' 

'9 HERE is an  insatiable craving on the part To mould the character of youth is a grave -% 
- 0  of this generation to devote its time to the responsibility; for  out of the rising generatio&. -&: 

reading of fiction. This is  true of people of all con,, future fathers and mothers. Obviomly; : -. classes of society and of all ages. From the it is inlportark the mind of the a d .  3 
s t r i~ l ing  boys or girls '0 the aged, gra~-haired s!lould fed npon wholesome literature n h d  ? 

21 fathers and this practice is would elevate i t  to future llsefulness in manag- 4 
in. The tired business man, returning from a 
day's mental and nervous toil a t  the office or ing the affairs of society. But how can this be 

a 

store, apparently finds gratifying diversion in done, when the parents themselves are grossly 

the newest fiction, brought home by friend, wife, addicted to thc habit 7 I 

o r  children. From the family of wealth and T$Thile we charitably grant a measure of ex- '1 
nobility to the impecunious home King Fiction tenuation to the Younger People, however, we : 
is enthroned. cannot hold guiltless those who are supposed 

so prevalent is this practice that one can to be the Icaders of socicty and lights in advance -2 
hardly enter irlto a of worldly friends of civilization; vis., the teachers and professors 4 
wherQn is not discussed the latest pen produc- in Our colleges and seminaries, upon whose , _ ,: 
tion. T~ profess no interest in such mattcrs, is shoulders rests the responsibility of tutoring I 

promptly to stamp one as abnormal; to express minds and lnorals youth- -%; 

aversion for it is to be branded as  an old fogy. I am aware that my asseverations will appear < 
Even the ultra-religious element is quick to strong to those who find pleasure in perusing I 

discuss the latest fiction with a familiarity present-day books and magazines; but with the .. 
evinces a deeper interest in such matters sober-minded element which realizes that we a re  

than in tIe Boolr which they purport to repre- creatures of purpose and destiny, this article ' :: 
sent. The chief of modern evangelists has will strike a responsive chord. It is admitted . -  

found ready subject matter and illustrations that not all fiction has had a positive influence 
from such fables a s  Dr. Jekyll and Mr. ISyde. for  evil; but that the major portion of it appeal5 

F~~~ the metropolitan newstands to the to the material passion of humankind, no one - 

small town stores one can find huge supplies of "ill deny, This is the effect, indisputably. 

the latest and most popular productions, Our 
libraries, too, easily accessible to all alilce, are Apparent Object of Fiction 
filled to their utmost shelf-capacity with boolrs W ICRSTER'S DICTIONARY implies that the under- 
on fiction. lying motives of authors of fiction are  to -. 

All must concede the baneful effects of most ~ r h i b i t  operations of passions, and particular@ -I 
fiction upon the mind of the immature boy or that of love. A lucid verbal description of such -; 
girl. UTho has not witnessed the undesirable pas~ions invariably excites the mind to an undue -q 

and unsavory aberrations of youth resulting c'xt~nt. were the f a d s  known, might it not be , 

f ~ o l n  constant feeding of the mind upon liciiont that much of the crime and immorality lurking-, : 

b -9 
.;r - *a 
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about are  traceable directly or  indirectly to 
fiction-reading1 

Moreover, to dramatize the characters of fic- 
tion,as in filmdom, and to exhibit vivitlly the 
human passions upon the screen in no wise 
mitigates the evil thereof. 

Of course i t  is  contended that fiction is popu- 
l a r ;  and the bool; coilcerns, sellsing the tliirst 
on the part  of the public for more novel-matter, 
skillfully furnish it. Iiardly is one book read 
until another voluille is rcady, the writers and 
publishers keeping just a Sew paces :illcad oL' 
the reading public. l'opularity is  that state or 
condition of being whcrcin a person or tlii~ig is 
lifted high in the esteem of the majority oP the 
people and held t l~erc  by the general consensus 
of opinion. When i t  is oncc apprccintt:d ~vho 
creates popular sentiment, i t  will be rcadily seen 
that to espouse an  idea or  to follow a pcrson or  
thing for tlic sake of popularily, is i n a ~ ~ e .  

Popular vogues in dress are created i n  I'aris ; 
popular wars in \Val1 and Downing strccts; 
popular idcas are fori i~rd in our colleges; popu- 
lar  shours are created a t  IIollym7ood; but popu- 
l a r  fiction, where? I t  is well knowri by a few 
that Illany of the fiction writers acknowledge 
that their talent is some\vliat of the super- 
natural; that i t  is  a spiritual ( ? )  gift with 
them; and that their minds and pens are  a t  
their best when they are  secniingly rarricd 
from the material to the ephemeral. Judged 
from the nonsense poured forth their contcn- 
tion is sustained; for most 01 their writings arc 
without beginning, without continuity, wi t l io~~t  
ending, moral-less, senseless, useless. Now the 
real and primary fault is not with these writers 
but with the great arch-foe of the human farriily, 
the invisible yet powerful one whom Holy Writ 
'designates as  the father of Lies. 

Real Author is Invisible 

R IGHT here let me say that this wily one is 
also responsible for the prominence and 

popularity of the daily comic page, the major 
portion of which is senseless if not degrading. 
X h a t  editor, professor, o r  minister will not 
admit that his influence in the affairs of meri 
must take second or  third place to the popular- 
ity that is accorded the "funny" sheet? Several 
Bnnday papers and magazines will more than 
6.U the rest-day with reading matter, and when 

the day is finished what advantage accrue8 
thcrcfrom? 

Because a thing is popular it does not follow 
that i t  is of real value. "Now we call the proud 
happy; yea, they that worlr wickedness are  set 
up;  pca, thcy that tempt God a re  even deliv- 
ered." But shortly there will be a grand re: 
versa1 of this order; and only that which has 
l n s s ~ d  111e Divine censorship and approval will 
bc snbmittcd in literature, movies, and  church 
worship. 

The Bible is admittedly the most popular 
boolc in eslhtcnce, from the standpoint of the 
nunlbcr of copics in circlrlation; and yet the 
invisil~le author and publisher of popular fiction 
nialrcs i t  escecd~ngly unpopular to study the 
conterits of the Bible cxegctically or  practically, 
by clccciving his subjects into the belief that the 
Bible is a hook whose meaning is so shrouded 
in mystery that i t  is unintelligible to man, mak- 
i l l ~  it soi~iething desirable to own and beautiful 
to loolr upon, hut no more. 

Again, it is contended that fiction is  thrilling, 
and satisfies the irlind that craves romance and 
adventure. Readers laud the bravery of the 
hcrocs of the story, as they follow the narrative 
with an intensity of interest that holds them 
to the end. 

13ut where could one find greater examples 
of undaunted conrage, splendid heroism, and 
jnflcxibility in purpose than those recorded i n  
sacred history? Dare to be a Daniel of the 
I-icbrc~vs, or  a Paul of the Christian era! 

The sublime life, death, and resurrection of 
J ~ s n s  of Nazareth afford all the fascination of 
adventure one could wish. He  it was who, with 
a bold disregard for danger and an  unflinching 
loyalty to the principles of righteour;ness, sacri- 
ficed IIis earthly life for mankind. 

The unspeakable humility of Calvary's re- 
demptive price, is of no special interest to the. 
masses who are  woefully obtuse regarding the 
things that are really worth while. But the 
time is near at hand when His  name shall be 
engraved upon the hearts of all mankind. - 

Another reason given for fiction reading is 
that the love stories contained therein awaken 
a nobler and more abiding love in the home, 
the neighborhood, in society, and that which is . 
proper between the sexes. This, however, is  not 
the case; i t  has been proven to have the oppo- 
site effect. An expurgation of the writings on 
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love matters would have a salutary Bffect upon sit11 T;nglish as spolicn toilsy, TLrho e 
those who are  attracted to fictlon. p:lrnc:.c a study of its pafies on accou 

sct~11iiy:ly ohjectional~le feature? 
Bible Love Stories Elevating Ti t  n~ one coohtruc this article as  advocating 

N THE other hand, \v]lxt in 211 fiction 111t' r.c.ntiiilq of t l ~ r  I31b:c p~blioly in our school$=. _ 0 can compare ~ , ~ i ( i i  LIip iiivillc lovc y7.111icil "(;[ polli3ges no\[-, vrhile me are still wandering 9 
translated us from nlkpllth{ion illto fI~voi- l  Jv\;llut " l ~ . ~ , i l  in R Inl?yrinth of confusion. Such a -.;Id 
is  sweeter than tllc. nfrc~c.ti,,il ljc>t\rc:\11 Xu[?l and co11 l ~ ( .  n qnld prove thoronyhly impracticable '2 

3 Naomi? or  the abidirig f r i~~n t l - l l ~p  I,( try,-ecn nlitl,.r tllc p~.i.bclit order. But when the d e s i ~ e  %: 
David and Jonathan! t)le s'tirvcllt lo\-p ],(>tivclen (:I' ::I1 11:iiio11,; will IIZVC conie, then under t b  -3 

Jesus and Jolln? or tllr sil~cci.il nff~~ci . ( ! l l  b;. I'orricn i~i':~:(~i~ee of t h ~  rSri,-n of the Icing af 
tween Paul and Timotl~~-Y 1 cou:(i 1 (:lor?, all objections to Rihle study, fancied o r  T+g 
sweeter, more ame-inspirin~, or  rrlorc. :;riljl)illy J ' C Y ~ ,  \ \ i l l  l ' f id~ away. - .--% -e 
upoil tlic soul than the d ~ ~ ~ ~ t e i - e s t e t l  10; ,, ~\ - )11( .1~  I"x:l.t!icrmore, \ I . ~ O I I  Goit's law is indelibly G 

": 
provides redenlptloll ur~d liic for rll:illkllrd? wi.ittct~l upon the hearts of all mankind, and His J 

Some of the greatest love ?toric.:; l n  tl1:\ 13ible clinracter imaged in their bcinqs t l~en  the Bible, 4 
are  those colltained in ~ o l o , ~ l o ~ l ' s  CclltjcIes RS 3 b o ~ k ,  will be but a record of events richly :: 
which, wllcn properly esplajlli~,l and aI,plicd in rr~rr!i~~iscunt of man's espericnces a s  shaped by - .? 
the symbolical sense, are cxlluisitt~lj reyj-(y,en- di\7i11:' provid~nce-a mci110ry-dch of God's all- 2 
tative of divine love. ahouitd~ng love. .a . -d .4 

There are still others who a r p e  illat firtion I t  is to he Ilcl;~ti that readers of THE GOLDEN $ 
r, 2 

will elevate them to  higller moral pjnncs, and AGE can sce in the lIible the drama of the agets, 2 
equip them better as  leaders of society in elllies \\5th Jesus of r\i'nzsrrtil a s  the hero, whom God -2 
of law, business, and govcrlllncntal adminis- has cronnrd ]:in: over all the earth and % .$ 
tration. Frequently one hears citations from before i\-llorn all n:xLlons and pcoples mast bow ?d , *-' 

authors ancient and modern by eminent men, nltirnatcly. to the end that t h ~ y  might have life. -3 
C. 

from the small town ]awyer I?:cading his case Satan is the ~ill3.ill in tilt play, whom God w ~ B  3 -. 
with animation and pathos to gifted orators dcstroy along with all the opponents of right- 2 
in the legislative and executive ellambers a t  eonsness and truth, in due lime. The woman in -5 

Washington. It is considered a marl< of distinc- this drama is the chnrch, a body ~f mnsecrated 4 
tion to be able to quote from poets and iiction p~op l e  selected i'roin among men to be the bride ,?j 
writers. of C'hrist a r ~ d  reign with Him in majesty. The >? - 

~~t now, truly, where ran lve find more faxily of this union between Christ and His - 5  

practicable systein of laws than those laid down church is conl~ofied of all the redeemed d ,=$ - 3 
by Moses? Some of our greatcst stntr,:rnen Ad :m '~  race. 3 
have conceded their supaiority, and the (Jon- Those \ V ~ O  digest the articles in THE GOLDEX - i g  
stitution of these United States was framed by AGE 11-ill readily recognize it as exclusive in the : 
men \\-l1o acknoTl-lcdged the Mosaic 3s of firm:lment of publications, in that it i s  the only % 

iP 

divine origin, thoroughly \vorliable in tlLe aaairs  IXLIIC' whose pages identify events past and - 3 
of men. They are also ~ ~ p l i c a b l e  to mall corn- prcselit a s  a part of this divinely-arranged kG 
nlrrcially and industrially. TIie dealoguc is a program. Such honest hearts will sense that 
bric.l' syllopsis of the wllole la\%-, and its code of fiction reading is subversive of good s o d  " 
worship and morals stnlre every b[udrnt order and inimical to the hishest welfare C$ . 

as  remarkable. They are transcended only by menkind, a thing sedulously to be avoided; --iz 
the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, in ilis scr- that h o n ~ s t  and reverential study of-the Bible -; 
mon on the mount. as God's TVord is the beginning of true wisdom ;; 

It is argued that the Bible lacks interest and everlasting life. f 
*-f 

because i ts  truths are  couched in old I<n::lish "God's Word ir  1il;e a dwp, deep mine; -. 
phrases and sentences, which are  now consid- And jewels r ~ c h  and rare - 43 

ered obsolete. While w7e admit that the transla- Are hidden in its mighty depths * 

tion of the Bible is not inspired word for word. For every searcher the~e. - . .. - ", 
yet by diligently comparing its phraseology Y,70nld all could knox  the riches of that mineP 3 s  
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A N INTERESTING item about reclaiming 
arid lands appeared recently in the public 

prints : 

"~'ofessor Irnbeaux informs thc French Acadcrny of 
Science that the Sahara desert covers a vast 1)clt of 
artesian water," says Arthur Brisbane, "all(! that it is 
possible to reclaim the eiltirc desert hy mcails of nrtc- 
sian wells, transJorrr~ing t h a t  arid r;,gior~ i~iitr :L gartlen 
of fertility and pl'oducti~if.~ for. i l ~ c  btl~ic,iit of 1)otil nlnn 
and beast. The Professor Sur th~r  stairs that ihv il.ri:,.a- 
tion of the Sahara ~vould con?j)l(~tc'ly wipe out of psis-  

tence one of the worst discasc s11:)ts on t,he glo1)c.. JThcre 
disease, pestilence, rlcath and barrrnness h8.m flouri~hcd 
for ages, health, happiness, eli~nnlincsa, lire, pro,sp:>rity, 
joy and einging \\-ot~ltl hold s:vap, and thc u1111ritlnnt 
fruitage of the field would rcirard the patient toi!cr, 
and gladden the heart of mai1!" 

Where the. sun rose on a dry, h a n c ~ i  and 
treeless waste of parcl~etl sallcl. without inliabi- 
tant, it  would smile on 1011:: stretches of "corn 
and rvine," flower gardc~ns, luxuriant veget:xCion, 
maving meadows, and beautiful sun-ltisscd ficlcis 
of fruit and grain. The thunder of the loconlo- 
tive and the dashing of great trains of steel 
cars, filled with happy, prosperous passengers, 
~vould take the place of age-long silcncc. The 
more clumsy freight, 1aclt.n with the products 
O F  the field, xvoulti be scen wending its way to 
the great city. The laughter of happy children, 
the song of birds, and the honk of the automo- 

bile would add luster to the glory of the great 
achievement ! And Professor Imbeaux tells us 
that the cost of irrigation would be $400,000,000 
less than France has squandered in her o w u p -  
tion of the Rnhr-a sum insignificant compared 
wit11 tElc cost of the TITorld War. 

Eut will the transformation comet you ask. 
I t  niost assuredly will; and what is more en- 
col-rr:igin~, tl1i.r~ is no pov,-er on earth that rn 
prerrllk i t ,  For it is assured and guaranteed by 
tjlc. 1Vol.d ~f God, which cannot be broken or  
nn1i11i:~tl. Isaiah, Iool<irig forward to the time 
xvllcln 11 c: siah x~\.onld come to break the shackles 
of sin and dcatll, which hold humanity in bond- 
a~yc., dcclares thnt during the thousand years of 
, I l~ .~s~ : l l~ ' s  presence "the descrt shall rejoice and 
blos~o~rl  as the ro~e."--Isaiah 35 : 1. 

I\-(> now see holv God will fulfil His good 
Word throngll a perfectly natural process; and 
all doubt about the matter is forever silenced 
when we see that the great and gracious Crea- 
tor has provided for the reclamation of such 
a vast, sandy, barren waste as the Sahara by 
placing beneath i t  a veritable sea of clear, pure 
water, only waiting the due lime when God will 
permit man to t ap  the great reservoir and util- 
ize i t  in the transforming work. Truly, %ll 
nations shall come and worship before thee" 
when this and other of Thy mighty acts are 
nlade ~nanjfest !-Revelation 15 : 4. 

, 

Commercializing Religion 
A CLERGP&IAN, Dr. P. R. Hill of San "Everything commercialism touches it mars. There I 

Antonio, Tesas, has comlllcrcja]izcd his is 110 hope for the world until commercial~sm is driven .: 
religion. 1 1 ~  believes iI1 the usciclltiiic rlleth- out, and we In-c a ~ d  v:orli for life and for happiness, . 
o d s ~  of se,lillg rc,lig.o,3, and a prospc,ct i s  not rather than for cheap and vnl!zar profits." 

mhcn he is indacpd to the IT the world needs i t  driven out to purify 
chorch so hc. has a follow-np busincs and rlxke the world a desirable place 5 
system that Beeps ' p n ~  coming. In  other wortis, to live in, what inust we say of the pastor who 

admitting the j \ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  of ~ ( ~ d  as prol,oullded resorts to i t  to pnrify and enrich his church! - 
is uninteresting and mlattraetive, he mnst re- llas no 'pirituality; it . 

m i ~ l i t  be improved by preaching merely die- - -  
sort to business methods. The plan may be a 
winner so f a r  as  increasing membersllip i s  .# 

concerned, but just as soon as the novelty wears An equable distribution of the necessities of 
I 

life ~vould do much practical healing of bodily ' 
& 

off and the "cinched" ones get their Pyes open 
ills. But thc church systems a re  too much allied , the motive P ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ E  practices with the of this a~orld and are  being used < 

will see that they have been hurnbuggcd by the to adraw a herring across the trail,- ~~d it is 
- a 

religious a r t  of commereialization. TI-c have because this ];nowledge is dawning u;Mn the 
5 before us a statement touching the high spot of people that we loolr for  drastic reforms in a e  =- 

the subject under consideration. It reads : near future. . I? "* 
728 
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God's Book of Remembrance 
- - 

wTha, they that feared the  Lord 8pde often one to another: and the Lord hearkened, and heard it, and o b q  
of ~emembrance was written before him for them that feared the Lord, and that thought upon 

his name. And they shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day  when *,& 
I make up my jewels."-Malachi 3: 16,17. .,*q 

.- 2 
W O R D S  are  but pictures by which we con- ents. Condemnation to death passed npon,d 4 

vey thoughts. Thus considered, the words without exception. There was no need of writ- 
of our text are not limited to books shaped and ing the names of the condemned ones; f o r  afl.'G 
bound after the ordinary custom of our day, were condemned. But when God, in great mercy -5 
nor to books written and rolled as a scroll after and compassion, provided a redemption of the 2 
the manner of books of olden times when these world through the death of His  Son, the proe- 
words were penned. Rather we should take the lamation of mercy and forgiveness went forth.'- - 
broader thougllt; namely, that a book is a sym- During this Gospel age, while mankind are stiU'~.: 
bol of a permanent record, no matter how the in bondage to sin and death, and while the god. ,- 
record is made, by pen o r  type impression or  of this world, Satan, still holds control over the . - 
by the impress of memory. masses of mankind, blinding them through sin '\: 

The God revealed in the Bible differs totally and superstition and ignorance and prejudice 
+ 

from the gods of the heathen. One noticeable a~a i l l s t  the truth, against God and against ! 
difference is that the heathen gods are  all r e p  righteousness, the few who exercise faith in 
resented as  being so great, so dignified, so dis- God are specially pleasing to Him. God does _i 
tant, as seldom to notice their subjects, and not change conditions so as  to interrupt the I, 
then usually in anger and with punishments. faith of these or make it unnecessary; but, a 

But the God of the Bible, on the contrary, while testing or  proving their faith, He prom- -, 
reveals Himself as one who, though great, looks ises them the greater proportionate blessings ! 
do1vn in compassion upon His creatures, talring in the future. I t  is this class that is addressed - 
interest in every incident and &fair of their in our test  and respecting whom i t  is  dec la rd ,  z 
lives, and especially interested in those who that their narnes are  written in a book of t h e  
are  devoted to Him. Repeatedly are  assured Lord's remembrance, w7hCh signifies that this . ; 

that IJe rernemhereth our frame, that He know- class, specially pleasing to the Lord, will not . 
eth we are dust, that He looks with compassion, be forgotten by Him, and that He has spf-?&& -; 
sympathy, yea, with love, upon His creatures, rewards for  them when His due time for  giving 
notwithstanding their fallen condition. Our the rewards shall arrive. 
text and various other records of the Scriptures To be thus written in the book of God's re- -: 
emphasize this thought, not only that the Lord memhrance signifies His friendship, His love,. 

- 
takes notice of the interests of His people, but His blessing. And as  the divine disfavor mean' - 

that He takes a permanent o r  lasting note of the sentence of death upon father Adam and J 
their loyalty, that their fidelity to Him is not upon his race, so the securing of divine favor- 
forgotten and will surely have a reward, even through Christ implies a return to the favor - 

though for  the present time circumstances may originally lost and to the everlasting life which ' 
seem to contradict this, and the Lord's faithful God originally purposed fo r  all of His intelli- 

. 

ones may seem to be neglected and in no sense gent creatures in accord with Himself. In ' 
advantaged above their enemies. other words, favor with God means life ever- - 

lasting, and divine disfavor means the loss of 
Lists of God7s'Friends life everlasting, means the second death, means 

books of remembrance are frequently extinction. The condemnation to death that '  : 

G mentioned in the Scriptures, but never as 'pan the race of man is - 
records of evil, of sin, nor of sinners. Only of being offset to some extent, because through 

the good does God keep record according to the a way of return to divine favor and lo 
instruction of this symbol. It may be profitable life has been and those 
to notice just why this is so. I t  is because the who Secure the divine favor thus have their .- 
whole race of mankind came under condemns- names written in God's remembrance as His 
tion through the disobedience of our first par- friends. I t  does not surprise us, therefore, to :' 
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G find this book of remembrance elsewhere styled a spiritual call, "a heavenly calling," a "b@b 
- the "book of life." 
a - calling," to a change of nature, to life everlaat- 

5: But while the names of the Lord's faithful in6 011 a spirit plane and not as human beings. 
ones are now written in this book of life, in With the dawning of the Millennial age the 

% this book of His remembrance, as  among His divine plan will reach the world i n  general, and 
friends, those whom lie approves and desires the divine proposition of blessing does not d e r  
shall enjoy His favor forever, nevertheless a spirit existence to mankind but a human, 

"- 
life itself is not secured noMr. Life is not earthly existence, which through the apostle 
granted now; merely the pron~ise of it may now Peter is  explained to  be "restitutionJ' (Acts 3: - bc enjoyed. Our 1james are thus figuratively 19-21) to all that was lost through the fall, to 

j- written in the book of life, in the booli of God's an  earthly life, to an  earthly Eden, "Paradise 
: remembrance, from the moment we exercise the restored," recovered from the curse. The new 

p r o p r  obedient faith in Christ and make our conditions properly enough call for  new tests, 
' consecration to walk in His steps. But unfaith- and likewise the different reward of everlasting 

fulness on our part lvould cause ollf names earthly perfection and life implies a different 
to be blotted out of this book; hence, having record, a different book of remembrance from 
come into full relationship, our great concern the one now open, in which only those granted 

.,- ~ ~ l u s t  be io continue so faithfully in His love a share in  the heavenly d i n g  are  recorded 
and service that He will not blot out our names, It is  in full harmony with this thought that 
that He will continue to esteem us worthy of we read in Revelation 20: 12, in the picture of 
His love and favor through Christ down to the the Millennial age and the judgment o r  trial 
very close of this present life; and that then as  then granted to  the world of mankind, these 
a result of this we may be granted a share in words: "And I saw the dead, small and great, 
the first resurrection, in which we shall get stand before God; and the books were opened: 
back the life conditions, the perfect conditions, and another boolr was opened, which is the book 
absolutely free from imperfection and death. of life: and the dead were judged out of those 

things which were written in the books, acwrd- 
Some Names to be Blotted Out ing to their works." 

H I S  thought is  repeatedly presented to us 
, T in the Scriptures. I quote you our Lord's Ofle Chance for Every 

words in  His message to the churches: "He WHO now believe in the ~ o r d  Jesns 
that  ovcrcometh, the same shall be clothed with wCr, j oice that our faith in Him secures to 
white raiment, and I will not blot his name out us a new trial for  eternal life. I n  the first trial 
of the book of life, but will confess his name our first parents represented themselves and 
before my Father and before his angels." (Rev- all of their posterity in their failure, and con- 
elation 3 :  5) Thc same thought is presented to sequently all shared their penalty, death. It 

- us in another form in Daniel's prophecy. was because Christ redeemed us from that sen- - 
Speaking of the resurrection a t  the close of tence of drath that we have this trial for  eternal 
this Gospel age, the message is:  "At that time life in this present time, and it is  becauso of 
thy people shall be delivered, every one that this same saeriiic'e for  sins that ultimately thb 
shall be found written in the book."-Dan. 12:l. whole world will have a trial fo r  everlasting 

Not only are  the Lord's faithful people of life, through Him who loved us and bought us 
this Gospel age interested in this book of life, with IIis precious biood. This Gospel age is 
but the world of mankind during the nest age, the trial time for  the few that  now have ears to 
the Millennia1 age, will be similarly interested, hear and hearts to obey and to walk by faith. - 
though not in the same book of life. The book The nest age, the Millennial period, will be th 
of life now open is  merely for  the overcomers world's trial day, when those who have not now - ,  

of this present time, those who overcome ears to hear and eyes to see God's grace in -.i 
?. 

through faith, those who are  now called in Christ shall have their eyes of anders tandiq 
advance of the world of mankind. With the opened and their deaf ears unstopped, and be -- 
end of this age this book of life will be perma- brought to a knowledge of the truth. + 

5 nently closed; for the call of this Gospel age is The text just quoted (Repelation 20:12) gives , . 
2; 

<% 
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a picture of the world's day of trial for life 
everlasting. The great white throne beautifully 
represents the justlce and purity of the trial, a 
full, fair opportunity to be granted every crea- 
ture to come to a knowledge of God and to a 
know1ed::e of I-Iis gracious arrangements, and, 
if they mill, to attain to the dlvine favor and 
blessing of life everlasting. The dead small 
and great standing before the throne rcpre- 
seiits how the world of manliind, inclnding those 
who have gone down into the great prison house 
of death, shall during the hlillennial age come 
forth to the blessed opportunities and privileges 
of the Rlillennial trial time. The expression 
"and the books were opened" refers to the gen- 
eral unsealing of the knowledge of the truth in 
that time; particularly it refers to the boolrs of 
the Bible which are now sealed, dark and in- 
comprehensible to the majority of mankind, but 
which then shall be opened and clearly under- 
stood by the whole world. The truths which 
will test mankind during the Millennid day will 
be the very ones which the Lord has empha- 
sized in His blessed Book, the words of the 
Lord Jesus and of the apostles and prophets. 
Thus our Lord declared in advance: "hly words 
shall judge you in the last day," the Millennial 
day of a thousand years length. A11 who will 
ever come into harmony with God must rear11 
that harmony on the basis of obedience to the 
divine requirements, the essence of which di- 
vine law is love for God and for  mankind. 

Another Book of Life to be Opened 

D URING that time of testing and proving 
"another book of life will be opened." The 

overcomers in that time will not be joint-heirs 
with Christ in the heavenly Iringdorn and shar- 
ers in the heavenly glory, for such is not the 
divine provision nor the divine offer. Those 
exceedingly great and precious promises are  
fo r  the little flock who during this Gospel age 
are  faithful even unto death, following in the 
footsteps of Jesus. Nevertheless, the blessing 
God has in store for the world is a wonderful 
blessing, f a r  greater than mankind in general 
is able to conceive. All those who under those 
conditions pledge themselves to ohedi~nce to 
the Lord and His kingdom of righteousness will 
have their names written in that book of life. 
F o r  the entire thousand years, to its very close, 
Wose names may remain written, and will not 

be blotted out except through a direct viol 
in letter and in spirit of the contract 
which the names were written. And a t  thqclosq 
of that period a general test will be applied tdi$ 
them all to prove whether or not they a re  at5@ -4 heart, as well a s  outwardly, loyal to the L o d q  
and to the principles of His government, the-3 
principles of righteousness. If found disloyal g 
in any degree, their names will surely be blut--q 
ted out, for nothing is more clearly set f0rtk.S 
in the Word of God than that all sins, and 2 
every person and thing having the slightesk E 
synipathy with sin, shall be blotted out of exist-'.: 
ence by that time; so that the new dispensatiog ,2 
the eternity beyond the Xlillennium, will not'; 
only be totally free from sin, but, additionally, .; 
all who will enjoy that eternity will be such aa i 
love righteousness and hate iniquity. 

- 

That the class mentioned as written in  the-: 
Lord's book of life during the Millennial age is ? 
a different one entirely from the class whbse.; 
names are  now being written is evident in a& -,: 
other manner, by the declaration that those of-:: 
the hlillennial age will be "judged according to - - 
their worlis." On the contrary, we who are  naw ;I 
being judged or  tried for  life everlasting a m  ;; 
judged according to our faith. "According to - b -  

thy faith be it unto thee.'' Our faith must be, : 
corroborated by our works, but under p~esent; ,. 
conditions our works cannot be perfect becanst+;: 
of weaknesses of the flesh and imperfections of-- 
our surroundings. Only our faith and intentian 1 
can be perfect now, and according to these the i 
Lord deals with us. During the Millennial age, : 
on the contrary, faith will be a comparatively 
easy thing, and hcncc not an  adequate test. ; 
Then, too, works of righteousness will be mom. ; 
and more possible as the world of mankind 
make progress out of the sin and death mndi- 
tions of the present time, up, up, up, by restitn- 

. 

tion processes, nearer and nearer to the perfee-: 
tion that was lost in Eden and redeemed at - 
Calvary. 

But we a re  specially interested in our own . 
conditions of the present time, although we :. 
greatly rejoice to see in God's Word the bless- - 
ing and peace provided for all the families of '' 
the earth, and which shortly, in due time, will 
be put within their reach through the glorified 
Christ, Jesus and the church which is  His body. 
Deeply interested in the writing of our own 
names in  the book of life, the book of W s  -- - 
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remembrance, me turn again to our text to note loyalty to 1-i im and to''the principles of His . . 

some of the conditions therein set forth, that rigl~tcousness, that the Lord malies a record of : 

we may be the better prepared to n1al;c our this  matter, so that there will be no danger that , 

calling and election surc-to make sure that even a hair of our heads should fall or  a soli- 
" 

our.n'ames are  written iil the Lord's greczt rcc- tary disadvantage come to us through obedience 
ord and that our course in lire may be sudl to Him that would not be known to and appre- 
that  He will not blot thcm out. cintcd by Rim and nltilnntely have its reward. ~, 

Now We Cozrnt the Proud Happy 

T EIE contest clearly dckcrihrs the conditions 
as  they hnrc preva~led through the period 

known as "this present evil world," the period 
in which evil prevails ant1 righteousncgs is a t  
a discount, the period in which "tl~e princc of 
this world" morlis and rulcs in t l i ~  hearts of 
the children of disobedience, and those who are 
faithful to the Lord arc not only in a sm:i11 
minority, hilt a1.c di scrcdi ted by the majority 
and obliged to endure harriness as  good sol- 
diers, the time to which our Lord relerred, s a p  
saying (John 15 :18), "If the world hate you, ye 
know that it hated me hcfore it hatetl you. If 
ye were of the world the world mould love i ts  
own." "They shall say all manner of' evil 
against you falsely for my sake. Rejoice and 
be exceeding glad, for great is  your reward in 
heaven !" If such be your experience for right- 
eousness' sake, be assured that your names will 
be written in the Lord's book of remembrance 
and not blotted out. 

Verse 15 says: "NOW we a l l  the proud 
happy; yea, they that work wickedness are  set 
up; yea, they that ternpt God are  even deliv- 
ered." These words describe the presc3nt time, 
when the prjncc of this world flourishes and 
when his followers are numerous, and when the 
followers of righteousness and true holiness of 
heart a re  correspondingly repressed and dis- 
dained by the world. The Lord in our test is 
giving His people the proper thought to offset 
the discouraging out~vard circumstances of the 
present time. From the human standpoint they 
might have expected that their becoming the 
Lord's followers would have meant an increase 
in  worldly prosperity and in immunity from the 

,tribulations, had i t  not been for  the Lord's dis- 
tinct statements on the subject, assuring all 
who would be His followers that they must take 
up their cross if they would follow Him, and 
that through much tribulation they must enter 
the kingdom. The consolation is that the Lord 
lmoaeth the sincerity of our hearts and of our 

I t  is in vicw of thc cxcccding grcat and pre- 
cious promises 11-hich the Lord has set before 
lTis pcoplc in  the Word, and which they see 
witll the cpc of faith, that they are  enabled to 
witlistanti the trials and difficulties and perse- 
cutions and evil sprakings associated with the 
narrow way in xvh;ch they are called to walk as 
t r ~ l e  fo1lo~ver.s of the Lord Jesus Christ. To 
these, in proportion as they exercise faith in 
the Lord, thc promises of the future will much 
more than cfimpensate for the sacrifices and 
self-denial of the present life. "They shall be 
rninc, saith thc Lord of hosts, in that day when 
I make up my jewels." 

There is  a precious thought here: The class 
which the Lord is now selecting, the bride o r  
Christ, the little flock which shall be joint-heirs 
with Him in the kingdom, are to  know that in 
the Lord's sight they are  specially precious, 
"jewcls." They are  to know that when God so 
loved the whole world as  to provide through 
Jesus a great salvation, which shall ultimately 
extend i ts  opportunities to every member of 
the race of Adam and give to all an  opportunity 
to come to a knowledge of God and to obedience 
to His laws and correspondingly to everlasting 
life, IIe made a special provision, first, fo r  those 
loyal to Him during this present evil time, when 
sin so abounds: these are  His special jewels, 
I i is  loved, His own. 

God's Jewels Being Polished 

A ND this thought 01 being "jewels" carries 
with i t  an explanation of the trials and 

difficulties which the Lord perniits now to come 
upon thcse.. The trials and difficulties of life 
are  but the polishings by which these jewels 
are  being prepared the more perfectly to reflect 
the glorious light of the goodness of God as it 
shines in the face of Jesus Christ our Lord. 
I n  view of the blessings and glories of the 
future this jewel class may well esteem, as the 
Apostle did, that present trials and di6culties 
aro but light aaictions working out for us a 
f a r  more exceeding and eternal weight of glory. 
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With this thought before the mind, we can well respect for the divine "name" or honor, 
overlook the things of this present time, wl~ich surely not only hinder us from associating 
are  but transitory, and keep the eye fixed upon holy name with false doctrines, "doctrine 
the heavenly things which God hath promised devils." whichmisrepresent our heavenly Fa 
to  .them that love IIim. as purposing the eternal torment of nearly all $ 

Incidentally the Lord mentions a fact that is  of our race, but will on the contrary make n+.--; 
apparent to us all ;  namely, that this jewel class zealous in pulling down such falsities whid-*? 
that  "feared the Lord" rather than feared nlL\n, got their start  in the dark ages and are  bhi& : 
and that llearlcened to the J\'or.tl of tllc T,or.d phcmics against our God, whose name is love, 
rather than to the creeds of Illen, that fetlled a i d  whose niandate is. that all the wilfully 5 
not \?.hat man might do or say unto them, but wicked shall be destroyed, not tormented. 
rather were careful to secure the Lord's Savor Those who fear the Lord, who reverence His:: 
and blessing, these "spalte oftcn one to an- name, who think upon His Word, who are  seek- I 
other." Such are drawn together; their love ing to copy His disposition and to be fashioned A . 
for the Lord and for  righteousness naturally under the band of divine providence, should 
and properly draws then1 to others who have renlelnber tile importance of honesty, "truth in ' 
the same love ; and this IS the Lo1.d'~ intention, tile inward parts," when as members of the body - 
that they should speali often one to anotller of Christ thcy come together to study the divine :. 
respecting Him and His promises, upon which Word and to help one another. ''Let nothing be' . 
their hopes are built, that they should encour- done tlll.ough strife or  vairlglory," Let eac& 8: 

age one another in the narrow way and build esteem the other greater in than -, 
one another up in the most holy faith. AS the himself, and to see, as far a s  possible, 3 
Apostle expresses the matter, they should forget each other the good, the noble, the true. 
not the assembling of themselves together, and It u,ill not be very that the wicked shall - 

the as they see the day drawing flourish as the green bay tree, as the Psalmist. 
on.-Hebrews 10 : 25. describes; i t  will not be very long that Satan 

I t  does not surprise us either that our text \h~ill be the prince of this world; i t  not be 
declares that when the Lord's faithful ones very long that he that would live god'y - 
Come togetller to talk of Him and His right- suffer persecution and opposition. Very soon . 
eousrless and His promises and plans, and the prayer which our dear Master taught us 
to stimulate each other's faith and to develop will be fulfilled, "Thy kingdom cohe;  Thy will 
one another and to stir U p  one another's pure be done on earth as it is done in heaven." Vers  ; 
minds by way of remembrance of the Lord's soon the great adversary himself will be bound _ 
Word, it does not surprise us to be that he shall deceive the nations no more until ,A 

that the Lord hearkened, listened, that He takes the thousarid years of Christ's reign a r e  ended, 
note of their scntiments of loyalty and faith, Very soon we shall be changed from the earthly - 
and that these things are associated with them conditions to the heavellly conditions, be 
in the divine remembrance ; these things mark our dear Redeenler, see Him as  He is and share 
them as His people, the ones whom He is His glory. Very soon the great time of trouble - 
pleased to bless, and who will be blessed ulti- whicll is now overhanging the world will burst 
mately by being received to IIimself as joint- and pass away, and prepare the world for the % 

heirs with the Lord in  the kingdom. Millennia1 blessings; very soon the knowledge :- 
of the Lord shall fill the whole earth, so that I 

They that Thought upon God's Name none will need say to his neighbor, "Know thoa 
OME who draw near to the Lord with their the Lord; for all shall know him from the least S lips, but whose hearts are  fa r  from Him, of them even unto the greatest"; very soon the ' 

think upon their own "name," their own honor; grand consummation of the divine plan will, -, 
othcrs think upon the "name" or honor of the thus be accomplished. Let us be glad and re- 
sect or party with which they are identified; joice and give glory to our Lord, and seek- - 
but those whom the Lord will rcmernber as His more and more faithfully to walk in His foot- 
jewels will be those who think upon IIis "name," steps even to the end of the journey. His gram , 
His honor. Let us be of this class. And such a be with us all. 

' " - - 
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STCTDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" (wDGr4;i'THi"o"o"KRD's) 
2- -.- With Issue Number 60 we began running Judge Rutherford's new book, 
-- . 
2?- 
c- " 
P -- 

S'"The Scriptures answer, as we have hereto- ]~ere  is  on the word the. We might paraphrase 
fore seen, that prior to His coming to earth Pilate's words thus: 'The man whom you are  
the Son was the Tlo@s, a spirit being; that His asl,ing me to put to death is  not only the great- 

. life was transferred to the human plane and est man among you, but he is  the man above all 
:/ that He was born a human being. He was rich other men on earth.' The people there had seen 
rr; and for our sakes becamc poor (2 Corinthians a perfect man. None of us have seen a perfect 

j.c 
8: 9) ; that is to say, He was rich in heavenly man. He was the only One who has ever lived 
glory and power possessed by IIim as the great on earth qualified to become the redeemer of 

- active agent of Jehovah in the creation of all mankind. He was sent to earth by Jehovah for 
- things, and He became poor by becoming a man. that very purpose. Under the law that God 

It was absolutely necessary for Rim to be a gave to the Jews a man must be thirty years of 
perfect man; hence IIe must be born holy, age before he had reached his legal majority, 
harmless, separate fiom sinners a n d  without that he might qualify as  a priest. 
sin; and I le  met this recluirement. (Hebrews 21"$re note that Jesus grew from ~oyhoodys 
7 :  26) Furthermore, He met the requirements estate to madood's estate, and that when He 
because He was made flesh and dwelt amongst was thirty years of age ;ee presented Himself . 
men. (John 1: 14) He  partool< of flesh and to John a t  Jordan to be baptized. At  the we 
blood, became a human being for the very Pur- of thirty, then, He was perfect in body, perfect 
pose of destroying him that has the Power of in mind, perfect under the law, in  every respect 
death, that is, the devil; and to deliver man- an  absolutely perfect human being; hence qual- 
kind. (Hebrews 2: 14,151 He took upon Him- ified to be the ransomer or  redeemer of Adam, 
self the form of a servant o r  bondsman and the perfect man, and of all Adam's offspring. 
was made in the likeness of men. (Philippians 
2:  7)  He was the only perfect man that has aUEmONS ON HARP OF GOD" ever lived on earth, except Adam. He was not 
par t  human and part spirit being, because He How did God send His Son? and when HO came, was - 
"was mado a little lower than the angels for the He a man or was He God? Give Scriptural proof. ll213. 

- suffering of death." Angels are spirit k ings ,  Had any pedect man lived on the earth from  dm 
and thus creatures that are lower than angels V213. 
are  human beings, Our Lord was human. Had S u ~ ~ o s e  Jesus had greater a man when 

He collsecrated at the Jordan, could He have met the He been pa* God and pa* man He rvould have divine requirements and become the redeemer of man- 
been higher than the angels instead of lower, kind? 11213. 

_ the reason that are the lowest Did Jesus have porrer to produce a perfect race? and 
of spirit beings. if so, did Be in this way correspond to the perfect 

, 

2'4Eeing a perfect man, our Lord had the Adam? 214. 
po\\Ter to produce a perfect race of people and State what occurred before Pilate. Paraphrase the 
with tllese populate the earth; therefore in substance of Pilate's statement to the Jews. 1214. 
every respect exactly corresponding to the per- Under Jewish la\% what must be the age of a 

feet man Adam in the condition he was in while mall in order to be qualified as priest ? V 214. 
Il'hat was the age of Jesus when He presented Him- 

in  Eden. Jesus was perfeet in every respect, wlf Johv for 215. 
full of grace and truth. (John 14) When He iiTlly was it necessary for Jesus to wait until He was 
stood before Pilate, silent as a sheep is dumb thirty years of age to begin =is ministry? 7 215. 
before its shearers, when the mob incited by 
the Jewish clergy of that time \yere demanding " ~ ~ d  1s its author, and not man. He laid - 
onr Lord's life blood, pilate, in order that he The key-note of all harmonies. He planned 
might shame the Jews for such action,-cried out All perfect combinations; and He made 
unto them: "Behold the man." The emphasis Us go that we could hear and understand." 
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"Pirates of Finance" 

H 011' the Wall Street Soviet contrived to who control se~entp-five percent of all the money in the 
take a\\.ay legally all tlle real money be- United States, nhich control extends over a ark 

longing to the people of the United States and of banks in all the greater cities, absolute and 
to plnccfi it al,salutel>- under tlieir own control, dspotic; but no relief can be v t e d 3  these men 

50 that they m a y  ]lave panics or prosperity are act ill^ contraq to d t i n g  law. Two 

m~llen RIIa as tlley H*ill, is illterestinglg told in a dollars are ''el' in control by the money -biation 
centered in Sew Tork banks.' little 72-page 1)ook bearing the title, "Pirates of ,,It is this situation which he considen, fa measce to 

Finiil~ec*," and sold IIJ- the author, Theodore the countrv,9 and threatens to lead a money 
Cocllc.u. 505 Bedford Arenue, Brooklyn, K. T. oligarchy more despotic and more dangerou indw 

Ill.. Cocheu writes that although he was ad- trial freedom than anj-thing civilization has ever known.' 
vispd that the issuance of the booli would land " 'I believe,' says Mr. Untermeyer, 'that the trend of 
hill1 i l l  jail, yet it has been liberally circulated this concentration and control of the money of the 
a n i o ~ ~ g  congressinen, financiers and publishers, United States, if continued on the lines which exid 
and that thus far  tliere are no dire results fol- t oda~*  will more leading men to 
]o\v\-jl,x exposure of \vhat he believes to be in frenzied efforts to 'eek some sort of thrn 

any other underlying cause of complaint in our d d  and what evidently is  a nlonumental sin against 
the whole people of tlle tTnited States. As a EnntEmeper says he is not men, but 
mattcbr of fact we opine that the men who were a which he 'believes to be vicioue and  dangerous^ 
back of the Federal Reserve scheme of looting M ~ .  ~ l f ~ ~ d  0. crozier, of mi lminen,  D$, a 
the Tnited States Treasury are afraid to prose- brakd author and one of the best versed 8tudenb 
cute 31r. Coclieu. I t  would be an exceedingly finance in this country, during a discussion of the pro- 
disastrous thing for them to have these matters posed formation of a central bank, is reported ta .have 
hrougl~t out in court and aired in a large way. a i d :  
IVp qnotc here and there from Mr. Cocheu's '"The plan for a Central Bank originated in Wall 
booli : Street and not with the h'ational Monetary Commission. 

l.\yl,,.,, ,hc ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ l  R~~~~~~ ~~~k law vas being dig- mall Street n-ill control this bank, or there will be no 
cussrtl ill Collgresr, Mr. Lindberg, as a minority of the such institution- It *y humorous to note the coy 
c o r n ~ ~ ~ i l t ~ c ,  said : manner in which the Wall Street interests are a l lo~ing 

u bill positi,.ely abolishes the united states the plans for their establishment to leah- out gradually. 
Trea5ury. It proposes to move the peopleys money As 8 matter of fwt, this deal. the prize bunco game of 

froln tile ~ ~ i ~ ~ d  states kurg and pb it in the American history, calculated to place the entire control 
vaults of the banks, to be used by them for private of the Kation's currency in the hands of a Wall Street 
gain. I t  ~iolates every principle of popular democratic coterie, been for months- Fearing the 
representatire government, and every declaration of the Upm that have been certain to had the 
Dcmorratic party and platform pledges, from Tho- been spmg On the public at Once, the men 
Jefferson down to the beginning of this Congress.' organizing the deal have been shrewd enough to spring 

"Mr. Lindberg's words were prophetic, and have oer- their plans by easy stages: " 
hinly been fulfilled by the practical operations of the 
bank. k Gbvernment Treasuly -Being Drained ? 

"Discussing the mbject of b d  eontlol d money, IN MR. COCHEU'S book he proceeds to prove 
Hoi~.  Samuel Untermeyer is reportcd to have mid: from the official reports of the United States 

" '7 '11~ concentration within a fen years of the Treasurer that between April 7, 1917, and 
''Uonc~ Po\\-er" iu the hands of less than twelve men Angust 1, 1919, there passed out of its hands 
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740 % GOLDEN AGE . .OOU~. m. T. 

2,868 tons of the 4,201 tons of gold which it amount be one hundred ddlars e r  one hundred million 
had in its possession at  the beginning of that dollars. 
period and 9,000 tons of the 14,000 tons of silver "It should be borne in mind that the gold certificates 
which it had on hand a t  the beginning of the represented real service which had been rendered by 

same period. their owners, aa depicted in the various sketchea in the 
beginning of these pqes ;  and though transferable, the He attention to the fact that 'I1 the go'd gold and artificabs muld be properly orned only by 

left in the "is the property the th0.e giving senice in return for them. But vhat haye 
Reserve in the banks given for the nearly three thousand tons of 

the Government/ and then in a single Para- gold transferred from gor-ernmental to bank onner- 
g?aph pointedly shows that the Trensury has ship? ~ h y ,  gold certificates, of course. 
been stripped of all the people's money: "What did they give for the gold certificates? Why, 

"Only two years ago, anyone rewiring a pay envelop Resen-e Bank h'otes. 
or other settlement for service found gold or silver "The only mystery about the whole transaction is the 
certificates papable on demand. Today a few strap silver answer to this last question: 
bills may he found, but who among our hundred million "IThat did they gice for the use of the Federal Re- 
people can produce a gold certificate? These certificates serve ,Votes that were ezchanged for gold certificates 
are no longer in the hands of the people, and the metal that took the gold that lay in  the house that the peop11 
M no longer possessed by the Government" budt ?" 

Mr. Cochen proceeds with his story; and The obvious answer is that the people of the . 

after pointing ant how by a nice piece of finan- United States hare turned all their real money 
cia1 juggling the people are robbed every year over to a gang that have given their notes in 
of the enormous sum of $240,000,000, vhich exchange for it, backed by an ever-changing 
they pay for  tile use of their own money to the collateral of goods in warehouses or.in transit, 
pirates that have them of it, he comes and if the gang aishes to do SO there is nothing 
down to the root of the matter, te&ng-how the in law to prevent their taking that gold and 
trick was done. Of course it was all done by skipping with it to any corner of the earth to 
lab, All thievery and chicanery worth while in ~ h i c l l  they nlaY wish to go. And, as they find 
these days is done not with a p n ,  but ~ i t h  it convenient, they will skip and take the gold 
every formality of law and every pretense of with them; make no doubt of that. Mr. Cochen 
piety and patriotism : sees the situation and sums it  up as follon-a: 

,scongress could notshave been induced to pass a law "Thus, by their own machinations, a handful of high 

giving the Fold direct to the banka, but the iinanciers in two years hare possessed themselves, with- 

following are the nlagicd n-orda ahich enabled the high Out any return Or property which had IT- 

financiers to perform the trick: quired one hundred million people more than fifty years 

" 'The Federal Reserve Board shall have power : To to gather together through the natural and orderly 

issue Federal Resene Sotes a t  its discretion; to es- processes of honest ind~istry alld economy." 

change Federal Reserve Sotes for gold, gold coin, or The chapter headings in the bool; are : What 
gold certificates.' Happened to Our Gold; The Arabian Sights; 

"Suppose the reader to be a man with a small bank HOW the Looting W-~S Done; Currency 1nfla- 
account, finding himself with one hundred dollars in tion and High Cost of L i ~ n g ;  How the Great 
gold certficates, for ahich he could obtain gold on Gold Fund had been Gathered into the Treas- 
demand, but i t  being more conveniat to deposit the ury ;  Gold; 1907; A Sample of High Finance; 
certificates in the bank, and pa1 the butcher, the baker The Federal Reserve Bank and Currency Law; 
and the candlestick maker with checks. This was done, a x a t  ,Rave They Done with it; T h e  Treasury 
and the bank cashed the checks with Federal Reserve is Bustin' with Money'; Verily, This is a Rich .., 
Notc~. and appropriated your gold certificates to its and E~~~ sat ion;  Stabilizing the ~~~~i~~~ 
own use, though you were not consulted. This action ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ;  ~h~ ~~~~i~~~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~  is standardized; 
is called Ezchange. The bank pres-nbd 30u1 certificates 
at  the United S t a t e  Treasury, and received gold for 

Conclusion; Lest We Forget. 

them. which then becanic the property of the b a d ,  and By request Mr. Cockeu has furnished US with . 
the 'Exchange' r a s  complete. -a  brief sketch of his life, from which we select 

*Thlls it is plain how one hundred dollars gold was some items that we think will be of interest to . 

transferred fmm your ownerdip to that of the bask. our readers. His father was born in Brittany, 
And the Eame simple process operates ahether the France, in 1794, and was a soldier under N a p -  



leori in the year 1512. -1 trailled and successful 
morocco manufacturer at \i7~tertown, K. Y., he 
was stripped of his business by the operation 
of 11igh finailce in 1844, a l~d  becanle a helpless 
paralytic for the reniaining nilietreli years of 
his life. During all those years JIr. Cocheu's 
~uo t l~c r  cared for lier illvalid hu.sband, and their 
dau~litcr  and six sons. Tl~todore was born in 
1835. 

Tlieodorr and his bl.othCrs werc all soldiers 
i n  the Civil War, and ill 1%;;; Ti~eodore married. 
He says of his family life : 

- "I have said that my wife had brains. Eefore our 
marriage, while she was yet a mere slip of a girl, she 
won a prize for committing to memory and correctly 
reciting the whole book of Matthew \~-ithiu four weeks 
time; and though this was hot work she ne\-er forgot, 
but could correctly recite it to the last of her fifty-eight 
years of married life. When we married. we agreed to 
'keep house' on my sniall salary, though the price of 
flour was $12 per barrel, coal $14 per ton, kerosene oil 
for lalnps, twenty-five cents per quart, etc. But as $12 
shoe. and sotill skirts were not then necessary for 
hoil~~\vork, and as we collld get along in the summer 
witllout furs, a e  managed to live, having enough to eat 
and wenr, and without incurring a financial debt of any 
kind. \Ye also agrecd to set up \\.hat was then known as 
a 'fanrily altar,' with rtuding n portion of Scripture and 
fanlily prayer every night. I am thus specific in de- 
rcriling our family organization because we became 
parents to seven solis slio d grew up to manhood's 
estate in the borough of Brooklyn. We were frequently 

warned that it was  impossible to bring up a boy in the 
city and keep him right; but ahcu, in 1913, we celr- 
brated our fiftieth or Golden Wedding within a quart(-r 
of a mile of the place of the o r i g i d  n-edding in 186::' 
among many warm friends assenlbld were our ~evell 
sons, all occupying useful, honorable position8 in the 
world, who had come with their wives from Panmla 
and other dietant parts of the norld to attend the evmt. 
I t  is only just to say that tile life work of a good, ~ s r ,  
Christian mother's wondcrf~rl care, wise precepte u ~ d  
constaut example to and before lier boys has made every 
one of them a standing proof of the fallacy of the my- 
ing, 'You cannot properly bring up a boy in the city.'" 

In tlie year 1872 Mr. C'oclieu was appointed 
United States Custolns oficer by the Honorable 
Chester Alan Arthur, who subsequently became 
President of tlie rnited States. I t  was Mr. 
Cocheu's fortune to be the ofticer in charge when 
the immigration senvice was transferred froln 
the jurisdiction of the State of h'ew York to 
the United States Govemnent. On April 18th 
of a given year the State of Xew York received 
the inmigrants at Castle Garden, New Pork 
City. On the very next day, a t  Ellis Island, the 
United States Government, with a different 
organization, under Mr. Cocheu's management. 
landed 8,000 immigraiits and sent them to their 
destinations by railroad, or fed and lodged them 
in tlie barge office, and in barges which he~had 
pro-iided for the purpose, all without hitch or  
mishap. He retired from the position in 1921 
after a service of forty-nine years.. 

Vain Imaginations 

C OSCERKISG the world conditions Judge 
Rutherford says : 

"To believe that one can accomplish that which is 
an inipossibility is a rain imagination. Thnt is exactly 
the condition of the world today. Many imagine that 
the ]iresent systems can be patched up  and made 
desi~.nble. 

"A few pears ago the cry was resounding through 
the earth: 'The great war will make the world saie for 
democracy.' How vain was that illlagination is now 
appiuent to all who think. Democracy is in a worse 
etate of disintegration than a t  any other time during 
the past hundred years, and is d d y  growing worse. 

"Democracy means government by the people in the 
interest of the majority. Particularly since the great 
war government is by the profiteers and their allies in 
the interest of the minority. The condition goes from 
bad to worse. The nations are hopelessly in debt, and 
tke bancia1 system of many u e  nlready collapsed. 

Because. of fear that bas laid hold upon the ruling 
factors of the nations, they are madly preparing for 
another great war. Says Sir Janles Foster: 'It is 
enough to make the angels  veep, that after the greatest 
tragedy the world has ever knoan the nations should 
be showing their teeth more in 1923 than they did in 
1913. International affairs are in a worse condition 
today thau ten years ago.' 

I 

" 'A new chapter opens in the history of Europe and 
the ror!d, with a climax of horror such as mank id  
has never yet witnessed.'-Lloyd Cieorge. 

"'There is no wttlement in Europe. There is no 
peace in Europe. 1923 is worse than 1914.'-Barnsay 
MacDomld. 

"'Airplanes, poison gas aud hatred mixed together 
are spelling the doom3f civilization. America is pw- 
paring for war on a d e  so colossal that it hns no 
parallel in the history of the world.'-Frederick .T. 
Libby. 
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'Religiously speaking, the denominational church followers ta pray: "rhg kingdom come; thy r i l l  k 
spderns are raging upon each other. The modernists done on earth as i t  is done in heaven.' This prayer 
have repydiated God's Word and have denied the great mas taught that those who earnestly pray it might be 
ransom-mriiice of our Lord. They deny His kingdom, in an attitude to receive the kingdom at  its coming. 
and in turn tesch evolution and other God-dishonoring The King is now present. The kingdom of God is rt 
dwtrhcs. The fundamentalists cling to the Bible, and hand. Jehovah's Anointed is His beloved, the Christ 
eartieetly contend for it. Both sides, however, arc allied All who are not for Him are against Him. Concerning 
with the commercial and ~ l i t i c a l  povers of the present th- who are against Him the Lord through His 
evil ~rder .  prophet says: 'The kings of the earth set themsdves, 

and the rulere take counsel together, against the Lord, 
Why this Raging? and against his anointed, saying, Let us break their 
N JEHOVAH are all the riches of hen-ledge and 1'ands =under, and cmt away their cords from us.' 1 r idom.  Ris Kord, (he ilii~le. furnishes a surc and ( P s h  2:  2, 3 )  In 19l9 the Pl i t icd  fhancid 

guide. xany ago, fo rekno~ng  the rulers of the world said: ?Ve must have the League of 
condition of our day, H~ callsed ~i~ prophet to Sations.' And the Federal Council of Churches mid: 
propounding this question: ?Vhy do the nations rage 'The time has come Organize the world for truth, 
and the pople imagine a rain thing?'-P~alm 2: 1. right and justice and humanity. To this end ks Chris- 

"Thc raging of the nations is apparent to all. Khat tians we urge the establishment of the League of Free 

vain thing do the people now imagine? Big business, Kations. . . . It is the political expression of God's 
kingdom on earth.' Here was a statement of these three big politicians and a p t a t e  clcrg): join togcther in 
dements equivalent to saying: 'We will not h a ~ e  t b  annonncing that they possess the wisdom and poner 
King of king, the h r d ' s  anointed, to rule over 11s. to adjust the ills of ! l d i n d ;  that by means of 
,Ve maintain our old arraugement.' To this Jrb campacts or leagues of nations or worldly conferences 

they can establish peace and prosperity and bnhg the rah's prophet answers: 'He that sittetb in the heaven8 

desire of the people. Millions of good, honest people shall laugh; the Lord ehall have them in derision. Then 

imagine that this can be done, and that imperfect man shall he speak to them in his wrath, and vex them in 

can establish peace and righteousness. This is a rain his sore displeasure.-Psalm 2: 4,5. 

imagination, because Jehovah, referring to this time, m a t N &  
throqgll His prophrt said: 'Associate yourselves, 0 ye HAT, then, may ~ v e  espect to follow this condi- 
p p k ,  and ye shall be broken in pi-; and g i ~ e  ear, W tion of fear, perplexity and distress of nations? 
all ye of far countries: gird yourselves, and Ye shall be vlat be the result of the arrogant sperh and 
broken in pieces ; gird ~ourselv@~ md Ye shall be broken of the ruling factors to carry out. their  elfish, 
in pieces. Take counsel together, and it shall come b desires? ~h~ anwer is fonnd in the scriptures: 'And 
nought.'-Isaiah 8 : 9, 10. he gathered them together into a place called in the 

"The rrason why the great crisis hss come now is Hebrew tongue Armageddon, . . . to gather them to the 
this: The Gcntile rrorld or order of things begen in battle of that great day of God Almighty.' (Revelation 
60G B. C. ,  was to continue 2,520 years, and according 16: 14,16) This is to be folloaed by the completa 
to the Ilihle legally ended in 1914, at which time the establishment of Messiah's kingdom of righteousness, 
I ~ r d  forrtold that the nations would become angry and will cure the present ills of humankind and 
God's wrath would come. From then until now the bring peace and prosperity to the people, the desire 
nations have k r n  raging, and the ra,@g continuen, of & honest hearts. The whole creation groans and 
and the prople continue ta imagine r vain means of travails in pain, waiting. for the Messianic kingdom, 
wttlqment. for the time of complete delireranee. It is at hand. 

'.FFT ninetcen hundred pars real Christians have Millions now living will never die. It beh001-es every 
been praying carncstly the prayer that Jesus taught his one to inform himself about this important subject." 

"Advertise The King" 
Rejoicing ! Rejoicing ! 

Re a d v e r t i ~ ~  the King! 
Rejoicing! Rcjolclng ! 

Glad tidings now we bring. 
For unto tho= who watch and vait, 
Thc King doth come in glorious state; 
This message due with joy relate, 

And advertise the King 1 

By Mrs. T. C. AIford 

Rejoicing! Rejoicing! 
We adve t i~e  the King! 

Rejoicing ! Rejoicing ! 
His praises all shall sing; 

For millions now nill nwer die., 
On promise sure the meek rely, 
In earth restored He'll mpply. 

So adre.ertiae the Xing 1 
. ... -. 
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China and Her People-In Four Parts (Part Three)  , 

, 0 F ALL the tangled skeins of yarn in the Northern China, or Manchuria, with Gen. Chang 

I 
world the political situation of China may Tso-lin, a former outlaw and bandit, at the head. 

be said to be the great one, the "Chinese Gen. Li  Yuan-hung was vice president, then 
Puzzle." Like the minds of some men, it was president, resigned, went into obscurity, va s  

I olic thing yesterday, another thing today, and president again, abdicated June 14th because 
i. will be something else tomorro15-. The Chinese melnbers of his own party and constitutional 

monarchy became a republic in February, 1912, politicians demanded it, holding him captive 
after the revolution of the pear before. The four days in his own mansion before he took 
boy emperor, Pu-pi, still retains his title; but his flight. He was captured and held by his 
as a ruler he is not even a figurehead, though on-n troops. The immediate cause of his fight 
he is paid for it and evidently will continue to was that Oen. Feng Yu-hsiang told the Presi- 
draw his pay until there is another revolution dent that if his soldiers were not paid his troops 
or a repudiation of the old order. would enter the capital. 

The country is in constant turmoil, and no The President of China necessarily rode in 
faction has been successful in establishing any a stormy ship of state. He had around him a 
liir~d of stability. The military governors, thc sclieming bunch of politi$ans, a gang of robber 
Tuchuns, bold the ~vliiplasll and have been in financiers, and a gawking set of soothsayers 
the. habit of dictating to the Peking government. known as priests. He was pestered from within 

I t  seems inconceivable how so vast a country and from without in strictly Oriental fashion. 
buried in tradition, undeveloped in industry, 
and living by such low standards could in so China*# Roublcr Multiply 
short a time expect to emerge from slumber, HE rupture was precipitated because the 
throw off the shackles of monarchy, endeavor T soldiers had not been paid; and there was 
to establish a republic, unify her interests, and a division between the military leaders. I t  is 
make herself felt as one of the powerful nations now thought that a military leader will ascend 
of the world. Two things may contribute: (1) to the presidency. China therefore faces Ian- 
Before the mighty influx of machinery and other crisis. Li Yuan-hung had been undergding 
labor-saving devices came into the world China a state of siege for many days, and was trying 
was put to sleep with opium. With the advent to form another cabinet to help extricate him- 
of opium, rum, and other "Christian" accouter- self from the entanglement. Trouble'was brew- 
ments came her excessive drowsiness, her pub- ing in practically every province; the bandits 
lic debt, her discord and lax morals. With the were harassing the peace of Shantung and all 
banishment of opium and rum China is coming China; complications were arising with Japan; 
to herself; but like a drunken man after a and the Consortium was putting China's feet 
spree she hardly knows how to stand. (2) The into the stocks. Besides this, outrages were 
aggressix-eness of exploiting Powers, which she being committed with remarkable frequency 
sees will sv-allow her up unless she strives to npon foreigners, 80 that all nations were get- 
rave herself, is prodding her on as a mat ted  ting ready to spring at China's throat. The 
of self-preservation. President's hasty flight stopped the rioting 

As China arouses from her stupor great around Peking; and in a few days there was a 
minds are sure to be enlightened, and ambi- lull in all China, as  far as newspaper repdrts 
tious, selfish men will seek for advantage. In- were concerned. 
stead of peace strife will ensue, and civil war- The White race has fallen as  a result of the 
fare be prevalent. There are two main divi- World War, and the Chinese no longer regard 
sions: Gen. Wu Pei-fu is supreme from the them as superiors. White representatives are  
Great Wall to the Yangtse river, and exerts loolied upon as merely agents of a profiteering 
power over Central China in the neighborhood country, bent on exploiting the resources and 
of Peking; Dr. Sun Pat-sen is snpreme from peoples of other countries. Even American 
the Yangtse Kiang southward, and is a t  the trading ships on the Yangtse have been fired 
head of the Southern faction which centers a t  npon by bandits and soldiers. The State De- 
Canton. Another smaller division obtains in partment a t  Washington has received word 

74s 
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that American lives and liberty throughout the Boxer uprising terrorized the whole world 
China are endangered, and demands were made with Chinese atrocities. 
for  foreign guards; but the trouble seems to 
be that there are too many people carrying Will Boxer Erperiences be Repeated? 
l o a d d  gMs already. Kao Ling-jei was chosen ~ E A ~ I S G  of the Uel&ood of a h e r  up . 
premier. S rising reminds us of the Borer insurrection 

It has been said of Li  Yuan-hung: of 1900 and the causes lying back of it. I t  is  
''There is no &her man in China who e m s  as l i k d ~  said that the politim-ecclesiastical element of 

to be able to guide the country safely through its period china is internoven with confucianism and 
of mr@nirntron. His is mod but, if he centers in the atmosphere of Peking. 

the .rrpport of Wo Pei-fu the Through the fall of dynasty after dynasty thia cdiiperation of Chen Chiung-ming, he wi l l  mecessfdly 
wompheh it" church-state Confucianism has persisted; and 

then ~ h i ~ ~ ~ - ~ i ~ ~  was snn yat-sen's lead- the Chinese a re  fearful that the encroachments 
ing general. Sometimes Chen is in  possession the m i t e s  x i th  what they rewgdze a 
of the South, and sometimes Sun holds sway. ~ e m e r t e d  Christianity mill bring them into sub- 

just now Dr. Sun is shining brightly in the jection and take away their honored traditions 
South. ~h~ Tuchuns harass Wn Pei-fn, and which have cemented them together into a solid 
peace is 8s fa r  away as ever. Some think that mt ional i t~ .  They have always regarded the 

L i  yuan-hung with Generals wn and Chen missionary as  prping into their liberties and 
could unify China, but that is not what the have resented it, with persecution. 
foreign Powers want, as is evidenced by the According to the statement of Mr- Hain Job 
support and goodwill they have for Dr. Sun. Ka4 son of the Chinese Minister of Finance 

Genuine national nnification depends npon during the Boxer uprising, the real cause of the 
the sincerity of all parties in working for noble uprising was the fact that many patriotie 
ends. If the peace of the country and her own Chinese saw that the European were 
welfare were considered, instead of the inter- mheming to get.control of China in order to 
estk of financialdom, and the people themselves d i s d e  that corntry a m W  themselves ; and 
allowed to work out their destiny, much greater they felt that the only way to Preserve the free- 
progress wodd  be made toward making the dom of China W a s  to drive O U ~  the TVhites. 
government trnly representative and demo- Through the assistance of English and French 
cratic. A suggestion comes along this line f ram forces the uprising w= suppressed ; and the 
D ~ .  sun in a manifesto to the pow- Ninister of Finance committed suicide in  the 
em, in which he advises them not to recognize PmSenCe of his Sixteen-year-dd Son, knowing 
the Peking government, that thereby the mili- that if he were apprehended he would be 
taw powers n-ill be weakened and China to death in some way designed to be a warning 
pacified. ,Q government can then be established to d l  who Were in favor of maintaining the 
which will be representative of the wuntry and integrity their native 
command the respect and support of the prov- years later Mr. Hain one of the commib 
inces. tee of nine young Chinese who were sent by the 

An effort was made through a coalition of President of the Chinese Republic to visit the 
leaders composed of Li Yuan-hung, Chang Tso- capitals of the leading European countries with  . 
lin, Sun Yat-sen, and Lu Yung-hsiang to move a view of enlisting Occidental sympathy in  be- 
the capital from Peking to Hangchow, Province half of the Young republic. It is needless to sa9 
of Chekiang, in order to get away from the that the mission was a failure. None of the ,, 

~~nfavorable influences of the Chihli party, Powers would want to help China get on i t s  
headed by Generals IF-u and Feng. Perhaps the feet for China's sake; bat if they can sack 
conmlsions in China were aimed a t  the removal China and keep her for their own they will use 
of the capital nearer to American and British any ruse, any cunning, any subterfuge, any 4 

civilization; for Hangchow is about 700 miles "diplomacy" that the expediency might warrant. 
south of Peking and only about 550 miles from In ~lnlos t  every installee the Young Chinese 
Canton and Ilongkong. Some say that condi- were met with the inquiry : '%%at shall we get 
tions in China are practically the same a s  when out of i t  if we assist the Chinese RepnbiicP 



The young men had expected the European 
Powers to take a lively interest in their efforts 
to better the conditions of four hundred million 
Chinese who so badly needed assistance, I h e n  
they met with repeated disappointment in their 
efforts to interest the European diplomats they 

C 

lost confidence not only in IVestern civilization 
but in what was passing for Christianity as 
well; for they concluded that much of the inter- 
est sent missiollaries to China was really 
commercial, and not religions. 

Reconafnrction from Within Needed 

T HE question has been asked: "Can China 
hold her oum against the political, economic, 

and cultural encroachments of the West long 
enough to enable her to make her own blend of 
the elements of her culture, which are of para- 
mount significance, with certain values, mainly 
scientific, in Western civilization which she now 
lacks?" I t  is a question of ho~v there may be 
vital reconstruction from within, and how to 
induce the greedy 71-est, including Japan, to 
keep hands off. The opening up of China is, to 
the Powers interested in the Consortium, better 
than opening up  a new continent; for China 
holds in her arms about one-fourth of the 
earth's teeming millions, who are  so peaceful 
and so innocent of the White man's greed that 
i t  is  an easy matter to exploit her. The "Chris- 
tian" White nations have succeeded in making 
a n  ally of Japan, taking away the possihility 
that the Yellow races may combine for mutual 
protection againet the encroachments of the 
Whites. Tlie only human salvation for Chiria 
is for Socialism to sweep away the IJTestern 
group of nations, overturning Capitalism, al- 
lowing China thenceforth to reconstruct, culti- 
vate, and advance in modern civilization in her 
own st\-eet way, receiving the aid and helpful- 
ness which might be given through some noble 
souls who are not animated by selfish motives. 
Intellectual leadership is present ; and the young 
men and women of China are  the equals of any 
nationality, snrpassing many others in hcnesty 
and virtue. But the finding of a leader in whom 
all will repose confidence is the problem-un- 
likely of solution. 

I t  is not to be wondered at  that China daes 
not put her house in order. The big Powers 
keep her in a state of poverty and weakness, 
so that she may be the more fully despoiled. 

Her tariffs are fixed by the Powers, compelling 
China to accept just such a t a r  on her expork 
and imports a s  will be favorable to themselves 
and unfavorable to her. Chinese iinances are 
regulated by the foreign Powers through tlre 
Consortium. 

Minority rule has had its day; special privi- 
lege is waning; predatory wealth must cease 
to be. Politically, we must consider the most 
basic prerequisite to lasting peace-that the 
nations should become internationally minded, 
which means to think in terms larger than Ape- 
cia1 interests. The Leagne of Nations idea in 
not thinking in large terms. The thought of 
"leagne" presupposes that some are  in, and 
some are out; any idea which excludes is 
narrow. When the ideas broaden to include 
humunity, the thought of league o r  clique o r  
clan will not come into mind. This is a Chris- 
tian principle about which few seemingly know 
anything. 

Tuchwu, or Military Goaemora 

C HIKA is menaced by a system of Tuchuns, 
These are military governors of the prov- 

inces, each of whom has armies under his com- 
mand with more or less capital st his disposal. 
These war among themselves and rob the people . 
to support the annies. This causes dissension 
and discontent. Esch governor is  jealous of the 
other ; ao there is  scheming on all sides. China's 
predicament in raising money to pay off her 
debts is that she does not have the support of 
tlie provinces. Each province seems to be a 
kind of independent state having very little 
respect for the Central government; a t  least, 
there is little cooperation. 

Perhaps one of the reasons why Chins is 80 
arbitrarily governed by its Tnchuns is  that in 
the eleventh century there existed a sort of 
State-Socialism arrangement, not unlike that 
championed by some today. Her  civilization 
was highly developed. It is said that  arts, 
architecture, literature and philosophy, and 
both the theory and the practice of government 
were highly adranced as far  back as the Chow 
dynasty (1122-256 B. C.), intensified and fur- 
ther devclopecl by the Han dynasty (206 B. C.- 
219 A. D.), and also by the Tang dynasty (618- 
906 A. D.) ; and wher, the Sung dynasty came 
into existence in the tenth century civilization 
was even more floqrishing. In the changes from 
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one dynasty to another the people were not 
concerned at  all; and even now when China is 
trying to give birth to a unified republic the 
people a t  large are not much concerned, as 
they have no voice in its formation. I t  is a 
fight between military and political forces. 

One grand testimony to China's history is 
that while the White races were waging their 
"holy" wars and carrying on warfare for 
"Christian" principles the Chinese were in 
blissful ignorance of i t  all. No dynasty has 
ever neglected the people of China; every dy- 
nasty remaining in power for any length of 
time did so with the silent approval of the 
people, and each dynasty tried to improve upon 
its predecessor. Some of these rulers were wise 
and kind, and greatly improved the condition 
of their countrymen. Of course, as  is natural 
among the upper crust, jealousies would arise, 
fights ensue, and the weaker were overcome. 

The farmers have always been recognized as 
the backbone of the country, and have been 
assisted when necessary. The tages have been 
equitably and uniformly low, and the national 
debt has been negligible. 

Popularity of Dr. Sun 

S UN YAT-SEN, the "father" of the Republic 
and its first president, has twice been ejected 

from Canton by military combinations armed 
against him. He made one dramatic reentry 
into the city; and the only pretense toward 
progress and Liberalism that China has seen in 
five years, in the view of some. He has one 
hundred of his supporters in the present Par- 
liament. He is the most popular man in Central 
and South China, according to a referendum 
conducted by the leading American newspaper 
in China, The Weekly Review. Whether this 
"popularitp" is propaganda we cannot judge. 
Dr. Sun is given the credit of materially assist- 
ing Canton to rapidly modernize itself with 
sewer and water system, wide streets, fine 
buildings, electric lights, etc. 

It was in February that Canton was captured 
from Qen. Chen Chiung-ming, the enemy of 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen, by troops from Yunan and 
Kwangsi provinces; but instead of turning the 
city over to Sun Yat-sen, as  was expected, the 
troops revolted and held the city for their own 
prize. The provincial troops numbered about 
28,000, mostly young men without discipline. 

Sun's army of 40,000 started for Canton to 
reclaim the Southern capital, and 10,000 of 
Chen C'hiung-ming's soldiers were waiting to 
join them. Even tlie British authorities a t  
Hongkong, who hace never been among his 
admirers, melcolned him back. Sun is said to 
be friendly to Japan. 

Dr. Sun desires to modernize Canton after 
the British pattern a t  Hongkong; invite for- 
eign capital to finance the government enter- 
prises, preferring *4merican and British; con- 
struct railroads with foreign money; open the 
doors wide to foreign financiers so that they 
may loan money for the purposes of expansion, 
presumably the government going security for 
the money furnished; and, move of moves, he 
proposes to clear the market of all old provin- 
cial bank-notes; and, taking the advice of expert 
financiers, he mill issue currency. This conies 
on the heels of the cancellation of the Lansing- 
Ishii pact of 1917 which granted Japan "special 
interests" in China. And by this i t  is  said that 
the "diplomatic affairs of the United States in 
the Fa r  East are placed in a more favorable 
situation than ever before!' This means that 
the Consortium has a firmer grip than ever 
upon China. 

Dr. Sun has proposed a n-ay by which these 
destroying military elements may be-defeated, 
resulting in the unification of the Chinese peo- 
ple. His scheme is a passive resistance and 
refusal to cooperate with any faction. I t  is  ad- 
vocated that this may be done most effectually 
by strikes and refusal to pay taxes. This 
sounds very much as if China were becoming 
"civilized"1 The people may be ready for some 
such suggestion; for they are getting tired of 
seeing superfluous soldiers, and being required 
to bear the ever-increasing expenses involved. 
The Chinese are a peace-loving people, never 
having been imbued with the war spirit of mur- 
der; and if they can be convinced that their 
happiness and solidarity as a people rests on 
breaking up the military cliques, they in their 
weakness will become exceedingly powerful 
through non-responsiveness to the clamor of 
selfish men. 

Populurity of Gen. W u  Pei-fu 

0 THERS claim that the probable leader to 
carry China out of her chaotic condition 

ia Qen. W u  Pei-fa. He has had a sudden riae, 
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and 11as demo~~stratc-d that he is a great general. 

I Since the empire  as abol~shed, the control of 
the gorernnlent has pzssed from individuals to 
groupz, back to individuals, and to groups 
again, each in turn trying to secure itself per- 

I n~anently in po~ver by usurping authority. Like 
all lesdcrs these contending forces are ambi- 
tious and selfish, but TI-u Pei-fu's appeal to the 
people made its influence felt; for they judge 
that he is unselfish and  has nothing a t  heart 
hut the unification of China. The time is fast 
approaching when the people generally 11-ill 
]la\ e confidence in no one except those \ ~ l ~ o  are 
really actuated by unselfish niotires and who 
have no axe of their own to grind. 

\\'u Yei-fu hinlself claiil~s he wants nothing 
but the unificstiol~ of the Chinese, the political 
Irarniony of the Sorth and the South, and to 
alwlish militariwn, to rerire industry, and to 
win the respect of foreign Powers. He thinks 
that China sliould prosper, and says that rail- 
roads are her greatest need to\\-ard eco~~onlic 
rrcoiist ruction. 

The Japanese vie\\- is that the meteoric rise 
of Grn. IYu has ~onlething back of it IN sides 
tlle lore of the people for hull; that i t  can 
hardly be a profound faitli in him ; and that 
1 1 n ~ i n g  had sonie\vhat of a rariegated career, 
in \ ~ l ~ i c h  he has been all things bj- turns and 
nothing long, he is  not to be trusted overmuch. 
Tliey incli~ie to the belief that the foreign 
Yo\\-ers are interested in him as  a bulwark 
against Japanese aggression. 

Young Emperor Mamma 

T HE imperial soothsa1-ers set Xorembcr 14th 
last for tlie day of the marriage of the 

Enipel-or. The boy had been emperor since 
babyhood, when the revolution took away his 
throne; and even though a kindly go~ernnient 
set aside an  allon-ance i t  is  said that the civil 
strife has made i t  hard to collect. So his 
n~njeet~-  gets deeper and deeper into financial 
difficulty as moons \\-as and wane. This is the 
experience of most kings, now. The bride was a 
htanclln woman of high birth and, of course, is 
aeconiplisl~cd and cliarlliing, a s  all brides are. 
But slre comes fro111 a colnparativelj- porerty- 
stricken family and does many things which 
other woinen do (which is creditable) : She 
rlrives lier own Iiinousine, and does her own 
~ewing,  n-lien occasion demands. With the Em- 

peror's outgoing goes the last of the Manchu 
dynasty. So the Emperor, the Kaiser, the King, 
and the Czar business is  losing all its former 
glitter; and the common people are coming into 
their own. Abraham Lincoln said: "The Lord 
must love the common people; for He nladc so 
many of them." 

In  many places the rillage elders still believe 
that the Emperor, the father of his peop!e, is 
on his throne. They have not heard, and they 
do not care to hear, about the establishment of 
a republic. They do not bother themselres 
with the problems of government; their busi- 
ness is  farming. Perhaps they have the right 
idea that the government business ie not in 
looking out for the interests of the people, as 
is  supposed, but is a business in itself, run for  
the benefit of those in that business. 

So in spite of the fact that the Republic is 
functioning after a fashion, the last of the 
Manchu dynasty sits on the Dragon throne. 
Some hope that the "Lord of ten thousand 
years," as he is called, v d l  again come into 
his own and regain supreme rulership; but 
China will never return to a monarchy. The . 
Dragon flag lies folded away forever. The Em- 
peror has a fine education and a pleasant dis- 
position, and is keenly interested in the affairs 
of the u-orld. Yet he is housed in, under guard, 
being polished and groomed for the wen t  which 
shall never take place; and the wicked, gaping 
world is denied the privilege of seeing him en- 
joy hinlself like other boys. He a n n o t  even 
ride in his wife's limousine. Such are  some of 
the dran-backs of royalty. 

Eomr in Chinese Banditry 

S HAXTUSG, of which we read so much 
during the early days of the Versailles 

Treaty, has been returned to the bosom of 
China. I t  has been overrun with bandits, who 
thought that they 0%-ned the country, and who 
asked the Japanese to turn i t  over to them 
instead of to the Chinese government. The 
government a t  Peking made peace with them 
by giving them $100,000 on their promise to  
refrain from violence; and bver a thousand 
bandits incorporated themselves into the Tsing- 
tao police force. Sonletirnes when a ruffian ia 
put on his honor or made a guardian of public 
safety, he will behave himself. Whether theee 
are the bandits who wrecked a train Nay 6th 
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and carried off many of the passengers me kins"; for they established a line of conununi- 
h o w  not. One paper says: "If a Cllinaman cation with the officials, and sent and received 
gets his govertuuent into trouble in order to enroys, and dickered in thorougll diplomatic 
get a'job, he is a bandit. Over here they call fashion. Gradually, as officialdom came across 
them politicians." with the '.long green" and promises of immunit~ 

At any rate, ban&ts looted a train ant1 car- from punishment, the captives were released, 
ried off passengers who \\-ere supposed to have but not according to original demands. 
"heep" nloney. This further embarrassed China, 
further checkered her career, and made her China'r Wealth ia Coveted 
political situation even worse than it was. The A X EDITORIAL heading, "Clean T p  China," 
press despatches had much to say about one of appeared in one of the daily newspapers, 
the captives, bliss Lucy Aldrich, sister-in-law which strings the fiddle to tlie true tune. It 
to John D. Rockefeller, Jr .  The banhts de- says: 
manded a million dollars and exemption from "R~ch beyond dl  co~nlnc~hm~~iou,  her fah111011s n-~dth 
punishment to liberate their victims. JIiss coveted by more thau oue po\\rrf~d nation, this litst 
udrich mas soon released. Other taken great. virtually unprot~cted garden spot of the I\-odd 

were also soon released. one jewel among them "ds forth as temptlug ns rlpe fnut o\rr a rayri(le 
wall. Some hun,py llat~on or other, one of thee  t l u p .  

refused liberty, preferring to 'ler will t h e  of an illcident Ilke that of the 
husband. Miss Aldrich told a thrilling story, Shautung bandits and go after 
and a Mr. Powell's was exceedingly fascinating. Reports from the banditsv strollg]lold for five 
They described the the up weeks were conflicting. There ,\-ere anticipa- 
the train and the looting of the cars of all valu- tion and hopelesslless, and rfis- 

in cases the carrying '* the bed- ,urage,,nt, fears and forebodings, mills writ- 
ding from the cars. Then there ten and preparations for burial. Some forty 
the march the passengers, and Chinese Rere also prisoners, and a few of them 
in some cases barefooted, through the dark, over had been for over a year. Some of these nrere 
rocks and brush into the fastnesses of the slowly dfing of stamation and filth. ~t peldng 
mountains miles away from the railroad. There the release of the prisoners became more and 
W88 much suffering the long, enforced more a political issue, as to what faction .was 
marches, exposure, lack of clothes and food. to have the honor of liberating thk captives; 
The came at two in the and of course there was competition among the 
and there may have been a thousand bandits in bandits as to who should get tile money. 
the kidnaping raid. I t  was estimated that there The papers stated that '.foreign intervention 
were Over 10,000 bandits within a was unquestionably necessary to prevent the 

intrenched in a very advanta- utter collapse of China; but wl~aterer form the 
geous place resisting an army; and they reconstruction should take \rould be fraught 
were well armed. About thirty prisoners were ~ t h  danger: ~h~~ must and they 
taken, mostly American and British citizens; not. ~t may be necessary in assuming a 
and these two governments immediately got moral leadership, for some '-Christianw nation 
busy with demands on the Chinese government to t A e  charge of the provinces \\-here the good 
for the release of all c n ~ h r e d -  Five nations oil \yells and iron ore are located The country 
joined in a note last November, demanding im- needed, so some said, ~ l , ~ , ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ - l i ~  (the 
mediate release of the rllissionaries kidnaped. bandit-der of the Xorth) as a actator to 

Some of the bandits, at  least in this last bring order out of chaos. But any effort on 
offense, were discharged soldiers; and i t  is said his part to seize the government would be 
that this was the method adopted to get their fought vigorously by the other factions. Mean- 
back pay. But others claim that the motive of time llTu Pei-fu had his army marcling against 
the attack lay in an internal political plot; still Sun Pat-sen. This army failed to receive their 
others claim that Gen. Cliang Tso-lin, war lord pay, and started looting. In  some instances 
of Manchuria, was behind the attack trying to small hands of independent brigands tried to 
discredit Gen. 'A-u Yei-fu. However we map get tliroug11 the troops' lines to join forces with 
view the matter, the bandits were "some pump the bandits. Ticn Chung-2% Tuchun of Shan- 



tung, had three brigades of his troops, machine 
guns and two airplanes ready to plunge into the 
hills to rescue the prisoners; but this move 
would relieve the Peking government of the 
responsibility, and was not looked upon favor- 
ably by the foreign diplomatic corps. 

I n  such a crisis the armies of Wu Pei-fu and 
Sun Tat-sen should hare been consolidated for  
the common good. But no! These two armies 
were ready to fight each other, and their com- 
manders were oMi-i5ous to the dangers of the 
captives. J. B. Powell, the American newspaper 
man, proved his gameness. TWO or three times 
he was released on his promise to return, being 
allowed to carry messages and to negotiate for 
the release of the prisoners. He returned each 
time; and once he wrote from his mountain 
prison : "Ve will stand whatever mistreatment 
is necessary to make all foreign lives safe in 
C'hina." 

Whence Came the Munition8 ? 
7EGOTIATIOXS progressed between As the " bandits and the government, a wm- 

mission was appointed to ascertain who was 
responsible for the political scheme to embar- 
rass the government, if there were one. They 
wanted to know- whether the train crew knew 
in  advance of the plan of the bandits, and to 
find out why the guards on the train did not 
t ry  to protect the passengers. And as  the 
troops of Gen. Wu and Dr. Sun came closer 
together, the government a t  Peking found itself 
enlbarrassed by Presidential encroachments of 
i ts  rights, and the Chinese cabinet resigned. 
A t  the same time the Canton governmental 
affairs of the Sun rBgime had gotten off the 
raiIs onto the ties. Simultaneous with all this, 
the Consortium was busy trying to devise a 
plan whereby the financial interests mnld be 
stabilized in a reorganization of the central 
government a t  Peking. I t  was within a week 
after the above chop suey was served, that the 
President sought to flee the responsibilities of 
his office. x. 

T h e r e  did the bandits get their munitions 
supplies, their new automatic pistols, and the 
latest types of other arms? Could it be that 
"Christian" nations, or  their representatives 
had supplied them? Chinese blinister to Wash- 
ington, Mr. Alfred Sze, answers the question. 
kccording to a correspondent Mr. Sze charged 

that the big Powers, horrified by the kidnaping 
of Americans and other foreigners by the Shan- 
tung bandits and talking intervention in China, 
had supplied them. 

Many of the arms are of American manu- 
facture. Whence did they come? What are 
the subjects of Great Britain and Italy and 
Japan trying to do in arming faction against 
faction and stirring up animosities against dif- 
ferent sectionst And codd i t  be possible that 
the Powers a re  well pleased with the situation 
a s  i t  is? 

In the civil strife of C h i a ,  first one side 
seems to be triumphant, then the other. A 
leader is needed in whom the people may repose 
confidence, but such is not to  be found. China 
is not a fighting nation, though there has been 
more or less banditry for many years, some of 
the people being goaded into i t  by poverty and 
small means of subsistence. Perhaps if there 
were not so much of the White man's money 
working in China these "heathen" people might 
settle all their difficulties among themselves and 
live in comparative peace. The corrupt, die- 
honest, and inefficient officialdom in China is 
denounced as thoroughly by the Chinese people 
as  by other people. 

So the Chinese problem is practically unfath- 
amable. When yon think you have it solved 
you may blink the eyes, and on reopening them 
find the political chessboard upset. *There a re  
intrigue, dewit, camouflage, murder, and the 
betrayal of one's friends for advantage. For- 
eigners in  China--diplomats, business men and 
political agents-have taken a more active part 
in China's affairs than would be tolerated in 
any other country. As China has minded i ts  
own business, we wonder a t  the temerity of the 
meddlers. All her leaders are perplexed; and 
they themselves know not how soon they may 
be dislodged from their present shaky positions 
and others take their places. 

China's Open Door 

W E H A W  heard for  twenty years of the 
"open door" and wondered what i t  really 

is, the size of it, whether it is swung on hinges, 
whether i t  is a close-fitting door, whether i t  has 
holes in it, and who is  i ts  guardian angel. The 
Open Door was a question which the Western 
nations thought was their prerogative to .dis- 
cuss. China, as a little girl, was dressed in an 
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oilcloth apron, put into a highchair, given n 
stick of candy, and was supposed to keep quiet ; 
for was she not a heathen, not well drilled in 
the a r t s  of war, and not advantaged with a 
formidable banking system? The Door of China 
is some door; i t  bounds China on the north, 
south, east, and vest on the border thereof, and 
reaches to the sky. I t  is the Tariff Wall. The 
Western nations wanted an Open Door in Asia 
for their exports, and a Closed Door at  home 
against the imports of the Yellow man's cheap 
labor. 

Thus the Door of Japan closed and opened 
at the will of the Whites, until-until Japan 
possessed a strong army and navy and had 
imbibed enough of the Western culture to shoot 
to kill. And when Japan had developed strength 
to control her own Door, the Powers found i t  
expedient to "invite" Japan to the conference 
of the limitation of armaments; for she was 
able to assert her supposed rights and equality 
in determining the future of Asia  After de- 
iuanding equal rights with the Whites she 
sought special rights for herself in Asiatic 
matters, I\-liich meant the exploitation of China 
on her own account; and the question soon 
resolved itself into what were Japan's economic 
intentions in Asia. 

The "civilized" Powers had special rights in 
Japan, even to the making of her tariffs, until 
they \\-ere expelled. Do not these same "Chris- 
tian" nations want to make China's taritrs, 
abridge her rights, and exploit her? Has not 
Great Britain done so in India, and the United 
States in the Pllilippines? If Japan wanted 
special privileges in the Orient, was she not 
following the Occidental pattern? 

But who are interested in the Open Door of 
China? T h y ,  all those ~iations who are seeking 
an outlet for their wares. The "Christian" na- 
tions want no tariff wall in "heathen" China, 
so that that vast country of over 400,000,000 
people nlay be flooded with manufactured goods 
from abroad. The captains of industry, taking 
advantage of the situation, build factories in 
China and manufacture everything there which 
is Inode here, but with rnllcll less cost of mate- 
rial and labor. They raise the tariff wall or 
close the door a t  home in order to protect them- 
selves f rom f oreigl-made, cheaplabor conlnlod- 
i t i r ~ .  Tliey import surplus goods, which they 
hare made through cheap labor abroad, and 

sell it a t  home at  enornlous profits. The lnanip 
dation is such that they "get you going and 
coming." There is  no other idea in the Open 
Door. It is considered "good politics" and ir 
the scheme of the profiteer to fatten his wallet. ' 
I t  has ceased to be profitable for Great Britain, 
France, Germany and the United States to sell 
each other; hence their hunger for the pound 
of flesh extracted from Chitla; for  she has not 
a large standing army and mammoth navy, and 
is, therefore, helpless before the rapacity, greed, 
and gall of so-called Christian nations, which 
in reality compose Satan's empire, which has 
been weighed in the balance and found wanting, 
and is tottering to its fall. 

Stren~th of Nation8 in Militarism 

A WRITER sarcastically says : "The Bible 
Society has sent nearly 200,000 Bibles to 

Peking to 'convert' the Chinese. China hasn't 
been fighting anybody but herself since the 
dsys of the great JLogul. 'I'he Bible ought to 
go to France, Italy, England, and Germany; 
and the United States ought to study i t  most 
of all.'' 

We are teaching the Chinese that might 
makes right, that force is a prerequisite to an 
advanced civilization, and that the commercial- 
ized dollar is  the only redeemer. This is essen- 
tially the "Christianity" that is preached today; 
and we are asking the Chinese to accept i t  o r  
be damned. A Chinese significantly declared: 
"Do you think that we are foolst F o r  however 
you may cloak your policies of imperialism 
with benevolent pretensions of altruism, your 
hypocrisy is glaringly manifest to the intelli- 
gent people of Han." 

The Chinese are bright enough to see that 
Asaerica's greatness does not lie in the fact 
that we have the Christian religion and pmc- 
tise it, but in spite of it. They see that our 
greatness is due to militarism and industrinl- 
ism, to our reputation as  a fighting nation, and 
not to our humbly following in the footsteps of 
Jesus. They can see that our greatness conies 
largely from the blessings of invention, good 
transportation facilities, better education, mod- 
ern conveniences, push, and aggressive selfish- 
ness, and not to our reverence for and practice 
of the Golden Rule. The question is aslrcd: 
"Was i t  Christianity that saved Japan fl.om 
tbe hell of Western imperialism?" The answer 
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comes: "So; it was her quick grasp of modern 
science and the arts of war." Bright Chinese 
also see that when a country produces men of 
letters, *of arts, of skill in tilling the soil, they 
are treated as barbarians; but, when clothed in 
military style %-it11 helmets, spears and spurs, 
they are civilized, they are "Christian"! And 
this is the "Christianity" the heathen Chinese 
are supposed to accept in order to be saved. 

Immigration and Deportation 

E'-- now and then there is an effort made 
to ralse the ban on tlie inmligration of the 

Chinese. Labor interests possib1~- prefer to 
keep them out of this country, while the finan- 
cial interests n-onld be pleased to raise the ban 
in order to break the baclibone of labor, to 
make labor eat out of tlieir hand. The fact that 
Chinese are often captured ~vhile being smug- 
gled into this country, some of then1 paying as  
high as  $200 of their o\vn money to be landed 
here, shou-s that sliould the im~nigration ~vall  
be torn do~vn great numbers of Chinese 11-ould 
immediately come to this country, possibly to 
get n-ork and make a better living and also to 
get a\\-a?- from the strife and turmoil in their 
own country. The smuggling of Chinese illto 
this country seems to be a business of some 
agencies, and there seems to be enougl~ money 
in i t  to make i t  profitable. They come by ship 
through different ports, on the Pacific and At- 
lantic coasts and from Cuba, and also by land, 
through Canada and JLesico. 

Lost summer 250 Chinese were deported from 
Sonora, Mexico, not being able to get into the 
United States. In  June of this year, twenty 
Cllincee \\-ere being eniu~gled into this country 
fro111 Cuba. The captain, who had received 
$LOCH), and \\-as to receire $5,000 more on land- 
ing them. brought thein ncarll- to Sew Tork 
city, n-hcn he ahanduned tlieln and his small 
dailing vessel and let tl~ein drift. The Chinese, 
not being ablc to e p e ~ k  a word of English, 
understood their plight-that they were doing 
something forbidden, and were fearful of land- 
ing; and after running out of food at  sea, put 
n? a distress signal and were picked up and 
their vessel t o ~ ~ e d  in. I t  is estimated that be- 
taeen 25,000 and 50,000 Chinese are waiting 
nnn. to be smnggled into this country, and that 
a t  Icast 20.000 succeed in getting in annually. 

T r i y  mar:?- of the ocean-going liners have 

Chinese in the crews, in the engine room, as 
cargo handlers, etc., wiflan occasional Chinese 
officer. Many are smuggled in this way, return 
trips being manned with new crews. I n  A u p t ,  
1921, a British freighter docked in New Pork;  
and, supposing that i t  was carrying contraband - 
Iruman freight, the immigration officers made a 
search of the ship, and found twenty-six stow- 
away Chinese. They were go concealed that 
their hiding places were wellnigh undiscover- 
able. Another search was made the next day, 
and fourteen more were brought out into the 
light of day. The twenty-six were taken from 
an empty water tank in tlie engine room, and 
the fourteen were taken from a hold in the ship. 
Some of the Chinese crew had been bribed, and 
gave the stowaways the meager food supply 
which kept them from starving. ,$15,000 wns 
involved in the plot. 

America's solicitude for the ~ h i n e s e  is  ever- 
lasting, if he stays on his own soil. If he comes 
to America to be educated and, having been 
graduated, wants a position, he is handicapped; 
for the immigration law dubs him a laborer. 
This excludes him from citizenship, and if he 
works he must be deported. 

Commercicrl and Social Relatiom 

C HIXA, if she could be freed from internal 
friction caused by external interference and 

made passive to legitimate and reciprocal social 
relations, would be a market of good potentiali- 
ties, a new world of opportunities in mutual 
trade intercourse. But the world's industrial 
system is built upon the evolutionary idea of 
the "survival of the fittest," and in the last 
analysis is  measured in dollars and cents. 
Hence, according to the business mind, it pays 
to get in OD the ground floor and build upon 
the solid foundation of "get while the getting 
is  good," liberally supporting the organization 
doing the pioneer a-orlr. 

Figures issued by China in 1921 show that 
the United States trade with China had trebled 
in seven years, and then was increasing at 
twice the rate of increase of China's total for- 
eign trade. America remaining friendly to 
China, and our financiers having .no ambition 
to exploit her, the growth of trade would be- 
come mutually beneficial and profitable and ma- 
terially help thes8nations to understand each 
other. But othcr nations competing vigorously, 
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and their business men vying with each other 
for supremacy, ~ d e r h a n d e d  methods are re- 
sort,ed to until finally there is a "gentleman's 
agreement," and the dirty work of competitive 
methods gives way to the crafty, slimy methods 
of high finance. The grand looting machine, 
the Consortinm, unfurls its banner; and the ex- 
ploiting begins in dead earnest. Up go prices, 
profiteering stalks about, the Chinese lose re- 
spect for all foreigners. Imitating their West- 
ern brothers, many of them take to the amiable, 
peaceful and exemplary paths of Jesse James, 
the Younger Brothers, and the Federal Reserve 
System. 

The personnel of American firms in China is 
important. Men of good character, education 
and training should be selected and encouraged 
to remain in China and study the life and lan- 
guage of the Chinese. Xerchandising and sales- 
manship, if carried on honestly and adjusted 
to meet the conditions there, are crowned with 
success. It has been figured out that if China 
is properly served with railroads, and if an 
honest policy in trade relations is adhered to, 
the per capita of imports should be raised from 
$2 to $5 and even $8 per amam. It is said that 
Financialdom has adopted a "go-get-it" policy; 
for the world's greatest future developments 
will be in Asia and in the lands bordering on 
the Pacific. I t  seems to the financiers that the 
last "get-while-the-getting-is-good" is passing 
their way, and they are determined to make the 
best of it. So there is a scheming, dreaming, 
plotting motive behind the development of 
China, an insane intensity to do something for 
her, to give her more money so that she can 
spend it, if the money will travel in the right 
channels. 

Take the goose's golden eggs from the propo- 
sition, and foreign money will not be used. If 
i t  becomes unprofitable, all the foreigners will 
go home and stay there. China wil l  then be left 
to develop her own resources, which should then 
be on a more sure and sound foundation and 
not subjected to the money panics and financial 
rain which come periodically under the intense 
methods of the lITestern world. TT70uld it not be 
better not to wake China up too fast! 

China was asked to join the League of Sa-  
tions and to participate in peace parleys. Did 
the Western nations deem it \rise to make of 
.her a bedfellow so that the chloroforming p r w  

ess could the mo/feasily be carried out! The 
economic necessities of the Western world make 
i t  imperative that they find room for espan- 
sion; and where is there such a rich field for 
endeavor as in China, a nation that is being 
educated to take Western goods and machincry? 

Soviet Russia is  America's most polverfuk 
rival in China One reason why the United 
States does not recognize the Soviet Govern- 
ment is that she seeks to discredit that govern- 
ment in tho eyes of progressive Chinese and 
thus to paralyze Russian influence in China. 
This is  the Bolshevist view. China sees that 
Soviet Russia has freed itself from foreign 
guardians, and reasons that she must do me-  
wise; therefore China leans toward revolution- 
ary Russia. 

It is said that China has one of the best 
postal systems in the world. Rates are cheaper 
and deliveries as frequent as they are in Amer- 
ica. This seems remarkable. The h e r i c a n  
post office at Shanghai receives and sends mail, 
parcels, and money orders a t  United States 
domestic rates. We wonder why. Americans in 
China are under the jurisdiction and protection 
of American courts. TVe wonder why. 

Tong Wan ha America 

P E R W S  you have heard of aFtonE;" war. 
A Chinese tong is a clique, clan or society. 

As there are different strata or levels or 
interests among Americans, so there are t o n s  
among the Chinese. ,I Chinese buying an arti- 
cle on credit furnishes references from his par- 
ticular tong. The toligs are ,organizations am- 
posed of natives of Cl~ina wlio came from the 
same province, and in a way resemble state 
societies. Tongs are not organized purely for 
social purposes, however, but for ulutual benefit 
and for the assistance of new arrivals. It ie 
said that there are no "down and outrrs" among 
them when once they get into toucl~ with their 
tong. Some tongs engage principally in laun- 
dry work, others in restaurants, etc. Sometimes 
when the members of a tong start up in the 
laundry business in competition to Chinese of 
another tong jealousies break out; and one of 
the terrors of Chinatown becomes a reality- 
there is a tong war. The Clii~iese have a pen- 
chant for quibbling nbout trifles; and when 
petty jealousies are aired, all is serene until 
some over-zealous one 'pulls a gun," when the 
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patriotism of each tollg comes forward in s u p  
port of the contending forces. 

I Tlle foundation of various "Chinatowns" was 
laid %-hen Chinese laborers caille to this country 
to work on railroads and otlier constrnctive 
work. Being unable to speali English and hav- 
ing such widely different customs they natur- 
ally formed little communities in different labor 
canll~s; and the traits of character among the 
Cl~illcse bring the people from various prov- 
inces naturally together, forming their respec- 
tive tongs. 

The tong wars were first waged in words 
only; but when they got sujliciently "civilized" 
to copy their R%te brethren they resorted to 
blo~vs, first with fists, then any kind of club, 
then with brick or knife, and finally with np-to- 
date firearms. On account of trouble with the 
authorities, the differences and difficulties be- 
tween the tongs are mostly settled now by arbi- 
tration. As an outlet to pent-up indignation 
the Chinese have in severe cases gone back to 
the national sport of calling each other's ances- 
tors bad names. 

Poland, Child of the Battlefield -In TWO Parts (Pat* 11) 

I POIAL4XD is ecoliomically and wisely gov- on tlie edge of bankruptcy. Rullning a printing 
c.yllcd, she has the opportul~ity to becolne press over-time is one way to make money; 

one of the inost important coillil~ercial nations but the more of i t  there is made, the less the 
of l.:urop. She is the natural gateway to Rus- money is worth; and this method of finance has 
sia and a natural crossroads between northern, not worked out any better in Poland than it hrra 
southern, eastern, and western Europe. She elsewhere. 
kps some of the most wonderful pine forests By midsummer of the next year some econo- 
in the world; and in t l ~ e  south there are  miles mies had been introduced. Poland had by thin 
of rich valley land, fertile and well-watered, time seen the nnwisdom of having five times tu 
which would support a vast number of people many government employbs per mile of railway 
and which hare not yet been touched. She has as are necessary; and 25,000 of the 410,000 
a good network of railroads. All that is needed civil officials of the country had been dropped. 
is an orderly, economical, peace-loving govern- The army was also reduced somewhat. At that 
ment, with an adequate, wise and liberal-minded time she was trying to borrow all she could in 
fillancia1 systcm. France, having been refused loans in America. 

At the start of its career new Poland faced The same season she signed a contract with 
plcr~ty of difficulties, without adding to them. the Radio Corporation of America for  a $3,000,- 
S l ~ e  had no gold tutserre of her own; that had 000 transatlantic radio station located a t  War- 
all been seized long before by the Russian, saw, .which she did not need, and authorized the 
German, and Austrian governnients. But she building of an all-Polish seaport near Danzig, 
did have twenty-seven kinds of German marks, which will cost 50,000,000 gold marks, and 
Russian rubles, Austrinll kronen, Ukrainian which she would not need if able to get along 
h r i ~ n a ,  and other currencies. Also she had five with her Danzig neighbors. 
distinct legal codes. Surely these are all good 
reasons for giving close attention to internal fiench Love for Poland 
affairs without reacl~ing out for more troubles. F XESCfl love for Poland is of recent ac- 

Eut with an un~i-irdon~ inconceivable Poland quirement. Only a few years ago French 
rusl~cd into war north: soutl~, east and nest, love was for Russia; and as late as 1916 France 
with the natural result that during the first two and Russia made a secret treaty in which the 
years of her history her espenditures were Polish question was declared to be one of inter- 
sevcnty-five billion marks against an actual in- nal Russian politics, and a covenant was made 
come of seven billion marks. In  the third year, to turn over the --hole of Poland to the Cmr. 
namely 1921, the expenditures were 324 billion But when all hope of recovering the French 
marks, and the revenues 102 billion marks. The billions loaned to the Czar went glimmering 
effects of inflation of the currency a re  shown in Catholic France turned to Catholic Poland as 
these later figures. the proper avenger of her cause ; and without a 

By the end of 1921 Poland was staggering doubt i t  is French military ideas that have been 



the dominant note in Polish foreign policy. The 
Polish pbople are said to believe sincerely that 
the difastrons invasion of Russia was taken at  
the instance of a demand from Paris that some- 
thing be done to prevent the Bolshevists from 
spreading their doctrines westward. 

I t  is well known that during the last three 
days of the Russo-Polish war more than 1,000 
French and Belgian officers reached Poland to 
aid General Haller; that French ana Belgian 
munitions came pouring in to  help; that in pri- 
vate the Poles speak of being in alliance with 
France; that Marshal Foch has been made 
Marshal of the Polish Army; that on Septem- 
ber 3, 1921, the French foreign office sent to 
Warsaw a note demanding a Polish ultimatum 
to Russia, which the Polish government refused 
to send; and that French capital has acquired 
a dominant place in Polish industries, in the 
coal fields of ITpper Silesia and in the oil re- 
gions of Eastern Galicia, where i t  shares the 
field with the Standard Oil Company. I n  Feb- 
ruary. 1923, the French made a loan of 100,- 
000,000 francs to Poland. 

In  the spring of 1922 a Polish credit of 
f4,000,000 was arranged in London. Some 
time previously a loan was refused by %:'all 
Street bankers, who told Polish representatives 
that "Poland must first get right with the 
League of Nations!' This was a surprise to 
the Poles, who know as  a matter of fact that 
France and England run the League just as 
:hey please, and alwa!-s will. 

Amm.can Loce for Poland 

T HERE is no doubt of American interest in 
Poland. I n  January, 1919, the United States 

was the first to recognize Poland as an inde- 
pendent nation. Tlie motive for this was to 
legalize the gift of the inconceivably immense 
American stores of war supplies then in France, 
which President JVilson had already decided to 
give to Poland for a fraction of their real 
worth. At his sreech in Boston a few months 
later President Wilson said: "Do you believe 
in the Polish cause as  I do? Are yon going to 
sct up Poland, immature, inexperienced, as y& 
unorganized, and leave her with a circle of 
armies around her? The arrangements of the 
present peace cannot stand a generation unless 
they are guaranteed by the united forces of the 
civilized world." 

d obody will ever know the extent to which 
Wilson administration poured cash and 

supplies into the lap of Poland just after the 
World War  had ended. Efforts to get exact 
information on this point at  Washington have 
not met with a flattering reception, the Xavy 
Department saying franldy that a t  the request 
of the Polish government they would refuse to 
reveal any information regarding snpplies sent 
to Poland. But there are other ways of gdt ing 
information. 
The Polish finance minister reported that in 

December, 1921, Poland's foreign debts aniount- 
ed to $283,389,610, of I\-hich amo~liit sisty-five 
percent ($184,203,225.50) was on-ing to the 
Cnitcd States. Pa r t  of this amount is lilade 
up of supplies sold by the War Department 
amouilting to $71,920,111.97, payable by five 
percent notes which in 1920 were suppoecd to 
be payable in three, four and five years. The 
balance was made up of cash, grain, sllips and 
naval supplies. Among the items were 4,600 
freight cars ; 46 cranes ; 1,XUl motor trucks; 
$13,000,000 worth of medical snpplies, immense 
quantities of blankets, o~ercoats, uniforms, 
shoes and miscellaneous supplies; 3,500,000 
ponnds of corned and roast beef in cans, and 
5,000,000 pounds of oleomargarine. 

I t  mas these millions of dollars, I\-orth of 
supplies that kept Poland in the Eeld in her 
rarious wars. As long as the supplies lasted, 
she could fight; and she did fight. 

These snpplies were originally sold to the 
American p~ople. i. e., to the G. S. Army in 
France, by 100% .tberican profiteers; they 
were paid for by the proceeds of bonds which 
the Amcrican people were "requestecl" to par- 
chase, and which said honds the enme crowd of 
profiteers managed to depress to about eighty- 
four so that they could buy them in, after wl~ick 
the price \\-as raised to 100. One of the Polish 
premiers, conmienting on Uncle Sain's liberality 
in giving Poland these supplies for a fraction 
of their ~ a l u e ,  said of Mr. 11-ilson that he ia 
"nearer and dearer than ever to every ~ d l i d  
heart." \\;hat did these millions of dollars nor th  
of American snpplies ever cost Nr. V-oodrow 
7I'ilson personally? We wonder. 

In Xovember, 1919, a corporation organized 
for the relief of Poland advertised in American 
papers as follotr-s; 



Y n  our great warehouses in Fiarsaw enormous sup- Vatican h u e  for Pohnd 
plies of fine clothing for men, women, and children, 
mats, suiQ, shoes, dress goods, ete., as good you W HEN the Poles were in most danger from 

would wear herc, are ready now, waiting your order to the Russians, the Roman Catholic church 
be delivered to your relatires, nllo need clothing so mNie an ecclesiastical proclamation in behalf 
bad]?. They have great assortments to choose from, up of the Polish Republic; and demonstrations 
to the money you deposit here." were arranged in eight hundred American cities 

a t  one time. 
We cannot help but x-older, knowing ~ O J V  poland is a catholi0 rnuntry; its military 

fine are the principles of some 100% ' oer ican have been upon if not 
profiteers, whether sonle of these great stores planned by catholic France; and the Catholio 
in Warsaw did not colltain some of these same Democratic Party h e r i c a  supplied the new 
goods. If so it was a fine way to get Americans country with its sinews of war. The C a t h o b  
to pay three o r  four prices for them, and then Register states that civilization ones a debt of 
dispose of them as gifts. gratitude to Poland for turning back the Bol- 

lyilliam R. Grove, a forlller colonel in fie shevistic hordes of Russia. I t  neglects to state 
Alllericall army, \\-llo \\-as in charge of the that Poland invaded Russia some 200 miles 
Polish relief work, ])as denied the assertion of before i t  was chased by those same BO1shevistio 
Senator Reed that $40,000,000 of the American hordes, and thus was provided with an 'ppor- 
$150,000,000 relief fund were used to keep the tunity them back. 
Polish armies in the field. Jus t  now Poland is  struggling with the de- 

Tile American Relief Administration with- mands of the Vatican that the church property 

drew froin Poland in June, 1822, after three heretofore confiscated by the Russian and other 

years' work feeding the children of the country. governments be restored to the ecclesiastical 

I t  \roulcl scem to us that some of that American authorities. In other words, Rome wants to get 
its iron heel again on the necks of the peasants s 

grain, corned beef and roast beef given for the 
army would not have been had for the orphans; and laborers that have begun to feel a measure 
we are not so sure about the oleomargarine. of relief from its oppressions. The Polish 

IYllat a farce to make orphans with a gift of people as  a whole are intensely Catholic, the 
war supplies and the11 to try to care for them churches being crowded. 

with another gift! Are charity and common The execution by Russia of the Catholic prel- 

sense alu-ays enemies? ate Budkevich for treasonable communications 
with Poland in time of war greatly infuriated 

The Wilson ad~ninistration unreservedly re- the Polish people; and they retaliated recently 
fused to supply Russia with rolling stock, which by pulling down the great Russian cathedral in 
was badly needed, on the ground that this stock Warsaw, said to have been one of the most 
miglit be used for military purposes; but that magnificent buildings in the world. At the same 
adininistration did supply Poland all i t  wanted, time there were widespread attacks made on 
and tlus zcas used for military purposes. About the Jews. 
a year prerious Presitleiit Wilson had assured The Jews comprise fifteen percent of Poland's 
th t~  Russian people that America's treatment of population, the Roman Catholics seventy-sis 
theill would be the "ac~d test" of knerica's percent. The attacks upon the Jews are attrib- 
friendship for them. If the rolling stock had uted to Polish Fascisti. The young people of 
been supplied to the Russians when they most Poland are rapidly being organized by the 
needed it, many lives could have been saved Roman church into what profess to be "asso- 
when the great drought brought famine in its ciations of Catholic young people and Catliolio 
walrr. labor unions," but which will eventually be 

Tlliile the Poles were a t  n a r  with Russia, found to be Fascisti. 
there was with the Polish army an American There were pogroms in many Polish towns in 
sq~~ndron  of fliers called the I<osciusko Squad- the fall of 1919. At Lemberg eighty Jews wrre 
ron. hcaded by Major Cedric E. Fauntleroy of killed and part of the Glietto burned; otllcr 
Chicago, with Captain Merion C. Cooper of reports give the number as 800. At  Nil~sk 
Jaclisonrille, Florida, a s  second in command. thirty-one Jews were slain and their shops 
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plundered. In one city a rabbi, stripped of his tractability, which after the war embraced the hearts 
clothes, was compelled to draw a load of Polish of many erstwhile peace-loving people; but the affair 
soldiere through the streets, at the lash of an in K62 ought to rouse honest and wund-mindea 
of~ce~s'whip.  Until within the past years citizen, mthout regard to religious or political convic- 
the Jews were excluded from the city parks. tions. 

Thousands of J~~~ have fled to ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  and "From the Bible Students Association in K6a n 
received a lengthy account of the affair, which vie do 

thousands more are pssports n&, print in full, for the -on that a political p&y 
estine and to the Cnited States. we cannot be partial to any olle denomination, recog- , prom a Polish Socialist organ, W ~ z w o l e G  ,i,ing that each spiritual conyiction is a private 
S~oleczne  (Social Emancipation), we translate matter. However, we must with full force oppose out- 
and quote an article entitled "Moral Intracta- rage e thout  q a r d  the m r c e  of the outrap. I n  
bility" which will be of interest at this point: view of thia, we auote below exwmts of the account 

"'In no other country has political-clesicalkm d o w n  
rrch ten.~ion cw in Poland. The last election glaringly 
ahowed that the Poli*h cler,ag wna a t  the service of the 
capitdisk, apparently bringing on a battle between the 
church-political and those who are truly religious. 

"Every church festivity waa an accaPion for e l e d o d  
agitation; pulpits and confessionals were utilized for 
this purpose. Priests and biihops in Poland forgot dl 
about God, love for fellowmen, quieting society's troub- 
les; on the contrary they otirred up the greateat hatred, 
turning father against son, mother againat father, and 
vice yema, and all this not in the interest of religion 
and the church, but in the interest of capitalism, in the 
in- of political parties seeking dection to down 
democracy in Poland. 

'Zeclesiastieal agitation, and only ecclesiastical agi- 
tation, was the cause for many truly religions people 
turning away from the Poliah clergy to much new 
religious truths. New religiou s e h  have uisen. The 
prc&pnda of variou new 'a+& from America haa 
found good soil, and ia qmdily claiming adherents. 

"An aaaocttwn of Bible Studcnta WM wgrrnized i 
P o h d  In spite of the Polish Constitution, which 
guarantees to every citizen the freedom of declaring 
his political convictions, the clergy bore pressure upon 
the powers of state who, entirely unlawfully, caviled the 
adherents of the new religion. 

"Protests m-ere made. Cpholding the law and recog- 
nizing that coercion to any belief is wrong, and that 
cveryone has the right to choose for him&, the Social- 
ists intervened. 

"A sect of these Bible Stuaente waa organized in 
K6z. These people dill harm nor wrong to no one, and 
pace is manifestly one of their principles. This, how- 
ever, did not suit the c l c r ~ .  r h o  in their eermons sowed 
the seed of hatred in t.he hearts of their faithful ( 7 )  
ngaipst the 'unfaithful.' The faithful (?) .  c o n r i n d  
that they must defend the holy faith, smashed in sev- 
eral n-indows of the homes of the Bible Students. One 
citizen in K6z was denounced in the presence of the. 
legal authorities as a supposed religions offendhr, and 
.s a penalty is d e r i n g  imprisonment. 

"All these things might be attributed to moral in- 

received from the 'Bible Students &ciation touclling 
the facts only, believing that those who have been 
wronged should have a hearing. 

" 'In a certain family, members of the Bible Studenta 
Association in K62, a year-and-a-half-old child died. 
Upon learning this, a local pastor, impassioned aith 
venomous hatred against those who, without his per- 
mission, dare to think for themselves, resolved upon this 
occasion to pour out fall vengeance upon these "danger- 
ous heretics" by prohibiting the burial of the child's 
body in the 1 4  cemetery. Rqprdlew of the permit 
granted by the Star* for the burial of the (lead 
child in the cemetery, he was bent upon interferin~; 
so by his cunning he stirred up r number of his faithful 
children to energetic, or rather anarchistic, opposition 
by barring the entrance to the cemetery. 
" 'On Sunday he preached hatred of fellownlen from 

the altar and pulpit. By his golden-bngued oratory he 
convinced his sheep that the cemetery, that holy place, 
would be profaned were it to contain the body of that 
child. After the golden-tongued preacher had hishcd, 
a little flock of the faithful gathered for mnsultation. 
With curses upon their lips they began noble (? )  de- 
bates under the leadership of the well-hnonn one- 
stammerer, mobilized a-eryone who was tied with the 
consecrated cord of the priest, armed themselvm in 
ancient style, with sticks and clubs as in the time of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, when the benighted mob at  the 
instigation of the clergy went to the Garden of Geth- 
eemane. A similar spectacle was witnewd here on 
Sunday afternoon. On that day, more than ever before, 
the citizens of the locality moved in the d i m i o n  of 
Gronnera, where the faithful servants of darliiess wen, 
to put into operation their designs. If the undertaker'# 
retinue had passed that u-ay there rould have been r 
terrible epectacle witnessed; for the spiritual father 
had promised to ring the church bell as a signal to 
start the outrage which these cronies and old maids and 
enlightened (?)  members of the Christian-Catholic- 
Workers, with their eminent leader, ~ o u l d  hare com- 
mitted. The savages af h d k  would have been ashamed 
of this. 
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"'Fortunately for us, as also for this local it^---thanks 

to the Starostry of Bial~ki  a i d  the conunissioner-that 
disgrace was averted; for the Starostq-, haring been 
info]-n~ed through del~gate dalici of what was ahout to 
happen, y n t  to the benildcretl K62 several groups of 
policemen. Seeing these, the faitllful ( ? )  Christians 
pulled in their ears. Kevcrthclrss the commi~sioner, 
seeing the anarchistic dispoaitioll of the faithful ( ? )  
and fearing an  outbreak of sorile kind, advised the poet- 
poncnient of the burial until AIondap, to which we 
n-illi~lglp consented, in accordance with the advice of 
Paul in Romans 13 : 1. 

"'On Monday the gang was again mobilized to meet 
our partr ; and seeing tllc u~id~rtal<er's retinue approacli- 
ing. they quickly ol~*tructed the road near Gronnera, to 
prevent entrance to the crnictery. You should have seen 
tlic. aztonishment that came orer those strikers ahen 
the retil~ne, instead of going west, turned east. 

"'&Iy! what big! gaping mouths the faithful ( 7 )  
sho~red upou this uncspwted move. They did not know 
thnt the Bible Students had a legal permit for a private 
c e ~ ~ ~ r t c r y  on the lands of Josepli Komendery. They 
rcnt  penccf~~lly toward their ce~~ietery, with that un- 
we\-ering faith ill their hearts that He who created this 
earth, aud bought it with His precious blood, also hal- , ,  

lowed i t  ui th His almiglity hand, and that he appor- 
tions in  the high heavens d\r-elliogs of blessing to all 
$.hat are .His who rest in Chri.,t. We earnestly believe 
thnt only God has the right to decide our case and 
accept us into His glory, without a passport from Rome. 
The Lord does not hare special regard for the Latin 
language; for this tongue is h o ~ m  only to certain 
branded individuals with turned collars, it being of no 
use to others. We might mention that p a t  chagrin 
611ed the noble (? )  Christian ~ u l s  when the j  perceived 
that  all of their efforts proved rain. 

"'If these benighted ones who opposed, and others 
who suggested shooting us, could only h o w  how thank- 
fu l  r e  are to God for so wisely supervising this affair! 
I t  is the foundation for establishing a new Christian 
district, 

"'Of you who a i t h  clubs and sneers opposed the 
burial of that innocent dead child, I inquire: Have 
you even the smallest particle of human sympathy about 
you? Or have you the hearts of animals or carni~orous 
beasts? Look a t  your deeds, and tell what Christian 
principle you have ererciqed. Does not Christ teach yon 
to lore your neighbor and your enemies? 

"SO much for the account fro111 those who were 
wronged. It should be noted that the political powers 
surrendered to the ana rch~  of the clergy. According to 
the s t a t ~ ~ t c s  i t  is obligatoq that at  his death one must 
be buried in the cemetery belonging to the religious 

organization of which he was r member at  birth, even 
if in tlie course of his life he should separate himself 
from such organization. The priest in Kbz, howerer, 
mouol~olized all rights orer the cemetery, and the child 
was buried in an ordinary place, the authorities unlaw- 
fully permitting it; for the I. B. S. A. cannot have 
separate cemetery, because its organization is not recog- 
nized. 

"And now let us take in hand the account of the 
Christian ( ?) 'T. B. B.' and see how i t  views the out- 
rage. Glring a short account of tlie aflair in K62, this 
Chri-tian ( ?) organ asserts. shanldessly, thnt the peree- 
cutors of the Christians in Kbz are the Rille Studwtq 
and the persecuted are those instigated fanatics, a h o  
with rniliugs wautcd to break up the funcral procession 
of the I. 13. S. A. The 'T. 3. B.' openly grants 'indul- 
gence' to those who are prcparcd to commit such fanati- 
cal. criminal acts, declaring that tlie Catholic people 
are defending the faith in the face of the flood of h e m .  

''Fal~ity, knavcr~, hypocrisy ! Uo\v dicagreenb1e fo 
read such things! To what docs this lead? The pan, 
teachings of Christ are twisted and bent to m i t  the 
interests of capital, through the instrun~entality of h 
clergy in Poland. 

"And who, a e  ask, is undemining the faith in the 
churches and religion? The answer is easy. The priesta 
then~selres, s i t h  their hateful, un-Christlike politics. 
Remember that 'all they that take the sword shdl 
perish with the sword.' " 

Social and liiiucational Items 
HE Poles as a people are gentle and hos- T pitable. They are affectionate, too, the 

Polish Americans annually sending home to 
their relatives in the old country about $9,000,- 
000, most of which is made by doing the hard- 
est kind of work done on America's shores. For 
generations they have been the burden bearere 
of the great landlords of junkerdom and cleric- 
dom; in what was Russian Poland they need 
education badly. They are taking hold, too, the 
young men and wonlen studying in spare mo- 
mexits nliile at work. A branch of the Inter- 

-national Correspondence Schools has been es- 
tablished at Warsaw, providing wonderful o p  
portunities for education in technical subjects 
at small cost, and is being widely taken advan- 
tage of. 

JIistakes have been made, and will be made. 
Certain papers are debarred, which accom- 
plishes nothing except to malie the inquisitive 
wish to read them. The mories are censored; 
and so they are in the United States ; but what 



good does it do? The Jewish schools have been 
closed, but the children go on studying just the 
same. #Evening schools for adults have been 
established. 

It is  our opinion that the Lord removed the 
national barriers between the various parts of 
Poland so that the educated and progressive 
German and Austrian Poles could be given 
widest opportunity to help lift up their brethren 
who mere for so many years under the poke of 
the Czar's government. At Warsaw Cniversity 
more than 6,000 students ~ o n g h t  admission in 
1919. 

Polish Agricultural Notea 
RON a Polish government agricultural bnl- F letin we quote as follows: 

"The territory which comprises the Poland of today, 
before the war ranked next to Germany in  the produc- 
tion of potatoes, growing more than Russia, and nine 
percent more than France. I n  the production of rye 
Ire held the third place, growing six times ae much as 
France; of barley the 13th place, producing an equal 
amount with Spain; of oats the &fth place, producing 
two and one-half times more than Sweden and seven 
timea more than England and Ireland together. Polish 
agriculturists raised before the ear fifty percent more 
horses than France; and Poland held in this field the 
second place in  Europe; in breeding cattle the sixth 
place, w ~ t h  twenty percent more heads than Italy, and 
in pigs the fourth place, raising thirty percent more 
h o p  than France" 

Before the war Poland was the sewnd larg- 
est sugar-producing country ih Europe, but a t  
present only about one-fourth of the nonnal 
quantity is produced. The prewar area devoted 
to sugar beets was 400,000 acres; a t  last ac- 
counts i t  was about 200,000 acres. 

Further items from the Polish government's 
official reports are that in  1921 the government 
supplied the agriculturists with about 3,500 car- 
loads of grain seeds and other seeds, and about 
4,000 carloads of seed potatoes, resulting in an 
increase of 687,000 hectares (1,693,900 acres) 
under cultivation as compared with the year 
previous. The report goes on to say: 

"The need of rebuilding the devasated regions of 
the country and of supplying the poor population of 
villages and cities with firewood brought about the ne- 
cessity of exploiting intellsely our timber, both forests 
belonging to the State and t h e  owned br individuals. 
According to the most cautious calculations, Poland 
bu, about 8,000,000 k t a m  (19,760,000 acres) of for- 

erts, tho o m i ~ ~ a l  rield of which is about 23.000.006 
cubic meters (32,600,000 cltbic ~ardz)." 

These forests, i t  might be added, are part of 
Germanfs and Austria's carefully plannetl for- 
ests, mostly white and J-ellom pine, designed to, 
be self-perpetuating, and cutti~lg about 25OOO 
board feet to the acre a t  each harvest. 

One of the first acts of the Polish Parlianlcnt 
was an agrarian act, limiting the maximum 
area any one individual may own to 150 hec- 
tares, or  375 acres. This \\-as neccssar?. owing 
to the fact that less than one percent of the land 
owners of Poland otvi-ned forty-tn-o and aeven- 
tenths percent of the land. 

H. N. Brailsford, writing of the condition of 
agricultural laborers in Poland, says: 

"The Polish agricultural laborer is housed, each f m -  
ily in one room, in o four-room house. The floor is 
usually of beaten clay. The p u n d  around the hone 
is something b e t ~ e n  a morass and a dung heap. The 
pig sleeps with the family at night for fear of robbera 
Sanitation, there is none. The money rag- reach the 
magnificent sum of eight!. marks a year, which in t h m  
days would buy two shirts. There is of course in uldi-  
tion some pa-ment in kind, grain, p o t a h ,  and p w  
turage for a cow, hut there is also the obligftion to 
hire a youth as aslstaat laborer." 

The area of uncultivated fields in Poland, 
which in the spring of 1921 \\-as 1,200!bOO hr-c- 
tares (2,964,000 acres). had a year later heen 
reduced to one-half that  arpa, accortfing tn the 
Polish governmei~t report. Last p a r .  for t h c  
first time in six years, Polcnd lifted the cnstoms 
barrier on imported frnits, so that the people 
could eat oranges, which they had not prct-ious- 
ly been able to do during all that time. I t  i~ no 
11-onder that the Poles like to come to An~erics. 
The wonder is that after they come h ~ r e  any of 
them ~vonld ever 11-ish to go hack; but tllcre is 
a lure to a home-land that is quite unexplain- 
able on any philosophic grouncis. 

T1'it.h sanitary conditions as described by Mr. 
Brailsford, and with 1,500,000 houses ruined by 
war anyway, it is not to be wondered at that a s  
a consequence of Poland's n-ars one out of every 
three children has rickets or tuberculosis: and 
that typhus, typhoid, dysentery, and smallpox 
are to be found almost everywhere. I n  rnnnp 
sections there is only one doctor to each 80.000 
inhabitants; and in some districts, especially 
in Galicia, there is only one in 150,000 inhabi- 
tants. 
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Indwtial  Note8 and in Warsaw. Something over fifty percent 
HILE Poland is an agricultural and not of operation is claimed for these factories at W an indudrial country, yet its industrial this time- Roughl~, the statistifa1 data given 

interests are growing in importance. In the Out by the Polish government would seem to 
spring of 1922 twenty railway cars, the first to Poland about busy in the va- 
be manufactured in Poland, mere turned over rious inaustries reported- 
to the Polish State Rail\\-ays Administration. Twenty-one new &emical factories have been 
'a1 the work mas done by Polish engineers and established in Poland during the last two years, 
worlmen and all the n~aterial used in their and there are important paper and cement in- 
col~struction came from Poland. The factory dustries- The tanning industry ie qnite impor- 
exl,ecte to manufacture 6,000 cars a year and tant, there being many small tanneries ocat- 
has orders for ten years ahead. tered over the country. A considerable number 

The lowmotive factory is now in con- of Russian and Siberian furs find their way 
struetion, near the Dumbrona coal mines. The into smuggled there by Jewish tra(lers- 

and upper silesian coal mines, op In the time in which it has been in operation 
crating under French and Polish capital, are the Polish government has done as well as  it 
produdng 10,000,000 tons of coal per year, have been expcted except in the 
wllich is eighty percent normal. ~h~ locomo- direction of its war-making proclivities. For 
tives in hand are said to be kept fairly wen these i t  is to be blamed; and France and h e r -  

repaired. ica must share the blame. And not the French 
people and the American people either, but the Tlre acquisition of Galicia makes Poland the great hmoiers who dways bungle 

sixth oil-producing country. The total p r o d u ~  they taoeh. They think of but one thing; and 
tioil of oil is  about 60,000 carloads per year, of that is money, money, money. They have taoght 
\vhieh 35,000 carloads are used for internal the to do the same thing; but if all 
eo~lsumption and the balance is exported. The would pt down to thinking of people, people, 
Standard Oil COm~any '3 said '0 have gained people, it would be far btteer around. control of the Polish Kaptha Corporation, one the end it would be better for the financiers of Poland's largest concerns. This one concern thelllselves. No one - be happy he 
Possesses fifteen peroent Of the others miserable, and the finakers 
cia11 oil fields. engaged in that work constantly. 

among the other articles listed the x n -  after all what the world most of au ie 
ister of Trade as  available for export are a stabilizer, a that will put the 
sugar, starch, salt, alcohol, zinc, mineral wax, financiers into their proper places and pat 
cbelllicals, butter, ~ o u l t r ~ ,  eggs, grain, flax everybody else into his proper place, where 
fikr, hides, skins, pulp, bristles, zinc and zinc each can work to the best advantage for all 
white. It is estimated that about one-third of ma&ind. such a government is at hand in the 
the houses destroyed through military opera- reign of Christ, who m-i,-ill be the ideal ruler for 
tioils have been rebuilt, and 3,000 kilometers Pohnd, as He ~ 1 1  be also for LithoaG, 
(1,864 miles) of new railway built, prob- mrainia, Russia, a rmany ,  and all other mu- 
ably with military motives. - tries wherein man's inhumanity to man has 

There are important textile industries in made countless thousands mourn. Haste the 
Lodz (sometimes called the Polish Manchester) day of His power! 

"The groans of sufferers in this sorrorr-laden world, 
Which Heaven has heard for ages, have an end, 
Foretold by seers and by poets sung, 
Those fire was kindled at the prophets' Lamp. . 
SIS thousand years of sin and death have now 
Fulfilled their tardy and dimstrow course 
Over s dying world; and what remains 
Of this tempestuous state of human thing8 
k but the working of the restle- as sea. 

"The time of rest, the promised Sabbath, comes. 
And He whose car the Kinds are, and the cloude 
The dust that waits upon His sultry march, 
h'om risits earth in mercy. He descends 
Propitious in His chariot paved with love; 
A n d  what Hia math hath blasted and defaced 
For man's revolt, ehall with a d e  repair. 
Srreet is the Harp of Prophecy, tm sweet 
Kot to be wronged by a mere mortal's touchR . . 



The Blotting Out of Sin 
"Repent ye, and be cottcerted, titat your sins may be blotted out."-Acts 3:19. 

C OXTRARF to the ordinary conception of 
tl?e matter, conversion is a gradual work. 

I t  has a positive beginning, should have a sys- 
tematic progress and a definite conclusion; and 
not until its conclusion is realized can the sub- 
ject with any propriety speak of himself as 
saved, even by faith; for  be i t  understood that 
our interpretation of the Scriptures is that 
salvation in the present life is only by faith. 
Actual salvation beyond peradventure will be 
realized only a t  the conclusion of the present 
life, by those who "fight the good fight" and 
finish their course with joy, and obtain, there- 
fore, participation in the first resurrection to 
glory, honor and immortality, the divine nature. 

. (Romans 2: 7 ; 2 Peter 1 : 4) Salvation in the 
,present time is what the Apostle spealis of as 
I being "saved by hope," by faith, having c o d -  
dence in the Lord's promises and in our a m p  
tance by the Lord under those promises. In  the 
present life we are to "make our calling and 
election sure," but i t  will not be sure until the 
trial time shall have passed away, and we shall 
have finished our course with joy. 

What we have said relates. of course, to the 
salvation proffered during this Gospel age. It 
does not relate to conditions previous to our 
Lord's death, nor to the conditions which will 
obtain after the establishment of the kingdom 
at His second coming. We are  not living in the 
Jewish age nor in the hIillcnnial age; hence i t  
is not necessary for us now to consider tlie 
different conditions of salvation in the differ- 
ent ages. 

The word conversion signifies to turn about, 
to reverse the course of life from progress in 
one direction to progress in another direction. 
The Apostle declares that "the whole world lieth 
in the wicked one," and that by nature we "were 
children of wrath even a s  others," prone to sin 
a s  the sparlrs to fly up\\-ard. The natural trend 
or tendency of all inankind is more or less 
dou-nu-nrd, the law of sin in our members 
resrnlblinp to some extent the lam- of gravita- 
tion in nature. Until enlightened of the Lord 
we do not recognize the prevalence of sin in our 
members : for  while all mankind except the most 
degraded m-ould recognize that murder and 
some other gross crimes are wrong, they fail 
to recognize anything wrong in matters that 

I 

wonld appeal to the advanced Christian M 
being wholly contrary to the divine will. 

Children of Believers Favored 
T H E R E  is a diffeience. S o t  all mankind are  

born on the same plane. Some are born 
with a more enlightened conscience, and others 
with a less enlightened understanding of \\-hat 
constitutes sin. The Apostle sets this forth 
very clearly, assuring us that the children of 
believers are under divine protection up  to the 
time when they reach years of personal dis- 
cretion and responsibility. The Apostle indi- 
cates that this is not only the case w-hexbe both 
parents are believers, but equally so if either 
of them is a believer. His words, frequently 
misunderstood, are : "The unbelieving husband 
is  sanctified by the believing wife, and the \m- 
believing u-ife is  sanctified by the believing 
husband: else were your children unclean. hut 
nonT are they holy [blameless]." (1 Corinthians 
5 : 14) The meaning of this is : The belief of 
the husband is reckoned of God as affecting the 
nife as respects the child to be born, or  liketvise 
the belief of the wife affects the husband, so 
that the child from the moment of birth i s  
reckoned not as "a child of nrnth," but as a 
child of mercy, nnder divine protecti~n until it 
reaches years of personal accountability. 

Such a child of a consecrated believer will 
not only inherit a blessing from and through 
the b~lieving parent, but will, of conrse, receive 
instruction in righteousness and -truth a t  the 
hands of that parent; or  if the parent die the 
Lord would look after such a one in a particular 
sense, to snpervise its interests favorably to i ts  
ultimate blessing. Sucll a child, taught to rev- 
erence the Lord and to desire to do His will, is 
necessarily at  maturity in n very different state 
of heart from that of a child born of godless 
parents. This accounts for the fact that a true 
knowl~lge of conversion means so much more 
radlcal n change of heart and contluct to some 
than it does to others. To the children of the 
un,jnstified conversion means a complete revo- 
lution; to the cliildren of the justified i t  means 
a clear apprehension of personal responsibility 
for a life in conformity to the divine u-ill, al- 
ready appreciated to Fome extent and to ecme 
extent practised. 

140 , 
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The, Law Converting the Soul the apostles, showing that love of money or 
HSTETTER our point of beginnix walk houses or lands or children or parents more W in the Christian Kay, aherever our p r -  than love for the Lord is idola tv;  that h 6 f f d  

sonal konversion begins to take pl-, it implies desire, although mstrdned, is adultery; that 
that some power has operated npon us which hatred a Or a neighbor partakes 
has enlightened our and granted of the spirit of murder, and marks the hater and 
us to see our personal responsibility toqTard evil speaker a s  under divine condemnation. 
God. This enlightening power the Scriptures I t  is when these things begin to be discerned 
inform us is the law of ~ ~ d .  y -he  law of the with more or less distinctness that we realize 
~~~d is perfect, converting the (Psalm that "there is  none righteous, no, not one," when 
19: 7) are by no means %*\rishing to intimate viewed from the divine standpoint; that the 
that the Je\~-ish law given a t  Sinai to the Jewish condemnation which passed upon all through 
people only is applicable to Gentiles or to us one man's disobedience, and which bas been 
who have accepted Christ. That law covenant passed to all throngh is a barrier to 
ended at the eross. fellowship with God, who "cannot look npon sin 

Nevertheless, l001iing a t  that law we may any allowance," whose sentence is that 
aralv lessolls from it. Jve reason that the ( ~ ~ d  "the wages of sin is death," that "the B O U ~  that 
who gave it to the jew is the ~~d also of the sinneth, i t  shall die." From this standpoint of 
Gentile, and that of necessity His law must be ~ ~ n v i c t i o n  of sin, by a d i ~ ~ m e n t  of the divine 
practically the same at all times-unchangeable law and of our personal deficiencies when meas- 
because He is uncllangeable. ?Ve reason thus: ured by that law, some long for  restoration to 
That the law governing ~ d ~ - ~ ~ i t t ~ ~  in divine favor in the present life, as well a s  long 
father Adam's very menlbers-is still in forw for the everlasting Life forfeited by the race 

us as his children. we realize that, as through sin. It is a realization of this condition 
the Apostle declares, some of the Gentiles show that leads to amversion; and it is 
more and some less of this law written in their a comparative few do thus long for  
hearts. divine fellowship in this present life and who 

In  the grossest and most depraved heathen thirst for life with the 
this law, guiding to a knowledge of right and 
wrong, is almost totally obliterated; wide in Fear a Convertinn h&uace ' 

' some of ns, less depraved by nature, this law, EAR may occasionally have something to 
graven in human nature and transferred from F do with conversion, fear of being alone in 
Adam to us, his children, is not so completely the world without the divine superrision, fear 
obliterated. We can discern something respect- of what this might mean in the present life in 
ing right and wrong in all life's affairs, in the way of adversities and difficulties and sor- 
respect to our Creator, and in respect to our rows beyond human relief, fear of the loss that 
fellow creatures. this ~vould mean as respects the everlasting 

Additionally we have received valuable hints future, fear of being blotted out of esistence in 
from the law covenant to Israel a t  Sinai the second death. But in true conversion fear 
respecting our obligatioi~ to God, respecting is rarely if ever the most important element. 
idolatry, respecting the sacredness of hmnan Even in the beginning, and before the close of 
Life and of the lnarriage tie, and of responsibil- a true conversion, perfect love will have cast 
ities to neighbors, not to covet their property, out all fear. The Apostle in our common vcr- 
not to bear false wi tne~s  against then), nor to sion i s  made to say: "Knowing the terror of 
steal from them. Because of so general recog- the Lord, we persuade men." (2 Corinthians 5 : 
nition of these general elements of the divine 11) The revised version is better: "Knowing 
la\;. on the part of mankind living under the the fear of the Lord, we persuade men." 
light of the gospel lav, the natural man, nncon- The Apostle is  not here speaking of men in 
verted, recognizes to solxe estent the principles general, however, but of the ellurch, of those 
therein in\-olved. More than t h i ~ ,  the world has who hare come into Christ and who are  hopil~g 
heard of tlie still sharper definition of the law for mercy through Him. Such must realize the 
of God expressed in  the words of Jesus and by strictness of the divine requirements, which wiU 



either chasten and discipline every son accord- 
ing to the necessities of the case, or, if inoorri- 
gible, abolish mercy and destroy him in the 
second death. We who have accepted Christ, 
and who have learned of the mercy of God 
through Him, are not to presume upon dirine 
mercy; but, as the Apostle again says: "Let us 
fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering 
into his rest, any of you should seem to come 
short"-Hebrews 4 : 1. 

But while a fear or respect for the Lord may 
favor true conversion, a wrong fear has the 
reverse eEect. The fear inculcated by Dante's 
'Tnferno," and other misrepresentations of the 
divine character and plan would not only not 
draw people to the Lord but assuredly repels 
every well-balanced heart and head. 

The Gospel message is of God's grace and 
love; that God, compassionating man's fallen 
condition, sent forth His Son, who has re- 
deemed the world with His own precious blood, 
providing the penalty for father Adam, and 
thus for all of his posterity involved with him 
in his condemnation. (Romans 5 : 12) The Gos- 
pel message is that, as a consequence of this 
redemptive work, ultimately every member of 
Adam's race shall have an opportunity for rec- 
onciliation with the Father and of thus attain- 
ing everlasting life. I t  stands to reason, how- 
ever, and as  well has the support of Scripture, 
that every intelligent transgression of a right 
principle, every violation of conscience on the 
part of anybody, has more or less a demoraliz- 
ing influence upon that person ; that thus every 
sin carries with it its record in the individual. 

But such sins or weaknesses are specially 
injurious in proportion as they affect the con- 
science; and hence the larger measure of light 
enjoyed by any individual and sinned against 
knowingly, intelligently, the greater is the in- 
jury to his conscience, the deeper is his fall, 
and proportionately the more steps he vill need 
to retrace a t  some time or other, either in the 
present l i e  or in the future life, if he would 
ever get back to the condition which the Lord 
would approve and to ahich alone H e  mould 
grant everlasting existence. 

Repentance Precedes Conversion 
I G1 back now to the beginning of con- corn' version, our text implies that repentance 

must precede it. A man must realize that he ia 

a sinner and justly under divine condemnation 
and disfavor briore he will t u r i~  about in his 
course. Repentance, the Apostle points out, is 
preceded by a godly sorrow for sin, a sorrow 
such as God would approve, not merely a sor- 
row for the penalties for sin, but a sorrow and 
regret to find one's self in sin, in imperfectioe. 

"Godly sorrow worLet11 repentance." (2 Cor- 
inthians 7: 10) But, as already pointed out, the 
degree of this godly sorrow and the degree of 
the repentance following it depends upon the 
state or condition of the individual. Likewise 
the restitution work ~vllicli is a part of the 
repentance, seeking to make good any wrong 
we may have done to others, \rill necessarily 
vary. The person trained up in the way of the 
Lord mill have done proportionately less injury 
to others for which he mill need to make resti- 
tution and hare proportionately less to repeut 
of, than will the person reared in an at~nos- 
phere negligent of righteousness and of duty 
toward othere. Hence, properly, with some the 
first step in conversioli will mean a rery radical 
course, manifest outwardly to everybody; wMle 
with others i t  will mean a radical course in the 
heart, which will be less manifest to their 
friends and neigllbors. 

To be converted, to turn to the Lord, begins 
with the will; for the will really represents the 
entire individual, supervising, as  i t  does, our 
actions, words and thoughts. But no one can 
properly take this step of conversion who does 
not first believe in tlie Lord Jesus and in tlie 
redemptive work accomplished by Him. Tile 
divine Word clearly sets forth that our heavea- 
ly Father will not deal with us directly; for 
we are all weak and imperfect. Our promises 
and obligations would count for little, and we 
could never keep our engagements even if we 
agreed to live perfectly the remainder of life. 

Hence the provision made for us, that those 
who thus desire to conie into fellowship with 
God may approach Him in tlie name and 
through the merit of the Redeemer, through the 
merit of His sacrifice for our sins. 111 order 
thus to come he must be instructed and know 
of the Lord's provision in Christ, he must see 
that any coming unto the Father through IIim 
need not perish, need not be blotted out of 
existence in the second death, but instead may 
gain eternal life. 

And this relationship to God set before ua 



indudes not only the promise of the life that 
is to come but also the promise of this present 
life-that i t  may be the more enjoyed, n-ith the 
peace of God which passeth all understanding, 
fellowship with Him through Christ, and the 
privilege of appropriating to ourselres the 
"exceeding great and precious promises" of His 
TYord, to the effect that "all things shall work 
together for good to them that love him." 

"That Your Sins May be Blotted Out" 

T HESE are the incitements set before the 
few who have "ears to hear" in this present 

time-to   ti mu late them to repent.and be con- 
verted that their sins may be blotted out. This 
matter of the blotting out of sins is one that is  
rapidly being lost siyl~t of in our day. Few 
spell1 to realize that there are sins which need 
blotting out, nhich if they remained would hin- 
der our fello\~-ship with God and our receiring 
.tl,t. blessing of life everlasting. Let none\ mis- 
take, Iiowcver, and suppose that our sins are 
rc~mpletely blotted out during the present life. 

According to the Scriptures they are merely 
covered from the Lord's sight for the present, 
pending our trial and its favorable result. 
"Blessed is the man \\-hose sin is covered, to 
whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity."'-Psalm 
32: 1,3. 
This condition of things is fully set forth in 

oar  test, vhich declares that sins will be blotted 
out a t  the second coming of Christ. As long as  

-we have defective bodies we have the marks of 
sin; for God's work is  perfect, and only by 
reason of sin did present blemishes, mental, 
moral and physical, come upon our race. 

Thc belierer whose sins are now covered, a h o  
i s  accepted as a member of the little flock, and 
who by the grace of God shall "make his calling 
and election sure," will have his sins blotted out 
completely in the first resurrection, when he 
will receive the new body which God has prom- 
ised. in wllich there mill-be no mark of sin, 
blemishes or imperfections of any kind. Thus 
the Apostle explains the first resurrection of 
the little flock, saving, "It is sown in wealiiess 
[blemished by sin], it is raised in power; i t  is 
sonn in corruption [marred by sin], it is raised 
in incorruption; i t  is  sown tin animal body, it 
is raiac~d a spiritual body [with every trace of 
our share in the fall 'blotted oat']."-1 Corinth- 
iar;e 15: 42-44. 

This same thought, that the sins of the Lord's 
people are merely covered for the present and 
will not be blotted out until their resurrection, 
is  attested also by our Lord's words addressed 
to those who had already become His disciples 
and whose sins had already been covered: '3 
ye from the heart forgive not men their tres- 
passes, neither will your heavenly Father for- 
give your trespasses."-Matthew 6 : 15. 

I t  is illustrated again by the parable in which 
the servant who owed his master a large sum, 
representing our sin of indebtedness, was freely 
exonerated; but ahen he had found a fellow- 
serrant owing him a trifle and had refused to 
ter, not only was he reproved, but his original 
exercise similar generosity to that of the mas- 
debt, which for the time being had been covered, 
went a t  once into fnll effect against him. The 
Lord's esplanation of the lesson is that those 
who would profit by divine clemency must exer- 
cise mercy tom-ard their fellow creatures. 

More and More Conwrted 

A S W E  have already said, canversion is 8 
progressive matter. Beginning with the 

conversion or change of our wills, it must ulti- 
mately affect all of life's interests. It is a mis- 
take to think of conversion and religion as we 
~ o n l d  think of a gold piece which, having been 
put into our pocket, stays there without any 
further effort. I t  is  more like the tiny shoot of 
a stalk of corn, first the blade, then the ear, 
then the fnll corn in the ear. The blade must 
be the right kind of blade; else it wodd never 
produce the right kind of stalk, the right kind 
of ear, etc. h ~ d  so our conversion must be of 
the proper kind from the first ; else it will never 
develop properly. 

Conversion in its first and simplest phase ie 
the turning of the heart, the will, from sin to 
righteousness, from selfishness to God. The 
change must be positive, the determination 
must be fixed, and all must be on the right . 
foundation-must recognize that acceptance 
with the heavenly Father is  only through ~e 
merit of the sacrifice of His Son atoning for 
our shortcomings and imperfections. At  the 
same time, d n r  conceptions of sin and holiness 
will be more or less vague a t  the beginning. 

But havipg taken the right course, having 
turned wholly to the Lord, having given Him 
the full control of our hearts, we were thence- 



forth recognized aa being in the "school of 
Christ." Day by day and year by year, we come 
to a clearer and deeper appreciation of what 
we have undertaken. And it  is well that this 
shonlfl be so; for could we from the beginning 
have seen clearly the meaning of holiness, we 
probably would have been discouraged with 
ourselves and would have fainted by the may. 
But, led step by step, knowledge increasing, 
and endeavor to obey bringing an increase of 
grace and leading m to fresh desires for knowl- 
edge and for grace, the matter becomes a pro- 
gressive journey, a gradual transforming of 
the character through a renewing of the mind. 
The Christian of one year's good experiences 
shuuld be able to see much more clearly than a t  
the beginning of his course, and should be able 
to realize himself a good step nearer to the 
divine standard in his heart and in his daily 
conduct. 

The Christian of two years' or five years' 
growth should proportionately be ahle to see 
more and more distinctly the exceeding sinful- 
ness of sin and the beauty of holiness. He 
should be able more and more to appreciate 
the truth of the divine plan, and, as the Lord 
promised, it should be in him a sanctifying 
power. "Sanctify them through thy tmth;  thy 
word is tmth." 

lh Standard of Conversion 

C O m R S I O N  gradually affects all the af- 
fairs and avenues of life. The pattern set 

before us in the Scriptures is, "Be ye holy, even 
as your Father which ie in heaven is holy"; 
and year by year we come to appreciate that 
holiness more and to feel our own weaknesses 
and unworthiness more. Our consolation under 
ench circumstances is that God deals with these 
converted ones according to the standard of 
their wills, according to the intentions of their 
hearts, and not according to the blemishes of 
their imperfect flesh. The Psalmist has ex- 
pressed the matter prophetically: 'If thou 
shouldst be strict to mark iniquity against us, 
who could stand?' and, as the Apostle explains, 
"There is none righteous, no, not one." 

The Apostle gives uT the key, the secret to 
all joy and comfort in the Lord, saying, 'The 
righteousness of the law is fulfilled in us, who 
walk not after the flesh but after the spirit.' 
Judged according to the flesh, we I\-ould dl be 

imperfect; but judged accordiug to the spirit, 
the mill, the intent, as the Lord ia judging us, 
we are accepted as "complete in Christ!' But 
who are these thus acceptable to God? They 
are such as walk not after the flesh,'they are 
not stliving to please the flesh, to live according 
to its dictates, but on the contrary they are 
seeking to please the Lord, to walk, that is to 
live, according to the spirit and not according 
to the flesh. 

Uark that the Apostle does not say that only 
those who walk up to the spirit are approved 
of God, but those who walk "after" the spirit. - 
None of us can walk up to the spirit of God's 
law; for this is perfection, and we are all im- 
perfect; but each one begotten of the spirit can 
walk after the spirit to the extent of his ability. 
And our abilities vary, although our wills must 
al l  be alike. 'Are must all will to be like unto 
our Father which is in heaven-to be perfect; 
but we all come short of that perfection, be- 
cause we have the treasure of t h e  new mind 
in blemished earthen vessels. 

Character Meaaurcmenk 

T 0 ILLUSTRATE : Suppose a scale marked 
off from 0 to 100. Let that scale represent 

human ability, and the 100 points represent 
perfection. The full 100 points is what the 
Lord's people must desire, must aim for from 
the very beginning of their Chrieian e x p  
rience, from the moment of their conversion, 
from the moment they made a full consecration 
of themselves to the Lord. Yet day by day, as - 
we attempt to live up to our glorious ideal of 
absolute perfection and God-likeness, each finds 
himself imperfect. "\Ye have all sinned and 
come short of the glory of God." "There is 
none righteous, no, not o~ie." No one could live 
up to the spirit of the divine requirement. 

What, then, is our hope? It is this: That 
whether our attainments be great or small, what 
the Lord is seeking for is the right attitude of 
heart, which desires perfection and which strives 
for perfection, and which acknowledges its 
shortcomings and accepts Jesus and His merit 
as making good all deficiencies. 

From this standpoint we can see the meaning 
of the Apostle's words, that the righteousness 
of the law is fulfilled in us who are walking 
not after the flesh but after the spirit. The 
brother or the sister who through weaknear 
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and depravity may only be able to measure np 
to fifty points of character out of the 100 points 
repres~nting perfection, may realize that Christ 
makes up to him his deficiency of fifty points, 
and that thus in God's sight he is "complete in 
Christ." Likewise the brothers or sisters who 
can measure n p  to only forty points, orthir ty,  
or  twenty, or  ten, doing the very best in their 
power, walking not after tlie flesh but after the 
spirit-these all may rejoice that Christ makes 
up  to each one the amount of his deficiency, so 
that in each one of these the righteousness of 
the law is fulfilled; 'we are  complete in him 
who is  the Head of the body, even Christ.' 

The Apostle's words fit well to this illustra- 
tion. He says: "There sin abounded, grace did 
much more abound." The convert trusting in 
Jesus and doing his best to walk after the 
spirit, yet finding himself possessed of only 
fifty points of obedience, perceives that sin has 
abounded toward him to the extent of tlie lacli- 
ing fifty points, so that he "cannot do the things 
that he would." But to tlie extent that sin 
abounded, to that extent "grace abounds7' and 
mafes up to him his deficiency, so that under 
the grace covenant his righteousness of inten- 
tion and effort are accepted of the Lord through 
Christ a s  actual perfection. 

But notice that the same rule operates in 
respect to those against whom sin has abounded 
sixty points, seventy points, eighty points, or  
ninety points: In  proportion as the sin abound- 
ed, in the sanie proportion grace is necessary, 
and grace does abound toward those who have 
laid hold upon the p e a t  Sin-offering and who 
are accouilted of God as "complete in Him."- 
Colossians 2 : 10. 

Year by year, a s  Christian character devel- 
'ops, the convert may get nearer and nearer to 
tlie pattern. But so long as  we have our present 
mortal bodies, we have no hope of reaching 
actual perfection aiid thus being ah!? to do 
without the imputed merit of our Lord Jesus. 
This, hovever, cannot lead us to  any indiffer- 
ence toward sin, as the Apostle points out, say- 
ing, "Shall we continue in sin that grace may 
abound 5" He answers : "God forbid ! How can 
we who have died to sin live any longer there- 
in ?"-Romans 6 : 1,2. 

We have died to sin; self-will i s  dead, giren 
up. We hare c a t  in our lot with Christ to be 
opponents of sin, to lay down our lives on 

behalf of righteouenese, and in the endeavor to 
lift others out of the bondage of sin and death. 
V(-e are thus soldiers of the cross, and for such 
to think of serving sin would be preposterous. 
On the contrary, even while rejoicing that the 
merit of Christ's righteousness, the "wedding 
garment," covers us and makes us acceptable 
to the Father, nevertheless we desire actually to 
increase in the divine likeness to the extent 
of onr ability year by year. Such experiences 
should be espected. We sbould be nearer to 
the divine pattern this year than we were last, 
although we may still be f a r  from Qod-likeness 
except in our wills, our intentions. I n  these we 
must never be anythiug short of perfertioa, u 
i t  is written, "Blessed are tlie pure in heart." 

1 
,>s j 

Deceive Ounelver, Claiming No Sin 

T HERE are soine who deceive themselves, as 
the Apostle declares, saying that they have 

no sins. Failing to recognize their own weak- 
nesses and imperfections, they must also fail to 
recognize their continual need of a share in the 
Redeemer. These deceive themselves indeed, and 
that greatly to their own injury as well as to 
the gross misrepresentation of the divine plan. 

But among those who have a proper view of 
the matter, who have a standing acceptance, rr 
reckoned righteonsness through Christ, prog- 
ress means not only greater selfoontml year 
by year, increase of faith, increase of fortitude, 
increase of perseverance, increase of gentleness, 
increase of patience, increase of the sum of all 
these, love; but i t  means increase in these mat- 
ters in tile perception of the mind as well as in 
the performance of the body. For  instance, at 
the beginning of the Christian way our love fo r  
the Lord partook to some degree of fear and 
duty. 

\Ve said to ourselres : We ought to love God; 
for He is our Creator, and IIe has redeemed 
us through His Son. This was tlie beginning of 
love. '?Ye love him because he first loved us." 
But as we \vent on in the convert path, in the 
narrow way, by and by we reached a higher 
ideal of love toward God. Coming to see His 
wonderful character, greatness, mercy, etc., we 
come to love Him, not merely because i t  is our 
duty EO to do, but because we appreciate such 
a character as His. We admire Him, we adore 
Him, we love Him for Himself. 

The next step in our love is  that we gradually 
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learn to love the principles of righteousness proniised to tlie~n ~vlio love Hinl. fie has prom- 
which y e  see exemplified in our heavenly Fath- ised the glorious tlllngs alid opportunities of 
cr's character. At first we recognize Hls char- the future to those who love Him more than 
acter merely as  so milch that is riglit; hut sub- they love houses or lands, parents or  children, 
scquently we learn to know it a s  the personifica- or any other creature-more than they love 
tion not only of tliat n l~ich is right, but of that themselves-and these tests of conformity to 
11-liich is grand, that wliich is noble, that which the divine standards serve to prove those whom 
is true, that which is just, that which is loving. the Lord would honor and use for the future 

Another step in our progress in love develop- blessing of the \vorld. 
ment is  that gradually we get to love more and I t  is our hope that the majority of those who 
more those ~ v h o  have this same character like- read these words have already passed the first 
ner;.;, tl~ose who are like the Lord. "He that stage of heart-consecration to the Lord. tlie 
1ovt.tll him that begettetli, loveth him also who giving of themselves to Him. More than this, 
is hegotten of him." He that loreth righteons- i t  is our hope that a majority l a r e  gone on and 
1lrS-s, purity and qoodness in the Father, ~vivill on in this matter of conrerrioii, seeking daily 
lnve these s a u e  traits, qualities, to the extent to bring themselves into full confo~mity to the 
tlr,rt 11e is able to trace them in any of the sons divine will; as the Apostle put it, to "bring 
of God. Kow, as  the Apostle says, we have this every thouglit into captivity to the will of God 
as  a fresh evidence that 11-e have passed frorr in C'lirist." 
cleath unto life: "Because we love the brethren." We trust that many have take11 the various 

A further advanced step \vould be our general steps in love to God, to the brethren, and of 
love and s ~ m p a t h y  for the \\-orld of lnankincl s\liil)athetic love to the world and for enemies; 
and not merely for those w-ho are the Lord's and yet we are sure that YOU still find need to 
people. True, we rnust love and sympathize be on Your guard and to say to ~ollrsel\-es : 
with the consecrated ones first and chiefly; but 
a sympathetic love springs up  in o w  hearts for "My 4, be on thy guard; 

the world of mankind as we realize that they Ten thousand foes arise ; 

are  all fallen creatures, and as we look fonvard The hosts of sin are prcbsing hard- 

in the Lord's Word to tlie uplift that shall 
To draw thee from tl~c pr~zc." 

ultimately come to every creature. We have passecl the point where we would 
As me tliink of what they have lost throuxli feel ourselves approved of God if our concep 

the fall, we rejoice in what they v*ill gain in tlie tions of onr duty to~vard our f'ellow creatures 
rcdcinption and restitution. But niorc2 than this, ended with not stealing from them and not 
still a~iother test is to l)e reached before we are murdering them. Many, if not all of us, have 
a t  1)erfect love. That test our Lord indicates as passed on our path the points where not even 
being that we lliust come to love our enemies, an  evil thought monld be entertained against n 
to do good to those 1~1io despitefully use us and brother, much less be expressed in s l a n d ~ r  01. 

persecute us and say all manner of evil against malice or cnvy or strife. This is the grand goal 
us falsely for His sake. Tliis apparently is the of conversion set before us, and we must reach 
higliest manifestation, the higliest development, the mark of perfect love even to our enemies 
of love under the Scr ip tu~al  standards. and remain there ere 11-e could reasonably think 

We do not uican that tliis attainment will be of oursclrcs as amongst those who would even- 
indicated nlerelp bp a feeling that n-c ~ o u l d  not tually attain to the first resurrection. 
rejoice in seeing adrersity coniing upon our It will do us good a t  every stage of our 
enemies, neither merely that we would not do joun~ey to keep track of the law of the Lord 
them injury. Our position mnst go beyond tliis; in ~.eepect to our relationship with Him, our 
Ire must lore our enenlies, 11-e must desire to cio relationsliip to one ariother a s  members of His 
them good, we must rejoice in \vliatever n-ould family, and our relationship to the world and 
be calculated to bring tliat good to them. This to our enemies. "Thc law of the Lord is perfect, 
disposition mnst be attained as  a mark of per- converting the soul," converting, influeucing, 
fcct love, the lnark of character nc1ce.;aar?- ere turninq, chanring every thou,qlit and word 08 
we be ready for the full salvation that God haa hie. '.Love is the fulfilling of thc law." 



1 STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF G O D  ( " ' Y ~ ' o % w s )  
i \\'lth issue Number 60 we mnnlug Judge ltntherford'r new book. 

, "The Warp of God". with nccompanyhg qu~t10m. taking the place of both 

L Advanced and Jmentlr, b101e Studlm which have been hltherto publirhed 

""l\?ly did God send His beloved Son, this 
great Nan, to earth T When a great man of the 
world comes into prominence he expects others 
to'minister unto him, and they do minister nnto 
him. But Jesus, the greatest man who has ever 
lived on earth, and the only perfect one aside 
from Adam, came to earth and became the ser- 
vant of others, that He might render the great- 
est good to mankind. True greatness consists 
in doing good unto others. True greatness is 
magnified in Jesus. He was the truest friend 
of the human race. He said: "The Son of man 
ca~ne not to be ministered unto, but to minister, 
and to give his life a ransom for  many." (Afat- 
then- 20 : 28) And again He said : "Thosoever 
M-ill Be great among you shall be your minister 
[servant] ; and whosoever will be the chiefest, 
sllall be servant of all."-Nark 10 : 43,eQ. 

"'The perfect man Jesus became the s e ~ ~ a n t  
of all. The importance of Jesus and His work 
is nlagnified when we consider that He in 
hearen and in eartli was the dearest treasure 
to Jehovah's heart. He was God's dearly be- 
lorccl Son. I3e was the most precious thing 
possessed by the great Creator, Jehovah. It 
was tlle supreme sacrifice on behalf of Jehovah 
to use Hiiii to redeel11 the human race. I t  was 
God's great love for fallen humanity that 
promptt.tl Him to do this. Hence we read: "God 
so lovecl the 11 orld, that he gave his only hegot- 

seed of promise w-hich God had promised to 
Abraham should be the redeemer and blesser 
of mankind. Jesus Christ is the seed of the 
Foman foreshadom-ed in God's statement made 
to mother Eve and Satan. (Genesis 3 : 15) Satan 
sought, therefore, in every way to destroy Him. 
Jesus was teaching the Jews the message of 
God to lead them in the right way, and to open 
unto them the way of life. These scribes and 
Pharisees were opposing Him, and therefore 
were the enemies of the people. Jesus said of 
them: "The scribes and the Pharisees sit in 
Moses' seat" (Matthew 23 : 2) ; meaning that 
they had assumed the position of leaders of the 
people. Because of their blinding the people 
He said to them: 'Yon are hypocrites, blind 
guides, fools; you shut up the kingdom of 
heaven against men ; you devour widows' houses 
and for a pretence make long prayers; you 
.compass sea and land to make one proselyte, 
and when he is made, yon make him twofold 
more the child of gehennca than yourselves. Yon 
are guilty of fraud and deceit, and you are  like 
unto whited sepulchres, which are full of dead 
men's bones and all uncleanness; you aye ser- 
pents, a generation of vipers. You do not under- 
stand my speech because you cannot hear and 
understand my word. You are of your father 
the devil.'-Jlatthew 23: 13-33; John 8 : 43,44. 

ten Son, that I\-l~osoever belie\-eth in hilt, s l l d d  
not perisl~, hut hare ererlastina life. For God QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 

sent-not his Son into the \I-orld'to condemn the IYliat \\.as the difference between Jesus and prom- 
no,.ld ; bllt tllat the throug], him nligllt inent men of earth with reference to receiving attention 

be saved."-John 3 : 16, l i .  from others? 1 216. 
Of what doer true greatne.~~ consist? 7 216. "'It lvas "lis trul?- good and great 'Ian my did Jesus Hr came to the earth? 216- who for three and a half years >vent about in aid Jesus beme the rruant of ,, 211. the earth and taught and nlinistered unto the 
Mly it a Mcrifice on the part of Je,,orah to md 

people and did good unto every one and Jesus to earth to redeem man? 1 2 1 7 .  
nnto none. All the time He was thus minister- hat prompted G~~ to make this Bscdcel 21,.. 
ing and doing good, the scribes, Pharisees, doc- ~3~ did the pharisees and doctors of the law mir- 
tors of the law and other dupes engaged in ,p,wnt and persecute Jesus? 1218. 
misrepresenting and persecuting the Lord, Vh, was Satan so anxious to destroy Jems? 219. 
~ollght  to kill Hinl. \\'hy did they do this? M I y  did the scribes and Pharisees occupy a respcn- 
Ewause they were instruments of Satan, the sibk position h a r d  the Jenish people? n219. 
devil.--Jolin 8 : 4. \\%at were some of the crimes Jesus properly charged 

"'Jesus, tlre deril knew, was and is  the great against the Pharisees? 1219. 
T6Y 
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Agriculture in the Bible 

W I T H  the exception of sea food, everything The Earth is the Lord's 
that we eat comes from the farm. Whether is a general impression that the 

we are clothed in cotton, wool, linen or sill<, the T:'PE alth belongs to the human family, and 
fibers of which the garments are made come that some of them have a more definite title to 
from thc farm. Man was made to partielpate certaill parcels of i t  than have others; but the 
in and to enjoy agriculture. I t  was his lirst Scriptural is that "the earth is the 
occupation. When the Lord had created the Lord's.71 ( ~ ~ ~ d u ~  9: 29) Pharaoh had to learn 
first man, He "took the man, and put hirn into this fact by a severe experience. Moses ex- 
the garden of Eden to dress it and to 1iec.p lt." I,rcssly told him that the plague of the hail, 
--Genesis 2 : 15. with. the consequent damage to the early c r o p  

After the expulsion from the JCdenic home, of flax and barley, was to teach him just that 
agriculture in some form became a matter of lesson. 
life or death. The outcasts were familiar with The Jews were an agricultural people. They 
fire. They Bnew how to roast a lamb, and prob- were allowed the use o£the  Lord's land during 
ably how to cook vegetables. TiTe read of the good behavior and during the Lord's pleasnre; 
first two boys that were born into the world but they were made to know that they could 
that "Abrl was a keeper of sheep, hut Cain was not dispose of it in perpetuity. Thus- their law 
a tiller of the ground."-Genesis 4: 2. read: "The land shall not be sold for ever: for 

After Cain had slain his brother, he was the land is mine."-Leviticus 25: 23. 
warlied that a nleasure of the blessing wllich The Lord declares that the absorption of His 
had hi thrrto attended his efforts would be with- land into large estates is  contrary to His 
drawn. The Lord said to him: "What hast \vishcs, and will receive due punishment. The 
tllou done? The voice of thy brother's blood principal offenders in this regard have been 
crieth unto me from the ground. And now ar t  the nobility in all ages and the Catholic Church 
thou cursed from the earth, which hath opened which, in some sections of the world, has at 
her mouth to receive thy brother's blood from times owned as much as a third of such great 
thy hand: ~vlien thou tillest the ground, it shall countries as France, Poland, and Mexico. The 
not henceforth yield unto thee her strength." scripture reads: "Woe unto them that join 
-Genesis 4 : 10-12. house to house, that lay field to field, tilllhere 

When Noah and his family emerged frorn the be 110 place [for others1 that they may be 
ark they resumed their former occupations, as placed alone in the midst of the earth!"- 
a matter of course ; and because i t  was the Isaiah 5 : 8. 
occupation of his youth, and bccausg there The thought that the Lord is  the owner and 
would not be need for any more arks, we rcad the Jews were His people, his tenants, i s  kept 
that "Noah began to be an husbandman." (Cen- to the fore in the tithing system, in the law 
esis 9 :  20) He began to cultivate the cart11 for rquiring the land to rest one year in seven, 
the bcnefit of his family, and to hnsband its and in t l ~ c  J n b i l ~ e  arrangements, concerning 
crops so that his loved ones moultl 11:tvc foot1 in n11ic.l~ nlol.c3 I~cxreaftcr. If His people were obe- 
the unproductive months of winter. dicx~lt the 1.0l.d gave them bounteous crops. If 

T71 
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they were disobedient FIe nndertook to bring that "it is neither fit for the land nor yet for 
them back to Him by disciplinary measures tlic dunghill." (Luke 14: 35) The prophet Isaiah 
described by the prophet Amos : :i.lludes to a practice still in vogue among farm- 

"I also have given you clcanrlcss of teeth in 8.11 your ers of our time when he prophesied that "Moab 
cities, and want of bread in all your places: yet hnvc shall he trodden down under him, even as straw 
ye not rcturneci unto me, saith the 1,ord. And also 1 is trodderl down for the dung;hill."-Isa. 25: 10. 
have withholden the rain from you, \\.hex1 therc were The prophets Jeremiah and Hosea each m e  
yet three months to the harvest: and I caused it t o  to the Jews with the message, "Break up your 
rain upon one city, and caneed i t  not to rain upon lallow gro,lnd.m (jeremiah 4: 3;  H~~~~ 10: 12) 
another city: one piecc was rained upon, and ihc plece 'Hosea adds: "yor it is time to seek the L ~ ~ ~ T  
.whereupon it rained not withered. So t%o or three Fallow ground is that urhicl, has lain idle for a 
cities wandered unto olie city, to drink ~r.atc.r; but t h ~ y  
wcrc not satisfied: yet have ye not returned unto me, year or more and has become hardened, diffi- 
saith thc Lord. I have smitten you with blasting and "lt to plow' 
mildew: when your gardens and your vineyards, and The plows ancient times were greatly 
your fig trees, your olive trees incrcajed, the dissimilar from those of today. They had one 
palmerworm devoured them: jet have yc not returned handle, instead of tlvo, and only two metal 
unto me, saith the Lord."-Amos 4 : 6-9. parts, the plow point or  share and the coulter 

I n  the second verse of the preceding chapter or sod-cutter. There is a very interesting Pas- 
the Lord, by the mouth of the same prophet, sage regarding agricultural implements in 1 
informed the Jews that this favorable arrange- Samuel 13: 19-21: 
merit was made with no other people, sayi~l&5 "Now there was no smith found throughout Ul 
"YOU only have I known of all the families of land of Israel: for the Philistines said, Lest the 
the earth: therefore will I punish you f o r  all Hebrews make them swords or spears: but all the 
your iniquities." Israelites went down to the Philistines, to s k p  

But while the Lord recognizes Himself as the every man his share, and his coulkr, and his axe, and 
owner and the people as  l l is  tenants, yet one his mattock. P c t  they had a file for the mattocks, and 
tenant must not trespass upon the rights of for the coulters, and for the forks, and for t h e - a ~ ~ ~ ~  
another. The commandment was : "Thou shalt sharpen the [OX] goads." 

not remove thy neighbor's landmark, which The favorite method of plowing in Bible 
they of old time have set in thine inheritanec" times mas with oxen. I n e n  the calamities c a m  
(Deuteronomy 19 : 141, and a curse was Pro- upon Job, "the oxen were plowing, and theasses 
nounced upon the one that did SO.  Yet the feeding beside them." (Job 1: 14) Oxen 
prophet Job tells us that there were some in asses could not be yoked together to the s 
his day who violated this command. plow because so unequal in strength an  

(Deuteronomy 22: 10) Some of the farms were 
Preparing the Fields large and had many oxen and many plowmen, 

HE fields of ancient times were fertilized or else it was customary for several neighbors T by the method in general use to this day. to join together in plowing operations; for  wive 
We know this from the prophecy concerning read of Elisha that a t  the time when E&ah 
the wicked queen Jezebcl that "the carcase of cast his mantle upon him he "was plowing with 
Jezebel shall be as dung upon the face of the twelve yoke of oxen before him, and he with 
field" (2ICing.s 9 :  37), as well a s  from Jere- t,he twelfth."--1Kings 19: 19. 
miah's PI-ophecy that "the carcases of men shall The thought that several neighbors joined 
fall as dung upon the open field."-Jer. $1: 22. together in plotving operations is  borne out by 

Modern scientific farming has proven that the query of the Prophet, ('Doth the plowman' 
the dunghill is the farmer's wastebnslret, the plow all day to sow?" (Isaiah 28: 24) It has 
place where he throws away his profits. The been found in dry countries that it is best to 
right way, the way- t,hnt pays, is to transport sow the seed as quickly as possible after plow- 
the manure to a fresh place on tllc farm each ing, so that the seed may quickly benefit by the 
day as i t  is  made, yet ihe dunghill is a feature moisture which is turned up. Apparently, when 
of most farms today as it was in days of old. worlring alone, a farmer would need to plow for 
The Lord said of salt that has become tasteless a time and then SOW for a time; otherwise the 



soil would becorne too dry to be profitably sown. with 11ini straw and provender for  his beasts 
But by several farmers worlriug togcther the of bnrdcn.-Judges 19: 19. 
seed could be sown as  the plowing progressed. ~Yltlioagh the Jews seemed not to have hay 

Before the seed was sown the soil was p l -  barns, yct they had other barns, o r  storehouses. 
verized by some method, a s  we qatathcr from the Tllc Pl OPhet Joel, urging Israel to repentance, 
prophecy tllat "jud& sllall plow, alld Jlicob rcmincls them that "the garners a re  laid deso- 
shall break his clods."-1Iosea 10 : 1 1.  late, t l ~ e  ba1.11~ are hrolten downJJ (Joel 1: 17), 

The Jews were forbidden to sow tllcir litlds thus seeming to distinguish between granaries 1 
with mingled seed. (Leviticus 1'): 1:)) ,Ippar- and otlier Sam1 buildings. The Lord referred 
ently they could not even plant tilfrcpllt varic- to b i t r l ~  scveral times. He reminded His fol- 
ties of grapes next to olle allothcr ill tllc s a n e  lowers that the fowls of the a i r  "sow not, nei- 
vineyard. The reason is given. "Tliou shalt not ther do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet 
sow thy vineyard witll divers seedu: lest tile your heavenly E'atl~er feedeth them."-Matthew 
fruit of thy seed which thou liast so~~11 ,  a i d  the 6 :  26. 
fruit of thy vineyard, be defiled." (Dcutcron- I n  the parable of the wheat and the tares, the 
only 22: 9) Oxen and asses \jrcrc used to tread conclusion of the matter Was, '%ct both grow 
the seed into the ground after i t  [latl i,c.ril sowll. toxc~thcr until the harvest: and in the time of 
-Isaiah 32 : 20. harvest I will say to the reapers, Gather ye 

togathcr first the tares, and bind them in bml- 
Elay, Straw and Procender dles to burn them: but gather the wheat into 

11 ERlC are no hay barns in the East  a t  this my barn."-Matthew 13 : 30. 

T 5,. Ill llot coLlntrj(~s tile gmsa T\~itllers 111 another of our Lord's parables He spolre 
quiclily, and its pl.escrvation i T l  th(, fol.lu of klay of a certain rich man thought within him- 
is llot so collllllon as witll us. ~revcrtllcless, self, " ~ f T l ~ a t  shall do, because I have no room 
there arc indications tllat lltLy lliolc o r  \v l l~ re  to bcsto~v my fruits l And he said, This 
less staple crop. The proI,llt>t AilllOs spc.;llis Of will 1 ti() : 1 mill ~ ) u l l  down lny barns, and build 

latter grob6,th after the kir,g-s l l lonir ,qs-~ grcattsr; aii(i there will I Irestow all my fruits 
( b l o s  7:  1) ; the p s a ~ i s t  says of tile wlc.kr,ti goods. And I will say to niy soul, Soul, , . 
that "they shall soon be down lilce tile grass.J thou linst ~nuch goods laid u p  for many years; .. - 
(psalm 3 7 :  2),  and the coming of talrc thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry. TInt - 

l<ing that l~~ come, not a s  me once God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy 
thought, bearing destruction and dcvllstation, soul sllall be required of thee : then ~ 1 1 0 s ~  sliall 
but '.shall come dolvn lilrc rain npoll Ihe Illowll those things be, whicll thou hast provided? So 

(Psalm 7 2 :  6) One use of llay eorllll1oll is he tllat layeth u p  treasure for  himself, and 
in our Lor#s timc was the llenting o t  ovt\lls; is not rich toward God."-Luke 12: 17-21. 
this was necessary on account of the lack of Wc find the stall of the ox and the ass re- 
wood througl~out Palestine. This is ollc of the ferred to by the Lord (Lulc~ 13: 15), and it 
thoughts back of our Lord's question and its was in just such a stall that the Lord himself 
iinplied answcr: "If God so clothe tlic grass ol' was born. The inns of Eastern countries have 
the field, which today is, and tornorrow is  cast stalls for  camels and other livestock in the cen- 
into tlie oven, shall he riot much nlore clotl~e tral  conrtyard. I n  these the poorer travelers 
you, 0 ye of little faith?"-%Iatthew 6: 30. may unpack their animals and take u p  their - 

J$Te know that there were straw and proven- lodging, \\-hen either by want of room o r  want 
der f o r  the beasts. This provisioll lor  tllcir of a l eandhey  are excluded from the inn itself. 
needs is three times referred to. 7iT1len 1 3 ' 1 '  , ~ c z c r  
came to Mesopotamia seeking a bride for Isaac, Wheat the Crop 
and when Rebecca met him a t  the well, she I I E  I3ritish people use the word "corn" to 
invited him to stay a t  her homc, saying, "IiTe T describe all kinds of grains similar to > 

have both straw and provender nlu~1~11,  arid wheat, including wheat itself; and thus the 
room to lodge in." (Genesis 24: 25) \i7e have Amcrican reader of the Authorized Version of 
the account also of a Levite traveling from the Uil)lc occasionally gets a wrong thought. 
Bethlehemjudah to Mount Kphraim and taking JPlicat, rlot corn in the b e r i c a n  sense of the 
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term, has been in all ages the staple food of 
man. Man is  composed of scvcntccn clcments. 
All of these a re  found in wheat as  the Lord 
makes it, but nine of these elements are missing 
from white flour, and this explains nzuch of the 
sickness in the world. The best part  of the 
wheat is generally fed to the livcstocl;. 

The seven-eared corn which Pharaoh saw in 
his dream was a seven-eared ~ ~ h c a t  which is 
still raised in Egypt ;  and even before the Is-  
raelites moved out of Me~opotamia wc have a 
rcfcrcncc to the "days of mhcat harvcst" (Gene- 
sis 30: 14), showing that from car l~es t  times 
Mesopotamia was, as i t  is  now, a prolific pro- 
ducer of this standard cereal. 

When Moses was d~scr lb ing  the good land 
toward ~vllich God was leading Ibrael hc de- 
scribed i t  in par t  a s  "a lantl of \vhcnt.'' (T)c.ntcr- 
onomy 8: 8) Not only was wheat raised In large 
quantities to enable the lsraelitEs a t  one time 
to  export twenty thousand measures of whcat 
to Tyre, as  occurred in the cla>s of Solornon (2  
Chronicles 2 :  l o ) ,  but their neighbors raised 
large cluantities of i t  also, as is  sho\vn by the 
annual pay~ncnt  of tribute by the Arninonitcs 
to Israel sorne four hundretl years later, one of 
llw items of vliicli \\;as tell thousand measures 
of wheat. (2 Clhronicles 27 : 5 )  Ilihent is still 
a11 important product of the country once In- 
habited by the Ammonites. Job  spcalis of this- 
-tlr.s growing instead of wheat ant1 cocklc instcad 
of I~arley. ( Job  31: 40) The farmers have al- 
ways had their troubles. 

13:lrley was raised in about the same quantity 
a s  ~ ~ h c a t ,  if  we may judge froni the scrlpturcs 
a\,ove cited, where, in clach instance, tlicre was 
t l ~ c  same quantity of barley as  oP \\lieat. Bar- 
ley ripened a month earlier tliari wheat, and a s  
oats are  not raised in hot countries barley was 
thc staple food for  horses and camels, as  we 
finti from thc provisions mailc for  Solomon's 
stables. (1 Iiings 4:  25) Ba~lc,y \\as n food of 
thcj poor; the five loaves TI ill1 n hicll the Lord 
fed the five thousand people \\ere barley loavcs. 
(.John G : 9) Thc bread of the poor was son~e- 
tinic.s a mixture of various grains, lilic the war 
h e a d  of 1918. 

There were six ingredients in l h ~ l i i e l ' ~  bread. 
(Ezeliiel 4 : 9) There were wheat and barley; 
millet, which is much the same as  oar  sorghum 
o r  hroom corn; fitches, thc same as  tares, and 
somewhat similar to our bcans or p a s ;  len- 

tils, anothcr food somewhat similar t,o peas 
bcans; and then there were beans thems 
Fitclies arc  black in color, aromatic in flavor, 
and are used in the Eas t  as a medicine and 
condiment. 

The Gardens o f  Antiquity 

v K l i Y  evidently there were garden plots in 
Palestine a s  early a s  .the days of Jacob; 

for  we find him sending down into Egypt  a 
present for  the Egyptian ruler containing 
balm, honey, spices, myrrh, nuts and almonds, 
all choice a.nd useful garden products that. 
would kecp through the winter.-'Genesis 43 : 11. 

Most certainly thcre were gardens in E-gypt; 
for  vhen wa,ndcring through the wilderness 
Isrnel bemoaned the loss of the cucurn 
inclons, leeks, onions and garlic; which 
llati had there in such abundance, and w 
still gron- therc, large in size and excellent in 
clua1ity.-Kumbers 11 : 5. 

One of the tragedies of the bloody history of 
the tcln-trihe nation of Israel was King Ahab's 
desire l o r  n gnrdcn of herbs. H e  desired Na: 
botll's vineyard, iiot for  vineyard purposes but 
1)ccanse i t  \ ~ a e  near by the royal palace and 
would malic an iclcal vegetable garden. Read 
the whole intercst'ing story i n  1 Kings 21: 1-34 
and the sequel i n .  1 Kings 22 : 30-38 ; 2 Rings 
9 : 30-37 ; 10 : 1-11. 

Isaiah's mention of "a lodge in a garden .of 
cucumbers" (Isaiah 1: 8) is  a reference to a n  
ancient custom of protecting growing crops 
from night marauders by the gardener's sleep- 
ing upon the premises. Cummin, mentioned by' 
the same prophet (Isaiah 28: 25), is somewhat 
similar to peas or beans. 

T17\-hilc 1srac:l were in captivity diiring the 
seventy yca.rs desolation of the land they were 
t,o ''plant gardens and eat the fruit of themJ' 
(Jcrcmiah 29: 5) : and after the long period o 
cbaptivity shonld he over, their c,hildren were 
pro~niscd that in the old homeland they shonl 
again "malic gardens and cat the fruit  of them. 
-Amos $1 : 14. 

Vineyards in the Hills 

T IIE earliest vineyard of history is  that 
planted bp Koah. (Genesis 9: 20) There 

were doubtlc~s v i n ~ y a r d s  in Egypt;  for  Pha- 
rno11 11:id l l i ~  h t l c r  who "took the grapes a 
pwssed them into Pharaoh's cup." (Gene 



40: 11) There are grapes in California the 
bunches of which are not less than two feet in 
length, but even these hunr11c.s were surpassed 
in  size by the grapes brought back from Escl~ol 
by the twelve spies. I n  the latter instance i t  
required two men to comfortably carry one 
cluster. (Nurnbers 13 : 23) Travelers report 
vines in Palestine eighteen inches in diameter 
a t  the base. 

Much of the tillable land of Palestirle which 
could not be used for other pulposes was usec! 
for vineyards. Hence me read of the mountains 
dropping sweet wine (Amos 9 :  13), and of the 
planting of vines on the niountail~s of Samarin. 
(Jeremiah 31 : 5) I n  a parable thc prophet 
Isaiah sets forth the routine regarding the 
planting and care of a vineyard: 

"My wcll beloved hath a vin~vard in a very fruitful 
hill: and he made a ~vall about it, and gathered out 
the stones thereof, and planted it with tho choicest 
vinc, ant1 hililt a tower in thc midst of it, and also 
made a ~vin~prc i r  therein."-Tia~nh 5:  l , 2 .  

I'robalnly 1~1 th  this paral)le in mind Jesus 
uttered another parable cjnite sirnilur in lan- 
gnaw : 

("l'here was a certain honscholdrr. ahicll planted a 
vlncyard. and hedpd ~t round a b o ~ ~ t ,  and digg:b.dd a 
wnlcprcss 111 it, and bullt a tower, and let ~t out to 
hu~lraadnlen."-Jlatthcw 2 1  : 33. 

Thc hedges o r  walls were to keep out the 
wild boars and foxes, as me see from the 
reinarks in Psalm 80: 13 and Canticles 2: 15. 
If v~neyards were adjacent to (.:1(.11 other there 
was evidently a scparati. all o r  licclge elltirely 
abont each, with a space between for a path. 
It was in such a place, so narrow hct~\,een the 
two walls that thcre \\as no way to turu cillier 
to the right hand or to the left, that t h e  angel 
of the Lord met Balaarn when he was on his 
way to curse Israel at  the request of Balak, 
king of Moab. (Numbers 22 : 24-27) The towers 
enabled the Icecpcrs to watch over the vines a t  
night. Vineyards not looked after soon grew 
up to thorr~s and nettles. (I'roverhs 24 : 30,31) 
It was not unusual for a vineyard to be let out 
to keepers who worked i t  for the owner on 
shares.-Canticles 8 : 11 ; 1 Icings 21 : 2; Mat- 
thew 21 : 34. 

Palestine has always been famous for its 
olives, from the time of NIoscs even until now. 
Pomegranates and figs were also raiscd on a 
large scale. (Deuteronomy 8: 8) The Jews of 
St. Paul's day understood grafting, as is plain 

from his parable of the wild olive branches 
grafted into the good olive tree. (Romans 11: 
17) The method of tree culture adopted in our 
Lord's time, and still in use in Palestine, is ta 
dig about the tree and bury humus in the holes. 
(Lulie 13: 8) Solornon exported 20,000 baths 
of oil to Tyre with a like quantity of wine.- 
2 Chronicles 2 : 10. 

Harvesting the Crops 

T ITF: llosaic law regarding ripened crops 
plainly shows the divine authorship. These 

laws ould be considered a marvel of benevo- 
lence if in force today. They have been super- 
seded by a system of caring for the poor 
through taxation; but thcre is a serious qucs- 
tion whether the Mosaic method was not better 
after all, as it brought the benefastor into more 
intimate personal touch with the needy. We 
quote several of the laws: 

"\'Vhen thou comest into thy neighbor's vineyard, 
then thou mayest eat grapes thy fill a t  thine own 
pleasnre: but thou shalt not put any in thy vessel. 
When thou conlest into the standing corn [wheat] of 
thy 11eighl)or, thcn thou mges t  pluck the ears with thy 
hand; but tho11 shalt not move a sickle unto thy neigh- 
bor's standing corn."'-Deuteronomy 23 : 24,25. 

"And ~v11en ye reap the harvest of your land, thou , 
shalt not wholly reap the corners of thy field, heither 
shalt tho11 gather the gleanings of thy harvest. -Bnd 
thou shalt not glean thy vineyard, neither shalt thou 
gather c\cly grape of thy vineyard; thou shalt leave 
thcnl for Ilie poor and stranger."'-Leviticus 19: 9,lO. 

"\Vhcn thou cuttcst down thine harvest in thy field, 
and had forgot a shed in the field, thou shalt not go 
again to fctch it: it shall be for the stranger, for the 
fathcrlc~s, and for the r-idow; that the Lord thy God 
niay bless thee in all the work of thine hands. When 
thou bcatest thine olive tree, thou shdt  not go over the 
boughs again: it shall be for the stranger, for the 
fathcrless, and for the widow. When thou gatherest the , 
grapes of tllv \heyard, thou shalt not glean it after- 
wald: it shall be for the stranger, for the fatherless and 
for the ~\-\-ldorv."-Deuteronomy 24: 19-21. 1 

How these laws worked out in  practice we 
' 

can see from the experiences of Ruth, the 
widow of Rfahlon. TVhcn she came into the 
field of Boaz to'glean behind the reapers, "Boaz 
co~nmanded his young men, saying, Let her 
glean even anlong the sheaves, and reproach 
her uot: and let fall also some of the handfuls 
of purpose for her, and leave them, that she 
may glcan them, and rebuke hcr not."-Ruth 
2:  1.3) 16. 
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Job  makes his coiriplair~t of the aiclir.tl I ~ I X I I  1I1;ii \\;IS not to bc muzzled when engaged in 
who disregarded thebe benevolent lan s : lntl  who t [ u s  task (1)cnteronomy 25 : 4) ; there was the 
instead of assisting s u d ~  a needy one \\oulcl "hc~it'er that is taught, and loveth to tread out  . "take away the s h ~ a f  from the hungry" (Job the corn [wheat]" (Hosea 10:  11) ; and Isaiah 
24: 10) ; i. e., mould not allow him to retain the rner~tioned three threshing devices in oneverse. 
sheaf which he might have gleaned from the Thc vcrse reads : "The fitclies are not threshed 
harvested f i~ ld .  with a tllreshinq instrument, neither is a cart 

That the lcttinq fall of handfuls of grain for whccl turned about upon the cummin; but the 
the benefit of the poor was a custom w~dclp ii!c.lii>s are hcatcn out with a staff, and the 
observed in lsracl we may judge from Jere- curnrnin with a rod."-Isaiah 25: 27. 
nliah's reference to it  where he says: "The On the thrcshing-floor of Arallnah (Oman) 
earcases of men shall fall as  dung llpon the there were threshing instruments of wood. (1 
open field, and a s  the handful after the harvest- (:hrorlicles 21 : 23) Isaiall speaks of new sharp 
man, and none shall gather them."-Jc~. 9 :  22. tl.lreshing instrument having teeth (Isaiah 41: 

We know from the foregoing that the ~ n s t r u -  15). and Amos speaks of threshing instruments 
ment of harvest was the sickle, and that the of iron. (Amos 1: 3)  We have no knowledge 
harvested grain was bound in sheaves. In  Jo- of how these were made. 
seph's drearn he saw himself and his brothers Today the modcrrl thresher does all the work 
binding sheaves in the field; his own sheaf of threshing, winnowing, sifting and bagging 
arose and stood upright and the eleven sheaves the wheat, a s  well a s  stacking the straw; but 
of his brothers made obeisance to his sheaf. there are men rlow living \\~ho can remember 
(Genesis 37: 7)  The sheaves were carried to when the threshing Was done with a wooden 
the threshing floor in a cart ;  for  the prophet flail, still found in some barns. The winnowing 
Amos speaks of the way in which "a cart is was done with a fanning mill turned by hand, 
pressed that is full of sheaves." (Amos 2 :  23) and the sifting was done by hand. 
Apparently the stallis were cut but a short dis- ~ h ,  farmer of ~ i b l ~  times did his winnowing 

head; prophet Job only when there was a wind strong enough t o  
speaks of the wicked a s  being "cut off a s  the blow the chaff as he tossed his grain into a 

tops of the ears of corn [wheat] ."-Job 24 : 24. the a;r ; he created the air current with 
Our Lord maltes several references to the fact a fan. j o b  speaks of the before the ., 

that in Elis days it was customary for the hus- ,vi,d-j and tile that the stom carrieth 
bandman to enlploy reapers and to pay them away.3) ( J O ~  21 : 18) The Psalmist speaks of the " 
urages. When Hoae came into his field his ''chaff before the (psalm 35: 5) jere- 

greeting to his reapers was: "The Lord be with rlliah speaks of a dry wind from the wilderness 
you)'; and their reply to him was : '"I'1.1e Lord that would be to fan, nor to ( jerP 
bless thee." (Rllth 2: 4)  We can but wonder miall 4:  11) because not sufficiently strong fo r  
in how many harvest fields in this "Christian" the ryhe -,jnd sufficient for winnowing 
land such greetings are common between farm purpOws Came LIP generally in the evening; 
owners and farm laborers. hence the statp~ncnt respecting Boaz that "he 

winnolvcth barley tonight i n  the threshing- 
Threshing, Winnowing and Sifting floor."-Ruth 3 : 2. . . 

IIE threshinpplace of Araunah the Jebus- Isaiah spcnlis of "clean provender, whidi T ite? referred to in 2 Samuel 24: 16 and hat11 heen winnou-ed with the shovel and with 
described a s  a "threshingfloor" in the eigh- thc fan" (Isaiah 30 : 24) ; and John the Baptist 
teenth verse of the sarnc chapter, was a level speaking of our Lord a s  the harvester of the 
place which had become quite hard through Jewish age, said of him that his "fan i s  i n  his 
constant use for threshing purposes. Sorne- hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor, 
times this word is translated "barn" in our and gather his whcat into the garner; but he 
common version, but it was not a covered place will burn up  the chaff with unquenchable fire." 
nor a structure in any sense. Various means (hlatthe~v 3 :  12) We have the picture here od . 
were used on the threshing-floor for loosening the use of a fan instead of a natural wind. . 
the grain from the stalk. There was the ox Probably one worker tossed the grain lightly 
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in  his shovel urhilc another wielded the fan. 
The last opvration was thc~ ~ i f t i n g  through a 
sic.ve mentionetl by thc Fr-oplic1t.-&nos 9 : 9. 

The farmers ol' olden time dicl not lake any 
chances with thcir crops. il l t l~ough i t  is stated 
of Boaz that he was a wcaltl~y man, yc.t while 
his winnowing of barley was under way lie took 
the precaution. to sleep on the threshing-floor 
at the end of the heap of barley that had been 
winnowed.-Ruth 3 : 7. 

Paying Rent to the Lord 
N O T  because i t  would be of any benefit to 

IIim but because i t  would be of incalcu- 
lable benefit to thrm thc Lord impressed upon 
the Jews that  He  was the real owner of the 
land and that they were 11;s people, lIis ten- 
ants, worl<ing with l l im and for li im, despitc 
the fact that most of the produce went to the 
people themselves. 

The first sheaf of the harvest, the firstfruits 
a s  it was called, was to be presented to the 
Lord before the ~ x o p l c  thenlselves could partic- 
ipate in the new harvest a t  all. This "sheaf of 
thc firstfruits" (IJevitieus 23 : 10) represented 
the Lord Jesns a t  the timc of His resurrection, 
when He became the firstfruits of them that 
slept. 

After the ingathering of the firstfruits the 
Jews were to pyait fifty days, when two wave 
loaves of fine flour balied with lcavcn were to 
be offered as additional firstfruits to the Lord. 

r 7  111clsc two loaves, the prospective "little flock" 
nncl "g~-c:tt con~pnny," were set apart  to the 
Lortl fifty days after I l is  resurrection, on the 
Day of l'ctiteeost. 'There they became a k i d  
of lirstfruits, tlre leavencd ltind, lcaven refire- 

Once cvrry t l~rce  ycars the Je67s were to give 
a tenth of all tl~clir crop!: to the Tlord. (Deuter- 
onorny 1 4  : 23) This givirig of one-thirtieth of 
their incorncls to thc Tlortl was a small burden 
for thcm to hcnr. alld lliacle but reasonable mo- * 

vision f o r  thc Levitcs who, no~llinally one- 
twelfth of the people, had no inheritance in 
thc land. 

The Lord was the nlost benevolent of ern- 
ploycrs. Three times in the year, a t  tir~ies that 
would not ii~terferc with the planting o r  har- 
vesting of crops, every male 1% as col~lpelled to 
take a vacation of one week and participate in 
a feast: ilinnv of the wornen attended these 
feasts also, which were held a t  Jerusalem. 
After six w a r s  of work there was a vacation 
of an  ~ n t i r c  year, the Lord covenanting that  in 
the siatli year the land should bring forth 
double crops. And once in fifty years there 
was a vacation of two successive years, one of 
them stylcci thc Jubilee year, when every man 
returned to his father's original possessions. 
When this period came around the Lord cove- 
nanted that  in this particular "sixth year" the 
land should bring forth crops for  three years. 
-T,eviticus 25 : 21. 

The Un-American Department of Justice 

T HE Department of .Justice comes in for 
some well descrvcd criticislns in a speech 

delivered in t h ~  Hoase of lErprescntnii.\res by 
Hon. Gcorge Huddlcston of Alabama. give 
extracts from i t  because Mr. Iluclcilcsto~l is one 
of the few lingering survivors of t rue Rnicri- 
canism, the kind that bclirvcs 111 freeclom of 
speech and resents b i t t ~ r l y  thr. dominntior~ of 
this governlncnt by the Wall Street nnnrcl~ists 
who are trying to destroy every v c ~ t i p r  of Ilb- 
er ty in this land. 

"It sccms to me thiit those who btlicve it is right for 
men to be put into jail for expressing thcir opinionc, 
need to go back and read the first an~endmc~it to the 
Constitution, bcfore they begin to pose as suprr-Ameri- 

caris ant1 1):~triots. This is a time of pence. Men ought 
not riov hc i l l  jail merely lsecause they idid not agree 
with the nlajority during the xwr. 

"Some ol the superpatriots of this country, some of 
the 'unco guitl.' mcre themselves guilty of excesses dur- 
ing the war. Tllcre were r r~any of them who took occa- 
sion to rob our Go\rriir~icllt and profiteer on our people 
(luring t,hn.t timc of distress. Let us prosecute them 
ant1 put thcm into the penitentiary, and not c o n h e  
o~~rsc-lvrs nitircly to prosecuti~~g men who did not happen 
to Ihil~lt we ha.([ suflicicnt cause to go to war or that we 
o~lght not to have passed certain harsh and oppressive 
laws in connection \\-it11 carrying on the war. 

"No, Mr. Sl)e;ilit~r, the very ones who are most bitter 
and vitulittmtivc against those who expressed their oyin- 
ions of disscnt from the majority are the chiefeat d e  



fenders of the Attorney General who has failed to pros- 
ecute the grafting war coniractors. 

"Here are about sixty cases of men who are still in  
prison, not for spying, not for dislojalty, not for aiding 
the enemy, but for expressing opinions against %tar or 
conscription or otherwise dissenting from the majority. . . . As a citizen ~ - h o  10%-es the fair name of hls count,ry 
I demand that their prison doors be opened. I t  cannot 
be said that they took any active part against our Gov- 
ernment, that they did anything more than simply to 
say something which tended to obstruct conecriptlon or 
to question the motives or conduct of some of those 
in authority. 

''I like to think of America as a land of free nien- 
of liberty of conscience and opinion. I ~vould rescue 
her from the stigma of holding nlen in prison four 
Iong years after the war merely for the ntteraiice of 
a few ill-considered words. 

"It is also a fact that  of all the nations of the world 
the United States is the only nation which yet holds in 
prison offenders convicted under the war l aw .  I know 
of no better namc for these persons than 'political pris- 
oners,' because that is exactly what they are. Their 
offenses were not against persons but dir~ct ly against 
the Government by opposing measures relating to carry- 
ing on the war. 

"I am impelled to discuss this subject because of the 
feeling that the situation is a disgrace to our country. 
I feel that i t  is a situation which demands the attention 
of Congress. I am disturbed by the thought that wc 
have too long been silent and that perhaps I myself 
have failed in my duty i n  not before demanding here 
upon this floor that these prisoners be released. . . . 
Whenever pardon for them is mentioned the department 
[of Justice] emits a smoke screen and attempts to divert 
attention from the true issue by reckless fitatements 
that the prisoners are 'anarchists,' 'communists,' or even 
murderers. It has tried to excuse itself with contempt- 
ible evasion and by blackening the names of these men 
by making unproven charges, by the use of epithets, 
and I would almost say making lying statements in 
regard to them. Once you mention the case of one of 
these men, back comes the propaganda that he is an 
'anarchist,' an 'I. W. W.,' a 'communist,' or some other 
kind of political or cconornic heretic. Never will they 
deal with the facts of the particular offense for which 
he was convicted or with the proof as appears from the 
record of the trial of the case. 

"The sinister effort to prejudice the public against 
these prisoners by making charges against them which 
have no connection with the offenses for which they 
were convicted is inspired by the conscious~~ess of tho 
slender basis for their conviction. I n  110 case r e r e  they 
tried for disloyal or violent deeds. Always i t  was for 

"Less pleasure take brave minds in battle won 
Than in restoring such as are undone; 

23 the use of 'nords,' and in some eases the construction- 
placed upon their words was so strained as to pa98 inb. 
the realm of the ridiculous. Men were convicted of- 
conspiri~lg ni th each other who were rank strangema : 
had never ,net, and  had never communicated; and when 
the provr.~~ ovr,~ t art consummating the conspiracy con- 
sisted nlcrrl? of spolcen or written words. 

"Necewdr~ly, as  in the raw of all laws aimed at free 
speech, the e-plollirge act co i~- \ ic t~d  men for the intent 
or purpoce with uhich thcy \spoke, and in actuality -8 
they wcrc trretl before thc bar of public opinion oe b 

representcd by juries. In such cases jnrors, of course, ' -7 
carry into the bos the prejudlccs ol the outside world .$ 
and are left free to vent the feelings of the majority 3 
upon the di,,entrr. When publle feeling is intense and 3% 
pract~cnll! ~inaiiin~ous, as in time of war, there is_ a -%j 
denland t h a t  caan~ples be made of ally who may have 
been co~~sjr~cuous m dissenting. Conviction is demanded % 

whether there be actual guilt or not, and men are con- x.2 
victed upon thelr reputatlens and what others may J 
believe about them. I n  such cases a trial is more or :z 
less a farce. I t  is a sort of legiilized mob action. 4 
rich, iniiucntlal, and ably defended, of course, go ifze. -3 
The weak, thc undefended, and the friendless are can- 3 
victed; of conrse. To be an alien radical or  labor 4 
agitator is to go to jail. - ." 

"The fact should be frankly and boldly recognized 3 
that rcrtnin inilnential groups in this country do not , 

sincerely bdieve in free speech or other c o n s t i t u t i d  3 
guaranties. As the beneficiaries of abuses of our system, " 
these groups hold to valuable privileges, monopolies, . 
and the control of great aggregated wealth. They fear 
the exposure of their practices and the correction of the 
evils by which they have profited. Dominating to  8 2 
large extent the channels of public information, twi& b ~ '  

ing and colorlng the news which the people receive, ,; 
their security lies in the suppression of criticism. They 
identify themselves as the Government, because thy  d 
are often permitted to control its activities. Then them 2 
are the militarists and imperialists, with their thoughts $$ 

of unpopular future wars for which conscription will ,I 
be ncccshary. 3 

"Without any particular regard for the guilt of our I' 4 political prisoners, these dominating groups would hdd 2 
them In prison for its effect upon all who might desire 2 
to expose their practices, to thwart their aims, or to 3 

B 
question their rlght to dominate. It is out of deference. :! 
to these groups that the Department of Justice holds " 
these men in prison. The department bows to  the will 

the vices which officials may have, hypocrisy is the.moet 
of the masters of the present administration. Of 

contemptible-the exercise of discretion for one bet 
reasons while pretending to do RO for other reaso* 
This charge I lar  a t  the door 01 thc department." .A 

i -  * 
' 

Tigers have courage and the rugged bear, 
But luau alone can. whom he conquers, span%'' - 

8 
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China and Her People-In Four Parts 

HE religion of the Chinese is quite complex Hebrews. As the Hebrews are  looking fo r  the T and variegated. To tlicm their religion is conling 01 their Messiah, so the Mohammedans 
a s  good as any, and yet not altogether satis- are looliing for the coming of a greater prophet 
factory. We presume that the different brands than AIoliai~~n~ed, who111 they call 3fahd.i. There 
cause perplexity among them, as  the rnultitudi- are about 10,000,000 RIohanunedan Chinese, the 
nous brands of "C'hris;tianity" cause anxiety greater part  of whom live in the inland prov- 
among denominalional adherents. inces of the X7est; and these are clearly marked 

Their reliyjon consists principally of l,loral off from other Chinese because they view their 
ethics handed down f r o n ~  Confucin,q, \vho llrcd hrctl~rcn of the Confudarl laith 155th more o r  
in the sixth celltury B. C.; also o[ allc~c~str.al less disdain, for  they have pervertcd the orig- 
worship. The religions of C'liina aye tailltecl inal form. I n  some localities where they are the 
with Buddhism. The Chinese in rellgioll are ~ t r o l l f i ~ s t  they are clamoring for  a Moham- 
divided a s  follows : lnedan governor. The believers in Islam are 

Confucianism, an ethical system fonndcd by hcconling strong in North China. Sometimes 
Confucius (I(ong-Fu-Tse) about 550 B. ('. "Fu- there arc. se1 ious uprisings among the Moham- 
Tse" means "r-yerelld doctor." This may be medans China, but these are not becanse of 
termed a "state" reliffion. I t  is a plain ctllical religious conflicts. About 300,000 Mohammedans 
code of morals of practical character and en- met death in the province of Iiansu in 1921, 
tirely human, not spiritual. wl.~en a great earthquake shook all China. 

Taoism, another etl~ical religion, founded by Christianity wasirltroduced by theNestorians. 
Lao-tsze about the same time. Originally i t  was The Nestorians mere a schism in the early 
a pure philosophy, but later copied t l ~ e  Huddha churcll, alld held to many things in common 
c e ~ m o n i a l .  Here the deities a rc  \\orslllped, mith true Christianity, and in many respects 
and the high priest 1s ":\Laster df IIeavcn." I t  werc purer in thcir doctrines than denomina- 
holds that there is a life in some form after tionalism of today. T l ~ e  Jesuits invaded China 
death. and, Iry subterfuge and loud swelling words 

Buddhism, a demon rellgion of superstition aidctl by the devil, overcame the Nestorian 
including the \\rarding ofl and appeasing of evil Christianity and finally smothered it out. The 
spirits. I t  does not recognize any supreme Roman Catholics claim to have about 1,000,000 
being; anyone may be a priest. Buddha means adherents among the Chinese, while the numer- 
"teacher." I t  holds the doctrine of trarismigra- ous I'rotrstant sects claim for their following 
lion of souls, which means that a soul ]nay be about 60.000. There i s  a "Cl~inese Mission So-- 
born over and over agairl through the process cit'ty" in St. Colulnbans, Nebraska, which offers 
of birth, sin, suffering, and death until tlie evo- f1.t~. scliolctrships to those who wish to become 
lutionary process is completed, j ~ ~ h e n  i t  is be- ''ilIissionary Priests in China." When h t e r  you 
lieved that the state of perfection is reached. rcad mith astonishment that the Chinese a re  
I t  forbids to kill, to he, to steal, to commit revolting against missionary efforts turn back 
adultery, and to fall into drunlicnness. The to this paragraph and read i t  again. 
virtues striven for are charity, purity, patience, The Alongolians a rc  a t  a very much lower 
courage, and lino\\ledgc. It is a mild code of level than the Chinese, being largely nomads 
morals, abhorrent of cruelty. T t  is preposterous and sunk in superstition. The Tibetans are 
to imagine the ilriages of C!onfucius and Buddha more fanatical than the 3fongoEans; hence 
to be in the same shrine for vorship. their ~vorship of Buddha is more grotesque and 

Mohammedanism, a h l ie f  in one (>od only; ~ l o o n l ~  than that of Confucius. Buddhism is 
that &~ohamlllc.d is fIis propllet, superior to really f o r c i ~ n  to the Chineso civilization. 
Christ; that  the Koran is superior to all Blbles; 
that angels are minister~ng spirits ; tJlat there C~nfucknism Does Not Meet Demands 
is to be a reaurreation :~nd judgment (lay; and A L L  religions are negative except the true 
that there i s  a Corm of predestination. As the Christian religion. The Confucian version 
Arabs are  related to the Israelites, so their rclig- of the Golden Rule is, "Do not. to others what 
ion has many points in common with that of the you 11-0uld not have them do to you." Confuciue 
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was far  ahead of the great Pagan philosophers 
in wisdom. For  instance, Socrates said: "Do 
not call me wise. I am not a wise man; I am 
only a searcher after wisdom." Hut Confucius 
many years before had said: "Be not self- . , 
deceived in wisdom; loolr further." Confucius 
was a practical man, a teacher of etl~ics which 
were concise and pointed; and he thought that 
by self-conscious direction one could arrive a t  
proper action. Confucian ethics were esclu- 
sively social, the primary purpose of which 
was to establish order and harmony a t  home 
and elsewhere. 

The education of the Chinese begins with the 
study of the "Four Classical Books" which con- 
tain the rnoral leaching of Confucius. S'hese 
precepts embalm the esseiitial principles of the 
Chinese civilization as i t  existed more than 
twenty centuries ago; and i t  has established 
ethical standards so perfectly meeting the 
wants of the Chinese people that they have 
until recently been considered final. The man- 
uals of Confucius were the only books that es- 
caped the universal destruction of literature 
ordered by the Emperor Hwang-ti about 221 
B. C. Consequently, his writings have hen ~ o m e  
practically the sole repository of China's an- 
cient wisdom, an oracle handed down from the 
venerable past. 

Confucius said to his sovereign: 'You are  
the head of a nation; you have a mission to 
fulfil; if you are not faithfill to that mission, 
'resign, for you must be replaced by one better 
qualified." He also said: "A sovereign should 
not reign except for the welfare of his people. 
On the other hand, the people should obey their 
sovereign and regard him as their father and 
mother. Why should there be wars? . . . A 
wise government will draw these nations will- 
ingly within the boundaries of your empire. 
Govern well and you will see the whole world 
eager to place itself under the protection of 
.your just and beneficent rule. Curdensome 
taxes and bad laws are more cruel than tigers." 

He bade the members of each family to love 
one another: 'Tour parents have given you life. 
They have toiled and sacrificed to bring you up. 
You must aid them in their old age." 

Confucianism no longer meets the demands 
of the Chinese. When about ten years ago the 
empire crumbled and collapsed, the seriousness 
of China's problem of poIitical equilibrium 

revealed itself by the chronic anarchy which 
since has ensued. With each province a feudal 
principality, and many of these seeking the 
mastery, the people naturally do not Iook to 
Confucianism as their salvation. 

0 

Buddttism a Grafting Religion 

B UDDI3A was born in India five or six h n -  
dred years before Christ, but his fame did 

not reach China until after Gethsemane; for  it 
was about sixty-five years after Christ that a 
Chinese emperor had a dream which caused 
him to send to India for priests of the new 
religion he had heard of. A few years later, 
Buddhist priests appeared on the scene palm- 
ing thrniselves off as the priests of the most 
high God, and started their propaganda. Some 
insist that the emperor had heard the story of 
Christ, and that it was really His doctrines 
which he wanted brought into China. 

If St. Paul had gone east, a s  he intended 
kloing, and had preached the truth in China, 
China might have been the "civilizer" of the 
world. l iad an apostasy started in that early 
Cllincsc churcll and had its Christianity become 
corrupted and divided into warring faetions 
dominated by Satan, as is the,case in the TTTest 
today, this same Satanic military spirit would 
have possessed China; and today Britain, 
France, Gcrliiany and America having re- 
mained heathen, we might even now be arous- 
ing from our age-long slumber "Christianized" 
with the same brand which is now being forced 
upon China. But the Lord spared China the 
"holy'" wars and bloodshed of the "dark ageses" 
by giving St. Paul a dream in which he heard 
the call, "Come over into Mawdonia and help 
us"; and the Gospel went west instead of east. 

In  tllc apostles' day the Gospel was pure and 
~ ~ h o l c s o n ~ e ;  but the devil got the leaven of 
error into the food in an early day and had it 
pretty well corluptcd by 325 A. D., when Con- 
stantine, the devil's agent, gave the perverted 
"gospel" a boost. We are glad that we are liv- 
ing now in a time when true light is shining 
forth and when error, superstition and priest- 
craft are giving way to saner reasoning. The 
distress and uncertainty in the world is the 
strongest evidence that the old order is passing. 

I n  one respect at  least the Buddhist priests 
rcsenlblc the pious beggars of America: They 



keg, ask alms, seek for bounty, and hornswog- 
gle those who put their trust in thcm. 

I n  a numbcr of places in China are palaces, 
temples, and other architecture quite ancient; 
in  Sianfu there are tablets dating back to the 
Han dyndsty-B. C. 206-8.1). 220. 

The oldest record 01 the Christian church in 
China is said to be the NestorIan Stone, which 
descr-ibes the earliest mission, 635 A. D. It is 
said to be about thirty inches wide by one hun- 
dred twenty inches in length. I t  was discovered 
under an old wall in Sian by a Jesuit priest in 
1625, and a temple was h u ~ l t  over it. The 
Mohammedans destroyed the temple in 1862, 
but spared the tablet because of the cross at  the 
top of the Syriac inscriptions. I t  is now prc- 
served in a Confucian templc. Perhaps TV(. give 
more reverence to some of these old tablets 
than we should. The Lord is about to uncover 
the hidden treasures of the brilliant minds of 
the past by bringing them bacli from the dead; 
and instead of their writings we shall have 
their voices, their hearty handshakes, and thcir 
throbbing hearts aniong the children of men. 
Many men will be ashamed of illcir tombslones 
in the resurrection, becallse of the false impres- 
sions left of their goodness. But the worst of 
men have been loved: thev havc had mothers 
and wives and sweethearts and confitlants. 
What a happy day that will be when all the 
dead shall have been raised from t,he grave and 
given a hcart and mind to know God, with the 
privilege of coming into harmony with IIim! 
This will be riot only for the White race, but 
for the Yellow, the Black, the Brown, the Red. 

Chinese Religion in Comparison 

T HE Chinese are prond of their religions and 
of thcir moral ethics. To be surc, thcy rcc- 

ognize that sonlcthing is wrong, jnst as pscndo- 
Christians wonder what is the matter with their 
religion; but they contend that  any atttbnipt to 
"Cl~lristianize" Cl~irla is in va i~l  so long a s  Chris- 
tianity i s  nct preaentcd to tlleni in a f o ~ m  ~vhich 
will bear the closest scrutiny. 

The West cannot fool the East  in  this re- 
spect; for  the East  knows that the West is not 

I - 
living up  to its Book. E'or thirty yrnrs they 
have known this! Tlie Chinese fail t o  set: where 
a religion having a hypocritical profession is 
better than their own, and wonder what the 
reward will be if they allow their millions to 

be tossed about in the turmoil of hundreds of 
conflicting creeds. They think that, it m70uld be 
wise for "Christians7' to refashion their a t t h  
tuilc. purify their convictions, and get back to 
the Uihle. 

Christ,innity is not wholly a White man's re- 
ligion. When this is understood, the labels will 
come off, and C'hristianity will come under the 
purc food laws of the lringdom of the Lord 
Jcsns Christ. Jesus Christ b'y the grace of God 
tasted death for every man, a ransom for  all; 
but i t  was never His purpose to save any except 
the few self-sacrificing saints until the time of 
His second presence. When Christ sets up His 
Messianic lringdom in the world, the Chinese 
mill bc well talten care of without the aid of. 
missionaries. The Chinese are wise enough to 
see that the so-called Christian does not believe 
his own Book. 

Chinese opposition to churchianity is to be 
expected; for  the "church7' cannot meet the de- 
nlands of the Chinese. The false c'reeds have 
rendered denominationalism unchangeable, in-. 
flexible. St. Paul said that he y a s  all things to 
all men to win them to Christ. True Christian- 
ity cnfz enter into the Chinese life; the. only 
thing necessary is the right seed falling into the 
soil of the heart;  i t  will sprout and growin  any 
heart, but i t  must be the virile seed of the love 
of God. Churchianity, pompously posing as 
Christian, is looked upon by the Chinese as s 
foreign institution; and the people of the 
United States and elsewhere would do well h 
copy tlie heathen Chinese in this respect. 

Thc Chincsc say that the foreign business 
men (callcd Christians) whose gain comes from 
the sale of liquor, tobacco, and opium, feel very 
lrindly toward most "Christian" work in China; 
for i t  is the nicans used to keep her people in  
ignorance and poverty. I-Iowever, those whose 
profit comcs fro111 tlie exploitation o-t' cheap 
labor in China see little benefit to the Chinese 
in the erlnc.ationa1 and uplifting work the mis- 
sionaries arc supposed to do; for the more 
ignorant and debased man is, the more easy it 
is to exploit him. 

Of coursc., there are a few noble-souled mis- 1 
sionaries whose work results in a.higher stand- 

+; 

ard of living. These are conscientious; and -" 
though misg-uidecl doctrinally they are doing .' 

4 their best to bring happiness and purity to the - 
people wlio have not embraced Christianity. -:$ 
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~ h r  GOLDEN AGE 

We believe that therc are true Cil11.istia~ls in 
China as in other countries. Sonic bclics\.e in 
the virgin birth of Jesus, the atoncnic.~~t of 
Christ, the inspiration of the Scriptures, ant1 
that Jehovah is  over all. Tl~esc havc fonglit 
the attacks of the cvolutionist; for bclicv~ng tl~c. 
Bible their hearts have been chaliged by tlw 
message of "Jesus Christ and him crucificd." 
Thesc Chinese Christians can themselves claim 
the honors in this battle for truth asld right- 
eousness. Their opponents, the introtluccrs of 
higher criticism and evolution into China, have 
been the modernists amongst the inissio~iar-p 
forces. Shame on the hypocrites who prol'c.ss 
to love God and who teach Christianity ant1 
seek soft snaps in the missionary ficld ~ v l ~ c u  
they h o w  that their hearts 11aw ne\Tcr heen 
touclied with the grace of the gooclncss of (iotl! 

China's Insane and Their Care 

T HERE are three iinportant itcms empha- 
sized in Christianizing tlle Chinese, accord- 

ing to the opinions of some : They should give 
up their idols, unbind their feet, and quit TI-orlr- 
ing on Sundays. When iZnlericans quit 11-or- 
shiping their idols of gold and silvcr nnd stop 
desecrating Sunday in thousi~uds of ways, we 
may expect the Chinese to  tali^ 1;indly to our 
civilization; for they are good imitators. 

But civilization has its dra\v\.)aclis. Insanity 
is  constantly on the increase; tens of tliousallds 
of insane are in our state institntions; all hos- 
pitals are full and some even crowded. New 
Yorlr State has 40,000 confirled in asylums, 
which is  6,000 more than they lvcrc built to 
accommodate. In  all China's 400,000,000 popu- 
lation there is but one hospital for thc insane. 
Only the more violently insane are confined; 
the harmlessly insane arc allowed freedom. 
Sometimes a family will chain thcir violently 
insane to a post. One woinan is said to have 
been so chained for twelve years. The one hos- 
pital has but 600 inmates. One rcason why the 
few insane of China are not better talcell care 
of is that the Chinese believe that an  insane 
person is obsessed of the devil and therefore 
incurable. Practically none arc insane from 
alcoholic liquors ; some women are insane from 
jealousy; and some from ill-tretxtment in the 
home. 

Quietness and peace seem to be conducive to 
sanity. What a ~vondedul world this \\auld be 

if all friction anti unnecessary noises could h 3 
dispensed with and peace and happiness fill the. -2 
hearts of all! This is the very condition which 
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sliall ol)twin urider the beneficent reign of the , 
Princ.c, of Peace in the kingdom of God on earth. 

Disregard of  Christianity 

L ET no cllurch-enshrouded enthusiast of the 
Christian comnlunity beguile himself into 

the belief that the heathen or the Mohammedan 
is corisciously thirsting for the Gospel. How 
could he when hr sees the tlrinlcing, gambling, 
profanity, vulgarity, and isnsnorality of the 
IVhitc rnccs ! \\'lien tlirse things are witnessed 
the only logical concl~~sion he could have is 
that it represents the average of Christianity; 
so he clra~~-s liis odious con~parisons, and lives 
on in t110 11c.livE that his own religion is as good 
and pi~ohably better than that of others. WhaD 
an evil influence has been cast over the nations 
by labeling any nation "Christian" and claiming 
that every individual of that nation is a Chris- 
tian. l!lie idea that one to be saved must neces- 
sarily 1)e a "church" member has done the dam- 
age. Trie bars of decency have been let down 
to save the world; and look a t  us! W h a t  a 
great rerelation there will be when the Lord 
separates the sheep from the goats! 

That "Christianity" has gained some foot- 
hold is not denied; but not being reasoned out 
and accepted intelligently its hold js attributed 
to the operation.of forces from without. hlis- 
sionaries go prepared to teach the sciences, - 
political economy, mechanics, hygiene, medi- 
cine, ctc.; but before they allow any to escape 
tlicy cornpel the pupil to imbibe their concep- 
tions of t,he Christian faith, and count them 
converts. 

One holiday season a traveler saw a vast 
crowd going around shouting with laughter, 
with comic spirit. I n  the largest, gayest, and 
most crowded temple, in the inmost court, he 
found the Salvation Army singing hymns to a 
brass band and preaching through an  inter- 
preter, assuring tlle holiday crowd that its 
amusenlents were idolatrous and must infalli- 
bly bring them eternal damnationt 
enjoyed this immensely, laughed 
and applauded with good humor. 
did not tlii~llr that the Chinese thought the Sal- .- , ' 
vationists were in earnest; for if they had, the . . . , , 
good llianners which are never deficient in any 

. x  
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class of China would have demanded a differ- 
ent program. When the Salvation Army awak- 
en to the truth of God's Word, and see that 
they were blaspheming thc God of love and 
doing their best to spoil the merriment of those 
innocent people in their own building, ~ O \ V  

ashamed they will surely be! The traveler 
adds: "I alone was left somewhat pensive, 
reflecting upon the benefits of thc civilization 
we are bringing to the poor, benighted heathen." 

Better by fa r  let them alone. 
China's peril is  churchianity. A very sharp 

distinction should be made between Christian- 
ity and that which passes for.it. Christianity 
is  a name m-hich should apply only to the moral 
and spiritllal ethics, principles and doctrines 
of Jesus Christ. A person who gocs to chnrch 
in order to havc his neirhbors t l ~ i r l l c  well of 
him is  not a Christian; he  is a churchman, he 
bclongs to "churchianiLy." A person who has 
heard of Christ, and who believes that such a 
man existed and that he was the best man who 
ever lived upon the earth, is not a Christian; 
for an infidel could and should do as much. 
Then, when prominent Chinese point out that 
Christianity menaces them, it is not the true 
to which they refer, but that which passes for 
it-a rank and blasphemous counterfcit. 

Lowe Chuan-hwa, writing in The Notion of 
February 7, 1923, brings a terrible indictment 
against what hc calls Christianity, and against 
the practices of the missionaries. I-Ic sta<ts his 
arrai,-ment by calling attention to the fact 
that millions in money and armies of mission- 
aries are employed to proselytize the Orientals 
while in the "Christian" nations of America 

-and Europe unbelief is rapidly spreading, and 
those who pass for Christians are descending 
into htammon-serving, pleasure-loving, immoral 
people. Such a "Christianity" that is morally 
ineffective, and philosophically unsound, cannot 
hope to find a permanent home in China. 

China Really Awakening 

T HERE is no question but that the multi- 
plicity of labor-saving machinery is play- 

irrg i ts  part in the awakening of drowsy China. 
Another factor is the friendliness of the United 
States government, which has made Cllina won- 
der as she has beheld the marvelol~s things that 
have found their way from here. America, out- 
wardly at  least, has befriended C'hina at  peace 

conferences, and otherwise has undertaken t 
have China treated fairly. If some portions 
the world have shown an inclination to eat 
China blood raw, i t  has been impressed R 
her that one section of the White race will 
desert her. Young China has b 
principally in America; and under the influence 
of our civilization they have carried these ideal8 
and custonis to their homeland, and with it the 
dcsirc for a better means of written communi- 
cation. They are using a written langaage 
which can be translated more easily so that 
some of the educational books here can be 
print& for the benefit of thc Chinese, and these 
books are being printed .in the simpler alphabet 
which the younger gcneration is helping to 
spread. As a result the little old red school- 
liousc will have an irinirig in China. 

?Vith nunzbers of English-speaking peoples 
going to China to help gather in the golden 
grain of exploitation i t  becomes necessary to 
"cducate" the Chinese to speak the language 08 
the foreigner, and i t  has become the fashion 
for the Chinese to havc a missionary trainin 
before he is considered able to deal with 
Westerner. Those who can sp 
in demand a t  the post offices, sto 
hospitals, churches, custom-houses, etc., all-ofl 
which are  under foreign supervision; and the 
missionaries teach just exactly what the for- 
eign business man wants them to teach. The 
business end of the training is looked after 
first; then if there is any time to spare 
false Christianity is injected into the 
The majority of converts have become 
Christians as a means to secure foreign money 
and support. In  times of famine it i s  an e 
matter to make Chinese converts with the 
bowl. The feeling of their own superio 
entertained by many missionaries h w  alwayti 
been a barrier against friendly nnderstan 

As long as the Chinese learn only pe 
enterprise they may be termed "%arbs 
but when they learn the arts of war and ass 
themselves, they are "civilized," "Christianized? 

"Freeing of the fettered" and "emancipation 
of the whole world," which has hummed in the 
mouths of the Western pop1  
which since the World War 
Europe, could do nothing short 
China from her slumber and bringi 
reality of the breaking of the d 



n, SOLDEN AGE 
ening is referred to as "the resurrecting wand 
of emancipation of the whole world." 

China dates her political convulsion from the 
beginning of foreign intercourse, ~ v h m  the mis- 
sionary invaded their peaceful country in the 
name of Christ and was followed by opium at  
the point of British bayonets. In  soli~e respects 
the missionaries have done a slnm work in 
China, converting the riffraff, and t l~en actually 
protecting their "converts" in 1anlessl:css by 
upholding them in lawsuits, just i fj-i  ng their 
position on the ground that the "Cliristian" 
could not lie, whereas their opl~oricnts, being 
heathens, were cl~ildren of thc devil arid on tlrc 
road to '%ell" anyway. 

Christian Nations Versus Christ 

I T IS poor judgment for a C'hr~stian mis- 
sionary to seek to illspire the unbeliever t~ 

, emulate the virtues of the YO-callcd Christian 
nations; and it is  \I ell that the heathen is so 
thiclr-headed. Thc trollblc with tllc Cllristiaii 
nlissionary is  the brand oP his "goods." T l ~ c  
Christian religion has 11ccn pntcntcd and la- 
beled, one Catholic, anotl.cl~+ Alctllodist, anothcr 
Episcopalian, etc. Lilie all goods put out in 
competition with other brands, they are adul- 
terated. 

When Christiaris t2~cnisc~lvc~s Ilnvc ~)uriGcd 
their Cllristianity and are ready to present it 
to China for national acccptancc, let them send 
the right type of missionaries, those who are 
Bible exegetes and who can tcach truths con- 
sistently without straincd interpretations and 
'distortion of language. We makc no at icn~pt 
to bring a blanket indictment against 1nis~iol1- 
aries a s  a whole; but many of tllclil llavc by 
hypocritical mien ingratiated themselves into 
the hearts of the Chinese by convincing them 
that they arc intellectually inferior, morally 
corrupt, and incapable of managing their own 
business. 

The damage is done by a powc~i'ul group, 
with narrow conceptions of Chr~stianity and 
hard-boiled notions that their own denomina- 
tion is  right. These liave ideas of forci~rg the 
,Western customs without regard to reli,' ( J ~ o ~ l ~  
sentiment, co6peratin.g with the progrcps of 
comercialisln and leaving the moral questions 
to be solved until after t l ~ p  Cliincse become 
"educated." It is the tendency oC thc Anlcricnn 
manufacturer to substitutc when he does not 

have in stock the exact goods ordered. This is 
fatal. If tlie Chinese orders from a sainple he 
m n t s  t,he goods to bc the same as  the sample; 
and Ilc ~vill not have the substituted article, 
thong11 it may be of better material made up by 
improvctl metliods. He hinlself will not substi- 
tute, and  he wants to be treated as he. treats 
otlicrs. British manufacturers understand this 
thoroug1:llly. 

The iiiissionary should learn what i t  means to 
be a Christian, learn riglltly to interpret the 
Word, and to treat tlic beliefs of the Chinese 
will1 honesty and conrage. Tlie lnissionaries 
are accnscd of being ~novcd by bigotry and of 
supporting sects ratlier than the teachings of 
Jesus. The Chincse know that the average 
crecd is 11011-essential, unreliable, and confusing 
in its phraseology. 

I t  is conceded, of course, that a few of the 
missionnrics are well-educated and consecrated 
to their work; illat thcp use tact and try to 
q u a 1  tllc Clllincse in conrtesy; and that they 
use the? utmost care not to abuse their position 
as guests of the Chinese people. 

Missionary Effort8 Abortive 

T HE graduates of "Christian" schools in 
China are made to believe that a gentleman 

o r  a lady must morlr in a bank or a store, and 
disdain farm and agricultural pursuits. The 
idea seemirigly is to implant bourgeois ideals 
and to advocate a close friendship between 
Anlerica and China, which in reality is a friend- 
ship mi th a capitalistic government for market-- 
ing mercl~indise. 

Tllc \vritirlgs of niissionaries tend toward. 
sho\ving up the delinquency of the people and 
the deplorable condition of China in  general, 
~ v i  th rarcly anything commendatory ; the writ- 
ings of financiers and explorers show the fer- 
tility nnci gcnius of the Chinese mind, the pro- 
duct,ivity of China's soil, and the possibilities 
of great acliie~rements in all the lir~cs of busi- 
ness. Ciood people who arc not in the business 
of malcing converts speak of the honesty, peace- 
ableness, courtesy, and dependableness of the 
Chinese generally. 

It is admitted that missionaries have done 
much to carry out the altruistic principles of 
their religions, but they have been more harm 
ful t l l~ l l  I)c!neficial. They have been kind and 
warlll-hearted in their devotion to alleviation 



of thc suffering of the poor  ailti the sick, and 
have brought tlle enlig11tc.ninent 01' c.iviliz:ltiol~ 
into many-homes. The Ll'cstern caivilixation of 

F- sciei~ce and organization wit11 its push and 
pomp and pride pulls tiown all tlrat China has 
stood for. li 'ron~ the Chiilese view point there 
arc beauty, genius, and dignity in the culture of 
their civilization. Thc missioiiaries do not give 
thein credit for  lcnowing any thiiig ; while thc 
missionai-ies' kno~vledge of Chinese custorns, 
traditions arid ideills is a t  rriost very superficial, 
handicapping the111 for  positions of honor and 
respect in  Chinese life. ~ l l e  Chinese are  madc 
out to be a very inferior people, with ways of 
doing things that are always wrong. This dis- 
courages them, takes the lile out of thcin, and 
has much to do with the listlcssnc~as of whicl~ 
they a re  accusctl. Tllcre is a provcrl~ that 
l i  '1 China is the sea that salts evc.ryt!~ing ~vl~iclr 
flows into it"; and in dealing with China this 
patriotic belief slloulcl have cunsidcration. 

Seeking Favor with China 

I N Sl+lPTI"IRIlBER, 1921, the Pelriug Union 
hledical College, costing $10,000,000, was 

opened. I t  i s  maintained by the ltocliefcller 
Foundation's China hledical Board; and, of 
course, Mr. John D. Junior and his party wcrc 
pi.espnt a t  the opening. Eminent doctors and 
professors were taken along, and Dr. Monroe 
remained to oversee the historical and ednca- 
tional activities and to direct the work of tlie 
School for  Education for  Teachers. Dr. lion- 
roe's work was said to cover largely the meth- 
ods employed and to extend thc wl~ole national 
system of education throughollt Chii1:l. 'I'llis is 
another part  in the great schenltk tor Christian- 
izing, Americanizing, and civilizing tlle Chinese, 
giving them an  appetite for  TYestern goods, 
giving them a hunger and thirst for travel and 
new scenes, and inspiring them with tllc desira- 
bility of the Western nlocle of loeomotioil- 
gasolenically spcalcing. With what leaps and 
bounds the poor world will progress when phil- 
anthropic enterprises with their gifts and en- 
dowments shall have been divorced froin greed 
and selfishness, and ~ v h e r ~  all tlie patent rights 
and prestige of wealth give place to love for 
mankind and there arises a eoiipcralive intercst 
i n  one another a s  meiiibers of a common con- 
sanguinity ! 

How some politicians work into the good 

graces of the Chinese government is seen in an - 
editorial coinlnent from a financial paper in 
September, 1921, 1~1iich said: 

"A Chicago despatch to the New York Tribune says 
that George H. Shank, who once presided over ithe 
consular court at  Shaugl~ai, has a contract with the 
South Chirla go\ en~ment xvhlch gives him a practical 
monopoly of buslllcss concessions in the republic. The 
gowmunent will issue $100,000,000 in bonds to pro- 
mote ~ndns t r~al  development, and Mr. Shank will mar- 
ket these and endea%or to interest American firms. Ha 
will sli'ire in the profits." 

Another article speaks of "the vast field of 
opportunity that has hardly been scratched, a 
field that will yield a rich harvest to the Ameri- 
can ~ 1 1 o  cultivates i t  with intelligence qnd un- 
derstancling, bccause the position of the United 
States in C:hiiia is peculiarly advantageous. 
C l l i ~ ~ a  rc~gards our country aq friendly in the 
desire to protect rather than despoil her terri- 
tory." But the hint is given that  "the quality of 
aggressiveness which makes for  success in the 
United States must be toned down in dealings 
with tlle Chinese, a dignified race that  abhors - 
the breeziness of a certain type of salesmen"-- 
the three basic elements governing Chinese bos- 
iness being personality, education and honesty. 
This is a hard statement coming from an  Amer- ,- 
ican writer; for it implies that the American 
sa l~sman  is endowed with a lack of both dig- 
nity and honesty. 

Tt solnctimes happens that a man will arouse 
frorri a state of coma on being robbed; his 
pocl~cts continuing to be ransacked he will 

sm 

eventually show fight. But whatever the neces- 
sity, the Chinese must be fully awakened. 

C .  

Chinese Awakening to Misconduct 
O1>lCRN atheism is now raising its voice M ill :i hold attack upon the missionaries 

and thcir rnc3ssage. Western civilization is full 
of slinnl and cant. Thc Chinese Psychological 
Society says: 

"Rcligion served certaiu purposes of primitive people, 
but it  fails t o  function in modern society, where science 
and civilization predo1ninat.e. Jesus Christ was not 
mentally sound. The fact, that he called himself th2 
'Son of Mall' and the 'Son of Cod' indicates that he 
was tro~ibled with a double personality, and his seeing 
the devil three times in one month shows mental dis- 
order. TVe pay respect to his personality, but the teach- 
ings o l  nliasionariea are below the intelligence of the 



average adult. If they could hold correspond~n~ po,ii- 
tions in commercial life they would do so. Their own 
countrymen look down on them. Nine-tenths of the 
natlve preachers would be beggars and vagalrontlc cvcept 
for the fact that they-have chosen this profession in 
order to obtain food, shelter, and comfort. They preach 
negative morals, which amount to v~cee." 

This anti-Christian sentiment coines from 
students who for the niost part have been edu- 
cated in the colleges of the United States. It is 
folly to underestimate the forces arrayed 
against the Gospel (1) in these days. Their 
literature goes everywhere. One statement 
reads : 

"Of all religions, we believe that Christianity is the 
most detestable. One sin which Christianity is guilty of . . . is its colh~sion with militarism and capitalism. 
Chr~stianity is the public enemy of mankmd, just as 
Jmperial~srrl and Capitalism are, since they have one 
thlng in common, to exploit the weak countries." 

In  the Teachers' College of Peking the women 
have joined in the chorus: Yes, Christianity is 
the most detestable religion of all. 

This growing movement is not to be won- 
dered at. The truth concerning Jesus Christ 
and Hjs Gospel is  not to blame. I s  i t  not blas- 
phemy to represent Jesus as a militarist and 

- to associate Christianity with imperialism and 
capitalism! Did not the World War  bring this 
reproach upon "Christendom"? Was not the 
World War  the fruitage of a corrupt system 
of apostate churches, and are not the clergy- 
men guilty of treason against G o d W h e  fact 

. that the Chincse can see this and that many 
"Christians" cannot. means that thc hearts of 
these enjoying White civilizat~on are very far  
from a cure, not seeing the necessity for the 
Great Physician. 

I t- is  pointed out that the missionaries are 
used of the Powers as  "political pioneers," to 
wedge their way into the life of China and drill 
the Chinese into the belief of their own know- 
gothingness and the knowitallitiveness of the 
foreign peoples. As a result ICiao-chau was 
taken away by Germany, other European coun- 
tries sought a lion's share of China territory, 
and if the Chinese had remained quiescent the 
whole country would have been gobbled up. 
Because of the arrogance and intolerance of the 
missionaries numerous "protests of malicious 
persecutions" were sent to the foreign consuls 
and diplomatic representatives who, losing no 
time to uphold the dignity of their flags and 

Irno\ving that sufficient warships and plenty 
men in uniform with quick-firing guns were 
I~nntl, nscd such situations as pretexts for 
demanding more seaports, hinterlands, mini 
and railroad concessions ! 

Moreover, i t  is pointed out that the grea 
harm done in China by the missionaries 
been hy misrepresenting the natives, by creat- 
ing the general impression that the Chine.. 
very inferior people with low morals, dw 
intellects, diseased bodies, and that ever] 
t,hey do is wrong, this in order that the sy 
atic exploitation of China may go on with no 
voice of protest from t,he masses, believing that 
the subjugation of the Chincse is just as legiti- 
mate and just as beneficial for the betterment 
of civilizat,ion as t,he slaughtering of American 
Indians. This is the natural process of making 
way for t.he slrperior White race! The dark 
a.nd gloomy aide of the Chinese has been painted 
with lnrid colors by the over-zealous and much 
misinformed missionary. 

Chinese life is  fast taliing on Bolshevisti 
tendencies; and as  a result the laws and cus- 
toms are questioned, and even the doctrines 
which have stood for thousands of years are 
imperiled. That home life and felicity are in 
the balance, is the anti-bolshevistio view. 

The Outlook for China's Welfare 

T IIE lesson all must learn is  faith in the i 
spired teaching that "God hath made 

one blood a11 nations that dwell upon the earth." 
China is no more asleep today than .were 
fathers who wrote the Constitution. Light, 
more light, is da~vning upon China. Her teem- 
ing millions are awakening with a surprisin 
po~vcrfi~l public sentiment for the bettermen 
their people afid for the conservation of 
national it,^. 

Let us reflect that the hampering, squeezing, 
reta.rding, checking, demoralizing activities ofl 
politics are the real menace to civilization. 
"Playing politics" will ruin any nation; it has 
ruined many. Proper legislation encourages 
legitimat,e business; but politics steps in an 
puts a chcck on anything and everything. 
tics makes profiteers, a.nd pauperizes the 
ers and day-laborers; it puts a prerniu 
triclzery and robs honesty. Only schemers 
jnirrestctl in politics, and only schemers 
p1a.y the game successfully. 



GOLDEN AGE 
But t 1 1 ~  o~rtlool; for China is the snnlc as that 

of every other nation. 1111 are now in perplex- 
ity, and a great state of anxiety exists among 
the few statesinen who remain. The Bible holds 
out a hope in the secontl coming of the Illessiah, 
in His taking over all the liingdoms of this 
world and making them subservient to right- 
eousness and truth. As a most p ~ \ ~ t ~ r C u l  spirit 
being, unseen the natural eyes, Jesus as 
earth's new ICing will establish Flis benign and 
peacel'ul goverrnnr~~l upon the ruins of 1 )  resrnt- 
day civilization. 11e comes in troublous tirlies. 
hlan's extremity bccoiiies His opl~ortnnity. 
Therefore, while dark, on~inous clouds hang 
overhead they will soon break ~vit.11 blessings. 

Whatever eventuates in the present crisis the 
Lord's kingdom, the true Christendom, comes 
upon its heels. Universal peace shall fill the 
~ a r t l i ;  all sickness, sorrow and dying shall 
cease; famines, pestilences and every degree o t  
poverty shall terminate. Plenty of food and 
raiment, dwelling places, and labor-saving de- 
vices shall become the property of all, equitably 
distributed for relieving humanity of toil, tak- 
ing away the necessity for sweat of face; order . 
sE1al1 cortie out of chaos, and joy and happiness 
and the privilege of living forever shall be the 
portion of each redeemed child of the human 
race, of which the Chinese form a large part. 

Reports From Foreign Correspondents . 
From India is gctting strongc>r, although the Government THE; eronomic condition here ill ~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~  at tile is adopting stringent rneasures to suppress i t  

present tilne is very than be- These are strong indications of the imminenw 

fore. There is great scarcity of food grains. of Messiah's kingdom. We can rejoice and be 
The nloney markel also is very tight. several glad at  these signs; for our deliverance is ni 
joint stoclc companies organized at  the close of 
the war have collapsed. The Alliance Rank of Britain 
Simla, which was one of the largest and oldest 'li: last writing, the general conditions in  
Banks in India, having over forty brancl~c.~, Sh" Britain liave altered very little. The Board 
closet1 its doors a few weeks ago. Sevcral ot11c.r of Trndv figures recently published showed '8 
sii~aller banks have also failed as a ~c.snlt ol' considc.rable Increase in the values of import 
the failure of the former. The rains l~ave not and export trade, and those daily papers whose 
been regular. Drought this year lias complcti~ly business appears to be to serve perversions of 
destroyed the crops. The monsoons, ~vhich truth along with some news boomed the fact 
should have commenced in April in the usual as if i t  were an indication that the much-desired 
course, have not yet [July] started, and thus no flow of the trade tide were now on. But those 
farmi~ig could be done a t  all. The next crop journals \\hose interests are not the same as 
will be the worst ever known. These are evident those of the daily papers, and which are more 
signs of a coming famine. informative, showed that there was nothing in 

The stsugglc between capital and labor is the figures to .give any warrant for the thought 
getting keener day by day. Several mills in the that the trade of the country is really improv- 
industrial centers have been closed on accourlt ing. The ullernployrl~ent figures keep a b u t  the 
of the strike. Deaths from bubonic plaple, same, ant3 the average wage of the workers is  
smallpox, and other epideniics are inuch greater small, o~ving to short-time labor. 
innumber than in previous years. The political At the moment trouble has broken out 
outlook is very dark. The Government submit- amongst tllc tloc1:ei.s. They have come out on 
ted the finance bill, doubling the salt tax, for strike in inost of the great seaports in resist- 
the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, ance of a rcduction of one shilling a day in 
which twice rejected same with a strong major- wage which was agreed upon when food values 
ity. But the Govcrnmcnt vetoed the decision of fell to a certain percentage. The employers say 
the legislative body. This has embittered the that the time has come; but the men derly it. 
Indians as a. whole whatever rnay be their Tlie employers can show general figures. com- 
political creeds. The Nationalist propaganda piled by government statisticians; but the m 



can prove by actual prices that houscl~oltl ~~c>ccs- 
sities and actual food values a rc  not rrc.arly 
down to the ngreecl-upon rate. l'hc incn have 
disregarded their own leaders, and the trouble 
looks threatening. At  the momcnt of writing 
45,000 men are out. A rail~vay strilie loonis on 
the horizon, but i t  is said there is no reason 
why i t  should be considered dangerous. But 
the trouble i s  that the men do not attention 
t o  their leaders; and even the railway men, 
considered as the most orderly of union men, 
a re  apt to get out of control, as  experience 
shows. The same thing is noted in high places. 

On July 5th the Bishop of Chehnsford made 
a statement to the bishops assembled in con- 
gress that there are many clergy in the church 
of l'lngland who havc ctisordc.red minds, who 
will not snbjrct themsclvcs to author~ty,  but 
who are actually trying to break it damn. 

The s a n e  spirit is abroad in the Lahor mern- 
bers of Parliament. Recently four o l  their 
number deliberately set i2iernselves against the 
authority of tlie Sln~akcr of the klouse of Com- 
mojis, and were snspcnded. This means that for  
the remainder of tlie session, nnlcss they apolo- 
gize and tllr apologies arc accepted, tiley cannot 
attend to their parliamc~ntary duty of repre- 
senting their constituents. Their outburst of 
feeling against certain regulatior~s and acts of 
policy may be untlerstood; but thcir refusal to 
heed the counsel of thcir leader, Mr. Kamsay 
MacDonald, makes then1 anarchists. And one 
is a preacher ( !), supposedly of the Gospel. I t  
i s  reported that they have been brought to 
domestic penitence. Indeed, this anarchistic 
spirit is discernible ev~rywhere. Those who are 
looked upon as the ruling class give scant atten- 
tion to law and order when they have som~thing  
which they wish to obtain. Anarchy is found in 
high places as  well as  in lowly ones. 

The railway companies are getting back to 
pre-war speeds of running, and some of the 
trains are quite fast. Eut  the freight rates and 
the passenger fares still rclnain high. The rail- 
ways are doing well, and this points to a con- 
siderable volume of both passenger and goods 
traffic. Generally speaking, the stock is in good 
condition; but this may be said to be less a 
sign of actual prosperity than that  their recent 
farcs and rates were high enough to let them 
put money aside. Altogether they have done 

>EN AGE 
~ c r y  kc11 out of the public, ev6n though the 
Irr oncy came through government control. . 

The encloseti article taken from this week's 
Bvitish WceX:l!g rnight be considered worth the 
not,ice of THE GULUEN AGE ; probably its infor- 
mation would collie as  a surprise to very many 
persons. I t s  statcnlents may be taken a s  correct. 

I t  was not until July 5 that summer weather 
made its appearance. The thermometer rose to 
eighty-two in the shade. On the previous day a 
wonlnn brolie a viindow a t  the Meteorological 
otliuc: in I<ings\vay, declaring that she did it a s  
a p~rotest against the wicked, wilful waste of 
public mnncy 011 the incornpetence of the Mete- ' 
orologieal department of the government. The 
wornall was remanded in custody. Perhaps she 
will imagine that her action has stirred the. 
government to action ! 

[We append the clipping enclosed by our 
London correspondent, with the suggestion that  
i t  seems to ns not a t  all strange that an Anglo- 
Cat21olic congress should follow so closely upon 
the visit of the Ring of Kngland to the Pope. 
I t  surely will be a revelation to most Americans 
that t11e Church of England is already thirty 
percent openly Roman Catholic, with' another 
twenty percent "sytnpathetic.?' Very evidently, 
in ICngland, the spirit of the Reformation is 
dying or  dead.-Ed.] 

The Anglo-Catholic Congress 

T I-IE Anglo-Cat,holic Congress, to be held next week, 
at  the Albert and Queen's Halls, is an event of 
importance a.nd significance to all religious people, 

however mucIi they may be apposed to the opinions and 
the principles whieh thc Co~lgess represents. 

Over 15,000 tickets for the Co~lgress have been sold. 
Scorc.s of bishops, deans and other dignitaries snd 
tho11s.znc1s of pricsts \\-ill attend the meetings. The 
Cor~gress opens with a celebration of the Holy Euchar- 
ist at St. I'm~l's Cathedral, London's Metropolitan 
church, and will conclude with a solemn thanksgiving 
service at St. Martin's-in-the-Fidds, where incense will 
be used for the first t ime since the Reformation. The 
size of the moven~e~~ t  that the Congress represents r n ~  
be gathered from the fact that out of the 10,000 livings 
[preachers] in England, some 3,000 are now definitely 
Catlic>li~, the incumbents being arlxious to use the new 
Catholic prayer-booli, prepared by the English Chur* 
Union, if and when an alternative rite is permitted, 
Of the rest, a t  lcast another 2,000 incumbents we 
sjmpakhctic, a.nd many of them have displayed the- 
Congress posters outvide their churches, 
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But the Anglo-Catholic movement is a greater thing when he says his creedo simply and literally believes * 

than numbers alone can tell. It is, as the Bishop of cvcry \ro~tl  that he says, 
Peterborough suggests i n  a letter in the Times, the 
life-blood of the Church. It is no mere mcchanicd prom spain 
thing of vestments and ceremonies. It is a religious 
revival, a progressive rev~val, the gr~atest  since the LMOST everybody knows and talks of 
Wesleyan revival of a century and a half ago. A Spain as a sunny country; but let me say 

The Congress is held exactly ninety ycaLs sincc ihe - that although the sun is shining as  brightly as 
beginning of the Oxford movement. The story of thcsc ever up011 the earth here, yet in men's hearts 
ninety years is told in an admirable article by Canon great alld tc,rrible clouds have arisen; and so 
Ollard i n  the July Empire Rexiew, and certain facts fa r  as they there is no prolllise of any . 
about the Catholic revival i n  the Engllsh Church ought, sun in sight. ,; 
I suggest, to be recognized by fair-minded Protestants. Spairl llas ,,rcn sowing for many cellturies 
The first is that, anyhow until the past few years, the 
Anglo-Catholic priest mas almost certain of persecution, what it well sccills as if they were going to 
and quite certain not to preIement. second harvest all at once. If  what took nlaiiy centu-  

fact that the ~ ~ t l ~ ~ l i ~  lnovcnlel,t lcillcd the indiffer- ries to plant and sow, will be harvested in the 
entlsm of the eighteenth century, whm chnrc>h~ls were short period fronl now to tile fall of lg25 it 
&rty and neglected, the Holy Commun~or~ casually cele- certailily zrl;n.nntces a rapid lush, and as 1 - 
brated three or four times a year, and the clergy were ail] obsc.rving it froru the inside 1 really think 
often irreligious worldlings. The third fact is that the the rush is eon~ing fast. 
Anglo-Catholic priests, follo~ving the example of such The ('jo\~crlllcllt is engaged in a foolis11 war 
saints as Father Dolling, far the most part live lives of in &~orocco. In July, 1921, they suffcrcd a ter- 
unselfish devotion, caring for the poor, ministering to riblo loss ; f o r  Dfoors got baclr in a week , 
the unfortunate, and warmly supporting all schemes for what taken spain twelve years to gain . 
social amelioration. The fourth fact is that the Anglo- from them, to say nothing of thousands of sol- 
Catholic churches are alive--eager priests like "Wood- 
bine \Villie," with a message to deliver, and pious l a ~ t y  diers that lost their lives there and other thou- 

ready for scU-sacrifice, arid regular in their religous sands are yet at it. 
duties. ~h~ fifth fiLctPand the most important 1+;\-c~ since these wars began there has been 
-1s that the Anglo-Catholic movement is evangelical. spent a daily average of over a nlillion doll= 
It is C'gospel teaching" that we hear from our pulpits. for the wars alone. I t  is  a well-known fact that 
A Salvationist might be puzzled by the ceremonial of in 1921 the country was in a terrible plight 
the Mass as celebrated in our churches, hut he would with its t21rn already unredeemable debt. 
find the sermon familiar. Thcrc arc lloxr sevcral Socialists and other 

There is, of course, the other side of t11c picture. We Mclnbers of c~~~~~~~~ that are voicing a loud 
are not Protestants. We maintail1 that the Clrurch of cry against war, asking that the Government , 
'nfilan' h a  never 'rotesbnt. Wc +cgard " 1 ~  leave nf1*i ca ally ~ u t  UTC all lcllow well . 
Reformation as a misfortune. We belleve that the sacra- 
ments are necessary for our salvation. We bclleve that cmougll that if honest people tell the govern- 

Oar Lord is actually and in very truth present ol1 the do a certain t21ex 
altar at  the service H c  Himself instituted. We lnalic otllerwisc. 
our confessions. pray for the dead. \\re involir our Tllc 1)ilblic is tax-burdened to the utmost of * 

Lady and the saints. All this is true. \ve pray for the its cal3neity. 1 tlln waiting to See Some of these 
reunion of Christendom. We have profouild rehpcct for da~rs tlic last straw break the back of the camel. 
the Roman Church. But we onrs~lves cling to our ~lleorlsistcrlcy has evell reached the king; 
English rite and our English customs, l)cl~cving that -for althollgll he is under an oath to some to 
the English Church, with its Chtliollc pract~cc and dclcnd that faith to the last sword and to the - 
doctrine, and its e5angelical racscagr, has been chosen last blood, it is not so long since he 
to play an ever morc important part in the dlvine 
scheme of salvation. told n liigh politician that whenever they will 

Iie would give his sword to a republic. . . 
Rcccntly there has been a striking and T cry splcndid 

drawing together of Evangelicals a11d Catholics at  Syn- The I c i l l ~ ' ~  salary at present is  20,000 pesetas 
ods and Diocesan Conferences. Only tile ~nodcrrlist daily ol.9 as the exchange is today, somewhat , 

noxadays would revert to Victorian pcrwcation, arid like $3,000 every day. Additionally, there is .- 
that is not to be ~vorldered at ;  for the Anglo-Catholic, an a l l ~ \ \  ance of 10,000 pesetas daily for his - 
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first son, and 5,000 for  each one of the rest. 
Kings come high. 

Ominous clouds are appearing. In  Cataluna 
and in Barcelona especially, hardly a clay 
passes that the "Browning o r  the Star" does 
not take the life of some one, high or  low. 
Anarchy i s  going on openly. Many a governor 
holds the position for less than a month. There 
is no peace for  thein going in nor for them 
coming O L I ~ .  

I n  the last Congress Sr .  Privto, the congrcss- 
man from Rilbao (a Socialist), was heard to 
say in his last discourse a t  the top oP his voice 
that the liing was a rascal. Such a thing never 
was heart1 in the Spanish Congress before. 
Now this samc Sr.  l'r~cto is in ('ongross again 
wit11 a few more of his I~jncl; and they ask to 
11:if.e several membcrs of past gover~imcnts and 

)tgh army oficials indicted and sent to jail as  
#kesponsihles for the Moroccan loss of life. 
UOthertvise they want something like v h a t  Greece 

did last year with their govcrnmcnt when the 
Turlis beat them in war. 

Then the Beest of Rome is  behaving very 
badly, too. On Iloly Friday the priclst of the 
royal family's king anti quc.cn corninitted sui- 
cide, and tyro months lalrr  "the Iiorriblcb Star" 
took the breath of life from the Archbishop 
Cardinal of Zaragoza. 

I n  this district or province i t  sc3ems to me 
that the literal harvest of this ycar will be 
easy to glean; for the tclnpcratllre is registcr- 
ing on my desk sixty-six dogrees and i t  has not 
been, generally spealring, any higher this year. 
Besides a great drought is on now ere11 tllough 
the season is  cold. The poor people Tvcle hop- 
ing for  some frui ts ;  but the cold weather and 
a great hail storm have done away with the 
best part.  

[With the foregoing report was recc i~ed  the 
following personal comment which may be of 
interest to many of our readers.--Ed.] 

"THE GOLDEN AGE and 1 $ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ %  Tou~cn get to 
me regularly and are my only companions. I t  
is a hlessed tEiing to be able t o  have thcm, and 
so much more when one has nothing else but 
the Lord. 

"I often remember a discourse by a brother 
who said in par t  that if a t  any time we should 
be deprived of our classes of st~idics, we could 
feed upon the camel's hump, calling this hump 
the seven volumcs of WATCII TO\VI<RS. I tell you 

that cSvcn with this said hunip it is hard to  kee 
1117 fo r  inore than tx70 years alone a s  I have 
clone alrendp, and especially in colporteur work. 
in  a ~vorltl of snperstition, suspicion, and  deaf 
ears accoinpanicd by sor&cl intentions. 

"Colporteuring is  some hard matter here and  
espcc,ially with this class of people and one 
person alone; lnnt anlong all thc difficulties God 
has given me a good deal of blessing and there 
still is  more to i'ollo~~-. Pray  for  me a s  I con- 
tinually do for  you a t  tlie Father's throne. * 

"Tl~is is all for  this time. From your brother 
in this lioiys den." 

From Greece 

P OLIT1CALTI1', things here appear calm at. 
first aspect; but if me are to judge from 

the blanks in the ~ ~ e w s p a p e r s  and  the deolara- 
tions made hy the Revolutionary Government, 
we see that things run not so smoothly. People 
a re  under a censorship which does not confine 
itself strictly to military nei-s, but extends to  
every criticism of the fioverll~nent and i ts  
methods. 

The dcclnrations were made some time ago 
and are in fact thus: "When we took in hand 
the rcins of the Governinent, every one was on .. 
our side; but now we cannot say the same - 

truthfully." Then the Premier complained 
against the press of Athens as  not following, ' 

so faithfully a s  the press of the country. On 
being asked about the time of the election, he  
declared that it is  not time yet to mention this. 
He  again declared that the strong purpose of 
the Revolutioriary Government is  to save the 
country, even against tlie will of the people; 
whom he complimented a s  insensible and  cal- 
1011s. 

Economically things a r e  not in  a good. state.' 
The sl~ddeil and abrupt rising of the value of 
native money brought distress to  commerce 
generally, and nlaily merchants and banks a r e  
alrnost ruined. The sterling pound descended. 
from 450 drachmas to 140, and the dollar f rom:  
92 drhchmas to 30. Notwithstanding this there 
a re  inany ~ 0 ~ 1 i e r s  out of employment; fo r  
inany manufacturers have limited their wor 
and insist upoil lower wages. 

The mercha~its and manufacturers sent a 
mclmorandum to the Government, asking it to 
stop this rising in value of the native mo 
Thc Government declared false the rumor 
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it was going to issue paper money to the amount 
of 1,200,000,000 drachmas; but the National 
Banlz of Greece, which is under governmental 
control, began to absorb all foreign nloney, this 
of itself tending to the rise in value of the 
native money. People generally are in expec- 
tancy and there is  a general decrease ili busi- 
ness. 

The probleni of the refugees is still unsolved 
and things will get worse by thc withdrawal of 
the,American Ecd Cross 1telit.f. There is great 
'dissatisfaction among the rel'ugees; and fric- 
tion and hatred are smouldering. 

Some weeks ago the inhabitallts of Athcns 
felt keenly the lack of water; for tllc Atlrianian 
aqueduct, through which Athens gets the water 
supply, was bloclred by the falling of great 
masses of earth; so the pcople had to drink 
from wells and to buy fro111 water-sellers. In- 
'deed Athens is a uuiquc city. Because of the 
lack of water supply and sewerage it is the 
dustiest city in Europe. 

Another striking thing here at Athens is the 
tramway. When one decides to go to another 
part 01 the city he has to wait for  ten minutes 
or more and then to fight his entrarlce to the 
car, where he is jammed with other passengers 
The car is made to hold thirty-four persons; 
but generally now there are sevtbnty-five or 
more in a car. 

Some time ago there took place at  Constanti- 
nople the Pan-Orthodox Convention, ~vllose 
members occupied their time with highly spir- 

itual tltil~gs; as, for instance, the cutting of the 
hair of the clergy, the change of their drem, 
the marriage of bishops, and the acceptance of 
the Gregorian Calendar. One of the Resolu- 
tions made, read thus : "We find i t  right and 
accord with the injunction of the apostle Pa 
[they remembered him, but 1,800 years late 
(1 Corintllians 11 : 14) and the canon and prac- 
tice of the l'rimitive Church [yet the Orthodox 
Church clairried all thc while that she was fol- 
lowing apostolic custom] that the hair of the 
clergy be cut short, and their dress in society 
be not different from that of other men," etc. 
I t  was left to the Synods to choose the kind of 
dress. By this a great step toward the Church 
Confederation is made. 

Recently there appeared in the press 
nouncelllent of the etablishment of an  
tion under the name "Zealots for Christ, 
purpose was to stop the laxity of mo 
to uplift the people morally, religiously, and 
nationally. Their purpose crystallized in a later 
announcement, threatening the women and 
girls who would dare to walk in the streets with 
bare arms and neck, and expressing their d 
termination to stop this by every means; ag 
for example, by tarring every bare arm or  neck: 
As a result, one of their number tried to tar  
one lady in public; but he e s c a ~ ~ a r r o w l y  
with sufficient blows to make h b  Aser. Thes 
are some of the s i p s  that peo3e are out o 
sorts and awaiting that blessed day of the tru 
reformation for which we all ardently pray. 

A Logical Analysis B y  J. A. BoJhnet 

M UCH has been said and written about the must have been the soul of the rich man tha 
rich man and Jlazarus of Luke 16:  19-31 was buried. If it was the body of the rich m 

to show that this account is a parable, not a that was buried, then it must have been t 
literality. But one important point in this nar- body of the poor beggar that was taken to 
rative has seemingly been lost sight of, and bosom of Abraham. 
this one point alone knocks literality entirely One rlicd, and was taken here; and the othe 
out of the proposition ancl proves the whole died, and was talien there. In  both instance 
matter is parabolic. i t  was the same thing, substance or elemen 

'Che narrative s h o ~ s  that the beggar Lazarus that went. m i a t  the angels in the one instan 
died and was taken to one place, and that the carried was what the pallbearers in the other 

i rich man died and was taken to another place. instance carried. Consistency will not adrnit of 
Now the question is, What was it that was any consideration that in the one instanw it 
taken to the two places? Logically, whatever was a soul that was carried, and in the other 
was talren in the one instance was taken in the instance a body that was buried. No other 
other. If it was the soul of the poor beggar paint is needed to show that this account is 
that was taken to Abraham's bosorn, then it a parable. 



The Eighty Percent Co-Insurance Clause BY W. E. Page \~ . 

I N YOUR recent article in THE GOLDEN AGE, 
entitled "A Nation of Firc-Worshipers," you 

did much to draw the attention of vour readers 
to the great fire losses borne by t i e  Amcricnn 
people; and your suggestions as to means by 
which this esccAss oi loss might be remedied 
should bear good fruitage in inducing many to 
consider the silbjcct of Fire Prevention, who 
never heretofore have done so. No doubt the 
Insurance Companies, ~vho are continually mak- 
ing efforts along this line, will appreciate your 

, good offices. 
However, there is one item where i t  appears 

to me that you have unintrntionally done an 
injustice to the insurance business. This I an] 
sure you will be glad to correct on an explana- 
tion of the important factors in connection with 
the eighty percent co-insurance clause which 
you seem rather to reprobate than to commend. 

The @-insurance claiises in all their various 
percentages are optional, and carry a graded 

'reduction in rate. No one need be suhject to 
'their provisions unless he so desires; and when 

- taking advantage of the reduced rates allowed 
for their use, the insurer can always secure 
insurance in good companies in the amount 
required. 

When I went into the insurance business, no 
eo-insurance clauses were in usc in the West: 

for rnany property owners carried very 10tR 
jnsurancc to values, particularly on buildings; 
sniall fires caused total losses to companies, 
producing high rates, the tendency of which 
was i ~ p ~ a r d s .  This worked an  injustice to those 
p r u p ~ t y  owners who carried a fair amount of: 
insnrancc to value. and caused much unneces- 
sary hardship to inexperienced property own- 
ers, who did not appreciate the liability of their 
property to heavy loss, they being impressed 
@it11 the thought that their property could, or 
would, si~ffcr only small damage. To remedy 
this condition, and because of the larger expe- 
rience of the companies and the intelligence of 
their Managerial Officers, co-insurance was de- 
veloped. Under its use reductions from basic 
rates of from ten percent to sixty percent or 
more are conceded to owners, according to 
material, construction, fire protection, and other 
vital factors. 

Thus ecluitablc rates are available. and num- 
berless people have been benefited, and some 
saved from penury, by intelligently using these 
clauses, when without the educational influence 
thus developed the property owner would not 
have carried enough insurance to protect him 
from heavy loss caused through such untoward 
contlitions as extreme cold, high wind, confla- 
gration, etc. 

The Insurance Five Percent .By Edtcard Barker 

I N THE insurance article, on page 588, you vice is maintained a t  cost-"For Xervice, lzot 
have quite n slur a t  the Natior~al Board of P~ofit." 

' 

Fire Underwriters on ac,count of the five-per- The Xationnl Board also maintains the va- 
cent rake-off which they are to get. But do you rious T~~sptration Bureaus in the different states, 
know what they do with most of that five per- wit,h hranclies in all principal cities, where spe- 
cent? The National Board of E'irc Underwrit- cially trained men inspect every insurable risk 
ers maintains the TJndcrwritcrs Laboratories, and figurc out an equitable insurance rate by a 
the largest -and best-equipped institution of its system of analysis which taltes into considera- 
kind in the world, with branches in Canada, tion the construction of the building, the occui 
Mexico, P'rance, and Great Britain. Thc Under- pancy and nses, processes, fire-fighting equip- 
writers Laboratories, Inc., have agencies in all ment, and fire haxnrds, internal and external, , 
the principal cities, and maintain n corps of etc. ; and when the bill is  paid out of that five 
trained men as inspectors, xvhosc business i t  is percent you can take it from me-that all cdn- 
to visit all factories where fire-fighting and fire- cerned earn all they get. 
preventive equipment is xnade, and to condemn Of late years there has been an underwriting 
a11 substandard equipment. These men act as a deficit amounting annually to millions of dol- 
'&sinterested third party, coming between the lars; this means that the insured have virtual1 
manufacturer and the purchaser, and this ser- had their protection at cost. 
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d Deserts About to Bloom s a 

"Cursed is the groulzd for thy sake."--Genesis 3 : J Y .  

4 are willing to acwpt the testimony of I" the "" Scriptures and of reason, we nced not 
doubt that the object of the Crcator in bringing 
man into being was to make an earthly crea- 
ture, one that would be adapted to earthly Eon- 
ditions and jjnd his cnjoymcnt in eartllly things. 
I n  the eighth Psalm we have a statcrner~t of 
the divine purpose, and it accords perfectly 
with this proposition. I t  rends : "J17hat is nisi>, 
that thou art rninclful of him? and the son of 
man, that thou visitcst him? For  thou hast 
made him a little lower than the angels, and 
hast crowned him with glory and honor. Thou 
madest him to have rionlinion over the works 
of thy hands: thou hast put all things under 
his feet: all shecp and oxen, yea, and the beasts 
of the field; the fowl of the air, and the fish of 
the sea, and whatsoever passeth through the 
paths of the seas." Very evitlently it is an 
earthly dominion that here is discussed. In  the 
second chapter of Hebrews we have a quota- 
tion from this Psalm and the statement that 
man has not yet entered into this inheritance; 
it is still future: "Now we see not yct all things 
put under him."--I-Iebrews 2 : 8. 

Not only is the earth designed for human 
habitation ("I-Ie created it not in  vain, 21e formed 
it to be inhabited"-Isaiah 45: IS) ,  but the de- 
sign was a good design. "God saw everything 
that he had made, and, behold, i t  was very 
good." (Genesis 1: 31) The earth is a good 
storehouse of blessings, a good place for the 
exercise of man's powers, lor  his discipline and 
development and for his everlasting home and 
dominion. 

Abraham was called the friend of God. He 
trusted God sufficiently to leave his howe and 
his kindred, and travel f a r  into a land that he 
should afterwards receive for an inheritance. 
When he had entered that land the Lord said 
to him: "Lift up now thine eyes, a d  look 
from the place where thou art, northward, and 
southward, and eastward, and westward: for 
all the land which thou seest, to thee mill I give 
it, and to thy seed for ever." (Genesis 3 3 : 14, 
15) Can we suppose that the Almighty would 
bestow upon Abraham a gift which was prom- 
i'sed to be everlasting in its nature ant1 then 
Himself subsequently destroy that gift? 

It is  evident that we may trust implicitly 
those scriptures which tell US that "the earth 
abiclcth forever" (Ecclesiastes 1 : 4) ; that "the 
7~01'ld also shall be stable, that it bc not moved" 
(1 Chronicles 16: 30); that his sanctuary is 
"likc~ the. w r t h  \vliich he hath established for 
cvcr" (I'sallri 78: 69) ; and that since "the right- 
eons shall Isc rccompensed in the e a r t h  (Prov- 
erbs 11: 31), there 1s no reason to fear but that 
sometime "thc. upright shall dwell in the land, 
and the perfrct shall I emaim in it."-Prov. 2 : 21. 

Why the Deserts Exist 

W 1C ARE confronted with the reasonable ; 
qut>stion, I F  the earth is to be man's ever- .: 

lasting l~ouit., why is so muell of it in a barren, '' 

unprofitable condition? Much of the earth to- 
day is nninhabitablc. I n  the same sense that : 
the Salitira is a desert, in that same sense there - : 
is the Orcat Arrierirar~ Desert, five hundred . - 
miles in width and  fonr thousand miles long, - 
stretching f rorri the Columbia River to the Isth- ?, .- 
mus of Tehnantcpec. The greatest desert of -f 
earth stretches from the Atlantic Ocearl across $ 
northern Africa, Arabia and central Asia .to -, 

the borders of China, something like a thousand 
rniles in width and seven thousand miles long. --d 

The I<nlaliari dcsert in South Africa is  a thou- + 

sand miles long auci three hundred miles wide. $ 
The Austrnlial~ r1escr.t is a thousand miles long " i 
and six hundrcd niilcs wide. The steppes of .i 
Russia and Siberia, the veldt of South Africa, 
the 1l:lnos and palnpas of South America,.and -5 
the dry farming rcgions of North America cover f 
millions of square i~iiles which are only a little -. 

& 

less arid. 'I'liis ta1rt.s no account of the desolate 
polar rrbgiolls \vIiich we have discussed in pre- 
vians articles. ..% 1 

2 

Deserts arc a grim actuality. Cambyses, Em- ;-; 

peror of Persia, sent an army of forty thousand 3 >$ lncn into the Libyan desert, west of Cairo, to . 
-3 conqncr tribrs l iv~ng 500 miles away in an oasid. --? 

Not a single inan reached his destination o r  r 
i .* 

relurneci to the starting point. They were - f 
s\~-allo~i-cd as  completely as though they had 54 
mnrchrd into the sea. In  the terrific heat of 4 
Death Valley, California, a heavy, powerful . , a 
man has been lmown to lose seventy pounds ' :f 

5 
-* weigl~t in two days: due to the rapid drying of; -2 



his blood, tissue, and bone. 111 one da>- in Deatli 
Valley men have been striclceil blind or insatlc. 
Of the first company of seventy persons to pass 
into it in the early days of the gold strike in 

a ive. California, only two came out 1' 
We can see a reason why the Lord has per- 

mitted these vast unoccupied reaches of land. 
He llas the means a t  hand for their recovery. 
He has been saving these lands for t h ~ i r  occu- 
pation by the nlillions that will shortly come 
forth from the tomb. All that these deserts 
need is water, and they will become the fairest 
spots on earth. Robert T. EIi11, of the United 
States Geological Survey, writing in "The 
!Aniericana E:ncyclopedia" of the possibilities 
of dcsert lands, says in part: 

"Somet~nles sliowrrs freshen the desc~t. These are 
occaeioually of sufficient volume to dampen the earth; 
and vegetation and an a~valiening 01 life ensues which 
is  most remarkable. From every shrub and cactus comes 
a burst of song from birds ordinarily unnoticed. Rabbits 
crcep out and browse, coyotes gire tongue in chase of 
prey. Vegetation seems to awaken instantaneously, 
plai~ts which befo~e were dry and dust-covered unfold 
into broad areas of living green. Coriaceous fcrns, ordin- 
arily lying like dead leavcs among the stones, unroll and 
wale their fronds in the freshened air. From the in- 
conspicuous flowers of the many thorny shrubs of the 
acacia and yucca tribe the air is laden with perfume. 
It r~ould seem paradoxical to speak of the desert in 
bloom, but the human senses of sight and smell call be 
regaled by no more pleasant ex~ericnce than the delicate 
odors and sweeps of color that sometimes follow an 
unusual rainfall. Sweeter than the dewy jessamine is 
the scent of the yellow catsclaw; more delicate than 
mignonette is the panule of the mesquite. 

"The sterile and hopeless-looking soil of the desert, 
when artificially watcred, is apparently morc fertile than 
that region where rainfall is abundant. There is no 
nobler spectacle than a dreary waste convcrtcd into an 
emerald oasis by water artificially applicd, and in .the 
desert may be seen some of the most profital~lc and skilful 
agriculture in the world. The wheat fields of Utah and 
Sonora, the great cotton farms of Coaliuila, the alfalfa 
vallcgs of t11c Ria Grande, and thc orcllarde of California 
are all irispiring examples. The trnnsforl~lation made in 
the desert where irrigation has been possihlc is marve- 
lous, and in onc instance, in Southern Calfornia, has 
resulted in the development of communities of great 
%I-ealth and cultiire, where the ideals of perfcct conditions 
for caialence are as nearly attained as possible. 

"One of tlie most rcmarlrablc features of thc American 
Drsert is that water has been secnrcd, often in apparently 
impossible places, and in quantities which have nlatle 

.- 
p u ~ ~ b l e  ilw elisteuce of cities and industries. Like the a 

cle,c.rts of Sahara a ~ ~ d  Ahla, those of America have a 
supply of nndeground \qrater; there is hardly a desert in 
which thc experiment has been tried wllere waters have 
not been found within 2,000 feet of the surface. ThrecJ , 
notaldr tl.i11111phs of the mechanical drill over naturk - 
arc tlie flou 111g ]+ells of the Salton Desert, the flowing 
well a t  Bei~son and a sul)ply of 700,000 gallons a day 
from tlie deep wells on the mcsu at El Paso. Each of 
these supplies of water was obta~ned from localitiei 
rvhicl~ sliperficially wcre hopelessly dry. " 

Waters in Abundance 

T HICRE are four ways in which the desert ' 
lands may be reclaimed: By irrigation, by.\ 

artesian ~vells, by cultivation, and by rainfall. 
Irrigation call recover but a relatively small ' 
part of earth's desert surface; artesian wells 
can pwllaps recovrr coiisiderably more, for it 
is confidently claimed by French scientists that - 
the Sahara rests upon an underground sea; - 
cultivation of a dry faiming area on the edge 
of a t l ~ s ~ r t  causes an extension of the area of 
rainfall, as has been proven in connection with 
the Oreat American desert; and a' generous, 
widespread and regular desert rainfall, such as 
is in tlic gift of the Almighty to bestow, would 
be the best of all. 

TJTe would hardly need to spend any time 
looliing around to see if there are  supplies of 
water upon which the Almighty can draw if 
He wishes to bestow a liberal rainfall. Four- 
fifths of the surface of the earth is  water, and 
its average depth is two miles. Only one-fifth 
of the surface of tlle earth is land, and its 
average height is but a half mile. How easy it. 
would be for the Almighty, with all power at 
His conunand, to ~nalte such changes in earth's 
surface, or in the direction and carrying c a p  
ity of tile winds as would provide all the waters 
desired! 

Aforeover, the Lord tells us that He pur- 
poses to do something which will provide these 
desert areas with waters in abundance. We 
cite several scriptures : 

'When thc poor and needy seek water, and there in 
none. and their tonguc faileth for thirst, I the Lord will 
hear them, I the God of Israel will not forsake them. 
I will open rivers i n  high places, and fountains in the 
midst of the valleys: I will make the wilderness a pod  
of wzier, and the dry land springs of water. I will a 

plant in  the n ~ lde rn~ss  the cedar, the acacia tree, and 
the myrtle, and the oil tree; I will set in the desert the 

I 



cypress, the plane-tree, and the larch tagether; that 
they may see, and know, and consider, and understand 
together, that the hand of the Lord hath done this, 
and the Holy One of Israel hath creatctd it."-Isaiah 
41 : 17-20. 

riHe turneth the u ilderness into a standirlg ~ a t e r ,  and 
dry ground into waterbprings. And there he maketh 
the hungry to dwell, that they may prepare a city for 
habitation; and sow the fields, and plant vineyards, 
which may yield fruits of increase. He blcsscth them 
also, so that they are multiplied greatly: and suffereth 
not their cattle to decrease."-Psalm 107: 35-38. 

"Behold I will do a new thing: now it shall spring 
forth: shall ye not know i t ?  I wlll even make a way in 
the wilderness, and rivers in the desert. The beast of the 
field shall honor me, the dragons and the owls: because 
I give waters in the wilderness, and ri~lers in the desert, 
to give drink to my people, my chosen."-lsaiah 43: 
19-21. 

"The forts and towers shall be for dens for ever, a 
joy of wild asses, a pasture of flocks, until the Spirit 
bc poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness 
be a fruitful field, and the frultful field be counted for 
a forest. Then judgment shall dwell in the wilderness, 
and righteousness remain in the fruitful field. And the 
work of righteousness shall bc peace; and the effect of 
righteousness, quietness and assuranrx for ever. And 
my people shall dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in 
snre dwellings, and in quiet resting places."-Isaiah 
32 : 14-18. 

"Thus saith the Lord God: I n  the day that I shall 
have cleansed you from all your iniquities, I will also 
cause you to dnell in the citics, and the wastes shall be 
bcilded. And the desolate land shall be tilled, wherem it 
lay desolate in the sight of all that passed by. And they 
fihall say, This land that was desolate is become like 

. the garden of Eden; and the waste and desolate and 
ruincd cities are bwome fenced, and are inhabited. Then 
the heat he^^, that ale left round about you, shall h o w  
that I the Lord build the mined places, and plant that 
that was desolate: I the Lord have spoken it, and I will 
do it. Thus saith the Lord God; I will get for this be 
inquired of by the house of Israel, to do it for them."-- 
Xzekiel 36 : 33-37. 

hath eaten, the canherw orm, and the caterpiller, and the 
-A 

palmerworm, my great army which I sent among yon. 
And ye shall eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praiee 
thc name of the Lord your God, that hath dealt won- 
drously with you: and my people shall never be 
ashamed."-Joel 2 : 21-26. 

"For the Lord shall comfort Zion: he will comfort 
a11 her waste places; and he will make her wildernew 
like Eden, and her desert like the garden of the Lord; 
joy and gladness shall be found therein, thanksgiving, 
and the voice of melody."-Isaiah 51 : 3. 

"Thc wilderness, and the parched l a d  shall be glad; 
and the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose. It 
shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy and 
singing; the glory of Lebanon shall be given unto it, 
the excellency of Carmel and Sharon; they shall see the 
glory of the Lord, and the excellency of our God. 
Strengthen ye thc weak hands, and make firm the tot- 
tering knees. Say to them that are of a fearful heart: 
'Be strong, fear not'; behold, your God will come with 
vengeance, with the recompense of God He will come 
and save you. Then the eyes of the blind shall be 
opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped: 
Then shall the lame man leap as a hart, and the tongue 
of the dumb shall sing; for in the wilderness shall waters 
break out, and strcams in the desert. And the parched 
land shall become a pool, and the thirsty ground springs 
of water; in the habitation of jackals herds shall lie 
down, it shall be an enclosure for reeds and rushes."*- 
lsaiah 35 : 1-7, II.fargolis. 

"Thou visitcst the earth, and waterest it: thou greatly 
enrichest it with the river of God, which is full of water: 
thou prepardest them corn [grain], when thou haat se 
provided for it. Thou waterest the ridges thereof a h -  
dantly : thou settlest the furrows thereof: thou mtlgest 
it soft with showers: thou blessed the springing t h d  
Thou crownest the year with thy goodness;-and t h ~  
paths drop fatness. They drop upon the padurea of the 
wilderness: and the little hills. rejoice on every aide. 
The pastures are clothed with flocks; the valleys also 
are covered over with corn [grain] : they shout for joy, 
they also sing."-Psalm 65 : 9-13. 

Deserts to  be Garden Spots 
"Fear not, 0 land; be glad and rejoice: for the Lord 0 ONE can read the foregoing Sc 

r i l l  do great things. Be not afraid, ye beasts of the N 
ficld: for the pastures of the wilderness do spring, for 

citations without seeing that J 

the tree beareth her fruit, the fig tree and the vine do wished to convey again and again an exp 

yield their strength. Be glad then, ye children of Zion, of Iris definite purpose to transpose th 
and rejoice in the Lord your God: for he given deserts into P"'~, rivers, fountains, 

you the former rain rn&le~-ahl~, and he will cause to cities, fields, vineyards, pastures, gardens, reeds 
come clown for you the rain,, the former rain, and the and rushes- This is just what we should ex 
latter rain in the first month. And the floors shall be of our God. The earth is His footstool, 
full of wheat, and the fats shall overflow with wine and has told US that He will make the pktm 
ail. -And I kill restore to you the years that the locust feet glorious. This we fully believe. 



That Inan will have some part in the con- 
quest of the desert we have no doubt. The Great 

,. lt iara, Aiilerican Desert, nest in size to the '3- 1 
and as much a desert in every srrlsc of tlie 
word, is now crossed by a half dozen great 
tra~~scoiitincntal railway lines, over wllicll the 
finest ra~l\vay trains in the world spced swiCtly 
day and night to their destinations. These have 
n~any  branches, penetrating illto every fertile 
or  niiiteralized portion of tlie great area. TVher- 
ever tirevc is water, or wlicreuer i t  can be ob- 
tained by drilling or by irrigation, the reclama- 
tion of the desert goes on; and as the planted 
areas increase, the climate chanqes and a 
greater rainfall comes 011. The Kaliara tlcsert 
has just been crossed fro111 ,Ilgicrs to  Tin~bllc- 
too, two tllousand nliles, by a flrcbt of' caterpillar 
tractors. It took three met~lis to  111;~lic the tr ip;  
the Arahs nlalre i t  in tlirc~r illo~~tlth. traveling 
by camel, in the way in \\rhicli t l~cy have trav- 
eled from time iiilmenlorial. Thr French arc 
now talking inore seriously than cbvcr bdore of 
running the railway all the vray to Tini1,nctoo. 

Even before the time cointAs for a libcral 
rainfall on the dcserts, with all that tlmt im- 
plies, the deserts have great pusslbil~tles as 
food producers. It is clainlcd that the spineless 
cactus, a strictly desert plant, has snccc~ssfully 
passed tlie experimental stage; mict that an 
acre of cactus plants will produce 200 tons of 
food value. Wllelher this is an annual produc- 
tion is not certain from tlie report which has 
reached us, but it seeills to read that way. The 
fruit of the cactus, like a fa t  cucnmber in ap- 
pearance, slightly flattened at the ends, is deli- 
cious for jelly and jams; and one variety has 
a pineapple flavor. The jnicc has been found 
valuable for mixing paint; the coloring of the 
red fruit is permanent and of great brilliance. 
Cactus fruit is on sale in the western states, 
and cactus candy has become popular. 

But the chiefest value of the cactus is in the 
pulp of the plant itself. Cattle eat i t  in prefer- 
ence to other foods, and young pigs fed on it 
gain daily three-fourths of a pound each. il 
corn production of a ton and a half pcr acre is 
considered good; a five-ton yield of alfalra is 
exceptional; if spineless cactus can be produced 
at the rate of 200 tons an ucrc n ~ ~ c l  sold to stocli 
growers a t  five dollars per ton, the logical price 
of the best porterhouse steak to the puhlic 
should fall to about ten cents per poundl 

' -* Deserts Alreadg Producing 2 

A ( mate  uL Pa les t i~~e  has been changing ' T"" wlth~n ? recent years; and what was but a . 
few years ago virtually a part of the Arabian 

A 

desert is now producing as high as eleven crops '_ 

of alfalfa a year and the finest oranges that 
grow. Tlie soil is limestone, and therefore un- 
usually i'c~rtile and hot. I t  has withid i t  all the 
possihilitics of a paradise, a land flowing with 
milk a d  IIOIIL'Y, as  i t  was described by the Lord 
ages ago. 

In  the Inlperial Valley, California, what but 
a few years ago ~4.a~ a desert so dreadful that 
i t  was dangerous to cross, and contained not a 
livinq tlii~ig, is XIOW one of the greatest garden 
spots of tla~.tli. 'l'lic? finest grades of cotton are 
raised; and the most astonishing quantities of 
cantclloupes, lettuce and other garden truck are 
transl)ortcd to castern markets in solid train 
loads ot rtifrigrrntion cars daily. This was ac- 
complished by irrigation. Moreover, the plant- 
ing of the lrnperial Valley in useful crops has \ 

increased the sun-ounding rainfall 
A desert of a different sort was the great 

Okeecl~obee ~1%-ainp in Florida. There %he 
trouble was not too little ~vnter, but too much; 
but by means of drainage canals a vast area 
has been turned from an inaccessible swhmp,. 
into a garden spot of great richness whereon 
crops grow in profusion. In due time, as needed, 
other swamp areas will be drained and become 
home lands for happy and prosperous tillers 
of the soil. 

I-Tolland is a swalnp; but look at the healthy 
and happy army of people i t  supports. Bd- 
gi~un is much the same, arid northeastern France * 

as well. Tlic Pripet marshes of Russia, when- 
drained, will support millions. The s w a p  
lands adjacent to the JIississippi river, once 
disesteeiiied and avoided, are now much sought 
after, since the ways to work them profitably 
have been discovered. - * 

The greatest desert of all is the unconverted 
human heart. But this also the Lord has under- 
talien to transform, so that man will be fitted 
for his new home, fitted to return to his original 
position of liing of earth, subject to his heavenly 
liing. TT%ile the divine glory mill be manifested 
in the pcrl'ections of earth, its fruits, its flowers, 
the beauties of nature, yet the grandest exhibi- 
tion of divine glory will be in man himself. To . 

appreciate this we must ren~ernber that God 
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created man in Ilis image and likeness and for and fii tree. Perfected agricultural imple- 
His g101.y. We must rerr~enlber also that God's ments of every description, electric. churns, 

---- glory in us as a race has been blemished; our mills, washers, lighting and heating apparatus, 
race no longer bears the divine irnage and like- radio concerts, fireless cookers, luxt~rious auto- 
ness. All the work of restitution, all the bless- mohilcs, perfect highways, telephones, frequent 
ings coming to earth in material ways would mail servlce, and a thousand other luxuries not 
not fully show forth the Creator's glory so even dreamed of by Solomon in all his glory, 
long as man, Jfis c.hicaf handiwork, would be mill nialie this earth again a paradise, a garden 
imperfect, blernishcd. The return of man to of JCden, in which the areas now deserts will 
his former estate of the divine likeness will be very liltelv he the choicest spots of all. How 
the crowning climax of the divine plan. wise of the Crcator to save these garden spots 

Ultimately the perfected race will dwell every untonc,hed by fallen man until His own time to 
man in his own house, and under his own vine make use of them! 

8 . ,  

Why Go To Church? 

I N ADVERTISING the importance of church 
attendance thc New York papers recently 

carried an ad written by Rev. Arthur Herbert, 
M. A., which contained in its first paragraph 
the spurious text of Mark 16: 16 in italics as 
emphasis: "He that believeth, and is baptized, 
shall bc saved; but he that believeth not, shall 
be damned." This text is not contained in any 
of the oldest manuscripts; it is false and does 
not state the truth. For  preachers to use an 
argument based upon this text to scare people 
into church attendance is only an evidence of 
the weakness of their position. The word 
"damned" has no place in Scripture, neither 
has "damnation"; the strongest words used in 
the original text arc "condemn" and "condem- 
nation." Such a statement conld not he true. 
If a person is an unbeliever he shall neither 
be condemned nor danined; for he is c o n d ~ m n r d  
already. 

I n  the ad John 3: 16 is made use of, but 
'John 3 : 17 is  not cited. It says : "For God 
sent not his Son into the world to condemn ths 
world, but that the world through him might 
be saved." 

Jesus said regarding those who were unbe- 
lievers that He spoke in parables and dark say- 
ings "that seeing they may see, and not per- 
ceive; and hearing they may hcar, and not 
understand; lest a t  any time they should be 

aiven converted, and their sins should be for,' 
them." (Mark 4:  12) This is a quotation from 
Isaiah 6 : 9,10. St. Paul makes use of the same 
line of scriptures and applies them to the Jews. 
(Romans 11 : 7-11) His argument is that the 

Jews were blinded and as a result "salvation 
is  come unto the Gentiles." But God is not 
saving all the Gentiles in the present dispensa- 
tion, as we all laow, but a "remnant," as the ' 
Scriptures show. "God . . . did visit the Gen- 
tiles to lalie out of them a peoplz for his name." 
This chosen class eventually becomes the bride 
of Christ, when Christ returns and assumes 
control of the earth; and then shall come the 
opening of the eyes of the blind Jews, and the 
unstopping of tlie ears of the deaf Jews, so 
that they may both see and understand the 
great plan of God. (Romans 11 : 25-27) And 
then the billions of Gentiles shall come to the 
light of life and truth, too, and enjoy the privi- 
leges of salvation. The millions now living on 
the ea.rth will be recovered from their blind- 
ness, and the billions now in the graves will be 

forth in the resurrcction and given the 
same piivilcges. Then will come the fulfilment 
of tlie Lord's prayer which says : "Thy kingdom 
come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in 
heaven."-Matthew 6 : 10. 

Jesus said that His Fat'her had committed 
all judgment-into His hands (John 5: 22) ; and 
again I-Ie said: "If any man hear my words 
and believe not, I judge him not; for I came 
not to judge the world but to save tlie world. 
l i e  that rejccteth me, and receiveth not my 
words, hath one that judgeth him: the wor 
that I have spoken, the same shall judge him 
in the last day." (John 12: 47,48) What is the 
meaning of these words? Simply this: Jesus 
at  the first aclvent came to lay down His life i 
sacrifice and thereby save the world from an 
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eternal death, which we inherited from fatlicr 
Adam. (Romans 5 : 12) All judg~lient being 
committeil unto Him means that He will take 
care of this feature of Gotl's great plan at  IIis 
second presence. 3lestntirne lew l~ave sufficient 
light to be judged or condemned in addition to 
the condemnation which came upon us through 
!Adam six thousand years ago. (Romans 5: 16) 
"The last day" is the "day of judgment"-the 
last day of a great week of 1,000-year days, thc 
seventh millennium froin the creation. This 
great Messianic period will soon come; and 
then ALL the Mind eyes shall bc opened, ALL the 
deaf ears shall be unstopped, not only the lit- 
eral eyes and ears but the eyes and ears of the 
mind and heart; comprehension, ~mderstand- 
ing and intelligence will come. 

Isn't i t  too much to say that if a person is 
baptized he will be saved? Does not the re- 
sponsibility rest with the person being baptized 
of living a Christian life after baptism! If 

preachers will resort to spurious texts 
Prighten people to their churches, w 
expect of them after they g e l  the 
 then^? Arc not the preachers by their 
less and Godless religions and pract 
the people away from a reverence for the Bi 
and are they not trying to keep the 
subjection to themselves ? Even so ! Th 
business long since became commer 
is no longer a holy institution having the LO 
approval., Why not become true Bible stude 
instead of fooling ourselves into being Ch 
tians in name only? So the question co 
home to us, "Why go to Church?" 

Any reading thcsc lines who are bewildere 
on the subject of Christianity and would r 
like to have the matter set straight in 
minds should send to THE GOLDE 
copy of THE HARP OF GOD, a hand 
boolr of 370 pages. Write for particulars. 

Errata 

I N  THE GOLDEN AGE of July 4, page 638, the an error, as it has been the case many times ; 
statement was made that "for the first time that women have gone into the fields when it " 

in history white women in the south are now was thought necessary. Likewise, this is true 
sometimes seen working in the fields along with of the North, also of Canada and many other _ 
the men, rather than lose their crops." This is countries. 

The Troubled World By Frederick 3. Falkiner (Ireland) 

- ' Ye thougl~tful men, l i f t  up yonr eycs, 
Anil view the n.orld aruu~r(l ; . . Look yonder a t  the gloo~ny skies. 
Whcrc darkness dulh abound ! 

The cry ascends from clime to clime: 
"\\illat (lo tllese tlli11,"s pnrtcrlll'! 

Who c:ln explain this awful time? 
Wl~eu sllall this trouble eud:," 

But  all  reply : "\Ye cannot trace 
The cause of this dark night ; 

We know not what we 11:lre to face; 
The  storm is a t  its Ireight" 

The lightning iiusll, the thllnller roll. 
And quaking ctrrtll rlon. slit.:lk 

I n  trumpct toncs t o  erery soul 
Whosc heart  is Ilure t111r1 meek. 

t; This troubled time ~ v n n  long foretold 
Uy many a godly neer. 

B u t  still rve find men's minds routrolled 
Uy abject, slavish fear. 

The hearts of men are filled with fear, 
Iiecauw they do not see 

Tlldt soon the night shall disappear 
And mornlng set  them free. 

011, look again a t  yonder sky, 
And see the bearus of light, 

D t h ( e ~ ~ d ~ n g  from the clouds on high. 
\Vl~icl~ now are  growing b r ~ g h t !  

Behold the Sun of Righteousness 
IT;$< rent the clouds in twain;  

Son sln and dputll and all distresa 
S11all fJee from earth again. 

The C'hrist of God, a s  Abram'a Seed. 
l u  Iirre to bless the race, 

To pcrfcct them in word and deed, 
Alltl rlcln3e their hearts by grace. 

But flrst of all the Lord I I I I I S ~  smite 
The rlalio~~v of the earth ; 

Aarl t h r o u d ~  His  power dispel the nI.gbt 
And bring the Seed to birth  
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LATEST SOOK 

With issue Number 00 me began running Judge Rutherford's new book, 
.. *'The Hnrp of God", with ncmopanylng questions. faking the place of both 

Advanced and Juvenile I i i ~ l e  Studiw which hnve been hitherto published. 

220Jesus knew that EIe was to bc crucified, and dignify l l is  case by even filing a forrrlal charge 
He toId His disciples of His coming death. The against Him. They sonf;llt, contrary to the law, 

.' .last night He was on earth with them Re  spcnt to n~altr: ITim testify against Himself. They 
teaching them great lessoris and truths which I<IICW 110t2iil1g ll~ernselves against Him; and not- 

' were not only a blessing to them, hnt have been withstanding they sat as the high and di,qified 
a great blessing to every one iron1 tlleli until court of the nation of Israel, they resorted to 
now who has loved tlic Lord and sought to subornation of perjury. "Nov the chief priests, 
know and do .Ilk will. TfThile Hc was thus and elders, and all the conncil [the entire court], 

: doing, the encmy was preparing to take His sought false witness against Jesus, to put Him 
life. The Sanllcdrin was a high tribnnal or to death; but found none; yea, though many 
court composed of seventy-three men, lliade up false witnesses came, yet found they none. At 
of. priests, elders, and doctors of the law, the last canlc two false (Matthew 

,_ pharisaical hypocrites, the secd of the serpent, 26 : 59,60) This exalted tribunal, in violation of 
blinded to Gods purposes. That bod?. was the every law and every precedent known to Jewish 
highest court of Israel; and it was the cluty of jurisprudence, demanded of Jesus that Hc tes- 
this court to protect the innocent, as \vcll as t~ tify against Himself. "The high priest arose 
punish the guilty. They beheld Jesus doing and said unto him, . . . I adjure thee by the 
good and the pcoplc floclring to I-Iin~. living God, that thou tell us whether thou be 

""'Then gathered'the chief priests and the the Christ, the Son of God." (Matthew 26: 62, 
Pharisees a council [a court], and said, What 63) And \\-hen He told the truth, saying, "Ye 
do we? for this man doeth many miracles. If say that I am," they said : 'What need we any 
\r7e let him thus alone, all men will b,clieve on further witness? for we ourselves have heard 
him: and the Romans shall come and take away of his own mouth." (Luke 22: 66-71) They im- 
both our place and nation."--John 11 : 47,48. mediately voted that He should die-also con- 

"ZIn other words, this supreme tribunal se- trary to their law, which required that each 
cretly met, indicted .Tesus, prejudged His case, member of the court should consider the case 
and agreed to put Hini to death, only waiting and then vote individually. Holding the session 
for an opportunity. They actcti as grand jury, of court at  night to convict Him, they knew they 
prosecutor, and trial court. They entered into were proceeding contrary to law; so they con- 
a wicked conspiracy, which was formulated by vened the court the following morning to ratify 
Satan, their father, for  the destruction of the the sentence, which was likewise contrary to law. 
Son of God. They conspired with Jndas and 

- Ilired him, for the paltry sun1 of thirty pieces QUESTIONS ON 'THE HARP OF GODS 
of silver, to betray the Lord into their 2lallds. that He was to be and how 
Satan himself entcrcd into Judas as the latter did H~ llis last night with the disciples? 1220. 
rlsecutcd the betrayal. Then orgallized a When this court secretly met, state what,was said by 

. mob, sent it out after the Master, arrested Him, i t  conccrni~lg Jesus. 7 221. 
and brought I'iim beforc this supreme court for J-Iolv wn.s Jlldas brought into the conspiracy? and 
trial a t  night, which was contrary to their own under what consideration? rj 222. 

- .  laws. "They that had laid hold on Jesus led Did t'lle court have any right to try our Lord at 
him away to Caiaphas the high priest, where ]light? v222. 
the scribes and the elders were assembled," in l y " ~  there any evidence against Him? 1 223. 

What crirne did the Sanhedrin commit in getting furtherance of the wiclrcd conspiracy.-Mat- 
n.itnesscs against Jesus ? ,., 223. 

thew 26 : 57. Did that court violate the Jewish law in voting for 
"The meek and defenseless Lamb of God ,,, ~ ~ ~ , l > ~  conviction? 1223. 

was led into a den of ravenous wolves, who Why did the court reconvene the morning folbwi 
were thirsting for Ilis blood. They &id not to ratify the sciitence? and was this proper? 7.283. 

w e  
:. 
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The World Crisis 
BJ Our Western Correspondent 7 

HE Los Angeles Examiner of August 27th T says : "Thirty thousand people heard Judge 
Rutherford's lecture on 'Armageddon' yester- 
day afternoon at the Coliseum." Many thou- 
sands more vainly attempted to reach the Coli- 
seum in time for the lecture but were prevented 
from so doing because of the inadequate trans- 
portation facilities. NTithout doubt it was the 
greatest religious gathering ever held on the 
Pacific Coast. 

This lecture was the grand finale of the 
annual convention of the Internatioilal Bible 
Students Association held at Los Angeles 
A n p s t  18-26 inclusive. At the afternoon ses- 
fiion of the convention on Saturday Judge 
Rutherford, President of the Association, de- 
livered a thrilling address on the parable of the 
Sheep and Goats, particularly emphasizing the 
fact that in all the denominational churches the 
l.'undamentalists are making a heroic fight for 
the Bible as  God's inspired Word and that it is 
the duty of the Bible Students to encourage 
them in contending for the faith once delivered 
to  the saints. At the conclusion of his address 
he read a resolution, which this great assembly 
of Christians by a rising vote u~ianimously 
adopted. n 'e  set out herewith the resolution 
in full, togetller with a synopsis of the lectures 
on the "Shecp and Goats" and "All Nations 
a r e  Marching to Armageddon." 

Sheep and Goats 

W HEX the followers of Christ Jesus can 
plainly see prophecy concerning the 

kingdom in course of fulfilment they have cause 
for rejoicing. Prophecy means foretelling 
e ~ e n t s  which are to happen in the future. the 
fulfilment of 11-11ich marks a definite period in 

L. 

God's plan. Uppermost in the minds of Chris- 
tians since the days of Pentecost has been the 
coming kingdom of God, for which Jesus taught 
His followers to pray., He prophesied the 
events that would mark that important date. 
Bible chronology shows that the Gentile Times 
ended in 1914, which ;date also marks the time 
when Messiah took unto Himself His great 
power to reign, at which time the old world 
ended. Jesus said that the end of the world 
would be marked by a world war, famine, 
pestilence, revolutions in various parts of the 
earth, the persecution of Christians, and the 
favor of God returning to Israel. These thinga 
began to have falfilment in the year 1914, and 
in rapid succession each prophecy has been f d -  
filled. To the saints Jesns said: 'When these 
things begin to mme to pass, then look up, 
and lift up your heads; for your deliveran- 
draweth nigh.' Let all Christians, therefore, 
rejoice because the proof is conclusive that this 
important time has come. As a further mark 
of this important date, Jesus said that there 
wonld be a great falling away from the faith 
by those who compose the memberehip in  the 
denominational churches, and that particularly 
this wonld be true with reference to the klergy 
and the 'principal ones of the flock.' Just  now 
we see this prophecy in course of fulfilment. 
In  the denominational churches them is now a 
great controversy between two contending fm 
tions, namely: (1) that faction which names 
itself Modernists and which denies the fall of 
man and denies the blood of Jesns Christ as the 
redemptive price of man and the coming of the 
Messianic kingdom; and (2) that class desig- 
nated as  Fundamentalists, which believes that 
the Bible is God's W o B  of truth, that man was 
created perfect, that he fell because of sin, that 

..1 
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IJesus 'did to redeem man and will come again. 
Yet these fail to separate themselves from those 
who deny the faith, contrary to the admonition 
of God's Word.-1 Timothy 6 : 3-5. 

"Those who wholly trust in the Lord should 
call the attention of all believers to these facts 
and warn them to take heed to the Scriptures 
and to come out from amongst the unrighteous 
systems. 

"Jesus foretold that there would develop in 
the church denominations two general classes, 
considered from another viewpoint; one of 
which He designated under the term of 'sheep' 
and the other under the term 'goats! Aptly 
these two animals portray the characteristics 
of the two classes named. A goat is stubborn, 
heady, selfish, proud, covetous, disobedient, 
refusing to be taught or  led, fierce and cruel 
even to the point of forsaking its own: A sheep 
is meek., gentle, teachable, manifests a desire 
to do right, to be led in the right way and to 
learn righteousness. 

"Jesus said that those of the goat class would 
pretend to be Christians and do great works 
in His name, but that they would negled to 
minister to His brethren, the true saints, and 
would despise them and cruelly push them 
aside. Thus Jesns speaks to that class : 'I was 
hungry and ye gave me no meat, thirsty and 
ye gave me no drink, a stranger and ye took 
me not in, naked and ye clothed me not, sick 
and in prison and ye visited me not.' They 
ask: When did we fail to do these things?' . to which Jesus replies: 'Inasmuch ag ye did 
it not to one of the least of these, ye did it 
not nnto me.' 

"To the sheep class He said: T e  did these 
good deeds nnto my brethren, therefore I count 
it as though ye did them nnto me.' 

"The Lord came to His temple in 1918 and 
there began the judgment of His own people. ' The Scriptures show that shortly thereafter 

, follows His judgment upon the nations of 
'Christendom,' made up as they are of the 
clergy, financial and political classes, who are 
rulers in the world and in the denominational 
churches, in which are also many of the sheep 
class. Furthermore, the Lord points out that 
this judgment would result in the goat class 
receiving great punishment similar to that to 
be ministered unto the devil, whereas the sheep 
class are to be granted full opportunity for Life 

everlasting. To the goats Jesus says : 'Depart 
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire pre- + 
pared for the devil and his angels! And unto - 

the sheep class He says : 'Come, ye blessed of ' 

my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for  
you from the foundation of the world.' Thua , 
is shown that the goat class have no further . * 

opportunity for existence because of their un- 
worthiness thereof, whereas the sheep clam, o r  
teachable ones, are to have full opportunity - 
during the Millennia1 reign, and all those who 

. will learn righteousness and obey the Lord will 
receive everlasting life. 

T'he judgment of the Lord is upon all Chris- 
tendom, and the saints are to participate there- 
in. (Psalm 149: 5-9) The time has come for 
those who believe in God and in the Lord Jesus 
Christ as man's Redeemer, to completely sepa- 
rate themselves from those organizations and 
systems whose leaders and rulers deny 'the 
only Lord God and our Lord Jesns Christ,' 
whose blood is the redemptive price of man- 
kind (Jude 4 ; 1 Peter 1 : 18,19 ; 1 Timothy 2 : * 
3-6), and to point them to the warning words 
of Jesus from heaven saying, Come out of ' 

her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her .. 
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.'- - 

Revelation 18 : 4" -5- 

Recrolution 

W E, THE International Bible Students in 
general convention assembled, again d a  - 

Clare our absolute faith in and allegiance to 
Jehovah God our Father and to His beloved 
Son Christ Jesns, our Redeemer and IGng, and 
our absolute confidence in the Bible as God's . 
inspired Word of truth given to man for hir 
guidance and instruction in righteousness. 
'<As followers of our Lord who are diligently 

striving to be His true and faithful witnesses, 
we deem it our privilege and duty to call the 
attention of all peace- and order-loving peoples 
of all the nations to the deplorable condition8 
now existing in the world and to point them to 
Messiah's kingdom as the only remedy for 
national and individual ills. 

(We hold and declare that Jesns Christ or- 
ganized His church in purity to represent Him , 
npon earth; that selfish and ambitious men, 
loving earthly honor and glory more than tb6 
approval of God, have brought in false doe- 
trines destructive of faith in Ood and Hh 
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Word, and as a result there now exist in the filled the land with a host of widows and or- 
various denominational churches two general phans, and thereby increased the sorrow and 
classes, to wit: suffering of mankind-&mans 13 : 9 ; Matthew 

'Tirst : Those who pretend to be Christians 26 : 52 ; Hebrews 12 : 14 ; Galatians 6 : 10 ; Luke 
but do not believe in the Bible as God's inspired 3: 14. 
Word of truth, who repudiate the doctrines of "(4) They have Kith selfish design invaded 
the fall of man and his redemption through the schools, colleges, seminaries and universi- 
the blood of Jesus Christ, which class is made ties with their God-dishonoring doctrine6 of 
up of apostate clergymen and 'the principal of higher criticism and evolution, have led the 
their flocks,' who are worldly men of strong people into gross error and destroyed the faith 
bancia1 and political influence, which class o f  multitudes in the inspired Word of God.- 
exercises the controlling influence and power in Jeremiah 12 : 10,12 ; .13 : 13,14 ; 5 : %, 30 ; 8 : 
the denonlinational organizations ; and 9 , l l ;  9 : 8,9. 

"Second: That great multitude of peoples " ( 5 )  They have spurned the true teachings 
who claim to be Christians and who hold and of Jesus and the apostles, have scattered the 
believe the fundamental doctrines of Christian- flock of Cfod and a famine in the land 
 it^, nalnel~, that the Bible is the word of God for the hearing of the Word of the Lord, and 
written under inspiration of the holy spirit; mused the hungry and thirsty to starve for 
that the Lord Jesus Christ came into the world spiritual food.-bos 8: 11 ; Psalm 107 : 4,s ; 
to redeem man from 'sin and death ; that He Ezekiel 34 : 4-6. 
gave IIis life a ransom for mankind; that He ' ~ ( 6 )  ~h~~ have hated the light and the 
rose from the dead and ascended into heaven bearers of the light ( ~ ~ t t h ~ ~  5 :  141, 
and will come again and set up Hie kingdom, to give meat to the hungry md drink to fie 
as He promised. thirsty Christian, turned away the stranger, 

"The class first above mentioned are lovers failed to minister to the sick, perseated and 
of self, covetous, boasters, unthankful, unholy, camed to %e imprisoned honest and faithful 
fiercc, despisers of those who strive to be good, Christians, resorted to deeds of violence against 
heady, highminded7 having a form of godliness peaceable and order-loving Christians, and 'on 
but denying tile Power themof, and slander, their skirts is found the blood of the souls of 
misrepresent and persecute those who faithfully poor innomts,'Aeremiah 2: 34; Matthew 25: 
try to represent our Lord. (2 Timothy 3: 1-5; q2,43. 
Matthew 24 : 9 ; Mark 13 : 9) While claiming to ~ ( 7 )  T J , ~ ~  have repndiated and re- 
be representatives of our Lord, they misre~re-  jected the teachings of Jesus and the apostles 
oent Him in this, to wit: mncerning the Lord's second coming and the 

"(1) They have forsaken the Word of God, establishment of Q ~ # ~  h g d o m  on for 
denied the man and the Lord the blessing of the people, and have substituted 
Jesus, by whose blood man must be d e e m e d  therefor a man-made, Sat--dire&& leawe of 
T u d e  4. 

#d 
nations which they hail as the savior of man- 

(2) They have used the name Christian and kind and = the political of &d,,, 
the Christian religion as a cloak to hide their h g d o m  on earth, fins blaspheming =is name 
unrighteousness and to enable them to deceive awe. ~h~~ have taken counsel 
the people, and have committed spiritual for- .gainet fie Lord and kingdom, which ooun- 
nicatiOn miting church Nith politica1 and Jehovah declaree not stand.-psalm 
dnancial power.-Jeremiah 2 : 21-24; Revela- 2: ; Isairh 8: 9, tion 18 : 3. 

t 

U(3) While posing as the representatives .of "E"arthermore we hold and declare that of 
the Prince of Peace, they have sanctified war, described in the eeoond class there a 
openly advised, encouraged and advocated the multitude the P e m  and oder-loving Ones 
w e ,  and by appealing to the *triotiSm of in the denominational churches, both Catholic 
the people have induced them to engage in war; and Protestant, who have held and yet hold to 
they have wrongfully preached the men into the their faith, who have been kind and considerate 
trenches, caused them to fight and die, have with and respected the faith of their fellows 

\ 
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regardless of creed or denorhination, have fed 
the hungry and given drink to the thirsty, have 
token in the stranger, clothed the naked, visited 
the sick and ministered to those wrongfully 
imprisoned, all in the name of our Lord; that 
these have hope in the kingdom of our Lord 
Jesus Christ and its attending blessings; and 
that for snch the Lord has declared His love. 
-Matthew 25 : 3440. - 

' V e  point to the fact that God through His 
Word has declared His vengeance against all 
unrighteousness and particularly against the 
present evil order (Isaiah 34 : 1-4,8) ; that the 
Lord Jesus is now invisibly present judging 
the nations of earth; that the end of the world 
has come and the dashing to pieces of Satan's 
empire is in progress (Matthew 24: 7-14) ; and 
that all  who willingly ally themselves with Satan 
and his organization s h d  suffer at Jehovah's 
hand a terrible punishment; that those espons- 
ing the righteous cause of the Lord and faith- 
fully serving Him shall pass through the trouble 
and receive boundless blessings (Zephaniah 2: 
2,3 ; Zechariah 13 : 8,9 ; P s h  41 : 1,2) ; that 
the line of demarcation between the two cla;ssps 
of Christendom is clearly drawn and the time 
has come for the separation of those who pm- 
fer evil from those who love righteousness and 
desire the Lord's kingdom. 

"We, therefore, in the spirit of love sound 
the warning to all such peace- and order-loving 
and God-fearing ones who are  associated with 
the denominational churches, and point them 
to the fact that they can have no part in nor 
fellowship with thi t  class of pretending-Chris- 
tians who repudiate the Word of God a d  deny 
the Lord Jesus Christ and His kingdom; and 
we call upon them to heed the Word of God and 
separate themselves from the unclean thing (2 ' 
Corinthians 6:17), to  withdraw themselves 
from the unrighteous ecclesiastical systems 
designated by the Lord as Babylon, and to 
came out from her, lest they be partakers of 
her sins and receive of her plagues (Revels-. 
tion 18 : 4) ; and 

'We appeal to all such to recognize Jesus 
Christ as King of kings and Lord of lords and 
that His kingdom now at  hand is the hope and 
salvation of the peoples; and that they individ- 
ually and collectively declare themselves on the 
aide of the Lord and in sympathy with His 
e w e ,  and be ready to reoeive the blessings of 

God's kingdom, which He has prepared for 
them from the foundation of the world." 

Annagcddan 3 

T H E  greatest crisis of the ages is upon tb. 
nations of earth. It therefore becomes the 

solemn duty of all Christians to aonnd the UI 

slam. Concerning this day Jehovah said: 
'Sound an alarm . . . let all the inhabitants 
of the land tremble; for the day of the Lord h 
nigh at hand.' (Joel 2: 1)  It is likewise h- 
portant to point the people to the divine sol* 
tion of the world's perplexing problems. 
"As a result of the World War the nation8 

are bankrupt and the flower of humanity ha8 
gone into the grave. Selfishness, fraud, pro& 
teering and hatred are ever on the increase, . 

h n g  the burdens of humanity nnbearabla 
Distmst, perplexity and fear have taken hold . 
upon men in all walks of life. The nations are 
feverishly preparing for war, and are v y w  
with each other in producing the most deviliah 
and deadly instruments of destruction: Inter- 
nal disturbances increase daily. The fiery vol- 
cano rumbles and roars and ever and anon 
breaks forth into flame. Many cry, Teace, 
peace,' when there is no peace. Thoughtful men 
of the world sense the approaching horrors and 
speak of them in no uncertain terme. From , 
some we quote: 'There is no settlement in 
Europe. There is no peace in Europe. Govern- 
ments can do nothing. They are afraid to & 
anything and they stand by and allow thingo . 
to go from bad to worse.. 1923 is worse than 
1914.'- Ramsay MacDonald, M. P. 'A new 

I 

chapter opens in the history of Europe and the li 

world, with a climax of horror snch as mankind 
has never yet witnessed.'-Lloyd George. Wo I 

man unless he is drunk with optimism can deny I 

that the world is very sick, and it may be r , 

sickness unto death.'-Sir Philip (Eibbs. ? thhk 
it is certain that if there be another snch war 

' 

again civilization will never recover from it.' 1 
-Viscount Grey. # 

.I 

lk &won 

w HI', in this period of the world's greatest 4 
enlightenment, do we h d  the people in 

snch distress and perplexity t Jehovah through 
t 

His prophet answers: 'Come war, ye natiom, 
to hear; and hearken, ye people; let the earth 

a 
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hear, and all that is therein; the world, and all 
tbings that wme forth of it. For  the indipa-  
tion of the Lord is npon all nations, and his 
fury npon all their armies. . . . For it ie the 
'day of the Lord's vengeance, and the year of 
the recompences for the controversy of Zion.' 
(Isaiah 34 : 1,2,8) But why God's indignation? 
Because the old world has ended. Satan's em- 
pire has come to its full in wickedness, the 
time for its fall and the establishment of the 
Kingdom of Righteousness is here. But how 
may we know that this is true? The prophets 
of God foretold the events as we now see them. 
Jesus had informed His disciples that in due 
time the old world wonld end, that He would 
return and set up  the kingdom of God, which 
would bless the people of earth. With these 
thoughts in mind the disciples propounded to 
Jesus the qnestion: Tell  ns when shall these 
things be, and what shall be the sign of thy 
coming and of the end of the worldt' The 
answer of Jesus was given in prophetic phrase ; 
that is to say, He foretold what we should ex- 
pect to transpire at the time implied by the 
question. 

"For many years Bible Students have been 
telling the people that a great change in the 
world's affairs would begin in 1914. They based 
their coaclusion npon the fact that God over- 
threw Israel in 606 B. C.; that there began the 
Gentile Times; that through His prophets He 
indicated that the Gentile dominion should con- 
tinue without interruption for the period of 
2,520 years and then the Lord Jesns, whose 
right it is, wonld take unto Himself His power 
and reign. I t  is easy to see that this period 
must end in 1914. We should, therefore, expect 
at the end of the Gentile Times the old order 
to begin to pass away. Answering the qnestion 
propounded to Him, Jesns said: 'The nations 
will be angry and God's wrath is come.' 'Nation 
ehall rise against nation and kingdom against 
kingdom'; and this shall be followed by pesti-. 
lence, famines and revolntions in various parts 
of the earth, which will mark the beginning of 
the downfall of the old order. (Matthew 24: 7) 
Exactly on time in 1914 these things began to 
come to pass and in regular and progressive 
order famines, pestilence and revolutions have 
followed the World War. As further evidences 
of the time, Jesns declared that God's favor 
would begin to return to the people of lira*; 

that there wonld be a great persecution of 
Christians; that there wonld be a great falling 

* 

away of Christians from the faith once deliv- 
ered to. the saints ; that upon earth there wonld 
be distress of nations with perplexity; that 
men's hearts wonld be failing them for fear 
because of what they see caning upon organ- 
bed society. - 

A L L  of these prophecies of J e m  k v e  been 
fnlfilled. God'e favor began to be espe- 

cially marked toward the Jew in 1918; about 
the same time there was a great persecution of 
Christians in Europe and b e r i m ,  whit& per- 
secution was instigated by apostate clergymen. 
Now we mark a great falling away from the 
faith. Modernists, claiming to be Christians, 
are denying the inspiration of the Scriptures, 
denying the fall of man, the redemption by our 
Lord's sacrifice and the coming of His kingdom. 
These faithdestroying doctrines have invaded 
the schools, seminnries, aolleges and universi- 
ties. Another branch of the denominational 
ahnrch is known M Fundamentdbts; and thew 
are they who believe that the Bible i~ W a  
Word of truth, and that redemption of man 
oomes only through Christ Jesus. While theae 
two factions are fighting between themselven 
the perplexity of the people increases. There  
fore, we see that faith in God's Word is terri- 
bly shaken, internal destruction threatens the 
nations, while dl the nations themselves are 
gathering their forces and preparing for war. 
Naturally the people ask: Where are the na- 
tions headedt What shall we erpedl' We 
answer: All the nations are marching to thr 
great battle of Armageddon, and there thex 
ahall fall to rise no more as unrighteous nirtiona 

Anncrgeddon at&& 
RMAQEDDON m e w  the great and 6nal A conflict between right and wrong, truth 

and error. God foreshadowed this in dealing 
with IsraeL That which transpired with Israel - 
foreshadowed like events to transpire in Chris- 
tendom on a far  greater scale. Armageddon 
was the great battlefield of Palestine. There 
Cfideon -and his little army put to fight the 
Midianites, who in their distress and excite- 
ment destroyed each other. Qideon and his . 
band typSed the Christ, while the Mitiitmiter 
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pictureii the contedding hosts o? Christendom. destruction of it. (Psalm 2: 2,3) Becast p 
Jehovah, through His prophet, foretelling the bolically represents selfish world powers wick- 
gathering of the nations to Armageddon, said: edly controlled by the influence of Satan, ruling 
'Assemble yourselves and come, all ye nations, by military or  other force. Fake prophet 
and gather yourselves together round about bolically means religious systems claiming to . . . Let the nation8 be wakened, and come represent the Lord Jesus on earth, yet denying 
up to the valley of Jehoshaphat [Valley of Him and His power and, in fact, representing 
Graves] : for there I will sit to judge all the the devil. They sanctify war, advocate violen- 
nations round about. . . . The Lord also shall and pronounce a benediction upon the unright ,  
roar out of Zion . . . and the heavens [ a l e -  eons mling factors of the world and claim that 
siasticimnl and the earth [organized society l the present powers are ruling by divine author- 
shall shake: but the Lord wil l  be the h o p  of ity. F ~ o g  symbolizes a system 6r organization - 
his people.'Joel 3 : 11-16. that is windy, assumes to have great wisdom, 

makes much noise and boastfully claims the only 
Could It Be Am-? power and authority to mle. Unclean spirik 

s THERE no possible way to ave.t, symbolize impure and unrighteous doctrines 1 of d-gpddon, Five years ago i t  emanating from t h w  f ~ t o r s ;  n m l ~ r  
was possible; now it  is impossible. Jesus gave the dragon, beast, and false prophet. These am 
the clear evidence, which should have been the sent forth for the 
proof conclusive to all pretending Christians, pse of and &f*uding the pea* 
as  well as real ones, concerning His second '"Jb doctrines o r  messages of these 
presence, the end of the world and the estab- evil organizations be briefly -4 UP 
]ishment of His kingdom. Had the clergy and 8s  follows: 'Give no heed to the teachings that 
the principal of their flocks taken heed to Jesus' the kingdom of Christ is at hand; those who 
words (Matthew 24: 7-14) and told the people advocate such are enemies of the government 
the trnth; had the profiteers ceased defrauding and d ~ o d d  be destroyed (Psalm 2: 3) A great 
the people and dealt righteously with them; l e a r n  or world court is the one way to safe- 
had the politicians faithfully represented the mard  the rights of the people; the present 
people, and had these accepted the testi- ~0n6titUted authorities are d i n g  by divine 
mony of Jesus and yielded to the establishment right. Therefore let all the people ~ a t r i o t i c a l l ~  
of His kingdom, the great trouble just d e a d  and religionsly m ~ ~ o r t  the present order and 
would have heen averted. (Jeremiah 18 : 8; 23 : refuse to yield to the kingdom of Christ. 
19-22 ; 26 : 12,13) Due warning was given ; they mmt support our religious system, which ha8 
failed to heed the warning. joined hands with big financiers, profiteers and 

big politicians. We must sanctify war and pre- 
Gathering for the Battle pare for war in times of peace; and all the 

people must patriotically support war regard- , THERE are three the less of the came! While these three thus bomb . 
tiom to the great battle 0' ~ a g e d d ' n  f ~ ~ y  claim to know the only way to rolesman- In symbolic phrase the Lord described it  thus: kind the nations of fear are madlT 

'And 1 saw three Unclean spirit8 like frogs for war ; thus, as ood foretow 
out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the they a** hastening on to the great battle ,,f . 
mouth of the beast, and out of the month of the Armageddon- 
false prophet. For they are the spirits of devils, the antitypical (tideon, is now - 
working miracles, which go forth unto the kings ing the light on the nations of ~ ~ h ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ * ~  
of the earth and of the whole world, to gather typified by the Midianites, emsing their an- 
them to the battle of that g r a t  day of God righteousness. The light bf trnth is frighten- 
Almighty. . . . And he gathered them together ing them and they are madly rushing to the 
to a place called in the Hebrew tongue Anna- great conflict. Sober-minded men of the world 
geddon.'-Revelation 16 : 13-16. eee the impending world-battle between the & 

''Dragon means the devil's organization ar- tions. They note the strife between the radical 
rayed against Christ'e kingdom, seeking the and conservative elements; beh-een capital 
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and labor; between Knights of Columbus and 
the Ku Klux m a n ;  that selfishness rules, and 
in fact every man's hand is against his neigh- 
bor and that the world cannot survive the im- 
pending crash. Sir John Foster says: ?t is 
enough to make the angels weep that after the 
greatest tragedy the world has ever known the 
natTons should be showing their teeth more in 
1923 than they did in 1913.' Mr. Warden of the 
London Adail says: T h e  next war +ll last but 
a few days. With the new air and gas attacks, 
which hare been planned by headquarters 

-staffs, London and Paris will be wiped out in 
a night.' 

"Describing this conflict Jesus said: Then 
shall be great tribulation, such as was not since 
the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor 
ever shall be. And except those days shodd 
be shortened, there Bhonld no flesh be saved! 
(bl atthew 24 : 21,22) His testimony is corrob- 
orated by that of the prophets.-Daniel 12: 1 ; 
Jer. 25 : 32'33 ; Psalm 107 : 23-30 ; Hag. 2 : 7. 

The Recrult 

T HIS great conflict will be sharp and quick. 
Satan's empire will fall. The Beast and 

the False Prophet, including those pretended 
Christians particularly described by our Lord 
a s  'goats,' will suffer a like punishment to that 
which is to be inflicted upon Satan, while the 
people who pass through the trouble will be 
s~mbolically slain, that is t o  say, brought under 
subjee,tion to the Lord by the message of truth. 
-Revelation 19 : 19-21. 

Some Escape 

S EEING this trouble rapidly approaching 
many xi11 ask: ?Is i t  possible to escape it; 

and, if so, how 41' Jehocah answers thus: 'Be- 
fore the day of the Lord's anger come npon 
you, seek ye the Lord, all ye meek of the earth 
which have wrought his judgment; seek right- 
eousness, seek meekness; it may be ye shall be 
hid in the day of the Lord's anger.'-%ha- 
niah 2 : 2-4. 

"Xighteonsness can be had only from the Lord 
and by those who accept and obey Him. The 
pretended religionists nllo deny the Lord openly 
and repudiate the ransom-sacrifice cannot ob- 

"E'en through harsh noises of our day, - 
A low, meet prelude hde its way. 

tain righteousness so long ae they continue in 
that course. These pretended religious system 
have become unclean and the habitation of evil 
spirits, with which true Christians can have no 
part nor felloxship. Therefore let all who love 
Jehovah and the Lord Jesus and believe the 
Bible as  true, heed the words of the Master 
directed againat the unrighteons systems: 
'Come out of her, my people, that ye be not 
partakers of her sins and that ye receive not 
of her plagues.'-Revelation 18: 24. 

. 
Divine Remedy 

W ORLD peace will be estabIished only by 
the Prince of Peace, whose kingdom is 

now here. (Isaiah 9: 6,7) The God of heaven 
is now setting up His kingdom that shall stand 
forever. (Daniel 2: 44) The time has come for 
truth to triumph. Those who deliberately ally 
themselves with Satan and his evil organization 
and fight against the Lord and His kingdom 
shall suffer destruction. (Matthew 25:41-46) 
All who wiIlingly ally themselves with the Lord 
and His kingdom and who obey righteownesll 
shall be granted the blessings of life everlast 
ing.- Zephaniah 3: 8, 9 ; Ezekiel 18 : 27, 28; 
John 8 : 51 ; ll : 26 ; Acts 3 : 19-24. 

Yn  the name of Christ, the E n g  of k i n g  
now present, I call npon dl peace- and order- 
loving people, who have faith in Qod and in 
His kingdom, t o  eeparate themselves from tha 
wicked systems dominaked and controlled by 
selfish and apostate men and to take their stand 
firmly npon the Lord's side. Thus doing and 
becoming obedient to the Lord's will, they may 
pass through the great time of trouble and be 
of the millions now living on the earth who 
will never die, and who will inherit the kingdom 
which God has prepared for them from the 
foundation of the world. 

'The Prince of Peace is now invisibly present. 
His reign has begun. The government of right- 
eousness shall be npon His shoulder. {Isaiah 
9: 6,7) Let all the nations and all the people' 
hear and render allegiance to the King of kings 1 
By Him the world &all be established that it 
cannot be moved. He shall judge the people 
righteously. (Psalm 96: 10) His kingdom shall 
endure forever.-Daniel 2 : 44." 

x 

Thiaughdouas of daubta ma creede of fear, 
A light is breaking d m  and clear." 



War or Peace-Which? ( ~ 0 d ~ b u t e . d )  a ,  

THE BEAST WANTS MORE WAF~-THE COMMON PEOPLE DESIRE PEACE 

T BE Beast is a Scripturally symbolic term 
applied to world power, made up of three 

elements, the predominating on4 in our day 
being big business, supported by qrofessional 
politicians and an apostate olergy. Another 
prophet describes the combination as shepherds 
or clergy and the principal of their flock, using 
religicm as a cloak for their real motives. The 
beast is really the governing factors of the 
nations of earth, otherwise described as the 
kings and nobles of earth. Kings do not mean 
merely men who wear crowns, but those who 
really control the nations. The masses of the 
nations are known as common people. The 
common people never do want war. They want 
to be let alone, to follow peace and enjoy the 
comforts of home. The master mind behind the 
ruling factors is Satan, the god of this world. 
He sees his power rapidly waning; and he 
causes the governing factors who exercise the 
greater g u e n c e  to ary out from various van- 
tage points: "The old order of things in this 
world is the only thing that can safeguard the 
interests of the people. It must not be dis- 
turbed. The people should patriotically s u p  
port the old order." 

This old order of things, say the false relig- 
ionists, is the political expression of God's 
kingdom on earth; therefore the people should 
oupport it. In order to induce the common 
people to be submissive to his unrighteous rule 
Satan stirs up various kinds of trouble, such 
as Bolshevism and other forms of radicalism, 
and uses these to induce the people to believe 
that they must stand solidly behind the order 
that now exists so a8 to preserve their inter- 
ents-and rights. War ia a means of appealing 
to their patriotism. I t  serves a s  an excuse to 
enact and enforce conscription laws; and thus 
Satan in his desperation is urging his repre- 
eentatives to another war. 

Some months ago Mr. Fred Smith of the 
'Johns-UanviUe Company of New York city 
was selected by the Federal Council. of Churches 
and the World Alliance for International 
Friendship and Good Will to make a tour of 
the world and to report his findings. On Sun- 
day afternoon, June 3, 1923, Mr. Smith ad- 
'dressed a session of the annual convention of 
'Associated Advertising Clubs of the World at  

@ 

Atlantic City. Many of the expressions we'd 
by Mr. Smith in this speech were studiously 
avoided by the metropolitan press. The follow- 
ing quotations from his speech were taken bp; 
a reporter who was present, and who is thor- 
oughly reliable and vouches for the correctness 
of the statements here published. The quota- 
tions are all from the copy furnished by the 
reporter in question. 

Frequently during his address Mr. Smith 
used the expression : "The common people cry 
for peace." This he stated was the sentiment 
of the masses in all of the nineteen nations he 
visited. Then with great force he added : '?How- 
ever, I am compelled to say there are rumblings 
everywhere that more war is on the way. Out 
of the nineteen nations I visited sixteen are 
actually preparing for another war. 
1 am simply stating the facts. Europe todax _ ' 

is a seething vortex of jealousies, misnnder- 
standings and ominous rumblings of threaten- 
ing revenge. There hardly seems to be any 
nation in Europe satisfied with the verdict of 
November 11, 1918, or with the Versailles 
Treaty o r  with anything that has been done 
since. Most of them are feeling that they have 
been wronged and that the only way to remedy 
the present situation is to resort to arms. In 
making this statement I am not undervaluing 
the beneficent influence of certain activities 
which are now 'carrying on'; and I am not 
belittling the work of the League of Nations," 

Again continuing along the same line, Mr. 
Smith specifically and with great force stated: 
"The common people cry for peace, but the in- 
side people [evidently meaning the mlers] say, ' 

More war." 
Concerning India he said: "While the Hin- 

doos are taught not to destroy any life, they, 
are now saying, 'It looks like we will have to 
go to war like you Christians."' 

Mr. Smith himself was not advocating war; 
'but discussing the world situation further he t 
said: "Our issne now is before the altar od . 
human justice. The supreme issue is, Can we 
find any way by which war can be avertedt - 
We Americans say that we won the war. In 1 
all the other nineteen nations they say we got - . 
rich out of it. I say that we are living in a 
kind of-fool's paradise. Under the slogan od 

5Q 



preparedness the militarists everywhere are 
.gain precipitating a deluge of war. 
"I would like to make all of my conntrymen 

[dmericansl really alarmed about war ahead. 
R e  have not made war terrible enough. The 
fact is we still put too much halo about war. 
Let us tear off the mask." 

Then discussing rules to forestall war, Mr. 
'smith added: "First, send no young men to 
war. Second, send only old men to war. Third, 
every man that voted for war should be sent to 
the front to carry a m" This last sptement 
brought forth a most temfic applause of the 
advertising delegates. Then as a further mg- 
gestion to prevent war and its devastating ef- 
fects, Mr. Smith with great vehemence cried 
out: "Rally the church! Rally the church! 
sally the chnrch! We have tried the poli- 
ticians. We have tried the newspapers. For 
God's sake let us try the Christian church." 

Thus do men flounder abont and, even though 
with an honest purpose, imagine a vain thing. 
UTe are here forcibly reminded of the words of 
the Psalmist: "Why do the heathen rage, and 
the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of 
the earth set themselves, and the d e n ,  take 
counsel together, against the Lord, and against 
his anointed." (Psalm 2 : 1,2) The marginal 
reading of this Psalm is: 'Why do the nations 
tumultnously assemble t" And thus we see them 
doing. And the people are imagining a vain 
thing, that international conference and the 
nominal chnrch can save the day. The Lord 
answers: "I have set my King upon my holy 
hill of Zion"; thus stating that the time has 
come when the Lord J e h o ~ a h  throngh Christ 
Jesus is taking possession of the affairs of 
earth. The King is here. His kingdom has 
begun. It is the only remedy for the deplorable 
conditions of the world. Big business, big poli- 
ticians and big preachers fail to learn the lesson 
that Jesns taught concerning the war and its 
effects. The Lord Jehovah through His prophet 
further advises them, saying, '73e wise now 
therefore, 0 ye kings; be instructed, ye judges 
of the. earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and 
rejoice with trembling. &s the Son, lest he be 
angry, and ye perish from the way, when his 
wrath is kindled but a little."-Psalm 2: 10-L2. 

Instead of heeding this, under Satan's direc- 
tion they are rapidly gathering the people to 

another great conflict, described in the Scrip 
tnres as Armageddon. (Revelation 16 : 13-16) 
It is time for the common people to heed the 
words of Jehovah. To such, speaking through 
His prophet, He said: KBefore the decree bring 
forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before 
the fierce anger of the Lord come upon you, 
before the day of the Lord's anger come upon 
yoa-  Seek ye the Lord, an ye meek 9f the earth, 
which have wrought his judgment; seek right- 
eousness, seek meekness : it may be ye shall be 
hid in the day of the Lord's anger."-Zepha- 
niah 2 : 2,3. 

The cry for war on behalf of the commercial 
and political power, joined in by the clergy, is 
to force the peoples of earth to accept and 
endorse the League of Nations, which League 
long ago foretold in the prophecies is a form 
of Satanic government for the purpose of con- 
trolling niankind in opposition to the Messianic 
kingdom. The Mail and Empire (Toronto) 
quoting Bev. Dr. S. D. Chown, General Super- 
intendent of the Methodist Church in Canada, 
says: "The nations of Europe appear to be 
dancing a dance of death upon the very verge 
of a moral volcano, whose eruption may at any 
moment lay civilization in 1% ashes and as in 
our graves. Between mankind and the possi- 
bilities of momentary destruction stands no 
organized opposition but the League of Nations, 
fortified by the conscience of Christian people." 

Dr. Chown further Baid that he had been 
authorized by the General Conference Special 
Committee to urge each Methodist minister and 
probationer to preach upon the subject of 
'VTor1d Peace ' He oontinqed : "The very axis- 
tence of a League of Nations. is a direct and 
inescapable challenge to the Church of Christ 
to realize its divine function as the representa- 
tive of the Prince of Peace ; and should it fail 
at this crncial time, it will add immensely to 
its indisputable responsibilities and go down in 
history meriting and receiving the condemna- 
tion, if not the execration, of mankind." 

Big business wants war; and they will get 
it in the great co~IEct of Armageddon foretold 
by the Lord. The common people want peace; 
and they will get it after the war and trouble 
are over. The Lord has given this premiee 
when He says: '2 will ahake all nations, and 
[then] the desire of all nations shall come." 
-Haggai 2: 11. 



The Plight of Christendom BY 2. W. Reinter 

I HAVE for some time been persuaded that this mass can be accomplished only by purging 
nothing less than a shock will change the i t  with such impressions aa will bring about 

process of thinking, mental tendencies, and the needed reactions. That the strength of thir 
actions of this degenerating world. Deliberate arresting force wil l  be sublimely powerful can 
stoicism of the sentiments and s t a g  of the be grasped by a glance at the present condition 
reason are resorted to when reform in men- of hnman affairs. 
tioned. Optimism gives the mind a bed of ease As it is, the inertia of human pasaions oar- 
to rest upon, but never alters any existing con- ries this seething mass into everquickening 
'dition. Oplimism b l o b  d e n  by a systematio pulsations of corrupting practices. It is ae id 
method of self-deception a gigantic engine had lost its engineer and WM 

This is espeoially true in the formation and plunging onward with maddening speed, bnm- 
breaking of injurious habits. After deliberating ing out the bearings and paving the way for ib 
npon the impropriety of a course of action, the own destrnction 
power of nerve cravings and the deep-rooted Human society is sinking into an  abyss; and 
mental attitudes overcome the desire to follow the surrounding, threatening clouds and surg- 
sane reasoning; and the individual sink8 back ing waves of hatred and resentment encircle ita 
into the polluting practices against which a waning powers of resistance, to engulf it  in 
slwnbering sense has for the moment been ex- their fathomless depths. The next social order 
cited into action. The gigantic problem is how must be essentially new, from foundation to 
to get past the crisis of resisting tendencies, pinnacle; for so great will be the r e d s i o n  
and to break in cultivated habits which carry against the old order that in the fabrication 04 

the being along channels of wisdom, juntics, and the new human endeavor will not permit the 
love. The power to accomplish this should r e  welding of anything having the least taint of a 
ceive careful attentioa spirit which created its own destruction. 

The mind and body are inseparable, and one I s  this then a hopeless condition? It is, from 
must react upon the other. Ill health and die- the human standpoint; and the efforts of six 
eased organs, through the instinctive effort$ thousand years to extricate society from this 
of self-preservation, drive men and women to destructive effect, caused by the violation of 
seek diversions, and are a potent factor in the the divine laws, stands as an eternal witness 
polluting of the higher sentiments of man; and of the helplessness of map. The despondency 
the poisona generated by fear, pride, anger, created by this hopelessness fin& expression 
and vice, only steep the character in greater in the numerous homicides and suicides, viaions 
degeneracy. habits and degenerated morals. The divine 

Few succeed in tearing away from the deep remedy is the only solution, and in the prom- 
seated habits of thought and practice; and the ises of God's Word is the only hope. And this 
'developed, routine responses of cultivated is a golden hope. Its effects are triumphant in 
renses fasten npon the being with great per- producing a living faith, which looks with long- 
manence. The majority factor of contact with ing expectancy to the culmination of the divine 
other beings, similarly affected, deepens the processes, which will eventuate in the perfect- 
impression8 of established tendencies upon the ing of the holy spirit of Jehovah God in man. 
brain. Therefore nothing but a t e d c  revers- 
ing of human tendencies, by shocking repul- Human EfforCr due for a Jolt . 
sions, can get society started up the %highway" W HEN the brakes are put on, the train of 
to "holiness." human eventa will be jolted by the con- 

cuasion of the onward rushing wheels of "pmg- 
Corrypting Practiecr Aggravated ress in the wrong direction." The jarring of 

T HE corrupting contamination of vile self-satisfied security and mental tranquillity 
thoughts md of evil designs has made the prodnces action. Thia mental attitude ia well 

world a seething, cantankerous mass, which illustrated by an incident occnrring in Chester, 
e n &  its polluting streama into every nook and Pa., when a bridge collapsed and a number of 
corner of human activity. ,The pnrikation of people were drowned, due to the rusting of the 

IU 



supports. Immediately action was secured in 
Philadelphia on defective bridges, same being 
closed to t d c ,  and the needed repairs made. 
But it  required a shock to get the action. The 

, 71Torld War was a shock. A few were awakened 
by it, but many still require a more vivid im- 
pression. 

The instincts of man have been measurably 
aiverted; for they are subject to the diversion 
B-hich the intellect may place upon them. Had 
man been obedient to God He would, no doubt, 
have guided these instincts into correct chan- 
nels of culture, until such a time as the devel- 
opment of intellect in the human family had 
reached a point where the control of all the 
instincts would have produced the most favor- 
able results, and trained the cell cultures of the 
body to tune up with the responsive chords of 
God's spirit, and coordinate with the laws of 
man's Maker. 

Better times will come when the simple laws 
are obeyed. The lesson that @eir violation is 
destructive has not yet shocked the world into 
putting them into practice. "Thou shalt not 
kill" is accepted as a formula; but murder is 
legalized by destructive wars. "Thou shalt not 
steal," the preacher says; but he condones the 

dealing of millions by clever business trickery. 
"Thou shalt not covet thy neighbois goods" is 
praised as pious ; but grabbing the lands of the 
weaker peoples by the stronger is the order of 
the day. "Thm Bhalt not bear false witness" 
is a statute npon the law books; but the 'lying 
press" is a by-word in the mouth of millions. 

Every now and then there appears a shaft of 
light amidst the encircling gloom, as the divine 
judgments force submission in some matter. 
The shadows of f u h r e  things am reflected in 
the glare. "Selfdetermination of nations" ie 
-the cry; and then the flash is swallowed up in 
gloom. 'We will not war npon our fellow Rus- 
sian workmen," British Labor shouts; and ai- 
lence reigns. Another cry, 'Zet us disarm"; 
and the shroud of black enfolds it. Still another . 
flash, and the candles of the Greek Orthodox 
Church go out. 

A bright light is arising: it is the Sun of 
Righteousness. A txo-edged sword is flashing: 
it  is the tmth. The spirit of the tmth, because 
of its wonderful results, will finally be the dom- 
inating factor in human affairs. Let all who 
wish to escape the retributive method of correa 
tion by a just Ood begin to cultivate in their 
hearts, right now, "the Spirit of the Truth." 

Deplorable Conditions and the Remedy BY E. E. CasseZ 

0 UR political, social, religions and industrial 
system is now passing through the most 

critical period of its existence. 
In every line of private endeavor this is visi- 

bly apparent; and the deplorable conditions 
edsting are wholly due to the fact that repre- 
sentative government has been cleverly and as- 
tutely taken from the hands of the people. The 
Legislative, Executive, and Judicial personnel 
is  controlled absolutely by an interlocking of 
fiscal agents, comprising the most vicious money 

b oligarchy the world has ever witnessed. 
This oligarchy is decidelp non-partisan to the , 

extent that i t  nominates (under the corrupt con- 
vention system) the Presidential candidates of 
both major parties and mth  the explicit under- 
standing that their wishes in congress, execu- 
t i re  office and court are to be served first and 
to the letter. Thus are destroyed every right 
and possibility of suffrage, as the people have 

only destructive equals from which to make 
their choice at  the polls. 

The thoroughness with which this monopoly 
system is entrenched is the sad commentary 
which casts gloom upon all who hope to per- 
petuate our institutions as founded. 

'Thorough explanation here would require 
many pages of print; but briefly stating, there 
is not a single industry of note (except Ford's), 
corporation, bank, agricultural college, chamber 
of commerce, nor seat of -learning that is not 
directly connected with the twelve banks con- 

' 

stituting the monopoly, and now generally 
termed the government. 

In  order to maintain a system of this magni- 
tude every avenue of information, inclusive of 
the Radio, is controlled to the extent that the 
trnth of a state, national or international ques- 
tion cannot reach the people. Only anoh 
speeches as will give expression to specially 
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prepared propaganda are staged by the mas- ple could have opportunity for the formation 
ters in full control today. of a correct opinion whereupon they could d e  

cide who is the guilty party in the case. Fur- 
The Preaa the Servant of Plute thermore, a newspaper or magazine, in order 
THE press, however, affords greater possi- t-0 continue such, should be compelled by 

bilities; for it reaches all of the people and law to publish free, as news, the platform 04 
therefore is the greatest medium for propa- each car~didate in a fair and impartial manner. 
ganda work. With this completely controlled, 
a s  i t  is today, Christ appealing for peace, jus- A Remedy 
tice, and a return to the policies of Washington W I T B  these laws *labed on the statutes by 
and Lincoln, ~ ~ o u l d  be vilified in the columns of Congress at the eleventh hour, which is 
nearly every daily news medium in the country. Eear, reconstruction would be thorough and 

The vilification of Senator La Follette in consummated with quick dispatch; the massea 
nearly every daily paper in the United States then, for the first time, would individually enjoy 
because of an editorial in his magazine dealing strict equality with each person of the Nonog 
with the machinations of the monopoly just oly class. Consequently wars and preparation 
described is an example of their ability to per- therefor wonld be heard of no more in civilized 
secute effectively any representative who will countries; for no war ever received the support 
not yield to their policy of absolute control of of the masses untii false propaganda and form 
government. were applied by the monopoly class a t  least on 

Ninety-five percent of candidates for office the one side and wholly for the purpose of ter- 
upon a specifio platform for r+ef of economic ritorial expansion, oppression or general prof- 
cocditions are defeated and politically ruined, iteering. The teachings of Christ were never 
by continued vilification through the daily taken into consideration, and the dollar, not -- 
press, which the monopoly controls; therefore, human lives, has always been the unit of value. 

- how can government of the people by the money Most important of all, the people' wonld be 
oligarchy be dislodged and freedom of thought able to exercise the right of suffrage on equality 
and political action be restored? and with effect, the only just and legal means 

The answer to this important question can be of correcting county, state, national or inter- 
found by turning to the policies of Washington national conditions, and could thus select and 
and Lincoln, and the solution is quite easy. But elect, in one day, for President of the United 
the adoption of the same when every s o u m  of States some public-spirited man who is inde- 
learning, of finance and of information except pendent of the money ring and who has recog- 
through THE GOLDEX AGE, the Nutwn, Lo Fol- nized statesmanship ability. They could select 
lette's Magazine, the Bearchlight, Dearborn a man who has upheld the poliq of Washing- 
Independent, New Pork Call and three or four ton and Lincoln in their fight against foreign ' 

smaller publications, is controlled a s  described, alliances such aa is embodied in the League od 
the task ranks with the impossible. Nations, Four-Power Pact and World Court; 

I t  would be possible, however, if Congress who has fought or  will fight for a neutrality, 
would abolish the National Convention (the which would have kept us out of the World 
key to oligarchy control), abolish electors, and War; one who L against the Esch-Cnmminr 
permit the people to choose and elect the Presi- Railroad Law and the Ship Subsidy, and who 
dent, Congressmen and members of the Su- would return the government to the people. 
preme Conrt in the November elections. It Unless snch timely action is taken by Con: 
wonld be possible if laws could be passed taking gress, Coolidge, or  perhaps Underwood (exact 
from Congress the right to declare war and equals as viewed by the Monopoly), will be 
leave this to a Referendum vote of the people elected under the corrupt convention system, 
and forbidding vilification and personal attack, whereupon Monopoly will have a greater stran- 
through the press, radio, or  movie, upon any gle hold, such as is  necessary in the adoption 
citizen without publishing or  displaying a ver- of a complete military despotism, designed for 
batim copy of the position snch citizen has greedy profiteering, the summit of antoeratis 
taken on the questions at  issue, so that the peo- controL But wi l l  it be done? I t  will not1 



President Harding in Retrospect 

W E MAY not be too snre as  to the cause stricken while in he fa r  West on a similar 
of President Harding's death. The errand. The words of the Prophet, "Say ye 

atatemerit accredited to the associate editor of not, A confedenref (Isaiah 8: 121, come with 
the New Pork Commercial that he died from the force of a command at this time, and are 
*mental aesassination" due to the growth of evidently backed with the power of God The 
radicalism in the United States may be set Ihmerican people by an overwhelming majoritp, 
sown as  sheer nonsense. The possession by ordered President Harding to keep ont of Euro- 
others of opinions M e r e n t  from one's own pean affairs; big business has been and still b 
never killed anybody. determined to get this country in, and uses its 

Quite as liable to be nonsense is the idea great accordingly. 
that has been widely circulated that he worked There ie talk of an Aspidant M- 
himself to death. It is o F n  to question whether a d  who shall have power to take from the 
any man ever worked himself to death. With- shoulders of his chief much of the routine, thns 
out doubt the presidential office is hard to a la-g the time of fie chief more free to graP 
although Mr. Roosevelt made the statement ~ l e  with the larger questions fiat come to him. 
that he 'liked f i e  job: and it ie noteworthy This eeems to ns like a good plan, if such an 
that most presidents seek reGlection, which they assistant is made res~onsible to the people. 
would hardly be likely to do if the position President Harding was one of the best loved 
were distasteful. men in American public life. He did not r?lnim 
We are not so sure that fiere is any to have outstanding ability; he even acknowl- 

in the suggestions of the anti-Catholic organs edged that there Was no particular reason why 
that he was put out of the way by the hier- he should be President; but he W a s  genial, 
archy, though i t  is odd that some of these g n d l ~ ,  well-meaning, and tried, as far he 
pprs received preceding his death  signed conld, to please everybody. This disposition of 
letten stating that he was to be put out of the to please everybody was Perhaps hi8 
-way. The Felbwship F o a m  claims to have greatest handicap. Those who make their voi- 
received such a letter. Other such papers call most heard and their idhen- most felt at 
attention to the claim that Mrs. Coolidge is an Wmhb!?ton are the moneyed interests of New 
ardent Roman Catholic, and express wonder- Pork; it is impossible to do as they wish, and 
ment a t  President Harding'~ narrow escape 8s they msis% a d  to do as the p u n  r p l b  
from death in the automobile accident that wish and as justice demands. President ard- 
killed one of his companions, and in the ram- inf3 was -0wledg4 even by his critics, as 
ming of his boat by another boat in San Fran- modest, patient? considerate, and t V h g  to b6 
ciseo harbor just before he began to show evi- fair-minded and disinterested. He was not wil- 
dence that he had been poisoned. It is claimed f d ,  overbearing, cold find an-tic, as have 
that three days before his death there wm a been some of his pred-ssom in the high office 
Western Union despatch received in Pittsburgh which he o c a ~ i e d -  He was not a natural leader, 
stating that he was dead, and that when qdes- but rather tried from day to day to adjuet 
tioned on the subject the Western Union people ,kmeria to its new and ~~t positions by 
refused either to deny or  to af6rm. Mr. Harding Using the 'Plans and methods of long ago. He 
was a Mason; so also, we understand, was Mr. was said to be eager to retire to private life 
Thomas Watson, the famous anti-Catholic sen- and to have aged rapidly while in his position. 
ator from Georgia, who alsb died recently Mr. Earding sensed the value of the Chris- 
an'der circumstances not unlike those attending tian life. In his last talk he mged Christianib 
the death of Mr. Harding. in language rather unusual for an  h e r i m  

I t  may be &at Mr. Barding's death -e as president to put forth in a speech. He 
an act of God, a determination on the part of mid, ss reported in the press : 

'T tell yon, my mtqmen, fhe m 1 d  needs mara ai the bhnighty to cut short his efforts to the tba rmld ne mmc id the .pirit of the United States into the World Court, the y, Nd ,,* Inb ihe rrhtim- 
back-door entrance into the League of Nations. &pl of humarrity, mang .nd 
It will be r e d l e d  that Preaident Wilson was d o n s  d the earth, the hthmhaod that *t 
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1 1 ~  GOLDEN AGE ' wnn, n. L 

by the Christ, w e  would have r restored world; we 
would have little or none of war, and we would have a 
new hope for humanity throughout the globe. Them 
never was B greater lesson taught than that of the 
Golden Rule. I f  we could have that one faithfully 
obsened, I would be willing to wipe out the remainder 
of the commandments. I should like to say further 
that if wr are going to make of this America of ourr 
.U that the fathers sought, if we are goink to make it 
true to the institutions for which they builded, we mud 
continue to maintain religious liberty. As you remem- 
ber, we builded on the foundation of civil liberty, and 
we capped that with the stone of human liberty, and 
the third fundamental was religious liberty. The United 
States never can afford to deny religious freedom." 

President Harding's failure to insist on the 
immediate and unconditional liberation of all 
political prisoners, and the consequent death 
of many of these poor fellows in prison while 
their semi-orphaned children suffered for the 

necessities of life, five years after every other , country had released its political prisonem, 
will remain the greatest blot npon his name, 
greater even than his opposition to the bonm q 
for the soldiers, or his lukewarm attitude to- 4 
ward labor. No doubt he did what he believed 
to be fo r  the best interests of the people as 8 - - 
whole, or at  least he did the best that he could - 1  
under the circumstances in which he found him- 
self placed. I t  requires tremendous courage 
and great ability to discharge properly the 
duties of president *of this great country. No',. 
president ought to be harshly criticised who ' 

does the best he can for the whole people, and 
especially should such criticism be mild when' 
so kind and genial a man as Mr. Hatding finds 
the office a burden and ends his days trying to 
carry the burdens which fortune fastened upon 
his shoulders. 

r -  L A -  

Reports From Foreign Correspondents 
From Britain 

T HE English farmers have now got in a 
good proportion of their wheat, oats, and 

barley crops, and have f o h d  that they have 
done fairly well. Owing to lack of sunshine in 
the Spring itT'was feared that the crops would 
suffer and the farmers get but a poor return 
for their labor-at least that was what the 
newspapers said. p>obably the papers were 
supplied with the paragraphs by one of the 
agencies that they allow to supply them with 
news and that make it their business to report 
or if necessary to invent items of interkst. 

The Creator continues to manifest His good- 
ness and loving-kindness !@wards men, even as 
St. Paul said, in giving rain from heaven and 
fruitful seasons, iilling our hearts with food 
and gladness. (Acts 14: 17) Ruskin said: 
'Wature is cruel, red in tooth and claw." That 
is partly true of the animal world, of man and 
beast; bat nature is kind and lavish in its gifts 
to man and beast. What it will be when it  is 
free to give, when not restrained by the em- 
bargo laid npon it because of the sin of man 
and the consequent necessity of making him 
toil, we can only imagine. It is certain that the 
fields will smile with the blessings of heaven 
upon them, yielding their full measure of in- 
crease. (Psalm 67 : 6) The prophet Ezekiel tells 

us that famine is one of God's weapme agaimt 
eviL If God does permit that terrible thing to 
come upon the earth in the near future, either 
by the conditions which man has produced and 
which prevent the transportation of food from 
the country of production to the people who 
need it, or, as may be, by the positive with- 
holding of the blessings of nature, yet when the 
lessons are learned men will thank Him because 
they will realize the love which caused the 
Father's hand to smite. 

An interesting item was noted recently. In 
a market produce-farming district there were 
in the fields around two crops of peaa growing, 
one to wme to the r i p e d g  about two to three 
weeks after the other so as to-keep the markek 
supplied in proper course. But a very sharp 
electric storm brought the second crop to matu- 
rity; that is, it caused it to jump two weelrs 
development. Not very pleasing to the farmers, 
who had to employ extra labor and a t  the same 
time glut the market and so reduce their profits; 
but interesting to the community a s  a possible 
example of what may be done to quicken nac 
ture's growth. Eledricity has been proven to 
be of advantage in the development of seeds 
and of plant life, but this is the first instance 
we have heard of on so large a scale. 

The outlook for the winter is depressing. 
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Trade does not improve, and there are no pros- 
pects of improvement. On the other hand, with 
lessened purchasing power at  home and the for- 
eign markets sending few orders to Britain, and 
oonditions preventing even those few from be- 
ing accepted, there are no reasons for expecting 
any trade improvements. It is calculated that 
Britain will have 4-,000,000 persons out of work 
in the coming winter. Suggestions are made 
which if carried out would ultimately provide 
work for 300,000; but even at  present unem- 
ployment figures this still leaves 1,100,000 out 
of work. A prominent politician stated recently 
that there are in Britain 800,000 young men who 
have never done any work-a terrible condition 
and one which forebodes much evil during the 

next few years of sharp distress and triaLwhich 
-mu& come with the further adverse conditions. 
In the meantime the seaside resorts have given 
themselves over to revelry. Carnivals are the - 
order of the day. If these were the simple en- 
joyments of a happy people one might perhaps 
be glad to hear of them. But they are not that; 
rather they are days and nights of frivolity, 
throwing both young and older people into most 
ways of temptation. Outwardly the condition 
of things looks good. The streets and shops 
seem always crowded; railway trains are well 
iilled and are running with prewar loads and 
timing; the seaside resorts are full to over- 
crowding. But by those who look ahead the 
specter of distress is plainly to be seen. 

1 

The Llano Estacado, or Staked Plains BP J .  A. B O ~ M ~  

M &UY people, especially in the East, fancy 'fore. It is not necessaq nntil the railroad com- 
the expansive Llano Estacado of western pany gets the greater benefit or is in danger of 

Texas, which reaches scores of miles into h'ew losing to some other concern. We all know how 
Mexico length and width, to be a vast desert that works. 
waste unfit for pasturage or  cultivation, chiefly The Llano Estacado ia a huge plain or  table- 
an extensire stretch of sand and alkali, and land at the top of what ie d e d  Caprook, a 
uninhabited by man. Such is not the case. 200- to 500-foot rock ridge bordering the plain 

This vast territory is now nnder intensive on the eastem side. The lower land ie broken 
cultivation and yielding good croppage, mostly with alternate plain and hill country dotted 
cotton and corn. Much of it  is very good pas- with mesquite, which somewhat resembles a 
tnre-land for cattle and sheep. It is fenced and neglected, unrowed peach orchard. It is  the 
cattle and sheep roam it by the pousands. The habitat of wolves and jack-rabbits with enough - 

farms are largely 160-acre tracts. In  some coyotes to make the night hideons with their 
parts the ranches embrace upwards of many yelpings. But all the yelping yon hear may 
thousand acres, particularly in the western anel *emanate from the throat of a lone coyote, 
southern sections where the chief industry is though you imagine at the time there must be a 
stock-raising. Settlements are few. dozen or more of them in the chorus. One my- 

The reason why there are no railroads in the ote can make more noise than 8 steam calliope 
greater part of this gigantic plain lies in the in a circus parade, and not overdo himself. 
fact that the Panhandle and Santa FB railway On the Llano Estacado on certain days 
rystem has the whole territory nnder business mirage after mirage appears. One sees water 
care; and why build new roads when it already everywhere with trees, cattle, and dwellings 
gets all the trade, however inconvenient to the plainly discernible therein; but there is no 
fanner to bring his stuff to the distant railroad water. It is not an optical illusion, but a 
pointst When a competitive railroad line was strange atmospheric phenomenon. The tender- 
proposed and work on it  fairly under way, the foot is willing to swear that he actually sees 
Santa FB got busy and built first to the pros- water, and a big lake a t  that, though he mdd 
pective points; and the competitive line was no more find it than he could h d  the rainbow 
promptly abandoned. If i t  is necessary (for pot of gold. His visionary water persistently 
the railroad business) for the famier to have a remains within a mile of him, travel as fast as 
railroad near his place he gets it, and not be- he may. 





A Trip to The Thousand Islands 

W E ARE abont to take a trip together to of water can have no effect, as the island is to 
the Thousand Islands. But instead of be of steel and concrete, not only resting on, 

bllowing the usual route we start off in the but sunk into, the ocean floor. 
opposite direction, and before we arrive a t  our Cuba itself ie the most productive island in 
destination we shall visit some strange and the world, in some years producing one-half of 
interesting places. Our first stop is Bermuda, the world's sugar. The western end lies directly 
681 ,miles southeast of New York, 580 miles south of Fort Wayne, Indiana; the eastern end 
east of North Carolina. directly south of New Pork city. .There are 

Though popularly called Bermuda, the right several hundred emall islets along the coast. 
name for the group of 360 coral islands which Although nearly a thousand miles long the 
have Hamilton as their capital is The Bermu- average width is less than fifty miles, ma%ing 
das. Although the total area of these islands is the total area abont the she  of Pennsylvania 
but 19.3 square miles, and only twenty of them A splendid day and night service of through 
are large enough to be inhabited, yet they con- express trains, equipped with Pullman sleeping- 
stitute one of the garden spots of the world cars and dining-cars, covers the island.- 
and are noted for their superb climate, scenery, From Havana we go ninety-two' miles north 
and productiveness. Three crops a year of M- to Key West, which used to be an island, but 
excelled onions and potatoes find their way into which ceased to be one when the Florida East 
northern markets. The principal islands are Coast railway connected it with the mainland 
connected by a system of roads and bridges by a succession of bridges and fills 107-miles 
which makes them practically one island. Thou- long. This is the only place on the p h S t  when, 
sands of New Porkers visit Bermuda every one can take a sea trip of thia length in a rail- 
winter to enjoy the mild weather which the way train. Ever since this railway was built we 
location in the Gulf Stream assures. have been watching the papers to see it washed 

From Bermuda our next stop is Havana, off into the Gulf Stream; but it ia still there. 
Cuba, 1,155 miles to the southwest. On the way Key West cigars are popular with the allied 
we pass through the Bahamas, a string of and amalgamated hay-burners' association. 
islands hundreds in number, stretching from 
near the coast of Florida for a distance of me Wi~tZndiclr 
seven hundred miles to the southeast. On one F ROM Key West we go to the center of the 
of these islands, once called San Salvador, now West hdies, San Juan, f i e  capital of Porto 
called YTatling Island, Columbus first landed Rico, 966 miles to the southeast. Porto Rim ia 
in the western world. The discoverers made rectangular in shape, forty miles north and 
slaves of the simple natives, and sent them to south by one hundred miles east and west. 
Central America to work in the mines. The During the Spanish-American war its Spanish 
total population of the twenty inhabited islands governor-general surrender& to th'e United 
is 60,000; Nassau, the capital, is a center for States forces by long-distance telephone when 
the illicit rum traffic infesting American shores. he heard that Uncle Sam's t r o o p  had landed 

On the way to Havana from New York we on the island iifty miles away. 
may sometime be able to call at  Welcome Island, I Near Porto Rico on the east are the Virgin 
to be constructed outside of the jurisdiction of Islands of St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, 
the United States and all other nations, being which Uncle Sam purchased from Denmark in 
in neutral waters. No criminals are to be al- 1917 for $25,000,000. These islands are now 
lowed, no profiteers, and no bootleggers. The said to be wretchedly governed by American 
entire island as laid out by the office of W. C. naval officers, with results that in six years 
Griesser, comprises two hotels of 4,200 sleep have filled the 25,000 inhabitants with dissatis- 
ing rooms each, with the required dining rooms, .faction, dismay, and almost despair. 
grill rooms, meeting rooms, banquet and danc- To the south are the Lesser Antilles, stretch- 
ing halls, as well as all the rooms necessary ing five hundred miles, all the way to Trinidad 
for the comfort of the guest. The entire con- off the mainland of South America. Trinidad 
strnction is to be substantial. Mr. Griesser be- is almost square in shape, abont forty miles 
lieres that the most severe typhoon or uphenral each way; i t  has a third of a million inhabi- 
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tants; in its center is the most famous asphalt 
'deposit in the world. Uost b e r i c a n  cities are 
wved with Trinidad asphalk 

On the way back to San Juan we pass the 
French island of Martinique. A generation ago 
*Aount Pelee, a volcano on the northern end of 
Martinique, suddenly erupted, destroying the 
entire population of the city of St. Pierre, 
which lay a t  its feet. St. Pierre has been rn 
built; its population in 1915 was 25,792. No 
Hisaster completely destroys the hope of man. 

From Porto Rico we head for the Panama 
Canal 1,029 miles away. On our right, a8 we 
speed through the Caribbean Sea, is the island 
of Haiti-Saxr Domingo, whereon two Negro re- 
publics manage to live without swallowing each 
other, though Haiti has a hard time to keep 
from being swallowed by the big New York 
bankers that have i t  by the throat. The island 
is four hundred miles long, and over a hundred 
broad a t  the widest place. 

Farther on, to the right, is 'Jamaica, the size 
of Porto Rim, a cherished British possession, 
famous for sugar, molasses, and rum. Many 
hundreds of miles in the same direction from 
our track, off the coast of Louisiana, Lies the 
island of Cote Blanche, of pnre salt. The dis- 
covery that this island is of pnre salt was made 
only two years ago. One would hardly have 
supposed that such an interesting discovery an 
to the nature of its soil could have lain mob- 
nerved so long. 

Our course from Porto Rim through the 
Panama Canal is southwest. We are amused a t  
the capers which nature has cut whereby the 
. Pacific end of the canal is twenty-five miles far- 
ther east than the Atlantic end of the canal. We 
are interested when we learn that from New 
York it is a less distance via Panama to Hong- 
kong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Nelbonrne, Sydney, 
or Wellington than by any other marine route, 
the average saving in miles to these points 
being 3,520 miles; also that from ports in the 
British Isles there is an average saving of 1,712 
miles effected by routing the traffic to Yoko- 
hama, 31elbourne, Sydney, and Wellington via 
Panama. 

South &a IslanrEs 

W E KEEP right on into the Pacific in a 
southwest direction until we come to the 

Galapagos Islands, 864 miles from Panama, 

lying directly on the equator, 500 miles west oE! 
Ecuador. Scientists report that the most inter- 
esting detail of these islands is that the anhda 
here show no fear of man. Reptiles of huge 
size do a8 they please; lizards grow to be fonr 
feet long; and turtles, each weighing several 
hundred pounds, enjoy eating dogs that mme 
too near. 

This is our first stop in the South Sea. 
Islands, as those of the South Pacific are oom- 
monly called. The New York World says 04 
them : 

"No spot in the world ie more refreshing to the 
tourist; for at every turn he will find a ncm, clean world 
of surprises; but if he remains he will become miserabla 
nine times out of ten. Without community spirit, c l u b  
identity of interests, common purposes-without t h e  
trea, churches, games, libraries, congenial oocupatiom 
and diversions-Me beeom- a bore. Lorge spider#, 
millions of ants, poison fish whose deadly prongs pro- 
trade fmm the sands along the beaches, flying fox* 
myriada of rats, Borne centipedes, and countkss creeping 
things abound merywhere. The danger is not v e r ~  
great, but the discomfort ia continuous." 

We are not visiting all the islands in the 
South Seas. One reason is that there are 930 
large enough to be listed in the atlas; another 
is that some are hard to reach. Our nest stop 
beyond the Galapagos Islands, g o i ~ q  on in the 
same general direction, is the French island of 
Tahiti, a nice little jump of .?,%a iuile~. The 
only reason we stop is that i t  is the cross- 
roads of the South Pacific, a convenient port 
of call between Panama and Australian or New 
Zealand points. 

Half way between Galapagos and Tahiti, 
though a little matter of 1,150 miles off to the 
left of the track, is the famous Easter island, a 
penal settlement for Chile, from the shores of 
which it is distant 2,300 miles. Every once in a 
while some sea captain conies into port, and 
declares that Easter Island has disappeared. 
I t  has been reported missing many times, but 
always comes up smiling. This strip of land ir 
the site of a ?veird collection of statues and 
monuments, some seventy feet high and weigh- 
ing a hundred tons each. There is unmistakable 
evidence that the work of building the mona- 
ments was suddenly abandoned; for some are 
incomplete, others lying unmounted beside their 
platforms. I t  is possible that the flood of Noah'o 
day was the cause of their sudden abandonment. 

Our nest stop is 1,301 miles west a t  Apia, in 



tbe Samoan Islands, which once came near 
being a cause of war between the United States 
and Germany. At the critical moment a great 

I a t o m  dashed some of the war vessels on the 
rocks. Subsequently the sovereignty of the 
islands was pacifically divided between the two , 
countries. 

1 The next stop ie at Levnka, in the Fiji 
Islands, 600 miles to the sonthwest of Apia 
Fiji  was once a place where the principal w e  
the natives had for white men was to turn them 
into goulash, although they claimed that the 
flesh did not taste so well as the dark meat to 
which they were accustomed. Today Fiji with 
a population of 139,541 is one of the most thor- 
oughly Christian countries in the world. We 
have two subscribers to THE GOLDEX AGE in 
Fiji, and many indeed in our next place of dl, 
New Zealand, 1,175 miles to the south. 

Australasia 

T HE two islands that go to make up New 
Zealand have an area of 105,000 square 

miles, or abont the same as New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware combined. 
The population is 1,008,468. The native New 
Zealanders are considered the finest primitive 
race in existence. They are tall, extremely well- 
built, often handsome, and of great native intel- 
ligence and vivacity. Since corning into contact 
with the Europeans the race has decreased a t  
an alarming rate, due largely to imported dis- 
eases; and it  is feared that the people may 
become extinct. New Zealand has one of the 
most progressive governments in the world. 

Our next port of call is Hobart, on the island 
of Tasmania, 1,521 miles to the sonthwest of 
'Auckland, New Zealand, and abont as far south- 
west as one can go unless he wants to jump off 
into space. Tasmania is abont a third the size 

.of New Zealand, and lies south of the eastern 
shore of Australia. At this point we turn and 
go north. Tasmania and New Zealand are both 
equipped yi th adequate railway systems. 

Sydney, Australia, 638 miles from Hobart, is 
I oar next stop. Australia deserves an article by 

itself, and will get one some time (D. V.) At 
present we merely notice that Australia has an 
area of 2,974,581 square miles as against 3,026,- 
I89  square miles for the United States. Unfor- 
tunately it is largely rainless; hence the g p u -  
lation is as yet only 4,455,005. Its people are 
progressive, energetic, and are gradually sub- 

duing their inheritance. Melbourne has a popu- 
lation of 591,830; Sydney, 621,100. Other large 
cities are Adelaide and 'BGbane. 

We would have liked to go straight north 
from Sydney to the Solomon Islsnds, whieh 
raise tropical-fmite for the Sydney markets; 
but it ia 1,567 miles each way, and would be off 
our track Hence we go 1,069 miles northwest 
to our next stop, Nonmea, on the French island 
of New Caledonia; it ia fertile and has valuable 
mineral deposits. 

Cmm& ef the PaeiFic 

-0 UR next jump is 3,351 milee from Nonmerr 
northwest to Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands. 

Half way from Sydney to ~ o n o l d u ,  but 700 
miles to the left, is the tiny island of Nawoda, 
Nauru or Pleasant Island, lying almost on the 
equator. Thia tiny island oontains milliom - 
of tons of phosphate rock, worth a fabulom 
amount. A mere pinch of this magi0 tropical 
product put upon the most impoverished soil 
has an amazing effect upon plant life. In 
Australia, where some 200,000 tons are used 
annually, the wheat crop hae doubled The na- 
tives of Nauru are renowned for their pleasant 
manners. They receive a few cents a day for 
digging up their inheritan- and giving it over 
to the whites. Japan demands the island aa a 
part of the Marshalla ; but Britain already has 
i t ;  and we have a photograph of Japan getting 
it, as it were. Britain feels that she is entitled 
to the most chance of making Christ- out of 
those natives-while the phosphate rock lasts. 
It will be time enough for heathen  nation^ lilce 
Japan to come around after the Christian na- 
tions are through. 
The Hawaiian Islands, of which there  are^ 

twenty-two, are mere summit8 of volcanoes, 
several of them active. The Hawaiian Islands 
are exceedingly fertile and are blessed with a 
olimate remarkably even and free from heat. 
Though not previously unknown to the world, 
they were first visited and described by Cap- 
tain Cook in f778. The population is now in- . 

creasing rapidly; there are  150 milea of rail- 
road on the islands, built since they were ab- 
sorbed by the United States in 1898. 

While we are at Honolulu it would be pleas- 
ant to run over to Santa Catalina Island, off 
the shore from Los Angeles; but the distance 
is 2,220 miles each way, and it would hardIz 



pay to go thus far  just to ride in a glsss-bot- 
tomed boat and study sea l ie .  Besides, we 
might get homesick and abandon our trip to 
the Thousand Islands, toward which we ere 
now getting well started. Vancouver Island, 
housing the beautiful city of Victoria, B. C., ir 
a like distance away. We amit that, too. 

So we turn west again, following the United 
States cable 1,149 miles, and stop at  the Mid- 
way Islands. These are well named. They are 
2,792 miles from Sgn Francisco and 2,830 from 
Nagasaki, Japan. The nearest mainland is near 
Unalaska, 1,653 miles north. Unalsska itself is 
on an island, one of the volcanis Aleutian isles, 
off the coast of Alaska 

But we are westward bound, so we eontinne 
to  follow the cable 2,301 miles from Midway to 
Guam. This island nsed to belong to Spain It 
bad no cable then. Along eame an American 
warship and fired a t  the fort. The captain did 
not even know that there was a war, so he 
thought that he was being saluted and caw- 
teously fired a salute in retarn. When he found 
that he waa re* being fired at, he widy  
hoisted a white flag. 

We would like to stick to the able, and go on 
4% miles farther to the island of Yap, the only 
thing that Uncle Sam rraLed in return for the 
lives of 100,000 aoldiers and $30,000,000,000 in 
treasure, but the thing thd he did not get. 
Japan wanted it and kept it. So, oa Japan 
wants it and has it, we shall not yip a single 
yap about it, but will go straight north from 
Guam, 1,353 miles, to mined Yokohama, in 
Japan itself. However, we are not going ta 
stay. Japan is too big a subject; besides, we 
have already discussed it quite at length in oar 
issues of February 16 and March 2, 1921. 

From Yokohama we go 1,585 miles southweat 
to Hongkong, passing on the left the large 
island of Formosa, which once. belonged to 
China but which now belongs to Japan. From 
Formosa comes the world's camphor supply. 
The island of Hongkong is Britain's base for 
commerce with China. It was from Hongkong 
that Admiral Dewey sailed on his memorable 
trip to Manila, 631 miles south. We wil l  follow 
his trail. 

Philippines and Eud Indies 

T FIX combined area of the PhiLippines is s 
little larger than New Zedand; the popu- 

lation is 8,368,247. When war was declared, 

Admiral Dewey was ordered to leave Hong- 
kong. Having nowhere else to go, he sailed 
into the fortSed port of Manila during the 
night; and in the morning, before and dtcr 
breakfast, he cleaned up the Spanish fleet and 
began work on the forts. As Boon aa he got 
ashore, he wisely cut the cables leading to 
Washington. He thus avoided receiving any 
orders as to what to do from politicians in 
Washington. The United Statea subsequently 
paid Spain $20,000,000 for the islands. Mr. 
Taft surrendered most of the best lands of the 
islands to the Roman Catholie Church, in 8 . ? 
special bargain made directly with the P o p  
himself. 

There are in all 1,725 islands. m e  largest 
ten are Mindanao, Lmm, Samar, Negros, 
Panay, Palawan, Mindoro, Leyte, Cebu, and 
Bohol. The to td  area ia 128,000 aquare miles, . 
twice that of h'ew England and greater than 
that of the British Isles. The interiors of the 
larger islands rise to a height of from 5,000 to 
10,000 feet above sea Level There are some 
twenty active volcanoes. The rivers are  nmner- 
oas, swift and brimming with water. The law 
est are comparable to the Thames and the Co, 
necticut. The islands are rich in birds. There 
are over 600 species, 325 of which are not 
known elsewhere. The principal food crop b. 
rice, but the amount raised is not enough for 
home we. Methods of cultivation are Spanish 
and exceedingly primitive. Handwork and 
wooden plows drawn by slow-going buffaloem 
are typical of the islands. 

The inhabitants are difficult to classify. Them 
are half a hundred dialects. The Filipino workm 
a little, and idlea a great deal more. Small ri- 
fields and poultry yards support the family. 
Cock-fighting i~ described as the principal pab 
time. The head of the family aaunters about . 
with his fighting cock under his arm. When br 
meets his neighbor, he squats down to discollr 
the point8 of the two birda as Westerners di, 
cuss their dogs or  race horses, or a s  the Chin- 
discuss their kites. It is said that when his hpt , 
takes fire, as ~ is rare to do m n e r  or Is-, 
the Filipino naves his game-birda b t  and hi. 
children next. 
Manila, the capital, is alao the mebopoh d 

the i s l a d  It has a population about equal bo 
that of Washington, D. C. The stylea of tho 
houses, the bright paints nsed, the govemmeod 
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baildings, the religious houses, the churches, 
and the cathedral give the city a distinctive 
Spanish appe-arancle. h there is no national 
language, no tense understood by all the peo- 
ple, English is taught in the sch~ols and is the 
official lan yage .  

From Manila we go 1,559 miles southwest to 
Batavia, on the island of J a v a  Batavia, with a 
population of 138,551, is the capital of the 
Dutch East Indies. Next to Cuba, Java is the 
most fertile island in the world. Although it is 
only about the size of New Pork state i t  sns- 
tains a population of 30,098,008. Sumatra, to 
the northwest, over three times aa large, has 
but one-eighth the population. Borneo, to the 
north, over five times as large, has less than 
one-fifteenth the population. Celebes, to the 
northwest, half again aa large as Java (and 
&aped like a crooked letter K in a gale of 
wind), has less than one-thirtieth of the popu- 
lation; while Papua or New Guinea, far  to the 
east, and fourteen times as  large, has a popu- 
lation about the same as Celebes, virtually all 
savages. These, with thousands of smaller 
islands, constitute the Dutch East Indies. The 
total area of these islands is nearly equal to 
one-third of the United States. The sovereignty 
of Borqeo and Papua is divided between Hol- 
land and Britain. 

From Batavia the course is westward to 
Colombo, Ceylon, a distance of 1,794 miles. 
Ceylon lies but a few miles north of the equator. 
It is abont the size of the state of Maine; ex- 
tremely fertile and has over four million inhab- 
itants It is a great tea-producing country, also 
a stopping-place for every ship that passea 
through the Suez Canal enroute to the Fa r  East 
It lies at the southern extremity of India. 

Our next stop is Mauritius, 2,098 miles to the 
ronthwest. If the Hawaiian Islands are the 
crossroads of the Paciflc, then tbe k le  of Mau- 

. ritius is the crossroads of the Indian Ocean. 
It is a fertile isle, rather less than Rhode Island 
in size, with a population of 377,083 Although 
it is  a British possesion, the education of the 
people is in a e  hands of the Roman Catholics. 
I t  is  a large exporter of sugar. 

I8ks about Africa 

0 TJR next jump is a long one, taking ns 
around the southern end of Africa and far  

out into the Atlantic Ocean. If we could afford 
" it we would go straight ahead to the Falkland 

Islands, 6,493 miles. They lie five hundfed 
miles east of the southern end of South Amer- 
ica, and are the southernmost inhabited regions 
of the world. 2,272 hardy Scots manage to 
make a living there, raising sheep, The islands 
are as large as New Jersey. 

On the way to the Falklands, about half way, 
in fact, if we were wrecked we could p a  for the 
island of Tristan d s  Cunha, the o d y  unbossed 
island in the world. These islanders, survivors 
from wrecked ships, have refused several offers 
of the British Oovernment to move to more fer- 
tile lands. They dwell c o m m d y ,  without 
government .of any kind. What a terrible 
erimel It is almost against the law in the 
United States even to speak of such a thipg, 
although it is the way primitive rsoes in all 
lands have protected themselves from poverty 
from time immemorial There are not twenty- 
five dollars in currency on the island=. Crime8 
and disputes are rare. Big business should look 
into this, and have it declared unconstitutional 

However, it is too fa r  to the Falklands; eo 
we will head for St. Helena instead, 4,061 miles 
from Mauritius. But whether we go to the 
Falklands or to St Helena we should not over- 
lopk the French islands of Bemuon and Mada- 
gasear, both of which we aodd easily see on 
our way if the captain of the ship would amom- 
modate na by steering just a little bit out of hiu 
course. Reunion is a small but fertile island 
with a population of 173,822, mostly Europeans. 

Madagascsr is the one large island of Africa 
It is about twice as large aa Great Britain and 
Ireland, but somewhat smaller than Texas. No 
snow falls on the island. About 4,000 plants 
hare been described, including species of palm, 
bamboo, tree fern, baobab, tamarind, orchis, 
and others, many of which are not found else- 
where. Over 125 birds not found elsewhere 
may be seen in the island. Postal service is 
maintained all over the island, and is supple- 
mented by 2,850 miles of telegraph lines and a 
cable to the mainland. The interior is believed 
to be rich in gold, copper, iron, lead, sulphur, 
and graphite. It is as yet unexplored. 

St. Helena is not a bad place. It has an area 
of forty-seven square miles and a population 
of 3,519. It is a fruit and lace-making center 
kind $as flourishing forests. Napoleon did not 
have such a bad place in which to s p e d  his 
declimg years. The devil ,takes care of his 



o* See what a hap= time that other butcher, 
the Kaiser, is having, while the world is in 
agony trying to pay the bill. Napoleon was 
born on an island, banished to another island, 
and died on a third island. 

We go on from St. Helena 707 miles north- 
west to Ascension bland, which is the croos- 
roads of the South Atlantic The island is eo 
small that it has only ten acres under cultiva- 
tion, yet it is one of the pivots upon which 
British control of the seas depends. It is 
atrongly for t sed  and central to every impor- 
tant development on the west coast of Africa o r  
the east coast of South America 

Southern European Isles 

G OING on 1,625 miles further to the north- 
west we come to St. Vincent in the Cape 

Verde Islands, which lie about four hundred 
miles west of Africa, opposite the Sahara &$- 

ert. They are the size of Delaware, have a p o p  
ulation of 142,552, and are famons for the rais- 
ing of medicinal herbs. 
From St. Vincent we go 1,042 &ires north ta 

- Funchal, Madeira Islands. On the way, a little 
off to the right, we pass the Canary Islands 

.which, although they are  seven hundred miles 
from Spain, are governed a s  though they were 
a part of the mainland. At Funchal we should 
like to tnrn to the right and go into the Medi- 
terranean. If  we did, we should find in that 
beautiful lake, two thousand miles 1ong;many 
interesting isles : The Balearic Islands of 
Spain; Corsica, where' Napoleon was h r n ;  
Elba, where he was banished; Sardinia, the 
largest island in the Afediterranean; Sicily, 
famed for its fertility, the size of Massacha- 
setts and less than a mile from the toe of Italy; 
Malta, whence come Maltese kittens and the 
Maltese cross and where more different lan- 
guages are in common use than in any other 
place under the sun; Corfu, just seized from 
Greece by Italy; Crete, of which St. Paul said 
some uncomplimentary things (Titus 1:12) ; and 
Cyprus, the birthplace of the alphabet and the 
first point visited by St. Paul as a missionary. 

But in our search for the Thousand Islands 
we are sticking to the high seas; so instead of 
turning to the right a t  Funchal we tnrn to the 
left and go seven hnndred miles northwest to 
Faval, in the Azores, which comes nearer to 
being the crossroads of the North Atlantic than 

"1 
any other point. The b o r e s  are 1,100 milem - - 
fmm Gibraltar, and 1,200 miles from St  Johnq I t  

Newfoundland. Like the Cape Verde and A b  ::# 

deira Islands they belong to Portugal. 

Northern European Isles j 
ROM the Azores we go 2,168 miles north- 
east to o a e n ,  a o h  ] Denmark itself is not an island, yet its capitaE 

is on an island between the mainland of Europe * 

and the Swedish peninsula. On the way we - 
pass on our right the rich Channel Islanda, 

, - , 
Jersey, Alderney, and Guernsey, famons for  * 

the fine dairy cattle bearing their names. The i 
islands lie ten to twenty miles off the French 1 $ 

..l coast, and eighty to a hundred miles off the - - 2 
British coast. Though they have a total ares 
of only seventy-five square miles, they pay 
annually into the British treasury the sizable .. 
sum of 6600,000, which is a considerable sum 
to pay for the privilege of being governed byl 
somebody else. 

On the way to Copenhagen we pass on our ' . 
left the richest, most famous isles in the world, " : 

a. 

described at some length in our recent articles - 

entitled "Jhpressions of Britain." 
From Copenhagen we wuld go north about 

three thousand miles to Spitzbergen, "The Land - 
of the Midnight Sun," and see the coal depositir 
which have been ,discovered there ; also the place . ' 
where Amundsen was supposed to alight in 11;s 
airplane, after his flight across the ru'orth Pole. - 
But as  he did not take the flight, we will leave , 

it off from our itinerary. . * 

Northwestward from Copenhagen 1,230 milee 
brings us to Iceland. On the way we pass on ths .- ; 
right the Shetland Islands, whence come our rg 
neat little Shetland ponies. On the left are the'. . 
Hebrides (we have subscribers there, too), rm ' 

one of which is a mountain 1,600 feet high, said 3 

to be ninety-nine percent pure sulphur. 
f Although Iceland touches the arctic circle, it - 

has a climate far milder than mould be e3lc 5. . 
pectcd. The air i s  so clear that mountains I, " 
hundred miles away can be plainly seen. Onb -3' 
policeman maintains order among the 85,008 . 
inhabitants on the island. But he has n o w  .i 
to do; for there are no saloons, no jails, no 3 
illiteracy. If an Iceland girl wears her braid ,* 
over one shoulder, she is married; if over the 

,$ 

other, she is single. The standard of educatioll 
ir unusually high 

- 
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North American Isles 

F ROJI Iceland we sail 1,670 miles in a south- 
westerly direction to St. Johns, Newfonnd- 

land. Xewfoundland is about the size of the 
state of Pennsylvania To the right we pass 
Greenland which, with other great isles to the 
west of it, is  almost as large as the United 
States. Upernavik, on the western coast of 
Greenland, is the most northerly inhabited vil- 
lage in  the world. The western coast is warmer 
than the eastern, as a warm ocean current runs 
up the western side while a cold current follows 
the a t e m  shore southward. The interior of 
Greenland is one of the coldest spots known, 
being some twenty degrees colder than the A m  
tic Ocean. The height of Petermann Mountain, 
on the eastern shore, is estimated at 11,000 fee t  

The Thousand Islands lie grouped in the S t  
Lawrenoe river, near Lake Ontario. I f  we 
wanted to do so, we could go most of the .way 
from Newfoundland to the Thousand Islands 
by rail. There would be a railway journey on 
Newfoundland itself of 546 miles and then a 
steamer journey of 104 miles to Cape Breton 
Island, the northern portion of Nova Scotis, 
after which all the rest of the journey would 
be by rail. On the way we wonld pass, on our 
right, the fertile and thickly settled Prince 
Edwards Island, lying in the Gulf of St. Law- 
rence. 

But we have other plans. A.gain we take to 
the open sea, and this time we are on the home 
stretch. Our journey is to a point 1,200 miles 
to the south~~est .  On the way we pass the state 
of Maine. A list of the islands off its mast 
would go far toward filling TEE GOLDEW AGB 
from cover to cover. The famous snmmer re- 
sort, Bar Harbor, is on one of these isles. In 
the harbor of Portland are scores, possibly 
hundreds, of beautiful homes, each on its own 
little islet in Casco Bay. 7Te also pass the 
summer resort islets of Nantucket and Martha's 
Vineyard, which lie off the coast of Massa- 
chusetts. 

As we near our destination we observe Long 
Island, shaped like a fish, 118 miles long, with 
Brooklyn as the head. We go up to the head 
of the fish. On o m  left is the beautiful resi- 
dential Staten Island, fourteen miles long by 
fire miles wide. It is reached by h a t s  which 
ply back and forth, one leaving every ten min- 
utes. It takes a half hoar to make the trip. 

Valuable I'tand of Manhattan 

A T LAST we reach the port of d i m -  
tion. It is Manhattan Island, the most 

valuable piece of real estate in  the world. About 
three miles wide and fdteen miles long, it h o ~ e i ~  
the heart of the city of New York It '191111 
bought from the Indians for $24. Modem finan- 
ciers wonld surely have found a way to save 
those $24. They would probably have given 
the Indians a bogus check for the amount. Did 
not one of the great banks get the Customs 
House on Wall Street, worth millions of dol- 
lars, away from the United States Government 
merely by bookkeeping operations, without ita 
ever having cost the bank a red cent! 
Finalt~! Our Destination 

W E PROCEED to the New Pork Central 
station We are in time to catch the 9: 00 

p. m. t ra ia  It has a eleepingcar attached 
, which takes us to Clayton, N. Y., 345 miles, in 

time for an early breakfast the next morning. 
Here we are a t  the Thousand Islands in the 
St. Lawrence River. There are 1,500 of them, 
and upon these beanty spots nre some of the 
loveliest summer homes on earth. It has been 
quite a trip, some 42,864 miles by water, not 
counting the side trips. But i t  has been worth 
while ; for we have seen all the most i m ~ r t a n t  
islands on the globe besides. 

Some day all the islands of the world wil i  be 
beauty spots, a s  beautiful as the Thousand 
Islands are now. Perhaps there are readere of 
THE ~ L D E I  AGE that Will yet visit &-the 
islands mentioned in this article, possibly fol- 
lowing the route we have'outlined. When the 
time has come that men will not need to die, 
and when they know that they will have all 
eternity before them, what pleasure the inhabi- 
tants of this world will have in sailing its s w  
and really getting acquainted with their inheri- 
tance! The average distance apart of the island 
groups to which we have called attention ia 
1,428 miles, which is plenty fa r  enough for an 
interesting trip even if the islanders wish k, 
visit only their near neighbors. It is good to 
know that there is plenty of water. It helps to 
comfort those vho fear that in some unexplain- 
able way the literal sand and gravel and rocks 
will yet take fire. There will be plenty of water 
to put it  out. Also, there is plenty of water to 
make the earth a paradise ; for water ia all Unpt 
is needed on its desert lands. - - 
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The Panorama of the Agea BY Xrthur 2. Bourgeois 

"It shall come to piass, that at evening time it slrall be lig1tt."-Zechariah Id:?. ; L h  $4 

IT IS profitable to trace the handwriting of ready made provision in 33s eternal counsel for 
divine inspiration in the unfolding of the the promised "seed of the womann to take up , 

promises given in the Old and New Testaments the warfare against the serpent, in due time to 
concerning the mission and ministry of Jesus eradicate every trace of sin and sder ing  from I 

Christ, the Savior. Over four thousand years humanity and to restore fully the image of God 
of history were involved in the working out of as it was manifested in the first human pair 7. 
preparations for the coming of Messiah. a- before sin marred the grandeur of that likeness. 
most twenty centuries have transpired since When chaos is the order of the day in the " 
Hie coming, during which time opportnnity haa commercial, social, political and religious world, .* 
been given to apply the teacbing of the gospel the trusting child of God goes to the Scriptures 

and finds therein a definite plan and program, to men and nations. 
One naturally would expect that after six which in spite of, and in the very midst of, thc 

thousand years there would be found in all present demoralized conditions, is  working out 1 
parts of the world righteousness, peace, pros- the definite plan for the incoming of the g lor im 
pflty, and blessing; and yet there never has kingdom of the Messiah which &dl " 
been a time when these elements have been for a thousand years, bringingpew, happiness 
laeking so mueh, and when there have been so and life to all. 

I 
4 much strife, violence, suffering and warfare as What a joy, what a blessed privilege, what 

are found among the nations today. an inspiration, to be able to tarn to the sacred 
We may well cry out with Isaiah the prophet pages of Holy Writ and there eee written by ' , a 

as we look at the conditions f d g  us on every (hi's holy prophets, t~o-da of Y m  a@% 
hand: Vatohman, what of the nightt . . . The the very things which are t*iC t o b y -  
watchman said, The morning m e t h ,  and &o The world -8 nothing bat utter darknem * * 1 

the night; if ye will inq-, in@,re ye; ~m ahead; but G)od'8 people see the light oominei; a - 

come."-Isaiah 2l: 1,12 they see 'the Sun of Righteouaneas arising with 
Egyptian darkness, long ago, settled over the hwg in -gs! 

whole earth, but in the hearts and dwellings ofl We look at the Word ' 
oo& pople the ~ight  ever mgg ~h~ and there t hd  the proper directions for o m  
momins of the ~ ~ l d ~ ~  M, when there f.itb, while tb. doad. hang dark and IOW, .nd ' - 
be a re-writing of higtory, has -ved; the the bi.110~~ of Sorrow md ~ o U  E*---.- ,- 
promise is, that at  evening time there shall be 2 Peter 1 : 19-a. 

L * 
light. So, the thing to be expected is intelle* 

Humcua Hintory in Brief * 
tual illumination by true knowledge and wik 
dom as man's near-coming heritage. T HE history of the human race as portrayed 

in the Bible, from the book of Genesis to . 
that of Revelation, covers a period of seven' r f  

C a m  ofEum&&'8 Failure 
thowand years. It is well for  every one to , .  *.d HE cause of the world-vide failure of hu- hve some d- of the wo,,derfd . 

maniws in righteOmnt* PO-a portrnyed before us of happen- '$ 
F - emnomic enterprise, and in government, 1s sin. ings of men and nations during doldiq . . Though si. in the begiMing manifested itself of the ages that are pst. 

L in only one act of disobedience, it was clear in sn thousand of ths world,s histoq ue : - 
the mind of God that that one act would spell in the psst. This period of is disided up kg disaster, failure, for the entire race, resulting into ages or dispmationa. Sin - in its condemnation; and that unless gome pro- world throngh the disobdienn of om Int pu- , 

vision for the redemption of man was made it a, a ,sdt of $he lying rnggastion 
wodd be utterly impossible to establish the rule Lucser, who there b e w e  'sa- an 
of (+od in the hearts of men upon the earth. or enemy of both God and man. Lucifer, mean. " 
Having foreseen clearly the ''fall" of man as ing bright shining one, had been placed in the " 

the result of the first temptation, God had al- - Garden of Eden ss guardian, aa indicated im 
am 1 + 
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I"the anointed 'cherub that covereth." (~zkkiel  .different ages : First, the Patriarchal sge in 
28 : 14) Hearing the command given to Adam, which W dealt only with the ptr iarchs Noah, 
adultiply and fill the earth and have dominion Abraham, Job and others. It  as during this 
over it,' p ~ d e  and disloyalty entered his heart age that the promise waa given to Abraham 
(Ezekiel 28: 15), and he determined to alienate that through his "seed" all the families of the 
'Adam and Eve from their Creator that they earth were to be bleseed.-Qenesis 12: 23; 
should become his ~ubjects. "I will be like the Galatians 3: 16,29. 
Most Highaa; I will have a dominion of my It was also during this period that vsrioun 
o m ,  was his ambitions thought. He pictured nations of antiquity arose, such as Egypt, ds- 
to himself the whole earth Wed with Adam's syria, and Babylon, with their learning, arts, 
posterity, and himself as their king.-Isaiah commerce, and priestcraft. World-wide p a w  
14 : 12-17 ; Ezekiel 28 : 13-19. ism resulted ao that it became expedient for 

In  order to gratify his ambition to have a God to call into existence a new nation 
aominion of his own he lied to mother Eve. 
She believed Satan's lie and disobeyed God. Cod'# Chasen PeopIc 

Some time after expdsion from Eden God T THE death of Jamb, Qod called iato 
permitted the angels to try to recover the fallen A existence the nation of Israel, who remained 
and dying race. The apostle Paul refers to under Egyptian bondage for centuries, until 
these in Hebrews 2 : 5, speaking of the world delivered by God from their oppression by the 
to come: "For unto the angels hath he not put hand of Moses. Mter  their deliveranoe they 
into subjection the world to wma" He had in were given the divine Decalogue, written upon 
mind their utter failure in their attempt to tables of stone. Statute8 and jndgments were 
recover the ram in the first "worldp'-the ante- given them to make of them a mighty nation. 
diluvian period. These angels are also referred (Exodus 19 : 5,6) After forty years' wandering 
to+y Jude as  "the angels which kept not their in the wilderness they entered the prolnised 
first estate, but left their own habitationaa (ra land of Canuan under the leadenhip of Joshua. 
6 )  ; also by Peter.-2 Peter 2 : 4,5. For  450 years God gave them judges, who were 

Human history in the antediluvian age spans to judge and did judge right$ansly between 
1,696 years, and was characterized by wicked- every man and his brother, and the stranger 
ness and violence which made it necessary for (foreigner) that was with him.-Dent. 1: 16,17. 
God to bring about a great deluge to put an But, as  illustrated in all surrounding nations, 
end to the corruption of that time.-Oends Israel became infatuated with the popular idee 
6 :  1-6. of having a king to rule over them with the 

accompanying pomp and splendor. God was 
*'Thin Present Evil World" indulgent to their whims and gave them kings, 

ROM the time of the deluge until the second bowing these would be mable to accomplish F coming of our Lord in great power and the p e a t  thin@ hoped for- Under mme of 
glory, and the establishment of His kingdom these h g s  Israel fell into idolatr~,  setting UP 
on earth, for which He told His disciples to Doves and images in the land. God sent them 
pray, "Thy kingdom come," is the great period prophets whose prophecies Were generally 
termed by the apostle Paul, gcthis present evil pwan t  to the degenerating and t i m e - ~ e m  

priesthood, and to the idolatrously-inclined world" (Galatians 1 : 4), not k w e  there in bople. But ths promise of a personal Me8siah 
no good in it, but because evil predominates. made, who b. Of the I n  606 B. C., when King Zedeldab, the last king David- great ag far smrior to the graC 
of Israel, was dethroned and taken into cap wise and ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
tivity by the king of Babylon, Satan became the . * 
"god of this world." (2 Corinthians 4: 4) Be fimz un* en& Do,&On 
had been the "god" of the heathen nationa be- T BECAME for ~~d ta A'88b 
fore that time, but now he was permitted to brael by having them taken captive inb , 
usurp universal sway. - I 

Assyria and finally into Babylon. While under 
"This present evil world ir divided into three their h t  king Zedekiah, in 606 B. C., Oo& 



chosen people beoame subject to Gentile nations 
until "the times of the GentilesJ' shonId be ful- 
med. (Luke 21 : 24) By a careful study of B i b  
l i d  history and prophecy this period of Gen- 
tile times has been found to be 2,520 years, 
having its beginning in 606 B. C., and thus end- 
ing in 1914 & D. From 606 B. C. four universal 
empires have held sway; namely, Babylon, 
Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome. King Nebu- 
ehadnezzais dream, interpreted, was a pision 
of the "kingdoms of this world" under Gentile 
dominion, finally to be broken in pieces by a 
kingdom which the Gtod of heaven would set up. 
-Daniel 2 : 31-45. 

Daniel's dream, recorded in the seventh chap 
ter, portrays the same Gentile nations from the 
divine standpoint in their true character a$ 
terocious beasts. 

The entire period of "Gentile timesyy is char- 
acterized in prophecy by pride, vanity, brutal- 
ity, revolution, warfare and conquest. The Gen- 
tile times ended in 1914, their lease of power 
having expired; and we are now witnessing the 
breaking process going on, as illustrated by the 
"stone cut out of the mountain without handsJ' 
(not of human but of divine origin), smiting 
the image on the "feet," as represented by the 
disintegration of the nations of Europe since 
1914.-Daniel 2 : 44,45. 

What a blessed privilege to be living at this 
time-witnessing the overthrow of Satan's em- 
pire as represented in the kingdoms of earth, 
preparatory to the establishment of Christ's 
kingdom in their stead1 

Menaiaic Came in Dw Time 

I T WAS during the zenith of Roman power 
that Jesus the long-promised Messiah was 

sent of God to provide redemption in Israel. 
He came to His own people; bat, as  had been 
foretold, His own received Him not. The scribes 
and Pharisees, the religionists of His day who 
had become the tools of Satan, persecuted Him 
because He exposed their hypocrisy, and finally 
had Him put to death. But as had +en f o r e  
told by the Hebrew prophets He must needs die 
in order to redeem not only Israel but the 
whole world (Isaiah 53 : 1-12) Forty years 
later the terrible massacre of the Jews and the 
destruction of Jerusalem under the Roman gen- 
eral, Titus, ended the Jewish polity; and they 

'were taken aa slaves into all parts of the 

Roman Empire. Jerusalem was to be trodden 
down of the Gentiles until the times of tha 
Gentiles should be fuW1ed.-Luke 21: 24. 

The death of Jesus, however, did not lenvo 
C+od without witnesses in the earth. The apcl- 

tles under the guidance of the holy spirit dtt- 
scending upon them at Pentecost preached the 
coming kingdom; and for nineteen cellturies 
God has been selecting His church, first from 
the Jews and then from among the Gentiles-"a 
people for his name."-Acts 15: 14-18. 

But a s  the apostle Paul had foretold, after 
his departure grievous wolves entered the flock. 
(Acts 20: 29,30) af te r  the apostles fell asleep 
the work of converting the world by great 
show and ceremony was undertaken about the 
year 325 A. D., when the bishops of the church 
proclaimed themselves the successors to the 
apostles in power and authority. 

Emperor Constantine, who for political pur- 
poses made the Christian religion that of the 
state, invited the bishops, who were quarreling 
amongst themselves, to the city of Nice, not far 
from Constantinople; and there a t  the Council 
of Nice was formulated the first creed, called 
the Nicene Creed. 

There began Satan's masterpiece, the coun- 
terfeit kingdom of Christ on earth-"Christen- 
dom," so-called; and for more than twelve cen- 
turies creed after creed was brought forth and 
anybody found in possession of a Bible wan 
suspected of heresy and liable to persecution. 

Heathen teachings and Greek philosophies 
were introduced into the Christian faith by the 
thousands of heathen who flocked into the 
Christian churches. As t h ~  heathen believed 
that most of their go& were cruel monsters, 
and worshiped them because they feared them, 
in order to increase their influence the bishop 
and clergy invented the blasphemous, Gocl-dis- 
honoring doctrine of eternal torment of all 
those who did not join the "church" and s u b  
scribe to the creeds. Thousands of heathena 
flocked into the church and were baptized by 
being sprinkled en masse with branches dipped 
into water. 

To the heathen, who were accustomed to many 
gods, the wor'ship of only the one true Qod 
Jehovah implied a scarcity of gods. So the 
dootrine of the "trinity" was introduced-threa 
Gods in one God; onemGod in three Gods; yet - 
not three Gods, but only one God1 This was 



masterpiece of theology, and no doubt the 
bishops congratulated themselves on their mar- 
velous wisdom( t)  ! The word "trinity is not 
found in the Bible; neither is the doctrine 
taught therein.-1 Corinthians 8 : 6. 

By her false doctrines mystic Babylon has 
made the nations drunk.--Revelation 17: 1-6. 

Reformation and Seading for Light 

I N THE sixteenth century a bold attempt for 
liberty was made in what is known as the 

Reformation. The people began to demand the 
Bible. Tyndale translated the New Testament 
into English between the years 1523 and 1525. 
After it was smuggled into England in 1526 
the bishops of the Church of England, fearing 
that the creeds would be challenged by Bible 
authority, bought up Tyndale's New Testa- 
ments and publicly burned them in front of St. 
Paul's Cathedral in London. But the t@e had 
wrnc for the Bible, which had been clothed in 
"sa~licl~th," to be liberated to the people; and 
the people's increasing demand for the Bible 
led the bishops to publish what is known as the 
"Bishops' Bible.': Various translations have 
since bem published. 

Satan sought to hinder the increasing light 
by fostering among the people the spirit of 
sectarianism, which has increased the confusion 
of doctrines until today the vast majority of. 
those who profess to be Christian are mm- 
pletely perplexed. 

End of Satan's Empire Near 

T ODAY we are living in the closing days 
of Satan's empire and witnessing the over-. 

throw of a condition of things which has 
caused superstition, darlcness, hatred and war- 
fare for many centuries. We are also wit 
nessing increasing light, not only on the Bible 
but on every avenue of human progress and 
development. Witness the wonderful inven- 
tions of our day about which our forefathers 
knew nothing. "The day of his preparation" 
(h'ahum 2 : 3,4) is getting the world ready for 
the glorious kingdom of our Lord and Savior 
3esus Christ-the Golden Age, sung by p e t s  
and foretold by prophets. 

Today we are living a t  the end of the age, 
the Gospel age, which Jesus and the prophet 
Daniel said would close with a great time of 
trouble. (Matthew 24 : 21,22 ; DanieI 12: 1-4) 

The increase of knowledge and labor-saving 
machinery without the corresponding develop 
ment of brotherly love is bringing on the 
trouble. 

We are living in the transition period, be- 
tween the "present evil world" and the"'world * 

to come wherein dweIleth righteousness." And 
as  Noah and his family were carried over from 
one world into another, so there are now mil- . 
lions of people living who will be carried over 
into that world to come, Christ'e kingdom, 
without experiencing death. Hence, “millions 
now living will never die." 

Two thousand years ago J e m s  gsve himself 
as the great ransom-sacrifice, in order that we 
might have life and have it more abundantly. 
Under His millennia1 kingdom He will give life 
to all the willing and obedient. During the 
thousand years of His righteous kingdom the 
curse of sin and death will be rolled away; 
and instead of sighing and crying, sorrow and 
death, there will be joy, peace, prosperity and 
life. 

Retmpectioc and ~ p e c t S w  

T RUS we have seen that for the past six 
thousand years nnder the curse of sin and 

death it has been a '"dark night" indeed, long 
to be remembered; but a s  promised at "evening 
time" the light shall fully have come; and some 
are now able to penetrate the dark clouds that 
still hang low and to see the increasing light ' 
beyond, the light that aha11 increase even unto 
the perfect day. What a prospect lies before 
us as we contemplate the complete restitution 
of the human race into the moral image of our 
Creator, and also foresee the earth restored 
and made a fit abode for such beings 1 
The world has waited long for  that glorious 

'day of emancipation from the thraldom of Sin 
and Death. Well may we rejoice and give glory 
to God that that day has arrived-when the 
promised "seed of the woman," the glorified 
church, shall crush the serpent's head and lib- 
erate from nnder his sway the groaning crea- 
tion! We can now 'intelligently pray: *Thy 
kingdom come; thy will be done on earth as it 
is done in heaven." 

"His name shall endure for ever; his name 
shall be continued as long as  the sun; and MEN 
shall be blessed in him; all nations shall d 
him blessed."-Psalm 72 : 12 



1% 
Impressions bf Britain-in Book Form? What Do You Say? 1 ; 

W E HaVE received many kind letters re- 
garding "Impressions of Britain" which 

appeared in ten installments in THE GOLDEN 
AGE last winter. One of these letters follows, 
a sample of many: 

Jamaica, B. W. I., June 1, 1923. 
D m  ME. EDITOR: 

I feel constrained to send you a few words of wm- 
mendation for the very excellent articles contributed to 
the readers of THE GOLDEN AGE under thi! caption 
of "Impressiona of Britain." I cannot expresa the 
moun t  of benefit I have received from them-not only 
of information and inspiration, but of real enjopent  
of your consecrated wit and humor, so stimulating under 
the present stress and struggle for existence 1 

I might mention, too, that I am now experimenting 
upon a hygienic suggestion in one of those articles that 
wms likely to prove of the greatest benefit to me that 
I have ever derived from any previous knowl$ge on 
that matter, which I refrain from explaining now, as 
I hope to k able to more amply testify later to you 
uld othem In the meantime I hasten to suggest, if 
indeed I am not already late, that you publish those 

- articles in booklet form for the benefit of the younger 
generation; for i t  seems to me that nothing has-et-er 
yet been mitten to meet the demand for up-to-date 

., 
information concerning Britaii @ the redly grrt 
British people an those article6 do. And what t m& .A 
interesting to me on this point is: The two moat faith- .? 
ful and generous descriptions, that I have 4, of th. 1-1 moral and social excellence of the British people WUT 

all other nationa, written so far apart in point of time, . 5 4  

are both by real Americans-Ralph W d o  Emeraoa ' 4  
: d 

and yourself-vho made similar toun throughout ths t 
British Ides l See Emerrlon's "Representative Uen.* I I 

I beg your acceptance of this humble tribute, a d  ' 7 
believe me '$ . 

Yours very eincerely, JNO. HICKLINQ. 

We wonder how many of our subscribers 
would care for such a book as Mr. Hickling has 
described. The book would be of large print, 
well bound, liberally illustrated with the ckoic- 

i 
est English scenes, and carefully edited so as . . . $ 
to be a credit to any library. How many copicr 1 of such a book could you use a t  a dollar apiece, i 
postpaid to any part of the world? S n p p ~ s e  . * 1 
yon drop a personal notq to the editor, and the 
matter will be given consideration. Do not s a d  . ,A 
any money until the decision is made whether 
or  not to publish. I- 6 

- - 1  
' 1 

The Doodle Bug 
TEXAS has the doodle-bug. I t s  size is that until *he funnel has come to a point at the 1 

of a small lady-bug, bnt it has a longer bottom. Then it begins again at the top, and 1; 
neck; ite color is that d the dnst in which it works down increasing the size of its funnel 

and ita body is soft and tough. ~h~ until it can no longer throw the dust out of the . d 1  

chief occupation of this bug is to make funnel- depth. No one seems to know what is the bug'r 
object in making these funnels. I t  works most- ( 

shaped holes in the sandy earth in size from ly, if not entirely, in the shade. .- i 
one to three inches in diameter at. the top. Children derive much amusement in locating 

The doodle-bug crawls backward in a circle, the bug; for even when seen in operation it is 
burying its body in the dust and sand; and difficult to find, because its color is exactly that 
with its head it throws out with a sharp jerk of the dirt wherein it works. Often the ground [/ 

the shower of earth that falls over its body is dotted thickly with the funnel-shaped holer. i 
* I 

Erratum 
N Tru GOLDEN Aam No. 89, page 300, F e b r u q  straight railway ribbons another reader adviser that I 14, 1923, is the statement that the longest pica '%he longest straight stretch of r i l n y  track in the 

of straight railroad track in the world, feventy-seven world" M in Argentina, South America Thir ia mid 
miles in length, is on the Xew York Central between to be LO0 miles in length. 
Toledo, Ohio, and Kendallville, Indiana According to this ratio of increase the next p k  of 

Our statement is true as far as our knowledge p e a ;  longest straight track in the world should be 1,200 
but we have been informed that "the longest straight miles long. But when this information is supplied w 
fitretch of railway line in the world is in Australia." want the straightness of the back verified; for by 
This line is across the Nullarbor Plain, and is roughly. straight track we mean' track wjthout any turns, m a  
istimated at  300 miles. or twists, except that it mag be up and down to 

Not nilling that America should lox the plum on form to geographical formationr 
6t0 



STUDIES IN THE 'WARP OF GOD' (qmT') 
I Wlth Lgne Number d0 we becan mnnlng Judge Rufherlord'a new book, 

m e  Harp of W*, n t h  amrnpnylng qumrou taking the place of .om 
Advanced and Juvenllc Eible BtUdlW whlcb hnre been hltherto pnMlrhb 

w 
4 

+ 

='They condemned Jesus to death, bnt knew 
that they had no legal power to put Him to 
death. Then they led Him before the Roman 
governor, Pilate, and placed against Him the 
charge of sedition, saying, 'We found this fel- 
low perverting the nation, and forbidding t~ 
give tribute to Caesar, saying that he himseIf ie 
Christ a King." (Luke 23: 1,2) They knew the 
Roman governor had power fo put Jesns to 
death, and for this reason they sought his 
judgment. 

**Tilate was not convinced of Jesns' gtdt 
and was not willing that He should die, but 
souglit to release Him. "Then said Pilate to 
the chief priests and to the people, I find no 
fault in this man. And they were the more 
fierce, saying, He stirreth up the people." (Luke 
23: 4,5) When Pilate sought to release Him, 
His accusers "cried out, saying, I f  thou let this 
man go, thou art not Ctesar's friend : whosoever 
maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar" 
-against the civil power, and such is therefore 
guilty of sedition. (John 19: 12) "And he 
[Pilate] said unto them the third time, Why, 
what evil hath he donet I have found no cause 
of death in him: I will therefore chastise him, 
and let h i  go. And they were instant with load 
voices, requiring that he might be crucified. A d  
the  voices of them and of the chief priests pre 
w i l e d .  And Pilate gave sentence that it should 
be as they required." (Luke 23: 22-24) Thus 
the civil power yielded to the importunities of 
ecclesiasticism, and Jesus was led away and 
crucified on Calvary's hill. And Pilate, more 
righteous than the clerics, posted over His cross 
the sign: "Jesus of Nazareth, the f i g  of the 

-!Jews." 
"eThns died the Son of God, the great anti- 

typical 'Zamb . . . which taketh away the ain 
of the world." (John 1: 29) In  the eyes of those 
that stood by He died as a sinner, crucified 

between two thieves, under the charge of dis- 
loyalty to the constituted powers, yet wholly 
innocent, harmless, and without sin. 

*"Here our Lord fulfilled that which the 
Prophet of God had foretold of Him long in 
advance, in that He "poured out his soul unto 
death, and he was numbered *th the trans- 
gressora, and he bsre the sin of many."--Isairrh 
53 : 12. 

'"But why should the great, the good, the 
pure, the sinless Man die in such an ignomin- 
ions manner as this? Was there no other means 
whereby man could live? The Scriptures an- 
ewer that there is no other way whereby man 
could get life. Divine jnstica demanded the life 
of the perfect man Adam and took that lifa 
Divine justice d d  receive nothing 8s a sub 
~ t i t u t e  for Adam except the life of a perfect 
human being. Adam was pat to death because 
he was a sinner. The one who would redeem 
Adam mnst die as a sinner, yet without sin. 
2 h d d l a l l J j e r r d i d .  

QUESTIONS ON "I'HE HARP OF GOW' 

Why did not the Jew6 put Jem to death md 8d 
take Him before Pilate? fi 224. 

Why did Pilate wish to release Jews? 1 225. 
When Pilate attempted to r e l m  Jaars, what d$ the 

accusers do? l'j 225. 
Who were the mpomible men that incited the mob 

to cry against the Master? fi 225. 
To what did the civil power yield in mtencing Jam 

to death? 1225. 
Which was more reprehensible, the civil or the ecck 

ohdical power, in this cme? Ij 225. 
Who were put to death with JeewP 1226. 
In the eyes of the world, did Jaene die ns a rightanu 

man? fi226. 
In the death of J m  upon the mas, what particalu 

prophecy w q  fulfilled? 227. 
Why mnst Jeaus die? fi 228. 

- - . -- 
W t e d  up was He to die, - m e n  He camea, om glorioas Eng, 

All Hie mnwmed horns to bring, ?t is finished,' was His cry. 
.men mew thin song we'll sing: Now in heaven exalted high, - 

. Hallelujah I w L t  s Savior 1 - . .- - -  Hallelujah I what a savior I" 
rn 
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One  millionth edition , 

,, August first the one millionth edition of THB 
HABP or O ~ D  went to press. The first editicn 
of this book was contracted for October eiglk- 
teenth, 1921. 

One year and ten months' circulation has as- 
sisted many to appreciate the part the Bible 
has in every-day Me. 

Many to whom the Bible appeared as a book 
. of moralizing axioms now see it as  the one 

Book instructing man in the way to life and 
happiness. 

A view that penetrates beyond the present dis- 
tress and perplexity; that permits those who 
behold to enjoy hopefulness in seeing that the 
present trouble presages the long-looked-for 
kingdom of Gqd 

T m  ELbBP Bmm STUDY COWSE outline8 an 
Jmax J. F. -om orderly procedure in Bible study. Weekly 

author of reading assignments comprise an hours' read- 
Millions Now Living Will ing. Self-quiz cards help the etudent to watch 

Never Die for the important items as be  reads. Written 
Can the Living with are not req&ed 

the Dead? 
World Distress-Why? The 

Remedy Without seeming nnappreciative of the singnlar 
Available in babi% Ann* success attending the sale of thie volume, the 
nianv Greek' publishers trust that many others msy come to Italian, Lithuanian, Polish, R u e  

sian, Slovak, Ukrainian' and enjoy what THE HdBP Bible Students have got- 
Bohemian. ten from this course. 

International 'B i b l e  Students Association 

\ 
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Fourteen Points 

An Echo of the Cedar Point Convention 

0 N SEPTEMBER 10,1922, the International 
Bible Students Association, a t  their gen- 

eral convention a t  Cedar Point, Ohio, passed 
certain resolutions, which were published in 
full in THE GOLDEN AGE for October 11, 1922. 
The circulation of over ten million copies of the 
aforesaid resolutions in the United States alone 
seems to have made an impression; for now 
we find another assembly of Christian people 
rtyled the Christian Citizenship Conference of 

L* 
the Kational Reform Association passing other 
.more-or-less-similar resolutions a t  their annual 
convention a t  Winona Lake, Indiana, July 7 t h  
1923. 

We believe that a comparison of these reso- 
lutions will be of interest to our readers. For  
convenience we designate the one as the Citizen- 
nhip Conference and the other as the Bible Stu- 
dents. As the Citizenship Conference resolu- 
tions were the last adopted we follow their 
order, merely noting that their resolutions were 
wnt by cable or  telegraph direct to President 
Harding, the King of England, the President 
of France, the President of Germany, the Kingr 
of Italy, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden and Nor- 
way, the.Premier of Russia, and the Governor 
Qeneral of Canada. There is no mention of 
 cable^ to the Emperor of Japan, the Sultan of 
Tnrkey, or  the Shah of Persia; and as we read 
the resolutions we can understand' why they 
were omitted. 

* I *  

leaders, and upon d l  thr ckfgymcn of dl ths dsnomi- 
national churches of &Ah, their foltotcrm and dl&, 
big business and by politicians, to b&g fwth their 
proof in justification of ths position takm by them that 
they ccrn establish paax and prosperity or, earth a d  
bring happiness to the people; and th& fading in f h ~ ,  
we call upon them to giw eur to the tutimony t h d  W 8  

offer or witneusr for thr Lord, a d  then kt thrm 
whethm or not ow tartimony ir true."--Bible Studenta. 

* * *  
-I 

2. "Humanity in daggered by the poasibilitiem of 
another world war."-Citizenship Conference. 

Here again the Bible Students were more . 
bold. They came out flatfootedly with B e  
statement : 

'Bslying upon th6 Wold of God and his providmtid 
dealings with monkind th~ough Christ Jssw, we aa h u  
witntssu hold and testify ar follows, to-wit: That tlk 
World War c m r  i 1914 and war followed by grad 
famima, psrtdencu and rsvolutions in v a r h  part* o/ 
ths 6adh stactly ar forrtold by the Lord; thaf 101) 
marked the k g d  m d k g  of the old world and t h  
ChrLi thr rightful King took unto himaelf hit pourer 
aa king; that thr Lwd J w  Christ ir nuw p r m t ,  
k u i d l r  ta man, ad prousding with thr lowL of 
srldlirhing h u  k k g h ,  for which kingdom h6 tclughf 
hu followers to pray; and that thcrs ir now impmoting 
m d  about to fdl upon tbn natibnr of sarth, amording 
t4 the word# of C h i d  J u w ,  a great time of ' tr ibub 
t h  NCA ar war ~t &u the beginning of the world 
to thu time, no, nor 4vm &dl be again: and it is thit 
impending koubk thaf the d r s  and mighty m m  of 
earth rsr cambag."-Bible Studenta. . . .  

1. ''An address to the Rulers of the World."dt i -  3. "Homes in every k n d  over which the dudow of 
onehip Conference. sacrificial death still hovers are ~addened by the prob 

The Bible Stndents were rather more bold. pect of still further headbreak a d  mftering."-Citi- 
Xot kowtowing too much to earthly rulers (for zenship Conference- 
they think that the rulers have been kowtowed The Bible Students are not pleased with the 
to already more than is for the best interests implication that those who die while they are 
of humanity) their salutation was : engaged in obeying the commands of big baei- 

"We d l  upon the nutinu of earth, thei.7 rulers arrd ness, big politicians, or big clergy are  mnnted 
8 
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as dying in the same way and to the same end 
as Christ died; and hence their resolution: 

"Z'hat during the Wmld War the clergy of these 
various church denominations were disloyal to the Lord 
Jesus Christ in this, that they wrongfully united with 
big business and big politicians to further the World 
War; they preached men into the trenches and falsely 
and blasphemously told them that their death upon the 
battlefield would be counted ms a part of the vicariow 
atonement of Jcsw Christ."-Bible Students. 

* * 
4. "The people in these lands have already given 

millions of their sons in the belief that their supreme 
sacrifice would make the world safe for democracy, 
create a high idealism which would make the ~ o r l d  a 
fairer place in which to live and end ~ a r  for all time. 
None of these hopee has been realized."-Citizenship 
Conference. 

The Bible Students gave expression to the 
same thought in their declarations : 

"That the mlers of earth have frequmtly boasted that 
the World War was fought to make the wwld safe for 
damommy, which claim has proven to be a delusion 
and a mare; that the internathid conferences at Paris, 
Washington, G m a  and The Hague, participated in by 
the financiers and statesmen and approved by the &- 
nominational clergy of the world, held for the purpose, 
as announced, of establishing peace on earth, have failed 
to bring fwth the desired result."-Bible Studenta 

* * +  
6. "Mm hate each other M intensely M ever. Chaoa 

reigns in every human relationship. Economic and 
political conditionn have sunk to low levels. Nations 

- have been guilty of promoting selfish and ignoble loyal- 
ti- Efforts have been made to avert the disaster which 
is inevitable if present tendencies continue. Every mch 
method for adjusting these difficulties haa failed."- 
Citizenship Conference. 
Again the Citizenship Conference is in agree- 

men th i th  the Bible Students; for the latter 
set forth in their resolutions: 

"That all of the TUrtiona of earth we now in dkreac 
- and perpZezity, aa the Lord foretold they would be at 

this time, and that the entire social and political strue 
ture is threatened with complete dissoluth; and the 
leading statesmen a.nd rulers of the earth being aware 
of this fact and of theb islability to ustablkh peace and 

, .  prosperity ara f rantd ly  calling upon the denomina- 
tional churches to rave the world from disaster; that 
i t  is the desire of all the natiohs and peoples of cartb 
that t h y  might dwell in p e w  and enjoy life, lib@ 
and happiness; that the people are being misled by those 
who are attempting to bring about this desire through 
i n t e r n u t i d  conferences and agreements in the fwm 
of the Leagw of Natwnr and like compacts."-Bible 
Gtudenta 

6. "The time has come to try Christianity. It hrr 
never failed in any field when given a fair chance, md 
civilization is entitled to every opportunity to free it& 
from its present predicament. There is an inescapablr 
obligation on the part of every nation to make its an- 
tribution to consummate this desired end, men at @ 
sacrifice to itself."-Citizenship Conference. 

The Citizenship Conference sees that our 
civilization is not a Christian civilization but a 
pagan one, and therefore sees that what is 
needed in the earth is Christ's kingdom, the 
substitution of a perfect government for the 
imperfect ones. This the Bible Students also 
see : 

"We hold and dcclare that Messiah's Gng&m i s  thr 
complete panacea fw all the ills of humankind and will 
bring peace on earth and good will to men, the d e s h  
of all nutimu; that those who yield themselves willingty 
to his righteow reign now begun wit2 be blessed with 
lasting peace, life, liberty and endless happiness."- 
Bible Students. 

+ 
7. "The nations of the world must depart from self- 

ish individunliam and inhuman isolation."-Citizenship 
Conference. 

The Citizenship Conference, in spite of d 
past failures of leagues and compacts, is still 
in hopes that something can be gained by more 
leagues and compacts. But the Bible Students 
have no snch hopes and say plainly: 

"That d l  internutbud conferences and all agree 
ments cw treaties resulting therefrom, including tho 
League of Natiorw compact and all like cornpacto, mud 
fail, becuwe God has &creed it thus."-Bible Studenta * * *  

8. "They should unit. in creating new standards 
which are based upon the teachings o* Jesus. He must . 
be acknowledged M the Supreme Arbiter in every 
national and international difjiculty. Loyalty to Him 
should be the chief desire of the nations."-Citizezl- 
ahip Conference. 
The Citizenship Conference thinks that 811 

the nations should unite npon the teachings of 
Jesus. But the Bible Students think it  unlikely 
that the heathen nations of China, Persia, Tur- 
key, and Japan would unite npon such o pro- 
gram, partly because they have snch a poor 
opinion of the warlike and barbarous nations 
of Europe and America. Indeed, the Bible 
Students criticise the denominational clergy 
because they have 
"repudiated the Lord and his kingdom and showed th& 
disloyalty by voluntarily uniting themselves with Satan'r 
wganization and boldy announcing to the world that 
the Leagur of Nations u the 'politid czprespior, of 



God's kingdom on earth,' which announcsmnt w nrod. 
by them was in utter disregard of the wor& of J- 
md the apostles."-Bible Students. * * * 

9. "It should be recognized that nations are account 
able to the same Christian principles as those which 
pertain ta all Christian men and women as individuals. 
s e r e  is no double standard of morality and ethics, one 
for men end another for nations. There is only one 
morality, one honor, one righteousness. R e  believe that 
the State belongs to God acd that He is the ultimate 
rource of all civil and political authority."-Citizen- 
rhip Conference. 

Although the Citizenship Confererlce has al- 
ready tacitly admitted that none of the king- 
doms of this world are Christian kingdoms, and 
altliough they must see that tlie rum and opium 
and tobacco and high finance and predatory 
nations in white collars are no more Christian 
than are  Turkey, Persia, China, and Japan, yet 
they would like to think that, in some way, God 
i s  a t  the head of all these nations. The Bible 
Students do not so think, but give it as  their 
opinion 

"That all efforts of the denominational church organ& 
rations, their clergy, their leaders and their allies, to 
m e  and reEstablish the order of things i n  the earth 
and fo  bring peace and prosperity must of necessity 
fail, because they do not consfifute a.ny part of the 
kingdom of Hessiah."-Bible Students. 

* * * 
10. "We bclieve that the divine right of sovereignty 

and civil authority is vested in the nation, end that 
the nation is an intelligent moral entity which God 
holds responsible for the use of the sovereignty and 
authority which He has vested in it"-Citizenship 
Conference. 

Here the Citizenship Coiiference places the 
divine right of sore re ip ty  in the human 
family. God took that so~ereignty away from 
Adain in the garden of Eden. It does not be- 
long to the human family now; it belongs to 
"Him whose right i t  is." (Ezekiel 21: 27) That 
one is Christ, the principal Sheep in the flock 
of God. Hellcc the Scriptures say of Him: 
"Unto thee sliall it come, 0 thou Tower of the 
flock, even the first dominion." (Mica11 4: 8) 
Meantime the Bible Students reiterate 

"That Satan, long the god of this world, has deceived 
the statesmen, financiers ond the clergy, by inducing 
them to bclieve that b y  internationu! agreement or other 
combined efforts t l t q  can bring the desire of all nu- 
tions."-Bible Students. 

* * L  

11. 'We believe that God's judgments can be everted 

only by n a t i o d  obedience to the laws of love a d  
brotherhood and fair play, M taught by Jesus, and 
that such obedience wiU bring pema b the world, and a 
restoration of prosperity and happines to dl the 
ples."'-Citizenship Conference. 

The Citizenship Conference, although they 
admit the wretched condition of civilization, 
still think there is some chance that it may 
right itself. The Bible Stndents believe that 
"the jig i s  up," and therefore 
"further hold and testify that this is the &y of I f 0 8 8  

vengeance against Satan's empire a l e  and k v i d l s ;  
that the reestablishment of the old world or wdsr u an 
impossibility; that the time is here for the establbhment 
of the kingdom of God through Christ Jsnur; and that 
all the poulers and organizatwns that do not willinglp 
subit~it to the righteous reign of the Lord will 68 da 
strayed."--Bible Students. 

* 
12. "We further believe that civil rulers are His min- 

isters as certainly as are the rulers of the church, md 
that those rulers are directly and immediately respon- 
sible to Him for their official conduct!'-Citizenship 
Conference. 

The Citizenship Conference believes that the 
politicians are God's ministers as much as the 
clergy are;  and with this the Bible Students 
would agree, but for  different reasons. Just 
how much, we wonder, would the Citizenship 
Conference think that the Emperor of Japan is 
God's nlinister, o r  the Shah of Persia, o r  the 
Sultan of Turkey. However, the Bible Students 
agree that if the politicians and the clergy, ae 
well as the financiers and all the people, would 
become Christians something a u l d  really be. 
done. Ilence their resolution : .. 

"That if the politicians would faithfully represmt 
the people, and big business would cease czploitkg the 
peopl~, and the clergy would tell the people the tnrtb 
conceivti~tg God's arrangement, and the people would 
ccasc from strife, the kingdom of Messiah would be 
establuhed by him without further trouble w distress; 
but failing thus to do, greatsr t m b k  muat thortly 
follow."-Bible Students. 

* * *  
13. "It is because nations and rulers have held them- 

relvee above all moral law, becoming a law unto them- 
dvea  es far as their civil lives are concerned, that 
presentday world conditions have become so chaotic." 
-Citizenship Conference. 

This statement of the Citizenship Conference 
is undeniably true, and because i t  is true it 
justifies the resolution of the Bible Students: 

"That all of the world's present organization consti- 
f u f u  the visible part of Satan's empirr or orgcmktwn,  
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and that Satan's empire must MW fatl before the forc 
ward march of the King of glory.''-Bible Students. * * *  

The Resolution of the International Bible 
Students Association at Cedar Point, Ohio, 
September 10, 1922 was adopted a t  the conclu- 
sion of a week of Bible study attended by an 
a\-erage of' about 10,000 persons. There were 
perhaps twice the number at the session a t  
which the Resolution waa adopted. I n  i ts  pre- 
amble it set forth that: 

"The International Bible Students in convention aa- 
rembled &em it  a duty and privilege to send this mu- 
sage to the mtions of earth. As a body of Chtistions 
consecrated to obey and follow our Lord and Savior 
J m s  Christ, we are opposed to engaging in war, reuo- 
Zutwn, anarchy. or violence in  any fown; and we are 
opposed to fraud and deception being practised upon 
the people by the misrepresehtation of the Word of God 
or otherwise. We earnestly desire peace, prosperity and 
the blessing of the people with life, liberty and happd 
ness; and we hold that the only means by which this 
con bs acconaplished is by and through the reign of 
Christ. In the light of the Word of God, and particu- 
brly of fulfilled prophecy, we submit the folbwing ae 
a tme statement of the f a t s  relatitGg to present dt 
ti0M.''-Bible Students. 

+ 
The concluding words of the Citizenship Con-. 

ference resolutions were: 
14. "Now, therefore, an assembly of %,000 Christian 

men and women, coming from many parts of the United 
States and representing many different nationalitiee 
and practically every Protestant ecclesiastical organiza- 
tion in this country, as w d  as oficially representing 
the Governors of twelve foreign States, who have been 
in session at f inona Lake, Indiana, U. S. A., for the 

period of a week to discuss these problems, unite in 
asking the rulers of these United States and of tbr 
world to join in setting up the kingdom of God 
earth, acknoaled~ng Jesus Christ Lord of lord8 .ad 
King of kings, EO that justice and happiness and 
brotherhood and .peace may prevail throughout thr 
whole earth."-Citizenship Conference. 

The very fact that the Citizenship Confer- 
ence unites in asking the rulers to set up 
Christ.'~ kingdom shows that it is not already 
set up; that the kingdoms which a re  in i t r  
place are  not His kingdoms; and that they 
think He cannot set it up alone. The language 
in which their concluding paragraph is stated 
suggests that the Citizenship Conference had 
a t  least seen and profited by the concluding 
paragraph of the Bible Students' Resolution. 
It should be noted further that while the reso- 
lutions of the Citizenship Conference a re  ad- 
dressed to the rulers, those of the Bible Stn- 
dents are  addressed to the people. 

"Therefore. we bring to t i e  peoples of earth Go& 
message of good tidings contained i n  the Bible, Ak 
Word of truth, and W 6  publish to them his message of 
pace and everlasting dvat ion,  to-wit, that the Xing 
of g l o y ,  the Deliverer of man, is in~.isibly present n d  
has begun his reign; that the old world, under thr 
eontro 1- of Satan, h w  ended and is being rapidly brokm 
in  pieces, to make way for the everlasting kingdom of 
righteousness now being set up, and that mi,llions of 
people now living on earth, i f  obedient to the laws of 
that righteous kingdom, will continue to live and never 
dia; &d we cull upon all nations, peoples, kindreda a d  
tongues who love rightrousness and hate iniquity to 
recognize and freely acknowledge that Jehocah is thr 
only true God and that his belored Son Christ Jesus u 
King of kings and Lord of lords."-Bible Studentg 

The Emotions and Their Control BY B. R. Kent 

H UMAXLY speaking, there is  no such thing 
a s  absolute self-control; that is, no human 

creature is  able to so guide hie or her thoughts 
as to  be immune from emotions whlch, a t  differ- 
ent times, are awakened by improper impres- 
sions, evil suggestions or wrong thinking. Like 
raging waves of the sea, the u-rong kind of 
emotions are dangerous and frequently cast up 
human wreckage upon the sands of Time. 

Emotions are felt ; therefore i t  might be said 
that feeling is emotion. Some individuals, due 
to a fine nervous system, natural or  acquired, 
feel very deeply; and their emotions are  easily 

awakened by causes which would probably have 
little or  no effect upon a person whose n a t n n  
is not so ''high strung." 

It is necessary to classify emotions before 
much progress can be made toward their con- 
trol. To einphasize the distinction, let us plats 

. 
the most important ones in pairs, o r  opposites, 
as  f a r  as possible: Love vs. Hate;  Courage va 
Fear;  Joy vs. Grief; Reverence rs. Disrespect 
or Irreverence, etc. 

Every human being capable of intelligent 
feeling experiences one o r  more of these em+ 
tions; and, on account of ignorance, superati- 



tion and sin, the majority of men, women and 
children are controlled by their feelings, or 
emotions. Therefore they are  unreliable in 
their judgment. At one time they may be fully 
aominated by a feeling of joy and quickly there- 
after grief may overwhelm them. They may be 
courageous one moment; and the next, fear 
rob thein of their courage, But these are able, 
if conditions are normal, to maintain a com- 
paratively peaceful existence; nevertheless they 
are  liable at  any time to have their tranquility 
shattered by some unexpected event. 

The crhinally inclined are, of course, still 
more unfortunate. Some are colllpletely a t  the 
mercy of wrong emotions. One is sometimes 
born a criminal, due to influences over which he 
has no control; but more frequently one becomes 
a criminal througli environlllent. Whether one 
is  criminally inclined or not, he should seek the 
best environment possible which can reasonably 
be his. Real criminals are, of course, controlled 
by destructive emotions, such as hate, fear, etc., 
and sllould be deprived of their Liberty until 
they can be reformed, if this is possible in any 
case. There are some, however, who for a time 
are  branded as cruninsls who are not crim- 
inally inclined at  all, but are influenced by good, 
benevolent emotions. These hare been impris- 
oned througll misuse of power by those who are 
temporarily under the influence of, or are  con- 
trolled by, emotions which are degrading and 
destructive. These conditions should automat- 
ically adjust themselves when the majority of 
the people regain their normal condition; but 
someti~nes the wrong must be brought to their 
attention before it is rectified. These outrages 
against justice would never occur if each indi- 
vidual sought to control his emotions and bring 
himself more under the power of those which 
a re  good. Love is the king of all emotions. 

Perfect Self-Control Impossible 

T HERE are people, however, who have more 
of the "spirit of a sound mind" than the 

mass of humanity, because they study the effect 
of the emotions and strive for self-mastery. 
They do not have perfect self-control, however, 
because that is impossible at  this time. These 
few have access to the Fountain-head of all that 
is good-the great Creator. This sweet relation- 
ship they gained through full surrender of self 
fo God and His servjce, and His subsequent 

acceptance of them as  His children throagh 
Christ. Under the Messianic reign of one t l ~ o u s  

'and years, this class, having in this life sought 
to control their emotions for  good, will, with 
the Prince of Peace, teach the people of the 
earth perfect self-control. 

Three important ways in which emotions are 
aroused are: 

(1) By impressions received through the 
senses-sight, smell, taste, hearing and touch; 

(2) Suggestions caused by one's condition of 
health and by evil spirits; 

(3) By extended thought on any subject. 
I f  the ordinary, normal person sees some 

beautiful object, smells some sweet odor, tastes 
a delicious dish, hears enchanting music, or  
touches something soft and velvety, an  emotion 
of pleasnre results-it may be of joy, peace, ' 

admiration or  some other like feeling. On the 
other hand, should one see a murder committed, 
hear the groans of the dying victim, and touch 
the corpse, a feeling of horror o r  of fear will 
be the result. 

A suggestion of suicide may enter the mind 
because of ill health; or, if one is strong and 
robust, the very condition of splendid health 
suggests the desire to live and continue to enjoy 
life's good things. An evil desire lurking in 
some dark recess of our being, let in  by habit, 
may clamor for recognition. Mental impres- 
sions received from evil spirits, o r  demons, 
often arouse violent emotions which may lead 
to rash acts, even to murder, theft, and gross 
immoralities. For  these suggestions and im- 
pressions, however, one may not be wholly 
responsible and, consequently, will not be held 
accountable for them to the extent of account- 
ability incurred due to deliberate thought along 
any given line. 

The Power of Rioht TAinking 
XTENDED thought and meditation can be E ~ ~ ~ e r n l  for either good o r  evil; for  "as a 

man thinketh . . . so is he." Suggestions alone 
may not leave their mark upon our brain cells, 
but deep thonght to a conclusion is indelibly 
impressed. Reasoning or  connected thought 
n#on some noble, pure, lovely or  just subject 
brings a wealth of good emotions and legiti- 
mate pleasnre and is conducive to mental and 
physical health, as well a s  moral fibre, o r  ster- 
ling character development. The same amount 
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of thonght given to a hateful, irreverent, im- 
moral or  fearful subject produces the opposite 
effect and will lead one finally to manifest 
despicable characteristics. 

Impressions and suggestions received by the 
mind cause emotions great or  slight, and are 
either disposed of by dismissal or else manufac- 
tured into thoughts. Thought is a product of 
the mind. Deliberate actions result from 
thought. Since the mind has to do with sug- 
gestions, impressions, emotions, and thought, 
then an  effort to control one's mind seems to 
be the simplest and most effective way to dom- 
inate our emotions and bring our thoughts into 
captivity. This cannot be done without will 
power, neither can i t  be done by the will alone. 

. None should be discouraged, however, because 
of weakness of will; for the will can be strength- 
ened by proper mental exercise, aided by physi- 
cal recreation. To be truly wise in the battle 
for self-mastery, one must seek divine aid; for 
"the reverence of the Lord is the beginning of 
wisdom." 

To be successful in emotion and thought con- 
' 

trol, one must be a diplomat; and this requires 
considerable training in the school of expe- 
rience. If the basis for thought is not pleasant, 
or  is degrading, change the subject. It is a self- 
evident truth that one cannot think of two s u b  
jects a t  the same time; therefore be diplomatic 

t 
in the disposition of yonr thoughts and emo- 
tions. To t ry  by sheer will-power to cast out 
of mind an unwelcome suggestion or  thonght 
may l e d  to nervous exhaustion, especially in 
the case of one who is excitable or very 
impressionable. Therefore the best and most 
economical way to combat these evils (speaking 
of nerves) is to think on some different  subject 
that will be helpful. If you thus continue to 
think on an uplifting subject, the evil effects 
of an improper thought can be erased. 

Suppose you are out in an auto or  are street- 
car riding, and you pass by the stock-yards and 
rendering-plant of some packing house. You 
are greeted by a nauseating smell of dead ani- 
mal matter; skins, etc. Immediately you begin 
to think of the thousands of animals slain dail , 
of their suffering, and of the offensive odo 5 . 
Divert yonr attention from the stock-yards by 
thinking of the near future, when such sights 
and smells will not exist, and when the packers 
will seek more beneficial service for mankind. 

In thus dwelling upon the absence of all die- 
tasteful things in the Golden Age you will 
counteract the emotion of disgust and the dis- 
comfort caused by such sights and smells. 

firning Grief into Joy 

I F YOU are an employ6 in some office building 
or  elsewhere, and are "called down" on a* 

count of being late a t  the office or because of 
some mistalre you have made, do not allow the 
emotion of anger or of grief or of discourage- 
ment aroused by the sharp rebuke to ovenvhelm 
you. Just take your medicine calmly, and re- 
solve to increase your efficiency by doing better 
next time, thereby turning damaging emotions 
into channels running to good, hnppifying 
thoughts. Should you be an employer, and yonr 
stenographer insists on doing "sloppy" work 
and you are tempted to anger, rather than ruin 
the day by arousing emotions which make you 
miserable think of the beautiful day, or  of the 
fine breakfast you have just eaten, or  of the 
romp with the kiddies you expect to have to- 
night. Last, but not least, t ry  to think of some 
kindly suggestion given in an altogether differ- 
ent way than usual which your stenographer 
will appreciate; and thus kill the bad emotion 
with some cheerful thought of helpfulness. Pu t  
this into practice a t  once. 

Should you be caught with a vacant, inactive 
mind, and some vile suggestion is impressed 
upon your brain, and you are neither able t o  
throw it off quickly by will-power alone, nor to 
"change the subject" successfully, pick up a 
good book and occupy yonr mind in reading 
until no trace of the evil suggestion or emotion 
remains. Do not be inactive mentally, or  allow 
blankness of mind, if you value yonr physical 
and mental health. Rest the mind a t  night when 
yon are asleep. Keep the mind alert and en- 
gaged in constructive thonght, and be active 
physically. Thus many evil suggestions, and - 
the consequent harmful emotions, will be 
avoided. Truly it has been said: "An idle 
brain is the devil's workshop." Activity of the 
right sort tends toward life, while inactivity 
leads to death. 

If conversation in company with others is 
not elevating, or  is destructive of anotheis 
good name, diplomatically change the line of 
talk to different channels and seek to dominate 
the conversation until the wrong suggestions 
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have succumbed to good thoughts. The Good unpleasant environment, timidity, poverty, and 

I 
Book says: "Be not overcome of evil, but over- inefficiency. Fear  of losing one's position will 
come evil with good." Bn active mind in good frequently rob life of its sweetness. Fear  of 
things leads to purity of conduct and eternal death often torments, fear of old age with its 
life in the Golden Age, now breaking in impres- dependence will make one frantic. But all of 
sive dawn upon a much befuddled and shat- these, and many other fears, only serve to 
tered race. lessen one's efficiency and hasten the very thing 

Something should be said about fear. Fear dreaded. To counteract these fears permanent- 
is an emotion which causes much needless suf- ly, it is necessarp for one to  gain a bowledge 
fcring. Fear, when entertained, will benumb of God's plan for the righting of every ill in 
otlirrwisc keen faculties and render them use- the near future. This can be successfully done 

-. less. By cultivating a kindly sentiment toward by the pernsal of proper books, including the 
othprs and forgetting self, the "fear of man, Bible. This knowledge is becoming daily more 
which bringeth a snare," will daily lessen its necessary as  the race is further embroiled in 
grip upon you. Dread is a form of fear brought a tangled mass of wars, revolutions, peace con- 
about by various things, some of which are ferences and Bolshevism. 

 omm missions A Curse By L. D. Barn- 

T IIE curse of commissions, boards, and in- 
dustrial courts is receiving some deserved 

notice in a friendly press. And the way these 
fellows work the people is truly a cause of 
anxiety. 

Here is  how the gas commission worked i t  in 
Oklahoma. Three raises were granted the dis- 
tributing company in the zinc fields in rapid 
euccession. From fifty cents per thousand feet, 
the price was raised to sixty-three cents; and 
before they had collected at this rate i t  was 

raised to seventy-three cents. This was aol- 
lected once, and then the price was boosted to 
TWO DoLLdRa for the first thousand, and Gfty 
cents for each additional thousand. 

Thus the people are at the mercy of these 
sharks that have been appointed on coxmgis- 
sions. I t  is said that there are  over four hnn- 
dred of these commissions a t  Washington, con- 
stituting an "invisible" administration that the 
people cannot reach. These commissions a re  
the creatures of big business. Nobody is ever 
able to get to the man behind the commission. . . 

Rewards of Heroism By Joseph Cfreig 

HE following item, from the Toledo Union 
,en er, shows how cheap human life has T I  d 

bec.ome, and how rapid the decline in the esti- 
mated value of heroism and super-patriotism. 
It seems the very fulfilment of the words of the 
wise man : "All is vanity." There is a scripture 
which seems to have some bearing upon this 
matter. Fo r  is i t  not written: "I will take 
away the pride of their tinkling ornaments in 
that day"? The item reads : 

"New Tork.-Four years ago the victory medals con- 
ferred on American soldiers for conspicuous bravery in 
the war were priceless. A year ago some of these d e w  
rations were found in the possession of men who never 
were under fire. T b q  could not be bought nor sold- 

oh, no- but if you asked about them in some of the 
local pan-shops, you were likely to be met with 
request, in a low voice, about the particular sort of 
'deal' you were interested in. Ten dollars, you wem 
likely to have been told, would bring you, for instance, 
a badge with three ban, St. Uihiel, Meuse, Argonne, 
Defen~ive Sector, acroea a ribbon above the figure of ' 

the bronze Victory on the medal. Now you can bay 
mch a medal in pan-shops for $3.75. The ruling prim 
is $2 for the medal, with $1.75 added for tbe extra bara 
Bnd they are sold openly. Where did the pawn-shops 
get them? From ex-service men who were jobless and 
hungry, and in many instances whose families were 
bungry." 

E r e  long the badge of trge courage will be 



seen to be upon the objectors who had the back. Both were continually asked to believe 
stamina to brave popular hatred. We read of in the mass, as the tide gradually rose higher 
some such: "They shall be mine . . . in that and higher. When no response came to thia . 

day when I make up my jewels!' de-rilishness, their tormentors dashed the head8 
It is chmdcled smttish history that Ro- ' of their victims forward into the overwhelming 

manism once sought recantment of two lassies sea; and thus they finished their testimony od 
of the heather, by placing one to a stake for Jesus. 3Iany are the heroes of faith whom the 
the ocean tide to drown gradually, while the future viill shortly reveal with glory undimmed 
younger was fixed to a similar stake farther and eternal in luster. 

Statistics of Manufactures 
T H E  ststisties of manufactures for the Thirteenth Census have been published in a volume.? 

of 1,698 large pages bristling with facts and figures. For the convenience of our readen 
we haw examined the volume and give the names of all cities which had a value of over 
6100,000,000 in manufactured products for the year 1919: 

VALCE PBINOIPII. LINES 01 Afbneapolis 491,382,975 Flour, linseed oil, 
CITY OF I'liODCCT XANVFAcl"c= cars, bread, machin- 

ery, ironwork. 
New Pork $6,260,707,577 Clothing, printmg, Kansas City, Kana 468,686,423 Meat, flour. 

meat, millinery, fu rg  Omaha 452,236,634 Meat, butter, flour, 
tobacco, bread. bread. 

Chicago 5,657,424,471 C l o t b g ,  machinery, San Francisco 417,321,277 Ships, meat, coffee, 
printing, bmd,  cars, automobiles. 
confectionery. Indianapolis 398,666,553 Meat, automobiles, 

Philadelphia 1,996,481,074 Sugar, machinery, mach~nery, flour. 
leather, textiles, Jersey City - 974,182,924 Nest, bread, machin- 
printing, clothing. ery, tobacco. 

Detroit 1,234,519,842 Automobiles, machin- Rochester 351,416,379 Clothing, shoes, 
ery, meat, brass, en- machinery, electrical 
gines, bread, printing. apparatus, optical 

Cleveland 1,091,577,490 Machinery, automo- goods. 
biles, meat, electrical ToIedo 293,620,900 Machinerg, electrical 
apparatus, stores. apparatus, flour. 

Bt. Louie 811,760,438 Meat, shoes, tobacco, Flint 275.$?9,638 Automobiles. 
machinery, bags, Seattle 274,431,239 Flour, meat, machin- 
coffee, clothing. ery, lumber, ships. 

Baltimore 677.878,492 Clothing, meat, ferti- Providena, 267,629,283 Textiles, jewelry, 
lizers, tinware, bread, machinery, dyeing. 
confectionery. Bayonne 260,602,109 Chemicda 

Bntialo 634,409,?33 Flour, meat, machin- Toungstown 241,458,370 Iron end Steel. 
ery, iron and EM, Perth h b o y  230,658,263 Chemicals, fire brick. 
bread, food, soap. Camden 218,165,277 Leather, Phonographr 

Pittsburgh 614,726,978 Iron and EM, meat, Peterson 216,659,174 Silk, dyeing, shirts. 
bread, pickles, cars. New Bedford 210,773,318 Textiles. 

Newark 677,608,564 Leather, electrical Worcester 208,708,773 Machinery, Aoea 7 
apparatus, jewelry, Bridgeport 308,089,797 Machinery, corseta, 
machinery, chemicals. electrical apparatus, 

Milwaukee 676,161,312 Leather, meat, ma- braas. 
chinery, engines, Louisville 204,565,727 Tobacco, cars, meat, 
shoes, knit goo& picklee. * 

Bkron 158,962,067 Bubber. Winston-Salem 200,484,834 Tobacco. 
Cincinnati 600,040,996 Meat, machinery, Portland, Ore. 196,380,146 Flour, machinery, 

olothing, dl- lumber, ahipa, b r e d  



Xaneas City, Yo. 192,815,052 Bread, printing: New Haven 
butter, flour, coffee, Denver 
clothing. Canton 

Coiamb~a 184,021,849 Machinery, care, ehoeg Trenton 
Iawrence 183,449,096 Textiles. Racine 
New Orleirns 182,798,561 Bags, rice, foods. 
Dayton 174,990,607 Machinery. Wilmington, Dd. 
Fall River 163,246,082 Textilm. 

Richmond 
Syracuse 

St. Paul 

S~OIIY City 
Reading 

Yonkers 
Lowell 
Pavtucket 
li'assaic 
Can1 bridge 

Birmingham 

Shoes, electrical 
machinery, leather. 
Tobacco. 
Automobiles, 
machinery. 
Machinery, butter, 
cars, shoes, flour, fum. 
Meat. 
Iron and steel, knit 
goods. 
Bags, carpets, sugar. 
Textiles, machinery. 
Machinery, textiles. 
Textiles. 
Autoniobilee, belting, 
shoes, confectionery. 
Iron snd steel. 

Hartford 
Brockton 
Memphis 

Manchester 
Lorain 
Atlanta 

Grand Rapids 
Schenectady 

McKeesport 
Pontiac 
Lansing 
Kenosha 
Tacoma 

125,455,547 Hardware, corsets. 
125.411,270 Meat. 
124,292,924 Lon snd steel. 
122,477,987 Bubber, pottery, wire. 
120,027,399 Agricultural imple- 

ments. 
121,039,617 Explosives, machinery, 

cars. 
118.002,G93 Machinery. 
117,855,025 Shoes. 
117,717,829 Cottonseed oil, fooda, 

ix-6. 

117,493,082 Textiles, shoes. 
116,908,616 Iron and eteel. 
113,991,946 Cottonseed oil, food, 

confectionery. 
109,135,055 Furniture. 
10G.531,lSZ Electrical machinery, 

locomotives. 
105,058,713 Iron and Steel. 
104,990,133 Automobiles. 
101,722,115 Automobiles. 
103,725,717 Automobiles. 
103,171,756 Flour, lumber. 

The Radio Telephone By Ralph H. Lefier 

T HE subject of radio is  one which has claimed 
the attention of many people, especially so 

during the past year since the advent of radio 
telephony. 

That it is possible to transmit the human 
~ o i c e ,  o r  any form of sound wave, from one 
station to another separated by l~undreds of 
nlilcs and without any visible means of com- 
munication, seems allllost uncanny to many 
people. Yet it is no more mysterious thnn many 
o t l~e r  phenomena in nature ~ ~ l i i c h  occur all 
about us daily, and which hare  ceased to be 
mysterious and wondrous because they have 
become conlmon to us. 

Every day the sun will rise, shedding his 
beams of light abroad oTer every living thing 
npon the earth. 11-hat is light and by what 
mechanism are  the rays carried over the mil- 
lions of miles of space inten-ening bet\\-een the 
sun and the earth? Again, if we place some 
object npon a support, and then remove the 
support from under it, the object will move 
towards the earth;  or  we say it will fall. What 
muses i t  to fall? You say, Gravitation. But 
what is gravitation? We hat-e seen these phe- 
nomena so often that we cease to wonder about 

them. Pe t  they are miracles, and just a s  much 
so as  radio. 

Many theories have been advanced purport- 
ing to explain how light i s  transmitted from 
one place to another, and how transmission of 
electro-magnetic waves without the use of inter- 
connecting wires, a s  in radio telegraphy, is a+ 
complished. But as to which of these theories 
is true. if anv. time alone will tell. The one -, 
generally accepted by scientists at the present 
time is known a s  the "ether" theory; that is, 
an imponderable substance of some kind, known 
a s  ether, fills dl1 space and is  the medium by 
which light and the electro-magnetic waves as 
used in radio are  transmitted, just a s  water is 
the medium for  the transmission of waves over 
the surface, and a s  air  is the medium for the 
transnlission of sound waves. 

It was back in the 80's that Hertz of Ger- 
many first discovered the possibility of setting 
up in the ether electrical disturbances which 
would travel out in all direc,tions to a great 
distance. He used an induction coil to produce . . 

a high potential, and an oscillator consisting of 
two horizontal wires n i th  a plate of zinc at 
each end. The zinc acted as the  plates of a con- 



aenser. %en they were charged by the incluc- 
tion coil, powerful electric oscillations \\-ere set 
up in the horizontal wires connecting the plates. 

These electric oscillations set up in the ether 
electro-magnetic waves or disturbances which 
were found to travel out in all directions and to 
a great distance. The action is analogous to the 
ripples that are set up in a pond of water when 
a pebble is  cast into it. The ripples travel out 
in all directions on the surface of the water, in 
the shape of concentric rings from the starting 
poil~t where the pebble dropped into the water. 
The only difference between these water waves 
and the electric waves set up 1% IIertz's oscil- 
lator, is that in the case of the pond of water 
the waves are material, can be seen, aud trarel 
only on a plane consisting of the surface of the 
water; while in the case of the electric waves, 
they cannot be seen, and they trarel in all dirrc- 
tions as  from the center of a sphere, instead of 
in one plane a s  from the center of a circle. 

Sound Waver Made Audible 

A FTER it was once known how to create 
electrical disturbances in the ether, then 

in order to use them for purposes of communi- 
cation i t  was necessary to know how to detect 
and intercept those disturbances and to trans- 
fornl them in such a way a s  to make them 
audible to the human ear. To accomplish that 
end required the effort and patient research of 
many inventors; such as DeForest, Zenneck, 
Marconi, Armstrong, Fleming, and others. Many 
sensitive devices to detect these electric waves 
in the ether have been developed. 

It is largely due to these sensitive detecting 
'devices of the present time that radio teleg- 
raphy and radio telephony are possible. The 
simplest of these is known a s  the galena detec- 
tor. It consists of nothing more than a small 
copper wire making a point contact on a piece 
of galena, a mineral. This device has the prop- 
erty of transforming the high frequency elec- 
tric waves to a lower frequency, so that they 
can be heard by the human ear. 

The most sensitive detector in use a t  the 
present time is generally known as a "vacuum 
tube!' It has many other names, such as radio- 
tron, andion, triode, and electron relay. These 
vacuum tubes resemble an ordinary ten-watt 
electric incandescent lamp, in that they have a 
glass bulb and a small filament. But they are 

greatly different in other respects. They are  
evacuated to a much higher degree; and they 
have two other elements, a plate and a grid, 
which play a very important role in the recep  
tion of electro-magnetic waves. When these 
vacuum tubes are  used as  detectors of electrio 
waves, their function is exactly the same as  the 
simple galena detector, but of course many 
times more sensitive. 

In  order to transmit the human voice by 
redio, it is nmessary first to have a transmit- 
ting station that is capable of producing power- 
ful disturbances in the ether in the form of 
electric \\-aves. These waves must he contin- 
uous 2nd must have a Iugh frecluency, that is, 
must follow each other in rapid succession. 

When these waves are used for telegmphinx, 
they need not be continuous but may be brokcn 
up into groups for signaling. The frequency of 
the electric waves used by broaclcasting sta- 
tions a t  the present time, working on 330 
meters, is 857,000 per second, which is f a r  above 
audibility and much higher than any frequency 
found in the voice wave. This high-frequency 
electric wave is technically known as the "car- 
rier wave!' I t  is used to carry the voice fra- 
quency wave which is impressed upon it. This 
carrier wave can be produced by several differ- 
ent methods; by a high-frequency alternator, 
by a L). C. arc, or by large, high power vacuul~l 
tubes. The latter method is used by practically 
all broadcasting stations a t  the present time. 
These power tubes are being rapidly developed 
so that in the near future they will be used to 
replace the elaborate and bulky machinery in  
use by the high-powered trans-oceanic stations. 

The voice must, nest, be impressed upon this 
carrier wave. This is done by speaking into an 
ordinary telephone microphone transmitter. 
This transmitter changes the sound waves into 
electric waves, which are then passed through 
several stages of amplification, then through a 
speech amplilier, and finally throngh special 
modulating devices which serve to impress 
every minute variation of the voice upon the 
oscillators and the carrier wave. This modu- 
lated carrier wave then radiates out into space 
in all directions, and carries with it a faithful 
reproduction of the speaker's voice-every tonal 
variation, the overtones or harmonies, and all 
the complesity of ware shapes and frequencies 
represented in that voice. 



Voice Speedg as Lightning 

T HE voice has been given the wings of flight, 
and i t  now flies in all directions with the 

speed of light, or around the earth more than 
seven times a second! Truly wonderful! 

The prophet Job  was given a glimpse of this 
very thing when the Lord said to him: "Canst 
thou send lightnings, that they may go, and say 
unto thee, Here we are?" (Job 38: 35) Un- 
doubtedly the Lord had reference to the radio- 
phone, which we see before our very eyes today. 

Before the listener a t  the receiving station 
many miles away can hear the speaker a t  the 
transnlitting station, i t  is necessary for him to 
bring his receiving set into tune with the trans- 
mitting station. The action is analogous to the 
production of sympathetic vibrations in a tun- 
ing-fork. If a tuning-fork is set into vibration 
and if a second fork is brought into the field of 
tile first, this second fork will start to vibrate 
sjmpothetically wlren and only when the second 
has the same natural vibrating frequency as 
the first; tliat is, when i t  is in tune with the 
first. Likewise, in order for a radio receiving 
station to hear a transmitting station, i t  must 
be so adjusted that its electrical vibrating 
period will be the same as  that of the trans- 
mitting station. 

This electrical adjustment is called "tuning!' 
I t  explains why several radio stations may be 

transmitting a t  the same time, each using a 
different frequency from the others, and only 
one can be heard a t  a time-the one with which 
the receiving station is in tune. 

Occasionally it happens that two stations 
will be working on nearly the same wave length; 
that is, a t  nearly the same frequency. When 
this' occurs, these two stations 'will interfere 
with each other, and neither one can be under- 
stood. I t  is for the purpose of preventing just 
suoh. interference that the United States Qov- 
ernment has required all transmitting stations 
to obtain licenses and to transmit on certain 
designated wave lengths only. 

When the operator of a receiving station haa 
his set in tune with the carrier wave from the 
broadcastin'g station, he then may '%sten in" 
and hear every syllable and word that may be 
spoken into the microphone a t  the transmitting 
station. Or he may listen to an orchestra and 
hear every tone that is produced by the musical 
instruments, a s  well as he wuld if he were in 
the same room. 

Such are the wonders of radio telephony! 
What radio holds forth for the future, can only 
be imagined. The possibilities a re  infinite. 
When i t  is written that in the Golden Age the 
law shall go forth from Jerusalem, i t  is certain 
that radio will play an important part in the 
fdfllment of that prophecy.-Isaiah 2: 3. 

Astronomical Observation BY Lyle ~ r i s t  

A CCORDING to the press, they have discov- 
ered a new star cluster, indicating for the 

known universe a diameter of 2,100,000,000,000,- 
000,000 miles. Known by +om? Why, by us. 

And that is the amusing part of it. Who are 
wet Mighty small f ry ;  so small that I doubt 
our capacity ever to discover or  comprehend 
anything except other small fry. An ant might 
get some idea of the cupola of one of the hotels 
nt the foot of Pike's Peak. But you know that 
an ant will never discover the whole Rocky 
Mountain Tange; and even if i t  did, it would 
only be starting to learn. So with us. I cannot 
get much exercised over our discovery of a new 
huge star. Any star we discover must be noth- 
ing more than a speck, relatively, in the great 
wlieme of things. I am afraid that if we p m y  

little creatures, with our weak little instm- 
ments, can "how" a universe 2,100,000,000,a00,- 
000,000 miles wide, the whole thing must be an 
infinitesimally small par t  of the main show. 
In  other words, all of these discoveries just 
emphasize our own unimportance and wmpara- 
tive tininess. 

Here we are, on a globe which, if the whole 
thing went up in smoke some night (but it will 
not), would not make a blaze that would look 
like a fire-alarm fire from the distance of 
Venus, the nearest planet. It would hardly be 
observed a s  f a r  away as  our sdn; and that is 
a very short distance--only some 92,000,000 
miles. Why, they have discovered one star, 
Betelguese, the diameter of which is three times 
the whole distance between ns and the lmnl 



Just stop and take that in. A star nearly 300,- 
000,000 miles in diameter! Yet I contend that 
Betelguese must be relatively a peanut-if we 
little creatures can measure it. 

We human beings and our discoveries must 
be about like potato bugs and their discoveries. 
I imagine that a hundred years ago the potato 
bugs may have had a convention and exhibited 
a wonderful new telescope: Can yon not see 
them all crowded together out there in the gar- 
den, with old Doctor Ten-Legs giving a demon- 
stration of the powerful new instrument? 
"Gather around, boys, and take a look. Marvel 
of marvels!" What they see is the haystack in 
the back pasture. It is 21,000,000 potato-bug 
miles away. No snch distance was ever 

. dreamed of before. 
A century passes. Again the potato b u g  

gather to witness the stupendous wonder of the 
ages, an instrument of such incredible power 
that through it  they can see a distance of 
47,000,00Q,000 potato-bug milea. The bugs draw 
near; and Professor Stripe-Back Crawl, Ph. D., 

the denlonstrator of the new telescope, show8 
then1 the greatest discovery of all time. The 
bugs take a look and gasp in amazement; for  
through the telescope they have looked million8 
of potato-bug miles past the haystack-and die- 
covered the barn on the next farm! Think of 
it-the barn! Probably within the next fifty 
years they will have discovered the town clock 
across the valley. 

So do not get excited over what we have dis- 
covered of the universe. Probably all that we 
have seen ie  the haystack in the back pasture. 
Do not stick out your chest and proclaim loudly 
the "great" discoveries of "great" scientists; 
for, like the potato bugs, 'twill not be long 
before our present discoveries will seem insig- 
nificant. Soon the long-looked-for Golden Age 
will shed its light abroad; and then, when the 
knowledge of the Lord shall cover the earth as 
the waters cover the deep, we shall look back 
upon our "wonderful discoveries" as upon the ' 
work of a child. 

A 144-Word Remembrance to 144,000 Foreheads (Ezekiel 8: 8) 

By Charles Henry East 

FOREHEADS 
Marked with the xa~gs 
Of CONFUSION ; 
~ c i r r e d  with scarlet letters; 
Being bound with fetters 
Of earth and CERISTENDOM. 
Spherical forms of bone 
And withered skin, . 
Seared by the FUMES 
Of CREEDS and 6x19. 
FOREHEADS 
That speak of LUST 
Untold. 
FOXEHEADS 
That in disgust 
Tell of AGONY THEY HOLD. 
Pale, wrinkled, thoughtlessly 
Xarked with FEAR, 

At " A U  NATIONS MARCHING TO ~ . ~ ~ E D D o ~ P , ~  

At the TIME now HERE; 
Women of ERROR, 

Men in FEAR ! 
(Revelation 17 :5; 19 :15; 14: 9,lO; 13 :16; 9: 4) 

FOREHEADS 
Marked with the MARKS 
Of SONSHIP; 
Sealed with sacred letters; 
Free from myriad fetters 
Of earth and CHRISTENDOX. 

Shining forms of bone 
And glistening skin, 
Brightened by the FLAMES 
That burn THEBEIN. 

FOREHEADS 
That speak of T R ~ E  

Now told. 
FOBEHEADS 
That in their YOUTH 
Tell the M ~ W E  THEY HOLD. 9,  
Lustrous, shining, thought f d y  
Marked with CHEER, 
At the TRUTH THEY POSSESS, 4 

At the TIME XOW EERE; L 

Brothers in m m ~ ,  
Sisters of CHEER. . 
(Rev. 14:l;  9:4; 2:3; 20:4; 22:4; E d  8:1& 

4 



Nation-Wide Neurasthenia By Dr. Melville 1. Eames (CMropructor) - 

N EmASTHENLB has been czalled "the dis- to be a very simple thing, the smallest particle 
ease of the American people." It is a by- of matter in existence. But now they find that 

product of this '%rain and gold age," or  a result it is much more complex, in reality being a 
of the modern civilization of which this nation complete system in itself, consisting of a ten- 

is so proud. tral nucleus with smaller particles or electrons 
To be sure, the American people have many revolving about it. rise in temperature 

things of which they can justly be proud when increases the rate of vibration of these el- . 
compared with other nations of the earth. But irons, thereby changing the condition of 
our present system of civilization, a very cum- substance, just as  water changed into the 
plex one, contains many things which do not gaseous state, steam- 
call forth the spirit of pride from even the TO my mind this is an excellent illustration 
"reddest-blooded Americans." of modern civilisation. Not long ago it seemed 

~h~~~ ,,-as a tirne n.hen eoerSthing b e r i c a n  tO be a more or less simple unit, like the atom; 

was "the best" in the eyes millions; but that but now it is seen to consist of many  arb 
was before the epidemic of neurasthenia and about it, just like the electrons, the 

doubt, "before the war; ,,,hen ,,iviliza- whole comprising a complex system of its own. 

tion \$-as not so "modern"; that is, things were And not only that, but we see the heat of selfish- 

not done on such a large scale nor at  such a ness so applied, and the rate of vibration of 

rate of speed as they are today. With the in- parts becoming so rapid, that i ts substance also 

crease of knowledge coming a t  the dawn of the seems liable to be converted into the gaseous 
new dispensation, all things began to expand; state Or in phrase "go in 
for  '%no\!-ledge puffeth up," and everybody and smoke" 

everything had to speed up to the limit, yes, The above condition has been recognized for 

'even exceed the speed limit, in order to keep some time and frequently commented upon by 
up with the expansion. writers of prominence ; but there seems to be a 

complication arising which is not so well under- 
history that the American stood. It is already being recognized a s  a dan- have been a ~eol'le of "nerve." The most t ' r~ing gerous rnndition ; but its and 

everipnoes through which p s s e d  in the haye not been found by those are 
devcloprnent of this country have served but on this simpler diseas+ubmerian 
to strengthen their "nerve." But now some- neurasthenia." 
thing is arising w-hiali seems to be changing the of Tae are now to be 

of the people into "nenes," favored with a clear understanding of this new 
the layman's way of saying neurasthenia. condition, while readers of many of the world's 

Civilization, with all its component parts, peatest  newspapers and magazines are re 
some more, some less to blame7 is the cause of wiving no real enlightenment, nothing but the 
this dismse. The nerves of the people have not mnfused and ever-changing ideas and hopes of - 
stood the excess of speed. Selfishness in most the ,rids trying to some- 
cases has been the power --hich developed such thing of which they know not the cause. 
speed. Love of money, pleasure, and fame are 
the parts of this complex system mostly to be Speeding UP 
blamed. The pursuit of these has exhausted T H E  following news item from the Rirming- 
our nerves until today we are styled "a nation ham Age-Herald will probably be better 
of dyspeptics." Our nerves are on edge-and are understood and appreciated by the readers of 
continually crying for  more speed to satisfy T m  GOLDEN AGE than by the readers of the 
their craving. paper in which it originally appeared. 

This is  not a pessimist's view by any means. "Men's Hearts Beat Faster Than They Did, S t a b  
Physician. It is merely the view of many sober-minded 

perd mmineas of the rrRstod in people rho down enough to the very harts of ma. A t  lm& the obaerrationa of a glimpse of the scenery as they go by. Dr. W. W. Clapp, veteran Birmingham physician, who 
Of late, scientists have been speaking a great is the ~ n l ~  States pension examiner for this district, 

deal about the atom, xhich was once supposed polnt to that conclusion 
ln 

- -  ---- 



GOLDEN AGE 
"%mar hearts best faster than they once did,' he 

np. 'There was a time,' Dr. Clapp declared, 'when the 
normal heart beat ranged from iiixty-five to seventy- 
five, but now,' he continued, 'the average ranges ten 
beate to the minute faster and sometimes more.' H e  
raid it was not unusual to h d  a man with a pulse 
beat of mound ninety in comparatively good health. 
The pulse rate of most men now ranged from seventy- 
five to eighty-five, Dr. Clspp asserted. Dr. Clapp offered 
no explanation of this  peed ding up of mcm'r hearts 
other than to attribute it to the general unessinesa of 
the period." 

I believe Dr. Clapp's explanation of his ob- 
servations is a good one; but almost any reader 
of TLIE GOLDEN AGE could elaborate on thia 
cause jnst a little, so that i t  could be better 
appreciated by the readers of the Birmingham 
Aye-Herald and by Dr. Clapp himself. 

I am naturally interested in viewing current 
events in the Light of Bible prophecy; and so 
this statement regarding the general uneasiness 
of this period brings to my mind the words of 
One who also was a very close observer of 
human affairs, Jesus Christ. 

Probably those who read this article in their 
morning paper did not know that "the period" 
of which Dr. Clapp spoke was the same as that 
spoken of by Jesus in Luke 21: 25-28;'namely, 
the closing days of the Gospel age and the 
beginning of the Golden age, better known as 
the Millennia1 age. Jesus had been observing 
carefully the conditions that existed at that 
time; and He was very plain and to the point 
regarding the things of which He disapproved. 
I n  this instance His remark about the destruc- 
tion of the temple brought forth the question, 
'7Yhen shall these things be?" and as recorded 
in Matthew 24: 3, "What shall be the sign of 
thy presence, and of the end of the world 
[age] 1" 

I n  answering their question Jesus said : " h d  
upon the earth distress of nations with per- 
plexity; the sea and the waves roaring; men's 
hearts failing them for fear, and for looking 
after those things which are coming on the 
earth; for the powers of heaven shall be 
shaken!'-Luke 21 : 25,26. 

These words, "men's hearts failing them for 
fear," carry the same thought as the words of 

, Dr. Clapp: "Men's hearts beat faster than they 
did." The only difference is that Dr. Clapp 
dates the fulfilment of Jesus' prophecy. 

Sometimer Knees Show Fear IS THERE any one who has not exper i end  
what fear will do to the heart1 I believe 

that every one has a t  some time or  other had 
his heart quickened by fear, and not only hi. 
heart, but probably the fear was manifested in 
his knees. While Dr. Clapp miikes no mention 
of the condition of men's knees a t  the present 
time, any lack of observation on his part, o r  

' that of any other examining physician, is more 
than compensated for by the foresight of the 
prophet Ezekiel: "All hands shall be feeble, 
and all knees shall be weak as water." (Ezekiel 
7 : 17) Further on in his prophecy (21 : 6,7) he 
states the reason: "Sigh, therefore, thou son 
of man, . . . and it  shall be when they say unto 
thee, Wherefore sighest thou! that thou shalt 
answer, For the tidings, because it cometh: 
and every heart shall melt, and all hands shall 
be feeble, and every spirit shall faint, and all 
knees shall be weak as water: behold, it cometh, 
and shall be brought to pass, saith the Lord 
God." 

I t  is quite evident that the Prophet ia refer- 
ring to something nvhich will cause great fear. 
Just v hat does he mean by the words, "Behold, 
i t  wrnrth"1 He is referring to the same condi- 
tion which Jesus said would cause men's hearts 
to fail theru for fear. It is the same condition 
recognized by Dr. Clapp when he says: "This 
speeding up of men's hearts is due to the gen- 
eral uneasllirss of the period.." 
This condition is far  more serious than the 

neurasthenia resulting from the speed of mod- 
ern civilization. I t  is not jnst an "American 
neurasthenia"; it is world-wide neurasthenia, 
and does mnch more than make a "nation of 
dyspeptics." It is making nations with "failing 
and melting hearts," "feeble spirits," Yeeble 
hands," and "knees aa weak aa water!' Nationa 
are made up of people; and when all kneea 
become "weak aa water," it would seem that 
the nations could not stand mnch longer. 

What an awful calamity l What can this all 
mean! L i ~ t e n  to the words of the prophet 
Isaiah, as he speaks of the same condition: 
"Strengthen ye the weak hands, and confirm 
the feeble knees. Say to them that are of a 
fearful heart, Be strong, fear not: behold, your 
God will come with vengeance, even God with 
a recompense ; he will come and save you. Then 



the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the give us the proper understanding of that 
ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. . . . And prayer! 
the ransomed of the Lord shall return, and But now that we have reached the time fore- 
come to Zion with songs, and everlasting joy told by the prophet Daniel when "knowledge 
upon their heads: they shall obtain joy and shall be increased, and the wise shall under- 
gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee stand," we see that the old world, ruled by 
away."-Isaiah 35 : 3-10. Satan and his agents, must be removed by 

Oh! is that what it means? Yes, thank God, earth's new King. "Ask of me, and I shall give 
that is just what i t  means. How i t  pays to let thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the 
one scripture interpret another! Surely, "God uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. 
is his own interpreter, and He will make i t  Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou 
plain." shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel." 

This "distress of nations with perplexity, --Psalm 2: 8,9. 
men's hearts failing them for fear," these The trouble which attends this change of 
"feeble hands and weak knees," all of this, and government is a very fearful thing to  those who 
much more; the abtaining of joy and gladness do not understand the Lord's plan. But not to 
and the fleeing anray of sorrow and sighing, those who know the true remedy and heed the 
is included in the Lord's prayer which we words of Him who stilled the waves of Galilee. 
l eaned  at our mother's knee, "Thy kingdom "When these things begin to come to pass, then 
come; thy will be done on earth, as  it is done look up and lift up  your heads; for  your deliv- 
in heaven." Yet how few mothers were able to erance draweth nigh." 

Reminiscences of an Old Sailor BY Copt. W. O. Warden (Scotland) 

I N THE: capacity of an  ordinary seaman 1 
joined the sailing ship "Loch Vennacher" in 

the year 1576, bound from Glasgow to Mel- 
bourne, Australia. She was lying a t  Terminus 
Quah Glasgow, the western extremity of Glas- 
gow Harbor, about three-fourths of a mile be- 
low Glasgow Bridge, which was then the east- 
ern liinit of the Harbor. Glasgow a t  that time 
boasted but one dock, which is  now looked upon 
as  k i n g  so nuall that only the smallest class of 
vessel finds accollmlodation there. Now the 
Harbor has a quayage of about eleven miles, 
being one of the results of the running to and 
fro which has characterized this period in ful- 
filment of prophecy. 

The "Loch Vennacher" was about 1,500 tons 
register, which was thought to be a very large 
vessel at that time. She had a crew of forty- 
eight men, and had on this voyage twenty first- 
class and twelve second-class passengers, the 
first-class passengers being accoinmodated in 
the saloon in the after-end of the slip, and the 
second-class in a house on deck. She also car- 
ried. some livestock, consisting of six prize 
Clydesdale horses. This was one of the fastest 
and best means of travel a t  that fime between 
Britain and Australia. The Suez Canal had 

then been open only six years, and the steam- 
ship was still in its infancy. The only other 
means for passengers getting to Australia 
round the Cape of Good Hope was by a line 
from London, owned by Messrs. Money Wigram 
Bb SOIH., known as  the "Black-wall Line." They 
had three ships called "auxiliaries!' These 
were-rigged like sailing ships, but had steam 
engines in addition, able to drive them about 
seven knots per hour. When the wind came fair, 
the propellor was hoisted out of the water, and 
the vessel was then carried along by her sails 
as a sailing ship. The names of these three 
vessels were the "Durham," "Northumberland," 
and "Somersetshire," the "Durham'' being the 
largest, 1,638 tons net register. The build of 
these ships was similar to the old frigate ships, 
such a s  Nelson's 'Victory," in which he fought 
the Battle of Trafalgar. These three vessels 
were built of iron, but the other sailing ships 
of that company were built of wood. 

Sailing ships were then sometimes making 
faster passages than steamers, and were 
thought (particularly by seamen) to be much 
safer; for there had been some very bad ship 
wrecks and founderings of steamers, such ar 



the S. S. Tondon? bound from England to 
Australia and foundered in the Bay of Biscay, 
when nearly all on board were drowned. Steam- 
ers of that day had bulwarks abont six feet 
high. The casings leading to their engine rooms 
were not much above the level of the main deck. 
When heavy seas were shipped, the water 
poured down below. It was reported that when 
the captain of the "London" was told of so 
much water going down below he replied: "Oh! 
the steam pumps will keep her free." But in 
time the pumps became choked, and that was 
the end of the S. S. "London." So the large 
sailing ship of the 'Zoch ~ennacher" type was 
still popular with passengers. 

I joined the ship the day of her sailing, with 
all the other seamen. It was the custom at that 
time for all seamen to join their ships in a 
condition which was known as "dead drunk." 
Only one young man and myself in this instance. 
joined the ship sober. Talking over this matter 
with one of the older seamen, who otherwise 
seemed to be a very sensible man, he explained 
to me that he made a point of never joining a 
ship sober, as  there was so much work for a 
sober man to do, all the others being under the 
influence of liquor. Old seamen of my own age 
know how that in those days vessels were often 
towed out to aea by steam tugs, and left with 
no one on board sober, from the captain down. 
The first who would come to would go around 
and try to find some other to set enough sail on 
the ship to keep steerageway on her, particu- 
lady if a fair wind was blowing. The 'Ten- 
nacher" was towed down the river, and an- 
chored a t  the Tail of the Bank, Greenock, 
where the passengers were brought on board 
the following day, after the crew had sobered 
up. I well remember walking round the fore- 
castle-head, heaving up the anchor and ~inging 
the sailor shanty of 

"Hurrah, my boya, we're outward bound 1" 

In those days all work which required a nnm- 
ber of the crew a t  the one time was carried on 
with a song. This ship was supposed to be a 
very modern one, and carried a donkey boiler 
for heaving up the anchor and similar heavy 
work; but for that purpose it was a failure, as  
we had to heave the anchor up by hand, another 
instance of the inefficiency of the steam engine 
of that time. 

Elrperiencee of "Dead Horse Dau" 
T H E  passengers having been embmk4 we 

were towed clear of the Firth of Clyde, 
and set out with a fine leaning wind from the 
eastward. Among the saloon passengers there 
was an old ship captain. At daylight wo 
sighted another full-rigged ship coming up 
astern of us, belonging to the same company 
that he had sailed in. By noon that day she 
had gone out of sight ahead and to windward 
of us, so you can imagine all the epithets that 
were passed on the "Vennacher" as being an 
old coal barge, and such like namea. Certainly 
she could not sail alongside one of the clippers 
of that day, being built more for carrying a big 
cargo. Though we were heavily rigged, almost 
all other ships we sighted outsailed us. Fortu- 
nately the east wind held, not only until we 
were clear of the Channel, but until we had 
crossed the much-dreaded Bay of Biscay, and 
carried us with a fine, smooth sea into what 
is known among seamen as the Portuguese 
trades, off 'the coasts of Spain and Portugal. 
These fine-weather conditions continued until 
we were down in the flying fish latitudes, where 
the nor'east trade-winds blow, off the west 
coast of Africa., making the conditions on board 
very pleasant, though the speed of the ship w a ~  
nothing to boast about. 

The first item of special interest to the crew 
and passengers was known among seamen aa  
"dead horse day." This was a month after the 
crew had joined their ship. At the time of join- 
ing, each member of the crew received an ad- 
vance note value for a month's pay, which was 
left with their relatives and cashed after the 
ship had sailed. This day was known as the 
"dead horse"; for up to it they were working 
to pay off that advance note. Great prepara- 
tions were made by the men during the day in 
rigging up an old tar  barrel, which was laid 
horizontally with head and legs fixed to it, to 
appear somewhat like a horse. The barrel was 
then filled with inflammable material, tar, 
grease, oil, old teased ropes, etc, the latter 
being known amongst sailors as  "shakings." 
I n  those latitudes there is very little twilight; 
and shortly after sunset, when darkness came 
down, a great noise was made by the seamen, 
singing some of their sailor shanties. This 
brought-all the passengers on deck, who then 
saw the seamen hauling on a rope, which was 
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fast to the "old horse," pulling him up by the initiated as  his sons. Before they could be his 
neck to the fore yard-arm. The "old horse" was sons they were required to be lathered, shaved 
then blazing, as  a light had been put to it. A and well washed. This was forcibly pefformed. 
reamen stood by a t  the yard-am to cut the A large bucket was filled with soft soap, then 
rope, and allow him to drop into the sea. This mixed with ta r  and a number of other unpleae- 
was a symbol of the end of their "dead horse," ant ingredients, this forming the sharing s o a p  
which \\-as follo~i-ed by great cheers and songs. A large whitewash brush was used to raise a 
For  about the space of half an hour we could lather; but before the seaman was shaved he 
see the flames of the old horse, as it rose and was asked several questions regarding his 
fell on the maves astern of the ship. being prepared to become a son of Neptune. 

I t  might be interesting to mention here the When answering these questions he was told 
wages n%ch were then in operation. Captains open his month well, and each time he did 
were paid from £12 to El5 per month, chief ~0 down went a pill of some unpleasant sub- 
officers from £6 to S7, second officers £4: lo/- stance. Then he was well lathered, and shaved 
to £5, and the seamen E2 : lo/- per month ; and with a piece of hoop iron larger than a pruning 
some of these poor seamen were married men. hook. His back being to the bath, one of N e p  

While in those latitudes, off the coast of tune's assistants (an old m=man) caught him 
africa, just previous to smset  shoals of flying by the heels and tipped him backwards into the 
fish were seen, some coming very close to the bath, there being four or five feet of water in 
ship. In  the evening a few flew aboard, espe- jt. T ' o  of Neptune's sons, specially rigged up ~ . 
cially on the starboard side, seemingly attracted and known as ''bears," caught him, ducked and 
by the green side-light. They were in length washed him, until he was well-nigh drowned. 
from six to twelve inches, with three gauzy He was then tipped over the edge of the bath 
wings on each side, the front wings being nearly to the deck, where he landed a full-fledged son 
the length of the fish. of h'eptune, but more dead than alive. 

After a few days of light winds near the 
Becoming "Sons of Neptune"' equator, known as the doldrums, we passed 

HE next event of special interest was the into the southeast trades, where we got a fine, T c,ssi,g of the equator, known to all sea- fresh breeze, before which We 8ped rapidly 
men a s  crossing the line, when old Neptune was southwards until coming in touch with the 
supposed- to board the ship. This day was gtrong westerly winds, which carried along 
granted a s  a holiday to the seamen, who had Past the Cape of Good Hope, m n i n g  what in 
previously been preparing for it. One of the known as  the casting down- This was the 
older seamen was rigged up a s  Father Nep- weather that suited our ship best, getting heavy 
tune, with long white hair, a flowing beard, a gales from the westward, and during some of 
trident in his hand, and a crown upon his head. the days making over 300 miles. 
A sail was fixed on deck so a s  to form a bath. The Captain was a great man to "oarry-on"; 
Just  previous to the ceremony, a voice was that is, carrying 6 1 s  when the majority of 
heard, apparently in the distance, calling "Ship aeamen would have had them furled; and in 
ahoy !" One of the seamen answered, % d o  !" many cases the pressure was too much for the 
Then the question came: "What ship is that?'' ship to bear. She was a full-rigged ship, with 
the seamen answering, "Loch T7ennacher." The square yards on all three masts, having double 
voice then said: "I am coming aboard to en- topsails, double topgallantsails, three royals, 
quire if all your seamen are  my children." and a main skysail. The latter being the small- 

Father Neptune was then seen climbing up  est sail on the ship was the one I had to furl, 
over what was known as  the cat-head, in the with the assistance of another boy. When on 
bow of the ship, and walked along the deck in that yard one seemed a long way from home, 
a very stately manner to where the judgment being about 130 feet above the deck. To give 
seat had been rigged up. This was at  one end some idea of the size of the spars with which 
of the bath; and all the seamen who had not the ship was rigged it may be mentioned that 
proriously crossed the line required to be her main yard was ninety feet long. In  the 
brought to Neptune's judgment seat to be heaviest gales the Captain never furled the top 
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gallantsails, but allowed them to  blow away 
first. This suited some of the old seamen, who 
had drqnk all their money at home, and did not 
have snfficient clothes to cover themselves in 
the cold weather we were having. When gather- 
ing up the rags of these sails in the night time, 
each man helped himself to the remnants of 
the canvas, out of which they made canvas 
jackets and trousers. The great pressure on the 
ship, carrying more sail than she could bear, 
resulted in her laying the whole broadside nn- 
der water a t  times; and when the crew were 
trimming the sails they were washed about the 
aecks, and a t  times terribly bruised by the seas. 

I remember uhen one of the young seamen 
and I were trying to take shelter in one of these 
heavy gales under the break of the forecastle, 
he said to me: "Billy, does it not say some- 
where in the Bible, 'And there shall be no more 
sea'?" We both from the bottom of our hcnrts 
wished that time was now; for we werz wretch- 
ed, cold, hungry, and miserable. I could not 
tell him a t  the time where to find these words, 
but many times they have come to mind since. 
They are found in Revelation 21 : 1. Tt  reads : 
"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for 
the first heaven and the first earth mere passed 
away; and there was no more sex" It now 
appears to me when I look back on that day as  
a wonderful picture of the condition of the 
whole world a t  this time. Many are suffering 
from cold and hunger, and are rather miser- 
able; bat we know as our Lord has slated it  
that there. will be a new heaven and rr ncw 
earth, when the conditions of turmoil. unrest 
and distress, symbolized by the rrgiilg of the 

o sea, will have forever passed away. 
The first land sighted after leaving the Irish 

Channel was Cape Northumberland, we having 
then been seventy-six days a t  sea, and having 
traveled a distance of about 13,300 miles. At 
that time a strong westerly gale was blowing 
before which the ship scudded quickly along; 
and before daylight next morning we picked up 
the light on Cape Otway, which is about ninety 
miles from Melbourne. We had a narrow es- 
capQ from being wrecked on a reef which rnns 
out to sea five miles beyond the light. 

Ship Bas N a m w  Escape 

A FREKCHMAN who was at  the wheel said 
that he was told to keep the light one point 

on the port bow, and he stupidly kept altering 

the ship's course to do so. This was noticed jast 
in time to save us from disaster. If we had 
struck the reef, no one would have been sswd 
as  such a heavy sea was rnnning a t  the time. 

About noon that day we arrived at Port  
Philip Heads, where a pilot was taken on board 
from a small sailing schooner. At Port Philip 
Heads there is a very narrow entrance about 
two miles wide, leading into Hobsons Bay. The 
bay is about thirty miles wide and thirty miles 
long. At the head of this bay is the anchorage 
for vessels bound for Melbourne, William& 
town, or  Port Melbourne. After being hove to 
for a few hours outside Port Philip Heads, we 
got under way and reached the anchorage that 
night, having been about eighty days from port 
to port. This was looked upon as a good pass- 
age for a ship of the "Loch Yennacher" class. 
Some clipper sailing ships swh as the ''Cute 
Sark," the "Fiery Cross," and the "Thcrmopy- 
lae" of Aberdeen made the passage from Lon- 
don to Melbourne under sixty days, which time 
was beaten only some ten years after\vards by 
steamers going out by the Cape of Good IIope. 
In  1871 my father made a passage in n City 
Line sailing from Sandy Hook, New York, to 
Cape Clear, Ireland, in nine days, which ~ v a s  in 
less time than the mail steamers then running, 
and less than some of the passenger steamers 
take even today. 

Exceptionally fast passages by steamshipa 
are only of recent date. Few realize what a 
great stride has been made in shipping during 
the lifetime of men now living. I remember an 
old friend telling me that he served his time as 
an apprentice in a foreign-going vessel trading 
from Newfoundland to the Mauritius, having a 
cargo of fish outwards and sugar home. Her 
length was sixty feet. That was abont the year 
1860. Truly there has been a marvelous in- . 
crease of knowledge, accompanied by running 
to and fro. 

The 'Zoch Vennacher" w e  berthed by the 
steam tug "Albatross" alongside of the railway 
pier at a place then known as Sandridge, now 
called Port 3Ielbourne. The distance up to the 
town of Melbourne was three and one-halE 
miles. A small railway station was a t  the head 
of the pier, and you could travel by train to 
town, but most people took a cab. The majority 
of the cabs were like Irish jaunting-cars, hold- 
ing three people on each side sitting with their 



backs to eacli other. This was tllc chcsaper 
conveyance, a s  horses were of little value. 
When a man was going some distance up wun- 
try he would buy thirty shillings worth of 
horses, getting three for that sum. He would 
ride one of them, and lead the other two. When 
the horse he was riding was worn out, he would 
let it go free and then ride one of the fresh ones. 

One of the most strictly enforced regulations 
for vessels moored alongside the two piers a t  
Port Melbourne, was that eul1 vessel should 
hove a she-oak net under the accommodation 
ladder. The word she-oak was the name given 
to the colol~ial brewed beer. The most imposing 
building on the main road between Port Xel- 
bourne and the city was the Castlemaine Brea-  
ery. They made their OII-XI beer right enoug!:, 
but it was proper tanglefoot. After old sailors 
got a glass or two of it, they were seas over; 
and when trying to go up the lndder to get on 
board their ships, so many of them fell into the 
water and were eaten by sharlis that all ships 
were required to hare a she-oak net. I t  was 
hung like a large sheet ucder the ladder, two 
corners fast to the ship and two to the pier. 

By this colitrivance the life of many a sailor 
was saved. 
7 left the "Vennacher" in Melbourne, as I llad 

signed on in Qlasgow at one shilling per moiitll 
for the passage out. The majority of the crew, 
who could not get away from the ship, m n  
away and kept out of sight till the ship had 
sailed. The outward cargo was soon discharged, 
and the ship sailed with a shipload of horseu 
for Calcutta. 

The first British settler landed at Sandridge, 
now Port Melbourne, in the year 1835. I n  1890 
the population of Melbourne and its suburbs 
was 750,000, and covezed an area of ground 
equal to that of the city of London. Everybody 
had his own house, working men having their 
own little wooden cottages with a plot of ground 
araund them. Through the bursting of a land 
speculation boom in 1890 all the banks in Mel- 
bourne failed and brought such a depression 
that the population there decreased by 250,000; 
many people going to South Bfrica and otlier 
places. The population has again increased a 
little above that of 1890. 

Elemental Social Philosophy By H.  E. Branch 

N 0 QUESTION is ever settled until settled 
right. Jl-hcn settled right, in accord with 

natural law, i t  is settled forever and will not 
admit of contention and friction. Thzt fact is 
so elementary, simple and self-evident that its 
mere statement carries conviction to intelli- 
gt'nce. Finance and taxation have been the un- 
sohed problems, unanswered questions, social 
bones of contention that have gendered wars 
and wrecked all nations present and past. 

Iflien we recall great nations dead and gone, 
the universally confessed high cost of living, 
social unrest, and financial chaos everywhere 
existing due to taxation and unstable currency, 
i t  is proof positive that our system of exchange 
and taxation is unscientific, vicious and de- 

b 

structive of democracy and social unity. Why 
t ry  to eliminate the effect while still operating 
the cause under increased pressure1 

Sature is the universal architect and supreme 
lawgiver. When nations honor her mandates 
and accept her verdicts, then social unrest, high 
cost nf  living and instability of prices uil! dis- 

appear and governments will be self-perpctu- 
ating. She plays no favorites and grants no 
preferential rights to any of her numerous 
progeny; she recognizes all humanity a s  equal 
joint-heirs of her exhaustless bounties ; for raw 
material supplied for the manufacture of prod- 
ucts she exacts a full equivalent in industry, 
brain and brawn energy, labor expended for all 
property acquired. Property not so acquired 
results from theft or  donations. As industry 
must give a full equivalent in energy for p r o p  
erty created, it may create a ,snrplus but cannot 
create a profit. 

The only title to land and raw material hon- 
ored by the supreme court of nature is posses- 
sion for necessary use. Rockefeller, Ford, and 
others, helpless parts of a social system found- 
ed upon Satanic principles, have confisinted 
from their coheirs land and raw material for 
which they have no earthly use, and are  re- 
sponsible for the present chaotic social condi- 
tions. h'atural resources must be restored to 
the ul~rt.st;ictcd service of huxanity. We \\-ill 
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never have social stability ao long as a favored sources, withholding them from the needed s e ~ .  
few are allowed to profit at the expense of vice of the remaining heirs of Nature, c r e a b  
the many. enforced idleness and is a rank crime against 

Value is benefit and satisfaction derived from all humanity and is wrecking our entire s o d  
the use of things. Service is a useful property , structure. I t  is the sole sire of wars and famine. 
imparted to raw material by labor. Units of Standard nnits of any kind are absolutely 
value, like all other nnits, are  absolutely stable stable in character, and have no economic or 
in volume, structure, service or valne, and are social valne except as  tokens, indices, or  mea+ 
not affected by the presence or absence of other ures employed to define the volume and charas  
nnits of any kind. The number of soldier units ter or valne of real social units. The number of 
in an army carmot influence or affect the poten- measures or standard units possessed will not 
tial energy or  service of a single soldier. A affect the volume, structure or value of a single 
bushel of wheat, a nnit of value, is absolutely social or  economic nnit. A yardstick is a stan- 
stable and will render the same value or  ser- dard longimetry nnit employed solely to dehe  
vice in human nutrition that it rendered when linear or length values, and has no other aocial 
Ituth gleaned in the fields of Boaz. Each unit or  economic value whatever. A standard unit 
is absolutely independent of all other nnits, and merely defines or measuresand cannot influence 
its value or merit is correctly determined solely the volume and character of the unit defined. 
by its own individual volume and character. Today we determine the volume and c h a w  

We have demonstrated that service or value ter of our so-called monetary unit by compari- 
is the product of human energy or labor. Kegce son to scientific stable nnits of worth or valne. 
cost or value of property is exactly defined by To demonstrate: The first intelligent step in 
the volume and character of labor employed in any social enterprise is to define correctly the 
its creation. Farm organizations demand pro- volume and character of energy or real value 
duction or labor cost of products, but having nnits necessary for its complete development; 
utterly failed to demonstrate to the court of the next intelligent step is to define those unit8 
intelligence production or labor cost, are incom- with stable standard units of value. We do not 
petent witnesses. Practical common sense can do that. Engineers inform the Dixie Power 
readily obviate that difficulty. We determine Company that $26,000,000 at present prices will 
exactly the labor, service or  value of each of define the energy units required to develop a 
our millions of cows by their products in nnits dam 150 feet high across White River at Cotter, 
of beef, milk, butter, fat, etc. We classify and Arkansas. Energy nnits are absolutely stable, 
define the capacity or labor value or service of and never vary in use or  social service. That 
all grades of engines and dynamos, and the dam in 1913 would have required for its devel- 
exact volume and character of all kinds of opment exactly the same volume of energy as 
energies employed in creation by the products nom; but its value then could have been defined 
created. Our currency has no stable meaning by about $15,000,000. In 1930 it  may require 
when applied to social values. $100,000,000 to define those same stable units. 

When our currency defines units of service The real social value of that dam will never 
or  labor cost it will stabilize prices (values ore vary; while u-e demonstrate that a pseudo 
always stnble), inaugurate the world state, dis- monetary standard has no stability gnd is the 
Bipate social unrest and forever solve the tax sole cause of existing social wreckage. 
problem. Before we can hope for social progress we 

To confiscate unneeded land and natural re- must discard some venerated fallacies. 

"The Rulers Take Counsel Together" BY A. L. Geyer 

E FFORTS are being put forth. to reestablish hang low over Europe. An,- waves of hatred 
the churches, business, and politics on the and discontent continue to lash the bulwarks of 

prewar state of "normalcy"; but the efforts society. The "doctors" hold hurried consnlta- 
seem to be in vain. Many conferences and peace tions, but the patient grows worse and worse. 
parleys have been held, yet dark, ominous clouds "The pzople rage," says the Psalmist, and 



uhagine  a vain thing." High prices and heavy 
taxation are embittering the masses; and by 
bancling together they thinli tliere is hope of 
thruliing off the burdens and breathing the free 
air  or liberty. There is a measure of righteous 
indignation on the part.of the people; for un- 
questionably we have reached a period in the 
world's history when a rewgnized standard of 
justice should be established in the earth. The 
Laodiccan epoch of the church is the last stage 
&the church in the flesh; and that there was 
to be a cry of "justice for the people" is indi- 
cated by its name. 

The Psalmist continues: "The Icings of the 
earth set themselves, and the rulers take coun- 
sel together, against the Lord, and against his 
anointed, saying, Let us break their bands 
asunder, and cast away their cords from us." 
The l i i ~ l g ~  and rulers wish to hold their advan- 
tage; and because the time has wme for the 
emancii;ation of the race from sin and death, 
the Lord 1001;s upon the action of the rulers as  
being against Himself, for they are  apinst His 
arrangement concerning thc resurrection of the 
dead and an equitable distribution of the boun- 
ties of earth. But they cannot thwart the divine 
purposes. Therefore the Psalmist continues : 
"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the 
Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall 
he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them 
in his sore displeasure." 

Who are these kings and rulers that are thus 
arrayed against God? I t  could not be individ- 
uals that God thus takes cognizance of, but 
rather organizations. There is today a banding 
together of organizations the like of which has 
never taken place before. This unifying of in- 
terests is for self-preservation. These interests 
are principally three : The cllurches, financial 
interests, and political parties. Back of these 
institutions are the men who furnish the brains 
with ~vhich these organizations function. The 
men themselves are largely creatures of cir- 
cun~stance. The power exerted by big church, 
big business, and big politics is an abomination 
to the Lord-and to nearly everybody else. 

Again, the Psalmist (107 : 21-27) says : "Oh 
that men v-ould praise the Lord for his good- 
ness, and for his wonderful works to the chil- 
dren of men !" But they do not do it. They 
lower themselves into selfish enterprises and 
insist on doing business on a great scale. They 

go up to heaven on the arest of prosperity; 
they go down again to the depths in times of 
depression, and "their soul is melted because of 
trouble. They reel to and fro, hnd stagger like 
a drunken man, and are a t  their wit's end." 
These great men say: These be the times of 
great perplexity. 

We have stateslllen calling on the churches 
to support the League of Nations. Jehovah 
God who sitteth in the' heavens says: "Asso- 
ciate yourselves [be comrades], 0 ye people 
[big church-state-business], and ye shall be 

'broken in pieces."-Isaiah 8: 9. 

Impotency of Churchianity 
HE "holy father" at  Rome in a papal ency- T clical is complaining that the Powers s110nld 

restore Roman churches and clergy to the plncea " 

of power from which they were ousted during - 

the war. The Y rophet of old foretold this when 
he said: "A voice of the cry of the [false] ' 
shepherds, and an howling [encyclical] of the " 
principal [the Pope] of the flock, . . . for the 
Lord hath spoiled their pasture!'-Jer. 25 : 36. , " 

A letter from Podolskiej, Gub. Tarkoruda, 
:r 

Russia, says : . . 4  
.,'x 

"In this state there are menteen Bornan Cathob 
#$*, churches where formerly numerous priests and semanta 9 

gerved, and worshipers numbered 5,000 to 7,000 at uch 4 
church. Today there is one priest left for the seventeen '"' 
churches and he is not busy. Xobody to speak of now 
attends these churches, aa there is a law which prohibib 1 
myone under eighteen from entering a church." 1 

The new Premier of Italy wants the Roman 
Catholic Cardinals admitted to the Italian sen- s" 
ate. He knows how their holy soothing synp ri 
bas been used in the past. It is this union of : 

church and state which has made papacy the 
"mother of harlots." The Bible says: "For 
their mother [Romanism] hath played the har- d ;  

lot [united church and state]; . . . for she 4 
said, I will go after my lovers [nations repre- 4 
sented at  the Vatican], that give me my bread 2 

and my water" [government positions, as spies, 
' 

etc. (Hosea 2: 5) This system has become so ' 4  

fllthy in God's sight that His prophet declares: 
"Though thou wash thee with lye, and take thee 1 

much soap, yet thine iniquity is marked before . ^ j  
me, saith the Lord of hosts."-Jeremiah 2: 22. 
. From Constantinople comes an bsociated 

Press report of recent date saying that the , 

Supreme Ecumenical Council of the Greek ' 
a 1  



Orthodox Church has sent word to all Greek 
churches in Thrace and Greece to sell all gold 
and silver articles, valuable jewels, chnrch 
property including chalices, oil lamps, cande- 
labra, etc. It also states that this extreme meas- 
ure was necessary on account of the precarious 
condition of the Greek chnrch finances. When 
the Lord spoils their pasture, collections stop. 

The Olive Trees, a missionary journal of the 
Reformed Presbyterian Church of N. A., under 
a heading "Governments Recognize Their Debt 
to the Aiissionaries," quotes Lord Curzon of 

- India and Viscount James Bryce, both British 
statesmen, "I regard them [missionariesl as a 
valuable adjunct to the forces of government . . . quality of British influence depends largely 
npon the progress of the missions." As the 
mother, so the daughters (Protestant churches) ; 
they both have lovers (the nations) which are 
abominations in God's sight, and all are  spiri- 
tual harlots, mother and daughters. 

A few months ago in the city of Pittsburgh 
there was called a special convention of the 
Russian Orthodox Church in h e r i c a  to con- 
sider propaganda which was threatening to 
disrupt their church. Many resolutions were 
passed; one was sent to President Harding, 
also one to Metropolitan Anthony. The church 
in which the convention was held, SS. Peter 
and Paul's Chnrch, South Nineteenth street, is 
for sale, on account of no money and a falling 
away in membership. 

A Washington news item quotes Rev. John 
J. 'CVynne, S. J., one of the editors of the "Cath- 
olic Encyclopedia," speaking before a session 
of the Xational Council of Catholic Men : "There 
are definite signs abroad of a movement to unite 
the best conservative scholarshpof all religions. 
in the publication of a great general reference 
book to bring about a reunion of all creeds." 
An evidence of weakness; a s  also is the send- 
ing around in the United States of three Roman 
Catholic churches fitted up in passenger coaches 
by the Catholic Extension Society to reach 
Catholics in remote places. Where is this proud 
mother, who has always boasted that her chil- 
dren came to church! 

Not Following the Master 

T HE Rev. Dr. George W. Shelton, Second 
Presbyterian Church, Pittsbnrgh, says that 

the chnrch is making good. Yet Rev. J. H. 

Cudiipp told the Upper Iowa M. E. Conferenas 
at  Mason City, Iowa, that there are 30,000 v* 
cant pulpits in America. The Lord said that 
He would spoil their pastures. The Rev. Dr. 
Shelton also said that the church would destroy 
war. Yet the newspapers of the country carried 
a picture of seven ministers who believe in pre- 
paredness on rifle range-three of the regular 
army and four of the organized reserves. This 
picture shows them dressed in army uniform 
with rifles in hand a t  Camp Devens, Mass. 
Their names are: Rev. hl. J. Donahue, Firs t  
Lieut.; Rev. Hal. C. Read, First  Lieut.; Rev. 
Harvey C. Fraser, Senior Chaplain ; Rev. Theo- 
dore Ludlow, First  Lieut.; Rev. G. B. Cornish, 
Captain; Rev. D. Harold Hickey, Captain; Rev. 
Herbert S. Johnson, Major. 

The greatest one who ever trod this earth, . 

the Ilaster Teacher and Captain of every true 
Christian said, "Thou shalt not kill"; and that 
"all they that take the sword shall perish with 
the sword" ; and again he said : "3lToe unto yon, 
scribes and PhariseesJ' (clergy). The Rev. Dr. 
Shelton also said regarding the second coming 
of Christ : "Only the foolish make maps, charts 
and emphasize times and seasons." What about 
the year of 1914, which was on charts for over 
thirty years prior to that date and was empha- 
sized by that servant of God, Charles T. Russell, 
that the war would start then! The prophet 
Habakkuk said: 'Write . . . and make it plain 
on tables [charts] ." 

B. C. Forbes, a writer for big business, in an 
editorial remarked: "For the first time in eight 
years I have felt serious hesitation in writing 
an annual forecast . . . almost everyone [fi- 
nancial and business reviews] expresses grave 
doubts over the outlook for the second half of 
the year, although without exception they con- \ 

fidently count npon continued activity'for the 
first half of the year.". I s  it any wonder that 
Roger W. Babson, high priest of big business, 
is calling upon the churches for help! Jehovah 
God said that He would have them in derision 
(scorn). 

The United States are trying to keep out od 
the trouble in Europe but the clergy do not 
want it so. At a public meeting in Pittsburgh 
reported by the Pittsburgh Post, a resolution 
was adopted, calling upon the United States ta 
"r&nter the world's affairs as  a leader, taking 
her full responsibility, even forgiving her war 



debts to her allies." Yet Rithin a two hours' 
ride of this meeting were thousands of miners 
living in tents with their babies and children 
because they could not get a 'living wage," let 
alone a "saving wage." The resolution was pre- 
sented by Chas. R. Zahniser, secretary of the 
Churches of Christ of Allegheny County, who 
asked its adoption. The signers were: Himself, 
Rex-. TIT. I. TITishart, Rer. IV. W. Duncan, Rev. 
J. I<. McClurkin, and Rev. Lyman E. Davis, 
also J. S. Crutchfield and L. A. Macdonald. 
Tlie meeting was addressed by Bishop Edgar 
Blake of the Methodist Episcopal Church of 
Paris. Not a word regarding the remedy of 
Jehovah. And so the Prophet of old said it 
would be: "They [the clergy] have cast away 

the .law of the Lord of hosts, and despised the 
word of the Holy One of Israel.'-Isaiah 5: 24. 

We are glad to know that the Bible points 
out emphatically that these things would hap 
pen just prior to the setting up  of Christ's king- 
dom on this earth when alI men shall have the 
opportunity of doing right and living forever, 
when nothing shall hurt nor offend; a t  a time 
when the [clergy-]men shall not 'wear garmente 
to deceive the people.'-Zechariah 13 : 4. 
As we now have it, big preachers, big busi- 

ness, and big politicians are all calling on one 
another: This is the way-League of Nations, 
conferences, secret treaties ; while Jesus' worda 
stand forever-"I am the Way, the Truth and 
the Lifa" There is no other way. 

No More Ingersolls Needed 
SOMETIMES a preacher will inadvertently 

make a 'statement to which we can sub- 
scribe. EvangeIist Rollins, in one of his meet- 
ings in Michigan, said that there was not a 
single infidel lecturer going up  and d o n  the 
country a s  Bob Ingersoll did a few years ago. 
The reason he gave was that the devil had the 
pulpits filled with men teaching the damnable 
doctrines of Evolution and New Thought, and 
that we did not need any Ingersolls. He also 
denounced all who doubt the literal interpre- 
tations of the Bible. 

We think that the pulpiteers are  doing a 
great wrong in leading the people away from 
the ransom-sacrifice of the Lord Jesus, the 
philosophy of which is diametrically opposed to 
the Evolution theory. No harm is done a 'right 
understanding of the Scriptures by admitting 
that the creatire work was carried out in grad- 
ual epochal stages a s  regards the planet, vege- 
tation, and some forms of animal life; but the 
belief that man was a direct creation, made 
perfect, and that he feu from that perfection, 
is  essential in order to comprehend the revealed 
Word of God. The erroneous teaching of the 
preachers is much more harmful to faith in 
God than the Ingersoll brand of infidelity; for 
the preachers pose a s  Christ's representatives. 

But we get :-to trouble when we take the 
"dark sayings," parables and symbols of the 
Scriptures literally. These are things which 
need interpretation and need to be explained 

in harmony with the plain statements of Scrip 
ture. Violence is done to reason in accepting 
the statements regarding the parable of the 
Rich Man and Lazarus as literaL Many am 
coming to see that there is no literal "lake of 
fire and brimstone," but that this is a symboli- 
cal expression meaning everlasting death. 
Prea~hing  '%ellfire" as  a reward to the wicked, 
meaning thereby literal suffering in a scorching 
furnace, is blasphemy. I t  is the preachers them- 
selves who are to answer for  this before the 
judgment seat of Christ, when that judgment 
throne is cet up in power in the Messianic king- 
dom. Tinat kingdom is to be operatire and to 
rule and bless the people with corrective disci- 
pline, rewarding them with happiness and a 
continuation of life for a thousand years, upon 
obedience to the laws governing the kingdom. 

Every educated preacher knows that on the 
southwestern edge of the city of Jerusalem 
there was a valley styled the valley of Tophet, 
or valley of Hinnom, in which the garbage and 
offal of the city of Jerusalem were destroyed. 
Brimstone fires were kept burning in this val- 
ley in order to complete the work of destrao- 
tion, and to keep the air pure. It is well known 
that even germs cannot live in burning brim- 
stone, and it thus becomes an  apt  symbol of 
destruction. Gay-Einnom (the valley of Hin- 
nom) is the derivation of Gehenna, often trans- 
lated '%ell" in the Bible. 1 
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Heard in the Office, No. 20 BY C. E. G U ~ U W   don) 

I HAVE been greatly impressed by your tallis 
to us, Palmer," said Tyler, one Saturday 

afternoon when work was done. "I have thought 
over your arguments, and I must confess that 
I have not heard anything that appeals to me 
60 much. You have harmonized the Bible in a 
way I had not before thought possible; but 
(there is usually a 'but' in my mind) I am not 
able to see that the theory of evolution is an- 
true. I have read several works on the subject; 
and the evidence, to me, seems overwhelming. 
You have convinced me of the existence of an 
intellizent Creator, but I think that evolution 

"I am not able to go into details at  present, . 
but would rather test the theory on broad liner, ; 
escept to say this: Where there has been o p  .' 

portunity to apply the theory to practical con- 
.$ 

ditions it has failed. I wil l  refer to one only. I 
quote from W. H. Thompson, bf. D.: 

"'As to the origin of different species, if Charla , 

Darwin was after that he would have found in tbe 
microscopic world the most ancient, stable and specifb , 
living forms that ,exist on earth. Thus, we have. known 
luetorically tuberculosis ever since Hippcmates da 
scribed it 2,300 years ago; and it is plainly alludrd to 
in Eber's Egyptian papynq 1,700 years before H i p  

must save been His method of creation in re- Prates. 
gard to the earth. Even on the theory that the as the life of *Ie ir 

only twenty or thirty minutes, instead of being three- 
earth is gradnally being to a state 

NOR years m d  ten. it follows that counting only verier- prfection, you must admit that it 's true. If able bacilli, half m hour old, r e  have 7,240,000 genera- 
i t  is true of the earth, why not of man9" tions through which it has descended without once 

"Your last point is the crux of the whole , h g i n g  in its evil ways: 
matter," replied Palmer. "I am opposed to the 
evolution theory as it exists to account for man. Arture Life and Evolution 
I believe it is probable that evolution is the OU have already admitted that the theor;p 
method by which the earth and the things upon Y does not solve one of the greatest problem 
it have been brought into existence, but not in of existence; I refer to the permission of evil. 
respect to man. The Bible allows of this We can go further and say that it offers no 
thought; for it says : 'Let the earth bring hope whatever for the future of the individual 
forth,' and again, Z e t  the waters bring forth and thus robs life of much of its joy. 
alui~dantly'; and the record is, 'And they c%voIution is not that of the individual, but* 
brought forth.' of the mce. The race has progressed, it is said, 

"The evolution sanctioned by the Bible is not by (L multitude of small steps, each generation 
that put forward by modern scientists. The adding its emall share to the whole. It requires 
evolutionist says that things have been evolv- thousands of years to make any appreciable 
ing one from another throughout the ages and progress. What does it do for the individual? 
will continue to do so foreber : from protoplasm I have heard it said that the son can commence 
to man, from man to supermen, and from super- where his father left off. Nothing of the End. 
men to gods; whereas the evolution of the Bible It takes him nearly all his life to get where bir 
implies that i t  has progressed, not haphazardly, father got. Some never get there a t  all; a few 
but under the direction of the great Creator to may go a little further. This theory has nothing 
s determinate end, so that a species reaches a to say respecting the eternity of the individual; 
certain point and becomes definitely fixed. its thought all the time is the future of the race. 

"It is generally admitted that man is a late W,e can Live our little span of life with a noble 
arrival on this planet; and the missing links endeavor to benefit posterity, and lay it down to 
between him and the lower orders have not been build up the edifice of civilization, sod be no 
and will not be found, because they do not more than the insignificant shell-fish that b 
exist. The few pieces of skulls over which the left its tiny part in the great limestone beds 
modern wise men have made such a fuss, would of the earth. 
not be considered worthy of their attention '? am aware that there are many advocate8 
were it not for their poverty of evidence in this of evolution who believe in the continual devel- 
direction. Do you know that the Patagonian opment of the individual, but it is the scion olt 
skull, which was claimed to be over a million a foreign stock that will not vitally M i t e  with 
yen1.q old, has turned out to be only a curionsly- the popular theory. The thought is that a mem- 
sbl;j~al piece of stone! ber of a family has a peculiarity whiah givw it 

m 



an a'dvantage over others in the struggle for 
existence. Like begets like; as the father so the 
son; and the peculiarity becomes more pro- 
nounced and fixed with each succeeding genera- 
tion. In  time of stress these live while others 
perish; and so on ad libitum. 

"It is not the evolution of the individual, but 
of a type. I t  cannot be proved where the power 
of continuity comes in, so that one can go on 
developing indefinitely. All that one member 
can do is to take one tiny step beyond the mass, 
and trust to the succeeding generation to fol- 
low, and take another step in the same direc- 
tion. But does i t ?  More often it does not. 

Tlie Law of  Reveraion 
R E  experiments have been made and w "" strict arbitrary selection has been the 

constant rule, some wonderful results have been 
obtained; as, for instance, in pigeons. Does 
this prove evolution? I think not. I think Dar- 
win's experiments with pigeons revealed a law 

as  powerful, if not more so, than that 
of natural selection. He found that, when he 
crossed two entirely distinct breeds, the grand- 
children shon-ed the markings and peculiarities 
of the Columbia Rock, the claimed ancient an- 
cestor of all pigeons. He  took this to prove 
evolution by selection, but it rerealed the pow- 
erful law of reversion to type. I t  would mean 
that if all pigeons were allowed to associate 
p:.on~iscuously, the highly developed breeds of 
today would be lost, and reversion to an old 
type would result, as  is witnessed by the pig- 
eons which frequent the streets of the city. ' 

"liendel, the monk, made certain experiments 
in this direction and found that union between 
two kinds, \\-hich for the sake of illustration we 
will call A and B, resulted in some A's, some 
E's. and the remainder AB's, the last being a 
new type. Tlie crossing of the class AB's with 
one n~lother revealed the fact that in the third 
or fourth gencl.ation there \\-ere no AB's, but all 
had reverted to the likeness of the first parents 
and were either A's or  B's. TT'e see then that 
while there may be something in adrancement 
by selection, we find another lam- in operation 
contrary to this; viz., the law of reversion to 
type. So instead of progressing along a straight 
line, things are actually traversing a circle or, 
more correctly perhaps, a spiral ; and the facts 
of h i~ to rp  show that we are descending and 
not rising. 

"A great deal of ancient knowledge has been 
lost, but there is mnch that comes to us, and 
more is being brought to light by recent dis- 
coveries which give food for thougllt. The great 
Pyramid in Egypt reveals a knowledge of math- 
ematics and construction nothing short of mar- 
velous. I t  is claimed that with all our modern 
knowledge and machinery i t  is beyond the 
poaer of modern man to construct such a thing. 

"The tomb of Luxor, paclted as  it is with the 
treasures of the past, manifests a skill in work- 
manship and a knowledge of a r t  and luxury not 
even approached by present achievements. 3,500 
years ago, vhen men must have been mnch 
nearer the.ape, if evolution were tmc, we have ' 
these things standing out a s  signposts for thorn 
who have eyes to see them, indicating when- 

' 

man has come and whither he is going. 
"If you were aslied to name the greatest men 

who have ever lived, you would instantly refer 
tothepast,notthatofacentury,butoftwenty 
to thirty centuries ago. Things were done then '' 
that cannot be done today. Moses the lawgiver *: 
and statesmnn, Paul the logician, Aristotle the : 
scientist, Socrates the philosopher, and many - '  
others stand as  giants compared with whom "" 

> .I 
the moderns are but pigmies." 

* i %  
"Yes," said Tyler; "but supposing we were to 

admit that you are right, how do you account 
for all the lino-xledge, the mawelous inventions 

* ' 
and discoveries of the present day?" . f 

"It is the common practice for evolutionists 
to point to modern discoveries in proof of their . . , 
theory, and proudly speak of the present a s  the 
brain age. But let me remind you that the $3 

greater part of this has come about during the 1 
last hundred years and more particularly with- ,: 
in the last forty years. Now, according to the 
evolution theory it takes thousands of years to 
make any real progress; therefore this should ,+b 
lead them to seek for another reason. The aa , 1 %  

swer is simple enough. Some of the most w o s  
derful discoveries have been stumbled upon . 

37 
The great cause for present attainments ir , 

printing. Printing has made it possible for t b  .y4 thoughts and achievements of both past and 
present to be recorded and duplicated so cheap ' 

ly that it has resulted in an almost u~~ivers r l  2 
knoaledge of letters. Any ordinary person caa 
now read and has open to him all branches (1 
learning. This does not mean that the pea* 
have a larger brain capacity. There are mom 



thinkers, but not necessarily better thinkers. 
Quantity does not mean quality. 

"Kote that all these inventions have not 
brought with them the blessings most desired. 
There are more avenues of pleasure but less 
rest; more knowledge of men and things but 
less peace. An infinite variety of things to oc- 
aupy the people's time and attention and yet 

there is more discontent in the world thar: ever 
before. 

"The increase of knowledge did not save the 
world from the great war, nor will it from the 
revolutions and the anarchy to follow. If thi. 
is evolution, then it  has miserably failed; for  
if present conditions continue then evolution 
will become its own destroyer!' 

Digging King Tut-Ankh-Amen Out of Hell BY J.  W. Heather-ly 

M ORE than three thousand years ago Pha- hear the great Messiah's voice, and will live' 
raoh Tut-Ankh-hen went to hell near again and come up out of hell, and start right 

Luxor, Egypt, and is stiil "asleep in the dust in where he left off. After having had a fair 
of the earth" (Daniel 12: 2), where he will re- trial he may either accept or reject salvation. 
main until the Son of Man calls him from "the If he fails to make good, he will go to llcll tile 
pit [hell] back to the light of the living." (Job second time; but he will not get out again. This 
33:30) When the excavators dug into the will be "the second death." (Revelation 21:8) 
king's tomb, they little knew that they had en-. Nobody wi l l  ever return from hell the second 
tered the Bible hell and were fulfilling the time; for he will be dead forever. 
prophecy of Amos when he said: "Though they The finding of Tut-Ankh-Amen's remains re- 
dig into hell, thence shall my hand take them." veals the fact that he had never had an oppor- 
(Amos 9: 2) Instead of finding a blazing fur- tunity to know the truth. Hence his hope is 
nace of fire and brimstone they found a hell centered in the resurrection from the dead, 
full of priceless treasures and gorgeous relica during the Golden Age just ahead of us, when 
almost beyond description, the splendor of the heathen will be on trial. (Acts 24 : 15 ; 26 : 8 ; 
which dazzled their eyes. 1 Timothy 2 : 5,6) TutrAnlrh-hen must yet 

That Tut was no Bible student is revealed in be raised from the dead, brought back from 
the findings within his tomb; for no Bible stu- hell, before he will be saved or lost. (Acts 17: 
dent would have his belongings buried with 31) If he fails then when his opportunity 
him. No doubt Tut believed in spiritism, and comes, he will be lost forever.-Ezek 18: 20-22. 
expected to use the things entombed and to eat Think of the surprise ahead of this ancient 
on his long journey through the spirit world. king whenbe is awakened from death and comes 
But we see that he was mistaken and that the back from hell and finds all of his belongings 
Bible is correct where it says that there is ,dibition in a shop in England! so 

going On in the grave, where even doubt his first thoughts will be to raise an army 
go. (Ecclesiastes ':lo) The f inding~fthebing's  ,d invade England But when he reads his 

goods away with him Bible a little he see that this be unneG 
the fact that a man can take things with essaly; and he will call up the aheriff on the ' him to and even his aife7 dwellings, and radio, who dll see that his belongings are re- 

(Nambers 16:32) Strange, yet tme7 stored to him in short order. (Acts 3: 19-21) 
Tnt's modern ancestral sons came to honor him; Then he will again ride in his fine and 
but he knew it not (Job 14: 21) ; for "the detid lest in his big ,,hair. 
know not anything."-Ecclesiastes 9: 5. "Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust . . . 

Will Tut-Anlih-Amen ever get out of hell? including Tut-Ankh-hen.-John 5: 28,29. 
Yes. When? I n  the resurrection day he will the earth shall cast out the dead" (Isaiah 26 :19), 

"The blow most dreaded fa& to break "Aa through the shadowy lene of even 
From off our limbs a chain; The eye looks farthest into heavm 

The wrongs of man to man but make On gleams of star and depths of blue 
The love of God more plain. !lls glaring sunshine never knew? 



Angels-Ancient and Modern Contributed 
p r t h e r  contnbutlons from this anonymous author would be greatly appreciated.-Ed.] 

T HE proclamation of peace and g o o d - ~ u  to opportunities of seeing the hypocrisy of the 
men at the birth of Jesus, by the angels, clergy class of that time, and would note how 

was, up to that time, the most wonderful pro- they associated thenlselves with the rich and 
nouncement that ever reached human ears. It powerful in oppressing t&e common people. 
has created in the minds of many, unconsciously There is no doubt that the colnrnon people 
perhaps, visions of a Golden Age fn which life, were held in contempt by the rulers and the 
liberty and happiness would be the lot and Yharisees. John tells of an incident which 
cxlwrience of every creature. Because of this caused them to express their minds with COX- 

proclamation, sonle with keener vision see this siderable plainness of speech. (John 7: 44-49) 
vale of tears and the shadow of death trans- Evidently they thdught the "people of the 
formed into a place made glorious by the earth," as  they termed them, were not worthy 
S a ~ i o r  whose birth was so wonderfully an- of a resurrection to eternal life. They treated 
nounced. them as  brute beasts and consequently bound 

M%en the holy angels saw Jehovah's pur- burdens upon them grievous to be borne. 
pose to save a rebellious world from the dire There is  perhaps a further reason why God 
results of its evil course; when they  saw the bestowed this honor upon the shepherds. They 
length to which He was prepared to go in order were men who felt their need of a savior, a 
to acconlplish this, eren to the sparing not of deliverer, a caretaker, a shepherd. They knew 
His only Son, their hearts leaped for joy a s  that God had promised to be all this and more 
they realized the magnitude of His love and to His people, but owing to  their teachera' 
goodness. They must have longed to let the making void the Scriptures and substituting 
people of earth know His gracious purposes man-made traditions God had become to  them 
toward them; and evidently they asked for the like some "divine far-off event." When the 
privilege of so doing. God gave them their message of good tidings came to them, they 
hearts' desire, but permitted them to bring the promptly sought to see whethe? the things told 
good tidings olily to the shepherds keeping them by the angels were so. As a result of 
watch over their sheep on the plains of Beth- their investigations, they demonstrated a nobil- 
lehem. ity and benevolence of disposition by becoming, 

It would seem strange that this class should in turn, angels (Greek, messengers) of the good 
be so honored, secing that they were very low tidings. Luke tells us "they made known abroad 
in the social wale and mere considered so the saying which was told them concerning this 
ignorant that they were not allowed to be wit- child. And all they that heard it wondered at 
messes in the courts of lam. A knowledge of those things n7hich were told them by the s h e p  
the divine procedure furnishes a reason why herds."-Luke 2: 17,18. 
his humble class should be signzled oat fo r  It  is sipificant to note that it was the good 

~ u c h  an honor. l i a r y  recognized the heavenly tidings they hera]ded-not the favor bestomred 
\\-\-ay~ xhen  she sang: "He hath put down the upon them, not their wonderful experiences. 
mighty from their ~ e a t s ,  and exzlted them of These eartll]y angels (messengers), like the 
low degree."-Luke 1 : 52. heavenly ones, felt their hearts stirred with 

love and devotion to God as  they came to  a 
Shepherds Receive Angels' Message knowledge of His beneficent purposes toward 

T HERE may be another reason why God mankind; and they delighted to make these 
chose the shepherds to be the recipients of known and thus show forth His praises. 

the angels' message. Ancient Jewish mi te rs  . 
state that the sheep used in the daily sacrifices aspel*  a Message for All 
of the Temple were fed on Bethlehem's plains. T O D A T  this old, sweet d o r y  is again being 
I t  is  highly probable that these men, in the repeated i n  every detail. The "watchers" - 
course of their business, would come into close in  the darkness that covers this world respeet- 
contact with the established religious arrange- ing the glorious plans and purposes of God, 
ments of the day. They would hare special have received a message announcing glad 

n 



tidings of great joy to d people. They alone 
have the knowledge of the invisible return of 
the Savior to deliver mankind from the thral- 
dom of Sin and Death. They, like the shep 
herds, investigated t$e evidences proving this 
stupendous fact; and having assured them- 
selves of its truth, they too became messengers 
(angels) announcing the fact. 

These messengers also are composed of a 
atmpany amongst whom not many wise, noble 
or  rich are found. They are chiefly the poor of 
this world, but rich in faith. They, too, have 
seen the unfaithfulness' and hypocrisy of the 

.clergy class of today, and have noted their asso- 
ciation with the political rulers and financial 
princes in oppressing the common people. Their 

hearta also are stirred with intense love and 
devotion to God because of the blessed tidings; - 
so much so that they delight to spend and be 
spent in announcing that earth's rightful King 
is here; that He is establishing His kingdom, 
which is the only solution for all earth's t ronb 
les; that Satan's empire is falling, and that 
"millions now living [on the earth] will never 
die." 

Thus they reecho all over the earth the 
angels' message of peace and good-will; for 
the Savior of the world irr present as a spirit 
being, overturning the organization of Satan 
preparatory to the establishment of the r ight  
eons government which will prove itself the 
"desire of all nations." 

Abolish Usury BY George CoZweU I 

H EBR the cries of the poor in the clutch of 
Usury, the poor of the world! God nas 

said: " f i e  earth is mine and the fnlness there- 
of"; and yet Usury takes toll in a thousand 
ways and devours the means of the poor I t  
takes its extortion and costs when there is no 
gain, and claims these as its due. 

Usury destroys the family circle of the poor, 
taking their lands, ctnd drives them hither and 
thither. It wrecks the marriage bonds, causing 
non-support, and f ins homes forever. It often 
leaves murder and suicide in its trail. It de- 
ceives the church, which often does espouse its 
=use, blaspheming God by claiming that He 
upholds Usury I t  turns to selfish pride and 
lust the hearts of kings and rulers, to their 
b t i n g  shame and future sorrow. 

Usury's filthy nakedness should be 'exposed 
to the world, that it is unjust, unmerciful and 
wicked; that it is a "&Id of disobe&ence" 
awaiting the wrath of God, and that all who 
cling to it and worship it shall go down with 
it into oblivion. 

How soon shall we see this ever-damning 
bbght of ill-gotten gains burst asunder as it  
has in various times, s a d  as in E n p t  under 
the Pharaohs, later in wicked Babylon, after 
that in ancient Greece and Rome, in 1800 A. D. 
in Paris in the "Reign of Terror," and even in 
Russia of yesterday Oh, that the hearts of the 
~.ulers in finance may be softened, that when 
tbe break comes the world may be spared from - 

the plagues, famines, and distress of former 
times on account of this Satanic macbine of 
exploitation ! 

The deliverance of humanity draweth nigh. 
We see the wonders that are comi~ig to pass 
when the world shall be delivered out of the 
hands of their enemy and shall serve God with- 
out fear. "The hungry shall be filled with good 
things, and the rich sent empty away." Then 
shall the world know and understand the gospel 
of J e s u ~  and live it, and 'lay up no t ressan  
on earth." They will gladly "give to everyone 
that asketh and from him that would borrow 
tarn not away." !L'hey will forgive one another 
their debts as they know their debts rball k 
forgiven. He that hath two coats will give to 
him that hath none, and he that Enth food will 
do likewise. And then shall the first and great 
commandment be lived as well as taught : "Thou 
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy he& . and thy neighbor a~ thysdf." 

Sometime the infinite power of #od muat 
surely be manifested against this mighty mon- 
ster, Usury. As it ia of Satan's origin, i t  must 
be "cast into the bottomless pit" for the thoa- 
sand years when Christ will rule in pace and, 
plenty. How unspeakably happy wil l  each be 
when he lives In hls own home, under his own 
vine and figtree, when the earth will yield itm 
increase and blossom as the rose, and when 
there will be no sickness, sorrow or death, and 
nothing to hurt or destroy in all the world1 



- 
SI'UDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOW' (~-FiZ'%Ew') 

With lasue Number 80 we began ronning Judge Ilutheriord'a new book. 
m e  Ham of Gd,,. wit. anompanrbg questions, dung t b  place of tmth $hl 

i Advanced and Juvenllc fiible stadla which have been hltberto published. 

L 

'?It is important here for us to see why Jesus 
came to earth, grew to manhood's estate and 
d i d .  The Prophet speaking the words of Jesus 
beforehand said: "Lo, I come: in the volume 
of the book i t  is written of me, I delight to do 
thy will, 0 my God: yea, thy law is within my 
heart." (Psaim 40: 7,8; Hebrews 10 : 7-10) Thus 
we see that He had come'to do God's will. The 
apostle Paul espressed the will of God concern- 
ing mankind when he said: "God . . . will have 
all men to be saved [from death], and brought 
to an accurate knowledge of the truth." (1 Tim- 
othy 2: 3,4)  This is in harmony with God's 
promise that He would redeem mankind from 
death (Hosea 13: 14) ; and since Jesus came to 
carry out the Father's will to ransom the human 
race, he must do this. This is  the only means 
whereby man could live. Tl~erefore Jesus said: 
"I am come that they might have life and that 
they might have i t  more abundantly."- John 
10 : 10. 

'sO.Jesus likened His humanity to bread. He 
said: "I am tlie bread of life. . . . This is the 
bread which colneth down from heaven, that a 
man may eat thereof, ind  not die. . . . For  my 
flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is drink 
indeed. . . . As the living Father sent me, and 
I live by the Father: so he that eateth me, even 
he shall live by me." (John 6 : 48,50,55,57) By 
this we understand that Jesus gave up His 
human life in order that the value thereof might 
be presented to divine justice in heaven as tlie 
great ransom-price. To eat means to appro- 
priate to oneself. Then it follo\vs that any one 
n-110 accepts or appropriates to himself the 
value of Jesus' sacrifice by believing on the 
Lord Jesus Christ and doing the Fa the is  will, 
that one will have Life everlasting through 
Christ Jesus. The apostle Paul makes it clear 

Arise, behold a brighter day! 
"Thy kingdom come" ; so let us pray 
And with this rision In our heart 
As patiently we do our part, 
TFe'll look beyond the darkened skies 
To where the sllver lining lies. 

.Th7 kingdom come!" Rlght shall prerall; 
For nwer doth God's promise fall. 
$a. though the racriflce be great, 

that the death of Jesus was for the benefit of 
the entire human race when he says: 'Jesus, 
. . . by the graceof God, tasted death for every 
man.' "There is  one God, and one mediator 
between God and men, the man Christ Jesus; 
who gave himself a ransom for all, to be testi- 
fied in due time."-Heb. 2 : 9 ; 1 Tim. 2 : 5,6. 

"'"Sin is the transgression of the law." 
(1 John 3 : 4) "The wages of sin is death." 
(Romans 6 : 23) Adam transgressed the divine 
law and for this reason suffered the penalty of 
death, and this penalty came upon all mankind 
by inheritance. Jesus the perfect man permit- 
ted His life to be taken that i t  might be used 
for the purpose of releasing Adam and his off- 
spring from the great enemy death, and -that 
they might have a full opportunity for life. 
Hence our Lord's life was made an offering for  
sin, or a sin-offering. 

'azFor many centuries Jehovah foreshadowed 
this great event in His plan, and this adds to 
the importance of i t ;  in fact, without the saori- 
fice of Jesus i t  would have been impossible for 
any of the human race to live at all. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD' 
What was God's will concerning Jesus with referenca 

to His becoming a man and being put to death? 1 B29. 
What did Jesus mean by saying that  H e  was the 

bread which came do1t-n from heaven, and that those 
eating that bread should live? 7 230. 

Did Jesus die only for those who become members of 
some church denomination? or for whom did He  die? 
1230. 

Define sin. T h a t  is the penalty for sin? r/ 231. 
R o n  was the life of Jesus made an offering for ein, 

or a sin-offering 7 r/ 231. 
Would it have been possible for any of the h u m  

race to get life everlasting, except for the ransom-sacri- 
fice? 11 232. 

Love soon shall take the place of bate. 
Aye, soon the strife shall all be done, 
And through the rift will shiw the sun. , 

Each sllv'ry llulng gleaming bright 
Aasures us all that God is light, 
And that He reigns ln heaven above 
Our Father, still, a God of love. 
Could heart ask more? Then be not dumb; 
Sas loud with joy: .Thy ldngdom come In 

al 
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A Lesson in Volcanology 
HE most popular theory regarding volca- been along the line of ejecting fine dust into T noes is that they are gigantic boilers. Into the air from airplanes. I t  would be interesting 

some cave far  beneath the earth's surface a if it transpires that the Lord is gohg  to do 
quantity of water finds its way. The cave may all that is necessary along this line, wing vol- 
have a roof miles in thickness, but its floor is canoes to do the work. 
the molten interior of the earth. Steam is gen- 
erated. The aperture through which the water Vesuvicu and Pisanello 
entered becomes sealed by molten rock pouring W HEN the subject of volcanoes ie mentioned 
into it, by a slight earthquake, o r  otherwise. the mind instinctively turns to Vesnvius, 
The steam gets hotter and hotter. The Poten- the best-known voloano, sitnated in one 
tial energy of superheated steam anfined in of the garden spots of the globe, and in a place 
fie cave a t  length becomes great enough to easy of access. Near the great city of Naples, 
force an  opening, either the old one or a new ltaly, an railaay runs to within 250 
one. yards of the crater, and tourists take the ad- 

When the opening takes place, no one can tell venturous risk of going not only to the a m i t  
what will issue from the caldron. Steam there but even to considerable depth within the 
may be, a little; but a boiling geyser of molten - 

rock, inconceivably hot, may reveal itself. What has a b a d  of a r t p  
issues forth may be so volatile, 80 superheated, miles. Its height is 3,800 feet. There is  no rec- 
BS t o  turn into dust the moment it COmeS into ord that i t  was active until 63 D, when many 
contact with the air. The result of a single surrounding cities were damaged by an earth- .' 
volcanic eruption may be to change the climate quake, and subterranean caves were probably 
of the whole earth for two years following. created which have been responsible for its fre- 

There is a connection of some sort between quently activities ever since. 
volcanic activity and rainfall, an4 the connec- The greatest rworded ernption of Vesu6us 
tion seems to work both ways. In a was in 79 A. D., when the cities of Hercnlaneum 
region a heavy rainfall may cause a quiescent and Pompeii were bnried in volcanic ash. The 

resume and when decorations on the walls of pompeiidn houses 
'perations are ti'ey may be the cause which have been unearthed reveal a shameless 
of unusual quantities of rain over a large area. licentiousness and debaucherp among its inhab- It occurs to us, from the evidence a t  hand, itants, 
that a few active volcanoes scattered here and Near the edge of the Vesuvisn crater the 
there over the earth's surface, accomplish a ltalian government maintains an observstory 
good worli. They eject quantities of infinitely established for the erpress prpose of watching 
fine dust into the upper air, and these dust volcanic The obsenatorp ia can- particles become nuclei for raindrops. Quite 
possibly the renewals of volcanic activity noted neeted with Naples by telephone. I n  a time of 
within the past two years are a definite part of e ~ ~ t i o n ,  some years ago, when the people about 
~ 8 s  plan for causing such changes in earth's the base of the mountain were alarmed for their 
climate as will make for a more general water- safety and for the safety of their homes, they 
ing of the dry places. The latest efforts of were calmed by the reassuring messages which 
scientists for causing rain in dry places hare  came to them from the edge of the flaming 
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abyss. The volcanologist encouraged the peo- It is pathetic and exasperating to read that 
ple with reasons to believe that the ernption when the lava stream from Etna was approach- 
would do no great damage, and reminded them ing the town of Linguaglossa the parish prieat + 
that volcanic ash is one of the best of plant had the inhabitants heeling bareheaded in 
fooda. At the time he sent these messages the front of a statne of "Saint Bgidins," offering 
observatory was completely hidden from view the saint flowere and lighted candles if he 
in smoke and fire. would stop the flow of lava Natives of an ad- 

When Vesuvius was active in 1921, note mas joining town halted a procession which was 
taken of the fact that the Spring of the year, carrying a staff of this particular saint, so that 
especially the month of April, seems to be the they could stop the lava from reaching their 
favorite time for the beginning of operations. own town; and the police had to separate the ' 
Professor Maladra, the present volcanologist combatants. 
a t  Vesuvius, attributes the outbreak in the The volcanologists had agreed that the lava 
Spring of 1923 to the heavy rains which fell in flow would stop short of Linguaglossa, and it 
February of this year. It was a considerable did. But the saint got the credit of stopping it. 
time after the rains before the outbreak oc- If the staff and the statue of our friend 
curred. During the interval we may suppose Bgidius are so effective as lava stoppers, why 
that the volcano was literally getting np steam. not take him np in an airplane and shove him 

While much of the western coast of Italy off into Etna itself, and thus stop the lava 
gives evidence of volcanic origin, Vesuvins, before it gets started7 
until 1920, was the only active volcano on the The flow of lava in 1923 was slow, but was 
continent of Europe; but in October of that thirty feet deep, and in places was said to have 
year Mount Pisanello, in the Apuan Alps, near run uphill. It was so intensely hot that treea 
Carram, also became active. and vegetation burst into flame ninety feet 

away from the stream. The explosions as the 
Ghra and Stromboli lava reached bodies of water could be heard 

OUNT ETNB, on the island of Sicily, is Seventy miles away. Instruments registered M ,& larger than Vesupius and more de- 9M0 temperature. The damage estimated . 
stmctive. Its height is about 10,875 feet. a t  One hundred million lires, about $24,000,000. 
railway seventy miles in length ssmnda in Unlike the volcanoes that experience intense 
spiral form to the s e t .  Sections of the rail- ParoVSms of activity followed b3' long Periob 
way frequently require to be rebuilt. of repose, the volcano of Stromboli, in the 

Since the year 476 B. C. eighty ervptions Mediterranean Sea north of Sicily, offers an 
have been recorded. In that of 1169 & D. example of continuous activity. Standing alone 
15,000 persons lost their lives; and in that of in the sea, it is visible a t  night for a hundred 
1693 a D. 60,ooo persons perished. In the miles, its ever-lighted fires tinting the cl0Ude 
eruption of 1879 molten lava poured from 100 and sky with glow which has led to itrr 
different months. Qreek mythology mentions being known as "The Lighthome the Medi- 
Etna repeatedly. terranean." The lower portions of the moon- 

The length of the eruptions varies greatly. tain are and inhabited- 
That in 1614 lasted ten years, that in 1911 only 
ten days, while the eruption in 1908 lasted only POpdcatapetz and VilCarica 
eight hours. Professor Ottorino Fiore, volcan- P OPOCATAPETL in the Aztec language 
ologist a t  Etna, predicted that the eruption this means "smoking monntain." Its height is 
year wonld last two weeks; and his prediction 17,783 feet, which is considerably more than 
seems to have came true. that of Mont Blanc; and it was long reckoned 

The whole slope of Mount Etna is intensively the highest mountain in North America. It h t ~  
cultivated. Hence every eruption, while it b r ing  since yielded the palm to Mount McKinley, in . 
more volcanic ash to enrich the soil, also brings Alaska, however. rn 

destruction in its wake. The one in June of Within the throat of the crater, which ia over 
this year destroyed four villages, and made two miles in circumference, it is estimated that 
30,000 people homeless. there are 148,000,000 tons of sulphur, the sup 
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ply of which increases at the rate of one per- 
aent annually. In  1904 a New York capitalist 
purchased the mountain from its Mexican owner 
for a half-million dollars. From time imme- 
morial the natives have ascended the mountain 
to obtain sulphur. 

It is  nearly six hnndred years since Popo- 
eatapetl has been on the warpath, although 
there was a mild eruption in 1802, and there 
were perceptible vapors above the crater in 
1909. For  the last three years i t  has been slowly 
waking up. In  January, 1920, great fissures 
appeared around the crater, and poisonous 
vapors arose. In  December, 1920, four daring 
Americans ascended, although the mountain 
then was in mild eruption. They found that the 
small lake formerly filled the center of 
the crater had disappeared. A year later the 
volcano was throwing up smoke, fire, and stones 
that could be seen a hundred miles, accompan- 
ied by noises that were as unpleasant as those 
made by a jazz band. On the sides of the moun- 
tain i t  used to be a favorite sport to sit upon a 
goatskin and slide 5,000 feet to the base of the 
snow-line; but in January, 1922, all the snow 
went off for  the first time within memory, dis- 
appearing in roaring torrents poured down the 
arropas. 

About the time Popocataptl began to awaken, 
San hIipcl ,  a small supposedly extinct volcano, 
burst in twain, belching forth ashes, dnst and 
strealns of hot water mixed with sulphur gases, 
killilig 200 hIexirans and utterly wasting one 
of the most fertile valleys in hleliico. The river 
in the valley disappeared, leaving the land 
without water. 

In  Mag, 1921, after a series of earthquakes 
in  which fifteen mountains dropped, some of 
them 150 yards, disclosing peaks that had pre- 
viously been hidden from sight, the top of the 
enow-capp~d volcano Villarica blew off, ejecting 
pumice and ash over one of the most picturesque 
sections of Chile. During the excitement a river 
300 feet wide completely disappeared, and a 
big lake overflowed its shores. 

Lassen and Katmai 
A L L  'America was much interested a few 

years ago when Mount Lassen, in the 
southern part of Shasta County, California, 
became eruptive. The eruption did not amount 
to much, however. For  excitement along this 

line we have to depend upon the geysers of the 
Yellowstone. In August, 1922, in that region, a 
quiet mud pool suddenly began operations and 
i s  now the largest geyser in the district, throw- 
ing a column of steaming bot mud and rock8 
three hnndred feet into the air. 

One of the most tremendous volcanic erup 
tions in history was that of Monnt Katmai, 
Alaska, in 1912. Prior to that time, Kilanea 
of Hawaii was considered the largest active 
crater on earth. Kilauea's depth ie500 feet; 
Katbai's depth is  3,700 feet, ite width three 
miles. When Katmai blew up it broke up an 
area of fifty square miles, from which hot gaser 
and molten material are even now flowing. The 
column of steam was conspicuous one hundred 
and fifty miles away. 

When the top of the mountain blew off, the 
force was so great that every part  of i t  war 
reduced to finest dust. The explosion was heard 
eight bnndred milea distant Two thousand 
miles away, the fumes tarnished brass; and at 
that distance, linen hung out on the line to dry 
was so eaten by the sulphuriwcid content 8s 
to fall to pieces on the ironing-board. Four 
hundred miles away the acid raindrops caused 
stinging burn# wherever they fell on face o r  
hands. Ashes a foot deep fell a hnndred miles 
in all directions, and within the whole area of 
the ashfall stygian blackness prevailed for 
Birty hours. 

A hole was blown into the ground where 
Blount Katmai once stood, within which all the 
buildings of Greater New York might be placed 
fifteen times over. During the ashfall the dark- 
ness was such that a lantern could not be seen 
a t  a m ' s  length. No lives were lost, however. 
The district is virtually uninhabited, and there 
was suficient warning to enable those in danger 
to escape. 

Dust from the volcano fell 1,500 miles away. 
Government officials made careful estimates 
which showed that six and a quarter cubic miles 
of earth were ejected by the eruption. The fine 
dust carried into the upper atmosphere formed 
a haze which so reduced the intensity of sun- 
shine as to cause the cold Summer of 1912 
throughout the northern hemisphere. All great 
volcanic explosions have been followed by pro- 
nounced drops in temperature, the world over. 
During that Summer, the dnst veil interfered 
with the work of the astronomical laboratorier 
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and, it is estimated, absorbed ten percent of 
the sun's heat. 

The millions of cubic feet of qubon dioxide 
given off by the explosion constitute food for 
plant life, and are an indispensable bask from 
which all human foods are built up. 

Kilauea and Mauna h a  

K ILAUEA (Hawaii), Yhe world's safest v01- 
cano," is almost as well known as Vesuvins. 

The crater covers an area of 2,700 acres, and 
is eight miles in circumference. Zn the center 
of the crater is a lake of boiling lava 1,000 feet 
in diameter. There is a good automobile road 
leading almost to its edge. This is made possi- 
ble because the walls of the crater have been 
broken down on one side. 

A writer in the Chicago Evenkg Post, de- 
scribing a visit into the crater of Kilauea, says: 

"A descent into the crater of gilanea lends a cerbin 
awful majesty to fear. Denpita the -a, of one's 
guide that 'there'e no danger P one an ncamdj m p  
press the desire to scream with terror M he makes hia 
way over the shaking floors of acarce-cooled h v h  with 
unnamed horrom beneath; past redhot wke and him- 
ing vents; acrosa yawning a b y  to the very brink of 
creation! Man, in the faca of this manifestation of 
mightiness, is amall beyond +I e r p d o n ,  s mere dot 
or cipher in the eternal scheme of world conetrnction 
md destruction." 

Prof. T. A Jaggar, Jr., the Government vol- 
canologist a t  Kilauea, is making a careful study 
of volcanoee and earthquakes. The Hawaiian 
Islands are a good place to conduct such a 
study. Of the several active volcanoes there, 
Kilauea is most favorable for study on.account 
of the broken crater. At a favorable place in 
the crater rim a doorway is being cut which 
will enable scientific investigations to be car- 
ried on much closer to the volcanic fires than 
is possible elsewhere. In the lava lake of 
Kilauea the snrfaEe rises and falls with the 
tides of the sea, the movement ranging from 
one to four feet. 

The three greatest active volcanoes in the 
Hawaiian Islands are not located upon the 
island where Honolnlu is situated, but a hun- 
dred and fifty miles to the east on the island 
of Hawaii, the largest of the group. Kilauea is 
4,040. feet high ; M a ~ a  Kea is 13,805 feet high, 
and is the loftiest peak in the Pacific Ocean. 
Manna Loa ie 13,675 feet high and at times 

maintains a lava river 300 feet high. I t  is esti- 
mated that this lava stream travels from the 
mountain top to the ocean in one hour, a dis- 
tance of twenty miles. 

On the island of Maui, the crater of the ex- ) 

tinct Haleakala, 10,082 feet above the sea, i ~ #  
unnsnalIy well preserved. On the island of Oahu 
the extinct crater of Palola is used as a reser- 
voir by the city of Honolulu. The volcanic fires 
of Kilauea have limitless possibilities for s u p  
plying light and power. 

Cekbrated Volecrnic Ecplosiona 

MONG the noteworthy volcanic, explosions A of history is the eruption of Asama-Yama, 
Japan, in 1783. Rocks flew in all directions, 
one of which, measuring 264 feet by 120 feet, 
fell into a river and formed an island. So much 
dust was ejected by this explosion that a dry 
fog covered the entire earth for months, greatly 
reducing the temperature. The sun was invia- 
ible for eome time after rising and before 
setting. 

In  1815 Tomboro, in the East Indiea, explod- 
ed, ejecting fifty cubic miles of earth into the 
air. This was the greatest volcanic explosion 
ever known. At a distance of 850 miles, volcanio 
ash fell to a depth of two feet. The next year, 
1816, is known a5 the year without a Summer, 
due to the interception of the sun's rays by the 
dust which still pereisted in the air. 

In 1883 Krakatoa, another East Indian vol- 
cano, exploded, ejecting three and two-tenths 
cubic miles of material into the air. This explo- 
sion although only half as great as Katmai war 
much more violent. The dust particles were 
blown so high that it required two years for 
them to settle down to the level of the highest 
clouds. The explosion was heard at  a point 
2,968 miles distant, where it sounded like the 
distant roar of heavy guns. Barometers showed 
that the air wave circled the globe seven timer 
before it became too faint to be detected. Two 
years after the eruption, there was still a twelve 
percent loss in the sun's power, due to the dust 
yet remaining aloft. I 

It is self-evident that in volcanic emptiom 
alone the Almighty haa in His power a force 
with which He can change the climate of the 
whole or any portion of the earth a t  will. Hen. 
puny is man! 



Items of Current Interest 
The Anthracite Settlement erly, we think, have repuaiatd Governor 'Uen'a 

NE more crisis in the anthracite coal indns- Kansas Industrial Court. He went too far. 0 try m e  to an end a t  Harrisburg, when Mr. Pinchot has gained a Large place for 
Governor Pinchot, early in  September, sue- himself by succeeding in bringing about a set- 
ceeded in bringing about a two-year truce be- tlement. Moreover, he has stoutly claimed that 
tween the miners and the operators. There are the increased cost of sixty cents a ton made 
only 310 anthracite mines, all of them in the necessary by the settlement ought not to in- 
northeastern part of the one state of Pennsyl- crease the cost to consumers by even one cent. 
vania; yet they supply fuel to one-half of all He cites the fact, well known by all who have 
the homes in the United States. Their s t o p  given the subject attention, that the operators 
page, even for a day, means the withdrawal have been making great profits, profits out of 
from market of about a thousand tons for each which they could well spare ten cents of the 
mine, and the enforced idleness of an imaginary sixty cents, and that the wholesalers and re- 
freight train forty miles long, with all its en- tailers could well spare the remainder. He has 
gines and cabooses. The stoppage this year called a council of the governors of the anthra- 
was for twenty days; hence the train was eight cite-using states to see whether plans can be 
hundred miles long before it got under way. devised to prevent the disproportionate rise in 

That a cessation in the production of anthra- the prices to consamers which a 

cite coal amounts in effect to the murder of small rise in cost. Meantime, coal has gone up. 

thousands of persons was brought out by Gov- One thing the money powers at all 
ernor Pinchot in his statement that during the ,permit is a lessening of their profits- The oper- 
months of January, February, and blarch, 1923, ators no sooner emerged from the confer- 
in  the state of Pennsylvania alone, there were ence than they began moaning about how the 
six thousand more deaths than in the same three increased prices which they now charge 
months of 1922. I,, the period first named there would seriously restrict the anthracite market. 
was a coal shortage, while in the other period Thus they are discounting in advance all that 
coal was plentiful. Governor Pinchot will try to do to keep coal 

prices a t  their present high level. 
By as  clever a political move as was ever 

made in hnerica, the federal Government ~ i ~ i ~ ~  unsanitaW 
shifted the responsibility from the national ad- 
ministration at IVashington to the state adrnin- THE p*ple are continoally 
istration a t  Harrisburg. Had Governor Pinchot the and nether They 
failed to bring about a settlement, the national vOuld like to see the miners get so 
administration could have evaded some meas- that they can live in decency and comfort. The 
are  of blame; and as Pennsylvania is a Repub- anthracite miners are not overpaid. Many 
lican state the ~ ~ ~ ~ b l i ~ ~ ~  party wodd sup- mines are worked on a contract basis, the con- 
posedly have suffered little. tractor receiving all that is paid in excess of 

a living wage. There are miners in Scranton 
Had Governor Pinchot failed to bring a set- who, because of this, travel long distances back 

tlement by agreement, he could still have tried and for& to their work in other districts, so 
to put into operation in Pennsylvania some kind that they may escapetthe lower wages in- 
of '!"mpUlsor~ plan, which would Per- ferior working conditions of Scnrnton itself. 
haps have operated the mines under a sort of l i ~ n g  in Scranton rho have averaged 
glorified peonage system. TheRe~nbliean p a r b  $6.50 per day elsewhere daim that in sCranton, 
could then have claimed for putting this power under the mnditions that have obtrined, M.50 
into Pinehot's hands glory as would would have been (be best they m d d  have 
have been advisable under the circnmstanoes. done. 54.50 a day, at present is not mere a was popular, the party much to receive for risking your ]ife e v e n  day, 
could have claimed credit for i t ;  where i t  was working in the dark, in the wet, the 
anpopnlar, Mr. Pinchot muld have been blamed in the gas, and in a place where fiere are no 
tor it. We understand that the Courts, and p r o p  toilet facilities. Some of the old mine w o r m  
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because of the latter sanitary item, are places 
which no man would enter but for necessity of 
gaining a livelihood. Probably the operators 
would say that the miners would not use the 
toilets if they were provided; but perhaps they 
are mistaken. 

A thing which in the minds of Scranton rem- 
'dents has created a bad impression of the hon- 
esty of operators is  that formerly there were 
great mountains of calm, millions of tons of 
coal waste, for which the miners never received 
a cent. Honest people were glad, rather than 
sorry, when they saw the operators washing 
this calm and selling every particle of coal 
which i t  contained, even down to the size of 
rice; but they are not glad, and they are not 
happy now, when they see these operators de- 
liberately mixing the black and worthless rock 
that remains with freshly-mined coal and send- 
ing i t  all over the country to sell at $10 to $20 
per ton to honest people. The thing is being 
done openly, with nobody sdciently interested 
in the welfare of the people to intervene. 

Governor Pinchot urged upon President Cool- 
idge that the findings of the United States coal 
commission on profits and costs in mine opera 
.tion and in wholesale and retail distribution 
ehould be made public in great detail a t  once. 
He also suggests turning on anew full light on 
the rates charged for the transportation of 
anthracite h a 1  with a view to their reduction. 
These suggestions are timely. 

Berrin and the Prea 

T RE coal commission has already published 
some interesting and indeed remarkable 

findings. One of these is in respect to the 
scenes of horror in Herrin, 'Illinois, where 
twenty-six non-union miners were murdered 
and no punishment for the crimes could be ob- 
tained, even though six of the non-union men 
were marched through the p v e d  streets of the 
city on the way to the cemetery where they 
were executed, and the population knew about 
it and witnessed the tragedy. 

For this state of affairs the commission 
blames the labor-hating pnblic press in the fol- 
lowing language : 

"Nobody can tell how much thia had to do with the 
failure to punish the membem of the mob. It nsa the 
atom of pro& that swept thmugh the pnblic p m s  of 
thin country. It was the condemnation of the union, 

the union officials and the public o5cers It presmted 
the common sspect of a stranger interfering in a family 
row. The commission, of course, cannot say what might 
have been the result if public opinion had waited until 
the courts had either at tem~ted or refused to ihchaqp 
their duty. But the whole economic life of the county 
puta it beyond peradventure that when an indiecrimi- 
nate assault on the union and the people of the county 
was made i t  rendered the punishment of anybody h- 
possible in that county." 

Mining by Convict Labor 
N THE states of Alabama and Tennessee, I the Steel Trust and three other mining mn- 

cerns manage to prevent coal strikes by hiring 
the convicts of those states to work their mines. 
These convicts can avoid flogging by producing 
one ton of coal per day the first month, two the 
second month, three the third month, and four 
tons per day the fourth month. 

After they have produced four tons per day 
they may work the remainder of the time until 
quitting time and receive the same wages for 
excess coal produced as is paid to free men for 
the same work. They earn considerable money 
in this way. The state physician determines 
which men may be mlieved of the responsibility 
of working underground. 

Formerly these convicts slept in bunks two 
high, and no heed was paid to the question of 
cleanliness. Now, in Alabama, they must bathe 
after coming on$ of the mines, and they do not 
have to sleep in their working clothes, as was 
once the case, and as still is the case with the 
convicts working on the roads. 

Child Labor Outrage , 

I N A few more months it will be just a hun- 
dred years since the tailoressea of Kew Yo* 

city organized the first woman's labor union. 
Since then women's labor unions have abolished 
the sweat-shop in the clothing industry. Women 
and men workers still have much to do before 
ideal labor conditions will have come. 

I n  Mississippi more than one-fourth of all 
the children ten to toteen years of age are at 
work; Rhode Island works onseighth of it. 
children; California, Washington and Oregon 
work only three percent of them. But in  the 
United States as a whole there are more than 
a million of these little folks at work. Congress 
has twice tried to prevent this child labor, but 



in both instances the Supreme Court held that 
the laws were unconstitutional. 

Since the Supreme Court made its last decis- 
ion that Congress cannot legally prohibit or  
limit child labor, the slavery of American chil- 
dren has been on the increase. Recently the 
Department of Labor discovered nearly a thou- 
sand of them in h'ewark and Jersey City en- 
gaged in what amounts to work under sweat- 
sliop wages and conditions. In Waterbury, 
Connecticut, because of this mling, there are 
eight times as many cWd workers as a year 
ago. Tuberculosis is common among child 
workers. 

Since the Supreme Conrt made its last decis- 
ion a frail girl of ten years, tubercular, was 
found in Jersey, hard a t  work making rompers 
for talliing dolls. Slie had but recently been 
operated upon to remove a needle whicll she 
had swallowed while a t  ~ o r l r .  One of the stan- 
dard jobs for such little folks is the linking 
and wiring of rosary beads. Wbich is right 
nnder the circumstances, Hail Mary, or Bloody 
Mary? The pay runs from four or five to as 
high as ten cents an hour. I t  thus appears that 
by working hard all day these little folks could 
possibly earn the price of one meal in the 
cheapest and dirtiest of restaurants. 

There are 1,350 children working in the 
'shrimp canneries on the Gulf Coast. The flesh 
of their hands becomes raw and sore from the 
shrimp acid and from shrimp thorns rnn into 
their hands. One little girl reported that she 
used twenty-five cents worth of alum per week 
in order to keep her hands in such condition 
that she wuld continue her work. In  the beet- 
fields of Michigan and Colorado the children 
get so fatigued that they weep and moan and 
are unable to eat. 

Supreme Court and People 

T HE Supreme Conrt and the people of Amer- 
ica are in a predicament. An examination 

of the proceedings of the convention which 
framed the h e r i c a n  Constitution shows that 
the convention never contemplated that the 
Snpreme Conrt shonld have the power to nnl- 
lify acts of Congress. 

This prerogative bas been usurped, and it-is 
believed that the usurpation could be ended by 
an act of Congress dellanding that i t  shonld 
end, and instructing the President to carryeout 

the decrees of Congess in this regard. Consti- 
tutional amendments have also been proposed 
to accomplish the same ends; but they am 
harder tp procure, and slower. 

Judge Ford, of the New Pork Supreme C~urt ,  
in an article in the New Fork American, d* 
clared that "courts are the 'Hindenburg line' 
of intrenched plutocracy," and quoted Thomaa 
Jefferson on the courts as  a "subtle corps of 
sappers and miners working underground to 
undermine foundations of government as  formed 
under the Constitution" 

He quotes President Jackson as  having said 
that "it is as much the duty of the House of 
Representatives, of the Senate, and of the Pres- 
ident to decide upon the constitutionality of any 
bill as i t  is  of the Supreme judges." 

Shorter Hours and Cooperation 

T HE American Rolling Mill Company, Mid- 
dletown, Ohio, reports that in various d+ 

psrtments in their business, in which the eight 
hour day was substituted for the-twelve-hour 
day, the men are in better condition physically 
and mentally and seem to be much happier and 
of more value to their homes and to the com- 
munity a t  large; also that in the one depart- 

ment where the men were lukewarm about the 
change before i t  was made, they are now de- 
lighted with the change and have been able to 
add sufficient bonus to their guaranteed wage 
to earn almost as much in eight hours as t hq  
formerly did in twelve. In other words, by 
considerate treatment their e5ciency has been 
increased. 

The makers of Ivory Soap now guarantee 
their employ6s full pay for full-time work for 
at least forty-eight weeks a year; they have 
a profit-sharing plan, pensions, life insurance 
and employe representation. All these blessings 
will come to the employQs of the Steel Trust 
some time, and they will be still happier than 
they are now. The old idea of big busirless that 
the only w-ay to happiness is to make big profits, 
no matter how the men fare, i s  one of the great 
est mistakes ever made. 

The people as a whole are entitled to a large 
and ever larger share in the industries and 
their profits. As the inventions of the past be- 
come the tools of today, they shonld come more 
and more nnder the control of those who will 
use them for the benefit of the people. The 
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largest number of people that each employer 
can benefit in a large way is his own employba 

Big Buriness in M c o  

I N SAN FRANCISCO the banks are squeez- 
ing the labor unions through the contractors. 

The contractor must employ non-union men or 
mch men as the banks permit him to employ, 
or he can get no material of any sort--cement, 
brick, lumber, plaster, rock, iron, steel, lime, 
anything. 

The banks carry on this scheme through an 
Industrial Commission, so-called, which vir- 
tually every business man in the city has been 
compelled to join, and which ia busily engaged 
in teaching the building trades to youths in the 
briefest time pospible. 

These quickly-taugfit youths .are being used 
to swell the ranks of labor and to break the 
monopoly which master plumbers and others 
have maintained for years. The labor unions 
have appealed to the federal government to 
investigate the situation. 

San Francisco prbbably got its idea from the 
b i l a r  organization of banks, newspapers, and 
business men in Loa Angeles, called the Mer- 
chants and Manufacturers Association. This 
'Association has succeeded in making Los An- 
geles an open-shop town to snch an extent that 
there has not been a successful strike in the 
oity in fifteen years. 

The Association claims that this has had 
most to do with the extraordinary growth which' 
Los Angeles has had, in that time. Practically 
all the employers in the city are under an agree- 
ment not to sign any contract with their men 
or to deal with any union. This makes the 
employera absolute dictators. 

Los Angeles is not an industrial city; its 
residents are principally from the East, small 
business men that have made some money and 
have sought Los Angeles for a home; hence 
the ease with which the  association'^ program 
haa been carried through. 

Every employ6 that gets blacklisted by the 
 soci cia ti on's secret service force may as well 
leave Los Angeles; for he cannot find work 
there. Whenever there is a strike the Associa- 
tion sends to Kansas City or  Chicago and 
brings in all the help needed to take the st&- 
em' placea 

Profito-Patriotism and Tare8 
p E R ~ P S  tbe most patriotic dam of +pla 

in the country is big business, if we let 
them tell it. They are the first to shout for war, 
if there is to be a war, though they never go to 
war themselves, if they can help it. Business ir 
so good during war times, and there is snch an 
opportunity to make millions, that they can- 
not get away from their "essential industries." 
So they stay at home and work for the Govern- 
ment for a dollar a year and for themselvea at - 
a million dollars a year. 

But when the war is over, and the boys that 
were to die are moldering to dust, big businesa 
is not so patriotic. We do not have reference 0 

to the Bonus Bill now, but to the fact, admitted 
by all the Government e-lperts in the income 
tax service, that they have constantly to watch 
their wealthy contributors. 

Business was good in 1922; there was a snr- 
plus on June 30, 1923, of $300,000,000, instead 
of the predicted deficit of $823,000,000; but the 
internal revenne fell off until it was less than 
half that of 1920. Moreover, in 1923 there were 
refunds of $123,992,820 collected as income tax 
in previous years. The New Pork Worki says 
that "every now and then some expert drops 
out of the Internal Revenue Department and 
becomes miraculously rich as a professional 
adjuster of cases." What a field for clever 
lawyers ! 

Speculating with Public bioneg 

G ENERAL WOOD reports that business in 
the Philippines has been bad, and that the 

government bank there has made so many bad 
investments that if it were a private institution 
it would be closed. The bank invested in sugar, 
oil and coal businesses, none of which was prof- 
itable to the government. No doubt somebody 
else has reaped or will reap a reward from 
these investments after the government retiree 
from them. That is the way it generally work& 
It seems next to impossible to find-those who 
will work as hard for the people as they will 
for their own pockets. 

General Wood says of the management of the 
National Bank investments : 

"They were carried out without regard to m b d  bush 
neas principles m d  oftentimei without investigation. 
Monegs were advanced without proper d t y  and th 
a h  of the b.nL conducted with dirnegard of sound 
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business methods and at  times with disregard to the 
r&s of common honesty." 

Thus do .we teach the untutored Filipinos 
how to govern themselves. 

The General says that "the huge investments 
ia the sugar industry in certain provinces have 
resulted in benefits to a comparatively small 
number of people." That is the way things go 
everywhere. That is  one of the principal rea- 
sons why the desire of all nations is for Christ's 
kingdom, so that the benefits will flow forth to 
all the people equitably and not to a favored 
few who happen to be personal friends of those 
in power. 

The ex-president of the bank and three other 
ex-officials are now in jail, thinking i t  over. No 
doubt in the end they will want Christ's king- 
dom, the same as  those who sufFered through 
their misguided attempts a t  sudden riches. 

The Diuorce Evil 

I N AMERICA any man or woman who- tires 
of his life partner may mn away to another 

state, perhaps two to three thousand miles 
away, gain a residence, and after a little time 
bring snit for divorce against the deserted mate 
on the ground of desertion or  abandonment, 
with a fair chance of success. The federal gov- 
ernment has interfered during recent years in 
so many things with which it hsd no proper 
right to interfere that i t  seems to us here is 
one thing in which it might interfere, so that 
men of little or no principle might at least find 
it harder to abandon the helpless victims of 
their perfidy. 

SIR AUCKLAND QEDDES told the gradu- 
ates of George Washington University that he 
doubted if ever before in history was the fu- 
ture for so many nations and SO many indi: 
viduals as dark as i t  is today. Without a doubt 
he is right. He holds that there are three essen- 
tials of civilization : Beauty (the maintenance 
of cleanliness, order and comfort) ; service (the 
klesire to assist others, regardless of who they 
are);  and truth (nnwillingness to participate 
in or to profit by anything that is  not right). 
These and other similar expressions stamp Sir 
Auckland as a great man. 

closer coijperation of all police institutions to 
stem the tide of criminality which grew out of 
the World War. The task of police officers is 
becoming ever more difficult. The criminal of 
a generation ago traveled on foot; the modem 
criminal travels in a high-powered car. The 
policeman of a little time ago swung a club; 
today his gun is in plain sight, ready for in- 
stant use. 

Vienna was the scene of an anarchistio at- 
tempt to kill Judge Rutherford a year ago. 
The city a t  that time was under the control 
of Roman Catholic authorities. I n  the great 
concourse in which the anarchistic onslaught 
was made there was not a policeman on hand, 
though the meeting was one of the greatest 
ever held in Vienna. We wonder whose power 
it was that kept the police away from that 
meeting, and whose power i t  was that incited 
the riot. 

TULSA, Oklahoma, is a town which often 
figures in American despatches as a place 
where mobs are frequent and where regard for  
the law is a t  a low ebb. Tnlsa was the scene in 
1918 of several attacks by officers of the law 
upon nnoffending Bible Students; later it wae 
the scene of a terrible race riot in which large 
numbers of innocent Negroes were slain. 

Now it  is in such evil state that th\e Governor 
of Oklahoma has been forced to enspend the 
state constitution in Tnlsa County and to place 
the whole county under martial lam, with a 
view to breaking up the mob violence and flog- 
gings which in recent years have given Okla- 
homa, and especially Tulsa, mch a bad name. 

ANOTHER center of lawlessness in America 
is Georgia, where i t  is usually direded against 
the Negroes. Of late it has turned against the 
whites in the city of Macon, several men having 
been flogged, one of them so ill with tubercu- 
losis that his life is despaired of. The flogged 
men are given thirty-six hours to leave town 
or be slain. 

One of the men warned of a forthcoming 
flogging is a lieutenant of police of Macon, who 
has promised that there will be some sudden 
ileaths in Macon when his turn comes. 

THE International Police Congress held i ts  DISTRICT Attorney Banton of New York 
1923 session in Vienna. It seeks to bring about City is about to begin an investigation respect- 



ing the employment of professional gunmen by 
union officials and employers. He is authority 
for the statement that "it is a common prac- 
tice, when trouble breaks out between employ- 
ere and unions, for somebody on one side or  
the other to employ gunmen against the other 
aide." One of these gunmen was recently killed 
by an opposition gunman while he was in the 
company of a detective a t  one of the polica 
coarta 

NEW YORK and Brooklyn each had an 
Italian mob on September 3rd, crazed because 
the police would not permit them to parade the 
streets with statues of Saint Rosalia. Forbid- 
den by the police they rushed to a rectory in 
Brooklyn, calling out to the priest, ''You have 
more power than the police. I f  you give us the 
order, the police will let ns parade." 

AS far  as carrying Saint Rosalia in the 
parade is concerned, a bundle of rags would 
have been every bit as effective; and as far 
as the priest's actual power in this country ia 
concerned, it is on a par with that of Saint 
Rosalia These Italians have the idea that they 
are still in Sicily. They have something to learn. 

IT SEEMS unfortunate that it is so, but 
the way the law stands only 300 Australians 
can come to the United States each year to 
settle, but 30,000 Italians can come. We have 
nothing against the Italians; they are indus- 
trious and honest and make good Americans, 
but they have to learn our language and to 
forget a lot of nonsense about what Saint Ro- 
salia and other saints can do for them. But the 
Australians are not thus handicapped. More- 
over, and that is the unhappy part of it, the 
Australians do not like the situation in which 
they find themselves. They threaten a gradu- 
ated embargo on American goods, which they 
oonsnme in large quantities, as  a partial offset. 

Moreover, some Australians like a nip of 
*firewater" at their meals and they do not like 
to have their ships sail dry all the way from 
Vancouver to Sydney merely because they 
touch a t  the Hawaiian Islands enroute. But 
they might as well learn to get along without 
the liquor now; for the prospects are that  they 
will have to do so when the Lord's kingdom is  
in full control And that will not be long now. 

League of Natiom Defied 

A S THE World War grew out of the 
assassination of an Austrian archduke, 80 

another and greater and final conflict may arim 
from the assassination of the Italian office= 
nerving on the Albanian Border Commission 
Italy seeks expansion east of the Adriatic Sea 
Largely to please her, a mythical mantry ofl 
Albania, adjoining Greece on the Adriatic, hsr 
been in process of formation, or  attempted for- 
mation, for some ten years. 

Greece and Italy were attempting to defi- 
nitely fix the borders of this supposedly inde- 
pendent hlussulman state; their interests con- 
flicted; the Italian delegates were suddenly 
killed; Italy blamed Greece and issued a twenty- 
four-hour and then a five-hour ultimatum im- 
posing such severe conditions as would be hard 
for any country to accept. 

Greece accepted most of the conditions, but 
sought modification of others, whereupon Italy 
seized the unfortified island of Corfa (forty 
miles long, population 225,000); the key to the 
.Adriatic Sea, and killed fifteen.and wounded 
fifly Armenian orphan refugees housed in an 
old fort, in a bombardment that was unresisted 
and entirely unnecessary. Other islands in the 
vicinity have been seized since. 

Italy refused to pay any attention to her 
treaty obligations covered by Articles 11, 12, 
13, 14 and 15 of the League of Nations Cove- 
nant, and the League, that monument of hypo* 
risy, did not, as required, "sever all trade and 
financial relations and prevent all intercourse 
between their own nationals .and those of the 
offending state and between that state and the 
nationals of any other state, whether a member 
of the League or not." 

I t  thus becomes once more apparent that the 
strong members of the League pay no attention 
to their League obligations, and that the League 
itself does nothing to back up its own obliga- 
tions. In other words, the League is as though 
i t  were not. Greece and Italy are both League 
members. 

I t  was as  inter-allied officials, acting under 
the direction of the Conncil of Ambassadors, 
representatives of the Supreme Allied Council 
of the League, and not as officers of their conn- 
try, that the Italian officers were serving on the 
Albanian border commission. They were three 
mdes over the border into Qrecian territoq, 



when slain, but had a right to be there. The 
nationality of the assassins, or the cause of the 
assassination, is unknown. 

Mumolini'a Brand of  Bravrry 

I N REFUSIXG to recognize the League of 
Nations, and in precipitately murdering the 

fifteen child refugees a t  Corfu, the government 
of the anarchist premier of Italy, Mussolini, 
has done as might have been expected of it. 
Even the New Pork Times, which apparently 
approved Mussolini's ruthless destruction of 
Italian liberties, says that "the reviver of 
Roman imperialism ought to be reminded that 
C ~ s a r ,  though not wholly blameless in his pub- 
lic life, never assaulted a cripple." 

Mussolini is absolutely heartless, or he would 
remember that Greece is exhausted from a dis- 
astrous war, is bankrupt, and is struggling to 
eolltinue the support of a million refugees hith- 
erto largely accomplished by American aid. He 
wanted over $2,000,000 indemnity, all of which, 
if paid, would in effect be food taken from the 
mouths of refugees. 

As excuses for the violence a t  Corfu, Italy 
points to the American occupation of Vera 
Cruz; and for her virtual ignoring of the 
League of Nations she points to similar viola- 
tions of the League's wishes by France in the 
Ruhr, by Poland in Vilna and by Yugoslavia 
Britain occupied Corfu, against the wishes of 
its inhabitants, for a full half centuryupto 1864. 

Oddly enough, a month before the Italian 
forces occupied Corfu an Italian warship vis- 
ited the island, and squads of Italian marines. 
covered every part of the forty-two miles length 
of the island on foot, while their officers scoured 
tlie roads by automobile. Possession of Corfu by 
Italy niakes the Adriatic Sea an Italian lake. 

Mussolini has definitely decided that Italy 
shall withdraw from the League of Nations if 

- that  august body tries to see that justice is 
done to Greece. Greece appealed to the League 
for relief, but in vain. The only excuse for the 
existence of the League is to protect and help 
the weak nations when they are oppressed by 
the sttonger. 

Mus~olini'a Brand of  Anarchy 

A T I(BhTSAS CITY, Mo., on the 31st of 
August, a federation of liberty-loving 

I ta lo-her icans  very properly adopted reso- 

Iutions denouncing the effort to transplant to 
America the Mnssolini brand of anarchy. We 
quote their resolution : 

T h e  Faacisti dictatorship in Italy has complefely 
destroyed constitutional government and has outlawed 
all labor unions and labor political parties that do not 
subscribe to its nefarious creed, wantonly and traitor- 
ouelg murdering thousands of men, women and ehil- 
dren, and imprisoning in filthy medieval dungeo- over 
60,000 men and women without charge or indictments." 

Mussoli$ is an ardent Roman Catholicrand 
covets and receives the support of the papal 
system in his efforts to spread his brand of 
anarchy thr'oughout the world. Fascismo is 
growing in every Roman Catholic country. h 
the Roman Catholic church haa never hesitated 
to'support war where it thought that it might 
possibly gain something thereby, so now it h 
ready even to support a brand of anarchy with 
the same end in view. 

Perth hnboy, N. J., is a strong Roman Cath- 
olic town. Recently the citizens of this town, 
some of them, beat and stoned knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan engaged in the innocent pastime 
of parading streets which as  long as they be- 
haved themselves they had as much right to 
parade as anybody. 

The Klan thereupon demanded the protection 
of the law, a thing to which they were entitled, 
and which should have been theirs without de- 
mand. Klansmen have been attacked recently 
in Binghamton and in Stenbenville, and one 
was killed in Pittsburgh. 

We are not Klansmen, but we demand for 
Klansmen all the rights in this c o ~ t r y  that 
Roman Catholics and others enjoy. I n  Perth 
Amboy within recent years priests have incited 
mobs to break up free Bible lectures which 
contained nothing offensive to any truth-loving 
person. 

We are tired of seeing the Roman Catholic I 

Hteen percent of the population of this conn- 
try trying to control the other eighty-five per- 
cent by every means in their power, politically 
and legally, and fhen resorting to anarchy when I 

they cannot gain their ends in any other way. 
We cannot but fear what will happen to the 

Gfteen percent if many of the eighty-five per- 
cent turn into Klansmen; and from reports 
which reach us i t  seems not nnlikely that some- 
thing of the sort is on the way. The Klan 
limits its membership to native-born Protestantr. 
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Wall Street Cobblinu Mexico The all-night service was maintained four 
I F ROM the assassination of Carranra, in May, hp, after the airnay murse between Chicago 

1920, to August 31,1923, the United States and Cheyenne had been c a r e f ~ l l ~  laid out, l i g h  . 
\ Government did not recognize the Government and signals set, emergency fields located and 

of Mefico, although Mexico has had an orderly supplies distributed. after the results have 
government during all that time. The m c u l -  been carefully a n a b e d  the d-night  service 
ties which have kept the two corntries apart will be maintained for a month, and then again 

\ 

have been of a financial nature. carefully analyzed. In time a reasonably regu- 
soon as the N~~ york financiers codd lar all-night service will no doubt be maintained. 

properly get their hands on ~~~i~~~ income I t  staggers the imagination to think of leaving 
there was no difficulty in arranging recogni- New York at noon and landing in San Francisco 
tion. This has now been accomplished and a the next evening. 
boom in Mexican securities follows as a matter ~m ZR-~ ,  962 feet long, weight 75,000 
of course. pounds, Uncle Sam's largest dirigible, com- 

Mexico is a treasure house, one of the great- pleted her trial trip of thirty miles, September 
est stores of natural wealth on earth, and hence 14, the next day thrilling the inhabitants of 
a goal of high finance. There is a saying in New York and Brooklyn, then turning her nose 
Mexico that Mexico can produce anything from toward Philadelphia, going a t  a speed of a mile 
a pine tree to a pineapple. a minute as gracefully as a soaring eagle. The 

Mexico is today the only country in the world crew consists of nine officers and twenty-t~j-0 
that is on a strictly metallic basis, only gold petty officers. With four of her six en$nes 
and silver money being in circulation. Up until going she a trial speed, while traveling 
now blexico has had no "national bank of issue," with the wind, of forty miles an hour. 
and the people have known nothing about paper 
money. ANOTHER cantilever bridge 207 feet in 

Wait a little; and you can be confident that height, is in process of construction across the 
when the new "national bank of issue" planned gorge where the Niagara River rushes a t  the 
by the New York financiers has gotten into rate of twenty-three miles per hour toward the 
operation there will be lots of beautiful printed whirlpool. The excavations for the new bridge 
money afloat in llexico, and a good share of abutments are being made by the aid of a gi- 
the gold and silver now there will be under the gantic steam shovel that was lowered over tlie 
control of the Wall Street wizards. edge of the cliff. The earth and rock from the 

excavations are being dumped into the river, 
hnscontinental Air Mail Seraice which carries them away as though they were 

F OR some time now the United States post- so much sawdust. 
office department has maintained air mail The first time the h'iagara gorge was spanned - 

service between Xew York and San Francisco, was by a New York boy named Homan Walsh, 
the flying taking place only in the day time. about seventy-five years ago. after eight days 
The rate of postage is twenty-four cents for of effort he succeeded in flying a kite from bank 
each half ounce. The equivalent of a thousand to bank. The kite string was used to had a 
trips across the continent has been made with- heavier line and subsequently a cable. Passen- 
out a fatality. gers were carried in an iron basket on the 

On August 21-24, after sixteen months' prep- cable for several years. 
L aration, all-night flying was inaugurated on a Other cables were added; then came side- 

plan which enables the mail plane to leave New walks and at  length a railway bridge, over 
York at  noon, and arrive a t  San Francisco the which the first locomotive crossed March 8, 
next evening. Chicago is reached the first eve- 1855. For many years this bridge, the old Sus- ,. 
ning, Omaha at midhight, Cheyenne at  day- pension Bridge, was the only bridge across the 
break, Salt Lake City a t  noon. The route is via river. I t  was replaced in 1897 by a steel arch 
Bellefonte, Cleveland, Bryan, Chicago, Iowa bridge, and there are now two other bridges 
City, Omaha, North Platte, Cheyenne, Ravlins, across the chasm, besides a cable basket over 
Rock Springs, Salt Lake City, Elko, and Reno. the whirlpooL 



"Treasures for the Last Days" BY Victor ~ c h i i i t  - ----- ---- 

F ROM Cresus to this day the idle rich 
have filled their coffers with the wages 

of the common people. The toiling masses have 
labored for, fought for, and died for these 
oppressors. The hardy 
Lydians were forced to 
work in tribute mines 
and upon the banks of 
the Pactolus that C r ~ s u s  
might become the rich 
man of the ancients. Af- 
ter their ruler was de- 
feated by Cyrus they 

. were absorbed as part of 
the Persian Empire, and 
this was a cruel yoke. 
The greedy satraps un- 
der Cyrus placed an al- 
most unbearable system 
of taxation npon the sub- 
jects. The best men phys- 
ically were called into 
the army to fight for the 
king, so that all lands 
from the Indies to the 
Hellespont did obeisance 
to the mighty Cyrns. But 
too greedy, he broke the 
spirit of his people. The 
masses became disheart- 
ened by years of servi- 
tude and oppression. Bn 
unjust war was waged against the Massageta; 
a battle was lost, and the king was killed. 

As Cjms did, so many rulers since 
Hare crushed the very souls that bore them up. 

We c a ~ o t  overlook the noble and commend- 
able spirit of loyalty in the hearts of these 
people to their kings, and that spirit hated aa 
long as they put confidence in their rulers aa 

public benefactors. Time 
and again, however, his- 
tory has revealed that 
their rulers, with few 
exceptions, were their 
oppressors. Those who 
would rule well have 
been forced to beat their 
swords and shields in 
music to the tune of pr6- 4 

td&s. The people, lulled 
-to sleep by this strange 
music, have been tramped 
npon and almost crushed. 
At times they woke up 
a n  d have wreaked s 
f rightf nl vengeance npon 
their overlords, only to 
be shifted from one yoke 
to another. In despera- 
tion they eought one 
king, then another, but 
often found themselvee 
tossed from the handa 
of an autocrat into the 
daws of a despot. 

Oh, for a king of the 
people I 

The masses were unable to extricate them- 
selves from bondage, and the drama of oppres- 
sion went on. The proletariat of France were 
almost overwhelmed by the heavy exactions of 
Louis XVL Under him were about a anarter 

The hoplites of the Grecian army were culled of a million favored nobles and clergy: They 
from the laboring masses and were forced to owned half of the  oil of France, the castles, 
spill their blood that riches might be heaped chateaux, and buildings of note. They squeezed 
up for their king. Phalanx after phalanx was out of the peasants three-fourths of what they I 

sacrificed npon the battlefield before the Qreeks earned. Such an exacting system of rerenue 
became disheartened and disgusted with their was imposed that one could not pass over a 
rulers. The ruddy-faced plebeians of the Tiber road with a sack of grain without paying toll. 
also were zealous in wllecting talents for the The peasants in the rural districts a t  times 

f 

Csesars, and almost every sea and river of lived on bread made of ground acorns, bark 
1;urope hrank the blood of Roman stock that and bran. The working people, pitiable clumps 
the coffers might be filled. But these hood- of tattered rags and despair, were huddled 
winked homans also woke up one day to the together in cellars m d  dingy rooms which 
fact that they were fighting for the wrong king, literally stank. Twenty-three million squalor- 
and they stopped fighting. stricken, threadbare, starving wretches were 
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havillg their souls ground down to support a 
handful of sluggards in luxury. But the ques- 
tion is, Did they wake up! They did. As in a 
nightmare they rose up like madmen; seizing 
clubs and flails they slew the oppressing noba- 
ity and clergy, set on fire the chateau of their 
former landloxds, and hurried the king and 
the queen off to the scaffold. The conflagration 
spread and in a very short time all Europe 
was in the throes of bloodshed. 

Let no one casually read of the French Revo- 
lntion; for that was but a side-show to the one 
that is sure to come, if our leaderepreachem, 
financiers, and law-making bodies-do not "right 
about face" and serve the interests of our com- 
mon humanity instead of trying to rdstablish 
normalcy in feathering their own nests; for 
they all should be the servants of the people. 
'At no time in past history has there been such 
wide oppression of the people. The burdens 
placed upon the backs of the poor are far  
greater than at any other time. Fa r  more peo- 
ple are involved to intensify the final cataclysm. 
The people ail1 stand oppression until their 
lives and their dear ones are in jeopardy. Even 
then, a t  times, they resi,p themselves to the 
lot of death, when not wnfident in their 'abil- 
ity to extricate themselves; but this is not the 
ease when tens of millions are pitted against a 
paltry few. Armies spring up in a single night,. 
weapon8 of all kinds are seized in an instant, 
and they run like madmen jo their prey. 

Filling the Bag 

T HE Great War served the money kings of 
the world well to tighten the bonds of servi- 

tude upon the already hungry masses. And not. 
satisfied as yet, they seem determined to per- 
petrate their project until the people have been 
drained. A few figures will serve to show how 
the profits of big business have increased by 
leaps and bounds. The following concerns ex- 
ceeded their profits over previous years by the 
amounts named: 

American Woolen Company-316% over 1914 
American Ice Company 393% over 1914 
American h i t  Company-647% over 1914 
May Department S t o r e a 1 7 4 %  over 1915 
Pacific Mills ( F l o u r ) d l 8 %  over 1915 
Manhattan Shirt C o m p a n y L 7 5 %  over 1915 
Endicott-Johnson (Shoea) 3 5 3 %  over 1916 

Corn Product8 Refinery 639% over 1911 
B u m  Brothera (Coal) ' 72% over 1916 
American Linseed C o m p a n y 7 8 0 %  over 1916 
Amoskeag Mfg. Co. ( L i n e n ) 8 1 1 %  over 1917 
Cluett, Peabody Co. ( C o h r a ) 1 7 5 %  wer 1918 

In 1919 the worker received 4.7% of the price 
on each yard of blue denim produced, while the 
mill owner received 24.74% of the price on the 
same yard as his profit. The wages of the 
workers in denim could have been $onbled in 
1919, and still the manufacturers' pfofits would 
have been double the percent received by the 
workers. In another industry, the canning of 
corn, the labor wst  increased 22% between 1918 
and 1919, but the canners' profit increased 
256%. Also in the iron industry, the labor cost 
of making a ton of iron increased from forty 
cents to eighty-six cents; but the price of the 
iron itself rose from $15 to $30 per ton from 
1916 to 1919. 

The super-profits of big business per annum 
from 1916 onward have been approximately 
$4,800,000,000 per annum. The workers during 
the same period of time lost each year in wages 
because of the deterioration of the dollar 
$4,717.440,000, or nearly the exact amount of 
the profits of the corporations. 

The companies listed below in 1922 voted the 
corresponding stock dividends: 

The Brown & Sharp blfg. C o . _ 1 6 , 0 0 0 %  
The Davb & Brown Woolen Co. 3,233% 
The Wanskunk Co. (Worsted G o o d s )  1,600% 
The Atlantic Refining Co. (Standard Oil) 900% 
The Denver Dry Goods Co. 900% 

This means that for every dollar invested in 
the Brown & Sharp Manufacturing Company 
there is a return of $160; and a corresponding 
return for the percentage named after each 
company. There are no figures in the category 
of history that will in any way compare with 
these gouging dividends of modem money 
kings. Are our homes any safer now than be- 
fore the days of the war scaret No l On the 
other hand millions of American people on 
account of maladjustrrients have been forced 
to mortgage their homes; and the sins of these 
wealthy men are overlooked; publio bandits 
operate under the garb of American citizenship, 
their tactics of extortion sanctioned by the law, 
and approved by the court& 
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Lenalized Tactic8 

B UT the inquirer asks: 'Tow do they do this 
money-grabbing?" Almost aL1 the low and 

subtle tactics imaginable are  resorted to in 
order to  accomplish the money-massing. One 
of the most popular and powerfd means em- 
ployed is  that of usury, whereby the loan shark 
preys npon the people whenever the govern- 
ment is in need of funds. There ia a public 
improvement and the government, instead of 
paying for it immediately, borrows from Mr. 
Rich Man. We notice, however, that the willing 
lender always affixes the interest clause. And 
what happens? The interest alone in many 
cases would Day for the imvrovement several * .  

times over. For  example, k t y  gears ago the 
city of Cleveland installed a new pump and 
mains for its water works a t  the total cost of 
$400,000. The city borrowed the money on 
bonds to pay for the improvement. That city 
has paid $1,060,000 in interest on those bonds, 
and the original debt of $400,000 is said to be 
still unpaid. The people of Cleveland, not hav- 
ing learned the lesson, three years ago voted 
the sale of $6,000,000 more bonds for the erec- 
tion of a city hall. When the time arrives for 
the payment of the latter bonds Cleveland will 
have paid nearly $20,000,000 for her public hall. 
I n  1920 the city discovered that sixty percent 
of the money raised by taxation was already 
obligated for the payment of interest and prin- 
cipal on bonds contracted in years gone by. 
I n  many instances improvements like the water 
pump just mrntioned were worn out before the 
principal conld be paid. 

The cornion tactics employed in usury per- 
mit the banlier to loan out five dollars for every 
dollar which he possesses. One would naturally 
suppose this to be impossible. I f  a man had 
five automobiles and they were all hired out, 
he would be limited to his further hiring out 
tnt i l  the return of some of them; but not so 
with money bearing interest. Mr. A. borrows 
$1,000 from the bank and applies i t  to his credit. 
Little money leaves the bank as his checks are 
credited to the accounts in the particular bank 
o r  in the banking system. Later another man, 
Mr. B, borrows $1,000; it is placed to his credit, 
and the process goes on five times. I n  this 
manipulation it makes no difference whether 
the loan is re-deposited in that particular bank 
PI in another bank-it is deposited in the sys- 

tem. The transference of the loan from one 
bank to another is offset by money borrowed 
from another bank and deposited with it. The 
bank ie prevented from much exceeding the 
five-handed transaction by.the banking law 
which requires the holding of fifteen percent as 
a reserve, but theoretically the bank wonld be 
privileged to turn it over six and two-thirda 
times. This scheme bas been carried on with 
remarkable success in the United States. With 
$5,806,571,880 outside the United States Treae- 
nrp vaults in 1919 the loans of the banks of 
this country were $25,222,849,814. I t  is much 
like a man wbo has five overcoats, but who can 
account for having obtained only one of them. 

Financial Tactics during the War A S W T E R ~ Q E  was played npon the 
American people during the last war 

which few are aware of. In order to carry on 
her part by borrowing all the money from the 
wealthy financiers, ae is generally done, the 
government, operating under the control of'big 
business, applied different tactics, which turned 
to the benefit of Wall Street. Jus t  before 
h e r i c a  entered the war the British Govern- 
ment was indebted to J. P. Morgan and Com- 
pany to the amount of $400,000,000. When the 
prospect of the Allies winning the war waa 
very uncertain in  1917 the big financial oor- 
porations pulled the strings whereby this na- 
tion was inveigled into the war. Had the Alliea 
lost the war the prospects of the Morgan Com- 
pany of ever being reimbursed wonld have been 
shattered. The Allies called for war material, 
food, railway equipment, etc., from the United 
States. We raised through Liberty Bonds for  
loans to Europe covering such demands $11,- 
000,000,000. The greater part of this sum was 
not paid over directly to the Allies, but was 
handed over to Wall Street to be credited to 
the various corporations for  war material sent 
abroad. Wall Street bankers, however, in the 
meantime have been drawing interest npon .the 
loans which the American people intended for 
Europe. Of course the American bankers are 
calling for a cancellation of the foreign debts 
to us. 

When profits were growing larger during the 
war a tax war, placed npon incomes, and the 
tax would have consumed a great part of the 
larger &comes had it been enforced. The law 



demanded a certain percent npon al l  incomes 
of cash dividends. The Supreme Court of the 
United States by a close decision of five to four 
stated that stock dividends were non-taxable. 
Sin& that time the large investors have evaded 
the law on the strength of the stock dividend 
appellation And how does i t  work? A corpora- 
tion capitalized at  $100,000 declares a dividend 
of $100,000. If the dividend were paid to the 
stockholders directly in cash, i t  would be taxed 
nnder the income tax law; but it is converted 
into corporation stock and thus exempted from 
tax. The corporation capital is increased by 
this stock dividend to $200,000, and thne the 
late dividend is but fifty percent of the new 
doubled capital. The stockholder loses nothing 
in this manipulation, is credited with the f d  
amount of his income, and is exempted from - taxation. 

We might egpect that as the result of this 
evasion the income of the Federal Government 
wonld take a rapid decline. This is just what 
did happen. The official statistics show that 
during the year 1922 the Federal income nnder 
this tax law fell off $1,397,000,000. h d  this has 
taken place while the dividends of the large 
corporations have been on the increase by leaps 
and bounds. I t  is apparent that the failure of 
the nation's income has not been due to any 
decline in the dividends of the large corpora- 
tions. The tax fountain is drying up because 
Big Money has by high-priced and professional 
legal advice found a way to avoid taxation. 
-Every time the law is avoided in this way 

there must be increased burdens npon the com- 
mon people. The expenses of the nation mnst 
be met; and the money not coming from the 
former source, the responsibility is shifted npon 
the poor in the form of direct taxes--or, as haa 
been suggested, by a sales tax. This being the 
case the little man mnst bear not only his own 
burden but also that of his big brother. 

Rumblings of  the Coming S t o m  

W ITH such conditions in mind we should 
not wonder a t  the events of the past 

few years. The restless spirit in the oppressed 
people has occasionally shown signs of remon- 
strance. The American soldier boy returning 
home expected to be reinstated in his former 
job. But his expectation failed of realization, 
and so in order to effect a compromise he asked 

the government for a bonus. Time and again 
his demands have been refused. He forgets to 
reckon that big business has its eye upon the 
few remaining pennies in the pocketa of the 
people; and in the contest for this paltry sum 
our boys who fought in Europe must lose. If 
there were any dividends for the rich man in 
this measure the bonus wonld have gone 
through long ago. 

Crime is on the increase as never before in 
the history of the nation. Wade H. Ellis, 8 
member on the committee of the Merican Bar 
Association to investigate crime, says that in 
the period from 1910 to 1921 the number of 
murders in cities Like New Pork, Chicago, St. 
Louis, Los Angeles, and others increased nearly 
150 percent, and that compared with statistics 
from England and France this increase is  a p  
palling. A questionnaire was submitted to 
authorities in the leading cities in New Eng- 
land asking them what they wnsidered to be 
the chief cause of the sudden increase of crime. 
Seventy-five percent of the answers were to the 
effect that unemloyment was the chief cause. 
The Great War, and the failure to enforce the 
Volstead Act were given the places of next im- 
portance respectively. Certainly these are but 
the threatening rumblings of the fast approach- 
ing storm. 

The Great Tempest 

T H E  Lord, centuries ago through the prophet 
Joel, gave us a picture of the dark day in 

which the people will rise against their o p  
pressors. "A day of darkness and of gloomi- 
ness, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, aa 
the morning spread npon the mountains : a great 
people and a strong; there hath not been ever 
the like, neither shall there be any more after 
it, even to the years of many generations. A! 
fire devoureth before them; and behind them a 
flame bnrneth: the land is like the garden of 
Eden before them, and behind them a desolate 
wilderness; yea, and nothing shall escape them. 
The appearance of them is as the appearance 
of horses; and as horsemen, so shall they run. 
Like the noise of chariots on the tops of moun- 
tains shall they leap, like the noise of a flame 
.of fire that devoureth the stubble, as a strong 
people set in battle array. Before their face the 
people shall be much pained: all faces shall 
gather blackness. They shall run like mighty 



men ; they shall climb the wall like men of war ; 
and they shall march every one on his ways, 
and they shall not break their ranks: neither 
shall one thrust another; they shall walk every 
one in his path: and when they fall npon the 
sword, they shall not be wounded. They shall 
run to and fro in the city; they shall run npon 
the wall, they shall climb up npon the houses; 
they sball enter in at the windows like a thief. 
The earth shall quake before them; the heavens 
shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be 
dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shin- 
tng: and the Lord shall utter his voice before 
his army: for his camp is very great: for he 
is strong that executeth his word: for the day 
of the Lord is great and very terrible; and 
who can abide i t9"Toel  2: 2-11. 

The Prophet here gives a detailed descrip 
tion of a disciplined army accustomed to the 
horrors of war. Such an army fought at Con- 
tigny, Chateau Thierry, Belleau Wood, and St. 
Mihiel. They fought then, being deceived, for 
the money kings; but in the next great conflict 
they will not do so. Millions have been.trained 
to shoot unerringly; they have been disciplined 
while running at full speed to thrust the bayo- 
net clean through the human body and half-way 
up the musket shaft; they have been taught how 
to handle clubs and bombs. The English boys 
were even instructed how with their finger nails 
to gouge the eyes from their victims' heads. 

suck the poison of asps: the viper's tongue shall 
slay him."-Job 20: 15,16. 

The e v e ~ t s  of the past few years in foreign 
countries picture the coming calamity. At the 
outset of the Russian revolution the lands and 
possessions of the wealthy were seized, and the 
plutocrats themselves were quickly extermi- 
nated. The hungry maniacs in the Ural district 
ate human beings, and in some case8 dug up 
corpses in ordei to find food to sustain life. 
China bas been the scene of marauding bands. 
Thousands driven by starvation sweep the 
country, burning, pillaging, and killing as they 
go. The rich are forced to play upon musical . 
instruments before the maddened mob while 
their burning mansions light up tbe furiour 
spectacle. The slaughtering instinct of the 
Turk, the tearing of -the body by instruments 
of torture, the hanging of people by their toes 
to die of slow starvation, the cutting of the 
limbs piecemeal until gradual death overtakes 
the victim-all of these things startle us. We 
might think that the world is too civilized ever 
to be the scene of snch cruelty. But listen to 
what the Lord's prophet has to say about the 
coining calamity upon all of Christendom: 1 
will bring the worst of the heathen, and they 
shall possess their houses: I will also make the 
pomp of the strong to cease: and their holy 
places shall be defiled. Destruction aometh; and 
they shall seek peace, and there shall be none." 
(Ezekiel 7: 24,25) So great will be the slaunh- 

At first the wealthy, who have heaped treas- ter in that day that the-multitude wi l l  not take 
nres for the last days (James 5: 3), may seek time to bury the dead, and a stench will fill the 
to malie a compromise after seeing that the air. "The slain of the Lord shall be at that day 
masses have secured the upper hand, and that from one end of the earth even unto the other 
their lives and possessions are in jeopardy. But end of the earth : they shall not be lamented, 
this will not avail; for the people a t  that time neither gathered, nor buried; they shall be dung 
will have learned the lesson of the empty Won the gmmd-"-Jeremiah 25 : 33. 
pledges of the past. They may in final despira- 
tion offer the tangible cash. "They shall cast 
their silver in the streets, and their gold shall 
be removed: their silver and their gold shall 
not be able to deliver them in the day of the 
wrath of the Lord!' (Ezekiel 7: 19) Many of 
these will seek to vomit up their riches as one 
in desperate agony tries to expel the deadly 
hemlock poison. They will mourn the day that 
made them rich. The prophet Job describes the 
sick man in these words: "He hath swallowed 
'down riches, and he shall vomit them up again: 
Qod sllall cast them out of his belly. He shall 

Some Kill be inclined to take exception to  
snch a picture. Those who love the Lord and 
His righteousness will proclaim the truth. In  
the spirit of love is pointed out the only haven 
of safety during the coming storm. Xo one for 
a moment would question the motive of the 
Government in sending out messages from the 
weather bureau to warn the people of an a p  
proaching cyclone. Those hearing the warning 
may find shelter for both themselves and their 
cattle, and thus much property and life may be 
saved. There is a warning to give, and those 
whose hearts are right may also find safety in 
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this dark night. "Seek ye the Lord, all ye meek 
of the earth, which have wrought his judgment; 
seek righteonsness, seek meekness: i t  may be 
ye shall be hid in the day of the Lord's anger." 
(Zephaniah 2: 3) Those who hope to find pro- 
tection in the coming trouble should not rely 
npon earthly possessions, but such should re- 
sign themselves to the Lord and His righteous- 
ness. "Riches profit not in the day of wrath: 
but righteousness delivereth from death.''- 
Proverbs 11 : 4. 

Earth's Righfil King 

B UT the people have a King. At one time 
He was here on earth. He was persecuted 

by the same greedy band that has oppressed 
humanity for centuries. He undoubtedly had 
sympathy and love for the people; for He suf- 
fered and even gave His life for them. He is 
the appointed One that will bring peace and 
quietude after the clouds of world-wide war, 
revolution, and anarchy have spent their fury. 
That same voice that stilled the waves on Gali- 
lee's stormy crest will then speak peace to the 
raging masses of mankind. Associated with 
Him in this new kingdom will be a band of 
faithful followers, who also weathered the 
storms of persecution while here on earth. On 
account of their faithfulness they are granted 
the great privilege of reigning with Christ 
Jesus and of blessing all the families of the 
earth.-Revelation 20 : 6. 

Earth's new King will put down all oppres- 
sion, and will encourage every desire of the 
people toward righteousness. The stony heart 
of selfishness will be replaced by a fervent de- 
sire to benefit others. Under His reign the poor 
and needy will be shown favor; for they will 
be generally in a better attitude to come into 
harmony with the laws of the new order. The 
wicked must retrace their steps if they would 
have Me. "He shall judge thy people with 
righteonsness, and thy 'poor with judgment. 
The mountains shall bring peace to the people, 
and the little hills, by righteonsness. He shall 
judge the poor of the people, he shall save the 
children of the needy, and shall break in pieces 
the oppressor. They shall fear thee as long as 
the sun and moon endure, throughout all gene- 
rations. He shall come down like rain npon the 
mown grass: as showers that water the earth. 
In his days ahall the righteous flourish; and 

abundance of peace sd long as the moon endur- 
eth. He shall have dominion also from sea to 
sea, and from the river unto the ends of the 

- 
earth!Dsalm 72 : 2-8. 

The experience which the people have had 
nnder oppression in the past will redound to 
their everlasting benefit. When justice will be 
done in the earth the people will make an intel- 
ligent choice to do righteonsness, having a t  that 
time the knowledge and past experience of sin 
The oppressed, having been driven from yoke 
to yoke under earth's former kings, will breathe 
the air of liberty with an increased apprecia- 
tion of the new Ruler. The millions who have 
toiled, and bled, and died in despair a t  the 
hands of treacherous kings will have new hopes 
enkindled within their breasts. There will be ' 

riches for all the obedient; there will be a close 
bond of brotherhood; and there will be a King 
who will guard the interests of his people. 

The purpose of the reign of Christ is to bring 
the people to God so that He may ultimately 
receive all the glory and praise. The prophet 
Isaiah in speaking for Jehovah relates the ulti- 
mate purpose of man's existence: '7 have cre- 
ated him for my glory, I have formed him; yea, 
I have made him." (Isaiah 43 : 7) Certainly this 
text-could not have applied during Isaiah's day 
nor since; for man in his present condition is 
everything but a glory to God. But they will be 
a glory to Jehovah when mankind brought to 
perfection will reflect the character-likeness of 
their God. David wrote the praises that will 
be upon the lips of the joyous hosts of earth: 
"Let the people praise thee, 0 God; let all the 
people praise thee. 0 let the nations be glad 
and sing for joy: for thou shalt judge the 
people righteously, and govern the nations 
upon earth. Selah. Let the people praise thee, 
0 God; let all the people praise thee. Then 
shall the earth yield her increase; and God, 
even our own God, shall bless us. God s h d  
bless us; and all the ends of the earth shall 
fear [reverence] him."-Psalm 67 : 3-7. 

"Faith rests npon the Word of Qrace, 
Upon the work of God abides: 
No man God's purpose can erase, 
The trustful saint in Christ codder : 
Abundant love in free for aye, 
(tod wi l l  not cast Hi8 own SW&V." 

- 4  



Labor Conditions in England By Arthur E. Isaacs (Englad)  

HE English Government gives the number Who eays that the workers, as  a body, a re  l a v t  T of unemployed a t  1,241,000. 1 do not know 1 told them that they 'were in the wrong pod- 
whether the Bible states that all governments tion, and went with them to place them. 
are liars, but these figures are certainly wrong T o n  had far  rather," I said, "get some post- 
ss regards the number of unemployed. This I cards, tear them in half, write a name of one 
will prove from my own experience. of the horses in each of the races, and sell them 

I have been traveling throughout the country a t  ld .  per time. People will probably give yon 
Kith the idea of finding a house o r  a piece of a penny out of curiosity; you can get the names 
Land on which to erect a wooden bungalow. I out of those tipped by - ( a  sporting paper). 
noon got tired of the Forty Thieves' tales. Then I suppose that you have a right to live. 
(There are really more of them than that, and DO you know that yon are living examples of 
the thieves call themselves real estate agents.) the t n t h  of the Biblet" 
One man had bought up some land in Surrey. Under the circumstances they did not think 
I found that he had paid £35 an acre for it, and mnch of the Bible, as they understood it. 
had started to sell it a t  £100; but the thought T o n  are two ex-soldiers; and you are asking 
of getting a profit of only f6-5 an a t re  had so for bread or for  the means to get  same, a re  
upset his nights' sleep that he had determined yon not?" 
-so his son told the writer-to charge El50 ''That's right, pv'nor." 
for the rest. He had never advertised his land; 'qvel], have they not given yon a stone? y o n  
*but i t  was sellrng without that aid, though there have a beautiful cenotaph erected in Whitehall; 
is no water laid on. and when they laid the foundation-stone all the 

On the first race day-of the season at Epsom men that matter--and women, too-had a fine 
tlie writer was standing in the High Street, day out. h d  now y o u - o r  our k ind-a re  told 
waiting for an omnibus, which did not seem to that yon do not work hard enough and are  
be running to schedule. Standing on the curb ordered to produce more. Have yon noticed 
were tsvo men, aged about thirty and forty how our kind take in the picture papers so that 
years respectively, to whom I spoke concerning they can see Lord and Lady This o r  That and 
the buses. I took them to be local out-of-works; belaud the idleness and luxury there displayed?" 
but i t  turned out that they had walked from After a few more comments, which I think 
Whitechapel (in the East End of London, and gave them food for thought, I wished them 
about sixteen or seventeen miles distant from good luck and wended my way further afield. 
Epsom), harinq started a t  half past eleven on 
the night prerlous. I t  was then about 11 a. m. ''COLD morning this morning, sir!" 
I asked them haw long they had been out of 'Tes, i t  is," I replied. 
worlr. They said: "Eighteen months." They 1 was taking my way over Hungerford 
had no unemplo>ment money, but were told Bridge, which runs from the Thames Embank- 
that if they each obtained another twenty ment to the Strand, one cold and frosty morn- 
stamps on thrir unemployment cards they ing when I was accosted thus by a man. 
would be entltled to more out-of-work pay. "Yes, and yon notice i t  more if you have not 

"Then," sald I, "you are all right for parish had a cup of tea or  anything to eat." 
relief I" I thought to myself: I suppose I look inno- 

'We are single; and there is  no parish relief cent. 
for  single men; only the casual ward." "How does that happen? Haven't you re- 

I found out that they had had nothing to eat, ceived your unemployment money this weekt" 
having no money. I asked them what they ex- "Never had any, sir." 
pected to do a t  Epsom. "Well, go on," said I. 

'?17ell, u-e walked here thinking we might "Well, i t  is like this, sir: I have been in busi- 
meet. a b o o b a k e r  whose luggage we might take ness all my life, struggled on through the last 
up  to the Course or  who might employ us for few years, and finally went under with nothing 
the day." Fancy, ye well-fed ones, sixteen miles left. Never having been employed, I have no 
on an empty stomach, no sleep, and no knowl- stamps on my card, and so have nothing to 
edge of when they would have their next meal! come from anywhere." 
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\ A FREND of the writer, an engineer, has 
been out of work for over two years; his last 
place he had kept for ten years. He owns his own 
house. He was told some nine months ago that 

T there was no more out-of-work money for him. 
Owing to the strain on the funds his society 
also dropped the money which they used to 
allow their unemployed. To get a living he had 
to resort to taking in children whose parents 
did not want to be bothered with them; and 
daily he can be seen "pushing" a perambulator 
along the streets. 

Another man has taken to cleaning windowe 
after serving seven years' apprenticeship as 
an engineer. Two others within a stone's throw 
of the writer's residence have no unemployment 
pay. One of the members of the union to which 
I belong told me, three or fonr weeks ago, that 
there are dozens who do not receive State bene- 
fit. And we are not a dead society I 

A FORTNIGHT ago I was at Bookham, 
about twenty-four miles from London; and as 
i t  looked rather like rain, I went into a little log 
hut to have a cup of tea. (They are erecting all 
sorts of houses and bungalows at this spot, in 
fact right through beyond Guildford.) It was 
Saturday. Inside the hut I found a young man 
having what turned out to be his dinner. "A 
cup of tea and four thick, and mind the knife 
don't slip!" This being translated means a cap 
of tea and fonr thick slices of bread-and-butter, 
and don't let the knife go in the wrong direction. 

We got into conversation. We started with 
that evergreen topic, "the weather"; and could 
you have seen the sky a t  that moment you 
would have excused us. He told me that he 
had started work six weeks ago on the build- 
ings right opposite, after two years out of work. 
He was getting l / ld.  per honr as a bricklayers' 
laborel; though the money should have been 
l/ll/zd. per honr. But he dare not demur or 
he would be out of work again. He was mar- 
ried, and had two children, whom he had had 
to put into the workhouse, owing to his hard 
luck, a t  the end of last year. He lived in the 
New Kent Road, by the side of the Elephant 
and Castle, South London; and he had to pay 
13/- per week for room. He also paid 5/- per 
week for a bed a t  Bookham, 2/6d. to go home 
on the Saturday (he was t h ~ n  having his dinner 

while waiting for the bus), apd 2/6d. to WIRO 
back again on Manday mornings. So, you see, 
he could not possibly buy a Rolls-Royce, what- 
ever his desire might have been. "And the first 
week I was in work the workhouse authorities 
were after me for payment for my children,* 
he told me. 

COMINQ along a country by-path I noticed 
a man behind some trees. Thinking that this 
might be his way of "pulling-up" people, I 
passed down the lane; but not being accosted 
I wanted to know why I was not. So I went 
back to find a man who said that his age mas 
sixty-nine, and that he was an agricultural la- 
borer. He had a tin can of water by his side, 
out of which he occasionally sipped, and occa- 
sionally put some on his forehead. 

'Wy head feels awfully queer. I don't know 
what is the matter with me. I think I shall have 
to give up. I suppose it is having nothing to 
eat," he said. A11 this was said in a quiet, re- 
signed sort of voice, not a vestige of the canting 
or begging tone. 

Agricultural laborers never did have the un- 
employment money. This old man of sixty-nine 
had only another year to live when, if a young 
Government servant could not manage, on am- 
ing round to take particulars, to save a bit for 
the State, he would receive lo/- per week-not 
having been a Cabinet Minister. 

This poor old man was somebody's father, 
probably. I s  .it not. sorrowful to contemplate 
that our aged poor cannot get snfficient money 
allowed them that they can live their own lives . 
without being forced to go into the workhouse 
or  walk the countryside! 

To sum up : The consensus of opinion seemed 
to be that conditions a t  present existing could 
not continue, and that it is only a matter of 
time until a revolution would break out. The 
thought is that if one or two determined men 
started up as leaders it would be like setting 
a match to a haystack on a hot summer's day. 

On the roads I have met men and women 
thinly clad, walking along dreamily, going 
from here to there, wherever the road might 
lead. Sometimes they were soaked to the skin. 
Truly one can wish: "Thy kingdom come," when 
there shall be no more poverty, no more sick- 
ness, pain or death. 



Waste Land--Growing of Fruit By Henry H. Gebhardt ., 

I 1s- 35 : 1 we find these words : "The Large Yield of Cranberriecl 
wilderness, and the solitary place, shall be ROM this acreage in the Fall of 1922 over 

glad for  them; and the desert shall rejoice, and F 12,000 barrels, o r  36,000 bushels, o r  l,%)O,- 
blossom as  the rose." These words apply to 000 quarts, of fine fruit were harvested. You 
the people and conditions of the coming age. will say: Some yield1 Yes; it is  the world 

We have in the world much desert and waste record for a large a r e a  A larger yield from a 
land. Very often we hear the remark made that small acreage has been witnessed but none on 
such land is good for nothing. Yes; many will such a large scale. 
say that i t  is  worthless, and always will be. At the present time we have certain condi- 
But in God's Word we have the promise that tions that will not permit of such grand results 
these places shall blossom as  the rose, and mahe on all land adapted to the growing of cran- 
glad the heart of the people. berries. Our weather conditions interfere. We 

%%en one has seen the desert place (on a have the same kind of trouble that they had 
small scale) made to blossom as  the rose, and four thousand years ago. 
that which was considered worthless made very In Genesis 31 : 40 we have these words por- 
productive, and when there is evidence that the traying the exact conditions that the grower 
changed condition of our atmosphere in the has to contend with in the present age: "Thus 
future will make still greater results in reclaim- I was; in the day the drought, consumed me, 
ing this waste land, we may well rejoice, know- and the frost by night; and my sleep departed 
ing that there will always be plenty of good from mine eyes." Here ia the reason why all 
things to eat and that for all people. lands a t  the present time cannot be used for  

As an illustration I will give you a glimpse this purpose. 
of a desert place that was made to blossom as  This is  especially so now because the frost 
the rose, and to bring forth not only blossoms would enter in as  the chief reason against a 
but fruit, most abundantly. complete success. There are thousands of acres 

About ten years ago a promoter and profiteer of this kind of land that could be used for  this 
organized a company of men to grow cranber- purpose but for this one condition, the frost. 
ries. A barren swamp near Phillips, Wis., was There are many insects with which the grower 
chosen as the place. I t  produced practically has to contend; but we are assured that there 
nothing but swamp moss and mosquitoes. Not will come a time when nothing 'shall hurt o r  
lmouing the ins and outs of the business, much destroy in all my holy momtain [kingdom].' 
time, labor and money were wasted in starting (Isaiah 11: 9) When the new conditions are in  
the enterprise. the earth, during Messiah's reign, a marked 

To get the right man to start  it right was a change in all things will be the order. We have 
problem; but this was finally overcome by the a t  the present time the extremes of heat and 
selection of a man who had made a success of cold producing results detrimental to both ani- 
it in another part of the state. Then one of the mal and vegetable life. 
company took charge of it, and the results were 
marvelous, f a r  beyond their wildest expecta- Milder Weather Condition8 Coming 
tions. I N  GROWING cranberries we have both the 

The land in question was almost worthless, early and the late varieties. Obsemation 
but had two conditions that made i t  ideal for teaches us that some kinds will keep much 
the growing of the fruit:  I t  had a good supply longer than others. Some decay very rapidly, 
of water that could be used for irrigation pur- while others keep many months. 
poses, and it had good drainage, the two essen- This brings us to another thought: What 
tials for success a t  the present time. This gar- will the weather conditions be in the ooming 
'den spot of eighty-five or  eighty-six acres was age? Will i t  be warm, something of a hothouse 
put under intense cultivation, nothing being condition; o r  will i t  be caldt I am inclined to 
rpared to make it productive. The very latest believe that it will be neither hot nor cold but 
methods were employed to get the results, and will be near the 45" mark. I understand that 
mrely they were extraordinary. vegetation grows a t  about 45". 

t - 
- I 
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We have noticed that the late-keeping fruit Cranberries Healthful Food 

grows slowly, takes a long time to matwe, doctors have lately discovered some 
hence is a better quality for keeping. In  speak- thing new. They don't know just what it 
ing the new order of things (the new king- is. They call it Vitamines. Here is the late 
dom) we find these words: "In the midst of dictionary definition of it: 
the street of it, and on either side of the river, tTitam*es, A newly disco,,ered group of Bubstancss 
was there the tree of life, n'hich bare the nature of which is not get fully determmed, that 
manner of fruits, and fielded her fruit every are found in largest amounts in mdk, butter fat, cod- 
month: and the leaves of the tree were for the liver oil, yeast, fresh fruit, and vegetables xvhose edible 
heding of the nations." These words seem to paria me essential to the we1f-e of the bodyaw 
be used both literally and symbolically. In  other words, vitamines are the mineral 

We would not suppose for a moment that salts found in all fruits. 
there would grow on a tree fruit that would Cranberries contain many of the elements 
blossom and develop into mature or ripe fruit which assist in keeping the system in good con- 
all in thirty days. But would it not be more dition. Especially is this so where acid is re- 
reasonable to think that on the same tree might quired in digesting the food. Cranberries are 
be the blossoms, the small fruit, the larger, and not only used very extensively as food, but are 
then the ripe or  mature fruit, all a t  the same also used in a medical way. They are one of 
time, similar to the Everbearing strawberry or the very best remedies for erysipelas or infec- 
raspberry; and that the weather conditions tious skin diseases. 
wduld be such that there would be these condi- Not only will this waste land be made to 
tions throughout the year t produce cranberries abundantly, but we can see 

Does it not seem reasonable to infer that the signs of other kinds of waste land made to 

perfect fruit would require an atmosphere that grow other fruit, such as blueberries, very pro- 
would make the fruit hardy, thereby putting it 
in a condition that would allow for long keep 
.ing? Would not a hot or a very warm condi- Poor Soil Yields Bluebemse8 
tion tend to grow fruit or vegetation so that its Y SELECTION, the blueberry ~ l a n t  is 
life would be very short? The Genesis account B coming into prominence on land that was 
of creation seems to confirm this last thought. considered worthless. I quote from an adver- 

tisement in one of our Eastern papers showing 
When the earth is  perfect, with its perfect the possibilities of this froit: 

atmosphere, you can see how much of this land 
that now waste be made to blossom as "Vhitebog blueberries are a new addition to the cul- 

tivated group, and open a new and profitable field to the rose and produce most abundantly. No in- the gmer. They are nearly as large u, 
sects would be there to destroy the fruit, no grapes, practically seedless, and have a distinctively 
frosts to the laborer awake at night, delicious flavor. The market demand ia greater t h  
drought to consume away- These are the con- the supply. From our own commercial bluebeq plan- 
'ditions that are promised. Read pages 82 to tation i, 1922 our returns were $10,000 from n i x t a n  
96 in "The Finished Mystery" for proof of this acres, only a portion of which was in full bearing." 
by the twenty-four prophets. I am told by one who has been over this 

More and more do -we see the value of fruits plantation that while the soil is the very poor- 
of all kinds. & a health preserver, there is est of sand, yet the plants were very thrifty 
nothing better. Fruit contains many of the ele- and healthy. 
mentg if not all, to keep the system in perfect I am sure that the Lord will not use all waste 
order. When we behold the first man as he was land for fruit. I am inclined to think that some 
placed in the garden of Eden, with perfect snr- of the more wet or  lake-like conditions will be 
roundings and a perfect food to sustain life, utilized for something else. I refer to the won- 
we can realize to some extent the important derful flower beds found in just such barren 
part that the future conditions will have on places, now too wet for other things to grow on. 
man when the Lord will lay down His rule as We have near us one of those wonderful Lotus 
to how to eat and what to eat. -- beds. I t  is a little beauty-spot out in the waste 



land, a sight worth going a long way to Bee, 
especially when in bloom. 

A comparatively young Indian who has lived 
nearly all his life near this place says that he 
can well remember when there were but a few 
bunches near the edge of the water. But now 
it has spread over quite a large area. 

These are a few of the things that will help 
make the old earth good to behold. The Lord 
says that His footstool (the earth) shall be 
made glorious. 

The question may be asked: How will the 
earth be made glorious and beautiful? Will it 
be in a miraculous manner? It would seem not. 
The injunction given to Adam no doubt indi- 
cates the method to be employed. I n  addition 

to the earth and the atmosphere, man was given 
the command to fill the earth and subdue it. I 
am sure that the Lord will have no drones or  
idle people to cumber f i e  earth when His king- 
dom is fully set up, but that each person will 
find the niche for which he is fitted and gladly 
will he fill it. 

Then will the words of the Revelator be fd- 
filled: "And I saw a new heaven and a new 
earth: for the first heaven and the first earth 
were passed away." (Revelation 21 : 1) This, of 
course, refers to the spiritual and physical con- 
trol of our earth, and not to the passing away 
of the planet and the coming of a new planet. 
It is this planet that is to be made glorioua and 
to become Eden-like, world-wide. 

The Golden Age Prospect 

T l ~ e  Seventh T m p  is sounding, 
To tell us that our King 

Has come again in glory 
Salvation full to bring. 

Every saint is now proclaiming 
The presence of the Lord, 

Girding on the Gospel armor 
According to the Word. 

On they march, unfearing, 
To show the Truth, the Way; 

Little Flock, the Master calls them, 
As He leads them to the fray. 

Defying all the demons 
Of Satan's hostile crew, 

Enduring all the hardness 
As faithful solcliers do, 

Never looking backward 
On the paths they've trod, 

Always trusting in their Captain 
To lead them home to God. 

Great will be their triumph, 
When, through the second birth, 

Enthroned with Christ in glory, 
They restore both man and earth. 

W ONDERFUL God, wonderful Creator, let 
me think awhile of Thee. Mere man can 

but vaguely understand Thy wondrous worke. 
We see the little flower growing there on a 
lonely spot, even where man has never trod, 
given life and living, as God intended; and it 
looks up as if to thank God for the privilege 
given. 

Yea, even this world is a s  a blade of grass 
with countless numbers. We behold stretched 
out in the heavens of unthinkable space twink- 
ling stars like little specks of light; so great 
is the distance that we marvel a t  the immensity 
of it. Ah, who is there that will say, There is 
no God t ' Let him think, and think deeply. 

When compared with the ever-unfolding 
works of God, man is but an atom of wisdom; 
nay, he is not even that if he does not acknowl- 
edge his Creator. We were born in a condition 
in which we bad no choice; but 'tis not for ns 
to say when or  how we die. m a t  then? A' 
little while and our flesh disappears and our 
bones lie there as a testimony of life. 

But wait! What unseen force has shaped 
those bones to grow into a definite plan-why 
not some other form or size? By chance it can- 
not be, and surely not the work of man! So 
think, I say again, and think deeply. Seek and. 
ye shall find God. 



Words of Life By Oliver C. Hinkett .. . 

T O ONE who sincerely believes and follows 
the teachings of the Holy Scriptures, 

through and by the grace of our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ, this sudden flood of criti- 
dm of the Word of God by professing Chris- 
tians, especially those professing to be leaders 
snd teachers of Holy Writ, is  significant, 

What this all means is foretold by our Lord. 
He declared that in the latter days there would 
arise false Christs and false prophets; and 
that if i t  were possible they would deceive the 
very elect. But, thank Qod! this is not possible. 
-Matthew 24: 24. 

The topics for sermons, and the various news- 
paper articles constantly appearing, indicate 
that our modern pulpiteers have exhausted the 
spiritual riches of the only Book on earth given 
to man for his instruction.-2 Timothy 3 :13-17. 

Has the Bible no more lessons for us? .Is 
the Bible out of date? Mr. Wells contends that 
we need a new and simplified Bible; but these 
higher critics fail to reveal their sagacity and 
ability to devise another one. Those who be- 
lieve that the Bible is out of date and not of 
divine inspiration are in the false Christ and 
false prophet class, whose faith is in their own 
works and not in God's. One cause for this 
condition is pride and a desire for popularity, 
one of the most debasing things on earth, and 
a prominent characteristic of the devil. The 
opinion of some preachers is that the people 
should be fed with novelty, pleasure, and enter- 
tainment. Their churches must bulge and groan 
with thronRing thousands, the hungry mass 
merely to hear some sweet story-perhaps not 
pertaining to the Word of God at  all. 

St. Paul told the Corinthians that he had 
determined not to know anything among them 
save Jesus Christ and Him crucified. (1 Cor- 
inthians 2: 2) But most preachers seem to 
know everything else under the sun except 
Christ and Him crucified. I t  is by Christ's 
spirit that we make progress (Romans 8 : 9) ; 
and there is no other method by which human- 
ity may be saved; surely not by novelty, pleas- 
ure and entertainment. 

Our Lord said: "And I, if' I be lifted up . . . will draw all men nnto me." (John 12: 32) 
This drawing is through and by His word aa 
contained in the Holy Scriptures (1 Peter 1: 

U 

23 ; John 6: 63), and not in "science falsely SO 

called," so often put forward in these days. 
Kone can know more about the plan of God 

than He has revealed in His Word. It was 
given for the meek and lowly of heart (James 
4: 6), and is progressively shining more and 
more unto the perfect day. (Proverbs 4: 18) 
Our Lord says: "Seek, and ye shall find." 
(Matthew 7:7) Without the revelation of 
God's plan as contained in the Bible men would 
be able to arrive at very indefinite conclusions 
respecting man's future. 

The Bible has been misused as a fiddle npon 
which to play any tune men chose; whence 
have come the hundreds of different denomina- 
tions. But, thank God, they are playing their 
last tunes. 

Selfishness and ignorance are the causes of 
all the present unrest in the world; and a Bible 
in the pocket and a gun on the shoulder are 
not a good combination to remedy the present 
evils. The world is vainly endeavoring to bring 
order out of chaos and to reform the people 
through their own efforts. 

The Source of Truth 

T RUTH is the only thing of real value and 
the Word of God alone is able to supply 

that truth. The inspired Word will never lose 
its supremacy. God says: ''My word . . . shall 
not return nnto me void!' (Isaiah 55 :11) "I will 
be exalted in the earth." (Psalm 46: 10) The 
Lord's kingdom is the only key to the "new 
order"; and wise is he who puts his trust there- 
in; for out of it shall come all the divine bless- 
ings promised in the Word of God. 

Jehovah tells as that the knowledge of the 
Lord shall cover the earth as the waters cover 
the deep. (Habakkuk 2: 14) The fact that the 
knowledge of the Lord does not yet cover the 
earth, and that the people have not yet been 
converted, is proof of the failure of the relig- 
ions denominations. They have had over 1,800 
years of trial; and the world today is farther 
from a knowledge of the Lord and farther from 
being converted than a t  any time since the days 
of Christ and the apostles. All faith should be 
built npon the Word of God, and not npon 
man's word-Hosea 4: 1-6; Isaiah 5: 13; Jere- 
miah 17 : 5; Proverbs 3: 5-7; Matthew 15: 9. 

I 
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The Sins of Mankind World& Wbdom from Beneath 
SIN (outside of the original sin of Adam) T H E  apostle P a d  tells us that He who re- 

has been profusely advertised, and it has deemed ns gives us wisdom. (1 Corinthian8 
the advantage of being something that most 1 : 30) How, then, does a true Christian get hh 
people want; for the desire for sinful things wisdom pertaining to spiritual things? The 
has been enticingly portrayed by word and Bible is the only book which supplies that ~ b -  
picture. Goodness, love, mercy, peace, justice, dom; and God's holy spirit operates through 
liberty and happiness (true Godliness), as it npon the minds of those who put their trust 
tanght in the Word of God, were set forth cen- in Him. 
taries ago. Ministers, priests and rabbis have Hence we know that the Bible is true; for it 
been the salesmen; but a good many of them brings peace and joy and consolation to those 
need to be instrncted as to the value of their who follow its teachings, and every subject is 
wares. harmonized when we learn to "rightly divide 

They tell us in lurid word pictures what the word of truth" (2Timothy 2: 15), and to 
will happen to us if we are not good. They use reason. (Isaiah 1: 18) Therein is found a 
paint hell in all its horribleness. They dwell most wonderful plan for the salvation of all 
on our earthly sins in all their fascinating de- who are willing to obey the righteous law 0% 
tail; that is one reason why there are empty love. 
pews and empty hearts. That is  why religion Whence do the wise (?) theologians, who deny 
as taught by some ministers, priests and rabbis and contradict the Word of God, receive their 
today is something a man carries in his pocket wisdom? From man; for it is a common failing 
and takes a swallow of when occasion may for men to believe certain doctrines because . 
prompt. others thus believed in whom they had c o d -  

These men are selling something that ia not dence. 
conducive to righteousness nor in harmony with ~~h~ D. Rockefeller gives a recipe for living 
the expressed will of God. They are ''putting one hundred years. Among other things he 
ovef' the kind of "goodness" that is found in says: 'Tive a Christian life, play and 
the creeds of fallible and erring men. always keep plenty of money on band." Thus 

It is easy to have people sing hymns, but i t  golf. and the possession of plenty of money 
is quite difficult to make them feel, down in Beem to be parts of a Christian life. That may 
their very souls, the meaning of those hpmna be all right for John D. and a few others; but 
That is where most preachers come short. how about the many millions of people on earth 

The Word of God is needed, and true follow- who are unable to play .golf and to keep plenty 
ers of that Word are needed to explain its of money on hand? They surely will have to 
meaning and put into every human heart love die. Poor souls. Seemingly they have no busi- 
for his fellow man. and a real desire to be of ness being Poor. 
service to others a i d  brighten their lives. 

What humanity needs, what the world is  
famishing for, what civilization itself must 
have, is not teachers who claim to prove that 
our ancestors were monkeys, but men used of 
God as instruments to bear the message of 
truth, enlightening and blessing the poor, 
groaning creation. 

Then the message of these men of God will 
point the way to brotherhood and true brotherly 
love, and life, liberty and happiness-the desire 
of all nations. (Haggai 2: 7)  Christ's kingdom 
npon earth will supply such a need. Thus will 
Jehovah's will be done on earth as it is done 
in heaven. 

Rev. Alfred W. Wishart in an article in the 
Free Press says that the Bible is based upon 
facts and not faith and is not infallible. From 
this it is quite evident that his theory is based 
npon neither fact nor faith. The theory of evo- 
lution is not taught in the Word of God, but is 
merely an hypothesis which has tripped manx 
a clergyman. 

Another Reverend D. D. says: 
"I have been for fifty yeam a minister in the chnreh. 

I entered the ministry with enthusiasm, believing M I 
did that the church was the one organization in the 
world of divine institution, that it owes its origin to 
J m s  Christ, and that He wnn the unique Son of Ood. 
I have been reluctantly led to the conclu~ion that norv 
of these things are true." 
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It is very evident to a true Christian that Why will not men cease following the theories 
this Reverend D. D. is  referring to churchiadty and fallacies of the would-be reformera and 
and not to Christianity; for the former origi- turn prayerfully and sincerely to the study od 
nated with the devil, but the latter with Jeho- the Word of God, which is the only remedx 
vah God through Jesus Christ our Lord. It for  the ills of mankindl 
has been a common mistake for professing Man's endeavor to rule h m  been a failure, 
Christian people to get the two mixed. and has been admitted so by some of the lead- 

Another very wise man, in his own conceit, ers, and will-be admitted so by all reasonable 
says that "the wages of sin and crime always men if they will even casually examine the 
are social ruin and spiritual death, and the present conditions. 
reward of righteousness is self-esteem, social Lf anyone thinks that it is safer.to oflend Qod 
respect, and a genuine success immeasurable in than man, and that i t  ia better to retain the 
terms of money!' Thus we have another one favor of the bright minds of the world than to 
of the many wise men whose religion is meas- continue in the favor of his Lord and Head, 
ured in terms of money. And is it any wonder; Jesus Christ, then such would not profit much 
for did not the Interchurch World Movement by a study of the Word of God. Hence this is 
say in one of their advertisements: "The money one of the distinguishing points between a true 
test is  primary to a one hundred percent Chris- Christian and a mere professor of religion. 
tianity"! They ignore the Word of God See mile we may look for His leading through 
Proverbs 25 : 11 ; James 2 : 5; Luke 18 : 18-25 ; human agencies, our trust is not in them, not 
James 4 : 4. in man's wisdom and strength, bat in the Lord's 

Further, I ask, if one's spirit dies, and after wisdom and strength obtained through =is 
a few short years his body dies, what then is word,  if the mind be rightly applied to its 
left of him7 The Bible answers: Nothing is teachings; "for the ~~~d seeth not as man 
left. Ifan says: The soul is left;  but the Word seethi for  I$an looketh on the appear- 
of God says that "the soul that sinneth, i t  shall ance, but the ~~~d looketh on the heart;#- 
die."-Ezekiel 18: 4,20; Acts 3 : 23 ; Romans 6 : 1 samuel 16: 7. 
23; Matthew 10:25. . Money is not God; neither is  might, nor 

Let a s  be careful how we treat this Holy earthly wisdom; but ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ h  is the only true 
Book, knowing this firs\ that no prophecy God and Jesus Christ is the King of k+ngs and 
the Scriptures is of any private issuance and ~~~d of lords. His now-dawning kingdom is 
that if any man shall add Or take away the onky remedy for the ills of hamankind to- 
from the P ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ Y  of this Book, God day. I t  will bring peace and lasting blessing to 
with him as  it is written in Revelation 22:18,19. Christians have been prafing 

How true are  the words of God through the for: kingdom come. Thy will be done in 
Prophet when He says: "I will proceed to do earth as it in 
a ma1~~1ou.s work among this peopf&, even a 
marvelous work and R wonder; for the wisdom L ~ ~ ~ ,  N~~ F~~ 
of their wise men shall perish, and the under- 
standing of their prudent men shall be hid."- T HERE is an  infinite satisfaction in receiv- 
Isaiah 29 : 14 (see vs. 13'15). ing the gifts of God. But the privilege of 

When these parasites, who sap the very life- becoming the means through which He will 

blood of the nations, are removed, the terrible bestow light and blessing upon others is the 
greatest privilege bestowed upon man, and if 

burden which has been carried by the poor man.s way of thinkng and acting ia nong, to 
people of earth for centuries, will be rolled 

'away. Then will the true Light (John 1 :9 )  correct i t  by helping him to get more light. 

shine upon and for all. Then will the children Envy not the oppressor, and choose none oB 
of men begin to survey that wonderful cross his ways. Labor not for  the sake of TsmJ' o r  
and drink water out of the wells of salvation creed, but for humanity's sake. Use truth for 
(Isaiah 12: 3) Then, and only then, will peace authority and not authority for troth. Christ's 
on earth, good will toward men, be a reality kingdom upon earth comea not by stress of law 
and not a hollow mockery1 or force of arms. Men are attracted by the 



power of love; they cannot be driven toward of the Bible can be obtained only by sincerely 
the driver. and prayerfully applying the mind to that pur- 

I n  an article in the Literary Digest the B a p  pose in a childlike attitude essential to faith 
tists of Georgia are reported as trying to en- in God throngh Christ Jesus. (1 Peter 5: 6) 
force the Golden Rule by dismissing from the &fake a complete surrender of the human to 
church those who fail to observe it in conduct- the divine will. "Seek, and Ye shall find; b& 
ing their business and by performing proper and it shall be opened unto you.''-Matthew 7:7. / 

labor. It wodd be a very good thing if all Education, while beneficial in certain ways, 
denominations were to try fiat scheme. Then is of no avail in the understanding of the Word 
the preachers should soon have to go to work of God; for God only is able to rmke wise unto 
like other men. salvation through faith in Christ Jesus (2 Tim- 

m e n  force is introduced into any sacred 0 t h ~  3:  15) and give a proper understanding 
work, at that moment i t  loses its sacredness pertaining spiritnal 
and is no longer the work of God, but of the The sooner the world comes to realize the 
devil. The truth of religion is never repre- fact that none can know more abont the plah 
sented by force nor fostered by it. hien eth of God than He has revealed in His Word, the 
true religion in their hearts will follow the sooner they will cast their cares npon the Lord 
Golden Rule in business, politics and in every and not npon man. 
walk of life. When men have the truth, as con- Why do not people judge what is rightt The 
tained in the Word of God, the churches will signs of the time of trouble are many; but men 
have honest business and stay out of politics. refuse to read them. As our Lord says, "Bs 

No religious teaching should have any weight the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming 
except it is snpported by the Word of God; of tbe Son of man be!' (Matthew 24: 37) But 
for one plan, one spirit, and one purpose per- the time has come for people to understand, 
vade the whole Book. Some one says : '7 can- and the Lord will make it plain to all those who 
not understand the Bible." The understanding seek to know the truth. 

1 

An Optimistic View BY I .  B.  f for ti 

W E DO not at this time know positively 
what became of the Garden of Eden- 

khether the 'thorns and thistles" that infested 
the earth after the expulsion of Adam from 
Paradise overran that spot, or whether it has 
been preserved in some place inaccessible to 
man. But we shall knov, when man fulfils his 
destiny by obeying God, who told him to "sub 
due the earth" and ?have dominion" over the 

+ same.-Genesis 1 : 28. 
We do not know whether the Ark of Noah 

has long since decayed, or still rests on Mt. 
Ararat. But we shall, in due time, know, when 
some daring aviator has sailed into those in- 
hospitable altitudes, and investigated the mat- 
ter and made report. 

We may not know, except by deductive rea- 
soning, just what the atmospheric conditions 
were in the sixteen centuries of human habita- 
tion preceding the Flood. But we shall have 
information when Adam and his descendants 

down to Noah are returned to our earth in the 
resurrection, and tell us about these things. It 
is beyond the limitation of the mental powers 
of any one at  this time to grasp the concept of 
a perfect man, such as were Adam, before his 
deflection, and Jesus. But this will be common 
knowledge to all when humanity are restored 
to perfection, during the reign of Messiah. 

When the Savior of men awakens from death 
the human race; when this awakened people 
register in the school of Christ, and obey invio- 
late the mandates of that holy institution; when 
they have finished their course of instructions, 
and received their diplomas of graduation- 
the right to eternal life; when they, thus re- 
stored, comprehend fie real plan of Jehovah 
in restoring His "image" on earth, and enter 
into coiiperation with Him in continuing that 
plan throughout the "ages to comey'-then shall 
the "imagination of man remain within the 
bounds of established facts." 

4 



The Bible or The Creeds 
By a Former Clergyman of the Church of Engkrnd 

A L L  the various denominations of Christen- the truth in the left-hand column, a d  its tor- 
dom claim to be exponents of God's Word, responding error in the right. 

the Bible. Much confusion prevails among them The quotations in the right-hand ~ o l w ~ ~ ~  are 
as to what is truth and what is emor on taken from the "Book of Common Prayer," the 

various points. ~~t common to them are official Service Book of that branch of the "vine 
certain glaring errors of the first magnitude; of the earth" of which for fifteen yeera I wm 

a minister. Those in the left-hand column are .nd it with a to assisting Tw from the source of revealed tro#-the Word 
''I3 in its laor' of remOdng the 'Ya of of God, the Bible. The rnntrarietY beween t b  
the tm&-hungry these age-long  ales of hard- one and the other is so self-evident thronghont 
encrusted error that I have drawn up the fol- the table below that it can be seen at a glance, 
lowing table of contrasts, briefly setting forth and further comment seems needless. 

!. THE ONE GOD taste death for every man." "Christ did truly rise a g d  . 
IN THE BIBLE IN THE CREEDS "As the children are par- from death and took again 

"To us there is but ONE 'The Father is God, the takers flesh and His body, wi*flmbbont% 
004 THE FATHER."- 1 Son is God, and the Holy he took part of the and all things a ~ ~ r h -  
Corinthians 8 : 6. ~ h ~ ~ t  is &d: and yet same."-Hebrews 2: 9 , 1 1  ing to the pe.rfection d 
u ~ h ~ ~ ~  is GOD, - they are not three ~foda, 'Toman hath SEEN GOD man'r nature."'-Artickr 
ONE YEDUTOB, . . . . but ONZ God."-dfh- Lthe at BNY BdzigiOl)* IV' 
Christ."-1 Timothy 2 : 6. sim Creed time."4ohn 1 : 18. 

THE O n n  BEGOTTEN SON 
I N  THE BIBLE I N  THE CREEDS 

"The Son of Goby'-Mark "God the Son"-Ths 
1 : 1 ; et al. any. 
#'The beginning of the "Not made, nor crested." 
CREATION of God." "The -AthanaPion Creed 
fist-born of every CREA- "The Qudhead of the F e  
m."-Revelation 3: 14; ther, of the Son, and of 
Colossirrns 1 : 15. the Holy Ghost in all one; 
"Meditated not a usurpa- the g l o r ~  equa."'-Atb 
tion to be equal with God" naAn Creed- 
-Philippians 2 : 6, -correct (< . . the Verg and E&- 
tramlation. nal God, and of one sub- 
'wade flesh." '<Made of a stance with the Father, 

u ~ h ~ t  which took man's nature in the 
born of the flesh i j  FLESH." womb of the Blessed Vir- 
J o h n  1 : 14 ; Galatians 4 : of her substance ; 80 

4: John 8: 6. that TWO whole and per- 

'%eing put to death in the 
~LESH."-~ Peter 3 : 18. 
?But quickened in spirit" 
-1 Peter 3: 18, m c t  
translation. 

(7Ve SEE Jesus, who was 
made a little lower than 
the angels for the mffer- 
ing of death, crowned with 
g lov and honor; that he 
by the grace of God [his 

fect natures, that ie to say, 
the Godhead and the Man- 
hood, were joined together 
in One Person, never to 
be divided, whereof is One 
Christ, Very God end Very 
Man."-Articles of Relig- 
ion, XI. 
'Who truly suffered, wm 
crucified, dead and bur- 
ied."-Art icles of Religion, 

heoveali Father] ahould 11; continued from &ve 

M 
I N  T E I  BIBLE 

UThe Loan GOD formed 
man of the dust of the 
ground, and breathed into 
his nostrils the breath of 
life; and man m o a n  a 
living soul." "The fist 
man, Adam, was made a 
living Sod." "Du& THOU 
art; and unto dust shalt 
THOU return."-Genesis 2 : 
7; 1 Corinthians 15: 45; 
Qenesb 3: 19. 
"The resurrection of the 
D-."-Acts 23 : 6 ; et d. 
'"They that have done good 
unto the resurrection of 
life; m d  they that have 
done evil unto the resur- 
rection of mxm."-  
John 6 : 29, B. V .  
"OOD . . . now command- 
eth all men everywhere to 
repent; because ha hath 
appointed a day in the 
which he will judge ths 
world in righteouanena by 
that man whom he hath 
ordained, wherwf he hath 
given a s s m c n  unto all 
men.".-A& 11 : 30, 31. 

6a 

iw 
IN TEE CBEEDB 

"Forasmuch aa it hat$ 
pleased Almighty Ood to 
take mto Himsell tha 
mu1 of our dear brother 
here departed, we there- 
fore commit his body to 
the .ground, . . . dust to 
dust.."--Or& fo r  tho Bur- 
d of the Dead. 

"The Besurrection of the 
BODY." ''The R8auntxtion 
of the ms~."'-Apostkd 
Creed and C a t e d h .  

UAnd they that ham dons 
good shall go into Wa 
werlasting ; and they that 
have done evil into rvr, 
LAB'ZINa FIBS."-Atb 
rion Crsed. 

ULet nol remembering tbi 
dreadful judgment hmg- ~ 

ing over o w  h 4  md 
dmya d y  to fall upon 

' 

nq return unto our Lord 
ood with all contrition and 
meekness of heark"-A 
commination. I 



STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF W D "  ( '""E%F%~%R"3) 
Wlth Issue Number 60 we began mnnlng Judge Rutherford's new boot 
T h e  Harp of God'', with arnrn~anrhx ~uest laar  taking the p l a n  of bath 
Advanrpd and Juvenllc i i l ~ l e  Studla W h l c h  have been hitherto published. - 

nsLooking back, then, a t  the picture that 
Zehovah made by the use of the Jewish people 
and their ceremonies, we see that the bullock 
slain on the atonement day pictured Jesns the 
perfect man a t  the age of thirty years. The 
court surrounding the tabernacle was a picture 
of perfect humanity. Therefore the bullock 
slain in the court foreshadowed or pictured the 
fact that the perfect man Jesus died in that 
condition on earth as a perfect man. By His 
death He provided the ransom-price. He did 
this to carry out the Father's plan. 

'"In the picture, the slaying of the bullock 
was the beginning of the sin-offering. a f t e r  
the bullock was slain, its blood was put into a 
vessel; and the high priest carried i t  in this 
vessel, ultimately reaching the Most Holy, 
where it was sprinkled, as before mentioned. 
The high priest in the Holy pictured Jesus 
during the three and one-half years of His 
sacrificial ministry; and the high priest's ap- 
pearance in the Most Holy pictures Jesus the 
high priest, resurrected to the divine nature, 
appearing in heaven itself in the presence of 
God, there to present the merit of His sacrifice 
as the sin-offering on behalf of mankind.- 
Hebrews 9 : 24. 

'"The Scriptures clearly show that Jesns was 
the antitypical bullock and was made an offer- 
inq for sin on behalf of mankind; first on behalf 
of the church, subsequently on behalf of the 
whole world. "Christ died for our sins accord- 
ing to the Scriptures" (1 Corinthians 15: 3) ; 
"who gave himself for our sins, that he might 
deliver us from this present evil world, accord- 
ing to the nil1 of God and our Father" (Gala- 
tians 1: 4) ; "for he hath made him to be sin 
[an offering for sin] for us, who [Jesus] knew 
no sin; that we might be made the righteous- 
ness of God in him."-2 Corinthians 5 : 21. 

'"The law that God gave to the Israelites 
merely foreshadowed what great things Jesns 
would do. Because of the imperfections of man- 
kind-&loses and others-that law could not 
accomplish the deliverance of mankind from 
dmth. "For what the law could not do, in that 
it was weak through the flesh, God sending his 

own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for 
sin, condemned sin in the flesh."'-Romans 8: 3. 

"'In the type, the slaying of the bullock and 
the carrying of its blood into the Holy as a 
typical sin-offering foreshadowed the fact that 
the redemption for man's sin could be accom- 
plished only through the blood of the perfect 
sacrifice. And for this reason says the apostle 
Paul: '?Vithout the shedding of blood is no 
remission. I t  was therefore necessary that the 
patterns of things in the heavens should be 
purified with these; but the heavenly things 
themselves with better sacrifices than these." 
(Hebrews 9 : 22,23) The patterns here referred 
to are the Holy and Most Holy in the tabernacle 
picture, which foreshadowed o r  pictured the 
heavenly condition; and the entrance of the 
high priest into the Most Holy of the tabernacle 
with the blood foreshadowed Christ Jesus en- 
tering hemen. "For Christ is not entered into 
the holy places made with hands, which are  the 
figures of the true; but into heaven itself, now 
to  appear in the presence of God fo r  
Hebrews 9 : 24. 

QUESTIONS ON 'THE HARP OF GOD" 
Of what value to us are the pictures made in the Old 

Testament in dudying the New? and what did the 
bullock slain on the atonement day picture relative to 
Jesus? 7 233. 

That did the court mounding the tabernacle pio- 
tare or typify? 1233. 

How was the ransom-price provided? 7 233. 
What p i k d  the beginning of the sin-offering? 

ll234. 
" What was done with the blood of the bullock after 
i t  was slain ? 234. 

What was pictared by the high priest in the Holy? 
and  hat by his entering the Most Holy? 7 234. 

For whom did Jesus give Him~elf as a sin-offering? 
n 235. 

What was the purpose of the giving of the law cove- 
nant? and could it operate to deliver man from death? 
4 236., 

Was the shedding of Jesus' blood necessary for the 
remission of sin ? 7 237. 

How mas the entrance of Jems into heaven foreshad- 
owed in the tabernacle service? Give Scriptural pmc& 

, 7 237. 



Seeing Through and Beyond Today 

Theories and opinions advanced by responsible men of today influence and guide 
people's thinking. 

Their viewpoint is largely in the particular field of their interest. Sometimes it 
is related to other fields, but generally individualistic 

Seldom such general sources of information view events other than as reports 
of events already transpired 

The viewpoint of advantage, however, sees the cause, notes the effect, and under- 
stands perfectly the result. 

But such a vision is to be had only from the prophecies of the Bible; for they 
alone foretell events with certainty. 

STUDIES IN TBE SCRIPTURES deal with prophecies being fulfilled in our day. The 
topical arrangement permits the consideration of political crisea, unrest, and 
explains their significance. 

Indexed verse by verse, the reader has an explanation of most prophetio stnte- 
ments and I ~ ~ O W S  what influence events of today h a ~ e  on the futnre-a  knowledge 
of no uncertain advantage. 

STUDIES m THE SCRIPTURES, a library of seven topically-arranged volumes writ- 
ten in ordinary, not theological, language, together with the HARP BIBLE STUDY 
Course, using as its text book TEE HARP OF GOD, by Judge J. F. Rutherford. 

The eight volumes of over 4,000 pages for $2.85 delivered. 

INTE~XATIONAL Brsu STUDEATS AS-Ron 
Brooklyn. New Tork 

Oeittlemen: Please firward the seven volnmesof Smm rn ~w Smmxma and the 5~ B I ~ ~ u  
S n a r  Course. In full pameat fay the eight volnmea I cnclom $2.83. 
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Items of Current hterest 
( IT IS our opinion, several times expressed in lll,590, with as many more uissin- some shin 

these colnmna, that merely to try to keep in by falling buildings, some drowned in the tidal 
buch with the day's news, Boating with it as i t  wave, some incinerated in the great conflagnr- 
rises and falls, is a poor way to read the signs of tion which followed, and some mdlonecl up in 
the times. The reason for-this lies in the impos- the grent fissures which opened in the ground. 
aibility of determining with any fair degree of Five hundred girls mere killed in the crash of @ 
accuracy whnt is news and what is propaganda. single factory; seven hundred perished in the 
All the big business interests m e  the news University Hospital; the former Premier and 

. associations for propaganda purposes, and it tmenty statesmen were killed a t  a council; t h  
is only after the lapse of some little time that the Prince Regent barely escaped with his life. 
reasons for things come to light. However, aa Japm is in lm earthqndlie zoue, bving 1- 
many of our readers seem to prefer carrent shocks n pear. In Tokio a shock is felt about 
items me continue to furnish them. once a meek; a serious oue occurs somewhere in 

Japan on nn average of once in t h i e  months. 
Japan's Culminating H o m r  In the present disaster all railway trrrins speed- 

T HE Japgnese earthqnake ia believed to be the ing to or from the capital were n-recked en 
most stupendous earthquake horror that route ; the water bunt ;  gss tanks and oil 

ever visited the earth, n presage to the impcnd- tanlcs split their seams, and their liquid 
ing social convulsion, the -blings of which are fuel over the doomed cities ; the C ~ & S  

even now alarming ail the nations of the world. stopped; telephone and t e l e ~ a p h  lines were 
~t is sififi-t, in the minds of some, that i t  wrecked; for several hours the only communica- 
nhonld follow so closely upon the heels of the tion with the outside world was t h r o e  a radio 
announcement \hat Hirohito, Prince Regent, on station 144 miles north of Tokio where, by some 
his recent pisit the Vatican, received baptism freak, the towt~rs 660 ffeet high re- 
at the hands of the Pope himself. Was the earth- mained stmding- 
quake a hint of divine displeasure a t  this act? In the narrow streets, uuully bat eight~rrn 

That Japan is firting with the Vatican, for feet wide. the mass of wretched humanity was 
mme reason, is apparent from the fact that the subjected to 216 distinct shocks on the day of 
government is again planning to send an em- greatest fatalities, Saw&?, September lst, 

( bassy thither, and this despite the fact that the 'Pith 57 shocks on the day fouoeng- Tofio, 
Japanese lower house of parliament only last with an estimated ~oP&tion of 2,@),000, a d  
year overwhelmingly defeated a s b i l a r  move- in Yokohama, with a popdation of 450,000, only 
ment. ' T h y  do the heathen r a g ,  and the people six bnilangs remained standing, although some 
ima@ne a vain thing?" How much better ~t of them \rere large modem buildings of steel 
would be for all the statesmen of earth if. const*lcfion- supposed to be qnake-pro6f. 
instead of trying to hold the people longer in 
nrbjection by old methods of intrigue and super- An un-nrecedented Calamif~ 
atitious reverence for absurdities, they would A L L  the bridges of Tokio, densely om* 
tarn to the Lord, in whom alone are wisdom and with refugees from the fire, collapsed, hml- 
strength to guide in this evil hour. ing thousands into death in the waters beneath. 

The known dead in the earthquake number A tidal wave of extraordinary height r~(ld 
CI 
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followed by a typhoon which delugd everything 
with a torrent of wind and rain. The river 
Sumidti, equalling the Hudson in size, changed 
its course; new islands appeared in the ocean; 
old islands disappeared. 

Part of the Japanese fleet was destroyed; all 
the government buildings were destroyed; all 
the banks were destroyed; the fire which raged 
for two days was visible for hvo hundred miles, 
and was so intense that a temperature of 150 
degrees was registered in many places. After 
ten d a p  the steel vaults were still so hot that 
they codd not be touched. 

The principal prison opened its doors, and 
1,500 prisoners were freed. The wild animals 
confined in the zoos escaped, and added to the 
horrors of the street scenes. Before aid codd 
reach the stricken cities, food riots had broken 

I 
out; and military punishment was visited upon 
the tranagresaom. 

In the most severe of the shocks the ground 
rose and dropped four inches. Imagine an entire 
building, and everything in it, dropped four 
inches vertically, and this operation repeated 
many times; and it will be understood why 
almost no human structure was left standing in 
the stricken area. 

Thirty thousand bales of silk, one-tenth of 
Japan's output for an entire year, were destroy 
ed, resulting in the closing down of many rkmeri- 
can factories. 
' The whole earth trembled with the shocks. 

By the seismograph, which is an instrument so 
delicate that it will record the earth tremors 
caused by starting a street-car threemiles away, 
the shocks were detected in Snn Francisco, 
London, Brussels, and Florence, Italy. 

The ocean waves caused by the earthquake 
traversed the six thousand miles from Japan to 
California in forty hours, or at the rate of one 
hundred fifty miles an honr. When they renched 
tlie California shores, they still retained a 
height of twenty feet near Los Angeles, the 
swells breaking completely orer a fifteen-foot 
bredmater and carvix~g away lnmlwr piled 
dong the shore. 

Four days before the earthquake, a shacl; in 
Hawaii opened a crack ten feet wide and seven 
hundred feet long, in the famous volcano of 
Elauea. Through this crack molten lava is 
rushing with a roar that can be heard a mile 
away. 

An#riaonRatieftoJapan 

W ITHIN two days of the ootaatrophe h e r b *  
cim veasele loaded with 1,000,000 pormb ,-.-- 

of rice, 500,000 pounds of beans, 500,000 soldier 
rations for one day, medical supplies for 50,W 
troops for three  month^ 400 large tents, and 
cots and blankets for 20,000 men were rushing - 
to the rcene. This was but a handful, however, 
to what nas needed; and funds were swiftly 
raised all over America, in response to pred- 
dential appeal, so that immense qunntities of 
aU kinds of supplies could be dispatched from 

,* 

Pacific Cosst, Philippine, and Chinese ports---- 
with the least poraible delay. The relief fund 
at thin writing has reached $9,527,700. 

In New York city many physicinnr and 
nurses volunteered to go to Japan to give their - 
services free. The promptness, generosity, and 
efEectivenesa with wxch Americra responded har 
sealed American and Japahese friendship in 8 
way which nothing else could have dona Seem- ' 

ingly thia removes complrtelc dl friction be- 
tween the i xo  peoples. 

Moreover, it is claimed that this disaater is 
so great, destroping, as it did, all the buildings 
in Japan's capitd and greatest city, that it h u  
become virtmll~ im~m~siblc for Jopm to think 
of engaging in hostilities for mcnty-five pears . 
to come; and hp that time no nation on earth-will 
Be intcrested in snch madness. \ 

\ 
American Relief in Russia i 
C OL. W u  h'. Etasxu~  presents a most 

astonishing account o'f t kr work done by the 
Bmerican Relief Administration in Russia dru- 
ing the past two pears. Kith the full consent 
and cooperation of the Soviet government, the 
United States Government stepped' in, to the 
tnnc of $24,000,000, and the American people 
stepped in, with $36,000,000 more of their o m  
savings ; and the th ing  that CoL Hnskell accom- 
plished with that money are almost beyond 
belief. His work ended with the month of.-.,-- 
Augustt this pear. 

Tmo hundred and fifty shiploads of food, seed, 
clothing, and medical supplies were sent from 
America to the famine-striden land. During 
the norat period, r&ef stations were opened in 
35,000 localities, and 11,000,000 pemns were 
fed daily. Fifteen thousand hospitals were put 
in operation, water systems were parified, pub- 
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lic baths were opened, and roads were repabed. 

Let other notions boast of their military sac- 
cesses and their commercial conquests, but here 
is a real triumph in which all that L best in 
!American character, courage, and energy finds 
expression. Silrety percent of all that was done 
for Russia waa done by thin movement. The 
report aayr: 

' T o  the minds of the Russirn common people the 
American Relief Administration ru a miracle of good, 
which came to them in their darkest hour under the 
Stars and Stripes. It turnd the comer for civilization 
in Ewsi~ .  It lifted the Russian people from despau to 
hope. Communism is dead and abandoned atilt Russia in 
on the mad to rcwvery. The realization by the Busr~an 
people thut tllc strong American eydern was able arrd 
contamed tile +pint to save these millionm of strangers 
from the dcnth that had engulfed them must have 
furnished foal  for thought" 

But although the American Relief Adminis- 
tration accomplivlied much, let no one imagne 
that conditions in Russia are ideal. Several 
reports which are hrfore us show that Russia 
still has Fea t  nua~hers of homeless cldldren. 
Those, warldrr allout the cities or from town to 
town, "grubl)~ng for an existence like wild goats 
in n desen." 

I t  is said that there are upwards of a million 
and a quarter of these in the Lln ine  alone, 
many of whom are sure to perish during the 
coming minter because the relief funds have be- 
come exhausted. lloreover, the Eussian crops 
are not so g ~ o d  as wag expected. 

Communism in Practice 

T HE Soviet law allows each private citizen 
ten square pards of living space. This 

works out as follo\\~s: A modern home, two 
stories high. containing t.he usual three rooms 
down stairs and three rooms and bath upstairs, 
owvpies ahout eighty square yards per Boor. 

According to Soviet law such a home must 
l e i t e r  sixteen persons. This would mean that 
four persons must sleep in the living room and 
in each bed-room of the house. If leas than 
Qe nlmve' namher of persons is sheltered the 
authorities can billet strangers on the home. 
There is no liberty in Russia 

The Soviet government leaders do not aeem to 
be making any effort to extend their movement 
into Germany. They are said ti? balieve that 

unemployment, fd shortage, and eoId a~ 
needed to make revolution in Gemany feasible, 
but that these conditions are in aight, and that ' 

when they are sufficiently pmnomced Cornmum 
ism is sure to follow. 

A newspaper correspondent reports to the 
New York Times that in five days' inquiry in 
Berlin among foreign observers, diplomats, nnd 
other well-informed pemons, he was unable to 
find anybody who doubted that it would be long 
before Germany would be in the hands of either 
a Fascisti or a Conmaniatic dictatorship. 

annany'r Impending Cridr 

T YE G e m n  mark used to be worth about 
twenty-four cents of American money. That 

was before the Kaiser atart$ on his campnign 
to give Germany a place in the sun. On Sep 
ten~her 18th. 2.900.000 mnrka could be obtailted 
for one cent. all of which proves brieflp that 
militarism does not pay. 

Some of the recent values which can be cbtain- 
ed by be r i cnns  with their own money, when 
they are fortunate or unfortunate enough tu be 
in Germany, have recently appeared in the press. 
One hurldred street-cnr rides can be had for one 
cent; 300 newspapers can be had for one cent; 
600 dozen carnations can be had for one cent; 
rooms cnn be rented for 17 cents a day; but 
butter costs 25 cents per pound, and bread 10 
cents a loaf, the latter being nearly the a r i -  
can price. 

A financial Madhocue 

w ITH money so constantly changing in 
value in Germany, the prices of many 

things remain 6xed where they were before the 
war. But when a person comes to pop the bill 
every item is multiplied hp a given amount, 
the proper mdtiplicato~ 5.r that day, or for 
that hour. 

A cn ble to the T u l l  street Journai in Aogast 
declares : 

"Germm:~ G * hancial rnedhoue, rhere tnttering 
Reicbhurk d i r ~ ~ u l n  u, :nr wep-n. The! are sitting in 
long mnfmncw, uncenain whet he^ 10 fwd me a m i d  
public filrthw ~tiluulantr in paper mark now or b 
introduce gold credits md gold depooits and admit th.t 
their o m  p p r  no* w woxthlen. Either @I wi l l  
lead to a d" 

It ia a common thing in Germany now for 
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poor women to wander about the streets, with as to shut out quite effectively- German goob - . 

: tears ~treaming down their cheecks, holding out altogether. . . 

handfuls of worthless money which will not buy Some American statesmen and economists . 
Ulo simplest article. Farmers are declining to see a deliberate plot in Germany to avoid pap . . 

- ecll* their products ; hoarding is widespread ; ment of reparations and to wipe out the German 
food supplies require and receive specid dcbt. Indeed, the German debt is practically 
guards : u-orliers are asking and receiving pay wiped out now; for it was mostly represented in 
in goocls. In the citp of Cologne one-third of paper money and bonds 11-hich hctre lost their 
the sfiops are closed altogether, because the value and will surely he repudiated. 
stocl;s of goods are sold out or are being The losers in this transaction have been the 
hoarded, whle the remainder are open about - German \vorhe~ i ,  1+11o have been paid in this . 
four hours per day. paper moneyrand whose savings were invested 

The British I-Ioliday Fellowships are associa- in these paper securities; also the friends of 
tions of hirli-minded and good-hearted British Germany abroad, who have invested something 
citizcns ~vl io  epcuci their vacations in foreign like $3.000.000.000 in this worthless paper Illoney 
1::!!:1s. ni~i;!ing n-ith the natives, and who thus and pait1 for it in gold. .-.-- 
clitienror to bring about a better feeling and n Tile gainers in the transaction have not rich- 
better understanding of how to deal with prob- ally p ined  yet. m o  the gainers are or fl h, 
lclus affecting such countries. D ~ b g  the past if able to mrry  their p i n t ,  is erpldned b~ 
vacation season these gentlemen leased a nnm- Senator Dnncnn Fletcher of Florida in the 
ber of old German castles, and thus inaugnrated Mnnrifacturers Record. He notes that an a ra : 
a new industry in Gemany, where F e a t  need sult of the war England, France. Belgium aad 
is  felt for every aid that can be obtained. Italy are bent double wit11 burdens nnd bound 

Thus far  the French occupation of tile RUhr with obligarions, bnt sars  of C i e r ~ ~ n p :  
11t?s been an espensive failure for the French. #me G~~ i l l , .~or ,  .nd 
Ecafore the occupation France w a s  getting h w  been ~ i r t u d y  ruined, but tilc great indurtri.l .nd 
e!:_.lity-three percent of all the coal coming to -speculative lords have acquirctl c~o.;t of tLe m-tiJ 
l I . a i .  ~mder  the Versailles treaty. This cod w a  wealth of the nation. Noxr, if rcpntiont uc paid t h q  
n:i~ied and paid for by Germany. Now the have to pay them. Tl~er own tile German gold or 
French, unable properly to handle the German properties abmd, and tile!. 01-n all  meam of mu- 
illl ricate mining system, are receiving only one- hctur in~  produdion a t  llonlr. Tlic P P I ~  haye * 
rcntll muc,, coal; ma the cod is mined marks, and they hnrc t l ~ c  pfi~ls. To save their i r d  

. paid for by France. wealth, dominate Germar.? mil perhaps the world, thm 
plutocrats must dcfcilt tile r7:irmcnt of remations 

Can dennonu pay? 
OLITICAL economists are having a hard P time trying lo figure out what Germany 

mn pay in the .way of furthering reparations. 
Some of them hold that the mind of mnn is 
nni~ble to figure out any way by which the Gcr- 
n1zn nation can ever make good more than n 
~?:~sll part of the damage done by Gennan 
I'nrcrs in F n n c e  and Belgium. 

Others contend that though the common PO- 

plc of Germany have been t a ~ e d  all they can 
hear. larger levies can be made npon the 
\ve:rlthy; and that the cash payment of repara- 
ti011 amounts to creditor nations wonld auto- 
matically increase German markets so that more 
conltl be paid. There is probahl? some truth in 
this Inttcr proposition. But mnch would depentl 
npon tariff walls. They might be oo constructed 

ihey accomplish thi, feat. ihEv v:ill be &ore advanta- 
geously placed than any other industrial p u p  in 
world. When the occup~ix~; troops entered the Buhr, 
General DeGouttc rcmarkcd tlut the lriPt battle of the 
war of 1914-18 was I,cginr~ing. T h o  wiPr it,' he ~4, 
'wins the war.' Hc spoke the truth." 

T HE Roman Catholic Fascisti movement, i. e., . 
the plan for seizure of liberal governments 

by anarchists o i  the Alnssolini type, proceeds 
apace. At n'nrcn~l~cr=, Germany, early .in S e p  
tember, Field Jiarshnll Lndendorff g the red  
200,000 (some despatches say 500,000) of the 
German members of this movement, urging the 
seizure of Germany by monarchist forces, and 
hailing the seventeen-year old Prince Ferdi- 
nand, eldest ;on of the Icniser's new wife, sr 
Geruany's future Kaiser. 
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One of the principal speakers a t  the meeting 

was a Catholic priest who, with fiery oratory, 
put the Fasciati oath to a vote, resulting in 
150,0(30 (some despatches say 400,000) persons 
making the sign agreed upon in advance, the 
raising of hvo h g e r s  of the right hand. 

Premier h s o l i n i ,  Italy'a castor-oil anar- 
chist, has issued a decree which, among other 

'things, provides fbes and six months' impris- 
onment for the printing of anything reflecting 

C unfavorably upon the Pope, state religions 
institutions, or those in charge of the state 
&airs, thereby meaning himaelf. f.Mnssolini 
has shown how easy it is for a Roman Catholic, 
who bas the support of Raman Catholic soldiers, 
to seize and destroy the liberties of s countrp. 
The movement is spreading rapidly in all Catho- 
lic lands. 
;In idea of the ruthless may in which Uusso- 

lini is handling things may be seen in the fact 
that he has arbitrarily suppressed thirteen 
benevolent institutions in Nnplcs, and diverted 
their funds "to assist otlier in~titntions of a 
worth? character!' 

Fmcisti and Big Businem 

I T IS quite probable thnt big business is get- 
ting ready to give the word when the general 

European Fascisti coup is to come off. Berlin 
despatches in August, published in the Chatta- 
nooga News, report that the Morgan interests 
haw secured control of the greatest gun-works 
in France, the Schneider-Creuzot works, and - large British interests, the Busso-Asiatic Lim- 
ited, in conference with Ah. Mo~gan, angling 
for control of Kmpps, the great German gun 
works. 

What object could Mr. Morgan have in want- 
ing to get control of the two greatest gun-plants 
in Europe, unless he hoped to have w e  for them, 
or wanted to make sure others would not use 
them to defeat his planst 
One thing is sure: Mmsolini cadd not have 

overrun Italy without the connivance of big 
businem and the church, which are now having 
thinga all their own way in that country. And 
the Fascisti movement cannot spread over the 
whole world withoat similar connivance. 

In line with the foregoing thought is the news 
that Hugo S t e a ,  the German industrialist, is 
''aphing threads for an alliance with French 

industries." A Paria despatch in the New yo* 
Times, dated September 3, declares : 
'Tor aome time there have been conferences ktnm 

members of the French government and m e m h  of 
F m d  industry for the purpose of working toward tbr 
a n o m i c  axard desired dike by &mum and F m d  
big bucimn intemts.'' 

This ia preceded by the acknowledgment that 
Hugo Stinnes han been seeking such an arrange- 
ment persistently for eight months but says: 

"The Premier [Poincsre] hu ai m a t  with tha 
Fmch industrib that they Kill UII- no be 
businm agreements with the G e n n a ~  befare the Park 
Qovernment s i p h a  that the right time Orrid' '  

SpMish Militcay Coup 
L A recent insue we published a report from a I' correspondent in Spdn regarding Spn,ni& 

losses in Morocco. Uncier the d l e  leadership 
of Abd-el-Krim, civil and chemid engineer, 
linguist, and graduate of a t  least one Eumparn 
university, and equipped with airplanes, and dl 
the latest deviliah appliances for "dvil'ied" WU- 
fare, the lfoors have visited upon the Spaniard. 
one defeat after another. 
The Spanish-Moroccan war has now been in 

progress several yeara, a t  s cost of upwards of 
$200,000,000 per year to Spain. Hun* of 
thousands of soldien including British mer- 
cenaries, have been sacrificed, nil to na purpose ; 
and many are said to hare been tortured most 
atrocionsip before deatli put an end to their 
miseries. 

Weary of being sent to Africa to an h o s t  
certain death, the soldiery of Spain has at  last 
revolted and seized the government. Martial 
law has been declared all over Spain; and the 
control of everything is, like the government of 
Oklahoma at this writing, absolutely in the 
hands of the military. 

What relation the overthrow of the Spanish 
government by the soldiery bears to the over- 
throw of the Italian government by the Molb 
solini group of ex-soldiers doea not appear at 
this writing. h both instances the king, rather 
than lose his throne, let the mldiera have their 
own way. All justices and magistrater ham 
been notified that they are subject to military 
orders. A humorous item is that King Alfonro 
sent a telegram to the Barcelona garrim* tho 
one that started the revolt, thankhg them for 
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their loyalty to lb and to the -try. What a get ikW instructions as to just what C Q ' . 
crazy world! to Ppat it across" . . * > a  a >  

ltalian pa- m a  to that the spanid  Big business does certainly At  the^ United: 
coup is another Fsecieti triumph. The Messa- States in the Leapep and nilling to go to ' 

*era r-b thst the Spanish natio& mili- any expense to get what it w a n b a n d  what th 
tary party naturally grew more powerful at COrnmon people of do not m- 
Barcelona, the c a t e r  of Spain% labor and so- tici~ation of America in the Lesgrpa; If all 
cialiet movemenb, jmt aa in Italy the F8#:isti h ~ e r s  together emnot fi- out some way to 
started in 1 ~ s  labor center.  he Car- get Uncle Sam into the League whether he m b  

Z I ~ J ~ ~  wmmab -ly, d ~ g  to go in or not, then it will be the &st trdt 
that ~ ~ 1 0 ~  wae dosen in advmce tb undertaken in the interest of big MBM in 
scene of the uprising, for that very reason. which aeY have failed* 

The International Fderation of War Vetnc --. 
Out of th h a g - ,  Yet In ans, which met at Brussels in September, abo 

advocate0 the World Court, and would have it 
T H E  

United States put l ipat-  unofficially Ihroridcd aith the ph3sid poWBT of a in the Natiom Th.t ' to '?Y# government. to a p p u  w o r n  it or of h a w  it c*ratea with the ho. in the its judgments executed when pronomced." P a  siom on Hedth, O P ' ~  -0 in fectly l o g i d  ~ h ~ t  a relianC8 wn 
women m d  W W  pld It LeagPe of Natiom to - out ib d e  
does not participate in the six other activities 
of the League, namely, those on transit, hame, Oscar W* -t fw 

intww coaperat.O,,, the sslv and the lhnocratic Presidential nomination in 1924 
D-; but it a -g on the made the statement in a t t a n o o e  .boPt t h  
floor, where it keeps in touch with all that goer time that 'Ithe -Ot b0 

on and fsr Bmericrur bm divided from the Leagne of Nationr anlea wm 
permit want to make it a joke." 

Qpnevs, where the Learn meets, ia a Protea- year probably mark the most det- 
tant town, inhabited by a class of h e ,  depend- mined and aggressive effort to get the United 

able people. Here Ceesar and H-bal crossed Sbtes nffoir3, or b 
crook, that has ever been tried. Working toward the B o n e  on the excursions 

which made them this end is tba Bmerienn Aw& faow' Here KMx prded i. th. lanomeed Juw of & h n t  the e d &  dawn of the Reformation. of September. Colonel House, former persod 
The Lea@e Nations has a representative of Prcaident T i o n ,  in one of 

of sty-four nations, ten more than it had a t  pmminent on jluJ. He - 
h e  outset. BoliVk P e w  H o n d m ~ ,  N i m a m  =tive in the formation of the ~ ~ ~ g n ~  ~ b d  
(inntemalh and L u d ~ g  sent no deleptes eveq  msociation of in the U n i a  
to the &semb1y, in GfSeVa - 1 ~  States L pledged to &d in the pop-tia 
in September of this year. A Cuban was elected of the awnrd when 
President of the League for next year. Mexico 
still holds aloof; ~usiia and ~ e & y  are o u t  
casts; the Vnited States is in and out  

World Court 4 b g u e  

T HI3 American Bar Association at its annual 
convention in Minneapolis the last week in 

A u p t  went on record as approving the entry 
of the United States into the League of Nations 
via the World Court route. The British Bar 
.4ssociation is arranging the details. Next year 
the hnerican Bar Association will meet with 
the British Association in Lot~don, probably to 

TIta "‘David's 2%rane9' Humbug 

B Ul' if, as Nr. Barnmn claimed, "the h e r i -  
car. people love to be humbugged," the 

British people love it none the less. In mast. -^"" 

minster Abbey British h g s  and queens am 
solemnly crowned while seated on a stone which 
the attendants in the Abbey unblushingly elainr 
is the very stone which Jacob had for a pillow 
when he saw the ladder reaching into heavenr. - 

The attendants go on to explain that nll th. 
Israelitish kings, mclnding David, were crowned 
while seated on the same stone; and that Sere- 
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miah and the daughters of Zedeltiah fled with it 
to Ireland, where one of the daughters married 
a descendnnt of the tribe of Dan. I t  is farther 
claimed that Queen Victoria traces her ancestry 
from that same Irish chieftain, and that that is 
the reason why James I made the lion of the 
tribe of Judah the standard of Great Britaia 

The next thing yon know some flunkey wi l l  
discover that Rebecca's earringa and bracelet 
h a ~ e  been in the royal family right along, and 
tlint every Prince of Wales throughout the ages 
has been frecluently seen wearing Joseph's coat 

a ~ u a l  convention of the Canadian Bar &wo- 
ciation, held in Hontreal early in September, 
he made the following statement regarding the 
body of internntional law that waa in effect at 
the time of the outbreak of the World War: 

have been hun- of yeam d chrirti.nitv 
and civilization, and yet todny the crrrd and p o i g d  
truth confront8 him who cares to un-d the h t h  
that the great war dory merely demodzated & m o d  
bnnkrnptq of that rJstem which hu barn W y  
and paiptully compiled by the humnnibrh  and intd- 
lectnal dart of cantwk.'' 

of many colors. 
Then it mill be n m g  fro111 somebody that the Babylon SHU Drunk 

funi i tur~ in Buckingliam Palace is mostly made T IS a good sign that people are giving more I of mnterial which was nsecl in the construction and more attention to the subject of how t4 
of the ark, and it mill be timidly admitted that prevent wan. A sehool teacher in Toronto has 
the organ used in the Westminster Cathedral come forward with the sensible suggestion that 
n-as the one that Jul~nl made. the proper place to preach peace is in the 

Iadeed, we are looking any time now for the schoolroom; but that it is fruitless to do this 
solemn announcement that after every royal when every school history is fizled with tb 
marriage the new couple are clad for o time in gIorificntion of milit;rry heroes and largely k- 
the original garments that Adam and Eve had nores, or clothes in commonplace fabrics, t b  
wi~en tllcy left the Garden of Eden. achievements of peace. Germany turned 

We have been modestly hiding these things into a nation of crazy militarists by the b p l e  
from our readers ; but as others are putting expedient of filling the minds of the yormg with 
them forward n7e feel that we must publish the military poison. 
full list. We feel that somelmdy must do some- Mr. David Lawrence, just back irom an ex- 
thin:. to keep the h ~ g  business alive; trade in tended tour of Europe, where he studied condi- 
this line lias siumped dl-earlfnllp since 1914. tions a d  u e d  with statesmen, and 

people in all walks of life, t& the r t s ~ m  why . 
Peerage and People Eufope is without peace. In an article in the 
TTIERE was n time, not so long ago, when a wshington Post he 8.5's : 

British statesman who codd obtain a peer- "Behind the scenes of diplomacy ia big bushem. 
age and n seat in the House of Lords felt that Stretching q e r  hands for booty a p t a h  of 
he had taken a lorig stride forward. But since indnstrg manipulate the p-mb lcgkLthr 
the able and efficient Lord Cnrzon was passed bodies of Europe as meI? M the mMoq& doa tbr 
by ns candidate for Prime JIinister solely be- On his knee- NmIJnpers right md left 
callse he is a nlemkr of t]lp Home of Lords. .'ubsidized or controlled- with Ona Or b o  -ptiom 

the words 'public opmion' mean the tyranny d certain no able man wishes to be transferred to it, and pupa who pw upon pow the - (it is easy to be seen that that august body is hdatc the of mmmad.l or -ci.l 
on t l~c \ray to its end. tiom. That ia why governments ore so in t and - 

Tlle Government did not dare place any of pwmia; =d .dtbrt -y hzh 
the nob~litp il! such ill1 iIIlportt3Ilt position. h peering behind the mnes. && their heads d&*dJ, 
the went of his administration being unsatis- pack their luggage and thank God for the Atkatic ocern. 
factory to the people (and it is very hard for "The co-ercinl geme which he.* lo m d  bp 
any admillistration to suit the demands of the plunge Europe into battle nine yearn ago st i l l  goar an 
people in these days) the result might easily be through manipulated governments, whits m- 1 4  
the overthrow of all royalty and the end of the anxiously at their growing m a  md wonder w k d m  
monarchy. they sre raiaing mom cannon fodder for the gmt atrcc 

One of the able men now connected with Brit- trophe that t coming nithin moth 5- or ten 
ish royalty is Lord Birkenhead. At the eighth if Enrope continua itr suicidal pace d May. But ma 

- 
I 
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*mpe W ro raan .kin? Lm't m q b d y  edmuated ? tive, even without any further advances in a* .. -, 
Thara k no exhaustion of hb O? pd. HUnm people tion, he adds : 
p w  d v C  and dght h d a t  rhan their bacla are. 
against the rrlL Cantnl E m p  hu not yet reached -0 rillrgq bdding, or N3-y be Iri* 
that point; but goaded an, it mm  beg^^^ to dint of well .nd highly * 
p r d  all governmentr, and mbhkenly to aceom- ti- wi l l  nothing m d ,  the W 
plish through anarchy what democracy ha' failed to do." cover whole d* 8 @ of b~ 

gas, which will make life above gmmd impdM* ~ C U  

BOW WUl You Die? dnpr. Railway liner w i l l  be torn up, rn that erapa for 
the inhabitante who ue not crushed unda the ruins of 

HILE i t  is h o w n  that death-producing their h- w i ~  be impsiNa Driven unda ground, W gases have been devised and are already if thej can find such a refuge, the p.nicdrkb pop- 
in possession of the United States Qovernment, lation will remain cmcring in tern, on -g @ 
and possibly other governments, and while it fhep may succumb to  oh kr buyme 
is not doubkd that these gases vould surely *get for another shower of bambr IVithin l -pL 
be used in the next war by any nation fighting 2 : ~ ~  O&:iy+tiO" 

war this diabow * 
for its existence, and while it haa been truth- 

i. the point whieL CMdin &*tion hu fully said that with these gases the greatest rerched in batid Thgb - PI- 
city in the world codd be snuffed out in a light, - being & .nd in & ww 
not a living creature remaining within its bor- O&cer of the powen of fie m e  ,,,,rl~ ~hj ,  k t h  
ders, yet it is not certain that these gases would , method w h u  in hh ~ i t h  
be used a t  the outset. They might be held in 8 ~m to ettling in-tid &pk 
reserve as a terrible repriaal weapon way in which science ir m m h g  mankind Thir L uhat 

Bnt we do know that mustard gas was actual- long efforta at education and Wh-t I m *  
17 used in the last war, and it is b o r n  that tlie bmnght to. Thb k ahat high@ b&pcd, I W c L  
effects of its use are so demoralizing that if n logid? lllLP aPPrOVer of -7- 
city is shelled with it resistance is hopeless; "Or, if he dots not, if hir CO- d t m  at mch 
pandemoninm results. The claim is made that barbaric; if 60111 ir 6fdmd b tb hnght of 

a complete victory might be thus obtained with- ~~-iIi.,"~Of'T,"'d~~ h-m:zi &$ 
out the loss of a Me. d w  he remaln dumb, submissive, aapiescmt, w h i b  

But would either of the contending forces these ore actudlJ pooitidy being p-d 
adopt such a humane course of inhumanitpt ,d F r f h d  ander his no*planr for - .nni- 
TO US it seems d o ~ b t f d  Each would be SO hilatlon' xm is planning hip o m  d e & o n ,  and 
eager for victory, and so sure that the other that of clril~mt~on, nithout cause, without defense, 
side would stop a t  nothing, that they  odd be without prorcctio~i. null rrithout the smallest hope of 
liable ta make fall use, a t  the earliest possible m y  renl victory." 
moment, of the most terrible weapon within 
reach. Annapeddon Due to Selfirrlcneas 

Besides mmtard gas, to break an OlLXESTISG upon Judge Butherford's 
my's m o d e ,  it iS said that other @ses me in C declaration (bat t&e -geddon ahom 
contemplation which are designed to so derange described is sure to come, in a 

fanetions affect the eqnilibriam Or disaster beyond the description of human words,@, 
to prevent all movement for a number of hours. but tllat aftell,.ard the ~~~d a bring order 
affected by gases of an Or a out of chaos, establish peace and righteousness, 
~opda t ion  wOdd be IUlable to crawl and woldd with the happy 0n-e that millions of people 
be as helpless as poisoned fiies. now living on the earth will live on forever in 

Why Remain Dumb? 
peace anghappiness here on earth, the Spring- 
field. Ohio, Sun says: 

Poxsomn~, M. P., visions the next 'Such . o b h  f ~ f i  ,,, meit. - 
war, in which certain zones mill be selected th, th d d  ,pd of a puring gb - 

for demolition. The first to perish will be the mm of it could enter the mm& of tb worldn' 
women and children. Pointing out how easy it rulers, who are presently unable to determine whether 
would be for airmen to accomplish their objec thq ought to keep on kmabbg in the Bdu or get 
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out of it. to pay their dehts or not to pay, to qrab other 
nations' territory or let it done,. l~mngeddon's tinid 
rictoq might be won without M g  a shot or breaking 
another humon had. 

"One trouble with the world's q u d s o m e  statesmen 
is that they are forever disputing over irhich nation has 
the right to claim the special benediction of the Al- 
rnighry for their policia and undertakings, while a t  the 
ENI:L' time with their wars, transgressions, and selfish- 
ne+s contending to see which can make the least use of 
Hi* ~rrcepts. This is no way to hasten the advent of 
6 ;:t ? I  illennium for which they are always prayq." 

Gold IIunper in Europe 

T l ib:  gold hunger of the poverty stricken na- 
tions of central Europe is so great that the 

Auwt~ian Government is reopening gold mines 
in Anstria, which were ori,hallp worked by 
the Romans. hnt which have not been worked 
for four hundred years. Tlie ores are said to 
assay one ounce of gold to the ton. If the 
macllinerp which is being installed is up to date, 
arld it probably is, the reopening of the mine 
will doubtless be a profitable venture. 

But the time is near when gold will be at  a 
discount. Men will be worth mnch more. The 
Lord declares that men shall cast their idols of 
gold and their idols of silver to the bats and to 
the moles; and that He will make a man more 
prccious than gold, yea, than the golden wedge 
of 0phir.-Isaiah 2 : 20 ; 13 : 12. - 

Ten Dags to New Zealand 

XSPIXED by a praiseworthy desire to get I into touch nith her great empires a t  the 
otlicr end of the world, Britain is arranging 
for a service of large airships to India. Austra- 
lia, and New Zealand, and expects to land mail 
fro111 London in New Zealand in ten clays. If 
this plan goes through, it will be the most ex- 

- (ll aordinary transportation project in the world. 
New Zealand is a copling country. I t  is 

claimed that two million additional persons 
coul~l easily find a livelihood there at  once. The 
scenery is unsurpassed; game is plentiful; the 
natir-cs are the finest native people on earth. 

Some of these Maoris Live near the hot 
spr ing,  for which New Zealand is famous. I t  
is literally possible for them to catch fish in 
one stream and to cook them in another, only 
a few yards away; and they often do it. The 
Maoris enjoy fishing more than they do work- 

ing: the same nlat be said of -ome nltii? per- 
S011S. 

Speakiiig of iish, a Seattle mining mni:, re- ' 

tnmiug from a trip through British Colunibia, 
reports that at  the foot of Salmon Glacier, in 
a place where the river Lac1 swollen and [hen 
rececled, he saw many salmon from four to sis 
feet long suspended from the limbs of trees. 
Has anybody a more iuteresting fish s t o q  than 
that, or'a more improbable one f 

Turks, E g g p t i a s ,  and Asiatics 

D R .  b s ,  an Ameriesn doctor connected 
vith Red Cross work a t  Salonild, has re- 

turned to dmerica with good impressions of the 
Tnrks. He declares that Turkish women are 
really well treated; that there is no commer- 
cialized vice, no drunkenness, and but little 
polygamy; that the Turks are eager to give 
satisfaction to those with whom they deal; that 
they expect and ask a mnch less profit on their 
goods than either Jems or Greeks, and that the? 
are truthful. 
The Greeks themselves gave the mayoralty 

of Saloniki to a Turk, declared by Dr. Hillas 
to be as fine a man as he ever met. Under the 
beneficent rale of the Lord's kingdom the Turks 
will be as desirnble citizens aa any other on 
the planet. 

The annual Summer Institute of Politics at . 
Williamstown, Mass., has been taking note of 
the fact that a sullen, smoldering hostility to 
the n-hite races is spreading over all Asia and 
Africa I n  E,gpt the cry is being raised loader 
and louder, "Egypt for t&e Egyptians.'' 

The colored races are now increasing rapidly. 
During the past century the population of India 
has increased from 100,000,000 to more than 
300,000,000. The transportation of Asiatics over 
great distances has now become an easy matter. 
If the United States had not interfered by legis- 
lation, there mould most surely be a t  least 50,- 
000,000 Orientals in i h e r i c a  today. 

The depression which has characterized bnsi- 
ness in many parts of the world does not seem 
to have affected Palestine, according to reports 
which have reached us. There has been wide- 
spread building activity. Many Jews are adopt- 
ing Biblical Hebrew names, 1,643 certificates . 

for such changes having been issued in 1922. 
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Phitippine Peqddtiea sea experts could plan their work so b d b  in - 
ARLY in the Summer the entire Philippine time of peace that seven expenaim o e d a  c o d  ' E =bin& .nd rnrmcil of raigo& set- in One m e o v e r ,  

others barely escaped destruction, is a mystery - t ins  forth as their re-on that they comidered to pople that have to work for aei r  
General Wood's government of the islands too we how is that the vessels - 8utocratic They allege that be attempted to ning menb miles an how in a p.id no force tlie R U C C ~ S S ~ ~ Y  government owned and heed to correct radio signals G n t  from dore, operated SIanila Raiiroad Compmy out of the md were piled up on one after hands of the government and into the private .a they gat then A few d.JI hands of Sew York bankera In a previous later one nav vessd 

neag - issue me have published Governor Wood's rea- Boston. 
sons for doing th is  

S o  dnu1)t General Wood has the nwal faults Seventy of Shame of a military dictator, yet his administration of 
Cuba many pears ago was noted for its excel- OUE of the worthy people of California, S lence. He sccomplished wonders for Cuban san- heartily ashamed of tho treatmeat of tho 
itation, and prepared the island for the almost California Indiana, are bringing again to l i~ht  
anhroken r ~ c o r d  of liberty and the p o d  record the treaty by n~kich, on the part of the Indiw 
of prosperity which it has since enjoyed. 400 of their chiefs and head men relinquished 

General thinks privateb o w e d  and their right to California in exchange for mrt8h 
operated enterprises more apt to succeed thau lands, live stock, dothing. d n r r g ,  d in- 
public ones: and that the proper administration stmction- The treaties Wen not ntifid b * 
of the Philippine xational Bank, m*hieh has United States Senate, but the India- -cola 

back of IJhilippine public utilities, requires that pelled to keep their part of the -a- 
they should be made profitable ha&ally as In other words. the Indians were &- 
quickly as possible. robbed; and dthongh the robbery was dono 

I t  is jnst possible that aome of Genernl aevenv Years a P -  and all the 8tat-n * 
Voori's SeXr Torli friends, xho vere to Un~ted Stntes know airnut it, the-injastim still 
pay $l.mMK) or more to him President, stmids. T ~ I S  is like golng to a n i l r a y  8 a t i o l  
arc desirous to get hold of some of these p r o p  and In?.ir~fi d o m ~  $10 for a tieke+ The ticket 
erties. They do out enerally let any chnnws went  takes pour money, but does not give y w  
to escape their a ticket, rior d l  the conductor let YOU ride On . 
fingers. the train. Tou go baclz for your money, but tha 

agent refuses to glve it to you, because that WPI 

Uncle Sam's Investment8 your part of the contract. 

4 United Stntes Government continues lo T"" make money, after its usual fashion. I t  has 
jnst sold for the modest sam of $50,000 the 
naval training station at h'eqmrt, for which it 
paid Si.000.000. lire could hnre hoped that 
$70,000 would be ohtnined so that the people 
would have received back one cent out of each 
dollar invested ; hut perhaps that mas exp~cting 
too m~~ch .  The wonder is that some dnllar-a- 
year patriot did not take the property away 
ontrigl~f without paying anytkir~g for it, in 
view of what was done to the Custom House 
in New York pears ago. 

And Uncle Sam may not even get one cent on 
the dollar for the seven destroyers which ran 
aground of£ San Diego. How it happens tkat 

I 

Sacrificing the F a m e n  

u  TED STATBS Senator Shipstead, of Minna 
mta, in nn address before the Fannerc 

Labor Pnrty of Illinois, bas brought to lic:~(a., 
the reason why the Federal Reserve Borut; so 
deliberately and so ruthlessly immolat~d the 
farmers in the Fall of 1921. 
As he put the matter, WaIl Stnet, with itb 

usual gamhling propensity, had louned $8,000,- 
00U.000 to $10,000,000,000 in E ~ ~ r o p e  in the ex- 
p~ctation that Europe would qu~eklp regain its 
footing after the war; but the expectation waa 
not realized, and in order to recoup qaiclrfy 
their losses they turned upon their friends. As 
the Senator put it, and we think truthfully: 
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T h e  Board need the very power created to 
prevent panics to create an artificial one and 
rob the American people of billions." 

Captain Kidd did not hesitate to slay hh 
friends; but one can hardly imagine him seek- 
ing out the builder of the ship in which he 
sailed and swinging him to the yard-arm, as 
the Wall Street crowd swung the farmers in 
the Fall of 1920. 

Recently published statistics ahow that in the 
past par the average American farmer received 
for hia y d s  work about $20 in cash more than 
he received for his work the year previous, but 
the outlook for next pear is not so good. He will 
receive lesa for his grain, so little in fact that 
it will not pay for the raising; and his $20 is 
liable to be all expended before the next presi- 
dential campaign is finished. 

I t  d l  be a generation at least before the 
farmers mill forget or forgive mhat the F~clerd 
R~seme  Boarcl (lid to them in the Fall of 1920. 
Tlia Federal Rcbaerve Board is now mder new 
nl:~nagement, and its present policy toward the 

farmers is said to be quite changed; but this is 
like locking the stable door after the horse has 
been stolen. 

h o t h e r  thing: Nobody can tell when the ir- 
rceponsible group that has controlled the Fed- 
eral Reserve dl choose to work the pnmp- 
llarldle and produce another period o! idation 
followed by subsequent deflation to stut its pnr- 
poses. A little real honesty or-common sense 
on the part of America's great financiers is 
dxvays appreciated, however. - 

Canada is trying hard to find some solution 
of the problem of low prices for wheat by or- 
ganizing wheat pools in each of the provinces, 
with a view of holding the wheat out of the 
market temporarily nnd marketing it throngh- 
out the year in an orderly fashion. 

I t  is hoped by the promoters that this method 
of marketing may aid the farmers by as much 
as ten or twenty cents per busheL Farmers 
west of the Missouri river are reported as also 
holding back their wheat from market, though 
this seem to be an individual policy rather 
than any general pool arrangement. 

in anthracite, there would seem to be no mote 
grounds for it than for suspecting that them ir 
profiteering in flour when bread is selling for 
practically as much today, with wheat at one 
dollar a bushel, as when wheat was selling for 
double that price." 

This is no argument at all. If a mau is held 
up and robbed of part of his money in one block, 
and then goes on and is robbed of the rest of 
it in the nest block, doea that prove anything 
as to the honesty of the second thief! 

The fact of the business is that when the 
price of anthracite was suddenly douWed dur- 
ing the war, even the great hiuciers were 
afraid that they had overdone the matter; and 
in their financial papers the hint was given tbat 
it might be prudent at an early date to restom 
to the people a part of mhat had been t a b  
from them. 

But if the coal barom and their r a i l d  
partners took from the people several d o h  a 
ton more than ww necessary or more than was 
fair, it may be set down as a certainty that they 
will give nothing back. Not only that, but thq  
are certnin to give prices mother boost. In- 
deed, the ImostOof fifty cents to one dollnr per 
ton has drcady Ixen made. 

Within the district that makes brick for h'ea 
York city the brickmakers hare raised the price 
$9 per thousand bricks during the past year; 
and the -bricklayers have set their limit at a 
thousand bricks per day and have asked for 
and obtained $2 Inore per day. Rents continue 
to mount skpn-ard as a resnlt. The situation 
gets more and more impossible of solution 
every day. 

Resewation of Order 

E VERY now and then some of the forces that 
are antagonistic to the interests of the 

workers get alarmed for fear that the courts 
are crowding them too hard. The Philadelphia 
Public Ledger uses the follon-ing language in 
referring to Judge Wierson's order -in which 
he made permanent Attorney General DO@- 
erty's injunction against the railway shopmen: 

''This injunction wan amazing in ib m p .  It ru 
Coul, B d ,  and Brick. more binding than any in our lane Wry oi-inhkid 

w u .  It silenced men's tonpes,.bonad their onnr, and A WRITnr in the New York Timer &S t i4 np mion b b  . thq k&t & 4 
the evasive etatement regarding Qovernor M O ~  than 400,000 mm .nd their a%axa nn 

Pinchot that "as to his suspicion of profiteering placed under duresa. This action bu tbn look d a 
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industrial mhtake, a judicial errora and a politid blun- 
da .  Labor'r arm wi l l  be nerved for further blmr 
again& tha um d fnjrrnctianr in Yrmintri* & 
m d  protcding the public It dl be dragged into thr 
coming d i o 4  cunpaign to feed the h d d- 
W" 

A report has been filed with the United States 
Coal Commission by some independent investi- 
gators in which it is brought to light that the 
Tennessee Coal and Iron Company employs 407 
private sheriffs; and that in Fapette County, 
Pennsylvania, in which the great W. J. Rainey 
Company operates, there are 6,180 deputies, 
paid by the coal companies, engaged in pre- 
serving "order." 

In the cab are three bdba over which the ii 

engineer has no control, and which indicate to ,. - < 
him a t  dl times the maximum speed at which-. 4 

he may proceed under any and all circum- 
stances. The "A" bulb indicates %igh*; the '%" 
bulb "irmediate*; the "S" bulb "low* or stop. 

, 

Thb seems to be the lsst word in "safety 
first?' for the ranning-of trains, and evidences 
the fact of the nearness of the Lord's kingdom 
on earth; for the Prophet declares, that in that 
time "they shall not hart nor destroy in all tl~) 
D l  holy mountain ~gdom1."--Isaiah 11 : 9. 

266 M i h  per How 
The kind of order these men are supposed to 

preserve is disclosed further in the report, 
which presents copies of the leases which the 
men must sign in order to obtain 3 home. Only 
three h d e  of visitors map come to these homes 
without violation of lease; the doctor, the 
moving-wagon man, and the undertaker. But 
if they have a phonograph, and'* to play it, 
these tenants may play, "My country, 'tis of 
thee. sweet land of libere." They may also vote 
for the perpetuation of these, America's new 
institutions. 

dutornatfc Safety for Traina 

T HE Pennsylvania Railroad has installed on 
its Lewistom Branch an automatic train 

control system that is said to eliminate col- 
lisions and make it impossible for two .trains 
to come together though they be given orders 
to do so. It is beyond humm re,dation, and is 
controlled by electriciv. The apparatus has 
been under test for over a year. The tracks :rre 
electrified, and the engines equipped with the 
device. 

The track is divided into sectiolis of one mile 
each. If two sections. are clear, the train map 
proceed a t  fall speed; and even at full speed 
the train cannot proceed beyond the mnnimum 
speed set for that section. If only one section 
is clear, the train is automatically slowed d o m  
to the medium speed for that section. 

If no section is clear, or 3 switch is open, or 
the device itself ceases to work properly, the 
train is automatically stopped, unless the en& 
neer turns a switch in his cab which will allow 
him to proceed a t  slow speed ~rhich is regulated 
by the apparatus. 

EBVING the ground a t  a speed of w e n t y  L d e s  an horn, and ntming to the ground. 
a t  the same rate of speed, the fastest airplane 
now travels at  the rate of 266 miles per hour. 
In one hour, at that rate of speed, the airman 
could go from Ndw York to beyond Boston or 
Washington. In two hours he could go from 
New York to Cleveland or from Iiondon to 
Edinburgh. In three h o w  he could go from 
New York to Chicago, and in twelve hours from 
New York to Los Angeles It wodd seem as if 
the limit of airplane speed must m l y  be near, 
but airmen predict an ultimate speed of at  least . 
-six Inmdred miles per hour in the upper high- 
veloci tp air current s. 

Standardization of Attictea 

T HE work of simplifying civilization goes on. 
The national Chamber of Commerce, at  

IVashington, contiliues its work of inducing 
manufacturers to reduce the nnmber of sizes 
and designs of standard articles in common me. 
Amoilg the items recently standardized are milk 
bottles; tn-elve varieties of quart sizes were re- 
duced to three varieties; ten sizes of caps were 
reduced to one size. Paint and varnish manu- 
facturers have reduced the varieties of con- 
tainers, and have eliminated many colors and -- 
shades of paints, stains, enamels, and varnishes. 

Hotel dinamare has been reduced from 700 
varieties to 165 varieties. This refers only to 
design and not to decorations or colors, which 
*are left to preference. Asphalt pavers reduced 
the asphalt grades from 102 to 10. Common 
brick were standardized a t  WSx394". Sizes, 
types, and varieties of wire fence were reduced 
from 552 to 69. 
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After hundreds of years of agitation the Negro Migration 

a m c h  has & d Y  adopt4 the Oreprian T~~ N~~~~~ con&ne to rniFate n o r a d  
calendar. Those who were living under the old by opportonities opening i. the 
enlendnr did not have h their lives any dates industries, o-g to the abmdonment -of October first to 1923' the h-eloe-hour day. The South l s w s  the de- first O c t o k  date w= the. fourteenth. But they of these Negroes with mingled feelins* did not lose anything f eir fives; they I, some ,tions they the sibation r i t h  
lived those days in did dm, , they are dreadg short help. I. 
start live in Septembtry to others they declare themselves well pleased, be. 
dar7 hen enjo*g the cause they believe that by a greater ciistribntion 

&thirteen days. of Negroes orer the Sorth the S e g o  problem 

Evidences of the Miennium will cease to be a sectional one. 
Troubles in the Negro section of Johnstown, THEBE is hint in America of Pa, one of the steel centers, led the mayor of 

on the part of the b~p ing  public to do with- the city to order all recent K e r n  -Vals to 
out the lnsnries to which it hns become aecns- leave town. m.was an ille& act on his part; 

Far pnraases, largely for of bnt apwards of two thousand of the Xegroea 
American users, in the great wholesale fur mar- the order. ~h~,,, b d  been 
ket at Montreal are reported as three times as m e d ;  the had great provoc;rtion, 
great as in the Fall of 1921, and sixty percent 
greater than a year ago. 

hn evidence pointing in the same direction 
was noted by the writer the other day. An 
apartment house is goins up in the neighbor- 
hood. A handsome seven-passenger Studeboker 
automobile drew up in front of it a t  8: 30 in 
the morning, and oat climbed six stalwart, well- 
dressed plasterers. 

I t  is all right, if they am afford it; and who 
says that they cannot afford it if they can man- 
age to get steady work at  the present going 
mte, of $14 per day t Many of the Wall Street 
buccaneers have incomes scores of times great- 
er, and have never done an honest day's work 
in their lives. - 

Dr. Charles F. Steinmets the General Elec- ' 
tric Company's wizard at Schenectady, bids ns 
cheer up. He predicts that in fifty years the 
cost of electric lights will be but one-fiftieth 
what they are now, that the wind and sun will 

'[be tapped for power, that art will be nniver- 
sally recognized and sought, that starch and 
sugar will be as cheap as sawdust, that agricnl- 
turc will be a luxury and cities smokeless. 

Dr. Steinmetz also saya that the people will 
be healthier, and that no one will be expected 
to work more than four hours a day. That 
sounds like the Millennium; and the best of i t  
all is, that it is the Millennium, really and truly; 
for the MiLenninm is actually hem. The long- 
promised reign of (jhrist, earth's new King, is 
begun- 

Prize-Fighting and Civilization 

0 SLY a few years ago prize-fighting was 
forbidden in nearly every state in the 

Union. That was while America maintained a 
pretense of being a civilized country. In  that 
day, only a little more than ten years ago, it 
was necessary for the plug ngfies to travel all 
the may to Nevada in order to find a-substitute 
for civilization sdiciently low to permit them 
to try to batter each other to pieces. 

But the preachers have changed all that. The 
World War gnve them their chance. They glori- 
fied the murder of one man by another, using 
their pulpits for recruiting stntiona h d  since 
the war they cannot very well say anything 
against prize-fighting. Some of them have a~ 
tndly gone into the ring, particularly the fight- 
ing parson of Coffeyville, Kansas. 

At the recent Dempsey-Firpo fight in New 
York 85,000 persons paid a total admission fee 
of $1,250,000 to see one big brute whip another 
in three minutes and fifty-seven seconds. At- . 
thur Brisbane, editorial writer of the New Tork 
American, attended and gave his impressions at 
the ringside. He sized up this flower of Ameri- 
can civilization in the following language: 

"One man cub the other's eye open. A ferocious yell 
of pleasure from the darkness tel ls you that even medi- 
ocre fighting is very pleasant, for those that don't ham 
to do the fighting. In addition to being brutal, p r i g  
fightang h cowardly. dmcng th tern af thousan& hem 
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p u  could 5nd m a h i  for a f h b c h  p d  harried 
retreat in any battle. Men that like to llee e h t i n g  don't 
like to sham in i t  It is amazing with what patriotio 
unanimity o m  best priztfighten answered Uncle Sam'r 
call in the big Far, m d  hurried off to tea& boxing to 
mldiers, h u t  in the training camps." 

Agninst this close analysis by a p a t  writer, 
consider the follon-ing extract from a "sermon" 
by the c"R~rerend" Frederick E. Hopkins, p a y  
tor of the First Presbyterian Church of Mi&- 
gan CiQ, InrXma, Sept. 16: 

"X!i 3Znldoon, boxing commisrioner of Nen Y o T ~ ,  
has done as much for our country M =-President Eliot 
of Earnard T e  need both. They educate men who 
make great poems and great puncher 
. Writ is the matter with the modern t u c h m  of 

morals. that they denounce the feata of athletic rLiU 
and npplaud the dough-faced pacifist ? 

"Tlie modem moralist will uphold u magnificent 
aamplea of physical fitnem mch IIihle chuackrr u 
Samson. and then wish to throw Dempsey m d  Firpo 
into jaiL 

"But there is no distinction in what Samson did 
with the jaw bone of an u s  when he met the thouland 
or more Philistines, and ahat Dempeey did to the 
called 'Bull of the Pampad after Dempsey had been 
introduced ta the canvas and did a neat back fip 
through the ropes to the preu pits." 

E DCCATORS and thinkers are alarmed over 
the rapidly increasing evidence that defec- 

tires are ulultiplyirg as never before in the 
histor?. of tlie race. Insane asylums and homes 
for ~i~~beciles are filled to ovedoning, ant1 the 
tide is rising. Harry Olsen, Chief Justice of the 
Nuntaped Court of Chicago, writing on this 
su:i.l -.c+ In the New Tork Times saps : 

"'i?lc~ aln-ays have been defectiver and defective 
m o ~ k ~ ;  but until quite recently the en~ironment of 
Nvrthern peoples was so harsh and rigorous that the 
defective stocks tended constantly to be uprooted, to 
be bred out of esietence. .The defectives hd much the 
higher mortality mte, especidy among infanta. Now 
r e  find the ordinary conditions of a century ago, to p 
no further hnck. are re-ersed. The normd have cut 
thcir rate of reproduction. and at  the same time invited 
defectives to multiply frerlp n-ith a guarantee that their 
offspring ail1 be coddled nnd nourished and protected 
md brought by every artificial means to an age when 
reproductive instincts will provide another generation." 

Of the various possible remedies which occur 
to him, withdrawal of aid from the unfit, mnlti- 
plication of police, puttrng to death of habitual 

criminals, deportation of undesirables, sterili- 
. 

zation and segregation of the d t  of bath sexes 
in separate farm colonies under State control, 2 
Judge Olsen thinks the last named method is 
the only one to which society would consent, and 
that it could be made a success. He gives moat 
convincing figures to show that almost all crim- 
inals come from defectives, or the union of do- 
fectives, uyho can be and should be segregated 
from their fellows now, before more harm is 
done. Christ's kingdom wi l l  solve it all. Bi 
More Serum Squirting 

P ARESTS in Scranton who do not believe in 
having the blood streams .of their children 

polluted by filthy semms are alarmed and dis- 
tressed by propaganda in the papers of that 
city subtly conveying the threat that hereafter 
the school children must submit to both vaccilur- 
tion and antitoxin treatmcnt o r  be compelled to 
leave school. I t  is a great injustice that -me 
doctors, in order to push their theories, should 
thus put parents to the expense and incon- 
nienw of providing private instruction for their 
children. 
By the vay the propaganda is put fonvard 

one would think that, instead of a , m t  injus- 
tice being committed agninst the parents and 
against their children. Imth are placed under 
lasting obligation. IIere are a few paragraphs 
of the propaganda as i t  appeared in one of the 
city's newspapers: 

"Scmnton r i l l  soon be on a par with h'ew Tork and 
other l e a h g  cities of the m ~ m m  when it comes to 
protecting the health of i b  children. 

"Dr. F. IL ITheelock, dim& of the tie department 
of public health, haa been advised by Dr. W. E. Seller, 
chief medical supervisor for the Scranton School di* 
trict, that the medical committee of the local =hod 
board has sanctioned r movement begun by the h d t h  
director with a view to having llchool children of certain#) 
v. immunized from diphtheria by means of the torin 
antitoxin treatment 

uAppro~al of the who01 board to the antidiphtheria 
treatment culminstu many months of e h t  on thr 
part of Ih.  leel lock, who r few reek. iep tnnitPted, 
with the &peration of the date department of pilnlir 
health and local welfare agencieq 8 campgn +I hocu- 
late every child in this city of pnrchaol aSe l'hc crrivr 
h been  aged m d u l l y .  and MW3I ;hniwa.nd chi.- * cue now taking the treatment at ddiv edaest.blkhed 
in various parts of the city. 

T n d e r  a plan worked cat  by Dr. Thedock, sad 
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&nil- to that dread J in operation in many pmgreaaim 
cities thmughout the muntry, Literature wi l l  be for- 
warded- to dl the pnblic schools ahortly on the immnni- 
mtion cchema Teachers will distribute b l a h  which, 
when filled out hy the parents. viU entitle every chdd 
to permanent prokction from the ravaged of d iph th rk"  

Back h m  Death Sleep 

C HARLES SERS, 1025 Pine Street, Springfield, 
Ohio, is reported in the newspapers as 

having rlierl after an operation, two surgeons 
who operated upon him concurrinp; as to the 
facts. After fii'twn minutes adrenalin was in- 
jected into his heart in the effort to restore 
lifet and with puccess. Tvo hours snl~sequentlp 
he reviverl: m:rl a Sprindeld newspaper gives 
his opinicin of his esperiences in his own lan- 
guaSe : 
7 have wad mnnr storiea telling of the experiences 

of persons wiho divcl and r e r e  brought back to life. and 
of the t h inp  t h y  saw while in that contlition; but let 
me tell the so r l~ l  rizht now that those stories ore all 
wrong. I ditl not hear anp harps playing, and I did 
not s& a single an~cl .  I guess I felt just aa I do when 
I am asleep; ant1 I thought the docton were kidding 
me when they told me that I had been drad. But after 
they hnd convinced me of the fact, I wsll aue glad to 
get back to this nld earth once more." 

Air. S(:ttsJ cspcricnce is in full accord with 
the Scripturrs. The prophet Daniel spcnks of 
the sr\vd<ening of "nlany that sleep in the dnst 
of the earth." Another prophecy saps: "Awake 
and sing, ye that dwell in the dust." Our Lord 
declares that the dead are in their graves, n-here 
they remain until the resurrection How foolish 

the high-priced theologians all look in the face 
of Ur. h'etts' experiences, and in the light of 
the Bible! 

And the spiritists, who also- claim that the 
dead are alive, 1001; just as foolish as the thm- 
logiana. Conan Doyle s a p  spiritism is sweep- 
ing the American public from end to end, and 
that it is creeping into what is horn as ortho- 
dox theology. No doubt these observations are 
correct, and it is no credit to the intelligenca of 
either party named. 

IT TILL be news to some that a prospec- 
tive settler to this country, say a h r d y  and 
every way much-to-be-desired Briton, may get 
as far as Quarantine, and then be sent home 
beanfie his ship arrived fifteen seconds d t e ~  
the month of A u y s t  had expired. Just that 
thing would have happened to tn-o thoasand 
immigrants but for the conrage of I m m i p n t  
Commissioner Curnn.  in New Tork Hsrrhor, 
who protested the d i n g  of his superior officers 
at Washington and made an urgent appeal for  
reconsideration. Major Cnrran may lose his 
job, hut he says that he would rather not be a 
party fo such a "fiendish" ruling. 

THE most perfectly shaped volcnno in the 
world is said to be Uount Mayon, in the 
province of Albay, Philippine Ishnds. h'o 
matter from which side the mountain is viewed, 
the cone is almost perfect in symmetry. There 
is a s m d  extinct volcano in northern Califor- 
nia similnrly s y m m e t r i d  . . 

Judge Rutherford at Madison Square Garden 
JE RUTRERFORD, during , lugst ,  < PC gave his ce!ebrated lecture on "-411 Sntions 

Marching to Xmngeddon, but Nillions Kon* 
Living \\'ill Xever Die" to record-brcaking 
crowds in Tacoma and Los Angeles. His friends 
in ?Jew York city engaged UAdison Square 
Garden and set about for a tremendously adver- 
tised meeting on the same subject October 21st. 

One million two handrrd and fifty thousand 
circulars were distributed to the homes; large 
advertisements were on the billboards; nearly 
rll New Pork's big dailies carried large display ' 
advertising. It was specially announced that an 

electrical instrument would be used to amplify 
the voice so that ail could hear. Approximately 
14,000 people heard the lecture. 

That 50,000 people were not tnrned away is 
due to the fact that the clergy have prejuhced 
the people against the International Bible 
Students Association by slander, misrepresenta- 
tion, and conceolurent of the t ru th  Many have 
been driven away from anything and.everything 
pertaining to the Bible because of the canfusion 
among the clergy, so apparent in the discussion 
.between Modernists and Fundamentalists. Of 
course, the Jews (and a large part of New York 



- city is Jewish) are not rapposed to listen to 
' any lecture on the Bible given by a Christian 

That the audience was well pleased and de- 
sired to look into the conditions of the world 1' from the standpoint of prophecy was evidenced 

1 
I by the sale, after the lecture, of 3,200 volumes of 
1 Mr. Rutherford's book, "The Harp of God," and 
: the lingering of hundreds to talk i t  over with 

those acquainted with the subject. 
i , Then  stunning blows a e r e  registered by the 

Judge against the tactics of the clergy in keep- 
ing the people blind to God's trnth by ''hiding the 
key of knowledge," the people -showed by 
vigorously applauding that the trpth of the 
matter was dnmning upon their minds. Re- 
ligiouslr, the world is  in a stupor, caused by 
doctrines of Satanic origin, passing as the teach- 
ings of Jesus, of which there are none so 
clamaging to reason as "the divine right of .  

'h' I d n p  and clergy" and the "immortality of the 
Il~unan soul," which latter doctrine vitiates a 
fmidamental doctrine running through the en- 
tire Bible, i e., that the penalty for sin is death. 

This doctrine of demons (for snch it is) 
oi~viates the necessity of a resurrection of the 
dead. If the dead are not dead when they are 
[lead, how can there be a resurrection of the 
cicnd? This trnth is beginning to seep through 
the armorplate of false theology. 

Judge Rutherford's arraignment of the clerm 
vas  as a class; he mentioned no individual. It is 
fast becoming seen that paid preachers, paid 
choirs. and expensive parsonages are not neces- 
~ 3 r y ,  but are really hindrances to the cause and 
purpose of Christlanit y. 

The clergy have themselves in admiration, 
the? glorify themselves, they lower the stand- 
ards to suit the money portion of their congre- 
gations, and their inconsiste~icy in trping to 
represent Christianity under those conditions is 
most flagrant. 

To see the inconsistency of the preachers one 
has only to recall how the preachers everywhere 
fought the presentation of the "Photo-Drama of 
Creation" in 1914 (because Pastor Russell, the 
predecessor of Judge Rutherford, was the an- 
thor), while in 1923 they are busily engaged in 
bringing movies into their churches to keep up 
the Bagging interest, and some of these movies 
are of questionable character. The "Photo- 
Drama of Creationn was illustrative of the 

Bible in a reverential way to attract people Q 
the study of O d e  Word. 

In the reconstruction of the world, outside of 
religion, nothing needs more castigation for its 
diabolical efforts in upholding the Satanic order 
than the public p r e s e t h e  newspapers. After 
Judge Rutherford's lecture, where so many 
people m e  to hear and took snch a deep inter- 
est in the Bible view of passing events, and 
rhere  so much money had been freely spent in 
publicity, only one paper, the Sew Pork Arne& 
can, gave any mention, and that about four 
inches of a very modest part of the lecture 
Listened to with rapt attention by 14,000 persons. 

The papers say that they are the mouthpieces 
of public opinion, of the things in which the 
public is interested. I f  it is murder, a divorce 
suit, rape, or  a bank looted by thugs, the so- 
called press gives plenty of publi&y. Pa- 
after pages for days were utilized to work up 
the public to the fact that two horsea were 
about to run a race, which tumed oat to be a 
very disappointing affair. 

But whelra real man-yith a sincere desire to 
do his fellow man good and wipe away team 
from the cheeks of many of the poor groaning 
creation had a message of hope, of succor, of 
consolation, and had suggestions how to avoid 
trouble and sorrow, pointed ahead a few years 
to a time of blessing by divine power, and used 
the Bible in support of his views, the people 
were left to think that such things are not of 
public interest and are unworthy of investi- 
gation. 

Big business. big politics, and big preachers 
did not like the preaching of Jesus. They hired 
the soldiers r h o  witnessed the fact of his resur- 
rection to say that his disciples came by night 
and stole the body away; and everyone frbm 
that day to this who has dared to preach 
present truth has been persecuted, hated and, 
if possible, put to death. Darlrness hates the 
light because its deeds are evil. . 

I t  is true that the truth of the Bible is  inimical 
to the interests of the Big Three, because all 
three are actuated by selfish motives; and they 
control the Press; they realize that to hold 
advantage they must keep the people in igno- 
rance. Knowing that the people must read 
something these give them snch information aa 
to keep them in ignorance and superstition; and 
when one breaks the bands that hold him to the 
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s l a ~ l a i ~  practices of the plutocrats, the hypocrisy 
of the clergy, and the false standard of patriot- 
ism he is branded as a aeditionist or n bolshevik, 
is labeled *an undesirable citizen"; and the 
newspapers do their bit in sustaining the false 
charges. 

Judge Rutherford points to a change of 
&spensation-a complete reversal of society- 
giving Bible evidence that we a n  now passing 
out from under the machinations of the human 
family's arch enemy, the devil, into the g l o r i o ~ ~  
reign of righteousness, truth, peace, happiness, 

- . and life everlasting, under Chnat. The thing 
now impending is the battle of Armagecldon, 
which will wipe the old order from the slate. 

Of course, those well situated and selfishly 
satisfied with society 8s now organized disbe- 

lieve any testimony of the Scriptures; a d  pat- 
ting themselves on the back in the face of the 
terrible trouble in the world they think that the? 
have it within themselves to be the saviors of the 
world. - 
. The newspapers have a great responsibility. 
In  supporting the unholy trinity they are repre- 
hensible. If they should turn from their evil 
practices, how great would be the good for the 
people at large! M u d  of the trouble couching 
panther-like aeross our pathway would be lifted. 
But W s  kingdom is shortly to till the whole 
earth, and the Lord shall be crowned in the 
minds of al l  order-loving people King of kings 
and Lord of lords ; and those who refuse to bow 
in snbmisaion to that gracious ammgemcnt 
shall with the devil, lick the dus t  

"Restoration of Israeln 

A T NEW YORE,' Tuesdsy, October 23rd, at  
Atanhattan Opera House, Judge Ruther- 

ford waa scheduled for a lectare on the UBesto- 
ration of IsraeLJ' The house was filled, about 
2,600 being present 

A number of Jews were present, Irwwing that 
Mr. Rutherford is friendly to the orthodox Jew 
and his endeavors to exercise faith in his God 
in the face of many dBculties. 

I t  was expected that many Jews would be at  
the lecture; for the announced topic seemed to 
be of more interest to Jews than to Christians. 
though when the Christian is rightly informed 
he sees that the restoration of Israel is a neces- 
miry part of the program of the Christian's 
God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and dl 
the holy prophets; and he sees that Israel's 
regathering is the harbinger of everlasting 
peace and of the setting up of the kingdom for 
which Christians have so long prayed. 

One of the pleasant surprises of the evening 
was the receipt of a letter from a Jew, greatly 
beloved by all the New York people and es- 
pecially by those who are sympathetic with the 
Zionistic movement, Ur. Nathan Straus. More- 
over, the stage was beautifully decorated by an 
exquisite floral display sent by Mrs. Straus as a 
personal token of good wishes to the speaker. 
The letter from Mr. Strans follows: 

~ t w o o d , *  IKamaroneck, Oct. 23,lm 

I only saw the announcement oP your meet- 
ing tonight in this morning's N. Y. A m e r k n  
I fully agree with what you say about Israel 
ZangwilL He is a Jew absolutely in name on l~ .  
I did not know his views when I invited him to 
be my house guest. After the Clvnegie Hall 
meeting I took an apartment for him in the city, 
where he in living now. 
As one who is deeply impressed with -the 

prophecies of the Bible and with the anpirations 
of my people for their regathering in Paleatine 
and the restoration of their own land, I hail you 
as one of the prophets who wi l l  help the Jewa 
towards the realization of their hopes of two 
thousand years. They are willing to wait and 
work, without injury to the rights of any other 
people. 

I bring to your attention the enclosed pam- 
phlet, which you will surely find interesting. 
Mr. Blackstone had this reprinted for md when 
I met him many years after it had been pub. 
lished. In all admiration of your unsel6sir 
efforts, I remain . 

Very sincerely yours, 
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Family of Six Generations . . 

I T IS not often that a family can boast in grandma, great-grandma, great-gnabgrandmt, 
the ricbaem of nix living generations. The and great-great-great-grandma may grow into 

penalty of -death re& heavily upon our mce, mental, moral and physical p e r f d o n  by grow- 
taking away our loved ones, very often in in- ing d m  to the ripenem and beauty of aged 
fancy, with the aver- • thirty; and the haw 
age duration of life and mother may enjoy 
ahont forty pars. The the same privileges by 
accompanying repro- growing up to aged 
duction of a large pho- thirty, and there re- 
togaph is remarkable main. 
in that it shows a hap What a happy ear& 
p?- representative of this is pet to be, when 
each of six genera- Christ stops people 
tions, all alive a t  the from dying, curing W- 
present time. Only th4 ery ailment, and then 
baby in the ama of its c a l l a  all from t h e  
nlother is masculine. gravea (John 5 : 28, 
But more remarkable 29, R. V.) that they, 
yet .is the fact that too, may bask in the 
there are just twenty smiles and blessing 
years between each of the Messianic reign; 
generation - the ages when the goodness, the 
running 1, 21, 41, 61, benevolence, and all 
81 and 101, evidently the sterling qualitk 
being all firstborns. of every being are to 

T h e  o l d  g r a n d -  be brought out and 
mother, hale, h e w  developed into 62 im- 
and happy, appears to age and likeness of 
be able to endure the God, as human dl.1- 
stormy blasts of a few dren of the Most High, 
m o r e  Marches a n d  if they will bat bow to 
escape the swinging the &ow anange- 
scythe of Father Time ment of that time ! 
for some time to come. They are : 
We wish for them the Mrs. Fannie Patter- 
lovinglcindness of om  to^,^^^ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ d o ~  :?$ : 101 An@ 
g r e a t  Creator, H i s  VRX E. D. NO- Atlanta, GIA. ZL 

provi~entiQl enre over- Bottom Row: Mrs. Faonla Pattermu. M. lml l le .  Ga., 101; Mrs. usry Mooney, 
U r r  .\lam Slooney, Annbton. Aln.. 81. 

shadowing them, spar- aged 81 Sept., 1923; 
ing them the necessity of being put into the Mrs. Montie M c h ,  aged 61 October, 1923; 
cold, cold ground, in order that they may pass Xrs. James Bialock, aged 41 April, 1923; ' 
through the "time of trouble" into the Golden Mrs. E. D. Norris, aged 21 November, 1923; 
.\ge of propl~ecy and be among those millions E. D. Nods ,  Jr., aged 1 year July, 1923. 
now living who %ill never die; for the kingdom We are indebted to hfrs. R E. W i n ,  of 
of the Lord, so long prayed for, is very close Rome, Ga, who is personally soqaainted with 
at hand. the group, for the following: 

Then, having been brought through the "fire" Little E. D, Norrig Jr, is probably the o* 
which dissolves the present order, they may ~oungster in the coantrg who receives the per- 
i,crome franchised citizens of the New Order sonal attention of a mother, a grandmother, a 
wlcier Christ, who will place before them truth great-grandmother, a g r e a t - g r e a t - b o t h e r ,  
and righteousness and life everlasting. Then and a pat-great-great-smdmothm. - 
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His great - great -great - gradmother, Mrs. 
Fannie Waters Patterson, celebrated her one 
handred and first birthday, August 27th, 1923. 
Since reaching her hundredth anniversary, Mrs. 
Patterson has led a rather secluded life. Up 
until the last few years, however, her days 
were full of strenuous activity on her 200-acre 
farm, six miles out of Adairsville, Ga She has 
always been much interested in farm and gar- 
den work. &sing chicliens mas her chief hobby 
until several years ago, when she sustained cr 
serious fall, which made it necessary for her 
to depend upon a cane in walking, and confined 
her to the house. Only recently her eyesight 
has b e p  to fail; but also recently, her hear- 
ing, which for the past few years has been bad, 
has been restored,'nnd she hears now almost 
perfectly. She rarely ever leaves home now. 

In spite of her quiet mode of life Mrs. Pat- 
terson's home is the center for many hnppp 
fzu~-$p reunions. Wlen a family reunion is held 
a t  the Pattersons' there are sorneti~nes eight 
children, fifty-t\vo grandchildren, sixty-eight 
great-gmntlchildren, twenty-three great-great- 
grandchldren present and, last, young E. D. 
h'orris, Jr, who is Mrs. Patterson's g r e a t  
great-great-grandch~ M 

Like the gra~~clmothers of the past generation 
Mrs. Patterson s ~ t s  in her favorite comer in 
the home in which she has lived for over half 
a ceutury. Sorurtiuws she relates whimsid  

stories, principally tales of her earlier days, 
when Andrew Jockson's name was in the head- 
lines, when the neighbor boys went away to 
fight in Mexico, the tronblous years of civil 
strife. She relates stories of dealings with the 
Indians, which are very interesting. 

The story of the Patterson family is  an'inter- 
esting one in itself, encompassing happenings 
of a hundred years; and reaches back into the 
history of our South Carolina and Georgia pio- 
neers with the perils of an nsettled country in 
their make. 

Mrs. Patterson's grandparents, the Rev. 
Charles Smith and his wife Nancy, came over 
from England during the Revolutionary days 
in 1777, settling first in Virginia, but later mov- 
ing southward to mnl;e their home in Spartan- 
burg, S. C. Here their dapghter Nancy Smith 
was married to James Waters; and Fannie 
n'nters was born in Spnrtanbnrg on August 
27th. 1821, the first of the twelve children of 
James and Nancy Waters, there being rreven 
daughters and five sons. Two of Urs. Patter- 
son's sisters rue livinq, Mrs. FL T. Reece of 
Fairmount, Ga, aged 8G, and XIS. W. J. Watb 
of Rome, Ga 

Jnmes Waters moved from South Carolina 
with his family across the mountains to Adairs- 
ville, Ga; and at Adairsvine, Xrs. Fannie Wa- 
ters Patterson mas married, a d  has made her 
home near there since that time. 

Causes of ~limatie Changes 

P LEASE aIlom m e  to offer a feiv suggestions 
in regard to the possible physical muses 

of climatic changes which are taking place nnd 
which are escitinq so much comment. 

One c~f  tlie divine commissions ori,ninnlly 
given to man was to subdue the earth (Genesis 
1: 23) ; and, like the one to be fruitful and mul- 
tiply and fill the ez~-th, this cornnlission has 
been but ltttle affected or interfered nith by 
man's rebellious course and its resulting c.on- 
dernnation. The climatic changes, so noticeable 
in recent years. seem clearly attributable to 
m n ' s  actirity upon the globe. 

With the condensing of the thick canopy of 
vatery vapors surrounding the earth, and with 
their precipitation in the deluge of Noah's day, 
the gaseotui envelope of earth was left very, 

thin. It is this envelope that protects the earth 
from the intense cold of space by holding and 
equalizing the heat action of the sun's rays, 
and it also preserves the natural surface heat 
of the earth itself. 
We think it reasonable to suppose that a 

thickening of this gaseous blanket is necessary 
before a perfect climate would be possible. 
Apparently it has been left to mankind to do 
this, through the loosing of immense quantities 
of light gases wiiich ascend through the oxygen 
belt of the atmosphere to a permanent saspen- 
sion above. 

Certain forms of chemical action and all 
forms of cqmbustion produce gases. I t  seems 
evident that there is an element of these that 
remains pennanent. The formation of mea 
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through man's activities was very slow during 
the earlier centuries, owing both-to the light 
population and to the lack of scientific knowl- 
edge; bat the past century has been very pro- 
ductive of these through the general use of 
co~~lbusuon in the production of mechanical 
energy, and in the extensive use of explosives. 

This production of energy through combua- 
tion is now a t  its height, and will soon speeclily 
begin to wane through the development of 
hioher and better forms of productive energy. 
T!:e time'must come when the use of combus- 
tii:n for practically all purposes will be super-. 
~ ( d e d  by less crude methods. 

Climafic Changes in Paiestine 

mHE climate of Palestine would seem to be 
1 a sensitive barometer of the climatic influ- 

ences a t  work upon the earth. The first evidence 
which a e  have recorded is that of -the terrible 
electric storm which centered over and burned 
Sodom and Gomorrah, precipitating a heavy 
deposit of salt over their sites. 

While the Lord- was able to produce this 
storm miraculously, it would seem more rea- 
sonable to suppose that He merely overruled 
an existing atmosplieric state of the region a t  
that time to accomplish His purpose. Evidence 
is not lacking that there have been other storms 
of n similar character in other parts of the 
earth. 

Electric storms of such severity and charac- 
ter conld not well occur under passive e lhat ic  
conditions, and would seem to indicate a sudden 
disturbance and change in climate of consider- 
a tile magnitude somew;~ere. 

Possibly it was about this time that the great 
freshet occurred that broke up the glacial ice 
which at  one time covered the northern half of 

I 

Korth America. That its breaking up mas sud- 
den end not gradual there is abundant evidence. 

Kith the land surface of the Northern Hemi- 
spl~cre as i t  now is, this glacial ice could not 
well have survived the summer sun of a half- 
dozen seasons. But it is possible that a t  one 
tinlc land occupied some portion of what is now 
t l ~ r  Sort11 Atlantic. Perhaps the legend of the 
sunken continent of Atlantis may not hove been 

.--. . altogether a mytli. 
The subsidence of this larid wonld effect a 

change in the ocean currents, altering the chan- 
nel of the warm u-ntors of the soutl~ern ec!ns, 

sending them mu& farther northward than 
formerly, and thereby materially altering the 
climate of both North America and Europe. 
Such a sadden climatic alteraticin would nab 
rally be pioductive of terrific atmospheric dis- 
turbances of an electrical character during thir 
period of climatic transition, of which the storni 
that destro~ed Sodom and Qomorrah, and that 
~ o r l i e d  such great physical changes in the part 
of the country over which it centered, waiu pos- 
sibly a part. 

Radical Changes Expected Soon 

W ITE the change in oceal? currents, the 
arctic ice-cap most probably qniekly re- 

ceded to almost the limits of where it was found 
to be a century ago. The nearer the approach 
into the arctic regions, very nntnrnlly tbe 
slower would be this process of receding; and 
because of this-and other reasons it would take 
some time for the climate to ,reach a settied 
state. - -. . 

Evidence of this climatic transition is seen 
in the seven years of unusual prodactiveness 
followed by the same period of famine in Egypt, 
in the days of Joseph, the famine also extend- 
ing over what is now Palestine. Afterwda 
Palestine became very fruitful and was pmb- 
ably at  the time of the Exodus the garden spot 
of the earth. The Lord described it to Moss 
as a land flowing nit11 milk and honey. 

This fruitful condition remained until New 
Testament times, when after the dissolving of 
the Jewish polity the climate of Palestine aa- 
snmed a semi-arid state. This denoted that 
climatic changes were taking place favorable to - 
certain other parts of the earth, but having a 
contrary influence on the climate of Palestine. 

The present transition of climate was first 
noticed in Palestine about 1878, in a gradual , increase of rainfall and a returning of that 
country toward its former fruitfulness. I t  wan 
probably about this date that the arctic icecap 
again started to recede as the direct effect of 
the deepening of the gaseous sea above the 
lower atmosphere of the earth. 

The general unsettled climatic state which 
still prevails is undoubtedly caused by an a b  
normal circulation of ocean currents in the 
h'orthern Hemisphere, due to some obstruction 
or to carthqualtes. With its correction, or other 
convulsions, climatic extremes must cens2; also 



its correction will very likely result in the 
earth's coming to rest from the shock of the 
'deluge, which it has not yet done, as is proved 
by the continuance of earthquakes, tidal waves, 
and volcanic eruptions, all of which are due to 
a continued lrinbing or vibration of the earth's 
ms t .  

The process of these corrections will very 

likely cause some terrible physical mnnifesta- 
tions during the time when thin process is 
going on. The Scriptures seem to indicate 
clearly something of this character in the v e v  
near future. 

(The, foregoing article was written J d y  4, 
1923, two months before the Japonese earth- 
quake). 

Leicester Against Vaccination By F. R. Freer 

F &OM time to time articles for and against 
vaccination have appeared in T m  (>OLDEN 

'AGE, and the subject is eidently of great inter- 
est to many of pour renders. I am therefore 
sencling you an extract from the Leicester Mail 
(E~~dand) which may be of service to your 
journal. 

Leicester is cr progressive city of 232,000 
inhabitants, and has gained considcrnble fume 
because of the active part the citizens took iu 
the fight against compulsory vaccination. JZen- 
tion of this has, I believe, already been made. 
in one of the articles that appeared in your 
paper. The extract follows: 

"Alderman Hill, JZ P. for West Leima-ter, in the 
House of Cornmom yesterday asked the Xinister of 
Health if he could say what was. the percentage of 
vnccinotd and unvaccinated caeca in Leicester for the 
past five years; how many arses of smallpox had been 
notified for the city during that period, and the nun- 
bar of destha, if any, for the sune period. 

"Lord E u s t .  Percy rrid he assumed that the &st 
part of the question -rciated to the children born in 
Leieestcr during the paat five ~eua Particuhm vas 
not yet available for 1922, but during the prenoua firs 
years only 3.5 percent of the newly-born c h i l k  were 
vaccinated, the bulk of the remainder being exempted 
from caminntion by reason of their parents or guar- 
dinns making statutqlp declarations of conscientious 
objection. No casea of emallpox had been notifled in 
Leicester* and there had been no deaths from that die- 
ease during the past five pears." 

Reference was also made to Leicester in T m  
(30- AGE, NO. 94, when the organization in 
this city of the so-called "soviet republic of 

% fearful h t a ,  fnah cowage tab; 
The clooda ye m much dread 

b e  big with merq, and ahdl break 
IIlht#inp.onyourhe8d. 

Great Britain" wm mentioned. This movement 
was never a serious one, and it evidently o b  
tained a prominence in the press out of pro- 
portion to its actual importance. However, 
yonr comment that 'such a movement waa mg- 
nificnnt was undoubtedly correcr; for it was 
surely an illustration of "the sea and the waves 
roaring." The restless, discontented mnsses 
will. when the occasion comes, sweep away the 
mountains (kingdoms) of this world, and they 
ahall then become the kingdom of our Lord 4 
of His Christ. 

In conclusion I would like to sny how glad 
I was to read of the termination of the convict- 
leasing system in Florida, through the instro- 
mentality of Tmt Oomm ~ O E ;  and also to 
thank you for yonr interesting impressions of 
Great Britain. Burns said: 

"Oh, wad some pow- the giftie gie ua 
To see oursel's as ithem ma nsl 
It wad fme monie a blunder free M, 
An' fc&¶h mtioILn 

And I have more than half a suspicion that 
he was right. 

A Correction 
F R O M  the contributed article wbicd appeara 

in THE GOLD- AGB No. 100 omit the last 
sentence at  the bottom of page 668 and the 
first sentence a t  the top of page 669. T1:ese 
statements are true enough, taken by them- 
selves, but not when tziken in connection with 
the sentence that follows them. 

?Kin purpaaes d ripen fast, 
Unfolding every hour ; 

The bud m y  have a bitter taate, 
But meet dl be the flower." -J., ,- . . ?  

b 



T HERE b come into our handr r copy of 
Pastor Rnssell'r fint book. It was published 

in 1877, under the title, #The Object and M a ~ a  
of Our Lord's Return." He waa then only ken* 
five yyuucl of agc While the subjedr therein treat- 
ed are discnmedinamoreor&.dymurnermd at 
great- length in the mkn voluxaea of S m m a  
m m a  S m m  of which he was the author, 
yet we believe that many of our &em will greatly 
m j o y t h i s ~ w o r k f r o m t h e p m o f t h i s ~ a f  
God, and that dl un read it with protit. In a 
few p l m  we have omitted some lines not in linc 
with hir later view3 but for the m a t  put the 
book is presented anew snbstantidlr as it came 
from his pen.-Ed. 

. - 
Pastor Russell's First Book-In Three Parts (part 1) - . 

T H A T  our- Lord intended ua aa His dieciplea thought. God, having been thwarted by rn * 

to understand that for some purpose, in agent of Hia own creation, the devil, now soaght 
Borne manner, and at  some time, He would came to repair the mischief by providing a way by 
again, is, we presume, admitted and believed by which a few of these creatures codd be m a d  
all familiar with the Scriptures. But the object They regard the present and past contest be- 
of that coming is viewed from widely different tween good and evil as a race betmeen Gocl d 
standpoints. m d  seen in aa various colors as the devil, in which, so far, the devil has been the 
there are glasses; each observer honestly and more saccessfnL They hope and Wt, however, 
sincerely desirous of seeing and understanding that before the winding up of d things, the 
the subject correctly. numbers of the saved 
TF-e shall ndt attempt 
in these fen- pages to 
give all that can be 
presented upon this 
subject, but simply of- 
fer a sketch of what we 
understand the events 
and their order to be, 
+ing as far  as space 
will permit the Scrip- 
tural evidence favoring 
it. Iii doing so we shall 
endeavor to exercise 
C h r i s t i a n  courtesy 
when referring to the 
views of brethren who 

will be greater than 
those of the lost, and 
80 God, even \vithont 
any plan, come off 
conqueror. 

B u t ,  C h r i s t i a h  
friends, He who wodd 
r e b u k e  a man f o r  
bnilrling a tower with- 
out first counting the 
mst, shall H e  build 
and people a world 
without counting the 
c o a t t Nay, verily; 
God has and always 
has had a plan, a 

differ from w. purpose; and all His 
The +ter believes that in order to an under- purposes shall be accomplished. He works "all 

standing of this snhject it is necessary for us things after the counsd of his own will." 
to have sollle clear conception of God's plan for Not only is this' true, but I le  has retealed 
the salvatjoll of the world of mankind. If we His plan to us in "the Scriptures, which are 
call ohtni~l this it vill ul~qnestional~lp give us able to make us wise," and given us His holy 
inlormation very valuable in the consideration spirit to enlighten our understancling, "that rce 
of onr s~~b jec t :  for in that plan not olily the tlaig7~t know the things that are freely given 
first but also the second advent has an impor- unto us of God" (1 Corinthians 2: 12), vhich 
tant place. Here a vital qnestion arises. viz. : t h i n e  the world cannot see (v. 14) ; they are 

revealed by the spirit in answer to diligent 
Has Gal a Plan? search. "If thou seekest after wisdom, and 

0 R DID He in an idle inoment frame this liftest Up thy roice for understanding, yea: if 
wodd and bring us, His creatures, into thon searchest for hcr as men search for silver; 

existence simply to exercise ETis creative power; then shnlt thon find the knowledge of God." 
entirely unmindful, or uncaring, what should 'Then  he, the spirit of truth, is come, he shall 
be the result to us of that existence? Many who f i d e  ?'on into all truth." 
love the Lord with all -their hearts speak of The spirit does this as we have seen through 
EIim and His work as though this were the case. the Word, the I m p .  But God's Word, the Bible, 
They think of the fall of A d a ,  b? which "sin is a revelation not intended for one decade o r  ---- 
entered into the world, and death by [or as a century, sin~plp; but to the conditions of His 
result of] sin" [Romans 5 : 12). as an emergency people a t  all times and in every age. It ia con- 
entirely unespected and unprovided for by the tinually unfoldhg to ns some new, fresh beauty 
Creator. of which but a short time before we had not 

Snch naturally regard the salvation provided even dreamed. It is because of this continuoas 
through our Lord Jesus Christ as an after- ulifolding of truth, as i t  becomes "meat in due 

88 
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season" to the household of faith, that mder 
another figure the same Word is compared to 
"a lamp MP our feet"; for 'the path of the jnst 
ahhen more and more until the perfect day.' It 
shone mmewhat away back in Enoch's day, and 
has been increasing ever since; not that Light 
yesterday is darkness today, but there is more 
light today by which we can sti l l  better appm- 
aiate that od yesterday. 

Have we a8 a church all the light now? Cer; 
I.; tainly not; nor ahall we have until the "perfect 

day." W we remember, then, that 

"Gad mmea in r myderions m y  
wanden to perform," 

we should be ready and watching for the eruli- 
est glimpse of the next unfolding of His re* 
tion of Himself and His pIan, remembering that 

'%n pnrpoees win ripen fa&, 
Unfoiding every hour." 

We dl now see what we can 5 d  of God's 
plan revealed in His Word, therefrom to judge 
of the object of our Lord's return. 

We lay down as a foundation, then, whether 
the plan is ao far unfolded that we can fully 
aomprehend it and see the connection which 
mnst exist between the past and present deal- 
ings of God and that plan or not: First, God 
has a purpose or plan; second, That plan is 
based and founded upon love, for "God ie love." 
-1 John 4: 8. 

We,do not cast aaide God's justice, etc; but 
whatever His plnn, it mnst comport with His 
character, Love; for "he cannot deny himself." 

The Christian church is about equally divided 
upon the question of Election w. Free Grace, 
or Calvinism vs. kminianism; a mall number 
proportionately believing in Universalism or 

) , - the final eternal salvation of all mankind. 
Doubtless all familiar with Scripture know that 
each of these positions is supported by much 
Scripture; and yet, can they all be true? hlnst 
there not be same connecting link which will 
harmoLize and reconcile them? Surely this is 
the case, for God's Word is not yea and nay. 
Let us examine the Grst two, Calvinism and . . 

ism, separately; the last, Universal- 
ism, is no Ratly contradicted by much direct 
Scripture that we shall measurably paas it by 
u n n o t i d  bnd what we have to offer on the . others is not designed as a fig against any of 

the "branches of the true vine'*; but stroll& 
expressed to call special attention to the more 
uncomely featares of thole doetrines wbiah 
their stronge~t advocates will concede are weak 
points. 

Calvinism -7 says: ' Qod ia all-wime; 
He knew the end from the beginning; He had 
8 plan which WM to save a few, gut for m y  
merit h~ t h ,  but of Hia wereign choice He 
elected them to eternal life, all othera to eternal 
death. He d d  as easily raw all men, but He 
does not want to: He is able but rmwilling to - 
save any but a few. 

Amininnism W y  rays: Qod lores all 
Hib c r e a k s  ; His tender mercies are over all 
His worb. He ie trying His utmost to rrm 
them all, but k not able: only the very few, the 
"little flock." Sin dipped past Him, entered thr 
world at the oatset, and has gained meh a faot 
hold that only by the aid of His childran em it 
be overcome, even in ages. 
Aa before suggested, esch of theyse, al* 

apparently antipodes, have soma Scriptmal 
bssis and, we believe, .when properly amm@ 
are in bony with each other. 

We will now look at tho Bible; h t  at a dark 
pictare, then at a brighter one. Here we ftod 
that though little light wan given ar to manss 
dva t ion  and future happiness at the first UB- 
folding of the plan, e m  that little was not 
given to the world at large, the maclsen, but to 
a few patriarchr, among whom were Enoch, 
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob These were 
chosen, elected, not alone from the world, brrt 
from among the other members of their fami- 
Liea, as it is written: "Jacob hare I loved, Esro 
have I hated lloved less]." Isnru! alone of dl 
of Abraham's children was the child of promiso. 
Of Abraham it is written, Thee only have I 
chosen of all thy fatheis house.' 

At Jacob's death the principle of election 
changes, bpt the fact remains. All of Jncob'8 
children are thereafter recognized aa God's reg. 
resentotives, His church or people. There on 
his death-bed the old Patriarch blesses each oi 
hia sons and gives to Judah the sceptre, symbol 
of nationality, saying, "The aceptre shall not 
depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from be 
tween his feet, until Shiloh come." This m 
W e d  to the letter. That tribe represented 
the nation until Chriat c8me. To this one nation 
God gave the Law, in which was shadowed forth 
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the ~ o s p k  This ahadowl' liShl, the Law, was far been electiug the &arch. But whyl He 
- given to no other ~ t i 0 n  or people; it was exch- mwt have a purpose and object in M, doing.- 

= V ~ P  to Ismel  - We read: "Yon only have 1 He haa a plan, and doubtless it in far  greater 
known of all the families of the earth." TVe will and grander than ever entered into the heart 
therefore designate this the Jewish or Law age. of man to conceive. What nay the S c r i p m a t  

At the death of Christ another change takes I, the promise of ~~d to ~ b ~ w :  5 thco 
place. The Law enda He made an end of the m,j in thy seed all the families of *e. 
h ~ ,  "nailing it his C ~ O ~ S /  and introduced a earth be blessed? ~ ~ d * ~  plan and p-8e is 
n e r  dispensation-the Gospel of Pee ~ d e r  stated in one sentence. Pan], in an inspired 
the law of the spirit. This is not restricted to co,,,nt this promise (aalatians 31, saps: 
one nation as was the Law, but is free to all, to r x e  S ~ t h  not, b d  to seeds, as of masy; but 
be "preached in all the world for a witness" of one, b d  to thy see& which is Christ." it 
before this age ends. (Matthew 24: 14) But 4- a r i s t  Jew i n , j i v i d w  that is here referred-, 
though we are to know no difference in our to as the seedf' KO; the Apostle continues 
presentation of it to all people, Qod has been (vs. 29) : "~;f ye [the be ~hr i s f s ,  then 
@ding and directing its course. Under that a, Abrah3m's seed, heirs ncmrdiw to 
direction we of Europe and America have been the prontiseu (as o r i s y  made to ~ b ~ a h a m ) .  
more favored than the inhabitants of other xe learn that w ~ m p r e h e n u  in 
Parts of the earth. 1 % ~  did the light of truth His plan \\-hen spenkii~g to Abraham. Not 0d7 
m d  salvation, started by om Lord and His Christ Jesus, the uead of thb seed, h t  they 
apostles in Palestine, travel northward and that are Chrisf-&e little flog- me- 
westward through Europe and h e r i c a ,  rather of E~ bod;\.; md this otw seed will not be corn ' 

than southward and eastward through Africa plete llntil the lmt member of that body is per- 
and Asia? Did it happen so? 011, no! Onr fected. This thought is maintained throngliont 
Father is a t  the helm; He is f i d i n g  His truth. the Epistle-Christ, "the head of the bod?, the 

True, now the Bible is published in the church." (Coloe~inns 1 : 18; Ephesinns 1 : 23; 4: 
language of every nation. I t  is IWW king 12; 5 : 23-32; 1 Corinthiaae 12: 12,37; Romano 
"pret~cGed to cvery nation" (not individual) ; 12: 5, e ta)  The figure is carried pet further. 
but this me-lnay say lias all been done during We, Ris disciples, arc  spoke^^ of 3s filling up 
the ljresent century. Yet today four out of five the nleasnre of Christ's sllff*~i'hgs. (Colosshs 
of the inllabitnnts of earth know not that Jesus 1 : 24 ; 2 Corintllia~~s 1 : 3 : 2 Timoth?- 2: 10) -4nd 
diecl for them. Herc is a sense in which God is me have tlie promise thtrt 'Yf n-e suffer with 
even now electing. He elected to send the Gos- him, we shall also reign with Ilim." 
pel to you and me and our fathers, and He The promise to which we are heirs declares 
chose not to send it to yonder Hottentot and that when thia seed is complete all nations shall 
his fathers. But, says one, God works by instm- be blessed in it. A pronlise made away back in 
mentalities. He has been wanting His people Eden, that the seed of the woman s l~odd  bruise 
to come to the work, and by giving of the money the serpent's head, crush evil and ain, is another 
and talents which He so freely bestowed on ns to vhich we are joint-heirs. But did not Jesua 
we may, through missions which He will bless, do this-bruise Satan-when He diedt No; the 
have the privilege of being coworkers with Him. death of Christ and the sabseqnent persecution 

TO much of this we heartily assent. TFe of the &arch are .the "bmi~ing of the heel." 
believe that through ua God is working; that Pan1 s a p  that Satan is to be bruised "h0rt -Y 
He is pleased with our zeal in His service. But under the feet of the chmoh, B ~ a d  body. 
we cannot for one moment suppose that the -Bornam 16:20. 
eter,mZ toelfare of four-fifths of the human fam- The Bride and the Brhkgwom M 

ily is made to depend entirely upon the zeal and 
liberality of the other one-dfth. No 1 No 1 ! The GAIN the same thought in expressed under 
Qod of lure is not experimenting a t  the expense A the figure of the bride and the bridegroom. 
of the eternal happiness of the great mass of The church is represented as a chaste Vir& 
His creatures. espoused to Christ. ( 2  Corinthians ll : 2) As 

lJTe see, then, that in some sense God has so such we are now betrothed and have received 
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the seal of that engwment,  the firstfruits of 
the spirit. Not married, not the bride yet, but 
waiting and longing for that union with the 
Bridegroom. When He went away He said: 
'? will come again and receive yon unto my- 
self." IIe expressed i t  so in the parable of the 
Ten Virgins. When the bridegroom came, "they 
that were ready went in to the marriage." There 
and then we shall enter upon the full renlization 
of the "things which God h t h  in reservation 

r. c:or those that love him" 
All, we presume, wil l  agree with UA when we 

pay that no matter how much enjoyment we 
hnve prior to the resurrection. we certainly wait 
until then for the full measure. The whole 
&urcIi or  body is complete before the find re- 
warrls are git-en. Hence, when recounting the 
aicieat worthies, the Apostle says that they 
rcceived not the promises, "that they without 
us should not be made perfect!' (Hebrews 11: 
39,40) And of himself when about to die he 
s a d :  4 have fought a good fight . . . hence- 
forth there is laid up for me a crown of right- 
eous~less, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, 
shall give me at  that day; a d  not to me only, 
but nnto all them also that love his appearing." 
(2 Timothy 4: 7,8) True, we now have and enjoy 
many blessings in Christ. Now we have the 
peace that the world can neither give nor take 
away. But all this is but a foretaste; the weight 
of glory comes over there. We now, in a certain 
sense, have beom our office as kings and priests, 
conquering self and the lusts of the flesh, and 
"offering up sacrifices unto God"; but it is only 
in thc same sense that we are now spoken of 
as being risen with Christ and seated with Him 
in heavenly places. By faith in His promises 
we anticipate the glory and the rest that re- 
mains; and although beset with trials and 
troubles in life, we have a peace to which the - 

t. ' .f ro rh  is a stranger. 
'Alien the Lord promises, saying, 'To him 

that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in 
my throne," and "To him that wercometh will 
I give power over the nations. does He mean 
it? I s  he to "sit on the throne of his g l o w 7  

- Will He take to Himself His  great power and 
reign over the nations? Surely, His word can- 
not fail; it will be as real a reign over the 
nations for us, the church, as for Him God 
gave Christ "to be the head over the body" ; and 
He that hath freely given us Christ, he 

not 1rit11 him d s o  freely gire ns all thbllgst* 
Yea, verily, brethren, we have not realized om 
"high caUijzg which is of God in Christ Jesus." 
We are called to aonship of God, and not thh 
alone, but to be joint-heirs with Christ Jesus 
our Lord. This is the little corupmy God fore- 
saw away back in Eden, through whom He M 
shortly to bruise Satan and bless all the f a d e s  
of the earth. I t  ia this company to whom Peter 
refers (Acts 15 : 14), saying, "God . . . did visit 
the Gentiles, to take out of them a people for 
his name." We are the virgin, soon to receive 
the name of our Lord, "a new name . . . which 
no man lnoweth saving he that receiveth i t "  

I t  was for these Jesus prayed (John 17) : ''I 
pray not for the world, bnt for them nluch thou 
bast given me"; and not "for these alone, but 
for them also which shall believe on me through 
their word; that tlrey. all may be one" i,b me. 
This oneness and unity the Lord did not expect 
in this present time. He says He came to bring 
division Consequently He is not disappointed 
nor thwarted in His plans. In the parable of 
wheat and tares He tells ns that the e n e v  
would aow tares among the wheat; and they 
look so much alike that we cannot separate 
them. "Let both grow together until the krrr- 
uest"; "the harvest is the end of the world" 
[aion-age]. Then He will have them separated. 

Yet, as Jesus saya, "the Father heareth me 
always," we may know that a t  some time they 
all will be one in Him. mhenl  At the resurrec- 
tion, when we are united to our Head, becoming 
the "one seed," a t  the marriage when we are 
united to the Bridegroom and we twain become 
o m  But although this prayer was mainly for 
the church, yet Jesus loved the whole world. 
Yes; He died for the world, and they have a 
place in this prayer. But notice where. He 
prays for the church first, that they all may be 
made one in Him; then the object of the union 
ia "that the world may believe." But the be- 
lieving of, and prayer for, the world is after 
the marriage of the chaste virgin. For this 
marriage "ourselves also, which have the &st- 
fruits of the spirit, . . . groan within ourselves, 
waiting for the adoption, to wit, the redemption 
of our body-this one body of which we id 
are members. 

When we (the Chapel church) are redeemed 
is God's plan accomplished? No; it is only be. 
gun. I t  is a grander, a more lofty plan Not 
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onlp do we groan for this consummation, but of a harvest, else the language is senselea ' 

we have seen from oar Lord's prayer that the Ephesians 2: 7 declarea the object of God in- . 
world has an interest in it;  and P a d  positively our salvation to be, T h a t  in the ages to come 
asserts that "the. whole creation groaneth and, he might s h w  the exceeding riches of his 
travaileth in pain together." What are they grace." 
expecting? Certainly not what we are looking But let ns follow the &arch, the firstfAta 
for. They do not e-Vect to form part of the we last saw her the chaste Pirgin p i n g  in 
bo*. SO: "the ellrIkeSt expectation of the crea- to the when the Bridegroom came. 
tnre waiteth for the manife-tation of the sons We nest henr the great voice of a mdtitude 
of God." (&mans 6 :  19) S o t  Son of God, but saying (Revelation 19:7), %et US be glad and 
sons. "Beloved, now are Ge the sons of God." rejoice, and give honor to him: for the marriagr, 

T h a t  i~ te res t  has the m r l d  in our mmifes- of tile Xmnb is come, and his wife hath made 
tation or shining forth? Simply this: Until we herself ready." We have heard of the mnrriage ' 
are ~llnnifested, although we are the "light of -listen! the angel says to John (Revelation 21: 
the ~ ~ o r l d "  and it is Messed by this light \~-lich 9,lO) : "Come hither, I rill $.tow thee the bride, 
we are to let so shine that men may glorify the Lamb's wife" We want to see her, let ar 
our Father in heaven, yet 1101~ much more will follow. "And he showed me that great city, the 
it be hlessed when nre "shine forth as the sun holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from 
in the kingdom," when separated from the world God." Are we to understand that this city ia 
as orell as from the tares in the harvest. (Ifat- a sjmbolic representation of the chnrcht Tea, 
them 13: 43) If  we now are a blessing to the just as in another symbol she is the "temple of 
world as light-bearers, poor and weak though God." But what of the precioum stones of which 
that light often be, are me surprised that tho 'it is bniltt These are the same aa the ston- 
hope of the world is this shining forth of the of the spiritual temple; i. e., living stones-the 
church? Pad tells us nhp they wait and groan same that Paul speaks, of as "precious stoned. 
for our manifestation. "Bwnse the creature (1 Cor. 3: 12), or the jewels of Malachi 3: 17. 
itself also shall be delivered from the bondage m e n  this "shines" the natiom fl walP; 
of corruption into the glorious liberty of the in light of it. xow they are blest by the 
childrrn of God." That is, when the church has fcel,le light of church; then the? will walk 
been delivered from the present co~ldit~on, s u b  ill the perf& light n~hich shllle from her. 
ject to death, the bondage of corruption, then (Revelation 21: 24) There flows a river from 
the world at large mill have an opportunity in under the throne, "a river of water of life." 
the saliie direction-"that the world may be- s n t  the ordiilary kind of water. KO; this is the 
lieve" ; and as many as  do so "shall be rlc4ivered "water of l~fe." the kind the Lord promised to . . . into the glorious liberty of the children of p v e  us. and which Hc tlnes give now to every 
God.'' They shall become sons, bnt not joint- one begotten. "It shall he in yon a well of 
heirs. This nil1 be the distiuction between them water." This kind of tr.utPr would not flow in a 
and us, the Gospel church. natural river bed; but t h ~ x  same sort is here 

God loves all His creatures, not because we broilght to o m  view n' aSoodr~g a broad. d e p ,  
love Hirq hut from pure benevolence. "God so mlghty river. S o  lon&%r the little well, no - 
loved the world"--while we were yet sinners. l o n e r  confined to the few, the "little f l q ~ k ~  baa- I; 
But He is a God of arder. He &as a plan and "1\.hosoever will" may paflake of it fr-l~. 
is carrying it out. During the past su thousand There the spirit and the bride will say, Co~ne; 
years IIr has been gettmg ready, preparing the and he that heare& will Say* Come. I t  will be 
instrunlrl~tality th~sough wh.hich to bless tfle free to all. But notice when; it is in the new 
world. The time seelrm l o ~ g  to as mortals. but heavens and new earth (Reveintion 21: 1). ia 
not with who is from everlasting to the next dispensation. The churcb is not the 
everlastrng. bride now, but a ehsste virgin. m e n  she is 

~h~~ "little flocp7 who receive the married, onlted, she will be the hride; and then 
w e  hut "the firstfaits  unto ~~d of his crpa- it 1s that she says, Com6, to whofioever 
tures." (James 1 : 18; Revelation 14: 4) If there Oh, can we not pray from the depths of our 
is a firstf rurts there mast of necessity be more hearts, Come, Lord Jesus I come quckly 1 Shall 
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we not, since we and all creatio~l wait for it, 
rejoice a t  the soand of the Bridegroom's voice, 
as He neara oar d\9elling? We do rejoice and 
lift up our heads, knowing that om redemption 
draweth nigh. 

This is 8- glorious prospect for both the 
church and the world. But how abut those who 
died not having heard the name of Jesus, who 
did not enjoy the privileges of Light? &last 
these all s d e r  the loss of eternal life and hap- 

C, piness with not even an opportunity to lay hold 
of it. simply because they lived before God's 
plan had so far developed as to embrace them? 
Or shrill we go to the other extreme and say, 
God will save all those who have never had 
light and truth? If this be true, we have made 
a great mistake in sending missionaries 'with 
this light to the heathen. We h o w  that when 
it is presented to them they do not all receive 
it and become Christians; and if in ignorance 
they ~ ~ o u l d  all be saved, we not only do them a 
positive injury but waste numbers of valuable 
kres and millions of money. And, further, if 
God can consistently give these eternnl life 
without a trial or probation, why did He not 
give aa all as good a lot and save us all without 

. oar coming into the present probationary condi- 
tion? Or why did He not kindly leave us all in 
the clark, and thus save all? 

Seither of these lines of human reasoning 
will stand the test. We must see what God'e 
plan-book, the Bible, has to erry on the subject 
But first let ns take a glance b a b a r d  and see 
about what proportion of our fellow creatures 
have a personal interest in the matter. T e  have 
seen that during the first 2,lGJ years only a few 
patriarchs -re chosen This brings us down 
to the time that the nation of Israel became 
God's representatives, at the death of Jacob, 

- the last patriarch. Of al l  others Paul declares : 
t "Death reigned from Adam till Uosc?s"-~r un- 

til the Law, which mas &yen to but one people; 
and of these only a very few mere saved. only 
those who could rise above the type and discern 
the ant ime.  The vdue of the Law in saving 
men may be gathered from St. Paul's teachings. 
He says: "That no man is justified by the lam 
. . . is evident." (Galatians 3: 11) "By the 
deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified 
in his [God's] sight." (Romans 3 : 20) 'Tor if 
righteousness come by the law, then Christ is '  
dead in vain." (Galatians 2: 21) "If there had 

been R law given which could hare given liif:. 
verily righteousness should have been hy the 
Iaw." (Galatiaxm 3: 21) "For the lav made 
nothing perfect." (Hebrews 7: 19) "Wherefore 
then semeth the lamf It was added because of 
transgressions, till the seed should come to 
whom the promise was made." (Watinns 3: 
19) That is, the seed of Abr- not the 
fleshly descendants; for, saps Paul: "The chil- 
dren of the flesh, these are not the ehildren of 
Qod : but the children of the promise are cmut- 
ed for the seed." (Romans 9: 8) Children of 
faith, Christ and the chnrch.4alatianr 3:Y. 

Today about one individual in five knows that 
Christ Jesus died for him. Untif the present 
century, and during the dark ages, prolwlAy 
one in forty knew it. 

Whether we can understand God's dealixlgs 
or not, me map rest assured that 'the CTmi of 
all the earth will do right.' But we are nnxions 
to have the matter cleared up, if it can bc. fmnr 
God'e Word. For, unquestionably, the facts al- 
ready obtained from the Bible appear to clad1 
directly with some of the plainest stutemcntr 
of Scripture. For instance, we read of Jeam~: 
That + tho true Light which lighteth every 
man that mmeth into the world." How shall 
understand such a statement: Thousmcin of 
millions have not even heard of Him. Are we 
certain that hearing of Christ is essentiai? Nny 
they not be saved bp living up to the light of 
nature? It is certain that they must hear of 
Christ before sdvation; for, says P a d :  "How 
shall they believe in him of whom they hare 
not heard 1" 

The conditions of salvation are "Believe on 
the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved." 
Again, "There is none other name under heaven 
given among men, whereby we must be s a v d y  
Xt4st; if saved at all, it must be in E3n. U 
they could even do by nature many thing con- 
tained in the Law, we have seen that the Lam 
could not give life; for "by the deeds of the law 
there shall no flesh be justified." Again we read : 
'Jesua Christ, by the grace of God, tasted death 
for even  man! But if they never hear of it, 
and are nemr benefited by it, how can it be said 
to be n f ~ r  every man"? Again, T h e r e  is one 
God, and one mediator. between God and men, 
the man Christ Jesus; who gave himself a rok 
som for aU, to be testified in due time." 
Ah! here we hare it. God is a God of order. 
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He has a "due time" for everything He does ; 
and when His "due time" comes, it will be testi- 
fied to all men that "Christ d id  for the un- 
godly." That true Light shall yet lighten every 
msn that ever came into the world. I t  certainly 
was not His plan to have i t  testifled to them in 
the ages past, else it would have been done. But 
it will be testified in due time. 

This is the time of "restitution of all things" 
mentioned by Peter (Acts 3: 21), of which he 
says "God hath spoken by the mouth of all his 
holy prophets since the world began." This is 
not for the church, but for the world. The 
church gets something far better than a resti- 
tution Tbe whole human family get back in 
the second Adan all they lost in the first Adam. 
They did not lose eternal life or a spiritual 
existence in the first Adam. He was a proba- 
tioner for eternnl life himself; and as a stream 
canuot rise higher than the fountain, we could 
not lose more -&rough his disobedien& than he 
po~sessed. He lost natural life and obtained 
temporal death. Consequently the restitution 
through Christ would only give to the world 
natural life and a natural hod? at their restitu- 
tion, such as L m m s  and Jnirns' daughter had 
when brought to life cr,4n. Of the church, the 
dead in Christ. at His conllng, alone it is said: 
"Sonn a natural body. raised a spiritual body." 
All others rirc Hr+llly, natural botlics and liable 
to die again. 

The Law co11t:uns no higher promise thau 
that of natural life: "That thy days may be 
long upon the land"; and no threatening more 
severe than temporal death. They that dieo- 
beyed were to I& "stoned, or thrust through 
nit11 n dart." Eternal life or death are not 
mentioned in it. The Jews had an idea of a 
future life in Christ's day, but not from the 
Law. The heathen had an idea also without any 
revelation, simply a guess. For Christ '%rought 
life and immortality to light throngh the gos- 
pel." (2 Timotlip 1 : 10) If He brought it to . 
light, it wss not brought to light by Moses. ' 

We find the matter clearly stated in Romans 
5: 18,19: "As by the offence of one [Adam] 
jud-gnent came upon all men to condemnation 
[death] ; even so by the righteousness of one, 
the'free gift came upon all men unto justifica- 
tion of life. For as by one man's [Adam's] dis- 
obedience many were made sinners, so by the 
obedience of one [Christ] shall many be made 

righteous," i. e., justi0ed to life as stated abova. 
-They rise simply to have during the Millen- 

nial age what we have had during our lifetime, 
uiz., to hear of the love of God and the death of 
J e w  for them, and to have an opportunity to 
accept of Him. They will not all receive Him; ' 

for we read of some who were cast into "the 
lake of h," "the second death," even a t  the 
end of this hfillennial age (Bevelation 20: 14, 
15), when they will have had a knowledge of 
the tmth, which will then have been teatiiied to 
every man. 

Xow we can understand 1 Timothy 4: 10: 
W e  trust in the living Ood, who ie the Savior 
of oU men, specidly of thwe that belime.'' All 
men are to be saved from dl they lolt iu Adam; 
while those that believe are to have an mpecial 
salvation, the eternal. 

Not a lkond Chanca 

T HIS will not be a second ehanca. It amnot 
be another or a second chanm unless they 

have had one chance; and we have just found 
that so far the masses haw had none. NO! we 
advocate no second chance for any man, but 
refer to Hebrews 6:46  and 10: 26-28: If we 
sin wilfully, turn our backs upon God's salva- 
tion and the blood of the covenant after we have 
received the knowledp of the truth, there re- 
mains no more a sacrifice for as. Christ died 
once for all, and i t  trill be testified owe; but 
He will die a second time for no one. He "Jieth 
no more." 

To the justice and ulercy and love of this plau 
of God, when realized, we think the church d 
the world can say, 'Amen. TRle and righteous 
are Thy judgments, Lord Qod Almighty.' .It 
makes n harmony out of the varione heretofore 
codicting texts of Scriptme. We can see now 
how and why some were choaen or elected in 
Christ; how and when God is no respecter of 
persons, and the grace for all who will receive 
it, with ample place for all the scripture s u p  
~os'ed to teach universal eternal salvation ; and 
with it all we begin to see a depth and scope to 
God's plan we never before dreamed of. With 
Cowper we would say: 

"Judge not the Lard by feeble sew 
But trust Hh for Hi p c e ;  

Behind a fronming pravidenca 
He hides a smiling facen 
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IVlth Isme #umber d0 wa brpn rnmhg Judge HoLhcrford'r new boor. 
-D. Hum of Cod". WLtb a w m P n r b #  quedona tho plum of bod 
Advnncad and Juvmtk bmh Stadia w t e b  haw heen hithem pub1lrh.b 

=When Jesus died upon the cross of Calvnry 
He provided the ransom-price, because His was 
the death of a perfect human being, esactly 
corresponding with the perfect man Adam. 
Adam's death, however, was the result of a 
forfeited right to live. .Jesus' death was a sac- 

Crifice. Adam was a sinner and died a sinner. 
Jesus was perfect, holy, and without sin; and 
while He died in the sirme manner, yet by His 
death He did not forfeit the right to live as a 
human being. By dying He reduced His per- 
fect human life to an asset that might th4re- 
after be used to release Adam and his offspring 
from death. 

'"We here give an illustration to aid in an- 
derstandin~ this point. For convenience we will 
call a mall Jolin. John is languishing in prison 
because he cannot pay a fine of one hundred 
dollars. He has a brother named Charles who 
is willing to pap the fine for his brother Jolin, 
but who has no money with yhich to pay. 
Charles is strong and vigorous, has time to 
work, is willing to work, and can earn money 
by working; but his strength and time and will- 
i n p e s s  will not pay the debt for John. -Mr. 
Smith has some work to be done and is willing 
to pay money to have it done. Charles engages 
himself to work for Mr. Smith and e a r n  one 
hundred dollars and receives that amount in 
a s h .  By his labor Charles has here reduced 
his time and strength and vigor to a money 
valne and has received that money value, which 
money has purchasing power and which can be 
used to pay John's obligation and thua release 
him from prison. 

\ - '"'Charles then appears before the court 
' * which has entered judbment against his brother 

John. and offers to pay the one-hundred dollars 
which the law demands of John. The money is 
accepted from Charles and John is relcaed. 
By this means John is judicially relieved from 
the effects of the jud-went and is set free, and 
his brother Charles has become his ransomer 
or deliverer. 
H'ln this illustration John ,represents Adam. 

Because Adam violated God's law, Jehovah ju- 
dicially determined that Adam should forfeit 

his life by dying. He enforced this judgment 
during a period of nine hundred and thirty 
years, during which time A h  begat all of his 
children. We can say, then, that Adam and all 
those who have died and are in their graves 
are in the great prison-house of death. and that 
is what the Prophet of the Lord calls it.- 
Isaiah 42 : 7. 

"'In this picture Charles represents Jesm. 
It was God's will that t he  perfect uinn Jesus 
shonld redeem Adam and his offspring from 
the prison-house of death. Jesus v a s  willing 
to pay Adam's debt and redeem him; but the 
perfect, righteous human being Jesus conlcl not 
accomplish that purpose while livinq in the 
flesh, for the same reason thzt Charles could 
not use his strength, time, and energy to pay 
the debt of his brother John, but must first 
reduce those th ing  to a purchasing value. 
Jesus must reduce His perfect humanity to a . 
purchasing valne, which we may call merit, and 
which merit or  purchasing valne would be suf- 
fic~ent for the payment of Adam's debt and 
release Adam and his offspring from that judg- 
ment. In  order to provide this price it waa 
necessary for Jesus to die. I n  His death upon 
Calvary, then, He produced the price. But the 
value of that price must be presented before 
Jehovah in heaven itself before Jehov,ah could 
release Adam or his descendants from the effect 
of death. h i d  this, we shall see from the S c r i p  
tnres, is what was done. 

QUESTTONS ON 7 H E  HARP OF WV' 
What ia the distinction beheea the death of Adam 

m d  the death of J m ?  1 238. 
Rp d p g  as a man, what did J m  pmnde for manJ# 

benefit? 1 238. 
G ~ v e  an illustration showing how Jesus' death p m  

vided the price for the release of the human race from 
bond=. 239-%I. 

Could the perfect man Jetma deliver the human raca 
from death and re& alive as a man? 7 2Q. 

\\hat must Jesus do in order to redeem mankind? 
q 242. 

What did Hia death upan Cdvsry produce? 248 
'There must thr vdue of that ramom-prim k p 

bmted? 1242. 



Ewer Changing "Cosmos" 
A meaning may be attached to every important event 

Some view the day's events as afferting the economic conditions; others 
their efiect upon social life; and still others attach p o l i t i d  sigdicance. 

An important event necessarily-affecta all. The Greeks would dp its 
effect upon the "cosmos"; that is, the order or arrangement of society, polit- 
ical and sociaL 

At a certain time in human history events are to lead to the development of 8 
new "cosmos!' 

The events of our day are pro$ng themselves the fulfilment of the prophecies 
regarding this new epoch of the world's history. 

To read the nawPpapPr, to single ant the event. and t h ~ n  to loc*ntt! w h e ~  the 
happening ans forrtctltl means that one so doing will haoe confide~lct! when 

- 
others art! gven to despnir. 

Yon may haoe a view of the " c ~ P ~ o s , "  kausc? S ~ I E S  IX THB Scxmrmtm and 
the H.uw BIBU STmn 'Course g v e  you thiy vlbion. 

If busy, rise them cur a reference library, and as opportunity is provided give 
them a careful reading. 

l b e  eight-volume Library of topicallr arranged Bible Study B o o h  in ordinary, 
not tbrologlcal, language, $2.85 complete. 

I m m n ~ n o w r r  Brnu S m c n n  Arsocunon. 
BrooklTf~, NeW Y u h  

Omrtmncnr: E n r l a d  nod SUS,  p.pne~t  for tho dght volama of S?nwr m TEZ %amrrPr 
and tba tlur B l a c  SNDI OU~rau. 
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Golden Age 

"The Truth about Tobacco" 
NDER the above title the Macfadden Pub- the remaining thirty percent of nicotine is in- U lications, In&, of New Yort city has pub- haled. Pyridin is lo poisonous that it is one of 

liahed a book of 183 pages by the health expert the agents used for de~latnring alcohol; that is, 
Bernarr Macfadden, which is bristling with it is used for making the deadly alcohol even 
facts that all should know regarding the tobacco less fit for drink than i t  ordinarily would be. 
habit. Some of these facts are concealed from 
the public, because so many physicians use How it Ruim the Blood 
tobacco themselves, and because there are men HEN tobacco is burned another of the 
whose constitutions are so strong that they can w poisons which is  p d d  . carbon 
be subjected to almost any abuse. Additionally, xmnoxide. In discussing the effect this 
there is a great difference beheen the mild poison upon the blood, Dr. D. H. h s s  says 
inj&es wrought by merely passing the smoke that it is almost as deadly 88 nicotine, being 
through the buccal and nasal cavities and the the poison found in marsh and illuminating 
rerious injuries caused by inhaling the smoke gaS. He then proceeds to show that  to^- 
into the lungs. We select some items, smokers are committing slow suicidc, whether 

The "National Dispensatory" is a volume they know i t  or not, when he says of carbon 
monoxide : which is in constant use by physicians and "Mm of co-itted in herim am due druggists. It contains the sum of their howl- to poison. It iB qnite common to re.d of the gas 

edge as to the effects of various drugs upon the jd being turned on night before Death in 
hUUlan 8ystem. In its fifth edition, page 1576, the88 ie due to asphyxiation from arbon monoxide. 
it has the following to say regarding tobacco ~ h ,  blood naturally talies up poieon8 con\-@ to it 
and nicotine : by inhalation. Most of the gases present in the air are 

'The trees of rerioun illness produced by the emann- fortunately given off by the blood about M readily a8 
tions of tobacco, and by its applicrtion to the unbroken they are taken on. With carbon monoxide it is quite 
.tin, are innumerable, and many instances d fatal different. It enten into, or form a Btaple or fixed 
poisoning by tobacco are recorded; some of them being compound wi th  the hemoglobin or coloring matter of 
due to its having been swallowed purposely or widen- the red blood &. The blood readily takes it up, but 
blly, mme to its use medicinally in an enema, and some lscks the ability to give it off. I t  accumulah and ulti- 
to its application to eruptions on the skin. Nicotine mately deetroye the red blood cells m d  the function of 
h d s  next to prussic acid in the rapidity a d  energy the blood in conveying oxygen to thg tissues." 
a its poisonous action." This is not the only way in which the smoking 

The comparison of nicotine with prussic acid of tobacco tends to ruin the blood. The place 
is good. One drop of prussic acid placed on the where the blood goes to be cleansed of its jm- 
tongue of a hnman being kills like a stroke of purities is in the two thousand square feet of 
lightning. One drop of nicotine on the unbroken surface of the lungs. There the air is taken in; 
skin of a rabbit has mused its death. If injected but if smoke is inhaled with the air, the cleans- 
hypodermically, there is sufEcient nicotine in a ing process is impeded. Prof. Jay  Seaver of 
single cigarette to cause the death of a human Yale University reports a decidedly impaired 
being that has never used tobacco. lung capacity on the part of habitual smokere. 

Kicotine is not the only evil thing in tobacco. The blood is ruined in a third way by the 
When the tobacco is burned, seventy percent of smoking of tobacco. The heart becomea so im- 
the nicotine is turned into pyridin and collidin ; paired that it cannot feed a fresh supply of the 

W 
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life-giving fluid to all parts of the body as it snfficient remains of the moral stamina to aid 
was wont to do. Bemuse the system is filled in a fight that is all too often a losing venture. 
with worn-out cells which it cannot remove, the (This must make hard reading to the Y. M. C. A, 
heart automatically pumps harder in the effort champion cigarette salesmen of the war per'od.) 
to effect a cleansing until a t  length i t  weakens, 
skipping an occasional beat; and finally tb- Hau, it RuiM the Bruin . 
serious state known smokers' heart makes its O B ~ C C O  d d s  the and interferes 
appearance. . T with association of ideas. In  fife years no 

inveterate user of tobacco has ever csrried off How it B u h  the N e m c ~  - . the first prize at  Hamard. Dr. George L. May- 
NICoTm a t  first slows ~JE heart in- of C o I d i s  University, fomd that the ratip 

creases the blood pressure; snbsequently of failnres of smokers as compa~ed with now - 
the blood pressure is lowered and the heart smokers ten to fom. 
a d o n  beomes rapid. The effect on the brab i6 But how the brilliant men who d- 
essentially narcotic, or depressing. Now it h t . t h e =  thonghts flow -re readily ander the 
happens that the brain is the Center of fie me tobacco? me is a t  hand. meg: 
nervous system; and when it ie adversely are sbply in the same case with any other d q  
affected, all the newom system is demged- habitud, whose thoughts cannot flow readily 

There are many who say that they moke to cept under the accustomed indulgence. These 
quiet their nerves. Tobscco does quiet the brilliant men would be aa brilliant all the time, 
nerves at  first; bat like any other narcotic, it if they did not smoke, a5 they are now o n e  
becomes necessary to use more and more to when they do smoke. 
produce the quieting effect until a t  length the Cigarettes destroy the precision of the brain 
victim becomes a slave. and its accuracy for both thought and work, ss 

Moreover, although tobacco quiets the nerves well se desire for thought and work. Many 
up to a certain point, yet when that point is judges have pointed out that almost without 
passed and the smoker takes one cigar too exception the gunmen, gangsters, criminals and 
many, or one cigarette too many, the nerves ga professional prostitutes are addicted to the ex- 
in the opposite direction, and the smoker is cessive nse of cigarettes. 
almost sure to seek relief in strong drink; The volume presents the testimony of fim 
Smoking is an ideal path to lead to liquor indul- physicians that tobacco canses insanity. One of 
gence. The two habits naturally go together. these, Doctor Bancroft, of the New Hampshire 
One who uses both liquor and tobacco oan hardly Asylum at  Concord, declares that he has known 
 top drinking unless he first gives up smoking. several cases of insanity that were unquestion- 

Another of the poisons which is manufactured ably prodwed by the use of without any 
when one smokes tobacco is furfuroL It is the .other c 0 m W t i n g  caWe8. Dr. W d w a r d ,  of 
furfurol in cigarette smoke which canses the the Messachnsetts Jm-e h ~ l n %  qnite agrees: 
characteristic twitching and tremor that d i s  Dr. Forbes Widow,  a leading English psy- 
tinguishes the oigarette addict, and betrays even ehiatrist, declares that the h e  causes f o ~  
to unprofessional eyes the unstable condition of insanity are the vices, not the worries, of 
his nervous system. The smoke of one cigarette civilization. Of the three leading causes he 
may costain as much fnrfurol as two o w e  of puts drink first, cigarette mnoking second, and 
bad whisky, and i t  is the fnrfnrol which consti- heredity third. 
tutes the source of danger in improperly aged The New Pork World hss made a h d y  of 
whisky. Whisky and cigarettes are cousins. this matter ; and its statisti- go to show that in 

Dnring the World War thousands of yomg nine cases out of eleven, where hsr 
men who never even knew the  taste of tobacco resulted from excessive drinlring, the primar]r 
were shamed into the use of the weed. Many of cause of the condition waa smoking. Dr. Wizb 
these boys have become confirmed addicts of one slow agrees with this, making the interesting 
of the most depIorabIe nerve-corrupting habits observation that much of the degeneracy fo~op 
which it is possible for rr human being to quire, merly attributed to alaobol ia due to alcohol, I. 
and one of the most -cult to overcome--unless p l w  tobacco. - - .  - 



GOLDEN AGE 
How i t  Ruins the Boys players betmeen twenty-one and twenty-five 

C E IS N E, a French physician, examined years of age. First each man had ten throws 
thirty-eight boy cigarette smokers between at a target, and the results were registered. 

nine and fifteen years of age. Twenty-two had After a half hour's rest he had ten more throws; 
marked circulatory disturbances and heart pal- and there was an increase in accuracy of nine 
pitation; thirteen had intermittent pulse; eight percent. Then he smoked one cigar and rested 
had decided anemia; four had ulcerated another half hour; and there was a decrease 
mouths; one had consumption; several suffered from the original accuracy amounting to twelve 
from nosebleed, insomnia and nightmareal l  percent. Then he smoked two cigars and rested 
8s a result of tobacco addiction. Tobacco stunts one hour; and there was a decrease from the 
the growth of boys mentally and physically. original accuracy amounting to fourteen and 

A small piece of tobacco placed on the tongue one-half percent. See what the cigars did. t 
of a boy who has never used tobacco will cause Dr. Frederick J. Pack, another physician in- 
nausea, vomiting, and serious disturbance of terested in athletics, kept a record of the results 
the heart and circubtory system. Nan is the obtained by two hundred and ten men who con- 
only fool smong the animals that will m&e tested for athletic honors, and found that the 
friends a second time with any such plant. non-smokers surpassed the smokers with a dif- 

Thomas A. Edison refuses to employ any one ference of thirty-two percent. In other words, 
iddicted to the habit of smoking cigarettes, as- the average man that makes is only two-third8 
mrting that the acrolein, which is still another the man he would be if he did not smoke. 
poison generated in smoking, '%as a violent The smoking of tobacco hardens the arterieb. 
action on the nerve centers, producing degen- The lower animals, when subjected to the fumes, 
eracy of the brain, which is quite rapid among develop hardening of the arteries quickly. Man 
boys. Unlike most narcotics, this degeneration is a tougher mhnal- Designed by the Creator 
is permanent and uncontrollable." to live everlastingly he must needs put forth 

Judge Gemmill, of the Court of Domestic more effort to destroy himself; but he succeeds 
Relations of Chicago, asserts that without ex- in time. 
ception, every boy appearing before him who The smoking of tobacco causes the tissues to 
had lost the faculty of blushing was a cigarette lose their elasticity; it causes Bright's disease 
fiend. The judges in general have a poor opin- and ~ P O P ~ ~ V ,  degeneration of the heart, weak- 
ion of the boys who use cigarettes. They say ness of vision and in some cases total blindness. 
of them that their ideas of property rights, of Lip cancer and cancer of the tongue and throat 
the value of telling the truth; and often of have been traced to the irritation of the pipe 
common decency, are distorted; that they are stem, the hot smoke and the ammonia 'bite." 
prone to Be, steal, and become addicted to liq- among the COncerns that either refuse to hire 
uor; that they become gangsters, and that al- new men that use tobacco or  that put restric- 
most every youthful criminal who goes to the tions of some kind regarding its m e  are the 
electric chair goes there smoking a cigarette. following: The H. J. Heinz Company, Pennsyl- 
(Y. M. C. &, please take note.) vania Railroad, Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Rail- 

On April 1, 1900, the Japanese Government road, National Cash Register Company, Cadil- 
forbade the sale of cigarettes and tobacco in lac Company, Fifth Avenue Bank, LarEn Com- 
any form to young men mder  twenty years of PanY, Burroughs Adding Machine Company, 
age on tbe ground that tobacco, like opium, con- Marshall Field's, John Wanmaker, Morgan & 

, tains narcotic poisons which benumb the ner- Wright Tire Company, and Colorado Fuel and 
vous system and weaken the mental power of Company. This is doubtless a very incom- 
children addicted to smoking, and thus give a plete list. 
death-blow to the vitality of the nation. 

Bow i t  Ruins the Nation 
How it R u i ~  the Men M OST nations that we h o w  anything about 

RS. George Fisher and Elmer Berry, both are composed of people; and the use of D prominently connected with the Y. M. C. tobaaem tends to keep them from coming on the 
A, mbjected to erperimente a number of ball scene at all. Statistics prove that women who 
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are addicted to the habit of smoking have a would girdle the globe fifty times. Fifty per- 
~maller number of children, prorata, than do cent of the boys over twelve years of age smoke 
lion-smoking women; and that the k d t h  of cigarettes. Tobacco workers have the highest 
these children is far  more unstable than that death rate from tuberculosis, excepting o d y  the 
of children of non-smoking women. Breast-fed stone and marble cutters. 
habies imbibe nicotine directty from their The amomt spent on tobacco in the United 
n~others. States is more than the value of all the metals, 

Dr. D. H. Kress, previously quoted as show- iron, copper, gold, silver, etc., mined in the 
in= how tobacco ruins the blood, asserts: country in the same period; it is more than the 

"The cigarette causes glandular degeneracy, and nab total cod of education from the kindergarten to 
 rally the sexnal g h d e  degenerate with the other glanb the university inclusive; it is almost double the 
of the body. The pmctuds of tobacco mnoke, which value of d the anthracite end bituminous d 
(l-tmy *b exposed to it, are a h  highly injuri- mined; it pnts to the basest use 1,446,600 acres 
t o  the delicate d fmm which the child ie d d @  of the very finest lands. 
Tu countries where cigarette neing h kccane mmmoa ~ h ,  smoking of bb- had its origin 
a o n r  rporden, the decline in birth mb k =pa'' th, of North h e r i m  in rexgiOw 

The annual fire loss in the United States ceremony allied to devil worship. The savages 
mused by m o b g ,  and ~ r o ~ e r l ~  ebrgeable to burned the tobacco in the belief that the fmnea 
this cause? is $54000,000- Besides this, the m d d  have a tendency to pacify their angrg 
smokers annually -murder hundreds of innocent m d  avenging deities. The medicine men, in di- 
people by burning them to death. Moreover, rect touch with the demons, and under their 
the odor t h t  arises from 00-d smoker influence, were first me*. The habit tr- 
is exceedingly distasteful to many, espd- directly back to the devil. It ia part of his 
to those of refined taste and cleanly habits. empire. I t  ~n have to m. In Messiah's &ggg 
The number of cigarettes sold in America dom there will be no use for tobacco except, 

h a s  increased from 2,CKQ007000 in 1900 to perhaps, to Lill vermin. It is said to be verp 
40.000,000,000 in 1920. This number end to end good for that purpose. 

Methodism's Gropings and Antics 

T HE Trinity Methodist Church, Twelfth and 
Flower Streets, Los hgeles ,  California, is 

out with the warning that under certain circnm- 
stances you can "be very well assured that you 
\rill spend eternity in the unquenchable fires of 
an indescribably awful torment," and then dis- 
courses an how "God so loved you7' that He pro- 
vided other things for yon under certain other 
circumstances. Who would have supposed, with 
all the light now shining on the hell question, 
that in such an enlightened city as Los Angeles 
there could be such temble misinformation I If 
you want to know what the BiMe teaches about 
hell, -mite to us. 

The Methodist church as a whole is in a 
qnandary. In 1872 it passed the Amusement 
Act, paragraph 280, forbidding, among other 
things, dancing and theatre-going. Now it ia 
sorry that it passed the legislation, because it 
does not Like to be known as a "Thou shalt 
not" institution, thna losing a certain amount of 
"religious" business that goes to other concerns. 

Also, according to the statement of one of 
its bishops, Edwin Holt Hughes, in a half cen- 
tury he has never known or heard of a single' 
case where the law has been applied and any- 
body has been expelled. The Bishop wants the 
paragraph repealed, so that the Methodid 
church can be like the rest of the churches;. 
that is, l i e  the rest of the world. His armga- 
ment will be found at  length in The Methodist' 
Review for September. 

The Methodist chnrch of Three Rivers, Mich- 
igan, is having a revival. All the boys and girls 
in town are urged to sign a pledge to attend 
three meetings a week, directly after school; 
and if they do sign the pledge the rewards 
which shall be theirs are Listed in a handbill as' 

6g-Big Eats, Big Parade, Great ~ntertainmmt,' 
Snappy Yelh, Songs, Stunts with Plenty of Pep, Life 
and Ginger; also Wonderful Tricks; $500.00 Worth d 
Magical, Chemical and Mechanical Apparatus; besida 
lots of Fancy Paper Hats, Buttom7 Pins, Taga to wear; \ 

Prizes, Big B a l l m  to blow, and many other thingam 4 



World Given To Sports 

T HERE is nothing more honorable than vork, 
good honest work, keeping the wheels of 

industry well oiled. Honest work is honorable 
because it may be done to the glory of God. I t  
has been said that the idle brain is the devil's 
workshop. Idleness therefore breeds disaster. 
To be busily engaged in some constrllctive en- 
terprise adding to the productivity of the world 
produces happiness, colltentment and satisfac- 
tion, and is conducive to health nnd long life. 
Work should be done with a song in the heart. 
Bs some very menial and dirty work must needs 
be done by some one, i t  should be done under 

groping populace; but there is no questioil tl~al 
there is a studied effort to magnify nnd mnkc 
popular some things, and to minimize, belittle 
and disparage other things. That the publia 
press is  controlled by wealth is evidenced by 
the amount of space that is deroted to labor 
and wages and the working people. 

A writer for Colliers Weekly recently took 
the pains to measure space given to labor news 
in the big dailies, compared to other current 
events. The average in inches of space given 
to various news by four typical daily news. 
papers was found to figure thus: f 

conditions which would make i t  enjoyable. 
We would make a distinction between work 

and labor or toil. Work should not be laborious 
or  toilsome. Winning the bread by the sweat of 
face became necessary because of sin coming in- 
to  the world. If man were not under the penalty 
of death he would be engaged in the pleasurable 
exercise of his muscles in some healthful enter- 
prise adding to the wealth of the world, keeping 
himself in the pink of condition; and he then 
could not possibly be a drone or a leech on the 
body politic. 

But because sin came into the world, man be- 
m e  a convict laborer, a toiler. God said: "In 
the sweat of thy face shalt thon eat bread, till 
thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast 
thon taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust 
shalt thon return." (Genesis 3: 19) As we are 
nearing the time when the curse is to be lifted, 
man will gradually cease dying; and then the 
necessity for sweat of face shall be taken away. 
That is the reason why so many labor-saving 
devices and implements are being made in our 
day. It is not that man is brainier than for- 
merly, but that God is lifting the veil of igno- 
rance (Daniel 1 2  : 4) and bringing about condi- 
tions making invention necessary. It is the day 
of Qod's preparation. 

Because of the false standards in a world. 
which has forsaken God, because royalty has 
rolled in riches, and because the bay-windowed 
man has issued orders in a coarse voice from 
hie awivel chair, labor and the toiling masses 
have come into disrepute. With a few excep- 
tions the front pages of the big dailies tell of 
the badness in the world instead of the goodness. 
Perhaps the papers are not wholly to blame; 
they have endeavored to satisfy the lust of the 

1( 

............. Sports and comic pictures. .............. .. 381 
Fashions and cooking . - - . -  135 

............................. Government, Federal, Ptetc cmd city 125 
Buainess 114 

.......................... Foreign affairs .....-....--. .... .I04 
Crime ...............-.,. .., .. 60 
Music and drama .- .......................... ... .. . .  44 - .  ...................... Prohlb~tion .....-,....-..-.... .... 27 
society 14 

. Labor and wages ,, ................................ 10 

Thus less than a column 8 day was given to 
labor matters, while one hundred times as much 
was given to other news items. 

These figures are quite a revelation. One 
writer says: 

"Columns upon c01um.m~ are devoted to politics. 
society, fashions, h c i a l  dab, crime, samclal, divorce 
and trivial mnttenr. But very few inches of space are 
devoted to the msn who does the world's work and makes 
everything else psible." 

We are wondering what would happen to our 
dailies of they would supply news just the re- 
verse of the above-leaving the figures where 
they are, and reversing the list of contents, 
giving Labor and wages 321 inches and Sports 
and comic pictares 10 inches, etc. We are not 
saying, have more or less of either, but, having 
the same amount of labor and the same amount 
of sports, popularize, land and boost labor nnti 
practically ignore sports, etc. Can we imagine 
that a time will ever come when there will bc 
some such reversal of public opinion? It will 
be hard on the lime-light stars; but i t  will bc 
glorious for paddies, coolies, and round-heads. 

The time is coming when virtue, genius, and 
righteousness will shine with ever-increasing 
splendor; when the gems of music, a r t  and lit- 
erature dl captivate humanity; when every 
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knee shall bou- and every tongue confess that basehall and other innocent games where the 
Jesus is Lord to the glory of God the Father. outcome is based upon skill instead of 'luck," 
And that will be a time when politics, fashions, yet it will not be in enclosed panda for gab 
crime, scandal, and divorce will rapidly dimin- receipts, but for enjoyable, healthfd, recreative 
ish and cease to be. And while we think that exercise, and the world will not be given over to 
there will always be harmless sports, such an sports a s  i t  is today. - . -. ---. 

Spiritism Grows Apace 

S IR CONAN DOYLE rejoices that one hm- "One is forced ta the cancldon that the human 
dred incredulous men of scienca at  Mnnich, instinct redy shrhb from the idea that we 

tmenty-six of whom were professors in nniver- do most certainly continue our existence!' 
sities, and thirty-four aimilar men at  Paris have Sir Conan'a three children, eldest fonrte* 
been compelled to admit "movements of objects are all immersed in spiritism and therefore, ip 
without touch a t  a distance from the medium, anr judgment, all sure to go insane sooner or 
and taps received when out of reach of the later. 
medium." Asked by a really clever reporter: 'What i m  

He seemingly does not b o w  that demons Qodt" Sir Cons d d  only my: w* I 
actually pull the living cells out of the medium's knew-" Sir that he has dhavewd 

eternal life without God- but J e w  said: 'Thin body, as a rubber band ia stretched; and that liie, tsat they'might theaean it is these long waving arms of human tissue, them pko. forIama in all tbi. with demon intelligence back of them, that pro- nonsensel None at dL His death oa 
dnce the phenomena which has M e d  these Calvary is incomprehensible to a 
gentlemen- Yet that is one wW, and perhapa the motion of the earth on its axis to Wilbur 
the only way, it is done. Glenn Voliva. Many orthodox theologians do 

He unconsciously pays a tribute to what little not know why Jesus died, either. If you want 
of common sense is left in man when he says: to h o w  why, write to us. 

Political Items - 
THE Virginia and New Jersey, two of Uncle 

Sam's crack battleshipa, were sank  off the.coast 
of North Carolina early in September, in har- 
mony with the limitation of armaments con- 
vention.. Japan, dne to her earthquake calam- 
ity, haa postponed the destruction of her exoeas 
war vessels. 

The sinking of the American ship  was done 
by airplanes, some loaded with one 2,000-pound 
bomb; others loaded with two 1,100-pound 
bombs each. It does us good to see the govern- 
ments getting ready to turn their swords into 
plowshares and their battleshipa into mince- 
meat. 

All we shall have to do will be to wait a 
little while, and the last of them will go to 
Davy Jones' locker. That will be the best place 
for them, under Christ's beneficent mle. The 
battleships have had their day, and i t  waa a 
bad day. 

By an odd freak, the same day that brought 
news of the destruction of the battleship 
brought out the following expression in a 
speech by Theodore Roosevelt, -Assistant S e e  
retary of the Navy. It sounds so like a man 
we knew a generation ago, Theodore hosevelt, 
bsis tant  Secretary of the Navy, later Presi- 
dent of the United States, that we reproduce it: 
"If we were unable to defend oruselveay if we bad 

.rmj nor navy, other countria would my to ua to cut 
out the M a n d  let in tbat chap labor and the goo& 
made by that cheap labor. If we had no def- ra 
would have to do i t  Then oar b r i n g  p p l e  w d d  
b e  to loner the rt.ndrud of living; for our wor- 
would either h e  to corn6 donn to foreign dmdudr 
rn ntuve." 

VICTOR BERQER, the only prospective 
Socialist in the next Congress, has had an inter- 



view with President Coolidge regarding the re- emanate from a stupid lot of financiers whose 
lease of political prisonera He thinks that th reasoning faculties never extend Beyond the 
President hru, an open mind. Nothing could do milled edge of thqir god. For sacb financiers 
so mu& to quiet the voiaea of agitators in this the moth ehould be ebanged on our coins fram, . 
aomtry aa en& an  ad.  I t  is folly of the worst '?n Ood we t d '  to "In gold we trust"; md 
kind to lreep them locked up, sneh folly as might it would bc nearer the tmth. 

Unadulterated Royal Gall 

F OR sheer, unadulterated royal gall commend 
us to that scion of British aristocracy, Lord 

Broderick Hartwell. This gentleman is in the 
illicit whisky business, and makes his head- 
quarters in London. He is shipping 5,000 cases 
of liquor on his own account, and inrites those 
who have confidence in him, and who wish to 
make twenty percent on their money, to finance 
the sending of another 5,000 cases for distribu- 
tion in hnerica. We copy a few paragraphs of 
his announcement; and we might add that it 
reflects as  little credit upon the British Govern- 
ment and upon the American Government as i t  
does upon him. 

What honest American questions that if the 
aepartments of this Qovernment were honestly 
manned a stop could soon be put to the speed 
boats which, according to the New York World, 
are bringing in 5,000 cases of whisky daily 
from a point twelve miles off Ambrose Light- 
ship, outside New York harbor? The World 
goes on to say that there are fifty speed boats 
in this booze fleet, and that the Government 
knows all abont it. 

Only the other day we eaw a two-inch item in 
the papers telling hou- some two million dollars 
worth of whisky mere "stolen" from the ware- 
houses in St. Louis, where it was being watched 
by Uncle Sam's famous secret service force. The 
despatch did not say that this same force helped 
to load the nhisky and to drive the trucks that 
carted it away, but it would not surprise ns in 
the least to learn that such was the case. How 
does i t  come that we hear so continually abont 
the great victories of the secret service in put- 
ting down imaginary reds and arresting Bible 
Students and that these colossal liquor frauds 
remain protected? 

But to return to the shameless advertisement 
of his Lordship. He says: 

'Wi laet year over one million eight hunched 
thonsand casu, of good and bad Scotch whisky found 
their way into America, where they were sold by 
AMERICAN derlers at enormottn profit. Thee goods were 
exported by prioate British nyndicates, financed by men 
whose nsmes are praminer~tly associated with Joint 
Stock B.nlre, Manufaahwing Iadastriea, and Public 
Companies These syndimtes made a p d t  of 
U,000,000. Probably five times that sum m a  realized 
by the American intertsta which bought the goode on 
the high seas and dktributed them on land. 
1 have arranged nitb an Amrican syndicate to take 

from me and pay for at least 10,000 cases of highclam 
Scotch v U y  per month; and ae r guarantee of good 
faith, they have lodged the equivalent of over MO,000 
in Government aecuritk, dm £3,900 in cash. to pay 
for &tipping to an agreed point an the high sea.. 

''Please understand this is not a anugghg expedition, 
neither does it in any way conflict with the Lens of 
England or my other country. I tell my goods at rer 
to those buyers who m e  donguide to purchaw. Some 
buyers, M can be eeen by refarena to the enclosed clip- 
ping, C ~ O Q  the diatanca from tbe rea d e  to New 
York, in leas thm two honmJ 

'Wow let this sink into p u  mind. The mouth of 
the Hndaon River, up which these m o t .  vessels travel 
laden with whisky ie no wider in places than the Thames, 
urd o m  revenue 4 rtrtioned midway in the river 
could rtop dl spirits from entering New York city; yet 
1,800,000 caws of whiely arc said to have entered New 
York Lst year. 

"Dozens of bare in New York city are ride open, 
selling beer and spirits. Hany high-class restaurants 
serve wine and spirits on the the tables just the eame M 

before the Prohibition Act became 'effective.' 
I t  dl be evident to anyone giving the matter 8 

moment'tn thought, that if the lare  quantities af whisky 
mentioned (in the enclosed cutting) can be brought in 
fmm the sea, landed at a dock, transported through the 
ebeets, m h o u d ,  and 6nalIy dishiinted to the private 
mneumer, that a huge businem organization with 8 

luge AmeTican capital must be employed ; md that thir 
arpital ia d y  fully pmteded, opening a eomd op- 
portunity for British capital to gain hnndmme profihw 



W E DO not know dl the 8teps that the Lord 
wi l l  take in making the place of His feet 

glorioue, but we do Itnow that He w i l l  do so. 
Omaaionally we try ts forecast some of the means 
that will be employed; and when we try we gener- 
ally fbd  that some of our readers eee multieg 
cometimes seemingly inrarmountable di5cultiee, 
to the uee of the merns re have qgeated. Per- 
haps thin k just aa well. It keep ee from being 
melled up with idea  of onr o m  importance; it 
help as to see that the forthcoming victory over 
animate and inanimata fonwr of evil will be gained 
by the Lord without human aaeistance. Not long 
ago we publiehed eomt suggestions regarding pos- 
sible climatic change& We have received some 
inte~ogationa regarding those suggestions. The 
criticisma contain food for thought. We reproduce 
themy intersped with editorial comment.-Ed. 

Interrogations BY Jcrspcr J O I ~ P S  

Y OUR hypothesis concerning n ulliioru tern- thhk that insect life predominates to an un- 
perature throughout the earth during the pleasant extent. A friend just returned from 

Qolden Age, as advanced in No. 93, page 529, Australia reports that in some districts ants 
issue of THE ~ L D E N  AQE, under caption, "An are so thick that new-laid eggs can hardly be 
Average Temperature," seems open to criticism. gathered before they are devoured. Entomolo- 
It is written (Genesis 8: 2) that as  long as the gists and ornithologists are probably witnessing 
earth remaineth seasonal changes and differ- forms of life now which \rill not be in existence 
ences in temperatme w i l l  continue. a thousand years from now, even as we no longer 

As long as there are land and water, day and gaze upon the Mastodon, the Ichthyosaurus, the 
night, high monntains 
and low plains, there 
will be differences in 
temperature; and as 
long as there are such, 

' 

there will be winds. AB 
long also as the earth 
rotates, there will be 
winds and ocean cur- 
rents; and ocean cur- 
rents are a factor in 
climatic diff erencea. 

But the chief factor 
in maintaining climate 
and seasonal changes 
is the ecliptic. If the 
earth's axis is to be- 1 

come perpendicular to 
the plane of its orbit, 
evidently there will be 

G i g a n  tosaurus ,  tlic 
Stegosaurus, the Dino- 
saur, the Mammoth and 
the Diplodocus.-Ed.] 

Would like to ask 
yon how without decay 
you will have fertilj- 
zers to replenish the 
depleted soil? Withont 
the tropics, =-here sllnll 
we get our mbbcr, 
sisal, banana, pineap- 
ples, spic6s, dates, co- 
coanuts, sugar cane, 
coffee, tapioca, vanilla, 
chocolate, etc.? 

[Decay is a process 
of combustion ; and we 
doubt not that combas- 
tion in some form wiU 

no seasonal changes, and we shall lose that always be with ns; probably decay also, but 
agreeable and interesting procession of the sea- less rapid than at  present. Bs to rubber, a 
sons which Moses imagined was to last forever. friend employed in one of the great mbber-tire 

[Probably the earth's axis will remain as it factories here in the North tells us that in the 
ia-Ed.] plant where he works the rubber is all synthetio 

You prevision a world without tropics, a h d ,  rubber, all made on the ground. Serious ques- 
insects, etc. Then we must dispense with those tions have been raised regarding the food value 
plants which insects pollinate; with those birds, of bananas, cane m a r  and coffee, alao some of 
frogs and fishes which feed on insects; with the the spices. Some people avoid tapioca, also. 
bee and its honey, the silkworm, the butterfly, But we have no criticism to make of the other 
the singing of frogs in the marshes, the drowsy tropical products named, and would be sorry to 
hum of bees, the cheerful drone of the cricket. eee them go. Perhaps they can be adapted to 
A a d  prospect for the entomologist, the orni- a more temperate climate and retained.-Ed.] 
thologist, and the nature-lover in general l The great nations of antiquity arose in warm- 

i[me doubt that a temperatare more nearly temperate climates, the sub-tropics and the 
uniform than our present one would do away tropics. Cold temperate climates are fit for only 
*gether with all these varied forma of life, cold temperate races to live in. The Nordic 
although it might reduce them somewhat. But type deteriorates in the tropics; the brunette 
we do not live in the tropics ; and we see pIenty does not flourish in the north. Your argument 
of birds, frogs, hhes,  butterf5es and bees, and would seem to favor the view that the brunette 
can hear the crickets. To the best of our knowl- type will become extinct in the Golden Age. 
edge most of the silkworms grow in temperate [We doubt the accuracy of this inference. 
dimates, also. In the tropics at present, we The Swedes and the Germans were once dl 
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f~il-l~cir  1 i.tl alld ligl-llt-coinplexio~led; Lct tlieir use that term as a divine symbolism.-Ed.] 1 -  descendants in ilnerica, after a few genera- I would inquire on what authority, either 
tions of "home cooking by steam, hot water, Scriptural or astronomical, it is assumed that 
and hot air plants, become considerably darker the Pleiades is  the "center of the universe" and 
and develop into brunettes, even though living the "seat of Jehovah's power." Can that which 
in the north temperate zone.-Ed.] is illimitable have a center7 Or if the nnivcrse 

Climatic differences are thexgreatest factor has limits, what lies beyond those limits? The 
in promoting that "infinite variety" of species, Pleiades is referred to as Yoward the north" 
form, and type which make the spice of life. and therefore in a "divine direction." I n  fact, 
A monotonous uniformity of climate according is it not nearer to the celestial equator, whereas 
to any h o \ r ~ l  precedent in nature would result Draco, referred to as syrnlbolizing Satan, sur- 
i-i ino~lotonous uiliformity of type and charac- rounds the celestial pole? If the divine direc- 
ter in the long run; for effects are the result tion is that at right angles to the equator, I 
of causes. should think that in the southern hemisphere 

You seein to endorse Hartshorn's theories, the south pole could be referred to vzith pro- 
t-spec~ally that purporting to locate Eden at  priety as the divine direction. 
t11c north pole. [Not our t110~ght.-Ed.] But [F+onl Job 38: 31, "Canst thou bind the sweet 
the Bible states that Eden was "toward the influences of the Pleiades?" it has been inferred 
east"; all(l the north pole is not east of any- that forth from the n~ighborbood of the Pleiadic 
thing. Moreover, the Indus and Euplirates p p u p  there goes a sn-ect iduence which per- 
rivers could hardly flow out of the north pole. vades the universe. I t  has been a m e d  that 

[The Bible mentions the r i ~ e r s  Pison, Gihon, this meet influence is the holy spirit of God. 
Iliddekel, and Euphrates as flowing forth from We have seen i t  stated that when seen under a 
Eden. Our thought is that these four rivers high-powered tel~srope the Pleiadic group is 
represent the bride of Christ, the great com- the ~tiost beau:iful of all the star groups. This 
pany, the a~~cien t  worthies, and the world of seems borne out by an observation in the Stand- 
mankind as ]laving their start in father Adam: ard Dictionary that the principd stars of the 
and that perhaps no literal rirers are meant. group are surrouiided kith nebulous matter. 
If  literal r i ~ e r s  of any existing country are Fmm the same authority we note that Alcyone 
meant, me would think they are certain streams is the brightest of the 400 stars observed in 
in Armenia, as claimed by Armenians.-Ed.} this p u p ;  and under Alcyone is the remark, 

"Maedler reaches tile conclusion that Alcyone 
Is North iVorth, or What ? is  a t  present the sun about which the stars 
y o u  declare that north symbolizes the divine composing our astral Vsteln are m~olV&5 

direction. If this be true what, do you meall 0. M. Mitchell, 'Planetary and Stellar IVorlds,' 

by north pole, or the lecture X, page 319, 0. M. & Co., 1870." NOW 
gtar Polaris? If the latter, what xonld be the as to  the direction, we find that north when 
divine dircctioll in the heavens, when our axis, used in the Bible, or when omitted, has the 
a s  you predict, becomes perpendicular to the sense of divinity associated with it. W 6 ~ e a d  
plane of our orbit T Then Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, in Psalm 75 : 6,7 : 'Tromotion cometh neither 
etc., must each hax-e a different divine direc- from the east, nor from the west, nor from the 
tion m a t  was earth's divine direction south: but God [in the north1 is the judge ; he 
Thuban w1as the north star? and what will it pntteth do- one, and sdteth up [pmmoteth] 
be 12,000 years hence when Vega is the north another." This use of the word north as stand- 
star? ing for things divine runs all through the Bible. 

[We hold that the Bible is a revelation for See Isaiah 14: 139 14, where Satan makes hi8 
onr earth, not for Jupiter, Saturn or Mars, and boast of intention to be like the Most High, 
that the rerelation is due to be understood at  a in the sides of the north. ' 3 % ~  we have a strong 
certain era, which is abont now. Hence we bold chain of eridence; the sweet influence, the re- 
that Polaris. rh ich  is now earth's north star, markab!e beauty, the hub of the astral rystem 
nri :~',n-~t n l ~ i c  1 1  :itr I ' ieiades seern~ngly revolve, and the general location in the heaverls at this 
is 11( .1 . i11  in the sellse in which the Scriptures time, all pointing to the Pleiadic group as being 
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at or  near the place where Jehovah has His Forert Fire8 Cause ~rDark'' Dayr 
throne. We think that Jehovah is a person, and I~(EJVISE, the celebrated "dark day" of 
that He inhabits a locality. This does not dis- L early New England annals was but one of 
pate His ability to extend His power infinitely several similar dark daye witnessed in that pio- 
in every direction.-Ed.] neer period of American history, when so much 

In the "Studies," the adventist theory con- of the continent was covered with vast primeval 
cerning the meteoric display of November 12, forests. Another was observed a t  Detroit. All 
1833, is accepted as a literal fulfilment of a bore symptoms of W t y  with forest fires, as 
prophecy indicating the signs of the end, serv- you may ascertain if you will carefully examine 
ing to co~lfirm the chronological reckoning on the records. In Europe, where no such vast for- 
which the "parallels" are based. The facts are: ests remained, and where forest conservation 
In  1864 Prof. Newton predicted the return of was practised, no such dark days were wit- 
this phenomenon on November 13,1866. I t  mas nessed. I f  this darkest of several dark days 
seen on that date, though with diminished bril- were intended as such an important mile-post 
liancy, in Europe, and one year later in h e r -  in planetary affairs, the witness would have 
ica The astronomer Albers computed the pe- been extended to Rome, Canterbury, Qeneva, 
riodicity of this swarm ( d e d  the Leonids, or Edinburgh, Amsterdam, etc., and not so much 
November Meteors) a t  34 4-ears; Schiapparelli of the dark area would hare been visible merely 
at 33% years; but Newton, carrying his inves- over the ocean and the ~i-ilderness. 
tigations through the records of a thousand [Our answer to this is similar. We hare long 
years, estal~lished the interval as 33 years- thought that the dark day waa caused by s 
Does it seem reasonable in our day of scientific forest fire; and R-e think it a good way for the 
research to argue that any one particular recur- Almighty to bring i t  about, without any great 
rence of a regular phenonmenon of nature inconvenience to Himself. I t  nicely illustrates 
should constitute a aign? the darkening of the gospel at this time by the 

[We understand that the plagues in Egypt, drawing of a veil of theological smoke, the 
w g  of water into blood by the incon- smoke of evolution and higher criticism, b- 

oeivably rapid growth of minute forms of l i e ,  tween the people and the Bible.-Ed.] 
the frog pest, the fleas, the beetles, the cattle . In Volume VI of the "Studies," the author 
fever, the locusts, the sand storms, were all saw no reason for not conceding the testimony 
recurring phenomena with the Egyptians. But of evolution, as far as the same related to the 
in Moses' day these were promised and sent lower animals, and up to the creation of man, 
and received as eigns, and so recognized by when the species became fixed. On the other 
both the Israelites and the Egyptians. We un- hand, -you have made the statement that the 
derstand that the crossing of the Red Sea was suffermgs of the animal world were brought on 
by a path created by a wind storm, and that the by ad am'^ fall, whereby they came under the 
crossing of the Jordan was made possible by a curse. If this be so, do you hold that the regu- 
landslide up the river. We accept these things lar sequence of birth, decay and death on this 
as miracles, none the less; and we accept the planet did not go on prior to Adam's fall? Or 
star shower of 1833 as  the promised outward was it suspended merely during Eden? If so, 
sign to illustrate what we now see going on what did carnivorae, birds, fishes, molluscs, etc., 
about us; namely, the pulpit stars making a live on in Eden7 If decay and death had esisted 
great flourish as they come down from discuss- for ages, was not the air already, contrary to 
h g  heavenly things to preaching on baseball, Hartshorn's theory, f i l h g  up with carbon- 
umpiring a t  prize fights, and selling dolls and dioxide? 
pink ice-cream at  "church" festivals. The star [We have always had the thought that the 
shower of 1833 waa the greatest ever lmown; carnivorons animals in the garden of Eden 
and we are convinced that the One who made killed and ate one another as they do to this 
those meteor8 and knew where they were knew day. It is only the domestic animals that have 
that the earth would get a greater shower of suffered by contact with man. In recent yeam 
them in 1833 than at any other time before or man has found it to his advantage to take good 
rince.-Ed.i care of these animals, bat there vas  a time 
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when cruelty to animals was common. As we 
o~~derstand the matter, animals enjoy the ex- 
citement of the chase, even though it ends in 
their death. See the analogous item regarding 
man himself in the concluding paragraph of 
your criticism.-Ed1 

If the geologic witness of the ages is to be 
accounted for by the Valian hypothesis of sue- 
oessive cataclysms, do you hold that all life was 
extinguished by each and again newly created? 
If not, did each cataclysm have its Noaht The 
Bible does not state that such cataclysms oc- 
curred at  10,000-year intervals; and a host of 
conscientious, painstaking geologists are a unit 
in agreeing that it must have required immense- 
ly longer periods of time to lay down the strata. 
Their hdings are accepted as authoritative by 
the scientsc world, as authoritative apparently 
ss the evidence concerning the circulation of the 
blood, the revolution of the planets, the atomic 
weight of elements, light velocity, the germ 
nature of disease, etc. Scientific evidence ie 
arefully examined, weighed and compared by 
many experts before accepted as authoritative. 
It does not rest on any one man's opinion. 

[The teachings of the Bible are that the seven 
creative days of Genesis are each 7,000 years 
long. We know this because we know the length 
of the last of these days. There is not so much 
difference between 7,000 and 10,000. As re- 
spects the further differences we can set them 
down as due to the difference in knowledge 
between an all-wise Creator who had the matter 
in hmd and knew all about it, and eome scien- 
tizts who each lived but a span and mostly 
knew what they knew simply because somebody 
hl whom they trusted had made a guess at  it. 
But some geologists who have made a careful 
.study of the earth's crust acxept the story of 
Genesis 1 as a very comprehensive, accurate 
account of what happened.-Ed.] 

Pastor Russell taught that the Edenic condi- 
tion mas a hothouse existence under an opaque 
cloud-canopy ; Hartshorn, that the poles were 

L flooded with sunlight. Which do you hold is 
valid 1 

[We see no conflict between the two. We be- 
liere that Eden was probably in Armenia-Ed.] 

Red-Blooded Men Always Needed 
0 TlIOUSASDS of lnen hazard is the very T llrrsth of their nortsils. This is the typt 

of men that makes navigators, explorers, pio- 
neers, cattle men, lumberers, seamen, railroad 
men, telephone men, bridge workers, and to a 
aertain extent all men who perform the great 
engineering, constmctive, reclamation work. 
Even red-blooded office men love to get out into 
the wilds to hunt and fish. Yon would e b l  .ate 
all hardships, and replace. physical effort with 
machinery. Without physical effort yon wil l  
have phyeical atrophy. A tame suburban exis- 
tence for &c urbanite ofice workers; a 
congested, crowded world of little garden 
patches, without vast, wind-swept plains, shim- 
mering deserts, great silent forests, towering 
peaks and heaving billows! You will have 
everyone enjoying perfect vitality, and no 
channel wherein to expend their surplus en- 
ergy! Everyone will hunger for physical exer- 
tion, and machinery will render the same super- 
fluous. You will perpetuate a machinedriven 
age, with a pioneer-patriarchal type to live in 
it; an incongruity of round holes and square 
pegs! 

[Four-Gfths of the earth ia water; there will 
always be need for cavigatore and seamen. 
There will always be bridges to be built and 
replaced. Probably there will alwaya be tele- 
phone Lines to be maintained. There will al- 
ways be highways, and what highways they will 
be! We revel in the thought. The Canadian 
Rockies will always be there, and no &c 
office men will  ever plant any garden patches 
on their pyramidal sides or on their snow-white 
peaks. There will always be plenty of places in 
Arizona, Montana and elsewhere where one can 
gaze on plains that seem infinite in extent, no 
matter how well they n~ay be cultivated. Per- 
haps there will be as much land in forestry ae 
there is now, possibly mqre; and it is almost 
certain to be in the rockiest, hilliest soil. It 
will take red-blooded men to get that timber 
out then, as it does now. And a little garden 
patch, if it is not too small, and if it has stones 
enough in it, is an interesting place even to a 
man that loves the big things. We cannot 
deal with big things all the time. But we can 
do it once in a while, and enjoy i t  all the mom 
because of the diversion. I t  is not merely cli- 
matic differences but occupational change8 
"which malre the spice of life, and that contrast 
which is the charm of life!' We use your own 
language because i t  fits. Cheer up. -Ed.] 



S OME months ago we observed a newa desptch 
that Mr. Hubbard had discovered in h n 8  

the petded body of a human being eleven feet 
in height At  once we identified this giant as one 
of tho% mentioned in Genesis 6 : 4, understood 
by many of our d e m  to be the children of 
human mothers and debreed angelic fathers. 

We wmte to Mr. Hubbvd of our great interest 
in hia discovery and asked for full particulars. 
At the same time we spmt him Judge Butherford'a 
book, "Can the Living Talk with th i  Dead?' 
wherein the Bible stary of ,the ddection of theae 
.ngels .nd their pn?sent condition in the rtmon- 
phere of our earth is net forth. 
Mr. Hubbard hae very kindly given us as full 

a scientific article on the subject rs is poasihle at 
this time. From his article it wi l l  be obaemed 
that he wishea to organize m expedition to go 
h t o  the matter exhaustively. If any of our read- 
ers have funds which they wiah to use in an expe- 
dition of this kind they can communicate with' 
Mr. Hubbard dired at hb residence, U4 Monte- 
cito Avenue, Oakhad, California-Ed. 

Bible Account of Antediluvian Giantu Confirmed BY Samuel Huhbard 
Curator of Archaeulogy of the UaLland Pobl'r Mo~eom. Oakland, California 

OL-lt nlo~t  interesting letter of the 7th inst. their brutal violationa At Isst, &having t y r a u h d  
has been duly received, together with the over the mun* for a long time, and having committed 

book by Judge Rutherford. 1 have read the nmnner of enormiti-, they were m d u y  d h @  
passages referred to with much interest, and bf fire from heaven." 
presume that the "demons" mentioned in the This seem like a detailed and pretty dehi te  
Bible are the same as, or similar to, the We- etatement and should not be brashed aside as 
mentals" who were re- 
cently referred to aa 
guarding the tomb of 
King Tuta~drhamen in 
Egypt. I notice Sir 
A. Conan Doyle's name 
mentioned in Judge 
Rutherford's book. I t  
chanced that Conan 
Doyle was here in San 
Francisco a short time 
ago, and I called on 
him and showed him a 
photograph o f t h e  
Dinosaur wall picture 
found by me in the 
Canyon. He was in- 
tensely interested, and 
immediately r e c o g - 
nked it as belonging 
to a species the bones 
of which were dug up 
n e a r  h i s  h o m e  i n  
England. 

I note what yon say - 

of  n o  importance. 
Were these people a 
"forlorn remnant" who, 
escaped from or de- 
serted Easter Island, 
or did they come from 
T i e r r a  d e l  Fuego, 
w h e r e  M a g e l l a n  
described a race of 
gigantic men, and no 
one has ever believed 
him? 

I tun enclosing here- 
with for yaw further 
information copy of a 
letter received from a 
correspondent in Hol- 
lywood, and also a 
b r i e f  s t a t e m e n t  
describing my diseov- 
eries. 

I am also ellcloaing 
a small photo, showing 
pictograph of Ibex. 
These are ao similar 

about the mysteriona statues found on Easter to those found on the walls of a cave near 
Island, and I share your belief in this matter. Alpera in Spain that the resemblance is start- 
Listen to this quotation taken from Bancroft's ling. Tbe people as depicted in this ~ k i s h  
"Native Ilaces of the Padie States," VoL V: cave were typical American Indians, with 

"They dbm, eays ~arcillaeso de la Vega, in dl Peru feather head-dress, aquiline features and all. 
that certain giante came by eea to the Cape now d e d  Does not this raise the question of a hd-bridge 
St. Helens, in large barks made of muhen. *h connecting America with Europe? Was the 

e n o m d ~  ,that ordinw men no sinking of that Atlantean Continent the real 
higher than their hw; their long, hair flood as described in the Book of (3enesis, a 
covered their shoulders; their eyes were as big as eau- crrtastrophe so terrible that it has imprinted 
cae, and the other parts of their bodiea were of corre- 
spondingly m l o d  proportions. They were besrdless; itself into the history of every race on earth? 
wme of them were naked; others were clothed in the Regarding yonr question about a map, I wodd 

of wild be;ak ~ h m  were no women with them. be glad to do as you wish; but I have never 
landed a t  the Cape they established themselvee seen a good map of that region The Geologi- 

a t  a spot in the desed, and dug deep w e b  in the rock, cal survey maps of the Grand Canyon triangle 
which at this continue to d o r d  exellent water. show only a small corner of the Supai Can- 
Thq lived by and coon desolated the yon. They are most unsatisfactory. There are 
OOunm. and gluttony that bench-marks in the Supai which indieate b t  it is mid that one of thsm would eat ss much aa fifty om --+ They the men of the neigh- a Survey has been made; but I doubt if the map 
boring parts without mercy, and killed the women h? has been issued. 

W 



Would you or your associates consider a are aware that from pn Wricd point of dew, there 
proposition to finance me for another expedi- mme m n  to m P P m  a t  there have been re- 
tion to the Supai Canyon? Up to now I have mains of giants found d =mined- E'bi1*at~0 

made three hips at  my 0- -pens(?; so I feel speaks of two sh-dehn82 benty-ko Cubi's in len& 
tbe other twelve. (Cubit 18 to 20 i n c b . )  Pliny, that others should now share part of the burden. Plutarch, md left in ~ e i r  wriw 

, AS Mr. TenBroeck trnly says, 1 am m n i n g  a -rds of such diwveries. Abbe Pegues in 6Zes Val- 
severe gauntlet of "scientific scoffing and igno- ,, de la GIPCeF hs that in the n~if;hborhood 
rant ridicule." Before I started on my third trip the ae of ~h~~~ rm 
in May, 1 invited three different professors of fond ma out ,aer do& stme, 
the University of California to accompany me; p d a b l y  you have at  your disposal so- 
but they mere d "too bu8y." from which you have drawn your inspiration to search 

For my next trip I would want to take a along this particular line. It is, therefore, with some 
with a national reputation; also Mr. hesitation that I submlt the t a o  folloving rep* 

Fischer of the Los Angeles Museum, the man which out of a number ha= to me -mi'% o m  

who mounted the skeletons f roln the La Brea O m  corn*. If a e y  haye already come to Sour a t b -  

deposit. H~ Gould casts of the wall Writ- - tion, I trust you will forgive my presumption and charge 
it to my eagerness in trying to p u ~ h  scientific inquiry ings and the bodies. Then I would want a$** thase mmpmtivdy maploled 

moving-picture operator wit11 8 camera, and two I 
Almost iifty years ago, it appears that a certain Judge miners or rock men to uncover the buried figure. b E. P. West discovered a number of eonical-shapd 

These latter men xith Indians as helpers could i,monnds in the fore,ts of Western YlssouriJ k\ 
be hired at  the E l  Tovar Hotel. The Fred % cod,ction to those found in 0hio md gentucky. 
ha me^ people at the El Tovar Hotel would ' me quote portions of the report appearing in the Kan- 
fnrnish saddle and pack mules, supplies, etc, 8 City Times: 
at reasonable prices. A fund of five thousand *. "Judge West discovered a ekeleton about h o  weeke I 
dollars should be available with as much more *agoJ and made report to other members of the society. 1 
if warranted by developments. The Indians ) They accompanied him to the mound, and not far from : 
have told me of several other places where there r the surface excavated and took out the remains of two 
are tracks and writings which I have not seen. &eletom. The bones are very k g %  . . . The bead 
I believe them to be important, and they should as have rotted away* are monstrone in 

be investigated. size. The thlgh bone, when compared with that of ua 
ordinary modern deleton, looh Wre that of a horse Regarding my responsibility: 1 a nephew , . . . The gentlema have .thee rmriou bones in 

of the late Gardiner Greene Hnbbard, founder. ,bge, have deposited with Dr. Foe, oo Llaia 
of the National Geographic Society. My uncle, ~h~~ will de a report of their labors at the 
Charles Enstis Hubbard, is a Director of the ,& ,,ting of the academy of science, by which he 
Ilm. Telephone & Tel CO. residence, Boston. 1 tw win be able to make &&ite report to th& 
am director of the Pacific Telephone & Tel. CO. opinion. I t  is pretty definitely &ed, however, that the 
a $1 00,000,C)00.00 corporation. nkeletons are those of a race of men not now in existence." 

Copy of Letter Received from Mr. Wm. D. 
TenBroeck, of 1640 Gardtzer Street, H o b -  
wood, Calif. 

DUR MR. HUBB~BD: 
I wkh to thank you for your letter of August 6th., 

I and the dipping enclosed therein. The m m t  se given 
in your paper was much more complete and intereding 
than any appearing in Loe Angeles. The possibility that 
st one t h e  there lived a race of giants upon the earth 
has for same years interested me. In such a hypothesis 
I find a solution for many of the problems which at 
present confront the acientific world. Consequently I 
have collected bits here and bits there of scientific data, 
legend and myth, which have seemed to have connection 
either for or against such a auppoeition. Doubtless you 

Another, taken from the L'American Anthropologkt," 
n. 8. 8-229, which tells of a stone ax found in Birchwood, 
Wisconsindibi ted  in the collection of the Missouri 
Historical Society-28 inches long, 14 inches wide, 11 
inchee thick, weight 300 pounds. 

I waa also interested in the report of the picture of a 
dinosaur found in the vicinity of the fossils. The Chineee 
hnve also ancient records which depict these Mesozoic 
reptilea Considering that modern science gemerally can- 
sidere that it alone is responsible for bringing to hght 
that such creatures once roamed the earth, it has been 
extremdj difficult for me to understand the genesis of 
these pictures. Three ooncluri~ne eeem to present them- 
selves: The pictures were either drawn from the imag- 
inations of the ertiats, or there were scientiste in thom 
days who were able to r c c o ~ c t  fossil remainn whi& 
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they dimered, or there were species of men living 
contemporaneously with these creature4 and thus 
capable of preserving a record. It  seems particularly 
easy for me to accept the last h~pothesia 

Ynch that I have ~ t t e n  is doubtless an old stow to 
you, and I Kill not continue further. I should be very 
pleased if yon would allow me to keep in touch with you 
from time to time and see how your work is progres6ing. 
I t r u s t  that you will not have to run too severe a gauntlet 
of ecientific e c o h g  and ignorant ridicule before your 
finds will be recognized. 

(Signed) WY. D. TwBao~oa; 

2 Brief Statement of Discoveries Relating to  
Prehistoric Man Made i n  the G r a d  Canyovr 
a d  the LZava Supai Canyon in Northern 
Xrizona by  Samuel Hubbard. 

hfy discoveries naturally group into three 
parts, viz., BODIES, W m  W ~ N G S  and TRACKS : 

First, BODIES: I found what I believe ,b be 
the petraed body of a gigantic human being. 
This body lies face downward, with the riglit 
arm extended. I t  is turned into stone very much 
as wood is petrified; it measures from the top 
of the head to the end of the spine five and one- 
half feet, indicating a total height of about 
eleven feet. The Indians who inhabit this can- 
yon (a tributary canyon to the GRAND CANYON) 
claim that this is the body of a woman, and have 
not the slightest doubt that it was once a human 
being. There is  a second body in this canyon, 
which was seen and minutely described to me 
by tlte late W. F. Hull. This also lies face down- 
ward, with the right arm extended. It is even 
larger than the body 'measured and photo- 
graphed by me. Hull stated that it waa the body 
of a man. This body was covered by a rock-slide 
after Hnll saw i t  and before he attempted to 
show it to me. I know the place, and it can 
easily be uncovered. 

These bodies are geologically entirely out of 
place, tw they are formed of limestone bedded 
into the red sandstone of the Carboniferous. 
My conclusion is, after a careful study of the 
facts, that these are not natural fossils, but are 
"man-made fossils." I believe a race of gigantic 
prehistoric people inhabited this canyon, just aa 
the Indians do today. The subterranean stream, 
which rose out of the floor of this canyon was 
then, aa it is now, so saturated with lime that 
it turned into stone everything that lodged in it 
for any length of time. These people took ad- 

vantage of this property contained in the water, 
and embalmed or froze or resorted to some other 
neans by which two or more members of the 
tribe were immersed in the water and purposely 
turned into stone. Just how this was done we 
may never know, but neither are we justified in 
saying that it is impossible. Crnde Indians once 
tempered copper. TVe cannot do it, and they 
have lost the art, but we know they did it. 

&I examination of a portion of the 4'Hnbbard . 

Giant" indicates that the lime deposit formed 
a crust of sufficient thickness and strength on 
the outside of the body to act as a mold; and 
that the matter under this crust disintegrated 
and the cavity was Wed by an infiltration of 
lime and silica. A partial analysis by Dr. 
Harry East Miller, an Oakland chemist, shows 
a very dense limestone containing a amall 
amount of silica and a trace of iron. The lime- 
stone of which the body is formed is so hard 
that it turns the edge of tempered steel. For this 
reason, and also the fact that it is attached to 
the red sandstone wit5ont a joint, convinces me 
that it is not a carving or a statue. The body is 
also in such a dangerous place that it can be 
examined only with the aid of a rope ladder. 

Second, ~ ~ ~ L L - ~ R ~ N ~ s  : The wall-writings 
or pictographs in this canyon are, in n way, 
even more startling than the giant bodies. The 
more important ones are located about half a 
mile np the canyon from the exposed body, and 
they show signs of a great antiquity. Some are 
under a projecting ledge in an open cave, whilst 
others are exposed to the weather. The way 
these pictures are made is interesting. The red 
sandstone contains a small amount of iron. 
Through the alchemy of ages, a thin black scale 
of ferrous oside forme on the exposed surface 
of the stone. By cutting through this dark cover- 
ing with m y  sharp pointed instrument, .he 
lighter colored stone is revealed underneath. 
Thns without the use of any pigment, a perrmG 
nent and practically indestructible picture is 
obtained. Technically speaking they are in& 
glios, as they are nildercut below the surface!. 

The moat amazing of these figurea ia that of 
an upright diwsa~hr,  about ten inches high, 
standing on his hind legs and supported by a 
very long tail. The fact that this creature is 
standing n-ould seem to indicate that the artist 
who drew the picture had seen the reptile alive. 
An English scientist who was here recently 



mn;cdiatcly recognized tlie dinosaur as belong- the walls of this lonely Arizona canyon that 
ing to a species a hose bones \\-ere dug up near the resemblance is startling. 
his home in England. This a t  once raises the Third, TBACKS: In the main Grand Canyon question as to whether there were 'left-over" I found an ancient river the waters of 

that came down into the age of mam- which once flowed into the Colorado river. At 
Or whether we plme man in this time the Colorado river had eroded its ral- 

geologic time any period which has as 
ley half way through the red sandstollr, 

yet been admitted by the scientists of the world. appro-ately feet below the Kaibab lime- 
The next picture of unusual interest is that stone which forms the - of the canyon, ~h~ 

of an elephant attacking a large has muddy shore of that old river bed hag since 
apparently retreated into the water. Near this turned into stone, and in so doing has *re- 
group is the picture of a camel and a galloping served the tracks of many of the animals found 
horse- Higher up on the same pane' are three i, the La Brea tarepits. 1 fomd tracks of the 
birds resembling ostriches. elephant, horse, ox or bison, wolf, camel, lion, 

Under the projecting ledge is a Smooth panel etc. Mingled with these animal tracks were the 
of stone on which are shorn Beverd ibex. h d  moccasin tracks (they were more like moccasin 
again UP a side canyon is an exceedingly bean- tracks than anything else) of a number of men, 
tiful paIlel of red sandstone, this time without women, and children. The of these 
the bIaak snrface, on ~ G c h  has been a human tracks was five inches long, and thc 
group of five m n g  lbex in single fie. That largest s-qs twenty inches in length by nine 
these are not meant to be mountain sheep is inches w,ue. ~ ~ t h  men and tracks were 
proved by the fact that mOmtain are very similar to the tracks made in the old lake 
sho\m on the same panel. bed at the Nevada State Penitentiary a t  Car- 

; 
t Ileprodumlon of a Drawing Uade Before the Flood 

As far aa my information goes, no ibex have 
ever been known in America, and yet they are 
represented in this canyon in two different 
places. If the reader has access to the IUm- 
trated London News, and will turn to the issue 

, of December 20,1919, he will find an illustrated 
article made up from wall writings found in a 
cave near AIpera in Spain. On the walls of this 
Eave are shown men and women with all the 
characteristics of the American Indians-aqui- 
h e  features, feather head-dress and all; and 

/? these people are shooting with bow and arrow 
ibex ro nearly identical with those ahown on 

son City. 
The peculiar interest attaching to these tracks 

is that since they were laid down the Colorado 
river has cut its stupendous gorge about 3,000 
feet deeper. If we could translate into years 
and centuries the rate at  which this river has 
cut and is cutting its canyon, we would be ablch 
to estimate how long ago these men and animals 
roamed the earth. 

These are some of the problems that h a ~ e  
been disclosed to me, and I feel certain they 
are worthy of the consideration and investiga- 
tion of thonghtfnl men. 

[Thousands of our readers will read the fore- 
going almost with bated breath. In our opinion 
the Lord ie gradually bringing to light evidence 
that will convince all of the truth of the Bible. 
Hitherto, many scientists have been eager to 
accept anything which might seem to discredit 
man's only reliable guide to the past and to the 
future. The time is coming when every true 
Bcientist will give Grst consideration to the an- 
nals of the Creator. We opine that all bodiea 
discovered are magcnline. Our contention, based 
upon the Scripture account, ie that all the 
mothers who produced this race of giants were 
human, and that all the children were hybridr, 
imperfect, cwcur8ed.-Ed..l .. 



E DQ not see our way' cldr to open our 
collllpns .to a pneral discusion of this 

mbject, despite its importance; but this article 
is expressed in languagC which cannot offend the 
mod fa&idious. We hedrtiIy endorse the position 
that birth &n&l by abortion is murder. Its ac- 
compli~hment by othertrneana cannot be legally 
discussed in America; and the subject is e d i t F d t  
one to handle, from every point of view. W;? 
recommend an examination of the Sixth Volume 
of STmm LN m ~ C I K P T U ~ ,  p i p  118, para- 
graphs 1 and %, and 622, paragraph 2, lines 1 
and 2. We can go no further. It is a great prob- 
lem. Our South African correspondent admits aa 
mu&-Ed 

On Birth Control By Henry Ancketill (South Africa) 
I N  THE age of innocency, when order, the only a covert way of explaining that the f a  

first law of heaven, reigned supreme upon was due to the expression of disordered am* 
earth, Adam and Eve in their Edenic home henes s  on the part of our first parents. 
must have enioyed as perfect human beings the Chastity is the governing thought in regard 
full expression of their free moral agency- . to the continuance of the race. It is interesting 

Procreation under these circumstances would to note that this beautiful word is from the 
have been as simple a matter as the exercise of Latin casttcs, pure, and the Hebrew kadish, holy 
any other of the natural desires or  appetites of or consecrated. The Hebrew ancestry of th* 
man. Painless parturition would have been the word is doubtless related to certain recognized 
normal condition, and facts in regard to  the 
the r e d a t i o n  of the 
s e x  n a1 relationship 
mould have r e s t e d  
chastely and securely 
in the parents of the 
r a c e .  Conjugal ar- 
rangements w o u l d  
have been simplified; 
and just as Adam and 
Eve were so formed as 
to be the perfect com- 
plement each of the 
other, mutual attrac- 
tion governed perhaps 
by pr~pinqnitp would 
have determined &- 

I Jewish race and their 
1 obedience to the Sixth 

Commandment Crim- 
inal abortion is admib. 
tedly no new thing, 
but has been practised 
among all nations, nit6 
the sole excephon of 
the Jews. Even if the 
stern and awful man- 
date, "Thou shalt not 
kill," had been i d -  
cient, chastity among. 
God's ancient people 
is still further proteat- 
ed by the great thought 

ity with 8 concordant nurtured in the mind 
and harmonions sequence. No dddren, how- of its women folk, that the Redeemer and 
ever, were born in the Edenic age. No reason Savior will yet come through the channel of 
is assigned for this in the Scriptures, but the race. Jewish women have ever considered 
probably the reproductive instincts of the i t  an honor to bear large families to their hns- 
did not assert their sway until later bands, and this is one reason for their pe& 

Then came the fall! The moral sense of man tence as a people in spite of the most violent 
received a shock from which it never has mm- opposition. Chastity with the Jew has been, 
ered. By the artifice of Satan, man became one might say, a noble instinct of racial preser- 
morally subverted, the good in him being over- vation, due mainly to the strict adhernee of 
shadowed and dominated by the spirit of evil. the nrce to the Mosaic lawe governing mmd 
Disorder supplanted the reign of order, and hygiene and relationship. 
Satan's tragic career began1 This probably holds true still amongst tbe 

In  Genesis 1: 28 we read: "And Gtod blessed greater portion of the race; but since 1878, 
them [Adam and Eve], and God said unto them, when the 1,845 years of the Jewish "doublen 
Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the earth." ran out, the measnre of prosperity and blessing 
In Genesis 9: 1 we read: "And Ood b h s e d  that bas come to these people, which includes 
Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be also more generous conduct towards them by 
fruitful, and multiply, and ti4 the earthn the Gentiles, has been in certain instances thd 
Clearly then tbe Lord sanctioned the procrea- means of lowering the standard. Racial assimi- 
tive powers of the race, both before and after lation with its degenerating characteristics has 
the fall. This fact is of vital importance, and led the Jew to copy or adopt the habits of the 
prohibits the Satanic suggestion held by ao Qentiles, jnst as his aneestora did among the 
many members of nominal Christian associa- aurromding nations in early Biblical day& 
tions; &a, that the incident in the garden of Hence the crime ef abortion is said to be today 
Men in relation to the Wnptation of Eve was not unknown amongst the Jews. For crime it 

114 
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is if we are to respect the findlllg of the Corn- to be obedient to the first factor, the desire, and 
mittee of the New York Medico-Society (legal), at the same time calm, soothe or nullify the 
who in their report issued in 1872 stated as second, the reasoning faulty. The story of 
follows: 'The fmtus is alive from conception, criminal abortion given above proves that mau 
and all intentional killing of it is murder." has surrendered his moral basis and has al- 

Dr. W. A. Chandler, a physician of over lowed the desire to reign trinphantly. Hence 
thirty years' standing, speaking on the preva- the ever-present sexual disorderliness, produo- 
lence of criminal abortion among the Gentiles, ing such lamentable results which So larfll3' 
raid: w o r e  than one-half of the h w  race promote and inhence the tragic w e e r  of man- 
die before birth, three-fourths of these are in the reign of 
rbortioned by intent." The State in many instances steps in to throw 
1l this is tme, ss we believe, being the opin- her mantle of respectability over a degrading 

ion of those who have most thoroughly investi- and abominable traffic, by licensing conve- 
gated the matter, we are f w d  with a problem niences for its male populations, and derives a 
of great magnihde, one which is draped in the rich revenue therefrom. But this is only one 
gravest solemnity. part of the evil. The greater are the unseerl 

Man is the only sentient creature of Cfod who influences which are w n t i ~ a l l ~  being brought 
to exercise his own and con- to bear under the Satanic power to flood the 

- 1 1 ~ ~ -  ss to the question of tirne in the matter mind with ideas which tend to stimulate desire 
of the reproduction of his species. other and to obliterate the moral sense; in fact, to 
oreatnres, being the direction of instino- create that wndition which led to the destruo- 
tive law, are subjected to seasonal or other tion of the first world by the stimulation of 
restrictions. The +sdom of this course in re- man's sexual appetite, or an endeavor to pro- 
p r d  to the under order of creation is very duce m antediluvian counterpart in the 
wonderfd. m e r e  is no pmsion so wannous, present Me* the fruit of which is so graphically 
no desire so over-mastering, as the sexd im- described in Qenesis 6 : 5 .as follows : "The wick- 
pulse. With the brute creation it is therefore edness of man was great in the and &at 
dominated by instinctive law; with man i t  must CCfod mwl every imagination of the thoughts 
be controlled by mason, and pet not by reason of his heart was only evil mntindy!' (See 
alone. There is no gainsaying the f a t  that the Matthew 24: 38,39.) In 1 John 5 : 19 we 
penalties laid upon our race since the fall are read : "The whole world lieth in wickedness." 
mnch as  to create a h- of argnments in Under these circumstances, this brief review 
many cases, a minim- in others against pro- of our subject wnclnsively proves the futility 
creation, mostly social and perhaps physical on of attempting to deal with the question of chas- 
the part of the woman, and economic on the tity and continence from the standpoint of the 
part of the man. Most surely then, if reason spirit of the world. The world of mankind must 
alone held sway, it would probably lead to be left the tender mercies of its pseudo-mien- 
racial extinction. To provide against this, na- tific human philosophers, male and female, 
tare is armed with a oompellant quality super- whom it employs and encourages to "make the 
n o d  in character, which in a measure tends Wme a p p w  the better cause." We must COII- 

to restore the balance. In other words, the h e  our attention to considering the subject 
desire or appetite overpowers the m u w  objec- from the standpoint of the new creature, who 
tions or deterrents, and the racial sequence ~ J J  is no longer subject to the spirit of the world. 
secured. There are, therefore, two factors con- Let us first examine and compare the mean- 
tinuonsly at  work in the individual: Physical ing of the two words "chastity" and ''eonti- 
desire opposed or checked by pmdential or nence." As we have already shown, the first 
other considerations of the mind. ds the end wmes from two words meaning "pure" and 
and aim of the connubial relation is the contin- "sacred." "Continence" signifies the act of 
uance of the race for the peopling of the earth, keeping oneself within bounds. Here a peculiar 
the first factor in this age must be dominant, situation arises somewhat paradoxical. I t  is 
ancl is practically always so in the man. And possible to be chaste without being continent 
just here the meat moral problem arises : lIow or colitinent without being chaste. Old age ren- 
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tlrars man continent, for instance, though it  may 
]:of make him chaste. Chastity is essentially a 
I lositive Christian virtue. 

Before proceeding further, we cannot do bet- 
t-r than read the Manna text and comment of 
August 12th, taken from Psalm 19: 12-14. A 
careful examination of the following texts will 
be found most useful: Romans 8 : 10-14; 12: 1; 
1 Corinthians 6 : 13,1820; 13 : 1-6. Others might 
be added; but these will clearly show the line 
of division between the point of view of the 
"old creature" dominated by the spirit of the 
world, and the point of view of the "new crea- 
ture" obedient to the divine law. 

But someone says: "These are counsels of 
perfection, and who can f&l them?" Well, an 
effort at  perfection of conduct is enjoined in 
both the Old and New Testaments. Perfection 
was the basic condition under which Jehovah 
entered into His covenantal arrangements with 
Abraham, which again was related in a most 
special manner to the parental act : 'Walk be- 
fore me and be thou perfect." (Genesis 17: 1) 
I n  Psalm 37: 37 we read: '?!dark the perfect 
man." See also Eph. 4: 13 ; Mark 5 : 1-8, etc. 

The subject, ho~ever ,  is of such an excep 
tional character and beset with so many and 
varied points of difficnlty.in this age that the 
Scriptures, having clearly. defined the -ideal 
standard, do not attempt to assume a dogmatic 

attitude on the question, but rather prefer to 
leave the matter entirely under the direction of 
man's free moral agenoy. Surely to do other- 
wise were to disturb the dignity of man and h k  
response to the moral purity of the divine man- 
date given to the race in Genesis 1 : 28 and 9 : 1. 
In a cognate relation the apostle Paul, when 
considering honest differenoes of opinion on 
matters of personal habits, wisely sums up the 
situation in these words: "Let every man be 
fully persuaded [or thoroughly convinced] in 
his own mind." In other words, i t  is an indi- 
vidual matter and should be allowed to remain 
such. So far as the "new creature" is concerned, 
we have ample guidance on the matter in the 
Scriptural quotations on the subject ; and thi8 
ought to be su@cient for everyone. The per- 
spective of the man of the world and that of the 
man of God are as wide apart as the poles, and I 

diametrically opposite to one another. They 
are like parallel straight lines, which lie in the 
same plane, but which being extended ever so 
far in either direction, will never meet. The 
views, being therefore divergent, are irrecon- 
cilable. A final thought presents itself: It may 
be that in the case of the loyal and persistent 
habit of overcoming by the "new creatureJ' the 
supernormal influence mentioned preceding will 
be rendered inoperative, and the ideal mastery 
become the reward of courageone persistency. 
-Psalm 27 : 14. . -., 

Little Folks and the Bible 

W ITH the exception of Adam and Eve, dl 
the big folks that ever lived were little 

folks first. We know that the Lord has always 
loved childien, partly because nobody could 
help it, and partly because we find so maay in- 
teresting things about them in His Word. 

''Lo, children are an heritage of the Lord." 
(Psalm 127: 3) What would the world be with- 
out them? "As arrows are in the hand of a 
mighty man; so are children of the youth. 
Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of 
them?-Psalm 12'7 : 4,5. 

Even grandchildren come in for recognition; 
for "children's children are the crown of old 
men; and the glory of children are their 
fathers."-Proverbs 17 : 6. . . . . - . . . . 

To the children are some of the Lord's 6peci.l 
words: to no^ thy father and thy mother; . . . 
that thy days may be long npon the land whit& 
the Lord thy God giveth thee" (Deuteronomy 5: 
16) ; "Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head, 
and honor the face of the old mana' (Leviticus 
19 : 32) ; ''Hear the instruction of thy father, 
and fordake not the law of thy mothei' (Prov- 
erbs 1: 8) ; "Let not mercy and truth forsah  
thee; bind them about thy neck; write them 
npon the table of thine heart" (Proverbs 3 : 3) ; 
"Hearken unto thy father that begat thee, and 
despise not thy mother when she is oldJ' (Prov- 
erbs 23: 22) ; "Remember now thy Creator in 
the days of thy youth, while the evil days coma 
not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou abalt 4 
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sa?-, 1 )13\-c2 110 pleasure in them."-Ecclesiastes shall not c.ntrlS tlr~rein. . \ t111 Lc took them up in 
12 : 1. his arms, put his hands upon tliem, and blessed 

To the parents there is the oft-repeated in- them."-Mark 10: 13-16. 
struction regarding the words of the Lord that The children of the righteous are counted of 
"thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy God as His o m .  "The promise is unto you, and 
children, and shalt talk of them when thou to your children." (Acts 2:39) Noah's family 
sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest accompanied him into the ark. Lot's family was 
by the way, and n-hen thou liest down, and when delivered froin Sodom along with Lot. "The 
thou risest up." (Deuteronomy 6:7) The par- mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to ever- 
ent is  urged: "Take heed to thyself, and keep lasting upon them that fear him, and his right- 
thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the things eousness unto children's children." (Psalm 103: 
which thine eyes have seen, and lest they depart 17) "The just man walketh in his integrity; 
from thy heart all the days of thy life; but teach his clddren are blessed after him." (Proverbs 
them thy sons, and thy sons' sons." (Deuteron- 20:7) "The unbelieving husband is sanctified 
olny 4: 9) On certain occasions the teachers by the wife, and the unbelieving wife is  sancti- 
of Israel were to "gather the people together, fied by the husband: else were yonr children 
men, and women, and children, and thy stranger unclean; but now are they holy."-1 Corinthians 
that is within thy gates, that they may hear, 7: 14. 
and that they may learn, and fear the Lord There are special laws against oppressing 
your God, and observe to do" the things written. the fatherless. (Exodus 22 : 22-24) There is 
(Deuteronomy 31 : 12) Parents are admonished : provision for child chastening. (Proverbs 13 : 
"Train up a child in the way he should go ; and 24; 19 : 18 ; 22 : 15) There is the counsel, 'Tath- 
when he is old, he will not depart from it!' ers, provoke not yonr children to wrath: but 
-Proverbs 22 : 6. bring the~li up in the nurture and admonition 

There are prayers of the childless that they of the Lord" (Ephesians 6 : 4), and "Provoke 
may be blessed with children, as in the ease of not yonr children to anger, lest they be dis- 
Abraham (Genesis 15 : 2-5), Isaac (Genesis 25 : couraged."-Colossians 3 : 21. 
211, Rachel (Genesis 30: 22,231, Ihnnall (1 In the Jeffish law there mas the punishment 
Samuel 1: 11, l l ) ,  and Zacharias. (Luke 1: 13) of death for those that smote or cursed their 
There are Pra>-ers of the Parents for their chil- fathers or mothers (Exodus 21 : 15,17), and for 
dren, as Abraham prayed for M~mael  (Genesis those that were stubborn, rebellious, disobe- 
17: 18), as David prayed for Solomon (1 Chroni- dient, gluttonow or addicted to intogicants 
cles 29 : 19), and as Job prayed for his children. (Deuteronomy 21 : 20) ; and there was a curse 
- J o b  1: 5. for any that set light by his parents.-Deuteron- 

There are the promises and assurances, "I omy 27: 16. 
love them that love me; and those that seek me The Bible revels in stories of children: Of 
early shall find me" (Proverbs 8: 17) ; ''Hearken Isaac's meek submission to his father's purpose 

me, 0 ye children: for blessed are they to slay him; of Jacob's flight and adventures; 
that keep my ways" (Proverbs 8 : 32) ; 'Whoso of Joseph's coat and dream and extraordinary 
loveth wisdom rejoiceth his father."-Proverbs experiences; of Moses in his little boat; of 
29 : 3. . -  - Qideon's wood-chopping feat; of the boy that 

never had a hair-cut and of the great feats of 
Jam' h o e  for Children strength that he performed; of Samuel's boy- 

T HERE is the blessed story of Jesus, how hood days; of David's conquest of Qoliath; of 
"they brought young children to him, that the awakening of the Shunammite's son; of tllc 

he sllould touch them: and his disciples rebuked little captive maid in Syria; of Esther the 
those that brought them. But when Jesus saw beautiful; of the boys that would not eat meat 
it, he was much displeased, and said nnto them, or drink wine and of their subsequent thrilling 
Suffer the littJe children to come unto me, and experiences in the fiery furnaco and the den of 
forbid them not: for such is the kingdom of God. lions ; of the effort to kill the Babe of Bethlc- 
Verily I say nnto you, Whosoever shall not hem; of Jesw' boyish visit to the temple: of 
receive the liingdom of God as a little child, he the S?ro-Phaenician woman's dauchthter; of the 
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raising of the son of the widow of Sain and o f ,  Several architects who have given study to 
Jairus' daughter; of the prodigal son; of the, the matter claim that all the great specimens of 
boy that was born blind and gave such a bold architecture which adarned the Acropolis a t  
testimony to the tmth; and of the little girl Athens were suggested by the temple on Mount 
Rhoda, who mas 80 excited and happy. that she Zion, and that no beautiful architecture of any 
ran into the house to tell that Peter was escaped kind was found in the world until after the 
from prison, forgetting to unlock the gate so erection of that temple. 
that Peter could get in. What else in the world Buskin, one d the best known students of the 
is as sweet as a child? - ' beautiful, when discussing the work of master 

painters said: "Finally, the ascertainment of the 
llCe Superiority ef the Bibk ~anctity of color is not.left to human genius. 

UT the Bib1e.i~ more than a book of tales. I t  is directly stated in the Scriptures in the B Ererytbing about.is &at it is of more. sacred chord of color (blue, purple, and scarlet, 
than human origin. We cite a few facts that all with white and gold), as appointed for the taber- 
should h o w ;  for they prove that .the hand of nacle- This is the base of all coloring 
God was in it from the first. with workmen of every great age, and the in- 

For thousands of years the a~ol.ld's x-ise men variable base of all beautiful missal-painting!' 
tanght that the earth rests upon elephants, (hfissal-painting refers to the hand ormmenta- 
tortoises, serpents, or  something of the aort;. tion of ancient mmuscripts and books.) 
butJob 26 :7 shows that it is God who stretcheth, The modern chemist has' carefully analyzed 
out the north over the empty place and hangeth the human body, and found in it nothing that is 
the earth upon nothing; precisely where modern not found in the dust beneath his feet. He thus 
science hangs it, Moreover, the most powerful, has proven what the Bible states regarding 
telescopes reveal that it is only in the south Adam, that "the Lord God formed man of the 
that there is an. empty space, wherein not a dust of the ground."-4enesis 2: 7. 
 tar has ever been aeen. Science has but recently settled definitely the 
. For thousands of years the world's greatest fact that men, and the land upon which they toil, 

pllilosophers taught that there are about a must rest periodically or become exhausted; yet 
thousand stars, and they had the most ridien- the Jewish law made obligatory that man must 
lous ideas of aha t  stars really are, Mow, with. rest one day in seven and that the land must 
the aid of telescopes so powerful that fine print rest every seventh year. 
can be read t w e n t ~  miles away, it is known that Putting people to sleep before surgical opera- 
there are hundreds of millions of. stars, just as tion, and keeping them asleep while the opera- 
is implied in the fifteenth chapter of Genesis. . tion is  performed, is a comparatively recent 

With their powerful instruments astronomers discovery. Yet this was the method used by the 
lime but ~eccntky discovered that our earth ia Almighty upon Adam when the time came for 
drifting away froin the constellation Orion ; but creating Eve--Genesis 2: 21,22. 
it is four thousand years since God aaked 'Job Two hundred years ago, there were more than 
the question, "Canst thou . . . loose the bands a hundred leper-houses in England. The disease 
of Orion ?"-Job 38 : 31. was finally stamped out through the use of the 

Professor Dana, one of the world's most noted principle of isolation. Yet isolation of lepers 
geologists, was so impressed with the accuracy was provided for in the law of Moses seventeen 
of the account of creation a s  recorded in the.  centuries ago. 
first chapter of Genesis that he said: "This old It has only lately become known that w o r q  
earth, the more its leaves are turned and pon- ie one of the greatest causes of ill health and 
dered, the more will it sustain and illustrate the insanity. Yet the Lord Jesus taught His fol- 
sacred Word" ; and Professor Lyell, another lowers : 'Take therefore no anxious thought for 
famous geologist says: "In the year 1806 the the morrow; for the morrow shall take thought 
French Institntp enumerated no less than eighty for the things of itself."-Matthew 6: 34. 
geological theories which were hostile to thea Two of the greatest of American statemea 
Scriptures; but not one of those theories is were William H. Seward and Daniel Webster. 
held today." Seward made the statement on G ~ P  occasion 
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that "tire \vbole hope of human progress is sus- 
pended on the ever-growing influence of the 
Bible"; and Webster said of it that "if we abide 
by the principles taught in the Bible, our coun- 
try ufl go on prospering and to prosper; but 
if we and our posterity neglect its instructions 
and authority, no man can tell how sudden a 
catastrophe may overwhelm us, and bury all om 
glory in profound obscurity." 

A lawyer, a trained reasoner, was led to make 
a study of the Ten Commandments. He narrates 
the course of sound reasoning by which be came 
to accept the Bible as the Word of God. His 
words are: 

1 have read histo y. The Egrptians and the adjacent 
nationa were idolaters; so were the Greeks and the 
Romans: .ad  the wieest and the best Greeks or Bom8xu~ 
never gave a wde like this. Where did Mosee get this 
law, which eurpasses the wisdom and philopophy of the 
most enlightened ages? He lived at a period compara- 
tively barbarous; but he has given a law in which the 
learning and sagacity of all subsequent time a n  detect 
no flalr. Where did he get it? He could not have lloared 
w far above his age .s to haye devised it himself." 

There is so much today to enlist the attention 
and interest of children that they need to ham 
their attention directed anew to the Bible. 

IS the Roman Church Weakening? By a Former Rorrlan ~ f l t l i c i l i c  

I T HAS been said of the Roman church that 
she never changes. She may add to the many 

krticles of Faith which have been proclaimed in 
past years by the infallible ( 1) pope ; but to 
retract or  subtract or alter any of her dogmatic 
teachings has not been done nnd never shall bc 
done. Hence her children can with blind, sin~ple 
faith trust her and submissively obey without 
fear of being deceived. 
This attitude, were it adhered to, could hardly 

be deemed a sensible or a logical one ; but even 
though it were such, I find from a consistent 
study and perusal of Catholic publications that 
the Roman Church is changing her views and 
that she has conle to a realization of the fact 
that as a last recourse she must if not a t  once 
and boldly, a t  least gradually and stealthily, 
twch her children that which is as near to a 
66. 'Vance of the truth concerning God's plan 
as she possibly can teach without endangering 
her own powerful position. 

So we read in the Catlwlic Register (To- 
ronto) : ''If the Pope (during the Ecumenical 
Council in 1925) should sound forth a message, 
to define the truths of Revelation., and to point 
the way to salvation, his children will, as usual, 
believe and obey." 

No great degree of logic is required to see 
herein an admission-not too articulate, 'tis 
true, but none the less an admission-that the 
Eloman church has NVT, down to this time, de- 
fined the truths of Revelation, nor pointed the 
way to salvation. If she is going to do this 
thinq in 2925. then she has not rlone it hereto- 

fore; and conversely, if she bas done it during 
the past centuries such action would obviously 
be superfluous in 1925. 

Again, the same Catlmlic Register says, rc- 
garding the fate of unbaptized children : "Sonte 
theologians teach, with the permission of the 
church, that unbaptized children n-ill enjoy a 
natural state of happiness." 

Here is another admission, subtle as the pre- 
vious one, of the fallibility of the Pope. The 
teaching of the Roman church concerning un- 
baptized children has been that these go into 
hell-not into the hell of the damned, she ex- 
plains, but to a place or state of rest called 
Limbo. (Limbo, by the way, is the place to which 
Christ's soul went, while his body remained in 
the tomb, according to '3utler's [Catholic] 
Catechism".) 

Limbo, therefore, could hardly be termed a 
natural state, or a state of natural happiness. 
Here are two diverse teachings, absolutely and 
diametrically opposed to each other; yet we are 
told the church cannot err. But assuming that 
Limbo is a state of natural happiness, why do 
only some theologians teach, with the permis- 
sion of the church, that snch is the inevitable 
end of unbaptized children? Unless there be 
unity, there cannot be infallibility; but here we 
have not even the first principles of consistency. 

Again, the same Catholic Register states, 
while ignoring the question of the soul, that 
Adam was endowed with immortality of body. 
Yet we read in "Butler's Catechism" this quea- 
tion and anw-rr regnrdinz -Idnix and Eve: 



"0. How a d  God punish the disobedience of om 
first yarente?" 

"A. They were stript of original justice d 
innocence driven oni of paradise, and condsmnsd tu 
death with their posteriQ." 

[And we are referred to Genesis 3: 3 and 
Romans 5 : 12 in substantiation of this answer.) 

How then, I ask, can Adam have been endowed 
with immortality of body if he was condemned 
to die, and did die, because of his disobediencet 

Of course, the Catholic Register is not the 
Pope ; but it is the o5cial organ of the Catholio 
church in Canada, and is recognized as such by 
the Pope, who but recently elevated Father 
O'Donnell, President of Catholic Extension, 
and editor of the Catholic Register, to a higher 
ofice in the church in recognition of his services 
to church extension in Canada. . 

But are we to believe that the Roman church 
is desirous of teaching, and will ultimately 
teach, the tmth, regardless of past events? I 
do not think so. Indeed, I am convinced that 
these spasmodic utterances, some fringing on 
the truth, and others mere compromising5 with 
untruth, are made for purposes of convenience, 
The Roman Church is not blind to the fact that 
many of her erstwhile devout children are w& 
ing to a realization of the absolute error of the 
church's teaching regarding such ~ubjects as 
Hell and Purgatory; and ever ready to please 

and placate provided she does not lessen her 
overbearing authority, the Romsn chureh will 
readjnst somewhat while she will not surrender 
her position 

Though she will permit a biehop or a pri& 
to concede certain points in the interest of hir 
respective diome or pariah, she will, in the 
name of the Pope, continue until the end to 
assert herself as supreme ruler on earth. 

In proof of this statement I submit the 
following extract taken from the C a d k  
F r e m m ,  the o5cial Cathoiic organ of the arch- 
diocese of %@ton, Ontari-the same being * 
report of the unveiling of a monument to ths 
late Pope, Pius X, who died a natural death 
during the great war. Pins XI, the present 
Pope, is reported in the Canadian Freeman as  
having said, refemng to Pope Pins X: 

'The sacdice of his pins X's] life WM offered 
freely to God in expiation and propitiation for .the 
dne of the wdd." 

From this it will be clearly seen that this 
anti-Christian institution will not deviate from 
her position-at least, not vohntarily. She has 
for centuries proclaimed that the Pope is 
Christ's vicar on earth. In 1870 she went a step 
farther and proclaimed the Pope's infallibility, 
Now she makes the astounding pronouncement 
that the Pope gave his life for the sins of the 
world ! - 

To say more would seem to be unnecessary. 

The Dawn of the Morning By W. c~om ( d w t d ~ )  

Eteady, beloved, 'midst the clnnh and the. &oil . 
And wavee af fierce passion tbat break on each hand I 

The nations in council are vainly confening , 
To stem back the homre o'erwhelming the land. . 

But tarry! Behold, a sure promise is given 
That Earth from hsr c o d i d  wil l  soon be set free, 

And the billom of bate that the kingdom have riven 
Bhall be dill M ths waters of yml mmma sea 

men death from His presence former shall v-; 
Then mrrow and weeping ahall pass with the night 

All hearts will respond sa the voice of the &faster 
_ Shall call them from darknese of death into light. 

Soon the earth, it is promised, her rich increase yielding, 
The desert a garden of m a  ahall bloom. 

The mountains ahall sing on that glad Bummer morning 
Whan men, with hosannas, ahall rise from the tomb. 

?or c o ~  hu bsrm heard 'mid& ths m q p  of riaticnu, My beloved shdl see happy throngs on yon highway, 
'Mi& lar th.t ue m u h g ,  men fainting with far; Which lea& to fair Zion, that city of gold. 

A d r o i a  t rpaldne: "Ba 0 ye p p l m  l Bejoicing ahall ecbD from mountain md valley; 
The deaire of dl nationq Ood's kingdom, 3n hmP With gladnma the ransomed return to the fold. 

6ee I The Lion d Jndah, derrtcpping the I I . W U Z I ~ ~  Oh, bright ia thJ hope in the dam of the mornin# l 
In glory and splendor, His victoria dl won, No longer dnsd death shaU todatepa parwe. 
Ha vmquiehed in death all the foes that would hinder; Drink deep from the water tbt flm fmm yon Form- 

Nor on earth se in heaven M J a  wi l l  shaU be done. Whose clear, q 8 t a l  watera #y Ilfs dull ream. 



Pastor Russell's First Book-In Three Parts (pnt-t XI) 

W HEN will this grand and glorious age of I n  verses 49 and 50 we are told what 
restitution begin? St. Peter says at  the Sodom's sin was; and, says the Lord, "I took 

coming of the Lord, "whom the heavens mnst them away as I saw good." He saw good 
receive until the times of restitution of all take tbem away without tbeir caming to 8 
things, which Ood hath spoken by the moufh knowledge of Christ; it was not due time for 
of all his holy prophets since the world began." that to be testiged; but it will be in the future. 
(Acts 3: 21) We read of the restoration of God purpoees to bring them back to their for- 
Israel and other nations in Jeremiah, Isaiah, mer estate. What they lost by sin and death 
and the minor prophets; and also of the earth entering the world through the first Adam is 
being restored to Edenic beauty, when the wil- to be restored in the second Adam; and they 
derness shall blossom as the rose The church shall have the same opportunity that Adtun had, 
in general believe in the restoration of a living and better, in that the old serpent, the devil, 
remnant of Israel to their o m  land and to Satan, will be bormd (and evil restrained) that 
God's favor, but as  a rule they have never he may deceive the nations no more until the 
thought of the prophecy embracing the dead a s  thousand years are expired. But some one, not 
well as the living, and other nations as well as yet satisfied, says: Perhaps God is speaking 
Israel. But these things are mentioned in the ironically, and means that he would se goon 
same Bible. think of bringing Sodom and Samaria back es 
In Ezekiel 39 : 21-29, God tells how He has Israel. Friend, mad carefully verses 6M3, and 

a s t  off Israel into captivity for their sins, and yon wi l l  no longer think so. Remember also 
there "fell they all by the sword" (v. 23) ; but that 8odom had been destroyed nearly a thou- 
He promises to bring the whole house back into sand years before this prophecy was made. 
aeir  own land. Then speaking of the gathering This helps us to anderstand-"Ood is His 
as accomplished, He says: Y bave gathered own interpreter"-what Jesus meant when He 
them unto their own land, and have left none of said that it would be more tolerable for Sodom 
them any more there." (V. 28) They fell by the in the day of judgment than for the Jews whom 
sword, died, and He brought them all back He addressed. He declares that if the same 
again into their own land. mighty works had been done in Sodom, she 

Bnt Israel was a peculiarly favored people, vould have repented long ago. Well, Lord, why 
says one. We remember that Paul speaks of were such mighty works not done there, so that 
their restitution in Romans 11:28,32,30. (Read they had repented? I t  was not their due time; 
carefull?.) "They are beloved for the fathers' they were not on trial. In their day of trial, 
sakes"; . . . therefore, "God hath concluded when they are on probation for eternal life, 
them all in unbelief that he might haye mercy their "day of judgment-" (not a twenty-four- 
upon all," and they are to 'obtain [this] mercy hour day, but the Nillennial or judgment age). ' 
through your [the church's] mercy.' Perhaps they will fare k t t e r  than the Jews-have fewer 
this restitution refers only to this people, not stripes. "It shall be more tolerable for the land 
to all nations. David says: "All nations whom of Sadom in the day of judgment, than for 
thon hast made shall wme and worship before thee."-Matthew 11: 24. 
thee [Christ]!' Numbers of nations nwer yet 411 must be judged or tried; and "judgment 
worshiped, from either love or fear. The Sod- must begin a t  the house of God," the church. 
omites were such a nation. Let us consider their It did. Christ, the Head, mas tried in all points, 
a c e  next. Surely they were a sample of the yet without sin. We, themembers of that house, 
ungodly; there was no special favor of God are now on trial. We &all not wme into the 
ever manifested tovard them as a people, nei- judgment or trial with the world. R e  "shall not 
ther was  there any remnant of them left when come into condemnation [judgment, k d s ] ,  but 
Qod rained "fire and brimstone from heaven [are] pamed from death unto life." Because of 
and destroyed them all." And yet of these faith we are covered by Christ's righteousness; 
Sodomites we read (Ezekiel 16: 48-63) that because of the blood of Christ, our Paechal 
Israel shall return to her fonner estate at  the Lamb, @rinkled on onr hearts, and having that 
same time that Sodom and Samaria return to Iamb in us, we, the first-born, are passed over, 
their former estate.-VB. 53 and 55. But after the honne of God all the world (Rill 

la1 
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coue into trial for life (jud,ment, Erisis). Those his mercy endureth for ever." Yes, the fact that 
who socept of God's conditions will be delivered "his mercy endureth for evei' e x p h  all tlris; 
from the bondage of corruption into the glo- and i t  is twenty-six time8 repeated in the 136th 
rious liberty of the sons of God (Romans Psalm. Now we can realize more fdly tharl 
8: 21) ; those who will not have the gift of God ever before His wondrous love; and as we h e e l  
must die the second, the eternal, death. When alone before Him me can feel that He is wortlly 
the world is on trial we shall be the judges; of all homage and worship; for not only "God 
for, "DO ye not know that the saints shall judge is love" and '%is mercy endureth for ever," but 
the world t" since oar Substitute tasted death for all, "he is 

JVe corelade, then, that it was necessary that . . jwt to forgive." Our feelings are well 
evil should enter the world, so that by contact expressed by St. P a d  when writing on the same 
with it and its results-miseq and death-we subject (Romans 11: 33) : "0 the depth of the 
might forever know good from evil. In no other riches both of the wisdom and howledge of 
way, perhaps, could God so fully make known God! how unsearchable are his judgments, and 
to His creatures His various attributes-jus- his ways past finw out 1 For who hath know 
tice, mercy, love, etc. the mind of the Lord?" 
In the age which ended with the flood, God Trnlp the plan of God does show ns the object 

measmably left e d  to themselvee, with- of OIU Lord's return. He wmes to glorify the 
out law or control, in the resulting degeneracy one seed by which Satan is to be bruised and 
m d  mfinption demonstrating to US that, rm- d restrained and in which all the kindreds of 
assisted, our tendency ia downward. During the the earth shall be blessed. 
Jewiah age the Law was given, not to give life He comes to glorify or set up His kingdom, 
('for the Law could not give life'), but to show the church, that as we have 'sdered with him 
them and us how far  short we come of perfec- we may also reign with him.' 'That the saints 
tion, even a t  our best; that so we might realize of the Most High may take the kingdom under 
the necessity of salvation as a "gift of God" the whole heavens and possess it for ever.' I n  
which we could not merit by the works of the W i n g  possession, it 'consnmea and breaks in 
Law. It was Qven ''bemuse of transgressions, pieces all these kingdoms [not the peop~e but 
till THE SEED should come." (Galatians 3: 19,29) the governments], and it shall stand for ever.' 
It was simply a system of types, eta, "a shadow 'Wait ye npon me, saith the Lord: . . . for my 
of good  thing^ to come," the gospel, and served determination is to gather the nations, that I 
as "a schoo@aster to [edncatel bring us to may assemble the kingdoma to pour npon them 
Christ," in whom alone we can receive eternal mine indignation, even all my fierce anger: for 
Bfe. This brings us to the Gospel age, when, d l  the earth s7uaU be devoured with the mm of 
although the scope of the Law, in spirit, is my jealousy. For then wSI I turn to the people 
broader, deeper and more comprehensive than a pure language, that they m y  dZ cdl upon the 
the letter, we can be justified through faith. name of the Lord, to serve him with one con- 
"For what the law could not do, in that i t  was sent!' (Zephaniah 3: 8,9) This chastisement of 
weak through the flesh, Gtod sending his own the world is not because Qod takes pleasure in  
Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, hmnan sufFering; for "he doth not afflict willing- 
condemned sin in the flesh: that the righteous- ly,. . . the children of men," bnt for their good; 
ness of the law might be fnlfilled in ae, who and it is gratifying to learn that 'when the jadg- 
wall< not after the flesh, but after the spirit." ments of the Lord are abroad in the earth, the 
-Romans 8 : 3,4. inhabitants of the world will learn righteous- 

All these various parts of God's great plan ness.' When He bath made warn to c m  anto 
\.re find working in harmony mith each other, the ends of the earth, by the desolations which 
and with His own nature. In no other way m d d  He bath made (Psalm 46: 810) ; when He has 
our minds recognize the justice of God in utter- established His k d o m ;  the* N'pem ahall 
ly destroying many nations before Israel-men, flonf.isL" "Nation shall not lift UP md 
women, and children-except that He "smote nation, neither they learn W a r  
grcnt kings, for his mercy endnreth for eyer." imp more!' NOW the devil ie "the prince of thb 
Lfc "orertl~rew Pharaoh and his host, . . . for world." Jesus said: 'XM~ kingdom is not of 
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this world"; but when '%e shall take nnto him 
his great power and reign," when "the kingdom 
is the Lord's, and he i s  the governor among 
the nations," [then, and not till ,then1 an the 
ends of the world shall remember and turn unto 
the Lord; and all the kindreds of the nations 
shall worship before Him. 

He comes now as '%he detiire ef all nations." 
At  the first advent there was no beauty in Him, 
that they should desire Eim. - , 

He comes to bring about the great,restitution 
which was so beautifully represented and shad- 
oured forth under the Law in "the year of Jubi- 

"Tell the whole world these blessed tidings, 
8p& of the time of zest that nears; 

Tell the oppremed d mery nation, 
Jubilee lrsts a thonsand years. . 

' "What if the clouds ao for a moment 
* Hide'the blue sky where morn appears? 
Soon the glad sun of .promise given 

, . .Rises to shine a thousknd jerra 

f'A thousand years, earth's coming glory, 
- .  'Tis the glad day EO long foretold;. 
'a the bright morn of Zion's glory 

Prophets foresaw in times of old" 

lee," in which every man was restored to all 
dJcrnner of Christ's Second Coming his possessions and to personal liberty. (Levit- 

icus 25: 13) The Millennia1 reign is the great UA~T.K'Q considered the object of our Lord's 
anr i typid jubilee (the substance which cast the 11 return, the manner in w6ch He will come 
shadow in the Law) in which every man will becomes to "all . . ..that love his appearing" 
have restored to him in the eecond Adam just one of great interest and invites your attention. 
what he lost in the first Adam, and have aa The reader Rill bear in mind that the subject 
opportunity to know God and to learn of that is here treated abstractly, without the least ref- 

- only name by which men can be saved-Jesus, erence to the time of the event, Whether it be 
who tasted death for every man, to be testified nigh, even at the door, or  thousands of years 
in due time. Then the wilderness and the soli- future; and further, that these pages were not 
tary place shall be glad, the desert ehall rejoice written for the world, but for "the hou~ehold 
and blossom as  the rose; the glory of Lebanon of faith," far those who accept the Bible aa 
ahall be given nnto it; they shall see the glory God's Word and "who by reason of w e  have 
of the Lord and the excellency of our God.- their, senses exercised." (Hebrews 5 : 14) Expe- 
Isaiah 35 : l, 2. rience has proven what Scripture so plainly 

Now, we suffer from the sin of Adsm and declares; namely, that "the natural man receiv- 
the errors of our ancestors, even the innocent eth not the things of the spirit of God." He 
babe of an hour old; but "in tJ~ose days they can understand the argnments, but "the?- are 
shall say no more, The fathers have eaten a foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, 
sonr grape, and the children's teeth are set on because they are spiritually $scerned."-1 Cor- 
edge. But every one shall die for his own iniq. inthians 2: 14. . . 
uity : every man that eateth the sour grape, hie . Inarder that we may have a good fouidation, 
teeth shall be set on edge." ."The soul that Bin- and as a basis for furtber investigation, we will 
neth, it shall die."--Jeremiah 31: 29,30; ER- &st enquire, What is a spiritual body? What 
kiel 18 : 2-4. , powers are its, and by what laws is it governed? 

Shall we not, then, take up the strain which We are here met by the objections that we have 
employed the apostles and prophets of old! no right to pry into the hidden things of Qod, 
Will the hope of the coming of the Bridegroom, end that '<eye h a t .  not seen, nor ear heard, 
which inspired with zeal the early church, not neither have entered into the heart of man, the. 

, now energize us to strive for the prize of our things which God bath prepared for them that 
high calli~~zg which is of God in Christ Jemst lobe him." To both of these propositions we 
Verily, he that hath this hope in him purifietb assent, but believe we cmmt find out by study- 
h i m s e l f 1  John 3 : 3. ing God's Word (and our investigations will be 

confined to i t)  what He has not revealed. The 
W t  np your heads, desponding pilpim, above quotation of Scriptnre (1 Corinthians 

Give to the winds your needess fears; 2: 9) refers to the natural or carnal man, and 
He who hath died on Calvary's mountain by reading i t  in connection with the three verses 

Goon is to reign a thonmnd gears. following it, the objection vanishes; for, ~ a y s  
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the Apostle, "God hath reveded them unto us begotten of the spirit, in the resurrection born 
by his spirit," which was given to us that "we of the spirit into the likeness of the second 
migJLt know the things that are freely given to Adam, the heavenly. "As we have borne the 
us of God"; and in the last clause of verse 13 he image of the earthy, we shall afso bear the 
gives ns the rule by which we may know, viz.: image of the heavenly." All who are begotten 
"Comparing spiritual things with spiritual" of the spirit are in a sort of embryo condition 
F e  are very apt to invert this rule and corn- waiting for the birth. The Head, Christ, has 
pare spiritual things with natural, and thus get been born; we are waiting for the adoption, 
darkness instead of light. Let us now use the to wit, the redemption of the body; and the 
Apostle's rule. whole creation groans and travails in pain, 

There is a spirihal body as well as a naturd waiting for the birth of the church of the first- 
body, a heavenly aa well as an earthly body, borql. '% hope, then, by examining facts re- 
a celestial as well as a terrestrial. They are corded of angels, and of Christ after His resnr- 
distinct and separate. (1 Corinthians 15 : 3S-jY) rection, to gain general illformation with regard 
We know what the fleshly, natural body is; for to spiritual bodies; thus "comparing spiritual 
we now have such n one. I t  is flesh, blood, and things with spiritual." 
bones; for "'that which is born of the flesh is First, angels can be, and frequently are, 
flesh." And as there are two kinds of bodies, present, yet invisible; for "the angel of the 
we ltnow that the spiritual is not composed of Lord encmpeth round about them that fear 
flesh, blood, and bones, whatever i t  is made of. him, and delirereth them"; and "are they not 
It is a  pir ritual body; and "that which is born all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister 
of the spirit is spirit!' But as to what material ?or them who shall be heirs of salvation?" (He- 
a spiritual body is made of, we know not; for mews 1: 14) Are you an heir of salvation? 
"it doth not yet appear what we shdl be: but Then, doubtless, they have ministered to yon. . . . we shall be like him [Christ]!' Xave they ministered visibly or invisibly? Un- 

angels are spirihal bodies. Christ was raised doubtedly the latter. ELisha W~LS surrounded 
from the dead a spiritual body; this was His by a host of Sprians; his servant was fear- 
second birth. First, He was born of the flesh, a ful. Elisha prayed to the Lord and the YoUg 
fleshly body; for "as the children are partakers nan's eyes were opened and he saw the mom- 
of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise took ains round about Elisha full of chariots of 
part of the same." (Hebrews 2: 14) He was fire and horsemen of fire (or like fire). 
"put to death flesh, but quickened [made alive1 Second, angels can and have appeared as 
spirit." He mas raised a spiritual mdy. This men. The Lord and two angels appeared to 
resurrection was His second birth. He was the Abraham, who had a supper prepared for them, 
"firstborn' from the dead," "the firstborn among of which they ate. At first Abraham supposed 
many brethren!' The church are those brethren .hem to be "three men"; and it was not until 
and will have a second birth of the same ldnd they were abont to go that he disoovered one of 
as His, via., to spiritual bodies by the resnr- ;hem to be the Lord and the others two angels, 
rection, when we shall arise in His likeness, who afterward went down to Sodom and deliv- 
being made 'like unto his [Christ's] glorious ered Lot. (Genesis 18 : 1 ) An angel appeared 
body." But thie second birtht nnst be areceded to Gideon as a man, but afterward made him- 
by a begetting of the spirit just as surely as a @elf bown. An  angel appeared to Samson's 
birth of the flesh is preceded by 3 begetting of mother and father; fhey thought him a man 
the flesh. Begotten of the flesh, born of the flesh until he ascended to heaven in the flame of the 
in the likeness of the first Adam, the earthy; altar. (Judges 13: 20) The angel of the Lord 

+The ht m i d  a epiritud body. Lszam and othen in the Greek, gcnsro; conaeqnently we must judge u 
n a w ,  and died again. The next to which ie the proper word by the connedion in which 

to be k d  epiritual bodies me "they t b t  are Chrbf8 6nd it. 'wow .ra we the sane of Ood? uthOugh at hi coming!' 
tThe aorde tnrnatated begotten, beg& and b m  in not yet us Wtten somi * the 

oru E n g U  Bibles nre all represented by the one word the embryo is r ron More birth. 



GOLDEN AGE 
appeared to Moses as a flame ef fire: and 
behold, the bush burned, yet was i t  not con- 
m e d .  The angel of the Lord appeared to 
the children of Israel in the wilderness as a 
cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night. (Exo- 
dus 13 : 21 ; 14: 19) And doubtless many simi- 
lar cases will recur to the mind of the reader. 
In some of these cases given angels appeared os 
men; but "the Lord is not a man," neither are 
angels men. 

Third, spiritual bodies are glorious in their 
normal condition, frequently spoken of as  glo- 
rious and bright. The countenance of the angel 
aho  rolled away the stone from the sepulchre 
"was as the lightning!' Daniel saw a glorious 
spirjtual body whose eyes were as lamps of 
fire, his countenance as the lightning, his arms 
and feet like in color to polished brass, his voice 
as the mice of a multitude. Before him Daniel 
fcll as a dead man. (Daniel 10 : 9) John, on the 
isle of Patmos, saw Christ's glorious body (Rev- 
elation 1 : 14), and describes the appearance ia 
almost the same language: His voice was an 
the sound of many waters, His eyes as lamps 
of fire, His feet like fine brass as it burns in a 
furnace (so bright that you can scarcely look 
a t  it). John fell at His fee$ as dead; but He 
said to him: T e a r  not; . . . I am he that liv- 
eth, and was dead ; and, behold, I am alive for 
evermore." Saul of Tarsus saw Christ's glo- 
rious body. It shone above the brightness of 
the sun at  noonday. Saul lost his sight and 
fell to the ground. 

We have thus far found spiritual boa-es tru3y 
glorious; yet without a miracle, either the open: 
ing of our eyes to see them or their appearing 
iu the flesh as men, they are invisible. This con- 
clneion is further aonfirmed vhen we examine 
the more minute details connected with b s e  
manifestations. The Lord was seen of S a d  
alone, they that "journqed with him . . . see- 
ing no man." (Acts 9: 7) The men that wen 
with Daniel did not see the glorious being he 
describes, but a great fear fell on them and 
they ran and hid themselves. 

But Christ is also a spiritual body since His 
resurrection. During the forty days of His 
presence before His ascension He appeared 
some seven or eight times to His disciples. 
Where was He the remainder of the h e ?  
Present, but invisible. Notice also that in each 
instance He is said to have appeared or showed 

Himself, language never nsed of E.Lim befo~e 
His change from a natural to a spiritual body. 
Now, as  angels, He appeared. Not o d y  SO, bat 
He appeared in different bodies; ae the gara 
dener to Mary; "after that he appeared in W 
ether HIW unto two of them, as  they waked, 
and went into the country." (Mark 16:12) 
Afterwards He appeared in a body like the one 
mcified, having the marks of the spear and 
the nails. He # m e  iind stood in their midst, 
the doors being shut. On these various occa- 
sions He appeared, talked with them, then van- 
U e d  out of their Bight as the wind; they could 
not tell whence He came nor whither He went. 
"So is every one that is born of the spirit." 
I n e n  we are born of the spirit (at the remu 
rection) we shall be able to do so also. All spir, 
itnal beings exhibit this same power. But Jesus 
said: ‘%die me ; . . . for a spirit [pnetma) 
hatb not flesh and bones, as ye see me have"< 
and He ate with them. Trne ; I believe it. So did 
the angels Cpneumal (Hebrews 1: 7) appear a s  
men in jlesh and boues. .They ate also. Tbeir 
spiritual bodies did not eat, nor w(ere these 
flesh and bones; but the bodies in ,which they 
appeared were flesh, and these ate. The disci- 
ples did not see Christ's glorious spiritnal 
body; 'Be appeared to them in a fleshly bod$ 
8t. P a d  teaches us distinctly that Christ was 
raised from the dead a life-giving spirit 
Ipunza ,  the same word nsed by our Lord]. 
( 1 Corinthians 15 : 44,45) But where did He get 
the various bodies in which He appeared? I 
cannot answer yon. But I believe, and yon d6 
also, other things which we cannot understand. 
I cannot understand haw the grain of wheat 
&owe. Yet I h o w  that i t  does grow. I know 
not how Christ turned the water into trine, or 
healed the sick, or raised the dead. Yet I be- 
lieve that He did these things. Can yon tell me 
where He got the clothes He wore after His 
resurrection7 They parted His raiment among 
them, and for His vesture they cast lots; fae 
old were gone, and the linen clothes lay in Cle 
sepulchre. I s  it more dBcult for spiritnal Le- 
ings, with their powers, to create a covering of 
flesh than a covering of cloth? No ; the same 
power can do both. 

Thns we have found Christ's spiritual bodp 
Like those of angek; glorious, yet invisible to 
mortals, with power to manifest the glory or 
to appear as a man or in any form He may 



choose. In the resurrection we shall be like 
unto Christ's glorious body. 'we shall be like 
him; for [not until then] we shall see him as 
he 6." 'Though we have known Christ after 
the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no 
more [after the flesh] ." (2 Corinthians 5 : 16) 
Such a spiritual being was Christ a t  the time 
of His ascension; and with what we have 
learned of the powers of that spiritual body, 
we are now, we hope, prepared to inquire: 

Row Will He Come Again? 

B RIEFLY stated, we believe the Scriptures 
to teach that a t  His coming He will remain 

invisible. "Behold, I come as a thief," is the 
way He frequently spoke of His coming to His 
disciples. He comes "as a thief' for the church, 
the waiting virgins. Both they that "deep in 
Jesus" and "we which are alive and remain" 
shall be caught up to meet the Lord in the air. 
"So shall we ever be with the Lord." 

“Tamer with the Lord, 
Amen, 80 let it be; 

Life from the d d  in in thrt wod, 
' T i e  immortality." 

The world will go on with its affairs, uncon- 
scious of the great changes of dispensation. 
But will they not miss the church1 So many? 
Nay, but so few of the church. It is only the 
overcomers that sit on the throne. It is but a 
"little fick" to whom it is the Father's good 
pleasure to give the kingdom. These are "the 
temple"; these are "the bride"; these "follow 
the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. These were 
redeemed from among men, Wing the firstfruits 
unto Qod and to the Lamb." (Revelation 14: 4) 
These have obeyed the Masteis injunction: 
"Take heed to yourselves, lest a t  any time your 
hearts be overcharged with . . . cares of this 
life, and so that day come npon yon unawares. 
For as  a mare ahall it come on all them [who 
are overcharged] that dwell on the face of the 
whole earth.'' (Luke 21 : 34,35) These are "ac- 
counted worthy to escape alI these things"- 
"the day of wrath" on the world, the '"time of 
trouble such as never was since there was a 
natioll" They Ustand before the Son of man!' 

But there are numbers of overcharged Chris. 
tians who Will not be counted worthy to escape 

(caught up to meet Him). Thebe are servants, 
but not overcoming servants; not hypocrites, 
but "they shall have their portion with the h y p  
ocrites." They did not build with "gold, silver, 
precious stones," and do not have the abundhnt 
entrance; but they built npon the rock, and 
they "shall be saved; yet so as by fire!' Xany 
will be purified of their dross in that tire. When 
the judgments of the Lord are abroad in the 
earth, the inhabitants of the world will learn 
righteousness.' 

These doubtless constitute a part of the 
"great multitude, which no man could number," 
who come up "out of [Greek, ck] great t r i bub  
tion." This countless company is not the "Little 
flock," "the temple," nor do they sit in  the 
throne; but these sene  God "in his temple," 
and are "'before the throne." These "washed 
their robes" (Revelation 7 : 9-17), while the 
'little fl&' have white robes graded or given 
to them, Christ's righteousness. (Revelation 
19: 8) No; the "Little flock," the bride, is a very 
select company. There will be so few taken 
from the present generation that they will not 
be much missed. True, the foolish rirgins will 
miss them. Virgins, undefiled but not wise, they 
will recognize the fact that the others have gone 
in to the marria$; and they will say: "Lord, 
Lord, open unto us." But Christ has but O M  
bride; the door to that marriage is forever 
closed. Christian brethren will know, but the 
world will not believe; and in the time of trouble 
which follows the t'kkhg away of the "sait of 
the earth" newspaper reporters will have little 
dficulw in accounting plausibly for their dis- 
appearance; for not many great, wise, rich or 
mighty hath God chosen, but the poor of this 
world, rich in faith, heirs of the kingdom. 

The second advent, like the first, covers a 
period of time, and is not the event of a mo- 
ment. The first lasted nearly thirty-four years ; 
and the events connected with it, our Lord's 
b i d ,  baptism, sorrow, death, resurrection, etc., 
as  mentioned by the prophets, all took place at 
the first advent. The second advent, as we have 
seen, lasts much longer. I t  includes the m e n -  
nial reign, and prophecy covers all the promi- 
nent features of that reign. He comes to reign. 
He must reign until He has put down all ene- 
mies, the last enemy h i n g  death.-1 Cor. 15 : 25. 



STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" (-LEF%EYw') 1 
ll*itb Issue Number 60 we began mnolng Judge Hutheriord'r new book. 
T b e  Barp ol 0.d.. rltb mnpa,Iu.  emdo dona, taking the place d both 

I Adrauced and JuvenUc bmle Studlm which bare been bltbeno pl lMished 

2'3Tlle inspired writer in the divine Word 
tells us that it was the will of God that all men 
should be saved from death by the ransom-price 
and then brought to an accurate knowledge of 
thc truth, in  order that they might accept the 
benefits of the ransom and live. In  due time 
the knowledge of these great truths will be given 
to every one of Adam's race. (1 Timothy 2: 3-6) 
The ransom-price was provided at  the cross. 
The cross of Christ is  the great pivotal truth 
of the divine arrangement, from which radiate 
the hopes of men. When all men come to a 
knowledge of this fact and all the obedient ones 
have profited by the value of the ransom sacri- 
fice, there will be great rejoicing amongst the 
human race. When the grand finale is  sung and 
all the harpers of heaven and earth unite in 
beautiful harmony, blending with the voices of 
all creatures perfected and happy, the great 
ransom sacrifice will be recognized by all as  one 
of the strings of the harp of God that will yield 
meet  music to every ear. Then all can t d y  
sing : 

%I the krocs of Christ I glow, 
Tow'ring o'er the are& &time ; 

All the l i ~ h t  of sacred story ' 

ment for the blessing, through Israel, of d the 
nations ~f the earth. But now He who they had 
hoped aonld redeem Israel (Luke 24: 21) was 

. dead. They were perplexed and overwhelmed. 
Seemingly they did not expect Him to rise again 
from the dead, nor did they know a t  that time 
that Jehovah aould not suffer the flesh of His 
Holy One to corrupt. The conduct of the dis- 
ciples at @is time, as well as of those who were 
in full srnlpathy with them, sho~vs that they 
did not expect His resurrection. The body was 
carefully wrapped and placed in the tomb with 
myrrh, aloes, and spices, evidently to prevent 
decomposition. The subsequent great sor ro~ ,~  of 
the women at  the tomb and their belief that the 
body of Jesus had been wrongfully removed and 
hid elsewhere, also the perplexity of the dis- 
ciples, all tend to show that they did not have 
any hope or expectation of the resufrection of 
Jesus. Then we have the positive statement: 
'Tor as yet they h e w  not the scripture, that he 
must rise.again from the dead."--John 20: 9. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOIY' 
~athers'round its head kblime." Why i n  it necessary for man to be bmnght to tba 

knowledge of the truth dter the paying of the ramom- 
"'In order for the human race to receire the price? 1243. 

benefit of the ransom sacrifice, it was essential Who shall have the knowledge of this truth? Give 
for Jesus to be raised from the dead. His res- Scriptural proof. 11243. 
nrrection is therefore of vital importance, and %'h*t.ia the pirow truth of the divine p b ?  
this constitutes another string of the harp, 1243. 
which we will treat separately. When the human race comes to r knowledge of tha 

value of the ransom-sacrifice, what effect wi l l  it have 
upon the ones who appmiate.it? 243. 

CEAPTER VII What ia the ikt month of the Jewish nligiolu 
STRING 6: Resurrection year? 7 2-45. 

""isan was the beginning of months in the On the fourteenth day of that mmth, A. D. 33, where 
Jewish religious year; and the fourteenth day Jesus? 1245. 

, of Nisan, A. D. 33, found Jesus of Nazareth dead What had His disciplaa 3im do? 7 24ti- What was their condition of mind,.md what thsir and in the tomb. The hopes of His followers 
dta dathl were dashed to the ground. hok ing  back to the 
rr the -tion of d k p b  ritb - promises made by Jehovah to f ~ i t h f d  Abraham, , t, mHm 245. 

His disciples and other assoriates had believed now had the bodg of J= been fm b-2 
Jesus to be the promised Messiah and trusted and ~ h d  TBS the purpose? 11 245. 
t!~at He nould be the delirerer of Israel from sGi\e furthcr procf with reference t o  the e q e c t a t i a  
Eolunn Bollda~e and would also be the instru- of the cbsciples concernmg Jesus' resurrect~on. am. 
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Some Items on Accidents 

A f3HORT time ago a railway companion was with no chains skidding on slippery street; 
discussing the fact that the automobile is  running up sidewalks; struck while makillg re- 

now responsible for the greatest nnmber of ac- pairs on streets; vrhicle backing up suddenly; 
cidents of any one thing in the whole category material falling from trncks; view obstructed 
of casualties, and made the remark, "1 wiish to while crossing streets by bundles carried; sit- 
live. I have two auton~obiles a t  home, and from ting on curb and hit by mud guards; stepping 
what I have personally seen within the past few from behind elevated railroad pillars into path 
weeks I have decided that the only sane course of vehicle; disobeying traffic officer a t  crossing; 
for me to pursue is to sell 111y cars and keep off driving on wrong side of street; disobeying 
the highways as much as I can." signal a t  crossing; headlight glare ; ~vnning car 

Based upon available statistics, if yon are to in air-tight garage, thns cxhaustillg oxygen; 
meet ~vi th  an accident of any kind you have one bee sting, dust, gnats or bugs in eye, and invol- 
chance today of being hurt in some way by an untary slcep or other cause depriving operator 
nutotnobile and only three chances of injury by of control of car. - m y  other means. If you are to be hurt by an Besides the situations that result in accident 
automobile you have one chance of being hurt there are thousands of cases where accident is 
by collision of the machine to three chances of averted by a niargin so narrow as to seem little 
injury by the automobile in ally other way. short of miraculous. The most interesting case 
Next in order are cranking the machine, where of tilis kind that has collie to our notice is that 
the chances are one to fonr; repairing the ma- of Mr. and Mrs. Allen 7Vallace, of Xew York, 
chine, one to five ; skidding, ditching, or over- who were out driving thc coup6 along the Grand 
turning, one to nine; entering or leaving the Concourse bridge in the Bronx. An autobus 
garage, one to nine; struck by automobile, one ran into them in the rear and knocked the oar 
to eleven. I t  thus seems that it is eleven times through an iron fence. In an instant the car 
safer not to have an automobile than it is to was suspe~lded in a network of electric wires 
have one. The traveler above cluuted n a s  right. where the occupants were in  danger of electro- 

cution. A second later i t  turned a complete 
The Deadly Automobile somersault and fell twenty-five feet, landing 
N THE foregoing statement collisions are right side UP with a11 [our \~lieels on the ground, I grouped together. We have not the figures hut on the tracks directly ia front of a speeding 

for collisions of automobiles with each other, electric car. The motorman jaiilmed on the 
although we witness them frequently; they brakes, and in another irietant IIr. and Mrs. 
are many. But the fiores for collisions \%<th 17'allac.r stepped fromthci~-r:lr ~lnllarmed. They 
locomotives are at hand and shorv that by this had escai~ed death twice by collision and once 
means 8,101 were killed a t  grade crossirlgs in each by falling and by electrocution, aJ1 within 
America in the past five years and 24,205 \rere a few seconds. 
injured. In  the last three montlls of 1911, 517 
persons were thus killed and 1,710 were injured. is Safe 

Some of the causes of automobile accidents RESS iternr which give us some idea of the 
.re collision with elevated railroad pillars, war vhich the automobile is waging against 

les, trees and hydrants; boarding or aligl~t- humanity are that in the year 1922 the auto C while the automobile i s  in motion; vehicle cicntl~h c ;cee~led twelve thousand. New Pork 
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was first with 849; Chicago second with 736; ing the streets except a t  the authorized places. 
L ~ s  h g e l e s  third 6 t h  321. Ninety-one chil- But no blame that can be laid upon the fie- 

. 

dren were killed on the streets of Detroit. Be- quenters of the streets can absolve a u t o m o ~ ~ -  
I 

5% 

sides the n m b e r  killed there was an army of ists from the accidents for whi& they are re- 
325,000 k 'bed.  One car in each thirty-two in- sponsible. No person has any moral right to , 
jured somebody during the year. traverse the streets of a city a t  such a speed 

F o r  pedestrians the only measurably safe that if some person aside from himself makes 
course is always to cross a t  a corner and to a slight miscalculation i t  may result in his 
look in each of the four directions before cross- death. Yet there are thousands of drivers, and 

r 
ing a street, or else wait until the traffic has their ranks are being added to daily, that take 
been stopped. chances--chances with the lives of others and 

Many accidents result from the improper with their own. 
loading of trucks. The tendency is to load the Some of the accidents are caused by defective 
trucks to their utmost capacity and then add vision. Near-sighted people cannot see a t  a dis- 
a little more. The loads are often piled inse- tance without glasses, and far-sighted people 
curely; and when thc trucks have been jolted cannot judge nearby distances with suflicient 
around a little, some of the load falls off. In -racy to prevent accidents. 
the loading of a truck the heaviest articles New Pork has adopted a plan of ringing bells 
should always be placed a t  the bottom; and and blowing whistles a t  2: 59 p. a, as a warn- 
when unloading the articles should be removed ing to truck, taxicab and automobile drivers to 
from the top downward, to avoid the crushing be careful; for 1,2C@,000 pupils are going home 
of hands or feet. from school. 

Children are killed by trucks on the streets of 
New York every day. Loads which have no RaizwaIf Accidents Reduced 
place on the highways a t  any speed are taken T IS with a measure of relief that we turn I over them a t  railroad speed. The danger from from the ever-increasing list of automobile 
automobiles even extends to some extent into accidents to consider the encouraging fact that 
the home itself. I n  New York, in one instance in America the danger on railroads is now less 
within the past few months, a car ran wild, than one-third of what i t  was in 1889. In  the 
climbed a porch, and killed a baby in its cradle. thirty-four years in which accident figures have 

been tabulated there has been a gradual im- 
Avenues of Death provement, the most recent years being the 

OR at least a million children in New Pork safest of till. I n  1920 one person was killed to 
city there i s  no place to play except the each 5,673,000 carried- 

street. Hways a dangerous substitute for a The operation of the 250,000 miles of Ameri- 
the streets are now avenues can railroads in 1921 resulted in the accidental 

of death. Driving rapidly in a taxicab through death of 5,587 Persons and the injury of 43,324. 
one of these streets, many of them occupied by The of the 50,000 miles of British 
scores of little folks playing unconcernc.dly in railways resulted in 20,285 accidents of all kinds 
and among the vehicles, one cannot wonder that during the same year. In the same Year also 
so many of them are slain or crippled for life. only four Passengers were killed on Canadian 
The stealing of rides on vehicles continues to railways out of a total of 51,318,422 carried. 
be a fruitfd cause of accidents to children. I t  has been observed in America that since pro- 

Both children and adults are killed by the hibition went into effect the number of railway 
accidents has been greatly reduced. 

hundred because they try to cross the streets a t  The human factor enters largely into rail- 
some other point than the street intersection. road accidents. * tower-man does his work 
This practice, ailed '>a~-wdkin€? in New with onfailing accuracy for twenty-four y m ;  
P o r k  resulted in the injury of 6,168 persons not a serious error is chargeable to him. Be 
during a e  Year 1922. In  a single month the reaches the age of sixty-eight. He supposea 
~ o l i a e  of New York warned 8,000 persons of the that he is as well able to do the work as ever; 

!- 
I danger which they were incurring in thus cross- his emplo~ ers suppose the same. He throwr , 
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the snitch against the midnight dyer between 
Philadelphia and Atlantic City, causing it to be 
ditched with the loss of seven lives. How could 
the railroad company know when to retire this 
all!-ays faithful senan t  t Who can answer! 

I t  is eciclent that for a long time to come 
t h e x  must be numberless accide:lts on high- 
u-a::s and rsilx-aj-s, unless the speed is greatly 
reduced. Probably one of the early steps which 
the Lord will take in His control of earth's 
affairs in the near future mill be to lessen 

C speeds of vehicles to a point where they wiil 
still serre all hum311 needs without risking 
huz~nn life. 

S o  doubt also many railvays aud highn-cps 
will i i z  relocated. or partially so, to remove their 
dn~tzcr points. Nodern methods of escaration 
~ I I I  ! -.~II.-truction would enable ninny railroad 
lined to lie stmi;l~tcned and greatly improred 
frnlll qsrt.ry point of view. if only the incubus 
o i  1\11> necess~t>- for profit couid be removed 
cvrii telnporarily and it was necessary merely 
to co~lsult the interests of the public. All this 
n-iil surely be done; and then the old road beds 
con be used for automobile tra.6~. 

Haste is responsible for many accidents about 
rail~vays. ~ a r i  must be unloaded immediately 
upon receipt, so as to save demurrage c h a r e s ;  
and the work of unloading is frequently done 
n.11c.n the men are fatigued and the light is poor. 
Thesc conditions make for error of jud,gment, 
and error of judopent causes accidents. 

Municipal Railwa~a 

N EW YOEX CITY has occasional railroad acci- 
dents of a different nature from those 

found elsewhere. Once in a while an elevated 
train, or part of it, goes off the structure into 
the street thirty feet below. Almost every ele- 
vated accident results b several deaths. 

C. In one instance, years ago, the trains became 
stalled between stations, and several persona 
started to walk the tracks to the nearest station. 
A train started suddenly; and a boy's body, 
projecting from the aide of the train, where he 
had caught on, swept seven persons te their 
death, plunging them into the street below. 

More frequently there is a subway accident, 
and the wonder is that there are not more. One 
that hss never been in a subway jam during the 
raah hours can form no adequate idea of the 

hurrying, struggling, pushing mass of human- 
ity, all seeking to get home at the same time. 

Joseph Gallo and his wife were caught in such 
a subway jam when they arrived in New York 
on the may from their ranch in the West to visit 
friends in Czecho-Slovcia. After the wife had - 
boarded the train, the doors were suddenip 
closed in front of Joseph Poor man, he did 
not know that the only thing he could do was 
to take the nest train and then, not finding his 
companion, to report the matter to the police. 
So he started to race on foot after the train, 
and wandered about in the tunnels for hours, 
dodging trains and in imminent danger of elec- 
trocction. JIeaiitime liis poor 1s-ife, alarmed 
and uistressed. after haring tried in rain for 
several hours to locate her faithful mate, broke 
down and was taken to Bellerne Hospital, where 
slie died of fright. 

The subway is the safest railroad in the 
world; but it has its tragedies, all due to haste. 
?doreover, the haste seems necessary, for the 
people must get home ; and how the difficulty is 
to be rectified a t  this time does not just UOIV 

appear. More subways would help, and are 
being built 

Accidents at Home 

S OME years ago i t  was Gagred out by a geniua 
with a penchant for figures that a man 

stands more chances of being killed in his own 
home by some unlooked-for accident than he 
does of being killed while a passenger on a rail- 
road train. This is probably true. On the rail- 
way train the en,gineer and the fireman are 
equally interested with the passengers in saving 
their own lives. In the home many unexpected 
accidents may occur, and there are causes of 
danger not foucd aboard trains. 
h analpsis of 373 accidents a t  home shows 

44 injured while working around the barn; 42 
slipped on lam, steps. porch or boards; 39 
cut on bottles or shn1.p instruments; 29 fell on 
stairs; 24 using hand tools; 25 slipped on rug 
or floor; 18 ran b t o  beds, bureaus, doors, etc.; 
14 hit by falling objects; 13 by lifting and mov- 
ing articles; 11 scalded or burned while cooking 
or cleaning; 8 cutting corns or nails; 8 fell 
from ladders, trees or  windows; 7 bitten by pet 
animals; 7 poisoned o r  infected bp insect bites; 
6 burned while lighting cigar; 6 fell from chairs 
o r  tables or  upon getting in or out of bed; 4 
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carrping children; 4 finger caught in door or the usual.irnpression, the number injured as a 
window; 3 slipped in bath-tub; 33 MClassified. result of carelessness on the part of the worker 

Nmnerous home accidents are due to gas i s  not large. There is of course a human ele- 
leaks. In New Pork city, during the first ten ment in all accidents: Ignorance, inexperience, 

- ,- months of the year, 253 persons were killed by indecision, all leading to error of judgment. 
gas leaks. Occasiondly the fumes from a gas- The annual loss in America, due to industrial 
hearer kill a whole family. In one instance a accidents, is said to be not less than one billion 
cat turned on the gas, and killed itself and a dollars. A man is killed by industrial accidents 
child. every six minutes, and one is injured ci-ery 

There are a number of deaths due to electric fourteen seconds. One thousand perso~is arc 
shock. A man steps into a wet cellar, the water U e d  every year by falls from ladders. 
in which has been charged by an electric wire; 
or he attempts to turn the electric Lights on or Accidents in Mines 
off ~ h i l e  standing in a bath-tub. Many persons UBLIC attention is more (?II mine 
do not know the danger attached to touching an P horrors where a hundred men are kil!rd at 
electric light h t u r e ,  especially with wet hands, a time than it is on the lesser accide::ts, in 
when tlley are a t  the sane time stmding or which but one man loses his life; pet thc histoy 
sitting in a tub of water. of one year after another sho\t-s tliat one-1:alf 

Occasionally what looks like a terrible home of all the miners \vho lose their lives lv\.llile at 
accident turns out differentl~ from what was rn rk  are me.-- by falls of rock or only 
crpected. I n  Xew yorlr, hfrs. Veechio saw her one two being killed a t  a tilno. 
baby fall from the fourth-floor fire-escape of 1, b e r i c a  the number of deaths in mines 
their l~orne. She ran s c r e k n g  into the pard, about a hundred a while the 
expecting to find the child dead, but found i t  injuries are a llundred times as many. ~h~ 

up a:ld and follox.ing table ~ l ~ 0 n . s  surprising replnrity 
itself in the pilioli-s of a baby carriage into mi\lth deaths injuries in mines occnr 
which it had fcilea. from year to year: 

Occupational Accidents Year X ~ t m b r r  of Dcafhs Number of Znjurics 
1919 1,18.3 118.529 N E S T  to what map be called pu?~iic acci- 1920 1,130 

dents, the largest number of accidents are 
118,490 

those connected \\<t]: occupations. 111 a single 9 thonrhtful consideration of the foregoiug 
v-.-r jn xew -fork state the nc&dcnts to children f i ~ ~ r e s  \\-ill roll\-:!lce almost anybody that ruin- 
under eighteen, sufficiently serious to keep them ing is not so sal'c rr business as clipping con- 
away from work a t  least two weeks, were 1.98s. pons, or ta1l;il:z over 3 telepllone, or sitting 
The accident hazard with youthful workers is around a dircctors' table; and that it should 
greater than that with the mature; for children be as well paid. 
are by nature more irresponsible, careless and 3lining is fifty percent safer now than it was 
cnrions. Wteen years ago; for th9re are thus mnnp less 
In a h g l e  year, in the ~ 0 M t r y  as a whole, accidents. Ilany mine accidents are seemingly 

twenty-three persona were killed at their em- nnprerentable. Some explosions have occurred 
ployment and three million injnred. Five out because flashes of lightning have entered the 
of every hundred persons employed, every year mine and reached gas pockets or else have pre- 
~nstain injury of some sort. maturely fired shots. One would suppose thzt 

A study of the nature of the accidents reveals in a mine one nyould be snfe from lightning; 
the fact that tn-enty-five percent were caused but it seems not to be the case. 
hp machincr~., twenty percent by some flying Otlirr acci~lents are prerentalde; there usem 
object, thirteen percent by falls, ten percent in to be many such. It is only a generation since. 
the handling of objects, and eight percent from coal-brealiers were built directly over the mouth --- 
hand tools. of the single shaft; and when the breaker 

This study, made officially by the State of bnrned and fell into the shaft, not a mar. r e  
Tl'isconsin, discloses the fact that, co!lrmv to mained to tell the tale. 



Mine Disasters 
4 N as late as  August 27, 1922, forty-seven E V P  

lives were lost in  the Argonaut mine, in 
California, because a safety exit required by 
law had been plugged up by the mine owners 

I to save the poss~i)le cost of draining the shaft. 
Those mine owners should be sentenced to be- 
come miners for Ilfe. 

Some of the great 11G11ing disasters of the 
past year are the gas explosion a t  Spangle. Pa., 
in Sovember, a year ago, when 71 out of the 
118 men in the mine were killed; an explosion 
a t  Bessemer, Alabama, in the same month, when 
86 were killed; one a t  a mine on rancouvcr 
Island, in February, when 33 perished; and one 
a t  Dawson, Nrw hlexico, on the same clay, when 
120 died and oirly two were saved of all that 
went into the mine. Less than tcn j~.rcac~nt of 
a11 mine fatalities are caused by explosiolis of 
gas and dust. 

Allled to mining is the business of quarrying. 
One-eighth of the men in this business receive 
illjuries every year, and one in fifty is killed. - The causes of quarry accidents are haulage, 
t~~plosives, machinery, and falls of material, in 
tile order named, with haulage as  the most pro- 
lific cause. Every once in  a while a fatal acci- 
dent results from the common practice of using 
the teeth to crimp blasting caps to fuses. Other 
fatal accidents occur from dropping dy~lamite 
cartridges into deep holes instead of Ion-ering 
them ~lomly and safely. 

The smelting business, still dangerous, is 
safer than it was. In 1913 the rate of ;::jury 
was 264 to a thousand employ8s; in 1921 it \yas 
riduced to 63. This great decrease is mid to be 

1 clrnost entirely duc to the many safety devices 

/ llistalled by the American Smelting and Rcfn-  
ing Company to reduce their accident llab~li t~es.  

One of the world's greatest industr~nl acci- 
dents occurred a t  Oppau, Germany, i n  the Fall 
of 1921, in a plant engaged in rnancfnctnrin: 
nitric acid and ammonia from t h ~  a'mouphere, 
for fertilizer purposes. A double explosion oc- 
curred, killing 586 persons arid injuring 1,932. 

A very considerable toll of human Life is 
taken annually by explosions of boilers, gas 

L tanks, sewers, and chemical apparatus of va 
rious sorts. I t  is  not generally h o r n  that e.rctl 
five percent of gas in the air forms an cxpfo~ive 
mixture. The increasing ase of ck~inicqals, espc- 
dally poison gases used for curxnercial par- 

poses, to disiufect or to rid goods of vennin, 
causes many death .  

Danger from Machines 
TI!E increasing use of women in mannfactor- 

lng operations Lriugs a. danger peculiar to 
women. Sonic t{:l.lSible accidents have happened 
to them by rcawn of their hair catching in tl!? 
mac.l~i~rcry. A t  the plant of P. F. Collier Conl- 
prltiy, O I I  O I I P  UC'CZIS~OII, one poor wonlan vat: 
thus si::!~jetl cornplelely; and the pity of it $as 
that sl:c survived and ran screarrling through 
tlic 1,lat:i. It is ilcedless to add that every 
uromnn csgtlged in nlal~ufacturing operations 
should \\.car a close-filting cap. Also, women 
marly ti~nc~s have had their lives ei:d:-nngered 
by loose-F t t ing dresses and flying aprons; f o r  
s l ' r i i ~  n-heels and belts form a suctioil. 

O ~ l y  t l ~ r  great strcngtli of a farmer engagi~d 
in opvratl~lg a circular saw saved h:nl from a 
terrible death. Elis clothing became caugiit, and 
dragged l ~ l r n  toward the revolr~ing blade. Ile 
braced l~ililsclf' while the macl~ir~ery stripped 
his ov~i.coat, sweater, trousers, sllirt, and under- 
wear to shreds, so that nhen the daug,-cr mas 
past he was entirely nude save for his shoes 
and soclrs. Boil1 rccn and womcr? should wear 
(.:u~:~-tittJlig clotlling YVII<:II work~rig about mn- 
c l~i~icry;  and all moving parts of machiues 
sl~ould be encluscd in gear casca, to t11il:imize 
the risk. 

An unusual accident happened to sornc elec- 
trical ive1dcr.s. Tlirj- were repairing a cracked 
cylinder, and had neglr~tcd to examine the inte- 
rior ol' the cylinder before l~eginning their work. 
\\T~i!r the  work was in progress, a little steam 
w:~> rwlicc.tI; L:it no attention \$*as paid to it. 
Just  as fi;c job mas finished, the cylinder ex- 
ploded with terrific force, seriously injuring 
two men and almost wrecking the plant. The 
cyhndcr had contained just enough water to 
turn it into a miniature boiler, with no outlet 
for the superheated steam generated. 

A rachine that sllould be given a wide berth 
is tl  ... hydro-extractor, sometimes called a "cen- 
trii ugal" or "whizzer," used for separating liq- 
i~ids from solids, extensively employed in sugar 
mills, dye houses, laundries, and industrial 
plants. High speed is essential to the effective- 
ness of these machines; and numerous acci- 
dents, some of them fatal, have been traced 
to them. 
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Dangers Aloft Even the public structures take their toll. 

F ALLS are responsible for many deaths and Some two years ago the public was shocked 
injuries. For several years New York had when a bridge collapsed a t  Chester, Pennsyl- 

a peculiar attraction in a man that had trained vania, causing the death of twenty-four men, 
himself to climb the face of buildings. This women, and children. It transpired subsequent- 
man, popularly called the human fly because he ly that the cause of the accident was the ram- 
had learned to climb merely by the use of his ming of the bridge by a canal-boat eleven years 
finger tips, had painted in large letters across previously, regarded as t r a ing  a t  the time. 
the back of his shirt the motto, "Safety Last." Many of the drownings which occur every 
He fell ten stories to his death while scaling the summer would not occur if there were a t  hand 
front of a hotel for a movie a m .  persons who know the proper methods of resus- 

More fortunate was a window cleaner in the citating those who have been in the water for 
same city. He fell five stories, and was taken some time. I t  is claimed that the pulmotor is  
to the morgue to be prepared for burial. While not a success. It strains the tissues of the lungs, 
in the morgue he regained consciousness, and and in almost every case the patient dies from 
objected strenuously to the program that had pneumonia within a year. The hand methods 
been mapped out for him. They were just about are easy to lcarn and to apply, and do not 
putting him into a vault. injure the patient in any way. 

One of the worst features about falls is the 
liability of injury to the brain. A severe blow Prevention of Accidents 
upon the head, even though the skull is not W E HAVE often wondered how accidents 
fractured, is liable to do far more harm than is will be prevented during the time of 
a broken arm or leg. Car~cntcrs,  briclrla~ers, &Iessiah's reign and subsequently. We believe 
masons, painters and electrical workers are in that will be the case; for the Scriptures - 
special danger from falls in connection with declare as much. Of some things we may feel 
their work, as so much of it is  aloft. sure. People will know that they have all eter- 

nity before them, and will not be in such a hurry 
Elevator Accidents as now; speeds will be reduced. Instead of rail- 

N EW YORII: and Chicago, on account of road trains running from sixty to a hundred 
their great numbers of inzmensely tall miles an hour, their speed will be reduced to 

buildings, have many elevator accidents. In  the what is then known to be absolutely safe, maybe 
last eleven years, in these two cities alone, there to only thirty nlilcs an hour; automobiles will 
have been 1,122 fatal elevator accidents. The be harmless, ant1 flying machines not tolerated 
Bureau of Standards of the Department of a t  all unless they are proven safe bcyond all 
Commerce has made a survey which shows that quc~stion. And above all things the engineers, 
three-fnnrths of these accidents couId have been chauffeurs, and aviators will be tamed; and no 
prevented i f  the elevators and shaftway doors one with a speed bee in his bonnet will be per- 
had been equipped with well-designed inter- mitted to operate any kind of a machine for 
locking devices. locomotion. 

Rarely does an elevator fall; the typical acci- Again, people will Lnow that the things they 
dent is where a person tries to board a moving make are made to serve as long and as satisfao- 
car, but slips or stumbles and falls into the torily as possible, and as a consccluence machin- 
hoistway. Or a workman opens a hoistmay door, ery will be perfected to a point where only care- 
reaches in to grasp the operating cable, and lessness wonld be liable to cause an accident. 
loses his balance. Or a woman steps off a de- Every man will love his fellow and will try to 
scending elevator and the operator starts the avoid injuring him or even permitting him to 
car too soon. The woman changes her mind, injure himself. 
tries to step back into the car, and is crushed In  the third place, men will become Godlike, 
between the landing and the top of the elevator and that means that they will become though+ 
door opening, as the car goes down. There arc ful, careful and considerate not only of others 
elevators in New York which travel forty miles but of the wonderful bodies which God hm 
a day and make 4,000 stops in that time. placed in their own care. 



-, .& The People with Roots 
T-IE people with roots p 1 . o ~  the same as unbalanced, the same may be true of plznta fn T other people, except that they grow lnnch any case it may be set down that malnutrition 

I i'aster. If we had a boy that got into the habit of plants will result in malnutrition of the peo- . of growing an inch every elewn days, we would ple who eat the plants and their fruits. 
take him to a doctor to find out what could be There is evidence av&able that 
done to stop i t ;  Yet that is the rate of growth by means of recent discoveries certain plants 
of the average plant. can be caused to grow ten times or even a han- 

The growth 01 ~ la r l t s  can be seen by meanb dred tirnes faster than heretofore, making re- 
of the crescogra~ll, an adaptation of mirrors forestation anrl a thousand lcindred problems 
which magnifies up to a hundred million times. merely questions of convenience, 
By means of this instrument, the invention of a 
Hindu, Sir Jagadish Chandra Rose, the effects Like Human Beings 
of heat, cold, electricity, light, alcohol, and other ETUESIKG to the invention of Hindu 
t h i n e  affecting plant growth can be seen, and R friend, Sir Jagadish, it seems that 
precise conclusions reached. visibly register anger and pleasure, while po- The effect of On plnnts i' much the tatocs and turnips, after an alcohol jag, mani- same as  on humans. At first the plant acts ex- 
hilarated; subsequently a serious depression is fest the samc lack of interest in life, while they 

noted. I n  the matter of light, plants may have are sobering up, that some men do on the morn- 

too much as well as too little. Unless the pro- ing after a wild night. 

portion of light is ?jh.Elt the plant not re- It is a good plants to be washed 
produce. A length of day favorable to both occasionally, just as it is  for boys. Moreover, 
reproduction and growth results in tile "ever- the "ashing should be with soap and not merely 

bearing" bpe of fmits. ~ i ~ l ~ ~  has a more im- sufficient to spread the dirt nicely from one place - 
p r t a n t  hearing upon plant growth than has And what is of equal 
temperai:,!.~. the under side of the leaves of the plant special- 

By or lengthening the ly need washing, like the back of the boy's neck 
hours of work, e., its hours of light, vegeta- and behind his cars; for it is there that the 
bles such as spinach, usually available only a t  microbes chiefly gather+ 

certain seasons, can be supplied to the table the It is  found that rabbits inhabiting the oak 
year around. Violets also may be grown in any zone of mountains act as a barrier to the spread 
season; and poinsettas, heretofore regarded as of cacti. The plants can go neither UP the mom- 
a Winter flower, may be grown in ~~l~ and tain nor down it; for the rabbits effectively de- 
August. stroy them when they come within their zone. 

Plants grow more rapidly and with greater Some plants have the faculty of motion. One 
vigor in tin cans than in ordinary florists9 pots. of these, the VOEVOX globator, as v:ixwed under 
One of the probable causes of this is the stirnu- a microscope, whirls like a top. Other plants 
lation due to the metals of the can is manifest a freedom of choice as respects where 
made. Plants do well in ally soil that is even they fasten their tendrils. After having occu- 
slightly impregmated with metal particles. pied a hole in a post thirty-six hours, a tendril 

There are thirteen chemicals used by plants has been fieen to withdraw itself for another 
in making their growth. Ten of these are usu- hole in the same post more to its liking. Wher6 
ally present in sufficient lint nitrogen, several holes are available, the plant's tendrils 
phosphorus and potassium, usually in the forms may Pass several before fillally deciding per 

b of ammonia, phosphoric acid and potash, are manently 1vhel-c to remain. 
things continually being taken out of the soil, Some plants are strictly vegetarians, most of 
and therefore requiring to be replacecl. them, in fact; but a t  least one, the Pioncea, eats 

It has been suggested that the spread of plant flies and other insects. When these insects alight 
II. pests in Atnerica, where formerly there were on the upper surface of the leaves, the leaves 

almost none, may be due to impoverishnlent of close in on them; and the plant becomes their 
the soil. It is also suggested that as humans tomb. Occasionally somebody from the t r o p i ~  
take diseases when their food is  insufficient or reports a tree with tentacles which suck ths 
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blood of nil? anitnal tlmt cornes within reach. 
The c s i s t e ~ ~ u ~  of such il ir.:e is doubted, however. 

Like sorue human Le.ngs the century plant 
dies whcrr it m a k ~ s  its crow rling effort. The 
agave at tent~ata ,  as it is called botanically, 
waits until th!! erd of its life to bloom. I t  then 
throws out n sy.:kt: :hat niay have as many as 
a thousand bltls3o.a~; b~ l t  the effort kills the 
plant. The n1r.n) your4 plants which, in the 
meantime, have fonncd around the base of the 
trunk, may then be taken off and planted. 

Some Plants Ht;mtfuZ 

S OniE plants, like some persons, injure that 
with whir :* they come in contact. Prominent 

in the list is the well-known poison ivy. This 
may be distinguished from other creepers by 
the fact that i t  has three divided leaves, while 
the harmless creepers have five leaves. 

Ivy poisoning may sometimes be averted, even 
after the plants have been handled, provided 
that the parts exposed are washed with great 
thoroughness with soap, water, and alcohol. An 
inefficient washing only tends to spread the 
poison. The affected parts should be bathed 
with warm salt water, preferably sea water, 
and dried without rubbing. Another good treat- 
ment consists of one teaspoonful of boric acid 
in a quart of hot water. People have been 
known to die from poison ivy. When specimens 
of that plant have been brought into the house, 
they have been known to poison the whole fam- 
ily. When thrown into a fire, the poison is 
carried through the whole house. 

It will be new5 to many that potatoes some- 
times cause poisoning. This is when they are 
harvested prematurely. The green parts con- 
tain a poison called solanin, 0.2 grams of which 
are sufficient to produce bad effects. There is 
always a minute quantity of this solanin in 
potatoes, but not enough to do harm when the 
potatoes are mature, unless they are old and 
cooked with the sprouts on. 

Concerning poisonous plants in the state of 
Utah the Salt Lake City Telegram says: 

alfalfas and vetches; water hemlock or poison parsnip 
of the parsley family, which includes the much relished 
vegetable celery; death camas; bunch flower family; 
and the much dreaded larkspurs of the crowfoot family, 
of which are the buttercup and the peony." 

This finding of poisonous plants which are 
closely akin to solne of our safe, sane and 
highly prized vegetables and flowers shows that 
even the vegetable families, as some human 
families, have their black sheep. 

Some New Friendr 

W E PROPERLY place the highest valna- 
tion on our old friends; but i t  is well to 

make some new ones, also. TVe introduce you 
to several new ones. They have excellent traits. 
There, for example, is Burbank's new black- 
berry bush, which has all the good qualities of 
the old blackberry but is without its thorns. It 
is a sort of reformed blackberry, so to speak. 

Then there is the hydra-headed barley. We 
do not know where it is grown; but it has sev- 
eral heads, with a combined length of fruit on 
one stem of ten to twelve inches as against three - 

to four inches on the ordinary one-head stem. 
Then there is the kaa lee of Paraguay, more 

aristocratically known as the Stevia rebaudiann. 
This plant is one hundred and eighty times as 
sweet as  sugar. Uncle Sam has some of the 
seed, and is experimenting with it. Perhaps wo 
shall hear Inore of it later, and then more people 
will be sweet, and the sweet ones sweeter. 

Then there is the soap plant, which blooms in 
June or July, and which is found all through 
the southwestern portion of the United States 
from southwestern Kansas to and including 
California. The roots are one to ten inches in 
diameter and two to sixteen feet long, very 
saponaceous and produce a fine lather. The 
soap plant has been used for centuries for 
cleaning purposes by the residents of those 
parts. We have some of the powder. The 
lather is  very agreeable to the touch. 

As a hint of what is coming, H. F. Hanes, a 
farmer of Willow Glen, Louisiana, near Alexan- 

% lotuw of livestock within Wartern national f o r  dria, planted Irish potatoes this Spring in a 
wtrts and largely in the State of Utah from poisonous field whereon last year he had raised a large 
plants mated sk thousasd wttle and sixteen crop of tomatoes. To his surprise he found that 
&onsand ~heep during the past year, according to s One potato plants had borne tomatoes 
rmort imed bv the United states forestrv Bernice. The well as tubers. It is understood that Burbank 
--A - - 

principal poiso>ous plants on the rangei are the locos has been trying to bring this about, as the 
md lupines of the pea family, to which also belong the plants are known to be of the same family; 



but in this isolated instance Sature has beat 
him to it. But unfortunately she has not left a 
record of how she did it. 

Plant lovers have large expectations based 
upon the experiments of Richard J)iener. w l ~ o ~ e  
iiurrery is  near Mount Tanlalpair, California. 
Tn three years he has tripled the size of half a 
dozen well-known flowers, and has dercloped a 
blight-proof tornato bearing fluits T\-eighing 
three pounds each; also a mamrrroth potato. He 

. 
says, and secnls to have proven, that plant and 
animal life way be greatly increased in size & 
a scientific process which he has discovered. 
One of his products is a white leghorn rooster 
weighing ten pounds. It is hoped that its prog-: 
eny may lay mammoth eggs. 

Interesting results may follow the planting 
of some serds found in the tomb of Kin," Tut- 
anlih-Amcn. Hungary reports the wheat grown, 
from some of this seed as of exceLIent quality. 

Making Church Members 

R EVEREND Doctor George Hugh Birney) 
of Cleveland, Ohio, is authority for the 

statement that "if Christianity had been one 
tithe as much interested in building itself into 
the hearts of men as i t  had been in building 
monuments to itself in cathedrals of storie and 
brick, the World War  never \vould have been 
fought." Jus t  what we hare been saying all 
along. I n  due time some of these preachers 

- will get converted and become real Christians. 
Wait and see. 

The Gastonia, North Carolina, Gazette spealrs 
of one of the gentlemen engaged in local "evan- 
gelistic" work as follows: "It would pay the 
mill owners of Gaston to keep this man in the 
county, for reasons other than the great spiri- 
tual good he has accomplished. He is veritable 
poison to the agitator, and never fails to take 
a telling crack at them when the opportunity 
presents itself." 

Somehow we seem unable to recall that any 
of the apostles were engaged in that line of 
endeavor. No doubt if Baston business men are 
selling all the goods they wish to sell, then an 
apostle of low wages in their midst would be 
something they would appreciate. 

Purely as  a matter of good business, and, 
according to the despatches, not because they 
themselves are connected with any church, the 
business men of Riverside, California, have 
organized a campaign which has as its aim the 
))ringing of every Riverside child into some 
Sunday school and every family into some 

5 Riverside church. The decision to embark upon 
this enterprise came after a discu~sion of the 
needs of the country. 

Xo doubt these business me11 car11e to the 

conclusion that what the country really needs, 
is more principle, more Christianity; and, mis- 
guided on the subject, they thought the best 
way for people to get i t  i s  through the denomi- 
national churches. 

Our thought is  the reverse; namely, that if 
all the saints and all the hypocrites who are  
attending chnrc*h~s would abandon the church' 
systems altogether, and thus avoid participa- 
tion in their sins, the whole world would be far  
better off. Everybody could tell then who are 
the children of God and who are the children 
of the devil; but when d l  look alike, talk alike, 
act alike, and belong to the same organization 
it is hard to draw the line. Christianity is an 
individual matter. 

Hamilton, Ontario, is having a probe of its1 
Y. M. C. A. I t  seems that this institution has* 
made a specialty of teaching the youths of the. 
city how to play pool, with the result that some 
of them have become gamblers, and one of them 
has just recently shot and Billet1 one of his com- 
rades. Where did we see the s i p  : "Body, nund 
and spirit; cigarettes, pool, and garubling; pay 
now; $5 a throw"? 

The Y. N. C. A. makes a nice door into al- 
most any one of the denominational churches. 
That is  the particular office it is supposed to 
fill. I t  wants to "save" the young men, even if 
i t  has to destroy all their home principles and 
take all their loose change in doing so. 

P ASTI', this in your hat, Mr. Bok! If govern- 
ments would draft all able-bodied men into 

service and talie over excessive private weal& 
during t h e  pcrioil of emergency there would h 
no more war.-Tlie Pnthfinder. 



Earth's Real Travelers BY Walter Mitera 

W HILE the world is proudly excited over the 
truly marvelous transcontinental flight 

accomplished by Lieutenants A. &lacready and 
(3. Kelly in our day, the age of marvels, still, it 
is well to remember that the human fliers have 
a long way to go in order to copc ~vith at least 
some of the members of the £on 1 I.:ingdo~n a i d  
especially so with the arctic tern. T l~ i s  bird 
breeds as f a r  north as it can find land for nest- 
ing, and winters a s  f a r  south as  i t  can find open 
water for feeding. I t  is said that the arctic tern 
journeys about 22,000 miles annually. I t  jour- 
neys 11,000 miles between Summer and Winter 
homes. The arctic tern's annual migration is  
equivalent, practically so, to circumnavigation 
of the globe. 

The ornithologistd tell us that the longest 
single flight of any known bird is the flight over 
the Atlantic ocean and the Caribbean sea, made 
by the golden plover from Nova Scotia to South 
!America, the distance of 2,400 miles. The golden 
plover breeds on the barren grounds of the far  
north; and its autumnal migration is overland 

certain locality a t  the altitude of about from 
four to li;-c hundred feet; but toward their 
departure tlicy soar so high that one just barely 
can see them as a whole. 

The autumnal migrational departure of the 
swallows differs greatly from that of the storks. 
The storlis as a rule start their journey any time 
during the day; whereas the swallows gather 
together sonletiilles for days. But no one has 
been fortunate enough to see them leave, so fa r  
as we know; for they evidently take their leave 
a t  niglit. They merely disappear, not to be seen 
until the next Spring. 

T1:e stork clatters a great deal just before 
leaving ; and as a rule the ~vhole mustered army 
of tlicin join in one loud happy chorus in the air, 
thus bidding "Good bye" to the dearly beloved 
home of their birth. Practically all the land- 
birds are  a t  rest a t  night; they do not fly a t  
night while in their Summer home, but it has 
been observed and proven that the same birds 
while on their way south fly a t  night as well. 

through Labrador to ??ova Scotia, and from 
there over the Atlantic and the Caribbean sea 
to its Winter home in South America. I n  the 
Spring is returns north overland to its Summer 
home, by the way of Mississippi Valley, to the 
regions above the Arctic circle. 

The Pacific plover, on leaving Alaska, has a 
landless course of 2,000 miles before reaching 
its Winter home in the Hawaiian Islands. The 
range of a nighthawk is  from Alaska to Argen- 
tina, a distance of 7,000 miles, which exceeds the 
journey of any other land-bird. 

The birds of Central Europe are of very 
special interest to the people as to their leav- 
ing in the Fall and their returning in the 
spr ing again. We will just mention two kinds 
of birds very well known to Central European 
people, as well as to most Americans: The 
atork and the swallow. Each of these ldnds of 
birds do much flying toward the latter part of 
@ Summer, and particularly so just previous 
to their departure for their Winter home. 

The stork's autumnal migration is  very re- 
markable. I t  is  a great mystery just how these 
birds set a certain day as the date of their 
Ueparture, gather themselves to the number of 
aousands and hover over a certain chosen 
locality for hours. Sometimes these fly over a 

1 

Flging at Great Altitude 

M R. W. E. D. SCOTT, while looking through 
the telescope, observed birds flying across 

the face of the moon, among which were recog- 
nized warblers, blackbirds, finches, and wood- 
peckers. Their flight above the earth was esti- 
mated from one to two miles. 

Other subsequent observations made through 
similar instruments against the moon a t  night 
showed birds migrating a t  varying heighta 
from GOO feet to 15,100 feet. The birds fly a t  a 
high altitude to take advantage of the favorable 
wind currents. 

While the storks and the mvallows gather 
themselves in large flocks on leaving their Sum- 
mer home, these return in somewhat different 
manner. The stork as a rule returns to his from- 
year-to-year nest with much advertising of his 
presence with his bill on his arrival a t  his 
Summer home, letting the dwellers know that 
his successful but tedious journey has been 
made. The swallow likewise makes himself 
known to the village dwellers by much singing 
pointing to the happy time coming.- 

The appearance of birds in the Spring has 
attained a certain pastoral significance in  prao- 
tically all countries. Some hold that it is abao- 

.a 
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lutely safe to plant vineyards, etc., a s  soon as  with convincing force announce their presence 
the stork appears. by much singing, which indicates a happy time. 

The bird kingdom is more than sufficient to SO too, Jesus has come, quietly and mseen, and 
convince us, beyond all shade of donbt, of the with songs of joy for a needy race. 

- marvelous wisdom and the great providence of 
God, the Author of all beauties, manifest even 
in the birds. 

Jesus, while teaching His disciples, directed 
His words to show the great importance of one's 
reliance upon God's providence, illustrating the 
same by the fowls, how God cares for them.- 
Matthew 6 : 26. 

The migration of the fowls presents to us a 
beautiful picture of Jesus and His migrations, 
starting with His journey from earth to heaven 
from Mount Olivet. As the birds on leaving the 
cold country are seen but by few, so it was with 
our Lord Jesus. He was seen but by few (Acts 
1: 1,2,9) when leaving this cold, harsh world 
for His home above. He was seen only by those 
who loved Rim and who were interested in Him 
as  one sent from God. 

The migrating birds can be seen on the face 
of the moon as  they journey a t  night, by aid of 
a telescope; the same is  true of Jesus. The 
moon pictures or symbolizes the Mosaic Law; 
we shall go further and say that the telescope 
symbolizes the Word of God, through which 
only can anyone see God's doings. Those who 
loolr through this telescope (God's Word) see 
Jesus from afar, even in the dark night.-Luke 
24 : 24-27 ; Deut. 18 : 15 ; Rev. 5 : 5 ; Acts 3 : 22,23. 

As one could never see the migrating birds 
a t  night any other way but on the face of the 
moon, the reflector of the sun, and with the aid 
of a telescope, so no one could see, nor ~ ~ o u l d  any 
onc ever be able to see, the re J Migrator, Jesus, 
in this six-thousand-years-long night of sin and 
sorrow except on the face of the Mosaic Law, re- 
presented by the moon, which is the reflector 
of the unobscured light of the true Gospel. 

Ry aid of a telescope we can see to what 
extent some of the birds are visible when leav- 
ing for the south country; but their return is 
marked by great contrast; they return quietly 
and unseen. a f t e r  their arrival, however, they 

Jesus' Return Birdlike 

N OT much time elapses before these bids 
begin busily to gather material to renew 

their forsaken houses, or to build new ones. 
What a beautiful similitude there exists between 
the manner of the migrating birds and their 
return and the second presence of Jesus to the 
earth! He is present; the trumpet is  sounding. 
Not everybody a t  once learns of the presence 
of the birds; some learn, sooner, some k t e r ;  but 
all will learn. The chances are that some of the 
plain expectant folks learn of the presence of 
the birds sooner than will some ornithologida. 

We, too, have many wise ( ?) spiritual orni- 
thologists who do not recognize the widely 
announced presence of our Lord; who say that 
Jesus will not come for some thousands of years 
yet. But, thank God! there are  some of the 
villagers who perceive the presence of our 
Lord by the manifold signs of the times whicrh 
enable them to do so. Thank God, we no longer 
must reject those signs a t  the point of the old- 
time scare weapon of "excommunication"! 

Jesus is  now removing the old lining of the 
house, the work of the prince of darkness, and 
is relining i t  with the new material that He has 
gathered. He now is preparing a place wherein 
to mother the billions to be brought forth frem 
the tomb.--Hebrews 12: 26,!27. 

I t  often happens that when the swallows 
leave their nest over Winter, a sparrow gets 
into it to raise its family. The swallows on 
their return find their nest occupied; and if un- 
successful in removing the sparrows, a s  it often 
happens, the swallows will carry mud and clam 
in the entrance to the nest, leaving the s p a r r w  
within to take the consequences. I n  Revelation 
20 we find a corresponding incident to this, one 
which shall take place in the future. The devil, 
too, will be bound and shut up in the bottomlear 
pit for a full thousand years, during which hir 
offspring will dwindle to few and yet fewer. 

Thanksgiving By Irene Davis 
For all the fruit and golden grain, For zephyrs and for singing bird, 
The sunshine and abundant rain, For blessings and each kindly word, 
The moon and stars that wax and wane, ' h t  tender hearts haye gently stirred, 

Give thanks unto the Lord 
-4 . Gire thanks unto the Lord. 



The Federal Reserve Banditry System 

W HEN the Federal Reserve Banking System annually to the parent institution, but a t  least 
was in the making it was heralded as a some of them must pay $1,200, or $100 a month, 

panacea for all financial ills, and was declared for the privilege. If a bank thinks i t  is  sufficient- 
to be the long-looked-for savior of the farmer, ly strong and independent to transact its busi- 
ae i t  would afford him the means by which he ness without the aid of the Federal Reserve 
could get ready money a t  a low rate of interest Bank with its $100 monthly toll it finds itselfi 
for  the harvesting of his crops, the stocking of embarrassed and harassed in a number of ways. 
his farm, and the installing of adequate ma- 
chinery to carry on his business in the most HOW the Trick is  Worked 
economical way. But some far-seeing legislators F A check belonging to a ba& not a member 
 gom mu sly opposed it, for the reason that they I bank of the Federal Reserve finds its way 
could see the hand of big business behind it and into some of the membership banks they do not 
that it would tend to~vard the enslavement of the tv to collect it, but mark i t  that payment has 
farmers, an added lever in the hands Of the been refused. This embarrasses not only the 
money Power to keep control of farm products perfectly reliable firm that gave the check but 
by curtailing and regulatijlg the circulation of the bank upon the check is drawn,  hi^ 
money SO that it would not benefit a@'iC~lture. leads to ill feelings and the loss of business 

What big business really saw was the collapse -results which the Federal Reserve Bank has 
of industry after the war if some financial coup planned. 
was not devised to stem the tide of disaster. I t  Another way of crippling non-membership 
met the immediate needs and saved the day for banks is by returning the check, saying that for 
industry; but, as a remedy to bring permanence such and such a reason it is non-negotiable and 
and stability to our financial structure, time will therefore uncollectable through the Federal Re- 
tell that the patient was revived only to suffer serve Bank; or  that the drawee bank has "refus- 
more acutely when the death throes really come. ed to remit at par," and that therefore the check 
The Federal Reserve Bank is thoroughly under is  returned without presentation. 
the supervision of Wall Street interests and Another way is to send the checlrs to other 
dominated by them. Therefore it did not function membership banks all over the country, getting 
for the relief of the rural districts. So severe their rubber-stamp endorsements on the back, 
became the condition of the farmers that the and finally returning them with the notation 
Federal Land Bank was organized. We are told that they were not honored at the drawee bank, 
that the Reserve System and the Land Bank when in fact the drawee bank never saw them, 
should not be confused, as the latter is  a very and the checks were purposely sent around to 
worthy institution and under ordinary circum- avoid being paid. 
stances would be a blessing to ameliorate the Still another way: The regional Federal Re- 
hardships of the farmers were it not for other serve Bank will hold up all the checks on a given 
vicious legislation and profiteering. bank for a given time, without presentation for 

I n  THE GOLDEN AGE No. 103 was an article on payment, until they amount to several thousand 
the 'Tirates of Finance," which showed how the dollars-$15,000 or more. Then the Federal Re- 
Federal Reserve System is  getting possession of serve will send a representative with the checks 
all the gold in the country; in other words, how to collect in cash this accumulated lot of checks, 
they are practising highhanded banditry and hoping that they will find the bank short of the 
doing it according to law. [ a s 0  see THE GOLDEN cash, in which case the embarrassment could 
AM No. 55, page 38, article on "RIismanagement easily amount to a run on the bank and i t  would 
of the Federal Reserve System."] Now we have be destroyed if it did not sign up and become a 
anthentic information how this octopus banking cog in the Federal B ~ ~ . r v e  looting machine. 
institution sets about to injure and if possible It is clear from the foregoing that the objeat 
destroy every bank that does not become a of the Federal Reserve Bank is to have com- 
member bank of the Federal Reserve System. plete control of all the financial interests of the 

We do not know whether there is a graduated country, and not to allow a substantial banking 
d e  of prices which member banks must pay institution to take care of its local conditions 
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iitdependently, so that such a community might 
be prosperous while others might be in dire 

I need. The Federal Reserve Bank seems to be 
intent on mabing the whole country suffer to- 
gether, if they-are to suffer, and if prosperous 
the System will take a lion's share of the profits. 

L Not long ago, it is reported, the State Court 
of Kentucky indicted a representative of the 
Federal Reserve Bank for his unlawful and 

; 
lnalicious tactics in connection with handling 
the Federal Reserve business; and the United 
States District Conrt restrained the System 
from carrying on its '%old-up" (accumulation 
of checks) methods in that part of the country. 
The Supreme Court sustained the lower court 
in its decision. 

Independent business men of all kinds are 
thus seen to be in jeopardy. The farmers are 
not the only sufferers. Big business seeks the 
c-ontrol of all industries, the output of all natu- 
ral resources, the flowing of the water, and the 
breathing of the air, so that a toll may be ex- 
tracted from every human being. And it is all 
right; we must supinely submit to it, and be 
than1;ful for the privilege; for it is done for the 
most part according to law. KO wonder there 
are ominous signs of the collapsing of present- 
day civilization! No wonder that men's hearts 
are failing them for fear of the things coming 
upon the earth! No wonder that the earth is 
being terribly shaken! Big business wants a 
feathered nest on Easy Street; but the Bible 
says that their gold and their silver will not be 
able to deliver them in the day of the Lord's 
wrath.-Zephaniah 1 : 18. 

Federal Reeerve's Precarious Condition 

L ATE in September the h e r i c a n  Bankers 
Association held a meeting in Atlantic 

City, in which the Federal Reserve System drew 
most attention. "Six changes were reaommend- 
ed to save the Federal Reserve from ruin," was 
the telegraphio report. Not ruin from bank- 
ruptcy, but ruin from reversal of public opinion ; 
for it was emphasized that ''it was not an attack 
on the Federal Reserve System, but an attack 
to save it from radical a t tach on American 
tlemocratio institutions, foreseen by the bankers, 
which will be made at the next session of 
C'ongress." They want to save this "American 
democratic institution" from "politics." What 
chicanery l What camouflage l Another case of 

seeking to pull the wool over the eyes of 
American peo~le  so that they will n o t h  bearowe& 
by the "radica is" l 

All the bankers want, according to the report 
of the Economic Policy Commission, is ''the 
restoration of the provision embodied in bhs 
original draft of the Federal Reserve Act f-7 
the appointment of two members of the FederaCl 
Reserve Board by Federal Reserve banks, ia. 
order to insure the presence of trained bankes  
on the board." A trained banker, in the minds- . 
of the proletarian gentry, is a skilled skinner k t  

currency control by mean manipulation of funds 
entrusted to his care, taking the profits for him- 
self. There are honest bankers who transa&s 
legitimate business, of course; but these as a 
rule are not connected with the pirates in the 
upper story of frenzied finance. As the Federral 
Reserve banks, no doubt, are coming in for jwk 
criticism they desire to pass the buck to the 
Board, by insinuating that its personnel is ngll 
up to trained banking standards! 

Another proposal is "to secure the serviees 
of high-class men on the Board, by having it 
elect its own Governor and Vice Governor ia- 
stead of having them appointed by the P d -  
dent." This means the further centralization bf 
power in the hands of the money kings. O m .  
recommendations are: "To have the Govemgr 
of the Board made the chairman of the Bomrf; 
that the Secretary of the Treasury be r e p l d  
by the Under-Secretary as an ex-officio membe~? 
of the Board; that the chief functiom of the: 
Comptroller of the Currency be transferred to. 
the Federal Reserve Board itself"! 

With all the power the Federal Reserve Spb 
tem now exercises for the enslavement of the 
people, by hedging within certain confines the 
medium of exchange by which business is car- 
ried on, it does not take a trained banker to see 
the dire results from such centralization of 
interests. Should we be surprised to learn that 
couched behind the scenes sit the Morgan inter* 
ests t We should not. 

One good thing recommended, which modifies 
the foregoing somewhat, is that the Fed&& 
Reserve System should forbid the establishme@ 
of branches or member banks in foreign' c o w  
tries in the guise of agencies. It seems that 
this has been done to some extent; and tgs? 
recommendation is that there should be 
amendment to the Federal Reserve Act for- - 



ding if. !l!he report goes on to say: "All 
traditions and practices of central banlrs of 
other countries confine such central note-issuing 
institutions to the establishments within their 
own borders. Their outstanding duty is to 
provide currency for and protect the gold and 
credit structure of their own countries. I t  is 
unnecessary to emphasize the danger of legal 
and political complications that may arise from 
such governmental or semi-governmental insti- 
tutions domiciling in foreign territories," etc. 
It seems by this that the Federal Reserve Sys- 

. tem was establishing a precedent by encourag- 
ing the starting of agency banks on foreign 
soil, which of course would pay homage to the 
parent institution. 

Regardless of the report, and even the rectify- 
ing of its business methods, as recommended by 
the Economic Policy Commission, which surely 
is exceedingly favorable to financialclom, ~ v c  
opine that we shall hear much of the Federal 
Reserve in the next Congress and in the next 
campaign. 

That there is a storm brewing with increasing 
fermentation is  very clear to anyone who will 
use his gray matter at all. The conflict is inevi- 
table and irresistible; for those in advantageous 
positions will never relinquish their hold upon 
our natural resources voluntarily. The old order 
of things, the old world, has eGded; and as the 
now-dawning new order will soon be ushered in 
with Christ as King, in which every man is t o  
have an equal chance according to his character 
for peace and happiness and everlasting life, 
the leveling process will be hard on some but a 
blessing in the end for all. 

The accompanying poem, "After the Storm," 

by Charles 11. Weavcr, is quite t u  the point, 
We are using i t  by permission. 

- .. 
After the Storm 

(Copyrighted, 1022, by "Labor") 

If you wish to know the meanill:, 
Of the rumbling that we hear, 

Of the constant social thunder 
That is falling on our ear, 

Ask the Wall Street weather prophet 
To inform you of the night. 

If he's honest he will tell you 
That a "twister" is in sight. 

I would tell such weather prophets 
Who vould thus their minds consalc 

There is nothing that will stop it, 
And you'd bctter hunt a hole. 

The cloud you now see forming 
In the economic sky 

Will sweep down upon-you, storming 
IIarnmon's stronghold, by and by. 

'Tis a storm of retribution 
To the shearers of the fleece, 

To be sure and run for shelter 
If the danger should increase. 

IVhile feignlng hope they're saying, 
The storm is passing by, 

And the sun will soon be shining 
I n  the now beclouded sky. 

They have issued timely warning 
And your folly lends its force; 

Vhen upon the world it's broken 
I t  will talie its natural coum. 

And when i t  spends its power, 
Does the work destined to do, 

In  its wake we'll pluck the flower 
Of a peace that's just and true. 

A Reporter Attends a "Harp" Study 
(From the Bradford, England, Yorkahire Observer) 

T HLRE is something to be said for some of 
the new theologies from America; they ap- 

pear to begin so frankly de novo, with no bias 
whatever from existing creeds and rituals. In 
some cases the customary ideas of worship are 
entirely abandoned, but such a charge cannot be 
brought against a community which has its own 
hymns of praise and which makes extempore 
prayer a frequent feature of its meetings for 
Bible study. With such a body I met last night. 

Fewer than fifty persons were, in this in- 
stance, gathered in a large room over s h o w  in 
the heart of the town. Perhaps in days to come 
they might be known as Harpites or Rutherford- 
ites, because they appear to be taking "The 
Harp of God," by J. F. Rutherford, of which a 
copy was supplied to everyone on entering, as 
the text-book in these meetings for study. Even 
this statement will not identify them to any 
wide circle, but if I add that by the same author 
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are "Millions Now Living Will Kever Die" and into harmony with God. To appreciate this great doh 
"Can the Living Talk l ~ t h  the Dead$" i t  will trine we must understand it. Therefore let ue reason 
be at once recognized that I had wandered into together in the light of the (llline 'A'ord!' 

an ordinary Sunday evening assembly a t  the "For edifying" last night there was a melody 
headquarters of a local branch of the Interna- upon the fifth string. Par t  of the subject had 
tional Bible Students Association; an associa- been dealt with a t  a previous meeting, but no 
tion which has extensive appeal by many one need have felt himself outside the class be- 
systems of advertising, especially with the cause of arriving during the second lesson. The 
gripping phrase: "Jfilliolls l\'ow Living Will subject was probably never put so clearly into 
Never Die." commercial terms. When Adam died there was 

_t 
a debt; Jesus died to provide an  asset that 

The Harp as a Symbol balanced the account. 

s ONE of the leading tenets of the 1. B. S. A. Several iinles 1 hare been to what I have I sub-title of t ' ~ h ~  H~~~ of ~~p is, called study-cl~orches. Never before, not even in 

clConclusive proof that Millions N~~ ~ i v i ~ ~  Adult School gatherings, have I met with quite 
Will Never Die.,, N~ attempt whatever is beillg the same studious concentration upon the Scrip- 
made here to this faith, yet it should be tures as in this meeting. Questions were read 
explained that the harp is used as a symbol in from the test-boolr. Replies were sometimes 
Scripture, and this text-hook sets forth that tile sPo1~cn by those in the audience. "Now is there 
"Instrument of Ten Strings" pictures ten ,crc~zt any further point?"  was asked before any 
fundamental truths concerning plan of ,re- thought and the complete ob- 
hovah for the creation of everytllinq that has servations the text-bo0k upon any particular 

been created and for carrying out l l i s  pur.Jose phase of the discz~ssion were read before atten- 
with reference to His creatures. tion was diverted to the next thought. There 

werc no sct lessons read from the Scriptures, need not frighten for t h c ~  but fcw of those in attclldance were do not matter except insofar as they instil the their Bibles or failed to turn up the texts to  underlying ideas. Here the symbolism of the which reference Tvas made. harp is adroitly used as the framework for 
deliberate theological teaching, comnlunicated Much that is in the text-book is  more hereti- 

with a freshness of expression well-calculated cal than things for which martyrs died. Un- 

to aid honest seekers after truth in their en- doubtedIy the world has grown tolerant. But 
with the controversial elements I have no deavor to Ilnderstand the 

of it. is concern a t  the moment-they are largely, if not oonfessedl~ of the which reads P ~ ~ P ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  wholly, the 
of pastor Russell. of wireless telegraphy and airships in Job 38: 

35 and Isaiah 60: 8; a clear and particular de- The leader of this meeting \--as one who 
scription of the railway train in Nahum 2 :  3-6, formerly preached ''hellfire sermons" which, by 
and automobiles, electric cars and other meall? the greater light, he now knows to be blasphemy. 
of transportation in Daniel 12:4. By wav of In his extempore prayer were thanks for the 
contrast take the staccato notes opening- the greater insight now obtained into the character 
tune of the fifth string of the Harp: of God. Three fervent hymns were devoutly 

"The great ransom sacrifice is the most vital to man sung-"Hymns of the 14lillennial Dawn" ; and in 
af the strings upon the Harp of cod ;  for without it that humble room one felt there was the spirit 
no lasting joy could be had by mankind. In  due time beantifully expressed in one of the verses: 
its beneiits shall result to the entire human rm; and "From eyery place below the skies, 
dl who appreciate i t  will sing aloud and rejoice with The grateful song, the fervent prayer, 
exceeding joy. . . . It is the gateway that leads to life The incense of the heart may rise 
m d  happinesrr. It in the means of bringing back man TO heaven, and find acceptance there." 

"Not now on Zion's height alone 
The favored worshiper may dwell, 

Nor where at  sultry noon Thy Son 
Sat weary by the patriarch'e well. 

"0 Thou to whom, in ancient time, 
The holy prophet's harp was strung, 

To Thee at last in every clime 
Shall praise arise and mngs be sung.'J 



- 

Preacher and Jack-Rabbits BY J. A. B O ~ M ~  

P REACHER is the name of a quarter blood 
staghound and three-quarter blood grey- 

homd, well known throughout central and west- 
ern Texas by the dog fanciers as the winner of 
every rabbit chase in which he has participated. 
AIthough but three years old, Preacher has to 
his credit 4,000 catches in two years, besides 
hundreds caught unofficially. He differs from 
other dogs in that he invariably brings back the 
rabbit to his master. 

Preacher is light gray in color and of extra 
large size. Many have sought to purchase the 
dog at a fabulous price, but he is not for sale. 
He was gotten in a trade at a cost of not to 
exceed twenty-five dollars, when he was in his 
first year. 

The greyhound readily makes friends with 
his purchaser. He appears non-homesick if he 
is kept active and is well fed and kindly treated. 
He will stay with anyone. 

.*: - 
Preacher's Activities 

0 N ONE occasion there were twenty-five 
men on horses, with four other greyhounds 

of note in the chase. The field comprised thou- 
sands of prairie acres. Twenty-one jack-rabbits 
were jumped, and Preacher caught nineteen of 
them. He might have gotten them all, but for 
the fact that three rabbits jumped simultane- 
ously and Preacher could take after only one 
at a time. He captured it quickly, but not soon 
enough to get either of the other two. The 
hunters regarded this as n most brilliant 
achievement. 

Whenever a rabbit jumps up, Preacher is 
the first to see i t ;  and when you jump a jack 
yourself, and turn to find Preacher, you see him 
tearing after it like the wind in a gale. You see 
a light gray streak skimming the ground like an 
earth-thrown rocket going in a straight line, 
not bounding up and down like a galloping 
horse. Preacher runs evenly over the surface, 
kicking back the earth from beneath him and 
gaining on the bouncing rabbit at every stride. 
His speed is tremendous. With a fullgrown 
rabbit in his mouth he can outstrip all other 
greyhounds. 

The jack-rabbit, hard pressed, stops instantly 
in its tracks and turns to one side, causing the 
swiftly wving  dog to overrun it many yards. 
Preaoher is up to this trick, and loses no time 

1 

in getting into the new course. He knows barbed 
wire fences, and takes his time in getting 
through them. But when on a hot chase only a 
yard or two behind the rabbit he clears the top 
wire with a bound. 

Preaeher Goes on a Vwit 

B RING your dog over here ! I have two dogs 
that can't be beat," writes a man 200 miles 

away; and Preacher is taken there for a com- 
petitive chase. The local dogs have every ad- 
vantage as to location of barbed wire fences 
and ditches and rough places. But never has 
Preacher suffered defeat. He is invincible. 

On one such venture the local man had twa 
fine hounds that he considered incmparable. 
A rabbit was jumped by one of them, with the 
other dog cutting in on the side, leaving Preach- 
er full thirty yards behind at the start. The 
course was over a swell. The pace was terrific. 
The rabbit, a long-legged ranger, held well its 
course; and when it had covered a quarter oil 
a mile Preacher was ten yards in the lead od 
the other dogs. He picked up the game with 
apparent ease. 

At another challenge this winner of every 
contest was asked for a hundred miles away, 
by a sportsman having two first-class dogs 
which he thought were unbeatable. The rabbit 
jumped cover with the local dogs many yards 
in the lead. Preacher started. Over the hill 
went the rabbit and three dogs at top speed and 
into a cotton patch of thick growth. Moments 
had passed. 'Well, they've lost 'iq" said the 
local man. "I rather doubt it," said the owner 
of Preacher. "Here l look what's coming!" and 
around the brow of the hill raced Preacher with 
the rabbit in his mouth. 

"I can't understand that," said the local man, 
"I'm not satisfied. Something has happened to 
my dogs." Presently over the hill came the 
beaten dogs. "Must have another trial," said 
Mr. Local. 

Another long-eared jack was jumped, Preach- 
er again the farthest from it by many yards. 
Up over the hill again went the pack at a 
killing pace, and Preacher came back with the 
rabbit. "I'll buy that dog at  your pricel" "No, 
Preacher is not for sale." 

'Watch Preacher" is what the riders say 
when on the chase. "Never mind about looking 
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for the rabbit. Preacher will see it before you 
do. Jus t  watch Preacher." 

"Look there l See Freacher l He's after one. 
But where is the rabbit? I don't see any rabbit. 
Where is  it'?" 

That light-gray streak is cutting the prairie 
grass and weeds in a straight line. The rabbit 
is over a hundred yards away and clearing 
ground in four to six yard leaps, trying to get 
away. No use I Preacher has seen him; and that 
spells doom to Mr. Rabbit unless he can reach 
a patch of tall weeds. Greyhounds go only by 
sight, not by scent. The rabbit is overhauled. 
'Another victory for the champion rabbit dog. 

Sand-Burr in Pnacher's Foot 

W HAT'S up now?"-Preacher is  going on 
three legs, a sand-burr in his left fore- 

foot. No matter; a t  the jump of the rabbit down 
goes that left fore-foot. Preacher kicks away 
that sand-burr in short order and over the 
prairie stretch go rabbit and hound amid a cloud 
of dust; and Preacher brings the rabbit back. 

Usually Preacher has a running mate to assist 
in the catch, but it is Preacher that nabs the 
nimble jack. He it is that gets the fleet-footed 
jumper a t  the last turn. Swiftness combined 
with intelligence and experience makes Preacher 
the dog that he is, 

Were nominal preachers a s  successful in get- 
ting what they go after--cash and souls-as 
is this wonderful dog, they would not be what 

the prophet Isaiah says they are. Bible S~U- 
dents would have to hustle harder to gather 
the gleanings. 

Preacher thoroughly understands his b& 
ness and attends strictly to it. He is not inter- 
ested in politics, conscription, Liberty Bonds, 
nor the Red Cross side lines. But war is on 
his program. He is a killer. He eats a whole 
rabbit a t  a meal; but if i t  is fed raw he does not 
run so well. For the chase he is  fed on cooked 
meat; with that he is a t  his best, and unbeatable. 

Did you ever hear the riders' "Hike, hi-i-ike" 
yell wllen the rabbit jumps up? That makes the 
dogs look up to sight it. Preacher needs no yelL 
Almost invariably he sees the rabbit first, and 
is away in hot Grsuit ,  a whitish-gray rdcket- 
like streak skimming the earth in gigantia 
strides. Four thousand rabbits succumbing to 
one dog in two years is phenomenal. 

\That wonder tllilt I'rcacher is so extensively 
known and atllnirctl ! 1 l is home is near Purvis, 
where jack-1.nbbits are very plentiful. His 
female mate, Queen, is  taking lessons from him. 
She is one year old and her fleetness is such as  
to make Preacher look well to his laurels, lest 
she beat him at  the game. But Queen is  not so 
alert on the barbed wire proposition, and con- 
sequently gets cuts and bruises. 

Preacher boasts not of his achievements. 
Neighbors aid in his upkeep for the good he 
does. When he dies he will be buried like any 
other dog, without coffin or tombstone. But he 
will be remembered. 

An Open Letter to Mr. Edward Bok BY W. T .  Aydelott 

D EAR MR. BOX: I see in the papers that you 
are offering $100,000 for the best plan to 

end war. This will be a difficult task while 
many throughout the world, even in Christen- 
dom (Christ's kingdom?), believe that war is 
honorable and necessary, and that i t  develops 
patriotism, bravery and heroism, and gives 
glory to those who participate in it. 

Many so-called Christians also believe that 
wars are the "destiny" of the race, and that 
Christ was indirectly indorsing wars when He 
said: "There shall be wars and rumors of 
war 6." 

Now I realize that it would be a heruculean 

task to change the minds of those who believe 
the above tenets; but those thus believing 
should not be deprived of all the honor and 
glory and whatever reward God should see fit 
to bestow upon those who thus help Him to 
fulfil His purpose. 

So those who thus believe should not be de- 
prived of getting to the fullest extent all that 
war gives, by participating in war to the last 
degree, not by sending others to do the fighting 
bat by going to do the fighting themselves. 

Then there is  an  increasing number who be- 
lieve the Bible statement: "Be not deceived; 
God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man sow- 
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ebh, that shall Be also reap." Thus, if one sows - hate, destruction, pain, anguish and sor- 
row, the harvest must be the same as the seed 
m. 

Christ a i d :  'Tut up again thy sword into - his place; for all they that take the sword, shall 
perish with the sword." When we read history 
a d  see what became of Babylon, Medo-Persia, 
OTeece, Rome, Carthage, Germany, and other 
countries, we are compelled to admit that Christ 
was right in that statement. The whole world 
"took the sword" in the late terrible struggle, 
and it seems to me that all nations are now at 
the point of perishing. Look how strong a little 
piece of money the mark was before the last 
war! How much food, raiment, shelter, enter- 
tainment, transportation, and professional ser- 
vice one could obtain for a mark ! Exchange 
was about four marks to the dollar. Now the 
last account I had there were 204,000 marks to 
the dollar, and the end is not yet. 

With this hastily written preamble, here is 
my plan to end war: 

When war is threatened, let the nations set a 
day for voting on the proposition. Let all those 
over eighteen years of age vote. Those voting 
for war the first hour are to be in the first 
battalion; second hour, second battalion; etc., 
etc. But let it be thoroughly understood that all 
who vote for war are to go to war-no age, sex, 
or physical condition is to excuse one from go- 
ing to war after he or she has voted for war. 

If one who is seventy-five years old and blind 
has voted for war, then let i t  be arranged to 
find one seventy-five years old and blind to fight 
on the other side with him, each "to defend the 
honor of his country." 

I f  they should contend that they could not see 
how to fight, they could be assisted to clasp 
hands and each be furnished with a sword or 
hatchet (they should be permitted to choose 
weapons), and at  a given signal urged to "go 
to it, heroes l" Think how inspiring this would 
be to those younger and more able to fight for 
the principles of "The world for Democracy," 
"Self determination," 'Treedom of the seas," 
"Open covenants, openly arrived at," etc., etc. 

The above general rules with minor details 
to be looked after, I believe, would do more to 
end war than all the "conferences" ever held. 
Civilization ( 1 )  seems to me to be a queer mix- 
ture of "bug-house" ideas. If I kill a person in 

time of peace, I am restrained of my liberty 
and may be executed for my deed. If I exprekw 
my objection to mass-murder or wholesale mur- 
der in time of war, I may be sent to prison f s r  
twcnty years or shot as a traitor. 

In war time, if you are born on this side of 
the creek, or on this side of the pond, or on this 
side of an imaginary line, you are my compa- 
triot. But if you are born on the opposite sidk, 
then you are my enemy. In one war "war indus- 
tries" are carried on, on a "cost plus" plan; 
and billions are grafted from the government 
and the profiteers are allowed to keep the booty. 
Then the President makes a speech and prom- 
ises the people that in the next war property 
will be conscripted as well as personal service; 
and he seems to expect the people to believe 
him to be sincere and to elect him to office again 
For e.rpressing an opinion against war men w e  
kept in prison on a twenty years' sentence five 
years after the war has closed, and the law 
under which they were convicted has been sus- 
pended; while those who committed overt act* 
are long since freed and have gone on their 
way rejoicing. 

But do not be discouraged in your efforts for 
world peace. We are told that the angels sang 
prophetically, "On earth peace, good will toward 
men," while the Babe lay in the manger. 

Then the Prophet tells us that the sword shall 
be beaten into plowshares and the spears into 
pruning-hooks and that men shall learn war no 
more, neither shall nation lift up sword against 
nation, and each man shall sit under his own 
vine and fig tree with none to molest or make 
him afraid. 

This is  a consummation devoutly to be wished! 
Men are daring to advocate the abolition of 

war now as never before. While the world was 
wallowing in carnage and death, Henry Ford 
dared many of the pulpit, most of the press, and 
a11 plutocracy to go to Europe to t ry  to stop 
the slaughter. 

While the common people want our water- 
power developed and our transportation s y ~ -  
terns unified and made cheaper and more &- 
uent, and while they believe that Henry Ford 
is the best able to do this job, which the pvliti- 
cians and the money-mongers refuse to let him 
do as an individual, yet I believe that many 
want Henry Ford for president simply because 
they think he will oppose war with a11 his m@t. 



Secular Education as a Path to Salvation BY Cha,rles Henry ~ m t  

B Y WAY of illustrating the fallacy of lifting 
man up through worldly education regard- 

less of God's aid, and thus establishing the 
kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven, 
witness the result of six generations of worldly 
education in the Ptolemy family: 

Ptolemy I, son of Lag-us, known by the sur- 
name Soter, became famed for the fact that he 
was interested in the arts and sciences. He was 
the founder of thc library and museum of Alex- 
andria, and spent vast sums for the advance- 
ment of education. He entertained at his court 
Stilpo the philosopher, Zenodotus the gramma- 
rian, Euclid the geometrician, and many other 
learned men of less note. 

Ptolemy was succeeded by Ptolemy IT (Phil- 
adelphns), himself a great student and a pnt- 
ronizer of learned men. Besides adding many 
treasures to the library of Alexandria, tradi- 
tion has it that by his orders the Hebrew Scrip- 
tures were translated into the Greek; and thus 
the version called the Septuagint was formed. 

Next came Euergetes (Ptolemy III), a scholar 
and contributor to the Alexandrian library. He 
in turn was succeeded by Philopator (Ptolemy 
IV), an extremely unworthy son, yet one who 
followed the lead of father, grandfather, and 
great-grandfather in patronizing the arts and 
sciences. 

Then came Epiphanes (Ptolemy V), who 
married Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus. 
Their son Philometor (Ptolemy VI) next suc- 
ceeded a t  a very early age. The government 
affairs were administered for a time by his 
mother, who administered well, but who died 
in 173 B. C. At her death Philometor was taken 

risoner by Antiochus, whereupon Philometor's E.T other Euergetear (Ptolemy VII) ascended the 
throne. 

There were several other Ptolemys of less 
note. It will be seen that these seven comprise 
six generations, and that all except Philometor 
were interested in the arts and sciences and the 
advancement of education. Let us now see what 
dl this education came to. We read in "Cham- 
bers' Encyclopedia" : 

she had at  first declared king. The history of his reign 
is one unbrokeil record of nlurdcr and blood, whence his 
subjects named him Kakcrgetes (the malefactor). 

"Not only relatives who stood in his way to the throne, 
but those who opposed his accession, even innooent p- 
sons, were butchered with savage cruelty. Hk private 
debauches and vices were equally infamous. He d i v o r d  
his wife and sister Cleopatra to marry her daughter by 
her first husband, his own brother; and was temporarily 
driven from the throne, 130-127 B. C., by the indipa- 
tlon of his subjects. One is almost ashamed to add that 
he retained the hereditary taste for learning, and pat- 
ronized learned men." 

Thus we see six generations of this family of 
Ptoleniys, educated and thrown into contact 
with the most renowned scholars of their day, 
the last of the six sinking to the level above 
quoted. 

Mr. H. GC. Wells, the eminent writer, histo- 
rian, and Socialist, has along with many other 
modernists repeatedly stated that education is 
to be the savior of the world. The foregoing 
account of the Ptolemys would not seem to bear 
out this claim. Besides, all students of the Bible 
know that the increase of knowledge which the 
world is experiencing today is foretold in the 
book of Daniel. They also know that this very 
increase of knowledge is prominently linked 
with the "time of trouble," even to the time of 
the end. "Many shall run to and fro, and knowl- 
edge shall be increased," "and there dial1 be a 
time of trouble, such as never was since there 
was a nation, even to that same time." 

Pastor Russell was once asked the question: 
"To what c.hnt should the truth people, Bible Stu- 

dents, educate their children, knowing the shortness of 
the time between now and the t ime of trouble, for 
instance, and also in view of the f a d  that in any higher 
education there is a tendency toward inlidelity, higher 
criticism and agnoeticism?" 

Pastor Russell's reply in part was as follows : 
"Children would be better off if they would not qo 

beyond, or much beyond, a common school education. 
I do not know of s college anywhere that would real:g 
do them any good. 

"I remind you of a young man who came from India. 
His father was a native of India and had embraced 

r'Ptolerny VII, or Euergetea 11, best known by the Christianity; and according to his son, his father was 4 
nickmme Phy~con, or Bigbelly, ascended the throne genuine Christian. So this young man was very anrim 
sftm the death of his brother. He married his brother's to come to America to get his education. Apparently 
&.er (who waa also his own sister), and on the same  hi^ father was connected with the Methodist Uhn!mb 
&y murdered her infant aon Ptolemy Eupator, whom Mimion in In& 
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UAt all events, the young man sought out a Methodist This "Declaration" was printed by the thon- 
allege here. Not great means, he worked hi3 sands and circulated by the nominal churches 
way through college, and in the four years he spent in in the various cities. It would seem that, judged. 
getting his education he lost every bit of his Christian- from past these people would 
ity, every bit of his faith in the Bible, and rras turned ize that nothing can be accomplished for 
out, ~ a d u a b d ,  from a &fethodist college a higher critic, of peace on earth except through the a total unbeliever. 

"The young man subsequently was met by one of the heavenly Father; yet they blasphemously advo- 
~ i b l ~  students, and it was that he attend one cate a course in international law "as esselztial. 
of theconventions. He said that he did not have the money p a r t s  of their the0 logical igzstrzccbion, equipping 
to spare. The party gave him the money for his expen- the laymen for public work in the new realm of 
scs. He attended and was considerably interested, but elzdeavor for establishing the kingdom of God 
not couvinced; for he had lost his faith to such a degree. on earth," etc. What has this to do with the- 

(< It was suggested that he should study further, and ologyl 
that he should stt~dy the six volumes of 'Scripture "Theology," the dictionary says, is "the sci- 
Studies.' He went through the six volumes, and at the ence of God and divine things." What is there 
completion said that he rejoiced that he had found God divine abolzt international law? ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ l ~ , - & ~ ~ l , n  
and the Bible again, and the Lord Jesus Christ as his - says the dictionary, is that upertdning to the- 
Savior. He is back again in India, preaching Christ ology." M3at, then, has a theological school to 
there, and preaching Him from the true standpoint. 

"Now I would not lun the risk with any child I do with international law? Nothing-absolutely 
loved, and I would love any child of mine, I am sure. nothing. 
Every p a r a t  ought to love his children. I would not Here have an exanl~le of where 
want to do mything for that child that would result in worldly education leads, when God is left out 
the loss of the best thing he h a e h i s  faith. of the. matter, when we fail to recognize that all 

"It would not be with my consent that my child would power rests in Him. Surely i t  is hard for those 
go even through the high school; for you will find the rich in worldly goods and endowments, educa- 
same higher criticism now even in the ordinary high tion as well as money, to enter into the kingdom 
echools, and not merely in the colleges. They have these of God. Our Lord through His apostles says : 
so-caned scientific text-books, which teach about mail ~,,t many rich, noble or learned are *lied to 
having been a monkey, and dropping his tail, etc." a jointheirship with Him in His kingdom; but 

Just as Pastor Russell had foretold a t  other the poor and unlearned seem to be the favored 
times, this education, a part of the "increase of on,,. These natnrally see their need of salva- 
howledge:' culminated in 1914 in the great tion, that they in themselves could not hope to 
World-War slaughter, the end of which is not fight successfully the battles of life and come 
yet. off conquerors. It is  easy for these to put their 

The nomi~lal churches of "Christendom" sup- trust in God. Worldly w<sdom leads to pride, 
ported this insane slaughter; but afterwards, self-reliance, and self-sufficiency, lVhich is con- 
becoming the target of popular indignation, trary to Christ's example. 
they were forced to take some action in an No; the thought that worldly education of 
endeavor to clear their "priestly robes," tem- itself will bring the of the king- 
porarily, a t  least. dom of God on earth as i t  is  in heaven is  a 

I n  response to a demand for some action, the proven fallacy. Only that wisdom that comes 
Federal Council of Churches of Christ framed from above, the berrinning of \{,hich is the rever- 

0 "A Declaration of Ideals and Policy Looking ence of ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ h ,  l ~ u  aid in the establishment 
Towards a Warless World." From this "Dec- of that kingdom. 
laration" the following extract is  taken: 'Tor there is [but] one God, and one media- 

"That Theological Schools and Seminaries be urgsd tor between God and men, the man Christ Jesus; 
by their denominational authorities to provide adequate who gave himself a for ~~d de- 
courses for their students in international problems and gires all men to be saved to come to a 
their solution os essential parta of their theological knowledge of the truth.-1 ~h~~~~ 2: 4-6. 
instruction, and to open short courses for laymen, 
eq\tipping them for public work in the new realm of That education, "an accwate knowledge of 
entf~avor for estithlishing the kingdom of God on earth the truth'' (Greek text), and that o l i l~ ,  is the 
8 3  ~t 18 in hearen." education which is not fallacy. 



Pastor Russell's First Book-In Three Parts (Part  ZZZ) 

I N THE application of prophecy to the events coming in like malzlzer as  they saw Him got He 
of the first advent, we recognize order. Christ did not go with the sounding of a trumpet and 

must be the "child born and son given" before outward demonstration. It does not say you 
"the m of sorrows and acquainted with grief." shall see Him coming, or that awy om would 
He must die before He could rise from the dead, see; but He shall so come. For  instance, the 
etc. So also in studying prophecy referring to Prince Imperial of the French visits Paris m- 
the second advent we must recognize order; der disguise as a civilian. As he leaves Paris 
we must judge of the order somewhat by the his servant says to you privately: "This same 
character of the event. As the wife is the glory prince shall so come again in like manner as 
of the husband, so the bride is the glory of you have seen him go from Paris." Whether 
Christ; f o r  we are called to "eternal glory by you or any one will see him is not mentioned, 
Jesus Christ," and are to be partakers of the simply the manpzer in which he will return. Yon 
glory that shall be revealed (1 Peter 5: 1-10) ; would understand the servant doubtless to mean 
and as ~e glory "shall be revealed in. us" (Ro- that the prince TI-ould come back privately. If 
mans 8: l a ) ,  we know that Christ could not he sllould return in all the glory of the French 
come in the glory of His kingdom (church) Empire, bands playing, trunipets sounding and 
nntil He has first gathered it from the world; cannon roaring, with thousands of soldiers in 
and in harmony with th.is thought we read that attendance, YOU would say that his servant had 
when H e  shall appear, we also shall appear either ignorantly or Jvilfdly misinformed you. 
wi6h Him in glory.-Colossians 3 : 4. Our Prince left the glory which He had with 

The prophets foretold the sufferings of Christ the Father, made Himself of no reputatioli, 
(Head and body) and the glory that should took upon Him the form of a servant, etc. After 
follow. If  the sufferings were or the whole body, He had visited us He went away nnglorified. 
so is the glory. We suffer with Him that we His servant, the angel, said: "FIe shall so wme 
may be also "glorified together." (Romans 8 :17) in like manner." When He arrives i t  will be 
Enoch prophesied, saying, "The Lord cometh privately. He comes to organize us as His kin=- 
witla ten thousands of his saints [&+. hagiais, dom, to set US UP. He comes to be g1orif:r.d u~ 
never translated angels]." (Jude 14) Again we His saints in that day. (2 Thessaloniacs I : 101 
read (Zechariah 14: 5) : "The Lord my God The world saw Him not after His resurrection ; 
shall come, and all the saints with thee." Thus they did not see Him ascend. As He said: 'Tet 
we learn that when He appears in glory we are a Little while, and the world seeth me no more"; 
with Him, and of course we must be caught up nor will they see Him a t  the second advent until 
to meet Him before we could appear with Him. His church is gathered; for when He shall ap- 

We have further evidence t~ offer, proving pear we also shall appear with Him JVhat then 
that He comes unknown to the world; but will does the trumpet meant Let U S  see. if7e 3re to 
attempt to answer two snpposed objections be rewarded "at the resurrection." We surely 
first; via.: "This same Jesus shall so come in not be rewarded twic8 nor r~aurrectud 
like manner as ye be seen him go into heaven" hice .  We conclude. therefore, that the " tn~mp 
(Acts 1: 11), and ''The Lord himself de- of God'' (1 Thessalonians 4: 16) and the '.last 
scend from heaven with a shout, with the voice trumpY' (1 Corintllians 15: 52) are the same, 
of the archangel, and with the t m p  of God: differently expressed. The same events are 
and the dead in Christ shall rise." (1 Thessa- mentioned as occurring at each, viz., the resur- 
lonians 4: 16) Tllese texts are supposed to rection and reward of the saints; and for the 
teach that Christ will come visibly to every eye, Same rensans we believe the "trump of ~ o p  
while the air is rent with the blast of the arch. and the "laat t r ~ m p "  to be the "seventh trump'' 
angel's trumpet, at which mid reeling tomb- Of R"&tlon 11:15-18. Under it al.io the dead 
stones and opening graves the dead will be are judged and the prophets and saints 
resurrected. I t  certainly has that appearance 'warded. Therefore the "seventh i8 
on the surface, and doubtless was intended to the P t ~ v " m ~  of God" and the "last t rap ."  
be so understood ur~til due (so also a t  the first These trumpets eviclci~tly are the same; but 
advent). But look a t  i t  again: Would titat be what are they? "The seventh angel sozlded." 

161 
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A s o d  on the air? No ; not any more than the spiritual bodies like unto Christ's glorious  bod^ 
six which preceded it. They are each said to and will be as invisible as He and the angelst 
sound; and Sir Isaac Newton, Clarke, and all But those who arise from their graves1 No; 
commentators of note agree that five or six of they were sown (buried) natural bodies, they 
these trumpets are in the past. They have been are raised spiritual bodies, iwvnvisible. Will not 
fulfilled in events upon the earth, each covering the world see the graves open and toinbstonee 
a period of time. They certainly must all sound thrown down? A spiritual body (remember, we 
before the resurrection; for that is under the are comparing spiritual things with spiritual, 
seventh. I t  is in the days (symbolic time, all not natural) coming out of the grave will make 
the other features are symbolic years) of the no more of a hole in the ground than Christ's 
sounding of the seventh angel, when he shall spiritual body made in the door when "he came 
begin to sound, that the mystery of God (the and stood in their midst, the doors being shut."* 
Gospel church) shall be finished. 

If the seventh trump were to make a sound Presence of  Christ before Rapture of Charck 
on the air, it would not only be out of harmony IIRIST'S personal presence and minktry of 
with the other six of the series but also with C three and a half years a t  the first advenl 
.all of God's past dealings with the children of He terms "the harvest." It was the harvestiag 
men. That it covers "the great day of his of the Jewish or Law age. Christ was present 
wrath," the t h e  of judgments upon the king- as the chief reaper. His disciples were the 
doms of the world, of the pouring out of the under-reapers. Their work was the gathering 
"seven vials" of His wrath, and the "time of of the wheat into the higher or Gospel dispen- 
trouble such as was not Since there Was a na- sation. Jesus said to His disciples: ''Lift up 
tion" seems more than probable; for we are your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are 
told in the same sentence of the wrath of God white already to hamest.'' '9 sent you to reap 
coming upon the nations. that whereon ye bestowed no labor: other men 

Each of these trumpets are sounded by an [the prophets] labored, and ye are entered into 
angel, i. e., the events mentioned are directed or their labors." (John 4: 35,38) That this work 
controlled by an angel; hence these might well was not general nor to the world we might 
be said to be their voice. We know that signs presume from the fact that He confined His 
speak, and that sometimes events or "actions labors to Judea; but it is  settled beyond doubt 
speak louder thalz words." Of the names of the by the commission given to the disciples, via: 
angels directing the first six of the series we "Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into 
know nothing, but Paul seems to teach that the any city of the Samaritans enter ye not: but 
seventh is under the control of the archa?zgel; go rather to the lost sheep of the house of 
and this seems to bring a connection between Israel"; for "I am not sent but unto the lost 
the time of wrath under the seventh trump and sheep of the house of Israel." (Matthew 10: 5; 
the "time of trouble" of Daniel 12: 1 under 15: 24) When God's favor toward Israel as a 
"Michael"; for Jude informs US that Michael is nation ceased, it began toward the world (Ro- 
the archangel. Verse 2 connects this with the mans 11 : 30) ; for Jesus Christ, by the grace of 
resurrection also. God, tasted death "for every man," and after 

We see then that the sounding of the trumpet His resurrection He sent the disciples to preach 
and so coming in like manner do not conflict the Gospel to every nation. There is  to be a 
but rather add force to the fact that He comes harvest in the end of this age, as illustrated in 
LC unawares," "as a thief," and steals away from the parable'of wheat and tares and taught in 
the world His treasure, His "jewels." Remem- the explanation of the parable. Notice that both 
ber, too, that this is  Christ, the spiritual body, wheat and tares are in the kingdom of heavsn, 
that could not be seen without a miracle, that the church, and that this parable, also the 
was present yet unseen during forty days after other six of the series, refers not to wnT 
his resurrection. 

But will the world not see the saints when * ~ t  not be forgotten that only the &II& 

gathered or gathering? NO; they are changed are raised spiritual bodies; all others axe to be r a i d  
(b the twinkling of an eye) from natural to natural, fleshly bodiea as were La.-, etc 

I 



professing world but to two classes in the 
church. 

The Son of Man planted the church pure, 
good seed. During the days of the apostles 
there were special "gifts of the spirit;' such as 
"discerning of spirits," etc., by which they were 
able to prevent tares from getting in among the 
wheat-hypocrites getting into the church. (In- 
stance 1 Corinthians 5 : 3, Simon Magus, Ana- 
nias and Sapphira, etc.) But when the apostles 
were dead-"while men slept"-the enemy be- 
g-an to sow tares among the wheat. Paul says 
that the mystery of iniquity had begun to work 
even in his day; now they grow side by side in 
all our churches. Shall we separate them, Lord? 
No (we might make some mistakes, pull np 
lvheat and leave tares) ; 'let both grow together 
until the ?tar.~;est." "The harvest is the end of 
the world [aion, age]." "In the time of harvest 
I will say to the reapers, Gather ye together 
first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn 
them: but gather the wheat into my barn."-- 
Matthew 13 : 30, 39. 

Notice that this harvest is the end of this age; 
yet, like the one ending the Jewish age, it is a 
aeriod of time-"in the time of harvest." Sec- 
1 

ondly, there is  order-"gather first the tares." 
There will come a time, then, in the end of this 
age when the reapers will be present doing some 
sort of separating work in the church. 

Again, before the living are gathered the dead 
i~ Christ must have risen, whether it be but a 
moment before. "The dead in Christ shall rise 
first: then we $!hich are alive." (1 Thessalonians 
4: 16) This harvest is not of the living only, 
but also of "the dead in Christ," those that 
"sleep in Jesus." Our Lord, who is the chief 
reaper here as Be  was in the Jewish harvest, 
gathers or raises the dead. "I will raise him 
upJ'; "I am the resurrection and the life." And 
in harmony with this thought the harvest is 
brought to our notice in Re~~elation 14: 14-16. 
One like nnto the Son of Man is seated on a 
cloud and reaps the earth. Here two harvests 
or two parts of one harvest are shown, the 
first being the reckoning with His professed 
people, whic culminates with the complete sepa- 
ration of the wheat from the tares; the second 
being the casting of the vine of the earth into 
the winepress of the wrath of God, doubtleas 
the parallel to the burning of the bundled tares 
(time of trouble) after the wheat is  garnered. 

The Presence (Parousia) a/ Chriet 

S OMF: may have confounded our remarks 
the presence of Christ in a spiritual bo&JI) 

with the presence of the spirit of Christ; b& 
they are quite distinct. The latter never left 
the church; consequently in that sense Be d 
not "come again." Of His spiritual presence Ik, 
said: "Lo, I am with yon alway, even nnto t3m 
end of the world." We refer to the persod 
presence, which did go away and will con%a 
again-a spiritual body. 

The Greek word generally nsed in referring 
to the second advent--r>avousk, freqnenw 
translated comiltg-invariably signifktes pr- 
somi presence, as having came, 'arrived," and 
never signifies to be orz the way, as we use the 
word comiqzg. This fact is recognized by ma* 
who are loolring for the Lord, but the err& 
under which the church in general is laboring 
is that of supposing that presence implies sight, 
manifestation, appearance. In  the Greek, how- 
ever. other words are nsed to exmess revela- 

.& 

tion, appearing and manifestation, uis.: pho- 
neroo-rendered shall appear in "when he shall 
appear"; and apokalqsist-rendered shall be 

- 

*"The Emphatic Diaglott," a very popular trade- 
tion from the New Testament from Cfriesbach, we 
lieve makes no exception, always translating this word 
parousia "presence." 

tA ministering brother in the M. E. Church hae jaat 
called our attention to the following facts, eapeciallp 
interesting to readers familiar with the Greek: Apokcc 
lupto is formed from the ~ e r b  kdupto-which meam, I 
cover, conceal-compounded with the preposition ape, 
i. e., apokalupto. It  means, I uncover, I reveal. In the 
middle voice it signifies, I uncover or m e a t  my*. 
References: Luke 1 7 :  30, middle voice-"when the 8w 
of man uncovers or reveals himself." If it is claimed 
that the verb here is in the passive voice, it doea ~6t  
alter the argument any; for then we Bhould read, aa in 
our version, 'When the Son of man is u n c o ~  or 
wvealed." 'I'he idea ie the e m  in either case, mk., 
something covered up or invisible, is prersent and iw 
been present for some time, but now it is uncovered 
revealed. So in the following references: Matthew 18: 
86 (here both the nimple and componnd forms .n 
nsed), "There is nothing covered [kdupto] that shJl 
not be uncovered [apokalupto]." Matthew 11 : PT; 
1 Corinthians 2 : 10; Galatians 8 : 23; Epheeiarm 8: 8; 
2 Thesfialonims 2 :  3, 6,s. In this last paasage it 
be noticed that the man of sin t in existence and Jart 
aa much "the son of perdition" before as aZkr ku Sm 
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revealed in "\vhen the L ~ r d  Jesus ~h:rl! be ~ e -  also in the da\ - ,,f the Son of man." Verse 21 
veded." (2 Thessalonians 1: 7) But we have tells how it was in the days of Noah; they were 
Christ's own words to prove that Hc  ill be eating, drinking, marrying, e ta  "So shall it be 
present in the world and the world will Iinow in the days of the Son of man." Surely the days 
not of it. In  Matthew 24: 37 we read: "As of thr Son of Man are not before His days, any 
the days of Noah were, so shall also the parolc- more than the days of Henry Clay could be days 
sia [presence] of the Son of man be." The bel'ore he was born. No; the more we examine 
presence of Christ is not compared to the flood the more we are convinced that the world will 
but to the days of Noah, the days that were go 01s as usual and know not until "the harvest 
before the flood, as verse 38 shows. As then is past, the summer ended," and they are not in 
they ate, drank, married, etc., and kqzew not, sn the ark, not with the little flock "accounted 
shall also the presence of the Son of Man be. worthy to t.scape." There will be no outward 
The resemblance here mentioned is that ol' lwt demonstration of the second advent having be- 
kmwifiq-they will not  know of the prcselrce of gun and Christ being present until the churcli 
Christ. They may have been wicked then, and is gathered, whenever it takes place--soon, or 
may be similarly wicked in His presence; but in the distant future. 
wickedness is not the point of comparison. As 
then they ate, drank, married-things proper The Kingdom of God 
enough to be doing, not sins-so shall i t  be in HE Scriptures everywhere recognize tile 
Christ's presence. Now look a t  Luke 17 : 26 : 
LI T church as the kingdom. The kingdom of 
AS it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be heaven is likened to "ten virgins," to "wheat 

and tares," to a net in which are caught both 
uncovered or revealed; but the day comes when he ia good and bad fish, etc. These figures or para- 
dripped of his disguise, the sheepskin removed and bles represent the church in the present time, 
he is shown to be s wolf; he is uncovered, revealed. good and bad mixed in the nominal church of 

The ordinary word used for come in the G1-erl; 1s christ; they so to represent the lcinq- 
srkomai, meaning I come. It occurs over three hulltllcd dam until the end of this age (world), the bar- 
times in the New Testament. But the word ako, also vest time, when the wise and foolish virgins, 
translated cone, has a different meaning; it signifies 
completed action, as I am come, am here, a m  arrived. good and bad fish, and wheat and tares are sep- 
with this in mind, exmine Matthew 24: 5 0 :  " ~ 1 , ~  arated and only the wheat, good fish, and u-ise 
lord of that [evil] servant shall come [shall have con~e] virgins are as the kingd0m 
in a day when he looketh not for him, and in an hour This kingdom is now "subjed to the powers 
that he is not aware of." Also, in Luke 12: 46 : These [go~~ernments, kingdoms1 that be"; for  'The 
servants are saying, "My Lord dela~eth.'~ There is no polj-ers that be are ordained of God." This 
harm in this so long as He does delay; but there will lringdom has promise of all authority and 
oome a time when He no longer delays, and the servant pourer, and the time will come wlien "the king- 
who then say8 He delays is called wicked. "For yet a donl [ruling power] under the whole heavens 
little while, and he that shall come [erkomai, will come] +hall be given to the people of the saints of the 
will oome [ d o ,  shall have come], and will not [longer] &lost I-Iigh," and they shall possess it forever. 
turJ."-Hebrews 10 : 37. The 'little flocK' to whom it  is the Father's 

Another brother, also of the M. E. Church, for good pleasure to give the kingdom is now being 
several years a professor in one of their principal col- tried, being made perfect through 
leges, being convenient to m% I called his attention to being prepared by contact with suffering and 
the above. After examining the text critically, he en- sin for the position to which they are to be doreed the above rendering, remarking that i t  waa very 
peouliar. Then happening to  glance a t  the 46th verse exalted, that as 'Icings and priests" they may 
of Matthew 84, he called my attention to the fact that be to sympathize with those Over whom in 
the word there translated cometh is elthon, and signifies the age they are to We 
after he has come. Ilead 45 and 46 with this are to be joint-heirs with Christ in His king- 
thought in mind. Is it possible that there will be faith- dom and throne and cannot enter upon Our 

ful giving in dus smon  aftcr the Lord reign until He takes His great power and 
hu come? ~t eo stated, m d  a t  that time the reigns. That will not be until the end of thia 
a servant will not be aware of Hie preaenct-V. 80. world or age; for Jesus says : "My kingdom is 
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not of this world." The devil is "the prince of 
this world." Christ's kingdom and ours is of 
the next age. Then the Son of Man shall "slt 
on the throne of his glory." NOW He is  seated 
"at the right hand of God," "set down with the 
Father in his throne." 

But how will this kingdom rule over the 
world? Will it have Jerusalem for its capital 
or seat of empire7 Will Christ sit in Jerusalem 
upon the throne of David? "Jerusalem shall be 
rebuilt npon her old heaps as in the forr~ier 
time." Israel after the flesh will again be the 
chief nation and " a praise in the x7hole earth"; 
for "the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it." 
But fleshly Israel is  not and never again will 
be "the kingdom of God.'' They were once, but 
it was taken from them and given to another 
people, children of Abraham by faith, the 
church. Under the sounding of the seventh 
trumpet all the kingdoms of the world (now 
under the control of Satan) become the "king- 
dom of our Lord." They pass into the posses- 
sion of Christ and under the rule of EIis king- 
dom, the devil being bound. (Revelation 20: 2) 
Israel, with their capital a t  Jerusalem, will 
doubtless be the chief of these fleshly nations, 
but i t  will no more be the heavenly kingdom 
than they. 

Jesus says that unless a man be born again, 
born of the spirit, he cannot see the kingdom 
of God, neither enter into it. (John 3: 3-5) The 
kingdom of heaven is a spiritual kingdom and 
canilot be seen by hmnan beings any more than 
Satan's kingdom a t  the present time. We have 
never seen Satan's kingdom nor his throne, but 
we realize its power. This accords with our 
Lord's statement when He was demanded of 
the Pharisees when the kingdom of God shonld 
come. ' X e  answered them and said, The king- 
dom of God cometh not with observation [mar- 
gin, outward show] : neither shall they say, Lo 
here! or, Lo there l for, behold, the kingdom of 
God is  within you [in your midst-certainly not 
in the hearts of those Pharisees]." The king- 
dom will be present in the world, controlling it, 
yet unseen. How, then, can Christ sit npon the 
throne of David? None will argue that the 
throne of David, which is cast down and is to 
be raised up, means the material throne on 
which David sat. What then does i t  mean? The 
word throne is here used as the representative 
of power, ruling author it,^; we use it so today. 

When God's lringdom was on the fleshly p l m ,  
David represented H i m  The throne was t b ~ ,  
the Lord's; and "David sat npon the throne of, 
the kingdom of the Lord." So also of his mm 
i t  is  written: "Solomon sat upon the throne 4 
the Lord in the room of his father David." 

But Jerusalem when rebuilt will not be the1 
kingdom of God; for all, whether born a& 
or not, could see it. It would have outwarb, 
show; men would say, Lo, here! and Lo, theralr 
The heavenly city Jerusalem itseIf is the bride,: 
the church. "Come hither, I will shew thee &8: 
bride, . . . and he shewed me . . . the hO&i 
Jerasalem." In Scripture a city is  frequently] 
used as  the symbol of a government or iustitu-, 
tion.-See Isaiah 14 : 31 ; Jeremiah 33 : 5-7; 
Revelation 11 : 2 ; 14 : 8 ; 16 : 19 ; 17 : 18. I 

But will the world not see Christ on HisT 
throne when they shall "say to the mountains 
and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us froni the face 
of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the 
wrath of the Lamb: for the great day of his 
wrath is come"? Will they see nothing9 "The 
day of the Lord so cometh [on the world and . 
the foolish virgins] as a thief," a snare. The 
class here referred to are represented as recog- 
nizing the fact that "the great day of his wrath 
is  come," the time of trouble; they now realise 
it. "He shall be revealed [to them1 in flamin Q' fire [terrible judgments], taking vengeance. .> 

What sort of rocks and mountains do you snp- 
pose they will pray to have fall on them--literal 
mountains? No; few saints have the faith to, 
pray for mountains to fall, while the wick& 
have not faith to pray for even small thhgs. 
Besides, what would we think of a man who 
wanted to die and could think of no more simple 
method than to be crushed by a mountain? Bat' 
these do not seek destruction; they want to be 
covered, protected, in this time of trouble, day' 
of wrath, when every man's hand is against his' 
neighbor, "when the mountains [kingdoms] are 
moved out of their places"; for "all the king-' 
doms [mountains] that are upon the face of the: 
earth shall be thrown down." The meantaim, 
(kingdoms) shall melt and flow down like 
at the presence of the Lord. During the time at" 
commotion and general national destraetio-n, the, 
dashing in pieces of governments, men wiJl a d ,  
protection, covering, hiding in the p a t  4: 
strong kingdoms of the world. Men win sag,. 
There are Great Britain, Russia, e ta ;  ther 



strong, they protect their citizens ; let us become 
&hens of such. They will seek hiding also in 
8nch great rocks of worldly society as Frce 
Masonry, Odd Fellowship, etc.; but none of 
these shall be able to deliver them in the day of 
the Lord's anger. Every mountain shall be 
moved out of its place. Then the stone (church) 
becomes a great mountain and fills the whole 
earth. (Daniel 2 : 35) Although invisible i t  will 
be real; for, as Paul says, "the things which 
are seen are temporal, but the things that are 
mot see* are eternal." It will be a peacefill 
kingdom; for "he maketh wars to cease unto 
the ends of the earth." Peace is established on 
a sure basis by the breaking in pieces of the 
worldly governments. Every man may then sit 
under his own vine and fig tree, wit11 none to 
molest or make him afraid.-Micah 4:  1-4. 

"Now the world is full of suffering, 
Sounds of woe fall on my ears, 

Sights of wretchedness and sorrow 
Fill my eyes with pitying tears; 

'Tis the carth's dark night of weepin::. 
Wrong and evil triumph now; 

I can wait, for just before me 
Beams the morning's roseate g1,b.i " 

'I Say unto All, Watch" 

T HE positions taken we believe to be strong. 
They commend themselves as strong to 

thinking Christians because of the vast amount 
of Scripture which favors them and because 
they harmonize what have been to many minds 
contradictory statements and teachings in the 
Bible, show a harmony between the characier 
of Bod and His works, and display His attri- 
butes, mercy, justice, love, etc., to perfection. 

We believe that the real object of the second 
advent has bcen presented. The mawner we 
think equally well established, whether it be an  
event of our lifetime or not. But for the church 
to be left without light on so important a snb- 
ject would seem strange, would i t  not? It would 
be contrary to precedent. Noah knew of the 
flood, Lot of the fire, etc. They may not have 
known the DAY AND HOUR, but they certainly had 
eome knowledge of the nearness of the events 
before they came. Are we who expect to be 
gathered utterly a t  sea without means of know- 
ing anything whatever about the time? Did not 
Zesus say that that day should not come upon 
the watching ones mawares (without their 

knowing) 7 He did. But He also said: 'TC 
know not when the time is." 'What I say unto 
you I say unto all, Watch." Yes; but shall Re 
suppose that He meant, Watch, because yon 
will never know, or because you know notP 
Watch, that ye may know. Let us look a t  the 
strongest of this class of texts: "Of that day 
and that hour lmou-eth no man, no, not the 
angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, 
but the Father. . . . Watch ye therefore." Now 
notice: This does not read, Of that day and 
hour no man shall ever know, but, No man 
knoweth. Jesus said that He Himself did not 
know then. Will He never know until He comes 7 
Will He not know the hour before He comes, s t  
least ? 

Let us look a t  Brother B.'s illustration of the 
besieged fort. The fort is besieged. The gen- 
eral commanding the attack sends word to all 
non-combatants living in and dangerously near 
it that as hc is about to undermine and blow up 
the fort, they must remove or take the conse- 
quences. But i t  will require some time to ac- 
complish the work. He therefore gives them 
certain signals by I\-hich they may know, and 
says: I will display a blue signal when the 
excavation is complete, a red one when the pow- 
der is properly arranged, and when the fuses 
are laid and everyt;hing ready a green signal; 
and ye may know that a t  four o'clock of that 
day the explosion will occur. But of that day 
and hour knoweth no man, no, not the engineers 
who will do the work, nor myself; God alone 
knows the future. Tlrhat I say unto one I say 
unto all, Watch; for ye know not when the time 
is. Now what would those people look for?  Not 
the explosion, but the signals. Did the general 
mean for them to watch because they could 
never know, or in order that they might know! 
Undoubtedly the latter. So our Captain told us 
to watch-not to watch the sky but our chart. 
'We have a more sure word of prophecy, to 
which we do well to take heed, as unto a light 
that shineth in a dark place, until the day 
dawn," says the apostle Peter. 

Now hear St. Paul. Turn to and read care- 
fully 1 Thessalonians 5 : 1-9. Try to distinguish 
between the church and the world-ye and you 
versus they and them: "Yourselves know pep 
fectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a 
thief in the night [on all? No ; on the world and 
overcharged servants]. For when they shall 
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say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction this as well as other lands; and even this num- 
colueth upon thent." The nest clause tells how ber average but half time. What wid it be n 
mclden. Not sudden like a flash of lightning, few years hence? The Prophet, describing the 
but "as travail upon a n-oman with child; and time of trouble, implies that it mill be brought 
they siiall not escape. Eut ye, brethren, are about by lack of employment: "There shall be 
not in darkness, that that day should overtake no hire for man nor hire for best"; "every 
you as a thief." Although ui the presence of the man's hand against his neighbor," etc. 
Son of Man the world wi l l  not h o w ;  yet the Yet all these things which tend to decrease 
church-"ye, brethren"--are expected to horn, the necessity of manual labor, and many more 
not from outmard signs but from the light shin- yet undeveloped or unknown, mill in the ?lillen- 
ing upon the pathway. Our Father undertakes n i d  age minister to the comforts and necessities 

1 C to furnish the light as fast as it is due; but we of the world. In fact, hnmnnlp speaking, the 
must walk in the light if we would not be in Millennia1 era would be an impossibility u-ithout 
darkness. them. When the kingdom is the Lord's, right 

The day of the Lord is frequently referred and justice d l  hold the reins, op~ression and 
to as a snare or trap into which those without strikes give place to equity- T1:ese 
light go ;oawares. a t]&f i t  comes stealth- inventions will be used for the benefit not alone 
ilp. Some think "as a thief" means sud,-Jcnly; of a class but of the whole people. They d 
but we think not. If i t  does, then '"fe, bretllren, serve not merely to the accumulation of dollars 
are not in darkness that that day should come but to the intellectual enrichment of all classes; 
upon yon suddenly." Jmen Jesns said, 6% anJ "d shall h o w  the Lord from the least to 
therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on the geatest." 
thee as a thief, and thou sltdt not know what Beloved, if it now fJls our hearts to over- 
hour I will come upon thee," i t  seems as though flowing even to think of the many exceeding 
He meant, If you me watching you shall how.  great and precious promises made to the bride, 
Does i t  not? what wll their realization be1 They ail center 

But it is not my object in this pamphlet to in and have have their fnlfilment when we shall 
call yonr attention more fully to the time of be like Him and see Him as He These am 
the second advent than I have above in answer- "good tidings of great joy, which shall be to  
ing some of the chief objections to the investi- all people."-L&e 2: 11. 
gation of it. I simply add that I am deeply Reader, are you ChrisPs servant? I f  so, a,re 
iiipressed, and think, not without good Scrip- yon a faithful, watching servant? Are you 
tural evidence, that the Master has come and building on Christ, the Rockt If so, with ~ 1 : a t l  
i: now inspecting the guests to the marriage Gold. silver, precious stones, or wood, hap, and 
t 1Istthev 22: 11) ; that the harvest is progress- stubble? Are you a vir$n? a wise or a foolish 
in=, tlie separation (mental) between wheat and one? Yon nrere called aid accc?tcci to r x l  a 
rares now going on, and that a t  any moment raw: so run that you may obtain. The Ucsrer 
the door to the l ~ i g l t  calling may be forever shut. saith. "TO liilil that overcometh" the prize ::,2ll 

Even the outward s i p s  seen by the world be- Surc!y that prize could be no greater. It is 
seem to point to tile fact that a great dispensa- the grandest that even God can offer-to make 

,- tional chsrlge m y  be near. From their stand- US His sons aud give us a joint-heirshiv ;vith 
point the last century nodd  seem to be the Chis t .  m e  Pad.  let us count all things r,s loss 
"day of [ ~ o ~ ' s l  preparatlon." hprocp;nents and dross m-hile we press ton-nrd thn a n r k  ior  
and in-ientions progrws as never 1:eiore. S o w  the prize of our calling. 
we are begibing to realize that these inven- fil:st cnn you do7 Believe His Word; v& 
tions, which in and of themselves are blessings, in the light which shines from i t ;  Live up to whaz 
are, under present conditions of socletp, a curse. yon have and look for more. I t  wili sanctify 
Every machine made, after n certain limlt, tends yon, set you apart, separate you from the world 
to decrease the demand for each mechanic's la- -your thoughts, yonr talents. your influence, 
bor; supply and demand regulate the wages he your purse. This is  the Lord's rnle for oar 4 receives. Today there is employment for less sanctification : "Sanctify .them through thy 
than three-fourths of the industrial labor of truth; thy word is tmth"O1f you fully re- 
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bow rehot this 'little flock" is, and how desir- oometh the world, even your faith.'' I would , , 
able a matter it is to attain it, your thought not speak disparagingly of works, except as the i 
will probably be: It is too high for me; I am ground of our aecepkmcc. A fountain or living . 'i " 
unworthy; I have never done anything to merit stream must have an outlet. Living faith-will 
mch high honors. Brother, sister, there will always produce works. We do not serve'God 
not be one of that bride company there because to merit eternal life; bat accepting it of Him as 
he merited it, nor because of his works. Their a free gift and realizing His loving kindness, 
robes are not their righteousness; they could we desire to express our thanks and find an 
not appear in those. The wedding garment is outlet, not only in speaking His praise but also 
Christ's righteousness, imputed, given unto us in doijgg those things which are pleasing to Him. 
because of faith. V e  must believe God i i  we '73ehold I come as a thief: Watch!" 
would be accepted. c?Titboni faith i t  is  impos- 'Te, brethren, are not in dorhess, that that 
sible to please him." We must come to Him day should overtexe yon as a thief!" 
as little children, anxious to know and do His "Take heed, lest your hearts be overcharged 
will if we would enter the kingdom. xritli the cares of this life, and EO that day come 

The overcoming which is rewarded with a upon you tcnnwares." 
reat with Christ on His throne is not of Z U O C ~ S  "If thou shalt not zcatcl~, thou shalt not know 
but of faith. "This is the victory that over- what hour I will come." 

IX_ ..- 4 

A Few Slips 

N ETVSPAPER clippings reem to show that 
Nrs. Coolidge is a Congregationalist, and 

not a Roman Catholic as once reported. We 
are glad to correct this error. 

A correspondent calls attention to the fact 
that she does sometimes receive yellow-baclrs in 
her pay envelope, contrary to Ur. Cocheu's 
bonk But there is no question that these yellow- 
backs did a t  one time disappe,ar from circula- 
tion and can be made to disappear again, when- 
ever the Federal Reserve System thus %-ills. 

- -- 

A n  unfortunate error tras made regarding 
Mr. Taft's purchase of certain Philippine lands 
from the Roman Cathclic Church. This pur- 
chase was inacivertentlp rc l erred to as a sale. 
When Mr. Tnft, as governor, t o n  the hearts of 
the Filipinos by his Irindness a n d  justice, they 
begged him to release them fro:;; the thralldom 
of thy friars, Catholic monks wLo hiid been in 
possrssion of much of the finest Innd on the 
Islands ever since Spain, hundreds (1: pears 
ago, sttized the Islands and, as usual, forcvd 
the Catholic religion upon her subjects. i:r~.:-r- 
nor Taft investigated: and his h a r t  was fi l lc  . 
with indignation at the conciitioil of serfdon1 
whlch tne lazy friars had forced upon the Fili- 
pino natives With the consent of the United 
G t a t ~ s  Oovenlment he visited the Pope, and for 
e certain sam in cash the Pope promised to 

relinquish the lands and recall the friars. I t  
will be noticed that the Roman Catholic Chnrch 
never does anything for love or for justice. I t  
has but one motive. I t  wants cash, and for cash 
it is willing to do anything. If it gets cash, 
enough cash, i t  is even willing to perform Rn 
act of simple humanity; otherwise not. If 
muses wil l  get poor creatures out of the flames 
of purgatory, then for what saintly reason 
should the Roman Catholic Church requira 
money to pay for the masses? If  it really has 
any heart, why does it not say the masses free? 
Free masses and no collections. HOW would 
that do for a slogan? 

The ground of our dissatisfaction with this 
matter was that before the United States could 
do anything for the poor Filipinos they had 
(1) to nhip the Spaniards, (2) to pay $30,000,- 
000 for the islands, and (3) to pay plenty of 
hard cash to that tyrannical and hypocritical . ,  

political o r e h a t i o n  masquerading as a church 6 " 
which had the poor people in its grasp. TVe do 
not lmow that anybody conld have done better 
thaii Nr. Taft did; but it does seem a pity that 
a go\-erument strong enough to seize a country 
5 y  force should have to seize it twice more finan- 
c i ~ l l p  before it conld do anfihing for the people. 
2urther. we understand thnt Mr. Tnft is very 
popular with the Roman Catholic church. That 
institution was evidently very well pleased with 
the settlement he mtrde with tho Pope. I 
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STUDIES IN THE "HARP OF GOD" (mEwS'o%Rws) 
I. nlth lssne Number 80 we began mnnlng Judge Rutheriord'a nan book. 

Harp of God': with ncrampunyln; qnestlons, tnking the place of both 

I ~d\nnced and JuvenUc b ~ b l e  Smdh whlcb have been hitherto p u b h b d .  
M 

2'eTLe disciples Fere Jews and i t  might be 
supposeti that they %ere somewhat acqualnted 
wlth the Scriptures. We remember, ho*-ever. 
that they were not learned men; and even if 
they had been acqualnted with the text of the 
Scriptures they couId not hare had a very clear 
understanding of them a t  that time; just as we 
now see there are many wonderful truths in the 
Bible n-hich have been there for centuries and 
whicll Christians never understood until recent- 
ly. h'om as we look at the inspired Word of God 
n p  can see some texts in the Old Testament 
w!~ich clearly refer to tke reeurrection of Jesus, 
and which tests must 11are been f a ~ d i a r  to 
nxny Jews at the time Jesus \\-as cmcified. For 
information we note some of these tesrs here. 

"'The prophet Job pointed to the time of 
redemption and deliverance when he said: 'Tor 
I know that my Redeemer Liveth, and that he 
sliall stand at the latter day npon the earth." 
(Job 19 : 25) If the Redeemer was to stand a t  
the latter day npon the earth, then He must 
arise from the dead after He had provided the 
reJemptive price by His death; hence this scrip- 
ture must foreshadow His resurrection. The 
psalmist David wrote prophetically concerning 
.Jrsus' resnrrection when he said: "For thon 
n-ilt not leave my soul in hell: neither wilt thou 
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou 
vilt show me the path of life: in thy presence 
is fdlncss of joy; at thy right hand are plea- 
sures for evermore." (Psalm 16 : 1 0 , l l )  We 
]lave the inspireti testimony of the Apostle that 
the Prophet did there refer to t 1 1 ~  resurrection 
of Jesus.-Acts 2: 27-31 ; 13 : 2:-27. 

Z"Again the prophet David m o t e  concerning 
- Jesus, the Savior of the ror ld :  "As for me, I 

wi: behold thy face in r~zbteousness: I shall be 
satisfied. vhen I analce, with thy likeness." 
(Peal  17 : 15) The amnl:eninq clearly means the 
a\v,val.;cnln~ out of death. Jesns mas alvakened 
out oi' ticnth in the express image of the Father. 
(Hebrem-s 1 : 3) Again the Psalmist mrote : 
"Thou hast ascended on high, thou hast led 
captivity captire: thon hast received gifts for 
men." (Psalm 68: 18) Clearly the apostle Pad 
refers to this same scripture in Ephesians 4: 8. 

I 

s h o ~ n g  that the Psalmist referred to the resnr- 
rectlon of Jesus. 

Z'urIhe prophet Isaiah mote: 'Tor unto ns a 
chiid is born, unto us a son ia given: and the 
government shall be npon his shoulder: and his 
name shall be aLIed Wonderful, Counsellor, The 
mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince 
of Peace. Of the increase of his government and 
peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of 
Darid, and upon his kingdom, to order it, and 
to establish i t  with judgment and with justice, 
from henceforth even for ever!' (Isaiah 9 : 6,7) 
1lrl.c it is clearly stated that the One who mould 
hold this eulted position, the Uessiah, is to be 
the everiasting Father. Father means life-giver, 
and it would be impossible for Jesus to be the 
great Life-giver to man unless He was raised 
from the dead. 

"'Again the prophet Isaiah described the 
sufferings of Jesns and His death and snbse- 
quent resurrection in Isaiah 53: 6-11. He could 
not have poured out His soul unto death and 
afterward see the travail of His soul and be sat- 
isfied unless He should be raised from the dead. 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF GOD" 
Did the disciples understand the Scriptures at that 

time with reference to the r emec t i on  of Jesua Christ? 
11 246. 

I s  the student now able to understand scriptures in 
the Old Testament relative to the resurrecticn of the 
Lord that hare been heretofore little underrtooa? 7 246. 

Give some Scriptural texts  of the O!d Testament 
bearing upon the resurrect~on of the Lord Jesus "7. 

Did tile P s a h s t  spenii of Jesus going to hcll? and 
if so, nhat vas meant? 7 24:. 

Give the Apostle's interpretation of this stttement. 
824:. 

'That mas meant bv the statement of the Psalmist in 
Psalm 17:  15' 24s. 

In nhose likeness was Jems amal;cneci? Give the 
Scriptural proof. 11 248. 

Did the Psalmist in Psah 68: 18 rder to J d  
resurrection? and if so, why? 248. 

Did the Prophet here foreshadow the -011 d 
Jesus Christ? 11 249. 

How did Jehovah refer to Christ'a rewrreFtim tn 
the words of the prophet Issiah (53 : 6-11) ? 11 250. 

160 
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Forms of Insect Life 
LEARNED professor, a good multiplier, ROW to Kill BiCr A has fimred it out that if nothing happened T H E R E  are semrd  way. of getting rid 

to any of the children or grandchildren even of flies besides the traditional and effective 
unto the nth generation one female fly codd, fly-paper and swatter. One may iS to P F -  
in one season, count her posterity to the nnm- ethrnm powder in the house in the morning. 
ber of 4,472,286,103,628,713,559,320; and that m e  flies become shpefied, and may be awept 
the rest of us would have to move off the planet up and burned. Of course the home shodd be 
in order to make room for them. Fortunately aired 
most of her children die; and flies live but a Another way is to dose the windows and bod 
few weeks. vigorously for five minutes a pint of water to 

Some people regard the common house-fly as which has been added ten drops of carbolio soid. 
I 

comparatively harmless; but in point of fact At the end of that time the flies that are not 
it is one of the greatest disease carriers known. dead will escape from the room if the window8 
One hundred and sixteen kinds of germs have are opened. This amount snffices for an ordi- , 
been found in the track of a single fly. The nary-sized kitchen. For a larger room or for a 
worse the carrion the more this fly enjoys it. whole house a larger quantity should be used. 1 

Its specialties are the distribution of germs of Zf desired, twenty drops of the carbolio acid 
typhoid fever, dysentery, cholera, summer com- may be dropped on a hot shovel, and quicker 
plaint, and eye infection. results can be thus obtained. 

It would be bad enough if there were only one b o t h e r  way is first to remove a r e f n l l ~  all 
kind of fly; hut the entomologists tell us that other liquids from the room, and then plm 
there are 50,000 varieties, and profess to believe formdin, diluted with about forty parts of 
that the total inay be six or eight times more water, in sauwrs a b u t  the room. After several 
than that great number. The greenbottle fly has hours the fiies, unable to get other liqnids, will 
been identified ns a carrier of the germs of drink of the formalin and die. 
paralysis. One thing which tends to prove that the fly 

It is said tl~:tt i l l  the Spanish-American war was originally created by the devil is  that it 
there were molt soldiers killed by diseases car- loves every evil thing and hates every good 
ried by the fly than mere killed by bullets. The thing. The odors that are most pleasant to man, 
y resence of flies indicates uncleanliness. such as mignonette, white clover, geranium, 

Wherever a Ily walks he leaves a stick- fluid heliotrope, lavender, and h o n e ~ s n d e ,  dl 
full of germs. This fluid exudes from the ends displeasing to the fly- Flies will not stay 
of hollow hairs fringing the cushions of his rooms in which these plants are g r o h g ;  nor 
feet, and enables h i n ~  to walk upside down on will they stay in 8 room which has 8 consider- 
the smoothest surface. able quantity of blue in it. 

In some places flies are thick to a degree that The breeding of flies on manme piles be 
1s-e b o w  nothing abour in America. At one prevented by Battering borax over the & 
place in France, in the summer of 1922, flies and then s ~ r h l b g  with water. This do- not 
held np a fast train crossing a bridge. There injure the manure. 
were so many of the Little creatures on the rails A bob-white or a cliff-swallow will eat a 
that their bodies formed a jelly under the sand flies or other insects in a day. b d  far 
wheels. bob 1 More strength to his appetite l It ir rrid 

la 
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that bob also disposes of about six million weed if that does not shou- the disposition of the 
meeds per year. This would indicate that he is devil, will you not please point out something 
a citizen of which any community might feel that does? 3loreover, a mosquito will bite yon 
proud. when yon are asleep, and make you awake 
Sixty Kinds of M o s q u i h  

N EW YOBK STATE boasts that it raises sixty 
kinds of mosquitoes, although there are 

only two varieties that are at all plentiful. The 
right way to raise mosquitoes is to have around 
the premises a few tin cans half iilled with rain 
water. Or they may be raised in gntters, roof- 
hollows, water tanks, catch basins, or wet 
cellars. These receptacles must have stagnant 
water in them; otherwise there will not be a 
good arop of mosquitoes. 

Most of the mosquitoes wbich are found in 
New Pork city are grown on the premises. 
They are the fresh-water varieties; and the in- 
habitants cannot blame the New Jersey or the 
Long Island salt marshes for their production, 
but mast blame themselves. Park lagoons are 
good places in which to raise mosquitoes. 

The word  mosquito" means little fly. Like 
the house-fly the mosquito subjects the multi- 
plioation table to a great strain. The mother 
mosquito lays as  many as four hundred eggs at 
one time, and may become the ancestor of 
10,000,000,000 able-bodied singers and jabbers 
in just thirty days by the clock. And yet we 
consider a hen faithful and industrious if she 
produces one egg a day! 

Unlike some physicians, the mosquito pre- 
llents its bill before it injects the poison into 
your system; and, also unlike some physicians, 
the presentation of the bill is not the painful 
part of the performance. The insect injects a 
&OD of ~oisonous saliva before it leaves. This 
loo& like an act of what may be described as 
"pure cussedness," and convinces us that the 
mosquito is  one of the devil's o m  inventions. 

Morquito a Bad Citizen 

T HE mosquito has a bad record. He it is that 
carries the genns of malaria, yellow fever, 

dengue or  break-bone fever, and filiariasia, 
which is the infestation of the body with long, 
slender threadworms. If yon have a disease of 
my of the above varieties, the mosquito loves 
b come and bite you and poison you, and make 
yon think unkind things about him. Then he 
goes off and bites some other IucWess chap and 
injeets the germs of your disease into him. And 

peeved and resentful: 
Mosquitoes are great travelers. They are 

sometimes blown forty miles from their breed- 
ing places dnring the eight days between birth 
and maturity. They are found all over the 
world. High up in the Canadian Rockies they 
so infest the trails that passage is had only a t  
the expense of great discomfort. In the Hima- 
layas they are f o ~ d  13,000 feet above the eea. 

Modern medicine claims that the weakening 
of the Greek and Roman races by malarial in- 
fection caused by mosquitoes was the reason 
n+y they gave way before the barbarians. In 
the Summer of 1922, the Baltic seacoast was so 
infested with unnsually savage mosquitoes that 
many were made ill. In  Chicago, during the 
same season, there was one occasion when they 
were flying in such swarms that they were mi& 
taken for smoke, and caused two false fire- 
alarms to be sent in. It is believed that the 
Panama Canal could hardly have been built if 
some means of fighting and conquering this 
pest had not been discovered. Dogs and cats 
are immune to mosqnito bites. 

Mosquitoes have their tastes in colors. Care- 
ful experiments extending over a number of 
years have proven that they remain away from 
anything yellow, but are partial to reds. The 
mosquito's preference in colors is found to run 
in the following order, with his least preferred 
color first: Yellow, orange, white, light blue, 
olive green, slate gray, black, ecarlet, brown; 
dark red. 

Waus to Kill Mosquitw 

KERE are three ways of getting rid of moe- T quitoes: By not giving them a chalice to 
be born, by giving their natural enemies a 
chance to get at them while they 'are still n-rig- 
glers, and by suffocating them while they tire 
in the wriggler stage of growth. 

Mosquitoes swim for a week before they fly; 
and at  this stage stagnant water is essential for 
them. If  the pool in which the eggs were laid is 
drained, that is the end of the family. If fishes 
get into the pool, that also is the end of the 
family. If the pool is covered with oil, the little 
sinners will suffocate; but the oil has to be 



renewed every ten days, as i t  is  only a tem- 
porary expedient. 

There are microbes that destroy mosquitoes; 
but it takes sixty kinds of microbes to kill the 
Birty kinds of mosquitoes, each kind having ite 
own special diet. And when a man has a mos- 
quito drilling for blood, it is beyond human 
nature to expect him to look aromd for the 
identical kind of microbe needed to day  the 
animal. He just slaps his enemy hard, and lets 
the microbe feed on the remains. More than 
this a well-trained microbe could not expect. - 

Mosquitoes flee from smoke; for they do not 
like it. The water-dog is a natural enemy of 
the mosquito, as is also the duck In tropical 
countries the larvae are destroyed by tiny fishes 
called 'kdlions," raised for the purpose, also 
by a variety of beetle which has a fondness for 
them. Poison gas, such as was used against 
humans in the World War, has been used in 
poisoning mosquito waters in New Jersey. 

In addition to the foregoing there is a water 
fern, with leaves too small to be seen by the 
naked eye, which is said to have been used 
successfully in Panama to prevent the propa; 
gation of mosquitoes. 

Cockroaches and Bedbugs 
is a nice pair, cockroaches to get into HER" your food and bedbugs to get into your 

bed. There are said to be about a thousand 
species of cockroaches. We should imagine that 
one would be plenty. Roaches will not travel 
through a house that guards.carefdy against 
the admission of food to any place except where 
it must necessarily be kept. 

In  places where the roaches have become a 
nuisance, the food materials should be codned 
in insectproof containers or in ice boxes, and 
great cleanliness would have to be maintained. 
A liberal dusting with sodium flnorid furnishes 
an efficient means for getting rid of them. Ve 
rious poisons are also sold for the purpose. 

There is another way to kill cockroaches, arid 
that is  to keep a centipede around the house; 
but most folks would consider the cure worse 
than the disease. A centipede is as fond of 
cockroaches as the average boy is of ice-cream 
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cones. The centipede will also eat moths, mos- 
quitoes and ae s ,  but will not bite humans unless 
frightened or molested. The centipede has fif- 
teen pairs of legs. I n  this climate he growe to 

be only an  inch in length, but in the tropics may 
grow to be a foot long; and one variety attains 
a length of eighteen inches. His bite is painful, 
but the pains may be assuaged by the WOM& 
being dressed with strong ammonia. 

AS to the bedbug, epecimens have been ]morn 
to survive when kept for a year in a sealed vial, 
with no food whatever. Bedbugs have also been 
known to live in moempied houses for long 
periods. An application of paint composed of 
equal parts of shellac, turpentine, and corrosive. 
sublimate is a good way to get rid of them- 
shellac to tangle their feet, turpentine to 
strangle them, and corrosive sublimate to b u m  
them up. 

A remedy suggested by the government is to 
place in the center of the room a dish containing 
about fonr ounces of brimstone, within a larger 
vessel, so that the possible overflowing of the 
burning mass may not injure the carpet or set 
fire to the door. After removing from the room 
all such metallic surfaces as might be affected 
by the fumes, close every aperture, even the 
keyholes; and set fire to the brimstone. When 
fonr or five hours have elapsed, the room may 
be entered and the windows opened for a thor- 
ough airing. 

Brimstone is the most deadly fumigant 
known. If the Lord wanted to make sure that a 
soul when it  died would be stone dead, burning 
it in brimstone would surely do the trick. As a 
means of torment it would be of no value; for 
death would ensue too promptly. All the a rm-  
ments of common sense, as well aa all the argu- 
ments of the Bible, are completely opposed to 
the theory of eternal torture. 

The Industrious Ant 

T KE telegraph poles of the Panama Railway 
are of iron; the reason for this is that the 

army ants of that region destroy a cedar pole 
over night. Talk about army ants! Before a 
marching column of these invaders the wild 
animala flee in terror; if they wait, the bleached 
bones of the biggest and strongest of them litter 
the ground in a few hours. 

The ants in America are mostly subterranean, 
although in Wisconsin there is one variety that 
b d d s  a mound about twenty inches high. In 
Europe ant mounds are often as much es three 
feet in height. In Africa the termite, or white 
ant, raises ita hills to a height of li£teen id 



and constructs them so strongly that a heavy 
beast like a buffalo can stand upon them without 
breaking them down. These buildings are six 
hundred times the height of their tiny builders. 

There is an ant in the Argentine which bites 
ib way through the tympanum in the ears of 
sleeping infanta until it reaches the brain and 
kills its victims. I t  is one of the most serious 
pests in the world. This ant will eat anything 
we eat, and can probably thrive in any climate 
ohort of the Arctics. I ts  spread to other lands 
would be a great calamiQ. 

The Useful Spit& 

THE spider is one of the most useful of the 
insect friends of man. Man's enemies are 

the natural food of the spider. Day and night 
he goes after the fiies, mosquitoes, and other 
insects which man has come to recognize as 
pests. Spiders injure no plant food nor other 
product of human industry. Contrary to the 
general belief they are, as a rale, neither nox- 
ious nor injurious in any way. 

The web that the spider makes is genuine 
silk, and the finest ailk known. A thread long 
enough to reach around the earth would weigh 
but one pound. These threads are so small in 
size that a million of them can lie side by side 
within a space not so wide as the length of a 
yardstick. On account of its Gneness the thread 
of the spider is  used for the cross-lines of tele- 
scopes. 

A spider ia said to have saved the life of 
hbert  Bruce by spinning with marvelous r& 
pidity a web across the mouth of a cave vithin~ 
which he was concealed. His pursuers passed 
the entrance of the cave, convinced that the web 
across its mouth proved that no one was within. 
A web may be made in forty minutes. 

There is a spider that builds airships. This 
spider anchors itself with its feet, and then 
sends a number of strands of h e  silk out 
through its spinnerets. When enough ailk has 
been spun, the spider lets go its grip on the 
ground, the wind catches the silk, and away 
goes the spider, sometimes for hundreds of 
ides .  

- 

The tarantula. the piant apider of the South- 
weit ,  has a vicious site; b i t  it will not bite 
unless it is molested. A Pasadena dealer sells 
8,000 monnted tarantulas a year, employing an 
m y  of boys to collect specimens. There is 

some doubt as to the degree of poison properly 
attributable to a tarantula. bite. Professor W. 
J. Berg, of the Univermty of Arkansas, baa 
made experiments which lead him to question 
their poisonous qualities altogether. 

Another insect-destroyer is the wasp, of 
which 1,500 varieties are known. Wasps and 
spiders are not good friends; they are too mnch 
interested in the same raw material. The wasp 
is the oldest paper-maker known; its nest is a 
marvel in its absolute perfection for the pur- 
pose for which designed. An industrious wasp 
can teach a boy to dance in a very brief time. 

The Locuat Plague 
UERICA knows little about locust plagues, A but they are common enough in Eastern 

Europe, Asia, and Africa. The best-known va- 
riety in the United States is somewhat under 
two inches long; and although it is quite com- 
mon, it does not seem to flonrish in m s  climate 
as locusts do elsewhere. 

In  the East, especially in ancient times, there 
have been locust plagues which have stripped 
the country for miles around as completely as  
would a fire. Pasturage, vegetables, fruit, crops 
of all kinds, and even the bark of trees disap- 
pear as if by magic. 

The prophet Joel described a locust inrasion 
elaborately. This description is believed by 
Bible Students today to foreshadow the over- 
running of Christendom by the hordes of com- 
munists that are being made every day by the 
folly of present rulers : 

('A fire devonreth before them; snd behind them a 
W e  burneth; the lmd is as the garden of Eden befom 
them, and behind them a desolate wilderness; yea, and 
nothing shall escape them. The appearance of them is 
as the appearance of homes; and an homemen, m shall 
they run. Like the noise of chariots on the tops of 
mountains shall they leap, like tho noise of a flame of 
6re that devoureth the stubble, BB a strong people ~ e t  
in battle m y .  Before their face the people sha!l be 
mnch pained; rll faces &all gather blackness. They 
&all run like mighty men; they shall climb the wall 
like men of war; and they shall march every one on hia 
-ye, .ad they ohdl not break their r&: neither 
ehall one thrnet another; they dull walk ereq one in 
his path: and when they fall npon tha sword, thcJ 6 h d  
not be wounded. They ahall run to md h.o in the city; 
they shall run upon the wall, they shall climb up upon 
the h o w ;  they shall enter in at the windowe like 8 
thief. The earth ehall quake before them; the heaven# 



mha,U tremble: the sun and the moon ahJl be dark, and year; but a nay has been found to conquer it, 
the stan, &dl withdraw their shining."-Joe. 8 :  3-10. and where the treatment has been applied the 

sometimes locnst plagues have lasted for two loss has been reduced by one-half. 
or three years. They swept from one region to The mordella beetle should have been d e d  
mother in swarms many square miles in area, the moreyes beetle; for it posseeses more eyes 
m d  so denae as to darken the SM, as the last than ten thousand of us humans put together. 
verse of the foregoing prophecy points out. It has been estimated that the mordella has 

The locnsts come out of the gromd in the *en*-five thousand eyes, including -3' in 
Spring, split their outer skin and hop away, all the back of ita head. Under a microscope these 
in the same direction. Although they destroy little eyes are very beautiful. The dragon fly is 
the crops, they sre themselves edible; and the said to have not less than twenty thousand eyes, 
natives SlJ them by the ton. They make good and the horsefly also has eyes by the t ~ ~ u ~ a n d .  
food, either dried and ground into meal, or 
fried in butter, o r  m o k d .  They are ale0 used The IV~~ZJU 
as fuel. T HE boll weevil came to the United States 

from Mexico twenty-one years ago, and has 
Beetlcr Gabre dready destroyed enough cotton to make 500 

HE number of known varieties of beetles is shirts for every male in the country. The loss T now aaid to &e over 1W,M,  of which not t calculated at over 82,~,0OW00- A dnglr 
less than 10,000 are native to the United States. pair of weevils can produce 12,775,000 weevils 
Additionally, there are about 1,000 fossil epe- in one season. The cotton fields of the south 
eies hown. are being ruined by this pest, and are being 

The Japanese beetle is  &d to be, a t  this need for other crops. Mild winters m d  moist 
time, our corntry's worst crop pest. Thie form -era favor the growth of the weevil. 
of beetle hatches out underground, where it at- The boll weevil is small, rather less than one- 
tacks the roots of growing trees. It ia persistent fourth inch in length, with a snout half the 
to an uncanny degree. Other pests die out or  length of its body. When sqnares or forms be- 
move on; but the Japanese beetle stays on the gin to appear on the cotton, the weevils pmch 
job mu emrp p e e n  tree is  killed, including holes in them, laying one to three eggs in each. 
the roots. The weevil is light yellow when young and black 

T2re beetle itself, when it emerges from the when f d ~  xmtxued. 
ground, is about a half inch long and seems Beans, peas, and cowpeas are often dsmaged 
immune to almost every form of poison except reriously in storage and in the field by weevils; 
arsenate of lead, which is also poisonous to but they never attack corn o r  wheat. The crop 
hnmans, and cannot be ased on frnit.8 and vege- should be harvested a8 soon am poesible after 
tables without danger to haman life. Unless maturity and subjected to fumigation, heat, or 
some nap can be found to stop the s p d  of cold, in order to destroy the weevils in it. 
tbis beetle, i t  is predicted that i t  will sweep Guinea fowls destroy weevils. 
from coast to coast, destroying every leaf-bear- Crude sulphur is wed as a weevil fumigant. 
ing tree. Perhaps the devil made this one, too ; Take a common tin can, cmd cat a one-half-inch 
it looks like his work. hole a third of the way from the bottom. On the 

b o t h e r  kind of beetle that we d d  get along opposite side make two holes with a ten-penny 
without is the wood-boring beetle, which has nail; on the top lid make a threequarter inch 
become common in California This beetle not hole; into the can put one-fourth pound of d- 
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only bores wood but is able to go through alloys phnr; apply match and close lid down; the 
harder than lead. I t  has put hundreds of tele- crude salphnr applied in this manner will con- 
phones in California out of commission by bor- tinue to burn for six hours. 
mg holes in the cables that carry the wires. After the second chopping of the cotbn, be- 

Another beetle that makes a naisance of itself fore the cotton begins to bloom, the over-*- 
Is the pine beetle, which seeks the destrnction tered weevils should be picked from the young 
of the yellow-pine forests of the Northwest. The wtton plants. At first sign of weevil damage to 
loss from this pest ir now mt at $300,000 per the squares, the field should be gone over cars 
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h y y  once each week; all squares on the ground mith a form much like that of a small mosquito. 
r b o ~ l d  be picked up, and all yellow squares on The government recommends the following 
the stalks which show signs of weevil puncture program as to the best method for controlling 
&odd be p d e d  off and burned. The picking this pest: Sow the best of seed in thoroughly 
of the cotton &odd be completed aa early aa prepared, fertile soil, after the major portion 
possible; for i t  cuts off the food supply, starves of the fall brood of flies has made its appear- 
millions before hibernating time, and prevents ance and passed out of existence. If possible, 
the development of the young weevils. sow on ground not devoted to wheat the pre- 
The Mu~cuIar Calerpillar ceding year. In the Spring-wheat section, the 

earlier it is sown in the Spring the less it will 
SmQLE caterpillar has 4,000 different from the pest. 

Arnuscles, and is able to drag trenty-five The Ewopean bonr hrs already been 
times its own weight. A caterpillar has an ap- introduced. It -eh through parts of fie 
petite, too. The AIJlerican Silkworm at the end corn p h t  and attacks celery, swiss chard, 
Of its life a has eaten not less beans, beets, spinach, oats, potatoes, tomatoes, 
than 120 oak leaves. This food, three-fourths h,ips, dahlias, ehrysanthemama, 
of a pomd in weight, and consmed in fif@-six geraninms, and timothy. The Department of 

~ d a  in weight eighty-sk thornand times a g r i c u l b  pronomces it the most injurious 
the primitive weight of the worm. plant pest we have yet imported. The best way 

The Snmmer Of witnessed clrteqillar of suppressing it is to gather mid burn all rem- 
pests in Oregon and in Bohemia. Ill Oregon a nants of crops and wild grasses within the in- 
man = driven from his them, crops fested area each as wodd be liable to harbor 
were destroyed, telephone lines were p d e d  the borers the Winter. 
dow% and at least one train was held UP. In In the eouthwestern pa* of the United States 
Bohemia the peasante walking the for- there is an ==-tick, a blood-mcgng parasite 

had to big nmbrellas p F -  which infests the ears of cattle, horses, sheep, 
rent being smothered by the caterpillars w h a  dogs, and other animals. b his pest seems to 
fell from the trees in quantities. prefer the remi-arid climate of that section, 

The tent caterpillar is a ravenom insect where it cansee heavy losses among live stock. 
which weaves a web around a cluster of leaves Some insects are much stronger in propor- 
for the protection of its young. This tent is tion than is man. A grasshopper can jnmp 
water-proof and insecticide proof; hence spray- ho hundred times its own length a man 
ing must be done before the webs are formed. do that, he codd jamp almost a quarter 
After the webs are formed, they can be de- a mile. 
d ro~ed  barning with rags saturated with blow-fly hsa been h e s s e d ,  foulld 
kerosene fastened to the ends of long poles. able to drag more than two hundred and 

Caterpillars hatched out from eggs laid by times its own 
small brown and black moths have attacked Ill an experiment made with a small horn- fields of alfalfa in some places, infesting the beetle, weighing tvo gams, this insect = 

to such an extent as to make these proved capable of alternately raising and lower- 
'ppear ragged' the foliage, ing a piece 6f stick weighing two hundred times leaving the bare is as much as itself. In order to rival such a feat I 

the o n b  remedy. The ~e'om and black-billed a man wodd have to lift a motor truck laden cuckoos eat the caterpillars in great numbers. with eight tons of maL We appreciate the service they render, even 
though we do not admire their taste. Evidently the subjugation of the 750,000 ca- 

rieties of insects is going to be a big job; but 
Some Other Pest% the One that will supervise the work is f- 
T H E  Hessian e, introduced from Emope in equal to the task. Probably the Lord made 

Revolutionary days, causes an average an- some of the useful insects. No doubt the devil , 
nual loss to the wheat crop of $50,000,000. Some made some of the others. The Lord is the better 
y e n  the loss ia  double this amount. The fly is architect, and victory is nn to crown His ban- 
mry maall, only about onatenth of an inch long, ners in the end. - -  -. L 



Learning to Write By B. E. Cofey 

W RITING is within itself an art, and one 
commonly practised by almost everyone. 

Hence helpful information along this line shodd 
be of general interest. Before clearly explaining 
how anyone who writes poorly may easily and 
with little effort greatly improve his penman- 
ship, I shall explain briefly concerning the ori- 
gin of writing as practised today. 

Man seems to have learned to write through 
slow, progressive steps, just as he has learned 
to do many other useful things. KO doubt it was 
quite early in the history of mankind's existence 
on the earth that certain individuals began to 
think or ponder on some means of communica- 
tion other than that of the human voice. Thought 
along this line was donbtlessly fostered by ne- 
cessity, which, as has been well said, ''is the 
mother of invention"; i. e., the human race had 
increased to such an extent that they could not 
keep in touch with one another by oral con- 
versations. 

Man's first efforts toward overcoming this 
obstacle seem to hare been in the way of p ie  
ture writing. Crudely d r a m  or carved pictures 
were used to represent rords. Later, symbols 
seem to have been substitdted for pictures. 
Some people, as the Chinese, who have a differ- 
ent symbol to represent each word, never pro- 
gressed beyond this stage. However, other 
peoples, as the Babylonians and Egyptians, 
went further and evolved a system of phonetic 
or syllabic writing allowing syllables of words 
t o  be represented by different characters. 

But the Phmnicians, it seems, deserve to have 
credit for producing the first real alphabet. As 
the;\- were great traders and navigators, they 
were at  least the first to bring the alphabetic 
-stem of vriting to the attention of the world 
a t  large. 

The foregoing indicates that mankind were a 
long time in learning to commnnicate easily by 
the method of writing. Yet this does not show, 
as some have erroneously supposed, that man 
bas been evolving upward. I t  merely demon- 
atrates to the mental vision that when excluded 
from Eden man was left to shift for himself. 

Since discovering the alphabetical system of 
writing, man has experimented through many 
centuries in an endeavor to find suitable mate- 
rial and tools with which to carry on t h i ~  help- 
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f d  art. Through successive ages, stone, sM- 
dried brick, parchment, papyrus paper, etc., 
each has been used as material on which to 
write. Oor grandfathers used foolscap paper, 
quill pen, and soot ink in csrrying on their first 
correspondence. 

For a long time writing, aa one of the three 
R's, has been listed among the essential branch- 
es which every child shodd learn; and those 
who attempt to master the art attain to many 
graduating degrees of skill. Some few may be- 
come skilled penmen; a great many may come 
to write somewhat legibly; and not a d l  
number may continue to write throughout life 
SO poorly as to require much effort on the part 
of their friends to enable them to decipher the 
~cribbling. 

At one time, previous to the invention of the 
typewriter, the few who did become skilled pen- 
men were in great demand. Business houses 
required rapid and Wal writers to carry on 
their correspondence, and paid excellent sala- 
ries for such service. While there is no such 
.demand today, yet good writing, like good man- 
ners, brings its own reward. 

Character, too, is as truly revealed in our 
handwriting as in our daily conduct. Those 
who merely scribble are often careless. Those 
who fail to capitalize words w.here this is necee- 
s a q ,  and who misspa, etc., show lack of edu- 
cation. Hence it k that business men, as  a mle, 
ask for a written application from those seek- 
ing employment. 

For the foregoing and many other reasons 
everyone should desire to write well. To sat- 
isfy this desire does not reqnire special effort 
or expense, and ia in no way injurious, but from 
every standpoint beneficial. 

Attention Neceusary to AcmmpZ&hment 

T 0 THIS, as  with other branches of learning, 
there is no "royal road" or special short 

cut. In fact, there is only one practical and 
beneficial method by which to acquire both 
speed and beauty in penmanship, and that is by 
the ~ o d e d  mnscular movement. The eesen- 
tials of this method of writing are: (a) Correct 
position of body, feet, hands, and pen; (b) 
movement, speed, and form. 

The position which this mystem calls for n 
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the most healthful poise one could assume while In closing, in preference to a summary, it - 
writing. Adults as well as children when at- might be more profitable for the readeis mind 
tempting to write often assume positions which to take a retrospective view of writing that the , 
are very detrimental to the health; and they halo and foregleams of the future may become 
hold their perin or pencils in such a cramped more realistic. We see that by thie means man 
position that it is utterly impossible to write has been enabled to accomplish many pleasur- , 
in a clear and legible way. able and worth while things. 

The muscular system allows the pen to glide Great poeta and prose writers ham been en- 
moothly and gracefully along with the least abled to pen their thoughts and thua transmit 
erpenditure of effort and a t  the correct angle. them aa a heritage to future generations. Par- 
Hence lmch method of writing is restful and ents have been enabled by this means to keep 
does not came fatigne. In this brief article I trace of the wanderings, fortunen, and misfor- 
will not go into such detail aa to explain how to tunes of their children By the esme mean8 
learn and practise the muscular system of lovers for a long time have had the pleasurable 
writing. satisfaction which comes from conveying by let- 

The reader whose interest is aroused by this ter one's affection prompted by heart impulses. 
may learn fully concerning the system from But most important of all, writing has been a 
many of the writing books wed in the public means by which the words of God to mankind 
schools throughout the various states or may and those of Jesus His Son, the Savior of man, 
procure at  small cost from publishing compan- have been first recorded and preserved for fu- 
ies supplying them, teaahere' cornea in mna- ture generations. Throughout the early Chris- 
& writing. tien era and the dark ages monks and copyists 

One-half hour's regular and intelligent prao- copied and recopied the words of Holy Writ 
tice each day wi l l  in a few months revolutionize that they might be read and preserved to other 3 

anyone's penmanship. Such improvement will peoples. True, some errors crept in; but not- 
be admired by all who see it and, like other withstanding, Jehovah's purposes relative to 
things of beauty, will bring lasting joy and real h-lity have all along been accomplished, and 
satisfaction to the executor. the "people for his name" have been continually 

The foregoing is given with the intent to selected- 
encourage all who practise this worth while art Judging the future from what Qod's Word 
to attempt it in the correct way. Many letters holds forth, it is doubtful whether writing will 
go to the dead-letter office, and many basiness be of much importance in the Golden Age or 
transactions are misnnderstood, because of il- rather in the ages to come. Doubtless resur- 
legible writing, all of which could have been m t e d  humanity will desire to practise 
avoided if everyone had been required to learn they have been taught, for a time a t  least, and 
to write in the proper manner. will desire to write to those of their loved ones 

But in this as in every other worthy endeavor they cannot see ~ e m n a l l y .  
where improvement is sought disoonragementa But with other cheaper, qnicker and more 
d a t  times come, and there wi l l  be periods matisfactory means of communicating perfected 
d e n  no improvement may be men. Yet where it seems that writing, like many otber inven- 
one continues to persevere, improvement will be- tiom of the p a t ,  will be relegated to the mem- 
@ again and continue throagh enother period. oirs of the p a s t t o  the semi-plastio cycle of sin. - 3 

In thin connection i t  is quite desirable and One thing is already certain, namely, that much 
helpfd to know just what rate of progress one Chat has been written in the past, and counted 
ia making. In the past, one attending school Clansic, is now seen to be 01 little real worth. 
might know by having his work graded. How- Of one thing we are msured; and that is, 
nor, of late i t  has been found more satisfactory that in the future age when man ir perfected, 
for rtudents or pupils to grade themselves, ea- what he does he will do perfeotly. Should he 

ally in writing. Measuring charta and tab- write he will pen graceful, artistic linen which 
ts now in general use make what was formerly will be a pleasure to the eye; and the thoughts r 

ul irksome taak to the teacher a real pleasure which these depict will likewise be ennobling, 
to the pupa. elevating and inspiring. 



How to Acquire Just Title to Commodities BY H. E. B r m b  

1 L ASD, raw material, and energy or force of If I create units of useful eocial service from 
all kinds are products of Nature's handi- Nature's land and raw materials, she exacts 

i craft, and are beirs to the bounties and patri- full equivalent, in labor or energies expended, 
mony of that common mother to whom men and for benefits received. I have no moral f i a t  to 
a11 things owe their origin and allegiance. withhold unneeded land and raw material from 

&e grants no preferential rights, and de- the service of my coheirs. 
mands that her bounties shall be intelligently Benefits exacted without equivalents given is 
conserved and employed solely for the material confiscation pure and 8imple. Our rich men and 
well-being of all her offspring, without partial those who control industry are solely responsi- 
discrimination or favor of any class. The only ble for the world's socid chaos today existing. 
title to land and raw material honored by her Let us inquire how the mnfiscators acquire 

I mandates is  possession for necessary use. fictitious and preferential rights to land and 
Monopolization of her land and raw material natural resources without giving the just eqniv- 

for speculation and profit is a rank violation of alent demanded by natnral law. The tribal chief- 
her law and of the natnral and moral rights of tain claimed land and natural resources to which 
her disinherited heirs, and is the sole cause of he had no moral or natnral right, and his ficti- 
the world-wide social unrest and discontent that tious claims were sustained by favored leaders 
gender anarchy, revolution, and war. who persuaded the general public that affairs 

Commodities and social service or values are were being administered for the common good. 
evolred from raw material by natnral energies The retainers, the public, paid tribute to the 
intelligently applied. The volume and charm- chieftain and favored leaders for the use of land 
ter of energies employed are correctly defined and natnral resonrces to which all were equal 
by the volume and character of the products or owners and had equal rights and, in event of 
units created by them Energy is merely force, war, pledged their lives and "sacred honor" in 
or  labor, an inherent property of matter, no support of the false claims put forth by grafting 
matter by what or whom generated. and exploiting leaders, just as the public does 

We determine correctly the rolume of labor today. , 
or digestive energy employed by each of our The Entente gained the support of the general 
more than twenty-four million cows in defined pul~lic under the false pretense that its intention 
nnits of beef, milk, butterfat, hides, etc. We in the World War was to destroy militarism, 
define the energy or labor capacity of all grades autocracy, despotism, and Kaiserism in the 
of engines and dynamos by the units created interest of humanity and democracy, with no 
regardless of passing duration. We define the desire for annexations, indemnities or natural 
labor or energy of blood, nutrition, light, heat, gain. 
gravity, etc., by things done, withont giving Now, France asks the German citizens whom 
thought to tixnc. Time is not a factor in d e h -  they were not fighting, to pay the debts of a 
ing the calories contained in a bushel of wheat. government in which they had no voice. She 

Ti7e define man's volume of labor or energy demands their choicest land, richest resources 
applied solely by the products or units created. for her leaders and "captains of industry," 
When we employ a man to cut a cord of wood, while the war brought nothing but loss and 
grow a Busl~el of wheat, break an acre of ground, sorrow to the masses of France. 
or construct n bridge of giren character, the 
product is tlie only thing considered. Robbew of Common Energielr 

Ifre find that human capacity for efficiency F COURSE the French leaders will pre- 
ancl creative energy per unit varies as widely 0 tend to administer the confiscated territory 
in degree and volume as found in any other and resonrces in the interest of the French 
class of nnits; hence nature and justice demand masses. French citiwns who accept those false - 

that human nnits be classified and graded in claims a t  face value shodd be in a home for 
accord wit11 capacity for reudering useful social the feeble-minded. France, Italy, England, and 
service. That classification will prove an incen- the United States want their armies of million- 
tive to efficient service, and will eliminate eocial aires, created by that war for humanity (I), ta 
discontent and inaugurate the Golden Age. administer the mines, oil fields, and other greet 
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Industries of Russia, Torkey, Anstria, and h r -  
many in the interests of a common citizenship, 
just as our power plants, mines, railways, mills, 
factories, etc, created by the united energies of 
aU citizen4 are confiscated and administered by 
OIU t m t s  in the interests of the "captains of 
industrp" to the detriment, loss and robbery of 
the common energies that made thoae enter- 
prises possible. 

It was reported that Garvan, of the d e n  
propem board, sold to his own organization 
the chemical foundation, himself, oopyrighb 
and patents belonging to German citiaens, eati- 
mated worth $20,000,000 to $50,000,000 for about 
a half r cent on the dollar. When threatened 
with investigation, he reported that the govern- 
ment had committed greater crimes for t ? ~  pub 
lie good. 

Secretary Fall l e d  the Teapot Dome oil 
fields to the Sinclair Oil Company, Harry Sin- 
alair, on r royalty basis. The people, the gov- 
ernment, mpply the resources and the energies 
to prosecute the enterprise, while Harry Sin- 
clair-for the publio good -reaps the harvest, 
with no risk nor even investment! The people 
had no voice in the appointment of Fall, yet 
they are expected to endorse the betrayal with- 
out protest or criticism. 

Presa and officials told ua the sugar trust wss 
robbing the pnblic, and threatened reprisal. The 
rugar tmst, like other criminals of great wealth, 
was found immune to law snd order germ; 
and the pnblic was begged to panish itself- 
for the common good-by boycotting the tmst. 
Dias, the Mexican despot, had hia angrew 

vitiate thonsands of titles to rich resources and 
tben granted them, on a royalty basis, to Qug- 
genheim, Phelps, Dodge, and others. Our prem 
and otficials hailed Diaa as a statesman, a publio 
benefactor who was developing the resources 
of his wantry and the inter- of its people. 
m e n  Dias was deposed they frankly confessed 
to misrepresentation for a quarter of a centnrp; 
d e d  Dias a despot, and said that them had 
never been an honest election in M d a  under 
bir &@a 

Dim confiscated the resource8 and energier 
of tbe Mexican people for royaltier to himself 
and ontold millions of wnoearionarier Our offi- 
sinls now demand that the Mexican people- 
pvernmentghdl  honor illegal g a n t  made 
b a despot without aonsulting thr partiw or 

citizens affected. The illustration given maker 
plain the methods employed for diverting pub- 
lic resources and energies from public serviad 
to private gain. 

The only honest titles to property acquired 
are through an equivalent in useful service for 
the une of Natum'a raw material rapplied. 

Publie Paua Compound Interat 
HE great fortunes of today, private or cor- T prate, are the products of wntiut ion o i  

natural resources that are the wmmon heritage 
of all mankind. Every great enterprise is the 
product of publio-or national-natural re- - 
rources created by publio energiea 

From natural remurces the publio energy 
h i l t  and equipped our railroads and then waa 
Mddled with a debt of $20,000,000,000 at com- 
pound interest. For eighty years the public, 
the nation, had been paying compound interest 
on railroad debts to the few, for products and 
energies supplied by the public without cost. 

In eighty years the interest alone represents 
products and energies enough to build and equip 
the railroads of the world five times over. That 
debt is constantly augmenting with no intention 
of liquidating. At simple interest alone the pub- 
lic pays $1,200,000,000 annually on that debt; 
in addition the pablio pays d operating ex- 
penses, for repairs, improvements, extensions, 
huge salaries and lobby fees to corrupt prese, 
courts and officials. 

Other corporations are created and operated 
by the pnblic for the benefit of confiscators of 
pnblic energies and resources. Their debts, cap- 
italizations, are a mortgage againat natural re- 
murces and energies; and their interest, profits, 
snrpluses, dividends and even their taxes 81.e 
tollected from the public a t  the public expenfm. 

They are the invisible government that owns 
and controls the press, and supplies the woof 
and warp of national policy. This invisible gov- 
ernment has created thousands of mnlti-million- 
aires out of confiscated resourcee and driven 
million6 of our people into mortgaged and 
rented homea 

When we contrast war and prewar pledges 
with postwar facts we fully realize why armed 
f o m  and penitentiaries are employed to teach 
a rpurioas Americanism. With our vast natural 
rssourcea of raw materials, tools, improved 
nmhinery, control of natural energies and b 
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telligent lalor: two-thirds of our adult popula- 
tion intelligently employed five days of six 
hours each per week, in agriculture, power 
plants, forests, fisheries, packing plants, horti- 
culture, d s ,   mine^ and factories, can create 
an abundance for all and a surplus against 
future contingencies, while employing the other 
third of our adults on public works for the 
general social uplift. 

We can, and should, keep at least 6,000.000 
men constantly so employed. 

A ~ t u d y  of our accomplishments, in 1917-18 
when it was "work or fight" will prove that I 
am indulging in no pipe dream. 

With 4,000,000 of our ablest men taken from 
the channels of productive industry and more 
than half of the remainder employed in creating 
war supplies, we not only fed, clothed and cared 
for ourselves, our great majority employed in 
war pursuits, but we also fed, clothed and cared 
for the better part of Enrope. Now we must 
either cancel fictitious titles and administer in- 
dustry and natural resources for the common 
good or be overwhelmed in a social cataclysm. 

Where standards are employed there can be 
no controversy nor confusioc. We have a stand- 
ard for each and every class of units; we em- 
ploy standards for every class of units except 
that of defining nnits of labor or social service 
--commodity nnits created by industry. Each 
standard is limited to defining the volume and 
structure of its own units. Duration defines the 
time value of its owm units andenothing else. 
Time employed has no defined relation to ser- 
rice or labor value. Three men shear sheep for 
ten hours, one shears forty, another sixty and 
the other one hundred. Hence the product and 
not the time measures the labor or service ren- 
dered b~ each. 

A ~tandardaf  Value 

F OR centuries social economists hare talked 
glibly of standards without comprehending 

or demonstrating the law, volume and structure 

of standards. If they h e w  what they were 
talking about, they failed to make it dear. My 
demonstration pnblished in THE GOLDEX dOE, 
April 14,1920, was the fmst made public. I d . 

quote from that article so that any intelligent 
student can solve and verify the problem of 
standards for himsell : 
"Standards are natural producta over which men mc\ 

nations hare no jurisdiction, no option in their d e e -  
tion and establishment. Nature establiehed gravity, du- 
ration, apace, altitude, longimetry, etc., rn rtanduih of 
weight, t i e ,  capacity, height, langth, etc MUI had no 
choice in the matter whatever. A dandud M identical 
in character with the anib debned, wi th  ths unite thst 
compose its structure. 

'The law of standards dednea a rtandard ma the 
greatest possible or culminating unit of ite kind m d  
includes dl units of its own charrcter. Qnvity includes 
dl weight unite, space dl capacity unite, duration dl 
time nnits, dc. There L no exception to thjs law or 
rule. Hence the standard of values must include all 
unita of value or  dl factors of commerce. An under- 
standing of that law makes the location of a etandard a 
~imple matter. Name ita great& unit m d  jou h e  
the EtAnaard. 

"Space nnib include the universe and is the rtonditrd 
of capacity and the gnateat unit of upcity. Duntion 
includea all time unib from mcondr to eternity, and u 
the only possibIe etandard of time Gravity embmcer 
BU weight unite; altitude dl height unite, etc. Obedient 
to that law dl social factors, all units of commerce from 
toothpicks, minerals, power tsites, eta., to the world'r 
greatest transportation system ore parts or units of the 
standard of value. 

"Labor is the world'r great& unit of value and in- 
cludes all other units combined It M the greatest unit 
of commerce and is the only po6aible b d a r d  of value." 

When our money becomes a token, symbol or 
indication of service or  labor vducs in different 
denominations of units instead of tokens of 
weight values as at present, we shall have self- 
adjusting scientific money not subject to infla- 
tion nor deflation, and not requiring a legal- 
tender act. * 

Ford for President? By L. D. Bares  

i ORD for President" wonld look good to wonld make it uneasy for the heads of the 
I "F the toiling masses. He is the best em- money-crowned kings. Some one has said that 

ployer of labor extant. He raises wages and Mr. Ford could run the country single-handed 
reduces profits, yet makes more money. He and do a better job than al l  the opposing poli- 
would have to rm as an independent. Mr. Ford ticians pat together. 
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Perplexity of the Nations By Robert F. CfrosseU 

AT THIS writing just what the outcorne shall Germany financed the s r  a it11 pnL)er; that 
be of Oermanfs unconditional surrender is, she printed paper money and bonds instead 

to France is unknown. Having surrendered, of taxing the people. This was done on the 
Germany is apt to expect too much leniency on theory that she was bound to win and that the 
the part of Franae for "honois" sake; bat loser would be made to pay. An elaborate 
France does not intend to satisfy any honor. scheme had been worked out whereby the cost 
Both governmento have been to an enormous would be garnered back from the Allies. And 
loss in the strnggle of the Rhineland, normally as Germany had informed herself as  to where 
the richst industrial center in the world. While the convertible wealth of her enemies lay, that 
the people of .Germany do not want war, but wealth was to be seized for payment of the cost 
long for peace and prosperity, the settlement ia of the war. In this light, therefore, the paper 
not apt to be thoroughly satisfactory; and money and the bonds served merely as a tem- 
m n e r  or later some disgruntled leaders will porary expedient until the spoils might be col- 
aause internal strife to break out. [Already lected from the vanquished. 
the case.-Ed.] I t  is not difticult to understand why the Ger- 

The thrift of the poorer classes wodd soon man government is worried at  the dowmward 
bring order out of chaos were they left to them- plunge of the mark with its erratic fluctuations 
d v e s ;  for about two and millions am from day to day. All business transactions are 
o r g a n w  into agr icdwal  societies, end nemly made ditfidt and precarious by the conditions 
fonr millions of the labor people are ca6pera- that exist. 
tivelp orgaGed. What the near future holdr Yet in Cfennany there is no dearth of drilled 
for and F-M time alone will tell. bankers and financiers. Notwithstanding this 

Qe-y has -pied the d q u e  position of fact, those in authority are proceeding to a p e  
nation pmfiting by its own deb@ed -nay. with the enormously inflated currency ha if such 

B~ borrowing from when the -k wm a condition had never existed before. The cor- 
higher, and paying their debta when the mark rective measures (if could be called such) 
w m  lower, the government and the people have taken are along the old line-those of the 

moneT by the drop in BY this pro- French Revolution. Speculators in foreign es- 
dm, by buying all the materiala and am- h n ~ e  are held UP as the @ t ~  men, and not 
rnodities possible, -k gone do- the officials who by their course have made the 
the relative value of their poasesaiom has in- violent f l~chat iom in =change possible. 
-eased; for the goods purchased suffer little In this pursuit of mistaken remedies there ia 
if any &rinkage mmpared with the shrinkage talk of closing Up the brokers' offices and of 
of the mark. H m  Stinnee has increased his raiding the banka that do business in foreign 
weal& enormously by thus taking advantage of currencies. The great numbers of Germane who 
the f a g  mark. He bought on credit railroads hasten to get rid of their mass of depr&ted 

-d-ng e s t s m e n t e ,  mortgaging marh for whatever these will bring in dollars, 
the om ta buy the other. The drop in the value f-u, and N d e r 8  are regarded as little more 
of money made his property valuable. He a n -  than traitom to their country 
v q n e n w  paid oit hi. debta a t  something of a 

biOliCu M.ut.r fraction of what they were contracted for. 

W E CAN learn something from history, and 
Debtom Benefited by a Dying World that branch of study teaches ae that a 

T creditor is ruined by inflation That fiat currency always invites disaster. 
which is owing him will be repaid to him The complex conditions of civilized life today 

in money that is worth less and less. The debtor make money absolutely necessary as a medium 
is in a converse manner. The money of exchange and m a measure of value; for 
he owe* is worth less and less until the debt is none other seem to be hown  or pracrticabla 
negligible. Then he pay8 and the property is In ancient times when life was simple, men re- 
&. It is obvions that to get rich in Germany sorted to barter, which consisted of the s h p h  
one simply to go deeper and deeper into exchange of goods. But this method is crude 
d e b t t o  borrow and buy. and cumbcreome, and inadequate for civilized 
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needs. Men then looked about for some article fields, and the most important German indus- 
which would serve as a unit of value. tries are located there. The big German Ind118- 

In savage communities the unit was shells, trials, after the loss of their Lorraine iron and 
cattle, bearer skins, corn, cocoanut, salt or some steel plants, concentrated their efforts mainly 
other article of general use. But this unit was in this district and established a number of new 
Eoon fonnd to be unsatisfactory, and a unit of factories to replace those lost. 
more intrinsic value was sought. The use of The French government has been informed 
metals was then resorted to; and gradually gold that Gemany cannot pay unless France releases 
became accepted as the most satisfactory unit her hold upon the Rnhr; and in turn France 
which could be fonnd. And so in the course of has replied that she cannot exchange her ocm- 
time the gold standard became the basis for the pation of that territorp for promises which ahe 
currency systems of most modern governments. hm no means of knowing will be fnlfilled. 
This signifies that the underlying m i t  of value While Germany has defaulted in her repara- 
is gold, and that all other forms of currency tion payments with the plea that she is not able 
are ultimately redeemable in gold. to meet them, the improvement of her industrial 

I n  the past mmy governments have been led resources Bas gone forward at a tremendous 
astray in times of financial Stringency by false pace. after the armistice Germany's nlercantile 
ecoxiomic theories, and have attempted to issue nlarille was practically nothing. At the end of 
currency not redeemable in gold, but basing 1922 it was 2,250,000 tons, with 500,000 tons 
value on the mere word or fiat of the issaing under construction. New docks, new harbors, 
government. This form of currency is known as new terminals, new railroad yards, new canals, 
"fiat money." But the use of fiat money by a new locks, new mills, new machinery, new vil- 
government dtimately brings di~aster. The ef- lages for the workers, and new administration 
fect is to bring into operation an old economic have beell b d t .  In the meantime the 
law which is, simply stated, that "bad money government was restoring the railroads with 
drives out good mcney." When bad money is ne ,  rails, new rock ballast, and new freight 
issued, people will hoard their good money; equipment. New town halls and new publio 
and in  due time the bad money depreciate have beell b ~ l t  by municipalities. 
in valne because there is no real intrinsic value There has been extensive development of 
back of it. The rule Fvith respect to fiat money tric ligllt and power projects. Private bailding 
is that it may be issued to the extent that it is has gone on at  the same extensive rate, New 
necessary for the needs of the corn~nunitp as a buildings are exempt from the rent laws which 
nledium of exchange; and that when that point have ruined the d d  landlords in the cities. 
is reached i t  will be indicated by the money'8 m i l e  the old landlords are scarcelp able to 

below par, when the issue of it should keep their old houses in repair, new buildings 
stop. were cheaper. Profiteers and traders built fine 

~ i t h  the seizure by the French of the Rulx houses. Xem houses have gone up everywhere. 
district, which constitutes the industrial heart with fie enomons increase in the issue of 
c'f Germany, the intense activity in the latter paper marks, and consequent depreciatioa, the 
country has somewhat slowed down. demand for money has grown greater and 

The largest German iron and steel plants and greater, until the printing presses are scarcely 
t h  head offices of the large German combines &]e to keep up with the demand. On January 
are located in the Ruhr valley. From the Ruhr 6, 1923, there were 1,336,501,000,000 Reicbsba& 

b corues a heavy percentage of OemmS's ex- notes in circalation; and this amount rapidly 
ported goods, especially iron and steel prod- increased until on March 7,1923, the amount in 
U C ~ S ;  and it is  from this region that the Ger- circ&tion was over twice what it was on J ~ U -  
man railways and other public utilities derive ary 6, being 3,871,256,000,000 marb .  
much of their fuel. Ruhr cod also plays an ! 
important part in Belgian, Dutch, and Italian Ex-Kaiser Going Mad 
industries. NDER the caption of "Several Reasons 

I The Ruhr is the most important industrial U Why the Kaiser should be Reported Mad," 
I region in Germany. I t  contains the best coal Berbert Kaufman says: - - 



UQernmy at  last posts her score. Not counting civil- abundant and cheap. This plague, the most 
b deaths from grief, shock and penurg d w ,  h a  terrible which the world has ever witnessed, 
dbi& announce that the killed 19945,000 advanced from the shores of the Mediterranean 

6339000 nidowr, 68p000 e h i l h  to the Baltic, and swooped down apon England 
.ad leit 1*130,000 0 t h ~  at the close of the year 1348. Qreen, in hia higb p r h b  of Weltmacht have nothing b my. 

"Bumor repeatr that the ex-kakr t fast going mad. 
history of England, states : 

1l he mula thae figures thq w i l l  doubtlem complh  '"The traditionr of ita dcstmetivenem, and tho p d o -  
the job. Coneeimcc and remone must be constant corn- rtrock words of the statutes which followed it, hrrr ~~ of the reclnm st Doorn been more than j d d  by modern nsearch. Of tho 

"Memory ie a drainlean poison cnp. The onw haugb- three or four d I i o 1 u  who thm formed the popnlstim 
ti& head in Empa ir oor only a haanted houee rife of England, more than onebalf wem me# r r r~  in ib 
rith the g h o d  of past p d e n r s  and the mocking repeated viaitations Ita ravages were fiercest in tbr 
-ths of thwarted ambition. Exile has imposed a gre8ter bvnq whus filthrnd nndrained &reeta rfiorded 
a e r  sentma upon Herr Hohenzollern than any b constant b t  to leproq a d  fever. The whole oronan- I 

htemationd tribunal could ever have issued against the ization of labor w thrown out of geu. For a time 
h & a n  king. Juath  doen not always nit in a court cultivation became impodble. 'The sheep m d  cattle 
mm Hm terdidr am u often delivered at eleepleso etrayed through the fieldn and corn' lays s contempo- I 

bebid- & not wait upon rmrn to rd; v, ,'and there wm none left who could drive them.' 
ham r Im of their own." Even when the first bur& of panic KU m, the sudden 

The pnbli.hed letters of late hbassador  rise of r8gea mnrqnent on the enonno11s diminution in 
the wpply of free labor, though accompanied by a cop 

Page advise his sons to forget Enrope, bcate -riding risa in tbc prim of food, rudely disturbed 
the whole future of the race in new countries-- tb ,,, of industrial employments; the harvests rot 
ahiefly ~oars-and assert that the continent ted on the ground, and fielda wem left untilled, not 
not be worth living on for another Years. merely from the scarcity of hands, but from the strife 

which now for the first time revealed it& between 
Labor S i t d o n  in England capital and labor. 

HE labor s i b t i o n  in Great Britain ir, se- m i l e  the landownan of the c m t q  and the wealth- T fro, ~h~ nsmbr of rnemployed i~ corn- h dtaraen of the to- were threatened with by 

,td by ww of ~~b~~ to be what a m d  to their age the m a g a n t  demand. of 

1,300,oOO. 
the new labor clasa, the country itself wae tom with riot 
and disorder. The outbreak of lawless self-indulgence 

There k abo dnngerow discontent among which followed merpwhere in the wlke of the plagne 1 
farm laborem in Norfollb Snffolk, tKd S h r o ~  told eapechll, upon the landlees men, wandering in - 
Airs  due to low wagea; and 8 strike of 15,000 wrch of work, and for the first time masten of th 
workers in Norfolk occurred some time ago. Labor market; and the wmdering Iaborer or utiern 
The f m e r a  h o w l e d g e  that their employhs turned w i l y  into the atid7 beggar or the bandit d 
u e  not getting a Living wage, but contend that the woo& 
they cannot pay any more, due to tbe low price6 "A suzmarr redrem fm t h e  sriL ma at once pm- 
received for their producte. The fscts as re- rided by the Groan in B ro@ ordinance which WM sub- 
vealed on both sides indicate the desperate oon- @WQentl~ embodied in the Sbtu* of ~~ s~- 
&tion to which the mdkal industry man or woman,' 'PIY thk funoar p h i o n ,  'of rha* ' 
h e n  reduced. The laborem demand a minimum erer condition, f m  or bond, abb  fn body, and within 

the age of threesco~ yeam and not having of hL own weekly wage of $7.35 (a meager wage indeed) whereof hs m,,, bm, nor knd of hL about tbr against'the $5.87 offered by the farmers for a tillage of which he map Ocenpy himsell, not 
week of forty-two hours. Tbe strike reached i, other, shdl be bollnd to - the who 
cmch a pass that it waa necessary for the farm- r h . ~  req- him to do m, shallhlre od, a - 
ers to go to work in their fields armed with gans. ,,hid ,,- a m m e d  t,, be in the n C ~ h ~ r h ~  

Them a st-g dmilnrity in this protest where L L bound to d two ~ean before the pl.gru 
of the farm laborers with that of the Peasants' begrm. A to 0be;l ru pmi&ed tmpriaonmant 
Bevolt which occmrred in the year 1381 in the  he lsbom wm forbiddan to quit the puirh w h  h 
gme counties. l i d  in rsuch of better-paid employment; if )w dLP 

Prior to the visitation of the Black Plague in beyed he b-e a fugitive md wbject to im- 
1.9411 nnd 1.369 &a mnnh of lahnr had h n  rt tb brn& of a inrtieer d ths -. 
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#A more terrible outcome of the general d e r i n g  was labor in behalf of the rtate. It has the advan- 

reen in a new revolt (1381) against the whole qstem tage of a military system with none of its db- 
of inequality which had till then pmsed mques- advantages. Every boy and girl of school age 
tioned aa the divine order of the world: Their (the i, cons,pted for edacstion for seven pare1 vff) longing for a %ht for a t t e n d m  at &ooL At the age of twenty 
justice; their mrn of the immorality of the noblea and everp poring man is to pnt in eight 
the infamy of the eourt; them resentment at the per- 
vereion of the law to-enape oppression. The revolt months of work with the colors in some form 
spread like wildfire tkmugh the country; Norfolk and labor for the the 
sdo lk ,  Cambridge and Hertfordshire in -; building and repair of highways, conStITl~ti0ll 
from Su- md the imrection extended a8 of railwaps, lumbering, erection of bddinga for 
far aa Devon. Their grievance wan mainly political, for the government, the ~ t ~ k h g  of clothes, wor* 
villainage was unknown in Kent; but ss they poured in pnblia office, e t c  Soldier rations, but no pay, 
on to Blackheath, every lawyer who fell into their hands are given this labor army. All girls of sirtern 
v u  put to death; hot  till all these u e  killed would or over in the villages are conscripted for eight 
the land enjoy its old freedom again,' the Peaeantd months of industrial training along with some 
&outed as they fired the houses of the stewards or flung o u ~ o o r  work; in he cities Mmarried 
the records of the manor-courts into the flamea" women must serve eight months in governmeljt 

After some bloodshed the revolt was quelled offices. After the eight-months period has been 
and afterward through the Sumuner and An- served, the citizen ia thereby exempt from 
tnmn seven thousand men were said to have national conscription, although he is subject to 
perished on the gallows as a result of the in- ten days' conscription each year to serve in his 
snrrection. own community. Conscripted persons may pur- 

chase exemption, but the fee is very high, and 
Sentiment agaimt War Growing very few have sought this way out. 

 ERE is a growing sentiment against war This labor army levels all lines ; there are no 
T throughout the laboring world. This is par- exempt elasses either by mcid ~osition or b 
ticnlarly manifest in England. Some months political influence. Bulgaria has simply turned 
ago, when war threatened with Turkey, the la- the current of communism into new chanllels or 
bar members of Parliament made i t  perfectly conscripted common labor for public progehe. 
clear that the labor element of Great Britain Bulgaria has about 45,000 young men evev  
would not support a war with that country. Year reaching the age of twenty. The bulk of 

Those were remarkable and significant utter- the force, of conrse, is engaged in  lain manual 
ances on war made by the organized but pov- labor; but each man enrolled at the work he 
erty-stricken workers of England during the best can do- Author8 are set to writing upon 
early part of the Great War. They were being ~0m~ulsorY labor, e t c  Artists are set a t  paint- 
wged to join the m y  and had been told to ing pictures for the state. Bdders,  architech, 

of their honor, of their manhood, and and engineers fall of coarse, into their own 
especially of England's greatness. But the v~m~tions- The workers are bnilding new and 
workers replied by saying that they had nothing better roads, constructing new railway lines, 
to lose, and therefore had nothing a t  stake; docks and harbors. l ' h ~  the forces, which in 
that they were disinherited and destitnte under the v a r i o ~  other corntries of E m o p  form the 
English rule; and that they conld only be d i s h  "anding armies engaged in no construction or 
herited and destitute under any other govern- ~ r~duc t ion ,  and which at any time by reason of 
ment. b d  they ended by saying, 'We will let War may be into destructive channeh, 
those fight who have something to lose.' are, in Bdgaria, turned into useful, eonstm& 

In Bulgaria the people want no more war. tive channels for the common benefit and up 
m e  peasantry of Bnlgaria have the idea that bdding of ind~v~duah into good citizens, 
war mats too much and buys too little, and 
therefore they want no more of i t  The Bnlga- Radicd Rub&# 
rian leaders declare that they are through with W ITH reference to the present R m a h  it 
war forever. Instead of conscription in the nation Herbert Kaufman says: 
army Bnlgaria has a new law of eonscripted " B d  will mme &r 1- what local -fek 



have discovered-that weight k perilously placed on enough of both!' He further said that crops 
weakness. The folks who rule at Moeaow have not the were good in Russis, and h t  the Rnssiace 
wisdom and erperienm to enstain the **  the^ should have a million tons to export. The gov- 
~ P P ~ A  rrfrnme her panmmt re ernment is erecting model houses for the people 
now erect ~OU-Y mbg a n ~ a ~ e d  &nE with in many parts of the cowtry nhi& a e  in strik- at the bm' them On bm* ing contrast to the houses erected during the top8 bstd of whittling important tirubera to fit little Cw r6gime.-Ed.l 
mortisa a d  tenon joinb. It is bad business to place 
reliance on least di&eneiom." 

Tchitcherin, Commissar for Foreign Affairs, No Unempk,yment in J 3 d !  

that master at sowing the seeds of discord, who N FR-kNCE, while the government is heavily 
threw out the poison which m a e d  the sweet I involved in debt-the public debt standing 
milk of concord a t  the &nos Conference, out- at the close of the year 1922 at  the enonnons 
witting Lloyd George, does not appear to be in figures of 316,984,988,000 francs (being $61,- 
a position to work his nefarious schemes. The l'iS,102,684.00 in U. S. money, calcdating on 
foreign policy of the soviet is becoming vacil- the basis of the gold franc at  .193)-requiring 
lating, which in itsell constihtes a flag of dis- approximately one-half of the revenues of the 
tress. The lessons of history would indicate government to meet the interest alone, the peo- 
that another great shift a t  the Roulette Table ple are industrions and f m g d  and the coulltry 
is about to occur in Russia. as a whole is in a prosperous condition. Sixty 

The standard value of the Russian mble is percent the people live agricdtmal land. 
.5146 in S, money. a soviet jonrnal is Reconstruction work is employing all available 

for the statement that a t  the begn- labor, and has wa@s up. There is practi- 

ning of the war the amount of paper rubles cally no unemployment and economic conditions 

outstanding mas 1,630,000,000; by the end of the people are good- 
1917 it had reached 27,300,000,000; a t  the end But, ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  as are the debts of the various 
of 1919,225,MX),000,0001 and at  the end of 1920, of Enrope today, mdouhtedl~ as a 5  
1,168,000,000,000. The statement goes on to say serted b? William Cf. McAdoo, shodd those 
that at the time of writing, October, 1921, the llations eliminate their land and sea armaments, 

in Moscow were 48,600 times higher than find the personnel employed in them were to 
in 1914; and the ,&tor argned that on this direct their effort8 along constlllcti~e line& 
basis the monetarp circdation wa i n s ~ c i e n t  Europe's indebtedness would be wiped out in 
for Russia's needs. He calculated the eonntry's a generation. 
needs for cmrency at that time to be 48,500,- Bnt will there be united action in disarma- 
000,000,000 rublee. Russia's total of paper cur- ment? Preparations are !Ping on in nearly all 
rency, as  stated by her Commiesar of Finance, the world on the most gigantic scale preparing 
stood at the end of 1921 at slightly more than for the next war, and the angry tusks of Mars 
11,000,000,000,000 Soviet rubles. Amordig to are ever sharpened and shining in the limelight, 
the London Economic Review at  the end of which shows that a small minority of selfish 
1922 it was &0,000,000,000,000 rubles, being men still rule the world'8 affairs. But the time 
forty times greater than one year earlier. has about come when the Prince of Peace shall 

[some of the information we get E ~ ~ -  speak peace to the nations, when "nation shall 
da mnst be taben with a gain of salt. ~h~ not lift up sword against nation, neither shall 
plute press discolors and diatorts the Russian they learn war any more." *pp*ently the peo- 
eitnation (as it does of other and ple must dearly learn the terribleness of the 
it will continue to do so. awfulness of war and, more than likely, the 

"next war" will teach that lesson for all time; 
Brookhart' who from for when the nations are ushered into &ma- mpe in September, was quite optimistic about 

Russia. He said: "I saw enough in Russia to geddon's yawning mouth they wil l  disappear 
feel that the eonntrg come throngh in forever, and Christ's beneficent reign of right- 
good &ape. The people I saw had enough to eousness then bring to the peoples of earth 
eat and to wear. Their clothes .were plain, 8s life, Liberty, and happiness with the attendant 
was their food; but the point is, there wm joys of jnstice and love.-Isaiah 26: 9. 



A Voice from the Farm BY a'Farmerls Wife 

T IS wholesome and invigorating for  us to If instead of exerting every energy to gnh I behold ourselves in the mirror occasionally, wealth and position, and to make a place in thq 
to see ourselves as others see us, to realize defi- world for their sons, the farmers and th& 
nitely what manner of creatures we are; for wives had pursued a "pay as you go" c o r n  
how we correct our faults in carriage, in from the beginning, they wodd have left room 
dress, or in morals, if we do not see them7 It not only for these sons, but for other men's so- 
is well for the "hired help" and the farmer t~ to make places for themselves--a procedure 
be frank with one another, especially when they which should be more satisfactory to the young . 
have such a good medium as THE OOLDEB AGE, men, and decidedly better for them from a 
and may take refuge under a nom de plume, moral standpoint. It in a fact that half the joy 
wWe they are reciting plain facts to each other. in possesaion lies in the getting, a pleasure of 

Upon reading an article in T m  GOLDEN AGE, which many parents seem bent on robbing their 
No. 76, entitled, "The Farmer's Skirts Not childrea 
Clear," we are impressed with the fact that Perhaps this standard of living would news- 
men e v e v h e r e  show a surprising inability to atate a much simpler life for some. Instead of 
put themselves into another's place, and that the enper-six, old 'PobbinV might still be on 
therefore they are nnable to exercise much Clem- duty; instead of the piano, the might 
enq ,  one tou-ards the 0 t h .  The farmer, have to be furnished by the birds or by the vocal 
well as the hired " h a n v  b a vi0ti.m of the pre- w e n t  that could be developed in the neighbor- 
vsiling lack of confidence of man in man; and hood; and instead of costly work of cvt, the 
for the evil Ways of a few n l ~ t  Suffer under local scenery might have to sate. But old 
this present rule of Satan. "Dobbin" ia not half bad; there is no sweeter 

Greedy is an adjective which may properly mnsic than the songs of birds or of well-trained 
be applied to men in all ~ a k s  of life; and, no h m a n  voices; and no artist ever put on mva~ 
doubt, the farmer's greed has contributed no richer scenery than we may Bee in almost any 
small part towards getting the world into its locality, if we can get the dollar sign away from 
present dilemma. before our eyes long enough. 

Verily, contentment is a jewel few possess. Under this eystem the standard of living 
Had the farmer from the beginning been con- would be universally good and condncive to 

tent to give his attention, first, to such prodncta happiness. M codd have enough work for 
as he conld grow in his ~ a r t i c d a r  locality to health, and have time left for physical, mentrrl, 
supply the needs of his f h b ;  a d ,  wand ,  to and moral development. In addition tthL, such money crops aa he, w o r b g  in conjunction more brotherly feeling wodd be in e.pidence ur 
with his neighbors, could harvest without the a t  least one class of men. Did yon ever live in 
aid of outside help, and without m m h i n e ~  a new country where all the settlers were on 
which he must go into debt to purchase, he about the same level financially? If so, did you 
would have given many of our "floating" PoPu- note the neighborliness which prevailed? 
lation 8 chance to €tecome e v e r t  in the agri- k, for ambition: ~~d haston the day when 
cultural business, and would have very notice- h-, not have for their goal 
ably relieved the congestion in mnnicipd cen ten  we,fi and muence? g h e d  through the 

These latter men wodd have found it neces- of or spedation fie necessities life. 
sary, on account of the scarcity and consequent There be higher aims for ambition in high prices of farm produce, to go out upon the Golden Me now dawning. land and start little empires of their own-+ 
thing many would not do how, even though they 
could get farms and equipment for almost a 
6'song." They know that the man who buys a 
farm, buys himself a "job" which requires long 
hours and hard labor, with a remuneration 
which is uncertain, and which often falls below 
the yearly wage of laborers in almost any other 
occupation. 

1 

The Farmer Cannot Turn Back 

B UT the time is past for the farmer to adopt 
this style of living, even if he wodd. There 

is no returning to what might have been; for 
there loom in the way great public debts, most 
of which he voted upon himself, and other debts, 
contracted in answer to the call to make pro& 

.79 
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-8; and these debta must be met if he would Form Hands Not Always ReIiabZe 
re& his honor. 

In  late years, a certain high standard of liv- 
ing-set up by nobody knows whom, and reqnir- 
ing a maximum of energy and management to 
attain and maintain-has been urged npon the 
fanner from every side. No particular moral 
traits are advocated except that he be always 
optomistic and a good "spender." The world's 
standard is satisfied only by dollars and out- 
ward show. 

The farmer is brazenly told that if he cannot 
keep up with the procession, he is lacking in 
business ability and in brains. I t  is strongly 
hinted that he is little less than the scum of 
creation, a hindrance to progress, and unworthy 
a place on the face of the earth. Do we not see 
the hand of "big business" in this, opening up 
new fields for financial operations and creating 
larger markets for high-priced machinery and 
expensive perquisites to luxurious homes l - - - 

Small wonder, then, that we see the farmer 
adopting the methods of '%ig business" even in 
his treatment of his hired "help." 

There are other reasons also for the farmer's 
change of attitude towards his "help!' The la- 
borer approaches him with a "Bill of Rights," 
stating what he will or will not do, and the 
number of hours he will serve each day and, 
while admitting that he is not an expert in agri- 
aaltural lines, boldly demanding an expert's 
wages. Most farmers would consider them- 
selves prosperous indeed if they received ae 
cordingly for the hours they themselves pat 
into their business! "Ye oldtime" farm "hand" 
was not so particular; consequently, "ye old- 
time" farmer was less exacting in his demands 
and not so jealous of time lost by his hired man. 
The average 'floating laborer" nowadays re- 
minds one of the man traveling in E m ~ e  who 
missed the sighta because he wis so busy keep- 
ing himself from being imposed npon. 

Naturally, the stubborn attribute in the farm- 
er's nature is aroused; and he retaliates by 
getting along the best he can without this help, 
employing "handsJJ only when unavoidable in' 
harvest time. It is not an uncommon thing to 
me mothers, daughters, and young children out 
in the fields trying to fill the places which should 
be filled by men who are spending their time 
riding orer the country on box cars. 

- 

I N CONSIDERING the mcial side of the 
hired man's life on the farm, let as remem- 

ber that he is usually an entire stranger to the 
f d y .  Many wicked acts have been recorded 
as perpetrated by this "stranger help" npon the 
farmer, npon his family, or npon his property. 
Some deplorable instances have occurred even 
in our own section of the country. Then do not 
blame the family for holding themselves aloof; 
a t  least until they h o w  the "hand" can be 
trusted. Their attitude may be more as a meas- 
ure of safety than a product of snobbishness. 
Here again the innocent suffer for the wicked- 
ness of the guilty. 

There are exceptions. Last year a laborer 
came to work for a farmer at  the wages his 
employer felt that he could &ord to pay-to 
an untried '%and" a t  least. The man did not act 
as if he feared he might do more than he was 
paid for, but took an interest in his work. If he 
had spare time, he did not hesitate to do what- 
ever needed to be done about the farm, without 
waiting to be told. When he did not know how 
the farmer wanted a thing done, he paid atten- 
tion to instructions and did not need to be told 
cr second time. When he was sent to do anp- 
thing, the farmer knew that the task mould be 
done, and done well. He did not "speed up" at  
the expense of thoroughness, as many laborers 
everywhere do now. He was mannerly and con- 
siderate. 

Soon things began to run so smoothly that 
the farmer saw his way clear to allow the man 
several half-days off, and to give him privileges 
with his employer's property that would not 
have been permitted to one in fifty other strange 
'Ehands." He was treated as one of the family, 
and was offered work for all the next season on 
a cropsharing basis with good wages guaran- 
teed whether crops failed or not. 

This farmer may have been an exceptional 
one, but we are sure the '%and" mas of nnnsnd 
tppt; for laborers such as  he do not remain 
"floaters" long. They either go into businesr 
for themselves or are f o ~ d  indispensable in 
another man's business a t  a good remuneration. 

The usual lack of harmony between the 
farmer and his hired help, however, is directly 
traceable to the system under which both work. 
If society could devise some means whereby the 
farmer could be assured of receiving just com- 
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pensation for reasonable hours of honest labor, 
Boon neither the hobo nor the very rich man 
would have an excuse for existence. The fanner 
ohodd have remuneration, if he has done hia 
part. Most farmera of more than a decade'r 
experience can testify of years of privation and 
nometimes of want, through no fault of their 
own. They tilled the soil well; bat either the 
rain did not come, or the hail swept their fields 
dean, or pests played havw with dl growing 
thinge. They tended their live stock faithfully, 
but disease ravaged their herds. 

There lives a &an in our neighborhood who 
raised enough wheat this year to furniab h n t y -  
four families of five each, with flour for one 
year; and all that he haa left, after all expensea 
are paid, is sixteen dollars. He has a large 
family to mpport. Many farmers in the wheat 
aection of the far West are finding themaelves 
in very much the same predicament this season. 

Perhaps the game of chance is all right for a 
young man with no one dependent upon him; 
but for a married man with a family, it is little 
less than tragedy. 

' Agriculture is the hub around which all other 
businesses revolve. Put the farmer on the pay- 
roll. and you will establish a substantial and 

Such a plan wodd necessitate epecidiration 
and government aontrol; and it is possible that 
money will not be needed a t  dl, but that 
tern of credits will be evolved which wi l l  enable 
each individual worker to obhin his quota of 
the world'r productions 

The time haa come when what rrs thought 
impossible yesterday is done today; and if we 
m o t ,  o r  w i l l  not, find s way to give +ti- 
to dl men the great King just now rsruming 
control will ere long make all thine right. 

The development in vegetation, rechiming 
arid landa, feeding or renewing the mil, mien- 
S o  destruction of perta, learning what inaecta 
and animals are harmless and profitable to 
farm life, advanaement in etock rsising, m d  
enring for farm products are among the many 
things that bespeak a better day for the tiller 
of the soil. We Imow that it is coming; for-the 
earth s h d  blossom ss the rose and yield its 
increase, and man will not bring forth the frnit 
of the field for trouble, but for blessing and the 
privileges of life, under Messiah's kingdom. 

Another Unholy Trinity 
uniform standard of living which not only will 
prove very satisfactory to all in the end but rill ''C HURCH notice in the Mancheater, Eng- 

greatly promote a brotherly feeling among men. land, Cfuardh:  

I t  i r  an unacknowledned fact that one worker at lo: 30 
is not entitled to ah&er hours until all &n "Subject: 'The Three Great Failures.' 
have them; neither should one receive more "Choir. 
compensation than another for the same expen- "Sermon. 
d i m e  of energy. "Pipe organ offertory." 

60 NEW DISTBIBUTOBS WANTED WITH EXCLUSIVE TEBRITOEY 

FIREZONE OIL 
rase8 o? quart. (12 quart. to the cu) taken wer by 

0. 8. Bllllw. Mn~gOr of tbe m o m  C o ~ r r n r ,  to dl, 
tribute among 50 ap ib le  asleemen. rendera of thi. Mngazlnr 
Not over 10 csra to a e h  new agent at $6.00 per am. $80.00 
(.r tbc 10 asek 8sC previous Lma of THL 00- Am 
for deacrlptlre account of Ftuzoam On, or d t e  for I+ 
Brt.$b at $1.00 per quart nearly 100 parrrnt proat 

Itample ~ l t  h r d  Pa& 41.00 
&m@* mu lt mprr )roo 

- - - 
TEB HXW ?BODUCT 

Iuperlor hnkcmbe 011. gunranted marl ta artar oil, that Eemit direct to 0 .8 .  M i l k ,  in New York fun4 d 
WW kd thra Umea longer than any ofl now on the market. 68 Third WW Pofnt, YY. 



Prenatal Diet By Dr. A. C. Fones 

IF 
could only tell the story of prenatal the cause of ninety percent of our pl~ysienl 

diet so that everybody could take in the idea defects. 
we could regenerate this country in two years! In order to have food that will not spoil, and 
Think what we are producing as the physical that is, therefore, a p o d  commercial proposi- 

aspect of the dmerican nation ! Ninety-seven ti m, the refiners take the essential life elements 
percent of our school children have decayed out of it and give US in exchange a product that 
teeth and malocclusion, forty percent have ab- we can keep for a year, if necessary; and we 
normal breathing tracts and posture defecta, call it food. 
twenty percent have infections of the skin, and Can you think of any natural food, any fruit, 
smaller percentages have defective hearing, de- vegetable, grain, milk, or eggs that will not 
fective vision and flat feet. spoilT I t  is impossible to name one; for bacteria 

Think 'of the record of contagious diseases molest any food that nature produces. Yet me 
among school children: Colds, whooping cough, eat hundreds of tons of degerminated and re- 
mumps, measles, scarlet fever, chicten pox, and fined products that even bacteria scorn. 
several others. No other animal existing com- White sugar, white flour, degerminated corn 
p a r a  with the physical condition of human be- meal, corn starch, polished rice, pearled barley, 
in0  in civilized communities. and patented breakfast foods galore from which 

What ia wrong with civilized man as an ani- practically all the twelve mineral elements have 
malt Has he not both the medical and the den- been removed; and the lack of even one of these 
tal professions working for him to prevent these elements eventually means sickness and finally 
diseases and defects? Yes; but we have all death. These refined foods are useless for tooth 
strayed so far from the fundamentals of natural formation, as they are practically calcium free. 
living that the combined knowledge of all the 
scientists does not keep us well, and does not E%re Mothers L o g e  Their Teeth . 
prevent disease. IN THE formation of the human embryo the ' 

The practice of prevention is so closely asso- be& must get their building material from 
ciated with diaease itself that we have come to the blood of the mother; and the mother's blood 
believe in vaccination as the natural preventive must obtain the sixteen life elements from the 
of smallpox, in cod liver oil as the logical pre- food which she eats. She must get them from 
ventive for rickets, in pasteurization as  the nat- her daily dietary; for if this fails to snpply the 
ural method of securing safe milk, in early or- elements necessary, her bones, her teeth, and 
thodontia as the preventive for malocclusion, other tissues will be robbed of calcium and other 
and in extension of the cavity walls of a carious elements to maintain the developing child, 
tooth to the sound enamel structure as dental Dentists are all familiar with the deteriora- 
prophylaxis I tion of tooth structure during pregnancy, and 

Valuable as these procedureg are, we are this is only one of the many unfortunate condi- 
forced to the realization that not one of them tions developing through ignorance of correct 
is truly preventive. The fundamental truth diet. The crowns of deciduous teeth are formed 
which we have lost Bight of ia the inherent abil- when the baby is born, and the cusps of the six- 
ity of the body cells, under normal conditions, year molars are in process of formation. Who 
to build perfect structures, and to establish and made them1 The mother, from the food she ate 
maintain a natural immunity to disease. Whsi during the prenatal period. Did her diet supply 
must these cells have to build a perfect strue- perfect building materials for teeth7 Not if she 
ture t consumed the usual American diet of meat, 

The human body is made up of sixteen el.-  boiled potatoes, white bread, white sngar, pan- 
merits, and all animal and vegetable life can- tries, tea and coffee. These common foods are 
tains the same sixteen elements. Even the soil practically calcium free, and her child cannot 
is similarly composed, so that only by the most possibly have sound decidaoua teeth without 
perverse and unnatural. methods of preparing calcium and phosphorus. 
food can the human animal escape being per- We are trying to stop dental caries a t  the 
fectly nourished. I t  is man's perversion of his wrong end. We must get to the source, which 
natural food supply which, in my judgment, is ia during the prenatal and preschool life. If 
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you bnild a house, and put it on a weak founda- 
tion, if you substitute inferior materials in the 
construction of it, you will expect to have a 
leaky roof, defective plumbing and other troub- 
les. If  we try to build a child's body by substi- 
tuting refined and demineralized products for 
nature's food, we can expect the very defects 
which inevitably develop. 

Show me the deciduous teeth of a child, and 
I will tell yon the condition of the osseons tissue 
of that child. The factors which govern the cal- 
cification of the teeth also govern the calcifica- 
tion of the bone; and I believe that a defect 
like carious teeth can never exist as the sole 
imperfection in an otherwise seemingly healthy 
body. 

There is not a tissue in the entire body that 
can be constrncted or  maintained without the 
mineral elements in proper physiological bal- 
ance. The peryereion of the physiological bal- 
ance found in the natural foods can result in 
an imperfect structure of any organ, including 
the teeth. 

If there ia one message that I mnld bring 
you, it is  to urge yon to consider that imperfect 
tooth structure does not occur as a single de- 
fect, but that it is the index to the structure of 
the other tissues and organs in that body. This 
viewpoint places a tremendous responsibility 
upon the dental profession I t  means education 
of the public to insure not only perfect tooth 
structure, but a souud and healthy body as well. 

What must we teach regarding prenatal diet l 
It call be made so simple that anyone can under- 

'stand it. The return to a natural diet means 

the consumption of liberal quantities of dairy 
products-clean raw milk (a  quart a day for the 
expectant mother and the growing child), fresh 
butter and cheese, eggs, every vegetable and 
fruit, fresh and raw when possible, but unpeeled 
and served in its own jnice when cooked; for 
the juice of cooked vegetables contain the min- 
eral salts. 

It means whole-grain bread and cereals, with 
the bran and mineral elements retained. It 
beans natural sugars, mch aa honey, figs, 
dates, raisins, real molasses, pure maple aagar, 
and syrup. Such' a diet supplies all essential 
elements for a perfect body, and the & with 
their God-given intelligence will do the rest. 

The truth about diet should be spread by 
every dentist. whenever the opportunity pre- 
sents. Tbe introduction of courses in dietetics 
into the public school curriculum will provide 
the largest field for improving the present con- 
ditions. Every girl going through the junior 
and senior years of high school must have the 
training in dietetics, especially as applied to 
prenatal feeding, before we have strong teeth 
and healthy bodies. 

[The foregoing is unquestionably true, but 
if all his patients were to eat whole wheat bread, 
instead of white bread, the doctor would soon be 
out of a job. What a pity, when people can keep 
well for the price of two doctor's calla (eight , 

dollars), that they neglect such a simple path 
to health. For the above sum, a mill ia to be 
had which we have found is all that could be 
desired in the way of a hand miU-Ed.] 

Mark Twain's Reputation Saved 

G ENIUS, faith, purity, romance, and the 
spirit of cooperation have been in every 

generation since the days of Adam. With these 
have been the spirit of rebellion, anarchy, and 
bolshevism. Each generation has measured its 
people with the standards that obtained during 
its own life. A genius might be transplanted to 
another age and there be considered a fool, and 
everybody coincide in much opinion. A crazy 
person might be translated to another epoch, 
and there be rightly considered the wisest of 
men. If i t  had not been for leading the Israelites 
out of Empt and giving the law a t  Mount 

tiinai, Moses might never have been heard of. 
If Jezebel had been a good woman, we might 
never have heard of her. Passing through crises 
in the destiny of nations brings some noble 
characters to the front; aa for instance, Wash- 
ington, Lincoln, and Grant. Sometimes a man 
wi l l  get many pages in the histories because of 
his meanneeq ru Nero. Mark Wain would 
probably never have been heard of had he not 
been a "funny man." 

Mark, whose real name was Samuel L Clem- 
ens, was born in 1835. His schooling was very 
meager. de a bog: he war a priateia devil; and 
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a GOLDEN AGE Bmoonrr, n. x 

after drifting around aa a typesetter he aban- Mark Twain on Monarchb 
doned that work, and became a pilot On a HE horrors and hellishness of the of 
boat on the Mississippi river. He tried his hand T depicted in that prayer; 
at silver mining, and later a t  gold mining, blasphemy of i t  & in npon a gaciona meantime writing aa a reporter for some of the and loving creator in ench terms of selfish 
western newspapers. He edited a paper in hatred is 
Buffalo, N. Y., later was married, and otherwise with prophetic vision ~ a r f r  into the 
became acvainted with the severe ex~riences future fifty yearst0  1 9 3 s a n d  declared tllat 
of life. He died in 1910. by that time monarchies would be swept from 

I t  was Mark Twain's humor and philosophical the ~t the time of ueterance he codd 
of mind together with honesty and candor, hardly have had advantage of "The Time is at  

which brought him to a high plane among hu- ~ ~ ~ d , n  based upon , , ~ h ~  =ivine plan the 
moristB. As he was a prolific writer it Ages" (first two volmea of Pastor RusselYl 
not expected that his writings would be devoid.  orb), m d  hefore a very good gnesser. 
of some stale and inconsequential stuff. But thmne h.a gone darn, and I nrim in oeau Mark was a good observer having excellent of ,tidadioll. I aish I might livs fifB - 

' descriptive powers; his strain of humor kept up I wiera I a. tba thranC1 of Emp allinp at 
the interest, and h a l l y  he was given a place in ,dim for old iron I belien I h u l a  dy rea 
the Hall of Fame. Doubtless many placea have of abt i, dy the g r ~ ~  ~1 -dlrn 
sported their local Mark Twains, who have ever invented by man-monarchyJ It ir enough to mrlrr, 
passed away without special notice because of a graven image laugh, b see apparently rational people, 
circumstances or association. away down here in thin wholesome and mercilssr .&ugh- - 

The original Mark wrote a prayer-he did not k - d a y  of ah-, still mouthing emPtJ re~erenm for 
say it, he wrote i t - a  sarcastic prayer which he those mouebacked frauds and m u n w ~  M* 
'did not intend for the Almighty to hear. It was kingship and ~ e h  nobilitg. It ia enough fo make 

the monarch and noblen themaelm laugh-md i a mrt of travesty on our presentday civilha- 16n do; - be no wdon th.t 
tion; and he said of it: "I have told the whole I thinL thvs is only one Mar thing, Lnd thrt the 
truth in that, and only dead men can tell the of bastard Bmni-the# 
whole trnth in this world. It can be published dqs ,d ~~w~ ,,,,a m ~ d t w  en-- 
after I am dead." Here it is: bemi by thmdrea,  for rottea carerr~sea and rtolen titlee. 

When our great brathw, the d i m d a u l  Bradhti ,  
Y d  Zbain's War Prauer h e  their Decluation of Independma, I h o p  they 

"0 LORD, a r  God, help ar ta tcar && mloldim thL link: W e  hold thene hthr fo 
to bloody shreds with o w  11helL3; help ua to mvar be ~Lfevident:  that ~~~~ u-4 

fielh with the pale forms of their patriot d e n a ~ d a n b  of for the r- that no throne 
; help us to &own the thunder of the gmu with tha w a  ever *t up in thh world by the ri4 freely aercised, 

womded mithing in pain ; help un to lay wrSte thsir of the O ~ Y  bod7 POming the I g h b  right to ft 
h m b l e  homes with a hurricane of ftn; halp M to wring n ~ f i e  numer id  of the -fin' mThings 
fie hearts of their anoffending widone with unavailing -king. BP and bye going to be an aigr* 
fief; help us to turn them out r o o k ,  rith their little &% m y b -  In few Yearn from 
maren, ta wander unfriended t h g h  waateu of their nothmg but p h M + u t  an the poli~q 
a ~ k t e d  laxi& in raga and hunger m d  thirst, nport of m d  in fact overmwding all the amnu- of tmMld 
the - flsmer of and icy -b of -*, labor. I want to say a Y a n h  mechanida nay about 
broken in qirit, worn with -mil, imploring Thaa for monarchy .nd its several naw Prop- I gm Y a  

refnge of ths grsm .nd denied it. For our sakes, approve of what I my about the French Bevolutia 
r h o  .do= Thee, Lord, b W  their hopea, blight their Few people dl. It is odd that even to thb dry Ameri- 
u,,,,, && bi- pilgrimagq make heavy their cane observe that immortal benefaction through 
m s ,  their with teua7 the white English and other momrchical qed, and have no ~hred 
rith the blood of th& noanded feet1 We pak of One of m opinion abont it that t h q  didn't get at recand 
r h o  is the q i r i t  of love nnd who ia the ever-faithful hand. Ned to the Jh.utb of J ~ J  m d  its d b ,  ft W M  

Wge m e n d  of that mm k t ,  & the noblest and the holiest thing and the mod m~ 
& .id humble and cantrite harts. Grant om that ever happened on this earth. And ib graciom work 
pnyer, 0 Lord; and Thins ahall be the praim and is not done y L n o t  m ~ h e r e  in the remote neigh- , 
brmor md glory now md ever. hen.'' borhwd of itJ'-1869. 



Sgirit.ualism Antagonistic to Scripture Teaching BY J .  C. Watsor . ' 

S T. PAUL: in 1 Timotr,y 4: 1, tells as that in 
the latter days (and we are in them now) 

some will depart from the faith and give heed 
to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils ; and 
his words are certainly being fulfilled now. For 
there are in Vancouver, B. C., and elsewhere, 
professed religious people who not only claim 
to be able to communicate with the dead, but 
positively assert that they have done so and 
hare received messages from the dead. This 
imaginative communication with the dead is 
technically called epiritualism, but is nothing 
less than witchcraft, no matter by what other 
name one chooses to call it, and is of evil origin; 
and the originator of all evil is the devil. 

To our surprise a noted author. Sir Conan 
Doyle, an upholder of spiritualism, paid a visit 
to Vancouver just recently and delivered a lec- 
ture on spiritnalism, and showed to the audience 
photographs purporting to be of q i r i t s  of the 
dead, and stated (according to our local news- 
paper report) that spiritualism was not antag- 
onistic to Christianity or other religions. I will 
now ehow with proof from Scripture that i t  is 
impossible to communicate with the dead, and 
that Sir Conan Doyle's assertion that qiritual- 
ism ia not antagonistic to Christianity and 
other religions is utterly false and misleading. 

I n  Ecclesiastes 9:5 we are told: "The dead 
know not anything . . . the memory of them 
is forgotten.'' Ecclesiastes 9 : 10 reads : 'There 
is no . . . howledge, nor wisdom, in the grave!' 
Job 32 : 8 tells as : "There is s spirit in man" ; 
and in Job 14: 10 we read: "But man dieth, 
and wasteth away: yea, man giveth up the 
ghost [spirit], and where is  he?" In Psalm 
104: 29 we read: "Thon hidest thy face, they 
are troubled; thou takest away their breath, 
they die, and return to their dust" And we 
learn by reading Edesiastee 12: 7 that when a 
man dies and is buried, his body (which was 
formed from the dust of the g romd4enes i s  
2:  7) returns to the earth as it was, and the 
~p i r i t  returns to God, who gave it. Then if, as 
x e  know, a dead man's body decays away when 
buried and the spirit returns to God, what in 
the name of common sense is there in the grave 
to communicate with? 

There is but one answer, i. c., Nothing. A 
witch may be able to communicate with evil 
spirits in the air, angels of the d e d ;  but that 

1 

is an entirely different question. In Exodus 
22 : 18 we are told : T h o n  shalt not d e r  
[permit] a witch to live!' Neither were they 
permitted to live in early day8 but when f o d  
were either stoned or burnt to death. But today 
in many cities they are received with open arms, 
and by paying a small amount of money they 
are granted license to carry on their nefarious 
calling. But I am now straying away from the 
subject, and will return. 

In Deuteronomy 18: 10-12 we read: 'There 
shall not be found among you anyone that mak- 
eth his son or his daughter to pass through the 
fire, or that nseth divination, or  an observer of 
times, or an enchanter, or a witch, or a charmer, 
or  a consulter with familiar spirits, or  a wizard, 
or a necromancer. For all that do these thinga 
are an abomination to the Lord.* 

And in Leviticus 19: 31 we read: "Regard 
not them that have familiar spirits, neither seek 
after wizards, to be defiled [corrupted] by them: 
I am the Lord." Now all these statements refute 
the assertions and claims of those who contend - - 
that they commnnicate-with the dead; and we 
can only conclude tbat those who make wch 
claims are atheists and delight in eviL 

Should this writing meet the eye of Sir  Conan 
Doyle and others who indulge in epiritualism, 
and I hope i t  will, I would refer them to Psalm 
50: 22, which reads : "Now consider this, ye 
that forget God, lest I tear you in pieces, and 
there be none to delivei'; and also to Psalm 
55 : 23 : ''Deceitful men shall not live out half 
their days!' 

Moreover, in Isaiah 8: 19,20 we read : "And 
when they shall say unto yon, Seek unto them 
that have familiar spirits, and unto wiz;ards 
that peep, and tbat mutter : &odd not a people 
seek unto their Qod? for the living to the dead1 
To the law and to the testimony: if they s p e d  
not according to this word, it is became there 
is no light in them." I now warn my readers to 
be on their guard and avoid ail those that in- 
dulge in evil practices, if they wish eternal life. 

'There b Ugbt for me am the tracLh wilb, 
& the nondem of old I I c e ,  

When the God of the whole earth weat befm 
To search me resting place. 

"Has He changed for me7 Nay 1 He not: 
Re will bring me by some new way. 

Through fire ma flood, part each aJIJ ig 
dr safely an  esterd day.^ 

88 
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I HAVE in my r6ay two pictures, one of "All had the power d J d  n w ,  
the pope with hie tiara, and one of Jesm Let an@ pr&b fall. 

with Hir, shepherd'r crook, and knocking at Bring forth the royd dhd- 
had cmrnHinLordod a'' 

the door. I have marked them ''Bivals for 
world adefiPP* 1 me sayiq with the One can almost hear the Coronation Song od 
Prophet : the new Buler: 

"And they rang a new song, saying, Tboo ar t  
YBemOve tb diadem, take the worthy to take the book, and to open the seal8 . exalt him that is low ithe lowly Jes-1, thereof: for thou want slain, and hast redeemed 

m d  abase him that is high [the Pope, the king to Qod by thy blood oat of every kindred, and 
of Babylon]. I will overturn, overturn, over- tongue, and people, and nation: and hart made 
turn it: and it ahall be no more, until he come them onto our Qod kings and priesta: and they 
whose right it is; and 1 will give it km- d d  reign on the earth. And every creature 
W e 1  21 : 26,27. which ir in heaven, and on the earth, and such 

M are in the sea, and aU that are in them, heard 
"He bringeth down that On high; I saying, Bleasing, and honor, and glory, and 

the lofty city, he l a ~ e t h  it low; he l a ~ e t h  it lows be unto him that aitteth upon the throne, 
even to the ground; he bringeth it even to the and anto the Lamb for ever and eyer,''-&ve- 
kt."-Isaiah 26 : 5. lation 5 : 9,10,13. 

Chrietmae Bells BY FndrricLr Lordent (L&, Eng.) 

0 Chrirtmrs b d ~ ,  ye ring and ring 1 God'r wrath hm m t e d  on the nee; 
I hear your music pcJmg. I t o m u k E u e . u ~ t e s .  

To me there'r modwy in ths tonee h vuch throughont ths whole wide euth, 
That on the air ue ateding. h d  MI what &I hu brought nrl 

For peace ir but an empty nune; 
Good w i l l 4  who tan find it? On ever). dde dimso h o b  may;  

For d l a h  greed ataka through ths earth Hsu nor the a p t i d r  morning. 
h d m b q w d h b s h i n d i t .  The opn of dn ir on the mcs, 

The whole c~tion'r gro8ning. 
0 Christmas b e h l  what other aonndr Vice, crime md evil prq  am nun; 

Now fill the euth rith ehiingl And desth 6ll1 up the meuure. 
The euth bring forth enough for dl; Tbs belh toll o'er ten billion prr. 

Yet men for bread am e. H a ~ t h q t d l o f ~ ?  
Though they us givem Chidmu cheer, 

And told to baniah wmw, Pal out, but n d  d mpty ja~1  
Their mournful e~ hehold with f m ~  That vanish with the m o m ;  

The qder  of tomorrow. BSmgcmtthemmmgeC)odhugiv8n- 
How He rill knirb m w .  

d n d r o a n d t b e r m i d i r M t h s 8 m l ~ d  . T e l l d * w t h . . n g C t - 6  
Of buq huamm ringing; ~ d r o ~ n l m l h r ~ ~ ~ ;  

And hand8 are molding gunr for war Th.t Qod rhrll give e t a 4  joy - 
While lips of peece am singhg. To wery w d  MI willing. 

Gigantic v d  rail tka rear 
With waponr forged for killing; Tdl out., 0 bells, tbair lory-lod dad 

And hervt that should with lore d d m ,  W m e  back from Drth's -1 
Hate'r vengeful tide L -. TeU of the joy of the nsr euth; 

TellthemtheLordLriranl 
O ~ t h a c r v w ~ ~ r a d ,  He hol& ths k e p  of dath md hell; 

And Ad.m*r childran Im-; Hir power dull wake tha dsephg 
For bck  at Eden'r gate began And rain than ap to perfeet Me, 
at t h o n ~ ~ d  yevs of anguish. And end tuthf# night of weeping. i t  - 



Exploitation of Christmas By Jo7rn H. G. Sttow 

C H R I S T U S ,  Ue nearly everg sacred thing, Orthodox church, the Eastern division of the 
is commercialized and is made a part of great comterfeit. This man had the inherent 

that great Satanic counterfeit system, miscalled hypocrisy begotten of this system to sigh and 
Christendom, the *-on part of which i s  say i t  was a dreadful sight, etc., when the SO- 
thrust upon the common people by their clerical viet authorities ripped open those cotton-bat- 
advisers, backed up by their accomplices after h g  saints in the presence of all the people. 
the f a c t t h e  financial, political and social ad- Bad as the Turk is reported to be, he is evi- 
vis,ers and benefactors; ahd they all are push- dently a notch above the bunch of ~ i o w  frauds 
ing for the perpetnation of commercialized dv- and hypocrites who are bent on perpetrating 
ilization called "religion," whose crown and joy for gain these scandal on^ crimes on the -ss@8 
is its League of Nations, heralded with loud of the people, and perpetrating the systems' 
acclamation as the "pofitical eqression of God's counterfeiting of the true kingdom of Messiah, 
kingdom on earth"-a brazen, barefaced corn- even when the gaff is blown and the fraud is 
terfeit without a parallel h o e  the days of publicly demonstrated. 
Constantine. All hail the day when the "Stone" (the Lord's 

All professions alike seem to be prostituted true kingdom) fd upon these rascal sys- 
by commercialism. The doctor of medicine now tems and f i nd  them to powder; and what if 
takes s contract to attend the sick of some large the grinding has begun now! Hallelujah, anF- 
concern, snd hardly wait to hear of the howl We do not have to say "How long" now; 
comphf but diagnoses with a-<Xere, you've for Mr. Lloyd George has admitted that Satan 
got a cold, take that," and "Next, with is the one "doing Europe" and, "alas, Satan hap 
as little concern as a barber. not done with Europe." No, we answer; Satan 
This characterizes Christmas, too, a festive has to finish casting out Satan, not only in 

~eason (sare the mark!), a trading season to Europe, but all over the earth. 
~tampede classes into paying more than they One thing we wish p a r t i d a r b  to note is 
~hould for presents, etc., uuder which all older that when G e o r g e d r o ~ ~ e d d i ~ l o m a c ~  
 tore-help groan, longing for the miserable and stated the truth about who was mnning 
force to be over, not bowing anything of the Europe, he begm to go into oblivion. he 
real Christ and His wonderful work, nor the be able to keep out? well, we S h d  wait and see. 
approximate real date of His birth. The Star of W e  would not disparage the giving of gifts. 
Bethlehem is now recognized as a work of the Christ was God's gift to mankind. But let the 
devil in his attempt to deliver Jesus into Her- gifts be simple, useful; and, above all, let the 
od's hands throngL the magi(cians)-sorcerers. gift come from the heart. Never give to get 
This and other sacred things should now be something in return. Give for the love of it 

Eeen in their true light. "Behold, in the day of and not for reciprocity's sake. ~ n d  is it not 
Your fast Te find pleasure, and exact all YoW wrong to teach children a doctrine or  a m;yth 
Inbnrs." (Isaiah 58: 3) "Is not this the fast which calls from theIll more love for santa 
that I have chosen! to loose the bands of wick- clans than for sod l-~d.3 
edness, to undo the h e a v  burdens, and to let 
the oppressed go free, and that ye brezk e r e q  "Once a little baby Ig 
yoke t" (Isaiah 58 : 6,7 j How Enre we are that Cradled on the fragrant hay, 
t1,ese abominable ccw,tc.rfeit Satanic feasts Long ago on Christmas 1 
 ball be swept out of the earth, "with the besom Stranger bed s babe ne'er found; 
of destruction" (Isaiah 14:23), accompanied Wondering cattle stood around, 
by the howling of the clerical shepherds, and the Long ago on Christmas 
wallowing in the ashes of the "principal of the 
flock," now crying for the peace of Christ in "And today the whole wide earth 

the kingdom (1) of Christ-+ paradoxical plea, Praises God for that Child'e birth 

to be sure.--Jeremiah 25 : 34-38. Long ago on Christmas l 
For the Life, the Tmth, the Way 

We take off our hat to the Turk for refusing Came to bless the earth that by, 
to harbor the Supreme Patriarch of the Greek Long ago on CBrintmaa" - 

w 



The Song of the Angels By U r s .  E. Hwtter 

DEAR old Christmas, with its good cheer1 NoPeaa a Yet 
What happy memories of childhood cluster TD now after so many years we turn our 

around this season! Ah longing eyes in every direction for some 
We 81 treasure the joys of Chris- and manifestation of the promised peace on esrth. 

recall i t h  pleasure its sweet song8 of heave* Oh, sad indeed are the mnditions in the world 
mmic, the merry faces of little children bright ,,, ag hie feuow msn and pefiBCw 
~ i t h  ex~edation of coming favors, the beautifd every device for further slanghter; the idle rich 
Christmas trees bespangled with gold and sil- living in 1- while the poor are 
wr, and the twinkling little candles u e  tiny to keep alive the little spark of life. In the 
mattinela on the mount of green. slums of our great cities we see sights that 

Bometimes at  the top of the tree there would make the heart sick and the brain fain6little 
k 8 bright sbr ,  or an angel with outspread children r e d  in crime, who never had a 
wingo, bearing the message of joy. chance, who were doomed from birth to fall by 

Many are the delights of Chrism=; we the wayside, many of them old before reaching 
are glad that the poor old world has had so ,tkty. ~ d d  to all this the 
much pleasure in the celebration. While we can- tion of the common people corrnpt men in 
not agree that December twenty-6fth the C O P  high places, the gambling -, the drinGng 
rect date of our Saviois birth, nevertheless we cnrae, the inpane ssylams, the hospitals, the re- 
are glad to join in the happy song of praise form schools, e tc  What a picture of the sigh- 
and thanksgiving for Jehovah's gift of gifts to ing, Crging, and dping of the poor h m  raw 1 
a lost and dying race-His Son. But ah! how We tarn from it all; sad we to few of earth's millions have any serious thought the Song of the hgels: "Behold, I bring of the real import of the birth of Jeans, the good tidings of great joy, be to all 
Holy Child of Bethlehem. Yet it is the great people!, conld there have ken a  id outstanding t?vent of history, without which the angels rnisnnderstand this message 
there would be no hope of a future life. they brought from the courts of Jehovaht No; 

Let Pause and consider for a moment as they were perfect angelic beings, and the men- 
we glance backward on the stream of time. Let sage was one of joy and not of sorrow. HOW 
W listen to the Song of the Angels, as it rang can we harmonire the message of ujof and 
out on the hills of Jndea more thm nineteen #apeaeu with the night time of weepingt ~ g s i n  
centuries ago. we pause and look into the distant past. 

I t  was in the qniet stillnea8 of the nigh% and I, the Garden of the Lord, the one perfect 
the faithful shepherds were watching their beauty spot of earth, our &st parents came 
f l o h  in the open field. Above glistened the into being with all the grandear of perfdon,  
lovely ~ b m ,  Silently proclaiming the glory of mental, morab and physical. But Satan, th.t 
Qod Suddenly appeared the mgel of Jehovah old serpent the devil, aspiring to make hhmeli 
with the song that has come d o n  through the like the ~~~t ~ i ~ h ,  reached out to do- 
agea: "Fear not: for, behold, I bring yon good minion over them. One act of disobedience te 
tidinga of great joy, which shall be to ad people- the just requirement of their Creator, at Satan's 
For unto yo? is born day in the UV of instigation; and the jewala of perfeation began 
David a Savlor, whch is Chnst the Lord." to fade. Out into the unprepared earth thg 

Immediately the heavenly choir caught the were driven to wrest their sustenance from the 
glad refrain and filled the air with the uweeteat mil as best they could, straggling with tho ad- 
rong of earth-the Song of the h g e l a :  " G ~ v  v e m  conditions amid the thorns and thidea. 
to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good Separated from the fellowship of their Creator, 
will toward men." the Eden home gone, the dominion of earth 108% 

What a benediction, what hope for the chil- and the death penalty upon them, oar first par- 
&wn of men in the Song of the &gels l ents were indeed reaping the bitter fruita of 

'Wappy shepherd on whom eye disobedience; and by inheritance the penale 
Shone the glory from on high, 

- has fallen upon every member of the human 
Of the heavenly mmje." family. The sentence, 'Puat thou art, and unto 

la8 -. 



dust shalt thou return," has never been revoked. 
The first faint gleam of hope for the con- 

demned race was that the "seed of the woman" 
should utterly destroy the power of sin. About 
midway between the fall of Adam and the Song 
of the Angels in the hills of Judea stands that 
wonderful promise made to Abraham: "In 
blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I 
will ~nultiply thy seed as the stars of the heaven, 
and as the sand which is upon the sea shore; 
. . . and in thy seed shall all nations of the 
earth be blessed."--Genesis 22: 17,18. 

Some Christians believe that this promise 
was fulfilled when Jesus died on Calrary and 
thus became the Redeemer of the world. But a 
moment's reflection will prove the fallacy of 
snrh a thongl~t. Tme, some were blessed and, 
through faith, passed from nnder the curse in 
Adam to the promise of life in Christ, "saved 
by hope." But more than half of the human 
race hare lived and died without hearing of the 
1~2mc of Jesus. Consequently they have not 
k e n  blessed. And we still have the sorrows 
o: enrlh. 

Blessings Sure to Come 

Y ET the angels had sung: "Good tidings of 
great joy, which shall be to all people." 

\lTe must conclude that the blessing tarries; for 
as u-e view the changing scenes of church and 
state we find no record of wonderful blessings 
having come to the world such as predicted by 
the prophets of old and as sung by the angels. 
W h y  the long dela~. in granting the blessing 
to all as promised? 

Reflecting on God's Word, we find that He is 
a great economist and frequently accomplishes 
more than one purpose a t  a time. Evidently it 
was Hi? \-:ill to permit six thousand years of 
evil to teaeh men the exceeding sinfulness of 
sin nnd its awful results; and a t  the Bsme time 
l i e  has been  ending crucial tests to certain 
clect classes \\-horn He purposed to use in bless- 
ing the non-elect world in general. The long 
tirue it has taken to prepare these elect classes 

t 
for thcir future wcrk gkes us some idea of the 
importance of that work in Jehovah's sight. 

In  the Old Testament we have the record of 
rome faithful ones who mere loyal to God and 

1 the princip!es of righteousness under adverse 
conditions. OP this elass the apostle Paul wrote: 
' T::cy were sto~ecl, they --ere s a m  asunder, 

were tempted, were dab with the sward. They 
wandered about in sheepskins m d  goatskins; 
being destitute, afflicted, tormented, of whom 
the world was not worthy." (Hebrews 11: 37, 
38) Tenderly and with reverence we think of 
those dear prophets of old, and rejoice to know 
that a great reward and honor awaits them. 
They will represent the earthly, visible phase 
of the kingdom, ''princes in all the earth" (Pealm 
45 : 16), during the Messianic reign. 

Another elect class representing the heavenly 
phase of the kingdom has been called during 
this Gospel age to  walk in the footsteps of Jesus 
and to eacrilice with Him their little al l  of 
haman life, aims, and hopes, exchanging these 
for "glory, honor, and immortality," proving 
nnder severe trials faithful unto death. Of this 
class it is aaid: " b d  they lived and reigned 
with Christ a thousand years" as " l b g a  and 
priests" unto God, ruling, judging and blessing 
mankind. (Revelation 20: 4,6; 1 : 6) They are 
Jehovah's appointed missionaries for the con- 
version of the world. Then that gracious invi- - - 
tation found in Revelation 22: 17 wil l  be ex- 
tended: "The Spirit and the bride my, Come, . . . and let him that is athirst come ; and who- 
eoever will let him take the water of life freely." 

Earth's Restored Paradhe 

M ANY are the promises of a restored earth, 
the Golden Age long dreamed of by poet 

and sage, and spoken of "by the mouth of all 
the holy prophets." 

As we catch a glimpse of these times of re- 
freshing, we are assured that the Song of the 
Angels has rung true: "Good tidings of great 
jog, which shall be to all people." 

Let us consider a few of the blessings which 
shall obtain in that new earth. Justice shall be 
the foundation of the government-to-be. (Isaiah 
28 : 17) Human life will be more precions than 
h e  gold. (Isaiah 13 : 12) "They shall bnild 
houses, and inhabit them; and they shall plant 
vineyards, and eat the fruit of them. They shall 
not build, and another inhabit; they shall not 
plant, and another eat!' (Isaiah 65 : 21,22) 
"Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, 
neither shall they learn war any more."- 
Isaiah 2: 4. . 

And again, %hen the judgments of the Lord 
are in the earth the inhabitants will learn right- 
eoasness! 'Their flesh shall be fresher than s 



ohild's, and they shall return to the days of 
their youth'; and, blessed thought! "there shall 
be no more death!' This will be Paradise on 
enrth, with the gift of everlasting life to who- 
mever will give heed and receive instructions 
in the way of righteousnese and life. 

The Song of the &gels is on the eve of ful- 
filment. Good tidings of great joy are going 
forth to the meek ones of earth, a message f r l ~  
grant with hope. On every side we see prepa- 
rations for that perfect government which shall 
be "the desire of all nations!' 

In an interview some time ago Marconi said: 
"Science w i l l  transform the world. Within fifty 
years life on this planet will be so changed that 
we who are here now would have mcu l ty  in 
recognizing it. I t  will be a better and happier 
world" And again: "The age of what are 
known as scientific miracles is not in danger of 
coming to a pause ; it has only just begun." He 
tells much of the wonder-world to corns and 
fears that life will be too easy for the human 
race with electricity doing the labor; that "if 
people are not careful they will deteriorate!' 

Groandless fear1 Very few of the k~ixman 
family have had an opportunity to develop 
themselvea physically, mentally, and morally. 
The strnggle for existence has kept most of us 
busy. With long, delightfd hours of leisure, 
what wonders could be accomplished toward the 
goal of perfection l The latent qualities of rea- 
son, memory, and determination will be devel- 
oped; the Godlike quality of benevolence shall 
radiate from every face, which will be returning 
to His image, with the added blessing of health 
that bespeaks the harmony with nature's bend- 
cent lam. 
Jehovah'r King Noto Present 

T H E  wsste places of the earth will be made 
to bloom like the Garden of Eden, and man 

will have the privilege of cooperating for his 
own developm6nt. Already we see the desert 
blooming like the rose and streams breaking 
forth in dry lands-all because we are living in 
the dawn of the Golden Age, the due time for 
the blessing of all nations. Not all are familiar 
with the fact that the blessing time is in the 
world's judgment day. The Prophet 8ays: 
"When thy [God's] judgments are in the earth, 
the inhabitants of the world will learn right- 
eousness." There needs must come the hum- 
bling of the nations by bringing to naught the 

wisdom of men ; for it is based upon selfishness. 
The Lord shakes the nations to shake oat nn-. 
righteousness, ~ t r n t h  and irreverence; the. 
the deaire of all-life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness in a real, tangible form-ahall 
come. God's mind is made up; He has declared 
it; He will do it. "Sing unto the Lord with the 
harp . . . make a joyful noise before the Lord, 
for he cometh to judge the earths*-Psa. I)8: 5-9. 

When Jesus in His humiliation came to earth 
to be man's Redeemer few recognized Him 
the Messiah, the One sent from God. So now 
in the end of the age we h d  similar conditions 
existing; and again it is true that "there stand- 
eth one among you whom ye h o w  not" ( John  
1 : 26)--earth's rightful King, Jehovah's Anoi~it- 
ed, veiled from the sight of flesh, but recognized 
by the eye of faith through the prophecies as 
now present, by the signs of the times, the pre- 
dicted running to and fro, and the increase of 
knowledge-all indicating preparations for the 
blessing of all nations by the Prince of Pence. 

True, there is a destructive work as  well as a 
constructive work going on in the world today, 
which may seem to nullify the promised pence 
on earth. Many are the dire forebodings heard 
on every side. In a magazine article ex-Presi- 
dent Wilson expressed the opinion that "civili- 
zation is tottering." I t  is indeed the world's 
dark hour just before the dawn. But again we 
see the wisdom of God; for this destructive 
work will act as a purifying fire to humble and 
make the world ready for the blessings which 
God has for it. 

The silver k i n g  to the dark cloud is the 
kingdom of Christ set up in "power and glory," 
which is the only remedy for the ills of the 
human race. Happy and wise are they who 
have sutEcient faith to touch the hem of His 
garment (to recognize His presence) and be 
among those "millions now living [whol will 
never die!' 

When Christ and Hia footstep followers be- 
gin their reign of a thousand years, and the 
glories of perfection stretch out before the won- 
dering gaze of humanity, for the blessing of all 
the willing and obedient of the human family, 
the Song of the Angels wil l  ring out not only 
in the hills of Judea, but gradually and rapidly 
to earth's remotest bounds: "Glory to God in 
the highest, and on earth peace, good will to- 
ward men." 
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r81These scriptures clearly foretell the resur- 
rection of Jesus. Besides this, Jesus had told 
His disciples vhile in Galilee that He would be 
put to death and rise from the dead. ( L ~ l i e  21: 
6,7) "And while they abode in Galilee, Jesns 
said unto them, The Son of man shall be betmy- 
ed into hands of men: and they shall kill him, 
and the third day he shall be raised agaic. And 
they were exceeding sorry." (Matthew 17 : 22,23) 
But it may not be expected of them that they 
should understand the meaning of these Old 
Testnment scriptures as referring to the rcsur- 
rection of the Lord. They were not men of great 
learning. They n7erc poor and followed hwllble 
occupations. They had doubtless not had the 
advantage of a grcat amount of education; but 
a stronger reason is that the holy spirit had not 
then been given and their minds had not been 
illuminated, and it is not to be expected that 
they wonld understand then the deep things of 
God's Word. (1 Corinthians 2: 14) Nor is  it a t  
all surprising that they had forgotten some of 
the saying of Jesus concerning His betrayal, 
His death and resurrection. We must remember 
that they loved Jesus very devotedly; and 
uppermost in their minds was the hope that He 
would be the deliverer of Israel. Only five days 
before His death they had joined our Lord in 
His triumphal entry into Jerusalem, when the 
common people hailed Him with gladness and 
joy. (Matthew 21: 1-11) His death was so very 

""Little is said as  to the doings of the disapler 
and their associates immediately following the 
crucifixionwf Jesns, when He was laid away in 
the tomb. Ii~g., good women went and 'beheld 
where he was laid." hTo doubt little else waa 
done. After 6 o'&qck p.m. of that day was the 
beginning of the sabbath day, and under the 
law the Jews must r\est; hence we are not to 
espect that they did ninch of anything. Nor 
could it hare been a day of mu& rest to them. 
I t  was a day of great sorrow. They could do no 
work to divert their minds from the terrible 
shock caused by the c m ~ o n  of tbe Lord. The 
rest must have been one merely of cessation 
from labor. Surely they had little rest of body 
or  peace of mind. I t  was a day of sorrowful 
waiting for them, because tomorrow they wonld 
go to the tomb. The sabbath ended a t  6 o'clock -- 
p. m., but the night follou~ed, which prevented 
them from visiting the tomb then. . 

QUESTIONS ON "THE HARP OF @3W8 
Had Jesus told His disciples that He expected to 

arise from the dead? a d  if so, where? 1251. 
Why were the disciples sorry, aa stated in Matthew 

17 : 22,23 ? 1 251. 
T h y  could not the disciples of Jesus understand the 

prophecies concerning His resurrection? Quote a scrip- 
ture from the New Testanent in support of thia 
answer. f 251. 

sudden, so crnel, the shock so terrible, that the what -was the hope 11p-4 in the minds of the 
minds of these faithful disciples and others disciples? 251. 

,-. loved Him dearly were stunned. They were t d y  What had happened just five dayn before Jesus' death 
ovemhelmed with sorrow and grief. H e  had that increased such hopes in the minds of the disciplm? 
been rudely snatched from them; unjustly tried, 1 251. 
brutally condemned, and then subjected to the m a t  would be the probable dl& upon the discipler 

most ignominious death k n o m  to man, the the death of the Master? v 251. 

death of the cross. In being put to death IU an evil one and buried in 
the sepulchre of a rich man, what prophecy did Jam 

252Clearly in fulfilment of the prophecy of M P  7 262 
Isaiah above noted, Jesns was put to death as 0, day warr jeans c r u a a p  rm nrs the 
an evil one, thereby making Hissgrave with.the fouoffing? 8253. 
wicked; and H e  was laid in the sepulchre of a What were Jews erpeded to do on h t  &J d the 
rip11 mall of Arimathea, named Joseph.--Mntt- sabbath? 1 253. 

, hew 27 : 57-60. \?hen did t h e  nabbath dsy d l  ( 468. 
191 



on the,& before X m -  

You find that a friend has been overlooked, 
. and yet yon wish your kind regard for him 

to be expressed in a gift other than what 
remains on the bargain counter, STWDTES 119 
TEIE S C B ~  and the HARP BIB= STUDY 
Course, we believe, wiU be fonnd to be a 
fitting a d  appropriate remembrance. 

They are a collection of b o k s  that help to preseme the Christ 
mas spirit of good will thronqhout the entire year. A fitting 
reminder of ths esteem of the giver. 

The Library containing STUDIRS m THE S ~ B D T ~ T ~ ~ S  and the HARP . 
BIBLP STUDY Course can be delivered within a day's notice in over 
Mteen hundred cities in the United States. 

Telegraph yonr order to Brooklyn, and the Local Branch 
will deliver the set to the door of your friend with your 

The set of eight cloth-bound book4 containing over 4000 
pageta-$2.85 delivered. 

International B i b 1 e S t u d c n t 8 Association 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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